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2015 REGULAR SESSION

FIRST DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Monday, January 12, 2015
At 12:00 o’clock noon, pursuant to law, the Senate of the
2015 Regular Session of the Sixty-Fourth Legislature of the State
of Washington assembled in the Senate Chamber at the State
Capitol. Lieutenant Governor Brad Owen, President of the
Senate, called the Senate to order.
The Washington State Patrol Honor Guard, consisting of
Trooper Matt Fehler, Detail Officer; Trooper Makayla Morgan;
Trooper Will Rutherford; Trooper Melissa Walstad and Trooper
Ethan Wynecoop, presented the Colors.
The President led the Senate in the Pledge of Allegiance.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUEST
The President introduced Mr. David Buri, former State
Representative from the Ninth Legislative District, who
performed the National Anthem.
The Washington State Patrol Honor Guard retired from the
chamber.
The prayer was offered by Pastor Bob Luhn of the Othello
Church of the Nazarene in Othello.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Ladies and Gentlemen of the Senate.
Every year we are privileged to have the Capital Lakefair Queen
welcome us on the opening day of the legislative session. This
year is no different. I am pleased to ask Lakefair Queen Madi
Murphy, this year’s Lakefair Queen who is from Olympia High
School to say a few words. She is accompanied by Bob Barnes,
Capitol Lakefair Executive Director; Serry Barnes, Capital
Lakefair President; Sara Murphy, mother of Queen Madi; and
Donna Schmidt, grandmother of Queen Madi. Before she makes
her remarks the President would like to acknowledge that Bob and
Serry Barnes, who have for years been working diligently of their
own time with Capital Lakefair, bringing the Queen down every
year for us, are due to retire from that job after this session. I
would like to thank them for their many, many years of
community service. Would you please stand and be recognized
by a grateful senate? Thank you.”
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Lakefair Queen,
Madison Murphy, was seated at the rostrum.
With permission of the Senate, business was suspended to
allow Queen Madi to address the Senate and welcome the
senators to Olympia.
REMARKS BY QUEEN MADI MURPHY
Miss Madison Murphy: “Good afternoon Ladies and
Gentlemen: I feel deeply privileged to be here welcoming you to
the 2015 legislative session. My name is Madi Murphy and it is
my honor to speak to you today as the reigning Capital Lakefair
Queen. Olympia’s Capital Lakefair is a scholastic competition

between young women from high schools in the Thurston County
area. We are selected after a written application including
recommendation letters and essay as well as a speech and an
impromptu question. This time-honored tradition has become an
integral part of Olympia’s history. As the 57th Capital Lakefair
Queen it is my responsibility and honor to represent my high
school, Olympia High School as well as Thurston County.
Throughout my reign I’ve had the opportunity to travel across
Washington and experience a plethora of what our state has to
offer. From the Spokane Lilac Festival, honoring our military; to
the amazing street artists in Seattle; to, of course, the beautiful
capital campus right here in Olympia, it is evident that
Washington State is an epi-center for creativity and free
expression. Each July Capital Lakefair holds a festival in
downtown Olympia that provides an excellent opportunity to
showcase the wonderful variety that Olympia has to offer. From
unique vendors to fantastic rides there’s a bit of adventure for
everyone. Lakefair embodies the culture of Olympia, classic, free
spirited and connected. I’m grateful to you for your sacrifice of
time away from your families this winter to create laws that
nourish and show the prosperity of each city, especially my
beloved Olympia. Walt Disney once said, ‘Of all the things I’ve
done the most vital is coordinating with those who work with me
and aiming our efforts at a certain goal.’ I wish you the best of
luck as you enter the realm of political collaboration and I’m
excited to follow the vital news that flows from these walls. I look
forward to watching Washington State to fulfill its potential as the
most sustainable, eco-friendly and innovative state in America. I
hope that while you’re in town you’re able to enjoy a bit of what
Olympia has to offer by taking a walk through Priest Point Park
or exploring some of the shops downtown. Thank you for all of
your hard work and dedication and I wish you the greatest of luck
in your upcoming session. Here is to a prosperous 2015. Thank
you.”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the third
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY OF STATE
The Honorable President of the Senate
The Legislature of the State of Washington
Olympia, Washington
Mr. President:
I, Kim Wyman, Secretary of State of the state of Washington, do
hereby certify that the following is a full, true, and correct list of
persons elected to the Office of State Senator at the state
General Election held in the state of Washington on the 4th day
of November 2014, as shown by the official returns of said
election now on file in the Office of the Secretary of State,
together with a list of returning Senators whose terms expire in
January 2017.
SENATORS ELECTED NOVEMBER 4, 2014
District Counties
Name
Party
Represented
Preference
(* = part)
6
Spokane*
Michael
Prefers
Baumgartner
Republican Party
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8

Okanogan*,

Ferry,
Brian Dansel
Pend Oreille,
Spokane*, Stevens
Benton*
Sharon Brown

15

Grant*, Kittitas,
Lincoln, Yakima*
Yakima*

Judith (Judy)
Warnick
Jim Honeyford

21

Snohomish*

Marko Liias

26

Kitsap*, Pierce*

Jan Angel

28

Pierce*

Steve O’Ban

29

Pierce*

Steve Conway

30

King*, Pierce*

Mark Miloscia

31

King*, Pierce*

Pam Roach

32

Maralyn Chase

33

King*,
Snohomish*
King*

34

King*

Sharon K. Nelson

35

Tim Sheldon

36

Kitsap*, Mason,
Thurston*
King*

37

King*

Jeanne KohlWelles
Pramila Jayapal

38

Snohomish*

John McCoy

42

Whatcom*

Doug Ericksen

43

King*

Jamie Pedersen

44

Snohomish*

Steve Hobbs

45

King*

Andy Hill

46

King*

David Frockt

47

King*

Joe Fain

48

King*

Cyrus Habib

13

District
1
2
3
4
5
9
10
11
12
14

Karen Keiser

Prefers
Republican Party
Prefers
Republican Party
Prefers
Republican Party
Prefers G.O.P.
Party
Prefers
Democratic Party
Prefers
Republican Party
Prefers
Republican Party
Prefers
Democratic Party
Prefers
Republican Party
Prefers
Republican Party
Prefers
Democratic Party
Prefers
Democratic Party
Prefers
Democratic Party
Prefers
Democratic Party
Prefers
Democratic Party
Prefers
Democratic Party
Prefers
Democratic Party
Prefers
Republican Party
Prefers
Democratic Party
Prefers
Democratic Party
Prefers
Republican Party
Prefers
Democratic Party
Prefers
Republican Party
Prefers
Democratic Party

SENATORS WHOSE TERMS EXPIRE IN 2017
Counties Represented
Name
(* = part)
*
*
King , Snohomish
Rosemary McAuliffe
Pierce*, Thurston*
Randi Becker
Spokane*
Andy Billig
Spokane*
Mike Padden
King*
Mark Mullet
Adams, Asotin, Franklin*,
Mark G. Schoesler
Garfield, Spokane*, Whitman
Island, Skagit*, Snohomish*
Barbara Bailey
King*
Bob Hasegawa
Chelan, Douglas, Grant*,
Linda Evans Parlette
Okanogan*
Clark*, Klickitat, Skamania,
Curtis King
Yakima*

16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
27
28
39
40
41
49

Benton*, Columbia, Franklin*,
Walla Walla
Clark*
Clark*
Cowlitz*, Grays Harbor*,
Lewis*, Pacific, Wahkiakum
Lewis*, Thurston*, Clark*,
Cowlitz*
Thurston*
Kitsap*
Clallam, Grays Harbor*,
Jefferson
Pierce*
Pierce*
Pierce*
King*, Skagit*, Snohomish*
San Juan, Skagit*, Whatcom*
King*
Clark*

Mike Hewitt
Don Benton
Ann Rivers
Brian Hatfield
John E. Braun
Karen Fraser
Christine Rolfes
Jim Hargrove
Bruce Dammeier
Jeannie Darneille
Steve O’Ban
Kirk Pearson
Kevin Ranker
Steve Litzow
Annette Cleveland

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand, and
affixed the Seal of the state of Washington at Olympia, this 2nd
day of December 2014.
KIM WYMAN
Secretary of State
(Seal)
MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY OF STATE
The Honorable President of the Senate
The Legislature of the State of Washington
Olympia, Washington 98504
I, Kim Wyman, Secretary of the State of the state of
Washington, do hereby certify that, according to the provisions of
RCW 29A.60.260, I have canvassed the returns of the 2,124,330
ballots cast by the 3,922,248 registered voters of the state for and
against the initiatives and advisory measures, which were
submitted to the vote of the people at the state general election
held on the 4th day of November 2014, as received from the
County Auditors.
CANVASS OF THE RETURNS OF THE GENERAL
ELECTION
HELD ON NOVEMBER 4, 2014
I, Kim Wyman, Secretary of State of the state of
Washington, do hereby certify that according to the provisions of
RCW 29A.60.260, I have canvassed the returns of the 2,124,330
ballots cast by the 3,922,248 registered voters of the state for and
against the initiatives and advisory measures which were
submitted to the vote of the people at the state General Election
held on the 4th day of November 2014, as received from the
County Auditors.
Initiatives to the People
Initiative Measure No. 1351
Initiative Measure No. 1351 concerns K-12 education. This
measure would direct the legislature to allocate funds to
reduce class sizes and increase staffing support for students
in all K-12 grades, with additional class-size reductions and
staffing increases in high-poverty schools. Should this
measure be enacted into law?
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No

1,052,519
1,012,958
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Jaime Herrera Beutler

(Prefers Republican Party) 124,796

Bob Dingethal

(Prefers Democratic Party) 78,018

Congressional District 4

Initiative Measure No. 591
Initiative Measure No. 591 concerns firearms. This measure
would prohibit government agencies from confiscating guns
or other firearms from citizens without due process, or from
requiring background checks on firearm recipients unless a
uniform national standard is required. Should this measure
be enacted into law?
Yes
929,220
No
1,147,966

Clint Didier

(Prefers Republican Party) 75,307

Dan Newhouse

(Prefers Republican Party) 77,772

Congressional District 5
Cathy McMorris
Rodgers

(Prefers Republican Party) 135,470

Joseph (Joe) Pakootas

(Prefers Democratic Party) 87,772

Congressional District 6
Initiative Measure No. 594
Initiative Measure No. 594 concerns background checks for
firearm sales and transfers. This measure would apply
currently used criminal and public safety background checks
by licensed dealers to all firearm sales and transfers,
including gun show and online sales, with specific
exceptions. Should this measure be enacted into law?
Yes
1,242,734
No
853,990
Advisory Votes
Advisory Vote No. 8 - Senate Bill 6505
The legislature eliminated, without a vote of the people,
agricultural excise tax preferences for various aspects of the
marijuana industry, costing an estimated $24,903,000 in the
first ten years, for government spending. This tax increase
should be:
Repealed
874,623
Maintained
1,043,881
Advisory Vote No. 9 - Engrossed Substitute House Bill
1287
The legislature imposed, without a vote of the people, the
leasehold excise tax on certain leasehold interests in tribal
property, costing an estimated $1,298,000 in the first ten years,
for government spending. This tax increase should be:
Repealed
833,342
Maintained
1,029,729
I further certify that according to the provisions of RCW
29A.60.250, I have canvassed the returns of the ballots cast for
candidates of statewide offices, U.S. Congress, and all those
legislative and judicial offices whose districts extend beyond the
limits of a single county in the General Election held on the 4th
day of November 2014, as received from the County Auditors,
and that the votes cast for candidates for these offices are as
follows:
United States Representative
Congressional District 1
Suzan DelBene

(Prefers Democratic Party) 124,151

Pedro Celis

(Prefers Republican Party) 101,428

Congressional District 2
Rick Larsen

(Prefers Democratic Party) 122,173

B.J. Guillot

(Prefers Republican Party) 79,518

Congressional District 3

Derek Kilmer

(Prefers Democratic Party) 141,265

Marty McClendon

(Prefers Republican Party) 83,025

Congressional District 7
Jim McDermott

(Prefers Democratic Party) 203,954

Craig Keller

(Prefers Republican Party) 47,921

Congressional District 8
Dave Reichert

(Prefers Republican Party) 125,741

Jason Ritchie

(Prefers Democratic Party) 73,003

Congressional District 9
Adam Smith

(Prefers Democratic Party) 118,132

Doug Basler

(Prefers Republican Party) 48,662

Congressional District 10
Denny Heck

(Prefers Democratic Party) 99,279

Joyce McDonald

(Prefers Republican Party) 82,213

State Legislature
Legislative District 1
State Representative Pos. 1
Derek Stanford
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Mark Davies
(Prefers Republican Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
Luis Moscoso
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Edward J. Barton
(Prefers Republican Party)
Legislative District 2
State Representative Pos. 1
Graham Hunt
(Prefers Republican Party)
Greg Hartman
(Prefers Democratic Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
J.T. Wilcox
(Prefers Republican Party)
Steven Nielson
(Prefers Libertarian Party)
Legislative District 3
State Representative Pos. 1
Marcus Riccelli
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Tim Benn
(Prefers Independent R
Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Timm Ormsby
Paul Delaney
(Prefers Libertarian Party)
Legislative District 4

25,276
17,985
23,198
19,834

22,369
13,510
24,837
9,734

19,946
13,349

22,606
9,935
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State Representative Pos. 1
Bob McCaslin
(Prefers Republican Party)
Diana Wilhite
(Prefers Republican Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
Matt Shea
(Prefers Republican Party)
Josh Arritola
(Prefers Republican Party)
Legislative District 5
State Representative Pos. 1
(Prefers Republican Party)
Jay Rodne
Essie Hicks
(Prefers Democratic Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
Chad Magendanz
(Prefers Republican Party)
David Spring
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Legislative District 6
State Senator
(Prefers Republican Party)
Michael
Baumgartner
Rich Cowan
(Prefers Democratic Party)
State Representative Pos. 1
Kevin Parker
(Prefers Republican Party)
Donald Dover
(Prefers Democratic Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
Jeff Holy
(Prefers Republican Party)
Ziggy Siegfried
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Legislative District 7
State Senator
Brian Dansel
(Prefers Republican Party)
Tony Booth
(Prefers Republican Party)
State Representative Pos. 1
Shelly Short
(Prefers Republican Party)
(Prefers Libertarian Party)
James R. Apker
State Representative Pos. 2
Joel Kretz
(Prefers Republican Party)
Ronnie Rae
(Prefers Centralist Party)
Legislative District 8
State Senator
Sharon Brown
(Prefers Republican Party)
Doug McKinley
(Prefers Democratic Party)
State Representative Pos. 1
Brad Klippert
(Prefers Republican Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
Larry Haler
(Prefers Republican Party)
Eric Kalia
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Legislative District 9
State Representative Pos. 1
Susan Fagan
(Prefers Republican Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
Joe Schmick
(Prefers G.O.P. Party)
Legislative District 10
State Representative Pos. 1
Norma Smith
(Prefers Republican Party)
Michael Scott
(Prefers Libertarian Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
Dave Hayes
(Prefers Republican Party)
Nick Petrish
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Legislative District 11
State Representative Pos. 1

25,268
18,301
25,114
18,372

26,029
19,131
26,287
18,259

28,309
20,949
32,289
15,722
32,078
15,277

32,702
12,612
37,648
9,528
38,934
7,932

30,552
10,649
31,811
32,188
8,775

28,550
28,058

37,119
11,544
30,993
20,955

Zack Hudgins
(Prefers Democratic Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Steve Bergquist
Sarah Sanoy(Prefers Republican Party)
Wright
Legislative District 12
State Representative Pos. 1
Cary Condotta
(Prefers Republican Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
(Prefers Republican Party)
Brad Hawkins
Legislative District 13
State Senator
Judith (Judy)
(Prefers Republican Party)
Warnick
Mohammad Said
(Prefers Democratic Party)
State Representative Pos. 1
Tom Dent
(Prefers Republican Party)
Dannette (Dani)
(Prefers Republican Party)
Bolyard
State Representative Pos. 2
Matt Manweller
(Prefers Republican Party)
Legislative District 14
State Representative Pos. 1
Norm Johnson
(Prefers Republican Party)
Michael S.
(States No Party
Preference)
Brumback
State Representative Pos. 2
Gina R. McCabe
(Prefers Republican Party)
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Paul George
Legislative District 15
State Senator
Jim Honeyford
(Prefers G.O.P. Party)
Gabriel Munoz
(Prefers Democratic Party)
State Representative Pos. 1
Bruce Chandler
(Prefers Republican Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
David V. Taylor
(Prefers Republican Party)
Teodora Martinez- (Prefers Democratic Party)
Chavez
Legislative District 16
State Representative Pos. 1
Maureen S. Walsh
(Prefers Republican Party)
Mary Ruth
(Prefers Republican Party)
Edwards
State Representative Pos. 2
Terry R. Nealey
(Prefers Republican Party)
Frank Blair
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Legislative District 17
State Representative Pos. 1
Lynda Wilson
(Prefers Republican Party)
Monica Stonier
(Prefers Democratic Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
Paul Harris
(Prefers Republican Party)
Richard
(Prefers Democratic Party)
McCluskey
Legislative District 18
State Representative Pos. 1

20,763
18,990
9,466

28,899
29,813

30,751
4,868
20,876
12,123

27,459

20,584
15,732

25,363
11,574

16,794
6,288
18,650
16,523
6,297

19,152
13,248

24,497
8,967

18,920
17,747
22,212
13,840
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(Prefers Democratic Party) 16,521
Melanie
(Prefers Republican Party) 20,384
Mike Briggs
Brandon Vick
(Prefers Republican Party) 28,221
Stambaugh
State Representative Pos. 2
State Representative Pos. 2
Liz Pike
(Prefers Republican Party) 26,619
Hans Zeiger
(Prefers Republican Party) 23,760
Maureen
(Prefers Democratic Party) 18,342
Eric Renz
(Prefers Democratic Party) 12,861
Winningham
Legislative District 26
Legislative District 19
State Senator
State Representative Pos. 1
Jan Angel
(Prefers Republican Party) 29,077
Dean Takko
(Prefers Democratic Party) 26,006
Judy Arbogast
(Prefers Democratic Party) 20,414
David A. Steenson (Prefers Libertarian Party) 12,838
State Representative Pos. 1
State Representative Pos. 2
(Prefers Democratic Party) 22,763
Nathan Schlicher
Brian Blake
Jesse Young
(Prefers Democratic Party) 25,430
(Prefers Republican Party) 26,391
Hugh Fleet
(Prefers Republican Party) 14,637
State Representative Pos. 2
Legislative District 20
Larry Seaquist
(Prefers Democratic Party) 24,246
State Representative Pos. 1
Michelle Caldier
(Prefers Republican Party) 24,847
Richard DeBolt
(Prefers G.O.P. Party)
27,191
Legislative District 27
Michael Savoca
(States No Party Preference)14,294
State Representative Pos. 1
State Representative Pos. 2
Laurie Jinkins
(Prefers Democratic Party) 23,027
Ed Orcutt
(Prefers Republican Party) 26,326
Rodger Deskins
(Prefers Republican Party) 11,110
(Prefers Republican Party) 11,314
John Morgan
State Representative Pos. 2
Legislative District 21
Jake Fey
(Prefers Democratic Party) 22,992
State Senator
Steven T. Cook
(Prefers Republican Party) 11,091
Marko Liias
(Prefers Democratic Party) 20,227
Legislative District 28
Dan Matthews
(Prefers G.O.P. Party)
16,871
State Senator
State Representative Pos. 1
Steve O'Ban
(Prefers Republican Party) 20,945
(Prefers Republican Party) 14,799
(Prefers Democratic Party) 17,503
Allen McPheeters
Tami Green
Strom Peterson
State Representative Pos. 1
(Prefers Democratic Party) 22,221
Richard (Dick)
(Prefers Republican Party) 22,022
State Representative Pos. 2
Muri
Lillian Ortiz-Self
(Prefers Democratic Party) 21,554
Jeff Scherrer
(Prefers Republican Party) 15,239
Mary Moss
(Prefers Democratic Party) 16,066
Legislative District 22
State Representative Pos. 2
State Representative Pos. 1
Christine Kilduff
(Prefers Democratic Party) 19,129
Chris Reykdal
(Prefers Democratic Party) 28,977
Paul Wagemann
(Prefers Republican Party) 18,860
Steve Owens
Legislative District 29
(Prefers Republican Party) 16,286
State Senator
State Representative Pos. 2
(Prefers Democratic Party) 32,051
Steve Conway
(Prefers Democratic Party) 13,071
Sam Hunt
Franklin Edwards
Terry Harder
(States No Party Preference)11,471
(Prefers Republican Party) 9,277
Legislative District 23
State Representative Pos. 1
State Representative Pos. 1
David Sawyer
(Prefers Democratic Party) 12,356
Sherry V.
(Prefers Democratic Party) 27,801
Jason Bergstrom
(Prefers Republican Party) 9,792
Appleton
State Representative Pos. 2
Scott Henden
(Prefers Republican Party) 19,716
Steve Kirby
(Prefers Democratic Party) 16,925
State Representative Pos. 2
Legislative District 30
Drew Hansen
(Prefers Democratic Party) 29,064
State Senator
James M. Olsen
(Prefers Grand Old Party) 17,304
Mark Miloscia
(Prefers Republican Party) 17,266
Legislative District 24
Shari Song
(Prefers Democratic Party) 13,790
State Representative Pos. 1
State Representative Pos. 1
Kevin Van De
(Prefers Democratic Party) 36,758
Linda Kochmar
(Prefers Republican Party) 17,119
Wege
Greg Baruso
(Prefers Democratic Party) 13,114
State Representative Pos. 2
State Representative 2
Steve Tharinger
(Prefers Democratic Party) 30,087
Roger Freeman
(Prefers Democratic Party) 15,953
Thomas W.
(Prefers Republican Party) 23,229
Jack Dovey
(Prefers Republican Party) 14,156
Greisamer
Legislative District 31
Legislative District 25
State Senator
State Representative Pos. 1
Pam Roach
(Prefers Republican Party) 21,226
(Prefers Democratic Party) 16,819
Cathy Dahlquist
(Prefers Republican Party) 18,324
Dawn Morrell
State Representative Pos. 1
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Drew Stokesbary
(Prefers Republican Party)
Mike Sando
(Prefers Democratic Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
Christopher Hurst
(Prefers Indpndnt Dem.
Party)
Phil Fortunato
(Prefers Ind. Republican
Party)
Legislative District 32
State Senator
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Maralyn Chase
Robert Reedy
(Prefers Republican Party)
State Representative Pos. 1
Cindy Ryu
(Prefers Democratic Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
Ruth Kagi
(Prefers Democratic Party)
(Prefers Republican Party)
Alvin A. Rutledge
Legislative District 33
State Senator
Karen Keiser
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Martin Metz
(Prefers Republican Party)
State Representative Pos. 1
Tina Orwall
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Michael J. Siefkes
(Prefers Republican Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
Mia Su-Ling
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Gregerson
Jeanette Burrage
(Prefers Republican Party)
Legislative District 34
State Senator
Sharon K. Nelson
(Prefers Democratic Party)
State Representative Pos. 1
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Eileen L. Cody
State Representative Pos. 2
Joe Fitzgibbon
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Brendan B.
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Kolding
Legislative District 35
State Senator
Irene Bowling
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Tim Sheldon
(Prefers Democratic Party)
State Representative Pos. 1
Kathy Haigh
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Dan Griffey
(Prefers Republican Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
Drew C. MacEwen (Prefers Republican Party)
Tammey Newton
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Legislative District 36
State Senator
Jeanne Kohl(Prefers Democratic Party)
Welles
Sarina Forbes
(Prefers Republican Party)
State Representative Pos. 1
Reuven Carlyle
(Prefers Democratic Party)
Leslie Klein
(Prefers Republicanspirit
Party)
State Representative Pos. 2
Gael Tarleton
(Prefers Democratic Party)

24,190
15,446
20,610
19,329

29,560
11,863
31,041
29,466
11,760

18,476
10,994
18,776
10,431
16,130
12,890

34,436
33,959
32,771
6,692

20,375
24,317
23,491
23,995
27,408
18,885

47,025
8,830
47,808
7,331

46,515

Paul Addis
(Prefers Libertarian Party) 7,472
Legislative District 37
State Senator
(Prefers Democratic Party) 26,091
Pramila Jayapal
Louis Watanabe
(Prefers Democratic Party) 10,807
State Representative Pos. 1
Sharon Tomiko
(Prefers Democratic Party) 33,001
Santos
(Prefers Republican Party) 4,971
Daniel Bretzke
State Representative Pos. 2
Eric Pettigrew
(Prefers Democratic Party) 31,532
Tamra Smilanich
(Prefers Non Partisan Party) 4,988
Legislative District 38
State Senator
John McCoy
(Prefers Democratic Party) 19,414
(Prefers Republican Party) 11,960
Craig French
State Representative Pos. 1
June Robinson
(Prefers Democratic Party) 17,355
Jesse Anderson
(Prefers Republican Party) 13,935
State Representative Pos. 2
Mike Sells
(Prefers Democratic Party) 20,241
Elijah Olson
(Prefers Libertarian Party) 9,957
Legislative District 39
State Representative Pos. 1
Dan Kristiansen
(Prefers Republican Party) 30,832
State Representative Pos. 2
Elizabeth Scott
(Prefers Republican Party) 24,753
Charles Jensen
(Prefers Democratic Party) 14,778
Legislative District 40
State Representative Pos. 1
(Prefers Democratic Party) 31,305
Kristine Lytton
Daniel R. Miller
(Prefers Republican Party) 16,764
State Representative Pos. 2
Jeff Morris
(Prefers Democratic Party) 34,864
Legislative District 41
State Representative Pos. 1
Tana Senn
(Prefers Democratic Party) 28,166
Bill Stinson
(Prefers Republican Party) 16,570
State Representative Pos. 2
Judy Clibborn
(Prefers Democratic Party) 30,871
Alex O'Neil
(States No Party Preference)10,194
Legislative District 42
State Senator
Doug Ericksen
(Prefers Republican Party) 30,209
Seth Fleetwood
(Prefers Democratic Party) 21,244
State Representative Pos. 1
Satpal Sidhu
(Prefers Democratic Party) 22,740
Luanne
(Prefers Republican Party) 28,581
VanWerven
State Representative Pos. 2
Vincent Buys
(Prefers Republican Party) 29,650
Joy Monjure
(Prefers Democratic Party) 21,388
Legislative District 43
State Senator
Jamie Pedersen
(Prefers Democratic Party) 39,507
State Representative Pos. 1
Brady Walkinshaw (Prefers Democratic Party) 37,575
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Sharon Wylie
(Prefers Democratic Party) 19,610
State Representative Pos. 2
Anson Service
(Prefers Republican Party) 15,288
Frank Chopp
(Prefers Democratic Party) 40,024
Jessica Spear
(Prefers Socialist Altern
8,606
State Representative Pos. 2
Party)
Jim Moeller
(Prefers Democratic Party) 19,239
Legislative District 44
Lisa Ross
(Prefers Republican Party) 15,694
State Senator
Judiciary
Steve Hobbs
(Prefers Democratic Party) 23,560
Supreme Court
Jim Kellett
(Prefers Republican Party) 20,077
Justice Position 1
State Representative Pos. 1
Mary Yu
1,326,643
(Prefers Democratic Party) 22,681
Hans Dunshee
Justice Position 3
Mary E. Fairhurst
1,300,585
Rob Toyer
(Prefers Republican Party) 21,068
Justice
Position
4
State Representative Pos. 2
Eddie Yoon
426,317
Mark Harmsworth
(Prefers Republican Party) 23,158
Charles W. Johnson
1,171,530
Mike Wilson
(Prefers Democratic Party) 20,248
Justice Position 7
Legislative District 45
Debra L. Stephens
1,252,867
State Senator
John (Zamboni) Scannell
351,084
Court of Appeals
Andy Hill
(Prefers Republican Party) 25,816
Division 1, District 1 - Judge Position 1
Matt Isenhower
(Prefers Democratic Party) 23,156
Michael J. Trickey
344,978
State Representative Pos. 1
Division 1, District 1 - Judge Position 5
(Prefers Democratic Party) 26,471
Roger Goodman
Linda Lau
348,626
Joel Hussey
(Prefers Republican Party) 21,670
Division 1, District 1 - Judge Position 6
State Representative Pos. 2
Ann Schindler
350,298
Larry Springer
(Prefers Democratic Party) 27,412
Division 1, District 2 - Judge Position 2
J. Robert Leach
137,229
Brendan
(Prefers Republican Party) 20,653
Division 2, District 1 - Judge Position 1
Woodward
Brad Maxa
140,467
Legislative District 46
Division 2, District 1 - Judge Position 2
State Senator
Lisa Worswick
141,581
(Prefers Democratic Party) 41,318
David Frockt
Division 2, District 1 - Judge Position 3
Linda Lee
140,812
Van Sperry
(Prefers Republican Party) 10,433
Division 2, District 2 - Judge Position 1
State Representative Pos. 1
Lisa L. Sutton
155,889
(Prefers Democratic Party) 39,389
Gerry Pollet
Division 2, District 3 - Judge Position 1
State Representative Pos. 2
Rich Melnick
122,679
Jessyn Farrell
(Prefers Democratic Party) 42,004
Division 3, District 1 - Judge Position 2
Branden Curtis
(Prefers Republican Party) 9,012
Kevin M. Korsmo
118,981
Legislative District 47
Division 3, District 3 - Judge Position 1
Stephen M. Brown
65,388
State Senator
Division
3,
District
3
Judge
Position
2
Joe Fain
(Prefers Republican Party) 21,730
Rob Lawrence-Berrey
65,100
Carol Barber
(Prefers Democratic Party) 12,428
Adams Superior Court - Judge Position 1
State Representative Pos. 1
Steve B. Dixon
2,354
Mark Hargrove
(Prefers Republican Party) 19,108
Asotin, Columbia, Garfield Superior Court - Judge Position 1
Chris Barringer
(Prefers Democratic Party) 15,219
Scott D. Gallina
7,810
Clallam Superior Court - Judge Position 3
State Representative Pos. 2
Christopher Melly
17,032
Pat Sullivan
(Prefers Democratic Party) 19,001
Clark
Superior
Court
Judge
Position
5
Barry Knowles
(Prefers Republican Party) 15,143
Bernard F. Veljacic
53,026
Legislative District 48
Robert Vukanovich
40,447
State Senator
Cyrus Habib
(Prefers Democratic Party) 24,833
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed
Michelle Darnell
(Prefers Republican Party) 13,446
the seal of the state of Washington on this 2nd day of December
2014, at Olympia, the State Capital.
State Representative Pos. 1
Ross Hunter
(Prefers Democratic Party) 26,168
KIM WYMAN
Bill Hirt
(Prefers Republican Party) 11,473
Secretary of State
State Representative Pos. 2
(Seal)
Joan McBride
(Prefers Democratic Party) 24,815
Tim Turner
(Prefers Libertarian Party) 11,049
The Secretary called the roll of the following holdover
Legislative District 49
members of the Senate and all were present: Senators Bailey,
Becker, Benton, Billig, Braun, Cleveland, Dammeier, Darneille,
State Representative Pos. 1
Fraser, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, King, Litzow,
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McAuliffe, Mullet, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Ranker, Rivers,
Rolfes and Schoesler.
APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE
The President of the Senate appointed a committee of honor
consisting of Senators Padden and Pederson to escort The
Honorable Barbara Madsen, Chief Justice of the State Supreme
Court, to the rostrum.
The President welcomed The Honorable Barbara Madsen,
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the State of Washington,
who was present to administer the oath of office to the newly
elected members.
APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE
The President of the Senate appointed a committee of honor
consisting of Senators Becker and Liias to escort The Honorable
Kim Wyman, Secretary of State, to the rostrum.
The President welcomed Secretary of State Kim Wyman,
who was present to deliver the certificates of election.
The Secretary called the roll of the following newly re-elected
members of the Senate and all were present: Senators Angel,
Baumgartner, Brown, Chase, Conway, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Frockt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Nelson,
Roach and Sheldon.
The Sergeant at Arms, Mr. Andrew Staubitz, escorted each of
the newly re-elected members of the Senate to the rostrum of the
Senate to receive their oath of office.
Chief Justice Barbara Madsen thereupon administered the
oath of office to each of the newly re-elected senators.
The President presented each of the newly re-elected senators
a certificate of election.
The Sergeant at Arms escorted each of the newly re-elected
senators to their seat on the floor of the Senate.
The Secretary called the roll of the following members
appointed to fill unexpired terms of the Senate and newly elected
members and all were present: Senators Habib, Jayapal, Liias,
McCoy, Miloscia, O’Ban, Pedersen and Warnick.
The Sergeant at Arms escorted each of the appointed and
newly elected members of the Senate to the rostrum of the Senate
to receive their oath of office.
Chief Justice Barbara Madsen thereupon administered the
oath of office to each of the newly elected senators.
The President presented each of the appointed and newly
elected senators a certificate of election.
The Sergeant at Arms escorted each of the appointed and
newly elected senators to their seat on the floor of the Senate.
The Secretary called the roll and announced to the President
that all members were present.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “The President would like to welcome and
congratulate all the new members and the newly elected members
to the Washington State Senate.”
ELECTION OF PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE
The President declared the nominations for the Office of
President Pro Tempore of the Senate to be open.

REMARKS BY SENATOR SCHOESLER
Senator Schoesler: “Thank you Mr. President. I place in
nomination for the office of President Pro Tempore, Senator Tim
Sheldon. Thank you Mr. President, Senator Sheldon has been a
member of the legislature since 1990. He performed very capably
as the President Pro Tempore in your absence for the past two
years. He’s well preserved, well prepared to serve the, Senator
Sheldon is well prepared to serve the body as your President Pro
Tempore.”
REMARKS BY SENATOR PEARSON
Senator Pearson: “Thank you Mr. President. I second that
motion. Thank you Mr. President. It is my distinct honor to
second that motion. I’ve known Tim as long as I’ve been in the
legislature and what impressed me most is my first impression of
him. He’s a gentleman, a lot of integrity and we had a talk about,
he knew my district pretty well but also he knows the state very
well. He has a great love for the state of Washington which he
holds dear in his heart. I am proud to support this nomination.
Thank you.”
REMARKS BY SENATOR CHASE
Senator Chase: “I rise to nominate a very close friend of
mine, a highly respected and accomplished senior member of this
Washington State Senate. The honored tradition of this Senate is
to nominate and elect the most senior person. …”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Chase, before you make your
speech would you please place the name in nomination.”
REMARKS BY SENATOR CHASE
Senator Chase “Thank you Mr. President. I stand corrected.
I’m honored to place of nomination the name of my friend, the
most highly accomplished and respected Senator Pam Roach.
Thank you Mr. President. You know the honored tradition of this
Senate is that we elect our most senior member to be our President
Pro Tempore. I am pleased to support our most senior member
who has definitely earned this position by her intellect and by her
accomplishments. I urge your support of Senator Pam Roach.”
Senator Benton seconded the nomination of Senator Pam
Roach for President Pro Tempore.
Senator Fain nominated Senator Karen Fraser to the Office of
President Pro Tempore.
REMARKS BY SENATOR FAIN
Senator Fain: “Thank you Mr. President. I’m not exactly
sure that the tradition is that the most senior member does serve.
I don’t believe that Senator Shin at the time was the most senior
member of the chamber, perhaps of the caucus but I think that in
this position it’s important to have options.”
Senator Litzow seconded the nomination of Karen Fraser for
President Pro Tempore.
MOTION
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On motion of Senator Fain, the nominations for the office of
Conway, Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser,
President Pro Tempore of the Senate were closed.
Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill,
Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban,
the election for the office of President Pro Tempore.
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
The Secretary called the roll for the office of President Pro
Tempore and Senator Roach was elected President Pro Tempore
The Sergeant at Arms escorted Senator Sharon Brown to the
of the Senate by the following vote: Fraser, 0; Roach, 25;
rostrum of the Senate to receive her oath of office.
Sheldon, 24.
Chief Justice Barbara Madsen thereupon administered the
Voting Roach: Senators Benton, Billig, Chase, Cleveland,
oath of office to the Senator.
Conway, Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Senator Brown returned to her seat on the floor of the Senate.
Hatfield, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker, Roach and Rolfes
ELECTION OF SECRETARY OF THE SENATE
Voting Sheldon: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner,
Becker, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
The President declared the nominations for the office of
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Secretary of the Senate to be open.
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
REMARKS BY SENATOR HILL
The Sergeant at Arms escorted Senator Roach to the rostrum
Senator Hill: “Thank you Mr. President. I nominate Hunter
of the Senate to receive her oath of office.
Goodman. Thank you Mr. President. It is my honor to nominate
Chief Justice Barbara Madsen thereupon administered the
Hunter Goodman for Secretary of the Senate. He served in this
oath of office to the Senator.
position for the last two years. He brings a background both in
Senator Roach returned to her seat on the floor of the Senate.
law as an attorney working in the Attorney General’s office also
in the private sector. He has done a tremendous job administering
ELECTION OF VICE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE
the senate and doing a phenomenal job as a leader of the
administrative staff. I urge your support. Thank you.”
The President declared the nominations for the office of Vice
President Pro Tempore of the Senate to be open.
REMARKS BY SENATOR HARGROVE
REMARKS BY SENATOR FAIN
Senator Hargrove: “Thank you Mr. President. I would like
to second the nomination. Thank you Mr. President. Well, I’ve
Senator Fain: “Thank you Mr. President. It is my esteemed
known Hunter for I don’t know, ten or twelve years and he went
privilege and honor to enter into nomination Sharon Brown for
to USC and I went to Oregon State and when I first met him
the position of Vice President Pro Tempore. Thank you Mr.
Oregon State was actually beating USC so it was quite fun to rib
President. As one of our newer members to the chamber she rose
him about that. Since then it hasn’t worked out so well for me. I
to that position last year and did an unswerving job of handling
also found out that Hunter Goodman was a long snapper on
the issues of this Senate while both the President Pro Tempore
USC’s football team. There happened to be the most blocked
and the President were unavailable. We have great faith in her
punts record for that when he was a long snapper. He wasn’t so
abilities both as an attorney, as a member of our caucus and I’m
good at being a long snapper on the USC football team. However,
privileged to offer her name for this position.”
fortunately he has been a much better Secretary of the Senate than
he was long snapper. He has been accessible and responsive most
REMARKS BY SENATOR ROLFES
of the time except when I want to let people through the security
Senator Rolfes: “Thank you Mr. President. I am honored to
into my office but we’ll talk about that later and been very fair.
second the nomination. Thank you Mr. President. I just want to
Certainly in dealing with our legislative staff and with other issues
say how honored I am to make this nomination. Senator Brown
around here. It’s been a difficult job I know but he’s excelled at it
showed herself to have high intelligence, good humor, grace and
and I’m proud to nominate Hunter Goodman for Secretary of the
fairness when performing her job. We all enjoy working with and
Senate.”
it will be our privilege to see her up there when there are
absences.”
MOTION
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the nomination for the office of
Vice President Pro Tempore of the Senate were closed.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the election for the office of Vice President Pro Tempore.
The Secretary called the roll for the office of Vice President
Pro Tempore and Senator Brown was elected Vice President Pro
Tempore of the Senate by the following vote: Brown, 49.
Voting Brown: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner,
Becker, Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland,

On motion of Senator Fain, the nominations for the office of
the Secretary of the Senate were closed.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the election for the office of the Secretary of the Senate.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, Senator Padden was excused.
REMARKS BY SENATOR BAUMGARTNER
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Senator Baumgartner: “Well thank you. I also stand in
strong support. I just also wanted to a point out that in addition to
the great work that he does here Hunter is a great dad. In fact I
learned just today that his son is a kindergartner at Sacred Heart
Catholic School in Bellevue, as a kindergartner, just tested into
the second grade in both reading and math which I think is
obviously a testament to Hunter’s wife. So, thank you Mr.
President. I would urge the body’s support.’
REMARKS BY SENATOR BENTON
Senator Benton: “Thank you Mr. President. Just to speak in
favor of this nomination. I’m sure you all realize this but the fact
of the matter is for the last two years I’ve chaired the F&O
Committee and the F&O Committee is really where the Secretary
reports. He reports to that Committee and to that chairman. I can
tell you in the twenty-one years that I’ve been here in the Senate
we’ve had some very good Secretaries of the Senate. Very good
on both sides of the aisle. I can tell you that the last two years
working with Hunter Goodman the Secretary of this institution I
think has been the most delightful experience I’ve had in twentyone years. He is a very, very capable and competent administrator
for this agency and it’s a very tough agency to administer because
you’ve got forty-nine bosses you have to please. That’s hard to
do, ask anybody that runs a college. They got to please five bosses
on their board, okay, but here the administrator has to please
forty-nine. That’s not an easy job and he’s done a pretty good job
of keeping us all pretty happy. So I’m very happy to rise and
support my friend and the Secretary of the Senate Hunter
Goodman for his reappointment.”
The Secretary called the roll for the office of the Secretary of
the Senate and Hunter Graham Goodman was elected Secretary
of the Senate by the following vote: Goodman, 48; Excused, 1.
Voting Goodman: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner,
Becker, Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland,
Conway, Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser,
Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill,
Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
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Rule 28
Comparing Enrolled and Engrossed Bills
2. The president shall preserve order and decorum, and in
case of any disturbance or disorderly conduct within the chamber,
SECTION IV - PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE
legislative area, legislative offices or buildings, and legislative
Rule 29
Rules of Debate
hearing and meeting rooms, shall order the sergeant at arms to
Rule 30
Recognition by the President
suppress the same, and may order the arrest of any person creating
Rule 31
Call for Division of a Question
any disturbance within the senate chamber. The use of cellular or
Rule 32
Point of Order- Decision Appealable
digital telephones is prohibited within the senate chamber during
Rule 33
Question of Privilege
floor session and within a hearing room during a committee
Rule 34
Protests
hearing, and this prohibition shall be enforced in the same manner
Rule 35
Suspension of Rules
as any other breach of order and decorum.
Rule 36
Previous Question
3. The president shall have charge of and see that all
Rule 37
Reconsideration
officers and employees perform their respective duties, and shall
Rule 38
Motion to adjourn
have general control of the senate chamber and wings. (See also
Rule 39
Yeas and Nays- When Must be Taken
Art. 2, Sec. 10, State Constitution.)
Rule 40
Reed's Parliamentary Rules
4. The president may speak to points of order in
SECTION V – COMMITTEES
preference to members, arising from the president's seat for that
Rule 41
Committees- Appointment and Confirmation
purpose, and shall decide all questions of order subject to an
Rule 42
Subcommittees
appeal to the senate by any member, on which appeal no member
Rule 43
Subpoena Power
shall speak more than once without leave of the senate.
Rule 44
Duties of Committees
5. The president shall, in open session, sign all acts,
Rule 45
Committee Rules
addresses and joint resolutions. The president shall sign all writs,
Rule 46
Committee Meetings During Sessions
warrants and subpoenas issued by order of the senate, all of which
Rule 47
Reading of Reports
shall be attested by the secretary. (See also Art. 2, Sec. 32, State
Rule 48
Recalling Bills from Committees
Constitution.)
Rule 49
Bills Referred to Rules Committee
6. The president shall appoint all conference, special,
Rule 50
Rules Committee
joint and hereinafter named standing committees on the part of
Rule 51
Employment Committee
the senate. The appointment of the conference, special, joint and
Rule 52
Committee of the Whole
standing committees shall be confirmed by the senate. In the
Rule 53
Appropriation Budget Bills
event the senate refuses to confirm any conference, special, joint
or standing committee or committees, such committee or
SECTION VI - BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, MEMORIALS
committees shall be elected by the senate.
AND GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
7. The president shall, on each day, announce to the
Rule 54
Definitions
senate the business in order, and no business shall be taken up or
Rule 55
Prefiling
considered until the order to which it belongs shall be declared.
Rule 56
Introduction of Bills
8. The president shall decide and announce the result of
Rule 57
Amendatory Bills
any vote taken.
Rule 58
Joint Resolutions and Memorials
9. When a vote of the senate is equally divided, the
Rule 59
Senate Concurrent Resolutions
lieutenant governor, when presiding, shall have the deciding vote
Rule 60
Committee Bills
on questions other than the final passage of a bill. (See also Art.
Rule 61
Committee Reference
2, Sec. 10 and 22, State Constitution.)
Rule 62
Reading of Bills
Rule 63
First Reading
President Pro Tempore
Rule 64
Second Reading/Amendments
Rule 2. 1. Upon the organization of the senate the
Rule 65
Third Reading
members shall elect one of their number as president pro tempore
Rule 66
Scope and Object of Bill Not to be Changed
who shall have all the powers and authority and who shall
Rule 67
Matter Related to Disagreement Between the
discharge all the duties of lieutenant governor acting as president
Senate and House
during the lieutenant governor's absence. The president pro
Rule 68
Bills Committed for Special Amendment
tempore shall serve as the vice chair of the committee on rules.
Rule 69
Confirmation of Gubernatorial Appointees
The senate shall also elect a vice president pro tempore who will
serve in the absence of the lieutenant governor and the president
SECTION I
pro tempore. (See Art. 2, Sec. 10, State Constitution.)
OFFICERS-MEMBERS-EMPLOYEES
2. In the absence of the president pro tempore, and vice
Duties of the President
president pro tempore, or with their consent, the president shall
Rule 1. 1. The president shall take the chair and call the
have the right to name any senator to perform the duties of the
senate to order precisely at the hour appointed for meeting, and,
chair, but such substitution shall not extend beyond an
if a quorum be present, shall cause the journal of the preceding
adjournment, nor authorize the senator so substituted to sign any
day to be read. (See also Art. 3, Sec. 16, State Constitution.)
documents requiring the signature of the president.
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3. A "majority caucus" is a caucus whose members
constitute a majority of the senate and may include members from
different political caucuses. The establishment of a majority
caucus is evidenced by a majority of the members of the senate
demonstrating the intent to caucus together and to lead the senate.
Those members not part of the majority caucus constitute the
minority caucus or caucuses.
Secretary of the Senate
Rule 3. 1. The senate shall elect a secretary, who shall
appoint a deputy secretary, both of whom shall be officers of the
senate and shall perform the usual duties pertaining to their
offices, and they shall hold office until their successors have been
elected or appointed.
2. The secretary is the Personnel Officer of the senate and
shall appoint, subject to the approval of the senate, all other senate
employees and the hours of duty and assignments of all senate
employees shall be under the secretary's directions and
instructions and they may be dismissed at the secretary's
discretion.
3. The secretary of the senate, prior to the convening of
the next regular session, shall prepare his office to receive bills
which the holdover members and members-elect may desire to
prefile commencing with the first Monday in December
preceding any regular session or twenty days prior to any special
session of the legislature.
Sergeant at Arms
Rule 4. 1. The director of senate security shall perform
the functions of the sergeant at arms for the senate.
2. The sergeant at arms shall not admit to the floor of the
senate during the time the senate is not convened any person other
than specifically requested by a senator, the president, or the
secretary of the senate, in writing or when personally
accompanied by a senator.
Subordinate Officers
Rule 5. The subordinate officers of the senate shall
perform such duties as usually pertain to their respective positions
in legislative bodies under the direction of the president, and such
other duties as the senate may impose upon them. Under no
circumstances shall the compensation of any employee be
increased for past services. (See also Art. 2, Sec. 25, State
Constitution.)
Employees
Rule 6. 1. No senate employee shall lobby in favor of or
against any matter under consideration.
2. Senate employees are governed by joint rules and
chapters 42.17 (the Public Disclosure Act) and 42.52 RCW (the
Ethics in Public Service Act).
Conduct of Members and Officers
Rule 7. 1. Indecorous conduct, boisterous or unbecoming
language will not be permitted in the senate at any time. Food and
drink are prohibited within the senate chamber during floor
session, except that members may drink water at their floor desks.
The use of cellular or digital telephones is prohibited within the

senate chamber during floor session and within a hearing room
during a committee hearing.
2. In cases of breach of decorum or propriety, any senator,
officer or other person shall be liable to such censure or
punishment as the senate may deem proper, and if any senator be
called to order for offensive or indecorous language or conduct,
the person calling the senator to order shall report the language
excepted to which shall be taken down or noted at the secretary's
desk. No member shall be held to answer for any language used
upon the floor of the senate if business has intervened before
exception to the language was thus taken and noted.
3. If any senator in speaking, or otherwise, transgresses
the rules of the senate, the president shall, or any senator may, call
that senator to order, and a senator so called to order shall resume
the senator's seat and not proceed without leave of the senate,
which leave, if granted, shall be upon motion "that the senator be
allowed to proceed in order," when, if carried, the senator shall
speak to the question under consideration.
4. No senator shall be absent from the senate without
leave, except in case of accident or sickness, and if any senator or
officer shall be absent the senator's per diem shall not be allowed
or paid, and no senator or officer shall obtain leave of absence or
be excused from attendance without the consent of a majority of
the members present.
5. In the event of a motion or resolution to censure or
punish, or any procedural motion thereto involving a senator, that
senator shall not vote thereon. The senator shall be allowed to
answer to such motion or resolution. An election or vote by the
senate on a motion to censure or punish a senator shall require the
vote of a majority of all senators elected or appointed to the
senate. A vote to expel a member shall require a two-thirds
concurrence of all members elected or appointed to the senate. All
votes shall be taken by yeas and nays and the votes shall be
entered upon the journal. (See also Art. 2, Sec. 9, State
Constitution.)
SECTION II
OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT
Payment of Expenses - Facilities and Operations
Rule 8. 1. After the reorganization caucuses of the senate,
the majority caucus shall designate four members and the
minority caucus shall designate three members to serve on the
facilities and operations committee. The ((deputy leader))chair of
the majority caucus shall be the chair of the facilities and
operations committee. The operation of the senate shall transfer
to the newly designated members after the reorganization
caucuses of the senate or at any time after the reorganization
caucuses if a different caucus becomes the majority caucus.
2. All necessary expenses of the senate incurred during
the session shall be signed for by the secretary and approved by a
majority of the committee on facilities and operations. The
committee on facilities and operations shall carefully consider all
items of expenditure ordered or contracted on the part of the
senate, and report upon the same prior to the voucher being signed
by the secretary of the senate authorizing the payment thereof.
The committee on facilities and operations shall issue postage
only as follows:
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(a) To elected or appointed members of the senate in an
Security Management
amount sufficient to allow performance of their legislative duties.
Rule 14. The sergeant at arms may develop methods to
(b) To the secretary of the senate in an amount sufficient
protect the senate, including its members, staff, and the visiting
to carry out the business of the senate.
public, by establishing procedures to curtail the use or possession
of any weapon in a manner that is prohibited by law or by the
Use of Senate Chambers
rules of the Department of General Administration.
Rule 9. The senate chamber and its facilities shall not be
used for any but legislative business, except by permission of the
SECTION III
senate while in session, or by the facilities and operations
RULES AND ORDER
committee when not in session.
Time of Convening
Rule 15. The senate shall convene at 10:00 a.m. each
Admission to the Senate
working day, unless adjourned to a different hour. The senate
Rule 10. The sergeant at arms shall admit only the
shall adjourn not later than 10:00 p.m. of each working day. The
following individuals to the floor and adjacent areas of the senate
senate shall recess ninety minutes for lunch each working day.
for the period of time beginning one-half hour before convening
When reconvening on the same day the senate shall recess ninety
and ending when the senate has adjourned or recessed for an hour
minutes for dinner each working evening. This rule may be
or more:
suspended by a majority.
The governor and/or designees,
Members of the house of representatives,
Quorum
State elected officials,
Rule 16. A majority of all members elected or appointed
Officers and authorized employees of the legislature,
to the senate shall be necessary to constitute a quorum to do
Honored guests being presented to the senate,
business. Less than a quorum may adjourn from day to day until
Former members of the senate who are not registered
a quorum can be had. (See Art. 2, Sec. 8, State Constitution.)
lobbyists pursuant to chapter 42.17 RCW,
Order of Business
Representatives of the press,
Rule 17. After the roll is called and journal read and
Persons specifically requested by a senator to the
approved, business shall be disposed of in the following order:
president in writing or only as long as accompanied by a senator.
FIRST:
Reports of standing committees.
Printing of Bills
SECOND:
Reports of select committees.
Rule 11. The number of bills printed and reprinted shall
THIRD:
Messages from the governor and other state
be at the discretion of the secretary of the senate, with the
officers.
approval of the facilities and operations committee.
FOURTH:
Messages from the house of representatives.
FIFTH:
Introduction, first reading and reference of bills,
Furnishing Full File of Bills
joint memorials, joint resolutions and concurrent
Rule 12. Persons, firms, corporations and organizations
resolutions.
within the state, desirous of receiving copies of all printed senate
SIXTH:
Second reading of bills.
bills, shall make application therefor to the secretary of the senate.
SEVENTH: Third reading of bills.
The bill clerk shall send copies of all printed senate bills to such
EIGHTH:
Presentation of petitions, memorials and floor
persons, firms, corporations and organizations as may be ordered
resolutions.
by the secretary of the senate. The secretary of the senate is
NINTH:
Presentation of motions.
authorized to recoup costs.
The order of business established by this rule may be
changed and any order of business already dealt with may be
Regulation of Lobbyists
Rule 13. All persons who engage in lobbying of any kind
reverted or advanced to by a majority vote of those present.
All questions relating to the priority of business shall be
as defined in chapter 42.17 RCW shall be subject to the rules of
the senate and legislature when lobbying before the senate. Any
decided without debate.
Messages from the governor, other state officers, and
person who fails to conform to the senate or joint rules may have
their privilege to lobby and all other privileges revoked upon a
from the house of representatives may be considered at any time
with the consent of the senate.
majority vote of the committee on rules for such time as is deemed
appropriate by the committee.
Special Order
Any person registered as a lobbyist pursuant to chapter
Rule 18. The president shall call the senate to order at the
42.17 RCW who intervenes in or attempts to influence any
hour fixed for the consideration of a special order, and announce
personnel decision of the senate regarding any employee may
that the special order is before the senate, which shall then be
suffer an immediate revocation of all privileges before the senate
considered unless it is postponed by a majority vote of the
or such other privileges and for such time as may be deemed
members present, and any business before the senate at the time
appropriate by the senate committee on rules. This restriction
of the announcement of the special order shall take its regular
shall not prohibit a registered lobbyist from making written
position in the order of business, except that if a cutoff established
recommendations for staff positions.
by concurrent resolution occurs during the special order, the
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senate may complete the measure that was before the senate when
consideration of the special order was commenced.
Unfinished Business
Rule 19. The unfinished business at the preceding
adjournment shall have preference over all other matters,
excepting special orders, and no motion or any other business
shall be received without special leave of the senate until the
former is disposed of.
Motions and Senate Floor Resolutions
(How Presented)
Rule 20. 1. No motion shall be entertained or debated
until announced by the president and every motion shall be
deemed to have been seconded. It shall be reduced to writing and
read by the secretary, if desired by the president or any senator,
before it shall be debated, and by the consent of the senate may
be withdrawn before amendment or action.
2. The senate shall consider no more than one floor
resolution per day in session: Provided, That this rule shall not
apply to floor resolutions essential to the operation of the senate;
and further Provided, That there shall be no limit on the number
of floor resolutions considered on senate pro forma session days.
Senate floor resolutions shall be acted upon in the same manner
as motions. All senate floor resolutions shall be on the secretary's
desk at least twenty-four hours prior to consideration. Members'
names shall only be added to the resolution if the member signs
the resolution. Members shall have until thirty minutes after the
senate is convened the following day the senate is in a regular or
pro forma session to add their names to the floor resolution. A
motion may be made to close the period for signatures at an earlier
time.
Precedence of Motions
Rule 21. When a motion has been made and stated by the
chair the following motions are in order, in the rank named:
PRIVILEGED MOTIONS
Adjourn, recess, or go at ease
Reconsider
Demand for call of the senate
Demand for roll call
Demand for division
Question of privilege
Orders of the day
INCIDENTAL MOTIONS
Points of order and appeal
Method of consideration
Suspend the rules
Reading papers
Withdraw a motion
Division of a question
SUBSIDIARY MOTIONS
1st Rank:
To lay on the table
2nd Rank: For the previous question
3rd Rank:
To postpone to a day certain
To commit or recommit
To postpone indefinitely

4th Rank:
To amend
No motion to postpone to a day certain, to commit, or to
postpone indefinitely, being decided, shall again be allowed on
the same day and at the same stage of the proceedings, and when
a question has been postponed indefinitely it shall not again be
introduced during the session.
A motion to lay an amendment on the table shall not carry
the main question with it unless so specified in the motion to table.
At no time shall the senate entertain a Question of
Consideration.
Voting
Rule 22. 1. In all cases of election by the senate, the votes
shall be taken by yeas and nays, and no senator or other person
shall remain by the secretary's desk while the roll is being called
or the votes are being counted. No senator shall be allowed to vote
except when within the bar of the senate, or upon any question
upon which he or she is in any way personally or directly
interested, nor be allowed to explain a vote or discuss the question
while the yeas and nays are being called, nor change a vote after
the result has been announced. (See also Art. 2, Secs. 27 and 30,
State Constitution.)
2. A member not voting by reason of personal or direct
interest, or by reason of an excused absence, may explain the
reason for not voting by a brief statement not to exceed fifty
words in the journal.
3. The yeas and nays shall be taken when called for by
one-sixth of all the senators present, and every senator within the
bar of the senate shall vote unless excused by the unanimous vote
of the members present, and the votes shall be entered upon the
journal. (See also Art. 2, Sec. 21, State Constitution.)
When once begun the roll call may not be interrupted for
any purpose other than to move a call of the senate. (See also Rule
24.)
4.ththnator sve g caen psencehaceeg c0ll
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Call of the Senate
In any event, the senator who presents the motion may open and
Rule 24. Although a roll call is in progress, a call of the
close debate on the question.
senate may be moved by three senators, and if carried by a
Recognition by the President
majority of all present the secretary shall call the roll, after which
Rule 30. When two or more senators rise at the same time
the names of the absentees shall again be called. The doors shall
to address the chair, the president shall name the one who shall
then be locked and the sergeant at arms directed to take into
speak first, giving preference, when practicable, to the mover or
custody all who may be absent without leave, and all the senators
introducer of the subject under consideration.
so taken into custody shall be presented at the bar of the senate
for such action as the senate may deem proper.
Call for Division of a Question
Rule 31. Any senator may call for a division of a
One Subject in a Bill
question, which shall be divided if it embraces subjects so distinct
Rule 25. No bill shall embrace more than one subject and
that one being taken away a substantive proposition shall remain
that shall be expressed in the title. (See also Art. 2, Sec. 19, State
for the decision of the senate; but a motion to strike out and insert
Constitution.)
shall not be divided.
No Amendment by Mere Reference to Title of Act
Point of Order - Decision Appealable
Rule 26. No act shall ever be revised or amended by mere
Rule 32. Every decision of points of order by the
reference to its title, but the act revised or the section amended
president shall be subject to appeal by any senator, and discussion
shall be set forth at full length. (See also Art. 2, Sec. 37, State
of a question of order shall be allowed. In all cases of appeal the
Constitution.)
question shall be: "Shall the decision of the president stand as the
Reading of Papers
judgment of the senate?"
Rule 27. When the reading of any paper is called for, and
Question of Privilege
is objected to by any senator, it shall be determined by a vote of
Rule 33. Any senator may rise to a question of privilege
the senate, without debate.
and explain a personal matter by leave of the president, but shall
Any and all copies of reproductions of newspaper or
not discuss any pending question in such explanations, nor shall
magazine editorials, articles or cartoons or publications or
any question of personal privilege permit any senator to introduce
material of any nature distributed to senators' desks must bear the
any person or persons in the galleries. The president upon notice
name of at least one senator granting permission for the
received may acknowledge the presence of any distinguished
distribution. This shall not apply to materials normally distributed
person or persons.
by the secretary of the senate or the majority or minority caucuses.
A question of privilege shall involve only subject matter
Comparing Enrolled and Engrossed Bills
which affects the particular senator personally and in a manner
Rule 28. Any senator shall have the right to compare an
unique and peculiar to that senator.
enrolled bill with the engrossed bill and may note any objections
Protests
in the Journal.
Rule 34. Any senator or senators may protest against the
SECTION IV
action of the senate upon any question. Such protest may be
PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE
entered upon the journal if it does not exceed 200 words. The
Rules of Debate
senator protesting shall file the protest with the secretary of the
Rule 29. When any senator is about to speak in debate, or
senate within 48 hours following the action protested.
submit any matter to the senate, the senator shall rise, and
Adoption and Suspension of Rules
standing in place, respectfully address the President, and when
Rule 35. 1. The permanent senate rules adopted at the
recognized shall, in a courteous manner, speak to the question
first regular session during a legislative biennium shall govern
under debate, avoiding personalities; provided that a senator may
any session subsequently convened during the same legislative
refer to another member using the title "Senator" and the surname
biennium. Adoption of permanent rules may be by majority of the
of the other member. No senator shall impeach the motives of any
senate without notice and a majority of the senate may change a
other member or speak more than twice (except for explanation)
permanent rule without notice at the beginning of any session, as
during the consideration of any one question, on the same day or
determined pursuant to Article 2, Section 12 of the State
a second time without leave, when others who have not spoken
Constitution. No permanent rule or order of the senate shall be
desire the floor, but incidental and subsidiary questions arising
rescinded or changed without a majority vote of the members, and
during the debate shall not be considered the same question. A
one day's notice of the motion.
majority of the members present may further limit the number of
2. A permanent rule or order may be temporarily
times a member may speak on any question and may limit the
suspended for a special purpose by a vote of two-thirds of the
length of time a member may speak but, unless a demand for the
members present unless otherwise specified herein. When the
previous question has been sustained, a member shall not be
suspension of a rule is called, and after due notice from the
denied the right to speak at least once on each question, nor shall
president no objection is offered, the president may announce the
a member be limited to less than three minutes on each question.
rule suspended, and the senate may proceed accordingly. Motion
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for suspension of the rules shall not be debatable, except, the
mover of the motion may briefly explain the purpose of the
motion and at the discretion of the president a rebuttal may be
allowed.
Previous Question
Rule 36. The previous question shall not be put unless
demanded by three senators, and it shall then be in this form:
“Shall the main question be now put?” When sustained by a
majority of senators present it shall preclude all debate, except the
senator who presents the motion may open and close debate on
the question and the vote shall be immediately taken on the
question or questions pending before the senate, and all incidental
question or questions of order arising after the motion is made
shall be decided whether on appeal or otherwise without debate.
Reconsideration
Rule 37. 1. After the final vote on any measure, before
the adjournment of that day's session, any member who voted
with the prevailing side may give notice of reconsideration unless
a motion to immediately transmit the measure to the house has
been decided in the affirmative. Such motion to reconsider shall
be in order only under the order of motions of the day
immediately following the day upon which such notice of
reconsideration is given, and may be made by any member who
voted with the prevailing side.
2. A motion to reconsider shall have precedence over
every other motion, except a motion to adjourn; and when the
senate adjourns while a motion to reconsider is pending or before
passing the order of motions, the right to move a reconsideration
shall continue to the next day of sitting. On and after the tenth day
prior to adjournment sine die of any session, as determined
pursuant to Article 2, Section 12, or concurrent resolution, or in
the event that the measure is subject to a senate rule or resolution
or a joint rule or concurrent resolution, which would preclude
consideration on the next day of sitting a motion to reconsider
shall only be in order on the same day upon which notice of
reconsideration is given and may be made at any time that day.
Motions to reconsider a vote upon amendments to any pending
question may be made and decided at once.
Motion to Adjourn
Rule 38. Except when under call of the senate, a motion
to adjourn shall always be in order. The name of the senator
moving to adjourn and the time when the motion was made shall
be entered upon the journal.
Yeas and Nays - When Must be Taken
Rule 39. The yeas and nays shall be taken when called
for by one-sixth of all the senators present, and every senator
within the bar of the senate shall vote unless excused by the
unanimous vote of the members present, and the votes shall be
entered upon the journal. (See also Art. 2, Sec. 21, State
Constitution.)
When once begun the roll call may not be interrupted for
any purpose other than to move a call of the senate. (See also
Senate Rules 22 and 24.)
Reed's Parliamentary Rules

Rule 40. The rules of parliamentary practice as contained
in Reed's Parliamentary Rules shall govern the senate in all cases
to which they are applicable, and in which they are not
inconsistent with the rules and orders of this senate and the joint
rules of this senate and the house of representatives.
SECTION V
COMMITTEES
Committees - Appointment and Confirmation
Rule 41. The president shall appoint all conference,
special, joint and standing committees on the part of the senate.
The appointment of the conference, special, joint and standing
committees shall be confirmed by the senate.
In the event the senate shall refuse to confirm any
conference, special, joint or standing committee or committees,
such committee or committees shall be elected by the senate.
The following standing committees shall constitute the
standing committees of the senate:
Standing Committee
Total Membership
1. Accountability & Reform .................................................. 5
2. Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development . ((6))5
((2.))3. Commerce & Labor ................................................... 7
((3.))4. Early Learning & K-12 Education.................... ((11))9
((4.))5. Energy, Environment & Telecommunications .......... 9
((5.))6. Financial Institutions((, Housing)) & Insurance . ((8))9
((6. Governmental))7. Government Operations & State
Security ...................................................................... 7
((7.))8. Health Care...................................................... ((8)) 13
((8.))9. Higher Education....................................................... 7
((9.))10. Human Services ((& Corrections)), Mental Health &
Housing ...................................................................... 5
((10.))11. Law & Justice ........................................................ 7
((11.))12. Natural Resources & Parks .................................... 7
((12.))13. Rules......... ((21))17 (plus the Lieutenant Governor)
((13.))14. Trade & Economic Development .......................... 7
((14.))15. Transportation ..................................................... 15
((15.))16. Ways & Means .................................................... 23
Subcommittees
Rule 42. Committee chairs may create subcommittees of
the standing committee and designate subcommittee chairs
thereof to study subjects within the jurisdiction of the standing
committee. The committee chair shall approve the use of
committee staff and equipment assigned to the subcommittee.
Subcommittee activities shall further be subject to facilities and
operations committee approval to the same extent as are the
actions of the standing committee from which they derive their
authority.
Subpoena Power
Rule 43. Any of the above referenced committees,
including subcommittees thereof, or any special committees
created by the senate, may have the powers of subpoena, the
power to administer oaths, and the power to issue commissions
for the examination of witnesses in accordance with the
provisions of chapter 44.16 RCW. The committee chair shall file
with the committee on rules, prior to issuance of any process, a
statement of purpose setting forth the name or names of those
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subject to process. The rules committee shall consider every
c. That a substitute bill be substituted therefor, and the
proposed issuance of process at a meeting of the rules committee
substitute bill do pass; or
immediately following the filing of the statement with the
d. Without recommendation.
committee. The process shall not be issued prior to consideration
In addition to one of the above-listed recommendations,
by the rules committee. The process shall be limited to the named
a report may also recommend that a bill be referred to another
individuals and the committee on rules may overrule the service
committee.
on an individual so named.
6. A majority report of a committee must carry the
signatures of a majority of the members of the committee. In the
Duties of Committees
event a committee has a quorum pursuant to subsection 4 of this
Rule 44. The several committees shall fully consider
rule, subject to the limitation of subsection 12 of this rule, a
measures referred to them.
majority of the members present may act on a measure, subject to
The committees shall acquaint themselves with the
obtaining the signatures of a majority of the members of the
interest of the state specially represented by the committee, and
committee on the majority report.
from time to time present such bills and reports as in their
7. Any measure, appointment, substitute bill, or
judgment will advance the interests and promote the welfare of
amendment still within a committee's possession before it has
the people of the state: PROVIDED, That no executive action on
been reported out to the full senate may be reconsidered to correct
bills may be taken during an interim.
an error, change language, or otherwise accurately reflect the will
Committee Rules
of the committee in its majority and minority reports to the full
Rule 45. 1. At least five days notice shall be given of all
senate. Any such reconsideration may be made at any time, by
public hearings held by any committee other than the rules
any member of the committee, provided that the committee has
committee. Such notice shall contain the date, time and place of
not yet reported the measure, appointment, substitute bill, or
such hearing together with the title and number of each bill, or
amendment out to the full senate. Any such reconsideration made
identification of the subject matter, to be considered at such
after a vote has been taken or signatures obtained will require a
hearing. By a majority vote of the committee members present at
new vote and signature sheet. Any measure which does not
any committee meeting such notice may be dispensed with. The
receive a majority vote f he ember958(c)3.147316.( )-110.19.0701(.54398
reason for such action shall be set forth in a written statement
preserved in the records of the meeting.
2. No committee may hold a public hearing during a
regular or extraordinary session on a proposal identified as a draft
unless the draft has been made available to the public at least
twenty-four hours prior to the hearing. This rule does not apply
during the five days prior to any cutoff established by concurrent
resolution nor does it apply to any measure exempted from the
resolution.
3. During its consideration of or vote on any bill,
resolution or memorial, the deliberations of any committee or
subcommittee of the senate shall be open to the public. In case of
any disturbance or disorderly conduct at any such deliberations,
the chair shall order the sergeant at arms to suppress the same and
may order the meeting closed to any person or persons creating
such disturbance.
4. No committee shall amend a measure, adopt a
substitute bill, or vote upon any measure or appointment absent a
quorum. A committee may conduct a hearing absent a quorum. A
majority of any committee shall constitute a quorum and
committees shall be considered to have a quorum present unless
the question is raised. Any question as to quorum not raised at the
time of the committee action is deemed waived.
5. Bills reported to the senate from a standing committee
must have a majority report, which shall be prepared upon a
printed standing committee report form; shall be adopted at a
regularly or specially called meeting during a legislative session
and shall be signed by a majority of the committee; and shall carry
only one of the following recommendations:
a. Do pass;
b. Do pass as amended;
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11. All reports of standing committees must be on the
secretary's desk one hour prior to convening of the session in
order to be read at said session. During any special session of the
legislature, this rule may be suspended by a majority vote.
12. When a standing committee is operated by cochairs,
the committee may not vote upon any measure or appointment
without the consent of each cochair.
Committee Meetings During Sessions
Rule 46. No committee shall sit during the daily session
of the senate unless by special leave.
No committee shall sit during any scheduled caucus.
Reading of Reports
Rule 47. The majority report, and minority report, if there
be one, together with the names of the signers thereof, shall be
read by the secretary, unless the reading be dispensed with by the
senate, and all committee reports shall be spread upon the journal.
Recalling Bills from Committees
Rule 48. Any standing committee of the senate may be
relieved of further consideration of any bill, regardless of prior
action of the committee, by a majority vote of the senators elected
or appointed. The senate may then make such orderly disposition
of the bill as they may direct by a majority vote of the members
of the senate.
Bills Referred to Rules Committee
Rule 49. All bills reported by a committee to the senate
shall then be referred to the committee on rules for second reading
without action on the report unless otherwise ordered by the
senate. (See also Rules 63 and 64.)
Rules Committee
Rule 50. The lieutenant governor shall be a voting
member and the chair of the committee on rules. The president
pro tempore shall be a voting member and the vice chair of the
committee on rules. The committee on rules shall have charge of
the daily second and third reading calendar of the senate and shall
direct the secretary of the senate the order in which the bills shall
be considered by the senate and the committee on rules shall have
the authority to directly refer any bill before them to any other
standing committee. Such referral shall be reported out to the
senate on the next day's business.
The senate may change the order of consideration of bills
on the second or third reading calendar.
The calendar, except in emergent situations, as
determined by the committee on rules, shall be on the desks and
in the offices of the senators each day and shall cover the bills for
consideration on the next following day.
Employment Committee
Rule 51. The employment committee for committee staff
shall consist of five members, three from the majority party and
two from the minority party. The chair shall be appointed by the
majority leader. The committee shall, in addition to its other
duties, appoint a staff director for committee services with the
concurrence of four of its members. All other decisions shall be
determined by majority vote. The committee shall operate within

staffing, budget levels and guidelines as authorized and adopted
by the facilities and operations committee.
Committee of the Whole
Rule 52. At no time shall the senate sit as a committee of
the whole.
The senate may at any time, by the vote of the majority
of the members present, sit as a body for the purpose of taking
testimony on any measure before the senate.
Appropriation Budget Bills
Rule 53. Reserved
SECTION VI
BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, MEMORIALS AND
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
Definitions
Rule 54. "Measure" means a bill, joint memorial, joint
resolution, or concurrent resolution.
"Bill" when used alone means bill, joint memorial, joint
resolution, or concurrent resolution.
"Majority" shall mean a majority of those members
present unless otherwise stated.
Prefiling
Rule 55. Holdover members and members-elect to the
senate may prefile bills with the secretary of the senate on any
day commencing with the first Monday in December preceding
any session year; or twenty days prior to any special session of
the legislature. Such bills will be printed, distributed and prepared
for introduction on the first legislative day. No bill, joint
memorial or joint resolution shall be prefiled by title and/or
preamble only. (See also Rule 3, Sub. 3.)
Introduction of Bills
Rule 56. All bills, joint resolutions, and joint memorials
introduced shall be endorsed with a statement of the title and the
name of the member introducing the same. Any member desiring
to introduce a bill, joint resolution, or joint memorial shall file the
same with the secretary of the senate by noon of the day before
the convening of the session at which said bill, joint resolution, or
joint memorial is to be introduced.
Provided that a vote has not been taken on final passage
of a bill, joint resolution, or joint memorial, a member may add
his or her name as a cosponsor until 2:00 p.m. of the day of its
introduction. For any bill, joint resolution, or joint memorial that
has been prefiled for a regular session, a member has until 2:00
p.m. of the day following introduction to add his or her name as
a cosponsor.
To be considered during a regular session, a bill must be
introduced at least ten days before final adjournment of the
legislature, unless the legislature directs otherwise by a vote of
two-thirds of all the members elected to each house, said vote to
be taken by yeas and nays and entered upon the journal. The time
limitation for introduction of bills shall not apply to substitute
bills reported by standing committees for bills pending before
such committees and general appropriation and revenue bills.
(See also Art. 2, Sec. 36, State Constitution.)
Amendatory Bills
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Rule 57. Bills introduced in the senate intended to amend
First Reading
existing statutes shall have the words which are amendatory to
Rule 63. The first reading of a bill shall be by title only,
such existing statutes underlined. Any matter to be deleted from
unless a majority of the members present demand a reading in
the existing statutes shall be indicated by setting such matter forth
full.
in full, enclosed by double parentheses, and such deleted matter
After the first reading, bills shall be referred to an
shall be lined out with hyphens. No bill shall be printed or acted
appropriate committee pursuant to Rule 61.
upon until the provisions of this rule shall have been complied
Upon being reported back by committee, all bills shall be
with.
referred to the committee on rules for second reading, unless
Sections added by amendatory bill to an existing act, or
otherwise ordered by the senate. (See Rule 49.)
chapter of the official code, need not be underlined but shall be
A bill shall be reported back by the committee chair upon
designated "NEW SECTION" in upper case type and such
written petition therefor signed by a majority of its members. The
designation shall be underlined. New enactments need not be
petition shall designate the recommendation as provided in Rule
underlined.
45, Sub. 5.
When statutes are being repealed, the Revised Code of
No committee chair shall exercise a pocket veto of any
Washington section number to be repealed, the section caption
bill.
and the session law history, from the most current to the original,
Should there be a two-thirds majority report of the
shall be cited.
committee membership against the bill, a vote shall be
immediately ordered for the indefinite postponement of the bill.
Joint Resolutions and Memorials
Rule 58. Joint resolutions and joint memorials, up to the
Second Reading/Amendments
signing thereof by the president of the senate, shall be subject to
Rule 64. Upon second reading, the bill shall be read
the rules governing the course of bills.
section by section, in full, and be subject to amendment.
Any member may, if sustained by three members, remove
Senate Concurrent Resolutions
a bill from the consent calendar as constituted by the committee
Rule 59. Concurrent resolutions shall be subject to the
on rules. A bill removed from the consent calendar shall take its
rules governing the course of bills and may be adopted without a
place as the last bill in the order of consideration of bills on the
roll call. Concurrent resolutions authorizing investigations and
second reading calendar.
authorizing the expenditure or allocation of any money must be
No amendment shall be considered by the senate until it
adopted by roll call and the yeas and nays recorded in the journal.
shall have been sent to the secretary's desk in writing and read by
Concurrent resolutions are subject to final passage on the day of
the secretary.
the first reading without regard to Senate Rules 62, 63, and 64.
All amendments adopted on the second reading shall then
Committee Bills
be securely fastened to the original bill.
Rule 60. Committee bills introduced by a standing
All amendments rejected by the senate shall be spread
committee during a legislative session may be filed with the
upon the journal, and the journal shall show the disposition of all
secretary of the senate and introduced, and the signature of each
amendments.
member of the committee shall be endorsed upon the cover of the
When no further amendments shall be offered, the
original bill.
president shall declare the bill has passed its second reading, and
Committee bills shall be read the first time by title,
shall be referred to the committee on rules for third reading:
Provided, That any bill that creates a new tax shall require the
ordered printed, and referred to the committee on rules for second
reading.
affirmative vote of two-thirds of the senators elected or appointed
to advance to third reading, unless the bill contains a referendum
Committee Reference
clause.
Rule 61. When a motion is made to refer a subject, and
Third Reading
different committees are proposed, the question shall be taken in
Rule 65. Bills on third reading shall be read in full by
the following order:
FIRST:
A standing committee.
sections, and no amendment shall be entertained.
SECOND:
A select committee.
When a bill shall pass, it shall be certified to by the
secretary, together with the vote upon final passage, noting the
Reading of Bills
day of its passage thereon.
Rule 62. Every bill shall be read on three separate days
The vote must be taken by yeas and nays, the names of
unless the senate deems it expedient to suspend this rule. Except
the senators voting for and against the same to be entered upon
for bills that create a new tax as provided in Rule 64, on and after
the journal and the majority of the members elected to the senate
the tenth day preceding adjournment sine die of any session, or
must be recorded thereon as voting in its favor to secure its
three days prior to any cut-off date for consideration of bills, as
passage by the senate.
determined pursuant to Article 2, Section 12 of the Constitution
or concurrent resolution, or during any special session of the
Scope and Object of Bill Not to be Changed
legislature, this rule may be suspended by a majority vote. (See
Rule 66. No amendment to any bill shall be allowed
also Rule 59 and Rule 64).
which shall change the scope and object of the bill. (See also Art.
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2, Sec. 38, State Constitution.) Substitute bills shall be considered
amendments for the purposes of this rule. A point of order raising
the question of scope and object may be raised at any time during
consideration of an amendment prior to voting on the amendment.
A proposed amendment to an unamended title-only bill shall be
within the scope and object of the bill if the subject of the
amendment fits within the language in the title.
Matters Related to Disagreement Between the Senate and
House
Rule 67. When there is a disagreement between the
senate and house on a measure before the senate, the senate may
act upon the measure with the following motions which have
priority in the following order:
To concur
To non-concur
To recede
To insist
To adhere
These motions are in order as to any single amendment or
to a series of amendments. (See Reed's Rules 247 through 254.)
A senate bill, passed by the house with amendment or
amendments which shall change the scope and object of the bill,
upon being received in the senate, shall be referred to an
appropriate committee and shall take the same course as for
original bills, unless a motion to ask the house to recede, to insist
or to adhere is made prior to the measure being referred to
committee.
A motion to concur with an amendment or amendments
that create a new tax requires the affirmative vote of two-thirds of
the senators elected or appointed unless the bill contains a
referendum clause.
Bills Committed for Special Amendment
Rule 68. A bill may be committed with or without special
instructions to amend at any time before taking the final vote.
Confirmation of Gubernatorial Appointees
Rule 69. When the names of appointees to state offices
are transmitted to the secretary of the senate for senate
confirmation, the communication from the governor shall be
recorded and referred to the appropriate standing committee.
The standing committee, or subcommittee, pursuant to
rule 42, shall require each appointee referred to the committee for
consideration to complete the standard questionnaire to be used
to ascertain the appointee's general background and
qualifications. The committee may also require the appointee to
complete a supplemental questionnaire related specifically to the
qualifications for the position to which he has been appointed.
Any hearing on a gubernatorial appointment, held by the
standing committee, or subcommittees, pursuant to rule 42, shall
be a public hearing. The appointee may be required to appear
before the committee on request. When appearing, the appointee
shall be required to testify under oath or affirmation. The chair of
the committee or the presiding member shall administer the oath
or affirmation in accordance with RCW 44.16. (See also Article
2, Sec. 6 of the State Constitution.)

Nothing in this rule shall be construed to prevent a
standing committee, or subcommittee, pursuant to rule 42, upon
a two-thirds vote of its members, from holding executive sessions
when considering an appointment.
When the committee on rules presents the report of the
standing committee before the senate, the question shall be the
confirmation of the name proposed, and the roll shall then be
called and the yeas and nays entered upon the journal. In the event
a message is received from the governor requesting return of an
appointment or appointments to the office of the governor prior
to confirmation, the senate shall vote upon the governor's request
and the appointment or appointments shall be returned to the
governor if the request is approved by a majority of the members
elected or appointed. (Article 13 of the State Constitution.)
MOTION
Senator Frockt moved that the following amendment by
Senator Frockt be adopted:
On page 14, after line 19 of the floor resolution, insert the
following:
"9. The Senate may not adopt or enforce any rule that
requires a supermajority vote to advance a measure unless the rule
is adopted by a roll call vote reflecting affirmative votes by twothirds of the members elected or appointed to the Senate. This
provision shall not apply to any supermajority vote required by
the State Constitution."
Senator Frockt spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Fain spoke against adoption of the amendment.
POINT OF PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Baumgartner: “It is not correct that any rule can be
over turned with twenty-five votes?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Unless otherwise stated in the rules, that
is correct.”
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Frockt on page 14,
after line 19 to Senate Resolution No. 8601.
The motion by Senator Frockt failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Frockt: “Mr. President, would it be the case that a
Point of Order as to Rule 64, specifically the provision of Rule
64, line seventeen to nineteen, would not be in order at this point
given that there is no bill before us?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator, if you would state your Point of
Order then I can make a decision at that point of whether or not it
is appropriate at this time.”
POINT OF ORDER
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Senator Frockt: “Thank you Mr. President. I raise a Point of
Order as to whether or not Rule 64, specifically line 17 to 19
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
violate Article 1, Section 22 of, substantively, of the State
Caucus immediately following the senate going at ease.
Constitution?”
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
Coalition Caucus following the senate going at ease.
President Owen: “Senator Frockt, in that case, that helps me
understand what you are asking and in that case the President does
not rule on what could be. He rules only on what is when it
happens. Therefore, your question would not be appropriately
before us at this time, only when, in fact, a piece of legislation is
before us or a motion of some kind is before us that the President
can rule directly on.”
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8601.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Billig: “Thank you Mr. President. This is the vote
on the rules at this point or are we still voting on the amendment?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “It hadn’t been changed. The amendment
had been defeated. We are voting on adoption of the rules or
adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8601.”
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of adoption of the
resolution.
Senators Billig, Hasegawa and Frockt spoke against adoption
of the resolution.
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the resolution was
adopted by a rising vote.
MOTION
Senator Fain moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8600
By Senators Schoesler and Nelson
BE IT RESOLVED, That a committee consisting of two
members of the Senate be appointed by the President of the Senate
to notify the Governor that the Senate is organized and ready to
conduct business.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8600.
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE
In accordance with Senate Resolution No. 8600, the President
appointed Senators Miloscia and Habib to notify the Governor
that the Legislature was organized and ready to conduct business.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the appointments were confirmed
by voice vote.

MOTION
At 2:08 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 3:50 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
STANDING COMMITEE ASSIGNMENTS
The President declared the senators named on the “2015
Standing Committee Assignments” to the standing committees of
the senate appointed as designated:
2015 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE
ASSIGNMENTS
Accountability & Reform
Miloscia, Chair
Padden, Vice Chair
Jayapal, Ranking Minority Member
Dansel
Fraser
Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development
Warnick, Chair
Dansel, Vice Chair
Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member
Hobbs
Honeyford
Commerce & Labor
Baumgartner, Chair
Braun, Vice Chair
Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member
Conway
Keiser
King
Warnick
Early Learning & K-12 Education
Litzow, Chair
Dammeier, Vice Chair
McAuliffe, Ranking Minority Member
Billig
Fain
Hill
Mullet
Rivers
Rolfes
Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
Ericksen, Chair
Sheldon, Vice Chair
McCoy, Ranking Minority Member
Braun
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Brown
Cleveland
Habib
Honeyford
Ranker

Financial Institutions & Insurance
Benton, Chair
Angel, Vice Chair
Mullet, Ranking Minority Member
Darneille
Fain
Hobbs
Litzow
Pedersen
Roach
Government Operations & State Security
Roach, Chair
Benton, Vice Chair
Pearson, Vice Chair
Liias, Ranking Minority Member
Dansel
Habib
McCoy
Health Care
Becker, Chair
Dammeier, Vice Chair
Frockt, Ranking Minority Member
Angel
Bailey
Baumgartner
Brown
Cleveland
Conway
Jayapal
Keiser
Parlette
Rivers
Higher Education
Bailey, Chair
Baumgartner, Vice Chair
Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member
Becker
Frockt
Liias
Miloscia
Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
O’Ban, Chair
Miloscia, Vice Chair
Darneille, Ranking Minority Member
Hargrove
Padden
Law & Justice
Padden, Chair
O’Ban, Vice Chair
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member
Darneille
Kohl-Welles
Pearson
Roach

Natural Resources & Parks
Pearson, Chair
Dansel, Vice Chair
Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member
Chase
Hewitt
McAuliffe
Warnick
Trade & Economic Development
Brown, Chair
Braun, Vice Chair
Chase, Ranking Minority Member
Angel
Ericksen
Frockt
McCoy
Transportation
King, Chair
Fain, Vice Chair, Budget
Benton, Vice Chair
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member
Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority Member
Baumgartner
Cleveland
Ericksen
Habib
Jayapal
Litzow
Miloscia
Pedersen
Rivers
Sheldon
Ways & Means
Hill, Chair
Braun, Vice Chair
Dammeier, Vice Chair, Education Finance
Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget
Hargrove, Ranking Minority Member
Ranker, Assistant Ranking Minority Member, Operating
Budget
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Minority Member, Capital Budget
Bailey
Becker
Billig
Brown
Conway
Fraser
Hasegawa
Hatfield
Hewitt
Kohl-Welles
O’Ban
Parlette
Padden
Rolfes
Schoesler
Warnick
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the appointments to the Standing
Committees were confirmed by voice vote.
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Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

FIRST DAY, JANUARY 12, 2015
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the fourth
order of business.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE
Pursuant to Senate Resolution No. 8600, Senators Miloscia
and Habib, at the request of the President, appeared before the bar
of the Senate and reported the Governor had been notified that the
Legislature was organized and ready to conduct business.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Habib: “Does this speech, by Senate convention,
trigger the gifting tradition to other members?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “The President would state and rule as
follows: It depends on how profound this statement is you’re
about to make to us. No, this does not count. We want to have
something more, with more meat to it.”

SB 5003 by Senators Hatfield, Rivers and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to the taxes payable on sales by licensed
recreational marijuana producers, processors, and retailers;
amending RCW 69.50.535 and 69.50.334; adding a new
section to chapter 69.50 RCW; providing an effective date;
and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5004 by Senators Angel and Rolfes
AN ACT Relating to establishing the position and authority
of warrant officers in first-class cities to enforce court orders
and outstanding warrants; and adding a new section to chapter
35.20 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5005 by Senators Angel and Rolfes
AN ACT Relating to grandparent visitation rights; amending
RCW 26.09.240; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
January 12, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has adopted:
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4400,
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4402
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5000 by Senators Parlette, Warnick, King, Honeyford and
Chase
AN ACT Relating to allowing rural counties providing
emergency medical services to locations with a rural
amphitheater to impose an additional admissions surcharge;
amending RCW 36.38.010 and 36.38.020; adding a new
section to chapter 43.10 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5001 by Senators Hewitt, Kohl-Welles, Conway, Schoesler,
Keiser, Hatfield and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to alcohol tasting by students under
twenty-one years of age; and amending RCW 66.20.010 and
66.44.270.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5002 by Senator Rivers
AN ACT Relating to traffic infractions for marijuana,
marijuana-based
substances,
or
marijuana-infused
substances; and adding a new section to chapter 46.61 RCW.

SB 5006 by Senator Angel
AN ACT Relating to authorizing the termination of all legal
responsibilities of a nonparent if genetic testing shows by
clear and convincing evidence that a man is not the genetic
father of a child; amending RCW 26.26.310, 26.26.320,
26.26.335, 26.26.530, 26.26.535, 26.26.600, and 26.26.405;
and adding a new section to chapter 26.26 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5007 by Senator Angel
AN ACT Relating to the regulation of employment agencies;
amending RCW 18.235.020 and 43.24.150; and repealing
RCW 19.31.010, 19.31.020, 19.31.030, 19.31.040,
19.31.050, 19.31.060, 19.31.070, 19.31.080, 19.31.090,
19.31.100, 19.31.110, 19.31.120, 19.31.130, 19.31.140,
19.31.150, 19.31.160, 19.31.170, 19.31.180, 19.31.190,
19.31.210, 19.31.220, 19.31.230, 19.31.240, 19.31.245,
19.31.250, 19.31.260, 19.31.270, 19.31.900, and 19.31.910.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5008 by Senator Angel
AN ACT Relating to beverage containers; and amending
RCW 70.132.020.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5009 by Senators Hobbs, Braun and Conway
AN ACT Relating to self-service storage facilities; amending
RCW 19.150.010, 19.150.040, and 19.150.060; and adding
new sections to chapter 19.150 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5010 by Senators Frockt, Rolfes, Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa,
Jayapal, Keiser and Ranker
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AN ACT Relating to the health professional loan repayment
and scholarship program fund; adding a new section to
chapter 28B.115 RCW; and making appropriations.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

SB 5011 by Senators Becker, Cleveland, Frockt and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to third-party payor release of health care
information; amending RCW 70.02.045; and declaring an
emergency.

SB 5018 by Senators Honeyford and Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to underground artificial storage and
recovery projects; and amending RCW 90.03.370.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5019 by Senator Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to the agricultural labor skills and safety
grant program; adding a new section to chapter 43.330 RCW;
creating a new section; and providing an expiration date.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5012 by Senators Hatfield, Honeyford, Rolfes, Ericksen,
Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa, Chase and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to authorizing the growing of industrial
hemp; adding a new chapter to Title 15 RCW; creating a new
section; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5013 by Senator Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to the use of designated agricultural lands;
amending RCW 36.70A.060; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5014 by Senators Honeyford and Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to best practices for water banks;
reenacting and amending RCW 90.42.020; adding new
sections to chapter 90.42 RCW; creating a new section; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5015 by Senators Honeyford and Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to extending the dairy inspection program
assessment expiration date; amending RCW 15.36.551; and
providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5016 by Senators Honeyford and Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to retaining water resources to assure the
vitality of local economies; adding new sections to chapter
90.42 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5017 by Senators Honeyford, Rolfes, King, Sheldon and
Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to defining honey bee products and
services as an agricultural product; amending RCW
82.04.213, 82.04.330, 82.04.050, and 82.08.855; creating
new sections; repealing RCW 82.04.629, 82.04.630,
82.08.0204, 82.12.0204, 82.08.200, 82.12.200, and
43.136.047; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5020 by Senators Bailey, McCoy, Hobbs, Pedersen,
Conway, Schoesler, Rolfes and Chase
AN ACT Relating to the state agencies continuity of
operations planning requirements; and amending RCW
38.52.010, 38.52.020, and 38.52.030.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5021 by Senators McCoy, Ericksen and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to cadmium in children's jewelry; and
amending RCW 70.240.020.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5022 by Senators Angel, Liias and Rolfes
AN ACT Relating to providing fee immunity for certain city,
town, and county water facilities; and adding a new section to
chapter 35.21 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5023 by Senators Parlette and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to the filing of large group health benefit
plans, stand-alone dental plans, and stand-alone vision plans
by disability insurers, health care service contractors, and
health maintenance organizations; amending RCW
48.18.100; adding a new section to chapter 48.43 RCW; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5024 by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to conforming amendments made
necessary by reorganizing and streamlining central service
functions, powers, and duties of state government; amending
RCW 2.36.057, 2.36.0571, 2.68.060, 4.92.110, 4.96.020,
8.26.085, 15.24.086, 15.64.060, 15.65.285, 15.66.280,
15.88.070, 15.89.070, 15.100.080, 15.115.180, 17.15.020,
19.27.097, 19.27.150, 19.27A.020, 19.27A.190, 19.34.100,
19.285.060, 27.34.075, 27.34.410, 27.48.040, 28A.150.530,
28A.335.300,
28B.10.417,
35.21.779,
35.68.076,
35A.65.010, 36.28A.070, 39.04.155, 39.04.220, 39.04.290,
39.04.320, 39.04.330, 39.04.370, 39.04.380, 39.24.050,
39.30.050, 39.32.020, 39.32.040, 39.32.060, 39.35.060,
39.35A.050,
39.35B.040,
39.35C.050,
39.35C.090,
39.59.010, 41.04.017, 41.04.220, 41.04.375, 43.01.090,
43.01.091, 43.01.240, 43.01.250, 43.01.900, 43.15.020,
43.17.050, 43.17.100, 43.17.400, 43.19.647, 43.19.651,
43.19.670, 43.19.682, 43.19.691, 43.19.757, 43.19A.022,
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AN ACT Relating to the uniform fiduciary access to digital
43.19A.040, 43.21F.045, 43.34.090, 43.82.035, 43.82.055,
43.82.130, 43.83.116, 43.83.120, 43.83.136, 43.83.142,
assets act; and adding a new chapter to Title 11 RCW.
43.83.156, 43.83.176, 43.83.188, 43.83.202, 43.88.090,
43.88.350, 43.88.560, 43.96B.215, 43.101.080, 43.325.020,
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
43.325.030, 43.330.907, 43.331.040, 43.331.050, 44.68.065,
SB 5030 by Senators Pedersen and O'Ban
44.73.010, 46.08.065, 46.08.150, 46.08.172, 47.60.830,
AN ACT Relating to the limited liability company act; adding
70.58.005, 70.94.537, 70.94.551, 70.95.265, 70.95C.110,
70.95H.030,
70.95M.060,
70.235.050,
71A.20.190,
new sections to chapter 25.15 RCW; repealing RCW
25.15.005, 25.15.007, 25.15.010, 25.15.015, 25.15.020,
72.01.430, 72.09.450, 77.12.177, 77.12.451, 79.19.080,
79.24.300, 79.24.530, 79.24.540, 79.24.560, 79.24.570,
25.15.025, 25.15.030, 25.15.035, 25.15.040, 25.15.045,
25.15.050, 25.15.055, 25.15.060, 25.15.070, 25.15.075,
79.24.664, 79.24.710, 79.24.720, 79.24.730, and 79A.15.010;
25.15.085, 25.15.090, 25.15.095, 25.15.100, 25.15.105,
reenacting RCW 42.17A.110; adding a new section to chapter
25.15.115, 25.15.120, 25.15.125, 25.15.130, 25.15.135,
49.74 RCW; decodifying RCW 37.14.010, 43.19.533,
25.15.140, 25.15.150, 25.15.155, 25.15.160, 25.15.165,
43.320.012,
43.320.013,
43.320.014,
43.320.015,
43.320.901, and 70.120.210; repealing RCW 43.105.041,
25.15.170, 25.15.175, 25.15.180, 25.15.185, 25.15.190,
43.105.178, 43.105.330, 43.105.070, and 49.74.040; and
25.15.195, 25.15.200, 25.15.205, 25.15.215, 25.15.220,
25.15.225, 25.15.230, 25.15.235, 25.15.245, 25.15.250,
providing an expiration date.
25.15.255, 25.15.260, 25.15.270, 25.15.273, 25.15.275,
25.15.280, 25.15.285, 25.15.290, 25.15.293, 25.15.295,
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
25.15.298, 25.15.300, 25.15.303, 25.15.310, 25.15.315,
Security.
25.15.320, 25.15.325, 25.15.330, 25.15.335, 25.15.340,
25.15.345, 25.15.350, 25.15.355, 25.15.360, 25.15.365,
SB 5025 by Senators Rivers, Cleveland and Benton
25.15.366, 25.15.370, 25.15.375, 25.15.380, 25.15.385,
AN ACT Relating to the apportionment of quick title service
25.15.390, 25.15.395, 25.15.400, 25.15.405, 25.15.410,
fees collected by appointed subagents; and amending RCW
25.15.415, 25.15.417, 25.15.419, 25.15.420, 25.15.422,
46.68.025.
25.15.423, 25.15.425, 25.15.430, 25.15.435, 25.15.440,
25.15.445, 25.15.450, 25.15.455, 25.15.460, 25.15.465,
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
25.15.470, 25.15.475, 25.15.480, 25.15.800, 25.15.805,
25.15.810, 25.15.900, 25.15.901, and 25.15.902; and
SB 5026 by Senators Pedersen, Ranker, Keiser, Kohl-Welles,
providing an effective date.
Frockt, Habib, Hobbs, Nelson, Chase, Hatfield, Mullet,
McAuliffe, Darneille, Hasegawa, McCoy, Conway, Cleveland,
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Liias, Jayapal, Billig, Rolfes and Fraser
AN ACT Relating to declaring that it is an unfair practice for
SB 5031 by Senators Pedersen and O'Ban
any employer who provides health insurance to its employees
as part of an employee's benefit package to not include
AN ACT Relating to permitting advance action regarding
contraceptive coverage as part of the benefit package, to fail
business opportunities under the business corporation act;
to comply with federal rules adopted under the affordable care
amending RCW 237.64825(c)3..01.400, 237.64825(c)3..02.020, 2308700(,
act relating to the provision of contraceptive coverage, or to
237.64825(c)3..08.20; and adding a new
discriminate against any employee based on that employee's
RCW.
use of any reproductive health care service, drug, or device;
adding new sections to chapter 49.60 RCW; and creating new
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
sections.
SB 503 by Senators Pedersen and O'Ban
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5027 by Senators Angel, Darneille, Dammeier, Keiser,
Parlette, Cleveland, Bailey and Chase
AN ACT Relating to providing access to the prescription drug
monitoring database for clinical laboratories; amending RCW
70.225.040; and adding new sections to chapter 70.225 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5028 by Senators Bailey, Dammeier, Cleveland, Keiser and
Warnick
AN ACT Relating to raising licensure limits to allow assisted
living facilities to serve a higher acuity resident population;
amending RCW 18.20.030, 18.20.090, 18.20.160, and
18.20.330; reenacting and amending RCW 18.20.020; and
adding new sections to chapter 18.20 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5029 by Senators Pedersen and O'Ban
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SB 5035 by Senators Pearson, Kohl-Welles, Hatfield and Liias
AN ACT Relating to the medal of valor; amending RCW
1.60.010, 1.60.020, and 1.60.030; and declaring an
emergency.

AN ACT Relating to providing greater small business
assistance by modifying the filing threshold for excise tax
purposes; amending RCW 82.32.045; creating a new section;
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5036 by Senators O'Ban and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to body armor; amending RCW
9.94A.030, 9.94A.533, and 9.94A.728; adding a new section
to chapter 9.94A RCW; prescribing penalties; and providing
an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5037 by Senators O'Ban and Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to organized retail theft; amending RCW
9A.56.350; and prescribing penalties.

SB 5044 by Senators Brown, Ericksen and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to mitigation measures for shoreline
development; and amending RCW 90.58.100.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5045 by Senators Angel and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to the deauthorization of union security
provisions by public employees; and amending RCW
41.56.122, 41.76.045, 49.39.090, 47.64.160, 41.80.100,
41.59.100, and 49.66.010.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5038 by Senator O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to waiving liability for service members
for certain towing costs and penalties under certain
circumstances; amending RCW 46.55.105; and providing an
effective date.

SB 5046 by Senators Padden and Pedersen
AN ACT Relating to correcting a codification error
concerning the governor's designee to the traffic safety
commission; reenacting and amending RCW 43.59.030; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5039 by Senator O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to affirming the authority of the clemency
and pardons board to make recommendations to the governor
regarding petitions for reprieve to ensure that victims, law
enforcement, prisoners, and others are heard; amending RCW
10.01.120; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5040 by Senators O'Ban and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to communication of mammographic
breast density information to patients; and adding a new
section to chapter 70.54 RCW.

SB 5047 by Senators Braun, Conway, Rivers, Fraser, KohlWelles, Hasegawa, Dammeier, Pedersen, Jayapal and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to enhancing the protection of consumer
financial information; amending RCW 19.255.010 and
42.56.590; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5048 by Senators Chase, Roach, Hatfield and Miloscia
AN ACT Relating to the referendum of assumptions of watersewer districts by cities and towns; and adding a new section
to chapter 35.13A RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5041 by Senators O'Ban, Fain, Dammeier and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to seizure and forfeiture of property for
patronizing a prostitute; amending RCW 9A.88.150; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5042 by Senators O'Ban, Benton, Conway, Dammeier,
Sheldon and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to providing a business and occupation tax
credit for businesses that hire veterans; adding a new section
to chapter 82.04 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.16
RCW; creating a new section; providing an effective date;
and providing expiration dates.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5043 by Senators O'Ban, Benton and Warnick

SB 5049 by Senators Angel, Benton, Warnick, Keiser, Roach,
Kohl-Welles, Schoesler, Dammeier and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to surgical technologists; amending RCW
18.215.005 and 18.215.010; adding new sections to chapter
18.215 RCW; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5050 by Senators Roach, Conway, McCoy, Darneille,
Hobbs, Hasegawa and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to adding adherence to state wage payment
laws to the state's responsible bidder criteria; amending RCW
39.04.350 and 39.26.160; adding a new section to chapter
49.46 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 49.48 RCW; and
adding a new section to chapter 49.52 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5051 by Senators Hatfield and Kohl-Welles
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Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
AN ACT Relating to transportation and delivery services for
marijuana producers, marijuana processors, and marijuana
Telecommunications.
retailers; amending RCW 69.50.4013 and 69.50.4014; and
adding new sections to chapter 69.50 RCW.
SB 5058 by Senators Fain, Dammeier, Hobbs, Liias, Pedersen
and Mullet
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
AN ACT Relating to reauthorizing and expanding the
financial fraud and identity theft crimes investigation and
SB 5052 by Senators Rivers, Hatfield and Conway
prosecution program; amending RCW 43.330.300 and
AN ACT Relating to establishing the cannabis patient
62A.9A-525; amending 2009 c 565 s 57 and 2008 c 290 s 4
protection act; amending RCW 66.08.012, 69.50.101,
(uncodified); providing an effective date; and declaring an
69.50.325, 69.50.342, 69.50.345, 69.50.354, 69.50.357,
emergency.
69.50.360,
69.50.4013,
69.51A.005,
69.51A.010,
69.51A.030, 69.51A.040, 69.51A.045,
69.51A.055,
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
69.51A.060, 69.51A.070, 69.51A.085, and 69.51A.100;
adding new sections to chapter 69.51A RCW; adding a new
SB 5059 by Senators Frockt, Fain, Pedersen and Chase
section to chapter 42.56 RCW; adding a new section to
AN ACT Relating to bad faith assertions of patent
chapter 69.50 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.08
infringement; and adding a new chapter to Title 19 RCW.
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.12 RCW; creating
new sections; repealing RCW 69.51A.020, 69.51A.025,
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
69.51A.047, 69.51A.090, 69.51A.140,
69.51A.200,
69.51A.043, and 69.51A.085; prescribing penalties;
SB 5060 by Senators Honeyford, Schoesler and Warnick
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
AN ACT Relating to improving relationships between
agricultural producers and state regulatory staff; adding a new
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
section to chapter 89.08 RCW; creating a new section; and
providing an expiration date.
SB 5053 by Senators O'Ban, King, Conway and Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to the reporting of highway construction
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
project errors; and adding a new section to chapter 47.01
Economic Development.
RCW.
SB 5061 by Senators Honeyford, Schoesler, Warnick and
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to limiting the authority of growth
management hearings boards to hear petitions challenging the
SB 5054 by Senators O'Ban, King and Frockt
regulation of permit exempt wells; amending RCW
AN ACT Relating to design-build construction for
36.70A.280 and 36.70A.280; providing an effective date; and
transportation projects; and amending RCW 47.20.780 and
providing an expiration date.
47.20.785.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.

Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.

SB 5055 by Senators Angel and Roach
AN ACT Relating to a local government installing a public
sewage system within the public right-of-way under certain
circumstances; and amending RCW 70.05.074.

SB 5062 by Senators Honeyford, Schoesler and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to water quality enforcement procedure;
and amending RCW 90.48.120.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.

Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.

SB 5056 by Senators Ericksen and Chase
AN ACT Relating to the use of chemical action plans for
recommendations of safer chemicals; amending RCW
70.240.050; adding a new section to chapter 70.240 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 90.48 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 70.105 RCW; and making an appropriation.

SB 5063 by Senators Hill, Benton, Ericksen, Dammeier and
Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to prioritizing state revenue growth for
education; adding a new section to chapter 43.135 RCW;
creating a new section; and providing for submission of this
act to a vote of the people.

Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5057 by Senator Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to the safe transport of hazardous
materials; amending RCW 82.23B.010, 82.23B.020,
82.23B.030, 82.23B.040, 88.40.011, 90.56.010, 81.53.240,
and 38.52.070; reenacting and amending RCW 88.46.010 and
38.52.040; adding a new section to chapter 90.56 RCW;
creating new sections; and making an appropriation.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5064 by Senators Hill, Ericksen, Dammeier, Sheldon,
Warnick, Frockt, Hewitt and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to providing that a quarterly revenue
forecast is due on February 20th during both a long and short
legislative session year; reenacting and amending RCW
82.33.020; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
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SJR 8200 by Senators Roach, Benton, Dammeier, Pearson and
Sheldon
Amending the Constitution to require a two-thirds majority
vote of the legislature to raise taxes.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the rules were suspended, Senate
Concurrent Resolution No. 8400 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
MOTION

SUPPLEMENTAL INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SCR 8400 by Senators Schoesler and Nelson
Establishing cutoff dates for the consideration of legislation
during the 2015 regular session of the sixty-fourth legislature.

On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Hargrove was excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 8400.

FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
HCR 4400 by Representatives Sullivan and Kretz
Convening the House of Representatives and Senate in Joint
Session to receive the State of the State message of Governor
Jay Inslee.
HCR 4402 by Representatives Sullivan and Kretz
Adopting joint rules.

SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 8400 having
received a majority was adopted by voice vote.
SECOND READING
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4402, by
Representatives Sullivan and Kretz
Adopting joint rules.

MOTION
The measure was read the second time.
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report and the Supplemental
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exceptions of Senate Bill No.
5010 which was referred to the Committee on Health Care; Senate
Bill No. 5018 and Senate Bill No. 5062 which were referred to
the Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development; Senate Joint Resolution No. 8200 which was
referred to the Committee on Government Operations & State
Security; and Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 8400, House
Concurrent Resolution No. 4400 and House Concurrent
Resolution No. 4402 which, under suspension of the rules, were
placed on the day’s second reading calendar.
REMARKS BY SENATOR FAIN
Senator Fain:
“Thank you Mr. President. For the
information to the members, as is tradition here, pursuant to
Senate Rule 56, the bills that were on today’s Short Titles &
Referrals will remain in the Workroom until 2:00 p.m. tomorrow,
giving all members an opportunity to sign onto those bill, if there
is anything on that list that you were not able to sign on to the
actual pink sheets. So please keep that in mind. Also, please keep
in mind that bills are available to add sponsors names until 2:00
p.m. on the day in which those bills are dropped or introduced.”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 8400, by
Senators Schoesler and Nelson
Establishing cutoff dates for the consideration of legislation
during the 2015 regular session of the sixty-fourth legislature.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the rules were suspended, House
Concurrent Resolution No. 4402 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of House Concurrent Resolution No. 4402.
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4402 having
received a majority was adopted by voice vote.
SECOND READING
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4400, by
Representatives Sullivan and Kretz
Convening the House of Representatives and Senate in Joint
Session to receive the State of the State message of Governor Jay
Inslee.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the rules were suspended, House
Concurrent Resolution No. 4400 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of House Concurrent Resolution No. 4400.
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4400 having
received a majority was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

The measure was read the second time.
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Olympia, Washington 98504
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the third
order of business.
Dear Lieutenant Governor Owen:
MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY OF STATE
We respectfully transmit for your consideration the following
April 1, 2014
bills which have been partially vetoed by the Governor, together
with the official veto message setting forth his objection to the
The Honorable Brad Owen
section or items of the bill, as required by Article III, section 12,
Lieutenant Governor of Washington
of the Washington State Constitution:
Legislature Building
Olympia, Washington 98504
Senate Bill No. 6128,
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 6552,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 6265,
Dear Lieutenant Governor Owen:
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 6002,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 6001, and
We respectfully transmit for your consideration Substitute
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 6228.
Senate Bill No. 6129 which was partially vetoed by the Governor,
along with this objection to the bill, as required by Article III,
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have signed and affixed the
section 12, of the Washington State Constitution:
Seal of the state of Washington, this 11th day of April, 2014.
Kim Wyman, Secretary of State
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have signed and affixed the
(Seal)
Seal of the state of Washington, this 1st day of April, 2014.
Kim Wyman, Secretary of State
MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNOR
(Seal)
PARTIAL VETO ON SENATE BILL NO. 6128
MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNOR
April 2, 2014
PARTIAL VETO ON SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO.
6129
To the Honorable President and Members,
The Senate of the State of Washington
March 28, 2014
Ladies and Gentlemen:

To the Honorable President and Members,
The Senate of the State of Washington
Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am returning herewith, without my approval as to Section 1,
Senate Bill No. 6128 entitled:

I am returning herewith, without my approval as to Section 1,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 6129 entitled:

“AN ACT Relating to the delivery of medication and
services by unlicensed school employees.”

“AN ACT Relating to paraeducator development.”
This legislation directs the Public Educators Standards Board to
convene a workgroup to design minimum employment standards,
professional development, and an articulated career ladder
leading to certification for paraeducators. It also requires the
state’s community and technical colleges to incorporate cultural
competency training into their paraeducator training programs
and to these candidates the opportunity to earn transferrable
credits.
Section 1 is an intent section that discusses various experiences
of school paraeducators, and is not necessary to interpret or
implement the substantive provisions of the bill.
For these reasons I have vetoed Section 1 of Substitute Senate
Bill No. 6129.
With the exception of Section 1, Substitute Senate Bill No. 6129
is approved.

This legislation provides important guidance for school districts
with regards to school employees assisting with nursing services
and delivery of medications.
Section 1 is an intent section that discusses various experiences
of school nurses and other employees, and is not necessary to
interpret or implement the substantive provisions of the bill.
For these reasons I have vetoed Section 1 of Senate Bill No. 6128.
With the exception of Section 1, Senate Bill No. 6128 is
approved.
Respectfully submitted,
Jay Inslee, Governor
MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNOR
PARTIAL VETO OF ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE
SENATE BILL NO. 6552
April 3, 2014

MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY OF STATE

To the Honorable President and Members,
The Senate of the State of Washington

April 11, 2014
Ladies and Gentlemen:
The Honorable Brad Owen
Lieutenant Governor of Washington
Legislature Building

I am returning herewith, without my approval as to Section 207,
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 6552 entitled:
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AN ACT Relating to improving student success by
modifying instructional hour and graduation requirements.”
Section 207 of the bill directs the Office of the Education Ombuds
to convene a three-year task force on students with special needs
to examine barriers to earning a diploma.

Later this week I will sign the 2014 supplemental budget,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 6002 which includes a
similar directive for the Office of Education Ombuds. As that
provision of the budget is implemented, it is important that my
ombuds office work closely with the Office of the Sup(e)3.14736(a)3.148454(i)-2.54398(n)-7.64825(t)-2.54398(e)16.5065(n)-7.64825(d)-7.64825(e)3.1473
d
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The proposed appropriation level reduces the Freight Mobility
Section 310(7)(a) and (b), page 66, line 29 through page 67,
Strategic Investment Board’s (Board) 2013-15 biennial budget by
line 16, Department of Transportation, Rail cost-Benefit
$25,000. This reduction results in an appropriation insufficient to
Methodology
sustain current operations. For this reason, I have vetoed Section
206.
This proviso directs the Department of Transportation
(Department) to use a cost-benefit methodology tool developed
During the remainder of the biennium, the Board will maintain a
in 2008 for rail projects, which is the existing standard for
staffing level of two (2) FTE’s after the current director retires.
departmental operations in analyzing Freight Rail Investment
The Board will submit staffing and resource allocations for the
Bank and Freight Rail Assistance Program Projects. Given this is
ensuring biennium with its biennial budget submittal.
current practice, there is no need to direct the Department to use
this tool. For this reason, I have vetoed Section 310(7)(a) and (b),
page 66, line 29 through page 67, line 16.
Section 207(8), page 16, Washington State Patrol, Security for
United States Open
If for any reason a different approach is used, I am directing the
This proviso directs the Washington State Patrol (WSP) to
Department to report to both the Office of Financial Management
coordinate and support local law enforcement at the United States
and legislative transportation committees about why it used an
Open national golf championship in Pierce County in providing
alternative approach.
traffic control and “other activities” within its existing budget.
WSP services for such a significant event are likely to require
For these reasons I have vetoed Section 201(5); 205(8); 206;
additional appropriations from the Legislature. For this reason, I
207(8); 208(13); 208(16); 213(7); 306(24); and 310(7)(a) and (b),
have vetoed Section 207(8).
page 66, line 29 through page 67, line 16 of Engrossed Substitute
Senate Bill No. 6001.
WSP will work with Pierce County to develop a plan with
With the exception of Sections 201(5); 205(8); 206; 207(8);
respective responsibilities and estimated costs for further
consideration in the 2015 legislative session.
208(13); 208(16); 213(7); 306(24); and 310(7)(a) and (b), page
66, line 29 through page 67, line 16 Engrossed Substitute Senate
Bill No. 6001 is approved.
Section 208(13), page 20, Department of Licensing,
Intermittent-Use Trailer License Plates (E2SHB 1902)
Respectfully submitted,
Jay Inslee, Governor
This proviso provides appropriation authority for the
implementation of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill 1902,
MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNOR
intermittent-use trailer license plates. E2SHB 1902 did not pass,
PARTIAL VETO ON ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE
so this subsection is unnecessary. For this reason I have vetoed
BILL NO. 6002
Section 208(13).
April 4, 2014

Section 208(16), page 20, Department of Licensing,
Washington State Tree License Plates (EHB 2752)
The proviso provides appropriation authority for the
implementation of Engrossed House Bill 2752 Washington state
tree license plates. EHB 2752 did not pass, so this subsection is
unnecessary. For this reason, I have vetoed Section 208(16).
Section 213(7), page 30, Department of Transportation, Fish
Barrier Removals (2SHB 2251)
This proviso directs the Department of Transportation to
maximize available resources for eliminating fish passage
barriers if Second Substitute House Bill 2251 did not pass.
Second Substitute House Bill 2251 was approved during the 2014
legislative session, so this subsection is moot. For this reason, I
have vetoed Section 213(7).
Section 306(24), pages 57-58, Department of Transportation,
Quarry Road Transfer
This proviso directs the Department of Transportation
(Department) to accept the transfer to the state highway system of
Quarry Road. This proviso is unnecessary because the
Department has reached agreement with Snohomish Count to
transfer Quarry Road to the state highway system. For this reason,
I have vetoed Section 306(24).

To the Honorable President and Members,
The Senate of the State of Washington
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am returning herewith, without my approval as to Sections
103(11); 106, lines 13-16 and lines 22-28; 116(5); 125(14); 126;
135(9); 138(3); 140(3); 146(10); 202(15); 205(1)(1); 219(30);
220(3)(e); 502(21); 505(12); 505(13); 705, page 257, lines 23-24;
805, page 267, lines 32-38, and page 268, line 1; 805, page 268,
line 11-38, and page 269, lines 1-15; 805, page 270, lines 12-16;
917; and 919, Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 6002 entitled:
“AN ACT Relating to fiscal matters.”
Section 103(11), page 7, Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Committee, Study of Medicaid Dispensing Methods
This proviso directs the Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Committee to conduct an analysis of the assumed budget savings
as a result of the state’s change to dispensing a one-year supply
of contraceptive drugs for Medicaid recipients under Section 213,
Chapter 4, Laws of 2013, 2nd Special Session. Individuals need
convenient access to contraceptive drugs, as these drugs prevent
unintended pregnancies and reduce Medicaid births. For this
reason, I have vetoed Section 103(11).
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The Health Care Authority will track savings resulting from
dispensing a one-year supply of contraceptive drugs, and will
report savings to the Office of Financial Management.

I am directing OFM to work with CFC to adjust allotments to
levels consistent with the supplemental budget excluding the selfinsurance premium reduction.

Section 106, page 8, lines 13-16 and lines 22-28, Office of the
State Actuary, Actuarial Analysis of State Medicaid and PEB
Programs

Section 135(9), page 44, Department of Revenue, Study of
State Revenue Impact

Funding is provided to the Office of the State Actuary to improve
the Legislature’s access to independent and objective health care
actuarial analysis for the state Medicaid and Public Employee
Benefits programs. The funding provided includes federal funds
that cannot be used for this purpose. For this reason, I have vetoed
Section 106, page 8, lines 13-16 and lines 22-28.
However, I recognize the importance of legislative review and
access to actuarial analyses. Therefore, I am directing the Health
Care Authority to collaborate with the office of Financial
Management, the Office of the State Actuary, and legislative staff
on the establishment of health care rates. The Health Care
Authority is further directed to include a requirement in actuarial
services contracts that will require the vendor to provide
information in response to questions from the Office of Financial
Management, the Office of the State Actuary, and legislative
staff.
Sections 116(5), page 17, Office of the Governor, Transfer of
Special Education Ombuds
The appropriation in this section increases funding to the
Governor’s Office of the Education Ombuds (OEO) for special
education ombuds services currently provided by the Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI). Funding for the
special education ombuds is removed from the OSPI budget in
Section 505(12). OSPI is required to provide special education
ombuds services to comply with federal law. Therefore, the
transfer of funding for this function would result in a reduction in
funding to OSPI without a corresponding reduction in
responsibilities and workload. In addition, this section requires
OSPI to enter into an interagency agreement with OEO to provide
support for additional special education ombuds services using
federal funds. OEO services are not an allowable use of federal
funds. For these reasons, I have vetoed Section 116(5).
Section 125(14), page 27, Office of the Attorney General,
Medical and Recreational Marijuana (E3SSB 5887)
This proviso provides appropriation authority for the
implementation of Engrossed Third Substitute Senate Bill 5887,
medical and recreational marijuana. E3SSB 5887 did not pass, so
this subsection is unnecessary. For this reason, I have vetoed
Section 125(14).
Section 126, page 27, Caseload Forecast Council, SelfInsurance Premiums
This section reduces appropriations to the Caseload Forecast
Council (CFC). Statewide adjustments for self-insurance
premiums submitted to the Office of Financial Management
(OFM) mistakenly included a $78,000 reduction for CFC. These
premiums were already adjusted in the 2012 supplemental
budget. As CFC is a small agency, the reduction is too large for
the agency to absorb. For this reason, I have vetoed Section 126.

This proviso directs the Department of Revenue (DOR) to consult
with counties affected by the United States Open golf
championship to estimate the additional state sales tax revenue
attributable to the event. Large events around the state generate
sales tax revenues for the state and local governments. This
proviso establishes an unwise precedent of attempting to identify
only state sales tax revenue attributable to a particular event.
Further, no additional appropriation was provided to complete the
study. As DOR must absorb more than $267,000 of
implementation cost for various revenue-related measures passed
by the 2014 Legislature, the agency cannot be expected to absorb
additional costs for this study. For these reasons, I have vetoed
Section 135(9).
Section 138(3), page 46, Office of the Insurance
Commissioner, Insurance Company Solvency (SHB2461)
The proviso provides appropriation authority for the
implementation of Substitute House Bill 2461, insurance
company solvency. SHB 2461 did not pass, so this subsection is
unnecessary. For this reason, I have vetoed Section 138(3).
Section 140(3), page 47, Liquor control Board, Medical and
Recreational Marijuana (E3SSB 5887)
This proviso provides appropriation authority for implementation
of Engrossed Third Substitute Senate Bill 5887, medical and
recreational marijuana. E3SSB 5887 did not pass, so this
subsection is unnecessary. For this reason, I have vetoed Section
140(3).
Section 146(10), page 53, Department of Enterprise Services,
Small Agency Services and Printer Rates
This proviso directs the Department of Enterprise Services (DES)
to revise central services rates charged to state agencies to reflect
a transfer of Small Agency Client Services to the Office of
Financial Management (OFM), the elimination of funding for
Small Agency Human Resource Services, and establishment of
the Print and Imaging program rates at levels sufficient to fully
recover costs. I understand the legislative intent was not to
eliminate services for small agencies, but to provide such services
with a smaller budget. I am concerned about the unnecessary
disruption of services for small agencies as a result of this proviso.
For this reason I have vetoed Section 146(10).
However, to fully and responsibly capture the assumed budget
savings for small agency services and accomplish the policy goal
of setting printer rates at levels sufficient to recover all costs, I am
directing DES and OFM to take the following actions.
• DES will provide both finance and human resource services
to current small agency customers within the $1.845 million
provided to OFM in the operating budget. DES may not use
any other fund sources or projected fund balances from any of
its operating accounts to provide small agency services. To
maximize the use of limited resources, DES and OFM shall
convene a meeting of small agency customers to receive their
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input on the structure, service offerings, and rates for small
agency services in light of the reduced budget.
• DES shall immediately set its rates for the Print and Imaging
program to full recover costs for the services provided to
prevent any operating loss for the current and future fiscal
years. By June 1, 2014, DES must submit to OFM a
comparative rate sheet showing rates for the program as of
April 1, 2014, and the new rates along with a long-term
financial plan for the Print and Imaging program.
Section 202(15), page 63, Department of Social and Health
Services, Children’s Long-Term Inpatient Program
Placement Waitlist
This proviso provides appropriation authority for a rate add-on
paid to residential facilities providing behavioral rehabilitation
services (BRS) to youth who have been assessed as needing
mental health services through the children’s long-term impatient
program (CLIP). I am concerned that a rate add-on for this
population will create an incentive to send youth served by BRS
to CLIP, thereby driving up costs in CLIP and placing foster
youth in unnecessarily restricted settings. For this reason, I have
vetoed Section 202(15).
However, I recognize the need to review the level of funding
provided to BRS agencies serving youth with psychological and
psychiatric needs. Therefore, I am directing the Children’s
Administration and the Behavioral Health and Integrated Services
Administration to work with BRS providers over the interim to
examine this issue and determine viable solutions.
Section 205(1)(1), pages 82-83, Department of Social and
Health Services, Report from Developmental Disabilities
Administration
This proviso directs the Department of Social and Health Services
to meet with stakeholders and report to the Legislature by January
1, 2015, on fourteen key areas related to developmental
disabilities. No funding was provided to the department for this
work. For this reason, I have vetoed Section 205(1)(1).
The Developmental Disabilities Administration will be working
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These sections together transfer a total of $20 million from the
Tobacco Settlement Account and the Life Sciences Discovery
Fund to the Education legacy Trust Account. As a result of these
transfers, funding for the Life Sciences Discovery Fund Authority
(LSDFA) is effectively ended for the remainder of the 2013-15
biennium. The LSDFA has helped make Washington a global
innovation leader in life sciences research. Returning this funding
to the LSDFA will allow for the issuance of more than $15 million
of new grants in the 2013-15 biennium on top of the nearly $92
million in grants already made, continue support for the Global
Health Technologies and Products program, and cover necessary
administrative costs. For this reason, I have vetoed Section 805,
page 267, lines 32-38, and page 268, line 1; Section 805, page
268, lines 11-38 and page 269, lines 1-15.
I am aware that this veto reduces revenue to the Education Legacy
Trust Account. However, this veto will not affect any education
spending as there are sufficient resources in the budget to cover
any projected shortfalls in the Education Legacy Trust Account
in the 2015 supplemental budget.
I am not vetoing the legislative intent language for transfer of the
strategic tobacco contribution payments in 2015-17 as it has no
impact on returning $20 million to the LSDFA in 2013-15. The
actual use of the 2015-17 strategic tobacco contributions
payments will made in the 2015 legislative session. We look
forward to working with the Legislature to continue some level of
funding for the LSDFA into the future so we do not lose the value
of this important and innovative research.
Section 805, page 270, lines 12-16, Office of the State
Treasurer, Energy Freedom Account
Section 805 increases the transfer from the Energy Freedom
Account to the state General Fund by $500,000 in fiscal year 2014
and by $500,000 in fiscal year 2015. The enacted biennial budget
transfers $1 million from the Energy Freedom Account to the
General Fund in each fiscal year. I am concerned about the
uncertainty of when revenues will be deposited into the Energy
Freedom Account Current deposits are lower than anticipated.
Vetoing the additional $1 million transfer in this section will
ensure the account’s ending fund balance remains positive. For
this reason, I have vetoed Section 805, page 270, lines 12-16.
Section 917, page 281, Transfer of Strategic Contribution
Payments
This section authorizes the transfer of strategic contribution
payments from the Tobacco Settlement Account to the Education
Legacy Trust Account. As I have vetoed the transfers to the
Education Legacy Trust Account in Section 805, the authority
provided in this section is unnecessary. For this reason, I have
vetoed Section 917.
Section 919, page 282, Account Transfers from Life Sciences
Discovery Fund
This section authorizes the transfer of balances in the Life
Sciences Discovery Fund to other state funds or accounts in the
2013-15 biennium. Because I have vetoed the transfers to the
Education Legacy Trust Account in Section 805, the authority
provided in this section is unnecessary. For this reason, I have
vetoed Section 919.
I am not vetoing Section 123(2), which appropriates $300,000
from the State Auditing Services Revolving Account for a

contract with a private firm to conduct an audit of the use of the
state’s higher education accounts. However, I am concerned that
the short time frame and lack of sufficient funding for such a
comprehensive audit may act as a disincentive for firms to bid on
the contract, thereby limiting the information the audit can
provide for policy makers and budget writers. Unfortunately, a
veto would eliminate the funding entirely and no audit would
occur. I have therefore asked the State Auditor to use this limited
funding and time frame to focus on the state’s largest public fouryear institution and conduct a focused audit that meets the
requirements of the proviso.
For these reasons I have vetoed Sections 103(11); 106, lines 1316 and lines 22-28; 116(5); 125(14); 126; 135(9); 138(3); 140(3);
146(10); 202(15); 205(1)(1); 219(30); 220(3)(e); 502(21);
505(12); 505(13); 705, page 257, lines 23-24; 805, page 267, lines
32-38, and page 268,line 1; 805, page 268, lines 11-38, and page
269, lines 1-15; 805, page 270, lines 12-16; 917; and 919, of
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 6002.
With the exception of Sections 103(11); 106, lines 13-16 and lines
22-28; 116(5); 125(14); 126; 135(9); 138(3); 140(3); 146(10);
202(15); 205(1)(1); 219(30); 220(3)(e); 502(21); 505(12);
505(13); 705, page 257, lines 23-24; 805, page 267, lines 32-38,
and page 268,line 1; 805, page 268, lines 11-38, and page 269,
lines 1-15; 805, page 270, lines 12-16; 917; and 919, Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 6002 is approved.
Respectfully submitted,
Jay Inslee, Governor
MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNOR
PARTIAL VETO ON ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE
BILL NO. 6228
April 4, 2014
To the Honorable President and Members,
The Senate of the State of Washington
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am returning herewith, without my approval as to Section 2,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 6228 entitled:
“AN ACT Relating to transparency tools for consumer
information on health care cost and quality.”
This bill requires that by 2016 health insurance carriers offer their
members a host of good on-line tools with certain health care
price and quality information. It complements my requested
innovative health care purchasing bill, HB 2572. Together, I hope
these bills help to transform the marketplace to make health care
more affordable for Washingtonians.
Section 2 is an amendment to the original bill that includes nearly
identical language as a section in HB 2572. This creates an
unnecessary duplication in the law. In addition, the section in HB
2572 includes language that corresponds to the other health care
purchasing innovations, so it is preferable to keep that language.
For these reasons I have vetoed Section 2 of Engrossed Substitute
Senate Bill No. 6228.
With the exception of Section 2, Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill
No. 6228 is approved.
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Respectfully submitted,
Jay Inslee, Governor
MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNOR
VETO ON ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 6458
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I am also pleased to say that once again, Washington has
demonstrated leadership in implementing the Affordable Care
Act in a bi-partisan manner.
For these reasons I have vetoed Engrossed Senate Bill No. 6458
in its entirety.

April 2, 2014
To the Honorable President and Members,
The Senate of the State of Washington

Respectfully submitted,
Jay Inslee, Governor
MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNOR
VETO ON ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5048

Ladies and Gentlemen:
April 4, 2014
I am returning herewith, without my approval, Engrossed Senate
Bill No. 6458 entitled:
“AN ACT Relating to the office of the insurance
commissioner and matters related to health care insurance.”
This bill requires the Insurance Commissioner to provide notice
of proposed rulemaking on matters related to health care
insurance to the health care committees of the Legislature and
other interested parties. The bill also requires that in the event a
“dispute” arises between the entities implementing the Affordable
Care Act (ACA), the Governor convenes a meeting and report the
results of the meeting to the legislature.
This bill, although helpful in getting the various parties in charge
of implementing the Affordable Care Act (ACA) in Washington
to better communicate with the legislature and each other, and to
think of and come to solution oriented processes, it is ultimately
unnecessary and unclear.
It is unnecessary because: (i) the Office of the Insurance
Commissioner (OIC) already provides similar notice under the
Administrative Procedure Act; and (ii) if disputes arise among the
agencies implementing the ACA, my staff already use standing
leadership team meetings that all the parties regularly attend to
resolve issues. It is unclear because both provisions are included
under the same subsection of the bill and the term “dispute” is
undefined, making it ambiguous about whether it applies to only
rulemaking or to any “dispute” related to implementation of the
ACA.

To the Honorable President and Members,
The Senate of the State of Washington
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am returning herewith, without my approval, Engrossed Senate
Bill No. 5048 entitled:
“AN ACT Relating to notice against trespass.”
This bill would make it easier for landowners to note the
boundaries of their property for purposes of putting people on
notice that they are trespassing onto private property. This
includes using fluorescent orange paint marks on trees or posts on
the property.
For this to be effective, the public needs a transition period to
understand that a painted line on a tree means ‘no trespassing.’
Otherwise, we’re undermining the purpose of the bill. The bill is
also unclear whether signs are required on land adjacent to access
roads or just when an access road crosses onto private property.
Therefore, I am vetoing ESB 5048. I encourage the sponsors to
consider a transition period for a subsequent bill to build public
awareness of this change and clarify for landowners where signs
are required in relation to access roads.
For these reasons I have vetoed Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5048
in its entirety.

However, in lieu of the bill, I am pleased the Insurance
Commissioner has confirmed that it will communicate any
rulemaking any interested party and it will work with the
legislative chairs on an appropriate process.
I also find that a dispute resolution process would be helpful, so
that is why I have asked the parties to agree to a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) that details a clearer and more robust
dispute resolution process than this bill requires, and a process
that is more flexible and amendable for the future as might be
necessary. The MOU details that disputes should first be resolved
by the respective agency. If unresolved, the governor’s office will
develop a dispute resolution pathway that fits the particular issue
or use the standing executive leadership team meeting to resolve
the issue. If the issues remains unresolved, my staff will raise the
issue with me and inform the legislative Joint Select Committee
on Health Care Oversight. I am pleased that the various agencies
have all agreed to the terms of the MOU.

Respectfully submitted,
Jay Inslee, Governor
MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNOR
January 21, 2014
To the Honorable, the Senate
Of the State of Washington
Ladies and Gentlemen:
In compliance with the provisions of Article III, Section 11, of the
Constitution of the state of Washington, the Governor hereby
submits his report of each case of reprieve, commutation or
pardon that he has granted since the adjournment of the 2013
Regular and Special Sessions of the 63rd Legislature, copies of
which are attached.
Sincerely,
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Nicholas W. Brown
General Counsel
Cc: Joby Shimomura, Chief of Staff
AMENDED CONDITIONAL COMMUTATION
OF
ALKAREEM JABBAR SHADEED
To All to Whom These Presents Shall Come, Greetings:
WHEREAS, Alkareem Jabbar Shadeed, aka Jerry Dwayne
Johnson, was convicted on November 10, 1994, of Attempted
Robbery in the Second Degree, Attempting to Elude a Pursuing
Police Vehicle and Taking, and Riding a Motor Vehicle Without
Permission in King County Superior Court Cause Number 94-101095-2 and sentenced to serve Life without the Possibility of
Parole under Washington’s persistent offender law, otherwise
known as the “Three Strikes” law.
WHEREAS, according to the court record, the crime leading to
Mr. Shadeed’s third strike occurred on February 9, 1994. At the
age of 24, Mr. Shadeed attempted to rob Craig MacGowan of his
wallet. Mr. Shadeed approached Mr. MacGowan from behind and
grabbed him. Mr. McGowan managed to drag Mr. Shadeed into
the street. Mr. Shadeed was then startled by a car driving by. He
let Mr. MacGowan go and ran to a parked vehicle he had taken
without permission earlier in the day and drove away. When
spotted later by Seattle Police, Mr. Shadeed attempted to elude
capture on foot but was later apprehended. Mr. Shadeed was on
probation at the time of the offense. He was convicted and
sentenced in November 1994 by King county Superior Court
Judge Richard Ishikawa.
WHEREAS, Mr. Shadeed’s second strike was earned when he
was convicted of Robbery in the Second Degree for the robbery
of Jaime Guox on March 28, 1991. Mr. Shadeed approached Mr.
Guox while Mr. Guox was waiting for a bus in downtown Los
Angeles, California. Mr. Shadeed told Mr. Guox he didn’t like
him being at this bus stop. He then pinned Mr. Guox up against a
wall by putting a forearm into Mr. Guox’s neck and held a metal
pipe against Mr. Guox, threatening him with it. Mr. Shadeed then
demanded money and checked Mr. Guox’s pockets while holding
the pipe over his head as if he was going to strike Mr. Guox with
it. Mr. Shadeed took $2 from Mr. Guox. Mr. Shadeed was
sentenced to five years in prison and served time until the fall of
1993, when he was released from custody and traveled to Seattle.
WHEREAS, Mr. Shadeed’s was convicted of his first strike
offense in June of 1989 in San Joaquin County, California, of one
count of Robbery in the Second Degree for the robbery of William
Lynch on April 17, 1989. Mr. Lynch was standing outside of a
movie theatre in Stockton, California when Mr. Shadeed got out
of a van, approached Mr. Lynch and told him to give him his
money. Mr. Shadeed had his hand in his pocket and told Mr.
Lynch he had a gun. Mr. Lynch gave Mr. Shadeed his money
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condition shall result in sanctions as deemed appropriate by the
Department of Corrections and may result in the termination of
this Amended Conditional Commutation as provided below. If
Mr. Shadeed is taken into custody following any alleged
violation, the Department shall hold a Community Custody
Hearing. The Department may also require Mr. Shadeed to
perform affirmative acts deemed appropriate to monitor
compliance with the conditions and may issue warrants or detain
Mr. Shadeed if he violates a condition.
ADDITIONALLY PROVIDED that in the event Mr. Shadeed
violates the conditions of this Amended Conditional
Commutation, as determined by the Governor, this Amended
Conditional Commutation may be revoked and the sentence of
the court reinstated, whereupon Mr. Shadeed will be
immediately returned to the Washington Corrections Center or
any such facility as the Secretary of the Department of
Corrections deems appropriate. If any such violation occurs, the
Department of Corrections shall provide a written report to the
Governor regarding the violation. A written notice of the
Governor’s intent to review the alleged violations and revoke or
amend the Amended Conditional Commutation will then be
mailed to the most recent address Mr. Shadeed has provided to
the Office of the Governor or, if Mr. Shadeed is in custody, to
his place of detention. If within 14 calendar days of the mailing
of the notice, Mr. Shadeed submits a sworn statement made
under penalty of perjury that he has in fact complied with all
conditions of this Amended Conditional Commutation, the
Governor shall appoint a hearing officer. The hearing officer
will provide Mr. Shadeed an opportunity to be heard and to
present witnesses and documentary evidence that he has met all
conditions upon which the Amended Conditional Commutation
is granted. The hearing officer shall present findings of fact and
a transcript of the hearing to the Governor for the Governor’s
final and conclusive determination on whether Mr. Shadeed has
violated the conditions of this Amended Conditional
Commutation.
ADDITONALLY PROVIDED that in the event Mr.
Shadeed is convicted anywhere at any time of any offense
the elements of which would classify the crime as a gross
misdemeanor or felony in the state of Washington, this
Amended Conditional Commutation shall be revoked and
the sentence of the court reinstated, whereupon Mr. Shadeed
will be immediately returned to the Washington Corrections
Center or any such facility that the Secretary of the
Department of Corrections deemed appropriate.
ADDITIONALLY PROVIDED that Mr. Shadeed may be
detained pending judicial disposition of any new criminal
charge or a final determination of whether a condition of the
Amended Conditional Commutation has been violated, if the
Governor determines there are reasonable grounds to believe
he has violated the above conditions of this Amended
Conditional Commutation, reason to be concerned that he
would pose a risk to any person or to the community, or that
there is a possibility that Mr. Shadeed may abscond if not
detained. If detained, Mr. Shadeed will be provide a
preliminary hearing, as promptly as convenient after arrest,
to determine whether there are reasonable grounds to believe
he has violated the above conditions.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the State of Washington to be affixed at
Olympia on this 28th day of May A. D., two thousand and thirteen.

Jay Inslee,
Governor of Washington
SEAL
BY THE GOVERNOR
Kim Wyman
Secretary of State
AMENDED CONDITIONAL COMMUTAION
OF
MARY ANN LONDON
To All to Whom These Presents Shall Come Greetings:
WHERAS, Mary Ann London was convicted on February 6, 1995
of Burglary in the First Degree and Robbery in the Second Degree
under King County Superior Court Cause Number 94-1-05915-3
and sentenced to serve Life without the Possibility of Parole under
Washington’s persistent offender law, the so-called “Three
Strikes” law.
WHEREAS, the crime leading to Ms. London’s final strike
occurred on June 8, 1994. At the age of 35, Ms. London attacked
and robbed an acquaintance, 29 year-old Jeff Mattson, of six
dollars and two radios. Mr. Mattson was an individual with
cerebral palsy. Ms. London threatened that if he said anything,
she would kill him. After she left, Mr. Mattson rode his bicycle to
his grandmother’s house where the police were called. Police
searched Mr. Mattson’s apartment and found that the telephone
line was cut. Ms. London’s conviction for this offense resulted in
a life sentence.
WHEREAS, Ms. London’s second strike arose from a crime
committed on July 31, 1991. Ms. London assaulted and
threatened her neighbor, and individual with cerebral palsy. Ms.
London forced her way into the apartment of Cindy Hodges, hit
her in the face, and took money from her. After Ms. London left,
the police arrived and took a statement from Ms. Hodges. Ms.
London later returned with a male companion and repeated the
crime before she was caught. Ms. London was found guilty of
Robbery in the Second Degree and served 15 months in prison.
WHEREAS, the crime that led to Ms. London’s first strike
conviction occurred on March 1, 1988. Ms. London was
convicted of Robbery in the Second Degree for assaulting and
stealing from 80 year-old Leslie Guerrero. Ms. London was
acquainted with Ms. Guerrero. Ms. London showed up one night
at Ms. Guerrero’s apartment door, asking to come in. Ms.
Guerrero let Ms. London inside. Once inside, Ms. London asked
for money. When Ms. Guerrero refused, Ms. London shoved Ms.
Guerrero down onto the bed and took her purse. Ms. London
served a 12-month sentence for the crime.
WHEREAS, Ms. London showed considerable rehabilitation
during her period of incarceration, took responsibility for her
actions, and was truly remorseful. Ms. London sought to improve
herself through a variety of programs available to her in prison,
although many programs were unavailable to her. She completed
stress and anger management classes. She participated in church
conferences through the “Women of Faith” program. Ms. London
worked in the prison as a janitor for a number of years, took pride
in her work, and received high marks from her supervisors. Ms.
London expressed regret for the harm inflicted on her victims and
said she is deeply sorry for her actions.
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WHEREAS, King County Prosecutor Daniel Satterberg, King
County Superior Court Judge George Finkle (Retired), and
Clinical Associate Professor Karil S. Klingbeil, University of
Washington, strongly recommended clemency and the release of
Ms. London from prison.
WHEREAS, Mr. Satterberg indicated that now the King County
Prosecutor’s Office charges and prosecutes strike-eligible
offenses differently than it did in 1994 and 1995, shortly after
voters approved Initiative 593. Today, to avoid a disproportionate
life sentence, the King County Prosecutor’s Office would charge
Theft in the First Degree and a lesser assault charge instead of
Robbery in the Second Degree, and would seek an agreed
sentence of 10 years. Mr. Satterberg indicated that while the
crimes Ms. London committed are worthy of serious punishment,
the sentence that has been served has accomplished this goal. His
office attempted to contact the victim of Ms. London’s third strike
offense so the victim could share his view on the matter of
clemency, but no response was received.
WHEREAS, Mr. Satterberg wrote to the Clemency and Pardons
Board that Ms. London has come to recognize and address the
factors that contributed to her criminal behavior—sexual abuse as
a child, domestic abuse as an adult, and severe addiction to drugs.
He observed that she sought to improve herself through programs
available in prison and that during her incarceration she displayed
none of the anger and violence that led to her life sentence.
WHEREAS, Judge Finkle, who sentenced Ms. London to Life
without the Possibility of Parole as required by law, met with Ms.
London in 2009. Judge Finkle stated he believed Ms. London had
served the substantial prison term that she deserved, that she had
made remarkable changes in her attitude, behavior, and that she
is well-motivated to succeed under release.
WHEREAS, Professor Klingbeil testified that Ms. London
suffered cruelty and abuse much of her life that contributed to her
behavior, that Ms. London has great remorse for the problems she
has caused, and that she is now a changed person who is kind and
clear-thinking, with new problem-solving skills that will make
her successful in the community.
WHEREAS, Ms. London appeared to have used her 16 years in
prison to rehabilitate herself, overcome her substance abuse,
develop vocational skills, take pride in her work, change her
behavior, build a relationship with her adult daughter, and
become a responsible and rehabilitated person who can make a
positive impact on her community.
WHEREAS, Ms. London continues to have the support of her
church, which offered to assist her, and has the support of people
in the community who have offered their support.
WHEREAS, following Ms. London’s Clemency and Pardons
Board hearing, the Board issued a unanimous recommendation in
support of a commutation of Ms. London’s Life without the
Possibility of Parole sentence.
WHEREAS, on June 27, 2011, Governor Christine Gregoire
granted Ms. London a Conditional Commutation on the
remainder of her sentence, subject to her successful completion
of a term of Community Custody for 24 months and compliance
with specific conditions during that period of supervision. She
was released from prison on July 14, 2011. At the time of her
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release, Ms. London had served 16 years in prison as a result of
her third strike conviction.
WHEREAS, after 19 months of successful community
supervision, Ms. London admitted to a relationship with a known
drug user/seller. Three months later she was arrested for
continued contact with the same individual. During a search after
her arrest, a community corrections officer located a pill bottle in
her purse. Prior to arrest, Ms. London had submitted to a drug test
and tested negative for all controlled substances. The Department
of Corrections then alleged that Ms. London committed two
violations of her Conditional Commutation: 1) having contact
with a known drug user; and 2) failing to comply with instructions
of a community corrections officer.
WHEREAS, a Community Custody Hearing was held on June 19,
2013. Hearing Officer Jolene Agostini determined, by the
preponderance of the evidence, that Ms. London was guilty of
committing the above violations, and sentenced her to 20 days of
confinement.
WHEREAS, having reviewed the Community Custody Hearing
Report, the Hearing and Decision Summary report, the
Department of Corrections Report of Alleged Violation, and all
of the supporting documents therein, I have determined that Ms.
London has violated the Conditional Commutation granted by
Governor Gregoire in June 2011.
WHEREAS, Ms. London had generally positive compliance with
the conditions of her supervision prior to these violations.
Between her release in July 2011 and her arrest in June 2013, Ms.
London did not commit any new law violations. Her only
violations were for failure to comply with GPS requirements. She
has demonstrated involvement with her church. She has been
actively seeking and improving her education, and has gained
employment.
WHEREAS, since Ms. London’s release from prison, she has
lived in Auburn, Washington, and has support from her churchy
and her pastor. She has been working toward her GED at Green
River Community College and attends two sober support
meetings per week. She also meets weekly with a case manager
at St. Vincent de Paul. She has been subject to frequent drug
testing and has not tested positive since her release.
WHEREAS, King County Prosecutor Daniel Satterberg has
reviewed the facts and circumstances of Ms. London’s recent
violations and supports her release back into the community,
subject to the conditions below.
WHEREAS, Section 5 of Initiative 593 indicates that “{n}othing
in this act shall ever be interpreted or construed as to reduce or
eliminate the power of the governor to grant a pardon or clemency
to any offender on an individual case-by-case basis.”
WHEREAS, I have reviewed all the pertinent facts and
circumstances surrounding this matter, the circumstances of Ms.
London’s previous crimes and the nature of her recent violations,
comments favoring release of Ms. London, and the favorable
recommendations of the King County Prosecutor and the
Washington State Clemency and Pardons Board and, in light of
the foregoing, I have determined that the best interests of justice
will be served by this action.
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NOW, THEREFORE, I, Jay Inslee, by virtue of the power vested
in me as Governor of the state of Washington under Article III
Section 9 of the Washington State Constitution, RCW 9.94A.885
and RCW 9.95.260, hereby grant to Mary Ann London a
Conditional Commutation of the remainder of her sentence
subject to her indicating in writing that she accepts an additional
term of Community Custody of 24 months, ending July 19, 2016,
and compliance with the following conditions during the term of
her Community Custody, all of which commence as of July 19,
2013.
Ms. London shall:
1. Report regularly to a community corrections officer as
directed by the Department of `Corrections;
2. Pay a monthly supervision fee as directed by the
community corrections officer;
3. Participate in Department of Corrections approved
education, employment, and/or community service;
4. Receive prior approval from the Department of
Corrections for living arrangements and residence location;
5. Allow community corrections officers to conduct such
home visits as the community corrections officer deem
appropriate;
6. Notify the Department of Corrections prior to any
changes of address or employment;
7. Participate in electronic home monitoring for the
duration of her period of supervision, as directed by the
community corrections officer;
8. Remain in the geographic area as directed by the
community corrections officer;
9. Have no direct contact with any of her victims or their
families, unless requested by the victim and approved by her
community corrections officer;
10. Not possess, receive, ship, or transport a firearm,
ammunition, or explosives;
11. Not use, possess, or consume alcohol;
12. Not possess or use any controlled substances without a
prescription;
13. Not associate with any drug users or dealers;
14. Submit to regular and random urinalysis and
breathalyzer testing, as directed by the community
corrections officer;
15. Participate in substance abuse and/or chemical
dependency evaluation as directed by the community
corrections officer and complete any recommendations from
such evaluations;
16. Participate in chemical dependency and substance
abuse support groups, as directed by the community
corrections officer;
17. Participate in any mental health evaluation as
recommended by the community corrections officer and
complete any recommendations from such evaluation;
18. Participate in a Cognitive Behavioral Intervention
program or similar program as directed by the community
corrections officer;
19. Participate in the Youth At Risk or other similar
community service program, as directed by the community
corrections officer; and
20. Comply
with
all
standard
conditions,
recommendations, and instructions of community placement
as directed by the community corrections officer.

of her Community Custody. Violation of any of the above
conditions shall result in sanctions as deemed appropriate by
the Department of Corrections and may result in the
termination of this Conditional Commutation as provided
below. The Department may require Ms. London to perform
affirmative acts deemed appropriate to monitor compliance
with the conditions and may issue warrants and/or detain Ms.
London if she violates a condition.
ADDITONALLY PROVIDED that in the event Ms. London
is convicted anywhere at any time of any offense the
elements of which would classify the crime as a gross
misdemeanor or felony in the state of Washington or violates
the conditions of this Conditional Commutation as
determined by the Governor, this Conditional Commutation
is revoked and the sentence of the court reinstated,
whereupon Ms. London will be immediately returned to the
Washington Corrections Center for Women or any such
facility as the Secretary of the Department of Corrections
deems appropriate. The Department of Corrections shall
provide a written report to the Governor regarding any
violation of this Conditional Commutation. A written notice
of the Governor’s intent to revoke the Conditional
Commutation will be mailed to the most recent address. Ms.
London has provide to the Office of the Governor or, if Ms.
London is in custody, to her place of detention, if within 14
calendar days of the mailing of the notice Ms. London
submits a sworn statement made under penalty of perjury
that she has complied with all conditions of this
commutation, the Governor shall appoint a hearing officer.
The hearing officer will provide Ms. London an opportunity
to be heard and to present witnesses and documentary
evidence that she has met all conditions upon which the
conditional commutation is granted. The hearing officer
shall present findings of fact and a transcript of the hearing
to the Governor for the Governor’s final and conclusive
decision on whether Ms. London has violated the conditions
of this Conditional Commutation.
ADDITONALLY PROVIDED that Ms. London may be
detained pending judicial disposition of any new criminal
charge or a final determination of whether a condition of this
Conditional Commutation has been violated if the Governor
determines there are reasonable grounds to believe she has
violated the above conditions of this Conditional
Commutation, reason to be concerned that she would pose a
risk to any person or to the community, or that there is a
possibility that Ms. London may abscond if not detained. If
detained, Ms. London will be provided a preliminary
hearing, as promptly as convenient after arrest, to determine
whether there are reasonable grounds to believe she has
violated the above conditions.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the State of Washington to be affixed at
Olympia on this 17th day of July A. D., two thousand and thirteen.
Jay Inslee,
Governor of Washington
SEAL
BY THE GOVERNOR

PROVIDED that Ms. London shall remain under the
supervision of the Department of Corrections and explicitly
follow conditions established by that agency during the term

Kim Wyman
Secretary of State
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CONDITIONAL COMMUTATION
OF
JOSEPH SCOTT WHARTON
To All to Whom These Presents Shall Come, Greetings:
WHEREAS, Joseph Scott Wharton was convicted on April 22,
1997, of five counts of Robbery in the Second Degree in King
County Superior Court Cause Number 97-1-00657-7 and
sentenced to serve Life without the Possibility of Parole under
Washington’s persistent offender law, otherwise known as the
“Three Strikes” law.
WHEREAS, according to the court record, the crimes leading to
Mr. Wharton’s third strike occurred in December of 1996 and
January of 1997. Over the course of a month, Mr. Wharton
approached clerks in ten stores and banks in the Kent area and
demanded money from the registers. He often held his hand in his
pocket to suggest that he had a gun. Mr. Wharton was charged
with ten total counts, including charges of Attempted Robbery
Second Degree, Robbery Second Degree, and Robbery First
Degree, under King County Cause Number 97-1-00657-7. At a
bench trial held in early 1997, Mr. Wharton was found guilty of
five counts of Robbery in the Second Degree. King County
Superior Court Judge Michael J. Fox dismissed the remaining five
counts, including the Robbery in the First Degree charge, with the
agreement of the Prosecutor’s Office.
WHEREAS, Mr. Wharton received his second strike when he was
convicted of three counts of Robbery in the Second Degree for
the robbery of a Costless store on September 25, 1989. Mr.
Wharton entered the store and asked one of the employees in the
back for some help in finding some syringes. When told that the
store didn’t carry those types of syringes, Mr. Wharton
approached clerk Julia Zimmerman and ordered her to “give me
all the money in the till.” Ms. Zimmerman handed over a large
amount of cash, and Mr. Wharton exited the store and sped away
in a car. Police later linked the car to Mr. Wharton. Two of the
three employees in the store positively identified Mr. Wharton
from photo montages. Mr. Wharton was arrested and pled guilty
in January of 1990. He was sentenced to 72 months in prison.
WHEREAS, Mr. Wharton was convicted of his first strike offense
of one count of Robbery in the Second Degree for the robbery of
William Chen on June 11, 1987. Mr. Chen was working as a store
clerk at the Jack Pot grocery store in South Seattle when Mr.
Wharton entered the store, approached Mr. Chen and demanded
the money from the cash register. Mr. Wharton held his hand in
his pocket as if he had a gun. Mr. Chen gave Mr. Wharton the
money and Mr. Wharton then left. Mr. Chen gave a good
description of the man and the vehicle he left in to the police, who
eventually linked the car used in the robbery back to Mr. Wharton.
Mr. Wharton’s parents were later shown the video of the robbery
and identified Mr. Wharton as the robber. Mr. Wharton pled
guilty to the robbery charge and was sentenced to 15 months in
prison in 1988.
WHEREAS, Mr. Wharton was also convicted of Theft in the First
Degree in February 1988, and sentenced to three years of
probation. He was sentenced to four months each for two counts
of Taking a Motor Vehicle Without Permission, served
concurrently, and a five year suspended sentence for an additional
count of Taking a Motor Vehicle Without Permission in 1985. In
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1983, he received a deferred sentence for Burglary in the Second
Degree.
WHEREAS, Mr. Wharton submitted a petition to the Washington
State Clemency and Pardons Board in 2012, requesting that his
Life Sentence without the Possibility of Parole on Cause 97-100657-7 be commuted by Governor Christine Gregoire.
WHEREAS, at the time of his conviction, the standard range for
Mr. Wharton’s offense was 33 to 43 months. The maximum
sentence for Second Degree Robbery in the state of Washington,
without the three strikes law, is 84 months.
WHEREAS, Mr. Wharton unequivocally accepted responsibility
and expressed remorse for all of his past crimes and deeply
apologized for his actions to his victims, his family, and the state
of Washington at his December 2012 Clemency and Pardons
Board hearing.
WHEREAS, prior to that hearing, King County Prosecutor Daniel
Satterberg reviewed Mr. Wharton’s clemency request in the
context of other early Three Strikes cases prosecuted by the King
County Prosecutor’s Office. In the course of that review, Mr.
Satterberg observed that the King County Prosecutor’s Office had
charged and prosecuted the lowest ranking strike-eligible
offenses differently than they do today.
WHEREAS, Mr. Wharton has shown considerable rehabilitation
during his period of incarnation. Even though Mr. Wharton had
no reason to believe he would ever be released from prison, Mr.
Wharton has proactively sought out and participated in whatever
classes or programs were available to improve his life skills and
enhance his education, in addition to counseling and treatment for
his previous substance abuse and his ongoing recovery from
addiction.
WHEREAS, Mr. Wharton has attended Alcoholics Anonymous
and Narcotics Anonymous classes on a weekly basis. He has
interacted positively with his counselors and sponsors. He has
attended chemical dependency classes and completed “Smart
Recovery” substance abuse programs. He has completed “Victim
Awareness” courses and programs conducted by Walla Walla
Community College. He has completed “Anger Management”
Courses. He has completed “Consulting for Success” programs
while at the prison in Monroe. He participated in the Freedom
Project’s “Nonviolent Communication and Mindfulness
Training” programs. He also completed educational programs in
“Basic Custodial Services Operations” as well as courses in
marriage and family life, medic, and first aid programs. He
received good marks in all of these programs.
WHEREAS, following Mr. Wharton’s Clemency and Pardons
Board hearing on December 7, 2012, the Board issued a
unanimous recommendation in support of a commutation of Mr.
Wharton’s Life without the Possibility of Parole sentence.
WHEREAS, following Mr. Wharton’s Clemency and Pardons
Board hearing on December 7, 2012, the Board issued a
unanimous recommendation in support of a commutation of Mr.
Wharton’s Life without the Possibility of Parole sentence.
WHEREAS, King County Prosecutor Daniel Satterberg has
reviewed the facts and circumstances of Mr. Wharton’s prior
convictions and supports his release back into the community,
subject to the conditions below.
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WHWEREAS, the sentencing judge for his “third strike” offense,
retired Judge Michael J. Fox, took it upon himself to seek out Mr.
Wharton and encourage him to apply for a commutation in light
of how unsettled Judge Fox was in having to direct such a
sentence in the case of a non-violent offender.
WHEREAS, Mr. Wharton has applied and been accepted into the
Seadrunar program for treatment for chemical dependency in
Seattle and will participate in this residential program for nine to
12 months following his release.
WHEREAS, Section 5 of Initiative 593 indicated that “{n}othing
in this act shall ever be interpreted or construed as to reduce or
eliminate the power of the governor to grant a pardon or clemency
to any offender on an individual case-by-case basis.”
WHEREAS, I have reviewed all pertinent facts and
circumstances surrounding this matter, the circumstances of Mr.
Wharton’s previous crimes and his efforts towards rehabilitation,
comments favoring release of Mr. Wharton, and the favorable
recommendations of retired King County Superior Judge Michael
J. Fox, and the King County Prosecutor’s Office, and in light of
the foregoing, I have determined that the best interests of Justice
will be served by this action.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Jay Inslee, by virtue of the power vested
in me as Governor of the state of Washington under Article III
Section 9 of the Washington State Constitution, RCW 9.94A.885
and RCW 9.95.260, hereby grant to Joseph Scott Wharton a
Conditional Commutation subject to him indicating in writing
that he will complete a term of Community Custody of 24 months
from the date of his release, ending no later than August 15, 2015,
and compliance with the following conditions during the term of
his Community Custody, all of which will commence no later than
August 15, 2013.

13. Not possess or use any controlled substances without a
prescription;
14. Not associate with any drug users or dealers;
15. Submit to regular and random urinalysis and breathalyzer
testing, as directed by the community corrections officer;
16. Participate in substance abuse and/or chemical dependency
evaluation as directed by the community corrections officer
and complete any recommendations from such evaluation;
17. Participate in chemical dependency and substance abuse
support groups, as directed by the community corrections
officer;
18. Participate in any mental health evaluation as recommended
by the community corrections officer and complete any
recommendations from such evaluation;
19. Participate in a Cognitive Behavioral Intervention program
or similar program as directed by the community corrections
officer;
20. Participate in the Youth At Risk or other similar community
service program, as directed by the community corrections
officer; and
21. Comply with all standard conditions, recommendations and
instructions of community placement as directed by the
community corrections officers.
PROVIDED that Mr. Wharton shall remain under the
supervision of the Department of Corrections and explicitly
follow the conditions established by that agency during the term
of his Community Custody. Violation of any of the above
conditions shall result in sanctions as deemed appropriate by the
Department of Corrections and may result in the termination of
this Conditional Commutation as provided below. If Mr.
Wharton is taken into custody following any alleged violation,
the Department shall hold a Community Custody Hearing. The
Department may also require Mr. Wharton to perform
affirmative acts deemed appropriate to monitor compliance with
the conditions and may issue warrants or detain Mr. Wharton if
he violates a condition.

Mr. Wharton shall:
1. Participate in a residential drug and alcohol treatment
program for a minimum of nine months following his
release, as directed by the Department of Corrections;
2. Report regularly to a community corrections officer as
directed by the Department of Corrections;
3. Pay a monthly supervision fee as directed by the community
corrections officer;
4. Participate in Department of Corrections-approved
education, employment, and/or community service;
5. Receive prior approval from the Department of Corrections
for living arrangements and residence location;
6. Allow community corrections officers to conduct such home
visits as the community corrections officer deems
appropriate;
7. Notify the Department of Corrections prior to any changes
of address or employment;
8. Remain in the geographic area as directed by the community
corrections officer;
9. Have no contact with any of his victims or their families,
unless requested by the victim and approved by his
community officer;
10. Remain employed or actively seeking employment, as
directed by the community corrections officer;
11. Not possess, receive, ship, or transport a firearm,
ammunition, or explosives;
12. Not use, possess, or consume alcohol;

ADDITIONALLY PROVIDED that in the event Mr. Wharton
violates any of the conditions of this Conditional Commutation,
as determined by the Governor this Conditional Commutation
may be revoked or amended and the sentence of the court
reinstated, whereupon Mr. Wharton will be immediately
returned to the Washington Corrections Center or any such
facility as the Secretary of the Department of Corrections deems
appropriate. If any such violation occurs, the Department of
Corrections shall provide a written report to the Governor
regarding the violation. A written notice of the Governor’s
intent to review the alleged violations and revoke or amend the
Conditional Commutation will then be mailed to the most recent
address Mr. Wharton has provided to the Office of the Governor
or, if Mr. Wharton is in custody, to his place of detention. If
within 14 calendar days of the mailing of the notice, Mr.
Wharton submits a sworn statement made under penalty of
perjury that he has in fact complied with all conditions of this
Conditional Commutation, the Governor shall appoint a hearing
officer. The hearing officer will provide Mr. Wharton the
opportunity to be heard and to present witnesses and
documentary evidence that he has met all conditions upon which
the Conditional Commutation is granted. The hearing officer
shall present findings of fact and a transcript of the hearing to
the Governor for the Governor’s final and conclusive
determination on whether Mr. Wharton has violated the
conditions of this Conditional Commutation.
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Ms. Teshome’s interpreter was later dismissed for his pattern of
ADDITONALLY PROVIDED that in the event Mr. Wharton
inaccuracy.
is convicted anywhere at any time of any offense the elements
of which would classify the crime as a gross misdemeanor or
WHEREAS, Ms. Teshome alleged that she was in an abusive
felony in the state of Washington, this Conditional
relationship with her partner. Mr. Bayleyegn was arrested for
Commutation may be revoked and the sentence of the court
Domestic Violence in 2001, but charges were dropped. In 2004,
reinstated, whereupon Mr. Wharton will be immediately
Ms. Teshome and Mr. Bayleyegn ended their domestic
returned to the Washington Corrections Center or any such
partnership and obtained court order pertaining to the custody of
facility that the Secretary of the Department of Corrections
their two daughters. Part of the orders is a permanent restraining
deems appropriate.
order against him, and his contact with the children is limited due
to “{a} history of acts of domestic violence as defined in RCW
ADDITONALLY PROVIDED that Mr. Wharton may be
26.50.010(1) or an assault or sexual assault which causes grievous
detained pending judicial disposition of any new criminal
bodily harm or the fear of such harm.” Mr. Bayleyegn was
charge or a final determination of whether a condition of this
ordered to enroll in and complete Domestic Violence Batterer’s
Conditional Commutation has been violated, if the Governor
Treatment. His visitation with the children was strictly controlled
determines there are reasonable grounds to believe he has
and ordered to be supervised until he had completed certain levels
violated the above conditions of this Conditional Commutation,
of Domestic Violence Batterer Treatment.
reason to be concerned that he would pose a risk to any person
or to the community, or that there is a possibility that Mr.
WHEREAS, Ms. Teshome has no other criminal record and she
Wharton may abscond if not detained. If detained, Mr. Wharton
completed all the requirements of her sentencing.
will be provided a preliminary hearing, as promptly as
convenient after arrest, to determine whether there are
WHEREAS, the testimony before the Clemency and Pardons
reasonable grounds to believe he has violated the above
Board is that Ms. Teshome is a responsible citizen and a dedicated
conditions.
mother. Before her conviction, she worked as a nursing assistant.
Now that her daughters are older, she wants to become a good
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
role model by returning to that work. Although she has the
caused the seal of the State of Washington to be affixed at
certification and necessary experience, her felony conviction
Olympia on this 30th day of July, A. D., two thousand and thirteen.
prevents her from finding employment. Ms. Teshome would also
like to continue her education and become an LPN.
Jay Inslee,
Governor of Washington
WHEREAS, the Clemency and Pardons Board voted
unanimously to recommend that a full pardon be granted to Ms.
SEAL
Teshome.
BY THE GOVERNOR
WHEREAS, I have reviewed all pertinent facts and
circumstances surrounding this matter, the circumstances of the
Kim Wyman
crimes, and the favorable recommendation of the Washington
Secretary of State
State Clemency and Pardons Board and, in light of the foregoing,
I have determined that the best interests of justice will be served
FULL AND UNCONDITIONAL PARDON
by this action.
OF
MEBRAT WORKU TESHOME
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Jay Inslee, by virtue of the power
vested in me as Governor of the state of Washington, hereby grant
To All to Whom these Presents Shall Come, Greetings:
to Mebrat Worku Teshome this FULL AND UNCONDITIONAL
pardon of her conviction of Assault in the Third Degree –
WHEREAS, On March 26, 2002, Mebrat Worku Teshome was
Domestic Violence in King County Superior Court Case No. 02arrested for assault. Her domestic partner, Habtamu Bayleyegn,
1-03676-3 SEA, so that she may find employment as a nursing
called the police after Ms. Teshome left for work and asserted that
assistant and fully pursue her career goals without barriers.
she had attacked him with a knife. The responding officer noted
that Mr. Bayleyegn’s shirt was ripped and he had a scratch on his
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
stomach. Ms. Teshome was adamant that she had not assaulted
caused the seal of the state of Washington to be affixed at
him. On February 14, 2003, Ms. Teshome entered an Alford plea
Olympia on this 30th day of July, A. D., two thousand thirteen.
with the assistance of an interpreter because she was told it was
the best way to make the issue “go away.” She was convicted of
Assault in the Third Degree – Domestic Violence, in King County
Jay Inslee,
Superior Court Case No. 02-1-03676-3 SEA. She was sentenced
Governor of Washington
to 30 days of community service and 12 months of community
custody.
SEAL
WHEREAS Ms. Teshome immediately tried to withdraw her plea
once she understood the consequences attached to the conviction.
The Court of Appeals subsequently determined that “The
interpreter’s performance was less than competent, and the trial
court did not follow proper procedures to ensure that the
interpreter was qualified,” but denied the withdrawal of her plea.

BY THE GOVERNOR
Kim Wyman
Secretary of State
FULL AND UNCONDITIONAL PARDON
OF
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Jay Inslee,
Governor of Washington

MARTA ELENA AGUILAR
To All to Whom These Presents Shall Come, Greetings:
SEAL
WHEREAS, on November 10, 1999, nineteen year-old Marta
Elena Aguilar spent the morning visiting her boyfriend, with
whom she was expecting a child. She left the house and came
back unexpectedly later in the day, and when she returned,
another woman was there. Ms. Aguilar learned that her boyfriend
and the other woman were also dating and that she was pregnant
with his child. Ms. Aguilar and the other woman then started to
fight, which led to minor injuries to the second woman. The
incident was reported to the police and Ms. Aguilar was arrested.
WHEREAS, on November 15, 1999, Ms. Aguilar pled guilty to
Assault in the Third Degree in Lewis County Superior Court
Cause No. 99-1-00845-1 and to Malicious Mischief in the Second
Degree in Cause No. 99-1-00847-7 and was sentenced to 35 days
total confinement, converted to 240 hours community service.
WHEREAS, Ms. Aguilar accepted full responsibility for her
actions. She completed her sentencing requirements, paid her
fines, and had her remaining legal financial obligations waived.
WHEREAS, Ms. Aguilar is now a single mother of four. She is
raising her children without any support of their fathers. She has
been a student at Centralia Community College in the hopes of
becoming a medical interpreter. She was briefly employed at a
local hospital in that role, but was let go after a background check
discovered her two criminal convictions.
WHEREAS, Mr. Aguilar is unable to get a better job to provide
for her children and is unable to participate in many of her
children’s activities in school due to these criminal convictions.
She has used her experience as a teaching moment for her children
about how mistakes can change one’s life.
WHEREAS, Ms. Aguilar has no other criminal record. At a
hearing on April 26, 2013, the Clemency and pardons Board
noted that this fight is an anomaly to her character and that she
has remained crime free since 1999.
WHEREAS, the Clemency and Pardons Board voted
unanimously to recommend that a full pardon be granted to Ms.
Aguilar.
WHEREAS, I have reviewed all pertinent facts and
circumstances surrounding this matter, the circumstances of the
crimes, and the favorable recommendation of the Washington
State Clemency and Pardons Board and, in light of the foregoing,
I have determined that the best interests of justice will be served
by this action.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Jay Inslee, by virtue of the power
vested in me as Governor of the state of Washington, hereby grant
to Marta Elena Aguilar this FULL AND UNCONDTIONAL
pardon of her convictions of Assault in the Third Degree and
Malicious Mischief in Lewis County Superior Court Cause Nos.
99-1-00845-1 and 99-1-00847-7, so that she may fully pursue her
career goals and employment opportunities without barriers.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the state of Washington to be affixed at
Olympia on this 11th day of September, A. D., two thousand and
thirteen.

BY THE GOVERNOR
Kim Wyman
Secretary of State
FULL AND UNCONDITIONAL PARDON
OF
DANIEL EDWARD WARREN
To All to Whom These Presents Shall Come, Greetings:
WHEREAS, on February 21, 1999, DANIEL EDWARD
WARREN was at Jimmy’s Tavern in Spokane, Washington, and
got into an argument and physical altercation with another patron.
While the exact cause of the fight is unknown and involved many
people, during the altercation Mr. Warren bit down on the ear of
the other patron. Mr. Warren’s actions cause severe damage to the
patron’s ear. Mr. Warren also suffered numerous injuries during
the fight. Mr. Warren was subsequently contacted by the police
and fully admitted to being in the fight, but claimed that he acted
in self-defense.
WHEREAS, on April 6, 1999, Mr. Warren was charged with
Second Degree Assault in Spokane County Superior Court Case
No. 99-1-02335-9. Mr. Warren pled not guilty and went to trial in
May of 2000. He was found guilty of the lesser included offense
of Third Degree Assault and later sentenced to 29 days in county
jail, $11,289.30 in restitution, 232 days of community service,
and 12 months of community supervision.
WHEREAS, Mr. Warren completed all the requirements of his
sentencing, including paying the required restitution in full.
WHEREAS, the Clemency and Pardons Board held a hearing on
April 26, 2013, and reviewed Mr. Warren’s petition for a pardon.
At the time of the offense, Mr. Warren was a student at Eastern
Washington University. He went on to graduate with a double
major and obtained employment at the Mowat Construction
Company. He is now a foreman in the company, but is prohibited
from advancing further in his career because his felony conviction
prevents him from obtaining the requisite security clearances. His
employers fully support Mr. Warren’s request for a pardon and
believe that he is a critical member of the company.
WHEREAS, the testimony before the Clemency and Pardons
Board is that Mr. Warren is a responsible citizen and a dedicated
husband and father. He is actively involved in his son’s activities
and a regular volunteer in his community.
WHEREAS, the Spokane County Prosecutor’s Office wrote a
letter to the Clemency and Pardons Board supporting Mr.
Warren’s petition. The Chief Criminal Deputy Prosecuting
Attorney acknowledged that the underlying offense “was a very
complicated bar room brawl, with accusations of who started
what going in both directions.” He further stated that Mr. Warren
“has lived a crime free life for the past thirteen years. He has a
solid career and bettered himself as we would want all convicted
felons to do. He has paid his debt and a pardon would allow him
to further advance his career.”
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including a 20-year career with Kaiser Permanente IT as a Senior
WHEREAS, the Clemency and Pardons Board voted
Systems Analyst.
unanimously to recommend that a full pardon be granted to Mr.
Warren.
WHEREAS, the testimony before the Clemency and Pardons
Board was that Mr. Gray is a dedicated family man. He has been
WHEREAS, I have reviewed all pertinent facts and
married for 35 years, has one daughter and three grandsons.
circumstances surrounding this matter, the circumstances of the
crimes, and the favorable recommendation of the Washington
WHEREAS, the King County Prosecutor’s Office wrote a letter
State Clemency and Pardons Board and, in light of foregoing, I
to the Clemency and Pardons Board supporting Mr. Gray’s
have determined that the best interests of justice will be served by
petition. The Chief Deputy in the Criminal Division noted that
this action.
Mr. Gray “has lived a productive life after serving his sentence.”
He further stated although “Mr. Gray clearly struggled in his early
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Jay Inslee, by virtue of the power
20’s…it’s just as clear that after serving his time and the passing
vested in me as Governor of the state of Washington, hereby grant
of nearly 48 years, he went on to live a responsible, productive,
to Daniel Edward Warren this FULL AND UNCONDITIONAL
and fulfilling life.”
pardon of his conviction of Assault in the Third Degree in
Spokane County Superior Court Case No. 99-1-02335-9, so that
WHEREAS, the Clemency and Pardons Board voted
he may fully pursue his career goals without barriers.
unanimously to recommend that a full pardon be granted to Mr.
Gray.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the state of Washington to be affixed at
WHEREAS, I have reviewed all pertinent facts and
Olympia on this 30th day of October, A. D., two thousand and
circumstances surrounding this matter, the circumstances of the
thirteen.
crimes, and the favorable recommendation of the Washington
State Clemency and Pardons Board and, in light of the foregoing,
Jay Inslee,
I have determined that the best interests of justice will be served
Governor of Washington
by this action.
SEAL
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Jay Inslee, by virtue of the power
vested in me as Governor of the state of Washington, hereby grant
BY THE GOVERNOR
to Kerrigan Cushing Gray this FULL AND UNCONDITIONAL
pardon of his convictions for Unlawful Sale of Marijuana (two
Kim Wyman
counts) in King County Superior Court Case No. 42625 in 1965.
Secretary of State
FULL AND UNCONDITIONAL PARDON
OF
KERRIGAN CUSHING GRAY

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the state of Washington to be affixed at
Olympia on this 30th day of October, A. D., two thousand and
thirteen.

To All to Whom These Presents Shall Come, Greetings:
WHEREAS, on two instances in March of 1965, KERRIGAN
CUSHING GRAY sold an ounce of marijuana to a friend in King
County Washington. Unbeknownst to Mr. Gray, that individual
was working as an informant with local law enforcement officers.

Jay Inslee,
Governor of Washington
SEAL
BY THE GOVERNOR

WHEREAS, on March 24, 1965, Mr. Gray was charged with two
counts of Unlawful Sale of Marijuana in King County Superior
Court Case No. 42625. Mr. Gray pled not guilty and went to trail
in July of 1965. He was found guilty of both counts and sentenced
by the Court to not more than 20 years on each count, to run
concurrently.
WHEREAS, Mr. Gray completed all the requirements of his
sentencing, including serving three years in prison. Mr. Gray was
released from prison and granted parole on November 20, 1968,
and released from all further supervision on March 7, 1972.
WHEREAS, Mr. Gray has had no further criminal law violations
since his release from prison in 1968.
WHEREAS, the Clemency and Pardons Board held a hearing on
June 14, 2013, and reviewed Mr. Gray’s petition for a pardon. The
testimony before the Board was that upon his release from prison,
Mr. Gray worked diligently to establish himself as a productive
member of society. He pursued an education and established a
successful 35-year career in the information technology field,

Kim Wyman
Secretary of State
CONDITIONAL COMMUTAION
OF
MICHAEL RYAN PRITCHARD
To All to Whom These Presents Shall Come, Greetings:
WHEREAS, ON December 29, 1992, Michael Ryan Pritchard,
age 14, was with a group of friends at a trailer park residence in
Port Orchard, Washington. Mr. Pritchard and other members of
the group decided to enter a neighbor’s home, and, upon doing
so, proceeded to harass and violently assault the woman that lived
in the home. Over the course of the night and early morning, Mr.
Pritchard and others repeatedly assaulted the victim, leaving and
returning to the residence on multiple occasions to commit
multiple offenses.
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WHEREAS, on March 5, 1993, Mr. Pritchard was charged as an
adult with Attempted First Degree Murder, First Degree Assault,
and two counts of First Degree Burglary in Kitsap County
Superior Court Case No. 93-1-60164-7. Mr. Pritchard pled guilty
to all of the charges on March 23, 1993, and was sentenced by the
court on April 23, 1993. His total sentence included 403.5 months
in prison, the high end of the applicable range, and $4,411.25 in
fees.
WHEREAS, Mr. Pritchard was a middle school student at the
time of the offense and had just turned 14. The court documents
filed at the time of the offense described him as the son of a single
parent with little contact with his father. He often witnessed
physical violence between his mother and the boyfriends that she
brought into the home. The documents further described that Mr.
Pritchard’s mother was unwilling or unable to assume any control
over her son, and that leading up to the offense Mr. Pritchard had
been a runaway and living on his own.
WHEREAS, prior to being charged as an adult, the court held a
declination hearing to determine whether Mr. Pritchard should
remain in the juvenile system. While psychologists for both the
prosecution and the defense recommended that he remain in the
juvenile system, the court decided to treat Mr. Pritchard as an
adult.
WHEREAS, the Clemency and Pardons Board held an original
hearing on March 11, 2005, and reviewed Mr. Pritchard’s petition
for a commutation. The Board continued the hearing, however, in
order to retrieve access to files necessary for their deliberations.
The Board then held a second hearing in Mr. Pritchard’s case on
September 11, 2008, and took testimony from multiple witnesses.
Much of the testimony during the hearing focused on the horrific
nature of the offenses, as well as that Mr. Pritchard had just turned
14 prior to the offenses. During this 2008 hearing, the Kitsap
County Prosecutor’s Office wrote a letter to the Board opposing
Mr. Prichard’s petition. At the conclusion of the hearing the
Board voted unanimously to deny the petition, and Governor
Gregoire subsequently denied the request.
WHEREAS, on September, 7, 2012, the Clemency and Pardons
Board held a new hearing on a new petition filed by Mr. Pritchard.
The testimony before the Board focused on the personal growth
Mr. Prichard had demonstrated between the time he was
incarcerated at age 14 and the present as a 33 year-old man, the
positive impact of his family, and the fact that Mr. Pritchard was
barely 14 when the offenses were committed.
WHEREAS, the Kitsap County Prosecutor’s Office wrote a letter
to the Clemency and Pardons Board regarding Mr. Pritchard’s
petition. While the Prosecutor’s Office had previously opposed
Mr. Pritchard’s petitions, they did not do so in this instance. The
Prosecuting Attorney wrote to the Board and noted that Mr.
Prichard appeared to have followed the admonishments of the
sentencing judge, committed no violent infractions, and taken
advantage of the opportunities in the prison system. He further
stated that “we recognize and encourage the positive change and
growth that committed individuals may make, and support the
grant of clemency to those who have made that commitment and
for who the sentence once imposed no longer serves a justifiable
purpose. If this board determines that a recommendation of
clemency is warranted, we will not object.”

WHEREAS, Mr. Pritchard is now 34 years old. To date, he has
been incarcerated on Kitsap County Superior Court Cause No. 931-60164-7 for over 20 years.
WHEREAS, Mr. Pritchard has shown considerable commitment
to change and rehabilitation during this period of incarceration.
Mr. Prichard has taken advantage of positive programming
opportunities offered in prison. While in custody he has obtained
his General Education Diploma, participated in Anger
Management, Victims Awareness, and Chemical Dependency
course, and been consistently employed.
WHEREAS, Mr. Prichard accepted responsibility and expressed
remorse for all of his past crimes and apologized for his actions
to his victims and the state of Washington at his Clemency Board
hearing.
WHEREAS, Section 5 of Initiative 593 indicates that “{n}othing
in this act shall ever be interpreted or construed as to reduce or
eliminate the power of the governor to grant a pardon or clemency
to any offender on an individual case-by-case basis.”
WHEREAS, I have reviewed all pertinent facts and
circumstances surrounding this matter, the circumstances of the
crimes, comments favoring release of Mr. Pritchard, and the
statements of the Kitsap County Prosecutor and the Washington
State Clemency and Pardons Board and, in light of the foregoing,
I have determined that the best interests of justice will be served
by this action.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Jay Inslee, by virtue of the power vested
in me as Governor of the state of Washington under Article III
Section 9 of the Washington State Constitution, RCW 9.94A.885
and RCW 9.95.260, hereby grant to Michael Ryan Pritchard a
Conditional Commutation of his sentence, subject to him
indicating in writing that he accepts the terms of this Conditional
Commutation. If Mr. Pritchard accepts the terms of this
Conditional Commutation, his sentence is commuted to an ending
date of November 1, 2014. The Department of Corrections shall
consider an appropriate re-entry planning process that could lead
to confinement in lower levels of custody over the next 12
months. After the expiration of 12 months, if Mr. Prichard has
met the re-entry plan programming and behavioral expectations,
the Department of Corrections is not required to maintain Mr.
Pritchard in total confinement, but may transition Mr. Pritchard
to an assignment to a work release facility and, upon successful
completion of any assignment to a work release facility, to serve
a term of community custody. If and when Mr. Pritchard is
released from confinement to serve a term of community custody,
he shall be required to comply with the following conditions. Mr.
Prichard shall:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
WHEREAS, at the conclusion of the hearing, the Clemency and
Pardons Board voted unanimously to recommend that a
conditional commutation be granted to Mr. Pritchard.

Report regularly to a community corrections officer as
directed by the Department of Corrections;
Pay a monthly supervision fee as directed by the
community corrections officer;
Participate in Department of Corrections approved
education, employment and/or community service;
Receive prior approval from the Department of
Corrections for living arrangements and residence
location;
Allow community corrections officers to conduct such
home visits as the community corrections officers deem
appropriate;
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6. Notify the Department of Corrections prior to any
Pritchard submits a sworn statement made under penalty of
changes of address or employment;
perjury that he has in fact complied with all conditions of this
7. Remain in the geographic area as directed by the
Conditional Commutation, the Governor shall appoint a hearing
community corrections officer;
officer. The hearing officer will provide Mr. Pritchard an
8. Have no direct contact with any of his victims or their
opportunity to be heard and to present witnesses and
families, unless requested by the victim and approved
documentary evidence that he has met all conditions upon which
by his community corrections officer;
the Conditional Commutation is granted. The hearing officer
9. Remain employed or actively seeking employment, as
shall present findings of fact and a transcript of the hearing to
directed by the community corrections officer;
the Governor for the Governor’s final and conclusive
10. Not possess, receive, ship, or transport a firearm,
determination on whether Mr. Pritchard has violated the
ammunition, or explosives;
conditions of this Conditional Commutation.
11. Not use, possess, or consume alcohol;
12. Not possess or use any controlled substances without a
ADDITIONALLY PROVIDED that in the event Mr. Pritchard
prescription;
is convicted anywhere at any time of any offense the elements
13. Not associate with any drug users or dealers;
of which would classify the crime as a gross misdemeanor or
14. Submit to regular and random urinalysis and
felony in the state of Washington, this Conditional Commutation
breathalyzer testing, as directed by the community
may be revoked and the sentence of the court reinstated,
corrections officer;
whereupon Mr. Pritchard will be immediately returned to the
15. Participate in substance abuse and /or chemical
Washington Corrections Center or any such facility that the
dependency evaluation as directed by the community
Secretary of the Department of Corrections deems appropriate.
corrections officer and complete any recommendations
from such evaluation;
ADDITIONALLY PROVIDED that Mr. Prichard may be
16. Participate in any mental health evaluation as
detained pending judicial disposition of any new criminal charge
recommended by the community corrections officer
of a final determination of whether a condition of this
and complete any recommendations from such
Conditional Commutation has been violated, if the Governor
evaluation;
determines there are reasonable grounds to believe he has
17. Participate in a Cognitive Behavioral Intervention
violated the above conditions of this Conditional Commutation,
program or similar program as directed by the
reason to be concerned that he would pose a risk to any person
community corrections officer;
or to the community, or that there is a possibility that Mr.
18. Participate in the Youth At Risk or other similar
Prichard may abscond if not detained. If detained Mr. Prichard
community service program, as directed by the
will be provided a preliminary hearing, as promptly as
community corrections officer; and
convenient after arrest, to determine whether there are
19. Comply with all standard conditions, recommendation,
reasonable grounds to believe he has violated the above
and instructions of community placement as directed by
conditions.
the community corrections officer.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
PROVIDED that Mr. Pritchard shall remain under the
caused the seal of the state of Washington to be affixed at
supervision of the Department of Corrections and explicitly
Olympia on this 8th day of November, A. D., two thousand and
follow the conditions established by that agency during the term
thirteen.
of his Community Custody. Violation of any of the above
conditions shall result in sanctions as deemed appropriate by the
Jay Inslee,
Department of Corrections and may result in the termination of
Governor of Washington
this Conditional Commutation as provided below. If Mr.
Pritchard is taken into custody following any alleged violation,
SEAL
the Department shall hold a Community Custody Hearing. The
Department may also require Mr. Pritchard to perform
BY THE GOVERNOR
affirmative acts deemed appropriate to monitor compliance with
the conditions and may issue warrants or detain Mr. Pritchard if
Kim Wyman
he violates a condition.
Secretary of State
ADDITIONALLY PROVIDED that in the event Mr. Pritchard
violates any of the conditions of this Conditional Commutation,
as determined by the Governor, this Conditional Commutation
may be revoked or amended and the sentence of the court
reinstated, whereupon Mr. Prichard will be immediately
returned to the Washington Corrections Center or any such
facility as the Secretary of the Department of Corrections deems
appropriate. If any such violation occurs, the Department of
Corrections shall provide a written report to the Governor
regarding the violation. A written notice of the Governor’s intent
to review the alleged violations and revoke or amend the
Conditional Commutation will then be mailed to the most recent
address Mr. Pritchard has provided to the Office of the Governor
or, if Mr. Pritchard is in custody, to his place of detention. If
within 14 calendar days of the mailing of the notice, Mr.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the vetoes and partial vetoes by
the Governor were held at the desk without objection.
MOTION
At 4:07 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 11:30 a.m. Tuesday, January 13, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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The Senate was called to order at 11:30 a.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The Secretary
called the roll and announced to the President that all senators
were present with the exceptions of Senators Hewitt, Pearson and
Roach.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
January 13, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The Speaker has signed:
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4400,
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4402
and the same are herewith transmitted.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5068 by Senators Pearson, Mullet and Fraser
AN ACT Relating to signage advertising free coffee at safety
rest areas; adding a new section to chapter 47.42 RCW; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5069 by Senators Pearson, Warnick and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to unlawful possession of instruments of
financial fraud; amending RCW 9A.56.320; creating a new
section; prescribing penalties; and providing an effective
date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5070 by Senators Pearson, Warnick, Dammeier, KohlWelles and Brown
AN ACT Relating to the supervision of domestic violence
offenders; and amending RCW 9.94A.501.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5071 by Senator Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to resident curators of state properties;
adding a new section to chapter 43.19 RCW; and creating a
new section.

BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5065 by Senators Frockt, Liias, McCoy, Jayapal, Keiser,
Litzow, Pedersen, Darneille, McAuliffe, Hasegawa, Ranker,
Billig, Kohl-Welles and Fain
AN ACT Relating to improving educational outcomes for
homeless students through increased in-school guidance
supports, housing stability, and identification services;
amending RCW 28A.150.260, 28A.150.260, and
28A.300.540; adding a new section to chapter 43.185C RCW;
creating new sections; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5066 by Senators Padden and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to the collection of blood samples for
forensic testing; amending RCW 46.61.506 and 46.61.508;
adding a new section to chapter 18.130 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 43.70 RCW; and adding a new section to
chapter 46.04 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5067 by Senators Padden and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to informant and accomplice evidence and
testimony; adding new sections to chapter 10.58 RCW; and
creating a new section.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5072 by Senator Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to the crime of failing to summon
assistance; amending RCW 9A.36.160; repealing RCW
9A.36.161; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5073 by Senators Roach and Liias
AN ACT Relating to nonsubstantive updates and
realignments of the statutory responsibilities of the office of
financial management; amending RCW 43.82.055,
43.82.150, 43.88.160, 47.64.170, 47.64.360, 79.44.060,
28A.345.060, 34.05.030, 34.12.100, 41.04.665, 41.04.680,
41.06.157, 41.06.167, 42.17A.705, 41.80.020, 43.03.040,
43.06.013, 43.41.113, 43.131.090, 48.37.060, and 49.74.020;
reenacting and amending RCW 41.04.340 and 41.06.020;
adding new sections to chapter 43.19 RCW; recodifying
RCW 43.41.130, 43.41.140, 43.41.150, 43.41.370, and
43.41.380; and repealing RCW 43.41.190 and 43.41.195.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5074 by Senators Bailey, Conway, Benton and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to veterans' scoring criteria; and amending
RCW 41.04.010.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
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SB 5075 by Senator Baumgartner
AN ACT Relating to making nonsubstantive changes to
SB 5081 by Senators Miloscia, Hill, Bailey, Becker and
Dammeier
procurement law; amending RCW 28B.10.029, 35.57.080,
36.100.190, 39.04.190, 39.26.070, 39.26.251, 39.26.255,
AN ACT Relating to increasing transparency of state
government expenditures related to state employees, state
39.26.271, 39.35C.050, 39.35C.090, and 43.19.1919;
reenacting and amending RCW 39.26.010; and repealing
vendors and other public entities; amending RCW 43.82.150,
39.26.140, 39.26.150, 39.26.200, and 39.26.210; adding a
RCW 43.19.520, 43.19.525, and 43.19.533.
new section to chapter 43.88 RCW; and adding new sections
to chapter 44.48 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5076 by Senators Hill and Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to fiscal matters; amending 2014 c 221 ss
SB 5082 by Senators McAuliffe, Litzow, Rolfes, McCoy,
Billig, Conway, Hobbs, Kohl-Welles, Ranker and Fraser
101, 102, 105, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115,
116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 122, 125, 126, 127, 129, 130, 134,
AN ACT Relating to providing for career and technical
education opportunities for elementary school students;
135, 136, 140, 141, 142, 143, 146, 148, 201, 202, 203, 204,
205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 216, 217,
amending RCW 28A.230.130, 28A.700.005, 28A.700.010,
28A.700.020, and 28A.700.050; adding a new section to
218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307,
308, 309, 310, 311, 401, 402, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506,
chapter 28A.188 RCW; and making an appropriation.
507, 508, 509, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 604, 605, 606, 607,
608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 614, 615, 616, 617, 619, 701, 704,
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
706, 708, 709, 710, 711, 801, 802, 803, and 805 (uncodified);
amending 2013 2nd sp.s. c 4 ss 109, 705, 712, and 718
SB 5083 by Senators McAuliffe, Litzow, Rolfes, McCoy,
Billig, Darneille, Kohl-Welles, Frockt and Fraser
(uncodified); adding a new section to 2013 2nd sp.s. c 4
(uncodified); repealing 2014 c 221 s 707 (uncodified);
AN ACT Relating to the awareness of sudden cardiac arrest
for students engaged in athletic activity; adding a new section
making appropriations; and declaring an emergency.
to chapter 28A.345 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
28A.320 RCW; and creating new sections.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5077 by Senators Hill and Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to fiscal matters; amending RCW
15.76.115, 18.04.105, 28C.04.535, 38.52.540, 41.60.050,
43.08.190, 43.09.475, 43.79.480, 43.155.050, 43.215.090,
43.320.110, 43.325.040, 67.70.230, 77.12.203, 79.64.040,
79.105.150, and 82.08.170; creating new sections; making
appropriations; providing an effective date; providing an
expiration date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5078 by Senators O'Ban, Darneille and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to investing in programs proven to
promote recovery for persons with mental illness and
chemical dependency disorders; amending RCW 70.47.030;
and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing .
SB 5079 by Senators O'Ban, Conway and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to notifying the military regarding child
abuse and neglect allegations of families with an active
military status; and reenacting and amending RCW
26.44.030.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing .
SB 5080 by Senators Dammeier, Rolfes, Fain, Frockt, Litzow
and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to dual credit options; amending RCW
28A.320.196, 28A.600.290, and 28B.15.821; creating new
sections; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5084 by Senators Becker, Frockt, Conway, Keiser and
Mullet
AN ACT Relating to clarifying the all payer claims database
to improve health care quality and cost transparency by
changing certain definitions regarding data, reporting and
pricing of products, responsibility of the office and lead
organization, and parameters for release of information;
amending RCW 43.371.010, 43.371.020, 43.371.030,
43.371.040, 43.371.050, 43.371.060, and 43.371.070; and
adding a new section to chapter 43.371 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5085 by Senators Rolfes, Dammeier, Conway, Benton,
Chase, Billig, Ranker, Hobbs, Fraser, McAuliffe and Pearson
AN ACT Relating to gold star license plates; and amending
RCW 46.18.245.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5086 by Senators Litzow, McAuliffe and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to dual credit opportunities provided by
Washington state's public institutions of higher education;
and amending RCW 28A.600.290 and 28A.600.310.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT
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Pursuant to Article 2, Section 32 of the State Constitution and
Senate Rule 1(5), the President announced the signing of and
thereupon did sign in open session:
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4400,
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4402.
MOTION
At 11:37 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President for the
purpose of convening a Joint Session with the House of
Representatives.
Pursuant to House Concurrent Resolution No. 4400, the
Senate appeared at the doors of the House of Representatives and
requested admission to the Chamber. The Sergeant at Arms of
the House and the Sergeant at Arms of the Senate escorted the
President of the Senate, Lieutenant Governor Brad Owen; Senator
Tim Sheldon; Senator Linda Parlette, and Senator Sharon Nelson
to seats on the Rostrum. The Senators were invited to seats
within the Chamber.
The Speaker (Representative Orwall presiding) called upon
President Owen to preside over the Joint Session.
JOINT SESSION
The President of the Senate, Lieutenant Governor Owen,
called the Joint Session to order. The Clerk called the roll of the
representatives of the House of Representatives. The Clerk
called the roll of senators of the Senate. The President declared
a quorum of the Legislature was present.
President Owen: “The purpose of the Joint Session is to
receive the State of the State message from His Excellency,
Governor Jay Inslee.”
The President appointed a committee of honor to escort the
Supreme Court Justices to the House Chamber: Representatives
Gregory and Wilson, and Senators McCoy and O’Ban.
The President appointed a committee of honor to escort the
State-wide elected officials to the House Chamber:
Representatives Peterson and Dent, and Senators Hasegawa and
Angel.
The President appointed a committee of honor to notify His
Excellency, Governor Jay Inslee, that the joint session had
assembled and to escort him to the House Chamber:
Representatives Ortiz-Self and Stambaugh and Senators Jayapal
and Warnick.
The Supreme Court Justices arrived, were escorted to seats
within the Chamber and introduced: Chief Justice Barbara A.
Madsen, and Justices Charles W. Johnson, Mary Fairhurst,
Deborah Stephens, Charles Wiggins, Steven Gonzalez, Sheryl
Gordon McCloud, and Mary Yu.
The State-wide elected officials arrived, were escorted to
seats within the Chamber and introduced: Secretary of State
Kim Wyman, Treasurer Jim McIntire, Auditor Troy Kelley,
Attorney General Bob Ferguson, Superintendent of Public
Instruction Randy Dorn, Insurance Commissioner Mike Kreidler
and Commissioner of Public Lands Peter Goldmark.

The President introduced the special guests present in the
Chambers: First Lady Trudy Inslee and members of Governor
Inslee’s family; Chairman Leonard Forsman of the Suquamish
Tribe; Chairman Timothy Ballew II of the Lummi Nation;
Chairwoman Fawn Sharp of the Quinault Indian Nation;
Chairman Bill Iyall of the Cowlitz Indian Tribe; Vice Chair Ray
Pierre of the Kalispel Tribe of Indians; Chairwoman Frances
Charles of the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe; Vice Chair Russell
Hepfer of the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe; Chairwoman Cheryle
Kennedy of the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde; Mr.
Erlingur Erlingsson, Charge d’Affaires, Embassy of the Republic
of Iceland; Former Governor Mike Lowry; Former Secretary of
State Ralph Munro; Mayor of Seattle Ed Murray; Mayor of
Marysville John Nehring; Mayor of Arlington Barb Tolbert;
Mayor of Darrington Dan Rankin; President Elson Floyd,
Washington State University; President Thomas Krise, Pacific
Lutheran University; Ms. Angela Owen, the President’s sister;
President and CEO Yolanda Watson Spiva of the College Success
Foundation; and Executive Director Simon Amiel of Washington
State Mentors.
The President introduced the officers and members of the
Consular Association of Washington: Andrey Yushmanov,
Consul General of the Russian Federation and Dean of the
Consular Corps in Washington; Masahiro Omura, Consul
General of Japan; Edith St. Hilaire, Acting Consul General for
Canada; Duk-ho Moon, Consul General of the Republic of Korea;
Jessica Maria Reyes, Consul of the Republic of El Salvador;
Eduardo Baca, Consul of the United Mexican States; Robin
Twyman, Consul of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland; Jon Marvin Jonsson, Honorary Consul General
of the Republic of Iceland; Geir Jonsson, Honorary Vice Consul
of the Republic of Iceland; Ron Masnik, Honorary Consul of the
Kingdom of Belgium; Jack A. Cowan, Honorary Consul of the
French Republic; Gary Furlong, Honorary Consul General of the
Republic of Uzbekistan; Helen Szablya, Honorary Consul
General of Hungary; Miguel Velasquez, Honorary Consul
General of the Republic of Peru; Daravuth Huoth, Honorary
Consul of the Kingdom of Cambodia; Victor Lapatinskas,
Honorary Consul of the Republic of Lithuania; Philippe
Goetschel, Honorary Consul of the Swiss Confederation; Lars
Jonsson, Honorary Consul of the Kingdom of Sweden; Kim
Nesselquist, Honorary Consul of the Kingdom of Norway and
President of the Consular Association of Washington; Petra H.
Walker, Honorary Consul of the Federal Republic of Germany;
Franco Tesorieri, Honoary Consul of the Italian Republic; Rachel
Jacobsen, Honorary Consul of New Zealand; John Keane,
Honorary Consul of Ireland; Pedro Augusto Leite Costa,
Honorary Consul of the Federative Republic of Brazil; Wayne B.
Jehlik, Honorary Consul of the Czech Republic; Teresa Indelak
Davis, Honorary Consul of the Republic of Poland; Eva Johanna
Kammel, Honorary Consul of the Republic of Austria; Kristina
Hiukka, Honorary Consul of the Republic of Finland; Mart Kask,
Emeritus Honorary Consul of the Republic of Estonia; Andy
Chin, Director General of the Taipei Economic and Cultural
Office; and Vassos M. Demetriou, Honorary Consul of the
Republic of Cyprus.
His Excellency Governor Jay Inslee arrived, was escorted to
the rostrum and introduced.
The Washington State Patrol Honor Guard presented the
Colors.
The Marysville Pilchuck High School Concert Choir
performed the National Anthem.
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The President led the Chamber in the Pledge of Allegiance.
The prayer was offered by Chaplain Joel Johnson, Oso Fire
Department, Snohomish County District 25, Oso.
Chaplain Joel Johnson: “Heavenly Father, Thank you so
much for the opportunity to gather here today to reflect on this
past year and plan for new things ahead. We ask for your comfort,
peace and strength as we continue to heal and overcome the
adversities we have faced. Encourage us as we look to the future
with great hope. As we begin this new year, we also ask for your
guidance, direction, clarity, and wisdom in every decision made.
Bless us with creativity to find new, dynamic and exciting
solutions to any challenge we face and help us approach
everything we do with a true servant’s heart and a humble
attitude. Help us to lead by serving, putting others before
ourselves. Protect us from division and unite us with the common
goal of leaving an amazing legacy and a better Washington State
for our children and grandchildren. Help Washington continue to
thrive. Be with the Governor now as he prepares to speak. We ask
these things in the name of Jesus, Amen.”
The Washington State Patrol Honor Guard retired from the
Chamber.
The President introduced Governor Jay Inslee.
STATE OF THE STATE
Governor Inslee: “Mr. President, Mr. Speaker, Madam
Chief Justice, distinguished Justices of the Court, honored
officials, members of the Washington State Legislature, tribal
leaders, local government officials, members of the Consular
Corps and my fellow Washingtonians:
Good afternoon. I want to begin today by thanking Oso
Chaplain Joel Johnson; the members of the Marysville Pilchuck
High School Choir; my family members – especially Trudi; the
13 newest members of the Legislature who have stepped up to
serve this state; and the people and communities of Washington
that over the past 125 years have given us the great state we
celebrate today.
I also want to mention a member of our legislative family, the
late Representative Roger Freeman. He was proud to represent his
community. But most of all, Roger was proud to be a father to his
two children and a devoted husband to his wife, Sonya. Our
thoughts are with them today. The new representative from the
30th District is Carol Gregory, and I extend a warm welcome to
her and thank her for her willingness to take on this work.
In our country's northwest corner, facing both the Pacific
Ocean and the future, is the most innovative, most resourceful,
most dynamic state in our nation. We're known as the Evergreen
State – not only because of our prodigious forests and the verdant
green of our spring wheat, but also because of our ever-present
entrepreneurial zeal, our social progress and our technological
genius. Washington State has remained evergreen throughout its
first 125 years because in every moment of crisis, in every year
of challenge, in every decade of change, Washingtonians have
chosen the path that takes us forward.
We invest in ourselves. We invest in a legacy worthy of our
children and grandchildren. We have done this, time and time
again, with the firm conviction that our people, our communities
and our economy will grow and prosper if we summon the
confidence to make these investments.
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Today, our state stands at another crossroads. One path leads
to an economy that works for all Washingtonians, supports
thriving communities and preserves a healthy environment. The
other path leads to a slow erosion of our shared prosperity, a
widening gap of inequality and a deterioration of our clean air and
water. The choice is ours. If we rise to the challenge, as we always
have, we will choose the best path for Washington.
As you know, from day one I've focused on job creation in
our state, and the issues we’ll will talk about today: – education,
transportation, clean energy – all work together to build an
economy that works for everyone. It should please us all to know
that our economy continues to rebound. Our state has added
150,000 jobs over the past two years. But that growth has not been
shared equally, either geographically or across the economic
spectrum. The right path for Washington is an economy that
provides opportunity for all.
We know that expanding educational opportunities,
launching a transportation construction program and fighting
carbon pollution will put us on the right course.
Our most fundamental commitment needs to be to the very
youngest Washingtonians. We know the greatest untapped asset
in the state is the potential of a 3- and 4-year-old. The latest
neuroscience research at the University of Washington shows that
at this age, children’s minds have a tremendous capacity for
learning.
Early learning is the best investment we can make in our
future. That’s where we start. But our success will require a
continuum of education, from early learning all the way through
higher education. That’s why my proposal makes a $2.3 billion
investment in our children’s future, including the largest-ever
state investment in early learning. This means 6,000 more lowincome children could attend high-quality preschools. My
proposal fully funds class-size reductions in kindergarten through
third grade. My proposal provides all-day kindergarten across the
state. It gives our teachers their first cost-of-living allowance
since 2008. It helps families struggling with the costs of higher
education by freezing tuition and boosting financial aid so that
17,000 more students can get scholarships. These investments are
not based on wishful thinking. They are based on a rock-solid
foundation of proven strategies, established reforms and
demonstrable student performance. We know what works. We
know what it takes. I have visited a lot of classrooms in the past
two years. And I have been continually impressed by the great
teaching and innovative learning I’ve seen. And these
opportunities must be available for all our children, at all our
schools. Because let me tell you, we have whip-smart kids ready
for takeoff. But the future demands a higher level of achievement.
Investing in STEM and workforce training pays off in
attracting the most innovative companies on the planet. Today we
can celebrate Elon Musk’s announced plans to open a Space X
engineering center in Washington with the potential to hire up to
1,000 people. We know that a child spends an average of six hours
a day in the school building. We also know what children need in
those other 18 hours. Every morning, they need to start the day
with nutritious food in their bellies. They need a way to get to
school safely. They need a coat to protect them from the elements
as they get to and from school. And at night, they need a warm,
safe, stable place to sleep with a roof over their heads. The budget
we agree on should nurture all our students, in and out of the
classroom, because we know how hard it is to educate a homeless,
hungry, sick child.
Our families and our communities also need the vital services
that allow them to function – nurses, mental health facilities,
police officers and firefighters – the full range of services that
help make Washington a great place to live and raise a family.
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We’ve been cutting those services to balance our budget, and
it’s no longer working. Over the past six years, we’ve cut existing
and projected spending in our state budget by $12 billion. Make
no mistake: We’ve found savings and efficiencies as well. Among
other examples, we’re saving an average of $1.6 million annually
on leasing costs. The Department of Social and Health Services
saved $3.5 million in energy costs in 2013 alone. And we’re
saving $2 million a year in long-distance charges through a new
service. We need to continue this work. But we’ve reached the
place where multiple courts have said we cut too much or
neglected to fund adequately and have now ordered us to do a
better job on foster care, mental health and protecting vulnerable
children.
I know some people say they haven’t noticed the cuts. Let me
tell you: The man handcuffed to a gurney in an emergency room
due to lack of beds in a mental health ward ... he notices. The
woman who was a victim of domestic violence and couldn’t get
emergency housing ... she notices. The college students whose
tuition went up 50 percent ... they sure notice. What can seem
invisible to some of us is painfully real to others. In the prosperous
future we all want, we cannot leave so many people behind.
Some see the road ahead paved only with cuts to services.
Some consider only revenue as options. Both camps will
ultimately realize that neither view is the definitive answer. We’re
going to approach our work with a bold spirit of seeking solutions
rather than finding excuses, and a can-do attitude of kicking aside
our differences instead of kicking the can down the road.
The same is true with transportation. Without action, there
will be a 52 percent cut in the maintenance budget, and 71 bridges
will become structurally deficient or functionally obsolete.
Without action, commute times will continue to rise, robbing us
of time with our families. Without action, our ability to move
goods efficiently will be diminished. The tragic and catastrophic
landslide in Snohomish County last year reminds us that entire
communities are cut off from the rest of the state when we lose
transportation infrastructure.
But now imagine a transportation system that moves the
entire state forward. One that improves reliability and safety,
addresses congestion and maintenance, creates jobs and offers
more choices. As you know, I’ve been working for a balanced,
multimodal transportation package since my first day in office. In
December, I proposed a plan that builds on the bipartisan spirit of
past efforts by offering a good-faith compromise to spark action
this legislative session.
It keeps us safe by fixing our bridges, patching our roads and
cleaning our air and water. It also embraces efficiency, saves time
and money, and drives results that the public can trust through
real reform. Finally, it’s a plan that delivers a transportation
system that truly works as a system. A system that transcends our
old divides and rivalries. No more east versus west, urban versus
rural or roads versus transit. Now I welcome your suggestions for
improvement. But the state cannot accept a continued failure to
move on transportation. Let’s get this done.
There’s another thing my transportation plan does. It
institutes a carbon pollution charge that would have our largest
polluters pay rather than raising the gas tax on everyone. Under
my plan, it’s the polluters who pay. We face many challenges, but
it is the growing threat of carbon pollution that can permanently
change the nature of Washington as we know it. It’s already
increasing the acidity of our waters, increasing wildfires and
increasing asthma rates in our children, particularly in lowincome communities and communities of color. We have a moral
obligation to act. Our moral duty is to protect a birthright. Future
Washingtonians deserve a healthy Washington.
Every generation has the duty to pass on healthy air and water
to the next. And when we do, we will know that although we are

a small part of the world, we are 7 million Washingtonians strong
who stand for preserving the grandeur of our state. If we don’t
stand up for the health of the state, who will? The people who are
less than 1 percent of the world are leading the world in aerospace,
leading the world in software and now can lead the world in clean
energy, because that’s who we are. What we lack in numbers, we
more than make up for in our innovative spirit.
And we are not acting alone. By next year, countries and
states that are responsible for half the world’s carbon pollution
will have instituted limits on those emissions. And when we act
together with other states and nations, we can do something even
bigger. By locking arms with Oregon, California and British
Columbia through the Pacific Coast Collaborative, we become a
region of 53 million people comprising the world’s fifth-largest
economy. Won’t it be great when the West Coast leads, while
Washington DC is stymied by gridlock?
I am pleased there is a growing consensus that it is time to
act. We must meet the carbon pollution limits enacted by this
body in 2008. I have proposed a comprehensive solution that caps
carbon emissions, creates incentives for clean technology and
transportation, invests in energy efficiency and makes our own
government operations more efficient. For all we do here together
in the next few months, for all our fiscal woes, for all our shortterm demands, we know that the most enduring legacy we can
leave is a healthy, clean, beautiful Evergreen State. I will not, and
in the deepest part of my heart I hope you will not allow this threat
to stand. We also know the challenge of carbon pollution brings
great economic opportunities for our state. I've seen companies in
Washington moving full steam ahead to seize these opportunities
and create jobs: At Itek in Bellingham, which is not only one of
our state’s largest solar panel manufacturers, but produces the
most powerful solar panels in the industry. At UniEnergy in
Mukilteo, where its groundbreaking vanadium flow battery is
leading the way in the field of storage technologies for renewable
energy. And at MacDonald-Miller, which is not only reducing the
carbon footprint of commercial buildings, but last year added 300
jobs to our state. We are leaders in this state. When we act, others
follow. Let’s shape that action together. Let’s test our ideas. Let’s
fashion a Washington carbon pollution action plan suited to the
genius and leadership capabilities of our great state. We can do
this. It's already been done successfully in many other places,
including 10 states and 35 countries. I can’t tell you today what
our joint efforts will produce, but I can say that after six years of
no progress on this front, Washingtonians deserve action on
carbon pollution.
In developing my budget, I took the same approach of looking
to tested solutions in revenue proposals this year. Here’s the sad
truth: Washington has the nation's most unfair tax system. The
nation's most unfair tax system. Our lowest-paid workers pay
nearly 17 percent of their income in taxes while the top 1 percent
pay less than 3 percent. A new teacher pays three times more in
taxes as a percentage than our wealthiest citizens. We know there
are many forces driving inequality, but we can make policy
choices that move us toward an economy that works for all
Washingtonians. We can work toward a fairer tax system, and we
should. That’s why I am proposing to eliminate five tax loopholes
that no longer measure up when compared with educating our
kids. That's why we're asking the wealthiest Washingtonians to
do a little more. I am proposing a new capital gains tax on the sale
of stocks, bonds and other assets. It is estimated that less than 1
percent of the state’s taxpayers would be affected. This exempts
any capital gains on retirement accounts, homes, farms and
forestry. As I mentioned, this is new to us, but certainly not a new
concept nationally. Forty-one states have this system already.
And here’s something else we can do to bring a modicum of
fairness to our tax system – a system that relies so heavily on sales
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The President thanked the Speaker and the members of the
tax revenue and affects our working families so disproportionally.
House for their hospitality and returned the gavel to the Speaker.
I am proposing we fund the Working Families Tax Rebate, which
was passed by the Legislature in 2008 but never funded. This
The Speaker (Representative Orwall presiding) resumed the
could help more than 500,000 working families in Washington,
chair.
mostly in rural and economically struggling counties. I’ve always
believed that if you work full time, you should be able to provide
On motion of Representative Sullivan, the Joint Session was
for your family’s most basic needs. That’s why I will continue to
dissolved.
work with legislators to help working families through polices
such as a minimum wage increase and paid sick leave.
The Sergeant at Arms of the House and the Sergeant at Arms
So we begin this 64th legislative session at a crossroads. The
of the Senate escorted President of the Senate Owen, Senator Tim
time of recession and hollowing out is behind us. It is now time
Sheldon, Senator Linda Parlette, Senator Sharon Nelson and
for reinvestment. I have a deep and abiding belief in our ability to
members of the Washington State Senate from the House
lead the world and to build on our first 125 years. That is why we
Chamber.
should choose the upward path that leads to more opportunity,
greater prosperity and a better quality of life for everyone. Let’s
walk this path together. We can make this choice with the full
AFTERNOON SESSION
confidence that there are no better people to invest in than
Washingtonians, there is no better place to invest in than
The Senate was called to order at 12:56 p.m. by the President
Washington and there is no better time to invest than 2015. So
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
let’s get to work.”
The President thanked the Governor for his remarks and
asked the committee of honor to escort Governor Inslee from the
House Chamber.
The President asked the committee of honor to escort the
State-wide elected officials from the House Chamber.
The President asked the committee of honor to escort the
Supreme Court Justices from the House Chamber.

MOTION
At 12:57 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, January 14, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.

The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exceptions of Senators Darneille
and Ericksen.

SB 5090 by Senators Brown, Hewitt and Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to providing an additional alternative
compliance option in the energy independence act to promote
the use of clean energy in the future; and amending RCW
19.285.030 and 19.285.050.

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “I understand that we have members of the
House that are going to join us today. You’re welcome to come
and take your seats and then we can get going.”
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages
Christina Pennella and Stephen Vegan, presented the Colors. The
prayer was offered by Reverend Jim Erlandson, Community of
Christ Church of Olympia.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5087 by Senators Rolfes, Ranker, McCoy, Billig,
Cleveland, Jayapal, Darneille, Conway, Chase, Hasegawa, Liias,
Hargrove, Pedersen, Keiser, Fraser, Kohl-Welles, Habib, Nelson,
Frockt and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to oil transportation safety; amending
RCW 88.46.180, 90.56.005, 90.56.010, 90.56.200,
90.56.210, 90.56.500, 90.56.510, 88.40.011, 88.40.025,
88.40.030, 88.40.040, 88.16.170, 88.16.190, 82.23B.010,
82.23B.020, 82.23B.030, 82.23B.040, 81.24.010, 81.53.010,
and 81.53.240; reenacting and amending RCW 88.46.010,
88.40.020, and 38.52.040; adding new sections to chapter
90.56 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 81.44 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 81.53 RCW; and providing
an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5088 by Senators Pearson, Hargrove, Honeyford, Parlette,
Keiser, Liias, Hobbs, Hatfield, Kohl-Welles, Frockt, Dammeier,
Rolfes, Hewitt, Dansel, Fraser, Chase and Conway
AN ACT Relating to geological hazards assessment; and
amending RCW 43.92.025 and 58.24.060.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5089 by Senators Brown, Hewitt and Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to revising definitions in the energy
independence act to promote the use of clean energy in the
future; and amending RCW 19.285.030.

Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5091 by Senators Brown, Hewitt and Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to including nuclear energy in the
definition of a "qualified alternative energy resource" for the
purposes of RCW 19.29A.090; and amending RCW
19.29A.090.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5092 by Senators Brown, Hewitt and Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to including nuclear energy in the
principles that guide development and implementation of the
state's energy strategy; and amending RCW 43.21F.088.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5093 by Senators Brown, Hewitt, Mullet and Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to creating the nuclear energy education
program; and adding a new chapter to Title 80 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5094 by Senators Brown, Hewitt, Sheldon and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to allowing incremental electricity
produced as a result of efficiency improvements to
hydroelectric generation projects whose energy output is
marketed by the Bonneville power administration to qualify
as an eligible renewable resource under the energy
independence act; and amending RCW 19.285.030 and
19.285.040.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5095 by Senators Honeyford and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to state general obligation bonds and
related accounts; amending RCW 43.99Y.010 and
43.99Y.020; adding a new chapter to Title 43 RCW; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5096 by Senators Honeyford and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to the capital budget; making
appropriations and authorizing expenditures for capital
improvements; amending RCW 43.160.080, 70.148.020, and
27.34.330; amending 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 ss 1073, 1074, 1077,
1078, 1091, 1093, 1099, 1108, 1104, 1105, 2024, 2028, 3067,
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RCW 9.94A.505 and 9.94A.607; and reenacting and
3058, 3101, 3190, 3212, 5007, 5020, 5015, 5025, 5055, 5108,
5110, and 7043 (uncodified); amending 2013 3rd sp.s. c 1 s 3
amending RCW 9.94A.703.
(uncodified); reenacting and amending RCW 70.105D.070;
adding new sections to 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 (uncodified);
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
creating a new section; repealing 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 ss 7004
and 7013 (uncodified); and declaring an emergency.
SB 5105 by Senators Padden, Frockt, O'Ban, Fain, Fraser,
Pearson, Roach and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to making a fourth driving under the
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
influence offense a felony; amending RCW 46.61.502,
46.61.504, and 46.61.5055; and prescribing penalties.
SB 5097 by Senators Honeyford, Keiser and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to the capital budget; amending RCW
27.34.330,
28B.20.725,
28B.15.310,
28B.15.210,
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
28B.30.750, 28B.35.370, 28B.50.360, and 43.155.050;
reenacting and amending RCW 70.105D.070; creating new
SB 5106 by Senators O'Ban, Padden, Fain and Roach
sections; making appropriations; and declaring an
AN ACT Relating to creating a civil action for webcam
emergency.
unauthorized remote access; adding a new section to chapter
4.24 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5098 by Senators Billig, Litzow, Jayapal and McAuliffe
SB 5107 by Senators Padden, Pedersen, Roach, O'Ban,
AN ACT Relating to increased efficiency in child care
reporting; and amending RCW 43.215.135 and 43.215.1352.
Darneille and Benton
AN ACT Relating to authorizing, funding, and encouraging
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
the establishment of therapeutic courts; amending RCW
82.14.460, 9.94A.517, 9.94A.517, and 70.96A.350; adding a
SB 5099 by Senators Darneille, O'Ban, Conway, Dammeier,
new chapter to Title 2 RCW; creating a new section; repealing
Roach, Miloscia and Becker
RCW 2.28.170, 2.28.175, 2.28.180, 2.28.190, 13.40.700,
AN ACT Relating to restricting conditional releases of
13.40.710, 26.12.250, 2.28.165, and 2.28.166; providing an
sexually violent predators outside their county of origin; and
effective date; and providing an expiration date.
amending RCW 71.09.096.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing .
SB 5108 by Senators Padden, Billig, Miloscia, Hasegawa and
Chase
SB 5100 by Senators Hobbs and King
AN ACT Relating to the order of candidate names on ballots;
AN ACT Relating to processing certain motor vehicle-related
amending RCW 29A.52.220; and adding a new section to
violations applicable to rental cars; and amending RCW
chapter 29A.36 RCW.
46.20.270 and 46.63.073.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
Security.
SB 5101 by Senators Padden and O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to mental status evaluations; and amending
RCW 9.94B.080.

SB 5109 by Senator Brown
AN ACT Relating to infrastructure financing for local
governments; and amending RCW 39.104.020 and
39.104.100.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
SB 5102 by Senators Padden and Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to providing urban governmental services
for schools in rural areas; and amending RCW 36.70A.110.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5103 by Senators Becker, Padden, Pearson and O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to hearings involving the office of the
insurance commissioner; reenacting and amending RCW
48.04.010; and adding a new section to chapter 48.04 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5104 by Senator Padden
AN ACT Relating to possession or use of alcohol and
controlled substances in sentencing provisions; amending

SB 5110 by Senator Brown
AN ACT Relating to school siting; and adding a new section
to chapter 36.70A RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5111 by Senator Brown
AN ACT Relating to projects of statewide significance for
economic development and transportation; amending RCW
43.157.005, 43.157.020, and 43.157.030; and reenacting and
amending RCW 43.157.010.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
SB 5112 by Senators Brown, Parlette and Benton
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AN ACT Relating to a pilot program that provides incentives
for investments in Washington state job creation and
economic development; and adding a new chapter to Title 82
RCW.

AN ACT Relating to school district dissolutions; amending
RCW 28A.315.225; and providing an effective date.

Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.

SB 5121 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Rivers, Bailey, Pedersen,
Liias, McAuliffe, Frockt, Chase, Keiser and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to establishing a marijuana research
license; amending RCW 28B.20.502 and 43.350.030; adding
a new section to chapter 69.50 RCW; and adding a new
section to chapter 42.56 RCW.

SB 5113 by Senator Brown
AN ACT Relating to requiring the department of commerce
to coordinate and advance the siting and manufacturing of
small modular reactors in the state to meet future energy
supply, environmental, and energy security needs; and
amending RCW 43.21F.025 and 43.21F.045.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5114 by Senator Brown
AN ACT Relating to providing incentives for production of
modular reactors; adding a new section to chapter 82.08
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.12 RCW; creating
a new section; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5115 by Senator Brown
AN ACT Relating to studying the siting of small modular
reactors in Washington; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5116 by Senators Cleveland, Nelson, Keiser and Chase
AN ACT Relating to directing the office of financial
management to take action when the legislature fails to fully
fund a bistate megaproject; adding a new section to chapter
47.28 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5117 by Senators Cleveland, Nelson, Liias, Frockt, Fraser
and Chase
AN ACT Relating to development of a bistate transportation
project; adding a new section to chapter 47.28 RCW; and
creating a new section.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5122 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Frockt, Liias, Bailey and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to precollege placement measures;
amending RCW 28B.77.020; and adding a new section to
chapter 28B.10 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5123 by Senators Frockt, Kohl-Welles, Mullet, Pedersen,
Jayapal, Darneille, McCoy, Conway and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to tenant screening; amending RCW
59.18.257; reenacting and amending RCW 59.18.030;
creating a new section; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5124 by Senators Warnick, Honeyford, Dansel, Fain,
Keiser, Roach, Mullet and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to prohibiting the sale of vapor products to
minors; and amending RCW 26.28.080.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5125 by Senators Padden, Darneille, Roach and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to district court civil jurisdiction; and
amending RCW 3.66.020.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5126 by Senators Padden, Darneille, Roach and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to the issuance of subpoenas in
proceedings involving the employment security department;
and amending RCW 50.13.070.

Referred to Committee on Transportation.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5118 by Senators Cleveland, Hobbs, Frockt, Nelson, Liias,
Pedersen, Keiser, Chase, Rolfes, Fraser, Conway and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to requiring a bistate work group for
certain transportation projects; adding a new section to
chapter 47.28 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5119 by Senators Angel and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to nonprofit risk pools; amending RCW
48.01.050, 48.62.031, and 48.62.141; reenacting and
amending RCW 48.62.021; adding a new chapter to Title 48
RCW; and repealing RCW 48.62.036.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5120 by Senator Parlette

SB 5127 by Senators Angel, Roach and O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to providing that veterans with total
disability ratings and their surviving spouses and domestic
partners are eligible to qualify for a property tax exemption
without meeting certain income requirements; and amending
RCW 84.36.381.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5128 by Senators Liias, Frockt, Hobbs, Pedersen, Habib,
Kohl-Welles, Darneille, Keiser, Nelson, Rolfes, McAuliffe,
Fraser, McCoy, Chase, Billig, Conway, Cleveland, Jayapal,
Hasegawa and Ranker
AN ACT Relating to dedicated funding sources for high
capacity transportation service; amending RCW 81.104.140,
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SB 5136 by Senators Bailey, Pearson, Ericksen, Honeyford and
81.104.160, 84.52.043, 84.52.043, 84.52.010, 84.52.010, and
84.04.120; reenacting and amending RCW 81.104.170;
Benton
adding a new section to chapter 81.104 RCW; adding a new
AN ACT Relating to repealing an instream flow rule and
adopting a new instream flow rule; and creating a new
section to chapter 84.52 RCW; providing an effective date;
and providing an expiration date.
section.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5129 by Senators Pearson and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to overriding considerations of the public
interest in management of the waters of the state; amending
RCW 90.54.020; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.

Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5137 by Senators Hatfield, Pearson, Hobbs, Chase,
Conway, Roach, McAuliffe, O'Ban and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to providing a complimentary discover
pass to veterans with a one hundred percent serviceconnected disability; and amending RCW 79A.80.020.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.

SB 5130 by Senators Pearson and Benton
AN ACT Relating to marijuana producers and processors;
amending RCW 69.50.331; creating new sections; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5131 by Senators Pearson and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to the Skagit instream flow rule; adding a
new section to chapter 90.54 RCW; and creating a new
section.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5132 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Frockt, Hasegawa, Keiser,
Chase, Rolfes, Nelson, Conway, Liias, Jayapal, Cleveland,
Darneille, McCoy, Ranker, Billig, Pedersen and Benton
AN ACT Relating to requiring the submission of a waiver to
the federal government to create the Washington health
security trust; adding a new chapter to Title 43 RCW; creating
new sections; repealing RCW 82.04.260 and 48.14.0201;
providing contingent effective dates; and providing an
expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5133 by Senators Bailey, Baumgartner, Kohl-Welles and
Frockt
AN ACT Relating to a study of higher education cost drivers;
creating new sections; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5134 by Senators Bailey, Pearson, Ericksen and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to base flows and minimum instream
flows; and amending RCW 90.22.030 and 90.54.020.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5135 by Senators Bailey, Pearson, Ericksen and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to ensuring that certain existing water uses
are not subject to interruption; adding a new section to chapter
90.44 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.

SB 5138 by Senators Roach, Liias and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to notice and review processes for
annexations,
deannexations,
incorporations,
disincorporations, consolidations, and boundary line
adjustments under Titles 35 and 35A RCW; amending RCW
35.02.030, 35.02.037, 35.02.070, 35.02.100, 35.02.130,
35.07.020, 35.07.040, 35.07.230, 35A.15.010, 35A.15.040,
35.10.265, 35.10.400, 35.10.410, 35.10.420, 35.13.010,
35.13.020, 35.13.100, 35.13.130, 35.13.150, 35.13.180,
35.13.182, 35.13.1822, 35.13.185, 35.13.190, 35.13.238,
35.13.260, 35.13.300, 35.13.420, 35.13.440, 35.13.480,
35.13.490, 35.16.010, 35.16.040, 35A.14.010, 35A.14.020,
35A.14.090, 35A.14.130, 35A.14.140,
35A.14.295,
35A.14.297, 35A.14.300, 35A.14.310,
35A.14.430,
35A.14.440, 35A.14.460, 35A.14.470,
35A.14.480,
35A.14.490, 35A.14.700, 35A.16.010, and 35A.16.040; and
adding a new section to chapter 43.41 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5139 by Senators Roach, Liias, Conway, Benton, McCoy,
Dansel and Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to building code standards for certain
buildings four or more stories high; and amending RCW
19.27.060.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5140 by Senators Billig, Miloscia, Liias, Rolfes, Cleveland,
Darneille, Habib, Keiser, Conway, Jayapal, Chase, Mullet,
Pedersen and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to motor voter preregistration for sixteen
and seventeen year olds; amending RCW 46.20.155,
29A.08.710, and 42.56.250; creating new sections; and
providing a contingent effective date.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5141 by Senators Becker, Frockt, Dammeier, Bailey,
Rivers, Brown and Parlette
AN ACT Relating to the alternative process for awarding
contracts for university medical buildings and facilities;
amending RCW 28B.20.744; and repealing RCW 43.131.413
and 43.131.414.
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SB 5142 by Senators Becker, Bailey, Rivers, Brown and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to modifying health benefit exchange
provisions related to the aggregation or delegating the
aggregation of funds that comprise the premium for a health
plan; amending RCW 43.71.030; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5143 by Senators Becker, Bailey, Dammeier, Rivers,
Frockt, Brown and Parlette
AN ACT Relating to providing information regarding
childhood immunizations to expecting parents; and adding a
new section to chapter 43.70 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5144 by Senators Dammeier, Becker, Bailey, Rivers,
Brown, Parlette and O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to making the Bree collaborative more
accessible to the public and promoting transparency; and
amending RCW 70.250.050.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5145 by Senators Dammeier, Frockt, Becker, Bailey, Rivers
and Brown
AN ACT Relating to the membership of the health
technology clinical committee; and amending RCW
70.14.090.

SB 5150 by Senators Keiser, Becker, Frockt, Parlette, Conway,
Jayapal, Cleveland, Bailey and Chase
AN ACT Relating to provider notification of carrier network
changes; and adding a new section to chapter 48.39 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5151 by Senators Keiser, Frockt, Conway, Jayapal, Bailey,
Cleveland, Parlette, Chase, McAuliffe and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to continuing education related to cultural
competency for health care professionals; amending RCW
43.70.615; and adding a new section to chapter 43.70 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5152 by Senators Parlette, Keiser and Becker
AN ACT Relating to implementing a value-based system for
nursing home rates; adding a new section to chapter 74.46
RCW; repealing RCW 74.46.431, 74.46.435, 74.46.506,
74.46.508, 74.46.511, 74.46.515, and 74.46.521; and
providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5153 by Senators Billig, Roach, Sheldon, Fain, Liias,
Mullet, Fraser, Dansel, McCoy, Rolfes, Cleveland, Darneille,
Habib, Padden, Nelson, Benton, Chase, Keiser, Jayapal,
Hasegawa and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to increasing transparency of campaign
contributions; amending RCW 42.17A.125, 42.17A.205,
42.17A.235, 42.17A.240, and 42.17A.250; reenacting and
amending RCW 42.17A.005; and creating a new section.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5146 by Senators Bailey and Rivers
AN ACT Relating to improving the quality of medicaid
purchasing, delivery, and transparency; amending RCW
74.09.010; and adding a new section to chapter 74.09 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SJM 8000
by Senator Brown
Requesting the permanent siting and development of a federal
nuclear waste repository.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5147 by Senators Becker, Bailey, Brown and Rivers
AN ACT Relating to establishing a medicaid baseline health
assessment and monitoring the medicaid population's health;
and adding a new section to chapter 74.09 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5148 by Senators Parlette, Dammeier, Chase, Conway,
McAuliffe and O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to allowing members who retire early
under alternate early retirement provisions as set forth in
RCW 41.32.765(3) and 41.32.875(3) to work as substitute
teachers and continue receiving retirement benefits at the
same time; and amending RCW 41.32.765 and 41.32.875.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5149 by Senators Keiser, Frockt, Conway, Bailey and
Parlette
AN ACT Relating to certificate of need appeals process; and
amending RCW 70.38.115.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Parlette moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8602
By Senators Parlette, Fraser, Bailey, Warnick, Honeyford,
Hargrove, Angel, Braun, Litzow, Rivers, King, Cleveland,
Darneille, Conway, Habib, Sheldon, Hill, Brown, Becker, O'Ban,
McAuliffe, Chase, Hatfield, McCoy, Rolfes, Nelson, Mullet,
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Frockt, Jayapal, Keiser, Liias, Pedersen, Billig, Hobbs, Schoesler,
which created wilderness areas within Mount Rainier and
Hasegawa, Pearson, and Dammeier
Olympic and North Cascades National Parks, and extended
protection to a favorite alpine lake in the Olympic Mountains
WHEREAS, Daniel J. Evans, whose great-grandfather settled
called Lake of the Angels; and
in Port Gamble, Kitsap County, in 1859, summited his first peak
WHEREAS, After leaving public office in 1988, he remained
at the age of 12, and that climb of Silver Peak near Snoqualmie
active in our state’s public and private sectors, including 12 years
Pass made an indelible impression on the young Boy Scout from
as a regent for his alma mater, the University of Washington; and
Seattle; and
WHEREAS, His contributions to the people of Washington
WHEREAS, Dan Evans earned the rank of Eagle Scout and
continue to this day, through his service as a long-time member
graduated from Roosevelt High School in 1943 before serving in
of the advisory board for the William D. Ruckelshaus Center; and
the United States Navy from that year to 1946, achieving the rank
WHEREAS, First Lady Nancy Bell Evans also distinguished
of ensign, then earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees in civil
herself through her major public service contributions, including
engineering from the University of Washington; and
serving on the Board of Trustees of her alma mater Whitman
WHEREAS, Dan Evans returned to the Navy as a lieutenant
College, and her leadership in achieving a major restoration of the
when the Korean War began in 1951, eventually serving as an
Governor’s Mansion and creation of the Governor’s Mansion
admiral’s aide at the peace negotiations at Panmunjom, where the
Foundation, which continues to care for and add to the historical
cease-fire between the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
resources of the Mansion; and
and the Republic of Korea was signed in 1953; and
WHEREAS, Dan Evans has been recognized by the
WHEREAS, On November 6, 1956, voters in the 43rd
University of Washington, which named its School of Public
Legislative District elected the then 31 year old Dan Evans to
Affairs for him, where the Governor and Nancy serve on the
represent them in the Washington State House of Representatives;
advisory board; and
and
WHEREAS, Dan Evans has been recognized by The
WHEREAS, Representative Evans, whose maternal
Evergreen State College, which named its library for him; and
grandfather represented Spokane in the Washington State Senate
WHEREAS, A man once referred to as “Old Gluefoot” for
in 1893, was named the outstanding freshman legislator of 1957,
his ability to avoid mingling in a roomful of people is described
and went on to be reelected three more times to the House of
today as “a master at uniting the uncommon”; and
Representatives; and
WHEREAS, As governor, Dan Evans earned the nickname
WHEREAS, Representative Evans became House Minority
“Straight Arrow” for his honesty, and was later recognized by the
Leader after four years as a legislator, and participated in the
University of Michigan as one of the Ten Outstanding Governors
creation of a coalition of members of both parties that installed
in the 20th Century; and
new leadership in the House of Representatives during the 1963
WHEREAS, Dan Evans, who once said he “would rather
legislative session; and
cross the aisle than cross the people,” is one of the most popular
WHEREAS, On November 3, 1964, the people of
and respected public servants in Washington history;
Washington elected Representative Evans to be the 16th governor
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That in
of Washington; making him the youngest governor in state
commemoration of the 50th anniversary of Dan Evans’ inaugural
history, at age 39, and making his wife, Nancy Bell Evans, a
installation as Governor, the Washington State Senate
native of Spokane, the youngest first lady at age 31; and
congratulate Senator and Governor Dan Evans for his service to
WHEREAS, During his unprecedented three consecutive
the people of Washington and to the United States of America;
terms as the state’s chief executive, Governor Dan Evans founded
and
the first state-level ecology department in the United States,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That a copy of this
providing a blueprint for President Nixon’s Environmental
resolution be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the
Protection Agency; and cofounded the Washington Wildlife and
Senate to the Honorable Daniel J. Evans, in recognition and
Recreation Coalition; and
appreciation of his commitment to the people of Washington and
WHEREAS, Governor Evans directed the creation of
the great state in which they live.
councils advancing the status of women and addressing issues
Senators Parlette and Fraser spoke in favor of adoption of the
relating to Native Americans and Asian-Americans, energy
resolution.
policy, thermal power plant siting, mental health services, and the
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
prevention of drug abuse; and
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8602.
WHEREAS, It was Governor Evans who directed the
The motion by Senator Parlette carried and the resolution was
creation of the office of community development, and the council
adopted by voice vote.
on higher education, and championed the creation of the state’s
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUEST
community college system; and
WHEREAS, Governor Evans signed legislation making
The President welcomed and introduced Mrs. Nancy (Bell)
special education mandatory in Washington, and promoted the
Evans former First Lady of Washington who was seated at the
employment of people with disabilities, encouraging the removal
rostrum.
of barriers to mobility; and
WHEREAS, Governor Evans became President Evans after
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUEST
his third term as governor, when in 1977 he became president of
The Evergreen State College in Olympia; and
The President welcomed and introduced former U. S. Senator
WHEREAS, President Evans became United States Senator
Slade Gorton, who was seated at the rostrum.
Evans in 1983 when he was appointed and then elected senator;
and
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
WHEREAS, Senator Evans’ accomplishments included the
1984 Washington Wilderness Act, which established 19 new
wilderness areas, the Washington Park Wilderness Act of 1988,
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The President welcomed and introduced Miss Isobelle Evans
and Miss Eloise Evans, granddaughters of Governor and Mrs.
Evans; former Secretaries of State Sam Reed and Ralph Munro;
Mr. Phillip Jones, Commissioner, Washington Utilities and
Transportation Commission, who served on the staff of then-U.
S. Senator Dan Evans; Dr. Sandra Archibald, Dean, Daniel J.
Evans School of Public Affairs, University of Washington; Mr. J.
Paul Blake, Director of Communications and External Relations,
Evans School, UW; and Erika Neely, Director of Strategic
Initiatives, Evans School, UW; and faculty and staff of the Evans
School who were present in the gallery.
With the permission of the Senate, business was suspended
to allow former State Representative, Governor and U.S. Senator
Daniel Jackson Evans to address the assembled members of the
House and Senate.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “It is now a great privilege and honor for
the President, who was in high school when he first heard Dan
Evans speak, to again listen to him share some words with us
today. It’s a privilege for me to introduce to you Governor Dan
Evans.”
REMARKS BY GOVERNOR DANIEL JACKSON EVANS
The Honorable Daniel J. Evans: “You know, it’s a rare
privilege to come before the Senate. I didn’t do it very often – and
was not invited very often to do that. Governors stay on the
second floor and legislators, normally, the third. It’s a delight to
be here. Well, it’s a delight to be anywhere. I deeply appreciate
Linda, you and Karen’s fine remarks and the resolution which had
more ‘Whereases’ than any resolution I’ve ever run across.
Usually the object of all of this affection is laid out prone in front
of you in a memorial service but I’m delighted to be here to listen
to it all and hope my granddaughters even believe a little of it.
You know things don’t change very much in fifty years. This
Capitol and this Chamber and the House Chamber, in which I
served in, are very much the same with the exception of the
electronics. They were replaced in those days by spittoons which
were arrayed at the sides of most of the desks in the House and
the Senate. That’s probably something for the better.
Things don’t change much in another respect. To go back into
a little history, you know, as you gather today you’re under a court
order from the State Supreme Court to amply fund common
schools. Fifty years ago we were under a federal court order. That
time to redistrict to one person, one vote. And we were wildly off
of that goal at the time. At noon on January 11th the Legislature
took office and the new session began. In the 1964 election it was
a Democratic landslide and both houses were controlled
substantially by Democrats. I was not to be sworn in until
Wednesday and Governor Rosellini was still Governor.
Well, the Senate, led by its redistricting mastermind, Senator
Bob Grieve, immediately began work on a highly-partisan
redistricting bill. They created a Senate juggernaut and, on the
first day, passed a redistricting bill over to the House. It only
needed fifty votes to pass the House and Democrats had sixty
members in the House.
We were desperately looking for eleven House Democratic
votes. By now the corridors were clogged with lobbyists, each
attempting to gain advantage from the survival warfare that was
raging in the House chambers. We did everything we could to
delay action and by noon we knew we had created enough
uncertainly that we had a chance to survive until noon Wednesday
but it was a remote possibility.

That afternoon Slade came to me, along with Jim Dolliver,
my Chief-of-Staff, and said, ‘We’re going to have a tough time
holding that bill off until Wednesday noon but we found
something interesting. The constitution originally said the
Governor would be sworn in on the second Monday of January
but a law passed sometime afterwards changed that to the second
Wednesday in January. We could hold a swearing-in ceremony in
the Visitors’ Gallery of the House chambers at 12:01 Wednesday
morning, if necessary.’ I immediately contacted the Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court. Richard Ott had been a Republican
legislator beforehand. He enthusiastically joined the conspiracy
and on Tuesday afternoon telephoned me and whispered, ‘I’ve
just left the Supreme Court and I’ve got the Seal of the State of
Washington with me.’
Upstairs the battle raged in the House. A late Monday session
was followed by a long debate on Tuesday. It was interrupted by
frequent party caucuses and as night came on Tuesday,
inexorably, the Democratic majority came closer to their fifty
vote goal. It crept up to forty-eight. We thought we might have a
chance to last until midnight.
I called Nancy and said, ‘If you want to see my inauguration,
you better come to Olympia right now.’ She had to find a
babysitter at nine o’clock in the evening for two young boys but
she, my parents and her mother started for Olympia and our
House Republican leaders prepared what was ultimately known
as ‘the best speech never given.’ Tom Copeland, our Republican
legislator, was to give a speech at 12:01 and end it by saying,
‘Before you make a final determination on my suggestion to
adjourn. I wish to advise you that here inside this Capitol at this
very moment, a Judge (sic) of the Supreme Court is prepared to
administer the oath of office to Governor-elect Daniel J. Evans
and he will there upon assume the office provided by law. The
new Governor would prefer to be sworn in at a Joint Session as is
usually done. The decision is yours to make. Let’s show the
people that we know how to be statesmen.’
Well, word began to leak out that something was brewing and
finally at eleven p,m. the House adjourned unable to complete the
gerrymander the Senate so confidently began.
The inauguration was held as scheduled at noon on
Wednesday. Footnote number one: It took forty-seven days and
two vetoes before we passed a satisfactory redistricting bill and
during that time one of the senators got up on the floor of the
Senate after my second veto and said, ‘We got another Italian
Governor: ‘Danny Veto.’’ I didn’t appreciate that much but...
Footnote number two: The next election the Republicans gained
sixteen seats in the House of Representatives, took control and
kept it for the next six years. So it was a good redistricting bill.
May you have an easier time this year and less interruption by the
Court.
You know, let me leave you with just three, not admonitions,
but things I believed over the years and hope that maybe a little
bit of each one of them will find its way into your deliberations. I
said forty years ago:
‘There are no Republican schools and there are no
Democratic highways. There are no liberal salmon and there are
no conservative parks.
Second, I’m not ashamed of the word ‘conservative’ nor
afraid of the word ‘liberal.’
Third, I would rather cross the political aisle than cross the
people.’
I still believe in these principles.
And, frankly, with all of the opportunities and offices that I’ve
held and the things that I’ve done, I still think the greatest single
experience was the day I stood in seat number 98 in the House of
Representatives and took the oath of office as a young legislator.
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memorial service is being held tonight at the Evans School at the
It changed my life and it’s been a real ball ever since and it ain’t
University of Washington. Some of us are planning to have a
over yet.”
tribute for him during the session. Secondly: You may know that
Sunday, January 11, was the celebration, in effect, National
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
Human Trafficking Day and on December 31st President Obama
President Owen: “Governor, before you leave, I would like
proclaimed that the month of January is National Slavery and
to draw attention to, the members’, of a great publication that I
Human Trafficking Prevention Month. Now, you all know we
ran into on my way to Arizona to visit my family a week ago.
have worked a lot on this issue, it’s very important and we were
Alaska Airlines and they featured Dan Evan on the front page as
the first state in the country to enact a state trafficking law
well as a tremendous article inside. [Dan Evans, Distinguished
introduced by former Representative Velma Veloria. We’ve had
Leadership, Alaska Airlines Magazine, January 2015, Vol. 39,
thirty-six laws enacted since then and we are leading the efforts
No. 1] I’d be greatly honored if you would sign this for me. Thank
in the county and we will continue to do so this session. Thank
you very much for all your service to the people of the great State
you.”
of Washington – and to the nation for that matter – for everything
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
you’ve done. It’s been a great privilege knowing you and having
Caucus at 11 o’clock.
you serving this state and I wish you well, along with the rest of
the family. Thank you very, very much for being here. Governor
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Evans. Thank you.”
Coalition Caucus at 11 o’clock.
Senator Fain announced a brief reception hosted by Senator
MOTION
Schoesler in the Majority Leader’s office to allow senators the
opportunity to visit with Governor Evans.
At 10:43 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon, Thursday, January 15, 2015.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Kohl-Welles: “Actually, I have two points. The first
one is, as many of you know that another great leader in our state
of Washington has been recognized and will receive a tribute here
but former University of Washington President William
Gerberding died late December, I believe it was December 27. A

BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
January 15, 2015
SB 5033
Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Concerning
sexually violent predators. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban,
Vice Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille;
Kohl-Welles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the measure listed on the Standing
Committee report was referred to the committee as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5154
by Senator Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to registered sex or kidnapping offenders;
amending RCW 4.24.550, 9A.44.128, 9A.44.130, 9A.44.132,
9A.44.140, 9A.44.141, 9A.44.142, 9A.44.143, 43.43.754,
9.94A.030, 28A.300.147, and 72.09.345; reenacting and
amending RCW 9.94A.515 and 42.56.240; adding new
sections to chapter 9A.44 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5155
by Senator King
AN ACT Relating to special occasion licenses; and amending
RCW 66.24.380.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5156

by Senators Keiser, Warnick and Conway

AN ACT Relating to the disclosure of information regarding
elevators and other conveyances in certain real estate
transactions; and amending RCW 64.06.020.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5157
by Senator McCoy
AN ACT Relating to the state universal communications
services program; and amending RCW 80.36.630 and
80.36.650.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5158
by Senators McCoy and Fraser
AN ACT Relating to requiring call location information to be
provided to law enforcement responding to an emergency;
adding a new section to chapter 80.36 RCW; and creating a
new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5159
by Senators McCoy, Frockt, Hasegawa, Fraser,
Chase and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to Indian tribes and dental health aide
therapy services; adding a new section to chapter 43.70 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 74.09 RCW; and creating a
new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5160
by Senators McCoy, Hasegawa, Cleveland,
Frockt, Liias, Rolfes, Chase, Habib and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to creating an office of Native early child
care and education; adding a new section to chapter 43.215
RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5161
by Senators Angel, Ranker, Bailey, Keiser,
Rivers and Parlette
AN ACT Relating to East Asian medicine practitioners;
amending RCW 18.06.010 and 18.06.210; reenacting and
amending RCW 69.41.030; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5162
by Senators Angel, Ranker, Bailey, Rivers,
Keiser and Parlette
AN ACT Relating to the practice of East Asian medicine;
amending RCW 18.06.140; and adding a new section to
chapter 18.06 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5163
by Senators Hobbs, Roach, Rolfes, O'Ban,
Hatfield, Litzow, McCoy, Mullet, Conway, Fain, Chase and
Darneille
AN ACT Relating to providing for educational data on
students from military families; amending RCW
28A.300.505; and creating new sections.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
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SB 5164
by Senators Hobbs, Bailey, Rolfes, Roach,
Hatfield, O'Ban, McCoy, Litzow, Conway and Chase
AN ACT Relating to transient lodging for military service
members in armories; and amending RCW 38.20.010.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5165
by Senators Angel and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to coverage of home health benefits for
persons seeking palliative care treatments; amending RCW
48.21.220, 48.21A.090, and 48.44.320; and creating a new
section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5166
by Senators Rolfes, Ranker and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to the management of forage fish
resources; amending RCW 77.32.010; and creating new
sections.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5167
by Senator O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to the local option prohibition on the sale
of liquor; and amending RCW 66.08.120 and 66.40.130.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5168
by Senators Warnick, Honeyford, Hatfield,
Schoesler and Benton
AN ACT Relating to the definition of agricultural lands under
the shoreline management act; and amending RCW
90.58.065.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5169
by Senators Warnick, Honeyford, Hatfield and
Schoesler
AN ACT Relating to restricting the conversion of agricultural
land to other uses under the growth management act; and
amending RCW 36.70A.060.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5170
by Senators Warnick, Honeyford, Hobbs,
Schoesler and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to the conversion of agricultural land to
other uses under the growth management act and shoreline
management act; and amending RCW 36.70A.060 and
90.58.065.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5171
by Senators Bailey, Conway, Hobbs, Hewitt,
Angel, Chase and Rolfes
AN ACT Relating to the definition of veteran for the purposes
of the county veterans assistance fund; and amending RCW
73.08.005.
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Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.

SB 5172
by Senators Dammeier, Roach and Conway
AN ACT Relating to the lien for collection of sewer utility
charges by counties; and amending RCW 36.94.150.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5173
by Senators Habib, Fain, Darneille and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to creating an identicard program for
certain incarcerated offenders; amending RCW 46.20.117
and 46.20.117; adding a new section to chapter 72.09 RCW;
creating a new section; providing effective dates; providing
an expiration date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5174
by Senators Bailey, Ranker, Pearson and
Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to increasing the number of district court
judges in Skagit county; amending RCW 3.34.010; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5175
by Senators Becker, Frockt, Angel, Rivers,
Cleveland, Dammeier, Keiser, Fain, Parlette, Darneille, Pedersen,
Habib, Kohl-Welles and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to telemedicine; amending RCW
70.41.020 and 70.41.230; adding a new section to chapter
41.05 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 48.43 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 74.09 RCW; creating new
sections; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5176
by Senators Keiser, Honeyford, Roach, Fraser,
Schoesler and Chase
AN ACT Relating to the capitol furnishings preservation
committee; and amending RCW 27.48.040.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5177
by Senators O'Ban and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to improving timeliness of competency
evaluation and restoration services, by clarifying alternative
locations for the provision of competency restoration services
and defining time periods of commitment; amending RCW
10.77.086, 10.77.088, and 10.77.220; and creating a new
section.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5178
by Senators O'Ban and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to the criminal justice treatment account;
amending RCW 70.96A.080 and 70.96A.350; and providing
an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
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SB 5179
by Senators Hill, McAuliffe, Litzow, Mullet,
Hobbs and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to paraeducators; amending RCW
28A.630.400 and 28B.50.891; adding a new section to
chapter 28A.410 RCW; and creating a new section.

AN ACT Relating to allowing certain health care coverage
deductions from the calculation of disposable income for the
purpose of qualifying for senior property tax programs; and
amending RCW 84.36.383.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5180
by Senators Benton, Mullet, Angel, Hobbs,
Hargrove, Keiser and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to modernizing life insurance reserve
requirements; amending RCW 48.74.010, 48.74.020,
48.74.025, 48.74.030, 48.74.050, 48.74.060, 48.74.070,
48.74.090, 48.76.010, 48.76.050, and 42.56.400; reenacting
and amending RCW 42.56.400; adding new sections to
chapter 48.74 RCW; providing effective dates; and providing
an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5181
by Senators Pearson, Hasegawa, Roach,
Hobbs, Dammeier, Liias, Chase and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to the scope of state fire service
mobilization and ensuring compliance with existing state and
federal disaster response policies; amending RCW 43.43.960
and 43.43.961; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5182
by Senators Dammeier and Liias
AN ACT Relating to granting fire protection districts and
regional fire protection service authorities biennial budget
authority; amending RCW 52.16.030; and adding a new
section to chapter 52.26 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5183
by Senator Keiser
AN ACT Relating to the building code council account; and
amending RCW 19.27.085.

SB 5187
by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to voter approval of a high capacity
transportation system plan and financing plan; and amending
RCW 81.104.030.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5188
by Senators Benton and Angel
AN ACT Relating to eminent domain; and adding a new
chapter to Title 8 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5189
by Senators Benton and Angel
AN ACT Relating to eminent domain; and adding a new
section to chapter 8.25 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5190
by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to eliminating the requirement to purchase
public art with appropriations made for construction of public
buildings; and repealing RCW 43.17.200, 43.17.205,
43.17.210, 43.19.455, 28A.335.210, 28B.10.025, and
28B.10.027.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5191
by Senators Benton and Angel
AN ACT Relating to prohibiting the state of Washington and
its political subdivisions from adopting and developing
environmental and developmental policies that infringe or
restrict private property rights without due process; and
adding a new section to chapter 36.70A RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5184
by Senators Benton and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to authorizing counties to establish and
conduct polling place voting; amending RCW 29A.32.241
and 29A.40.010; adding a new section to chapter 29A.04
RCW; and adding a new chapter to Title 29A RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5185
by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to a six-year time frame for substantial
building code amendments; amending RCW 19.27.074,
19.27A.045, and 19.27A.025; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5186
Keiser

SB 5192
by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to protecting citizens from foreign laws,
codes, or systems; adding a new section to chapter 1.20 RCW;
creating new sections; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5193
by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to exempting documents recording a
water-sewer district lien from the surcharge for local
homeless housing and assistance; and amending RCW
36.22.179.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5194
by Senators Benton and Angel
AN ACT Relating to wage garnishment; and amending RCW
6.27.010.

by Senators Benton, Hasegawa, Sheldon and
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
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SB 5195
by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to driver's license and instruction permit
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
examination fees; amending RCW 46.20.055 and 46.20.120;
and providing an effective date.
SB 5203
by Senators Warnick, Hasegawa and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to job order contracting requirements; and
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
amending RCW 39.10.440.
SB 5196
by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to funding for certain transportation
planning organizations; and amending RCW 47.80.050.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5197
by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to establishing consistent standards for
agency decision making; amending RCW 70.94.181,
76.09.060, 77.55.021, 78.44.081, 86.16.025, 70.95.205,
15.54.820, 43.21C.033, 77.115.040, 16.65.030, 70.119A.110,
90.03.350, 90.03.370, 90.58.140, and 70.118B.030; adding a
new section to chapter 70.94 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 90.48 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 90.76
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 18.104 RCW; adding
a new section to chapter 69.30 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 90.64 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 15.58
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 17.21 RCW; adding a
new section to chapter 70.95J RCW; and adding a new section
to chapter 90.66 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5204
by Senators Parlette, Pearson and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to providing an exemption from hydraulic
project permit fees for certain emergency permits; amending
RCW 77.55.321; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5205
by Senators Becker, Parlette and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to allowing spouses to combine volunteer
hours for purposes of receiving a complimentary discover
pass; and amending RCW 79A.80.020.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5206
by Senators Becker, Miloscia, Bailey, Braun,
Padden, Hewitt, Hill, Dammeier, Honeyford and Parlette
AN ACT Relating to state audit findings of noncompliance
with state law; amending RCW 43.09.310 and 41.06.142; and
adding a new section to chapter 43.09 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Accountability and Reform.
Referred to Committee on Accountability and Reform.
SB 5198
by Senators Benton, Angel, Hatfield and
Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to the use of motorcycle helmets; and
amending RCW 46.37.530.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5199
by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to members of regional transportation
planning organizations representing out-of-state governments
or organizations; adding a new section to chapter 47.80 RCW;
and repealing RCW 47.80.080.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5200
by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to modifying legislators' participation on
regional transportation planning organization transportation
policy boards; and amending RCW 47.80.040.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5201
by Senators Benton and Angel
AN ACT Relating to verifying voter registration
qualifications; amending RCW 29A.08.125; and adding a
new section to chapter 46.20 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5202
by Senators Mullet, Fain, Litzow, Billig,
Frockt, Keiser and Habib
AN ACT Relating to the financial education public-private
partnership; amending RCW 28A.300.450 and 28A.300.460;
and adding new sections to chapter 28A.300 RCW.

SB 5207
by Senators Liias and King
AN ACT Relating to office hours for registered tow truck
operators; and amending RCW 46.55.060.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5208
by Senators Miloscia, Fain, Frockt, Litzow,
Mullet, Kohl-Welles, Chase, Darneille, Pedersen, Keiser and Hill
AN ACT Relating to allowing the use of lodging taxes for
financing workforce housing; and amending RCW 67.28.150,
67.28.160, and 67.28.180.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5209
by Senators Warnick, Hatfield, Padden,
Schoesler, Hobbs and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to a hazardous substance tax exemption for
certain hazardous substances defined under RCW
82.21.020(1)(c) that are used as agricultural crop protection
products and warehoused but not otherwise used,
manufactured, packaged, or sold in this state; amending RCW
82.21.040; adding a new section to chapter 82.21 RCW;
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5210
by Senators Bailey, Conway, Hobbs,
Schoesler, Angel, Keiser and Benton
AN ACT Relating to an optional life annuity benefit for
members of the Washington state patrol retirement system;
and adding a new section to chapter 43.43 RCW.
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Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

SB 5211
by Senators Bailey, Conway, Hobbs and
Schoesler
AN ACT Relating to correcting restrictions on collecting a
pension in the public employees' retirement system for
retirees returning to work in an ineligible position or a
position covered by a different state retirement system; and
amending RCW 41.40.037.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5212
by Senators Warnick, Kohl-Welles and Braun
AN ACT Relating to increasing the number of tasting rooms
allowed under a domestic winery license; and reenacting and
amending RCW 66.24.170.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5213
by Senators Warnick, Braun and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to allowing sales of growlers of wine; and
amending RCW 66.28.360.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5214
by Senator Roach
AN ACT Relating to permitting certain uniformed personnel,
as defined in chapter 41.56 RCW, who are employed by
counties and are members of the public employees' retirement
system or the public safety employees' retirement system to
negotiate to have their employers make the member
retirement system contributions that are picked up pursuant to
the federal tax code; and amending RCW 41.04.450 and
41.45.067.

Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5219
by Senators Benton and Roach
AN ACT Relating to the definition of unlawful detainer; and
amending RCW 59.12.030.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5220
by Senators Benton and Roach
AN ACT Relating to the entering of monetary judgments
against
defendants
under
the
residential
and
manufactured/mobile home landlord-tenant acts; and
amending RCW 59.18.055.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5221
by Senators Benton and Roach
AN ACT Relating to the disposition of tenant property placed
upon the nearest public property; and amending RCW
59.18.312.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5222
by Senators Angel, Benton and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to collection agency transaction fees for
processing electronic payments; and amending RCW
19.16.250.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5223
by Senators Dansel, Benton, Rolfes, Habib,
Ranker, Billig and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to authorizing regular meetings of county
legislative authorities to be held at alternate locations within
the county; and amending RCW 36.32.080.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5215
by Senators Roach, Pedersen, Kohl-Welles,
Baumgartner, Padden, Darneille, Keiser, Benton and O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to establishing the Washington internet
crimes against children account; amending RCW 10.82.070;
adding a new section to chapter 7.68 RCW; creating new
sections; and prescribing penalties.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5224
by Senators McAuliffe, Conway, King,
Parlette, Keiser, Hasegawa, Chase and Pearson
AN ACT Relating to misrepresentation of the geographic
location of floral product businesses; and amending RCW
19.160.030.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5216
by Senators Warnick and Benton
AN ACT Relating to modifying rental agreement renewal
requirements under the manufactured/mobile home landlordtenant act; and amending RCW 59.20.050, 59.20.090, and
59.20.080.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5217
by Senators Benton and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to the maintenance of manufactured home
title and registration certificates by tenants under the
manufactured/mobile home landlord-tenant act; and
amending RCW 59.20.140 and 59.20.080.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5218
by Senators Hobbs and Benton
AN ACT Relating to unlawful detainer actions for at-will
tenancies; and amending RCW 59.12.030.

SB 5225
by Senators Kohl-Welles, Roach, Keiser,
Darneille, Padden, Fraser, Pedersen, Fain, Frockt, Chase and
Benton
AN ACT Relating to sexual assault examination kits; adding
a new section to chapter 70.125 RCW; creating a new section;
and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5226
by Senators Becker, Braun, Warnick,
Dammeier and Benton
AN ACT Relating to protecting public sector workers' rights
through public disclosure of public sector unions' finances;
adding a new section to chapter 41.58 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 47.64 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 28B.52 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 41.56
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 41.59 RCW; adding a
new section to chapter 41.76 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 41.80 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 49.39
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RCW; creating a new section; prescribing penalties; and
providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5227
by Senators Baumgartner, O'Ban, Dammeier
and Fain
AN ACT Relating to international commercial arbitration;
and adding a new chapter to Title 7 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5228
by Senators Baumgartner, Dansel, Padden,
Benton and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to adjusting the maximum speed limit for
Interstate 90 in rural counties; and amending RCW
46.61.400.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exception of Senate Bill No.
5158 which was referred to the Committee on Law & Justice.
MOTION
At 12:03 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Friday, January 16, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate

Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5229
by Senators Litzow and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to technology literacy; and amending
RCW 28A.655.075.
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The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
January 15, 2015
SB 5035
Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Authorizing
the awarding of the medal of valor to a group of persons.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & State
Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the measure listed on the Standing
Committee report was referred to the committee as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5230
by Senators Brown, Chase, Angel, Benton,
Rivers, Schoesler, Bailey, Parlette, Becker, Warnick and
Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to a pilot program that provides incentives
for investments in Washington state job creation and
economic development; adding a new section to chapter
82.04 RCW; creating new sections; providing an effective
date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
SB 5231
by Senators Sheldon, Dansel, Becker, Hobbs
and Chase
AN ACT Relating to modifying collective bargaining law to
authorize the right of state workers employed in the
community and technical college system as nontenured parttime academic employees to form a collective bargaining unit
for the protection of their common interests; amending RCW

28B.52.010, 28B.52.020, 28B.52.025, 28B.52.045, and
28B.52.070; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5232
by Senators Sheldon, Padden, Dansel,
Schoesler and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to indigent defense; amending RCW
10.101.020 and 2.70.020; and reenacting and amending RCW
10.101.010.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5233
by Senators Sheldon, Dansel, Dammeier,
Becker, Schoesler and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to notice against trespass; and reenacting
and amending RCW 9A.52.010.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5234
by Senators Sheldon, Dansel, Dammeier,
Becker, Schoesler, Honeyford and Conway
AN ACT Relating to miniature hobby boilers; and amending
RCW 70.79.070 and 70.79.080.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5235
by Senators Sheldon, Rivers, Angel and Chase
AN ACT Relating to requiring a state resident preference for
all newly hired state classified employees and lower level
Washington management service employees; adding new
sections to chapter 41.06 RCW; and creating new sections.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5236
by Senators Sheldon and Rivers
AN ACT Relating to the ratification of budgets for certain
homeowners' associations; and amending RCW 64.38.025.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5237
by Senators Hewitt, Baumgartner, King, Braun
and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to restrictions on when representation
under a public collective bargaining agreement may be
challenged; amending RCW 41.56.070, 41.59.070,
41.76.020, 41.80.080, 49.39.040, and 47.64.135; and adding
a new section to chapter 28B.52 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5238
by Senators Angel, Liias, Honeyford, McCoy,
Dammeier and Chase
AN ACT Relating to public water systems; and amending
RCW 36.70A.035.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5239
by Senators Roach, Fain, Liias and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to adding certain commissioned court
marshals of county sheriff's offices to the definition of
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uniformed personnel for the purposes of public employees'
collective bargaining; and amending RCW 41.56.030.
SB 5247
by Senators O'Ban, Dammeier, Kohl-Welles
and Chase
AN ACT Relating to driving while license suspended when
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
the suspension is based on noncompliance with a child
support order; amending RCW 46.20.342; and prescribing
SB 5240
by Senators Darneille, O'Ban, Mullet, Pearson
and Fraser
penalties.
AN ACT Relating to collection of DNA samples from
persons acquitted by reason of insanity; and amending RCW
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
43.43.754.
SB 5248
by Senators Honeyford, Conway, Rivers,
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Keiser, Warnick, Kohl-Welles, King and Braun
AN ACT Relating to performance of personal services by
SB 5241
by Senators Litzow, Hatfield, Fain, Rolfes and
liquor industry members to retailers; and amending RCW
Pedersen
66.28.310.
AN ACT Relating to ivory and rhinoceros horn trafficking;
amending RCW 77.15.260; adding a new section to chapter
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
77.15 RCW; and creating a new section.
SB 5249
by Senators Darneille, Conway and Miloscia
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
AN ACT Relating to creating a bond issuance exemption for
qualifying local revitalization financing projects; and
SB 5242
by Senators Angel, Rolfes, Sheldon and
amending RCW 82.14.510 and 82.14.515.
Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to creating passenger-only ferry service
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
districts; adding new sections to chapter 36.57A RCW;
Security.
adding a new section to chapter 82.14 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 82.80 RCW; and providing an effective
SB 5250
by Senators Dammeier, Darneille, O'Ban,
date.
McAuliffe and Chase
AN ACT Relating to violations of a temporary protection
order; and amending RCW 26.50.110.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5243
by Senators Honeyford, King, Keiser, Conway
and Chase
AN ACT Relating to services provided by residential
habilitation centers; and amending RCW 71A.20.180.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5244
by Senators Darneille, Conway, Jayapal and
Chase
AN ACT Relating to disposing tax foreclosed property to
cities for affordable housing purposes; and amending RCW
36.35.150.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5245
by Senators
Dammeier,
Kohl-Welles,
McAuliffe, Angel and Conway
AN ACT Relating to substance abuse prevention and
treatment programs funded by the marijuana excise tax;
amending RCW 69.50.540; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5251
by Senators Honeyford and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to transferring public water system
financial assistance activities from the public works board
and the department of commerce to the department of health;
and amending RCW 70.119A.170.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5252
by Senators Dammeier, McAuliffe, King,
Litzow and Angel
AN ACT Relating to a pilot program to implement regional
school safety and security centers in three educational service
districts; creating new sections; and providing an expiration
date.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5253
by Senators Darneille and Fraser
AN ACT Relating to preservation of DNA work product; and
adding a new chapter to Title 5 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

SB 5246
by Senators Roach, Conway, Liias, Keiser,
Rolfes, Mullet, Benton, McAuliffe, Frockt, Jayapal, Angel and
Chase
AN ACT Relating to the death benefits of a surviving spouse
of a member of the law enforcement officers' and firefighters'
retirement system or the state patrol retirement system; and
amending RCW 51.32.050.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

SB 5254
by Senators McCoy, Hasegawa, Chase and
Keiser
AN ACT Relating to the office of minority and women's
business enterprises account; and amending RCW 39.19.200.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
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SB 5255
by Senators Hasegawa, McCoy, Chase,
Hatfield and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to the linked deposit program; and
reenacting and amending RCW 43.86A.060.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5256
by Senators Darneille, Rolfes and Chase
AN ACT Relating to requiring reasonable suspicion before
allowing strip searches of juveniles in juvenile detention
facilities; and amending RCW 10.79.130 and 10.79.140.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5257
by Senators Hargrove, Hill, Hatfield and Braun
AN ACT Relating to providing a reduced public utility tax for
log transportation businesses; amending RCW 82.16.020;
reenacting and amending RCW 82.16.010; creating a new
section; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.

SB 5263
by Senators Pedersen, Benton, Mullet, Fraser,
Roach, Hobbs, Rivers and Fain
AN ACT Relating to the Washington uniform common
interest ownership act; amending RCW 6.13.080; adding a
new section to chapter 59.18 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 64.32 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 64.34
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 64.38 RCW; adding a
new chapter to Title 64 RCW; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5264
by Senators Bailey, Parlette, Warnick, Keiser,
Jayapal and Braun
AN ACT Relating to creating a silver alert system; amending
RCW 13.60.010; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5265
by Senators Benton, Mullet, Angel and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to allowing a public depository to arrange
for reciprocal deposits of public funds; and amending RCW
39.58.080 and 39.58.085.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5258
by Senators Bailey, Keiser, Dammeier,
Darneille, Fraser, Rolfes, Frockt, Warnick and Conway
AN ACT Relating to a study regarding the funding of longterm services and supports; and creating new sections.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5259
by Senators Billig, Liias, Frockt, Keiser and
Jayapal
AN ACT Relating to improving voter registration by
providing new residential tenants with voter registration
information; and adding a new section to chapter 29A.08
RCW.

SB 5266
by Senators O'Ban and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to secure facilities for the criminally
insane; and amending RCW 10.77.091.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5267
by Senators Habib, Roach, Liias, Pearson,
Keiser, Mullet and Chase
AN ACT Relating to prerecorded video testimony and written
testimony on pending legislation; amending RCW 40.14.100;
adding a new section to chapter 44.68 RCW; and creating new
sections.

Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5260
by Senators Honeyford and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to exempting cider makers from the wine
commission assessment; amending RCW 66.24.215; creating
a new section; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5268
by Senators Parlette, Kohl-Welles, Hatfield,
Angel and Fraser
AN ACT Relating to refilling eye drop prescriptions; and
adding a new section to chapter 18.64 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5261
by Senators O'Ban, Conway, Darneille and
Chase
AN ACT Relating to community policing at western state
hospital and the surrounding areas; and adding a new section
to chapter 72.23 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5262
by Senators O'Ban, Pedersen, Darneille,
Dammeier and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to access to juvenile case records for the
Washington state office of civil legal aid; and reenacting and
amending RCW 13.50.010.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

SB 5269
by Senators O'Ban, Darneille, Rolfes, Dansel,
Miloscia, Pearson, Bailey, Padden, Becker, Frockt, Habib and
Pedersen
AN ACT Relating to court review of detention decisions
under the involuntary treatment act; and adding new sections
to chapter 71.05 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5270
by Senators Roach, Liias and Benton
AN ACT Relating to sunsetting a nonoperating advisory
board reporting to the state patrol; amending RCW 13.60.110;
creating a new section; and repealing RCW 13.60.120.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
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SB 5271
by Senators Roach, Hasegawa, Liias and
Benton
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
AN ACT Relating to standards adopted by the national fire
protection association and the state building code council; and
amending RCW 43.44.110, 46.37.467, and 70.95I.080.
SB 5277
by Senators Kohl-Welles, Darneille, Padden,
Pedersen, Fain, Frockt, Keiser, Chase and Fraser
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
AN ACT Relating to making the crime of patronizing a
Security.
prostitute a gross misdemeanor; amending RCW 9A.88.110;
and prescribing penalties.
SB 5272
by Senators Schoesler, Sheldon, Fain, Hatfield,
King, Hewitt and Parlette
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
AN ACT Relating to heavy haul industrial corridors;
amending RCW 46.44.0915; and providing an effective date.
SB 5278
by Senators Miloscia, Jayapal, Hill, Keiser and
Chase
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
AN ACT Relating to legislative oversight of state agency
performance; and amending RCW 43.88.090.
SB 5273
by Senators Schoesler, Hatfield, Sheldon and
King
Referred to Committee on Accountability and Reform.
AN ACT Relating to native and reclamation seeds; amending
RCW 15.49.005, 15.49.021, and 15.49.051; and reenacting
SB 5279
by Senators Miloscia, Jayapal, Hill, Frockt,
and amending RCW 15.49.011.
Keiser, Conway and Chase
AN ACT Relating to lean management and performance
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
management strategies for economic and revenue forecasts;
Economic Development.
amending RCW 82.33.060; and reenacting and amending
RCW 82.33.020.
SB 5274
by Senators Schoesler, Sheldon and Hewitt
Referred to Committee on Accountability and Reform.
AN ACT Relating to the responsibilities of the joint
administrative rules review committee; and amending RCW
MOTION
34.05.620, 34.05.640, and 34.05.655.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5275
by Senators Schoesler, Hargrove, Hill, Sheldon
and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to tax code improvements that do not affect
state revenue collections; amending RCW 84.41.030,
84.41.041, 84.48.034, 46.71.090, 82.08.900, 82.04.627,
82.04.750, 82.08.9995, 82.12.9995, 82.08.0262, 82.12.0254,
82.24.550, 82.26.220, 82.32.020, 82.32.070, 82.32.080,
84.36.041, 84.38.030, 84.39.010, 84.64.060, 84.64.070, and
82.32.740; and repealing RCW 82.04.395, 82.04.397,
82.04.4333, 82.04.4485, 82.08.0265, 82.14.220, and
82.24.235.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5276
by Senators Kohl-Welles, Roach and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to refunds of property taxes paid as a result
of manifest errors in descriptions of property; and amending
RCW 84.69.030.

On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exception of Senate Bill No.
5246 which was referred to the Committee on Commerce &
Labor.
MOTION
At 10:05 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon Monday, January 19, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock p.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exception of Senator Litzow.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages
Alexandra Cloud and Emma Nichols presented the Colors.
Mr. Robert Dryer, a fourth grader from Nelson Elementary
School of Graham and guest of Senator Becker, led the Senate in
the Pledge of Allegiance.
The prayer was offered by Senator Roach.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
January 15, 2015
SB 5063 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hill: Prioritizing state revenue
growth for education. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5063 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating
Budget; Billig; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles and
Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Conway and Padden.

Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating Budget; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 15, 2015
SB 5081 Prime Sponsor, Senator Miloscia: Increasing
transparency of state government expenditures related to state
employees, state vendors and other public entities. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5081 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating Budget; Bailey; Becker; Billig;
Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the third
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM GOVERNOR
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
May 23, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
CHARLES ADAMS, appointed April 24, 2013, for the term
ending December 26, 2016, as Member of the Board of Pilotage
Commissioners.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Transportation.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 15, 2015
SB 5064 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hill: Providing that a quarterly
revenue forecast is due on February 20th during both a long and
short legislative session year. Reported by Committee on Ways
& Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;

December 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JENNIFER R. ALBRIGHT, appointed October 20, 2014, for
the term ending August 2, 2016, as Member of the Sentencing
Guidelines Commission.
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Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
January 23, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
DANIEL J. ALTMAYER, appointed October 1, 2013, for the
term ending September 30, 2018, as Member, Board of Trustees,
Community College District No. 9 (Highline Community
College).
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
November 2, 2012
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
ROBERT C. ANDERSON, reappointed October 11, 2012,
for the term ending October 1, 2016, as Member of the Small
Business Export Finance Assistance Center Board of Directors.
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
November 22, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
STEVEN F. ANDERSON, appointed November 13, 2013,
for the term ending January 19, 2018, as Member of the Pharmacy
Quality Assurance Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
December 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
SHERRY L. ARMIJO, appointed October 20, 2014, for the
term ending September 30, 2019, as Member, Board of Trustees,
Columbia Basin Community College District No. 19.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
February 28, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
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I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
KATRINA ASAY, appointed February 3, 2014, for the term
ending December 31, 2017, as Member of the Public Disclosure
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.

December 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
DON BARBIERI, appointed January 1, 2015, for the term
ending September 30, 2020, as Member, Board of Regents,
Washington State University.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
July 2, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
CHRISTOPHER P. BARRY, reappointed June 19, 2013, for
the term ending January 19, 2017, as Member of the Pharmacy
Quality Assurance Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
December 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
TERESITA BATAYOLA, appointed October 20, 2014, for
the term ending September 30, 2015, as Member of the Seattle
College District Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
July 2, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
CYNTHIA L. BENNETT, appointed July 2, 2013, for the
term ending July 1, 2018, as Member of the State School for the
Blind Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
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January 13, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
KATHRYN BENNETT, appointed December 23, 2013, for
the term ending September 30, 2018, as Member, Board of
Trustees, Community College District No. 4 (Skagit Valley
College).
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
May 14, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
NANCY BIERY, appointed April 10, 2013, for the term
ending July 15, 2015, as Member of the Salmon Recovery
Funding Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
December 10, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
ELIZABETH W. BLOOMFIELD, appointed January 1,
2014, for the term ending December 31, 2016, as Member of the
Recreation and Conservation Funding Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
April 23, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
PETER W. BOGDANOFF, appointed January 16, 2013, for
the term ending August 2, 2018, as Member of the Lottery
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
March 11, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.

BRIAN BONLENDER, appointed February 1, 2013, for the
term ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the
Department of Commerce.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
February 13, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
KEN BOUNDS, appointed February 3, 2014, for the term
ending December 31, 2018, as Member of the Parks and
Recreation Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
December 29, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JOHN E. BRIDGES, appointed December 8, 2014, for the
term ending December 31, 2018, as Member of the Public
Disclosure Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
May 14, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
ALLYSON L. BROOKS, reappointed April 29, 2013, for the
term ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the Dept.
of Archaeology & Historic Preservation.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
July 9, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MARGARET BROWN, appointed July 1, 2014, for the term
ending June 30, 2015, as Member, Board of Regents, University
of Washington.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
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August 28, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
BOB BUGERT, appointed August 5, 2013, for the term
ending July 15, 2017, as Member of the Salmon Recovery
Funding Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
April 25, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
LAURA F. CANTRELL, appointed August 3, 2014, for the
term ending August 2, 2020, as Member of the Lottery
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
January 6, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
SCOTT E. CARSON, appointed November 25, 2013, for the
term ending September 30, 2019, as Member, Board of Regents,
Washington State University.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
December 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
HARRY L. CARTHUM, appointed November 21, 2014, for
the term ending September 30, 2019, as Member, Board of
Trustees, Community College District No. 2 (Grays Harbor
College).
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
January 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
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YANG-SU CHO, appointed August 19, 2013, for the term
ending July 1, 2018, as Member of the State School for the Blind
Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
July 8, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
GIRISH S. CHUMMUN, appointed July 1, 2014, for the term
ending June 30, 2015, as Member, Board of Trustees, Edmonds
Community College District No. 23.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
December 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MICHAEL J. CIRAULO, appointed November 3, 2014, for
the term ending September 30, 2019, as Member, Board of
Trustees, Clark Community College District No. 14.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
January 6, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
DIANA CLAY, appointed December 23, 2013, for the term
ending September 30, 2018, as Member, Board of Trustees,
Community College District No. 23 (Edmonds Community
College).
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
February 7, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MICHAEL COCKRILL, appointed January 23, 2013, for the
term ending at the governor's pleasure, as Office of the Chief
Information Officer.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
June 13, 2014
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TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JEROME O. COHEN, appointed May 23, 2014, for the term
ending March 26, 2018, as Member of the Higher Education
Facilities Authority.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
June 13, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
JEFFRY D. COLLITON, reappointed March 4, 2013, for the
term ending January 1, 2018, as Member of the Horse Racing
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
July 16, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
CAROL DAHL, appointed July 1, 2013, for the term ending
at the governor's pleasure, as a Chair of The Life Sciences
Discovery Fund Authority Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
August 8, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
MARC D. DAUDON, reappointed July 1, 2014, for the term
ending June 30, 2018, as Member of the Energy Northwest.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
November 22, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MAUD DAUDON, appointed May 7, 2013, for the term
ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the Washington State
Student Achievement Council.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor

Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
October 1, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
VITO R. DE LA CRUZ, appointed August 19, 2013, for the
term ending June 17, 2018, as Member of the Human Rights
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
August 8, 2012
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
GRANT DEGGINGER, appointed July 3, 2012, for the term
ending December 31, 2016, as Member of the Public Disclosure
Commission.
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
July 23, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
LORETTA S. DEKAY, appointed July 8, 2013, for the term
ending June 12, 2017, as Member of the Columbia River Gorge
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
May 1, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
LYNNE N. DELANO, reappointed April 16, 2014, for the
term ending April 15, 2019, as Member of the Indeterminate
Sentence Review Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
January 29, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
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MICHAEL DELLER, appointed January 6, 2014, for the
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
term ending December 31, 2016, as Member of the Recreation
WASHINGTON
and Conservation Funding Board.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Sincerely,
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
JAY INSLEE, Governor
to your confirmation.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
LEWIS EDELHEIT, appointed April 11, 2014, for the term
ending October 1, 2017, as Member of The Life Sciences
Discovery Fund Authority Board of Trustees.
December 5, 2014
Sincerely,
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
JAY INSLEE, Governor
WASHINGTON
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
October 24, 2013
MICHAEL DELLER, appointed November 21, 2014, for the
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
term ending September 30, 2016, as Member, Board of Trustees,
WASHINGTON
Community College District No. 5 (Everett Community College).
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Sincerely,
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
JAY INSLEE, Governor
to your confirmation.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
PATRICK ESCAMILLA, appointed October 16, 2013, for
the term ending August 2, 2016, as Member of the Sentencing
Guidelines Commission.
February 3, 2012
Sincerely,
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
JAY INSLEE, Governor
WASHINGTON
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
January 9, 2014
DAVID DICKS, reappointed July 29, 2011, for the term
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
ending June 25, 2015, as Member of the Puget Sound Partnership.
WASHINGTON
Sincerely,
Ladies and Gentlemen:
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
to your confirmation.
Telecommunications.
KELLY ESPINOZA, appointed November 25, 2013, for the
term ending September 30, 2016, as Member, Board of Trustees,
Technical College District #25 (Bellingham).
January 13, 2014
Sincerely,
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
JAY INSLEE, Governor
WASHINGTON
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
January 3, 2014
TIM B. DOUGLAS, reappointed October 1, 2013, for the
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
term ending September 30, 2018, as Member, Board of Trustees,
WASHINGTON
Community College District No. 21 (Whatcom Community
Ladies and Gentlemen:
College).
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
Sincerely,
to your confirmation.
JAY INSLEE, Governor
JEFFREY C. ESTES, appointed January 13, 2014, for the
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
term ending January 12, 2018, as Member of the State Board of
Education.
Sincerely,
August 22, 2013
JAY INSLEE, Governor
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
March 5, 2014
to your confirmation.
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
LOU OMA DURAND, appointed August 1, 2013, for the
WASHINGTON
term ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Department of Services for the Blind.
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
Sincerely,
to your confirmation.
JAY INSLEE, Governor
COLLEEN FAIRCHILD, appointed February 18, 2014, for
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
the term ending September 30, 2017, as Member of the
Professional Educator Standards Board.
Sincerely,
April 28, 2014
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JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

December 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MICHELLE FARRELL, appointed October 28, 2014, for the
term ending July 1, 2016, as Member, Board of Trustees, State
School for the Blind.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
July 16, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
FRANK E. FENNERTY, JR., reappointed June 26, 2013, for
the term ending June 17, 2019, as Member of the Board of
Industrial Insurance Appeals.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
May 6, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
FREDERICK FINN, appointed April 11, 2014, for the term
ending August 2, 2016, as Member of the Lottery Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
March 15, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
KELLY L. FOX, appointed February 22, 2013, for the term
ending December 31, 2015, as Member of the Investment Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
June 17, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.

CHASE FRANKLIN, appointed June 2, 2014, for the term
ending September 30, 2019, as Member of the Western
Washington University Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
March 11, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MARCIE FROST, appointed January 16, 2013, for the term
ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the Department
of Retirement Systems.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
December 29, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
DARCEY FUGMAN-SMALL, reappointed November 21,
2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as Member of the
Walla Walla Community College Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
March 21, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
DIANA GALE, appointed March 5, 2014, for the term ending
June 25, 2015, as Member of the Puget Sound Partnership.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
April 23, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
PAUL P. GEORGE, reappointed March 20, 2013, for the
term ending January 17, 2019, as Member of the Horse Racing
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
December 1, 2011
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TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
December 3, 2014
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
subject to your confirmation.
WASHINGTON
MARILYN GLENN SAYAN, reappointed November 21,
Ladies and Gentlemen:
2011, for the term ending September 8, 2016, as a Chair of the
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
Public Employment Relations Commission.
subject to your confirmation.
Sincerely,
ANNE HAMILTON, reappointed October 20, 2014, for the
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
term ending September 30, 2019, as Member, Board of Trustees,
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
Technical College District #26 (Lake Washington Institute of
Technology).
December 5, 2014
Sincerely,
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
JAY INSLEE, Governor
WASHINGTON
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
April 9, 2013
subject to your confirmation.
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
FREDERICK GOLDBERG, reappointed October 22, 2014,
WASHINGTON
for the term ending September 30, 2020, as Member of The
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Evergreen State College Board of Trustees.
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
Sincerely,
subject to your confirmation.
JAY INSLEE, Governor
HAROLD W. HANSON, reappointed March 11, 2013, for
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
the term ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the
Washington State Lottery Commission.
December 5, 2014
Sincerely,
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
JAY INSLEE, Governor
WASHINGTON
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
November 22, 2013
to your confirmation.
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
KIMBERLY GORDON, appointed October 20, 2014, for the
WASHINGTON
term ending August 2, 2017, as Member of the Sentencing
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Guidelines Commission.
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
Sincerely,
to your confirmation.
JAY INSLEE, Governor
NANCY HECOX, appointed November 13, 2013, for the
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
term ending January 20, 2015, as Member of the Pharmacy
Quality Assurance Commission.
July 23, 2013
Sincerely,
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
JAY INSLEE, Governor
WASHINGTON
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
May 2, 2014
to your confirmation.
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
CLAIRE GRACE, appointed July 1, 2013, for the term
WASHINGTON
ending May 17, 2017, as Member of the Higher Education
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Facilities Authority.
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
Sincerely,
to your confirmation.
JAY INSLEE, Governor
KAREN HEDINE, appointed April 18, 2014, for the term
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
ending October 1, 2017, as Member of The Life Sciences
Discovery Fund Authority Board of Trustees.
February 7, 2012
Sincerely,
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
JAY INSLEE, Governor
WASHINGTON
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
December 3, 2014
to your confirmation.
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
KELSEY GRAY, appointed January 23, 2012, for the term
WASHINGTON
ending June 30, 2017, as Member of the Gambling Commission.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Sincerely,
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
to your confirmation.
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RUSSELL HEPFER, appointed December 1, 2014, for the
term ending June 25, 2015, as Member of the Puget Sound
Partnership Leadership Council.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
July 8, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
NANCEE R. HOFMEISTER, appointed June 23, 2014, for
the term ending September 30, 2015, as Member, Board of
Trustees, Cascadia Community College District No. 30.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
December 19, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
ARLISTA D. HOLMAN, appointed January 1, 2014, for the
term ending December 31, 2016, as Member of the Investment
Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
July 2, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JAY W. HOLZMILLER, appointed June 10, 2013, for the
term ending December 31, 2018, as Member of the Fish and
Wildlife Commission.
Sincerely,
RANDY DORN, State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
April 8, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
DONALD "BUD" HOVER, appointed April 1, 2013, for the
term ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the
Department of Agriculture.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.

April 9, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
BETTE HYDE, appointed March 8, 2013, for the term ending
at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the Washington State
Department of Early Learning.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
May 29, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
SHAUNTA HYDE, appointed April 24, 2013, for the term
ending April 3, 2017, as Member of the State Board for
Community and Technical Colleges.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
December 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
RONALD B. JACOBSON, appointed September 16, 2014,
for the term ending June 30, 2018, as Member of the Professional
Educator Standards Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
August 8, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
ROY JENNINGS, appointed July 1, 2014, for the term ending
June 30, 2019, as Member of the Transportation Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
May 6, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
GLENN JOHNSON, appointed April 20, 2014, for the term
ending September 30, 2017, as Member of the Central
Washington University Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
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Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
June 18, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
TOM A. JOHNSON, reappointed May 17, 2013, for the term
ending March 26, 2017, as Member of the Higher Education
Facilities Authority.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
July 30, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
JUANITA J. KAMPHUIS, reappointed July 8, 2013, for the
term ending July 1, 2018, as Member, Board of Trustees for the
Center of Childhood Deafness and Hearing Loss.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
April 16, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
THOMAS KARIER, reappointed March 20, 2013, for the
term ending January 15, 2016, as Member of the Northwest
Power and Conservation Council.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
February 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
EDMUND I. KILEY, appointed December 27, 2013, for the
term ending December 26, 2017, as Member of the Board of
Pilotage Commissioners.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
May 14, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
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PAT KOHLER, appointed June 1, 2013, for the term ending
at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the Department of
Licensing.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
December 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
MARTHA KONGSGAARD, reappointed September 11,
2014, for the term ending June 25, 2018, as Member of the Puget
Sound Partnership Leadership Council.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
January 13, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
HOLLY A. KOON, appointed January 13, 2014, for the term
ending January 12, 2018, as Member of the State Board of
Education.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
September 17, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
RUTHANN KUROSE, reappointed April 24, 2013, for the
term ending January 15, 2019, as Member of the Liquor Control
Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
December 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
BRUCE L. LACHNEY, appointed December 1, 2014, for the
term ending September 30, 2019, as Member, Board of Trustees,
Clover Park Technical College District No. 29.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
March 5, 2014
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TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
KAREN LEE, appointed May 7, 2013, for the term ending
June 30, 2016, as Member of the Washington State Student
Achievement Council.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
December 29, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
ANNE LEVINSON, appointed January 1, 2015, for the term
ending December 31, 2019, as Member of the Public Disclosure
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
August 19, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
CAROL A. LIEN, appointed July 8, 2013, for the term ending
March 1, 2019, as Member of the Board of Tax Appeals.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
November 22, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
ALBERT J. LINGGI, appointed November 13, 2013, for the
term ending January 19, 2016, as Member of the Pharmacy
Quality Assurance Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
November 22, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MAURA LITTLE, appointed November 1, 2013, for the term
ending January 19, 2017, as Member of the Pharmacy Quality
Assurance Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
April 3, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
CHRIS LIU, reappointed March 12, 2013, for the term ending
at the governor's pleasure, as Executive Director of the Office of
Minority and Women's Business Enterprises.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
May 24, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
CHRIS LIU, appointed June 1, 2013, for the term ending at
the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the Department of
Enterprise Services.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
December 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JAMES LOWERY, appointed October 20, 2014, for the term
ending September 30, 2019, as Member, Board of Trustees,
Centralia Community College District No. 12.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
November 12, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
BILL H. LYNCH, appointed November 1, 2013, for the term
ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Chair of the Energy Facility
Site Evaluation Council.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
December 10, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
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I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
January 24, 2014
TIMOTHY W. LYNCH, appointed November 13, 2013, for
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
the term ending January 19, 2018, as Member of the Pharmacy
WASHINGTON
Quality Assurance Commission.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Sincerely,
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
subject to your confirmation.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
GEORGE MASTEN, reappointed January 10, 2014, for the
term ending December 31, 2016, as Member of the Investment
Board.
May 14 2013
Sincerely,
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
JAY INSLEE, Governor
WASHINGTON
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
May 1, 2014
EVERETT L. MACOMBER DVM, appointed April 24,
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
2013, for the term ending January 17, 2017, as Member of the
WASHINGTON
Horse Racing Commission.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Sincerely,
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
JAY INSLEE, Governor
to your confirmation.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
DENNIS W. MATHEWS, appointed April 16, 2014, for the
term ending July 1, 2018, as Member, Board of Trustees, State
School for the Blind.
June 13, 2013
Sincerely,
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
JAY INSLEE, Governor
WASHINGTON
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
February 27, 2014
JOAN M. MARCHIORO, appointed June 1, 2013, for the
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
term ending June 30, 2018, as Member of the Pollution
WASHINGTON
Control/Shorelines Hearings Board.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Sincerely,
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
JAY INSLEE, Governor
to your confirmation.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
TRE MAXIE, appointed March 11, 2013, for the term ending
Telecommunications.
January 12, 2017, as Member of the State Board of Education.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
June 4, 2013
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
August 28, 2013
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
to your confirmation.
WASHINGTON
EDMUND MARMOL, appointed April 24, 2013, for the
Ladies and Gentlemen:
term ending December 26, 2016, as Member of the Board of
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
Pilotage Commissioners.
to your confirmation.
Sincerely,
MARK J. MAXWELL, appointed March 20, 2013, for the
JAY INSLEE, Governor
term ending February 28, 2015, as Member of the Board of Tax
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
Appeals.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
August 5, 2014
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
April 11, 2012
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
to your confirmation.
WASHINGTON
KEVIN MASSIMINO, appointed July 1, 2014, for the term
Ladies and Gentlemen:
ending June 30, 2015, as Member, Board of Regents, Washington
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
State University.
to your confirmation.
Sincerely,
DONALD MAYER, appointed December 27, 2011, for the
JAY INSLEE, Governor
term ending December 26, 2015, as Member of the Board of
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
Pilotage Commissioners.
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Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Transportation.

November 19, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
PETER M. MAYER, appointed January 1, 2014, for the term
ending December 31, 2016, as Member of the Recreation and
Conservation Funding Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
January 6, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
SUSAN M. MAYER, appointed January 1, 2015, for the term
ending October 1, 2018, as Member of the Small Business Export
Finance Assistance Center Board of Directors.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
October 24, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
NANCY L. MCDANIEL, appointed October 11, 2013, for
the term ending July 1, 2018, as Member of the State School for
the Blind Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
December 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JAMES MCDEVITT, appointed November 10, 2014, for the
term ending September 25, 2018, as Member of the Clemency and
Pardons Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
December 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:

I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
THOMAS W. MCLANE, appointed September 9, 2014, for
the term ending September 8, 2019, as Member of the Public
Employment Relations Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
June 19, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
CAROL L. MCVICKER, appointed June 6, 2014, for the
term ending April 3, 2018, as Member of the State Board for
Community and Technical Colleges.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
July 16, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
ROSALINDA MENDOZA, appointed June 19, 2013, for the
term ending September 30, 2015, as Member, Board of Trustees,
Community College District No. 16 (Yakima Valley Community
College).
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
December 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JULIE P. MILLER, appointed October 20, 2014, for the term
ending September 30, 2019, as Member, Board of Trustees,
Cascadia Community College District No. 30.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
January 19, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
STEPHEN MILLER, appointed January 1, 2014, for the term
ending December 31, 2016, as Member of the Investment Board.
Sincerely,
RANDY DORN, State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
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February 26, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
SUSAN L. MILLER, appointed March 24, 2014, for the term
ending January 1, 2019, as Member of the Personnel Resources
Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
February 17, 2012
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
BRUCE MONTGOMERY, reappointed January 24, 2012,
for the term ending October 1, 2015, as Member of The Life
Sciences Discovery Fund Authority Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
December 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MARYANN MORENO, appointed October 20, 2014, for the
term ending August 2, 2017, as Member of the Sentencing
Guidelines Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
April 14, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
RICHARD MORGAN, appointed January 21, 2014, for the
term ending December 31, 2014, as Member of the Indeterminate
Sentence Review Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
February 10, 2012
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
PHILIP N. MORRELL, appointed January 25, 2012, for the
term ending December 26, 2015, as Member of the Board of
Pilotage Commissioners.
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Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Transportation.

July 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
THOMAS C. MORRILL, appointed August 18, 2014, for the
term ending June 30, 2020, as Member of the Pollution
Control/Shorelines Hearings Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
August 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
ROBERT J. MOSER, appointed July 1, 2014, for the term
ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the Central Washington
University Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
May 20, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
JIM MOSS, reappointed July 1, 2014, for the term ending
June 30, 2018, as Member of the Energy Northwest.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
January 27, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
JENNETTE I. MUNOZ-COLON, reappointed January 13,
2014, for the term ending January 12, 2018, as Member of the
State Board of Education.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
January 5, 2012
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
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I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
SHAWN M. MURINKO, reappointed August 1, 2011, for the
term ending June 17, 2016, as Member of the Human Rights
Commission.
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
August 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JOSE F. NAVARRO, appointed July 1, 2014, for the term
ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the Eastern Washington
University Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
March 11, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
CAROL K. NELSON, appointed February 25, 2013, for the
term ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the
Department of Revenue.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
December 17, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
LEE NEWGENT, appointed August 5, 2013, for the term
ending June 30, 2017, as Member of the Work Force Training and
Education Coordinating Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
December 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
DAVID L. NICANDRI, appointed October 22, 2014, for the
term ending September 30, 2020, as Member of The Evergreen
State College Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.

July 8, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
STASSNEY J. OBREGON, appointed July 1, 2014, for the
term ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the Bellevue College
Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
March 7, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
ALEXIS OLIVER, appointed August 16, 2013, for the term
ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the Office of
Minority and Women's Business Enterprises.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
May 14, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
RUSSELL E. OLSEN, appointed May 1, 2013, for the term
ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the Pollution
Liability Insurance Program.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
January 13, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
TYLER PAGE, appointed October 1, 2013, for the term
ending September 30, 2018, as Member, Board of Trustees,
Technical College District #27 (Renton).
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
December 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
DAMIEN J. PATTENAUDE, reappointed July 28, 2014, for
the term ending June 30, 2018, as Member of the Professional
Educator Standards Board.
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Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
May 9, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JULIA L. PATTERSON, appointed April 11, 2014, for the
term ending June 30, 2018, as Member of the Gambling
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
January 30, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
DALE R. PEINECKE, appointed January 16, 2013, for the
term ending at the governor's pleasure, as Commissioner of the
Employment Security Department.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
November 5, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
DOUGLAS D. PETERS, appointed October 1, 2013, for the
term ending December 31, 2018, as Member of the Parks and
Recreation Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
March 22, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
LYNN PETERSON, appointed March 13, 2013, for the term
ending at the governor's pleasure, as Secretary of the Department
of Transportation.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
March 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
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I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MONICA H. PIERGALLINI, appointed February 19, 2014,
for the term ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the Professional
Educator Standards Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

April 10, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
LURA J. POWELL, appointed March 10, 2014, for the term
ending September 30, 2019, as Member, Board of Regents,
Washington State University.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
April 6, 2012
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
MARTA B. POWELL, reappointed March 27, 2012, for the
term ending March 1, 2017, as Member of the Board of Tax
Appeals.
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
August 8, 2012
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MARGARITA L. PRENTICE, appointed August 1, 2012, for
the term ending June 30, 2018, as Member of the Gambling
Commission.
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
February 6, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
KEVIN QUIGLEY, appointed January 16, 2013, for the term
ending at the governor's pleasure, as Secretary of the Department
of Social and Health Services.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
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February 19, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
JENNIFER RANCOURT, reappointed October 16, 2013, for
the term ending September 25, 2017, as Member of the Clemency
and Pardons Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
December 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
DOLORITA (RITA) K. REANDEAU, appointed October 6,
2014, for the term ending July 1, 2019, as Member, Board of
Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness and Hearing Loss.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
January 6, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
SUSANA REYES, appointed May 7, 2013, for the term
ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the Washington State
Student Achievement Council.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
December 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JUANITA RICHARDS, appointed October 20, 2014, for the
term ending September 30, 2019, as Member, Board of Trustees,
Big Bend Community College District No. 18.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
July 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MARY RIVELAND, appointed July 1, 2014, for the term
ending June 30, 2016, as Member of the Transportation
Commission.

Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
July 30, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
RANDY J. ROBINSON, appointed July 8, 2013, for the term
ending June 30, 2017, as Member of the Housing Finance
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
January 28, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
PHIL ROCKEFELLER, appointed January 21, 2014, for the
term ending January 15, 2017, as Member of the Northwest
Power and Conservation Council.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
June 21, 2012
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
KECIA RONGEN, appointed July 16, 2012, for the term
ending April 15, 2017, as Member of the Indeterminate Sentence
Review Board.
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
December 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JAQUELINE B. ROSENBLATT, appointed October 20,
2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as Member, Board
of Trustees, Community College District No. 11 (Pierce College).
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
August 19, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
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I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
December 29, 2014
subject to your confirmation.
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
CHARLES ROYER, reappointed July 19, 2013, for the term
WASHINGTON
ending June 30, 2019, as Member of the Transportation
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Commission.
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
Sincerely,
subject to your confirmation.
JAY INSLEE, Governor
RODGER E. SCHMITT, reappointed January 1, 2015, for the
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
term ending December 31, 2020, as Member of the Parks and
Recreation Commission.
Sincerely,
March 6, 2012
JAY INSLEE, Governor
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
March 3, 2014
to your confirmation.
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
DAN RUBIN, appointed March 1, 2012, for the term ending
WASHINGTON
January 19, 2016, as Member of the Pharmacy Quality Assurance
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Commission.
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
Sincerely,
to your confirmation.
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
TAMMIE J. SCHRADER, appointed February 19, 2014, for
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
the term ending September 30, 2017, as Member of the
Professional Educator Standards Board.
Sincerely,
February 25, 2014
JAY INSLEE, Governor
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
September 28, 2012
to your confirmation.
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
STANLEY J. RUMBAUGH, appointed September 23, 2013,
WASHINGTON
for the term ending August 2, 2016, as Member of the Sentencing
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Guidelines Commission.
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
Sincerely,
to your confirmation.
JAY INSLEE, Governor
CATHERINE SHAFFER, appointed September 7, 2012, for
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
the term ending August 2, 2015, as Member of the Sentencing
Guidelines Commission.
Sincerely,
January 21, 2013
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
November 22, 2013
to your confirmation.
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
JOEL D.SACKS, appointed January 16, 2013, for the term
WASHINGTON
ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the Department
Ladies and Gentlemen:
of Labor and Industries.
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
Sincerely,
to your confirmation.
JAY INSLEE, Governor
MAUREEN C. SIMMONS SPARKS, appointed November
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
1, 2013, for the term ending January 19, 2017, as Member of the
Pharmacy Quality Assurance Commission.
Sincerely,
July 5, 2012
JAY INSLEE, Governor
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
December 5, 2014
subject to your confirmation.
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
TOM SAHLBERG, reappointed June 11, 2012, for the term
WASHINGTON
ending April 15, 2017, as Member of the Indeterminate Sentence
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Review Board.
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
Sincerely,
to your confirmation.
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
NANCY J. SINKOVITZ, appointed September 10, 2014, for
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
the term ending July 1, 2015, as Member, Board of Trustees for
the Center of Childhood Deafness and Hearing Loss.
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Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

January 6, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
BRADLEY F. SMITH, reappointed January 1, 2015, for the
term ending December 31, 2020, as Member of the Fish and
Wildlife Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
August 4, 2011
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
NANCY SMITH, reappointed July 26, 2011, for the term
ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the Professional Educator
Standards Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
June 25, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
EDWIN J. SNOOK, appointed July 2, 2013, for the term
ending July 1, 2018, as Member of the State School for the Blind
Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
March 12, 2012
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
SEPI SOLEIMANPOUR, appointed March 1, 2012, for the
term ending January 19, 2016, as Member of the Pharmacy
Quality Assurance Commission.
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
March 17, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:

I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
STEPHANIE M. SOLIEN, appointed March 5, 2014, for the
term ending June 25, 2017, as Member of the Puget Sound
Partnership.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
December 29, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
HARRIET SPANEL, reappointed January 1, 2015, for the
term ending December 31, 2017, as a Chair of the Recreation and
Conservation Funding Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
August 6, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
GABE P. SPENCER, appointed July 1, 2013, for the term
ending June 30, 2017, as Member of the Housing Finance
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
May 29, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
RONALD K. SPERLING, reappointed May 15, 2013, for the
term ending February 11, 2017, as Member of the Health Care
Facilities Authority.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
May 14, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
ROBERT K. ST. JOHN, appointed April 22, 2013, for the
term ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the
Consolidated Technology Services.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
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March 17, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
CHRIS STEARNS, appointed May 1, 2013, for the term
ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the Gambling Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
April 23, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JOHN G. STEWART, appointed April 12, 2013, for the term
ending December 26, 2016, as Member of the Board of Pilotage
Commissioners.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
July 19, 2012
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
CHARLENE D. STRONG, reappointed June 18, 2012, for
the term ending June 17, 2017, as Member of the Human Rights
Commission.
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
December 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
LARRY E. SWIFT, appointed October 6, 2014, for the term
ending July 1, 2019, as Member, Board of Trustees for the Center
of Childhood Deafness and Hearing Loss.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
January 6, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
SUSAN TAOKA, appointed January 1, 2015, for the term
ending June 25, 2018, as Member of the Puget Sound Partnership
Leadership Council.
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Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.

March 13, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
DOROTHY F. TEETER, appointed March 4, 2013, for the
term ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the
Washington State Health Care Authority, Administrator.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
April 8, 2010
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
DENNIS THAUT, reappointed April 16, 2010, for the term
ending April 15, 2015, as Member of the Indeterminate Sentence
Review Board.
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
January 23, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
ELIZABETH J. THEW, appointed November 20, 2013, for
the term ending September 30, 2018, as Member, Board of
Trustees, Community College District No. 17 (Spokane and
Spokane Falls Community Colleges).
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
September 10, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
PAMELA J. TIETZ, appointed July 1, 2013, for the term
ending June 30, 2017, as Member of the Housing Finance
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
August 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
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Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JOE M. TORTORELLI, appointed July 1, 2014, for the term
ending June 30, 2020, as Member of the Transportation
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
December 5, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
DAVID A. TROUTT, reappointed July 21, 2014, for the term
ending July 15, 2018, as a Chair of the Salmon Recovery Funding
Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
November 12, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
BERNARD VELJACIC, appointed October 28, 2013, for the
term ending September 25, 2016, as Member of the Clemency and
Pardons Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
July 19, 2012
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JANET WAINWRIGHT, appointed July 2, 2012, for the term
ending June 12, 2016, as Member of the Columbia River Gorge
Commission.
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
January 12, 2012
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
BERNARD WARNER, appointed July 1, 2011, for the term
ending at the governor's pleasure, as Secretary of the Department
of Corrections.
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

July 30, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
LLOYD R. WEATHERFORD, appointed July 8, 2013, for
the term ending June 30, 2017, as Member of the Housing
Finance Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
July 30, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
MIRANDA WECKER, reappointed July 8, 2013, for the term
ending December 31, 2018, as Member of the Fish and Wildlife
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
March 26, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
SIDNEY WELDELE-WALLACE, reappointed April 6,
2012, for the term ending July 1, 2016, as Member, Board of
Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness and Hearing Loss.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
October 8, 2013
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
TIM WETTACK, appointed September 23, 2013, for the
term ending August 2, 2015, as Member of the Sentencing
Guidelines Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
January 6, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
LUCINDA S. WHALEY, reappointed January 1, 2015, for
the term ending December 31, 2020, as Member of the Parks and
Recreation Commission.
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Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
January 14, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
PATRICIA L. WHITEFOOT, reappointed October 1, 2012,
for the term ending September 30, 2017, as Member, Board of
Trustees, Community College District No. 16 (Yakima Valley
Community College).
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
February 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JANICE H. WIGEN, appointed December 23, 2013, for the
term ending September 30, 2016, as Member, Board of Trustees,
Community College District No. 17 (Spokane and Spokane Falls
Community Colleges).
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
December 3, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JAMES T. WILCOX JR, appointed September 11, 2014, for
the term ending June 25, 2017, as Member of the Puget Sound
Partnership Leadership Council.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
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TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
DORIS WOOD, appointed August 26, 2013, for the term
ending September 30, 2017, as Member, Board of Trustees,
Community College District No. 12 (Centralia College).
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.

May 20, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
ROGER D. WOODWORTH, appointed April 11, 2014, for
the term ending October 1, 2015, as Member of The Life Sciences
Discovery Fund Authority Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
July 8, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
NICHOLAS R. WOOTEN, appointed July 1, 2014, for the
term ending June 30, 2015, as Member of The Evergreen State
College Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all appointees listed on the
Gubernatorial Appointments report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.

December 29, 2014
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
THEODORE R. WILLHITE, reappointed January 1, 2015,
for the term ending December 31, 2017, as Member of the
Recreation and Conservation Funding Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
March 5, 2014

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5280 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Braun and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to the sale of beer and cider by grocery
store licensees; and amending RCW 66.24.360.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5281 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to nonresidential security system
electricians; amending RCW 19.28.191; and adding a new
section to chapter 19.28 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
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SB 5282 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to residential security system installations;
amending RCW 19.28.006 and 19.28.261; and reenacting and
amending RCW 19.28.091.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5283 by Senators Ranker, Habib, Hargrove, McCoy,
Jayapal, Cleveland, Frockt, Rolfes, Darneille, Billig, Hasegawa,
Keiser, Liias, Pedersen, Chase, Kohl-Welles, Fraser, McAuliffe,
Nelson and Conway
AN ACT Relating to implementing a carbon pollution market
program to reduce greenhouse gas emissions; amending
RCW 43.21B.110, 43.21B.110, 70.235.010, and 70.94.151;
reenacting and amending RCW 42.56.270; adding a new
section to chapter 82.04 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title
70 RCW; creating new sections; prescribing penalties;
providing an effective date; providing an expiration date; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5284 by Senators Roach, Fain, Hatfield and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to fantasy sports contests; adding a new
section to chapter 9.46 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5285 by Senators Jayapal, Miloscia, Conway, Habib, Liias,
Cleveland, Hasegawa, Chase, Darneille, Pedersen, Ranker, KohlWelles, McAuliffe, Rolfes, Keiser, Frockt, Billig, McCoy,
Nelson and Fraser
AN ACT Relating to increasing the minimum hourly wage to
twelve dollars over four years, without creating new
exemptions; amending RCW 49.46.020; and providing an
effective date.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5286 by Senators Baumgartner and Benton
AN ACT Relating to making ample provisions to support
higher education; adding a new section to chapter 82.08
RCW; and adding a new section to chapter 82.12 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5287 by Senators Keiser, Frockt, Conway, Parlette and
Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to the medicaid fraud false claims act;
creating a new section; and repealing RCW 43.131.419 and
43.131.420.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5288 by Senators Braun and Conway
AN ACT Relating to real estate brokers and managing
brokers; amending RCW 18.85.451, 18.85.461, and
18.85.471; and providing expiration dates.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5289 by Senators Padden, Hargrove, O'Ban, Miloscia,
Angel, Dammeier, Pearson and Benton

AN ACT Relating to abortion notification; adding a new
chapter to Title 9 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5290 by Senators Braun, Roach, Miloscia, Dammeier,
Angel, Habib, Hatfield, Chase, Hobbs and McCoy
AN ACT Relating to authorizing law enforcement and
prosecutorial officials of federally recognized Indian tribes
access to prescription monitoring data; and amending RCW
70.225.040.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5291 by Senators Mullet, Dammeier, Keiser, Chase, Angel,
Miloscia and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to authorized health care providers
prescribing epinephrine autoinjectors in the name of
authorized entities; and adding a new section to chapter 70.54
RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5292 by Senators Roach, Billig, Hasegawa and Benton
AN ACT Relating to protecting children and youth from
powdered alcohol; amending RCW 66.04.010; creating a new
section; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5293 by Senators Becker, Keiser, Rivers, Conway,
Dammeier, Hobbs, Angel, Frockt, Bailey, Ericksen, Mullet and
Benton
AN ACT Relating to preserving the use of hydrocodone
products by licensed optometrists in Washington state;
amending RCW 18.53.010; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5294 by Senators McAuliffe, Litzow, Kohl-Welles,
Hasegawa and Chase
AN ACT Relating to school library information and
technology programs; and amending RCW 28A.320.240.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5295 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Bailey, Liias, Becker,
Frockt, Miloscia and Chase
AN ACT Relating to the dashboard for four-year institutions
of higher education; amending RCW 28B.77.090; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5296 by Senators Conway, King, McAuliffe, Hasegawa and
Chase
AN ACT Relating to locksmith services; and adding a new
chapter to Title 19 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5297 by Senators Liias, Fain, King and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to updating and clarifying statutory
provisions within the commercial vehicle registration and
fuel tax administrative systems; amending RCW 46.87.010,
46.87.020, 46.87.022, 46.87.025, 46.87.030, 46.87.040,
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treatment of statutory trust advisors and directed trustees
46.87.050, 46.87.060, 46.87.070, 46.87.080, 46.87.090,
46.87.120, 46.87.130, 46.87.140, 46.87.150, 46.87.190,
incident to the establishment of Washington state directed
46.87.200, 46.87.220, 46.87.230, 46.87.240, 46.87.250,
trusts; amending RCW 11.98.070 and 11.100.020; reenacting
46.87.260, 46.87.280, 46.87.290, 46.87.294, 46.87.296,
and amending RCW 11.96A.030; adding a new section to
46.87.300, 46.87.310, 46.87.320, 46.87.330, 46.87.335,
chapter 11.98 RCW; and adding a new chapter to Title 11
46.87.340, 46.87.350, 46.87.360, 46.87.370, 46.87.410, and
RCW.
46.19.020; amending 2013 c 225 s 650 (uncodified);
repealing RCW 46.87.023, 46.87.210, 46.87.270, and
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
46.87.380; repealing 2013 c 225 s 305; prescribing penalties;
providing effective dates; and declaring an emergency.
SB 5303 by Senators Litzow, Frockt, Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe
and Benton
AN ACT Relating to creating the Washington academic,
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
innovation, and mentoring program; adding a new section to
chapter 43.330 RCW; and creating a new section.
SB 5298 by Senators Ericksen, Hatfield, Honeyford and
Warnick
AN ACT Relating to the diversion of certain municipal
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
waters; and amending RCW 90.03.397.
SB 5304 by Senators Rivers, Hobbs, Benton, Hatfield, Angel,
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Liias, Roach, Conway, Fain, Parlette, Dammeier and McAuliffe
Economic Development.
AN ACT Relating to competitive salaries and benefits for
Washington state patrol officers; amending RCW 43.43.380
SB 5299 by Senators Benton, Mullet, Fain, Darneille, Hobbs,
and 46.68.030; and providing an effective date.
Angel and Conway
AN ACT Relating to updating, clarifying, and strengthening
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
department of financial institutions' enforcement, licensing,
and examination statutes relating to residential mortgage
SB 5305 by Senators Frockt, Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa, Liias,
lending, and enhancing the crime of mortgage fraud in the
Conway, Billig, Rolfes, Cleveland, McCoy, Ranker, McAuliffe,
residential mortgage lending process; amending RCW
Chase, Keiser, Jayapal and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to the intent that all Washington residents
18.44.021, 19.144.010, 19.144.080, 19.144.090, 19.146.010,
have health coverage; and adding a new section to chapter
19.146.020,
19.146.0201,
19.146.030,
19.146.040,
74.09 RCW.
19.146.070,
19.146.205,
19.146.220,
19.146.221,
19.146.227,
19.146.228,
19.146.265,
19.146.300,
19.146.390, 31.04.015, 31.04.027, 31.04.045, 31.04.075,
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
31.04.093, 31.04.102, 31.04.105, 31.04.145, 31.04.205,
31.04.221, 31.04.224, 31.04.247, 31.04.277, 31.04.290, and
SB 5306 by Senators Habib, Roach, Liias, Jayapal, Cleveland,
31.04.520; reenacting and amending RCW 31.04.025; adding
Hasegawa, McCoy, Kohl-Welles, Nelson, Conway, Fraser,
new sections to chapter 31.04 RCW; repealing RCW
Keiser, Rolfes, McAuliffe, Chase, Darneille, Pedersen, Frockt,
19.146.290 and 19.146.330; and prescribing penalties.
Mullet, Billig and Ranker
AN ACT Relating to assuring that all workers may take at
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
least forty hours of accrued paid sick or safe leave per year
and that workers for employers with more than fifty full-time
SB 5300 by Senators Benton, Mullet, Fain, Darneille, Hobbs
equivalent employees may take greater amounts of paid
and Angel
leave, excepting only certain occasional Washington workers,
AN ACT Relating to updating the department of financial
workers of employers with four or fewer full-time equivalent
institutions' regulatory enforcement powers regarding credit
employees, and workers in certain new firms; adding a new
unions and organizations providing services to credit unions;
chapter to Title 49 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
amending RCW 31.12.005, 31.12.195, 31.12.225, 31.12.285,
31.12.326, 31.12.345, 31.12.367, 31.12.372, 31.12.404,
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
31.12.413, 31.12.436, 31.12.461, 31.12.464, 31.12.471,
31.12.516, 31.12.545, 31.12.575, 31.12.585, 31.12.595, and
SB 5307 by Senators O'Ban, Ranker and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to deficit reimbursement agreements with
31.12.674; and adding a new section to chapter 31.12 RCW.
counties owning and operating ferry systems; and amending
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
RCW 47.56.725.
SB 5301 by Senators Braun and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to spirits retailers when selling for resale;
amending RCW 66.24.055 and 66.24.630; and adding a new
section to chapter 66.24 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5302 by Senators Benton and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to the prudent investor rule for Washington
state trusts, delegation of trustee duties by trustees of a
Washington state trust, and standards for authorization and

Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5308 by Senators Roach, Liias, Dansel, McCoy, Pearson
and Benton
AN ACT Relating to financial reporting by elected and
appointed officials, candidates, and appointees; and
amending RCW 42.17A.120 and 42.17A.710.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
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SB 5309 by Senators Roach, Liias, Dansel, McCoy, Pearson,
Keiser and Benton
AN ACT Relating to improving efficiency of public
disclosure commission operations and requirements;
amending RCW 42.17A.065, 42.17A.105, 42.17A.120,
42.17A.615, and 42.17A.645; reenacting and amending RCW
42.17A.110; and repealing RCW 42.17A.420.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5310 by Senators Ericksen, McCoy, Sheldon, Honeyford,
Ranker and Cleveland
AN ACT Relating to enforcement actions at facilities sited by
the energy facility site evaluation council; amending RCW
80.50.150 and 90.56.330; adding a new section to chapter
80.50 RCW; creating a new section; and prescribing
penalties.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5311 by Senators Rolfes, O'Ban, Frockt, Darneille, Keiser,
McCoy, Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa and Jayapal
AN ACT Relating to requiring crisis intervention training for
peace officers; adding a new section to chapter 43.101 RCW;
and creating new sections.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5312 by Senators Litzow, McAuliffe, Dammeier, Rolfes,
Mullet, Billig, Kohl-Welles, Keiser and Chase
AN ACT Relating to creating flexibility for the educator
retooling conditional scholarship program; and amending
RCW 28A.660.045 and 28A.660.050.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5313 by Senators Warnick, Fraser, Angel, Rolfes,
Cleveland, Brown and Parlette
AN ACT Relating to increasing the total amount of tax credits
allowed under the Washington main street program; and
amending RCW 82.73.030.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5314 by Senators Benton, Cleveland and King
AN ACT Relating to the use of local storm water charges paid
by the department of transportation; amending RCW
90.03.525; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5315 by Senators Roach, Liias, McCoy, Pearson and Benton
AN ACT Relating to aligning functions of the consolidated
technology services agency, office of the chief information
officer, and department of enterprise services; amending
RCW 43.41A.003, 43.105.047, 43.105.020, 43.41A.010,
43.41A.015,
43.105.052,
43.105.111,
43.41A.027,
43.41A.030,
43.41A.035,
43.105.178,
43.41A.040,
43.41A.045, 43.41A.050, 43.41A.055,
43.41A.060,
43.41A.070, 43.41A.075, 43.41A.080,
43.41A.130,
43.41A.140,
43.41A.150,
43.41A.152,
43.105.825,
43.88.160, 41.07.020, 43.41A.085, 43.41A.095, 43.41A.105,

2.36.054, 2.36.057, 2.36.0571, 2.68.060, 19.34.100,
36.28A.070, 41.06.094, 42.17A.705, 43.15.020, 43.19.794,
43.70.054, 43.88.090, 43.88.092, 44.68.065, and 70.58.005;
adding new sections to chapter 43.105 RCW; adding new
sections to chapter 43.41 RCW; creating new sections;
recodifying RCW 43.41A.003, 43.41A.010, 43.41A.015,
43.41A.025, 43.41A.027, 43.41A.030,
43.41A.035,
43.41A.040, 43.41A.045, 43.41A.050,
43.41A.055,
43.41A.060, 43.41A.065, 43.41A.070,
43.41A.075,
43.41A.080, 43.41A.110, 43.41A.115,
43.41A.130,
43.41A.135, 43.41A.140, 43.41A.150,
43.41A.152,
43.41A.900,
43.105.047,
43.41A.085,
43.41A.090,
43.41A.095, 43.41A.100, and 43.41A.105; decodifying RCW
43.41A.125; repealing RCW 43.41A.006, 43.41A.020,
43.41A.120, 43.105.041, 43.105.330, 43.105.340, and
43.19.791; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5316 by Senators Dammeier, Rolfes, Rivers, Hasegawa,
Brown, Frockt, Dansel, Braun, Chase, Angel and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to privacy and security of personally
identifiable student information; amending RCW
28A.300.500, 28A.300.507, 28A.320.035, and 28A.605.030;
adding a new section to chapter 28A.300 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 28A.310 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 28A.320 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5317 by Senators Frockt, Becker, Mullet, Miloscia, Jayapal,
Dammeier, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, Pedersen, Hatfield, Keiser,
Darneille, Rivers, McAuliffe, Hasegawa, Rolfes, Conway and
Chase
AN ACT Relating to increasing child health equity by
requiring screening for autism and developmental delays for
children in medical assistance programs; amending RCW
74.09.520; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5318 by Senators Parlette, Bailey and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to creating the wildlife college student loan
program; adding a new chapter to Title 28B RCW; and
providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5319 by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to preventing the extension of light rail
from Oregon to Washington on Interstate 5 between Portland
and Vancouver; adding a new section to chapter 47.01 RCW;
and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5320 by Senators Honeyford, Keiser, Ranker, Warnick and
Parlette
AN ACT Relating to the administrative rate the recreation
and conservation funding board may retain to administer the
grant programs established in chapter 79A.15 RCW; and
amending RCW 79A.15.030.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
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SB 5321 by Senators Benton, Mullet, Hobbs, Angel and Fain
AN ACT Relating to registration of persons providing debt
settlement services; amending RCW 42.56.230; reenacting
and amending RCW 18.28.010; adding a new chapter to Title
18 RCW; creating a new section; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5322 by Senators Hatfield, Hobbs and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to conservation districts' rates and charges;
and amending RCW 89.08.405.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5323 by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain, Liias, Angel and
Conway
AN ACT Relating to extending and modifying the commute
trip reduction tax credit; amending RCW 82.70.050,
82.70.020, 82.70.025, 82.70.040, and 82.70.060; repealing
RCW 82.70.900; providing an effective date; and declaring
an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5324 by Senators Hobbs, Fain, King, Liias, Angel and
Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to the distribution and use of aircraft excise
taxes; and amending RCW 82.48.080.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5325 by Senators King, Hobbs, Litzow, Liias, Fain and
Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to incentivizing the use of alternative fuel
commercial use vehicles with tax preferences; adding a new
section to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 82.12 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.04
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.16 RCW; creating
a new section; providing an effective date; and providing
expiration dates.
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28A.155.045, 28A.600.405, 28A.655.063, 28A.655.065,
28A.655.066, and 28B.50.534.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

SB 5328 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Bailey and Chase
AN ACT Relating to disseminating financial aid information;
and amending RCW 28B.92.005.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5329 by Senators Braun, Becker, Schoesler, Padden, Angel,
Warnick, Honeyford and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to requiring public employee collective
bargaining sessions to be open meetings; amending RCW
42.30.140; and adding a new section to chapter 42.30 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5330 by Senators Braun, Angel, Miloscia, Rivers, Bailey,
Becker, Padden, Ericksen, Warnick, Honeyford and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to stage II gasoline vapor control
programs; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5331 by Senators Braun, Rivers, Becker, Angel, Schoesler,
Warnick, Dansel, Honeyford, Dammeier, Parlette and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to workers' compensation group selfinsurance plans; and adding new sections to chapter 51.14
RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5332 by Senators Braun, Becker, Rivers, Schoesler, Angel,
Warnick, Honeyford and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to state regulation of local employment
laws and contracts; adding a new section to chapter 35.21
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 35A.21 RCW; adding
a new section to chapter 36.01 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 53.08 RCW; and adding a new chapter to Title 49
RCW.

Referred to Committee on Transportation.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5326 by Senators Liias, Hobbs, Bailey, McCoy, McAuliffe,
Kohl-Welles and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to authorizing certain public transportation
benefit areas to impose a sales and use tax approved by voters;
and amending RCW 82.14.045.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5327 by Senators McCoy, Hasegawa, Chase, Hatfield,
McAuliffe, Conway, Rolfes, Nelson, Hargrove, Ranker, Liias,
Fraser and Jayapal
AN ACT Relating to eliminating the requirement to obtain a
certificate of academic achievement or certificate of
individual achievement to graduate from high school;
amending RCW 28A.155.170, 28A.180.100, 28A.195.010,
28A.200.010, 28A.230.090, 28A.230.122, 28A.230.125,
28A.305.130, 28A.415.360, 28A.600.310, 28A.655.061,
28A.655.068, 28A.655.070, 28A.700.080, 28B.15.067, and
28B.15.520; creating a new section; and repealing RCW

SB 5333 by Senators Mullet, Litzow, Hill, McCoy, Keiser and
Jayapal
AN ACT Relating to extending the sales and use tax
exemption for clean alternative fuel vehicles; amending RCW
46.17.323, 82.08.809, and 82.12.809; amending 2012 c 74 ss
11 and 12 (uncodified); adding new sections to chapter 82.44
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.32 RCW; creating
new sections; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5334 by Senator Mullet
AN ACT Relating to lowering reliance on local levies to fund
basic education; amending RCW 84.52.065, 84.52.0531,
28A.500.020, 28A.500.020, 84.36.381, and 84.36.630;
amending 2013 2nd sp.s. c 4 s 1905 (uncodified); reenacting
and amending RCW 84.52.0531; adding a new section to
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chapter 84.52 RCW; creating new sections; providing
effective dates; and providing an expiration date.

MOTION
Senator Rivers moved adoption of the following resolution:

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5335 by Senators Keiser, McAuliffe, Kohl-Welles and
Mullet
AN ACT Relating to the nurse educator pay it forward
program; and adding a new chapter to Title 28B RCW.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5336 by Senators Miloscia, Darneille, Angel, Conway,
King, Hobbs, Warnick and Chase
AN ACT Relating to limiting the use of automated traffic
safety cameras to detect speed violations not in school zones
to certain cities authorized by the Washington state legislature
as a pilot project for at least one full year prior to January 1,
2015; and amending RCW 46.63.170.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5337 by Senators Fraser and Pearson
AN ACT Relating to per diem rates for port district officers
and employees; and amending RCW 53.08.176.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5338 by Senators Dansel and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to the creation of intermittent-use trailer
license plates; amending RCW 46.18.277 and 46.19.060;
reenacting and amending RCW 46.17.220 and 46.16A.200;
adding a new section to chapter 46.18 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 46.04 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5339 by Senators Padden, Rivers, Angel, Dansel, Schoesler,
Becker, Warnick, Honeyford and Parlette
AN ACT Relating to creating a business and occupation tax
credit for new businesses; adding a new section to chapter
82.04 RCW; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
SJM 8001
by Senators Chase, Hasegawa, Conway,
McCoy and Kohl-Welles
Concerning trade promotion legislation.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exception of Senate Bill No.
5320 which was referred to the Committee on Natural Resources
& Parks.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.

SENATE RESOLUTION
8603
By Senators Hill, Rivers, Jayapal, Miloscia, Becker, Angel,
Bailey, Parlette, Warnick, Padden, Mullet, Kohl-Welles, McCoy,
McAuliffe, Hatfield, Braun, Pedersen, Hewitt, Dammeier, Keiser,
Roach, Nelson, Billig, Cleveland, Darneille, Conway, Chase,
Hobbs, Fraser, Schoesler, and Liias
WHEREAS, Today, the third Monday in January, we honor
the life and legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., a beacon of
hope for equality in our nation; and
WHEREAS, Dr. King brought to light the realities facing
many Americans and dedicated his life to bring historic change
through nonviolent means; and
WHEREAS, Dr. King's unwavering support for the
principles of racial justice and social equality changed America;
and
WHEREAS, Through his life and in our remembrance of
him, Dr. King called on others to make a personal commitment to
serve the less fortunate by acting with kindness and compassion;
and
WHEREAS, Service is a powerful way to commemorate Dr.
King's life and mission by putting into action our reverence for
his life and teachings while making the nation better; and
WHEREAS, Dr. King believed that a person's worth should
not be measured by his or her color, culture, or class, but rather
by one's commitment to making life better for all;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate, in recognition of the courageous
leadership and legacy of hope demonstrated by Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., honor his memory by urging all citizens of our state to
continue the legacy of Dr. King by treating all people as equal.
Senators Rivers, Jayapal, Hasegawa and Padden spoke in
favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8603.
The motion by Senator Rivers carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Jayapal, the President would note
that whoever advised you that this would not constitute your first
speech might confer with the President in the future. The
President believes that it had all of the components of a profound
and thought-provoking message. And the President would further
remind you, Senator Jayapal, that to maybe do a little checking
on who advises you in the future. And further, that it is the custom
of the senate to be compensated, having to tolerate your long,
albeit thoughtful, speech in the future. I will leave it to the senate
and your colleagues to decide whether it qualifies as your first
speech. I, however, I would say it does.”
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PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Fain: “Thank you Mr. President. Sending my
sincere apologies.to the august leader of this Chamber for
providing that advice to the member. Though, I did provide an
additional piece of advice when it came to the gift giving which
was: Please make sure you have fifty because when you leave out
the Lieutenant Governor you never get recognized again.”
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At 12:28 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 1:35 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION

Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon the senate going at ease.

At 1:36 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 12:00 o’clock noon, Tuesday, January 20, 2015.

Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus immediately upon the senate going at ease.

BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate

MOTION
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Senate Chamber, Olympia
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The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
January 19, 2015
SB 5247
Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning
driving while license suspended when the suspension is based on
noncompliance with a child support order. Reported by
Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton,
Vice Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority
Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority Member;
Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Miloscia; Pedersen and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Law & Justice.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the measure listed on the Standing
Committee report was referred to the committee as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
January 19, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has adopted:
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 8400.
and the same is herewith transmitted.

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5340
by Senators Rivers, Keiser, Cleveland and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to qualified health plan claims in grace
periods; and amending RCW 48.43.039, 43.71.065, and
43.71.090.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5341
by Senators Hasegawa and Chase
AN ACT Relating to the linked deposit program; amending
RCW 43.86A.030; and reenacting and amending RCW
43.86A.060.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5342
by Senators Hasegawa, Kohl-Welles, Padden,
McAuliffe, Brown, Keiser, Roach, Chase and Conway
AN ACT Relating to human trafficking definitions; and
amending RCW 19.320.010.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5343
by Senators Hasegawa, King, Jayapal, Chase,
Rolfes, Kohl-Welles, Keiser, Darneille and Conway
AN ACT Relating to parking impact mitigation from regional
transit authority facility construction; and adding a new
section to chapter 81.112 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5344
by Senators Hasegawa, Roach, Liias, Billig,
Kohl-Welles, Jayapal, Chase and Conway
AN ACT Relating to prepaid postage for primary and general
election ballots; amending RCW 29A.04.420 and
29A.40.091; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5345
by Senators Keiser, Conway, Parlette, Ranker,
Schoesler, Ericksen, Fraser and Chase
AN ACT Relating to annually adjusting the limit on
distribution of hazardous substance tax revenues to the state
and local toxics control accounts to correct for inflation; and
reenacting and amending RCW 70.105D.070.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

BABARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT
Pursuant to Article 2, Section 32 of the State Constitution and
Senate Rule 1(5), the President announced the signing of and
thereupon did sign in open session:
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 8400.

SB 5346
by Senators Ranker, Mullet, Darneille, Liias,
Conway, McAuliffe, Keiser and Chase
AN ACT Relating to providing first responders with contact
information for subscribers of life alert services during an
emergency; adding a new section to chapter 70.54 RCW; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

MOTION
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SB 5347
by Senators Hobbs, Hatfield, Warnick,
the veterans access, choice, and accountability act of 2014;
Honeyford and Pearson
and amending RCW 28B.15.012.
AN ACT Relating to creating demonstration projects for
preserving agricultural land and public infrastructure in flood
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
plains; and adding a new section to chapter 43.23 RCW.
SB 5356
by Senators Mullet, Pearson and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to a fishing line or monofilament recycling
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
pilot program; creating a new section; and providing an
expiration date.
SB 5348
by Senators Miloscia and Chase
AN ACT Relating to contracts providing for the joint
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
utilization of architectural or engineering services; and
amending RCW 39.34.030.
SB 5357
by Senators Jayapal, McCoy, Litzow, Mullet
and Keiser
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
AN ACT Relating to clean alternative fuel motorcycles;
Security.
amending RCW 46.17.323; adding a new section to chapter
82.08 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.12 RCW;
SB 5349
by Senators Bailey, Becker, Warnick, Roach,
creating new sections; providing an effective date; providing
Mullet and Chase
an expiration date; and providing a contingent expiration
date.
AN ACT Relating to financial literacy information for
students at institutions of higher education; and amending
RCW 28B.76.502.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5350
by Senators Roach and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to water-sewer districts; amending RCW
57.08.016, 57.16.062, and 57.16.090; and adding a new
section to chapter 57.20 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5351
by Senators Litzow and Chase
AN ACT Relating to education.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5352
by Senators Litzow and Chase
AN ACT Relating to education.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5353
by Senator Angel
AN ACT Relating to the service and sales of spirits, wine, and
beer; amending RCW 66.24.145, 66.24.175, 66.24.380,
66.24.495, 82.08.150, and 66.24.630; adding new sections to
chapter 66.24 RCW; and adding new sections to chapter
66.20 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5354
by Senators Hargrove, Litzow, McAuliffe,
Kohl-Welles, Darneille, Bailey, Hasegawa and Chase
AN ACT Relating to inmate postsecondary education degree
programs to reduce recidivism; and amending RCW
72.09.460 and 72.09.465.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5355
by Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles, Roach,
Conway, Braun, Baumgartner, Rolfes, O'Ban, McAuliffe and
Chase
AN ACT Relating to modifying the definition of resident
student to comply with federal requirements established by

SB 5358
by Senators Liias, Pedersen, Kohl-Welles and
Chase
AN ACT Relating to transportation revenue; amending RCW
46.25.060, 46.25.100, 46.17.050, 46.17.060, 46.12.650,
46.17.400, 46.37.420, 46.17.355, 46.68.035, 81.77.160,
46.17.323, 46.20.202, 46.17.015, 46.17.025, 46.18.277,
46.19.060, 46.20.293, 46.29.050, 46.68.020, 46.68.041,
46.68.390, 47.60.322, 82.08.809, 82.12.809, 36.73.015,
36.73.020, 36.73.065, 82.80.140, 82.14.045, 81.104.140,
81.104.160, 84.52.043, 84.52.043, 84.52.010, 84.52.010, and
84.04.120; reenacting and amending RCW 46.17.220,
46.16A.200, 46.52.130, 43.84.092, 43.84.092, and
81.104.170; adding a new section to chapter 46.16A RCW;
adding new sections to chapter 46.68 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 46.18 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 46.04 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 46.17
RCW; adding new sections to chapter 47.01 RCW; adding
new sections to chapter 82.32 RCW; adding new sections to
chapter 36.57A RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.14
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.80 RCW; adding a
new section to chapter 81.104 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 84.52 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 47.29
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.135 RCW; creating
new sections; repealing RCW 82.38.083; repealing 2012 c 74
ss 11 and 18 (uncodified); providing effective dates;
providing a contingent effective date; providing expiration
dates; providing a contingent expiration date; and declaring
an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5359
by Senators Hobbs, Liias, Pedersen, McAuliffe
and Chase
AN ACT Relating to transportation funding and
appropriations; amending 2014 c 222 ss 207, 208, 209, 215,
219, 221, 307, 309, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, and 407
(uncodified); adding a new section to 2013 c 306
(uncodified); making appropriations and authorizing
expenditures for capital improvements; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
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SB 5360
by Senators Liias, McAuliffe and Chase
AN ACT Relating to transportation funding and
appropriations; amending RCW 43.19.642, 46.68.060,
46.68.325, 46.68.370, 47.28.030, and 47.56.876; creating
new sections; making appropriations and authorizing
expenditures for capital improvements; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5361
by Senators Liias, Pedersen and Chase
AN ACT Relating to the authorization of bonds for the
financing of transportation projects; and adding new sections
to chapter 47.10 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5362
by Senators King and Liias
AN ACT Relating to the regulation of passenger charter and
excursion carriers; amending RCW 81.70.020, 81.70.030,
81.70.220, 81.70.260, 81.70.320, 81.70.350, and 81.70.360;
adding new sections to chapter 81.70 RCW; and prescribing
penalties.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5363
by Senators Padden, Dansel, Pearson, Roach,
Rivers, Angel, Schoesler, Braun, Dammeier, Honeyford and
Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to prohibiting the use of eminent domain
for economic development; amending RCW 35.81.080; and
adding a new chapter to Title 8 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5364
by Senators Dansel, Padden and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to proceedings of the joint administrative
rules review committee; and amending RCW 34.05.655 and
34.05.640.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5365
by Senators Honeyford and Pearson
AN ACT Relating to abrogation of an administration rule by
action of the governor or either house of the legislature; and
adding a new section to chapter 34.05 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5366
by Senators Padden, Becker, Warnick,
Honeyford, Angel, Bailey and Roach
AN ACT Relating to limiting the enforcement of policies of
the department of ecology; amending RCW 43.21A.080;
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5367
by Senators Warnick, Honeyford, Becker and
Bailey
AN ACT Relating to abrogation of an administrative rule or
policy of the department of ecology by action of the governor

or either house of the legislature; and adding a new section to
chapter 43.21A RCW.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5368
by Senators Padden, Becker, Bailey, Warnick,
Honeyford, Pearson and Roach
AN ACT Relating to limiting the enforcement of
administrative rules and policies; adding a new section to
chapter 34.05 RCW; providing an effective date; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5369
by Senators Dansel, Honeyford and Roach
AN ACT Relating to the removal of an adjudicative
proceeding to the office of administrative hearings; and
amending RCW 34.05.413.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5370
by Senators Dansel, Honeyford and Roach
AN ACT Relating to the payment of interim attorneys' fees to
nongovernment parties under certain claims; and amending
RCW 4.84.010.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5371
by Senators Dansel, Padden, Honeyford and
Roach
AN ACT Relating to limitations on agency declaratory
orders; and amending RCW 34.05.240.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5372
by Senators Warnick, Honeyford, Becker,
Padden, Pearson and Roach
AN ACT Relating to limiting the enforcement of policies of
the department of fish and wildlife and providing for
abrogation of policies by act of the governor or either house
of the legislature; amending RCW 77.04.090; providing an
effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5373
by Senators Dansel, Hobbs, Honeyford and
Roach
AN ACT Relating to modifying limitations on new evidence
taken on judicial review of administrative actions; and
amending RCW 34.05.562.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5374
by Senators Padden and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to judicial interpretation of law and other
writings without deference to agency interpretation; and
amending RCW 34.05.570.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5375

by Senators Liias, Warnick and Billig
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AN ACT Relating to disclosure in initiatives, referenda, and
recall petitions; amending RCW 29A.56.160, 29A.72.110,
SJM 8003
by Senators Hasegawa, Chase, Kohl-Welles,
Keiser and Conway
29A.72.120, 29A.72.130, and 29A.72.170; adding a new
Concerning international trade policy reforms.
section to chapter 29A.72 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 29A.84 RCW; creating a new section; prescribing
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
penalties; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5376
by Senators Habib, Miloscia, Darneille,
Jayapal, Hobbs, Kohl-Welles, Keiser, Frockt and Chase
AN ACT Relating to the reporting of eviction records;
amending RCW 19.182.040; and adding a new section to
chapter 59.18 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5377
by Senators Kohl-Welles, Miloscia, Frockt,
Jayapal, Darneille, Pedersen, McAuliffe, Keiser and Chase
AN ACT Relating to providing adequate time and assistance
for tenants to relocate due to a rent increase or change of use
of the residential unit; amending RCW 59.18.140 and
59.18.440; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5378
by Senators Kohl-Welles, Miloscia, Frockt,
Darneille, Pedersen, Jayapal, Hobbs, McAuliffe, Keiser and
Chase
AN ACT Relating to ensuring housing options for
participants in government assistance programs; and adding a
new section to chapter 59.18 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SJM 8002
by Senators Hasegawa, Pedersen, Chase,
Rolfes, Kohl-Welles, Keiser, Darneille, Cleveland, Billig, Mullet,
Frockt, Jayapal and Conway
Calling on Congress to exercise its authority under Article V
of the United States Constitution to regulate money spent on
elections.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.

SJM 8004
by Senators Hasegawa, Pedersen, Chase,
Rolfes, Kohl-Welles, Keiser, Darneille, Cleveland, Frockt,
Jayapal and Conway
Requesting Congress to protect and promote Internet
openness.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SJM 8005
by Senators Hasegawa, Chase, Kohl-Welles,
Rolfes, Keiser, Darneille, Cleveland, Frockt, Jayapal and Conway
Requesting that Congress enact legislation that would
reinstate the separation of commercial and investment
banking functions that were in effect under the Glass-Steagall
act.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exceptions of Senate Bill No.
5346 which was referred to the Committee on Health Care; Senate
Bill No. 5356 which was referred to the Committee on Natural
Resources & Parks; Senate Bill No. 5364, Senate Bill No. 5365,
Senate Bill No. 5368, Senate Bill No. 5369 and Senate Bill No.
5371 which were referred to the Committee on Government
Operations & State Security.
MOTION
At 12:04 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, January 21, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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TENTH DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Wednesday, January 21, 2015

SB 5030
Prime Sponsor, Senator Pedersen: Addressing
the limited liability company act. Reported by Committee on
Law & Justice

The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exceptions of Senators Becker,
Benton, Chase, Habib, Hargrove, Keiser and O’Ban.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages
Brandon Berend and Elise Moneymaker, presented the Colors.
The prayer was offered by Rabbi Zalman Heber, of the Chabad
Jewish Center of Pierce County in Tacoma.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5030 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
January 20, 2015
SB 5012
Prime Sponsor, Senator Hatfield: Authorizing
the growing of industrial hemp. Reported by Committee on
Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5012 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking
Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 20, 2015
SB 5015
Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Extending
the dairy inspection program assessment expiration date.
Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 20, 2015
SB 5046
Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Correcting a
codification error concerning the governor's designee to the
traffic safety commission. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 20, 2015
SB 5101
Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Modifying
mental status evaluation provisions. Reported by Committee on
Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 20, 2015
SB 5104
Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Concerning the
possession or use of alcohol and controlled substances in
sentencing provisions. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority
Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

January 20, 2015
SB 5017
Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Defining
honey bee products and services as an agricultural product.
Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development

January 20, 2015
SB 5107
Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Encouraging
the establishment of therapeutic courts. Reported by Committee
on Law & Justice

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority
Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 20, 2015

MOTION
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On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
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AN ACT Relating to creating a commissioner of civil
marriages; amending RCW 26.04.050; and adding a new
section to chapter 26.04 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5379
by Senators Hobbs, Kohl-Welles, Rivers,
Hatfield, McAuliffe, Chase, Keiser and Jayapal
AN ACT Relating to adding posttraumatic stress disorder to
the terminal or debilitating medical conditions that qualify for
the medical use of marijuana; and amending RCW
69.51A.010.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5380
by Senator Pearson
AN ACT Relating to migratory bird-related provisions; and
amending RCW 77.12.670 and 77.12.690.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5381
by Senators Billig, Frockt, Pedersen, KohlWelles, Rolfes, Liias, Nelson, Fraser, Cleveland, McCoy and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to creating a protocol for the return of
firearms in the possession of law enforcement agencies;
adding a new section to chapter 9.41 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 36.28A RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5382
by Senators Parlette, Ericksen, Hatfield, Braun,
Honeyford and Benton
AN ACT Relating to continuing tax preferences for
aluminum smelters; amending RCW 82.04.2909, 82.04.4481,
82.08.805, 82.12.805, and 82.12.022; creating a new section;
and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5383
by Senators Hatfield, Becker and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to limitations on gifts in the form of food
and beverage; and amending RCW 42.52.150.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5384
by Senators Miloscia, Jayapal, Chase, Keiser,
Conway, Hasegawa, Kohl-Welles, Darneille and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to achieving economic security through
income sufficient to meet basic needs; amending RCW
49.46.005 and 49.46.020; and providing for submission of
this act to a vote of the people.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5385
by Senators Pedersen, Litzow, Liias, Fain,
Roach, Kohl-Welles, Rivers, Darneille, Cleveland, Fraser,
McAuliffe, Frockt and Chase

SB 5386
by Senators Pedersen, Miloscia, Rivers,
Cleveland and Litzow
AN ACT Relating to the reporting of gifts in the form of food
and beverage to state officers and state employees; and
amending RCW 42.52.150, 42.17A.615, and 42.17A.710.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5387
by Senators Pedersen and O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to uniformity in common provisions
governing business organizations and other entities;
amending RCW 23B.01.200, 23B.01.220, 23B.01.230,
23B.01.240,
23B.01.250,
23B.01.280,
23B.01.290,
23B.01.410,
23B.01.520,
23B.01.540,
23B.01.570,
23B.02.020,
23B.02.050,
23B.04.010,
23B.04.020,
23B.04.030,
23B.05.010,
23B.05.020,
23B.05.030,
23B.05.040,
23B.09.040,
23B.09.050,
23B.09.060,
23B.11.070,
23B.11.110,
23B.14.040,
23B.14.200,
23B.14.220,
23B.14.390,
23B.15.010,
23B.15.020,
23B.15.030,
23B.15.040,
23B.15.050,
23B.15.060,
23B.15.070,
23B.15.080,
23B.15.090,
23B.15.100,
23B.15.200,
23B.15.300,
23B.16.010,
23B.16.220,
23B.18.020,
23B.18.030,
23B.18.040,
23B.19.020,
23B.01.400,
23B.07.200,
23B.08.090,
23B.13.300,
23B.14.030, 23B.14.065, 23B.16.040, 24.03.005, 24.03.017,
24.03.045, 24.03.046, 24.03.047, 24.03.048, 24.03.050,
24.03.055, 24.03.060, 24.03.1031, 24.03.135, 24.03.145,
24.03.175, 24.03.180, 24.03.183, 24.03.200, 24.03.205,
24.03.207, 24.03.245, 24.03.271, 24.03.300, 24.03.302,
24.03.305, 24.03.310, 24.03.315, 24.03.325, 24.03.335,
24.03.340, 24.03.345, 24.03.350, 24.03.365, 24.03.370,
24.03.380, 24.03.390, 24.03.395, 24.03.405, 24.03.425,
24.03.445, 24.06.005, 24.06.032, 24.06.045, 24.06.046,
24.06.047, 24.06.048, 24.06.050, 24.06.055, 24.06.060,
24.06.160, 24.06.200, 24.06.205, 24.06.207, 24.06.225,
24.06.233, 24.06.280, 24.06.290, 24.06.300, 24.06.340,
24.06.345, 24.06.350, 24.06.360, 24.06.370, 24.06.375,
24.06.380, 24.06.385, 24.06.390, 24.06.395, 24.06.410,
24.06.415, 24.06.425, 24.06.435, 24.06.440, 24.06.450,
24.06.470, 24.06.490, 25.05.005, 25.05.025, 25.05.110,
25.05.115, 25.05.355, 25.05.370, 25.05.390, 25.05.500,
25.05.505, 25.05.530, 25.05.533, 25.05.536, 25.05.550,
25.05.555, 25.05.560, 25.05.565, 25.05.580, 25.05.583,
25.05.586, 25.05.589, 25.05.902, 25.10.011, 25.10.061,
25.10.071, 25.10.121, 25.10.131, 25.10.141, 25.10.151,
25.10.201, 25.10.211, 25.10.231, 25.10.241, 25.10.251,
25.10.261, 25.10.271, 25.10.281, 25.10.291, 25.10.571,
25.10.611, 25.10.616, 25.10.641, 25.10.646, 25.10.651,
25.10.661, 25.10.666, 25.10.671, 25.10.766, 25.10.771,
25.10.786, 25.10.791, 25.10.916, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.--, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.--, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.--, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---,
25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---,
25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 43.07.120,
43.07.130, 23.78.020, 23.78.030, 23.86.030, 23.86.055,
23.86.070, 23.86.095, 23.86.210, 23.86.220, 23.86.310,
23.86.330, 23.86.370, 23.90.040, 24.12.045, 24.12.051,
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24.20.010, 24.20.020, 24.24.010, 24.24.100, and 24.28.010;
adding a new chapter to Title 23 RCW; repealing RCW
23B.01.210,
23B.01.260,
23B.01.270,
23B.01.500,
23B.01.510,
23B.01.530,
23B.01.550,
23B.01.560,
23B.01.580,
23B.14.203,
23B.14.210,
23B.15.015,
23B.15.310, 23B.18.050, 24.03.007, 24.03.008, 24.03.3025,
24.03.303, 24.03.307, 24.03.320, 24.03.330, 24.03.375,
24.03.385, 24.03.386, 24.03.388, 24.03.400, 24.03.410,
24.03.415, 24.03.450, 24.06.170, 24.06.293, 24.06.355,
24.06.365, 24.06.420, 24.06.430, 24.06.433, 24.06.445,
24.06.455, 24.06.460, 24.06.495, 24.06.915, 25.04.716,
25.05.570, 25.10.040, 25.10.171, 25.10.656, 25.10.676,
25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 25.15.---, 23.86.155,
23.86.300, 23.86.320, 23.86.335, 23.86.340, 24.12.060,
24.20.040, 24.20.050, 24.24.130, and 24.28.045; providing
an effective date; and providing a contingent effective date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

SB 5388
by Senators Darneille, Pedersen, Kohl-Welles
and Chase
AN ACT Relating to child support; amending RCW
26.23.035; adding new sections to chapter 26.23 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 9.46 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 67.16 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5389
by Senators Darneille and Chase
AN ACT Relating to implementing changes to child support
based on the child support schedule work group report;
amending RCW 26.19.011, 26.19.020, 26.19.065, 26.19.075,
and 26.19.090; adding a new section to chapter 26.19 RCW;
creating a new section; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5390
by Senators Dansel, Liias and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to implementing and operating state and
county government investment pools; amending RCW
36.29.022, 36.29.024, 36.29.020, 39.59.010, 39.59.020,
39.60.010, 39.60.020, 39.60.030, 39.60.040, 39.60.050, and
43.84.080; reenacting and amending RCW 43.250.020;
adding a new section to chapter 39.59 RCW; adding a new
chapter to Title 36 RCW; recodifying RCW 36.29.022 and
36.29.024; repealing RCW 39.59.030 and 43.250.090; and
providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5393
by Senators Litzow, Fain, Dammeier, Hill,
Rivers and Angel
AN ACT Relating to providing flexibility for schools
recognized for exemplary performance under the Washington
achievement index; adding a new section to chapter 28A.657
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.150 RCW; adding
a new section to chapter 28A.160 RCW; adding a new section
to chapter 28A.165 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
28A.170 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.175
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.180 RCW; adding
a new section to chapter 28A.185 RCW; adding a new section
to chapter 28A.190 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
28A.193 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.194
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.215 RCW; adding
a new section to chapter 28A.220 RCW; adding a new section
to chapter 28A.225 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
28A.230 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.235
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.245 RCW; adding
a new section to chapter 28A.250 RCW; adding a new section
to chapter 28A.300 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
28A.305 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.320
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.325 RCW; adding
a new section to chapter 28A.335 RCW; adding a new section
to chapter 28A.340 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
28A.345 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.400
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.405 RCW; adding
a new section to chapter 28A.410 RCW; adding a new section
to chapter 28A.415 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
28A.600 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.605
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.620 RCW; adding
a new section to chapter 28A.623 RCW; adding a new section
to chapter 28A.625 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
28A.630 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.635
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.650 RCW; adding
a new section to chapter 28A.655 RCW; adding a new section
to chapter 28A.700 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5394
by Senators Rivers, Darneille, Kohl-Welles,
Cleveland, Brown and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to clarifying the applicability of child
abduction statutes to residential provisions ordered by a court;
amending RCW 9A.40.060 and 9A.40.070; creating a new
section; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

SB 5391
by Senators Litzow, Rolfes, Fain, Rivers,
Dammeier, Ranker, Hill, McAuliffe, Angel, Benton, Chase,
Keiser, Jayapal and Conway
AN ACT Relating to applied baccalaureate degree programs
at community and technical colleges leading to teacher
certification; and amending RCW 28B.50.810.

SB 5395
by Senators Roach, Liias, Benton and McCoy
AN ACT Relating to modifying exemptions relating to real
estate appraisals; and amending RCW 42.56.260.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

SB 5396
by Senators Roach, Liias, Benton, McCoy,
Dammeier and Chase
AN ACT Relating to exempting information of guardians or
family members of children enrolled in child care, early
learning, parks and recreation, after-school, and youth
development programs; and amending RCW 42.56.230.

SB 5392
by Senators Litzow, McAuliffe, Fain,
Dammeier, Hill and Rivers
AN ACT Relating to eliminating the quality education
council; amending RCW 28A.175.075, 28A.230.090,
28A.300.136, and 28A.400.201; and repealing RCW
28A.290.010 and 28A.290.020.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
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13.32A.050, 13.32A.090, 13.32A.095,
13.32A.130,
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
74.13.032, 74.13.033, 74.13.034, 74.15.220, 74.15.225, and
43.330.167; reenacting and amending RCW 43.185C.010,
SB 5397
by Senators Litzow, Hobbs and King
13.32A.060, and 13.32A.065; adding new sections to chapter
AN ACT Relating to the department of licensing disclosing
43.185C RCW; adding new sections to chapter 43.330 RCW;
certain transportation-related information; amending RCW
creating a new section; and recodifying RCW 13.32A.042,
46.12.630, 46.12.635, and 46.12.640; adding a new section to
13.32A.044, 13.32A.050, 13.32A.060,
13.32A.065,
chapter 88.02 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
13.32A.070, 13.32A.090, 13.32A.095,
13.32A.130,
74.13.032, 74.13.0321, 74.13.033, 74.13.034, 74.15.220,
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
74.15.225, 74.15.260, and 74.15.270.
SB 5398
by Senators Rivers and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to opening a package of or consuming
marijuana, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused products
in public; amending RCW 69.50.445; and prescribing
penalties.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5399
by Senators Conway, Rivers, Hasegawa and
Keiser
AN ACT Relating to state liquor control board enforcement
officers; and amending RCW 66.44.010 and 10.93.020.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5400
by Senators Conway and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to a temporary additional fee on licenses
and permits issued by the Washington state liquor control
board; adding a new section to chapter 66.08 RCW; creating
new sections; providing an effective date; providing
expiration dates; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5401
by Senators Rivers, Hatfield, McAuliffe and
Conway
AN ACT Relating to allowing the Washington state liquor
control board to accept donations for funding informational
material for the purpose of improving public awareness about
marijuana consumption; and amending RCW 66.08.050.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5402
by Senators Conway, Rivers, Hasegawa,
McAuliffe and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to ensuring safe, responsible, and legal
acquisition of marijuana by adults; adding new sections to
chapter 69.50 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5403
by Senators Conway, O'Ban, Darneille,
Cleveland, Rivers and Benton
AN ACT Relating to competency to stand trial evaluations;
amending RCW 10.77.073; providing an expiration date; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5404
by Senators O'Ban, Darneille, Frockt, Miloscia,
Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe, Chase, Pedersen and Conway
AN ACT Relating to homeless youth prevention and
protection; amending RCW 13.32A.042, 13.32A.044,

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5405
by Senators Pearson, Dansel and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to creating a task force to examine land
ownership by the federal government in Washington; creating
new sections; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5406
by Senators Billig, Ranker, Cleveland, Nelson,
Chase, Fraser, Rolfes, Kohl-Welles, Frockt and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to using chemical action plans to require
safer chemicals in Washington; amending RCW 43.21B.110
and 43.21B.110; adding a new section to chapter 39.26 RCW;
adding a new chapter to Title 70 RCW; creating a new
section; prescribing penalties; providing an effective date;
and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5407
by Senators Pearson, Bailey and Benton
AN ACT Relating to existing lots and the Skagit instream
flow rule; and amending RCW 90.22.030 and 90.54.020.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5408
by Senators Mullet, O'Ban, Darneille, Fain,
Sheldon, Kohl-Welles, Chase and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to removing references to faith-based
exemptions regarding criminal mistreatment of children and
vulnerable adults; and amending RCW 9A.42.005 and
26.44.020.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5409
by Senators Roach, Rivers, Angel and Benton
AN ACT Relating to the use of credit cards for campaign
expenditures; amending RCW 42.17A.240 and 42.17A.425;
and reenacting and amending RCW 42.17A.210.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5410
by Senators Roach, Angel, Miloscia, Bailey,
Padden, Warnick, Hill, Dammeier and Benton
AN ACT Relating to modifying qualifications for disabled
veterans to receive fee exempt license plates; and amending
RCW 46.18.235.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
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SB 5411
by Senators Roach, Rivers, Braun, Warnick,
Dansel, Honeyford, Hatfield and Benton
AN ACT Relating to liability immunity for local jurisdictions
when wheeled all-terrain vehicles are operated on public
roadways; and amending RCW 46.09.457.

SB 5419
by Senators Litzow, McAuliffe, Rivers, Fain,
Mullet, Frockt, Hill, Dammeier, Rolfes, Kohl-Welles and Chase
AN ACT Relating to the student user privacy in education
rights act; adding new sections to chapter 28A.600 RCW; and
creating a new section.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

SB 5412
by Senator Angel
AN ACT Relating to the regulation of service contracts; and
adding a new section to chapter 48.01 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5413
by Senators Warnick, Chase, Honeyford,
Hobbs and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to increasing the flexibility for industrial
development district levies for public port districts; amending
RCW 53.25.040; adding a new section to chapter 53.36
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 84.55 RCW; creating
new sections; repealing RCW 53.36.100 and 53.36.110; and
providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
SB 5414
by Senator McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to regulating trees and shrubs located near
solar energy systems; and adding a new chapter to Title 64
RCW.

SB 5420
by Senators Baumgartner and Braun
AN ACT Relating to introducing private competition in
industrial insurance coverage; amending RCW 51.16.140,
51.32.073, 51.44.010, 51.44.020, and 51.44.030; adding new
sections to chapter 51.08 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 48.19 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 51.44
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 51.16 RCW; adding a
new chapter to Title 51 RCW; creating new sections; and
providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5421
by Senators Baumgartner and Braun
AN ACT Relating to creating a teen summer employment
wage; and adding new sections to chapter 49.46 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5422
by Senators Baumgartner, Braun and Angel
AN ACT Relating to establishing a temporary teen training
wage; and adding new sections to chapter 49.46 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5415
by Senators McAuliffe, Mullet, Chase, Rolfes,
McCoy, Billig, Liias, Fraser, Cleveland, Keiser and Conway
AN ACT Relating to professional educator learning days;
amending RCW 28A.150.200; adding a new section to
chapter 28A.150 RCW; and creating a new section.

SB 5423
by Senators McCoy, Rolfes, Ranker, Jayapal,
McAuliffe, Frockt and Chase
AN ACT Relating to reducing emissions by making changes
to the clean car standards and clean car program; and
amending RCW 70.120A.010.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5416
by Senators King and Benton
AN ACT Relating to service fees on vessel-related
transactions; amending RCW 88.02.560 and 88.02.640; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5417
by Senators Rivers, Mullet, Dansel, Cleveland,
Hatfield and Hill
AN ACT Relating to local government marijuana policies;
amending RCW 69.50.357, 69.50.369, 69.50.530, 69.50.535,
69.50.540, and 69.50.331; providing an effective date; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5418
by Senators Keiser, Braun, Parlette, McAuliffe,
Benton and Conway
AN ACT Relating to creating a pilot program to improve care
for catastrophically injured workers; adding a new section to
chapter 51.36 RCW; and creating a new section.

SB 5424
by Senators King, McCoy, Ericksen and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to allowing public utility districts to
produce and distribute renewable natural gas; and amending
RCW 54.04.190.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5425
by Senators Ericksen and Dansel
AN ACT Relating to providing a sales and use tax exemption
for qualified broadband equipment; adding a new section to
chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.12
RCW; and creating new sections.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5426
by Senators Ericksen and Benton
AN ACT Relating to using liquefied natural gas as fuel in the
ferry system; adding new sections to chapter 47.60 RCW; and
providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
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SB 5435
by Senators Bailey and Schoesler
SB 5427
by Senators Ericksen, Baumgartner, Angel,
Brown, Bailey, Dansel, Padden and Benton
AN ACT Relating to expanding participation in the
AN ACT Relating to a sales and use tax exemption provided
Washington state deferred compensation program; and
to the state on highway-related construction when the funds
amending RCW 41.50.770 and 41.50.780.
used were obtained from indebtedness; adding a new section
to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.12
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
RCW; and creating a new section.
SB 5436
by Senators Bailey and Dammeier
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
AN ACT Relating to continuing the work of the joint
legislative executive committee on aging and disability;
SB 5428
by Senators Ericksen, Baumgartner and Benton
adding a new section to chapter 74.39A RCW; and providing
AN ACT Relating to a sales and use tax exemption provided
an expiration date.
to the state on highway-related construction; adding a new
section to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new section to
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
chapter 82.12 RCW; and creating a new section.
SB 5437
by Senators Litzow, McAuliffe, Fain, Billig,
Rivers, Hill, Rolfes, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Habib, Kohl-Welles,
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
Chase, Pedersen and Conway
AN ACT Relating to breakfast after the bell programs in
SB 5429
by Senator Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to license plates; amending RCW
certain public schools; adding new sections to chapter
28A.235 RCW; and creating a new section.
46.17.200 and 39.26.251; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5430
by Senators Ericksen, Brown and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to amending the energy independence act;
and amending RCW 19.285.030 and 19.285.040.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5438
by Senators King, Hobbs, Dammeier, Rolfes,
Hill, Rivers, Liias, Mullet, Billig and Pedersen
AN ACT Relating to allowing bicycles to stop and proceed
through traffic control signals under certain conditions; and
amending RCW 46.61.184.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.

SB 5431
by Senators Chase, Hasegawa and Benton
AN ACT Relating to synthetic plastic microbeads; adding a
new chapter to Title 70 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5432
by Senators Chase, Hasegawa and Benton
AN ACT Relating to retail store carryout bags; adding a new
section to chapter 35.21 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 35A.21 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 36.32
RCW; adding a new chapter to Title 70 RCW; prescribing
penalties; and providing an effective date.

SB 5439
by Senators Dansel and Benton
AN ACT Relating to eliminating penalties for delinquent
property taxes; amending RCW 84.56.020 and 84.56.025;
and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5440
by Senators Jayapal, Becker and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to scope of practice for certified counselors
and advisers; and amending RCW 18.19.020 and 18.19.200.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5433
by Senators Litzow, Rolfes, Roach, Fain,
Hasegawa, Dammeier, McCoy, Nelson, Frockt, McAuliffe,
Rivers, Kohl-Welles, Chase, Jayapal, Conway and Habib
AN ACT Relating to teaching Washington's tribal history,
culture, and government in the common schools; amending
RCW 28A.320.170; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5434
by Senators Bailey and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to placing certain synthetic
cannabimimetics into schedule I of the uniform controlled
substances act; amending RCW 69.50.204; creating a new
section; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

SB 5441
by Senators Rivers, Frockt, Parlette, Bailey,
Conway, Keiser and Benton
AN ACT Relating to patient medication coordination; adding
a new section to chapter 48.43 RCW; and adding a new
section to chapter 41.05 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5442
by Senators Warnick and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to eligibility criteria for the community
economic revitalization board programs; amending RCW
43.160.060; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5443
by Senators Dammeier, Frockt, Parlette,
Keiser, Hill, Jayapal and Chase
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AN ACT Relating to disclosure of provider compensation
programs by health plan carriers; and amending RCW
48.43.510.

82.03.100, 82.03.110, 82.03.120, 82.03.130, 82.03.140,
82.03.150, 82.03.160, 82.03.170, 82.03.180, 82.03.190,
82.03.200, and 82.32.150; and providing effective dates.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

SB 5444
by Senators Hobbs, Liias, Mullet, Litzow,
Pedersen, Fain, Frockt, Jayapal and Habib
AN ACT Relating to establishing an electric vehicle
infrastructure bank; adding a new section to chapter 47.29
RCW; creating a new section; and providing an expiration
date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5445
by Senators Liias, Litzow and Jayapal
AN ACT Relating to extending the alternative fuel vehicle
retail sales and use tax exemption; amending RCW 82.08.809
and 82.12.809; creating a new section; providing an effective
date; providing an expiration date; and declaring an
emergency.

SJR 8201
by Senators Fain, Mullet, Litzow, Pedersen,
Dammeier, Darneille, Hill, Kohl-Welles, Braun, Hobbs,
Cleveland, Miloscia, Fraser, Rivers, Billig, Angel, Honeyford,
Becker, Bailey, Warnick, Parlette, Padden, Hewitt, Ranker,
Hatfield, McCoy, Chase, King, Dansel, Rolfes, O'Ban, Hargrove,
Habib, Jayapal, Conway and Keiser
Amending the Constitution to address changes in state
expenditures and revenues made by initiative.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SJR 8202
by Senators Chase, Hasegawa, Kohl-Welles
and Jayapal
Amending the Constitution to allow an income tax.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5446
by Senators Hobbs, Liias, Mullet, Litzow,
Pedersen, Fain, Frockt, McAuliffe, Benton, Chase and Jayapal
AN ACT Relating to requiring incentives for electric vehicle
readiness in buildings; amending RCW 35.63.126 and
35.63.127; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5447
by Senators Ericksen, Benton, King, Hobbs and
Ranker
AN ACT Relating to border area jurisdiction fuel tax
authority; and amending RCW 82.47.020.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5448
by Senator Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to the treatment of Lyme disease; and
adding a new section to chapter 69.41 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5449
by Senators Braun, Rivers, Brown, Hobbs,
Dammeier, Becker, Mullet, Sheldon, Warnick, Fain, Honeyford,
Hewitt and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to creating a tax division of the court of
appeals; amending RCW 2.06.020, 2.06.030, 2.06.040,
2.06.050, 2.06.070, 2.06.150, 34.05.030, 39.88.060,
42.17A.705, 79.125.450, 82.01.090, 82.29A.060, 82.32.160,
82.32.170, 82.32.180, 82.49.060, 84.08.060, 84.08.130,
84.33.091, 84.34.065, 84.36.850, 84.39.020, 84.40.038,
84.48.080, 84.52.018, 84.56.290, 84.69.020, and 84.69.030;
reenacting and amending RCW 34.12.020; adding new
sections to chapter 2.06 RCW; creating new sections;
repealing RCW 82.03.010, 82.03.020, 82.03.030, 82.03.040,
82.03.050, 82.03.060, 82.03.070, 82.03.080, 82.03.090,

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exception of Senate Bill No.
5442 which was referred to the Committee on Agriculture, Water
& Rural Economic Development.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed students representing the FORWARD
Space Project from the Walla Walla School District under the
direction of Mr. Brent Cummings, Director, 21st Century
Community Learning Center Programs who were seated in the
gallery.
The twelve high school sophomores, who began collaborating
on this Project as middle school students, Director Cummings and
his staff executed the launch of the girls’ eighth high-altitude
weather balloon in two years from the Flag Circle, between the
Legislative Building and the Temple of Justice, on the Capitol
grounds earlier in the day.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Hewitt: “Thank you Mr. President. I actually
offered my hot air this morning but they didn’t take me up on it.”
MOTION
At 10:11 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon, Thursday, January 22, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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ELEVENTH DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Thursday, January 22, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
January 21, 2015
SB 5274 Prime Sponsor, Senator Schoesler: Revising the
responsibilities of the joint administrative rules review
committee. Reported by Committee on Accountability and
Reform
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Miloscia, Chair; Padden,
Vice Chair; Jayapal, Ranking Minority Member and Dansel.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Fraser.
Passed to Committee
Telecommunications.

on

Energy,

Environment

&

51.32.095, and 51.44.040; reenacting and amending RCW
51.32.099; adding a new section to chapter 51.32 RCW;
creating new sections; and repealing 2013 c 331 s 3, 2011 c
291 s 3, and 2013 c 331 s 6 (uncodified).
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5452 by Senators Litzow, Billig, Fain, Dammeier,
Hargrove, Hill, Rivers, Brown, Mullet, Frockt, Jayapal, Angel,
Cleveland, Kohl-Welles, Keiser, McAuliffe and Habib
AN ACT Relating to improving quality in the early care and
education system; amending RCW 43.215.100, 43.215.135,
43.215.1352, 43.215.425, 43.215.415, 43.215.455, and
43.215.090; reenacting and amending RCW 43.215.010;
adding new sections to chapter 43.215 RCW; creating new
sections; and repealing 2013 2nd sp.s. c 16 s 2 (uncodified).
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5453 by Senators Becker, Frockt, Bailey, Jayapal, Chase
and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to establishing extended stay recovery
centers; amending RCW 42.56.360 and 70.230.060; adding a
new chapter to Title 70 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5454 by Senators Becker, Frockt, Dammeier, Jayapal,
Bailey, Keiser, Parlette, Conway, Cleveland and Chase
AN ACT Relating to requiring reporting of infections
consequent to laser in-situ keratomileusis surgery; and adding
a new section to chapter 43.70 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

MOTION

SB 5455 by Senators Rivers, Parlette, Hatfield and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to delivery of basic firefighter training and
testing; and amending RCW 43.43.934.

On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report was referred to the committees as
designated.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING

SB 5456 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Frockt, Liias, Warnick and
Mullet
AN ACT Relating to the unauthorized interference of ticket
sales over the internet; and adding a new chapter to Title 19
RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

SB 5450 by Senator O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to expanding the restrictions on locating
marijuana businesses; amending RCW 69.50.331; and
creating a new section.

SB 5457 by Senators Litzow, Liias, Hobbs and King
AN ACT Relating to firefighting apparatus length and weight
limits; and amending RCW 46.44.190.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

Referred to Committee on Transportation.

SB 5451 by Senators Braun, Keiser, Conway, Kohl-Welles and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to addressing vocational rehabilitation by
making certain recommendations from the vocational
rehabilitation subcommittee permanent and creating certain
incentives for employers to employ injured workers with
permanent disabilities; amending RCW 51.16.120,

SB 5458 by Senators Angel, Rolfes and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to health district banking; and adding a
new section to chapter 70.46 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
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SB 5459 by Senators Keiser, Hasegawa, Conway, McCoy,
Kohl-Welles and Chase
AN ACT Relating to implementing family and medical leave
insurance; amending RCW 49.86.005, 49.86.010, 49.86.020,
49.86.030, 49.86.050, 49.86.060, 49.86.070, 49.86.080,
49.86.090, 49.86.100, 49.86.110, 49.86.120, 49.86.130,
49.86.140, 49.86.160, 49.86.170, 49.86.180, and 49.86.210;
reenacting and amending RCW 43.79A.040, 50.29.021, and
34.05.328; adding new sections to chapter 49.86 RCW; and
adding a new section to chapter 82.04 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5460 by Senators Parlette, Cleveland, Rivers, Keiser, Angel,
Chase and Bailey
AN ACT Relating to access to prepackaged emergency
medications in hospital emergency departments when
community or hospital pharmacy services are not available;
adding a new section to chapter 70.41 RCW; and declaring an
emergency.

to Title 18 RCW; creating new sections; providing effective
dates; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5466 by Senators Becker, Keiser and Conway
AN ACT Relating to clarifying employee eligibility for
benefits from the public employees' benefits board and
conforming the eligibility provisions with federal law;
amending RCW 41.05.009, 41.05.011, 41.05.065, 41.05.066,
41.05.095, and 41.05.195; and reenacting and amending
RCW 41.05.080.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5467 by Senators Hatfield, Rivers and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to providing a single point of excise
taxation on sales of recreational marijuana; amending RCW
69.50.535 and 69.50.334; adding a new section to chapter
69.50 RCW; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5461 by Senators Ranker, Kohl-Welles, Pedersen, Chase,
Keiser, Hasegawa and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to vacating marijuana convictions; and
reenacting and amending RCW 9.96.060.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5462 by Senators Ranker, Jayapal, Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa,
Pedersen, Nelson, Hatfield, Frockt, Keiser, Habib, Conway,
Cleveland, Chase and Liias
AN ACT Relating to contractor compliance with laws
prohibiting discrimination; and amending RCW 39.26.160
and 39.26.200.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5463 by Senators Hill, Kohl-Welles, Fain, Fraser, Litzow,
King, Angel, Nelson, Chase, Pedersen, Roach, Liias and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to access to and creation of cultural and
heritage programs and facilities; amending RCW 84.52.010
and 84.52.010; adding a new section to chapter 82.14 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 84.52 RCW; adding a new
chapter to Title 36 RCW; creating new sections; providing an
effective date; and providing an expiration date.

SB 5468 by Senators King, Keiser, Kohl-Welles and Conway
AN ACT Relating to authorizing the use of nonappropriated
funds on certain administrative costs and expenses of the
stay-at-work and self-insured employer programs; and adding
new sections to chapter 51.44 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5469 by Senators Hasegawa, Chase, McAuliffe, Liias,
Rolfes, Conway, Kohl-Welles, Keiser, Darneille, Frockt and
Habib
AN ACT Relating to restoring cost-of-living increases for
educational employees; amending RCW 28A.400.205,
28B.50.465, 28B.50.468, and 28A.405.415; and creating a
new section.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5470 by Senators Warnick and Liias
AN ACT Relating to municipal procurement of water
services; amending RCW 35.22.625; and adding a new
section to chapter 35.22 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5464 by Senators Warnick, Hatfield, Parlette, Hargrove,
Ranker, Hewitt, Fraser and Chase
AN ACT Relating to unlawfully engaging in fishing guide
activity; adding a new section to chapter 77.15 RCW; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5465 by Senators Frockt, Jayapal, Keiser, McCoy,
Hasegawa and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to mid-level dental professionals;
amending RCW 18.32.030, 18.32.0351, 18.260.010,
18.260.040, 18.260.070, and 18.260.080; reenacting and
amending RCW 18.120.020, 18.120.020, 18.130.040,
18.130.040, 69.41.010, and 69.41.030; adding a new chapter

SB 5471 by Senators Angel, Mullet, Litzow and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to electronic notices and document
delivery of insurance products; and adding a new chapter to
Title 48 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5472 by Senators Parlette, McCoy, Hatfield, Hobbs,
Honeyford and Dansel
AN ACT Relating to tribal timber harvest excise tax
agreements; and amending RCW 43.06.480.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5473 by Senators Chase, Hasegawa, McAuliffe, Rolfes,
Conway and Kohl-Welles
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materials in Washington; adding a new section to chapter
AN ACT Relating to providing retirement benefits at earlier
ages in the plans 2 and 3 of the public employees' retirement
70.95 RCW; and creating a new section.
system, the teachers' retirement system, and the school
employees' retirement system; amending RCW 41.32.765,
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
41.32.875, 41.35.420, 41.35.680, 41.40.630, and 41.40.820;
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
SB 5481 by Senators Hill, Litzow, Mullet, Chase, Rivers,
Becker, Bailey, Warnick, Rolfes and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to omnibus tolling customer service
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
reform; and amending RCW 46.63.160.
SB 5474 by Senators Rivers, Conway, Angel and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to enhancing the relationship between a
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
health insurer and a contracting health care provider; adding
a new section to chapter 48.20 RCW; adding a new section to
SB 5482 by Senators Roach and Liias
chapter 48.21 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 48.39
AN ACT Relating to the disclosure of global positioning
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 48.44 RCW; and
system data by law enforcement officers; and reenacting and
adding a new section to chapter 48.46 RCW.
amending RCW 42.56.240.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5475 by Senators Benton, Hobbs, Litzow, Angel and Fain
AN ACT Relating to the first mortgage interest business and
occupation tax deduction; amending RCW 82.04.4292; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5476 by Senators Dammeier, Angel, Honeyford and
Warnick
AN ACT Relating to dealer deliveries to active duty law
enforcement officers; amending RCW 9.41.090; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5477 by Senators Dammeier, Becker, Warnick, KohlWelles and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to requiring substances intended for use in
a vapor product to satisfy child-resistant effectiveness
standards, and adopting labeling and advertisement
standards; amending RCW 70.155.010; adding new sections
to chapter 70.155 RCW; creating a new section; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5478 by Senators Dammeier, Keiser, Honeyford, Angel and
Conway
AN ACT Relating to financing facilities to support education
reform; adding a new section to chapter 28A.188 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 28A.150 RCW; creating a
new section; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5479 by Senators Liias, Pearson, Chase and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to the debarment authority of the director
of enterprise services; and amending RCW 39.26.200.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5480 by Senators King, Hobbs, Miloscia, Rivers, Sheldon,
Baumgartner, Ericksen, Liias and Rolfes
AN ACT Relating to establishing a priority for the use, reuse,
and recycling of construction aggregate and recycled concrete

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5483 by Senators Roach, Billig and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to fund sharing between political
committees; and reenacting and amending RCW 42.17A.005.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5484 by Senators Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker, Liias, KohlWelles, Chase and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to modifying provisions related to tuition
setting authority at public institutions of higher education;
amending RCW 28B.15.031, 28B.15.067, and 28B.15.102;
and repealing RCW 28B.15.068 and 28B.15.101.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5485 by Senators Hobbs and Benton
AN ACT Relating to nonprofit organizations engaged in debt
adjusting; and reenacting and amending RCW 18.28.010.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5486 by Senators Frockt, O'Ban, Darneille, Fraser,
Miloscia, Rolfes, Hargrove, Billig, Ranker, Hewitt, Kohl-Welles
and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to creating the parents for parents program;
reenacting and amending RCW 13.34.030; adding new
sections to chapter 13.34 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5487 by Senators Baumgartner, Billig, Rivers, Keiser,
Schoesler, Hatfield, Angel, King, Liias, Mullet, Dansel, Ericksen,
Warnick, Honeyford, Brown, Hasegawa, Hewitt and Chase
AN ACT Relating to higher education programs at
Washington State University and the University of
Washington; amending RCW 28B.10.115 and 28B.20.060;
and adding a new section to chapter 28B.30 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5488 by Senators Keiser, Jayapal, Parlette and Cleveland
AN ACT Relating to applied behavior analysis; reenacting
and amending RCW 18.120.020 and 18.130.040; adding a
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new chapter to Title 18 RCW; creating a new section; and
providing an effective date.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5489 by Senators Hewitt, Keiser and Parlette
AN ACT Relating to pricing agreements between contact lens
manufacturers or distributors and retailers; and amending
RCW 18.195.030.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5490 by Senators Ericksen, Hobbs, King and Ranker
AN ACT Relating to border area transportation benefit
districts; and amending RCW 82.47.030.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5491 by Senators Parlette, Hatfield, King, Hargrove,
Benton, Pearson, Braun, Rivers, Cleveland, Warnick, Honeyford
and Bailey
AN ACT Relating to maintaining reservations of water for
certain future uses; and adding a new section to chapter 90.54
RCW.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development.
SB 5492 by Senators Frockt, Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa, Billig,
Conway, Keiser, Chase, Rolfes, Ranker, Jayapal, Miloscia and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to increasing tax exemption transparency
and accountability; amending RCW 43.06.400, 43.88.030,
43.136.035, 43.136.045, 43.136.055, and 43.136.065; adding
new sections to chapter 43.88 RCW; creating new sections;
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5493 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Rivers, McAuliffe, Keiser,
Darneille, Frockt, Chase and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to distinguishing cannabis health and
beauty aids from marijuana; and adding a new section to
chapter 69.50 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5494 by Senators Miloscia, Liias, McCoy, Keiser and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to protecting youth from tobacco products
and vapor products; and amending RCW 70.155.005,
26.28.080, 70.155.010, 70.155.020, 70.155.030, 70.155.080,
70.155.110, and 70.155.120.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5495 by Senators Litzow, McAuliffe, Dammeier, Rolfes
and Chase
AN ACT Relating to confidentiality of educator professional
growth plans; and amending RCW 42.56.250.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5496 by Senators Litzow, McAuliffe, Dammeier, Rolfes
and Chase

AN ACT Relating to changing explicit alternative routes to
teacher certification program requirements to expectations for
program outcomes; amending RCW 28A.660.020 and
28A.660.035; and repealing RCW 28A.660.040.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5497 by Senators Litzow, McAuliffe, Dammeier, Rolfes
and Chase
AN ACT Relating to the professional educator standards
board as an authorized representative of the state educational
agencies; amending RCW 28A.410.210; and creating a new
section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5498 by Senators Pedersen and O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to revising the uniform interstate family
support act; amending RCW 26.21A.010, 26.21A.015,
26.21A.020, 26.21A.100, 26.21A.110,
26.21A.115,
26.21A.125, 26.21A.130, 26.21A.135,
26.21A.140,
26.21A.150, 26.21A.200, 26.21A.215,
26.21A.220,
26.21A.225, 26.21A.230, 26.21A.235,
26.21A.245,
26.21A.250, 26.21A.260, 26.21A.275,
26.21A.280,
26.21A.285, 26.21A.290, 26.21A.350,
26.21A.415,
26.21A.420, 26.21A.430, 26.21A.500,
26.21A.505,
26.21A.510, 26.21A.515, 26.21A.520,
26.21A.525,
26.21A.530, 26.21A.535, 26.21A.540,
26.21A.545,
26.21A.550, and 26.21A.570; adding new sections to chapter
26.21A RCW; repealing RCW 26.21A.105, 26.21A.145, and
26.21A.600; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5499 by Senators Roach, Hasegawa, Rivers, Rolfes,
Warnick, Dansel, Padden, Angel and Chase
AN ACT Relating to a special allegation of a nefarious drone
enterprise; amending RCW 9.94A.533; adding a new section
to chapter 9.94A RCW; creating a new section; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5500 by Senators Roach, Angel, Bailey, Warnick,
Honeyford, Dansel, Parlette and Padden
AN ACT Relating to permitting retired law enforcement
officers to carry firearms on school facilities; and amending
RCW 9.41.280.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5501 by Senators Fain, Frockt, Kohl-Welles and Chase
AN ACT Relating to the prevention of animal cruelty;
amending RCW 16.52.117, 16.52.320, 9.08.070, and
16.52.205; reenacting and amending RCW 16.52.011; adding
a new section to chapter 16.52 RCW; and prescribing
penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5502 by Senators Padden, Rivers, Litzow, Darneille,
Miloscia, Bailey, Angel, Fain, Warnick, Honeyford, Brown,
Chase and Keiser
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AN ACT Relating to simplifying and adding certainty to the
AN ACT Relating to the distribution of intimate images;
adding a new section to chapter 4.24 RCW; and prescribing
calculation of workers' compensation benefits; amending
RCW 51.32.050 51.32.060, and 51.32.090; adding a new
penalties.
section to chapter 51.08 RCW; repealing RCW 51.08.178;
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5503 by Senators Padden, Litzow, Baumgartner, Miloscia,
Conway, Rivers, Becker, Angel, Schoesler, Warnick, Sheldon,
Honeyford, Chase and Pearson
AN ACT Relating to a special allegation for habitual property
offenders; amending RCW 9.94A.533; adding a new section
to chapter 9.94A RCW; creating a new section; and
prescribing penalties.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5511 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner, Rivers, Angel,
Bailey and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to reducing the frequency of local sales and
use tax changes; and amending RCW 82.14.055.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5504 by Senators Hewitt and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to allowing additional liquor distributor
employees to stock liquor under certain circumstances; and
amending RCW 66.44.318.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5505 by Senators McAuliffe, Darneille, Chase, Frockt,
Hasegawa, Kohl-Welles, Keiser, O'Ban, Pearson and Conway
AN ACT Relating to creating an office of corrections
ombuds; and adding a new chapter to Title 43 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5506 by Senators McAuliffe, Darneille, Frockt, Liias, KohlWelles, Chase, Keiser and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to including information on preventing
sexual abuse and violence in sexual health education; and
amending RCW 28A.300.475.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5507 by Senators Braun, Rivers, Sheldon, Angel and
Schoesler
AN ACT Relating to appeals by employers of department of
labor and industries' fines or civil penalties; and adding a new
section to chapter 51.52 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5508 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner, Rivers, Dammeier,
Schoesler and Bailey
AN ACT Relating to recovery for purposes of legal actions
under the industrial insurance statutes; amending RCW
51.24.030, 51.24.050, and 51.24.060; and creating a new
section.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5509 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner, Rivers, Angel,
Bailey, Warnick, Honeyford and Parlette
AN ACT Relating to workers' compensation reform through
clarification of occupational disease claims; amending RCW
51.08.140, 51.32.180, and 51.28.055; and creating a new
section.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5510 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner, Rivers and Angel

SB 5512 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner, Rivers, Bailey,
Schoesler and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to independent medical exam and
consultation and vocational rehabilitation assessment
scheduling authority for qualified retrospective rating plan
employers and groups; amending RCW 51.04.1101; adding a
new section to chapter 51.18 RCW; and providing an
expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5513 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner, Dammeier, Rivers,
Bailey, Sheldon, Schoesler, Warnick and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to creating the workers' recovery act by
amending provisions governing structured settlements by
lowering age barriers and clarifying legislative intent;
amending RCW 51.04.063; and creating new sections.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5514 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner, Padden, Sheldon,
Schoesler, Angel, Bailey, Warnick and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to minimum wage and overtime
compensation complaints; and adding a new section to
chapter 49.46 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5515 by Senators Braun and Baumgartner
AN ACT Relating to excluding retirement as a subject of
collective bargaining for individual providers under chapter
74.39A RCW; and amending RCW 74.39A.270 and
41.56.030.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5516 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner, Rivers, Sheldon,
Schoesler, Bailey and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to compensation for injured workers;
amending RCW 51.32.090; adding new sections to chapter
51.04 RCW; creating a new section; and repealing RCW
51.04.063, 51.04.065, and 51.04.069.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5517 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, Rolfes,
Keiser and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to sexual harassment prevention and
response through policies and training in schools; and
amending RCW 28A.640.020.
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Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5518 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Litzow, Frockt, Darneille,
McAuliffe, Liias, Dammeier, Fain, Keiser, Hasegawa and Habib
AN ACT Relating to campus sexual violence; adding a new
chapter to Title 28B RCW; creating new sections; providing
expiration dates; and declaring an emergency.

SJM 8006
by
Senators
Kohl-Welles,
Litzow,
McAuliffe, Rolfes, Dammeier, Keiser, Darneille and Frockt
Requesting Congress, the President, and the Departments of
Education, Health and Human Services, and Justice to take
action to implement the recommendations of the Government
Accountability Office concerning efforts to prevent and
respond to child sexual abuse by school personnel and sexual
abuse between peers.

Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5519 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Habib, Keiser, Hasegawa,
Conway, Pedersen, Darneille, Chase and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to the comprehensive marijuana reform
act; amending RCW 69.50.101, 69.51A.010, 66.08.012,
69.50.325, 69.50.331, 69.50.342, 69.50.345, 69.50.348,
69.50.351, 69.50.354, 69.50.357, 69.50.360, 28B.20.502,
43.350.030,
69.50.401,
69.50.4013,
69.51A.030,
69.51A.040, 69.51A.045, 69.51A.055,
69.51A.060,
69.51A.070, and 69.50.369; adding new sections to chapter
69.50 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 42.56 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 82.12 RCW; adding new sections to chapter
69.51A RCW; creating new sections; repealing RCW
69.51A.005, 69.51A.020, 69.51A.025,
69.51A.043,
69.51A.047, 69.51A.090, 69.51A.140, 69.51A.200, and
69.51A.085; prescribing penalties; and providing an effective
date.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
At 12:02 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Friday, January 23, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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TWELFTH DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Friday, January 23, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
January 22, 2015
SB 5079 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Requiring the
department of social and health services to notify the military
regarding child abuse and neglect allegations of families with an
active military status. Reported by Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Fain.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 22, 2015
SB 5208 Prime Sponsor, Senator Miloscia: Allowing the use of
lodging taxes for financing workforce housing. Reported by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5208 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 21, 2015
SB 5299 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Updating, clarifying,
and strengthening department of financial institutions'
enforcement, licensing, and examination statutes relating to
residential mortgage lending, and enhancing the crime of
mortgage fraud in the residential mortgage lending process.
Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5299 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair;
Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs; Pedersen and
Roach.

January 22, 2015
SB 5164 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Concerning transient
lodging for military service members in armories. Reported by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Fain.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.

January 21, 2015
SB 5300 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Updating the
department of financial institutions' regulatory enforcement
powers regarding credit unions and organizations providing
services to credit unions. Reported by Committee on Financial
Institutions & Insurance

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 22, 2015
SB 5178 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning the
criminal justice treatment account. Reported by Committee on
Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 21, 2015
SB 5180 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Modernizing life
insurance reserve requirements. Reported by Committee on
Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Hobbs; Pedersen and Roach.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Hobbs; Pedersen and Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Fain.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 22, 2015
SB 5377 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Concerning the
provision of time and assistance for tenants to relocate due to a
rent increase or change of use of the residential unit. Reported
by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair;
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Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member;
Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
MOTION

On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING

RCW; creating new sections; and providing a contingent
effective date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5526 by Senators Liias, Litzow, Pedersen, Fain, McAuliffe,
Rolfes, Darneille, Kohl-Welles, Mullet and Chase
AN ACT Relating to preventing harassment, intimidation,
and bullying in public schools; and amending RCW
28A.300.285.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5527 by Senators Liias, Roach, Billig, McCoy, Habib,
Darneille, Mullet and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to extending the time period for voter
registration; and amending RCW 29A.08.140.

SB 5520 by Senators Rolfes and Billig
AN ACT Relating to modifying the high school assessment
system by changing the administration of alternative
assessments, continuing the requirement for students to
demonstrate achievement of state academic standards to earn
a high school diploma, and aligning the system with career
and college ready graduation requirements; amending RCW
28A.655.061, 28A.655.065, and 28A.655.070; adding a new
section to chapter 28A.300 RCW; creating a new section;
repealing RCW 28A.655.066; and providing an effective
date.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

SB 5529 by Senators Warnick, Rivers, Schoesler, Honeyford,
Parlette, Becker and King
AN ACT Relating to the Royal Slope railroad; creating a new
section; and declaring an emergency.

SB 5521 by Senators Sheldon, Rivers, Becker, Warnick and
Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to adding persons who serve legal process
to assault in the third degree provisions; amending RCW
9A.36.031; and prescribing penalties.

SB 5528 by Senators Billig, Fain, Liias, Roach, Darneille,
Mullet, McAuliffe and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to contributions from political committees
to other political committees; and amending RCW
42.17A.442.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.

Referred to Committee on Transportation.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

SB 5530 by Senators Fain, Mullet, Pedersen and Litzow
AN ACT Relating to revocation parity; and adding a new
chapter to Title 19 RCW.

SB 5522 by Senators Sheldon and Rivers
AN ACT Relating to lake water quality districts; and
amending RCW 85.38.010.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

SB 5523 by Senators Sheldon, Rivers, Angel, Schoesler,
Padden, Becker, Warnick, Honeyford and Roach
AN ACT Relating to process server registration; and
amending RCW 36.22.210.

SB 5531 by Senators Hatfield and Chase
AN ACT Relating to providing increased revenue to the state
wildlife account; amending RCW 77.15.500, 77.65.010,
77.65.150, 77.65.160, 77.65.170, 77.65.190, 77.65.280,
77.65.340, 77.65.440, 77.65.480, 77.65.510, 82.27.020, and
82.27.070; reenacting and amending RCW 77.12.170; adding
new sections to chapter 77.65 RCW; providing an effective
date; and declaring an emergency.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.

SB 5524 by Senators Sheldon, Rivers, Parlette, Angel, Bailey,
Becker, Warnick, Honeyford, Brown, Dammeier and Conway
AN ACT Relating to enhancing the employment of persons
with disabilities; adding a new section to chapter 43.41 RCW;
and creating new sections.

SB 5532 by Senators Rolfes, Bailey and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to Washington's gift of life award;
amending RCW 1.50.010, 1.50.030, and 1.50.040; and
adding a new section to chapter 1.50 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5525 by Senators Sheldon and Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to property taxes; adding new sections to
chapter 84.36 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 84.40

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5533 by Senators Hobbs, Rivers and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to charges for providing electronic data
under the public records act; and amending RCW 42.56.120.
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exemption, and providing greater clarity for out-of-state
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
sellers concerning their tax obligations; amending RCW
82.08.02087, 82.12.02087, 82.08.195, and 82.04.067;
SB 5534 by Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles, Hill, Conway,
reenacting and amending RCW 82.08.02565; adding a new
Rivers, Rolfes, Hargrove and Chase
section to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new section to
AN ACT Relating to creating a certified public accounting
chapter 82.32 RCW; creating new sections; providing an
scholarship program; and adding a new chapter to Title 28B
effective date; and declaring an emergency.
RCW.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5542 by Senator Hill
SB 5535 by Senators Fain, Liias, Rivers, Miloscia, Nelson,
AN ACT Relating to providing reasonable tools for the
McCoy, Mullet, Dammeier, Litzow, Frockt, Hill, Chase,
effective administration of the public utility district privilege
Darneille and Kohl-Welles
tax; amending RCW 54.28.030, 54.28.040, 54.28.050,
AN ACT Relating to establishing a citizens' initiative review
54.28.055, 82.32.050, 82.32.060, 82.32.070, 82.32.100,
pilot program; amending RCW 29A.32.070; adding new
82.32.105, 82.32.160, and 82.32.350; and adding a new
sections to chapter 29A.72 RCW; creating a new section.
section to chapter 54.28 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5536 by Senators Sheldon and Angel
AN ACT Relating to the recoupment of certain costs by
collection agencies; and amending RCW 36.22.179.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5537 by Senators Habib, Miloscia, Roach, Dansel, Liias and
Fain
AN ACT Relating to establishing regional fire protection
service authorities within the boundaries of regional cities;
amending RCW 52.26.030, 52.26.040, and 52.26.060; and
reenacting and amending RCW 52.26.020.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5538 by Senators Angel and Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to disposing property in the leased
premises of a deceased tenant; and adding a new section to
chapter 59.18 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5539 by Senators Roach, Sheldon, Angel and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to delivery of a pistol to a current law
enforcement officer; and amending RCW 9.41.090.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5543 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to improving the administration of
unclaimed property laws; amending RCW 63.29.020,
63.29.140, 63.29.170, 63.29.180, 63.29.290, 63.29.300, and
63.29.340; reenacting and amending RCW 63.29.190; adding
new sections to chapter 63.29 RCW; creating a new section;
and providing a contingent effective date.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5544 by Senators McAuliffe, Hasegawa, Chase, Liias,
Rolfes, Conway, Kohl-Welles and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to establishing comparable and
professional wages for K-12 employees; amending RCW
28A.150.410; adding a new section to chapter 28A.150
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.300 RCW; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5545 by Senators McAuliffe, Chase, Liias, Conway and
Keiser
AN ACT Relating to postretirement employment; and
amending RCW 41.32.765, 41.32.875, 41.35.420, 41.35.680,
41.40.630, and 41.40.820.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5540 by Senators Brown, Becker, Schoesler, Braun, Bailey,
Warnick, Dammeier, Parlette and Conway
AN ACT Relating to recognizing the national day of the
cowboy; reenacting and amending RCW 1.16.050; and
creating a new section.

SB 5546 by Senators Liias, Hasegawa, Chase, Conway, Rolfes,
McAuliffe, Kohl-Welles and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to establishing competitive wages for
beginning teacher salaries; amending RCW 28A.400.200;
and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5541 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to improving tax fairness for businesses
engaged in electronic commerce by eliminating inconsistent
tax treatment of digital business inputs, ensuring that
prewritten computer software developers remain eligible for
the manufacturing machinery and equipment sales and use tax

SB 5547 by Senators Bailey, Rivers, Angel, Becker, Warnick,
Honeyford and Padden
AN ACT Relating to requiring a minimum grade point
average or equivalent to renew a state need grant; and
amending RCW 28B.92.060.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
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SB 5548 by Senators Liias, Pearson, Hobbs, Pedersen and
Rolfes
AN ACT Relating to providing immunity for school bus
drivers; and adding a new section to chapter 28A.160 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5549 by Senators Jayapal, Angel, Keiser and Cleveland
AN ACT Relating to the registration and disciplining of
pharmacy assistants; and amending RCW 18.64A.030,
18.64A.050, and 18.64A.055.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5550 by Senators Habib and Fain
AN ACT Relating to providers of commercial transportation
services; amending RCW 51.12.183; and adding a new
chapter to Title 46 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5551 by Senators Pearson, Hatfield and Chase
AN ACT Relating to salmon recovery project funds; and
amending RCW 77.85.130.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5552 by Senators Padden, Baumgartner, Braun, Honeyford
and Angel
AN ACT Relating to accommodating the civil rights of
religious objectors to mandatory payments to labor
organizations; and amending RCW 41.56.122, 41.76.045,
41.59.100, 28B.52.045, 49.39.090, 47.64.160, 41.80.100, and
49.66.010.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5553 by Senators Hasegawa, Chase, Jayapal, Rolfes,
Darneille, Conway, Frockt and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to establishing the Washington investment
trust; amending RCW 30A.04.020, 42.56.400, 43.08.135, and
43.84.080; reenacting and amending RCW 42.56.270 and
42.56.400; adding a new section to chapter 39.58 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 41.06 RCW; adding a new
chapter to Title 43 RCW; creating a new section; providing
an effective date; providing expiration dates; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5554 by Senators Warnick, Hatfield and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to clarifying that irrigation district
facilities are not within the definition of shorelands; and
amending RCW 90.58.030.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development.
SB 5555 by Senators Warnick, Hatfield and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to irrigation district review and
conditioning authority; and amending RCW 58.17.310.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development.
SB 5556 by Senators Warnick, Hatfield and Honeyford

AN ACT Relating to irrigation district administration;
amending RCW 87.06.040; and repealing RCW 87.80.140
and 87.80.150.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development.
SB 5557 by Senators Parlette, Conway, Rivers, Dammeier,
Becker, Frockt, Schoesler, Keiser, Jayapal, Warnick and
Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to services provided by pharmacists;
amending RCW 48.43.045; and adding a new section to
chapter 48.43 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5558 by Senators Angel and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to increasing the number of members on
the board of osteopathic medicine and surgery; and amending
RCW 18.57.003.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5559 by Senators Billig, McAuliffe, Conway, Litzow,
Rolfes, Rivers and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to tuition waivers for state and educational
employees; and amending RCW 28B.15.558.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5560 by Senators Dammeier, Keiser, Rivers, McCoy,
Angel, Becker, Bailey, Rolfes and Cleveland
AN ACT Relating to mitigating barriers to patient access to
care resulting from health insurance contracting practices;
adding a new section to chapter 48.43 RCW; and providing
an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5561 by Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles, Frockt, Honeyford,
Hewitt, Rolfes, McAuliffe and Angel
AN ACT Relating to veteran survivor tuition waiver
eligibility; and amending RCW 28B.15.621.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5562 by Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles, Honeyford, Frockt
and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to capital design and construction for
institutions of higher education; and amending RCW
43.88.030.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5563 by Senators Honeyford, Sheldon and Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to providing a business and occupation tax
exemption for environmental handling charges; adding a new
section to chapter 82.04 RCW; and creating new sections.
Referred to Committee
Telecommunications.

on

Energy,

Environment

&

SB 5564 by Senators O'Ban, Darneille, Miloscia, Hargrove,
Kohl-Welles, Fain, Jayapal, Brown, Habib, Dammeier, Frockt,
Litzow, Warnick, Hasegawa and McAuliffe
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amending RCW 49.46.010 and 49.48.082; adding new
AN ACT Relating to decreasing the barriers to successful
sections to chapter 49.46 RCW; adding a new section to
community participation for individuals involved with the
chapter 49.12 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 49.48
juvenile justice system; amending RCW 13.50.260,
RCW; adding new sections to chapter 39.12 RCW; adding
13.50.270, 13.40.190, 7.68.035, 7.80.130, 9.08.070,
new sections to chapter 49.52 RCW; creating a new section;
9.08.072, 9.46.1961, 9.68A.105, 9.68A.106, 9.94A.550,
and prescribing penalties.
9A.20.021, 9A.50.030, 9A.56.060, 9A.56.085, 9A.88.120,
9A.88.140, 10.73.160, 10.82.090, 10.99.080, 13.40.080,
36.18.016, 36.18.020, 36.18.040, 43.43.690, 46.61.5054,
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
46.61.5055, 69.50.401, 69.50.425, 69.50.430, 69.50.435, and
77.15.420; reenacting and amending RCW 13.50.010 and
SB 5570 by Senators McCoy, Darneille and Hasegawa
13.40.127; adding a new section to chapter 13.34 RCW;
AN ACT Relating to exempting the state of Washington from
adding a new section to chapter 13.50 RCW; and repealing
daylight saving time; adding a new section to chapter 1.20
RCW 13.40.145 and 13.40.085.
RCW; creating a new section; and repealing RCW 1.20.051.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Housing.
Security.
SB 5565 by Senators McCoy, McAuliffe, Miloscia, Frockt,
SB 5571 by Senators Fain, Pedersen, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
Hill, Pedersen, Hasegawa, Hobbs, Darneille, Kohl-Welles,
Chase and Habib
Keiser, Conway and Chase
AN ACT Relating to providing a tax deferral for the
AN ACT Relating to recognizing César Chávez day;
expansion of certain existing public facilities district
reenacting and amending RCW 1.16.050; and creating a new
convention centers; amending RCW 36.100.090; providing
section.
an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Security.
SB 5566 by Senators Frockt, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Darneille,
Keiser, Conway, Cleveland, Kohl-Welles, Nelson, McCoy,
Chase, McAuliffe, Fraser and Billig
AN ACT Relating to simplifying and enforcing employee
status under employment laws to ensure fairness to employers
and employees and address the underground economy;
amending RCW 39.12.010, 39.12.050, 50.04.100, 50.04.298,
50.12.070, 50.12.072, 50.24.070, 50.04.100, 51.08.070, and
51.08.180; reenacting and amending RCW 49.48.082 and
49.46.010; adding a new section to chapter 39.12 RCW;
adding new sections to chapter 49.52 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 49.48 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 49.46 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 50.04
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 51.12 RCW; adding a
new chapter to Title 49 RCW; creating new sections;
repealing RCW 39.12.100, 50.04.140, 50.04.145, 51.08.181,
and 51.08.195; and prescribing penalties.

SB 5572 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa, Cleveland,
Darneille, Conway and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to the sales, distribution, and delivery of
marijuana; amending RCW 69.50.331; and adding new
sections to chapter 69.50 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.

SB 5567 by Senators Keiser, Hasegawa, Conway, Frockt,
Darneille, Rolfes, Kohl-Welles, Jayapal, Liias, Ranker, Nelson,
McCoy, Chase, McAuliffe, Fraser and Billig
AN ACT Relating to establishing wage liens; and adding a
new chapter to Title 60 RCW.

SJR 8203 by Senators Sheldon, Ericksen and Padden
Setting base years for property tax valuation.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SJM 8007
by Senators Pearson, Hatfield, Hewitt,
Chase, McAuliffe, Dansel and Warnick
Requesting Congress to provide the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration fisheries with sufficient
resources to expedite review of Puget Sound hatchery and
genetic management plans and that the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration fisheries prioritize and conduct
immediate review and approval of these plans.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
MOTION

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5568 by Senators Conway, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Frockt,
Chase, Keiser, Darneille, Nelson, Rolfes, Liias, Kohl-Welles,
Ranker, McCoy, McAuliffe, Fraser and Billig
AN ACT Relating to damages for wage violations; amending
RCW 49.52.070; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5569 by Senators Hasegawa, Jayapal, McCoy, Kohl-Welles,
Conway, Fraser, Ranker, Rolfes, Frockt, Keiser, Liias,
McAuliffe, Chase, Darneille, Nelson and Billig
AN ACT Relating to the employment antiretaliation act;
amending RCW 49.46.100 and 39.12.010; reenacting and

On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
At 10:03 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon, Monday, January 26, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all appointees listed on the
Gubernatorial Appointments report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION

MOTION

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.

On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the third
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM GOVERNOR
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
January 21, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
ROBERT F. KEHOE, reappointed January 1, 2015, for the
term ending December 31, 2020, as Member of the Fish and
Wildlife Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
January 21, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
PATRICIA T. LANTZ, reappointed January 1, 2015, for the
term ending December 31, 2020, as Member of the Parks and
Recreation Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
January 21, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
ANN E. RENDAHL, appointed January 2, 2015, for the term
ending January 1, 2021, as Member of the Utilities and
Transportation Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.

January 23, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The Speaker has signed:
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 8400.
and the same is herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5573 by Senators Frockt, Rivers, Mullet, Hargrove, Hobbs,
Keiser, Pedersen, Kohl-Welles and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to youth substance use prevention
associated with tobacco and drug delivery e-cigarettes and
vapor products; amending RCW 26.28.080, 28A.210.310,
70.155.010,
70.155.020,
70.155.030,
70.155.050,
70.155.070,
70.155.080,
70.155.090,
70.155.100,
70.155.110, 70.155.120, 70.155.130, 70.155.140, 66.08.145,
66.44.010, 82.24.510, 82.24.530, 82.24.550, 82.26.060,
82.26.080, 82.26.150, 82.26.170, 82.26.220, 82.32.300, and
43.06.450; adding new sections to chapter 70.155 RCW;
adding new sections to chapter 43.06 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 82.12 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title 82 RCW;
creating new sections; prescribing penalties; providing an
effective date; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5574 by Senators Hobbs, Mullet, Nelson, Frockt, Hatfield,
Kohl-Welles, Keiser, Pedersen, Darneille, McAuliffe, Habib,
Cleveland and Conway
AN ACT Relating to improving access to reproductive health;
adding new sections to chapter 48.43 RCW; and creating new
sections.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5575 by Senators Braun, Honeyford and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to providing sales and use tax exemptions
to encourage coal-fired electric generation plants to convert
to natural gas-fired plants; adding a new section to chapter
82.08 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.12 RCW;
creating a new section; and providing expiration dates.
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Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5584 by Senator Dansel
AN ACT Relating to water quality determinations made by
SB 5576 by Senators Baumgartner and Braun
AN ACT Relating to worker reporting of workplace injuries
the department of ecology; and amending RCW 90.48.120.
for purposes of industrial insurance; amending RCW
51.28.010; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5585 by Senators Dansel, Mullet and Braun
AN ACT Relating to granting counties and cities greater
SB 5577 by Senators Braun and Cleveland
flexibility with real estate excise tax proceeds; and amending
AN ACT Relating to pharmaceutical waste; and creating new
RCW 82.46.010 and 82.46.035.
sections.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5578 by Senators Dammeier, Darneille, Conway, O'Ban,
Keiser, Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe and Fraser
AN ACT Relating to giving preferences to housing trust fund
projects that involve collaboration between local school
districts and housing authorities or nonprofit housing
providers to help children of low-income families succeed in
school; amending RCW 43.185.070 and 43.185.070;
providing an effective date; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5579 by Senators Dammeier, Roach, Becker, Padden,
Conway, Darneille, Hobbs, Angel, Honeyford, Pearson, Sheldon
and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to exempting certain firearms transfers
involving licensed security guards from background check
requirements; and amending RCW 9.41.113.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5586 by Senators Conway, Hasegawa, Keiser and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to the social security offset to disability
compensation; and amending RCW 51.32.225.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5587 by Senators Becker and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to funding and expenditures for official
national association conferences; amending RCW 42.52.150;
and adding a new section to chapter 42.52 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5588 by Senators Roach, Liias, Habib, Mullet, Frockt,
Miloscia, Fain, Hobbs, Chase, Hasegawa, Hill, Keiser and Fraser
AN ACT Relating to Washington's property assessment
appeal procedures; and amending RCW 84.48.150.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5580 by Senators Dammeier and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to requiring ticket brokers and resellers to
make disclosures; and adding a new chapter to Title 19 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5581 by Senators Angel and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to the benefits of group life and disability
insurance policies; amending RCW 48.24.280; and adding a
new section to chapter 48.21 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5582 by Senators Cleveland, Rivers, Keiser and KohlWelles
AN ACT Relating to penalties for allowing or permitting
unlicensed practice of massage therapy or reflexology;
adding a new section to chapter 18.108 RCW; and prescribing
penalties.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5583 by Senator Dansel
AN ACT Relating to providing the fish and wildlife
commission with the tools necessary to enact changes to the
status of a species; amending RCW 77.12.020, 77.04.090, and
77.04.012; and adding a new section to chapter 77.12 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5589 by Senators O'Ban, Pedersen, Pearson and Roach
AN ACT Relating to fairness in disciplinary actions of peace
officers who appear on a prosecuting attorney's potential
impeachment list; adding a new section to chapter 10.93
RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5590 by Senators Dammeier, Frockt and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to medicaid managed health care system
payments for health care services provided by
nonparticipating providers; and amending RCW 74.09.522.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5591 by Senators Liias, Roach, Hasegawa, Fain, McCoy,
Keiser, Pearson, Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe and Conway
AN ACT Relating to allowing emergency medical services to
develop community assistance referral and education services
programs; and amending RCW 35.21.930, 18.71.200, and
18.71.205.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5592 by Senators Hasegawa and Conway
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AN ACT Relating to fingerprint-based background checks
for the licensing of security guards; and amending RCW
18.170.130 and 18.170.030.

workers; and amending RCW 18.88B.041, 74.39A.076,
74.39A.341, and 18.88B.035.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5593 by Senators Dammeier, Padden, Cleveland, O'Ban,
Pedersen, Becker and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to the safe delivery of and reasonable
payment for health care services by hospitals for inmates and
persons detained by law enforcement; amending RCW
70.02.200 and 70.48.130; and adding a new chapter to Title
10 RCW.

SB 5600 by Senators Dammeier, Keiser, Darneille and KohlWelles
AN ACT Relating to modifying certain definitions
concerning vulnerable adults, including the definitions of
abuse and sexual abuse; and amending RCW 74.34.020 and
74.34.205.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5594 by Senators Becker, Bailey, Braun, Angel, Parlette,
Schoesler, Dammeier and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to federal funding programs requiring
changes in state law; adding a new section to chapter 44.28
RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5595 by Senators Becker and Bailey
AN ACT Relating to clarifying association health plans
provisions; amending RCW 48.21.010, 48.44.070, and
48.46.060; creating new sections; and providing an effective
date.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5596 by Senators King, Hewitt, Kohl-Welles and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to creating a special permit by a
manufacturer of wine to hold a private event for the purpose
of tasting and selling wine of its own production; and
amending RCW 66.20.010.

SB 5601 by Senators Warnick, Rivers, Schoesler and
Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to requiring the Washington state
department of agriculture to approve the comparable
recertification standards of private entities for the purposes of
waiving the recertification requirements under the
Washington pesticide control act; and amending RCW
15.58.233.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5602 by Senators Warnick, Braun, Sheldon, Schoesler,
Angel, Bailey and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to prohibiting public entities from giving
or loaning public funds to bargaining unit representatives for
nongovernment functions; adding a new section to chapter
41.56 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 41.76 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 28B.52 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 47.64 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 41.80 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 41.59
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 49.66 RCW; and
creating a new section.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5597 by Senator Roach
AN ACT Relating to licensing real estate appraisers by
reciprocity, fingerprint-based background checks for real
estate appraiser applicants, and creating an inactive status for
real estate appraisers; amending RCW 18.140.010,
18.140.060, 18.140.120, and 18.140.160; and adding new
sections to chapter 18.140 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5598 by Senators Conway, Warnick, Kohl-Welles and
Keiser
AN ACT Relating to creating a dedicated account for
elevators, lifting devices, moving walks, manufactured and
mobile homes, recreational and commercial vehicles, factory
built housing and commercial structures, and contractor
registration and compliance activities; amending RCW
70.87.210; adding a new section to chapter 18.27 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 43.22 RCW; and adding a
new section to chapter 51.44 RCW.

SB 5603 by Senators Warnick and Rolfes
AN ACT Relating to cottage food operations; and amending
RCW 69.22.050.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5604 by Senators Liias and Roach
AN ACT Relating to the review and evaluation of countywide
planning policies under the growth management act; and
amending RCW 36.70A.215.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations & State
Security.
SB 5605 by Senators Darneille, Jayapal, Kohl-Welles and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to arrest of sixteen and seventeen year olds
for domestic violence assault; and reenacting and amending
RCW 10.31.100.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5599 by Senators Dammeier, Keiser and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to removing expiration dates for training
and certification exemptions for certain long-term care

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
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SB 5606 by Senators Jayapal, Rivers, Frockt, King, Keiser and
Kohl-Welles
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
AN ACT Relating to regulating dental professionals by
permitting dental hygienists and dental assistants to take
SB 5614 by Senators Benton, Angel, Liias, Bailey, Schoesler,
impressions under certain circumstances and by authorizing
Warnick, Ranker, Hobbs and Parlette
the issuance of a limited license to dental hygienists who
AN ACT Relating to the maintenance and operations of parks
actively practice or are licensed in Canada; and amending
and recreational land acquired through the conservation
RCW 18.29.050, 18.29.190, and 18.260.040.
futures program; and amending RCW 84.34.240.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5607 by Senators Conway, Dammeier, Darneille, O'Ban and
Padden
AN ACT Relating to complaint procedure for the
modification or termination of guardianship; and amending
RCW 11.88.120.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5608 by Senators Miloscia, Conway, Keiser, Darneille and
Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to prohibiting employers from asking
about arrests or convictions before an applicant is determined
otherwise qualified for a position; adding new sections to
chapter 49.44 RCW; creating new sections; and prescribing
penalties.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5609 by Senators Bailey, Ranker, Hatfield, Baumgartner,
Liias and Rolfes
AN ACT Relating to protecting waterways from pollution
from synthetic plastic microbeads; adding a new chapter to
Title 70 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5610 by Senators Benton and Billig
AN ACT Relating to an annual permit fee on studded tire use;
amending RCW 46.17.400, 46.37.420, 46.17.240, and
46.17.040; adding a new section to chapter 46.16A RCW;
creating a new section; prescribing penalties; and providing
an effective date.

Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5615 by Senators Benton, Sheldon, Bailey, Padden, Rivers,
Angel, Schoesler, Warnick, Roach, Honeyford and Pearson
AN ACT Relating to exempting certain firearms transfers
involving military members, law enforcement officers, and
corrections officers from background check requirements;
and amending RCW 9.41.113.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5616 by Senators Benton, Hobbs, Angel, Keiser, Fain,
Roach, Hatfield, Conway, Chase and Baumgartner
AN ACT Relating to pawnbroker fees and interest rates; and
amending RCW 19.60.060.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5617 by Senators Warnick, Fraser, Hatfield, Fain, Litzow,
Liias and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to marine, off-road recreational vehicle,
and snowmobile fuel tax refunds based on actual fuel taxes
paid; amending RCW 46.09.520, 46.10.530, and 79A.25.070;
and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5618 by Senator McCoy
AN ACT Relating to requiring the department of ecology to
notify residents of a highly impacted community when
initiating review of certain environmental permit
applications; adding a new section to chapter 43.21A RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 43.70 RCW; and creating new
sections.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.

Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5611 by Senators Benton and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to excessive overdraft fees; amending
RCW 30A.22.040; and adding a new section to chapter
30A.22 RCW.

SB 5619 by Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles, Frockt and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to basic education for adults at community
and technical colleges; amending RCW 43.88C.010; adding
a new section to chapter 28B.50 RCW; and creating a new
section.

Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5612 by Senators Benton and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to check cashing fees; and adding a new
section to chapter 30A.22 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5613 by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to the cap on the total number of small
loans a borrower may have in a twelve-month period; and
amending RCW 31.45.073.

SB 5620 by Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles, Frockt, Schoesler
and Conway
AN ACT Relating to authorizing waivers of building fees and
services and activities fees for certain military service
members; and adding a new section to chapter 28B.15 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5621 by Senators King, Liias, Fain, Hobbs and Angel
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AN ACT Relating to the definition of the practice of
dentistry; and amending RCW 18.32.020.

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5622 by Senators Sheldon, Miloscia, Angel, Becker,
Warnick and Pearson
AN ACT Relating to requiring that the departments of fish
and wildlife and ecology use empirical science to support
agency actions affecting land use; and amending RCW
34.05.271 and 34.05.272.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5623 by Senators Sheldon, Angel, Miloscia, Becker,
Warnick and Conway
AN ACT Relating to modifying the operation of motorcycles
on roadways laned for traffic; amending RCW 46.61.608; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5624 by Senators Keiser, Honeyford and Conway
AN ACT Relating to financing essential public infrastructure;
amending RCW 39.94.030, 43.155.020, 43.155.040, and
43.155.050; reenacting and amending RCW 39.94.040;
adding a new section to chapter 43.155 RCW; adding a new
chapter to Title 39 RCW; creating a new section; and
providing a contingent effective date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5625 by Senators Frockt, Keiser, Conway, Cleveland,
Jayapal and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to continuity of health care coverage;
adding a new section to chapter 74.09 RCW; creating a new
section; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5626 by Senators Frockt, Jayapal, Keiser, Conway, KohlWelles and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to detailed enrollment data for the health
benefit exchange; amending RCW 48.43.039; and adding a
new section to chapter 43.71 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SJR 8204 by Senators Keiser, Honeyford and Conway
Amending the Constitution to allow the state to guarantee
debt issued on behalf of a political subdivision for essential
public infrastructure.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exception of Senate Bill No.
5584 which was referred to the Committee on Agriculture, Water
& Rural Economic Development.
MOTION

Senator Jayapal moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8607
By Senator Jayapal
WHEREAS, January 26, 2015, marks the 66th Republic Day
in India, celebrating the adoption of the Constitution of the
world’s largest democracy; and
WHEREAS, India achieved independence from British rule
through peaceful and nonviolent resistance; and
WHEREAS, The Indian Constitution asserts equality before
law, and declares “that the State shall not deny to any person
equality before the law or the equal protection of the laws within
the territory of India”; and
WHEREAS, Washington state has many cultural and
economic ties to India, including over sixty thousand IndianAmericans living in this state; and
WHEREAS, Indian-Americans are small business owners,
entrepreneurs, and CEOs of Washington companies, including
the founding officers of many Seattle-based tech companies; and
WHEREAS, These businesses provide useful services,
resources, and jobs to the people of this state; and
WHEREAS, Indian-Americans have been emigrating to the
West Coast since the nineteenth century, working in our most
vital industries including agriculture, logging, and trade; and
WHEREAS, Indian-Americans serve selflessly in our armed
forces and in law enforcement, as well as contribute profoundly
to the health care industry and Washington's institutions of higher
education;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate honors the 2015 Republic Day as a
symbol of the shared values of democracy and liberty, between
the nation of India and both the State of Washington and the
United States of America.
Senators Jayapal, Liias, Roach and Honeyford spoke in favor
of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8607.
The motion by Senator Jayapal carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced representatives of
the Indian-American, Asian and South Asian community
celebrating India’s Republic Day: Mr. Hardeep Singh,
representing the Gurudwara Guru Nanak Darbar Sikh Temple in
Kent and OneAmerica board member; Mr. Jaspal Singh and Mr.
Paramjit Singh representing the Gurudwara Guru Nanak Darbar
Sikh Temple in Kent; Mr. Jagdish Sharma, Chair-Emeritus, Indo
American Friendship Forum and immediate past Chair of the
Commission on Asian Pacific American Affairs (CAPAA); Ms.
Jayashree Narayan, representing the Kerala Association of
Washington, a cultural organization which strives to maintain and
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promote the heritage of Kerala, the southernmost state of India
and the social lifestyle of Keralites in the Pacific Northwest; Mr.
Senator Fraser announced a brief meeting of the Democratic
Debadutta Dash, Co-Chair, Washington State and India Trade
Caucus following the day’s adjournment.
Relations Action Committee (WASITRAC) and past member of
the CAPAA; Mr. Habib Habib, founding Co-Chair, WASITRAC
MOTION
and past member of the CAPAA; Mr. Harsha Ram, past President,
Sahyadri Kannada Sangha which seeks to maintain the Kannada
At 12:12 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
cultural heritage of Karnataka, a southern state in India; Ms.
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon, Tuesday, January 27, 2015.
Manisha Chainani, representing API Chaya which supports
Asian, South Asian, and Pacific Islander survivors and families
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
impacted by domestic violence and sexual assault, as well as
human trafficking survivors; Dr. Lakshmi Guar, Social Program
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
Director, Indian Association of Western Washington and member
of the CAPAA; and Mr. Raman Khanna, Session Aide to Sen.
Rolfes and 1st Vice Chair, 37th Legislative District Democrats
who were seated in the gallery and recognized by the senate.
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Tuesday, January 27, 2015

The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Jack
Sanders and Kyle Braun, presented the Colors.
Mr. James Nguyen, Central Washington University student,
Des Moines campus, and intern to the office of Senator Miloscia
led the Senate in the Pledge of Allegiance.
The prayer was offered by Dr. William Adam, Detective and
Chaplain, Mason County Sheriff's Office.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
January 26, 2015
SB 5009 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Concerning selfservice storage facilities. Reported by Committee on Commerce
& Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5009 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway;
Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 26, 2015
SB 5025 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Modifying the
apportionment of quick title service fees collected by appointed
subagents. Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5025 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Baumgartner; Cleveland;
Ericksen; Habib; Jayapal; Miloscia; Pedersen and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 26, 2015
SB 5078 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Funding recovery
programs for persons with mental illness and chemical
dependency disorders. Reported by Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5078 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 26, 2015
SB 5085 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rolfes: Authorizing siblings of
United States armed forces members who died while in service or
as a result of service to apply for gold star license plates.
Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Baumgartner; Cleveland; Ericksen;
Habib; Jayapal; Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 26, 2015
SB 5100 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Concerning the
processing of certain motor vehicle-related violations applicable
to rental cars. Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Baumgartner; Cleveland; Ericksen;
Habib; Jayapal; Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 26, 2015
SB 5155 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Modifying special
occasion licenses provisions. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 26, 2015
SB 5193 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Exempting documents
recording a water-sewer district lien from the surcharge for local
homeless housing and assistance. Reported by Committee on
Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair and Padden.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Darneille, Ranking
Minority Member.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 26, 2015
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SB 5261 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning community
policing at and around western state hospital. Reported by
SB 5630 by Senators Cleveland, Conway, Jayapal, Frockt,
Keiser, Rolfes, Nelson, McCoy, Pedersen, Hasegawa, Darneille,
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
Chase, Kohl-Welles, Habib, Billig, Fraser, Hatfield, McAuliffe,
Hobbs, Ranker and Liias
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5261 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
AN ACT Relating to enacting the equal pay opportunity act
by amending and enhancing enforcement of the equal pay act
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
and protecting worker communications about wages and
employment opportunities; amending RCW 49.12.175;
Padden.
recodifying RCW 49.12.175; and adding a new chapter to
Title 49 RCW.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
January 26, 2015
SGA 9081
PAT KOHLER, appointed on June 1, 2013,
for the term ending at the governors pleasure, as Director of the
Department of Licensing.
Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice
Chair; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers
and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5631 by Senators Hargrove, O'Ban, Darneille, Pearson,
Ranker, Litzow, Rolfes, Jayapal, Liias, Frockt, Dansel, Hill, Fain,
Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa, Keiser, Angel, McAuliffe and Conway
AN ACT Relating to the administration of a statewide
network of community-based domestic violence victim
services by the department of social and health services;
amending RCW 70.123.010, 70.123.020, 70.123.030,
70.123.040,
70.123.070,
70.123.075,
70.123.080,
70.123.090, 70.123.110, 70.123.150, 36.18.010, 36.18.016,
43.235.020, and 43.235.040; and repealing RCW 70.123.050
and 70.123.130.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.

SB 5632 by Senators Hatfield and Chase
AN ACT Relating to increasing revenue to the state wildlife
account; amending RCW 77.32.238, 77.32.450, 77.32.460,
77.32.470, 77.32.520, 77.32.480, 77.15.500, 77.65.010,
77.65.150, 77.65.160, 77.65.170, 77.65.190, 77.65.280,
77.65.340, 77.65.440, 77.65.480, 77.65.510, 82.27.020, and
82.27.070; reenacting and amending RCW 77.12.170; adding
a new section to chapter 77.32 RCW; adding new sections to
chapter 77.65 RCW; providing an effective date; and
declaring an emergency.

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5627 by Senators Bailey, Pearson and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to an exemption from discover pass
requirements for off-road vehicles; and amending RCW
79A.80.010.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5628 by Senators Honeyford, Hatfield, Braun, Hobbs,
Warnick and Chase
AN ACT Relating to providing for storm water, flood control,
and water supply infrastructure in the state; adding a new
chapter to Title 70 RCW; creating a new section; and
providing for submission of this act to a vote of the people.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5629 by Senators Hargrove, Kohl-Welles and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to awarding positive time credits toward
the term of supervision for offenders who are meeting
supervision expectations; amending RCW 9.94A.501; adding
a new section to chapter 9.94A RCW; creating a new section;
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

SB 5633 by Senators Conway, O'Ban, Hobbs, Chase, KohlWelles, Liias, McCoy and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to creating a coordinator for the helmets to
hardhats program in the department of veterans affairs; and
adding a new section to chapter 43.60A RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5634 by Senators Conway, Rolfes, O'Ban, Hobbs,
Dammeier, McCoy, Hatfield and Chase
AN ACT Relating to exempting a widow or widower with
gold star license plates from vehicle licensing fees for one
motor vehicle; and amending RCW 46.18.245.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5635 by Senators Pedersen and O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to the uniform power of attorney act;
amending RCW 11.88.080, 11.86.021, 11.88.010,
11.103.030, 30A.22.170, 70.122.130, 71.32.020, 71.32.050,
71.32.060, 71.32.100, 71.32.180, 71.32.200, and 71.32.260;
adding a new chapter to Title 11 RCW; and repealing RCW
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11.94.010, 11.94.020, 11.94.030, 11.94.040, 11.94.043,
11.94.046, 11.94.050, 11.94.060, 11.94.070, 11.94.080,
11.94.090, 11.94.100, 11.94.110, 11.94.120, 11.94.130,
11.94.140, 11.94.150, 11.94.900, and 11.94.901.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

SB 5636 by Senators Hasegawa, Kohl-Welles, Chase, Keiser
and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to the GET ready for college program;
adding a new section to chapter 28B.95 RCW; and creating a
new section.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5637 by Senators Hasegawa, Roach, Kohl-Welles, Chase,
Keiser and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to creating a peer mentoring program;
amending RCW 28B.12.030 and 28B.12.055; and adding a
new chapter to Title 28B RCW.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5638 by Senators Hasegawa, Roach, Kohl-Welles, Chase,
Keiser and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to state need grant eligibility; and
amending RCW 28B.92.080.

SB 5643 by Senators O'Ban, Dammeier and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to preventing firearms access by a person
detained for involuntary mental health treatment; amending
RCW 9.41.047; and adding a new section to chapter 71.05
RCW.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5644 by Senators O'Ban, Dammeier and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to psychiatric boarding under the
involuntary treatment act; amending RCW 71.05.010,
71.05.050, 71.05.210, 71.24.035, 71.24.300, and 71.24.300;
reenacting and amending RCW 71.05.020, 71.05.020, and
71.05.153; adding new sections to chapter 71.05 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 71.24 RCW; creating a new
section; providing an effective date; providing an expiration
date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5645 by Senators Parlette, Cleveland, O'Ban and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to data reporting concerning the collection
of data when a psychiatric patient meets detention criteria and
no evaluation and treatment bed is available; adding a new
section to chapter 71.05 RCW; and creating a new section.

Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5639 by Senators Miloscia, Kohl-Welles, Pedersen, Chase,
Billig, Hasegawa, Keiser, McAuliffe and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to reducing criminal justice expenses by
eliminating the death penalty in favor of life incarceration;
amending RCW 10.95.030; and repealing RCW 10.95.040,
10.95.050, 10.95.060, 10.95.070, 10.95.080, 10.95.090,
10.95.100, 10.95.110, 10.95.120, 10.95.130, 10.95.140,
10.95.150, 10.95.160, 10.95.170, 10.95.180, 10.95.185,
10.95.190, 10.95.200, and 10.95.900.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5640 by Senator Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to deficiency claims after auction of a
private property vehicle impound; and amending RCW
46.55.140.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5641 by Senators Braun and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to taxation of businesses engaged in radio
and television broadcasting; amending RCW 82.04.280,
82.04.280, 82.04.462, and 82.04.2907; reenacting and
amending RCW 82.32.790; and providing a contingent
effective date.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5642 by Senators Chase, Hill, Kohl-Welles and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to encouraging training for medical
students, nurses, and medical technicians and assistants to
work with adult patients with developmental disabilities; and
adding a new section to chapter 28B.77 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5646 by Senators Baumgartner and Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to the cessation of the state route number
99 Alaskan Way viaduct replacement project; adding a new
section to chapter 47.01 RCW; creating a new section; and
repealing RCW 47.01.402, 47.56.862, and 47.56.864.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Fain moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8609
By Senators Fain and Rolfes
WHEREAS, The Senate adopted permanent rules for the
2015-2017 biennium under Senate Resolution 8601; and
WHEREAS, The notice requirements set forth in Senate
Rule 35 have been satisfied; and
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The President declared the senators named on the “2015
WHEREAS, The Senate desires to change the total
Senate Rules Committee Assignments” sheet to the Committee
membership on the Rules committee from seventeen members to
on Rules appointed as designated.
twenty members;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That Rule 41 is
2015 SENATE RULES COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS
amended as follows:
Rules
"Rule 41. The president shall appoint all conference, special,
Lieutenant Governor, Chair
joint and standing committees on the part of the senate. The
Roach, Vice Chair
appointment of the conference, special, joint and standing
Bailey
committees shall be confirmed by the senate.
Benton
Billig
In the event the senate shall refuse to confirm any conference,
Chase
special, joint or standing committee or committees, such
Dammeier
committee or committees shall be elected by the senate.
Ericksen
The following standing committees shall constitute the
Fain
standing committees of the senate:
Fraser
Standing Committee
Total Membership
Hasegawa
Honeyford
1. Accountability & Reform
5
King
2. Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development 5
Mullet
3. Commerce & Labor
7
Nelson
4. Early Learning & K-12 Education
9
Pearson
5. Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
9
Parlette
6. Financial Institutions & Insurance
9
Rivers
Rolfes
7. Government Operations & ((State)) Security
7
Schoesler
8. Health Care
13
Sheldon
9. Higher Education
7
10. Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
5
MOTION
11. Law & Justice
7
12. Natural Resources & Parks
7
On motion of Senator Fain, the appointments to the
Committee on Rules were confirmed by voice vote.
13. Rules
((17))20
(plus the Lieutenant Governor)
MOTION
14. Trade & Economic Development
7
15. Transportation
16. Ways & Means

15
23"

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8609.
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS

At 12:10 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, January 28, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exceptions of Senators Hill, King,
O’Ban and Sheldon.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages
Michael Jasa and Miguel Perez, presented the Colors. The prayer
was offered by The Very Reverend Igumen Tryphon, Abbot of
The Monastery of The Brotherhood of the All-Merciful Saviour,
Vashon Island.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES

January 27, 2015
SB 5057 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Concerning the safe
transport of hazardous materials. Reported by Committee on
Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5057 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; Braun; Brown and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senators Cleveland and Habib.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators McCoy, Ranking
Minority Member and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 27, 2015
SB 5061 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Limiting the
authority of growth management hearings boards to hear petitions
challenging the regulation of permit exempt wells. Reported by
Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development

January 27, 2015
SB 5019 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Creating the
agricultural labor skills and safety program. Reported by
Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member and Honeyford.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5019 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and
Honeyford.

January 27, 2015
SB 5073 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Concerning
nonsubstantive updates and realignments of the statutory
responsibilities of the office of financial management. Reported
by Committee on Government Operations & Security

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SB 5020 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Concerning state
agencies continuity of operations planning requirements.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 27, 2015
SB 5024 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Making conforming
amendments made necessary by reorganizing and streamlining
central service functions, powers, and duties of state government.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5073 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SB 5074 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Modifying the veterans'
scoring criteria in competitive examinations. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SB 5075 Prime Sponsor, Senator Baumgartner: Making
nonsubstantive changes to procurement law. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
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SB 5238 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Concerning public
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
water systems' public participation notice provisions. Reported
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
by Committee on Government Operations & Security
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SB 5139 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Concerning building
code standards for certain buildings four or more stories high.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SB 5153 Prime Sponsor, Senator Billig: Increasing transparency
of campaign contributions.
Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SB 5172 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Revising the lien
for collection of sewer charges by counties. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SB 5176 Prime Sponsor, Senator Keiser: Concerning the capitol
furnishings preservation committee. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SB 5181 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Addressing the scope
of state fire service mobilization and ensuring compliance with
existing state and federal disaster response policies. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 27, 2015

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SB 5337 Prime Sponsor, Senator Fraser: Modifying per diem
rates for port district officers and employees. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
January 27, 2015
SGA 9006
KATRINA ASAY, appointed on February 3,
2014, for the term ending December 31, 2017, as Member of the
Public Disclosure Commission. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SGA 9017
JOHN E BRIDGES, appointed on December
8, 2014, for the term ending December 31, 2018, as Member of
the Public Disclosure Commission. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SGA 9018
ALLYSON BROOKS, reappointed on April
29, 2013, for the term ending at the governor’s pleasure, as
Director of the Dept. of Archaeology & Historic Preservation.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SGA 9035
GRANT DEGGINGER, appointed on July 3,
2012, for the term ending December 31, 2016, as Member of the
Public Disclosure Commission. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
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MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.

SB 5651 by Senators Darneille, Kohl-Welles, Frockt, Jayapal,
Keiser and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to eliminating detention for truant students
found in contempt of a court order; and amending RCW
28A.225.090 and 7.21.030.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SGA 9092
CHRIS LIU, appointed on June 1, 2013, for
the term ending at the governor’s pleasure, as Director of the
Department of Enterprise Services. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5652 by Senators Darneille, Kohl-Welles, Frockt, Jayapal,
Keiser and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to recommendations of the joint legislative
task force on juvenile sentencing reform; amending RCW
13.40.110, 9.94A.533, and 9.94A.535; and reenacting and
amending RCW 13.04.030.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5653 by Senators Darneille, Padden, Kohl-Welles, O'Ban,
Fraser and Pearson
AN ACT Relating to the collection of DNA at jail and
corrections facilities; and amending RCW 43.43.754.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.

SB 5654 by Senators Dansel and Benton
AN ACT Relating to partial payment of current and
delinquent taxes to the county treasurer; amending RCW
84.56.020; and repealing 2014 c 13 s 3 (uncodified).

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5647 by Senators Conway, Dansel and Fraser
AN ACT Relating to allowing counties to create guardianship
courthouse facilitator programs; and adding a new section to
chapter 11.88 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5648 by Senators Rolfes, Frockt, Fraser, Keiser and
Conway
AN ACT Relating to amending the patient bill of rights to
ensure continuity of care; and amending RCW 48.43.515.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5649 by Senators Darneille, Miloscia, Fraser, Keiser,
Parlette, Benton, McCoy and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to involuntary outpatient mental health
treatment; amending RCW 71.05.150, 71.05.156, 71.05.212,
71.05.230, 71.05.240, 71.05.245, 71.05.280, and 71.05.320;
reenacting and amending RCW 71.05.020 and 71.05.020;
providing an effective date; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5650 by Senators Padden, Darneille, Pearson and KohlWelles
AN ACT Relating to inmate funds subject to deductions; and
amending RCW 72.09.480.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5655 by Senators Benton, Chase, Roach, Hasegawa, Keiser,
Kohl-Welles, Rolfes and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to the provision of homeownership
opportunities; amending RCW 43.185.050, 43.185.070,
43.185.070, and 43.185A.030; providing an effective date;
and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5656 by Senators Rivers, Chase, Fain and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to enhancing public safety by reducing
distracted driving incidents caused by the use of personal
wireless communications devices; amending RCW
46.61.668, 46.20.055, 46.20.075, 46.25.010, and 46.20.130;
creating a new section; repealing RCW 46.61.667;
prescribing penalties; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5657 by Senators Mullet, Litzow, Billig, Frockt, McAuliffe,
Keiser, Habib and Conway
AN ACT Relating to creating a pilot program to encourage
school districts to extend the school day to provide homework
assistance to middle schools; creating new sections; making
appropriations; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5658 by Senators Dansel and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to the role of parties in cases related to
certain notices and records; amending RCW 9.41.047,
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82.63.010; adding a new section to chapter 82.04 RCW;
13.50.100, 28A.405.330, 46.29.270, 46.29.310, 53.48.030,
and 13.34.070; and reenacting and amending RCW
adding a new section to chapter 82.63 RCW; creating a new
13.50.010.
section; providing an effective date; providing expiration
dates; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5659 by Senators Ericksen, Sheldon, Pearson, Braun,
Hatfield, Hobbs, Mullet and Benton
SB 5666 by Senators Ranker and Rolfes
AN ACT Relating to directing state investments of existing
AN ACT Relating to cetacean captivity; adding a new section
litter tax revenues under chapter 82.19 RCW in material
to chapter 77.15 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
waste management efforts without increasing the tax rate;
amending RCW 70.93.020, 70.93.180, 70.93.200, 82.19.040,
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
and 82.19.040; reenacting and amending RCW 70.93.180;
providing an effective date; and providing an expiration date.
SB 5667 by Senators Hargrove, Miloscia, Hasegawa, Litzow,
Rolfes, Billig, Keiser, Nelson, Frockt, Warnick and Kohl-Welles
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
AN ACT Relating to the fiscal impacts of bills and budgets;
amending RCW 43.88A.020; creating a new section; and
Telecommunications.
providing an expiration date.
SB 5660 by Senators Hobbs, Honeyford and Angel
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
AN ACT Relating to assisting small businesses licensed to
sell spirits in Washington state; amending RCW 66.24.630,
SB 5668 by Senators Habib, Hasegawa, McCoy, Jayapal, Kohl66.28.170, 66.28.285, and 66.28.330; adding a new section to
chapter 66.28 RCW; creating a new section; and declaring an
Welles, Liias, Chase, Pedersen, Mullet, Keiser, Darneille,
emergency.
Conway and Fraser
AN ACT Relating to establishing a voting rights act to
promote equal voting opportunity in certain political
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
subdivisions by authorizing district-based elections, requiring
redistricting and new elections in certain circumstances, and
SB 5661 by Senators Roach, Liias, Mullet, Keiser and Benton
AN ACT Relating to the legislature holding a public hearing
establishing a cause of action to redress lack of voter
on a ballot proposition; and amending RCW 42.52.180.
opportunity; amending RCW 36.32.020, 54.12.010, and
29A.76.010; adding a new section to chapter 28A.343 RCW;
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
adding a new section to chapter 35.21 RCW; adding a new
Security.
section to chapter 35A.21 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 52.14 RCW; and adding a new chapter to Title 29A
SB 5662 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Honeyford, Braun, Mullet
RCW.
and Rolfes
AN ACT Relating to providing promotional items to a
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
nonprofit charitable corporation or association; and amending
Security.
RCW 66.28.310.
SB 5669 by Senator Hargrove
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
AN ACT Relating to creating a local rural mover license; and
adding a new section to chapter 80.01 RCW.
SB 5663 by Senators Darneille, Kohl-Welles and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to allowing youthful offenders who
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
complete their confinement terms prior to age twenty-one
equal access to a full continuum of rehabilitative and reentry
SB 5670 by Senators Braun, Chase, Kohl-Welles, Sheldon,
services; and amending RCW 9.94A.728 and 72.01.410.
Hatfield, Rivers, Bailey, Dansel, Ericksen, Becker and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to clarifying expenditures under the state
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
universal communications services program; and amending
Housing.
RCW 80.36.650.
SB 5664 by Senators Jayapal, Miloscia, Hasegawa, Frockt,
Darneille, Roach, Kohl-Welles, Nelson, Cleveland, Chase,
Keiser, Hobbs, Conway, McAuliffe, Fraser and Habib
AN ACT Relating to promoting efficiency in the procurement
of interpreter services; amending RCW 41.56.030 and
41.56.510; adding a new section to chapter 39.26 RCW; and
creating new sections.

Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5671 by Senators Baumgartner, O'Ban, Braun and Angel
AN ACT Relating to the payment of union dues by partial
public employees; amending RCW 41.56.122, 41.56.113,
74.39A.270, 41.56.028, 41.56.029, and 41.56.510; and
declaring an emergency.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5665 by Senators Hill, Liias, Fain, Brown and Benton
AN ACT Relating to reinstating tax preferences for hightechnology research and development; amending RCW
82.63.020 and 82.63.045; reenacting and amending RCW

SB 5672 by Senators Conway, Keiser, Hasegawa, Kohl-Welles,
Fraser, Benton and Darneille
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AN ACT Relating to nursing staffing practices at hospitals;
amending RCW 70.41.420; adding new sections to chapter
70.41 RCW; creating new sections; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

SB 5673 by Senators Padden, Kohl-Welles, Roach, Miloscia,
Pearson and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to the distribution of synthetic
cannabinoids and bath salts; amending RCW 69.50.204 and
69.50.430; adding a new section to chapter 19.86 RCW; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5674 by Senators Cleveland and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to enforcement standards for residential
services and support providers; amending RCW 71A.12.270;
adding a new section to chapter 71A.12 RCW; creating a new
section; recodifying RCW 71A.12.270; and prescribing
penalties.

SB 5680 by Senators Frockt, Bailey, Kohl-Welles, Keiser and
Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to family medicine residencies in health
professional shortage areas; amending RCW 70.112.020;
reenacting and amending RCW 70.112.010; adding a new
section to chapter 43.70 RCW; adding new sections to chapter
70.112 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5681 by Senators Hill and Angel
AN ACT Relating to state lottery accounts; amending RCW
67.70.190, 67.70.230, and 67.70.260; providing an effective
date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5682 by Senators Keiser, Rivers, Benton and Angel
AN ACT Relating to signatures of advanced registered nurse
practitioners on required documentation; and adding a new
section to chapter 18.79 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5675 by Senators Roach, Jayapal, McAuliffe, Parlette,
Billig, Fain, Kohl-Welles, Benton, Hasegawa and Conway
AN ACT Relating to expanding dual language and bilingual
instruction for early learners through secondary students;
adding a new section to chapter 28A.300 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 28A.410 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 43.215 RCW; and creating new sections.

SB 5683 by Senators Litzow, Fain, Hill, Rivers, Brown and
Angel
AN ACT Relating to a short-form registration statement for
small securities offerings; and adding a new section to chapter
21.20 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
MOTION
SB 5676 by Senators Roach, Rolfes, Jayapal, Hargrove and
Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to the acceptance of additional high school
equivalency tests; amending RCW 28B.50.536; and creating
a new section.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5677 by Senators Dansel, Fraser and Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to allowing county treasurers to retain a
portion of the state property tax to defray the costs of
collection; amending RCW 84.56.280; and creating a new
section.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5678 by Senators Pearson, Roach, Schoesler and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to requesting public records for the
purpose of obtaining exempted information relating to
employment and licensing; and amending RCW 42.56.070.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5679 by Senators McAuliffe, Litzow, Dammeier,
Hasegawa, Liias, Chase, Rolfes, Jayapal, Parlette and Conway
AN ACT Relating to transition services for special education
students; amending RCW 28A.155.220; and creating a new
section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Becker moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8608
By Senators Becker, Dammeier, Brown, Parlette, Warnick, and
Hatfield
WHEREAS, Families across Washington depend on the safe
and nutritious dairy products provided by the dairy farmers of
Washington state; and
WHEREAS, There are approximately 480 family dairy
farms in Washington state with approximately 266,000 dairy
cows; and
WHEREAS, Washington state ranks tenth in total milk
production in the United States with 6,336 million pounds
annually; and
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Washington State Diary Women officers and staff; the
WHEREAS, Washington ranks fifth in milk production per
Washington Dairy Products Commission commissioners and
cow, with 23,820 pounds of milk per year; and
staff; and the Washington State Dairy Federation Board and staff
WHEREAS, Milk is the second highest dollar-valued
who were all present in the gallery.
agricultural commodity produced in Washington, valued at 2.36
billion dollars; and
With permission of the senate, business was suspended to
WHEREAS, Dairy farming has an annual economic impact
allow State Dairy Ambassador, Miss Janis DeJager.
of 5.2 billion dollars; and
MISS JANIS DEJAGER, STATE DAIRY AMBASSADOR
WHEREAS, There are over 6,184 on-farm dairy jobs in 30
counties across Washington, and over 12,159 jobs in the dairy
industry in total; and
WHEREAS, The Washington State Dairy Ambassadors for
2014-2015 are Ambassador Janis DeJager of Everson and
alternate Ambassadors Marissa Apperson of Rochester and
Marcy Bartelheimer of Snohomish; and
WHEREAS, Dairy Day at the Legislature is January 28,
2015, when the legislators will visit with the dairy producers of
the state and enjoy ice cream that will be handed out by the
Washington State Dairy Federation, Washington State Dairy
Women, and the state and county Dairy Ambassadors;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate acknowledge and honor the women and
men whose work on dairy farms throughout Washington has
contributed much to the strength and vitality of our economy, the
character of our communities, and the general well-being of our
citizens; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution
be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to
Washington State Dairy Ambassador Janis DeJager, alternate
Ambassadors Marissa Apperson and Marcy Bartelheimer, and the
Washington State Dairy
Federation.
Senators Becker, Dansel, Ericksen, Roach, Honeyford, Angel,
Dammeier, Hasegawa and Ranker spoke in favor of adoption of
the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be the
adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8608.
The motion by Senator Becker carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Miss Janis DeJager,
Washington State Dairy Ambassador of Everson, Whatcom
County; Miss Marissa Apperson, Washington State Dairy
Ambassador Alternate of Rochester, Thurston County; and
Marcella Bartelheimer, Washington State Diary Ambassador
Alternate of Snohomish, Snohomish County who were seated at
the rostrum.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced County Dairy
Ambassadors: Miss Ashley Allen, Clark County; Miss Lydia
Johnson, Lewis County; Miss Katie Jo Conley, Skagit County
(state finalist); Miss Megan Sybrandy, Skagit County Alternate
(state finalist); Miss Olivia Russell, Snohomish County (state
finalist); Miss Amanda Howe, Whatcom County; Miss Ellie
Steensma, Whatcom County Alternate (state finalist); and Miss
Ashley Rochlitzer, Inland Northwest (state finalist). The Dairy
Ambassadors were accompanied by their families and friends; the

Miss Janis DeJager: “I am an eighth generation dairy farmer.
My ancestors farmed in the Netherlands but my Grandpa, Dad
and I are proud Washington dairy farmers. My Grandpa DeJager
wore this boot twenty-three years ago; my dad wore this boot
yesterday; and I wore this boot this morning: The past, the present
and the future all in one dairy family. I have been so blessed to
have been raised on a dairy farm. I am able to build amazing forts
in a haymow; pick out a good bull from a sire summary; show my
heifer at our local fair; I can feed calves in my pajamas; chase
cows in my Sunday clothes; and I know that wearing barn boots
without socks give you blisters and make your boots stink. I’ve
learned the importance to pay attention to details, to always check
gates and to never ever, ever stand behind a coughing cough. That
sounds like the ideal childhood for a cow crazy girl like me.
Farming is more than just an occupation to dairy families. It’s a
way of life. My parents used the opportunities of both work and
play on our farm to help shape me into who I am today. I have
learned about strong work ethics, dedication and taking
responsibility for my actions because I’ve seen it modeled on our
farm. As feed, fuel and other expenses rise I have watched my
parents face these challenges with optimism, hope and faith. I
understand that the life of a dairy farmer is one of cycles, hard
work and challenges, very much like your job as a legislator. We
hope you remember the great economic and community impact
the dairy industry has in our state. Washington State has amazing
dedicated dairy farmers that work hard to meet and exceed
environmental standards and even win national dairy
sustainability awards for their hard work. Our dairy producers
continue to work with the Legislature and agencies on water
storage for drought and flood management; water quality in rural
areas; animal and disease traceability; and participate in voluntary
stewardship programs. Let’s put on our boots and continue to
work together to keep our laws and taxes from giving either of us
blisters and stinky feet. When someone purchases a dairy product
for their family, it means that my family has made a difference. It
means that the hard work and struggle and stress is worth it. What
we do as an industry and as dairy farmers is important, has
meaning and is a blessing to others. I come from eight generations
of dairy farmers. I hope also to be a dairy farmer. I have big boots
to fill.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “That was outstanding Ambassador
DeJager. We’ve learned a lot today: Never stand behind a
coughing cow or Senator Hasegawa. Thank you all very much for
being here.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Fain: “Thank you Mr. President. I was just
incredibly impressed, as I think we all were, by your speech
today. I think everyone of us is checking to see what community
you live in to ensure you aren’t running against any of us because
that was incredibly impressive. There was one other thing that I
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think is worth noting with all the great speeches today is that I
actually wanted to acknowledge the first time, some might say the
maiden time, in which a member in our chamber didn’t give a
speech on a resolution. So, I want to draw particular attention and
appreciation to the Senator from the Thirty-seventh for her
maiden silence. You know, indeed her choice to remain silence
was surprising based on her previous loquaciousness. In fact, this
session with the parade of wandering liberal misses that have
come from that chair, I ever wonder if the Senator isn’t in fact its
old occupant. So, but I would say that I believe the chamber is
better off by having Senator Pramila Jayapal here and while we
did not hear from her today and believe that is a great thing. I
know that we will, based on previous experience, hear much from
her this year and I welcome her to the Senate.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Fraser: “As a Point of Personal Privilege, I would
like to bestow on Senator Jayapal the “blend right in award.” As
has been noted, she has given multiple speeches here on the floor
and nobody seemed to notice that she is brand new. Her speeches
are so good. They’re well organized. They’re cogent. She has just
blended right in and I must say she’s done that on the committee
where she is the Ranking Member. She’s on top of the business
and so it’s wonderful to welcome Senator Jayapal as a wonderful
colleague who blends right in right away.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Hargrove: “Well, the Senator from the Thirtyseventh District is surprising in many ways. When we first heard
about her we heard that she was this radical liberal from
downtown Seattle that would be so different from the rest of us
that we would hardly be able to communicate with her. But when
she came to my office she knew what a misery whip was. Do any
of you know what a misery whip is? A few. I have a seven foot
cross cut on my wall and she told me that she actually goes to her
cabin and cuts firewood with this misery whip. Also, there’s some
other things about her that were pretty surprising. Her husband
actually hunts and I didn’t think anybody from Seattle even would
get close to a gun. So, I was pretty surprised by that too. You
know, she’s going to be a great addition to our chamber. She’s
intelligent, obviously articulate and we love your smile too.
Thanks.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Honeyford: “Thank you Mr. President. I’m surprised
about this cutting of wood and burning it because that creates
carbon pollution.”
REMARKS BY SENATOR ROACH
Senator Roach: “Thanks Mr. President. Well I want to
welcome our new Senator …”

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “I’m trying to help you.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Roach: “I just want to welcome our new Senator to
the chambers and let you know how much I appreciated that she
took the time to come over and introduce herself to me. That
means a lot. That tells me that she’s a person that wants to have a
good working relationship with all of us and that she’s person
who’s had a good deal of experience doing that. I think that it’s
really important that those of us that haven’t had the opportunity
to meet, go over and introduce ourselves. Find a person with
wonderful cultural heritage, a lot of community experience and
the ability to communicate to people which is so important here
in the legislature. Thank you so much. Glad you ran and glad
you’re here. Thank you.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Hobbs: “Well, I’d just like to welcome the new
Senator to this body. I certainly hope that you don’t do what the
previous Senator did, like disappear during voting. That would be
nice. I do like the fact that since you’re here now and I don’t know
what it is, the vending machines have plenty of Doritos. I don’t
know what the deal was but there was not enough Doritos in the
vending machines with the previous Senator but I do want to
welcome you here. It’s nice to hear your voice on the
Transportation Committee and fighting for people with color so I
welcome you to the Senate.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Billig: “Thank you. I too would like to add a word
of welcome for our new Senator. You know so many nice things
have been said about her accomplishments. I won’t echo those but
there’s something in her background that was meaningful to me
when I first met her and that’s where she went to college and
actually her arrival precipitated a research project from my
session aide to go through and see what our the universities and
colleges that have produced the most Washington State Senator.
You would be surprised to know that second on the list is
Georgetown University and Senator Jayapal is a graduate of
Georgetown University along with Senator Liias and myself. So,
I’d like to say, ‘Hoya saxa’. Welcome. Look forward to working
with you. Thank you.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Angel: “Thank you. I too want to welcome the new
Senator and I was really pleased yesterday to get a call to my
office asking for a meet and greet which I’m really looking
forward too. It’s hard being new, that was me last year, and if I
can help you in any way I look forward to doing that. Welcome
to the chamber.”

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
President Owen: “Did you wish a Point of Personal
Privilege?”
REMARKS BY SENATOR ROACH
Senator Roach: “Point of Personal Privilege Mr. President. I
guess I better learn those rules.”

Senator Baumgartner: “I just wanted to welcome our new
member. I think what you’ll find here, some people will probably
advise her that she should speak as little as possible as a freshman
and that will help her bills along. You know, I want to encourage
her to follow the lead of esteemed senators like Senator Conway,
Senator Hasegawa, and Senator Kohl-Welles and speak verbosely
on as many issues as possible. I think it’s important that this body
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hear your thoughts on each and every bill as a freshman. And if
Robbins’ sitting in the wings when we leave. So we’ll have to
we hear those I think you will make a difference here in this first
work on your pizza choices going forward.”
year the more you engage. So let’s get those robust floor speeches
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
going. We look forward to those. Speak as much as possible,
please.”
Senator McAuliffe: “Thank you Mr. President. I was
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
delighted to already open up my bag of goodies and to find inside
that we have a CD of Garfield High School Jazz Ensemble and
Senator Hasegawa: “Well, I’m just answering the call to
I’ve very excited about this Senator Jayapal. I think it’s wonderful
action by Senator Baumgartner since I’m his Ranking Member
to be able to be proud of the children in our schools and the music
and I have to kiss up as much as possible. I want to make him
that they do. Garfield is exceptional. And I also want to have you
happy. So, Senator Jayapal, learn a lesson from that. When you
all look at this beautiful card that says, ‘Education for all
become a Ranking Member or Chair with your Chairperson, your
Washington State children.’ Thank you very much and I know
counterpart, you got to keep them smiling otherwise you’re never
you will work for that as well.”
going to get anything done. But I remember during the campaign,
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
your campaign, I would hear this – my district neighbors the
Thirty-seventh – so there was always thunderous commotion
Senator Jayapal: “Well, I have been striving very hard since
coming out of the Thirty-seventh. You could hear it. So to ask her
being here to follow all the advice that I’ve been getting. Some of
to not speak on the floor, I mean when we can hear her in the
it has been very good. And in fact I have strived to follow the
Eleventh District, I think you’re asking a pretty hard task of her.
President’s advice on making sure I choose my advisors very
But, one thing I know is you can count on her incredible integrity
carefully since Senator Fain was actually my first advisor. I have
and to vote her conscious on all of these issues that address social
also tried very hard to follow Senator Hargrove’s advice which
justice and disadvantage communities. What’s not generally
was to not speak very much. So I did not want to speak to the
known is that I was friends with her husband, actually, long
resolution today but I do want to point out that there is a cow on
before I even met the new Senator. So, I thought I had an inroad,
your packet to honor Dairy Day. I do have the Dairygold plant in
a back-door approach but nooo. She is a woman of her own mind
my district which has over three hundred union jobs, excellent
and you can count that that is going to be the basis for most of her
jobs, in the district and I appreciate the work that is happening at
decisions on the floor. So, welcome Senator Jayapal, I look
that plant. And I did in fact milk buffalo and would be happy to
forward to working with you.”
share that experience with you when I lived in villages across
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
India. I am just so excited to be representing this District, the
Thirty-seventh Legislative District. I’ve lived in this District for
Senator Rolfes: “I would also like to welcome the good
the last twenty years of my life. What I love about the District is
Senator to this body. As the floor leader for the Democrats,
that it is incredibly diverse. And sometimes when you say
Senator Fain and I talked to Senator Jayapal about when would
‘diverse’ people think just a racial diversity but in fact we have
be an appropriate time for her to make her maiden speech. You
economic, huge economic diversity, we have tremendous racial
know we thought Dr. King Day would be good but that wasn’t
and cultural diversity. We have diversity of tremendous
quite appropriate. And she had a good resolution on Monday
professions that live in our District. And so my gift today is really
honoring the country of India’s independence and their
to try to highlight a few qualities of the District that I think are
democracy and that just wasn’t quite appropriate either. So we
particularly noteworthy. First is the diversity and so you will see
thought, Senator Jayapal, why don’t you give a small speech on
that we have that we have that post card that Senator McAuliffe
the resolution on Dairy Day. Certainly Senator Jayapal is fully
pointed out that was actually designed just for you, just for the
equipped to do a girl power speech like talk about girl power and
senate, for this purpose, by a District artist, a Somali artist, named
the importance of getting involved and do a good one. She said,
Amin Amir. And we really wanted to remind everybody that we
‘I could do that.’ It also came out in a conversation that she could
have different ways of creativity, expressing our creativity and
also speak to the dairy industry because she has Dairygold in her
really welcome all of that in the Thirty seventh Legislative
district but more importantly, and this is what I find interesting,
District. Yes, Garfield Jazz is, my son does happen to be in
is that she had milked a water buffalo when she was a child. I raise
Garfield Jazz, but on top of that Clarence Acox has directed that
that, I raise that because each of us has come to the senate with
band, devoted his career to really making sure that music is a part
our own life story and Senator Jayapal has a really interesting and
of kids’ lives. Garfield Jazz has won numerous national,
unique one that really shows what it is to be American. And she
international and state awards, travels all over, all over the world,
brings that perspective to every aspect of the work that she’s been
actually, making music for people. And so I hope you enjoy that
doing here and in her life as an adult. I’m really excited that you
CD. I did think about Jimmie Hendrix, Ernestine Anderson and a
are a part of our caucus and that your part of this chamber. Look
number of other great musicians that also went to Garfield High
forward to working with you. Welcome.”
School. Then, I wanted to also highlight the entrepreneurship.
And my deepest apologies to Senator Mullet for having to bring
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
another pizza company onto this floor but, in fact, Joe Fugere is
the same kind of entrepreneur Senator Mullet is and does care
Senator Mullet: “Thank you Mr. President. Actually, I had no
deeply about his employees and brings us great pizza and has
plans in speaking today until the gift came out. I feel like I’ve
expanded to five stores including, unfortunately, one in Senator
been stabbed in the back. This is a Zeeks Pizza chamber. Tutta
Mullet’s district. I will try to do what I can to make sure it doesn’t
Bella is not the pizza of the senate chamber. And just because you
go into any other district. Well, that’s going to be difficult because
live in a district that does not have great pizza, doesn’t mean that
he’s going to need to expand. And then you also have a fortune
you have to try to draw people to a district to eat your pizza.
cookie in your packets. And that is produced by the largest fortune
Hopefully, in the future, I’m hoping there’s not a pint of Baskincookie company in our state. And it does have a wonderful and
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hopeful message which I felt was appropriate for the beginning of
session. Hopefully will continue but I have been around politics
quite a while. Here’s my hope: Through partnership we shall all
prosper. So that is in your fortune cookie. And then, finally, oh I
mentioned the kids. Oh yeah. Finally one other thing. One other
piece of advice. And since we’re all trying to make our impression
on the people that matter, both Senator Fain and Senator Rolfes
had requested samosas so you will have in your caucus rooms
samosas when go back to caucus. Those are Indian savory snacks
with potato filling. So I hope I have out done the lump of coal and
the dirty t-shirts that I understand were presented on this floor. I
look forward to working with all of you, to introducing you to the
beauty, the creativity, the entrepreneurship and the tremendous
resilience of the people of the Thirty-seventh District and their
wishes. I’m here to fulfill those. Thank you very much.”

McKenzie of Idaho, incoming PNWER President; Ms. Alana
DeLong, Member of the Legislative Assembly, Alberta; Ms.
Cathy Oleson, Member of the Legislative Assembly, Alberta; Mr.
Dan Ashton, Member of the Legislative Assembly, British
Columbia; Senator Cliff Larsen, Montana; Senator Arnie Roblan,
Oregon; Dr. David Davidson, Border Policy Research Institute,
Western Washington University; Mr. David Kettles, Director
U.S. Relations, International & Intergovernmental Relations,
Alberta; and PNWER staff, Mr. Matt Morrison, Executive
Director; Mr. Brandon Hardenbrook, Deputy Director; Ms.
Megan Levy, Program Manager; and Ms. Jennifer Grosman,
Program Coordinator who were present in the gallery and
recognized by the senate.
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Committee on Rules
at the rostrum immediately after adjournment.

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “The President finds himself in great
wonderment of what has just happened. Normally, after a
person’s first speech, the speaker is met with stinging rhetoric.
You have been met with a love fest. I don’t know what that is all
about. I do suspect that the members, when you said ‘samosa,’
their first thought was champagne and orange juice. So they’re
going to be quite surprised when they get into the caucus. The
President would like to welcome you and thank you for your fine
gift.”
The President introduced Adna Elementary School students,
led by Ms. Cheryl Gibson, guests of Senator Braun, who were
present in the gallery and recognized by the senate.
The President introduced Pacific Northwest Economic
Region (PNWER) representatives and delegates: Senator Curt

Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately after the brief Committee on Rules meeting.
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus immediately after the brief Committee on Rules
meeting.
MOTION
At 10:48 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon Thursday, January 29, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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EIGHTEENTH DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Thursday, January 29, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.

SB 5111 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Concerning projects of
statewide significance for economic development and
transportation. Reported by Committee on Trade & Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Angel and
Ericksen.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Chase, Ranking Minority Member; Frockt and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
January 28, 2015
SB 5007 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Concerning the
regulation of employment agencies. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 28, 2015
SB 5045 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Concerning the
deauthorization of union security provisions by public
employees. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 28, 2015
SB 5088 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Concerning a
geological hazards assessment. Reported by Committee on
Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 28, 2015

January 28, 2015
SB 5112 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Creating a pilot
program that provides incentives for investments in Washington
state job creation and economic development. Reported by
Committee on Trade & Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5112 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Angel and Ericksen.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Chase, Ranking Minority Member; Frockt and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 28, 2015
SB 5119 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Providing authority for
two or more nonprofit corporations to participate in a joint selfinsurance program covering property or liability risks. Reported
by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Hobbs; Litzow and
Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 28, 2015
SB 5137 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hatfield: Providing a
complimentary discover pass to veterans with a one hundred
percent service-connected disability. Reported by Committee on
Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 28, 2015
SB 5156 Prime Sponsor, Senator Keiser: Concerning the
disclosure of information regarding elevators and other
conveyances in certain real estate transactions. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
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MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5156 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway;
Keiser; King and Warnick.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority
Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Miloscia; Pedersen;
Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 28, 2015
SB 5197 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Establishing
consistent standards for agency decision making. Reported by
Committee on Accountability and Reform
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Miloscia, Chair; Padden, Vice Chair and Dansel.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Fraser.

Do not pass.

January 28, 2015
SB 5226 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Protecting public
sector workers' rights through public disclosure of public sector
unions' finances. Reported by Committee on Commerce &
Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 28, 2015
SB 5204 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Providing an
exemption from hydraulic project permit fees for certain
emergency permits.
Reported by Committee on Natural
Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 28, 2015
SB 5230 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Creating a pilot
program that provides incentives for investments in Washington
state job creation and economic development. Reported by
Committee on Trade & Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5230 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Angel and Ericksen.

January 28, 2015
SB 5205 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Allowing spouses to
combine volunteer hours for purposes of receiving a
complimentary discover pass. Reported by Committee on
Natural Resources & Parks

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Chase, Ranking Minority Member; Frockt and
McCoy.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.

January 28, 2015
SB 5234 Prime Sponsor, Senator Sheldon: Regarding miniature
hobby boilers. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 28, 2015
SB 5206 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Addressing state audit
findings of noncompliance with state law. Reported by
Committee on Accountability and Reform
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Miloscia, Chair; Padden, Vice Chair and Dansel.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Jayapal, Ranking Minority Member and Fraser.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 27, 2015
SB 5207 Prime Sponsor, Senator Liias: Concerning office hours
for registered tow truck operators. Reported by Committee on
Transportation

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5234 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway;
Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SB 5267 Prime Sponsor, Senator Habib: Ordering development
of processes to allow prerecorded video testimony and written
testimony on pending legislation. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5267 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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SB 5297 Prime Sponsor, Senator Liias: Updating and clarifying
statutory provisions within the commercial vehicle registration
and fuel tax administrative systems. Reported by Committee on
Transportation
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
Minority Member; Ericksen; Habib; Miloscia and Pedersen.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
Minority Member; Cleveland; Ericksen; Habib; Jayapal;
Miloscia; Pedersen and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 28, 2015
SB 5302 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Addressing the
prudent investor rule for Washington state trusts, delegation of
trustee duties by trustees of a Washington state trust, and
standards for authorization and treatment of statutory trust
advisors and directed trustees incident to the establishment of
Washington state directed trusts. Reported by Committee on
Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Hobbs; Litzow and
Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SB 5315 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Aligning functions of
the consolidated technology services agency, office of the chief
information officer, and department of enterprise services.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5315 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 27, 2015
SB 5336 Prime Sponsor, Senator Miloscia: Limiting the use of
automated traffic safety cameras to detect speed violations not in
school zones to certain cities. Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Miloscia;
Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senator Liias, Assistant
Ranking Minority Member.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 28, 2015
SB 5416 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Concerning service fees
on vessel-related transactions. Reported by Committee on
Transportation

MOTION
On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
with the exceptions of Senate Bill No. 5045, Senate Bill No. 5226
and Senate Bill No. 5315 which were referred to the Committee
on Ways & Means.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5684 by Senators Nelson, Hargrove, McCoy, Miloscia,
Rolfes, Ranker, Fraser, Mullet, Habib, Billig, Frockt, Darneille,
Liias, Hasegawa, Keiser, Cleveland, Conway, Jayapal and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to flame retardants; amending RCW
70.240.020, 70.240.010, and 70.240.050; and adding new
sections to chapter 70.240 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5685 by Senators Padden, Bailey, Sheldon, Ericksen and
Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to election of supreme court justices by
district; amending RCW 2.04.071 and 2.04.100; adding a new
section to chapter 2.04 RCW; and providing a contingent
effective date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5686 by Senators Padden, Miloscia, Rivers, Dansel,
Dammeier, Becker, Schoesler, Braun, Litzow, Warnick and
Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to adjudicative proceedings involving a
state agency that is also a party to the proceeding; amending
RCW 34.05.030, 34.05.425, 34.05.461, 34.12.040,
34.12.060, 9.46.140, 9.46.231, 9A.88.150, 10.105.010,
18.27.225, 18.27.310, 18.235.030, 19.28.131, 19.28.490,
19.290.230, 26.23.120, 28A.300.120, 41.05.021, 43.19.008,
43.43.395, 43.215.030, 46.12.735, 46.20.331, 46.55.180,
49.12.285, 49.48.084, 49.60.250, 49.70.165, 49.74.040,
49.86.120, 66.24.010, 69.50.331, 74.09.741, 82.24.550,
82.26.220, and 88.16.090; reenacting and amending RCW
18.130.050 and 48.04.010; adding a new section to chapter
34.05 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 34.12 RCW;
repealing RCW 46.20.332 and 46.20.333; and providing an
effective date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5687 by Senators Hargrove, Miloscia, Dammeier, Parlette,
Braun, Honeyford, Darneille, Warnick and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to standards for detention of persons with
mental disorders or chemical dependency; amending RCW
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70.96B.045 and 71.05.050; and reenacting and amending
RCW 71.05.153.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

SB 5695 by Senators Rivers, Liias, Mullet and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to health insurance coverage for abusedeterrent opioid analgesic drugs; adding a new section to
chapter 48.43 RCW; and creating a new section.

SB 5688 by Senators Litzow, Rolfes, McAuliffe, Fain, Hill,
Kohl-Welles, Mullet, Billig, Darneille, Jayapal and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to providing students with skills that
promote mental health and well-being and increase academic
performance; amending RCW 28A.310.500; adding new
sections to chapter 28A.300 RCW; and creating a new
section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5689 by Senators Becker, Keiser, Dammeier, Frockt,
Jayapal and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to containing the scope and costs of the
diabetes epidemic in Washington; and adding a new chapter
to Title 70 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5690 by Senators Dammeier, Billig, Litzow, Rolfes,
McCoy, Rivers, Hill, Fain, Cleveland, Hasegawa, Fraser and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to school-community learning assistance
program action plans; amending RCW 28A.165.035; and
adding a new section to chapter 28A.165 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5696 by Senators Warnick, Hatfield, Dammeier, Hobbs,
O'Ban, Pearson, Parlette, Chase, Rivers, Angel, Conway,
Hasegawa, Roach, Pedersen, Miloscia, Cleveland, McCoy, Liias,
Billig, Keiser, Benton and Jayapal
AN ACT Relating to hours of service for certain railroad
employees; adding a new chapter to Title 81 RCW; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5697 by Senators Parlette, Rivers, Liias, Conway, Pearson,
Angel, Hatfield, Billig, Roach, Hasegawa, Pedersen, Hobbs,
Warnick, Miloscia, McCoy, Bailey, Cleveland, Chase, Rolfes,
Benton, Keiser, O'Ban, Jayapal and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to establishing minimum crew size on
certain trains; adding new sections to chapter 81.40 RCW;
creating a new section; repealing RCW 81.40.010 and
81.40.035; prescribing penalties; providing an effective date;
and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5691 by Senators Rolfes, Keiser, Nelson, Darneille,
Hasegawa, Conway and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to property tax relief for senior citizens and
persons retired because of physical disability; amending
RCW 84.36.381, 84.36.383, 84.36.385, 84.38.020, and
84.38.030; and creating new sections.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5692 by Senators Hargrove and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to permanency plans of care for dependent
children; amending RCW 13.34.136; and reenacting and
amending RCW 13.34.145.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5693 by Senators Miloscia, Darneille, Fraser and O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to reducing the costs of state health care
expenses for residents committed to the special commitment
center operated by the department of social and health
services; and amending RCW 71.09.085.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5694 by Senators Padden, Baumgartner and Billig
AN ACT Relating to assessments for nuisance abatement in
cities and towns; adding a new section to chapter 35.21 RCW;
and adding a new section to chapter 35A.21 RCW.

SB 5698 by Senators Hewitt, Hatfield, Schoesler and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to extending the expiration date of tax
preferences for food processing; amending RCW 82.04.4266,
82.04.4268, and 82.04.4269; reenacting and amending RCW
82.04.260; creating a new section; providing an effective
date; providing expiration dates; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5699 by Senators Nelson, Darneille, Hasegawa, Keiser,
Conway and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to enacting an excise tax on capital gains
to improve the fairness of Washington's tax system and
provide funding for the education legacy trust account;
adding a new section to chapter 82.04 RCW; adding a new
chapter to Title 82 RCW; creating a new section; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5700 by Senators Hargrove, Hatfield, Conway and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to extending the expiration date of tax
preferences for biofuel, biomass, and energy conservation;
amending RCW 82.04.4334, 82.08.955, 82.12.955,
82.29A.135, 84.36.635, 82.04.4494, and 82.04.310; creating
new sections; providing an effective date; providing
expiration dates; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5701 by Senators Warnick, Hargrove and Conway
AN ACT Relating to creating a business and occupation tax
credit for advanced composite manufacturing and
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amending RCW 82.29A.020; providing effective dates; and
wholesaling; adding a new section to chapter 82.04 RCW;
creating a new section; providing an effective date; providing
providing an expiration date.
an expiration date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
Economic Development.
SB 5702 by Senators Hobbs, Pearson, McCoy, Bailey,
McAuliffe, Liias and Chase
AN ACT Relating to the taxation of wax and ceramic
materials used to make molds; creating new sections;
repealing 2010 c 225 s 4 (uncodified); providing an effective
date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5703 by Senators Hobbs, Billig, Miloscia, Mullet, Conway,
Dansel, Roach, Chase, Hargrove, Keiser, Fraser, Jayapal, Frockt,
Pearson, Liias, Hatfield and Ranker
AN ACT Relating to membership in the Washington public
safety employees' retirement system for employees who
provide nursing care to, or ensure the custody and safety of,
offender, probationary, and patient populations in institutions
and centers; amending RCW 41.37.010; and adding a new
section to chapter 41.37 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5704 by Senators Billig, Benton, Fain, Liias, Hobbs and
Mullet
AN ACT Relating to proof of financial responsibility to
operate a motor vehicle; adding new sections to chapter 48.02
RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5705 by Senators Ericksen, Sheldon, Pearson, Becker,
Bailey, Warnick and Padden
AN ACT Relating to establishing a mineral prospecting and
mining advisory committee; and adding a new section to
chapter 77.55 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5706 by Senators Ericksen, Becker, Sheldon, Bailey,
Baumgartner, Brown, Pearson, Warnick and Padden
AN ACT Relating to extending the property tax exemption
for certain nonprofit fair associations; amending RCW
84.36.480; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5707 by Senators Ericksen, Baumgartner, Bailey, Warnick
and Padden
AN ACT Relating to exempting cities with a population of
ten thousand or less from prevailing wage requirements; and
amending RCW 39.12.020.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5708 by Senators Ericksen, Bailey, Sheldon, Becker,
Baumgartner, Brown, Pearson, Warnick and Padden
AN ACT Relating to the taxation of certain rented property
owned by nonprofit fair associations; amending RCW
84.36.480, 82.29A.020, and 82.29A.030; reenacting and

SB 5709 by Senator Keiser
AN ACT Relating to the consumer's right to assign hours to
individual providers and the department of social and health
services' authority to adopt rules related to payment of
individual providers; amending RCW 74.39A.270; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5710 by Senators Fain, Habib, Roach, Jayapal, Hobbs,
Hasegawa and Conway
AN ACT Relating to industrial insurance requirements and
options for owners and lessees of for hire vehicles,
limousines, and taxicabs; amending RCW 51.12.020,
51.12.185, and 81.72.240; and repealing RCW 46.72.073,
46.72A.053, 51.12.180, 51.12.183, 51.16.240, and 81.72.230.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5711 by Senators Rivers, Conway and Braun
AN ACT Relating to providing a comprehensive spirits sales
tax reduction for all consumers in both on-premise and offpremise settings; and amending RCW 82.08.150.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5712 by Senator Pearson
AN ACT Relating to addressing certain damage caused by
wildlife; amending RCW 77.36.100; and adding a new
section to chapter 77.36 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5713 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser,
Darneille, Chase, Rolfes, Billig and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to legal financial obligations; amending
RCW 10.82.090, 3.50.100, 3.62.040, 35.20.220, 10.01.160,
10.01.170, 10.01.180, 10.46.190, 10.64.015, 9.92.070,
9.94A.6333, 9.94A.760, 9.94B.040, 3.62.085, 36.18.020, and
43.43.7541; and reenacting and amending RCW 3.62.020.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5714 by Senators Hargrove, Kohl-Welles, Rivers, Roach,
Chase, Darneille, Hasegawa, Benton, Keiser and Rolfes
AN ACT Relating to technology-enhanced government
surveillance; adding new sections to chapter 9.73 RCW;
creating a new section; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5715 by Senators Fain, Pedersen, Braun and Angel
AN ACT Relating to including the contents of fiscal impact
statements in the ballot title for certain initiative measures;
and amending RCW 29A.72.050 and 29A.72.060.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
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SJM 8008
by Senators Hobbs, Roach, Conway,
Miloscia, Hatfield, King, Bailey, Keiser, Billig, Padden, Mullet,
Ericksen, Frockt, Fraser and McAuliffe
Calling for a National Guard Stryker Brigade stationed on the
west coast.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SJM 8009
by
Senators
Baumgartner,
Brown,
Honeyford, Angel, Benton, Schoesler, Parlette, Miloscia, Becker,
Ericksen, Bailey, Warnick, Braun, Padden, Hewitt and Dammeier
Promoting the competitiveness of Washington state ports.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SJR 8205 by Senators Padden, Bailey, Sheldon, Ericksen and
Hewitt
Amending the state Constitution so that justices of the
supreme court are elected by qualified electors of a supreme
court judicial district.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SCR 8401
by Senators Schoesler, Nelson, Hasegawa
and McAuliffe
Honoring former members of the Senate and House of
Representatives of the State of Washington who have passed
from this life.
SCR 8402
by Senators Kohl-Welles, Roach and Liias
Establishing the Washington state commission on the
evaluation of the legislature.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exceptions of Senate Bill No.
5698 and Senate Bill No. 5708 which were referred to the
Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development; and Senate Bill No. 5701 which was referred to the
Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Schoesler moved adoption of the following
resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8606
By Senators Schoesler and Dammeier
WHEREAS, The Washington legislature supports 66
agricultural fairs across the state through allocations to the Fair

Fund, and events at fairgrounds throughout Washington attract
close to 8 million people annually; and
WHEREAS, Fairs help educate Washington children through
cooperation with local schools, providing young people with
opportunities to learn where their food comes from, and other
aspects of agriculture and farm life that enhance classroom
teaching in science, math, social studies, reading, and art and
support the state's Essential Academic Learning Requirements;
and
WHEREAS, Displays, demonstrations, and special events at
fairs and fairgrounds educate the public, offering many their first
opportunity to see piglets and calves nursing, chicks hatching, and
examples of local crops, and introducing people to the benefits of
farm life and the importance of agriculture, which is Washington's
largest employer; and
WHEREAS, Fairs provide members of 4-H and Future
Farmers of America and other young people with opportunities to
learn and demonstrate skills related to management, accounting,
economics, public speaking, and more, with research showing
this experience leads to better grades, greater interest in pursuing
higher education, less inclination toward risky behaviors, and
stronger family and community participation; and
WHEREAS, Fairs and activities at fairgrounds are sources of
free entertainment and free youth activities, which are particularly
important during difficult economic times, when 4-H enrollment
grows as parents look for positive activities for their children; and
WHEREAS, Fairs support communities, as a walk along any
midway confirms, with school organizations, churches, civic
groups, and others operating food booths, dunk tanks, and other
fund-raisers in support of everything from college scholarships to
holiday food baskets; and
WHEREAS, Fairgrounds also serve as important venues for
youth activities, community-related events, and cultural and other
activities;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate acknowledge the high value of fairs and
fairgrounds, which collectively represent the state's largest
classroom, filled with lifelong learning opportunities for the
people of Washington; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That a copy of this resolution
be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to the
Washington State Fairs Association.
Senator Schoesler spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8606.
The motion by Senator Schoesler carried and the resolution
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
At 12:07 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Friday, January 30, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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January 29, 2015
SB 5033 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Concerning sexually
violent predators. Reported by Committee on Human Services,
Mental Health & Housing

The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exceptions of Senators Benton and
King.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.

The Sergeant at Arms escorted Major General Bret D.
Daugherty, Adjutant General and Commander of the Washington
Nation Guard to the rostrum.
The Washington Air National Guard Honor Guard consisting
of First Lieutenant Angela Chesley; Senior Master Sergeant Mark
Soulier; Staff Sergeant Jesse Clifford; Staff Sergeant Shawn
Modjtabai and Staff Sergeant Dustin Fajardo presented the
Colors.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 29, 2015
SB 5052 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Establishing the
cannabis patient protection act. Reported by Committee on
Health Care

Army National Guard Specialist James Knickerbocker
performed the National Anthem.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5052 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Baumgartner; Brown; Cleveland; Jayapal; Parlette and
Rivers.

The prayer was offered by Captain Stephen Howard,
Washington National Guard.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Conway and Keiser.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
January 29, 2015
SB 5010 Prime Sponsor, Senator Frockt: Restoring funding to
the health professional loan repayment and scholarship program
fund. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5010 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Frockt, Ranking
Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Baumgartner; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 29, 2015
SB 5011 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Addressing third-party
payor release of health care information.
Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member;
Angel; Bailey; Baumgartner; Brown; Cleveland; Conway;
Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 29, 2015
SB 5080 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Concerning dual
credit options. Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5080 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Rivers and
Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Mullet.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 29, 2015
SB 5082 Prime Sponsor, Senator McAuliffe: Providing for
career and technical education opportunities for elementary
school students. Reported by Committee on Early Learning &
K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5082 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet;
Rivers and Rolfes
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
January 29, 2015
SB 5083 Prime Sponsor, Senator McAuliffe: Enacting the
sudden cardiac arrest awareness act. Reported by Committee on
Early Learning & K-12 Education
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MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5083 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet;
Rivers and Rolfes.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 29, 2015
SB 5163 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Providing for
educational data on students from military families. Reported by
Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 29, 2015
SB 5099 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Restricting
conditional releases of sexually violent predators outside their
county of origin. Reported by Committee on Human Services,
Mental Health & Housing

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5163 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet;
Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5099 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair and Darneille, Ranking Minority Member.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Hargrove.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.

January 29, 2015
SB 5268 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Concerning refilling
eye drop prescriptions. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5268 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 29, 2015
SB 5121 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Establishing a
marijuana research license. Reported by Committee on Health
Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member;
Angel; Bailey; Baumgartner; Brown; Cleveland; Conway;
Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 29, 2015
SB 5144 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Requiring all
meetings of the Robert Bree collaborative to be subject to the
open public meetings act. Reported by Committee on Health
Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown; Parlette
and Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Cleveland; Conway;
Jayapal and Keiser.

January 29, 2015
SB 5293 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Concerning the use of
hydrocodone products by licensed optometrists in Washington
state. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5293 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
January 29, 2015
SGA 9170
ROBERT K ST. JOHN, appointed on April
22, 2013, for the term ending at the governor’s pleasure, as
Director of the Consolidated Technology Services. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and Habib.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 29, 2015
SB 5146 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Concerning quality
assurance standards for medicaid purchasing. Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
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AN ACT Relating to fingerprint-based background checks
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
for health professionals; and amending RCW 43.43.700,
43.43.705, 43.43.742, and 18.130.064.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
January 29, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
SB 5721 by Senators Billig, Dammeier and Jayapal
The House has passed:
AN ACT Relating to the membership of the expanded
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1105,
learning
opportunities
council;
amending
RCW
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1258.
28A.630.123; and providing an expiration date.
and the same are herewith transmitted.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5716 by Senator McCoy
AN ACT Relating to increasing the surcharge to fund
biotoxin testing and monitoring; and amending RCW
77.32.555.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5717 by Senators Angel, Mullet and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to the insurer holding company act;
amending RCW 48.31B.005, 48.31B.010, 48.31B.015,
48.31B.020,
48.31B.025,
48.31B.030,
48.31B.035,
48.31B.040, 48.31B.050, 48.31B.070, 42.56.400, 48.02.065,
48.13.061, 48.97.005, 48.125.140, 48.155.010, and
48.155.015; reenacting and amending RCW 42.56.400;
adding new sections to chapter 48.31B RCW; repealing RCW
48.31C.010,
48.31C.020,
48.31C.030,
48.31C.040,
48.31C.050,
48.31C.060,
48.31C.070,
48.31C.080,
48.31C.090,
48.31C.100,
48.31C.110,
48.31C.120,
48.31C.130,
48.31C.140,
48.31C.150,
48.31C.160,
48.31C.900, and 48.31C.901; prescribing penalties;
providing effective dates; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5718 by Senators Jayapal, McAuliffe, Dammeier, Rolfes,
Darneille, Roach, Frockt, Hasegawa, Billig, McCoy, Cleveland,
Fraser, Ranker, Keiser, Chase and Conway
AN ACT Relating to consideration of equity and social
justice impacts from public education system decision
making; adding a new section to chapter 28A.300 RCW; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5719 by Senators Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker, KohlWelles, Parlette, Dammeier, Honeyford, Fain, Fraser, Darneille,
McAuliffe, Pearson, Angel, Keiser, Chase, Sheldon, Hill, Jayapal
and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to creating a task force on campus sexual
violence prevention; creating a new section; and providing an
expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5720 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Becker, Parlette and King

SB 5722 by Senators Benton and Conway
AN ACT Relating to premiums on policies issued through the
Washington longshore and harbor workers' compensation act
insurance assigned risk plan; and amending RCW 48.32.030.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5723 by Senators Honeyford and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to the amendment, recodification,
decodification, or repeal of statutes relating to state capital
construction funds and accounts and bond authorizations that
are inactive, obsolete, or no longer necessary for continued
publication in the Revised Code of Washington; amending
RCW 28A.525.200, 28B.10.851, 28B.14D.040, 28B.50.401,
35.21.900, 35A.40.050, 35A.79.020, 41.16.040, 43.70.900,
43.83.020,
43.83A.030,
43.83D.120,
43.83H.030,
43.83I.040,
43.99C.070,
43.99E.020,
43.99F.030,
43.99G.020,
43.99I.020,
43.99K.020,
43.99L.020,
43.99P.020, 43.99Q.020, 70.95.165, 70.95.267, 70.95.268,
79.17.120, 87.80.130, 90.38.900, 90.42.060, and 90.72.080;
reenacting and amending RCW 43.99H.020; adding a new
section to chapter 90.48 RCW; adding new sections to chapter
43.83 RCW; recodifying RCW 90.50.020, 28B.10.851,
28B.14.040,
43.75.225,
43.83A.030,
43.83H.030,
43.83I.040, 43.99E.020, 43.99F.030, and 43.99G.020;
decodifying RCW 15.24.800, 15.24.802, 15.24.804,
15.24.806, 15.24.808, 15.24.810, 15.24.812, 15.24.814,
15.24.816, 15.24.818, 79.24.100, 79.24.110, 79.24.120,
79.24.130, 79.24.140, 79.24.150, 79.24.160, 79.24.652,
79.24.654, 79.24.656, 79.24.658, 79.24.660, 79.24.662,
79.24.664,
79.24.666,
79.24.668,
28A.525.210,
28A.525.212, 28A.525.214, 28A.525.216, 28A.525.218,
28A.525.220, 28A.525.222, 28A.525.230, 28A.525.240,
28A.525.250, 28A.525.260, 28A.525.270, 28A.525.280,
28A.525.290, 28A.525.300, 28B.50.403, 28B.50.404,
28B.50.405,
28B.50.406,
28B.50.407,
28B.56.010,
28B.56.020,
28B.56.040,
28B.56.050,
28B.56.070,
28B.56.080,
28B.56.090,
28B.56.100,
28B.56.110,
28B.56.120,
28B.57.010,
28B.57.020,
28B.57.030,
28B.57.040,
28B.57.060,
28B.57.070,
28B.57.080,
28B.57.090,
28B.57.100,
28B.58.010,
28B.58.020,
28B.58.030,
28B.58.040,
28B.58.050,
28B.58.060,
28B.58.070,
28B.58.080,
28B.58.090,
28B.59.010,
28B.59.020,
28B.59.030,
28B.59.040,
28B.59.050,
28B.59.060,
28B.59.070,
28B.59.080,
28B.59.090,
28B.59B.010, 28B.59B.020, 28B.59B.030, 28B.59B.040,
28B.59B.050, 28B.59B.060, 28B.59B.070, 28B.59B.080,
28B.59B.090, 28B.59C.010, 28B.59C.020, 28B.59C.030,
28B.59C.040, 28B.59C.050, 28B.59C.060, 28B.59C.070,
28B.59C.080, 28B.59D.010, 28B.59D.020, 28B.59D.030,
28B.59D.040, 28B.59D.050, 28B.59D.060, 28B.59D.070,
43.83I.010, 43.83I.020, 43.83I.030, 43.83I.050, 43.83I.060,
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43.83I.100, 43.83I.110, 43.83I.120, 43.83I.130, 43.83I.140,
43.83I.150, 43.83I.160, 43.83I.162, 43.83I.164, 43.83I.168,
43.83I.170, 43.83I.172, 43.83I.174, 43.83I.176, 43.83I.178,
43.83I.180, 43.83I.182, 43.83I.184, 43.83I.186, 43.83I.188,
43.83I.190, 43.83I.192, 43.83I.194, 43.83I.900, 43.83I.910,
43.83I.912, 43.83I.914, 43.83I.915, 43.96B.200, 43.96B.205,
43.96B.210,
43.96B.215,
43.96B.220,
43.96B.225,
43.96B.230,
43.96B.235,
43.96B.240,
43.96B.245,
43.96B.900,
43.99C.010,
43.99C.015,
43.99C.020,
43.99C.025,
43.99C.030,
43.99C.035,
43.99C.045,
43.99C.047,
43.99C.050,
43.99C.055,
43.99C.060,
28B.10.850,
28B.10.852,
28B.10.853,
28B.10.854,
28B.10.855, 28B.106.005, 28B.106.010, 28B.106.020,
28B.106.030, 28B.106.040, 28B.106.050, 28B.106.060,
28B.106.070, 28B.106.080, 28B.106.901, 28B.106.902,
28B.13.010,
28B.13.020,
28B.13.030,
28B.13.040,
28B.13.050,
28B.13.060,
28B.13.900,
28B.14.010,
28B.14.020,
28B.14.030,
28B.14.040,
28B.14.050,
28B.14.060, 28B.14B.010, 28B.14B.020, 28B.14B.030,
28B.14B.040, 28B.14B.050, 28B.14B.060, 28B.14C.010,
28B.14C.020, 28B.14C.030, 28B.14C.040, 28B.14C.050,
28B.14C.060, 28B.14C.070, 28B.14C.080, 28B.14C.090,
28B.14C.100, 28B.14C.110, 28B.14C.120, 28B.14C.130,
28B.14C.140, 28B.14C.900, 28B.14D.010, 28B.14D.020,
28B.14D.030, 28B.14D.050, 28B.14D.060, 28B.14D.070,
28B.14D.080, 28B.14D.090, 28B.14D.900, 28B.14D.950,
28B.14E.010, 28B.14E.020, 28B.14E.030, 28B.14E.040,
28B.14E.050, 28B.14E.060, 28B.14E.950, 28B.14F.010,
28B.14F.020, 28B.14F.030, 28B.14F.040, 28B.14F.050,
28B.14F.060, 28B.14F.062, 28B.14F.064, 28B.14F.066,
28B.14F.068, 28B.14F.070, 28B.14F.072, 28B.14F.074,
28B.14F.076, 28B.14F.078, 28B.14F.950, 28B.14F.951,
28B.14F.952, 28B.14G.010, 28B.14G.020, 28B.14G.030,
28B.14G.040, 28B.14G.050, 28B.14G.060, 28B.14G.070,
28B.14G.080, 28B.14G.900, 28B.14G.950, 47.10.010,
47.10.020, 47.10.030, 47.10.040, 47.10.050, 47.10.060,
47.10.070, 47.10.080, 47.10.090, 47.10.100, 47.10.110,
47.10.120, 47.10.130, 47.10.140, 47.10.150, 47.10.160,
47.10.170, 47.10.180, 47.10.190, 47.10.200, 47.10.210,
47.10.220, 47.10.230, 47.10.240, 47.10.250, 47.10.260,
47.10.270, 47.10.280, 47.10.290, 47.10.300, 47.10.310,
47.10.320, 47.10.330, 47.10.340, 47.10.350, 47.10.360,
47.10.370, 47.10.380, 47.10.390, 47.10.400, 47.10.410,
47.10.420, 47.10.430, 47.10.440, 47.10.450, 47.10.460,
47.10.470, 47.10.480, 47.10.490, 47.10.500, 47.10.700,
47.10.702, 47.10.704, 47.10.706, 47.10.708, 47.10.710,
47.10.712, 47.10.714, 47.10.716, 47.10.718, 47.10.720,
47.10.722, 47.10.724, 47.10.726, 47.10.727, 47.10.728,
47.10.729, 47.10.730, 47.10.731, 47.10.732, 47.10.733,
47.10.734, 47.10.735, 47.10.736, 47.10.737, 47.10.738,
47.10.751, 47.10.752, 47.10.753, 47.10.754, 47.10.755,
47.10.756, 47.10.757, 47.10.758, 47.10.759, 47.10.760,
47.10.761, 47.10.762, 47.10.763, 47.10.764, 47.10.765,
47.10.766, 47.10.767, 47.10.768, 47.10.769, 47.10.770,
47.10.771, 37.14.010, 37.14.020, 37.14.030, 37.14.040,
37.14.050, 37.14.900, 70.48.270, 70.48.280, 70.48.310,
70.48.320, 72.19.070, 72.19.100, 72.19.110, 72.19.120,
72.19.130,
70.48A.010,
70.48A.020,
70.48A.030,
70.48A.040, 70.48A.050, 70.48A.060,
70.48A.070,
70.48A.080, 70.48A.090, 70.48A.900, 43.83.010, 43.83.030,
43.83.040, 43.83.050, 43.83.060, 43.83.062, 43.83.064,
43.83.066, 43.83.068, 43.83.070, 43.83.074, 43.83.076,
43.83.078, 43.83.082, 43.83.084, 43.83.090, 43.83.094,
43.83.096, 43.83.098, 43.83.102, 43.83.104, 43.83.110,
43.83.112, 43.83.114, 43.83.116, 43.83.118, 43.83.120,
43.83.122, 43.83.124, 43.83.126, 43.83.130, 43.83.132,

43.83.134, 43.83.136, 43.83.138, 43.83.140, 43.83.142,
43.83.144, 43.83.146, 43.83.148, 43.83.150, 43.83.152,
43.83.154, 43.83.156, 43.83.158, 43.83.160, 43.83.162,
43.83.164, 43.83.166, 43.83.168, 43.83.170, 43.83.172,
43.83.174, 43.83.176, 43.83.178, 43.83.180, 43.83.182,
43.83.184, 43.83.186, 43.83.188, 43.83.190, 43.83.192,
43.83.194, 43.83.196, 43.83.198, 43.83.200, 43.83.202,
43.83.204, 43.83.206, 43.83.208, 43.83.210, 43.99G.010,
43.99G.030, 43.99G.040, 43.99G.050,
43.99G.060,
43.99G.070, 43.99G.080, 43.99G.090,
43.99G.100,
43.99G.102, 43.99G.104, 43.99G.108,
43.99G.112,
43.99G.114, 43.99G.900, 43.99G.901, 43.31.956, 43.31.960,
43.31.962, 43.31.964, 43.83C.010, 43.83C.020, 43.83C.040,
43.83C.050,
43.83C.060,
43.83C.070,
43.83C.080,
43.83C.090,
43.83C.100,
43.83C.110,
43.99A.010,
43.99A.020, 43.99A.030, 43.99A.040,
43.99A.050,
43.99A.060, 43.99A.070, 43.99A.080,
43.99A.090,
43.99A.100,
43.99A.110,
43.99B.010,
43.99B.012,
43.99B.014,
43.99B.016,
43.99B.018,
43.99B.020,
43.99B.022,
43.99B.024,
43.99B.026,
43.99B.028,
43.99B.030,
43.99B.032,
43.99B.034,
43.99B.036,
43.99B.038,
43.99B.040,
43.99B.042,
79A.10.010,
79A.10.020, 79A.10.030, 79A.10.040,
79A.10.050,
79A.10.060, 79A.10.070, 79A.10.090, 77.90.010, 77.90.020,
77.90.030, 77.90.040, 77.90.050, 77.90.060, 77.90.070,
77.90.080,
43.83D.010,
43.83D.020,
43.83D.030,
43.83D.040, 43.83D.050, 43.83D.060,
43.83D.070,
43.83D.080, 43.83D.090, 43.83D.100,
43.83D.110,
43.83H.010, 43.83H.020, 43.83H.040,
43.83H.050,
43.83H.060, 43.83H.100, 43.83H.110,
43.83H.120,
43.83H.130, 43.83H.140, 43.83H.150,
43.83H.160,
43.83H.162, 43.83H.164, 43.83H.166,
43.83H.168,
43.83H.170, 43.83H.172, 43.83H.174,
43.83H.176,
43.83H.178, 43.83H.180, 43.83H.182,
43.83H.184,
43.83H.186, 43.83H.188, 43.83H.190,
43.83H.192,
43.83H.194, 43.83H.900, 43.83H.910,
43.83H.912,
43.83H.914, 43.83H.915, 43.75.200, 43.75.205, 43.75.215,
43.75.230, 43.75.235, 43.75.900, 43.75.910, 47.02.020,
47.02.030, 47.02.040, 47.02.050, 47.02.060, 47.02.070,
47.02.080, 47.02.090, 47.02.100, 47.02.110, 28B.20.750,
28B.20.751,
28B.20.752,
28B.20.753,
28B.20.754,
28B.20.755,
28B.20.756,
28B.20.757,
28B.20.758,
28B.20.759,
28B.30.600,
28B.30.602,
28B.30.604,
28B.30.606,
28B.30.608,
28B.30.610,
28B.30.612,
28B.30.614,
28B.30.616,
28B.30.618,
28B.30.619,
28B.30.620,
28B.31.010,
28B.31.020,
28B.31.030,
28B.31.050,
28B.31.060,
28B.31.070,
28B.31.080,
28B.31.090,
28B.31.100,
43.83A.010,
43.83A.020,
43.83A.040, 43.83A.050, 43.83A.060,
43.83A.070,
43.83A.080, 43.83A.090, 43.83A.100,
43.83A.110,
43.83A.900,
43.99F.010,
43.99F.020,
43.99F.040,
43.99F.050,
43.99F.060,
43.99F.070,
43.99F.080,
43.99F.090, 43.99F.100, 43.99F.110, 90.50.010, 90.50.030,
90.50.040, 90.50.050, 90.50.060, 90.50.080, 90.50.900,
43.83B.010,
43.83B.020,
43.83B.030,
43.83B.040,
43.83B.050,
43.83B.060,
43.83B.070,
43.83B.080,
43.83B.090,
43.83B.100,
43.83B.110,
43.83B.355,
43.83B.365,
43.83B.370,
43.83B.375,
43.99D.005,
43.99D.010, 43.99D.015, 43.99D.020,
43.99D.025,
43.99D.030, 43.99D.035, 43.99D.040,
43.99D.045,
43.99D.050,
43.99D.055,
43.99D.900,
43.99E.005,
43.99E.010,
43.99E.015,
43.99E.025,
43.99E.030,
43.99E.035,
43.99E.040,
43.99E.045,
43.99E.050,
43.99E.055, 43.99E.900, and 43.75.225; and repealing RCW
67.40.040.
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Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5724 by Senators Billig, Rivers, Liias, Fain, Hobbs, Frockt,
Rolfes, Fraser, Hasegawa, Roach, Jayapal, Habib and Conway
AN ACT Relating to committing state and federal support to
the safe routes to school program; amending RCW 47.04.300
and 46.68.060; and creating a new section.
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SB 5732 by Senators Jayapal, Hasegawa, Kohl-Welles, Chase
and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to law enforcement oversight recorders;
amending RCW 9.73.090; reenacting and amending RCW
42.56.240; adding a new chapter to Title 10 RCW; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5725 by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to surplus lines; and amending RCW
48.15.050 and 48.15.120.

SB 5733 by Senators Warnick, Hatfield and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to livestock movement reporting; and
adding a new section to chapter 16.57 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.

Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.

SB 5726 by Senators Frockt, Rivers, Keiser, Hasegawa and
Roach
AN ACT Relating to infectious disease testing for good
samaritans; and amending RCW 70.05.180.

SB 5734 by Senators Roach, Pearson, Hobbs, Parlette and
Keiser
AN ACT Relating to apprenticeship training programs; and
amending RCW 39.04.310.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5727 by Senators Frockt, Mullet, Pedersen, Miloscia,
Keiser, McCoy, Liias, Hasegawa, Chase, Darneille, Jayapal,
Cleveland, Billig, Fraser, Rolfes, McAuliffe and Habib
AN ACT Relating to creating an extreme risk protective
order; amending RCW 9.41.040 and 9.41.047; adding new
sections to chapter 10.79 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title
26 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5728 by Senators Darneille, Rivers, Rolfes, Ranker, Keiser,
Parlette, Hasegawa, Chase and Jayapal
AN ACT Relating to permitting opt-out screening for HIV
infection; amending RCW 70.24.330; adding a new section to
chapter 70.24 RCW; and creating a new section.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5735 by Senators Ericksen, Rivers, Angel, Baumgartner,
Brown, Hewitt, Bailey, Schoesler, Parlette, Honeyford, Braun,
Padden, Becker, Hatfield and Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to providing incentives for carbon
reduction investments; and amending RCW 19.285.030 and
19.285.040.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5736 by Senators Miloscia, Baumgartner, Brown, Bailey,
Benton, Schoesler, Becker, Roach, Ericksen, Angel, Parlette,
Braun, Padden, Hill and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to savings from performance management;
and amending RCW 43.88C.020, 43.88C.010, 43.88.020, and
43.88.030.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
Referred to Committee on Accountability and Reform.
SB 5729 by Senators Hargrove and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to the taxation of cigarettes; amending
RCW 82.24.026; providing an effective date; and declaring
an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5730 by Senators Pearson, Chase, Roach, Hewitt, Sheldon
and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to access roads utilized by the department
of natural resources; amending RCW 79.38.010, 79.38.020,
79.38.050, 79.38.060, and 79.38.070; and adding a new
section to chapter 79.38 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5731 by Senators Dansel, Hasegawa and Chase
AN ACT Relating to political subdivisions purchasing health
coverage through the public employees' benefits board
program; and amending RCW 41.04.205 and 41.05.011.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

SB 5737 by Senators Miloscia and Chase
AN ACT Relating to government performance and
accountability; amending RCW 43.17.385, 43.41.100,
43.41.270, 43.88.005, 43.88.030, 43.88.090, 43.88.160,
43.09.440, 43.09.470, 46.68.290, 47.04.280, 47.60.140,
70.94.551, and 2.56.200; adding a new section to chapter
43.88 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title 43 RCW; creating
a new section; and repealing RCW 43.17.380 and 43.17.390.
Referred to Committee on Accountability and Reform.
SB 5738 by Senator Chase
AN ACT Relating to creating equality in contribution limits
for state-level, county-level, and district-level party political
committees; and amending RCW 42.17A.405.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5739 by Senator Chase
AN ACT Relating to salmon and steelhead spawning beds;
adding a new section to chapter 77.95 RCW; and prescribing
penalties.
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Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.

SB 5740 by Senators Fain, Billig, Litzow, McAuliffe, Frockt,
Miloscia, Darneille and Jayapal
AN ACT Relating to extended foster care services; amending
RCW 13.34.267 and 74.13.031; reenacting and amending
RCW 74.13.020; and adding a new section to chapter 74.13
RCW.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Senate Rule 20 limits consideration of floor
resolutions not essential to the operation of the Senate to one per
day during regular daily sessions.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Nelson moved adoption of the following resolution:

SB 5741 by Senators Hasegawa, Conway and Chase
AN ACT Relating to health care financing and development
of a publicly sponsored integrated delivery system such as the
veterans affairs system for all; amending RCW 41.05.130,
66.24.290, 82.24.020, 82.26.020, 82.08.150, 43.79.480, and
41.05.220; reenacting and amending RCW 41.05.120; adding
new sections to chapter 82.02 RCW; adding a new chapter to
Title 43 RCW; creating new sections; repealing RCW
82.04.260 and 48.14.0201; providing effective dates; and
providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5742 by Senators Hasegawa, Kohl-Welles, Chase and
Darneille
AN ACT Relating to creating the Washington state
preservation of liberty act condemning the unlawful detention
of United States citizens and lawful resident aliens under the
national defense authorization act; adding a new section to
chapter 42.20 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 38.40
RCW; creating new sections; prescribing penalties; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5743 by Senators Fain, Hobbs, Benton, Mullet and Angel
AN ACT Relating to insurance producers, insurers, and title
insurance agents activities with customers and potential
customers; amending RCW 48.30.140 and 48.30.150; and
adding new sections to chapter 48.30 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5744 by Senators Litzow, Fain, Hill, Rivers, Schoesler,
Braun and Becker
AN ACT Relating to school employee workforce reductions
and assignments; amending RCW 28A.405.210 and
28A.405.300; adding new sections to chapter 28A.405 RCW;
and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, Senate Rule 20 was suspended
for the remainder of the day to allow consideration of additional
floor resolutions.

SENATE RESOLUTION
8610
By Senators Hobbs, Hatfield, Hargrove, Fain, Padden,
Baumgartner, McCoy, Bailey, Mullet, Dansel, Hewitt, Pedersen,
Cleveland, Roach, Conway, Frockt, King, McAuliffe, Darneille,
Litzow, Miloscia, Billig, Nelson, Keiser, Ericksen, Jayapal,
Ranker, Fraser, Chase, Brown, Dammeier, Angel, Kohl-Welles,
Parlette, O'Ban, Hasegawa, and Rolfes
WHEREAS, More than eight thousand men and women of the
Washington National Guard continue to serve the country as
guardians of American interests at home and abroad; and
WHEREAS, These recognized leaders in state, regional, and
national preparedness, who reside in nearly every legislative
district throughout Washington, voluntarily serve and put
personal lives aside when the needs of the nation and the people
of Washington state arise; and
WHEREAS, The Guard always answers the state's call in
response to all emergency efforts and to protect lives and
property; and
WHEREAS, The Washington Army and Air National Guard
continue to provide critical support to federal missions around the
world, including Afghanistan, Kuwait, Bangladesh, and Korea as
well as supporting federal mission requirements throughout the
continental United States; and
WHEREAS, The Guard continues to train and prepare for
natural disasters and threats to our national security, including
cyberthreats; and
WHEREAS, The Guard continues to improve the lives of
Washington's young adults, many on the brink of dropping out
of school, through its ongoing work of the invaluable
Washington Youth Academy; and
WHEREAS, The Guard continues to actively enable the
state's and nation's counterdrug efforts by providing soldiers,
airmen, and specialized equipment to over thirty-four local, state,
and federal law enforcement agencies and community-based and
other organizations; and
WHEREAS, The Guard adds value to communities by
opening its Readiness Centers for public and other community
and youth activities use. The Guard continues to build upon these
Readiness Centers and Armories throughout the state to enhance
education, add to quality of life, and increase economic vitality;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate express its thanks and appreciation to
the devoted families and dedicated employers of our Washington
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WHEREAS, Phil worked hard to increase the involvement of
National Guard soldiers and airmen for their support, without
stakeholders in agency decisions by improving and emphasizing
whom the Guard's missions could not be successful; and
the use of advisory groups, and was willing to go almost
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Senate recognize
anywhere at any time to listen to the public; and
the value and dedication of a strong Washington National Guard
WHEREAS, As a representative on the Pacific Salmon
to the viability, economy, safety, security, and well-being of this
Commission and Pacific Fishery Management Council, Phil's
state, both through the outstanding performance of its state
strong leadership, understanding of complex issues, and superb
emergency and disaster relief mission, and through the continued
negotiating skills have greatly influenced the development of
benefit to local communities by the presence of productively
policies and laws that will balance conservation and fishing
employed, drug-free, well-equipped, and trained Guard units and
opportunities for salmon in the United States and Canada for
the Readiness Centers and Armories that house them; and
years to come; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution
WHEREAS, As Director, Phil has worked tirelessly to
be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to The
balance the challenging mandate of the Department of Fish and
Adjutant General of the Washington National Guard, the
Wildlife, which includes preserving and protecting fish and
Governor of the State of Washington, the Secretaries of the
wildlife resources and enhancing and improving recreational and
United States Army and Air Force, and the President of the United
commercial fishing in Washington; and
States.
WHEREAS, Phil led the Department of Fish and Wildlife
Senators Nelson, Conway, Hobbs, King, Bailey, Roach,
during much of the Wolf Conservation and Management Plan
Angel, Baumgartner and O'Ban spoke in favor of adoption of the
development process and the reemergence of the gray wolf into
resolution.
Washington, working earnestly and thoughtfully in addressing a
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
number of difficult and controversial wolf-management
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8610.
The motion by Senator Nelson carried and the resolution was
situations; and
adopted by voice vote.
WHEREAS, Phil maintained and enhanced relationships with
tribal governments thanks to his unique understanding of treaty
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUEST
rights and experience in working with tribal leaders to reach
mutually acceptable outcomes; and
The President welcomed and introduced Adjutant General,
Major General Bret Daughtery who was seated at the rostrum.
WHEREAS, Phil's open communication with staff and
frequent visits to regional offices restored confidence and trust in
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
the director's office and helped the agency continue to carry out
its mission during an unprecedented state budget shortfall;
The President welcomed and introduced Lt. Colonel Troy
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Kelley, State Auditor, and members of the Air National Guard
Washington State Senate commend and honor Department of Fish
and Army National Guard who were seated in the gallery.
and Wildlife Director Phil Anderson for his commitment to our
MOTION
natural resources and his service to the citizens of Washington;
and
Senator Warnick moved adoption of the following resolution:
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That a copy of this resolution
be
immediately
transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to
SENATE RESOLUTION
Director
Phil
Anderson.
8611
Senators Warnick, Hatfield, Pearson and Parlette spoke in
By Senators Warnick, Parlette, Hatfield, and Rolfes
favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
WHEREAS, Phil Anderson was appointed Acting Director of
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8611.
the Department of Fish and Wildlife in December 2008, was
The motion by Senator Warnick carried and the resolution
formally appointed Director of the Department in September
was adopted by voice vote.
2009, and has served tirelessly in both positions; and
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
WHEREAS, Phil has worked closely with the Fish and
Wildlife Commission to establish and implement management
policies that conserve state resources while optimizing
recreational and commercial opportunities for the citizens of
Washington; and
WHEREAS, Under Phil's leadership, agency personnel
developed strong and constructive relationships with two
governors, legislative leaders, and their staffs; and
WHEREAS, Phil's insistence on logical, consistent, and
transparent decision making has set a great example for agency
staff and has resulted in improved, defensible policies; and

The President welcomed and introduced Mr. Phil Anderson,
Director, Department of Fish and Wildlife, who was seated in the
gallery.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
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SENATE BILL NO. 5164, by Senators Hobbs, Bailey,
Rolfes, Roach, Hatfield, O'Ban, McCoy, Litzow, Conway and
Chase
Concerning transient lodging for military service members in
armories.

reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Pearson, Liias and Hasegawa spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5035.

The measure was read the second time.
ROLL CALL
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hobbs, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5164 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Hobbs and O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Senator Benton was excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5164.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5035 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Benton and Hargrove
SENATE BILL NO. 5035, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

ROLL CALL
SECOND READING
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5164 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 2; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Absent: Senators Hargrove and King
Excused: Senator Benton
SENATE BILL NO. 5164, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

SENATE BILL NO. 5064, by Senators Hill, Ericksen,
Dammeier, Sheldon, Warnick, Frockt, Hewitt and Mullet
Providing that a quarterly revenue forecast is due on February
20th during both a long and short legislative session year.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hill, the rules were suspended, Senate
Bill No. 5064 was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Hill and Ranker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

MOTION

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5064.

On motion of Senator Hewitt, Senator King was excused.

ROLL CALL

MOTION

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5064 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Benton and Hargrove
SENATE BILL NO. 5064, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Hargrove was excused.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5035, by Senators Pearson, KohlWelles, Hatfield and Liias
Authorizing the awarding of the medal of valor to a group of
persons.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5035 was advanced to third reading, the second
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The President welcomed and introduced ORLA [Olympia
define it is a 15 billion years and that JLARC will do a sunset
Regional Learning Academy] Montessori School students from
review and report back to the Legislature at that time then this bill
Olympia, guests of Senator Fraser, who were present in the
would be perfect.”
gallery and recognized by the senate.
MOTION
SECOND READING
Senator Fain moved that the amendment by Senators Fain and
Hobbs be withdrawn.
SENATE BILL NO. 5081, by Senators Miloscia, Hill, Bailey,
Becker and Dammeier
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
Increasing transparency of state government expenditures
related to state employees, state vendors and other public entities.
President Owen: “Is there an objection? Senator Miloscia has
objected.”
MOTION
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Miloscia, Substitute Senate Bill No.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
5081 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5081 and the substitute
the withdrawal of the amendment by Senators Fain and Hobbs on
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
page 2, line after 38 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5081 and the
amendment was withdrawn by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Fain moved that the following amendment by
Senators Fain and Hobbs be adopted:
On page 2, after line 38, add:
(7) That a comprehensive Baldrige Assessment, being
necessary to preserve the peace and ensure domestic tranquility, be
added to this program and to all state programs from now until the
end of time.
Senators Fain, Hobbs, Nelson, Angel and Padden spoke in
favor of adoption of the amendment.
POINT OF INQUIRY
Senator Liias:
question?”

“Would Senator Miloscia yield to a

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Miloscia, do you yield? He does.”
POINT OF INQUIRY
Senator Liias: “I would ask the good Senator: What the heck
is all this Baldrige stuff?!”
MOTION
Senator Fain: “Thank you Mr. President. I move that we
suspend Rule 15 so that members may only speak for three
minutes.”

MOTION
On motion of Senator Miloscia, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5081 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Miloscia and Ranker spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5081.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5081 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Benton
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5081, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
President Owen: “Senator Miloscia, did you wish to respond?
Briefly.”

Senator Hobbs: “Well, I would just like to welcome the new
Senator, Senator Malcolm Baldrige … .”

REMARKS BY SENATOR MILOSCIA
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Miloscia: “Yes, Mr. President. Well, if you have
three spare hours I will happily tell you what the introduction is
about. Will you marry me Senator Fain? This is a fantastic
amendment Mr. President. Slight quibble though about the
amendment. It says ‘’til the end of time.’ That’s a little bit less
defined than I’d like. Some people usually redefine when the end
of time is. If you would adopt a slight little amendment that we

Senator Hatfield: “I think we need to show a little more
respect. It is, in fact, Senator Mark Miloscia from the Thirtieth
District.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
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Senator Hobbs: “I’m truly sorry Senator. That’s right. It’s
Senator Mark Miloscia who chairs the Malcolm Baldrige
Committee.”
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Hatfield:
“Mr. President, it’s the Senate
Accountability and Reform Committee. I think we all, ah, who
we kidding, it’s the Baldrige Committee.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Hobbs: “Okay, so it’s the Baldrige Committee.
Malcolm, but he’s not Malcolm Baldrige so … Malcolm
Baldrige? Wait, isn’t he that guy that died in that rodeo accident?”
REMARKS BY SENATOR HATFIELD
Senator Hatfield: “Yes, it was tragic. Apparently they didn’t
have comprehensive safety assessments in rodeo back then.”
REMARKS BY SENATOR HOBBS
Senator Hobbs: “Oh. … Too soon?”
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Dammeier: “I am presuming, Mr. President, as I
have seen some potato chips delivered to the front of the chamber
which have not ever gotten to the back of the chamber but I’m
presuming that there is a quality system to ensure that all
members and the rostrum get the appropriate number of chips.
But, Mr. President my question is…”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “I’m good.”
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Dammeier: “So my question is, Mr. President, under
the new legislative ethics rule, do these chips constitute a counter
as one of our twelve meals?”

Member. So, I would like to thank the good Senator from the
Thirtieth District for filling now two cabinets in my office with
materials on Malcolm Baldrige. And I can explain in great detail
for anybody that would like to know the difference between lean
management and Malcolm Baldrige and I would like to do that in
thirty seconds or less if you ask me because now what we have
on the Committee, unfortunately, is very, very lengthy
conversations about the difference of those and ISO 9000. I’ll just
say Senator Miloscia, I’m looking forward to continuing to work
with you and making sure to protect the rest of us from your best
instincts. Welcome to the Senate.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Keiser: “Thank you Mr. President. Well, all this
levity has been great fun but I am a neighbor to the good Senator
from the Thirtieth District. I just want to welcome my neighbor
to the senate chamber and know that we will continue to work on
behalf of our communities. We’ve worked together on many other
bills. I’m sure we’ll work on many future bills – none of which
will have anything to do with Malcolm Baldrige but I do look
forward to collaboration and continued cooperation and I
appreciate your commitment.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Frockt: “I wasn’t going to speak this morning but it
just occurred to me I’m now serving in my second legislative
body with the good senator from the Thirtieth but I don’t know if
he remembers but I thought it would be important to share this
with all the members of both parties. The first time I met Senator
Miloscia I was just getting started in politics in Washington and I
was getting involved in the presidential campaign. It’s not
surprising to some of you. I was there to represent at a debate, a
community debate, a campaign of a great U. S. Senator named
Bill Bradley. My friend, the good Senator, was there representing
one of our greatest political leaders, I would say, of the last
century, perhaps our greatest Vice President, Vice President Al
Gore. I just wanted to ask you, ‘What happened?!’
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

President Owen: “You’d have to talk to your legislative
ethics attorneys about that.”

Senator Sheldon: “Mr. President. I wanted to thank Senator
Miloscia for this bag of Tim’s Cascade potato chips and I noticed
there was a sticky note attached to the back that he has, a
Baldrige-approved, that there is exactly the same number of chips
in my bag that is in your bag. Thank you Senator Miloscia for
doing that work.”

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

Senator Parlette: “So I would like to say it’s just wonderful
to have this new Senator from the Thirtieth District. I get to sit
behind him but, I have to tell you, he’s got in front of him, three
notes; and they say: ‘Mr. President;’ ‘Mr. President;’ ‘Mr.
President.’ I think, oh, six notes. I missed three of them. I think I
need to give those to the good lady of the Twenty-Sixth District
to remind her she is now in the Senate. Senator Angel? Mr.
President. Mr. President. Mr. President. Thank you Mr.
President.”

Senator Liias: “Thank you Mr. President. I just wanted to
welcome our colleague to the chamber. I was appointed to the
House of Representatives a week before the legislative session in
2008 began. So, it was a flurry of activity and the first meeting I
ever took with a future colleague was with the then-Chair of the
Housing Committee. I was literally driving to the capitol, stopped
off at a Starbucks in Federal Way to have a chat with thenRepresentative Miloscia about the work that we’d be doing
together. We had a wonderful working relationship in the House.
I look forward to working together with him in the Senate. I will
note I only required one, Mr. President, note last year to remind
me. Not six. And I’ve taken the training wheels off. I’ve actually
retired the note. So I look forward to following the protocol here.
The other thing that I would just note is, I’m a little bit more of a
lean practitioner so the chips are a little bit too much for me but I

REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Jayapal: “Well, there are many, many trials and
tribulations for a new Senator and one of them appears to be
serving on the Malcolm Baldrige Committee as the Ranking
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appreciate that there are many ways to ensure efficiency in
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
government. I hope that in the future we can be a little bit more
lean, Senator Miloscia.”
Senator Miloscia: “First, I want to thank everybody for the
kind, and um, words that was mentioned here today. Senator Fain
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
actually figured out a way how to get me to change my mind on
any issue. So, hope the lobbyist don’t pick up on that. Anyway,
Senator Fain: “Mr. President. I did not want to be rude, the
I’m really glad to be here and see a lot of my friends. The senate,
good Senator from the Thirtieth had posed a question to me
obviously, … We had a saying in the House, what was it? The
during his floor speech and I am going to have to respectfully
Republicans are our enemy – the Republicans are our opponents,
decline but I’m very happy to see your growth on the issue.”
the senate is the enemy. Now that I’m here, I’ve sort of changed
my view on that sort of saying. You’re so collegial. You are so
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
nice. I, the welcome has been wonderful Mr. President. I’m glad
to work all with you on issues that affect and improve our state,
Senator Billig: “Thank you Mr. President. I wanted to
improve the prosperity of people, because I know everybody here
welcome Senator Miloscia and I, you know, one of the things that
cares about those issues. I was originally scared to come to the
I’ve really enjoyed about being a legislator is going around and
senate because these senators were all fearsome characters. They
visiting different legislators in their districts. I was so glad to get
had fearsome names. But, now that I’m here, they have great nick
this bag of Hawaiian kettle-style potato chips and knowing that
names like Honeybear. I mean, you know, really nice guys but he
our gifts are related to our district and knowing that Senator
was a guy I feared when I was in the House. Now my office is
Miloscia represents tropical Hawaii. I just wanted to say I look
right next to him. Something about what you’re seeing right here.
forward to visiting you in your district and also finding out the
We have a very diverse and independent district. Tim’s Cascades,
connection of these chips to Federal Way, if that is indeed your
small business formed in 1986 in Auburn. Now in Algona, which
district. Mohalo and aloha.”
is in my district. Now a very thriving, multi-state, multi-country,
exported product. By the way, potato chips are my favorite foods.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
Potato chip bags last twenty-four hours in my household but I
urge all of you to take this home. Another product that represents
President Owen: “So, for those of you who may not want
my district is Lakehaven Utility District which I was a former
your potato chips I’d note that Senator Hargrove is back!”
commissioner. Best water in the state but it does have some side
effects on the elected officials in our state. We have an aquifer.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
We actually get our water right from underground Mr. President.
For example, you think of some of the elected officials in Federal
Senator Dammeier: “Mr. President. I would like to welcome
Way: Peter von Reichbauer; Jean Marie Brough; Mayor Jim
Senator Miloscia to the chamber. It is wonderful to have another
Ferrell; myself; Councilmember Martin Moore. What do we all
veteran and another service academy graduate in this chamber. I
have in common? We’re sort of independently minded and sort of
was going to remind Senator Hobbs this morning, he pointed out
switch parties. Why? It’s the water from our aquifer. So I’m
that he’s been bringing the National Guard resolution to this
passing this all out to everybody here. Originally I was just going
chamber for nine years in a row. It struck me that for each of those
to give it to this side of the aisle but I’ll give it to everybody but
nine years he has never seen Army beat Navy in the Army-Navy
just be aware, it may some side effects on you if you drink this
football game. It’s been thirteen years in a row, Mr. President. So
aquifer water. Some people say it may because of maybe that
I congratulate Senator Miloscia’s arrival with a little bit of angst
garbage dump that we have on the side of town or a buried space
and frustration on my own part because Air Force took the
ship. No, it’s the aquifer. That’s what makes the elected officials
Commander- in- Chief’s trophy from Navy this year. We hope to
in Federal Way the way we are. In any case, thank you, enjoy
get it back next year. Thank you Mr. President”
working with you all. Thank you Mr. President.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Padden: “Thank you Mr. President. Well, I also
want to welcome the gentleman from the Thirtieth District into
the senate chambers. He represents a diverse district. I certainly
admire his ability to represent that district. I also wanted to, just
briefly, indicate that the reason that the Army has not won those
games in the last number of years is because there too busy
winning wars.”

SECOND READING
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 8401, by
Senators Schoesler, Nelson, Hasegawa and McAuliffe
Honoring former members of the Senate and House of
Representatives of the State of Washington who have passed from
this life.
The measure was read the second time.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
MOTION
Senator Hobbs: “Thank you Senator Padden. That was a
good one. Yeah, that was a good one. Yeah, I don’t like these
originally lightly salted so if anybody here wants to trade me I’d
appreciate it. Oh, thank you. Thank you Mr. President.”

On motion of Senator Fain, the rules were suspended, Senate
Concurrent Resolution No. 8401 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the resoluton was
placed on final passage.

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “We do stretch the limits of Point of
Personal Privilege don’t we?”

The President declared the question before the senate to be
the final passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 8401.
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SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 8401 having
received a majority was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Hargrove moved adoption of the following
resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8612
By Senators Hargrove, Angel, McCoy, Honeyford, Hobbs,
Rivers, Dammeier, Liias, Frockt, Hill, Rolfes, McAuliffe,
Parlette, Brown, Keiser, Darneille, Jayapal, Schoesler, Padden,
Warnick, Kohl-Welles, Fraser, O'Ban, Becker, Hatfield, Litzow,
Cleveland, Roach, Hasegawa, Ranker, and Conway
WHEREAS, For the second year in a row we are cheering on
our NFC CHAMPION Seattle Seahawks in the Super Bowl; and
WHEREAS, The Seahawks have given the state of
Washington at least one issue that galvanizes the entire state, East
and West, Ds and Rs; and
WHEREAS, The cast of players and coaches we have inspire
excellence on and off the field; including the most motivational
coach in the NFL, Pete Carroll, and one of the most inspirational
young players in Russell Wilson; and
WHEREAS, “Beastmode,” “Legion of Boom,” and any
variation of the word “12” are phrases that have entered every
Washingtonian's vocabulary (along with “Yeah,” “You mad
bro?” and “I'm just ’bout that action, boss”); and
WHEREAS, Being a “12” is a cultural touchstone that unites
not just the Great State of Washington but the entire Pacific
Northwest; and
WHEREAS, Memories of “Wilson to Kearse - game over”
will likely bring Washingtonians to tears for generations to come
(we’re in good company, it brought Russell to tears too); and
WHEREAS, In true Washington style, Michael Bennett
took a celebratory bike tour across the field of play to celebrate
their second trip to the Super Bowl; and
WHEREAS, To beat Peyton Manning and Tom Brady in
back-to-back years in the biggest football game on the planet

would only further the Seahawks’ status as one of the finest NFL
teams to be assembled; and
WHEREAS, The Washington State Senate also asks “Why
not us?”
BE IT RESOLVED, That the Washington State Senate
congratulate the Seahawks on a very fine season, and charge them
with the task of going “1-0” for just one more week and bring
home the second Lombardi Trophy in as many years; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Washington State
Senate respectfully request of the Honorable Jay Inslee, Governor
of the State of Washington, to proclaim that from the passage of
this Resolution until 12:01 a.m., Monday, February 2nd, that
Washington be renamed HAWKINGTON; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That this body joins the rest
of the State in a hearty “GO HAWKS!” and wishes our team the
best of luck in Super Bowl XLIX on Sunday!
Senators Hargrove, Kohl-Welles, Fain and Angel spoke in
favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8612.
The motion by Senator Hargrove carried and the resolution
was adopted by voice vote.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUEST
The President introduced Mrs. Linda Owen, the President’s
wife, who was seated at the rostrum and present to leave to
celebrate the President’s and Mrs. Owen’s anniversary of their
wedding.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus following adjournment, immediately after the senate’s
group picture featuring Seahawk attire and banners.
Senator Parlette announced that the Majority Coalition
Caucus would not be meeting.
MOTION
At 11:50 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon Monday, February 2, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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TWENTY SECOND DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Monday, February 2, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President Pro Tempore, Senator Roach presiding. No roll call
was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the reading of the Journal
of the previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
January 29, 2015
SB 5023 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Concerning filing
requirements for large group health benefit plans, stand-alone
dental plans, and stand-alone vision plans. Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5023 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Frockt, Ranking
Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Baumgartner; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 30, 2015
SB 5237 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hewitt: Placing restrictions on
when representation under a public collective bargaining
agreement may be challenged. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 30, 2015
SB 5282 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Concerning residential
security system installations. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5282 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 30, 2015
SB 5296 Prime Sponsor, Senator Conway: Concerning
locksmith services. Reported by Committee on Commerce &
Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5296 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway;
Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 30, 2015
SB 5301 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Concerning spirits
retailers when selling for resale. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
January 30, 2015
SB 5281 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Creating a
nonresidential security system specialty electrician certificate.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.

January 30, 2015
SB 5477 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Concerning the
packaging, labeling, and advertising of vapor products.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member;
Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Health Care.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
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MOTION

On motion of Senator Honeyford, the Senate advanced to the
fifth order of business.

SB 5752 by Senators Hasegawa, Darneille, Kohl-Welles,
Jayapal, Chase and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to information concerning racial
disproportionality; amending RCW 43.88C.050; adding a
new section to chapter 43.88C RCW; and creating a new
section.

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

SB 5745 by Senators Hargrove and Miloscia
AN ACT Relating to implementing Becca task force truancy
reform recommendations; amending RCW 28A.225.005,
28A.225.020, 28A.225.030, 28A.225.035, and 28A.225.090;
adding a new section to chapter 28A.225 RCW; and creating
a new section.

SB 5753 by Senators Liias, Roach, Hobbs and Benton
AN ACT Relating to a county property tax exemption for
energy efficient construction; and adding a new section to
chapter 84.36 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

SB 5746 by Senators Bailey, Hobbs, Liias, Baumgartner, KohlWelles, Chase and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to including Everett Community College
as an aerospace training or educational program; and
amending RCW 28B.122.010.

SB 5754 by Senators Keiser, Cleveland, McAuliffe, Conway,
Jayapal, Parlette and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to education-based practice remediation
for licensed health and health-related professions; and adding
a new section to chapter 18.130 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5747 by Senators Padden and Miloscia
AN ACT Relating to prohibiting actions for wrongful life and
wrongful birth, and expanding the beneficiaries in an action
for wrongful death; amending RCW 4.20.020; and adding a
new section to chapter 4.24 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5748 by Senators Litzow, Mullet, Fain, Dammeier, Hill,
Rivers, Becker, King, Angel, Braun, Warnick and Bailey
AN ACT Relating to clarifying the teacher and principal
evaluation process with the intent of strengthening the
process; and amending RCW 28A.405.100.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5749 by Senators Litzow and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to specifying that student growth data
elements used in teacher and principal evaluations include
state-based tools and delaying the use of the evaluation results
in making human resources and personnel decisions until the
2016-17 school year; and amending RCW 28A.405.100.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5750 by Senators Parlette, Dansel, Hatfield, Rolfes and
Warnick
AN ACT Relating to payments to counties in lieu of property
taxes by the department of fish and wildlife; amending RCW
77.12.203; repealing RCW 77.12.201; and providing an
effective date.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5751 by Senators Hasegawa, Jayapal, Darneille and Chase
AN ACT Relating to the burden of proof in civil asset
forfeiture hearings; and amending RCW 69.50.505.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5755 by Senators Hargrove, Hill, Ranker, Dammeier,
Braun, Keiser, Billig, Becker, Brown, Kohl-Welles, Chase,
Conway, Darneille, Hasegawa, Fain, Habib, Hewitt, Pedersen,
Jayapal and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to addressing and mitigating the impacts
of property crimes in Washington state; amending RCW
9.94A.030, 9.94A.501, 9.94A.505, 9.94A.506, 9.94A.585,
9.94A.702, 9.94A.171, 9.94A.860, 9.94A.8673, 9.94A.870,
9.94A.875, 43.15.020, 72.09.350, 10.98.160, and
70.96A.350; reenacting and amending RCW 9.94A.515 and
9.94A.701; adding a new section to chapter 43.88 RCW;
adding new sections to chapter 9.94A RCW; adding new
sections to chapter 43.131 RCW; creating new sections;
prescribing penalties; making appropriations; and providing
an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5756 by Senators Braun, Hatfield, Rivers, Angel, Ericksen,
Honeyford and Benton
AN ACT Relating to extending specific aerospace tax
preferences to include other types of commercial aircraft to
encourage the migration of good wage jobs in the state;
amending RCW 82.32.550, 82.04.4463, 82.04.4461,
82.08.975, 82.08.980, and 82.12.980; reenacting and
amending RCW 82.04.260; creating a new section; providing
an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
SB 5757 by Senators Benton and Mullet
AN ACT Relating to credit unions' corporate governance and
investments; and amending RCW 31.12.255, 31.12.365,
31.12.418, and 31.12.436.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5758 by Senators Honeyford, Becker, Hargrove, Frockt,
Hatfield and Bailey
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utilizing electronic monitoring; adding a new section to
AN ACT Relating to federal medicaid payment
reconciliations; adding a new section to chapter 74.09 RCW;
chapter 9.94A RCW; and prescribing penalties.
and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5767 by Senators Cleveland, Benton, Honeyford and Fraser
AN ACT Relating to local government treasury practices and
SB 5759 by Senators Padden and Baumgartner
AN ACT Relating to prevailing wages for workers employed
procedures; and amending RCW 36.29.190 and 39.72.010.
in residential construction; and adding a new section to
chapter 39.12 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5768 by Senators Cleveland, Benton, Honeyford and Fraser
SB 5760 by Senators Brown, Sheldon, Keiser and Dansel
AN ACT Relating to county electronic public auctions;
AN ACT Relating to contracts for materials or work required
amending RCW 36.34.060, 36.34.080, 36.34.090, 36.35.120,
by joint operating agencies; and amending RCW 43.52.560.
84.56.070, 84.56.090, 84.64.005, 84.64.080, and 84.64.200;
reenacting and amending RCW 36.16.140; adding a new
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
section to chapter 36.16 RCW; adding a new section to
Telecommunications.
chapter 84.64 RCW; and creating a new section.
SB 5761 by Senators Pearson, Hobbs, McCoy, Bailey and
Benton
AN ACT Relating to providing for property tax exemption
for the value of new construction of industrial/manufacturing
facilities in targeted urban areas; and adding a new chapter to
Title 84 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
SB 5762 by Senators Fraser, Angel, Ericksen, Sheldon,
Hatfield, Hobbs, Kohl-Welles and Benton
AN ACT Relating to the taxation and permitting of vessels in
Washington; amending RCW 82.08.700 and 82.12.700;
adding a new section to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 82.12 RCW; creating a new section;
providing an effective date; and providing an expiration date.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5769 by Senators Schoesler, Angel, Becker, Brown,
Hatfield, Braun, Ericksen, Roach, Rivers, Conway, Hewitt,
Parlette and Benton
AN ACT Relating to the management of noxious weeds on
state lands; and amending RCW 17.10.170 and 79.44.060.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5770 by Senators Frockt, Keiser, Fraser, Kohl-Welles,
Ranker and Jayapal
AN ACT Relating to patient-provider protection; and adding
a new section to chapter 70.01 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5763 by Senators Warnick, Pearson and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to the public employees' collective
bargaining act as applied to commissioned officers of the
department of fish and wildlife; amending RCW 41.80.020;
and adding new sections to chapter 41.56 RCW.

SB 5771 by Senators Liias, Pearson, Dansel, Hatfield, Rivers,
Hobbs and Fain
AN ACT Relating to providing for due process during an
ethics investigation; and amending RCW 42.52.420,
42.52.450, and 42.52.350.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5764 by Senators Fain, King, Hill, Rivers and Benton
AN ACT Relating to the removal of graffiti from state-owned
transportation facilities; and adding a new section to chapter
47.01 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5765 by Senators Jayapal, Angel and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to clarifying the authority of a nurse
working in a school setting; adding a new section to chapter
28A.210 RCW; and creating a new section.

SB 5772 by Senators Conway, Frockt and Bailey
AN ACT Relating to requiring physicians and physician
assistants to provide requested demographic information at
the time of license renewal; and amending RCW 18.71.080
and 18.71A.020.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5773 by Senators Conway, Frockt and Bailey
AN ACT Relating to the requirements of allopathic physician
licensure; amending RCW 18.71.050, 18.71.055, and
18.71.095; adding a new section to chapter 18.71 RCW; and
repealing RCW 18.71.051.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5766 by Senators Roach, O'Ban, Padden and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to performance requirements and measures
for monitoring agencies providing home detention programs

SB 5774 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner and Brown
AN ACT Relating to requiring tracking of prevailing wage
surveys; and amending RCW 39.12.026.
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Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

SB 5775 by Senators Braun and Baumgartner
AN ACT Relating to improving the accuracy of the prevailing
rate of wage; amending RCW 39.12.026, 39.12.070, and
39.12.080; adding a new section to chapter 39.12 RCW; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5776 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner, Rivers, Becker,
Padden, Schoesler, Brown, Angel, Bailey, Benton and Honeyford
AN ACT Relating to food stamp work requirements; and
amending RCW 74.08A.060.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5777 by Senators Becker, Rivers, O'Ban, Hewitt,
Dammeier, Litzow, Schoesler, Dansel, Padden, Angel,
Baumgartner, King, Bailey, Warnick, Honeyford, Hill, Parlette,
Fain, Braun, Sheldon, Brown, Ericksen and Benton
AN ACT Relating to state employee whistleblower
protection; and amending RCW 42.40.020.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5778 by Senators Becker, Frockt, Keiser, Bailey,
Dammeier, Liias, Hatfield, Angel, Dansel, King, Baumgartner,
Brown, Cleveland, Warnick, Honeyford, Parlette, Hill, Rivers,
Fain, Braun, Litzow, Conway, Sheldon, Ericksen and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to ambulatory surgical facilities; amending
RCW 70.230.100; amending 2007 c 273 s 7 (uncodified);
adding a new section to chapter 70.230 RCW; and creating a
new section.

old who has not been emancipated; amending RCW 4.24.010;
and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5783 by Senators Rivers, Dansel, Fain, Sheldon, Hatfield
and Benton
AN ACT Relating to peace officers; and adding a new section
to chapter 9.94A RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5784 by Senator Rivers
AN ACT Relating to estate tax interest waivers; and
amending RCW 83.100.070.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5785 by Senators Rivers, Nelson, Dansel, Hatfield, Pearson,
Fain, Liias and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to the definition of official duties of state
officers; reenacting and amending RCW 42.52.010; and
adding a new section to chapter 43.01 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
SHB 1105
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Hunter, Ormsby,
Sullivan and Gregerson)
AN ACT Relating to fiscal matters; creating a new section;
making appropriations; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5779 by Senators Parlette and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to reducing penalties applied to regional
support networks and behavioral health organizations;
amending RCW 71.24.310 and 71.24.310; providing an
effective date; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5780 by Senators Fraser, Becker, King and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to adding new counties to a regional transit
authority; and amending RCW 81.112.050.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5781 by Senators Billig, O'Ban, Darneille, Frockt and KohlWelles
AN ACT Relating to procedures for responding to reports of
threatened or attempted suicide; adding a new section to
chapter 71.05 RCW; and creating a new section.

EHB 1258
by Representatives Walkinshaw, Rodne,
Jinkins, Haler, Cody, Harris, Goodman, Muri, Fagan, Hansen,
Buys, Orwall, Kilduff, Springer, Senn, Walsh, Pettigrew,
Robinson, Bergquist, Stanford, Fitzgibbon, Pollet, Stokesbary,
Sells, Peterson, McBride, Pike, Farrell, Ortiz-Self, Zeiger, Van
De Wege, Tharinger, Hunter, Sullivan, Lytton, Riccelli, Carlyle,
Clibborn, Magendanz and Gregerson
AN ACT Relating to court review of detention decisions
under the involuntary treatment act; and adding new sections
to chapter 71.05 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exception of Senate Bill No.
5762 which was referred to the Committee on Ways & Means.
MOTION

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

At 12:03 p.m., on motion of Senator Honeyford, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon Tuesday, February 3, 2015.

SB 5782 by Senators Nelson, Pedersen, Frockt, Habib,
Darneille, Kohl-Welles, Benton and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to allowing a parent to bring an action for
the injury or death of a child younger than twenty-six years

BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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TWENTY THIRD DAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2015
TWENTY THIRD DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Tuesday, February 3, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 2, 2015
SB 5244 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Disposing tax
foreclosed property to cities for affordable housing purposes.
Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 2, 2015
SB 5262 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Releasing juvenile case
records to the Washington state office of civil legal aid.
Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 2, 2015
SB 5266 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning secure
facilities for the criminally insane. Reported by Committee on
Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 2, 2015
SB 5408 Prime Sponsor, Senator Mullet: Removing references
to faith-based exemptions regarding criminal mistreatment of
children and vulnerable adults. Reported by Committee on
Human Services, Mental Health & Housing

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 2, 2015
SB 5467 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hatfield: Providing a single
point of excise taxation on sales of recreational marijuana.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair;
Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser;
King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 2, 2015
SB 5577 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Concerning
pharmaceutical waste. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Bailey; Brown; Cleveland;
Conway; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee
Telecommunications.

on

Energy,

Environment

&

February 2, 2015
SB 5693 Prime Sponsor, Senator Miloscia: Authorizing the
department of social and health services special commitment
center to seek eligibility and reimbursement for health care costs
covered by federal medicare, medicaid, and veterans health
benefits. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Bailey; Brown; Cleveland;
Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5786 by Senators Conway, Darneille, Cleveland and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to services that provide support for
decision making; and amending RCW 2.72.005, 2.72.010,
2.72.020, and 2.72.030.
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Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

SB 5787 by Senators Jayapal, Fain, McAuliffe, Darneille and
Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to a model policy and procedures for
language access by limited-English proficient parents of
students; amending RCW 28A.300.580; adding a new section
to chapter 28A.320 RCW; and repealing RCW 28A.345.032.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5788 by Senators Cleveland, Billig, Padden, Keiser, Bailey,
Frockt, Fraser, Darneille, Nelson, Becker, Hargrove and Benton
AN ACT Relating to the creation of two elder justice center
demonstration sites; adding a new section to chapter 74.34
RCW; and creating a new section.

education; creating new sections; and providing a contingent
expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5795 by Senators Roach and Liias
AN ACT Relating to authorizing municipalities to create
assessment reimbursement areas for the construction or
improvement of water or sewer facilities; and adding a new
section to chapter 35.91 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5796 by Senators Becker, Keiser and Pearson
AN ACT Relating to the regulation of adult family homes;
and amending RCW 70.128.060 and 70.128.120.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5789 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Fraser, Pedersen, Darneille,
Billig, Keiser, McAuliffe, Nelson, Chase and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to the protection of children through
responsible storage of firearms; adding new sections to
chapter 9.41 RCW; creating a new section; and prescribing
penalties.

SB 5797 by Senators Rivers, Roach, Conway, Angel,
Hasegawa, Litzow, Miloscia, Jayapal, Hobbs, Warnick, McCoy,
Cleveland, Rolfes, Pearson, O'Ban and Benton
AN ACT Relating to passenger-carrying vehicles for railroad
employees; amending RCW 81.61.010, 81.61.020, and
81.61.040; and adding new sections to chapter 81.61 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5790 by Senators Darneille, Roach, Conway, Hasegawa,
Miloscia, O'Ban, Jayapal, Rolfes, McAuliffe and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to service options for individuals with
developmental disabilities; amending RCW 71A.12.290; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5791 by Senators Darneille, Pedersen, McAuliffe, Conway
and Chase
AN ACT Relating to charter schools; and amending RCW
28A.710.030, 28A.710.070, and 28A.710.080.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5792 by Senator Darneille
AN ACT Relating to establishing a centralized office of
forensic mental health services; and adding a new section to
chapter 10.77 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5793 by Senators Darneille, Conway and O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to providing credit towards child support
obligations for veterans benefits; and amending RCW
26.18.190.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5794 by Senators McAuliffe, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Billig,
Jayapal, Cleveland, Chase, Darneille and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to requiring the department of social and
health services to request all necessary exemptions and
waivers from the federal government to allow students to use
electronic benefit transfer cards at institutions of higher

SB 5798 by Senators Keiser and Bailey
AN ACT Relating to a second-party payment process for
paying insurers; adding a new section to chapter 48.43 RCW;
and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5799 by Senators Fain and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to exempting levies imposed by qualifying
flood control zone districts from certain limitations upon
regular property tax levies; amending 2011 1st sp.s. c 28 s 7
(uncodified); creating a new section; and repealing 2011 c
275 ss 4 and 5 (uncodified).
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5800 by Senator Pearson
AN ACT Relating to gambling devices; and amending RCW
9.46.310.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5801 by Senator Pearson
AN ACT Relating to creating a water commission; and
adding a new chapter to Title 90 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5802 by Senators Becker and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to assisted living payment rates; amending
RCW 74.39A.030 and 74.39A.320; creating new sections;
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
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AN ACT Relating to cancer research; reenacting and
SB 5803 by Senators Dammeier, McAuliffe and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to the notification of parents when their
amending RCW 43.79A.040; adding a new section to chapter
82.24 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 82.26 RCW;
children are below basic on the third grade statewide English
language arts assessment; amending RCW 28A.655.230; and
adding a new chapter to Title 43 RCW; creating new sections;
declaring an emergency.
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5804 by Senators Liias, Benton, Hasegawa, Dammeier and
Angel
AN ACT Relating to the procedure for adoption and
amendment of the Washington state energy code; and
amending RCW 19.27A.020, 19.27A.025, 19.27A.045, and
19.27A.140.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5809 by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to providing comprehensive information
in writing to real property owners during negotiations for the
acquisition of the property by government agencies; and
amending RCW 8.26.180.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5805 by Senators Rivers, Rolfes and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to conflict resolution programs in schools;
and amending RCW 28A.300.280.

SJM 8010
by Senators Roach, Angel and Benton
Requesting the President and United States Congress to take
action to approve the Keystone XL pipeline.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
MOTION
SB 5806 by Senators Jayapal, Frockt, Keiser, Cleveland,
Conway, Litzow, Rivers, Darneille and Angel
AN ACT Relating to equitable access to highly effective
contraception for patients enrolled in a medicaid-funded plan;
adding a new section to chapter 74.09 RCW; and creating a
new section.

On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exception of Senate Bill No.
5786 which was referred to the Committee on Law & Justice.
MOTION

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5807 by Senators Litzow and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to targeted professional development for
educators; amending RCW 28A.415.350 and 28A.415.360;
and creating a new section.

At 12:02 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, February 4, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5808 by Senators Habib, Becker, Ranker, Liias, McAuliffe,
Keiser, Hasegawa and Frockt
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SB 5031 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pedersen: Permitting advance
action regarding business opportunities under the business
corporation act. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice

The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages
Kaitlin Kalk and Kyle Metscher, presented the Colors.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.

Miss Laneeka Jones, a 4th grade student from Graham
Elementary School, guest of Senators Becker and Fain, led the
senate in the Pledge of Allegiance.

February 3, 2015
SB 5036 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Creating a sentence
enhancement for body armor. Reported by Committee on Law
& Justice

The prayer was offered by Pastor Greg Kaurin of Redeemer
Lutheran Church, Fircrest.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 3, 2015
SB 5000 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Allowing rural
counties providing emergency medical services to locations with
a rural amphitheater to impose an additional admissions
surcharge. Reported by Committee on Government Operations
& Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair and Habib.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 3, 2015
SB 5004 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Establishing the
position and authority of warrant officers in first-class cities to
enforce court orders and outstanding warrants. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5004 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5036 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pearson and Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5037 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Modifying organized
retail theft provisions. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5037 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pearson and Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5069 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Making the unlawful
possession of instruments of financial fraud a crime. Reported
by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5091 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Including nuclear
energy in the definition of a "qualified alternative energy
resource" for the purposes of RCW 19.29A.090. Reported by
Committee on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; Braun; Brown
and Honeyford.
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MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland and
Ranker.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Habib.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5093 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Creating the nuclear
energy education program. Reported by Committee on Energy,
Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5093 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Braun; Brown;
Cleveland; Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 3, 2015
SB 5105 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Making a fourth
driving under the influence offense a felony. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5105 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 3, 2015
SB 5114 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Providing incentives
for production of modular reactors. Reported by Committee on
Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; Braun; Brown
and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland and
Ranker.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Habib.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 3, 2015
SB 5120 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Concerning school
district dissolutions. Reported by Committee on Early Learning
& K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill; Mullet and Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Rolfes.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5122 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Concerning
precollege placement measures. Reported by Committee on
Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; KohlWelles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5171 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Concerning the
definition of veteran for the purposes of the county veterans
assistance fund. Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5174 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Increasing the number
of district court judges in Skagit county. Reported by Committee
on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5182 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Granting fire
protection districts and regional fire protection service authorities
biennial budget authority.
Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5184 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Authorizing counties
to establish and conduct polling place voting. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair and Dansel.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 3, 2015
SB 5249 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Creating a bond
issuance exemption for qualifying local revitalization financing
projects. Reported by Committee on Government Operations &
Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and
McCoy.

February 3, 2015
SB 5276 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Concerning
refunds of property taxes paid as a result of manifest errors in
descriptions of property.
Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and
McCoy.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 3, 2015
SB 5251 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Transferring
public water system financial assistance activities from the public
works board and the department of commerce to the department
of health. Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water &
Rural Economic Development

February 3, 2015
SB 5294 Prime Sponsor, Senator McAuliffe: Concerning school
library and technology programs. Reported by Committee on
Early Learning & K-12 Education

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5294 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5252 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Creating a pilot
program to implement regional school safety and security centers.
Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5252 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill; Rivers
and Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Mullet.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 3, 2015
SB 5271 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Concerning standards
adopted by the national fire protection association and the state
building code council. Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 2, 2015
SB 5272 Prime Sponsor, Senator Schoesler: Concerning heavy
haul industrial corridors.
Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Ericksen; Habib; Litzow; Miloscia;
Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.

February 3, 2015
SB 5295 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Concerning the
display of campus information on the statewide public four-year
dashboard. Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; KohlWelles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5303 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Creating the
Washington academic, innovation, and mentoring (AIM)
program. Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12
Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill; Mullet; Rivers and
Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 2, 2015
SB 5307 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning deficit
reimbursement agreements with counties owning and operating
ferry systems. Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Ericksen; Habib; Litzow; Miloscia;
Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 2, 2015
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SB 5314 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Modifying the use of
local storm water charges paid by the department of
February 3, 2015
transportation. Reported by Committee on Transportation
SB 5349 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Requiring live financial
literacy seminars for students at institutions of higher education.
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Reported by Committee on Higher Education
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Ericksen; Habib; Litzow; Miloscia;
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; KohlWelles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Miloscia.
February 3, 2015
SB 5322 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hatfield: Concerning
conservation districts' rates and charges.
Reported by
Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5322 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and
Honeyford.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 3, 2015
SB 5350 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Concerning watersewer districts.
Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5350 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Habib and McCoy.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 2, 2015
SB 5324 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Concerning the
distribution and use of aircraft excise taxes. Reported by
Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5324 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Ericksen; Habib; Litzow;
Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 3, 2015
SB 5328 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Disseminating
financial aid information. Reported by Committee on Higher
Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5328 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice
Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker;
Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5347 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Creating demonstration
projects for preserving agricultural land and public infrastructure
in flood plains. Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water
& Rural Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority
Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Dansel, Vice Chair.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 3, 2015
SB 5392 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Eliminating the quality
education council. Reported by Committee on Early Learning &
K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Fain; Hill
and Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Billig; Mullet and Rolfes.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 2, 2015
SB 5397 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Concerning the
disclosure of certain transportation-related information by the
department of licensing.
Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5397 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Ericksen; Habib; Litzow;
Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5411 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Providing liability
immunity for local jurisdictions when wheeled all-terrain vehicles
are operated on public roadways. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5411 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Habib and McCoy.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 3, 2015
SB 5491 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Maintaining
reservations of water for certain future uses. Reported by
Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SB 5641 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Concerning taxation of
businesses engaged in radio and television broadcasting.
Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair;
Sheldon, Vice Chair; McCoy, Ranking Minority Member;
Braun; Brown; Cleveland; Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 2, 2015
SB 5704 Prime Sponsor, Senator Billig: Establishing a sampling
program to determine proof of financial responsibility to operate
a motor vehicle. Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton,
Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Ericksen;
Habib; Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
February 3, 2015
SJM 8000
Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Requesting
the permanent siting and development of a federal nuclear waste
repository. Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; McCoy,
Ranking Minority Member; Braun; Brown; Cleveland; Habib
and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
February 3, 2015
SGA 9023
HARRY L CARTHUM, appointed on
November 21, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as
Member of the Board of Trustees, Community College District
No. 2 (Grays Harbor College). Reported by Committee on
Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,

Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SGA 9047
COLLEEN FAIRCHILD, appointed on
February 18, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2017, as
Member of the Professional Educator Standards Board.
Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SGA 9071
BETTE HYDE, appointed on March 8, 2013,
for the term ending at the governor’s pleasure, as Director of the
Washington State Department of Early Learning. Reported by
Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SGA 9073
RONALD B JACOBSON, appointed on
September 16, 2014, for the term ending June 30, 2018, as
Member of the Professional Educator Standards Board.
Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain;
Mullet and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SGA 9078
JUANITA J KAMPHUIS, reappointed on
July 8, 2013, for the term ending July 1, 2018, as Member of the
Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness and
Hearing Loss. Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SGA 9111
CAROL L MCVICKER, appointed on June
6, 2014, for the term ending April 3, 2018, as Member of the State
Board for Community and Technical Colleges. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SGA 9112
ROSALINDA MENDOZA, appointed on
June 19, 2013, for the term ending September 30, 2015, as
Member of the Board of Trustees, Community College District
No. 16 (Yakima Valley Community College). Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
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Vice Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain;
Mullet and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 3, 2015
SGA 9163
NANCY SMITH, reappointed on July 26,
2011, for the term ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the
Professional Educator Standards Board.
Reported by
Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 3, 2015
SGA 9123
JENNETTE
I.
MUNOZ-COLON,
reappointed on January 13, 2014, for the term ending January 12,
2018, as Member of the State Board of Education. Reported by
Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education

February 3, 2015
SGA 9174
LARRY E SWIFT, appointed on October 6,
2014, for the term ending July 1, 2019, as Member of the Board
of Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness and Hearing
Loss. Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12
Education

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 3, 2015
SGA 9138
MONICA H PIERGALLINI, appointed on
February 19, 2014, for the term ending June 30, 2015, as Member
of the Professional Educator Standards Board. Reported by
Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education

February 3, 2015
SGA 9187
SIDNEY
WELDELE-WALLACE,
reappointed on April 6, 2012, for the term ending July 1, 2016, as
Member of the Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood
Deafness and Hearing Loss. Reported by Committee on Early
Learning & K-12 Education

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain;
Mullet and Rolfes.

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 3, 2015
SGA 9144
DOLORITA (RITA) K REANDEAU,
appointed on October 6, 2014, for the term ending July 1, 2019,
as Member of the Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood
Deafness and Hearing Loss. Reported by Committee on Early
Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 3, 2015
SGA 9158
TAMMIE J. SCHRADER, appointed on
February 19, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2017, as
Member of the Professional Educator Standards Board.
Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier,

MOTION
On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
with the exception of Senate Bill No. 5347 which was referred to
the Committee on Ways & Means.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5810 by Senators Roach, Liias and Chase
AN ACT Relating to the use, acceptance, and removal of
barriers to the use and acceptance of electronic signatures;
amending RCW 18.25.020, 18.32.100, and 29A.72.010;
reenacting and amending RCW 19.34.231; adding a new
chapter to Title 19 RCW; creating a new section; and
repealing RCW 39.04.390, 19.34.300, 19.34.320, 19.34.321,
19.34.330, 19.34.350, 19.34.360, and 19.34.501.
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Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

SB 5818 by Senator Chase
AN ACT Relating to the composition of the fish and wildlife
commission; and amending RCW 77.04.040.

SB 5811 by Senators Pearson, McCoy, Chase, Darneille and
Habib
AN ACT Relating to a property tax exemption for certain
property owned by an Indian tribe that is used for economic
development purposes; amending RCW 84.36.010; creating
a new section; and providing an expiration date.

SB 5819 by Senator Miloscia
AN ACT Relating to local tourism promotion areas; and
amending RCW 35.101.010.

Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.

Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.

SB 5812 by Senators Chase, Nelson, Kohl-Welles, Frockt and
Conway
AN ACT Relating to unlawful tethering; adding a new
chapter to Title 16 RCW; and providing an effective date.

SB 5820 by Senators King and Benton
AN ACT Relating to department of transportation surplus
property; amending RCW 47.12.283, 43.17.400, and
47.12.063; reenacting and amending RCW 43.84.092 and
43.84.092; adding a new section to chapter 47.12 RCW;
providing a contingent effective date; and providing a
contingent expiration date.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5813 by Senators Cleveland, Miloscia, Liias, Darneille,
Hobbs, McAuliffe and Habib
AN ACT Relating to local transportation options; amending
RCW 36.73.065, 82.80.070, and 82.80.140; adding a new
chapter to Title 35 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title 36
RCW; repealing RCW 82.80.040, 82.80.050, and 82.80.060;
and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5814 by Senators Dammeier, Litzow and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to the Washington community learning
center program; and amending RCW 28A.215.060.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5815 by Senators Becker, Keiser, Bailey, Brown, KohlWelles, Frockt and Chase
AN ACT Relating to prescriptive authority of naturopaths;
amending RCW 69.43.135 and 69.50.101; reenacting and
amending RCW 18.36A.020, 69.41.030, and 69.45.010; and
adding a new section to chapter 18.36A RCW.

Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.

Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5821 by Senators Rivers and Litzow
AN ACT Relating to updating pharmacy provisions;
amending RCW 18.64.046, 18.64.020, 69.50.302, and
69.50.310; reenacting and amending RCW 18.64.011 and
18.64.044; adding new sections to chapter 18.64 RCW; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5822 by Senators Rivers and Litzow
AN ACT Relating to updating pharmacy provisions;
reenacting and amending RCW 69.41.030 and 18.64.011; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5823 by Senators Rivers and Litzow
AN ACT Relating to guardians ad litem; amending RCW
26.12.175, 26.12.177, and 26.12.183; and prescribing
penalties.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5816 by Senators Liias, Benton, Rivers, Jayapal and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to reducing traffic fatalities and serious
injuries through improved traffic safety education; amending
RCW 46.20.285; adding new sections to chapter 46.20 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 46.68 RCW; adding new
sections to chapter 46.82 RCW; creating a new section; and
providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5817 by Senator Chase
AN ACT Relating to the governance of the department of fish
and wildlife; amending RCW 43.17.020, 77.04.020,
77.04.030, 77.04.012, 77.04.055, 77.04.060, 77.04.080,
77.04.120, 77.04.130, 77.04.150, 77.12.020, 77.12.047, and
43.300.020; reenacting and amending RCW 77.08.010;
adding a new section to chapter 77.04 RCW; creating a new
section; and repealing RCW 77.04.013 and 43.300.040.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.

SB 5824 by Senator Parlette
AN ACT Relating to certain recreational guides; amending
RCW 77.15.510, 77.65.010, 77.65.370, 77.65.440,
77.65.480, 77.65.500, and 77.65.560; and adding new
sections to chapter 77.65 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5825 by Senators Mullet, Rolfes, Frockt, McAuliffe, Fraser
and Cleveland
AN ACT Relating to the science assessment required for a
certificate of academic achievement; amending RCW
28A.655.061, 28A.655.065, and 28A.655.068; and declaring
an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5826 by Senators Mullet and Benton
AN ACT Relating to creating the Washington small business
retirement marketplace; adding new sections to chapter
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43.330 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.320 RCW;
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the sixth
creating a new section; and making appropriations.
order of business.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SECOND READING
SB 5827 by Senators Warnick, Mullet, Conway, Hobbs,
SENATE BILL NO. 5012, by Senators Hatfield, Honeyford,
Litzow, Hatfield, Rivers, Brown, Parlette, Liias, McAuliffe,
Rolfes, Ericksen, Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa, Chase and Hobbs
Habib, Ericksen, Baumgartner, Fain and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to providing a sales and use tax exemption
Authorizing the growing of industrial hemp.
for eligible server equipment installed in certain data centers;
amending RCW 82.08.986 and 82.12.986; creating a new
MOTIONS
section; and providing expiration dates.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5828 by Senators Benton and Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to the establishment of high capacity
transportation corridor areas; and amending RCW
81.104.200.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5829 by Senator Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to conducting remedial actions under the
model toxics control act; and amending RCW 70.105D.090.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5830 by Senators Ericksen and Benton
AN ACT Relating to agreements with tribes for fuel taxes;
and repealing RCW 82.38.310.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SJM 8011
by Senators Liias, Billig, Hargrove, KohlWelles, Frockt, Chase, McAuliffe, Darneille, Conway, Fraser and
Jayapal
Requesting an amendment to the United States Constitution
that eliminates the undue influence of money on elections and
government policy.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

On motion of Senator Hatfield, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5012 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5012 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Hatfield, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5012 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Hatfield, Honeyford and Kohl-Welles spoke in favor
of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5012.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5012 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5012, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.

SENATE BILL NO. 5107, by Senators Padden, Pedersen,
Roach, O'Ban, Darneille and Benton
Encouraging the establishment of therapeutic courts.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Majority Coalition
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.

At 10:08 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.

On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5107 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Padden and Pedersen spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.

The Senate was called to order at 11:12 a.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5107.

MOTION

MOTION
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ROLL CALL
MOTION

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5107 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5107, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5074 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Bailey and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Mullet, Senator Keiser was excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5074.
ROLL CALL

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5234, by Senators Sheldon, Dansel,
Dammeier, Becker, Schoesler, Honeyford and Conway
Regarding miniature hobby boilers.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Sheldon, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5234 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5234 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Sheldon, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5234 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Sheldon spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5234.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5234 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Absent: Senator Keiser
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5234, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5074, by Senators Bailey, Conway,
Benton and Hobbs
Modifying the veterans' scoring criteria in competitive
examinations.
The measure was read the second time.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5074 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5074, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5337, by Senators Fraser and Pearson
Modifying per diem rates for port district officers and
employees.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fraser, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5337 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Fraser spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5337.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5337 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
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Voting nay: Senators Hasegawa and Padden
SENATE BILL NO. 5337, having received the constitutional
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
Bill No. 5155 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
Yeas, 41; Nays, 8; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Benton,
SECOND READING
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dansel,
Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
SENATE BILL NO. 5079, by Senators O'Ban, Conway and
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, KohlDammeier
Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
O'Ban, Parlette, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Requiring the department of social and health services to
Sheldon and Warnick
notify the military regarding child abuse and neglect allegations
Voting nay: Senators Becker, Dammeier, Darneille,
of families with an active military status.
Hargrove, Liias, Padden, Pearson and Roach
SENATE BILL NO. 5155, having received the constitutional
The measure was read the second time.
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
MOTION
SECOND READING
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5079 was advanced to third reading, the second
SENATE BILL NO. 5172, by Senators Dammeier, Roach
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
and Conway
passage.
Senators O'Ban and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of the
Revising the lien for collection of sewer charges by counties.
bill.
The measure was read the second time.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5079.
MOTION
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5079 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5079, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5155, by Senator King
Modifying special occasion licenses provisions.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended, Senate
Bill No. 5155 was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators King and Hasegawa spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5172 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Dammeier and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5172.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5172 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5172, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5268, by Senators Parlette, KohlWelles, Hatfield, Angel and Fraser
Concerning refilling eye drop prescriptions.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5155.
ROLL CALL

MOTIONS
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On motion of Senator Parlette, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5268 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5268 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Parlette, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5268 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Parlette and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “He did, didn’t he? [Refer to the President
as ‘Madame Chair.’] I thought he did. Senator Frockt?!”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Frockt: “I apologize. I realize this is the second time
I’ve done it. I am just, I’m easing into the session.”

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5268.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5268 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5268, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
MOTION
President Owen: “I know I need a haircut but geez.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Frockt: “Mr. President, my apologies to you. We
still support the bill Mr. President.”

At 12:02 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon Thursday, February 5, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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TWENTY FIFTH DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Thursday, February 5, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 4, 2015
SB 5001 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hewitt: Clarifying provisions
that allow for the tasting of alcohol by students under twenty-one
years of age. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 4, 2015
SB 5022 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Providing fee immunity
for certain city, town, and county water facilities. Reported by
Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5022 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Hatfield, Ranking
Minority Member.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 4, 2015
SB 5051 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hatfield: Clarifying
transportation and delivery services for marijuana producers,
marijuana processors, and marijuana retailers. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5051 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Hasegawa, Ranking
Minority Member.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 4, 2015
SB 5089 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Revising definitions in
the energy independence act to promote the use of clean energy
in the future. Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment
& Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; Braun; Brown
and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland and
Habib.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 4, 2015
SB 5090 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Providing an additional
alternative compliance option in the energy independence act to
promote the use of clean energy in the future. Reported by
Committee on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; Braun; Brown
and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland and
Habib.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 4, 2015
SB 5094 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Allowing incremental
electricity produced as a result of efficiency improvements to
hydroelectric generation projects whose energy output is
marketed by the Bonneville power administration to qualify as an
eligible renewable resource under the energy independence act.
Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; Braun; Brown
and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland and
Habib.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 4, 2015
SB 5166 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rolfes: Concerning the
management of forage fish resources. Reported by Committee
on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hewitt;
McAuliffe and Warnick.
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MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Chase.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Hatfield, Ranking
Minority Member.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 4, 2015
SB 5212 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Increasing the
number of tasting rooms allowed under a domestic winery
license. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 4, 2015
SB 5260 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Exempting cider
makers from the wine commission assessment. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 4, 2015
SB 5329 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Requiring public
employee collective bargaining sessions to be open meetings.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5329 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.

SB 5342 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hasegawa: Concerning
definitions related to human trafficking.
Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 4, 2015
SB 5356 Prime Sponsor, Senator Mullet: Concerning a fishing
line or monofilament recycling pilot program. Reported by
Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 4, 2015
SB 5378 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Concerning the
preservation of housing options for participants in government
assistance programs. Reported by Committee on Financial
Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel,
Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille;
Hobbs and Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
February 4, 2015
SB 5380 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Modifying provisions
of the code that deal with migratory birds. Reported by
Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5380 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt;
McAuliffe and Warnick.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 4, 2015
SB 5332 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Regulating local
employment laws and contracts. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.

February 4, 2015
SB 5424 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Allowing public utility
districts to produce and distribute renewable natural gas.
Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; McCoy,
Ranking Minority Member; Braun; Brown; Cleveland; Habib
and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 4, 2015
February 4, 2015
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SB 5430 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Amending the
energy independence act. Reported by Committee on Energy,
February 4, 2015
Environment & Telecommunications
SB 5504 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hewitt: Allowing additional
liquor distributor employees to stock liquor under certain
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
circumstances. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
No. 5430 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Chair; Braun; Brown and Honeyford.
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland and
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hasegawa, Ranking
Habib.
Minority Member; Conway and Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 4, 2015
SB 5438 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Allowing bicycles to
February 4, 2015
stop and proceed through traffic control signals under certain
SB 5552 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Accommodating the
conditions. Reported by Committee on Transportation
civil rights of religious objectors to mandatory payments to labor
organizations. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5438 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
No. 5552 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Pedersen and
Chair; King and Warnick.
Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
February 4, 2015
SB 5457 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Modifying certain
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
firefighting apparatus length and weight limits. Reported by
Committee on Transportation
February 4, 2015
SJM 8009
Prime Sponsor, Senator Baumgartner:
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Promoting the competitiveness of Washington state ports.
Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority
Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Pedersen and Rivers.
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Warnick.
February 4, 2015
SB 5464 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Concerning
unlawfully engaging in fishing guide activity. Reported by
Committee on Natural Resources & Parks

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 4, 2015
SB 5490 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Modifying the use of
motor vehicle and special fuel tax proceeds by border area
transportation benefit districts. Reported by Committee on
Transportation

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority
Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Pedersen and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

SB 5831 by Senators Honeyford, Hatfield, Rivers, Becker,
Schoesler, King, Roach, Warnick, Hewitt and Angel
AN ACT Relating to the restoration of firearms rights; and
reenacting and amending RCW 9.96.060.
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Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

SB 5832 by Senator Angel
AN ACT Relating to time limitations for certain plat
approvals; and amending RCW 58.17.140 and 58.17.170.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5840 by Senators Dammeier, Rolfes, Braun and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to reimbursement to eligible providers for
medicaid ground emergency medical transportation services;
and adding new sections to chapter 41.05 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

SB 5833 by Senators Roach, Kohl-Welles, Pearson, Darneille
and Chase
AN ACT Relating to assault in the third degree; amending
RCW 9A.36.031; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5834 by Senators Ranker, Rolfes, Nelson, Frockt, KohlWelles and Conway
AN ACT Relating to oil transportation safety; amending
RCW 90.56.005, 90.56.010, 90.56.500, 90.56.510,
88.40.011, 88.40.025, 88.40.030, 88.40.040, 88.16.170,
88.16.190, and 82.23B.020; reenacting and amending RCW
88.46.010 and 88.40.020; adding new sections to chapter
90.56 RCW; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5835 by Senator Darneille
AN ACT Relating to earned release time for felony
convictions involving deadly weapon enhancements;
amending RCW 9.94A.729; creating new sections; providing
an effective date; and declaring an emergency.

SB 5841 by Senators King, Kohl-Welles, Rivers, Liias and
Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to a tuition and fees exemption for children
and surviving spouses of certain highway workers; and
amending RCW 28B.15.380.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5842 by Senators Braun, Hatfield, Ericksen, Sheldon and
Chase
AN ACT Relating to providing a compliance path based on
sound utility planning under the energy independence act; and
amending RCW 19.285.040 and 19.285.080.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5843 by Senators Ranker, Parlette, Pearson, Rolfes, Hewitt,
Litzow, Conway, Hasegawa and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to outdoor recreation; amending RCW
79A.05.351; adding a new section to chapter 43.06 RCW; and
making appropriations.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5836 by Senators Darneille and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to changing the seriousness level for
certain drug offenses; amending RCW 9.94A.518; creating a
new section; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.

SB 5844 by Senators Rivers, Liias, Rolfes, Ranker, Braun,
Warnick, Hewitt, Angel, Parlette and Conway
AN ACT Relating to ensuring that fishing opportunities in
Washington are consistent with the economic contributions
provided by the fishing user groups; amending RCW
77.04.012, 77.04.055, and 77.12.047; reenacting and
amending RCW 77.12.170; and creating a new section.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5837 by Senator Miloscia
AN ACT Relating to lean management and Baldrige
performance excellence principles in schools; adding a new
section to chapter 28A.320 RCW; and adding a new section
to chapter 28A.300 RCW.

SB 5845 by Senators Warnick, Angel, Braun, Ericksen and
Parlette
AN ACT Relating to replacement of like-in-kind household
appliances; amending RCW 18.27.090, 18.106.150, and
19.28.006; and reenacting and amending RCW 19.28.091.

Referred to Committee on Accountability and Reform.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5838 by Senators Chase and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to mutual insurers; adding a new section
to chapter 48.09 RCW; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5839 by Senators Darneille, O'Ban and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to technical corrections to processes for
persons sentenced for offenses committed prior to reaching
eighteen years of age; amending RCW 9.94A.501,
9.94A.533, 9.94A.728, 9.94A.729, 10.95.030, 9.94A.730,
10.95.035, and 9.94A.704; and declaring an emergency.

SB 5846 by Senators Warnick, Braun and Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to the granting of exemptions to the
plumbing and electrical codes; adding a new section to
chapter 19.28 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 18.106
RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5847 by Senator Angel
AN ACT Relating to contractor registration requirements for
owners of property; and amending RCW 18.27.010.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
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SB 5848 by Senators Rivers and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to authorizing the governor to enter into
agreements with federally recognized Indian tribes in the state
of Washington concerning marijuana; amending RCW
69.50.360, 69.50.363, and 69.50.366; adding new sections to
chapter 43.06 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 69.50
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.08 RCW; and
adding a new section to chapter 82.12 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5849 by Senators Padden, Pedersen, Hatfield and Pearson
AN ACT Relating to authorizing establishment of an ethics
defense trust fund under certain circumstances; amending
RCW 42.52.150; reenacting and amending RCW 42.52.010;
and adding new sections to chapter 42.52 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5850 by Senators Rivers, McAuliffe, Hill, Rolfes, Litzow,
Mullet, Dammeier, Fain, Roach, Kohl-Welles and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to restraint or isolation of students,
including students with disabilities, in public schools;
amending RCW 28A.155.020 and 28A.600.485; and creating
a new section.
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RCW; adding a new section to chapter 41.59 RCW; adding a
new section to chapter 49.39 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 28B.52 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 47.64
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 49.66 RCW; and
adding a new section to chapter 41.58 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

SB 5855 by Senators Ericksen and Baumgartner
AN ACT Relating to permitting processes applicable to state
highway projects; amending RCW 90.58.140; adding a new
section to chapter 47.01 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 35.21 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 36.01
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 35A.21 RCW; and
adding a new section to chapter 36.70A RCW.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5856 by Senators Frockt, Litzow, Kohl-Welles, Pedersen,
Nelson and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to creating a competitive grant program for
high-quality, evidence-based outreach programs that improve
high school graduation rates for college bound scholarship
students; adding a new section to chapter 28A.300 RCW;
creating a new section; and making appropriations.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5851 by Senators Frockt, Kohl-Welles, Miloscia, Liias,
Mullet, Pedersen, Nelson and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to recommendations of the college bound
scholarship program work group; amending RCW
28B.118.040; reenacting and amending RCW 28B.118.010;
adding new sections to chapter 28B.118 RCW; creating a new
section; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5852 by Senators Frockt, O'Ban and Ranker
AN ACT Relating to behavioral rehabilitation services;
adding new sections to chapter 74.13 RCW; and creating a
new section.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5853 by Senators Rivers, Dansel, King and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to the authority and duties of county
treasurers; amending RCW 36.29.010; and adding a new
section to chapter 36.29 RCW.

SB 5857 by Senators Parlette, Conway, Becker and Pearson
AN ACT Relating to registration and regulation of pharmacy
benefit managers; amending RCW 19.340.030 and
19.340.010; adding a new section to chapter 19.340 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 48.02 RCW; prescribing
penalties; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5858 by Senators Kohl-Welles and Rivers
AN ACT Relating to establishing the state cannabis industry
and economic development committee; creating new
sections; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

At 12:02 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Friday, February 6, 2015.

SB 5854 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to employee organizations submitting
digital copies of their collective bargaining agreements to the
public employment relations commission; adding a new
section to chapter 41.56 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 41.80 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 41.76

BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 5, 2015
SB 5002 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Concerning traffic
infractions for marijuana, marijuana-based substances, or
marijuana-infused substances. Reported by Committee on Law
& Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5002 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pearson and Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Pedersen, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille and Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SB 5006 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Authorizing the
termination of all legal responsibilities of a nonparent if genetic
testing shows by clear and convincing evidence that a man is not
the genetic father of a child. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SB 5059 Prime Sponsor, Senator Frockt: Creating the patent troll
prevention act. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5059 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SB 5066 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Concerning the
collection of blood samples for forensic testing. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5066 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 5, 2015
SB 5072 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Modifying the
crime of failing to summon assistance. Reported by Committee
on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5072 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles and Pearson.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5006 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pearson and Roach.

February 5, 2015
SB 5124 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Prohibiting the sale
of vapor products to minors. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5124 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 5, 2015
SB 5032 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pedersen: Specifying when a
transaction in the form of a lease does not create a security interest
for purposes of the uniform commercial code. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SB 5143 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Concerning the
availability of childhood immunization resources for expecting
parents. Reported by Committee on Health Care
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property. Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions &
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Insurance
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5221 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
pass. Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair;
Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Litzow
February 5, 2015
and Pedersen.
SB 5175 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Regarding
telemedicine. Reported by Committee on Health Care
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5175 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SB 5177 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Improving timeliness of
competency evaluation and restoration services. Reported by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5177 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 5, 2015
SB 5188 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Limiting the power of
eminent domain. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice

February 5, 2015
SB 5229 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Addressing
technology literacy. Reported by Committee on Early Learning
& K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Fain; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 5, 2015
SB 5232 Prime Sponsor, Senator Sheldon: Modifying indigent
defense provisions. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.

February 5, 2015
SB 5233 Prime Sponsor, Senator Sheldon: Concerning notice
against trespass. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Darneille.

February 5, 2015
SB 5202 Prime Sponsor, Senator Mullet: Regarding the financial
education public-private partnership. Reported by Committee
on Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5202 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass.
Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senator Dammeier, Vice Chair.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SB 5221 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Concerning the
disposition of tenant property placed upon the nearest public

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Pedersen, Ranking
Minority Member.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SB 5245 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Concerning
substance abuse prevention and treatment programs funded by the
marijuana excise tax. Reported by Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5245 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
Padden.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 5, 2015
SB 5265 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Allowing a public
depository to arrange for reciprocal deposits of public funds.
Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Hobbs; Litzow and
Pedersen.

SB 5433 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Requiring
Washington's tribal history, culture, and government to be taught
in the common schools. Reported by Committee on Early
Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5433 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Fain; Mullet; Rivers and
Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SB 5269 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning court
review of detention decisions under the involuntary treatment act.
Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5269 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

February 5, 2015
SB 5475 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Concerning the first
mortgage interest business and occupation tax deduction.
Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Fain; Hobbs and
Litzow.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

February 5, 2015
SB 5290 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Authorizing law
enforcement and prosecutorial officials of federally recognized
Indian tribes access to prescription monitoring data. Reported
by Committee on Health Care

February 5, 2015
SB 5486 Prime Sponsor, Senator Frockt: Creating the parents for
parents program. Reported by Committee on Human Services,
Mental Health & Housing

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5486 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
Padden.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

February 5, 2015
SB 5312 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Creating flexibility for
the educator retooling conditional scholarship program.
Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education

February 5, 2015
SB 5556 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Concerning
irrigation district administration. Reported by Committee on
Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Fain; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 5, 2015
SB 5403 Prime Sponsor, Senator Conway: Concerning
competency to stand trial evaluations. Reported by Committee
on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5403 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 5, 2015

February 5, 2015
SB 5578 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Giving preferences
to housing trust fund projects that involve collaboration between
local school districts and housing authorities or nonprofit housing
providers to help children of low-income families succeed in
school. Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental
Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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SB 5581 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Addressing the benefits
of group life and disability insurance policies. Reported by
Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
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SB 5758 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Concerning federal
medicaid payment reconciliations. Reported by Committee on
Health Care

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Hobbs and Pedersen.

MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Angel; Bailey; Brown; Cleveland;
Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

February 5, 2015
SB 5603 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Changing cottage
food operation provisions.
Reported by Committee on
Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
February 5, 2015
SGA 9039
MICHAEL DELLER, appointed on
November 21, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2016, as
Member of the Board of Trustees, Community College District
No. 5 (Everett Community College). Reported by Committee on
Higher Education

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SB 5616 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Concerning
pawnbroker fees and interest rates. Reported by Committee on
Financial Institutions & Insurance

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Becker; Frockt and Liias.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Fain; Hobbs and
Litzow.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SB 5632 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hatfield: Increasing revenue to
the state wildlife account. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun,
Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; Padden;
Parlette and Warnick.

February 5, 2015
SGA 9087
ANNE LEVINSON, appointed on January 1,
2015, for the term ending December 31, 2019, as Member of the
Public Disclosure Commission. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SGA 9103
TRE MAXIE, appointed on March 11, 2013,
for the term ending January 12, 2017, as Member of the State
Board of Education. Reported by Committee on Early Learning
& K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.

Passed to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SB 5655 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Concerning the
provision of homeownership opportunities.
Reported by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5655 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 5, 2015

February 5, 2015
SGA 9129
STASSNEY J OBREGON, appointed on
July 1, 2014, for the term ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the
Bellevue College Board of Trustees. Reported by Committee on
Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Becker; Frockt and Liias.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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February 3, 2015
SGA 9133
DAMIEN J PATTENAUDE, reappointed on
July 28, 2014, for the term ending June 30, 2018, as Member of
the Professional Educator Standards Board. Reported by
Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education

SB 5860 by Senator Pearson
AN ACT Relating to homeowners' association financial
statements; and amending RCW 64.38.045.

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.

SB 5861 by Senators Liias, Rivers and Cleveland
AN ACT Relating to modifying the definition of prepared
food to exclude food required to be cooked by the consumer
prior to consumption; amending RCW 82.08.0293; creating a
new section; and providing an effective date.

Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 5, 2015
SGA 9142
KEVIN QUIGLEY, appointed on January
16, 2013, for the term ending at the goverernors pleasure, as
Secretary of the Department of Social and Health Services.
Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia,
Vice Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove
and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SGA 9196
NICHOLAS R WOOTEN, appointed on July
1, 2014, for the term ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the The
Evergreen State College Board of Trustees. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Becker; Frockt and Liias.

SB 5862 by Senators Fain, Ericksen, Baumgartner and Angel
AN ACT Relating to public-private partnerships for state
transportation projects and programs; amending RCW
84.36.010, 84.36.010, 47.56.030, 47.56.031, and 70.94.528;
reenacting and amending RCW 82.29A.130; adding new
sections to chapter 47.29 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 84.36 RCW; recodifying RCW 47.29.230; repealing
RCW 47.29.010, 47.29.020, 47.29.030, 47.29.040,
47.29.050, 47.29.060, 47.29.070, 47.29.080, 47.29.090,
47.29.100, 47.29.110, 47.29.120, 47.29.130, 47.29.140,
47.29.150, 47.29.160, 47.29.170, 47.29.180, 47.29.190,
47.29.200, 47.29.210, 47.29.220, 47.29.240, 47.29.250,
47.29.260, 47.29.270, 47.29.280, 47.29.290, and 47.29.900;
providing effective dates; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5863 by Senators Jayapal, Rivers, Keiser, Miloscia,
Conway, Angel, Liias, Pedersen, Hobbs, Kohl-Welles and
Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to highway construction workforce
development; and amending RCW 47.01.435.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
with the exception of Senate Bill No. 5066 which was referred to
the Committee on Rules.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5859 by Senators Pedersen, Litzow, Fain, Rivers, Frockt,
Jayapal, Kohl-Welles, Rolfes, Darneille, Mullet, Hasegawa,
Keiser, Billig, Cleveland, Hobbs, Chase, Nelson, Warnick, King,
Habib, Fraser, Miloscia, McAuliffe, Hargrove, Conway, Hill,
Becker, Braun, Ranker, O'Ban, Liias, Bailey, Hewitt, Parlette and
Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to the school construction assistance
program; amending RCW 28A.525.166; and providing an
effective date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

SB 5864 by Senators Nelson and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to sales and use tax for cities to offset
municipal service costs to newly annexed areas; and
amending RCW 82.14.415.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5865 by Senators Miloscia, Fraser and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to services for victims of sexual assault;
and amending RCW 43.280.020, 43.280.050, 70.125.020,
70.125.030, and 70.125.060.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5866 by Senators Honeyford and Fraser
AN ACT Relating to providing that counties are not required
to distribute to the cities within the county certain county
sales and use tax proceeds; amending RCW 82.14.450;
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5867 by Senators Liias, Miloscia, Billig, McCoy, McAuliffe
and Hasegawa
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and 80.80.060; adding new sections to chapter 80.82 RCW;
AN ACT Relating to enhancing public disclosure of lobbying
and campaign activity; adding new sections to chapter
and recodifying RCW 80.82.010 and 80.82.020.
42.17A RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Telecommunications.
Security.
SB 5875 by Senators Frockt, Mullet, Miloscia, Hasegawa,
Hobbs, Chase, Keiser, Pedersen, Fraser, Kohl-Welles, McCoy,
SB 5868 by Senators Jayapal, Litzow, Chase, Angel, Hobbs and
Kohl-Welles
McAuliffe and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to Washington's property assessment
AN ACT Relating to providing an exemption for certain
lodging services from the convention and trade center tax;
appeal procedures; and amending RCW 84.48.150.
amending RCW 36.100.040; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5869 by Senator Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to restrictions on the location of
manufactured/mobile homes; and amending RCW 35.21.684,
35A.21.312, and 36.01.225.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5870 by Senators Liias, Litzow, Pedersen, Fain, Ranker,
Rivers, Frockt, Cleveland, Mullet, Kohl-Welles, Keiser, Chase,
Billig, Hasegawa, Darneille and Habib
AN ACT Relating to protecting youth from aversive mental
health therapies; amending RCW 18.130.020 and 18.130.180;
adding a new section to chapter 18.130 RCW; and creating a
new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5871 by Senators Angel, Liias, Roach, McCoy and Chase
AN ACT Relating to appeal procedures for single-family
homeowners with failing septic systems required to connect
to public sewer systems; adding a new section to chapter
35.21 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 35A.21 RCW;
and adding a new section to chapter 36.01 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5872 by Senator Dansel
AN ACT Relating to the acquisition of land by state natural
resources agencies; amending RCW 77.12.037, 77.12.220,
79.70.030, 79.71.040, and 79A.05.095; reenacting and
amending RCW 79A.05.030; adding a new section to chapter
77.12 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.30 RCW; and
adding a new section to chapter 79A.05 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5873 by Senators Conway, Bailey, Schoesler and KohlWelles
AN ACT Relating to permitting persons retired from the law
enforcement officers' and firefighters' retirement system plan
1 to select a survivor benefit option; and amending RCW
41.26.164.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5874 by Senators Ericksen and Ranker
AN ACT Relating to regulatory and financial mechanisms
and means to promote the retirement of coal-fired electric
generation facilities; amending RCW 19.285.030, 54.48.030,

SB 5876 by Senators Frockt, Liias, Habib, Mullet, Hasegawa,
Hobbs, Chase, Keiser, Fraser, McAuliffe, Kohl-Welles and
McCoy
AN ACT Relating to the imposition of a filing charge for
certain property assessment appeal petitions; and amending
RCW 84.40.038.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5877 by Senators O'Ban, Angel, Padden, Pearson, Rivers,
Warnick and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to adult family home due process; and
amending RCW 70.128.160.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5878 by Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles, Parlette, Keiser,
Rolfes, Rivers, Angel, Liias and Ranker
AN ACT Relating to nonresident vessel permits and taxation;
amending RCW 88.02.620, 82.08.700, and 82.12.700;
providing an effective date; providing an expiration date; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5879 by Senators Billig, McAuliffe and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to early intervention services for infants
and toddlers with disabilities and their families; amending
RCW 70.195.010, 70.195.020, and 28A.155.065; adding new
sections to chapter 43.215 RCW; and recodifying RCW
70.195.005, 70.195.010, 70.195.020, and 70.195.030.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
At 10:02 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon Monday, February 9, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 5, 2015
SB 5222 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Concerning collection
agency transaction fees for processing electronic payments.
Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5222 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair;
Fain; Hobbs and Litzow.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the measure listed on the Standing
Committee report was referred to the committee as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5880 by Senators Padden, Kohl-Welles, Keiser, Conway,
Chase and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to human trafficking; adding a new section
to chapter 9.68A RCW; creating new sections; prescribing
penalties; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5881 by Senators Pearson, Chase and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to providing a group fishing permit for
certain programs for at-risk youth; and amending RCW
77.32.550.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.

SB 5882 by Senators Liias, McCoy, Conway, Miloscia,
Hasegawa and Chase
AN ACT Relating to education and training for building
officials; and adding new sections to chapter 49.04 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5883 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Padden, Keiser, Conway,
Chase and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to human trafficking informational posters
in public restrooms; adding a new section to chapter 47.38
RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5884 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Darneille, Padden, Keiser,
Conway, Chase and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to the trafficking of persons; amending
RCW 7.68.350 and 7.68.801; adding a new section to chapter
7.68 RCW; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5885 by Senators Conway, Keiser, Hasegawa and Chase
AN ACT Relating to enhancing the safety of employees
working for western state hospital and eastern state hospital
through collective bargaining and binding interest arbitration;
amending RCW 41.80.020; and adding new sections to
chapter 41.56 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5886 by Senator King
AN ACT Relating to the 1063 block replacement project;
creating new sections; making an appropriation; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5887 by Senators Pearson and Ranker
AN ACT Relating to lengthening the maximum terms of
leases entered into by the director of enterprise services in
certain counties; and amending RCW 43.82.010.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5888 by Senators O'Ban and Miloscia
AN ACT Relating to near fatality incidents of children who
have received services from the department of social and
health services; amending RCW 74.13.640; and adding a new
section to chapter 26.44 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5889 by Senators O'Ban and Miloscia
AN ACT Relating to timeliness of competency evaluation
and restoration services; and amending RCW 10.77.068.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
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AN ACT Relating to providing funding for medical
SB 5890 by Senators Rolfes, Hargrove and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to an educational employee salary
evaluations of suspected victims of child abuse; adding a new
allocation schedule; amending RCW 28A.150.410,
section to chapter 7.68 RCW; and creating a new section.
28A.400.200, 28A.400.205, and 84.52.0531; reenacting and
amending RCW 84.52.0531; adding a new section to chapter
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
28A.150 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.300
Housing.
RCW; creating a new section; providing an effective date;
and providing expiration dates.
SB 5898 by Senator Miloscia
AN ACT Relating to the Washington homeless client
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
management information system; amending RCW
43.185C.100 and 43.185C.180; reenacting and amending
SB 5891 by Senator Angel
RCW 43.185C.010; and creating a new section.
AN ACT Relating to the sale and commercial display of
human remains; amending RCW 68.50.130; creating a new
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
section; prescribing penalties; and providing an effective
Housing.
date.
SB 5899 by Senators Liias, Keiser, Ranker, Angel, Hobbs,
Sheldon, Fain, Rivers, Roach, King, Ericksen and Honeyford
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
AN ACT Relating to small loans and small consumer
installment loans; amending RCW 31.45.010, 31.45.020,
SB 5892 by Senator Ericksen
AN ACT Relating to encouraging reliable distributed solar
31.45.030, 31.45.040, 31.45.050, 31.45.060, 31.45.070,
31.45.090, 31.45.100, 31.45.105, 31.45.110, 31.45.150,
energy; amending RCW 82.16.120 and 80.28.005; adding
new sections to chapter 82.16 RCW; adding new sections to
31.45.180, 31.45.190, and 31.45.200; adding new sections to
chapter 80.28 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 80.60
chapter 31.45 RCW; creating new sections; repealing RCW
RCW; and adding a new chapter to Title 19 RCW.
31.45.073, 31.45.077, 31.45.079, 31.45.082, 31.45.084,
31.45.085, 31.45.086, 31.45.088, 31.45.093, 31.45.095, and
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
31.45.210; prescribing penalties; providing an effective date;
and providing a contingent effective date.
Telecommunications.
SB 5893 by Senators Fain, Mullet, Litzow, Liias and Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to the nonemployee status of athletes in
amateur sports; amending RCW 49.12.005 and 49.17.020;
and reenacting and amending RCW 49.46.010.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5894 by Senators Sheldon, Warnick, King and Padden
AN ACT Relating to unlawful activities on certain properties;
amending RCW 9A.52.070, 9A.52.090, 59.04.050, and
59.18.075; adding a new section to chapter 9A.52 RCW; and
providing an effective date.

Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5900 by Senators Miloscia, Hasegawa and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to the hosting of the homeless by religious
organizations; and amending RCW 36.01.290, 35.21.915, and
35A.21.360.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5901 by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to headlight use requirements; and
amending RCW 46.37.020 and 46.37.040.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5895 by Senators Conway, Keiser, Hasegawa, Kohl-Welles,
Fraser, Cleveland and Chase
AN ACT Relating to employers' responsibility for the
medical assistance costs of employees; amending RCW
26.23.040; adding new sections to chapter 74.09 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 42.56 RCW; adding new
sections to chapter 43.22 RCW; creating a new section; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5896 by Senators Fraser, Parlette, Hatfield, Mullet, Warnick
and Conway
AN ACT Relating to the distribution of liquor revenues to
local jurisdictions; amending RCW 66.08.190 and 66.08.210;
and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5897 by Senators Cleveland, Darneille, McAuliffe, KohlWelles and Chase

SB 5902 by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to the sale of department of transportation
surplus property; and amending RCW 47.12.063 and
47.12.283.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5903 by Senators Bailey, Braun and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to restricting certain methods of selling
marijuana; adding new sections to chapter 69.50 RCW; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5904 by Senator Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to providing a public utilities tax credit for
forest derived biomass used to produce energy; amending
RCW 82.04.4494; adding a new section to chapter 82.16
RCW; creating a new section; providing an effective date;
providing expiration dates; and declaring an emergency.
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Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

SB 5905 by Senators McAuliffe and Billig
AN ACT Relating to special education services and
programs; adding new sections to chapter 28A.300 RCW; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5906 by Senator McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to removing disincentives to the voluntary
formation of regional fire protection service authorities by
equalizing certain provisions with existing laws governing
fire protection districts and by clarifying the formation
process; amending RCW 52.26.220, 52.26.230, 84.52.125,
and 84.55.092; and reenacting and amending RCW
52.26.020.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5907 by Senators McAuliffe, Chase, Cleveland and Litzow
AN ACT Relating to creating a sales and use tax exemption
for technology sold to, or used in, public schools; adding a
new section to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 82.12 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5908 by Senators McAuliffe, Chase, Cleveland, Billig,
Kohl-Welles, Habib and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to restraint or isolation of students,
including students with disabilities, in public schools;
amending RCW 28A.155.020 and 28A.600.485; adding a
new section to chapter 28A.345 RCW; and creating a new
section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5909 by Senators Frockt, Becker, Pedersen, Habib and
Keiser

AN ACT Relating to increasing the health care workforce and
increasing health care access across Washington state through
expansion of undergraduate medical and dental education,
graduate medical education, and health professional
scholarship and loan repayment programming; adding new
sections to chapter 28B.20 RCW; adding new sections to
chapter 70.112 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
28B.115 RCW; creating new sections; and making
appropriations.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5910 by Senator Keiser
AN ACT Relating to waiver of the fundamentals of
engineering examination; and amending RCW 18.43.040.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SJM 8012
by Senators Hargrove, King, Hobbs, Hill,
Conway and Hatfield
Requesting the designation of U.S. Highway 101 to honor
recipients of the Medal of Honor.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately following adjournment.
MOTION
At 12:02 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon Tuesday, February 10, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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THIRTIETH DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Tuesday, February 10, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 9, 2015
SB 5027 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Providing access to the
prescription drug monitoring database for clinical laboratories.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5027 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5033 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Concerning sexually
violent predators. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun,
Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair,
Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser,
Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5034 Prime Sponsor, Senator Habib: Concerning referral of
medical cases to occupational therapists.
Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5034 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 9, 2015
SB 5052 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Establishing the
cannabis patient protection act. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5052 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown;
Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette and Schoesler.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Kohl-Welles.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Billig; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Rolfes and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5142 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Modifying health
benefit exchange provisions related to the aggregation or
delegating the aggregation of funds that comprise the premium
for a health plan. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5142 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Angel; Bailey; Brown; Parlette and Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senators Jayapal and Keiser.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Frockt, Ranking
Minority Member; Cleveland and Conway.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 9, 2015
SB 5145 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Concerning the
membership of the health technology clinical committee.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5145 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5152 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Implementing a valuebased system for nursing home rates. Reported by Committee
on Health Care
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MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5152 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

February 9, 2015
SB 5165 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Authorizing palliative
care in conjunction with treatment or management of chronic or
life-threatening illness. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5165 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5210 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Authorizing an
optional life annuity benefit for members of the Washington state
patrol retirement system. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker; Billig;
Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; KohlWelles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5211 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Correcting restrictions
on collecting a pension in the public employees' retirement
system for retirees returning to work in an ineligible position or a
position covered by a different state retirement system.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker;
Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senator Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5264 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Creating a silver alert
system. Reported by Committee on Health Care

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5264 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Angel.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5275 Prime Sponsor, Senator Schoesler: Concerning tax
code improvements that do not affect state revenue collections.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5275 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker;
Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5317 Prime Sponsor, Senator Frockt: Requiring universal
screening and provider payment for autism and developmental
delays for children in medicaid programs.
Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5317 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 9, 2015
SB 5460 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Allowing
practitioners to prescribe and distribute prepackaged emergency
medications to emergency room patients when a pharmacy is not
available. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5460 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5463 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hill: Concerning access to and
creation of cultural and heritage programs and facilities.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5463 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
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Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Keiser,
MOTION
Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt;
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
order of business.
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Hasegawa and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5511 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Reducing the frequency
of local sales and use tax changes. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker; Billig;
Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; KohlWelles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5542 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hill: Providing reasonable
tools for the effective administration of the public utility district
privilege tax. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker; Billig;
Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; KohlWelles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SHB 1105
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Making 2015 supplemental operating
appropriations. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker;
Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
February 9, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has adopted:
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 8401
and the same is herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT
Pursuant to Article 2, Section 32 of the State Constitution
and Senate Rule 1(5), the President announced the signing of and
thereupon did sign in open session:
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 8401.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
February 9, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
HOUSE BILL NO. 1003,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1010,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1042,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1045,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1103,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1184,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1190,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1259,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1277,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1339
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5911 by Senators Hobbs, Hatfield, Benton and Conway
AN ACT Relating to veterans' preferences; and reenacting
and amending RCW 41.06.133.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5912 by Senators Hasegawa and Chase
AN ACT Relating to bringing Washington state government
contracting provisions into compliance with federal law as it
relates to small works bonding requirements; and amending
RCW 39.08.010.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5913 by Senators Conway and Chase
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AN ACT Relating to permitting members of the public
employees' retirement system employed in positions included
in the public safety employees' retirement system to elect to
become members of the public safety employees' retirement
system for future periods of service; adding a new section to
chapter 41.37 RCW; providing an effective date; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

SB 5914 by Senators Benton, Padden, Miloscia, Keiser,
Conway, Roach, Warnick, Hewitt, Hatfield, Angel, Ericksen,
Hobbs and O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to clarifying and restating the scope of
local authority regarding regulation of fireworks by adopting
uniform statewide standards and rules that continue the
current limited scope of local authority; amending RCW
70.77.250 and 70.77.270; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5915 by Senators Brown, Angel, Miloscia, Braun, Dansel,
Schoesler, Hewitt and Chase
AN ACT Relating to dynamic fiscal impact statements;
amending RCW 43.88A.010, 43.88A.030, and 43.88A.040;
adding a new section to chapter 43.88A RCW; and providing
an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5916 by Senators Brown, Chase, Angel, Kohl-Welles,
Hatfield, Benton and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to tourism marketing; reenacting and
amending RCW 43.79A.040; adding a new chapter to Title
43 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title 82 RCW; providing
an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
SB 5917 by Senators Brown, Hatfield, Honeyford, Hasegawa,
Schoesler, Becker, Hobbs, Hewitt and Benton
AN ACT Relating to establishing special license
endorsements for cigar lounges and retail tobacconist shops;
amending RCW 70.160.060; and adding a new section to
chapter 82.26 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5918 by Senators Brown and Schoesler
AN ACT Relating to county road vacation; and amending
RCW 36.87.130.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5919 by Senators Angel, Padden and Miloscia
AN ACT Relating to informed decision making for death
with dignity decisions; and amending RCW 70.245.010,
70.245.040, and 70.245.220.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5920 by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to time for filing initiative measures; and
amending RCW 29A.72.030.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
HB 1003 by Representatives Hawkins, Lytton, Magendanz,
Bergquist, Hayes, Robinson, Parker, Ortiz-Self, Harris, Reykdal,
Johnson, Senn, Muri, Farrell, Klippert, Pollet, Nealey,
Manweller, Kretz, Hargrove, Appleton, Gregerson, Condotta,
Kilduff and Walkinshaw
AN ACT Relating to the development of a model policy on
natural disaster school infrastructure recovery by the
Washington state school directors' association; creating a new
section; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SHB 1010
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Johnson,
Cody, Harris, Moeller, Manweller, Walsh, Clibborn, Robinson,
Tharinger, Riccelli, Rodne, Short, Gregerson and Buys)
AN ACT Relating to referral of medical cases to occupational
therapists; and amending RCW 18.59.100.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
HB 1042 by Representatives Cody, Gregerson, Van De Wege
and Moeller
AN ACT Relating to clarifying that the physical therapist
scope of practice does not include dry needling; and
reenacting and amending RCW 18.74.010.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SHB 1045
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Tharinger,
Harris, Van De Wege, Rodne, Moeller, Clibborn, Cody, G. Hunt,
Jinkins, Gregerson, Santos and Riccelli)
AN ACT Relating to the practice of East Asian medicine;
amending RCW 18.06.140; and adding a new section to
chapter 18.06 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
ESHB 1103
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Jinkins,
Zeiger, Moeller, Rodne, Cody, Harris, Clibborn, Riccelli, Kagi
and Gregerson)
AN ACT Relating to providing access to the prescription drug
monitoring database for clinical laboratories; amending RCW
70.225.040; and adding new sections to chapter 70.225 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SHB 1184
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Cody and
Harris)
AN ACT Relating to increasing the health professions
participating in online access to the University of Washington
health sciences library; reenacting and amending RCW
43.70.110; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
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AN ACT Relating to allowing the secretary of health to
SHB 1190
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Harris,
intercede and stay any decision of a disciplining authority that
expands scope of practice; adding a new section to chapter
Riccelli, Fitzgibbon, Robinson, Goodman, Buys and Vick)
AN ACT Relating to preserving the use of hydrocodone
18.130 RCW; and creating a new section.
products by licensed optometrists in Washington state;
amending RCW 18.53.010; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
HB 1259 by Representatives Cody, Schmick, Clibborn, Harris,
Jinkins, Robinson and Buys
AN ACT Relating to signatures of advanced registered nurse
practitioners on required documentation; and adding a new
section to chapter 18.79 RCW.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exception of Senate Bill No.
5919 which was referred to the Committee on Law & Justice.
MOTION

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
HB 1277 by Representatives Klippert, Appleton, MacEwen,
Muri, Orwall, Goodman, Shea, Haler, Moscoso, Young, Scott,
Zeiger and McCaslin
AN ACT Relating to transient lodging for military service
members in armories; and amending RCW 38.20.010.

At 12:03 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, February 11,
2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
HB 1339 by Representatives Cody, Schmick, Riccelli, Jinkins,
Harris, Tharinger, Moeller and Wylie
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Senate Chamber, Olympia
Wednesday, February 11, 2015

The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exceptions of Senators Ericksen,
Frockt and O’Ban.
The Naval Hospital Color Guard consisting of Hospital
Corpsman Second Class Anthony Nazario; Hospital Corpsman
Third Class William Mott; Hospitalman Tryzon Valencia; and
Hospitalman Lucas Schroeder, Navy Region Northwest presented
the Colors.
The Navy Band Northwest consisting of Musician First Class
Joe Schoonmaker; Musician First Class Roger Starcher; Musician
Second Class Chris McGann; Musician Second Class Patrick
Pedlar and Musician Second Class Blake Yarbrough performed
the National Anthem.
Miss Megan, Miss Nicole and Mr. Joseph Costa, guests of
Senator Braun, led the Senate in the Pledge of Allegiance.
The prayer was offered by Lieutenant Janet Clarke, Chaplain,
Naval Submarine Support Center.
The Naval Hospital Color Guard retired from the Chamber.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Excellent job by the Navy, once again.
Let me also thank Megan, Nicole and Joseph for doing a fine job
with the Pledge of Allegiance. Thank you very much.”

SB 5048 Prime Sponsor, Senator Chase: Subjecting a resolution
or ordinance adopted by the legislative body of a city or town to
assume a water-sewer district to a referendum. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5048 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5071 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Concerning
resident curators of state properties. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5071 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5125 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Increasing district
court civil jurisdiction. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 10, 2015
SB 5028 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Raising licensure limits
to allow assisted living facilities to serve a higher acuity resident
population. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5028 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Baumgartner;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015

February 10, 2015
SB 5127 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Providing that veterans
with total disability ratings and their surviving spouses and
domestic partners are eligible to qualify for a property tax
exemption without meeting certain income requirements.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5127 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 10, 2015
SB 5138 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Concerning notice and
review processes for annexations, deannexations, incorporations,
disincorporations, consolidations, and boundary line adjustments
under Titles 35 and 35A RCW. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5138 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
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Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Habib and McCoy.
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5147 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Concerning
monitoring health and health outcomes for medicaid patients.
Reported by Committee on Health Care

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5313 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Increasing the total
amount of tax credits allowed under the Washington main street
program. Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water &
Rural Economic Development

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5147 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Baumgartner;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5313 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and
Honeyford.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

February 9, 2015
SB 5158 Prime Sponsor, Senator McCoy: Requiring call
location information to be provided to law enforcement
responding to an emergency. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice

February 10, 2015
SB 5348 Prime Sponsor, Senator Miloscia: Allowing public
agencies to enter into contracts providing for the joint utilization
of architectural or engineering services. Reported by Committee
on Government Operations & Security

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5158 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5348 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Habib and McCoy.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 9, 2015
SB 5215 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Establishing the
Washington internet crimes against children account. Reported
by Committee on Law & Justice

February 9, 2015
SB 5363 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Prohibiting the use of
eminent domain for economic development. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5215 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 10, 2015
SB 5258 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Requiring a study for
funding options for long-term care services and supports.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority
Member; Angel; Bailey; Baumgartner; Brown; Cleveland;
Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 9, 2015
SB 5370 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Concerning the
payment of interim attorneys' fees to nongovernment parties
under certain claims. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 9, 2015
SB 5270 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Concerning a
nonoperating advisory board reporting to the state patrol.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
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SB 5395 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Modifying exemptions
relating to real estate appraisals. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5396 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Exempting information
of guardians or family members of children enrolled in child care,
early learning, parks and recreation, after-school, and youth
development programs.
Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5436 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Concerning the joint
legislative executive committee on aging and disability.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5436 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Frockt, Ranking
Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Baumgartner; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5455 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Addressing the
delivery of basic firefighter training and testing. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5455 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5482 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Addressing the
disclosure of global positioning system data by law enforcement
officers. Reported by Committee on Government Operations &
Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5484 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Modifying provisions
related to tuition setting authority at public institutions of higher
education. Reported by Committee on Higher Education

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Dammeier, Vice Chair.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; KohlWelles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

February 10, 2015
SB 5442 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Concerning
eligibility criteria for the community economic revitalization
board programs. Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water
& Rural Economic Development

February 10, 2015
SB 5487 Prime Sponsor, Senator Baumgartner: Concerning
higher education programs at Washington State University and
the University of Washington. Reported by Committee on
Higher Education

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5487 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice
Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker;
Liias and Miloscia.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5448 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hatfield: Concerning the
treatment of Lyme disease. Reported by Committee on Health
Care

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Frockt.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5448 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Angel; Bailey; Baumgartner; Brown; Cleveland;
Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.

February 10, 2015
SB 5532 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rolfes: Modifying certain
Washington gift of life award provisions.
Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Frockt, Ranking
Minority Member.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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SB 5537 Prime Sponsor, Senator Habib: Establishing regional
fire protection service authorities within the boundaries of
regional cities.
Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Benton, Vice Chair.

Do not pass.

Signed by
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REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
February 10, 2015
SGA 9019
MARGARET BROWN, appointed on July 1,
2014, for the term ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the Board
of Regents, University of Washington. Reported by Committee
on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Becker; Liias and Miloscia.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5559 Prime Sponsor, Senator Billig: Concerning tuition
waivers for state and educational employees. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; KohlWelles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5561 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Concerning veteran
survivor tuition waiver eligibility. Reported by Committee on
Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; KohlWelles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 10, 2015
SB 5591 Prime Sponsor, Senator Liias: Allowing emergency
medical services to develop community assistance referral and
education services programs. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5591 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5620 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Authorizing waivers of
building fees and services and activities fees for certain military
service members. Reported by Committee on Higher Education

February 10, 2015
SGA 9026
MICHAEL J CIRAULO, appointed on
November 3, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as
Member of the Board of Trustees, Clark Community College
District No. 14. Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Becker; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SGA 9178
ELIZABETH J THEW, appointed on
November 20, 2013, for the term ending September 30, 2018, as
Member of the Board of Trustees, Community College District
No. 17 (Spokane and Spokane Falls Community Colleges).
Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Becker; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SGA 9191
JANICE H WIGEN, appointed on December
23, 2013, for the term ending September 30, 2016, as Member of
the Board of Trustees, Community College District No. 17
(Spokane and Spokane Falls Community Colleges). Reported
by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Becker; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; KohlWelles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
with the exception of Senate Bill No. 5370 which was referred to
the Committee on Ways & Means.
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MOTION

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.

AN ACT Relating to paint stewardship; amending RCW
43.21B.110 and 43.21B.110; reenacting and amending RCW
42.56.270; adding a new chapter to Title 70 RCW;
prescribing penalties; providing an effective date; and
providing an expiration date.

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
February 10, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The Speaker has signed:
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 8401
and the same is herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5921 by Senators Honeyford, Hatfield, Chase and Brown
AN ACT Relating to preserving the common law
interpretation and application of the vested rights doctrine;
and amending RCW 19.27.095, 36.70B.180, and 58.17.033.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 5927 by Senators Sheldon, Dammeier and Chase
AN ACT Relating to exempting school districts from the state
portion of sales and use taxes on school construction; adding
a new section to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 82.12 RCW; creating a new section; and providing an
effective date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5928 by Senator Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to education.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5929 by Senators Sheldon and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to state-owned aquatic lands; and
amending RCW 79.130.010.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.

SB 5922 by Senators Rolfes, Rivers and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to school programs for highly capable
students; amending RCW 28A.185.020, 28A.185.030,
28A.150.260, and 28A.150.260; and providing an effective
date.

SB 5930 by Senators Chase, McAuliffe, Hasegawa and
Conway
AN ACT Relating to music education in elementary schools;
amending RCW 28A.150.315 and 28A.300.040; and adding
a new section to chapter 28A.230 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

SB 5923 by Senators Brown, Liias, Roach, Dansel, Hobbs,
Warnick and Chase
AN ACT Relating to promoting economic recovery in the
construction industry; amending RCW 82.02.050 and
36.70A.070; adding a new section to chapter 82.02 RCW;
creating a new section; and providing an effective date.

SB 5931 by Senators Brown, Hewitt and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to exempting from the prevailing wage
laws work performed or funded for projects involved in gang
prevention; and amending RCW 39.12.020.

Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.

SB 5932 by Senator Miloscia
AN ACT Relating to creating the office of homeless youth
prevention programs in the department of social and health
services; amending RCW 13.32A.030, 74.13.032,
43.330.167, 26.44.020, 43.185C.040, 43.185C.060, and
43.185C.240; adding new sections to chapter 13.32A RCW;
recodifying RCW 43.330.167; and creating a new section.

SB 5924 by Senator Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to protecting county authorities from cost
increases for criminal justice, juvenile justice, and child
welfare and neglect following the takeover of high intensity
behavioral health service contracts by a managed health care
system; and amending RCW 71.24.380.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5925 by Senator Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to diversion of nonfelony charges when a
party has raised the issue of competency to stand trial; and
adding a new section to chapter 10.77 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5926 by Senators Chase and Liias

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SB 5933 by Senators O'Ban, Kohl-Welles, Miloscia, Fraser,
Fain, Padden, Hasegawa, Litzow, Dammeier, Chase and Conway
AN ACT Relating to establishing a statewide training
program on human trafficking laws for criminal justice
personnel; adding a new section to chapter 43.280 RCW; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5934 by Senators Brown, Warnick and Chase
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AN ACT Relating to creating a joint legislative task force on
WHEREAS, Washington Navy bases support two aircraft
fostering innovation and retaining and creating jobs in
carriers, more than 10 surface ships, 14 submarines, and 120
Washington; creating new sections; and providing an
aircraft; and
expiration date.
WHEREAS, Washington State and the Pacific Northwest are
home
to 31,000 active duty Navy service members, 15,000 Navy
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
civilian employees, 2,400 drilling Naval reservists, 42,000 Navy
SB 5935 by Senators Parlette and Frockt
family members, and 55,000 Navy retirees; and
AN ACT Relating to biological products; and amending
WHEREAS, Washington State based Navy personnel and
RCW 69.41.110, 69.41.120, 69.41.150, and 69.41.160.
assets regularly deploy around the world to deter aggression,
relieve the distressed, and aid America's friends and allies; and
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
WHEREAS, Washington State Navy bases are consistently
recognized
for their leadership and innovation in environmental
SB 5936 by Senators Frockt, Kohl-Welles, Nelson, Hasegawa,
Jayapal and Chase
stewardship, community engagement, and quality of life; and
AN ACT Relating to qualifying participants in the rebate
WHEREAS, Navy personnel routinely provide homeland
program of certain transportation benefit districts; and
security, disaster assistance, and rescue services to the citizens of
amending RCW 36.73.015.
Washington State;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
Washington State Senate honor the Navy and bring warm
SB 5937 by Senator Parlette
greetings and many thanks to each and every person related to the
AN ACT Relating to the farm internship pilot project;
Navy's work and mission in our state.
amending RCW 49.12.470; and providing an expiration date.
Senators Bailey, Hasegawa, Angel, Ranker, Sheldon,
Dammeier, Rolfes, Kohl-Welles and Hobbs spoke in favor of
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
MOTION
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8614.
The motion by Senator Bailey carried and the resolution was
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
adopted by voice vote.
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exception of Senate Bill No.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
5933 which was referred to the Committee on Law & Justice.

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.

The President welcomed and introduced Captain Michael
Nortier, Commander of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island and
Lieutenant Janet Clarke of the Naval Submarine Support Center,
who were seated at the rostrum.

MOTION

INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS

MOTION

Senator Bailey moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8614
By Senators Bailey, Miloscia, Becker, Warnick, Roach, Frockt,
Baumgartner, Kohl-Welles, Sheldon, Hill, Brown, Dammeier,
McCoy, McAuliffe, Chase, Ranker, Pearson, O'Ban, Dansel,
Parlette, Hasegawa, Ericksen, Hewitt, Conway, Nelson, Hobbs,
Mullet, Rolfes, and Benton
WHEREAS, Washington State has both a strong maritime
heritage and a contemporary reliance on the sea; and
WHEREAS, The United States Navy is the military service
that secures sea lanes, allowing free flow of commerce to and
from our state, and the service whose power projection promotes
stability for our friends and deters aggression from our foes; and
WHEREAS, The Navy has been a presence in Puget Sound
since before Washington Statehood; and
WHEREAS, United States Navy installations provide careers
and economic stability to tens of thousands of Washington State
citizens; and

The President welcomed and introduced Captain
Christopher Quarles, Commanding Officer, Naval Hospital
Bremerton; Captain Mark VayYe, Chief of Staff, Submarine
Group 9; Captain Jim Bilotta, Engineering and Readiness Officer,
Submarine Group 9; Captain Mike Baretela, Commanding
Officer, Strategic Weapons Facility Pacific; Captain Scott Farr,
Deputy Commander, Electronic Attack Wing, Pacific Fleet; Fred
Freeland, Operations and Force Protection Officer, Submarine
Group 9; Command Master Chief Randy Pruitt, Naval Hospital
Bremerton; Command Master Chief Patrick McCollough, Naval
Air Station Whidbey Island; and Captain Butch Bailey, US Navyretired, president of the Oak Harbor Navy League and husband of
Senator Bailey who were seated in the gallery.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUEST
The President welcomed and introduced former Secretary of
State, Ralph Munro who helps organize “Navy Day” for the
capitol each year.
With the permission of the Senate, business was suspended to
allow Captain Nortier, Commander, Naval Air Station Whidbey
Island, to offer remarks and to bestow special recognitions by the
U.S. Navy.
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The President appointed a special committee consisting of
Senators Parlette and Bailey and invited the special committee to
the rostrum for the presentation of awards.
REMARKS BY CAPTAIN MICHEAL NORTIER
Captain Michael Nortier: “So I appreciate the honor, the kind
remarks and the incredible show of support certainly from all
Washington State but most particularly today here in the Senate.
I’ll also echo some of the remarks that were already made out
there and we truly are a joint Department of Defense. We work
alongside our brothers and sisters in each of the services and
happily and gladly work with Army, Air Force, Marines and
Coast Guard. I will echo the other comments that it is a known
record that we are thirteen straight consecutive victories against
the Army so … But, thank you all for the invitation and the honor
today. It’s a distinct honor to be here in Olympia for Washington
State Navy Day. While Navy Region Northwest responsibilities
now cover an eleven state area, more than ninety percent of the
Navy affiliated personnel are located here in Washington. When
I say Navy affiliation I’m referring to over one hundred eighteen
thousand sailors, navy civilian employees, family members and
retirees across the region. In fact, Seattle and the Puget Sound
area is the U. S. Navy’s third largest fleet concentration area. We
spend about 5.3 billion dollars each year here in Washington State
to keep your Navy ready and able. I refer to the Navy here is your
Navy. With a heartfelt understanding that Sailors and families
serving here are the sons and daughters of our nation and of this
state. The Navy civilians and retirees are residents who have
chosen to live and work here in Washington. On behalf of the
people living in Washington State that are serving in the Navy
today or who have served in the Navy in the past, I want to thank
our many friends in Olympia, leaders who know the value of the
Navy presence in this great state who care about our sailors, our
navy families and our veterans. Your record of support speaks for
itself. You’ve continued to focus on legislation helping veterans
transition into the civilian economy; helping military families
more easily become part of Washington’s work force and school
system; and enabling our Navy operations here to be more
compatible and work closely with their surrounding communities.
I appreciate all the work you continue to do to make this state an
even better home base for the U. S. Navy’s finest fleet, fighters
and families. For this one day every year we meet here to engage
with one another face to face and you in turn are able to focus on
sailors and naval assets that call Washington home. The rest of
the year, your Navy, here in Washington, is operating twenty-four
hours a day to ensure we are ready and capable of fulfilling our
role as the nation’s shield. Your efforts here, the support of the
citizens of Washington State enable us to maintain that capability.
Thank you.”

For heroic achievement while participating in aerial flight
while flying as Search and Rescue Crew on an MH 605 aircraft
assigned to Naval Base Whidbey Island during a Search and
Rescue Mission on Mount Stuart, Washington on June 5, 2014
the captain and crew’s forward thinking, superior airmanship and
determined leadership were vital to saving a life of a stranded and
critically injured hiker. They carefully directed the position of
FIREWOOD 58 to deliver a swinging Rescue Airman 80 feet
below the aircraft to a dangerously small precipice. Despite
hazardous conditions and incredibly limited aircraft performance,
undeterred by obstacles, they demonstrated superior technical
capacity and skill to safely affect the rescue in close proximity to
a near vertical rock cliff face that left zero margin for error. Their
efforts ensured a successful rescue where other crews and aircraft
could not.
For the President
Jeffrey S. Ruth, Rear Admiral, United States Navy
Commander, Navy Region Northwest.”
Senators Bailey and Parlette pinned each of the four Sailors
assigned to Whidbey Island’s Search and Rescue team.
The Award recipients were recognized by the senate.
REMARKS BY CAPTAIN MICHEAL NORTIER
Captain Michael Nortier: “I’ll just conclude, it’s a rare honor
and privilege and certainly we are honored to be here today to
recognize just a few folks from the Navy but really to talk about
the support that you render to all of our Navy families and
veterans here in the Washington community. Thank you.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Thank you Captain. And thank you to all
the Navy personnel that are here today. And congratulations to all
of you. Well deserved. Thank you very much.”
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately following going at ease.
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus also immediately following going at ease.
MOTION
At 10:42 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 11:48 a.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
MOTION
Captain Michael Nortier: “Today we would also like to pause
and recognize a few Navy heroes that in the past year, through
their distinctive actions, have directly given back to Washington.
Their actions reflect the service and dedication to country and
community that’s a hallmark of Naval service. For those in the
military: ‘Attention to Orders:’ We will present four Air Medals
now with the help of our two Senators.
The President of the United States takes great pleasure in
presenting the Air Medal with Bronze Star for First Award to:
Lieutenant Jared J. Wada; Lieutenant Christopher Heller;
Hospital Corpsman First Class Wayne N. Papalski and Naval Air
Crewman Second Class Cory R. Hedges for service set forth in
the following citation:

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Frockt was excused.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Senator O'Ban was excused.
SECOND READING
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SENATE BILL NO. 5175, by Senators Becker, Frockt,
Angel, Rivers, Cleveland, Dammeier, Keiser, Fain, Parlette,
Darneille, Pedersen, Habib, Kohl-Welles and Mullet
Regarding telemedicine.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Becker, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5175
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5175 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5175 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Becker and Cleveland spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Senator Ericksen was excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5175.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5175 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Ericksen, Frockt and O'Ban
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5175, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Christ the King
Catholic School students, led by Mr. Tony Fabian, and guests of
Senator Chase who were present in the gallery and recognized by
the senate.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Washington Home
School elementary, middle and high students, guests of Senator
Nelson who were present in the gallery and recognized by the
senate.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1105, by House
Committee on Appropriations (originally sponsored by
Representatives Hunter, Ormsby, Sullivan and Gregerson)
Making 2015 supplemental operating appropriations.
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The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

Senator Hill moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Ways & Means be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. FOR THE OFFICE OF THE
STATE ACTUARY
General Fund—State Appropriation (FY 2015) $276,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: $276,000 of the general fund—state
appropriation for fiscal year 2015 is provided to improve the
legislature's access to independent and objective health care
actuarial analysis.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. FOR THE MILITARY
DEPARTMENT
Disaster Response Account—State Appropriation
$11,460,000
Disaster Response Account—Federal Appropriation
$6,141,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$17,601,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriations are provided solely
for disasters declared by the governor and may be spent only with
the approval of the office of financial management.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES —CHILDREN
AND FAMILY SERVICES PROGRAM
General Fund—State Appropriation (FY 2015) $9,424,000
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
($2,459,000)
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$6,965,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The amount provided in this section is
for increased costs of services for children and families, including
supervised visitation and extended foster care.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES —MENTAL
HEALTH DIVISION —COMMUNITY SERVICES
General Fund—State Appropriation (FY 2015) $11,999,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The entire appropriation is provided solely to reimburse
regional support networks for increased costs that are not covered
under the Medicaid program and that are incurred in order to meet
statutory obligations to provide individualized mental health
treatment in appropriate settings to individuals who are detained
or committed under the involuntary treatment act. Prior to
distributing funds to a regional support network requesting
reimbursement for costs relative to increased utilization, the
department must receive adequate documentation of such
increased utilization and costs.
(2) In addition to those authorized in section 204(1)(d),
chapter 221, Laws of 2014, an additional 30 nonforensic beds per
day are allocated for use by regional support networks at western
state hospital.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES —MENTAL
HEALTH DIVISION —INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES
General Fund—State Appropriation (FY 2015) $8,621,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
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(1) $1,425,000 of the appropriation is provided solely for the
startup and operation of a 30 bed civil ward at western state
hospital.
(2) $450,000 of the appropriation is provided solely for the
startup and operation of a 15 bed forensic ward at western state
hospital.
(3) $106,000 of the appropriation is provided solely to
increase the number of staff providing competency evaluation
services.
(4) $339,000 of the appropriation is provided solely for the
startup and operation of a psychiatric intensive care unit to
provide specialized intensive care to assaultive patients from
western and eastern state hospitals.
(5) $318,000 of the appropriation is provided solely to expand
the use of psychiatric emergency response teams at western and
eastern state hospitals.
(6) $459,000 of the appropriation is provided solely for
assignment pay to improve recruitment and retention of
psychiatrists at eastern and western state hospitals.
(7) $5,524,000 of the appropriation is provided for covering
increased costs of operations at the state hospitals. By April 1,
2015, the department shall prepare and submit to the office of
financial management and the fiscal committees of the legislature
a staffing plan for the state institutions of the mental health
division that will maintain expenditures within appropriated
levels.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES —MENTAL
HEALTH DIVISION—PROGRAM SUPPORT
General Fund—State Appropriation (FY 2015) $535,000
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$115,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$650,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) $335,000 of the general fund—state appropriation and the
entire general fund—federal appropriation are provided solely for
coordination of efforts to meet statutory obligations to provide
individualized mental health treatment in appropriate settings to
individuals who are detained or committed under the involuntary
treatment act.
(2) $200,000 of the general fund—state appropriation is
provided solely for increasing the number of community
competency evaluations that can be done under chapter 284, Laws
of 2013 (ESSB 5551).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. FOR THE CONSERVATION
COMMISSION
Budget Stabilization Account Appropriation (FY 2015)
$1,165,000
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$1,538,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$2,703,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriations are provided solely
to protect water quality, prevent crop damage, and help
landowners recover from losses sustained during the Carlton
Complex fire.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Budget Stabilization Account Appropriation (FY 2015)
$62,704,000
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$9,661,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$72,365,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriations are provided solely
for costs of emergency fire suppression. These amounts may not
be used to fund agency indirect and administrative expenses.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Budget Stabilization Account Appropriation (FY 2015)
$771,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriations are provided solely
to pay for emergency fire suppression costs, emergency seeding,
winter feeding of deer, and emergency fence repair costs. These
amounts may not be used to fund agency indirect and
administrative expenses.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. FOR THE WASHINGTON
STATE PATROL
Disaster Response Account—State Appropriation
$12,547,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
for Washington state fire service resource mobilization costs
incurred in response to an emergency or disaster authorized under
RCW 43.43.960 through 43.43.964.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. FOR THE OFFICE OF
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT—FIRE CONTINGENCY
Budget Stabilization Account Appropriation (FY 2015)
$12,547,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
for expenditure into the disaster response account to be used for
any Washington state fire service resource mobilization costs
incurred in response to an emergency or disaster authorized under
RCW 43.43.960 through 43.43.964.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES—
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES DIVISION
General Fund—State Appropriation (FY 2015) $10,625,000
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$10,625,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$21,250,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriations are provided solely
to fully satisfy the first amended supplemental judgment and
order and second amended final judgment on jury verdict issued
by the Thurston county superior court on September 5, 2014, in
the case of Rekhter v. DSHS, cause no. 07-2-00895-8.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 13. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES — LONG-TERM
CARE ADMINISTRATION
General Fund—State Appropriation (FY 2015) $24,769,000
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$24,875,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$49,644,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriations are provided solely
to fully satisfy the first amended supplemental judgment and
order and second amended final judgment on jury verdict issued
by the Thurston county superior court on September 5, 2014, in
the case of Rekhter v. DSHS, cause no. 07-2-00895-8.
Sec. 14. RCW 82.33.020 and 2012 1st sp.s. c 8 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Four times each year the supervisor must prepare, subject
to the approval of the economic and revenue forecast council
under RCW 82.33.010:
(a) An official state economic and revenue forecast;
(b) An unofficial state economic and revenue forecast based
on optimistic economic and revenue projections; and
(c) An unofficial state economic and revenue forecast based
on pessimistic economic and revenue projections.
(2) The supervisor must submit forecasts prepared under this
section, along with any unofficial forecasts provided under RCW
82.33.010, to the governor and the members of the committees on
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ways and means and the chairs of the committees on
transportation of the senate and house of representatives,
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1105 as amended
including one copy to the staff of each of the committees, on or
by the Senate.
before November 20th, February 20th in the even-numbered
years, March 20th in the odd-numbered years, June 27th, and
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
September 27th. In fiscal year 2015, the March 20th forecast shall
be submitted on or before February 20, 2015. All forecasts must
include both estimated receipts and estimated revenues in
President Owen: “Before the President announces the vote,
he’ll note that he stated the wrong number when he announced
conformance with generally accepted accounting principles as
provided by RCW 43.88.037. In odd-numbered years, the period
you were voting. If anyone wishes to change their vote, please do
so now. Hearing none.”
covered by forecasts for the state general fund and related funds
must cover the current fiscal biennium and the next ensuing fiscal
ROLL CALL
biennium. In even-numbered years, the period covered by the
forecasts for the state general fund and related funds shall be
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of
current fiscal and the next two ensuing fiscal biennia.
(3) All agencies of state government must provide to the
Substitute House Bill No. 1105 as amended by the Senate and the
bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 0;
supervisor immediate access to all information relating to
economic and revenue forecasts. Revenue collection information
Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
must be available to the supervisor the first business day
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
following the conclusion of each collection period.
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
(4) The economic and revenue forecast supervisor and staff
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
must co-locate and share information, data, and files with the tax
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
research section of the department of revenue but may not
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
duplicate the duties and functions of one another.
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
(5) As part of its forecasts under subsection (1) of this section,
Excused: Senators Ericksen, Frockt and O'Ban
the supervisor must provide estimated revenue from tuition fees
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1105 as amended by the
as defined in RCW 28B.15.020.
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
(6) The economic and revenue forecast council must, in
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
consultation with the economic and revenue forecast work group
to stand as the title of the act.
created in RCW 82.33.040, review the existing economic and
revenue forecast council revenue model, data, and methodologies
POINT OF PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
and in light of recent economic changes, engage outside experts
if necessary, and recommend changes to the economic and
Senator Hargrove: “Mr. President, is that the first time
revenue forecast council revenue forecasting process to increase
you’ve ever screwed up?”
confidence and promote accuracy in the revenue forecast. The
recommendations are due by September 30, 2012, and every five
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
years thereafter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 15. Sections 1 through 13 of this
President Owen: “Pretty much.”
act are each added to 2013 2nd sp.s. c 4 (uncodified).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 16. This act is necessary for the
POINT OF PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
support of the state government and its existing public
Senator Hargrove: “Does your staff keep a record of that so
institutions, and takes effect immediately."
we can review it?”
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
Committee on Ways & Means to Substitute House Bill No. 1105.
The motion by Senator Hill carried and the committee
President Owen: “I think that if you look at my screw ups
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
and your screw ups, it’s Brad two, Jim two hundred or something
like that.”
MOTION
SECOND READING

There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "matters;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert: "amending RCW 82.33.020;
adding new sections to 2013 2nd sp.s. c 4 (uncodified); making
appropriations; and declaring an emergency."

SENATE BILL NO. 5083, by Senators McAuliffe, Litzow,
Rolfes, McCoy, Billig, Darneille, Kohl-Welles, Frockt and Fraser

MOTION

MOTION

On motion of Senator Hill, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1105 as amended by the Senate, was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Hill, Hargrove, Baumgartner, Conway and Parlette
spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

On motion of Senator McAuliffe, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5083 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5083 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.

Enacting the sudden cardiac arrest awareness act.

MOTION
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Senator McAuliffe moved that the following amendment by
Senator McAuliffe be adopted:
On page 2, line 14, after "in" insert "section 3 of"
Beginning on page 3, line 19, strike all of sections 4 and 5
Renumber the remaining section consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senators McAuliffe and Litzow spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator McAuliffe on page 2,
line 14 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5083.
The motion by Senator McAuliffe carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, beginning on line 2 of the title, after "4.24.660"
strike all material through "RCW" on line 4 and insert "; adding a
new section to chapter 28A.600 RCW"
MOTION
On motion of Senator McAuliffe, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5083 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators McAuliffe, Litzow and Rolfes spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5083.
ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5083 and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 0;
Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Ericksen, Frockt and O'Ban
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5083,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Nick of Time
Foundation Executive Director Darla Varrenti and Director of
Operations Suzanne Apodaco who were seated in the gallery.
Established in memory of Nicholas Varrenti, the Foundation is
dedicated to educating schools, athletes, families, and
communities about sudden cardiac arrest and death in young
people.
MOTION
At 12:19 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon Thursday, February 12, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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THIRTY SECOND DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Thursday, February 12, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 11, 2015
SB 5043 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Providing greater small
business assistance by modifying the filing threshold for excise
tax purposes. Reported by Committee on Trade & Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5043 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Chase, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Ericksen and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 10, 2015
SB 5067 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Addressing informant
and accomplice evidence and testimony.
Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5067 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Darneille; Pearson and Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senator Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5106 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Creating a civil action
for webcam unauthorized remote access.
Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 11, 2015
SB 5130 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Restricting marijuana
producer and processor businesses from being located in certain
residential and rural areas.
Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5130 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hasegawa, Ranking
Minority Member; Conway and Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5185 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Creating a six-year
time frame for substantial building code amendments. Reported
by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair and Dansel.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 5, 2015
SB 5220 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Concerning the
entering of monetary judgments against defendants under the
residential and manufactured/mobile home landlord-tenant acts.
Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Fain; Litzow and
Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5227 Prime Sponsor, Senator Baumgartner: Creating the
international commercial arbitration act.
Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5247 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning driving
while license suspended when the suspension is based on
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noncompliance with a child support order.
Committee on Law & Justice

Reported by
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles and
Pearson.

February 10, 2015
SB 5387 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pedersen: Creating uniformity
in common provisions governing business organizations and
other entities. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Roach.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5288 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Concerning expiration
dates related to real estate broker provisions. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5320 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Concerning the
administrative rate the recreation and conservation funding board
may retain to administer the grant programs established in chapter
79A.15 RCW. Reported by Committee on Natural Resources &
Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5405 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Creating a task force
to examine land ownership by the federal government in
Washington. Reported by Committee on Natural Resources &
Parks
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5405 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt;
McAuliffe and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5420 Prime Sponsor, Senator Baumgartner: Introducing
private competition in industrial insurance coverage. Reported
by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 11, 2015
SB 5331 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Concerning workers'
compensation group self-insurance plans.
Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5421 Prime Sponsor, Senator Baumgartner: Creating a teen
summer employment wage.
Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5339 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Creating a business
and occupation tax credit for new businesses. Reported by
Committee on Trade & Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5339 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Angel and Ericksen.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Chase, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5422 Prime Sponsor, Senator Baumgartner: Establishing a
temporary teen training wage. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor
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MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Warnick.
Keiser.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5450 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Expanding the
restrictions on locating marijuana businesses. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hasegawa, Ranking
Minority Member; Conway and Keiser.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5510 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Simplifying and adding
certainty to the calculation of workers' compensation benefits.
(REVISED FOR ENGROSSED: Simplifying and adding
certainty to the calculation of workers' compensation benefits by
creating a working group to develop recommendations. )
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5503 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Establishing a special
allegation for habitual property offenders.
Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.

February 10, 2015
SB 5523 Prime Sponsor, Senator Sheldon: Removing the
requirement that a process server disclose a social security
number when registering. (REVISED FOR ENGROSSED:
Declaring that social security numbers of process servers are
confidential and not disclosable except as required under federal
law. ) Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Darneille;
Pearson and Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senator Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 11, 2015
SB 5508 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Concerning recovery
for purposes of legal actions under the industrial insurance
statutes. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5509 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Concerning workers'
compensation reform through clarification of occupational
disease claims. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5509 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; King and Warnick.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5529 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Transferring a
railroad right-of-way to the Port of Royal Slope. Reported by
Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5529 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib; Miloscia; Pedersen and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5576 Prime Sponsor, Senator Baumgartner: Addressing
worker reporting of workplace injuries for purposes of industrial
insurance. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 11, 2015
SB 5634 Prime Sponsor, Senator Conway: Exempting a widow
or widower with gold star license plates from vehicle licensing
fees for one motor vehicle. Reported by Committee on
Transportation

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5583 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Providing the fish and
wildlife commission with the tools necessary to enact changes to
the status of a species. Reported by Committee on Natural
Resources & Parks

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority
Member; Baumgartner; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Miloscia;
Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.

February 11, 2015
SB 5671 Prime Sponsor, Senator Baumgartner: Addressing the
payment of union dues by partial public employees. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 11, 2015
SB 5602 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Prohibiting public
entities from giving or loaning public funds to bargaining unit
representatives for nongovernment functions. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5614 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Concerning the
maintenance and operations of parks and recreational land
acquired through the conservation futures program. Reported by
Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Chase;
McAuliffe and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hatfield, Ranking
Minority Member and Hewitt.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5627 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Concerning an
exemption from discover pass requirements for off-road vehicles.
Reported by Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Hewitt and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senators Chase and McAuliffe.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SB 5673 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Concerning the
distribution of synthetic cannabinoids and bath salts. Reported
by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5705 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Establishing a
mineral prospecting and mining advisory committee. Reported
by Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5705 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt;
McAuliffe and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 11, 2015
SB 5843 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ranker: Concerning outdoor
recreation. Reported by Committee on Natural Resources &
Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.
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Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 11, 2015
SJM 8007
Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Requesting
Congress to provide the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration fisheries with sufficient resources to expedite
review of Puget Sound hatchery and genetic management plans
and that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
fisheries prioritize and conduct immediate review and approval of
these plans. Reported by Committee on Natural Resources &
Parks
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Joint
Memorial No. 8007 be substituted therefor, and the substitute
joint memorial do pass. Signed by Senators Pearson, Chair;
Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member;
Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 10, 2015
SJR 8205
Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Amending
the state Constitution so that justices of the supreme court are
elected by qualified electors of a supreme court judicial district.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5938 by Senators Dansel and Benton
AN ACT Relating to providing for the partial delisting of the
gray wolf by the fish and wildlife commission; amending
RCW 77.12.020; adding a new section to chapter 77.12
RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5939 by Senators Hasegawa and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to establishing the family medicine
residency training grant program; reenacting and amending
RCW 43.79A.040; adding a new section to chapter 82.24
RCW; adding a new chapter to Title 70 RCW; and creating a
new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 5940 by Senators Dansel and Benton
AN ACT Relating to a pilot program for cougar control;
adding new sections to chapter 77.12 RCW; and providing
expiration dates.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5941 by Senators Rivers, Rolfes, Litzow, Dammeier and
Angel
AN ACT Relating to certification of adjunct faculty as
common school substitute teachers; and amending RCW
28A.410.010.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
with the exceptions of Senate Bill No. 5130 and Senate Bill No.
5450 which were referred to the Committee on Ways & Means.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
February 11, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
HOUSE BILL NO. 1011,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1048,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1053,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1062,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1063,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1088,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1145,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1317
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk

SB 5942 by Senators McAuliffe, Rivers, Rolfes, Litzow,
Mullet, Dammeier, Billig and Fain
AN ACT Relating to an outcome evaluation of the national
guard youth challenge program; creating a new section; and
providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5943 by Senators Roach and Benton
AN ACT Relating to time for filing initiative measures; and
amending RCW 29A.72.030.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5944 by Senators Hill, Rivers, Litzow, Bailey, Braun,
Brown, Parlette, Hewitt and Benton
AN ACT Relating to periodic review of state spending
programs; and adding a new chapter to Title 43 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5945 by Senators Rivers, Cleveland and Benton
AN ACT Relating to elder and incapacitated persons
protection; amending RCW 11.88.120; adding new sections
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to chapter 74.34 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 9A.56
RCW; and prescribing penalties.

AN ACT Relating to exempting from the prevailing wage
laws work performed or funded by nonprofit organizations;
and amending RCW 39.12.020.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5946 by Senators Rivers, Rolfes, Hill, McAuliffe, Litzow,
Benton, Conway and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to establishing a comprehensive initiative
to expand learning opportunities and improve educational
outcomes for students with disabilities in Washington state
using multiple strategies and statewide partnerships; adding
new sections to chapter 28A.155 RCW; creating a new
section; and declaring an emergency.

SB 5954 by Senators Braun, Bailey, Hill, Becker, Fain,
Miloscia, Parlette, Angel, Schoesler, Brown, Litzow, Warnick,
Honeyford, Sheldon, Rivers, Roach and Benton
AN ACT Relating to reducing tuition; amending RCW
28B.15.031, 28B.15.066, 28B.15.067, and 28B.15.069;
reenacting and amending RCW 28B.95.020 and 28B.95.030;
adding a new section to chapter 28B.92 RCW; creating a new
section; and repealing RCW 28B.15.068 and 28B.15.102.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5947 by Senators Becker, Frockt, Bailey, Parlette, Rivers,
Baumgartner, Dammeier, Sheldon, Braun, Angel, Warnick, King
and Fain
AN ACT Relating to creating a training program in integrated
care psychiatry; adding a new section to chapter 28B.20
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.70 RCW; and
creating a new section.

SB 5955 by Senator Braun
AN ACT Relating to reimbursing the criminal justice training
commission for basic law enforcement training; amending
RCW 43.101.200; providing an effective date; and declaring
an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SJM 8013
SB 5948 by Senator Braun
AN ACT Relating to Washington state wrestling special
license plates; amending RCW 46.68.420; reenacting and
amending RCW 46.18.200, 46.17.220, and 46.18.060; adding
a new section to chapter 46.04 RCW; and providing an
effective date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5949 by Senators Baumgartner, Padden, Sheldon, Benton,
Dansel, Brown, Braun, Angel, Bailey, Warnick, Miloscia,
Honeyford, Roach, Pearson and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to the Alaskan Way viaduct replacement
project taxpayer protection act; adding a new section to
chapter 47.01 RCW; providing an effective date; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5950 by Senators Braun and Baumgartner
AN ACT Relating to ensuring the accuracy of prevailing
wage survey data provided by interested parties; and
amending RCW 39.12.026.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5951 by Senators Braun and Baumgartner
AN ACT Relating to prevailing wages; amending RCW
39.12.015; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5952 by Senators Braun and Baumgartner
AN ACT Relating to creating an exemption from the intents
and affidavits requirements when paying prevailing wages;
and amending RCW 39.12.040.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5953 by Senators Braun and Baumgartner

by Senators Honeyford and Ranker

Concerning aquatic invasive species.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
HB 1011 by Representatives Short, Takko, Springer, Buys,
Kretz, Shea, Gregerson and Condotta
AN ACT Relating to assigning counties to two climate zones
for purposes of the state building code; amending RCW
19.27.031 and 19.27A.020; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SHB 1048
by House Committee on Business &
Financial Services (originally sponsored by Representatives
Kirby, Stanford, Vick and Ryu)
AN ACT Relating to updating, clarifying, and strengthening
department of financial institutions' enforcement, licensing,
and examination statutes relating to residential mortgage
lending, and enhancing the crime of mortgage fraud in the
residential mortgage lending process; amending RCW
18.44.021, 19.144.010, 19.144.080, 19.144.090, 19.146.010,
19.146.020,
19.146.0201,
19.146.030,
19.146.040,
19.146.070,
19.146.205,
19.146.220,
19.146.221,
19.146.227,
19.146.228,
19.146.265,
19.146.300,
19.146.390, 31.04.015, 31.04.027, 31.04.045, 31.04.075,
31.04.093, 31.04.102, 31.04.105, 31.04.145, 31.04.205,
31.04.221, 31.04.224, 31.04.247, 31.04.277, 31.04.290, and
31.04.520; reenacting and amending RCW 31.04.025; adding
new sections to chapter 31.04 RCW; repealing RCW
19.146.290 and 19.146.330; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SHB 1053
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Kirby and
Schmick)
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AN ACT Relating to the filing of large group health benefit
plans, stand-alone dental plans, and stand-alone vision plans
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
by disability insurers, health care service contractors, and
health maintenance organizations; amending RCW 48.18.100
and 48.19.010; adding a new section to chapter 48.43 RCW;
MOTION
and creating a new section.
Senator Brown moved adoption of the following resolution:
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SENATE RESOLUTION
8616
HB 1062 by Representatives Stanford, Kirby, Gregerson, Vick
and Ryu
AN ACT Relating to updating the department of financial
By Senator Brown
institutions' regulatory enforcement powers regarding credit
unions and organizations providing services to credit unions;
WHEREAS, The health and well-being of every child in the
amending RCW 31.12.005, 31.12.195, 31.12.225, 31.12.285,
State of Washington is of paramount importance; and
31.12.326, 31.12.345, 31.12.367, 31.12.372, 31.12.404,
WHEREAS, This year in the United States, forty thousand
31.12.413, 31.12.436, 31.12.461, 31.12.464, 31.12.471,
babies
will be born with holes inside the walls of their heart; leaky
31.12.516, 31.12.545, 31.12.575, 31.12.585, 31.12.595, and
heart
valves;
missing, misplaced, or poorly formed blood vessels
31.12.674; and adding a new section to chapter 31.12 RCW.
and heart chambers and other heart structure issues known as a
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
congenital heart defect (CHD). Twenty-five percent of these
babies will undergo heart surgeries and other interventions just to
SHB 1063
by House Committee on Business &
survive; and
Financial Services (originally sponsored by Representatives
WHEREAS, CHDs are responsible for more deaths than any
Kirby, Blake and Ryu)
other
birth defect, accounting for one percent of all births. These
AN ACT Relating to cosmetology, hair design, barbering,
deaths often occur when the baby is less than twenty-eight days
esthetics, and manicuring; amending RCW 18.16.030,
18.16.050, 18.16.060, 18.16.130, 18.16.170, 18.16.175,
old. More than half of babies go undiagnosed before birth and
18.16.180, 18.16.190, 18.16.200, 18.16.290, 18.16.900, and
some others are not diagnosed until years later. If a baby's mother,
18.16.010; and reenacting and amending RCW 18.16.020.
father, or sibling has a CHD the baby's risk of being born with a
CHD increases by three times, making up almost twenty percent
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
of all cases; and
WHEREAS, There is a need to continue supporting medical
SHB 1088
by House Committee on Local Government
(originally sponsored by Representative Takko)
research to gain a better understanding on how to recognize
AN ACT Relating to per diem compensation for flood control
symptoms of CHDs. Because of improved treatments and
zone district supervisors; and amending RCW 86.15.055.
interventions there are now more adults with CHD than there are
babies; and
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
WHEREAS, Medical advancements have given patients a
Security.
better chance at survival and eighty-five percent of babies born
with CHD now live to at least eighteen years of age. But these
SHB 1145
by House Committee on Local Government
(originally sponsored by Representatives Haler and Fey)
adults face risky life-long health problems including
AN ACT Relating to joint meetings of county legislative
developmental delays, heart rhythm problems, heart failure,
authorities; and amending RCW 36.32.080 and 36.32.090.
sudden cardiac arrest, and stroke; and
WHEREAS, Three-year-old Camden, who has already
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
undergone
seven surgeries, two of which were major open heart
Security.
surgeries, was born with a congenital heart defect in June of 2011
HB 1317 by Representatives Zeiger, Kilduff, Kirby, Wylie and
and was told in March of last year that he would not live to see
Sawyer
his third birthday. Against all odds, Camden is on his way to his
AN ACT Relating to the lien for collection of sewer utility
fourth birthday this year; and
charges by counties; and amending RCW 36.94.150.
WHEREAS, Camden's courage has inspired the legislature to
recognize
Congenital Heart Defect Awareness Week, offering the
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
opportunity for affected families and patients to share their
Security.
experiences with the public in order to raise awareness and
MOTION
remember the lives of loved ones lost;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Washington State Senate, in honor of the bravery of Camden and
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
others like him, celebrate the American Heart Association's
committees as designated with the exception of Senate Bill No.
designation of the week of February 7 through 14 in 2015 and
5955 which was referred to the Committee on Ways & Means.
each succeeding year as Congenital Heart Defect Awareness
MOTION
Week.
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MOTION

Senator Brown spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8616.
The motion by Senator Brown carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.

At 12:06 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Friday, February 13, 2015.

Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately following adjournment.

HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate

BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
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THIRTY THIRD DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Friday, February 13, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exceptions of Senators Benton and
Ericksen.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages
Kolton Watkins and Annie Bradshaw, presented the Colors. The
prayer was offered by Senior Pastor Bill Knepper of Mountain
View Baptist Church, Centralia.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 12, 2015
SB 5018 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Concerning
underground artificial storage and recovery projects. Reported
by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5018 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and
Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5065 Prime Sponsor, Senator Frockt: Improving educational
outcomes for homeless students through increased in-school
guidance supports, housing stability, and identification services.
Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5065 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Billig; Fain; Rivers and Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators McAuliffe, Ranking
Member and Mullet.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 12, 2015
SB 5070 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Requiring the
department of corrections to supervise domestic violence
offenders who have a conviction and were sentenced for a

domestic violence felony offense that was plead and proven.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority
Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 12, 2015
SB 5129 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Concerning
overriding considerations of the public interest in management of
the waters of the state. Reported by Committee on Agriculture,
Water & Rural Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5129 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5136 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Repealing an instream
flow rule and adopting a new instream flow rule. Reported by
Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5158 Prime Sponsor, Senator McCoy: Requiring call
location information to be provided to law enforcement
responding to an emergency. Reported by Committee on Ways
& Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun,
Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair,
Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser,
Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey;
Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5179 Prime
Sponsor,
Senator
Hill:
Concerning
paraeducators. Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5179 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet;
Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
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February 12, 2015
SB 5203 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Modifying certain
job order contracting requirements. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5255 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair;
Darneille; Hobbs and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5209 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Concerning a
hazardous substance tax exemption for certain hazardous
substances defined under RCW 82.21.020(1)(c) that are used as
agricultural crop protection products and warehoused but not
otherwise used, manufactured, packaged, or sold in this state.
Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5209 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and
Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 12, 2015
SB 5218 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Expanding the
definition of unlawful detainer to include a provision governing
at-will tenancies.
Reported by Committee on Financial
Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5218 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair;
Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Hobbs;
Litzow and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5235 Prime Sponsor, Senator Sheldon: Requiring a state
resident preference for all newly hired state classified employees
and lower level Washington management service employees.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5235 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and
McCoy.

February 12, 2015
SB 5277 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Making the
crime of patronizing a prostitute a gross misdemeanor. Reported
by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5277 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; Pedersen, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson and
Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5291 Prime Sponsor, Senator Mullet: Allowing authorized
health care providers to prescribe epinephrine autoinjectors.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member;
Angel; Baumgartner; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser
and Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Bailey; Brown and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5310 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Addressing
enforcement actions at facilities sited by the energy facility site
evaluation council.
Reported by Committee on Energy,
Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; McCoy,
Ranking Minority Member; Braun; Brown; Cleveland;
Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5311 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rolfes: Requiring crisis
intervention training for peace officers. Reported by Committee
on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5311 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; Pedersen, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson and
Roach.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 12, 2015
SB 5255 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hasegawa: Concerning the
linked deposit program. Reported by Committee on Financial
Institutions & Insurance

February 12, 2015
SB 5316 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Concerning
privacy and security of personally identifiable student
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SB 5407 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Concerning existing
information. Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12
Education
lots and the Skagit instream flow rule. Reported by Committee
on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5316 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5407 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Rivers and
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member and Honeyford.
Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Mullet.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5318 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Creating the wildlife
college student loan program. Reported by Committee on
Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; KohlWelles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt and Liias.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5437 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Concerning breakfast
after the bell programs. Reported by Committee on Early
Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5437 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass.
Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Rivers and Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Mullet.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5330 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Concerning stage II
gasoline vapor control programs. Reported by Committee on
Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; McCoy,
Ranking Minority Member; Braun; Brown; Cleveland;
Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5344 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hasegawa: Providing prepaid
postage for primary and general election ballots. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 12, 2015
SB 5355 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Modifying the
definition of resident student to comply with federal requirements
established by the veterans access, choice, and accountability act
of 2014. Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5355 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice
Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker;
Frockt and Liias.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 12, 2015

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Dammeier, Vice Chair.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 12, 2015
SB 5446 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Requiring incentives
for electric vehicle readiness in buildings.
Reported by
Committee on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5446 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Braun; Brown;
Cleveland; Habib and Ranker.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Honeyford.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5485 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Concerning nonprofit
organizations engaged in debt adjusting.
Reported by
Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5485 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair;
Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Hobbs and
Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5496 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Changing explicit
alternative routes to teacher certification program requirements to
expectations for program outcomes. Reported by Committee on
Early Learning & K-12 Education
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 12, 2015
SB 5497 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Confirming that the
professional educator standards board is an authorized
representative of the state educational agencies. Reported by
Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5501 Prime Sponsor, Senator Fain: Preventing animal
cruelty. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5501 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; Pedersen, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson and
Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5518 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Creating
procedures to address campus sexual violence. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5518 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice
Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member; Frockt and
Liias.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Becker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5534 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Creating the certified
public accounting scholarship program. Reported by Committee
on Higher Education

February 12, 2015
SB 5554 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Clarifying that
irrigation district facilities are not within the definition of
shorelands. Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water &
Rural Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5554 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and
Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5577 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Concerning
pharmaceutical waste. Reported by Committee on Energy,
Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; Braun;
Brown; Cleveland; Habib and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senator McCoy, Ranking Minority Member.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5590 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Concerning
medicaid managed health care system payments for health care
services provided by nonparticipating providers. Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5534 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice
Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker and
Liias.

February 12, 2015
SB 5593 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Concerning
delivery and payment for health care services by hospitals for
inmates and persons detained by law enforcement. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Frockt.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority
Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson and Roach.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 12, 2015
SB 5543 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hill: Improving the
administration of unclaimed property laws. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security

February 12, 2015
SB 5601 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Requiring the
Washington state department of agriculture to approve the
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Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
comparable recertification standards of private entities for the
purposes of waiving the recertification requirements under the
Rivers.
Washington pesticide control act. Reported by Committee on
Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5601 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and
Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5624 Prime Sponsor, Senator Keiser: Concerning financing
essential public infrastructure. Reported by Committee on Ways
& Means

February 12, 2015
SB 5678 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Concerning
requesting public records for the purpose of obtaining exempted
information relating to employment and licensing. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5678 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Padden.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Hasegawa.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5633 Prime Sponsor, Senator Conway: Creating a
coordinator for the helmets to hardhats program in the department
of veterans affairs. Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 12, 2015
SB 5658 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Concerning the role of
parties in cases related to certain notices and records. Reported
by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority
Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson and Roach.

February 12, 2015
SB 5689 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Concerning the scope
and costs of the diabetes epidemic in Washington. Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Baumgartner;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5694 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Allowing assessments
for nuisance abatement in cities and towns. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5694 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5698 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hewitt: Extending the
expiration date of tax preferences for food processing. Reported
by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5674 Prime Sponsor, Senator Cleveland: Concerning
enforcement standards for residential services and support
providers. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Baumgartner;

February 12, 2015
SB 5719 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Creating a task force on
campus sexual violence prevention. Reported by Committee on
Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5719 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice
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Frockt and Liias.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 12, 2015
SB 5728 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Allowing patients to
opt out of HIV testing. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Bailey; Baumgartner; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Angel.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5767 Prime Sponsor, Senator Cleveland: Revising local
government treasury practices and procedures. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security

February 12, 2015
SB 5785 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Revising the definition
of official duties of state officers. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5785 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5802 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Concerning assisted
living payment rates. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member;
Angel; Bailey; Baumgartner; Brown; Cleveland; Conway;
Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5767 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5768 Prime Sponsor, Senator Cleveland: Concerning county
electronic public auctions.
Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security

February 12, 2015
SB 5829 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Conducting remedial
actions under the model toxics control act. Reported by
Committee on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5829 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Braun; Brown;
Cleveland; Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5771 Prime
Sponsor,
Senator
Liias:
Addressing
investigations under the ethics act. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 12, 2015
SB 5778 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Concerning
ambulatory surgical facilities. Reported by Committee on
Health Care

February 12, 2015
SB 5871 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Creating appeal
procedures for single-family homeowners with failing septic
systems required to connect to public sewer systems. Reported
by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SJM 8006
Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles:
Requesting Congress, the President, and the Departments of
Education, Health and Human Services, and Justice to take action
to implement the recommendations of the Government
Accountability Office concerning efforts to prevent and respond
to child sexual abuse by school personnel and sexual abuse
between peers. Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K12 Education

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Baumgartner;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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and Hearing Loss. Reported by Committee on Early Learning &
February 12, 2015
SJM 8008
Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Calling for a
K-12 Education
National Guard Stryker Brigade stationed on the west coast.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier,
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Vice Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain;
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
February 12, 2015
SGA 9197
ROBERT F KEHOE, reappointed on January
SJR 8204
Prime Sponsor, Senator Keiser: Amending
1, 2015, for the term ending December 31, 2020, as Member of
the Constitution to allow the state to guarantee debt issued on
the Fish and Wildlife Commission. Reported by Committee on
behalf of a political subdivision for essential public infrastructure.
Natural Resources & Parks
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
confirmed. Signed by Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt;
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
McAuliffe and Warnick.
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Rolfes;
MOTION
Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Hasegawa and Padden.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SCR 8402
Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles:
Establishing the Washington state commission on the evaluation
of the legislature. Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security

On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
with the exception of Senate Bill No. 5728 which was referred to
the Committee on Ways & Means.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

MAJORITY recommendation:
That Substitute Senate
Concurrent Resolution No. 8402 be substituted therefor, and
the substitute concurrent resolution do pass. Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
February 12, 2015
SGA 9069
JAY W HOLZMILLER, appointed on June
10, 2013, for the term ending December 31, 2018, as Member of
the Fish and Wildlife Commission. Reported by Committee on
Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt;
McAuliffe and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SGA 9161
NANCY J SINKOVITZ, appointed on
September 10, 2014, for the term ending July 1, 2015, as Member
of the Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness

February 12, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House concurred in the Senate amendments to the
following bills and passed the bills as amended by the Senate:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1105
and the same is herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
February 12, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
HOUSE BILL NO. 1013,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1032,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1043,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1070,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1100,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1111,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1129,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1134
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MOTION
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On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5956 by Senators Liias, Billig and Pedersen
AN ACT Relating to limiting defenses based on victim
identity; and adding a new section to chapter 9A.16 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5964 by Senators Roach and Liias
AN ACT Relating to infill development; and amending RCW
43.21C.229.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5957 by Senators Liias, Rivers, Billig, King, Hobbs, Frockt
and Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to creating a pedestrian fatality and serious
injury review panel; amending RCW 43.59.040; and adding
a new section to chapter 43.59 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5958 by Senators Roach, Liias, Benton, McCoy, Angel and
Chase
AN ACT Relating to providing for representation of the state
veterans' homes on the governor's veterans affairs advisory
committee; and amending RCW 43.60A.080.

SB 5965 by Senators Warnick, Hatfield, Pearson, Hobbs and
Bailey
AN ACT Relating to evaluating mitigation options for
impacts to base flows and minimum instream flows; creating
new sections; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5966 by Senators Rolfes, Litzow, McAuliffe and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to mathematics and science course
equivalencies for high school career and technical courses;
and reenacting and amending RCW 28A.230.097.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

Referred to Committee on Community Development,
Housing & Tribal Affairs.
ESB 5959
by Senator Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to agreements with the federal
government, such as those available under the endangered
species act, affecting the state's management of its natural
resources; reenacting and amending RCW 43.30.411; and
creating a new section.

SB 5967 by Senator McCoy
AN ACT Relating to eliminating the state board of education;
amending RCW 28A.300.020, 28A.300.035, 28A.300.041,
28A.305.130, 28A.310.010, 28A.310.280, 28A.310.340,
28A.315.005, 28A.315.115, 28A.410.010, 28A.410.210,
43.06B.010, 43.06B.030, and 43.06B.050; creating a new
section; decodifying RCW 28A.305.902; repealing RCW
28A.305.011, 28A.305.021, 28A.305.035, and 28A.310.480;
and providing an effective date.

Referred to Committee on Agriculture & Natural Resources.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 5960 by Senator Dansel
AN ACT Relating to requiring the department of fish and
wildlife to update the 2011 wolf conservation and
management plan to ensure the establishment of a selfsustaining population of gray wolves while also ensuring
social tolerance of wolf recovery; creating a new section; and
providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5961 by Senators Benton and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to modifying certain construction defect
action procedures; and amending RCW 64.50.020.

SB 5968 by Senators Hobbs, Benton, Mullet, Hatfield and
Miloscia
AN ACT Relating to clarification that the owner or holder of
a trust deed, or the owner or holder's designee, may initiate
foreclosure proceedings; and amending RCW 61.24.030,
61.24.040, and 61.24.163.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 5969 by Senators Brown and Braun
AN ACT Relating to updating the state environmental policy
act; adding new sections to chapter 43.21C RCW; and
creating a new section.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
SB 5962 by Senators Dansel and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to requiring the department of fish and
wildlife to amend the existing wolf conservation and
management plan; creating a new section; and providing an
expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SB 5963 by Senators Dansel and Warnick
AN ACT Relating to requiring the department of fish and
wildlife to manage wolf-related wildlife interactions using
lethal means when certain conditions are satisfied; and adding
a new section to chapter 77.36 RCW.

SB 5970 by Senator Hasegawa
AN ACT Relating to creating a best investment selection
option for use in public works contracts; amending RCW
39.04.010, 39.04.015, 39.04.155, and 39.04.190; adding a
new section to chapter 39.04 RCW; and creating a new
section.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 5971 by Senators Hasegawa, Chase, Darneille, Conway and
Frockt
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28B.10.570,
28B.10.571,
28B.10.650,
28B.10.679,
AN ACT Relating to establishing the Washington publicly
owned trust in order to create a financing infrastructure to
28B.15.012,
28B.15.014,
28B.15.025,
28B.15.041,
implement Initiative Measure No. 502 that complies with the
28B.15.067,
28B.15.069,
28B.15.100,
28B.15.385,
United States attorney general's guidance letter of August 29,
28B.15.395,
28B.15.520,
28B.15.522,
28B.15.543,
2013, thereby providing resources for public infrastructure
28B.15.545,
28B.15.558,
28B.15.621,
28B.15.740,
and other public purposes; amending RCW 30A.04.020,
28B.15.910,
28B.15.915,
28B.50.030,
28B.50.455,
42.56.400, 43.08.135, and 43.84.080; reenacting and
28B.50.850, 28B.50.851, and 28B.50.862; reenacting and
amending RCW 42.56.270 and 42.56.400; adding a new
amending RCW 28B.15.515; adding a new section to chapter
section to chapter 39.58 RCW; adding a new section to
28B.04 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28B.06 RCW;
chapter 41.06 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title 43 RCW;
decodifying RCW 28B.56.010, 28B.56.020, 28B.56.040,
creating a new section; providing effective dates; providing
28B.56.050,
28B.56.070,
28B.56.080,
28B.56.090,
expiration dates; and declaring an emergency.
28B.56.100,
28B.56.110,
28B.56.120,
28B.57.010,
28B.57.020,
28B.57.030,
28B.57.040,
28B.57.060,
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
28B.57.070,
28B.57.080,
28B.57.090,
28B.57.100,
28B.58.010,
28B.58.020,
28B.58.030,
28B.58.040,
SB 5972 by Senators Schoesler, Hatfield and Warnick
28B.58.050,
28B.58.060,
28B.58.070,
28B.58.080,
AN ACT Relating to procurement of seeds by state agencies;
28B.58.090,
28B.59.010,
28B.59.020,
28B.59.030,
and adding a new section to chapter 39.26 RCW.
28B.59.040,
28B.59.050,
28B.59.060,
28B.59.070,
28B.59.080, 28B.59.090, 28B.59B.010, 28B.59B.020,
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
28B.59B.030, 28B.59B.040, 28B.59B.050, 28B.59B.060,
Economic Development.
28B.59B.070, 28B.59B.080, 28B.59B.090, 28B.59C.010,
28B.59C.020, 28B.59C.030, 28B.59C.040, 28B.59C.050,
SB 5973 by Senators Benton and Angel
28B.59C.060, 28B.59C.070, 28B.59C.080, 28B.59D.010,
AN ACT Relating to raffle tickets for traffic congestion
28B.59D.020, 28B.59D.030, 28B.59D.040, 28B.59D.050,
relief; amending RCW 67.70.240; adding a new section to
28B.59D.060, 28B.59D.070, 28B.50.301, 28B.50.302,
chapter 67.70 RCW; and adding a new section to chapter
28B.50.914, 28B.50.915, and 28B.50.917; and providing
46.68 RCW.
expiration dates.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5974 by Senators Benton, Bailey, Hobbs, Chase, Cleveland,
Angel, Hasegawa, Roach, Jayapal, Fraser, McCoy and Hewitt
AN ACT Relating to the insurance commissioner review of
barriers to offering supplemental coverage options to disabled
veterans and their dependents; and creating a new section.

Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 5978 by Senators Roach, Liias and Fain
AN ACT Relating to the presidential primary; and amending
RCW 29A.56.010, 29A.56.020, 29A.56.030, and
29A.56.050.
Referred to Committee on State Government.

Referred to Committee on Health Care & Wellness.
SB 5975 by Senators Benton and Angel
AN ACT Relating to parent taught driver training education
courses, including online courses; and amending RCW
28A.220.020, 46.82.280, and 46.82.290.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5976 by Senators Litzow, Keiser, Becker, Rivers, Hobbs,
Hill, Hatfield, Fain, Baumgartner, McAuliffe and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to establishing a consolidating purchasing
system for public school employees; amending RCW
41.05.011, 41.05.021, 41.05.022, 41.05.026, 41.05.050,
41.05.055, 41.05.075, 41.05.130, 41.05.143, 41.05.670,
28A.400.270, 28A.400.275, 28A.400.280, 28A.400.350,
41.56.500, and 41.59.105; reenacting and amending RCW
41.05.120; adding a new section to chapter 41.05 RCW; and
creating new sections.

SB 5979 by Senator Braun
AN ACT Relating to providing salary increases in the form
of flat dollar monthly increases calculated using the state
average wage determined under RCW 50.04.355; reenacting
and amending RCW 41.06.070; adding a new section to
chapter 28B.52 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 41.76
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 41.80 RCW; adding a
new section to chapter 41.56 RCW; providing an effective
date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5980 by Senator Braun
AN ACT Relating to creating a defined contribution
retirement plan option for elected officials; amending RCW
41.04.440, 41.04.445, 41.04.450, 41.50.030, and 43.33A.190;
reenacting and amending RCW 41.50.110; adding a new
section to chapter 41.50 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title
41 RCW; and providing an effective date.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 5977 by Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to decodifying, expiring, and making
nonsubstantive changes to community and technical college
provisions; amending RCW 28B.15.546, 28B.50.1401,
28B.50.1402, 28B.50.1403, 28B.50.1404, 28B.50.1405,
28B.50.1406, 28B.50.256, 28B.50.285, 28B.50.327,
28B.50.482,
28B.50.534,
28B.10.025,
28B.10.280,

SB 5981 by Senator Braun
AN ACT Relating to limitations on state debt; and amending
RCW 39.42.140.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
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SB 5982 by Senator Braun
AN ACT Relating to retirement age provisions for new
members of the state retirement systems administered by the
department of retirement systems; amending RCW
41.26.430, 41.26.470, 41.32.765, 41.32.790, 41.32.875,
41.32.880, 41.35.420, 41.35.440, 41.35.680, 41.35.690,
41.37.210, 41.37.230, 41.40.630, 41.40.670, 41.40.820,
41.40.825, 43.43.250, and 43.43.280; providing an effective
date; and declaring an emergency.

19.260.050; reenacting and amending RCW 19.260.020; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
HB 1111 by Representatives Kilduff, Stokesbary, Walkinshaw,
Goodman, Gregerson, Jinkins, Muri, Rodne and Moeller
AN ACT Relating to court transcripts; and amending RCW
2.32.240, 2.32.250, 3.02.040, and 36.18.016.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 5983 by Senator Warnick
AN ACT Relating to services performed by an individual for
remuneration; and amending RCW 51.08.195 and 50.04.140.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 5984 by Senators Kohl-Welles and Roach
AN ACT Relating to a leasehold excise tax credit for
properties of market value in excess of ten million dollars;
and amending RCW 82.29A.120.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS

HB 1129 by Representatives Goodman, Walsh, Jinkins, OrtizSelf, Gregerson and Pollet
AN ACT Relating to juvenile case records access for the
office of civil legal aid; and reenacting and amending RCW
13.50.010.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
HB 1134 by Representatives Moeller and Harris
AN ACT Relating to scope of practice for certified counselors
and advisers; and amending RCW 18.19.020 and 18.19.200.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

HB 1013 by Representatives Appleton, Johnson, Hansen,
Takko, Gregerson and Fey
AN ACT Relating to authorizing regular meetings of county
legislative authorities to be held at alternate locations within
the county; and amending RCW 36.32.080.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
HB 1032 by Representatives Blake, Hurst and Moeller
AN ACT Relating to amending the fee structure provided in
RCW 77.55.321 to encourage habitat projects that provide a
public benefit; and amending RCW 77.55.321 and 77.55.341.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SHB 1043
by House Committee on Business &
Financial Services (originally sponsored by Representatives Ryu
and Parker)
AN ACT Relating to self-service storage facilities; amending
RCW 19.150.010, 19.150.040, and 19.150.060; and adding
new sections to chapter 19.150 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SHB 1070
by House Committee on Judiciary
(originally sponsored by Representatives Goodman, Rodne and
Jinkins)
AN ACT Relating to international commercial arbitration;
and adding a new chapter to Title 7 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SHB 1100
by House Committee on Technology &
Economic Development (originally sponsored by Representatives
Morris, S. Hunt, Hudgins, Ormsby and Fey)
AN ACT Relating to creating new appliance efficiency
standards; amending RCW 19.260.030, 19.260.040, and

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION TO LIMIT DEBATE
Pursuant to Senate Rule 29, Senator Fain moved that the
members of the Senate be allowed to speak but once on each
question before the Senate, that such speech be limited to three
minutes and that members be prohibited from yielding their time,
however, the maker of a motion shall be allowed to open and close
debate and, further, that such limitations be in effect through the
remainder of the day.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain and without objection, the motion
by Senator Fain to limit debate was withdrawn.
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus to begin immediately after going at ease.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus to begin immediately after going at ease.
MOTION
At 10:10 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 11:37 a.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the fourth
order of business.
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MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
February 13, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The Speaker has signed:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1105
and the same is herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT
Pursuant to Article 2, Section 32 of the State Constitution
and Senate Rule 1(5), the President announced the signing of and
thereupon did sign in open session:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1105.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5052, by Senators Rivers, Hatfield and
Conway
Establishing the cannabis patient protection act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5052 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5052 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Kohl-Welles: “One of my amendments is a striking
amendment to the main bill and the other page and line
amendments of mine are to the original bill. So, I’m wondering if
we should take up this striking amendment first?”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “You perfect and then you strike. So we
would take these amendments first.”
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment by
Senator Kohl-Welles be adopted:
On page 10, after line 25, insert the following:
"(ss) "Immature plant" means a marijuana plant with no
observable flowers or buds.
(tt) "Mature plant" means a marijuana plant with observable
flowers or buds."
On page 10, line 29, after "marijuana" insert "and immature
plants"
On page 10, line 32, after "marijuana" insert "and immature
plants"
On page 11, line 7, after "marijuana" insert "and immature
plants"
On page 11, line 12, after "useable marijuana," insert
"immature plants,"
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On page 11, line 28, after "concentrates," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 11, line 32, after "useable marijuana," insert
"immature plants,"
On page 17, line 10, after "concentrates," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 17, line 14, after "concentrates," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 18, line 13, after "concentrates," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 18, line 17, after "concentrates," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 22, line 10, after "concentrates," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 22, line 12, after "concentrates," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 22, line 34, after "marijuana," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 24, line 6, after "concentrates," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 25, line 5, after "concentrates," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 25, line 26, after "marijuana," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 25, line 30, after "marijuana," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 25, line 32, after "69.50.345(5);" strike "and" and
insert "((and))"
On page 25, line 35, after "marijuana," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 26, line 2, after "form;" strike "or" and insert "((or))"
On page 26, line 26, after "concentrate" insert "; or
(e) Six immature plants; and
(4) Resale or return of mature plants to a marijuana producer
or a marijuana processor"
On page 26, line 15, after "marijuana," insert "plants,"
On page 26, line 20, after "concentrates," insert "plants,"
On page 26, after line 23, insert the following:
"(5)" it is not a violation of this section, this chapter, or any
other provision of Washington state law for a person to:
(a) Transport immature plants from a marijuana retailer to his
or her domicile, or to possess mature plants in the person's domicile;
or
(b) To share up to one ounce of useable marijuana with
another person; remuneration for the provision of marijuana is
prohibited."
On page 31, after line 23, insert the following:
"(21) "Immature plant" has the meaning provided in RCW
69.50.101.
(22) "Mature plant" has the meaning provided in RCW
69.50.101."
On page 34, at the beginning of line 20, strike all material
through "patient" on line 21 and insert "purchase at a retail outlet up
to six plants"
On page 52, line 20, after "marijuana," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 53, line 11, after "useable marijuana," insert
"immature plants,"
On page 53, line 24, after "concentrates," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 54, line 35, after "marijuana," insert "immature
plants,"
On page 56, line 1, after "marijuana," insert "immature
plants,"
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Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Sheldon: “Shouldn’t the speaker be speaking to the
amendment before us?”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “That’s correct Senator.”
Senator Rivers spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles on page
10, after line 25 to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5052.
The motion by Senator Kohl-Welles did not carry and the
amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment by
Senator Kohl-Welles be adopted:
On page 18, beginning on line 28, after "outlets" strike all
material through "endorsements" on line 29 and insert "relating to
products intended for medical use"
On page 19, at the beginning of line 3, strike all material
through "endorsements" on line 4 and insert "intended for medical
use"
On page 19, line 14, after "for" strike all material through
"endorsements" and insert "medical use"
On page 19, beginning on line 23, after "for" strike all
material through "endorsements" on line 24 and insert "medical
use"
On page 19, beginning on line 37, after "outlets" strike all
material through "endorsements" on line 38
On page 21, beginning on line 21, after "(d)" strike all
material through "outlets" on line 22 and insert "Permitting retail
outlets to advertise whether they have medical marijuana
consultants on staff"
Beginning on page 22, line 20, after "(1)" strike all material
through "(4)" on page 23, line 5
Renumber the remaining subsection consecutively and
correct any internal references accordingly.
On page 23, at the beginning of line 8, strike "may be" and
insert "are likely to be used for medical purposes and that are
intended to be"
On page 23, line 9, after "outlet" strike "holding a medical
marijuana endorsement"
On page 23, line 18, after "ratios" insert "and information
regarding indicated uses"
On page 23, beginning on line 27, after "(5)" strike all
material through "outlet." on line 33 and insert "A licensed
marijuana retailer may hire a medical marijuana consultant to
assist qualifying patients and designated providers in determining
products that may be appropriate for medical use."
On page 23, beginning on line 36, after "A marijuana
retailer" strike all material through "endorsement" on line 37
Beginning on page 23, line 38, after "Marijuana retailers"
strike all material through "endorsement" on page 24, line 1
On page 24, beginning on line 14, after "outlet" strike
"holding a medical marijuana endorsement"
On page 24, beginning on line 18, after "outlet" strike all
material through "endorsement" on line 19

On page 24, beginning on line 21, after "(a)" strike all
material through "(b)" on line 27
Correct any internal references accordingly.
On page 24, beginning on line 27, after "retailers" strike all
material through "endorsement" on line 28
On page 24, at the beginning of line 29, strike all material
through "well as"
On page 24, line 30, after "cards" insert ", rules adopted to
implement this chapter, identification of persons under the age of
twenty-one, and other requirements adopted by the liquor and
cannabis board to ensure that, other than qualifying patients and
designated providers, persons under the age of twenty-one are not
permitted to enter or remain on the premises of a retail outlet"
On page 24, after line 35, insert the following:
"(b) Licensed marijuana retailers may advertise the fact that
they stock marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and
marijuana-infused products identified by the department under
section 10 of this act as beneficial for the medical use of
qualifying patients.
(c) Licensed marijuana retailers may hire medical marijuana
consultants to assist qualifying patients and designated providers
in identifying products that are likely to be of beneficial medical
use of qualifying patients."
On page 25, beginning on line 2, after "name." strike all
material through "signage." on line 3
On page 34, beginning on line 14, after "outlet" strike all
material through "endorsement" on line 15
On page 35, line 7, after "retailer" strike all material through
"endorsement"
On page 36, line 9, after "retailer" strike all material through
"endorsement"
On page 39, line 31, after "retailer" strike all material through
"endorsement"
On page 48, line 18, after "retailer" strike all material through
"endorsement"
On page 48, line 31, after "outlet" strike all material through
"endorsement"
On page 51, beginning on line 27, after "69.50.354" strike all
material through "act" on line 28
On page 52, beginning on line 9, after "69.50.354" strike all
material through "act" on line 10
On page 52, beginning on line 22, after "retailers" strike all
material through "endorsements" on line 23
On page 52, line 28, after "retailers" strike all material through
"endorsements"
On page 53, line 37, after "retailer" strike all material through
"endorsement"
On page 54, line 2, after "retailer" strike all material through
"endorsement"
On page 54, beginning on line 3, after "retailers" strike all
material through "endorsement" on line 4
On page 55, line 32, after "retailer" strike all material through
"endorsement"
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the amendment by
Senator Kohl-Welles on page 18, line 28 to Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5052 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment by
Senator Kohl-Welles be adopted.
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(iii) Examine or offer to examine a patient for purposes of
On page 28, beginning on line 24, after "been" strike all
material through "database" on line 25 and insert "provided an
diagnosing a terminal or debilitating medical condition at a
authorization card"
location where cannabis is produced, processed, or dispensed;
On page 29, beginning on line 20, after "been" strike all
(iv) Have a business or practice which consists solely of
material through "database" on line 21, and insert "provided an
authorizing the medical use of cannabis;
authorization card"
(v) Include any statement or reference, visual or otherwise, on
On page 30, beginning on line 32, after "providers" strike all
the medical use of cannabis in any advertisement for his or her
material through "database" on line 33 and insert "who have been
business or practice; or
approved for a medical marijuana waiver under section 21 of this
(vi) Hold an economic interest in an enterprise that produces,
act"
processes, or dispenses cannabis if the health care professional
On page 31, line 7, after "marijuana" strike "authorization
authorizes the medical use of cannabis.
database" and insert "waiver"
(3) A violation of any provision of subsection (2) of this
On page 31, beginning on line 7, after "the" strike all material
section constitutes unprofessional conduct under chapter 18.130
through "in" on line 8 and insert "application system provided
RCW.))
under"
(2) Confirming with the department that a patient has a
Beginning on page 31, line 24, strike all of section 18 and
terminal or debilitating medical condition."
Correct any internal references accordingly.
insert:
"Sec. 18. RCW 69.51A.030 and 2011 c 181 s 301 are each
On page 34, beginning on line 5, strike all of section 19
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
amended to read as follows:
(((1))) The following acts do not constitute crimes under state
any internal references accordingly.
law or unprofessional conduct under chapter 18.130 RCW, and a
On page 34, line 34, after "may" strike "authorize" and insert
health care professional may not be arrested, searched,
"discuss"
prosecuted, disciplined, or subject to other criminal sanctions or
On page 35, line 8, after "who" strike "authorizes" and insert
civil consequences or liability under state law, or have real or
"discusses"
personal property searched, seized, or forfeited pursuant to state
On page 35, at the beginning of line 11, strike "authorizing"
law, notwithstanding any other provision of law ((as long as the
and insert "recommending"
On page 35, beginning on line 14, after "indicated" strike all
health care professional complies with subsection (2) of this
section)):
material through "marijuana" on line 15
On page 35, line 24, after "(c)" strike "Enter both" and insert
(((a))) (1) Advising a patient about the risks and benefits of
medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana or that the patient may
"Recommend that both"
On page 35, line 25, after "provider" strike all material
benefit from the medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana; or
(((b) Providing a patient meeting the criteria established under
through "database" on line 26 and insert "must seek a medical
marijuana waiver through the department"
RCW 69.51A.010(26) with valid documentation, based upon the
Beginning on page 35, line 27, strike all of sections 21
health care professional's assessment of the patient's medical
through 23 and insert the following:
history and current medical condition, where such use is within a
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 21. A new section is added to
professional standard of care or in the individual health care
professional's medical judgment.
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
(1) A medical marijuana waiver is established to be issued by
(2)(a) A health care professional may only provide a patient
the department. The medical marijuana waiver permits a
with valid documentation authorizing the medical use of cannabis
qualifying patient or his or her designated provider to:
or register the patient with the registry established in section 901
(a) Possess and purchase more marijuana concentrates,
of this act if he or she has a newly initiated or existing documented
marijuana-infused products, plants, or useable marijuana than
relationship with the patient, as a primary care provider or a
what is permitted under RCW 69.50.360 and up to a combination
specialist, relating to the diagnosis and ongoing treatment or
of the following: (i) Three ounces of useable marijuana; (ii) fortymonitoring of the patient's terminal or debilitating medical
condition, and only after:
eight ounces of marijuana-infused products in solid form; (iii) two
hundred sixteen ounces of marijuana-infused products in liquid
(i) Completing a physical examination of the patient as
appropriate, based on the patient's condition and age;
form; or (iv) twenty-one grams of marijuana concentrates. The
medical marijuana waiver also permits the qualifying patient or
(ii) Documenting the terminal or debilitating medical
his or her designated provider to grow, in his or her domicile, up
condition of the patient in the patient's medical record and that the
to six plants for the personal medical use of the qualifying patient;
patient may benefit from treatment of this condition or its
and
symptoms with medical use of cannabis;
(b) Purchase marijuana concentrates, marijuana-infused
(iii) Informing the patient of other options for treating the
products, plants, or useable marijuana without paying sales and
terminal or debilitating medical condition; and
use tax.
(iv) Documenting other measures attempted to treat the
(2) A qualifying patient who is twenty-one years of age or
terminal or debilitating medical condition that do not involve the
medical use of cannabis.
older and who, after consultation with his or her health care
professional, determines that the amounts of marijuana
(b) A health care professional shall not:
concentrates, marijuana-infused products, plants, or useable
(i) Accept, solicit, or offer any form of pecuniary
marijuana permitted under RCW 69.50.360 will not address his
remuneration from or to a licensed dispenser, licensed producer,
or her medical needs may apply to the department for a medical
or licensed processor of cannabis products;
marijuana waiver.
(ii) Offer a discount or any other thing of value to a qualifying
(3) A qualifying patient who is between eighteen and twentypatient who is a customer of, or agrees to be a customer of, a
one years of age and who, after consultation with his or her health
particular licensed dispenser, licensed producer, or licensed
care professional, determines that he or she wishes to use
processor of cannabis products;
marijuana for the treatment of his or her terminal or debilitating
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medical condition may apply to the department for a waiver
permitting the patient to purchase marijuana concentrates,
marijuana-infused products, or useable marijuana at a marijuana
retailer holding a medical marijuana endorsement. Unless
otherwise specified in the waiver, the patient may only possess
the amounts provided in subsection (1) of this section. The patient
may also apply to possess up to fifteen plants if more useable
marijuana is needed to address his or her terminal or debilitating
medical condition.
(4) A parent or guardian of a qualifying patient who is under
the age of eighteen and who, after consultation with the minor's
health care professional, determines that the minor would benefit
from the medical use of marijuana for treatment of the minor's
terminal or debilitating medical condition may apply to the
department for a waiver permitting the parent or guardian to
become the designated provider for the minor. The parent or
guardian designated provider may only possess the amounts
provided under subsection (1) of this section and must have sole
control over the minor's marijuana. The minor may possess up to
the amount of marijuana that is necessary for his or her next
dose. The minor may not purchase products from a marijuana
retailer, nor may the minor grow plants for his or her medical
use. The parent or guardian may also apply to possess up to the
amounts provided under subsection (3) of this section if the
additional amounts of useable marijuana are required to treat the
minor's terminal or debilitating medical condition.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 22. A new section is added to
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
(1) The department must develop a medical marijuana waiver
process in order to process and approve or deny waiver
applications submitted under section 21 of this act.
(2) The medical marijuana waiver process must include:
(a) Development of a waiver application. The application
must be completed by the qualifying patient if there is not a
designated provider or both the designated provider and the
qualifying patient for whom the marijuana will be provided. The
application must include:
(i) For qualifying patients, a statement that the applicant has a
terminal or debilitating medical condition as described in RCW
69.50.101 and that he or she has been diagnosed with that
condition by a health care professional;
(ii) For designated providers, a statement that the qualifying
patient for whom the applicant intends to provide marijuana has
a terminal or debilitating medical condition as described in RCW
69.50.101 and, in the case of designated providers for people
under the age of eighteen, have discussed the medical use of
marijuana with the diagnosing health care professional;
(iii) A statement that the applicant understands that the
department may contact the diagnosing health care professional
to confirm the existence of a terminal or debilitating medical
condition and that no waiver will be issued if the condition is not
confirmed by the health care professional;
(iv) If the amount of marijuana needed for the medical use of
the qualifying patient is higher than the amounts listed in section
21(1) of this act, an option for the qualifying patient to request
higher amounts up to fifteen plants. Higher amounts will not be
authorized unless the health care professional confirms the
medical need for these higher amounts.
(b) Development of an authorization card which qualifying
patients and designated providers may use to demonstrate they
have been approved for a medical marijuana waiver. The card
must include:
(i) The name of the qualifying patient or designated provider
who applied for and was approved for a waiver;

(ii) The amount of marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana,
marijuana-infused products, and plants for which the qualifying
patient or designated provider has been authorized;
(iii) The expiration date of the authorization card.
(3) Approved applicants must be issued a medical marijuana
authorization card. The authorization card:
(a) May be provided to law enforcement officers who are
engaged in a bona fide specific investigation of suspected
marijuana-related activity that may be illegal under Washington
state law to confirm the validity of the waiver of the qualifying
patient or designated provider;
(b) May be provided to a marijuana retailer holding a medical
marijuana endorsement to confirm the validity of the waiver and
to allow waiver holders to purchase marijuana for their medical
use without paying sales and use taxes;
(c) For people over the age of eighteen, is valid for one year
after the date of issuance. For people under the age of eighteen, is
valid for six months after the date of issuance. The waiver card
may not be renewed until the qualifying patient has completed a
new application.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 23. A new section is added to
chapter 42.56 RCW to read as follows:
Medical marijuana waiver applications submitted to the
department of health containing names and other personally
identifiable information of qualifying patients and designated
providers are exempt from disclosure under this chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 24. A new section is added to
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
(1) It is unlawful for a person to knowingly or intentionally:
(a) Create or present a medical marijuana authorization card
or to tamper with a medical marijuana authorization card for the
purposes of having it accepted by a marijuana retailer in order to
purchase marijuana as a qualifying patient or designated provider
or to grow marijuana;
(b) If a person is a designated provider to a qualifying patient,
sell marijuana produced for the qualifying patient to another
person; or
(c) If the person is a qualifying patient, sell marijuana
produced by the qualifying patient to another person.
(2) A person who violates this section is guilty of a class C
felony and upon conviction may be imprisoned for not more than
two years, fined not more than two thousand dollars, or both."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
On page 49, beginning on line 23, after "the" strike all
material through "administrator" on line 24 and insert
"department"
On page 49, beginning on line 30, after "the" strike all
material through "administrator" on line 31 and insert
"department"
On page 49, beginning on line 37, after "to" strike all material
through "under" on line 39, and insert "revoke an authorization
card as required by"
Senators Kohl-Welles and Liias spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
Senator Liias demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senator Rivers spoke against adoption of the amendment.
Senators Dansel and Frockt spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following striking
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles on page
amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles be adopted:
28, line 24 to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5052.
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
ROLL CALL
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. This act may be known and
cited as the comprehensive marijuana reform act.
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
Part I - Intent
amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles and the amendment was not
NEW SECTION. Sec. 101. The legislature finds that the
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 21; Nays, 26; Absent, 2;
voters of Washington state have consistently acted in a
Excused, 0.
progressive manner when it comes to marijuana policy, beginning
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
in 1998 with Initiative Measure No. 692, when voters authorized
Dansel, Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Jayapal,
the medical use of marijuana, and continuing in 2012 with
Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Nelson,
Initiative Measure No. 502, when voters authorized the
Pedersen, Ranker, Rolfes and Warnick
recreational use of marijuana by enacting a system to bring the
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
illicit marijuana market under regulatory control and directed tax
Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Fain, Habib, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill,
revenues to prevention, treatment, research, education, and
Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban,
evaluation.
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler and Sheldon
However, the road from 1998 to 2012 has not been entirely
Absent: Senators Benton and Ericksen
smooth. In 2011, a comprehensive regulatory scheme relating to
the medical use of marijuana was passed by both houses of the
MOTION
legislature but was partially vetoed by the governor who voiced
concerns about federal intervention. Unfortunately, the partial
On motion of Senator Fain, Senators Benton and Ericksen
veto did not add clarity to the medical marijuana system and is
were excused.
responsible for some of the confusion relating to it that exists to
this day. The 2011 bill, chapter 181, Laws of 2011 (Engrossed
MOTION
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5073), provided for licensed
producers, processors, and distributors of marijuana. It also
Senator Hobbs moved that the following amendment by
provided for small patient collective gardens to allow for their
Senators Frockt, Hobbs and Rolfes be adopted:
own personal, medical use. These collective gardens were
On page 30, line 16, after "(f)" insert "Posttraumatic stress
intended by the legislature to supplement the licensed producers;
disorder;
they were never intended to become storefront businesses,
(g)"
operating without regulatory oversight. Yet, today, collective
Reletter the remaining subsection consecutively and correct
gardens have developed into dispensaries, selling marijuana for
any internal references accordingly.
the medical use of patients, without testing or safe handling
standards and without regulatory oversight.
Senator Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of the
The resulting landscape is untenable. The state has two
amendment.
contradictory methods of addressing marijuana: A medical
system without regulation and a recreational system subject to
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
strict regulation, including agency oversight, seed to sale
tracking, product testing and labeling, and strict controls relating
On motion of Senator Hobbs, the amendment by Senators
to underage use. Law enforcement does not have bright lines to
Hobbs, Frockt and Rolfes on page 30, line 16 to Second Substitute
follow in determining who are recreational users and who are
Senate Bill No. 5052 was withdrawn.
medical users. Consequently, medical dispensaries are operating,
many of which are selling untested products to medical users and
MOTION
without any assurances that people who truly need medical
products are accessing those products or that the products they
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment by
purchase are free from contaminants and have the THC/CBD
Senator Kohl-Welles be adopted:
level that would benefit their medical conditions. The legislature
On page 42, beginning on line 3, after “(2)” strike all material
intends to draw bright line rules to aid enforcement of both
through “retailer” on line 4
medical and recreational systems, to merge medical into the
On page 42, beginning on line 12, after "location." strike all
recreational regulatory scheme so all products sold in the state
material through "retailer." on line 14
meet at least the same testing and product safety requirements,
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of adoption of the
and to ensure that people who require marijuana for their medical
amendment.
care are still provided adequate access to this product.
Senator Rivers spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The legislature further finds that, while Initiative Measure
No.
502
began the discussion for this state in regulating the
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
recreational use of marijuana, there is much work that needs to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles on page
done. This includes: Developing safe delivery methods for
42, line 3 to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5052.
marijuana, becoming a leader in the country in research related to
The motion by Senator Kohl-Welles did not carry and the
the use of marijuana, permitting all people regardless of whether
amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
they are medical or recreational users to grow up to six plants for
their personal use, permitting all people to purchase products low
MOTION
in THC and high in CBD without paying sales and use tax,
permitting qualifying patients and designated providers to
purchase medical grade marijuana without paying sales and use
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tax, addressing local government regulation by requiring that all
moratoria and bans on marijuana be subject to public vote, and
limiting access to marijuana by minors. Further qualifying
patients need assurances that they will continue to have access to
marijuana for their personal, medical use. The legislature intends
to adopt a medical marijuana waiver system that allows patients
to directly apply with the department of health to get a waiver
from the limits provided by this bill in order to address their
unique medical needs. This system eliminates the need for a
medical marijuana registry that involves the health care
professional as the "gatekeeper" to entry and will eliminate abuse
of authorizations.
Part II – Definitions
Sec. 201. RCW 69.50.101 and 2014 c 192 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, definitions of
terms shall be as indicated where used in this chapter:
(a) "Administer" means to apply a controlled substance,
whether by injection, inhalation, ingestion, or any other means,
directly to the body of a patient or research subject by:
(1) a practitioner authorized to prescribe (or, by the
practitioner's authorized agent); or
(2) the patient or research subject at the direction and in the
presence of the practitioner.
(b) "Agent" means an authorized person who acts on behalf
of or at the direction of a manufacturer, distributor, or dispenser.
It does not include a common or contract carrier, public
warehouseperson, or employee of the carrier or warehouseperson.
(c) "Commission" means the pharmacy quality assurance
commission.
(d) "Controlled substance" means a drug, substance, or
immediate precursor included in Schedules I through V as set
forth in federal or state laws, or federal or commission rules.
(e)(1) "Controlled substance analog" means a substance the
chemical structure of which is substantially similar to the
chemical structure of a controlled substance in Schedule I or II
and:
(i) that has a stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogenic effect
on the central nervous system substantially similar to the
stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogenic effect on the central
nervous system of a controlled substance included in Schedule I
or II; or
(ii) with respect to a particular individual, that the individual
represents or intends to have a stimulant, depressant, or
hallucinogenic effect on the central nervous system substantially
similar to the stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogenic effect on
the central nervous system of a controlled substance included in
Schedule I or II.
(2) The term does not include:
(i) a controlled substance;
(ii) a substance for which there is an approved new drug
application;
(iii) a substance with respect to which an exemption is in
effect for investigational use by a particular person under Section
505 of the federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. Sec.
355, to the extent conduct with respect to the substance is
pursuant to the exemption; or
(iv) any substance to the extent not intended for human
consumption before an exemption takes effect with respect to the
substance.
(f) "Deliver" or "delivery," means the actual or constructive
transfer from one person to another of a substance, whether or not
there is an agency relationship.
(g) "Department" means the department of health.

(h) "Dispense" means the interpretation of a prescription or
order for a controlled substance and, pursuant to that prescription
or order, the proper selection, measuring, compounding, labeling,
or packaging necessary to prepare that prescription or order for
delivery.
(i) "Dispenser" means a practitioner who dispenses.
(j) "Distribute" means to deliver other than by administering
or dispensing a controlled substance.
(k) "Distributor" means a person who distributes.
(l) "Drug" means (1) a controlled substance recognized as a
drug in the official United States pharmacopoeia/national
formulary or the official homeopathic pharmacopoeia of the
United States, or any supplement to them; (2) controlled
substances intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation,
treatment, or prevention of disease in individuals or animals; (3)
controlled substances (other than food) intended to affect the
structure or any function of the body of individuals or animals;
and (4) controlled substances intended for use as a component of
any article specified in (1), (2), or (3) of this subsection. The term
does not include devices or their components, parts, or
accessories.
(m) "Drug enforcement administration" means the drug
enforcement administration in the United States Department of
Justice, or its successor agency.
(n) "Electronic communication of prescription information"
means the transmission of a prescription or refill authorization for
a drug of a practitioner using computer systems. The term does
not include a prescription or refill authorization verbally
transmitted by telephone nor a facsimile manually signed by the
practitioner.
(o) "Immediate precursor" means a substance:
(1) that the commission has found to be and by rule
designates as being the principal compound commonly used, or
produced primarily for use, in the manufacture of a controlled
substance;
(2) that is an immediate chemical intermediary used or likely
to be used in the manufacture of a controlled substance; and
(3) the control of which is necessary to prevent, curtail, or
limit the manufacture of the controlled substance.
(p) "Isomer" means an optical isomer, but in subsection
(z)(5) of this section, RCW 69.50.204(a) (12) and (34), and
69.50.206(b)(4), the term includes any geometrical isomer; in
RCW 69.50.204(a) (8) and (42), and 69.50.210(c) the term
includes any positional isomer; and in RCW 69.50.204(a)(35),
69.50.204(c), and 69.50.208(a) the term includes any positional
or geometric isomer.
(q) "Lot" means a definite quantity of marijuana, marijuana
concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused product
identified by a lot number, every portion or package of which is
uniform within recognized tolerances for the factors that appear
in the labeling.
(r) "Lot number" shall identify the licensee by business or
trade name and Washington state unified business identifier
number, and the date of harvest or processing for each lot of
marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or
marijuana-infused product.
(s) "Manufacture" means the production, prepar914736( )-3.82249(m
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(gg) "Production" includes the manufacturing, planting,
cultivating, growing, or harvesting of a controlled substance.
(hh) "Retail outlet" means a location licensed by the state
liquor ((control)) and cannabis board for the retail sale of
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuanainfused products.
(ii) "Secretary" means the secretary of health or the
secretary's designee.
(jj) "State," unless the context otherwise requires, means a
state of the United States, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or a territory or insular
possession subject to the jurisdiction of the United States.
(kk) "THC concentration" means percent of delta-9
tetrahydrocannabinol content per dry weight of any part of the
plant Cannabis, or per volume or weight of marijuana product, or
the combined percent of delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol and
tetrahydrocannabinolic acid in any part of the plant Cannabis
regardless of moisture content.
(ll) "Ultimate user" means an individual who lawfully
possesses a controlled substance for the individual's own use or
for the use of a member of the individual's household or for
administering to an animal owned by the individual or by a
member of the individual's household.
(mm) "Useable marijuana" means dried marijuana flowers.
The term "useable marijuana" does not include either marijuanainfused products or marijuana concentrates.
(nn) "Designated provider" has the meaning provided in
RCW 69.51A.010.
(oo) "Qualifying patient" has the meaning provided in RCW
69.51A.010.
(pp) "CBD concentration" has the meaning provided in
RCW 69.51A.010.
(qq) "Plant" means a marijuana plant having at least three
distinguishable and distinct leaves, each leaf being at least three
centimeters in diameter, and a readily observable root formation
consisting of at least two separate and distinct roots, each being
at least two centimeters in length. Multiple stalks emanating from
the same root ball or root system is considered part of the same
single plant.
(rr) "Health care professional" has the meaning provided in
RCW 69.51A.010.
(ss) "Evidence-based" means a program or practice that has
been tested in heterogeneous or intended populations with
multiple randomized, or statistically controlled evaluations, or
both; or one large multiple site randomized, or statistically
controlled evaluation, or both, where the weight of the evidence
from a systemic review demonstrates sustained improvements in
at least one outcome. "Evidence-based" also means a program or
practice that can be implemented with a set of procedures to allow
successful replication in Washington and, when possible, is
determined to be cost-beneficial.
(tt) "Research-based" means a program or practice that has
been tested with a single randomized, or statistically controlled
evaluation, or both, demonstrating sustained desirable outcomes;
or where the weight of the evidence from a systemic review
supports sustained outcomes as described in (ss) of this
subsection but does not meet the full criteria for evidence-based.
(uu) "Emerging best practices" or "promising practice"
means a program or practice that, based on statistical analyses or
a well established theory of change, shows potential for meeting
the evidence-based or research-based criteria, which may include
the use of a program that is evidence-based for outcomes other
than those listed in (ss) of this subsection.
(vv) "Immature plant" means a marijuana plant with no
observable flowers or buds.

(ww) "Mature plant" means a marijuana plant with
observable flowers or buds.
(xx) "Waiver" or "waiver card" has the meaning provided in
RCW 69.51A.010.
(yy) "Medical grade marijuana" has the meaning provided in
RCW 69.51A.010.
Sec. 202. RCW 69.51A.010 and 2010 c 284 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Designated provider" means a person who((:
(a))) is ((eighteen)) twenty-one years of age or older((;
(b))) and:
(a)(i) Is the parent or guardian of a qualifying patient who is
under the age of eighteen; or
(ii) Has been designated in writing by a qualifying patient to
serve as a designated provider ((under this chapter)) for that
patient;
(b) Has been listed on a waiver application as being the
designated provider to a qualifying patient and may only provide
marijuana to that qualifying patient under the departmentapproved waiver;
(c) Is prohibited from consuming marijuana obtained for the
personal, medical use of the qualifying patient for whom the
individual is acting as designated provider; ((and))
(d) Is in compliance with the terms and conditions of this
chapter; and
(e) Is the designated provider to only one patient at any one
time.
(2) "Health care professional," for purposes of this chapter
only, means a physician licensed under chapter 18.71 RCW, a
physician assistant licensed under chapter 18.71A RCW, an
osteopathic physician licensed under chapter 18.57 RCW, an
osteopathic physicians' assistant licensed under chapter 18.57A
RCW, a naturopath licensed under chapter 18.36A RCW, or an
advanced registered nurse practitioner licensed under chapter
18.79 RCW.
(3) "Medical use of marijuana" means the production,
possession, transportation, delivery, ingestion, application, or
administration of marijuana((, as defined in RCW 69.50.101(q),))
for the exclusive benefit of a qualifying patient in the treatment
of his or her terminal or debilitating ((illness)) medical condition.
(4) "Qualifying patient" means a person who:
(a)(i) Is a patient of a health care professional;
(((b))) (ii) Has been diagnosed by that health care
professional as having a terminal or debilitating medical
condition;
(((c))) (iii) Is a resident of the state of Washington at the time
of such diagnosis;
(((d))) (iv) Has been advised by that health care professional
about the risks and benefits of the medical use of marijuana((; and
(e))) (v) Has been advised by that health care professional
that ((they)) he or she may benefit from the medical use of
marijuana; and
(vi) Is otherwise in compliance with the terms and conditions
established in this chapter.
(b) "Qualifying patient" does not include a person who is
actively being supervised for a criminal conviction by a
corrections agency or department that has determined that the
terms of this chapter are inconsistent with and contrary to his or
her supervision and all related processes and procedures related
to that supervision.
(5) (("Tamper-resistant paper" means paper that meets one
or more of the following industry-recognized features:
(a) One or more features designed to prevent copying of the
paper;
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made with the card at a marijuana retailer that holds a medical
(b) One or more features designed to prevent the erasure or
modification of information on the paper; or
marijuana endorsement to be exempt from sales and use tax.
(c) One or more features designed to prevent the use of
(17) "Immature plant" has the meaning provided in RCW
counterfeit valid documentation.
69.50.101.
(6))) "Terminal or debilitating medical condition" means a
(18) "Mature plant" has the meaning provided in RCW
condition severe enough to significantly interfere with the
69.50.101.
patient's activities of daily living and ability to function, which
(19) "Medical grade marijuana" means marijuana
can be objectively assessed and evaluated and limited to the
concentrates, useable marijuana, marijuana-infused products, and
following:
plants that are identified under section 308 of this act as beneficial
(a) Cancer, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), multiple
to qualifying patients.
Sec. 203. RCW 66.08.012 and 2012 c 117 s 265 are each
sclerosis, epilepsy or other seizure disorder, or spasticity
disorders; ((or))
amended to read as follows:
There shall be a board, known as the "Washington state
(b) Intractable pain, limited for the purpose of this chapter to
liquor ((control)) and cannabis board," consisting of three
mean pain unrelieved by standard medical treatments and
members, to be appointed by the governor, with the consent of the
medications; ((or))
senate, who shall each be paid an annual salary to be fixed by the
(c) Glaucoma, either acute or chronic, limited for the
governor in accordance with the provisions of RCW 43.03.040.
purpose of this chapter to mean increased intraocular pressure
The governor may, in his or her discretion, appoint one of the
unrelieved by standard treatments and medications; ((or))
members as chair of the board, and a majority of the members
(d) Crohn's disease with debilitating symptoms unrelieved
shall constitute a quorum of the board.
by standard treatments or medications; ((or))
(e) Hepatitis C with debilitating nausea or intractable pain
Part III – Licenses
unrelieved by standard treatments or medications; ((or))
Sec.
301.
RCW
69.50.325 and 2014 c 192 s 2 are each
(f) Diseases, including anorexia, which result in nausea,
amended to read as follows:
vomiting, wasting, appetite loss, cramping, seizures, muscle
(1) There shall be a marijuana producer's license to produce
spasms, or spasticity, when these symptoms are unrelieved by
marijuana
and immature marijuana plants for sale at wholesale to
standard treatments or medications;
marijuana processors and other marijuana producers, regulated by
(g) Posttraumatic stress disorder; or
the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board and subject to
(((g))) (h) Any other medical condition duly approved by the
annual renewal. The production, possession, delivery,
Washington state medical quality assurance commission in
distribution, and sale of marijuana and immature marijuana plants
consultation with the board of osteopathic medicine and surgery
in accordance with the provisions of this chapter ((3, Laws of
as directed in this chapter.
2013)) and the rules adopted to implement and enforce it, by a
(((7) "Valid documentation" means:
validly licensed marijuana producer, shall not be a criminal or
(a) A statement signed and dated by a qualifying patient's
civil offense under Washington state law. Every marijuana
health care professional written on tamper-resistant paper, which
producer's license shall be issued in the name of the applicant,
states that, in the health care professional's professional opinion,
shall specify the location at which the marijuana producer intends
the patient may benefit from the medical use of marijuana; and
to operate, which must be within the state of Washington, and the
(b) Proof of identity such as a Washington state driver's
holder thereof shall not allow any other person to use the license.
license or identicard, as defined in RCW 46.20.035)) (6) "CBD
The application fee for a marijuana producer's license shall be two
concentration" means the percent of cannabidiol content per dry
hundred fifty dollars. The annual fee for issuance and renewal of
weight of any part of the plant Cannabis, or per volume or weight
a marijuana producer's license shall be one thousand dollars. A
of marijuana product.
separate license shall be required for each location at which a
(7) "Department" means the department of health.
marijuana producer intends to produce marijuana.
(8) "Marijuana" has the meaning provided in RCW
(2) There shall be a marijuana processor's license to process,
69.50.101.
package,
and label marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana,
(9) "Marijuana concentrates" has the meaning provided in
immature marijuana plants, and marijuana-infused products for
RCW 69.50.101.
sale at wholesale to marijuana processors and marijuana retailers,
(10) "Marijuana processor" has the meaning provided in
regulated by the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board and
RCW 69.50.101.
subject to annual renewal. The processing, packaging, possession,
(11) "Marijuana producer" has the meaning provided in
delivery, distribution, and sale of marijuana, useable marijuana,
RCW 69.50.101.
marijuana-infused products, immature marijuana plants, and
(12) "Marijuana-infused products" has the meaning provided
marijuana concentrates in accordance with the provisions of this
in RCW 69.50.101.
chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)) and the rules adopted to implement
(13) "Plant" has the meaning provided in RCW 69.50.101.
and enforce it, by a validly licensed marijuana processor, shall not
(14) "THC concentration" has the meaning provided in
be a criminal or civil offense under Washington state law. Every
RCW 69.50.101.
marijuana processor's license shall be issued in the name of the
(15) "Useable marijuana" has the meaning provided in RCW
applicant, shall specify the location at which the licensee intends
69.50.101.
to operate, which must be within the state of Washington, and the
(16) "Waiver" or "waiver card" means the document
holder thereof shall not allow any other person to use the license.
provided by the department under section 603 of this act that
The application fee for a marijuana processor's license shall be
permits a qualifying patient or designated provider to possess
two hundred fifty dollars. The annual fee for issuance and renewal
more useable marijuana or marijuana plants than what is
of a marijuana processor's license shall be one thousand dollars.
permitted under chapter 69.50 RCW, that permits persons
A separate license shall be required for each location at which a
between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one to purchase
marijuana processor intends to process marijuana.
marijuana from a marijuana retailer that holds a medical
(3) There shall be a marijuana retailer's license to sell
marijuana endorsement, and permits all marijuana purchases
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, immature marijuana
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plants, and marijuana-infused products at retail in retail outlets,
regulated by the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board and
subject to annual renewal. The possession, delivery, distribution,
and sale of marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, immature
marijuana plants, and marijuana-infused products in accordance
with the provisions of this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)) and chapter
69.51A RCW and the rules adopted to implement and enforce
((it)) these chapters, by a validly licensed marijuana retailer, shall
not be a criminal or civil offense under Washington state law.
Every marijuana retailer's license shall be issued in the name of
the applicant, shall specify the location of the retail outlet the
licensee intends to operate, which must be within the state of
Washington, and the holder thereof shall not allow any other
person to use the license. The application fee for a marijuana
retailer's license shall be two hundred fifty dollars. The annual fee
for issuance and renewal of a marijuana retailer's license shall be
one thousand dollars. A separate license shall be required for each
location at which a marijuana retailer intends to sell marijuana
concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products.
Sec. 302. RCW 69.50.331 and 2013 c 3 s 6 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) For the purpose of considering any application for a
license to produce, process, or sell marijuana, or for the renewal
of a license to produce, process, or sell marijuana, the state liquor
((control)) and cannabis board must conduct a comprehensive,
fair, and impartial evaluation of the applications timely received.
(a) The state liquor and cannabis board must develop a
competitive, merit-based basis application process that includes
at a minimum, the opportunity for an applicant to demonstrate
experience and qualifications in the marijuana industry.
Operating a collective garden before the effective date of this
section and having a business license and a history of paying sales
tax to the department of revenue may be factors used to establish
the experience and qualifications of the applicant.
(b) The state liquor and cannabis board may cause an
inspection of the premises to be made, and may inquire into all
matters in connection with the construction and operation of the
premises. For the purpose of reviewing any application for a
license and for considering the denial, suspension, revocation, or
renewal or denial thereof, of any license, the state liquor
((control)) and cannabis board may consider any prior criminal
conduct of the applicant including an administrative violation
history record with the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board
and a criminal history record information check. The state liquor
((control)) and cannabis board may submit the criminal history
record information check to the Washington state patrol and to
the identification division of the federal bureau of investigation in
order that these agencies may search their records for prior arrests
and convictions of the individual or individuals who filled out the
forms. The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board shall
require fingerprinting of any applicant whose criminal history
record information check is submitted to the federal bureau of
investigation. The provisions of RCW 9.95.240 and of chapter
9.96A RCW shall not apply to these cases. Subject to the
provisions of this section, the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis
board may, in its discretion, grant or deny the renewal or license
applied for. Denial may be based on, without limitation, the
existence of chronic illegal activity documented in objections
submitted pursuant to subsections (7)(c) and (9) of this section.
Authority to approve an uncontested or unopposed license may
be granted by the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board to
any staff member the board designates in writing. Conditions for
granting this authority shall be adopted by rule.
(c) No license of any kind may be issued to:
(((a))) (i) A person under the age of twenty-one years;

(((b))) (ii) A person doing business as a sole proprietor who
has not lawfully resided in the state for at least three months prior
to applying to receive a license;
(((c))) (iii) A partnership, employee cooperative,
association, nonprofit corporation, or corporation unless formed
under the laws of this state, and unless all of the members thereof
are qualified to obtain a license as provided in this section; or
(((d))) (iv) A person whose place of business is conducted
by a manager or agent, unless the manager or agent possesses the
same qualifications required of the licensee.
(2)(a) The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board may,
in its discretion, subject to the provisions of RCW 69.50.334,
suspend or cancel any license; and all protections of the licensee
from criminal or civil sanctions under state law for producing,
processing, or selling marijuana, useable marijuana, or marijuanainfused products thereunder shall be suspended or terminated, as
the case may be.
(b) The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board shall
immediately suspend the license of a person who has been
certified pursuant to RCW 74.20A.320 by the department of
social and health services as a person who is not in compliance
with a support order. If the person has continued to meet all other
requirements for reinstatement during the suspension, reissuance
of the license shall be automatic upon the state liquor ((control))
and cannabis board's receipt of a release issued by the department
of social and health services stating that the licensee is in
compliance with the order.
(c) The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board may
request the appointment of administrative law judges under
chapter 34.12 RCW who shall have power to administer oaths,
issue subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses and the
production of papers, books, accounts, documents, and testimony,
examine witnesses, and to receive testimony in any inquiry,
investigation, hearing, or proceeding in any part of the state,
under rules and regulations the state liquor ((control)) and
cannabis board may adopt.
(d) Witnesses shall be allowed fees and mileage each way to
and from any inquiry, investigation, hearing, or proceeding at the
rate authorized by RCW 34.05.446. Fees need not be paid in
advance of appearance of witnesses to testify or to produce books,
records, or other legal evidence.
(e) In case of disobedience of any person to comply with the
order of the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board or a
subpoena issued by the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis
board, or any of its members, or administrative law judges, or on
the refusal of a witness to testify to any matter regarding which
he or she may be lawfully interrogated, the judge of the superior
court of the county in which the person resides, on application of
any member of the board or administrative law judge, shall
compel obedience by contempt proceedings, as in the case of
disobedience of the requirements of a subpoena issued from said
court or a refusal to testify therein.
(3) Upon receipt of notice of the suspension or cancellation
of a license, the licensee shall forthwith deliver up the license to
the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board. Where the license
has been suspended only, the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis
board shall return the license to the licensee at the expiration or
termination of the period of suspension. The state liquor
((control)) and cannabis board shall notify all other licensees in
the county where the subject licensee has its premises of the
suspension or cancellation of the license; and no other licensee or
employee of another licensee may allow or cause any marijuana,
useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused products to be delivered
to or for any person at the premises of the subject licensee.
(4) Every license issued under chapter 3, Laws of 2013 shall
be subject to all conditions and restrictions imposed by chapter 3,
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conduct of the applicant's patrons inside or outside the licensed
Laws of 2013 or by rules adopted by the state liquor ((control))
and cannabis board to implement and enforce chapter 3, Laws of
premises. "Chronic illegal activity" means (a) a pervasive pattern
2013. All conditions and restrictions imposed by the state liquor
of activity that threatens the public health, safety, and welfare of
((control)) and cannabis board in the issuance of an individual
the city, town, or county including, but not limited to, open
license shall be listed on the face of the individual license along
container violations, assaults, disturbances, disorderly conduct, or
with the trade name, address, and expiration date.
other criminal law violations, or as documented in crime
(5) Every licensee shall post and keep posted its license, or
statistics, police reports, emergency medical response data, calls
licenses, in a conspicuous place on the premises.
for service, field data, or similar records of a law enforcement
(6) No licensee shall employ any person under the age of
agency for the city, town, county, or any other municipal
twenty-one years.
corporation or any state agency; or (b) an unreasonably high
(7)(a) Before the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board
number of citations for violations of RCW 46.61.502 associated
issues a new or renewed license to an applicant it shall give notice
with the applicant's or licensee's operation of any licensed
of the application to the chief executive officer of the incorporated
premises as indicated by the reported statements given to law
city or town, if the application is for a license within an
enforcement upon arrest.
incorporated city or town, or to the county legislative authority, if
Sec. 303. RCW 69.50.342 and 2013 c 3 s 9 are each
the application is for a license outside the boundaries of
amended to read as follows:
incorporated cities or towns.
For the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of this
chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)) according to their true intent or of
(b) The incorporated city or town through the official or
supplying any deficiency therein, the state liquor ((control)) and
employee selected by it, or the county legislative authority or the
official or employee selected by it, shall have the right to file with
cannabis board may adopt rules not inconsistent with the spirit of
this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)) as are deemed necessary or
the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board within twenty days
after the date of transmittal of the notice for applications, or at
advisable. Without limiting the generality of the preceding
least thirty days prior to the expiration date for renewals, written
sentence, the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board is
empowered to adopt rules regarding the following:
objections against the applicant or against the premises for which
(1) The equipment and management of retail outlets and
the new or renewed license is asked. The state liquor ((control))
premises where marijuana is produced or processed, and
and cannabis board may extend the time period for submitting
inspection of the retail outlets and premises;
written objections.
(2) The books and records to be created and maintained by
(c) The written objections shall include a statement of all
licensees, the reports to be made thereon to the state liquor
facts upon which the objections are based, and in case written
objections are filed, the city or town or county legislative
((control)) and cannabis board, and inspection of the books and
authority may request, and the state liquor ((control)) and
records;
cannabis board may in its discretion hold, a hearing subject to the
(3) Methods of producing, processing, ((and)) packaging,
applicable provisions of Title 34 RCW. If the state liquor
and transporting marijuana, useable marijuana, marijuana
((control)) and cannabis board makes an initial decision to deny a
concentrates, immature plants, and marijuana-infused products;
license or renewal based on the written objections of an
conditions of sanitation; safe handling requirements; and
incorporated city or town or county legislative authority, the
standards of ingredients, quality, and identity of marijuana,
applicant may request a hearing subject to the applicable
useable marijuana, marijuana concentrates, immature plants, and
provisions of Title 34 RCW. If a hearing is held at the request of
marijuana-infused products produced, processed, packaged, or
the applicant, state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board
sold by licensees;
representatives shall present and defend the state liquor
(4) Security requirements for retail outlets and premises
((control)) and cannabis board's initial decision to deny a license
where marijuana is produced or processed, and safety protocols
for licensees and their employees;
or renewal.
(5) Security requirements for marijuana distributor and
(d) Upon the granting of a license under this title the state
marijuana delivery licensees, and safety protocols for these
liquor ((control)) and cannabis board shall send written
notification to the chief executive officer of the incorporated city
licensees and their employees;
or town in which the license is granted, or to the county legislative
(6) Screening, hiring, training, and supervising employees of
authority if the license is granted outside the boundaries of
licensees;
incorporated cities or towns.
(((6))) (7) Retail outlet locations and hours of operation;
(8)(a) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, the state
(((7))) (8) Labeling requirements and restrictions on
liquor ((control)) and cannabis board shall not issue a license for
advertisement of marijuana, useable marijuana, marijuana
any premises within one thousand feet of the perimeter of the
concentrates, and marijuana-infused products for sale in retail
grounds of any elementary or secondary school, playground,
outlets;
recreation center or facility, child care center, public park, public
(((8))) (9) Forms to be used for purposes of this chapter ((3,
transit center, or library, or any game arcade admission to which
Laws of 2013)) or the rules adopted to implement and enforce it,
is not restricted to persons aged twenty-one years or older.
the terms and conditions to be contained in licenses issued under
(b) If a city or county adopts an ordinance under section 701
this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)), and the qualifications for
of this act, the state liquor and cannabis board shall not issue a
receiving a license issued under this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)),
license if the premises violates the terms of the ordinance.
including a criminal history record information check. The state
(9) In determining whether to grant or deny a license or
liquor ((control)) and cannabis board may submit any criminal
renewal of any license, the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis
history record information check to the Washington state patrol
board shall give substantial weight to objections from an
and to the identification division of the federal bureau of
incorporated city or town or county legislative authority based
investigation in order that these agencies may search their records
upon chronic illegal activity associated with the applicant's
for prior arrests and convictions of the individual or individuals
operations of the premises proposed to be licensed or the
who filled out the forms. The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis
applicant's operation of any other licensed premises, or the
board shall require fingerprinting of any applicant whose criminal
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history record information check is submitted to the federal
bureau of investigation;
(((9))) (10) Application, reinstatement, and renewal fees for
licenses issued under this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)), and fees
for anything done or permitted to be done under the rules adopted
to implement and enforce this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013));
(((10))) (11) The manner of giving and serving notices
required by this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)) or rules adopted to
implement or enforce it;
(((11))) (12) Times and periods when, and the manner,
methods, and means by which, licensees shall transport and
deliver marijuana, marijuana concentrates, immature or mature
plants, useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products within
the state;
(((12))) (13) Identification, seizure, confiscation,
destruction, or donation to law enforcement for training purposes
of all marijuana, marijuana concentrates, immature or mature
plants, useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products
produced, processed, sold, or offered for sale within this state
which do not conform in all respects to the standards prescribed
by this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)) or the rules adopted to
implement and enforce ((it: PROVIDED, That nothing in chapter
3, Laws of 2013 shall be construed as authorizing the state liquor
control board to seize, confiscate, destroy, or donate to law
enforcement marijuana, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused
products produced, processed, sold, offered for sale, or possessed
in compliance with the Washington state medical use of cannabis
act, chapter 69.51A RCW)) this chapter.
Sec. 304. RCW 69.50.345 and 2013 c 3 s 10 are each
amended to read as follows:
The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board, subject to the
provisions of this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)), must adopt rules
((by December 1, 2013,)) that establish the procedures and
criteria necessary to implement the following:
(1) Licensing of marijuana producers, marijuana processors,
and marijuana retailers, including prescribing forms and
establishing application, reinstatement, and renewal fees.
Application forms for marijuana producers must request the
applicant to state whether the applicant intends to produce
medical grade marijuana for sale by marijuana retailers who hold
medical marijuana endorsements and the amount of or percentage
of canopy the applicant intends to commit to growing medical
grade marijuana;
(2) Reconsidering limits on the amount of square feet
permitted to be in production on the effective date of this section
and increasing the percentage of production space for those
marijuana producers who intend to grow medical grade marijuana
if the marijuana producer designates the increased production
space to medical grade marijuana. If current marijuana producers
do not use all the increased production space, the state liquor and
cannabis board may reopen the license period for new marijuana
producer license applicants but only to those marijuana producers
who agree to grow medical grade marijuana for medical
marijuana endorsed retail outlets;
(((2))) (3) Determining, in consultation with the office of
financial management, the maximum number of retail outlets that
may be licensed in each county, taking into consideration:
(a) Population distribution;
(b) Security and safety issues; ((and))
(c) The provision of adequate access to licensed sources of
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuanainfused products to discourage purchases from the illegal market;
and
(d) The number of retail outlets holding medical marijuana
endorsements necessary to meet the medical needs of qualifying
patients. The state liquor and cannabis board must reconsider the

maximum number of retail outlets it established before the
effective date of this section and allow for a new license
application period and a greater number of retail outlets to be
permitted in order to accommodate the medical needs of
qualifying patients and designated providers;
(((3))) (4) Determining the maximum quantity of marijuana
a marijuana producer may have on the premises of a licensed
location at any time without violating Washington state law;
(((4))) (5) Determining the maximum quantities of
marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and
marijuana-infused products a marijuana processor may have on
the premises of a licensed location at any time without violating
Washington state law;
(((5))) (6) Determining the maximum quantities of
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuanainfused products a marijuana retailer may have on the premises of
a retail outlet at any time without violating Washington state law;
(((6))) (7) In making the determinations required by
((subsections (3) through (5) of)) this section, the state liquor
((control)) and cannabis board shall take into consideration:
(a) Security and safety issues;
(b) The provision of adequate access to licensed sources of
marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and
marijuana-infused products to discourage purchases from the
illegal market; and
(c) Economies of scale, and their impact on licensees' ability
to both comply with regulatory requirements and undercut illegal
market prices;
(((7))) (8) Determining the nature, form, and capacity of all
containers to be used by licensees to contain marijuana, marijuana
concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products,
and their labeling requirements, to include but not be limited to:
(a) The business or trade name and Washington state unified
business identifier number of the licensees that grew, processed,
and sold the marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable
marijuana, or marijuana-infused product;
(b) Lot numbers of the marijuana, marijuana concentrates,
useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused product;
(c) THC concentration of the marijuana, marijuana
concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused product;
(d) Medically and scientifically accurate information about
the health and safety risks posed by marijuana use; and
(e) Language required by RCW 69.04.480;
(((8))) (9) In consultation with the department of agriculture,
establishing classes of marijuana, marijuana concentrates,
useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products according to
grade, condition, cannabinoid profile, THC concentration, or
other qualitative measurements deemed appropriate by the state
liquor ((control)) and cannabis board;
(((9))) (10) Establishing reasonable time, place, and manner
restrictions and requirements regarding advertising of marijuana,
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuanainfused products that are not inconsistent with the provisions of
this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)), taking into consideration:
(a) Federal laws relating to marijuana that are applicable
within Washington state;
(b) Minimizing exposure of people under twenty-one years
of age to the advertising; ((and))
(c) The inclusion of medically and scientifically accurate
information about the health and safety risks posed by marijuana
use in the advertising; and
(d) Ensuring that retail outlets with medical marijuana
endorsements may advertise themselves as medical retail outlets;
(((10))) (11) Specifying and regulating the time and periods
when, and the manner, methods, and means by which, licensees
shall transport and deliver marijuana, marijuana concentrates,
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and enforce it, by a validly licensed marijuana retailer or retail
useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products within the
state;
outlet employee, shall not be a criminal or civil offense under
Washington state law.
(((11))) (12) In consultation with the department and the
department
of
agriculture,
establishing
accreditation
NEW SECTION. Sec. 308. A new section is added to
requirements for testing laboratories used by licensees to
chapter 69.50 RCW to read as follows:
demonstrate compliance with standards adopted by the state
(1) A medical marijuana endorsement to a marijuana retail
liquor ((control)) and cannabis board, and prescribing methods of
license is hereby established to permit a marijuana retailer to sell
producing, processing, and packaging marijuana, marijuana
medical grade marijuana to persons over the age of twenty-one or
concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products;
to persons holding waiver cards as provided in sections 602 and
conditions of sanitation; and standards of ingredients, quality, and
603 of this act.
identity of marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana,
(2) An applicant may apply for a medical marijuana
and marijuana-infused products produced, processed, packaged,
endorsement concurrently with an application for a marijuana
retail license.
or sold by licensees;
(((12))) (13) Specifying procedures for identifying, seizing,
(3) To be issued an endorsement, a marijuana retailer must:
confiscating, destroying, and donating to law enforcement for
(a) Not authorize the medical use of marijuana for qualifying
training purposes all marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable
patients at the retail outlet or permit health care professionals to
marijuana, and marijuana-infused products produced, processed,
authorize the medical use of marijuana for qualifying patients at
packaged, labeled, or offered for sale in this state that do not
the retail outlet;
conform in all respects to the standards prescribed by this chapter
(b) Carry medical grade marijuana identified by the state
((3, Laws of 2013)) or the rules of the state liquor ((control)) and
liquor and cannabis board under subsection (5) of this section;
cannabis board.
(c) Not use labels or market marijuana concentrates, useable
Sec. 305. RCW 69.50.348 and 2013 c 3 s 11 are each
marijuana, immature plants, or marijuana-infused products in a
way that make them intentionally attractive to minors;
amended to read as follows:
(1) On a schedule determined by the state liquor ((control))
(d) Keep copies of the qualifying patient's or designated
and cannabis board, every licensed marijuana producer and
provider's waiver card, or keep equivalent records as required by
processor must submit representative samples of marijuana,
rule of the state liquor and cannabis board or the department of
revenue to document the validity of tax exempt sales under RCW
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused
products produced or processed by the licensee to an independent,
69.50.535; and
(e) Meet other requirements as adopted by rule of the
third-party testing laboratory meeting the accreditation
requirements established by the state liquor ((control)) and
department or the state liquor and cannabis board.
cannabis board, for inspection and testing to certify compliance
(4) A marijuana retailer holding a medical marijuana
with standards adopted by the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis
endorsement may sell or provide at no charge products with a
board. Any sample remaining after testing shall be destroyed by
THC concentration of 0.3 percent or less to qualifying patients or
the laboratory or returned to the licensee.
designated providers who possess valid waiver cards.
(2) Licensees must submit the results of this inspection and
(5) The state liquor and cannabis board must, in consultation
testing to the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board on a form
with the department and the department of agriculture, establish
developed by the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board.
a medical grade standard and identify medical grade marijuana
products that may be sold to qualifying patients or designated
(3) If a representative sample inspected and tested under this
providers under a medical marijuana endorsement. These rules
section does not meet the applicable standards adopted by the
must include:
state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board, the entire lot from
(a) THC concentration, CBD concentration, and THC to
which the sample was taken must be destroyed.
CBD ratios appropriate for marijuana concentrates, immature
Sec. 306. RCW 69.50.351 and 2013 c 3 s 12 are each
plants, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused products sold to
amended to read as follows:
qualifying patients;
Except as provided by chapter 42.52 RCW, no member of
the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board and no employee
(b) Labeling requirements for medical grade marijuana;
(c) The number and type of medical grade marijuana
of the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board shall have any
interest, directly or indirectly, in the producing, processing, or
products that must be offered at medical marijuana endorsed
stores;
sale of marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana,
(d) Safe handling requirements for products intended for
immature plants, or marijuana-infused products, or derive any
medical use;
profit or remuneration from the sale of marijuana, marijuana
(e) Laboratory testing requirements for products intended for
concentrates, useable marijuana, immature plants, or marijuanamedical use to ensure medical grade marijuana products meet the
infused products other than the salary or wages payable to him or
medical grade standard, including requirements for molds,
her in respect of his or her office or position, and shall receive no
gratuity from any person in connection with the business.
pesticides, and other contaminants; and
(f) Other product requirements the state liquor and cannabis
Sec. 307. RCW 69.50.354 and 2014 c 192 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
board determines necessary to address the medical needs of
There may be licensed, in no greater number in each of the
qualifying patients.
counties of the state than as the state liquor ((control)) and
(6) A marijuana retailer holding an endorsement to sell
cannabis board shall deem advisable, retail outlets established for
medical grade marijuana to qualifying patients must train its
the purpose of making marijuana concentrates, immature plants,
employees on recognition of valid waiver cards as well as strains,
useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products available for
varieties, THC concentration, CBD concentration, and THC to
sale to adults aged twenty-one and over. Retail sale of marijuana
CBD ratios of marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and
concentrates, immature plants, useable marijuana, and marijuanamarijuana-infused products, available for sale when assisting
infused products in accordance with ((the provisions of)) this
qualifying patients and designated providers at the retail outlet.
chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)) and the rules adopted to implement
To meet the requirements of this subsection, the marijuana retailer
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may employ a medical marijuana consultant, certified by the
department under section 611 of this act. The medical marijuana
consultant must be available on the retail outlet premises during
business hours to provide advice to consumers on the potential
medical benefits of marijuana.
Sec. 309. RCW 69.50.357 and 2014 c 192 s 4 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) Retail outlets ((shall)) may sell ((no products or
services other than)) marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana,
marijuana-infused products, ((or)) immature plants, products
containing THC with a THC concentration of 0.3 percent or less,
and other nonedible consumer goods including, but not limited to,
clothing with the retail outlet's name or logo on it. Retail outlets
may also sell paraphernalia intended for the storage or use of
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused
products.
(b) Retail outlets shall not sell liquor, as that term is defined
in RCW 66.04.010.
(c) The state liquor and cannabis board may adopt rules on
nonedible consumer goods that may not be sold in retail outlets,
including prohibiting consumer goods that are intended for use by
persons under the age of eighteen.
(2) Licensed marijuana retailers shall not employ persons
under twenty-one years of age or allow persons under twenty-one
years of age to enter or remain on the premises of a retail outlet.
However, qualifying patients between eighteen and twenty-one
years of age who hold waiver cards may enter and remain on the
premises of a retail outlet holding a medical marijuana
endorsement and may purchase products for their personal
medical use.
(3)(a) Licensed marijuana retailers must ensure that all
employees are trained on the rules adopted to implement this
chapter, identification of persons under the age of twenty-one,
and other requirements adopted by the state liquor and cannabis
board to ensure that persons under the age of twenty-one are not
permitted to enter or remain on the premises of a retail outlet.
(b) Licensed marijuana retailers with a medical marijuana
endorsement must ensure that all employees are trained on the
subjects required by (a) of this subsection as well as identification
of waiver cards issued under section 602 of this act. Employees
must also be trained to permit qualifying patients who hold waiver
cards and are between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one to
enter the premises and purchase marijuana for their personal
medical use.
(((3))) (4) Licensed marijuana retailers shall not display any
signage in a window, on a door, or on the outside of the premises
of a retail outlet that is visible to the general public from a public
right-of-way, other than a single sign no larger than one thousand
six hundred square inches identifying the retail outlet by the
licensee's business or trade name. Retail outlets that hold medical
marijuana endorsements may include this information on signage.
(((4))) (5) Licensed marijuana retailers shall not display
marijuana concentrates, immature plants, useable marijuana, or
marijuana-infused products in a manner that is visible to the
general public from a public right-of-way.
(((5))) (6) No licensed marijuana retailer or employee of a
retail outlet shall open or consume, or allow to be opened or
consumed, any marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or
marijuana-infused product on the outlet premises.
(((6))) (7) The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board
shall fine a licensee one thousand dollars for each violation of any
subsection of this section. Fines collected under this section must
be deposited into the dedicated marijuana fund created under
RCW 69.50.530.
Sec. 310. RCW 69.50.360 and 2014 c 192 s 5 are each
amended to read as follows:

The following acts, when performed by a validly licensed
marijuana retailer or employee of a validly licensed retail outlet
in compliance with rules adopted by the state liquor ((control))
and cannabis board to implement and enforce this chapter ((3,
Laws of 2013)), shall not constitute criminal or civil offenses
under Washington state law:
(1) Purchase and receipt of marijuana concentrates, useable
marijuana, immature plants, or marijuana-infused products that
have been properly packaged and labeled from a marijuana
processor validly licensed under this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013));
(2) Possession of quantities of marijuana concentrates,
useable marijuana, immature plants, or marijuana-infused
products that do not exceed the maximum amounts established by
the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board under RCW
69.50.345(((5))) (6); ((and))
(3) Delivery, distribution, and sale, on the premises of the
retail outlet, of any combination of the following amounts of
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, immature plants, or
marijuana-infused product to any person twenty-one years of age
or older:
(a) One ounce of useable marijuana;
(b) Sixteen ounces of marijuana-infused product in solid
form;
(c) Seventy-two ounces of marijuana-infused product in
liquid form; ((or))
(d) Seven grams of marijuana concentrate; or
(e) Six immature plants; and
(4) Resale or return of mature plants to a marijuana producer
or marijuana processor.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 311. The department of health
must develop recommendations on establishing medical
marijuana specialty clinics that would allow for the authorization
and dispensing of marijuana to patients of health care
professionals who work on-site of the clinic and who are certified
by the department of health in the medical use of marijuana.
Recommendations must be reported to the chairs of the
health care committees of both the house of representatives and
the senate by December 1, 2015.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 312. A new section is added to
chapter 69.50 RCW to read as follows:
(1) There shall be a marijuana research license that permits
a licensee to produce and possess marijuana for the following
limited research purposes:
(a) To test chemical potency and composition levels;
(b) To conduct clinical investigations of marijuana-derived
drug products;
(c) To conduct research on the efficacy and safety of
administering marijuana as part of medical treatment; and
(d) To conduct genomic or agricultural research.
(2) As part of the application process for a marijuana
research license, an applicant must submit to the life sciences
discovery fund authority a description of the research that is
intended to be conducted. The life sciences discovery fund
authority must review the project and determine that it meets the
requirements of subsection (1) of this section. If the life sciences
discovery fund authority determines that the research project does
not meet the requirements of subsection (1) of this section, the
application must be denied.
(3) A marijuana research licensee may only sell marijuana
grown or within its operation to other marijuana research
licensees. The state liquor and cannabis board may revoke a
marijuana research license for violations of this subsection.
(4) A marijuana research licensee may contract with the
University of Washington or Washington State University to
perform research in conjunction with the university. All research
projects must be approved by the life sciences discovery fund
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be deposited in the life sciences discovery fund created in RCW
authority and meet the requirements of subsection (1) of this
43.350.070;
section.
(3) Hold funds received by the authority in trust for their use
(5) In establishing a marijuana research license, the state
pursuant to this chapter to promote life sciences research;
liquor and cannabis board may adopt rules on the following:
(4) Manage its funds, obligations, and investments as
(a) Application requirements;
necessary and as consistent with its purpose including the
(b) Marijuana research license renewal requirements,
segregation of revenues into separate funds and accounts;
including whether additional research projects may be added or
(5) Make grants to entities pursuant to contract for the
considered;
promotion of life sciences research to be conducted in the state.
(c) Conditions for license revocation;
Grant agreements shall specify deliverables to be provided by the
(d) Security measures to ensure marijuana is not diverted to
recipient pursuant to the grant. The authority shall solicit requests
purposes other than research;
for funding and evaluate the requests by reference to factors such
(e) Amount of plants, useable marijuana, marijuana
as: (a) The quality of the proposed research; (b) its potential to
concentrates, or marijuana-infused products a licensee may have
improve health outcomes, with particular attention to the
on its premises;
likelihood that it will also lower health care costs, substitute for a
(f) Licensee reporting requirements;
more costly diagnostic or treatment modality, or offer a
(g) Conditions under which marijuana grown by marijuana
breakthrough treatment for a particular disease or condition; (c)
processors may be donated to marijuana research licensees; and
its potential for leveraging additional funding; (d) its potential to
(h) Additional requirements deemed necessary by the state
provide health care benefits or benefit human learning and
liquor and cannabis board.
development; (e) its potential to stimulate the health care delivery,
(6) The production, possession, delivery, donation, and sale
biomedical manufacturing, and life sciences related employment
of marijuana in accordance with this section and the rules adopted
in the state; (f) the geographic diversity of the grantees within
to implement and enforce it, by a validly licensed marijuana
Washington; (g) evidence of potential royalty income and
researcher, shall not be a criminal or civil offense under
contractual means to recapture such income for purposes of this
Washington state law. Every marijuana research license shall be
chapter; and (h) evidence of public and private collaboration;
issued in the name of the applicant, shall specify the location at
(6) Create one or more advisory boards composed of
which the marijuana researcher intends to operate, which must be
scientists, industrialists, and others familiar with life sciences
within the state of Washington, and the holder thereof shall not
research; ((and))
allow any other person to use the license.
(7) The application fee for a marijuana research license is
(7) Review and approve or disapprove marijuana research
two hundred fifty dollars. The annual fee for issuance and renewal
license applications under section 312 of this act;
of a marijuana research license is one thousand dollars. Fifty
(8) Review any reports made by marijuana research
percent of the application fee and the renewal fee must be
licensees under state liquor and cannabis board rule and provide
deposited to the life sciences discovery fund under RCW
the state liquor and cannabis board with its determination on
43.350.070.
whether the research project continues to meet research
Sec. 313. RCW 28B.20.502 and 2011 c 181 s 1002 are
qualifications under section 312(1) of this act; and
each amended to read as follows:
(9) Adopt policies and procedures to facilitate the orderly
(1) The University of Washington and Washington State
process of grant application, review, and reward.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 315. A new section is added to
University may conduct scientific research on the efficacy and
safety of administering ((cannabis)) marijuana as part of medical
chapter 42.56 RCW to read as follows:
treatment. As part of this research, the University of Washington
Reports submitted by marijuana research licensees in
and Washington State University may develop and conduct
accordance with rules adopted by the state liquor and cannabis
studies to ascertain the general medical safety and efficacy of
board under section 312 of this act that contain proprietary
((cannabis)) marijuana, and may develop medical guidelines for
information are exempt from disclosure under this chapter.
the appropriate administration and use of ((cannabis)) marijuana.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 316. A new section is added to
(2) The University of Washington and Washington State
chapter 69.50 RCW to read as follows:
(1) There shall be a marijuana distribution license that
University may, in accordance with section 312 of this act,
contract with marijuana research licensees to conduct research
permits a licensee to transport:
(a) Marijuana and immature plants from marijuana
permitted under this section and section 312 of this act.
producers to marijuana processors and other marijuana producers;
Sec. 314. RCW 43.350.030 and 2005 c 424 s 4 are each
amended to read as follows:
(b) Marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, immature
In addition to other powers and duties prescribed in this
plants, and marijuana-infused products from marijuana
processors to marijuana retailers and other marijuana processors;
chapter, the authority is empowered to:
(1) Use public moneys in the life sciences discovery fund,
(c) Plants from marijuana retailers that are being returned to
marijuana producers or marijuana processors;
leveraging those moneys with amounts received from other public
and private sources in accordance with contribution agreements,
(d) Marijuana grown by marijuana researchers that are being
to promote life sciences research;
sold to other marijuana researchers; and
(e) Cash and receipts from marijuana producers, marijuana
(2) Solicit and receive gifts, grants, and bequests, and enter
processors, and marijuana retailers to a financial institution.
into contribution agreements with private entities and public
entities other than the state to receive moneys in consideration of
(2) The state liquor and cannabis board must adopt rules to
implement this section. The rules must address, at a minimum, the
the authority's promise to leverage those moneys with amounts
following:
received through appropriations from the legislature and
contributions from other public entities and private entities, in
(a) Hours during which marijuana distribution licensees may
order to use those moneys to promote life sciences research.
deliver marijuana, plants, marijuana concentrates, marijuanainfused products, useable marijuana, and cash and receipts;
Nonstate moneys received by the authority for this purpose shall
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(b) Safety standards for marijuana distribution licensees,
including requirements relating to the size of the delivery vehicle
and what signage is permissible on the vehicle;
(c) Background check requirements for marijuana
distribution licensees;
(d) Insurance or bonding requirements for marijuana
distribution licensees;
(e) License fees; and
(f) License renewals and suspensions.
(3) Other than remuneration for services rendered, marijuana
distribution licensees may not have a financial interest in a
marijuana producer, processor, retailer, or research licensee.
(4) The possession and delivery of marijuana in accordance
with this section and the rules adopted to implement and enforce
it, by a marijuana distribution licensee, shall not be a criminal or
civil offense under Washington state law. Every marijuana
distribution license shall be issued in the name of the applicant,
shall specify a permanent physical location out of which the
marijuana distribution licensee intends to operate, which must be
within the state of Washington, and the holder thereof shall not
allow any other person to use the license.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 317. A new section is added to
chapter 69.50 RCW to read as follows:
(1) There shall be a marijuana delivery license that permits
a licensee to transport marijuana concentrates, immature plants,
marijuana-infused products, and useable marijuana from a
marijuana retailer to a marijuana consumer.
(2) The state liquor and cannabis board must adopt rules to
implement this section. The rules must address, at a minimum, the
following:
(a) Hours during which marijuana delivery licensees may
deliver marijuana concentrates, immature plants, marijuanainfused products, and useable marijuana;
(b) Safety standards for marijuana delivery licensees,
including requirements related to the delivery vehicle and what
signage is permissible on the vehicle;
(c) Marijuana delivery licensee identification requirements;
(d) Background check requirements for marijuana delivery
licensees;
(e) Insurance or bonding requirements for marijuana
delivery licensees;
(f) License fees; and
(g) License renewals and suspensions.
(3) Other than remuneration for services rendered, marijuana
delivery licensees may not have a financial interest in a marijuana
retailer.
(4) The possession and delivery of marijuana in accordance
with this section and the rules adopted to implement and enforce
it, by a marijuana delivery licensee, shall not be a criminal or civil
offense under Washington state law. Every marijuana delivery
license shall be issued in the name of the applicant, shall specify
a permanent physical location out of which the marijuana delivery
licensee intends to operate, which must be within the state of
Washington, and the holder thereof shall not allow any other
person to use the license.
Part IV - Tax Provisions
NEW SECTION. Sec. 401. A new section is added to
chapter 82.08 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The tax levied by RCW 82.08.020 shall not apply to:
(a) Sales of marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana,
immature plants, or marijuana-infused products with a low THC,
high CBD ratio, as established by the department of health under
section 308 of this act, by marijuana retailers;
(b) Beginning July 1, 2015, sales of medical grade
marijuana, or products containing THC with a THC concentration

of 0.3 percent or less by marijuana retailers who hold medical
marijuana endorsements under section 308 of this act to
qualifying patients or designated providers who hold medical
marijuana waiver cards; or
(c) Until September 1, 2015, sales of marijuana concentrates,
useable marijuana, marijuana-infused products, or products
containing THC with a THC concentration of 0.3 percent or less
by collective gardens under RCW 69.51A.085.
(2) Each seller making exempt sales under subsection (1) of
this section must maintain information establishing the
purchaser's eligibility for the exemption in the form and manner
required by the department.
(3) For the purposes of this section, the terms "THC
concentration," "marijuana concentrates," "useable marijuana,"
"marijuana-infused products," and "marijuana retailers" have the
meanings provided in RCW 69.50.101 and the terms "qualifying
patients," "designated providers," "medical grade marijuana," and
"waiver card" have the meanings provided in RCW 69.51A.010.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 402. A new section is added to
chapter 82.12 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The provisions of this chapter do not apply to:
(a) The use of marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana,
immature plants, or marijuana-infused products with a low THC,
high CBD ratio, as established by the department of health in
section 308 of this act;
(b) The use of marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana,
marijuana-infused products, or products containing THC with a
THC concentration of 0.3 percent or less in compliance with
chapters 69.50 and 69.51A RCW by:
(i) Until September 1, 2015, collective gardens under RCW
69.51A.085 and the qualifying patients participating in the
collective gardens;
(ii) Beginning July 1, 2015, qualifying patients or designated
providers who hold medical marijuana waiver cards; or
(iii) Beginning July 1, 2015, marijuana retailers who hold a
medical marijuana endorsement under chapter 69.50 RCW with
respect to medical grade marijuana, or products containing THC
with a THC concentration of 0.3 percent or less if such marijuana
or product is provided at no charge to a qualifying patient or
designated provider who holds a valid waiver card. Each such
retailer providing such marijuana or product at no charge must
maintain information establishing eligibility for this exemption in
the form and manner required by the department.
(2) For the purposes of this section, the terms "THC
concentration," "marijuana concentrates," "useable marijuana,"
"marijuana-infused products," and "marijuana retailers" have the
meanings provided in RCW 69.50.101 and the terms "qualifying
patients," "designated providers," "medical grade marijuana," and
"waiver card" have the meanings provided in RCW 69.51A.010.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 403. (1) The legislature finds
marijuana use for qualifying patients is a valid and necessary
option health care professionals may recommend for their
patients. The legislature further finds that qualifying patients
benefit from a wide range of products, but products with a low
THC, high CBD ratio are of particular use to persons seeking
marijuana for medical use and these products are least likely to be
purchased by recreational users. Acknowledging that the
implementation of this act may result in changes to how
qualifying patients access medical marijuana, the legislature
intends to ease the transition towards a regulated market and
provide a statutory means for an adequate, safe, consistent, and
secure source of marijuana for qualifying patients. Therefore, the
legislature intends to provide all people who seek to purchase
marijuana products with a low THC, high CBD ratio with a retail
sales and use tax exemption. Also recognizing that the medical
needs of all patients may not be met through purchase of low
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THC, high CBD products, the legislature intends to provide
manufacture of the methamphetamine, including its salts,
qualifying patients who are approved for a waiver from the
isomers, and salts of isomers. The fine moneys deposited with that
department of health with a retail sales and use tax exemption on
law enforcement agency must be used for such clean-up cost;
purchases of marijuana for medical use. Because marijuana is
(c) Any other controlled substance classified in Schedule I,
neither a prescription medicine nor an over-the-counter
II, or III, is guilty of a class C felony punishable according to
medication, this policy should in no way be construed as
chapter 9A.20 RCW;
precedence for changes in the treatment of prescription
(d) A substance classified in Schedule IV, except
medications or over-the-counter medications.
flunitrazepam, including its salts, isomers, and salts of isomers, is
(2)(a) This section is the tax preference performance
guilty of a class C felony punishable according to chapter 9A.20
statement for the retail sales and use tax exemptions for marijuana
RCW; or
concentrates, useable marijuana, immature plants, and marijuana(e) A substance classified in Schedule V, is guilty of a class
infused products purchased by qualifying patients and designated
C felony punishable according to chapter 9A.20 RCW.
providers provided in sections 401 and 402 of this act. The
(3) The production, manufacture, processing, packaging,
performance statement is only intended to be used for subsequent
delivery, distribution, sale, or possession of marijuana in
evaluation of the tax preference. It is not intended to create a
compliance with the terms set forth in ((RCW 69.50.360,
private right of action by any party or be used to determine
69.50.363, or 69.50.366)) this chapter or chapter 69.51A RCW
eligibility for preferential tax treatment.
shall not constitute a violation of this section, this chapter, or any
(b) The legislature categorizes the tax preference as one
other provision of Washington state law.
intended to accomplish the general purposes indicated in RCW
Sec. 502. RCW 69.50.4013 and 2013 c 3 s 20 are each
82.32.808(2)(e).
amended to read as follows:
(c) It is the legislature's specific public policy objective to
(1) It is unlawful for any person to possess a controlled
provide qualifying patients and designated providers a retail sales
substance unless the substance was obtained directly from, or
and use tax exemption on purchases of marijuana concentrates,
pursuant to, a valid prescription or order of a practitioner while
useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products for medical
acting in the course of his or her professional practice, or except
as otherwise authorized by this chapter.
use when approved for a waiver by the department of health and
for all people purchasing products with a low THC, high CBD
(2) Except as provided in RCW 69.50.4014, any person who
violates this section is guilty of a class C felony punishable under
ratio.
(d) To measure the effectiveness of the exemption provided
chapter 9A.20 RCW.
(3) ((The possession, by a person twenty-one years of age or
in this act in achieving the specific public policy objectives
described in (c) of this subsection, the joint legislative audit and
older, of)) It is not a violation of this section, this chapter, or any
review committee must evaluate the actual fiscal impact of the
other provision of Washington state law for a person twenty-one
sales and use tax exemption in this act compared to the estimated
years of age or older to possess marijuana concentrates, useable
impact in the fiscal note for this act.
marijuana, plants, or marijuana-infused products in amounts that
do not exceed ((those set forth in RCW 69.50.360(3) is not a
Part V – Penalties
violation of this section, this chapter, or any other provision of
Sec. 501. RCW 69.50.401 and 2013 c 3 s 19 are each
Washington state law)):
amended to read as follows:
(a) One ounce of useable marijuana. If the person grows his
(1) Except as authorized by this chapter, it is unlawful for
or her own plants, the amount not to be exceeded is eight ounces
any person to manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
of useable marijuana;
manufacture or deliver, a controlled substance.
(b) Sixteen ounces of marijuana-infused product in solid
(2) Any person who violates this section with respect to:
form;
(a) A controlled substance classified in Schedule I or II
(c) Seventy-two ounces of marijuana-infused product in
which is a narcotic drug or flunitrazepam, including its salts,
liquid form;
isomers, and salts of isomers, classified in Schedule IV, is guilty
(d) Seven grams of marijuana concentrate; or
of a class B felony and upon conviction may be imprisoned for
(e) Six plants.
not more than ten years, or (i) fined not more than twenty-five
(4) It is not a violation of this section, this chapter, or any
thousand dollars if the crime involved less than two kilograms of
other provision of Washington state law for a qualifying patient
the drug, or both such imprisonment and fine; or (ii) if the crime
or designated provider to possess marijuana concentrates, useable
involved two or more kilograms of the drug, then fined not more
marijuana, plants, or marijuana-infused products in amounts that
than one hundred thousand dollars for the first two kilograms and
do not exceed the amounts described in subsection (3) of this
not more than fifty dollars for each gram in excess of two
section or a greater amount authorized in accordance with section
kilograms, or both such imprisonment and fine;
602 of this act.
(b) Amphetamine, including its salts, isomers, and salts of
(5) It is not a violation of this section, this chapter, or any
isomers, or methamphetamine, including its salts, isomers, and
other provision of Washington state law for a person to:
salts of isomers, is guilty of a class B felony and upon conviction
(a) Transport immature plants from a marijuana retailer to
may be imprisoned for not more than ten years, or (i) fined not
his or her domicile, or to possess mature plants in the person's
more than twenty-five thousand dollars if the crime involved less
domicile; or
than two kilograms of the drug, or both such imprisonment and
(b) To share up to one ounce of useable marijuana with
fine; or (ii) if the crime involved two or more kilograms of the
another person; remuneration for the provision of this marijuana
drug, then fined not more than one hundred thousand dollars for
is prohibited.
the first two kilograms and not more than fifty dollars for each
Part VI - Medical Use of Marijuana
gram in excess of two kilograms, or both such imprisonment and
Sec. 601. RCW 69.51A.030 and 2011 c 181 s 301 are each
fine. Three thousand dollars of the fine may not be suspended. As
amended to read as follows:
collected, the first three thousand dollars of the fine must be
(1) The following acts do not constitute crimes under state
deposited with the law enforcement agency having responsibility
law or unprofessional conduct under chapter 18.130 RCW, and a
for cleanup of laboratories, sites, or substances used in the
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health care professional may not be arrested, searched,
prosecuted, disciplined, or subject to other criminal sanctions or
civil consequences or liability under state law, or have real or
personal property searched, seized, or forfeited pursuant to state
law, notwithstanding any other provision of law as long as the
health care professional complies with subsection (2) of this
section:
(a) Advising a patient about the risks and benefits of medical
use of ((cannabis)) marijuana or that the patient may benefit from
the medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana; or
(b) Providing ((a patient meeting the criteria established
under RCW 69.51A.010(26) with valid documentation, based
upon the health care professional's assessment of the patient's
medical history and current medical condition, where such use is
within a professional standard of care or in the individual health
care professional's medical judgment)) information to the
department in order to verify that an applicant for a waiver has
been diagnosed by the health care professional with a terminal or
debilitating medical condition.
(2)(((a) A health care professional may only provide a
patient with valid documentation authorizing the medical use of
cannabis or register the patient with the registry established in
section 901 of this act if he or she has a newly initiated or existing
documented relationship with the patient, as a primary care
provider or a specialist, relating to the diagnosis and ongoing
treatment or monitoring of the patient's terminal or debilitating
medical condition, and only after:
(i) Completing a physical examination of the patient as
appropriate, based on the patient's condition and age;
(ii) Documenting the terminal or debilitating medical
condition of the patient in the patient's medical record and that the
patient may benefit from treatment of this condition or its
symptoms with medical use of cannabis;
(iii) Informing the patient of other options for treating the
terminal or debilitating medical condition; and
(iv) Documenting other measures attempted to treat the
terminal or debilitating medical condition that do not involve the
medical use of cannabis.
(b))) A health care professional who advises a patient on the
risks or benefits of the medical use of marijuana shall not:
(((i) Accept, solicit, or offer any form of pecuniary
remuneration from or to a licensed dispenser, licensed producer,
or licensed processor of cannabis products;
(ii))) (a) Offer a discount or any other thing of value to a
qualifying patient who is a customer of, or agrees to be a customer
of, a particular ((licensed dispenser, licensed producer, or
licensed processor of cannabis products)) marijuana retailer;
(((iii))) (b) Examine or offer to examine a patient for
purposes of diagnosing a terminal or debilitating medical
condition and agreeing to verify this condition with the
department at a location where ((cannabis)) marijuana is
produced, processed, or dispensed; or
(((iv))) (c) Have a business or practice which consists
((solely)) primarily of authorizing the medical use of ((cannabis;
(v) Include any statement or reference, visual or otherwise,
on the medical use of cannabis in any advertisement for his or her
business or practice; or
(vi) Hold an economic interest in an enterprise that produces,
processes, or dispenses cannabis if the health care professional
authorizes the medical use of cannabis.
(3) A violation of any provision of subsection (2) of this
section constitutes unprofessional conduct under chapter 18.130
RCW)) marijuana.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 602. A new section is added to
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:

(1)(a) A medical marijuana waiver is established to be issued
by the department. The medical marijuana waiver permits a
qualifying patient or his or her designated provider to:
(i) Possess and purchase more marijuana concentrates,
marijuana-infused products, plants, or useable marijuana than
what is permitted under RCW 69.50.4013(3) and up to a
combination of the following: (A) Three ounces of useable
marijuana; (B) forty-eight ounces of marijuana-infused products
in solid form; (C) two hundred sixteen ounces of marijuanainfused products in liquid form; or (D) twenty-one grams of
marijuana concentrates. The medical marijuana waiver also
permits the qualifying patient or his or her designated provider to
grow, in his or her domicile, up to fifteen plants for the personal
medical use of the qualifying patient;
(ii) Purchase marijuana concentrates, marijuana-infused
products, plants, or useable marijuana without paying sales and
use tax; and
(iii) If the waiver is for purchases of high THC products, to
be able to purchase those products without paying sales and use
tax.
(b) Unless approved by the state liquor and cannabis board
and the department, the waiver does not permit a qualifying
patient or designated provider to produce marijuana concentrates.
The state liquor and cannabis board, in conjunction with the
department, may adopt rules permitting waiver holders to produce
marijuana concentrates using nonbutane extraction methods. At a
minimum, the rules must require that waiver holders who produce
marijuana concentrates register this information with the state
liquor and cannabis board.
(2) A qualifying patient who is twenty-one years of age or
older and who, after consultation with his or her health care
professional, determines that the amounts of marijuana
concentrates, marijuana-infused products, plants, or useable
marijuana permitted under RCW 69.50.4013(3) will not address
his or her medical needs may apply to the department for a
medical marijuana waiver.
(3) A qualifying patient who, after consultation with his or
her health care professional, determines that marijuana products
with high THC levels are necessary to address his or her medical
needs may apply to the department for a waiver.
(4) A qualifying patient who is between eighteen and
twenty-one years of age and who, after consultation with his or
her health care professional, determines that he or she wishes to
use marijuana for the treatment of his or her terminal or
debilitating medical condition may apply to the department for a
waiver permitting the patient to purchase marijuana concentrates,
marijuana-infused products, useable marijuana, or immature
plants at a marijuana retailer holding a medical marijuana
endorsement. Unless otherwise specified in the waiver, the patient
may only possess the amounts provided under RCW
69.50.4013(3). The patient may also apply to possess up to the
amounts provided under subsection (1) of this section if the
additional amounts of marijuana are required to treat his or her
terminal or debilitating medical condition.
(5) A parent or guardian of a qualifying patient who is under
the age of eighteen and who, after consultation with the minor's
health care professional, determines that the minor would benefit
from the medical use of marijuana for treatment of the minor's
terminal or debilitating medical condition may apply to the
department for a waiver permitting the parent or guardian to
become the designated provider for the minor. The parent or
guardian designated provider may only possess the amounts
provided under RCW 69.50.4013 and must have sole control over
the minor's marijuana. The minor may possess up to the amount
of marijuana that is necessary for his or her next dose. The minor
may not purchase products from a marijuana retailer, nor may the
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minor grow plants for his or her medical use. The parent or
NEW SECTION. Sec. 604. A new section is added to
guardian may also apply to possess up to the amounts provided
chapter 42.56 RCW to read as follows:
under subsection (1) of this section if the additional amounts of
Medical marijuana waiver applications submitted to the
department of health under sections 602 and 603 of this act
marijuana are required to treat the minor's terminal or debilitating
medical condition.
containing names and other personally identifiable information of
qualifying patients and designated providers are exempt from
NEW SECTION. Sec. 603. A new section is added to
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
disclosure under this chapter.
(1) The department must develop a medical marijuana
NEW SECTION. Sec. 605. A new section is added to
waiver process in order to process and approve or deny waiver
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
applications submitted under section 602 of this act.
(1) It is unlawful for a person to knowingly or intentionally:
(2) The medical marijuana waiver process must include:
(a) Create or present a medical marijuana waiver card or to
(a) Development of a waiver application. The application
tamper with a medical marijuana waiver card for the purposes of
must be completed by the qualifying patient if there is not a
having it accepted by a medical marijuana retailer in order to
designated provider or both the designated provider and the
purchase marijuana as a qualifying patient or designated provider
qualifying patient for whom the marijuana will be provided. The
or to grow marijuana in greater amounts than those permitted
application must include:
under RCW 69.50.4013(3);
(i) For qualifying patients, a statement that the applicant has
(b) If a person is a designated provider to a qualifying
a terminal or debilitating medical condition as described in RCW
patient, sell marijuana produced for the qualifying patient to
69.50.101 and that he or she has been diagnosed with that
another person, or to donate or supply more than one ounce of
condition by a health care professional;
useable marijuana produced for the qualifying patient to another
(ii) For designated providers, a statement that the qualifying
person; or
patient for whom the applicant intends to provide marijuana has
(c) If the person is a qualifying patient, sell marijuana
a terminal or debilitating medical condition as described in RCW
produced by the qualifying patient to another person or to donate
69.50.101 and, in the case of designated providers for people
or supply more than one ounce of useable marijuana produced for
under the age of eighteen, have discussed the medical use of
the qualifying patient to another person.
marijuana with the diagnosing health care professional;
(2) A person who violates this section is guilty of a class C
(iii) A statement that the applicant understands that the
felony and upon conviction may be imprisoned for not more than
department may contact the diagnosing health care professional
two years, fined not more than two thousand dollars, or both.
to confirm the existence of a terminal or debilitating medical
Sec. 606. RCW 69.51A.040 and 2011 c 181 s 401 are each
condition and that no waiver will be issued if the condition is not
amended to read as follows:
confirmed by the health care professional;
The medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana in accordance
(iv) If the amount of marijuana needed for the medical use
with the terms and conditions of this chapter does not constitute a
of the qualifying patient is higher than the amounts listed in RCW
crime and a qualifying patient or designated provider in
69.50.4013(3), an option for the qualifying patient to request
compliance with the terms and conditions of this chapter may not
higher amounts up to the amounts provided in section 602 of this
be arrested, prosecuted, or subject to other criminal sanctions or
act. The need for this higher amount may also be confirmed by
civil consequences, for possession, manufacture, or delivery of,
the department with the diagnosing health care professional.
or for possession with intent to manufacture or deliver,
Higher amounts will not be authorized unless the health care
((cannabis)) marijuana under state law, or have real or personal
professional confirms the medical need for these higher amounts.
property seized or forfeited for possession, manufacture, or
(b) Development of a waiver card which qualifying patients
delivery of, or for possession with intent to manufacture or
and designated providers may use to demonstrate they have been
deliver, ((cannabis)) marijuana under state law, and investigating
approved for a medical marijuana waiver. The card must include:
((peace officers and)) law enforcement ((agencies)) officers may
(i) The name of the qualifying patient or designated provider
not be held civilly liable for failure to seize ((cannabis)) marijuana
who applied for and was approved for a waiver;
in this circumstance, if:
(ii) If the waiver permits possession of a greater amount of
(1)(a) The qualifying patient or designated provider
marijuana than what is permitted under RCW 69.50.4013(3), the
possesses no more than ((fifteen cannabis plants and:
amount of marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, marijuana(i) No more than twenty-four ounces of useable cannabis;
infused products, and plant for which the qualifying patient or
(ii) No more cannabis product than what could reasonably
designated provider has been authorized;
be produced with no more than twenty-four ounces of useable
(iii) The expiration date of the waiver card.
cannabis; or
(3) Approved applicants must be issued a medical marijuana
(iii) A combination of useable cannabis and cannabis
waiver card. The waiver card:
product that does not exceed a combined total representing
(a) May be provided to law enforcement officers who are
possession and processing of no more than twenty-four ounces of
engaged in a bona fide specific investigation of suspected
useable cannabis)) the amount of marijuana permitted under
marijuana-related activity that may be illegal under Washington
RCW 69.50.4013.
state law to confirm the validity of the waiver of the qualifying
(b) If a person is both a qualifying patient and a designated
patient or designated provider;
provider for another qualifying patient, the person may possess
(b) May be provided to a marijuana retailer holding a
no more than twice the amounts described in (a) of this
medical marijuana endorsement to confirm the validity of the
subsection, whether the marijuana concentrates, plants, useable
waiver and to allow waiver holders to purchase medical grade
((cannabis)) marijuana, and ((cannabis)) marijuana-infused
marijuana without paying taxes in accordance with sections 401
products are possessed individually or in combination between
the qualifying patient and his or her designated provider;
and 402 of this act;
(2) The qualifying patient or designated provider presents his
(c) Is valid for one year after the date of issuance. The waiver
or her ((proof of registration with the department of health))
card may not be renewed until the qualifying patient has
waiver card, to any ((peace)) law enforcement officer who
completed a new application.
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questions the patient or provider regarding his or her medical use
of ((cannabis)) marijuana;
(3) The qualifying patient or designated provider ((keeps a
copy of his or her proof of registration with the registry
established in section 901 of this act and the qualifying patient or
designated provider's contact information)) is permitted to
possess more marijuana than what is allowed under RCW
69.50.4013(3), he or she keeps a copy of his or her contact
information and waiver card posted prominently next to any
((cannabis)) marijuana plants, ((cannabis)) marijuana-infused
products, marijuana concentrates, or useable ((cannabis))
marijuana located at his or her residence;
(4) The investigating ((peace)) law enforcement officer does
not possess evidence that:
(a) The designated provider has converted ((cannabis)) more
than one ounce of marijuana produced or obtained for the
qualifying patient for his or her own personal use or benefit; or
(b) The qualifying patient has converted ((cannabis)) more
than one ounce of marijuana produced or obtained for his or her
own medical use to the qualifying patient's personal, nonmedical
use or benefit; and
(5) The investigating peace officer does not possess evidence
that the designated provider has served as a designated provider
to more than one qualifying patient within a fifteen-day period((;
and
(6) The investigating peace officer has not observed
evidence of any of the circumstances identified in section 901(4)
of this act)).
Sec. 607. RCW 69.51A.045 and 2011 c 181 s 405 are each
amended to read as follows:
A qualifying patient or designated provider in possession of
((cannabis)) plants, marijuana concentrates, useable ((cannabis))
marijuana, or ((cannabis)) marijuana-infused products exceeding
the limits set forth in RCW ((69.51A.040(1))) 69.50.4013 but
otherwise in compliance with all other terms and conditions of
this chapter and chapter 69.50 RCW may establish an affirmative
defense to charges of violations of state law relating to
((cannabis)) marijuana through proof at trial, by a preponderance
of the evidence, that the qualifying patient's necessary medical
use exceeds the amounts set forth in RCW ((69.51A.040(1)))
69.50.4013. An investigating ((peace)) law enforcement officer
may seize ((cannabis)) plants, marijuana concentrates, useable
((cannabis)) marijuana, or ((cannabis)) marijuana-infused
products exceeding the amounts set forth in RCW
((69.51A.040(1))) 69.50.4013: PROVIDED, That in the case of
((cannabis)) plants, the qualifying patient or designated provider
shall be allowed to select the plants that will remain at the
location. The officer and his or her law enforcement agency may
not be held civilly liable for failure to seize ((cannabis)) marijuana
in this circumstance.
Sec. 608. RCW 69.51A.055 and 2011 c 181 s 1105 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) The arrest and prosecution protections established in
RCW 69.51A.040 may not be asserted in a supervision revocation
or violation hearing by a person who is supervised by a
corrections agency or department, including local governments or
jails, that has determined that the terms of this section are
inconsistent with and contrary to his or her supervision.
(b) The affirmative defenses established in RCW
((69.51A.043,)) 69.51A.045((, 69.51A.047, and section 407 of
this act)) may not be asserted in a supervision revocation or
violation hearing by a person who is supervised by a corrections
agency or department, including local governments or jails, that
has determined that the terms of this section are inconsistent with
and contrary to his or her supervision.

(2) ((The provisions of)) RCW 69.51A.040((, 69.51A.085,
and 69.51A.025 do)) does not apply to a person who is supervised
for a criminal conviction by a corrections agency or department,
including local governments or jails, that has determined that the
terms of this chapter are inconsistent with and contrary to his or
her supervision.
(((3) A person may not be licensed as a licensed producer,
licensed processor of cannabis products, or a licensed dispenser
under section 601, 602, or 701 of this act if he or she is supervised
for a criminal conviction by a corrections agency or department,
including local governments or jails, that has determined that
licensure is inconsistent with and contrary to his or her
supervision.))
Sec. 609. RCW 69.51A.060 and 2011 c 181 s 501 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) It shall be a class 3 civil infraction to use or display
marijuana intended for medical ((cannabis)) use in a manner or
place which is open to the view of the general public.
(2) Nothing in this chapter establishes a right of care as a
covered benefit or requires any state purchased health care as
defined in RCW 41.05.011 or other health carrier or health plan
as defined in Title 48 RCW to be liable for any claim for
reimbursement for the medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana.
Such entities may enact coverage or noncoverage criteria or
related policies for payment or nonpayment of medical
((cannabis)) marijuana in their sole discretion.
(3) ((Nothing in this chapter requires any health care
professional to authorize the medical use of cannabis for a patient.
(4))) Nothing in this chapter requires any accommodation of
any on-site medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana in any place of
employment, in any school bus or on any school grounds, in any
youth center, in any correctional facility, or smoking ((cannabis))
marijuana in any public place or hotel or motel.
(((5))) (4) Nothing in this chapter authorizes the use of
medical ((cannabis)) marijuana by any person who is subject to
the Washington code of military justice in chapter 38.38 RCW.
(((6))) (5) Employers may establish drug-free work policies.
Nothing in this chapter requires an accommodation for the
medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana if an employer has a drugfree work place.
(((7) It is a class C felony to fraudulently produce any record
purporting to be, or tamper with the content of any record for the
purpose of having it accepted as, valid documentation under
RCW 69.51A.010(32)(a), or to backdate such documentation to a
time earlier than its actual date of execution.
(8))) (6) No person shall be entitled to claim the protection
from arrest and prosecution under RCW 69.51A.040 or the
affirmative defense under RCW ((69.51A.043)) 69.51A.045 for
engaging in the medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana in a way
that endangers the health or well-being of any person through the
use of a motorized vehicle on a street, road, or highway, including
violations of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or equivalent local
ordinances.
Sec. 610. RCW 69.51A.070 and 2007 c 371 s 7 are each
amended to read as follows:
The Washington state medical quality assurance
commission in consultation with the board of osteopathic
medicine and surgery, or other appropriate agency as designated
by the governor, shall accept for consideration petitions submitted
to add terminal or debilitating conditions to those included in this
chapter. In considering such petitions, the Washington state
medical quality assurance commission in consultation with the
board of osteopathic medicine and surgery shall include public
notice of, and an opportunity to comment in a public hearing
upon, such petitions. The Washington state medical quality
assurance commission in consultation with the board of
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(a) Within one thousand feet of the perimeter of a school
osteopathic medicine and surgery may make a preliminary
finding of good cause before the public hearing and shall, after
grounds, playground, recreation center or facility, child care
hearing, approve or deny such petitions within ((one)) two
center, public park, or library, or any game arcade admission to
hundred ((eighty)) ten days of submission. The approval or denial
which is not restricted to persons aged twenty-one years or older,
of such a petition shall be considered a final agency action,
or if an ordinance has been adopted under section 701 of this act,
the minimum distance for these facilities permitted under the
subject to judicial review.
ordinance;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 611. A new section is added to
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
(b) On or in a public transit vehicle or public transit shelter;
(1) A medical marijuana consultant certificate is hereby
or
established. The department shall adopt rules establishing
(c) On or in a publicly owned or operated property.
certification requirements, including:
(2) Merchandising within a retail outlet is not advertising for
(a) Products that meet the definition of medical grade
the purposes of this section.
marijuana under section 308 of this act;
(3) This section does not apply to a noncommercial message.
(b) The medical conditions that constitute terminal or
(4) The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board shall fine
a licensee one thousand dollars for each violation of subsection
debilitating conditions;
(c) Demonstrated knowledge of this chapter and the rules
(1) of this section. Fines collected under this subsection must be
deposited into the dedicated marijuana fund created under RCW
adopted to implement it;
(d) Training and education requirements relating to the
69.50.530.
medical use of marijuana; and
Part VIII - Repealers and Effective Dates
(e) Other items deemed necessary and appropriate by the
NEW SECTION. Sec. 801. The following acts or parts of
department to ensure medical marijuana consultant certificate
acts are each repealed:
holders are able to provide professional advice on the medical use
(1)RCW 69.51A.005 (Purpose and intent) and 2011 c 181 s
of marijuana.
102, 2010 c 284 s 1, 2007 c 371 s 2, & 1999 c 2 s 2;
(2) Medical marijuana consultant certificates are subject to
(2)RCW 69.51A.020 (Construction of chapter) and 2011 c
annual renewals and continuing education requirements
181
s
103 & 1999 c 2 s 3;
established by the department.
(3)RCW 69.51A.025 (Construction of chapter—
Part VII - Local Governments
Compliance with RCW 69.51A.040) and 2011 c 181 s 413;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 701. A new section is added to
(4)RCW 69.51A.043 (Failure to register—Affirmative
defense) and 2011 c 181 s 402;
chapter 69.50 RCW to read as follows:
(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, no
(5)RCW 69.51A.047 (Failure to register or present valid
documentation—Affirmative defense) and 2011 c 181 s 406;
marijuana producer, marijuana processor, marijuana retailer, or
marijuana researcher may locate its premises within one thousand
(6)RCW 69.51A.090 (Applicability of valid documentation
definition) and 2010 c 284 s 5;
feet of the perimeter of the grounds of any elementary or
secondary school, playground, recreation center or facility, child
(7)RCW 69.51A.140 (Counties, cities, towns—Authority to
adopt and enforce requirements) and 2011 c 181 s 1102; and
care center, public park, public transit center, or library, or any
game arcade admission to which is not restricted to persons aged
(8)RCW 69.51A.200 (Evaluation) and 2011 c 181 s 1001.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 802.
RCW 69.51A.085
twenty-one years or older.
(2) A city, town, or county may adopt an ordinance to
(Collective gardens) and 2011 c 181 s 403 are each repealed.
decrease to no less than five hundred feet the distance that
NEW SECTION. Sec. 803. Section 802 of this act takes
marijuana producers, marijuana processors, marijuana retailers,
effect August 1, 2016."
or marijuana researchers must be located from recreation centers
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "Relating to" strike the
or facilities, child care centers, public parks, public transit centers,
remainder of the title and insert "the comprehensive marijuana
or libraries, or any game arcades admission to which is not
reform act; amending RCW 69.50.101, 69.51A.010, 66.08.012,
restricted to persons aged twenty-one years or older. A city, town,
69.50.325, 69.50.331, 69.50.342, 69.50.345, 69.50.348,
or county may adopt an ordinance to prohibit a marijuana
69.50.351, 69.50.354, 69.50.357, 69.50.360, 28B.20.502,
producer, marijuana processor, marijuana retailer, or marijuana
43.350.030, 69.50.401, 69.50.4013, 69.51A.030, 69.51A.040,
researcher from locating its premises up to one thousand feet from
69.51A.045, 69.51A.055, 69.51A.060, 69.51A.070, and
a church.
69.50.369; adding new sections to chapter 69.50 RCW; adding
(3) For the purposes of this section, "church" means a
new sections to chapter 42.56 RCW; adding a new section to
building erected for and used exclusively for religious worship
chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.12 RCW;
and schooling or other activity in connection therewith.
adding new sections to chapter 69.51A RCW; creating new
NEW SECTION. Sec. 702. A new section is added to
sections; repealing RCW 69.51A.005, 69.51A.020, 69.51A.025,
chapter 69.50 RCW to read as follows:
69.51A.043, 69.51A.047, 69.51A.090, 69.51A.140, 69.51A.200,
and 69.51A.085; prescribing penalties; and providing an effective
No city, town, or county may adopt, renew, or extend a
date."
prohibition or moratorium on marijuana licensees except by
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of adoption of the
ordinance and no such ordinance may take effect unless it is
submitted to a vote of the people at a general or special election
striking amendment.
and approved by a majority of those voting thereon.
Senator Rivers spoke against adoption of the striking
amendment.
Sec. 703. RCW 69.50.369 and 2013 c 3 s 18 are each
amended to read as follows:
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(1) No licensed marijuana producer, processor, or retailer
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles
shall place or maintain, or cause to be placed or maintained, an
to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5052.
advertisement of marijuana, useable marijuana, or a marijuanaThe motion by Senator Kohl-Welles did not carry and the
infused product in any form or through any medium whatsoever:
striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
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MOTION

On motion of Senator Rivers, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5052 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Rivers, Hargrove, Keiser and Hatfield spoke in
favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Dansel, Fraser and Chase spoke against passage of
the bill.
Senators Rolfes, Ranker and Hasegawa spoke on final
passage of the bill.
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5052.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5464 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser,
King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Benton, Ericksen and Hatfield
SENATE BILL NO. 5464, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5052 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 36; Nays, 11; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille, Fain,
Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers,
Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Dansel, Fraser,
Hasegawa, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, Nelson, Ranker and
Rolfes
Excused: Senators Benton and Ericksen
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5052, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5464, by Senators Warnick, Hatfield,
Parlette, Hargrove, Ranker, Hewitt, Fraser and Chase
Concerning unlawfully engaging in fishing guide activity.

Senator Warnick: “I just want to say thank you for allowing
me rise for the first time on this floor. I have heard about the
tradition of the gifts. I was told at one point it was a Native
American tradition to do giveaways at special occasions so thank
you for making this a special occasion. I just wanted to let you
know what is going to be in these gifts. And it’s kind of a tradition
to do from our own districts. The potato issues there, the potato
gifts have been kind of coming. Potatoes would be a good one
from my district but I was going to tie a pony to everybody’s car
out in the parking lot in my attempt to reduce the carbon fuels but
I couldn’t round up enough ponies. So, the bag includes a scarf
from Central Washington University donated by the Alumni
Association of CWU. It includes a cedar block that shows that
Lincoln County is, … ‘Wheat is king in Lincoln County.’ It
includes a bottle of honey from a Moses Lake Company and one
very legal hop-infused ‘lolly-hop.’ It’s a sucker made out of hops
from the Yakima area and it is not a prohibited product. The
stickers on the outside show the amount of crops that we grow in
the state of Washington and being the Chair of the Ag Committee
I thought that would be appropriate as well. Thank you very much
for this special introduction to the senate. Thank you very much.”
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5267, by Senators Habib, Roach, Liias,
Pearson, Keiser, Mullet and Chase

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5464 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Warnick in favor of passage of the bill.
Senators Schoesler, Becker, Keiser, Parlette, Pearson,
Nelson, Angel, Jayapal, Fraser and Baumgartner spoke on
passage of the bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Hatfield was excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5464.
ROLL CALL

Ordering development of processes to allow prerecorded video
testimony and written testimony on pending legislation.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5267
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5267 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Habib moved that the following amendment by
Senator Habib be adopted:
On page 2, line 13, after "processes." insert "The systems
committee must set up parameters around whether some
prerecorded videos and written statements contain inappropriate
content and should not be made available to members of the
legislature unless requested by a member of the legislature."
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Senators Habib and Roach spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senator Habib: “My point of personal privilege is brought
before the roll call vote as I know how eager Senator Fain is to
POINT OF INQUIRY
get back to the constituents of the Forty-seventh and his name
coming so early in the alphabet I’m afraid he might scamper out
Senator Fain: “Would the Senator from the 48th yield to a
before receiving my small token of appreciation. So with his
question? My question is that this inappropriate material will be
indulgence and with no consideration requested, I just want to
made available to the member of the legislature at their request?
offer a token of gratitude to each and every one of you and there’s
Is that correct? Do I understand that?”
two pieces to it that I want to explain. The first is, a pair of
sunglasses. And, to Senator Mullet’s point to my eye sight, many
Senator Habib:
“Senator Fain, my intent, with this
people often ask me why I wear sunglasses. And I can honestly
amendment, is to make sure that the committee, before
say today, when we’ve come together in a bipartisan way to
immediately making the material available, will comply with
support so many pieces of important legislation, including,
content rules that the committee will have posted for the public
perhaps especially, mine that I know our future is bright Mr.
and that, despite the fact, and, even if it doesn’t meet those rules,
President together. So, I urge us all to wear these shades, to wear
it can still be, as you suggest, made available to a member upon
these sunglasses as a sign of bipartisan optimism for is what to
request.”
come. And, what’s more, a symbol of the summer time which
after rainy, winter and spring we will all be able to enjoy after
Senator Fain: “My only question is if the maker of the
completing our work in 105 days. That is the optimism with
amendment would be open to a friendly amendment that would
which I ask you to share the wearing of sunglasses. The other item
make it public any member of the legislature that is requesting
though Mr. President relates directly to this bill, philosophically,
this material so that the public would know that?”
because what it does is, it’s a pen from Microsoft Corporation
which is a business I’m very proud to have in my district. But this
Senator Habib: “I’d be happy to discuss that at some later
bill has two sides to it, one side you can write with symbolizing
stage.”
old technology, symbolizing tradition, the very things this upper
chamber, this elite, prestigious, august upper chamber stands for,
Senator Nelson spoke on adoption of the amendment.
tradition and the ways of doing things but the other end you can
use with a tablet and a touch screen surface symbolizing the new
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
wave of technology and the future. So, it’s in that spirit this bill
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Habib on page 2, line
was offered and that I offer these gifts to each and every one of
13 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5267.
you. Thank you very much Mr. President.”
The motion by Senator Habib carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5267.
MOTION
ROLL CALL
On motion of Senator Habib, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5267 was advanced to third
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5267 and the bill passed the Senate by
placed on final passage.
the following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Senator Habib spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Senators Liias, Dammeier, Chase and Mullet spoke on
Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
passage of the bill.
Hasegawa, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser,
King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Senator Habib: “Thank you Mr. President. You know, I’m
Excused: Senators Benton, Ericksen and Hatfield
so glad my friend Senator Mullet pointed out the issue of eye sight
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5267, having
and before we take a roll call vote on this highly controversial
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
measure I want to thank the body for hearing me out, hearing my
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
first speech, suffering through this first speech. As Senator
title of the act.
Dammeier said, so late in the day. And I know Senators tend to
be in bed by two or three in the afternoon and so this is getting
Senator Fain announced an opportunity for a group
awfully close. So, I do appreciate that. And as a token of my
photograph at the rostrum with all senators wearing their new
gratitude for your enduring my speech today…”
sunglasses with Senator Habib immediately following
adjournment.
POINT OF ORDER
MOTION
Senator Fain: “Thank you Mr. President. I just would
encourage a roll call vote on the underlying bill before any further
At 1:06 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
action is taken my Senator Habib. In light of making sure that we
until 12:00 o’clock noon, Monday, February 16, 2015.
are not trying to influence the votes of the members of the
chamber by providing any sort of remuneration prior to their
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
vote.”
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
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SB 5500 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Permitting retired law
enforcement officers to carry firearms on school facilities.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice

The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.

MOTION

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.

On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5579 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Exempting certain
firearms transfers involving licensed security guards from
background check requirements. Reported by Committee on
Law & Justice

February 13, 2015
SB 5213 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Allowing sales of
growlers of wine. Reported by Committee on Commerce &
Labor

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5579 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pearson and Roach.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 12, 2015
SB 5412 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Addressing the
regulation of service contracts. Reported by Committee on Law
& Justice

February 12, 2015
SB 5615 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Exempting certain
firearms transfers involving military members, law enforcement
officers, and corrections officers from background check
requirements. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 13, 2015
SB 5418 Prime Sponsor, Senator Keiser: Creating a pilot
program to improve care for catastrophically injured workers.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5418 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway;
Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 5985 by Senator Dansel
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Referred to Committee on Transportation.
AN ACT Relating to extending the date for allowing certain
counties and cities to not plan under the growth management
act; and amending RCW 36.70A.040.
SB 5991 by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain, Liias, Litzow, Braun,
Schoesler, Parlette, Warnick, Sheldon, Becker and Brown
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
AN ACT Relating to activities at the department of
transportation funded by the environmental legacy
Security.
stewardship account; reenacting and amending RCW
70.105D.170; providing an effective date; providing a
SB 5986 by Senators Becker, Keiser, Cleveland, Bailey,
Jayapal, Dammeier, Frockt, Brown, Warnick, Parlette and
contingent effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Conway
AN ACT Relating to creating a board of telemedicine;
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
amending RCW 43.70.010; adding new sections to chapter
43.70 RCW; and creating a new section.
SB 5992 by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain, Liias, Litzow, Braun,
Schoesler, Parlette, Warnick, Sheldon, Becker and Brown
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
AN ACT Relating to modifying certain requirements for ferry
vessel construction; amending RCW 47.60.005, 47.60.010,
SB 5987 by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain, Liias and Litzow
47.60.810, 47.60.814, 47.60.820, and 47.56.030; adding a
AN ACT Relating to transportation revenue; amending RCW
new section to chapter 47.60 RCW; repealing RCW
82.36.025, 82.38.030, 82.38.030, 46.68.090, 46.68.090,
47.56.780; providing an effective date; providing a
46.09.520, 46.10.530, 79A.25.070, 46.17.355, 46.17.365,
contingent effective date; and declaring an emergency.
46.17.323, 46.25.052, 46.25.060, 46.25.100, 46.20.202,
46.17.050, 46.17.060, 47.60.322, 46.12.650, 36.73.065,
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
82.80.140, 82.14.045, 81.104.140, 81.104.160, 84.52.043,
84.52.043, 84.52.010, 84.52.010, 84.04.120, and 81.77.170;
SB 5993 by Senators King, Fain, Litzow, Braun, Schoesler,
amending 2013 c 225 s 650 (uncodified); reenacting and
Parlette, Warnick, Sheldon, Hewitt, Becker and Brown
amending RCW 43.84.092, 43.84.092, 46.09.520, and
AN ACT Relating to public works contracts and projects;
81.104.170; adding a new section to chapter 46.68 RCW;
amending RCW 39.04.320, 39.12.026, and 39.12.020; adding
adding a new section to chapter 46.37 RCW; adding a new
a new section to chapter 47.01 RCW; providing an effective
section to chapter 46.16A RCW; adding a new section to
date; and declaring an emergency.
chapter 46.17 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 36.57A
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.14 RCW; adding a
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
new section to chapter 82.80 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 81.104 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 47.29
SB 5994 by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain, Liias, Litzow, Braun,
RCW; creating new sections; repealing RCW 82.38.083;
Schoesler, Parlette, Dammeier, Warnick, Sheldon, Hewitt,
repealing 2013 c 225 s 305; prescribing penalties; providing
Becker, Brown and Bailey
effective dates; providing contingent effective dates;
AN ACT Relating to permits for state transportation corridor
providing expiration dates; providing contingent expiration
projects; amending RCW 70.95.030; adding a new section to
dates; and declaring an emergency.
chapter 36.70A RCW; adding a new section to chapter 47.01
RCW; adding new sections to chapter 35.21 RCW; adding
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
new sections to chapter 36.01 RCW; adding new sections to
chapter 35A.21 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 90.58
SB 5988 by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain, Liias and Litzow
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.21C RCW;
providing an effective date; providing a contingent effective
AN ACT Relating to additive transportation funding and
appropriations; amending RCW 46.68.030, 46.68.280,
date; and declaring an emergency.
46.68.290, and 47.60.530; creating new sections; making
appropriations; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5989 by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain, Liias and Litzow
AN ACT Relating to authorizing bonds for transportation
funding; adding new sections to chapter 47.10 RCW; and
providing a contingent effective date.

SB 5995 by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain, Liias, Litzow, Braun,
Schoesler, Parlette, Dammeier, Warnick, Sheldon, O'Ban,
Becker, Brown and Bailey
AN ACT Relating to modifying the transportation system
policy goal of mobility; amending RCW 47.04.280;
providing an effective date; providing a contingent effective
date; and declaring an emergency.

Referred to Committee on Transportation.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5990 by Senators King, Fain, Litzow, Braun, Schoesler,
Parlette, Dammeier, Warnick, Sheldon, Hewitt, Becker, Brown
and Bailey
AN ACT Relating to transferring certain state sales and use
taxes collected on transportation projects to the connecting
Washington account; adding a new section to chapter 82.32
RCW; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.

SB 5996 by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain, Liias, Litzow, Braun,
Schoesler, Parlette, Dammeier, Warnick, Sheldon, O'Ban, Hewitt,
Becker and Brown
AN ACT Relating to Washington state department of
transportation projects; amending RCW 47.01.300; adding a
new section to chapter 47.01 RCW; adding a new chapter to
Title 47 RCW; providing an effective date; providing a
contingent effective date; and declaring an emergency.
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Referred to Committee on Transportation.

SB 5997 by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain, Liias, Litzow, Braun,
Schoesler, Parlette, Dammeier, Warnick, Sheldon, O'Ban, Hewitt,
Becker and Brown
AN ACT Relating to transportation project delivery;
amending RCW 47.20.785; creating a new section; providing
an effective date; providing a contingent effective date;
providing a contingent expiration date; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 5998 by Senator Roach
AN ACT Relating to the protection of groundwater; and
amending RCW 90.54.020.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 5999 by Senator Darneille
AN ACT Relating to the caseload forecast council; amending
RCW 43.88C.010, 43.215.456, and 43.185C.220; and
creating a new section.

Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 6005 by Senator Braun
AN ACT Relating to establishing the state average annual
wage as the maximum compensation to be used for
calculating state retirement benefits; and amending RCW
28B.10.410, 41.32.010, 41.32.035, 41.35.010, 41.35.430,
41.37.010, 41.37.220, 41.40.010, and 41.40.048.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6006 by Senators Jayapal, Miloscia, Fraser, Padden and
Conway
AN ACT Relating to increasing the capability of state
agencies to develop lean cultures and implement lean
performance management strategies through the development
of lean curricula and pilot programs administered by the
department of enterprise services; adding a new section to
chapter 43.19 RCW; and creating new sections.
Referred to Committee on Accountability & Reform.
SB 6007 by Senators Roach and Padden
AN ACT Relating to theft of rental property; amending RCW
9A.56.096; and prescribing penalties.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 6000 by Senator Dansel
AN ACT Relating to joint meetings of multiple county
legislative authorities; and adding a new section to chapter
36.32 RCW.

SB 6008 by Senators Chase, Roach, Hasegawa and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to approval of a tax levy by a public
hospital district board; and amending RCW 70.44.060.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

SB 6001 by Senators Cleveland, Chase and Kohl-Welles
AN ACT Relating to the definition of a newspaper; amending
RCW 82.04.214; amending 2012 2nd sp.s. c 6 s 704
(uncodified); providing an effective date; providing an
expiration date; and declaring an emergency.

SB 6009 by Senator Parlette
AN ACT Relating to providing sales and use tax exemptions
to persons who suffered property damage in a catastrophic
wildfire as defined in this act; adding a new section to chapter
82.08 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.12 RCW;
creating a new section; providing an effective date; and
declaring an emergency.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6002 by Senators Chase, Keiser, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Hasegawa and Jayapal
AN ACT Relating to pesticide application in school facilities;
adding new sections to chapter 28A.345 RCW; and creating
new sections.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 6003 by Senator Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to conservation districts' special
assessments; and amending RCW 89.08.400.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SB 6004 by Senators Braun, Honeyford and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to the acquisition of coal displacement
power; adding a new section to chapter 80.04 RCW; and
creating a new section.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exceptions of Senate Bill No.
6002 and Senate Bill No. 6003 which were referred to the
Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately following adjournment.
MOTION
At 12:02 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon Tuesday, February 17, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 16, 2015
SB 5343 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hasegawa: Concerning
parking impact mitigation from regional transit authority facility
construction. Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5343 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Minority
Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Litzow; Miloscia;
Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 16, 2015
SB 5362 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Concerning the
regulation of passenger charter and excursion carriers. Reported
by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5362 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Minority
Member; Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senators Cleveland and
Jayapal.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 16, 2015
SB 5451 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Addressing vocational
rehabilitation by making certain recommendations from the
vocational rehabilitation subcommittee permanent and creating
certain incentives for employers to employ injured workers with
permanent disabilities. Reported by Committee on Commerce
& Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5451 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,

Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 16, 2015
SB 5468 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Authorizing the use of
nonappropriated funds on certain administrative costs and
expenses of the stay-at-work and self-insured employer programs.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority
Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 16, 2015
SB 5519 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Enacting the
comprehensive marijuana reform act. Reported by Committee
on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority
Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 12, 2015
SB 5527 Prime Sponsor, Senator Liias: Concerning voter
registration.
Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5527 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Benton, Vice Chair; Liias,
Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair Pearson,
Vice Chair.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 16, 2015
SB 5587 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Authorizing funding
and expenditures for the hosting of the annual conference of the
national association of state treasurers. Reported by Committee
on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 16, 2015
SB 5588 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Concerning
Washington's property assessment appeal procedures. Reported
by Committee on Government Operations & Security
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 16, 2015
February 16, 2015
SB 5654 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Concerning partial
payment of current and delinquent taxes to the county treasurer.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 16, 2015
SB 5810 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Promoting the use,
acceptance, and removal of barriers to the use and acceptance of
electronic signatures. Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5810 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 16, 2015
SB 5887 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Lengthening the
maximum terms of leases entered into by the director of enterprise
services in certain counties. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5887 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 16, 2015
SJM 8012
Prime
Sponsor,
Senator
Hargrove:
Requesting the designation of U.S. Highway 101 to honor
recipients of the Medal of Honor. Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Minority Member;
Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen;
Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
with the exception of Senate Bill No. 5654 which was referred to
the Committee on Rules.
MOTION

MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1089,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1091,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1263
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6010 by Senators Parlette and Keiser
AN ACT Relating to promoting quality nursing home care
with a quality workforce through value-focused, acuity-based
purchasing utilizing the nursing home payment methodology;
amending RCW 74.42.360, 74.46.022, 74.46.431, 74.46.435,
74.46.437, 74.46.485, 74.46.506, 74.46.515, 74.46.521, and
74.46.541; adding new sections to chapter 74.46 RCW;
creating a new section; repealing RCW 74.46.024, 74.46.803,
and 74.46.807; making appropriations; providing an effective
date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 6011 by Senators Mullet and Braun
AN ACT Relating to allowing industry members to provide
alcoholic beverage retailers with credit on alcoholic beverage
purchases; amending RCW 66.28.310; and adding a new
section to chapter 66.28 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 6012 by Senators Roach and Liias
AN ACT Relating to the protection of drinking water when
issuing building permits; and amending RCW 19.27.095.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 6013 by Senators Roach, Angel and Dammeier
AN ACT Relating to providing use tax relief for individuals
who support charitable activities; amending RCW 82.12.225;
and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6014 by Senators Honeyford, Cleveland, Hatfield and
Chase
AN ACT Relating to remedies for actions under the public
records act; and amending RCW 42.56.550 and 40.14.025.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
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Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
SB 6015 by Senators Roach, Becker, Hargrove, Angel, Pearson,
Conway, Sheldon, Hatfield, Dammeier, King, Honeyford,
Security.
Schoesler, Hobbs, Ranker and Baumgartner
AN ACT Relating to providing funding for the hunter
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
education training program operated by the department of fish
and wildlife through the issuance of national rifle association
SHB 1089
by House Committee on State Government
(originally sponsored by Representatives S. Hunt, Moscoso,
special license plates; amending RCW 46.68.425 and
77.15.425; reenacting and amending RCW 46.18.200,
Robinson, Tarleton, Gregerson and Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to adding adherence to state wage payment
46.17.220, and 46.18.060; adding a new section to chapter
46.04 RCW; and providing an effective date.
laws to the state's responsible bidder criteria; amending RCW
39.04.350 and 39.26.160; adding a new section to chapter
49.46 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 49.48 RCW; and
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
adding a new section to chapter 49.52 RCW.
SB 6016 by Senators Braun, Baumgartner, Benton, Angel,
Schoesler and Honeyford
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
AN ACT Relating to requiring explicit statutory authorization
for the use of interest arbitration; amending RCW
EHB 1091
by Representatives Van De Wege, Klippert,
28B.52.060, 41.76.030, and 41.80.090; and adding a new
Carlyle, Fey, Goodman, Tarleton, Holy, Gregerson, Jinkins,
section to chapter 41.56 RCW.
Lytton, Stanford, Orwall, Kirby, Fitzgibbon, Sawyer, Ryu,
Riccelli and Morris
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
AN ACT Relating to the unauthorized interference of ticket
sales over the internet; and adding a new chapter to Title 19
SB 6017 by Senators Liias, Conway, Fraser, McAuliffe, Chase,
RCW.
Kohl-Welles and Darneille
AN ACT Relating to cost-of-living adjustments for plan 1
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
retirees of the teachers' retirement system and public
employees' retirement system; adding a new section to
HB 1263 by Representatives Stokesbary, Kirby, Vick, Hurst and
chapter 41.32 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 41.40
Buys
RCW; creating a new section; and declaring an emergency.
AN ACT Relating to private investigators; and amending
RCW 18.165.020.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 6018 by Senator Fain
AN ACT Relating to modifying the appointment process for
MOTION
trustees and the selection process for librarians of rural county
library districts in counties with one million or more
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
residents; amending RCW 27.12.190 and 27.12.210; and
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
adding new sections to chapter 27.12 RCW.
committees as designated with the exception of Senate Bill No.
6012 which was referred to the Committee on Government
Operations & Security.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
MOTION
SB 6019 by Senators Padden, Pedersen, Frockt and O'Ban
AN ACT Relating to adjudicative proceedings involving a
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
state agency; and amending RCW 34.05.461, 34.05.464, and
order of business.
34.05.455.
MOTION
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Senator Frockt moved adoption of the following resolution:
SB 6020 by Senators Chase and Roach
SENATE RESOLUTION
AN ACT Relating to implementing recommendations of the
8618
sunshine committee; amending RCW 13.34.100, 42.56.230,
and 70.148.060; and reenacting and amending RCW
By Senators Frockt, Kohl-Welles, Pedersen, Hobbs, Hatfield,
42.56.240 and 42.56.330.
Nelson, Mullet, Keiser, McCoy, Darneille, McAuliffe, Liias,
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Jayapal, Hasegawa, Cleveland, Chase, Billig, Conway, Rolfes,
and Fraser
Security.
SB 6021 by Senator Roach
AN ACT Relating to requiring the voters to ratify the
agreement between public hospital district No. 1 of King
county and UW Medicine; and adding a new section to
chapter 70.44 RCW.

WHEREAS, Closing the opportunity gap and ensuring that
every Washington child has a chance to succeed is the utmost duty
of the Washington State Legislature; and
WHEREAS, A disproportionate number of students from
communities of color, disadvantaged backgrounds, and rural or
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poor areas face major challenges with accessing higher education;
and
WHEREAS, Higher education is increasingly necessary for
students to get jobs in our new knowledge-intensive economy,
and local employers are forced to recruit outside Washington to
find employees with the appropriate skills; and
WHEREAS, Washington ranks 47th in the nation for student
enrollment in college by age 19, and 42nd in college participation
rates for students from low-income families; and
WHEREAS, The College Bound Scholarship program helps
low-income middle school students aspire to postsecondary
education and succeed academically by providing financial aid
for college if they maintain their grades through high school; and
WHEREAS, Since the College Bound Scholarship was
established in 2007, more than 212,000 students have signed up,
and the scholarship has substantially contributed to increased high
school graduation rates among participants by 15 to 19 percent
statewide and by 30 percent in some regions; and
WHEREAS, The State Need Grant is Washington's major
college financial aid program for low-income students; and
WHEREAS, Demand for the State Need Grant is far
outpacing available resources—over 33,000 students eligible for
the program were not able to access the aid in 2013-2014;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate honor students who have the College
Bound Scholarship and students receiving State Need Grant aid
as they continue to work hard and put themselves on the path to
success in school and life; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Washington State
Senate acknowledge that Washington must continue to support
college access for low-income students in order to close
opportunity gaps and increase our state's long-term
competitiveness.
Senators Frockt and Jayapal spoke in favor of adoption of the
resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8618.
The motion by Senator Frockt carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed middle and high school and college
students from Yakima, Tacoma, Thurston County, Seattle and
other areas around the state; as well as, and community supporters
and representatives of the College Success Foundation; the
University of Washington Dream Project; College Access Now;
S.O.A.R. [Scholarship Opportunities Assistance & Research];
Seattle Education Access; the College Access Network; and the
Road Map Project who were present in the gallery and recognized
by the senate.
MOTION
Senator Brown moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION

8615
By Senator Brown
WHEREAS, The Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, or
PNNL, is celebrating its fiftieth year of operation, employing
4,300 staff at its facility in Richland, Washington; and
WHEREAS, PNNL is a world-class facility that transforms
the world through discovery and innovation, enabling us to live
more prosperously, safely, and securely, through such
innovations as creating standards and devices to measure
radiation back in the 1960s, creating materials to aid space
exploration, developing nuclear medicine for cancer treatments
from nuclear waste, improving climate models, aiding national
security by creating innovative explosive-detecting technologies,
and improving the environment through the advancement of
battery technology for electric vehicles; and
WHEREAS, Mike Kluse, Director of PNNL since January
2007, has made significant contributions to PNNL's success in
advancing scientific understanding and solving some of our
nation's most complex challenges in energy, the environment, and
national security; and
WHEREAS, Mike Kluse has made significant contributions
to the Tri-Cities and the State of Washington including his
instrumental role in the development of Delta High School, the
region's first science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) education high school;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate recognize and honor Mike Kluse,
Director of the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, and the
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, for their contributions to
science, innovation, national security, industry, community, and
country; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That a copy of this resolution
be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to Mike
Kluse, Director of the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory.
Senator Brown spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8615.
The motion by Senator Brown carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
At 12:15 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, February 18,
2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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Senate Chamber, Olympia
Wednesday, February 18, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 17, 2015
SB 5013 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Regarding the use
of designated agricultural lands. Reported by Committee on
Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5016 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Retaining water
resources to assure the vitality of local economies. Reported by
Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 17, 2015
SB 5098 Prime Sponsor, Senator Billig: Increasing efficiency in
child care reporting. Reported by Committee on Early Learning
& K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5098 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 17, 2015
SB 5133 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Concerning a study of
higher education cost drivers. Reported by Committee on
Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5133 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice

Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker;
Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5298 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Concerning the
diversion of certain municipal waters. Reported by Committee
on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5298 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and
Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5419 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Enacting the student
user privacy in education rights act. Reported by Committee on
Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Fain; Hill;
Mullet and Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators McAuliffe, Ranking
Member; Billig and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5452 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Improving quality in
the early care and education system. Reported by Committee on
Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5452 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Billig; Fain; Hill; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senator McAuliffe, Ranking Member.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 17, 2015
SB 5470 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Concerning
municipal procurement of water services.
Reported by
Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5470 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and
Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
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SB 5517 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Concerning
sexual harassment prevention and response through policies and
training in schools. Reported by Committee on Early Learning
& K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5517 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5526 Prime Sponsor, Senator Liias: Preventing harassment,
intimidation, and bullying in public schools. Reported by
Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig;
Fain; Hill; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Dammeier, Vice Chair.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5540 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Recognizing the
national day of the cowboy. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.

SB 5565 Prime Sponsor, Senator McCoy: Recognizing Cesar
Chavez day.
Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5605 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Concerning the
arrest of sixteen and seventeen year olds for domestic violence
assault. Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental
Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Padden.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 17, 2015
SB 5619 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Concerning basic
education for adults at community and technical colleges.
Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; KohlWelles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5547 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Requiring a minimum
grade point average or equivalent to renew a state need grant.
Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; Becker and
Miloscia.

February 17, 2015
SB 5647 Prime Sponsor, Senator Conway: Allowing counties to
create guardianship courthouse facilitator programs. Reported
by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member; Frockt
and Liias.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 17, 2015
SB 5555 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Concerning
irrigation district review and conditioning authority. Reported
by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015

February 17, 2015
SB 5657 Prime Sponsor, Senator Mullet: Creating a pilot
program to encourage school districts to extend the school day to
provide homework assistance to middle schools. Reported by
Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5657 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 17, 2015
SB 5663 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Allowing youthful
offenders who complete their confinement terms prior to age
twenty-one equal access to a full continuum of rehabilitative and
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SB 5708 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Concerning the
reentry services. Reported by Committee on Human Services,
Mental Health & Housing
taxation of certain rented property owned by nonprofit fair
associations. Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water &
Rural Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
No. 5708 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and
Honeyford.
February 17, 2015
SB 5679 Prime Sponsor, Senator McAuliffe: Concerning
transition services for special education students. Reported by
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
February 17, 2015
SB 5721 Prime Sponsor, Senator Billig: Concerning the
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5679 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
membership of the expanded learning opportunities council.
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5721 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill;
February 17, 2015
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
SB 5688 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Providing students
with skills that promote mental health and well-being and
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
increase academic performance. Reported by Committee on
Early Learning & K-12 Education
February 17, 2015
SB 5733 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Authorizing a
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
livestock movement reporting system. Reported by Committee
No. 5688 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development
pass.
Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5733 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
recommendation. Signed by Senator Dammeier, Vice Chair.
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and
Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5692 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hargrove: Addressing
February 17, 2015
permanency plans of care for dependent children. Reported by
SB 5735 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Providing incentives
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
for carbon reduction investments. Reported by Committee on
Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
No. 5735 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Chair; Braun; Brown and Honeyford.
February 17, 2015
SB 5693 Prime Sponsor, Senator Miloscia: Authorizing the
department of social and health services special commitment
center to seek eligibility and reimbursement for health care costs
covered by federal medicare, medicaid, and veterans health
benefits. Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental
Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland;
Habib and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5740 Prime Sponsor, Senator Fain: Concerning extended
foster care services. Reported by Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member.
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MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

February 17, 2015
SB 5744 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Regarding school
employee workforce reductions and assignments. Reported by
Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education

February 17, 2015
SB 5753 Prime Sponsor, Senator Liias: Creating a county
property tax exemption for energy efficient construction.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5744 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Fain; Hill and Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senator McAuliffe, Ranking Member.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Billig; Mullet and
Rolfes.

February 17, 2015
SB 5779 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Reducing penalties
applied to regional support networks and behavioral health
organizations. Reported by Committee on Human Services,
Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5745 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hargrove: Implementing
Becca task force truancy reform recommendations. Reported by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.

February 17, 2015
SB 5792 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Establishing a
centralized office of forensic mental health services. Reported
by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5746 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Including Everett
Community College as an aerospace training or educational
program. Reported by Committee on Higher Education

February 17, 2015
SB 5801 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Creating a water
commission. Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water &
Rural Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair and Honeyford.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; KohlWelles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member and Hobbs.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

February 17, 2015
SB 5748 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Clarifying the teacher
and principal evaluation process with the intent of strengthening
the process. Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12
Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5748 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Fain; Hill; Mullet and Rivers.

February 17, 2015
SB 5805 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Concerning conflict
resolution programs in schools. Reported by Committee on
Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill; Mullet; Rivers and
Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senator McAuliffe, Ranking Member.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Billig and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 17, 2015
SB 5841 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Creating a tuition and
fees exemption for children and surviving spouses of certain
highway workers. Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; Kohl-
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Welles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member and
Liias.
February 17, 2015
SB 5889 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning timeliness
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
of competency evaluation and restoration services. Reported by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
February 17, 2015
SGA 9029
JEROME O COHEN, appointed on May 23,
2014, for the term ending March 26, 2018, as Member of the
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5889 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
Higher Education Facilities Authority. Reported by Committee
on Higher Education
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
Padden.
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
February 17, 2015
SB 5897 Prime Sponsor, Senator Cleveland: Requiring costs for
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
the examination of a suspected victim of assault of a child to be
February 17, 2015
paid by the state. Reported by Committee on Human Services,
SGA 9052
CHASE FRANKLIN, appointed on June 2,
Mental Health & Housing
2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as Member of the
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Western Washington University Board of Trustees. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member and
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
Liias.
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SGA 9007
DON BARBIERI, appointed on November
February 17, 2015
SGA 9100
KEVIN MASSIMINO, appointed on July 1,
21, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2020, as Member of
2014, for the term ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the Board
the Board of Regents, Washington State University. Reported
of Regents, Washington State University.
Reported by
by Committee on Higher Education
Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member and
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member and
Liias.
Liias.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
February 17, 2015
SGA 9009
TERESITA BATAYOLA, appointed on
SGA 9121
ROBERT J MOSER, appointed on July 1,
October 20, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2015, as
Member of the Seattle College District Board of Trustees.
2014, for the term ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the Central
Reported by Committee on Higher Education
Washington University Board of Trustees.
Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SGA 9011
KATHRYN BENNETT, appointed on
February 17, 2015
December 23, 2013, for the term ending September 30, 2018, as
SGA 9146
JUANITA RICHARDS, appointed on
Member of the Board of Trustees, Community College District
October 20, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as
No. 4 (Skagit Valley College). Reported by Committee on
Member of the Board of Trustees, Big Bend Community College
Higher Education
District No. 18. Reported by Committee on Higher Education
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MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 17, 2015
SGA 9194
DORIS WOOD, appointed on August 26,
2013, for the term ending September 30, 2017, as Member of the
Board of Trustees, Community College District No. 12 (Centralia
College). Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner,
Vice Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member;
Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
with the exception of Senate Bill No. 5605, Senate Bill No. 5647
which were referred to the Committee on Rules and Senate Bill
No. 5792 which was referred to the Committee on Ways &
Means.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the third
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM GOVERNOR
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
February 3, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment,
subject to your confirmation.
JANIS AVERY, appointed January 28, 2015, for the
term ending January 12, 2019, as Member of the State Board of
Education.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
February 3, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment,
subject to your confirmation.
KAY BROWN, appointed February 16, 2015, for the
term ending June 30, 2016, as Member of the Pollution
Control/Shorelines Hearings Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.

February 3, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
LINDA S. COWAN, reappointed January 19, 2015, for
the term ending September 30, 2019, as Member of the Green
River Community College Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
February 3, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment,
subject to your confirmation.
RITA E. DILLON, appointed October 2, 2014, for the
term ending October 1, 2018, as Member of the Small Business
Export Finance Assistance Center Board of Directors.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
February 3, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment,
subject to your confirmation.
PATRICK DOWD, appointed January 16, 2015, for the
term ending at the governor's pleasure, as a Director of the Office
of the Family and Children Ombudsman - Agency Head.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
February 3, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment,
subject to your confirmation.
RUSSELL D. HAUGE, appointed February 1, 2015,
for the term ending January 15, 2017, as Member of the Liquor
Control Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
February 3, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
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Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
NANCY HECOX, reappointed January 22, 2015, for
the term ending January 20, 2019, as Member of the Pharmacy
SB 6026 by Senator Dansel
Quality Assurance Commission.
AN ACT Relating to volunteer emergency workers
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
volunteering with a nonprofit ambulance service provider;
and reenacting and amending RCW 41.24.010.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
February 3, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment,
subject to your confirmation.
MERISA T. HEU-WELLER, appointed November 18,
2013, for the term ending September 30, 2018, as Member of the
Bellevue College Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all appointees listed on the
Gubernatorial Appointments report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth order
of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6022 by Senator Chase
AN ACT Relating to the investments of insurers; amending
RCW 48.13.005, 48.13.009, 48.13.031, 48.13.061,
48.13.071, and 48.13.101; and repealing RCW 48.13.021.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SB 6023 by Senator Pearson
AN ACT Relating to mitigating the fiscal impact to hospitals
related to care provided to department of corrections inmates;
and amending RCW 72.10.030.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 6024 by Senator Chase
AN ACT Relating to maximum capital and reserves
accumulations by health care service contractors and health
maintenance organizations; amending RCW 48.31C.060 and
48.43.305; adding a new section to chapter 48.43 RCW; and
repealing RCW 48.32.145.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 6025 by Senators Liias, Pearson and Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to tax incentives for producers of crosslaminated timber products; adding a new section to chapter
82.08 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.12 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 82.04 RCW; creating new
sections; providing an effective date; and providing
expiration dates.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 6027 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Fain, Billig and Benton
AN ACT Relating to increasing Washington state's motion
picture and film industry viability by increasing the tax credit
available to certain motion picture activities; amending RCW
82.04.4489; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6028 by Senator Benton
AN ACT Relating to issuing a secure driver's license; adding
new sections to chapter 46.20 RCW; creating a new section;
and repealing RCW 43.41.390 and 46.20.191.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 6029 by Senator Miloscia
AN ACT Relating to establishing a living wage; amending
RCW 49.46.005, 49.46.020, 49.46.120, 49.78.360,
82.04.250, and 82.32.045; adding a new section to chapter
35.21 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 35A.21 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 36.01 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 53.08 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title
49 RCW; and providing for submission of this act to a vote of
the people.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 6030 by Senators Chase, Roach, McCoy, Hasegawa,
Miloscia, Padden, Dansel and Benton
AN ACT Relating to assessments in public schools;
amending RCW 28A.655.061, 28A.655.066, 28A.655.068,
28A.655.070, 28A.305.130, 28A.655.185, 28B.105.010,
28B.105.030, and 28B.105.060; amending 2013 2nd sp.s. c
22 s 1 (uncodified); adding a new section to chapter 28A.320
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.655 RCW; adding
new sections to chapter 28A.655 RCW; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 6031 by Senator Chase
AN ACT Relating to public works contracts awarded or
managed by the department of enterprise services; and adding
a new section to chapter 39.04 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 6032 by Senator Miloscia
AN ACT Relating to procedures for petitions for adoption,
amendment, or repeal of agency rules; and amending RCW
34.05.330.
Referred to Committee on Accountability & Reform.
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SB 6033 by Senators Roach, Liias and Benton
AN ACT Relating to establishing a task force to examine state
and local regulations that affect small businesses; creating a
new section; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
SB 6034 by Senators Roach, Liias, Benton and Conway
AN ACT Relating to increasing visibility of and public
contracting opportunities for veteran-owned businesses;
amending RCW 39.26.090 and 43.60A.200; and adding new
sections to chapter 39.26 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Majority Coalition
Caucus immediately following going at ease.
Senator Rolfes announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately following going at ease.

uproot that which is planted. A time to weep and a time to laugh;
a time of wailing and a time of dancing.’” King Solomon,
Ecclesiastes Chapter 3. We stand before you God, at a time when
we are to pay tribute and to remember men and women who have
honorably served this great state in its legislature. Is this a time to
weep or is a time to laugh? Is it a time for wailing or is it a time
for dancing?
This evening the Jewish month of Adar begins which
obligates us to increase in joy. Every event, every happening must
be punctuated and permeated with joyfulness. The legislators who
we remember today should be a source of joy and inspiration to
their families, colleagues and all who knew them. May the
memory of these public servants who valiantly fought for the
good of their fellow man, bring joy and gladness to our lives.
Please, God Almighty, lead us to remember with joy, that we
might fulfill the teaching of the holy Zohar, to be joyous and
create joy in the divine realm, causing God to reveal a dimension
of blessing that transcends all limitations.
May God Almighty shower His blessings on those
assembled here today. May He grant them only health, prosperity,
and to know only goodness all the days of their lives. Today as
we reflect upon the lives of these leaders of our communities,
their accomplishments and the lessons in life they passed on, may
their legacy continue in the untold blessings released from the
heavens through our joy.
May the memory of these legislators be for a blessing and a
guiding light for us all. Amen.”

MOTION
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
At 10:04 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 11:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
JOINT SESSION
The Sergeant At Arms, Mr. Andrew Staubitz, announced the
presence of the House of Representatives at the Chamber door.
The President called upon the Sergeant at Arms of the Senate
to escort The Honorable Tina Orwall, Speaker Pro Tempore and
The Honorable Shelly Short, Republican Caucus Chair to seats at
the rostrum. Members of the House were invited to seats within
the Chamber.
Pursuant to Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 8401, the
President called the Joint Session to order. The Secretary called
the roll of the members of the Senate. The Secretary called the
roll of the members of the House of Representatives. The
President declared that a quorum of the Legislature was present.
The President welcomed and introduced the following
Statewide Elected Officials who were present at the rostrum: The
Honorable Kim Wyman, Secretary of State; The Honorable Troy
Kelley, State Auditor; The Honorable James McIntire, State
Treasurer; Justice Mary Fairhurst, Justice Debra Stephens; Justice
Charles Wiggins; Justice Steven Gonzalez; Justice Sheryl Gordon
McCloud and Justice Mary Yu of the Washington State Supreme
Court.
The Washington State Patrol Honor Guard presented the Colors.
INVOCATION
Rabbi Cheski Edelman: “‘Everything has an appointed
season, and there is a time for every matter under the heaven. A
time to give birth and a time to die; a time to plant and a time to

President Owen: “Honored Statewide Officials, Justices of
the Court, Members of the Legislature, Ladies and Gentlemen:
The purpose of this Joint Session is to conduct a memorial service
in memory of members of the Legislature who have passed from
among us. This has been our longstanding custom. For more than
a century the Senate and House have met as we meet today, to
pay special tribute and fitting tribute to the lives and service of
these valued public servants. Despite the abundant work we have
here before us, we pause upon this sad occasion and reflect upon
the course that we have traveled and pay homage to the
disappearing generations of men and women who aided in
strengthening and multiplying the powers and opportunities, the
pleasures and possibilities of the people who constitute this great
state. On behalf of the Senate and the House of Representatives,
I would like to extend a warm welcome to the family members,
friends and colleagues who have joined us today and offer our
deepest sympathies.”
The President introduced Speaker Pro Tempore Tina
Orwall.
REMARKS BY THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE
Speaker Pro Tempore(Representative Orwall officiating) :
“Thank you Mr. President. Today we gather today to pay tribute
to the lives of the distinguished former members of the
Washington State Senate and House of Representatives who have
passed from amongst us. The people of our state are grateful for
their public service.
The Sixty-Fourth Legislature conveys its respects to these
deceased legislators. They once sat in these chambers, they made
important votes, they attended committee meetings and through
it sought always to make our state a better place. While their
journey in life is complete, their achievements, public record and
valued service are recorded in the journals of the Senate and
House and are forever a permanent part of our state’s history.
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Allen Bluechel
We express our sympathies to their families, friends and
colleagues of these public servants. We also share with them on
this memorable occasion, the fond and happy memories of these
Ted Bottiger
legislators. They leave a legacy of dedicated service that remains
always in our hearts, our memories and a history of our state.”
The Speaker (Representative Orwall officiating) introduced
Father Photios Dumont, St Demetrios Greek Orthodox Church of
Seattle to offer the Memorial Prayer.
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1st & 45t5h Districts, House & Senate
Memorialized by Sen. Honeyford
2nd, 28th & 29th Districts, House & Senate
Memorialized by Rep. Hunt
28th District, House &Senate
Memorialized by Sen. Hargrove

Michael Carrell
John Erak, JR.

19th District, House
Memorialized by Rep. Blake

Phyllis Erickson

2nd District, House
Memorialized by Rep. Orcutt

INVOCATION
Father Photios Dumont: “In the Name of the Father, the Son
and the Holy Spirit, Amen. O God of all, we give thanks to You
and praise You on this day, as we gather to honor and remember
all of those who so faithfully served their fellow citizens and this
great State of Washington and have now departed to the next life.
We are thankful as we remember their work and dedicated
service, and we ask You to grant them mercy and Your good
favor. To all of their surviving family, relatives, friends and
colleagues, we ask You to bring comfort and peace, consoling
their hearts and souls, as such that only You can do.
We bless and praise Your Holy Name for Your gracious
favor and divine blessing upon the State of Washington, our
Governor Jay Inslee, and the members of this august assembly of
State Representatives and Senators. Bless, preserve, and keep
them and their families safe and healthy, together with all who
serve our great state. May they be inspired by all those who served
before them, who we honor and remember this day, and diligently
seek to imitate their good deeds, bringing justice, equality and
goodness to our beloved state.
Heavenly, Father, may we ever abide in this land of
opportunity and freedom in ‘perfect tranquility,’ faithful to our
foundations, and ever building a more prosperous, just, equitable,
and decent society for all our citizens through the example of our
forbearers. For our departed Governor, Representatives and
Senators, O Merciful God, grant them rest where the light of Your
countenance shines – where there is no more pain, sorrow or
suffering, but life everlasting! May their Memory be eternal!
Amen!”

Roger Freeman
30th District, House
Memorialized by Rep. Bergquist, Rep. Kochmar
Wm. Booth Gardner
Robert F. Goldsworthy
Wilbur G. “Web” Hallauer

Member

John David Jones

Mary Ellen McCaffree

Ida Ballasiotes

41st District, House
Memorialized by Rep. Clibborn, Rep. Senn

Duane L. Berentson

Jean L. Berkey

40th District, House
Memorialized by Rep. Johnson
38th District, House & Senate
Memorialized by Rep. Sells

48th District, House & Senate
Memorialized by Rep. Stambaugh

32nd District, House
Memorialized by Sen. Rolfes
8th District, House
Memorialized by Sen. Parlette

Don Moos

7th District, House
Memorialized by Rep. McCaslin

John A. Moyer

3rd & 6th Districts, House & Senate
Memorialized by Sen. Dammeier

Andrew Nisbet

24th District, House
Memorialized by Sen. Hatfield

Val Ogden
49th District, House
Memorialized by Sen. Cleveland, Rep. Moeller, Rep. Wylie
Margaret Rayburn

2nd District, House
Memorialized by Rep. Short

1st District, Senate
Memorialized by Rep. Dent

38th District, House
Memorialized by Sen. McCoy

John Martinis

District

Arthur “Art” Avery

9th District, House
Memorialized by Sen. Schoesler

26h District, House
Memorialized by Sen. Angel

Tom Huff

Richard Morphis
Speaker (Representative Orwall officiating) and the
President called the roll of the deceased former members of the
Senate and the House of Representatives. A bell tolled after each
name was called. Each of the deceased former members, in turn,
were memorialized by the Governor, the senators and
representatives. Memorialists were assisted by candle lighters:
Miss Zsa Zsa Bell Toms, Senate Page, and Mr. Christopher
Miyake, House Page.

26th District, Senate & Governor
Memorialized by Governor Inslee

Brian J. Sullivan
Kip Tokuda

15th District, House
Memorialized by Rep. Chandler
29th District, House
Memorialized by Sen. Conway

37h District, House
Memorialized by Sen. Hasegawa. Rep. Santos

Larry Vognild
Alvin C. “Al” Williams

38th District, Senate
Memorialized by Rep. Sells
32nd District, House & Senate
Memorialized by Sen. Chase
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The Olympia Youth Chorus Cantabile Ensemble, led by Ms.
Cynthia Dinsmore, performed “Steal Away” and “Psalm 23.”
The Speaker (Representative Orwall officiating) introduced
Reverend Kojo Kakihara of the Buddhist Temple, Tacoma who
offered the Closing Prayer.
CLOSING PRAYER
Reverend Kakihara: “Every life is interconnected and
resonates each other beyond our physical lives. This moment we
share together is a precious gift, given by those whom we
remember and honor today. We share this moment and we share
life. Buddha said, ‘To benefit others is to benefit yourself, and
brings you true happiness.’
They lived to contribute to the world and dedicated
themselves to serving others. Their spirit is in us. Let us all keep
their legacies and walk forward in the same spirit.
As the sun shines upon the earth awakening into the growth
the seeds that lie dormant in the soil, may the Light of Truth cast
its splendor upon the minds and hearts that they may continue to
guide the State of Washington, this Nation, and the world with
great wisdom and deep compassion. May the same Light shine
upon us all, giving us the insight to realize that all life is in
Oneness, that we may constantly strive for the wellbeing, not only
of ourselves, but also, for all people everywhere.
Please join me and let us have a moment of meditation. You
are welcome to express words in your own respective religious
traditions. Namu Amida Butsu.”
The Honorable Hans Dunshee, State Representative,
performed “The Skye Boat Song” and “Highland Cathedral” on
the Scottish smallpipe from rear of the Chamber.
The Speaker (Representative Orwall officiating) thanked
Representative Dunshee for his performance, the President and
the senate for their assistance and hospitality and retired from the
chair.

President Owen: “Thank you Madam Speaker and members
of the tH0.606642(o)57.64825(u)-7.64825(s)145851(e)3.14736( )-371.393(t)-7
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; Braun; Brown
and Honeyford.

The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland and
Habib.

MOTION

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Ranker.

On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 18, 2015
SB 5044 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Concerning mitigation
measures for shoreline development. Reported by Committee
on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5044 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; Braun; Brown and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member and Cleveland.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Habib.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5056 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Concerning the use
of chemical action plans for recommendations of safer chemicals.
Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5056 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; Braun; Brown; Honeyford and Ranker.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland and
Habib.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5092 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Including nuclear
energy in the principles that guide development and
implementation of the state's energy strategy. Reported by
Committee on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5109 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Concerning
infrastructure financing for local governments. Reported by
Committee on Trade & Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5109 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Angel and Ericksen.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Chase, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Frockt.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5113 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Requiring the
department of commerce to coordinate and advance the siting and
manufacturing of small modular reactors in the state to meet
future energy supply, environmental, and energy security needs.
Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5113 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; Braun; Brown and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland;
Habib and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5115 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Studying the siting of
small modular reactors in Washington. Reported by Committee
on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5115 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; Braun; Brown and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Cleveland; Habib and Ranker.

Signed by
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MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator McCoy, Ranking
Minority Member.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Mullet, Ranking Minority Member and Darneille.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 16, 2015
SB 5228 Prime Sponsor, Senator Baumgartner: Adjusting the
maximum speed limit for Interstate 90 in rural counties.
Reported by Committee on Transportation

February 17, 2015
SB 5409 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Concerning the use of
credit cards for campaign expenditures. Reported by Committee
on Government Operations & Security

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5228 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Fain, Vice Chair; Baumgartner; Ericksen; Litzow; Miloscia;
Rivers and Sheldon.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5409 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant
Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland; Jayapal and Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5231 Prime Sponsor, Senator Sheldon: Modifying collective
bargaining law to authorize the right of state workers employed
in the community and technical college system as nontenured
part-time academic employees to form a collective bargaining
unit for the protection of their common interests. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5274 Prime Sponsor, Senator Schoesler: Revising the
responsibilities of the joint administrative rules review
committee. Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5274 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; Braun; Brown and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member and Cleveland.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 12, 2015
SB 5321 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Concerning
registration of persons providing debt settlement services.
Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5321 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair;
Fain; Litzow and Roach.

February 18, 2015
SB 5413 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Increasing the
flexibility for industrial development district levies for public port
districts. Reported by Committee on Trade & Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5413 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Angel and Ericksen.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Chase, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Frockt.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5425 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Providing a sales and
use tax exemption for qualified broadband equipment. Reported
by Committee on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5425 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Braun; Brown;
Cleveland; Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5471 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Addressing electronic
notices and document delivery of insurance products. Reported
by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Hobbs; Pedersen and
Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5483 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Concerning fund
sharing between political committees. Reported by Committee
on Government Operations & Security
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MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5483 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5563 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; Braun; Brown and Honeyford.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland;
Habib and Ranker.

February 18, 2015
SB 5507 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Addressing appeals by
employers of department of labor and industries' fines or civil
penalties. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5507 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member and Conway.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5513 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Creating the workers'
recovery act by amending provisions governing structured
settlements by lowering age barriers and clarifying legislative
intent. (REVISED FOR ENGROSSED: Creating the workers'
recovery act by amending provisions governing structured
settlements by lowering age barriers. ) Reported by Committee
on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5514 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Creating a good faith
defense for certain minimum wage and overtime compensation
complaints. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5575 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Providing sales and use
tax exemptions to encourage coal-fired electric generation plants
to convert to natural gas-fired plants. Reported by Committee on
Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; Braun; Brown
and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland and
Habib.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5622 Prime Sponsor, Senator Sheldon: Requiring that the
departments of fish and wildlife and ecology use empirical
science to support agency actions affecting land use. Reported
by Committee on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5622 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; Braun; Brown and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member and Cleveland.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5659 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Directing state
investments of existing litter tax revenues under chapter 82.19
RCW in material waste management efforts without increasing
the tax rate. Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5659 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; Braun; Brown; Cleveland; Habib and Honeyford.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5563 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Providing a
business and occupation tax exemption for environmental
handling charges.
Reported by Committee on Energy,
Environment & Telecommunications

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senator McCoy, Ranking Minority Member.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 17, 2015
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SB 5661 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Allowing the
legislature to hold public hearings on ballot propositions.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security

SB 5737 Prime Sponsor, Senator Miloscia: Concerning
government performance and accountability. Reported by
Committee on Accountability & Reform

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5661 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5737 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Miloscia, Chair; Padden, Vice
Chair and Dansel.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Jayapal, Ranking Minority Member and Fraser.

February 18, 2015
SB 5670 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Clarifying expenditures
under the state universal communications services program.
Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5670 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Braun; Brown;
Cleveland; Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5756 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Extending specific
aerospace tax preferences to include other types of commercial
aircraft to encourage the migration of good wage jobs in the state.
Reported by Committee on Trade & Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Angel and
Ericksen.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5701 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Creating a business
and occupation tax credit for advanced composite manufacturing
and wholesaling. Reported by Committee on Trade & Economic
Development

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Chase, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Frockt.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Angel and
Ericksen.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Chase, Ranking Minority Member; Frockt and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5717 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Amending the insurer
holding company act. Reported by Committee on Financial
Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Hobbs; Pedersen and
Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5725 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Addressing surplus
lines of insurance. Reported by Committee on Financial
Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Hobbs; Pedersen and
Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015

February 18, 2015
SB 5757 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Addressing credit
unions' corporate governance and investments. Reported by
Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Hobbs; Pedersen and
Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5760 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Concerning contracts
for materials or work required by joint operating agencies.
Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; McCoy,
Ranking Minority Member; Brown; Cleveland and
Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5761 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Providing for
property tax exemption for the value of new construction of
industrial/manufacturing facilities in targeted urban areas.
Reported by Committee on Trade & Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5761 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
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Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Hobbs; Pedersen and
Chase, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Ericksen; Frockt
and McCoy.
Roach.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

February 18, 2015
SB 5775 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Improving the accuracy
of the prevailing rate of wage. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor

February 17, 2015
SB 5832 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Modifying time
limitations for certain plat approvals. Reported by Committee
on Government Operations & Security

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5775 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; King and Warnick.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair and Dansel.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 17, 2015
SB 5777 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Concerning state
employee whistleblower protection. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5839 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Making technical
corrections to processes for persons sentenced for offenses
committed prior to reaching eighteen years of age. Reported by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5839 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
Padden.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 17, 2015
SB 5804 Prime Sponsor, Senator Liias: Modifying the procedure
for adoption and amendment of the Washington state energy
code. Reported by Committee on Government Operations &
Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5804 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.

February 18, 2015
SB 5892 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Encouraging reliable
distributed solar energy. Reported by Committee on Energy,
Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5892 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Braun; Brown;
Cleveland; Habib and Ranker.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5819 Prime Sponsor, Senator Miloscia: Modifying the
definition of legislative authority for purposes of local tourism
promotion areas. Reported by Committee on Trade & Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Chase, Ranking
Minority Member; Angel; Ericksen; Frockt and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5826 Prime Sponsor, Senator Mullet: Creating the
Washington small business retirement marketplace. Reported
by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking

MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Honeyford.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5916 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Enacting the tourism
marketing act. Reported by Committee on Trade & Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5916 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Brown, Chair; Chase, Ranking
Minority Member; Angel; Frockt and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Ericksen.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Braun, Vice Chair.
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Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

February 18, 2015
SB 5917 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Establishing special
license endorsements for cigar lounges and retail tobacconist
shops. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senators Conway and Keiser.

Do not pass.

February 18, 2015
SB 5952 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Creating an exemption
from the intents and affidavits requirements when paying
prevailing wages. Reported by Committee on Commerce &
Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5952 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; King and Warnick.

Signed by
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member and Conway.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
ESB 5923
Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Promoting
economic recovery in the construction industry. Reported by
Committee on Trade & Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Chase, Ranking
Minority Member; Angel and Ericksen.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator McCoy.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Frockt.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5931 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Exempting from the
prevailing wage laws work performed or funded for projects
involved in gang prevention. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member and Keiser.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Conway.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5953 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Exempting from the
prevailing wage laws work performed or funded by nonprofit
organizations. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5969 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Updating the state
environmental policy act. Reported by Committee on Trade &
Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Angel and
Ericksen.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Chase, Ranking Minority Member; Frockt and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5934 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Creating a joint
legislative task force on fostering innovation and retaining and
creating jobs in Washington. Reported by Committee on Trade
& Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5934 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Brown, Chair; Chase, Ranking
Minority Member; Angel; Ericksen; Frockt and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Braun, Vice Chair.

Do not pass.

Signed by

February 19, 2015
SB 5974 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Requiring the
insurance commissioner to review barriers to offering
supplemental coverage options to disabled veterans and their
dependents. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member;
Angel; Bailey; Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser;
Parlette and Rivers
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
February 18, 2015

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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SB 6004 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Providing for the
acquisition of coal displacement power. Reported by Committee
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
Security.
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 6004 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; Braun; Brown and Honeyford.

SB 6039 by Senators Pearson and Benton
AN ACT Relating to funding certain programs that provide
support to farms; and making an appropriation.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland and
Habib.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
with the exception of Senate Bill No. 5775 which was referred to
the Committee on Rules.

SB 6040 by Senator Chase
AN ACT Relating to the state educational assessment system;
amending RCW 28A.230.195; adding a new section to
chapter 28A.655 RCW; creating new sections; and
recodifying RCW 28A.230.195.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 6041 by Senators Rivers and Conway
AN ACT Relating to extending the business and occupation
tax exemption for amounts received as credits against
contracts with or funds provided by the Bonneville power
administration; amending RCW 82.04.310; creating a new
section; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.

MOTION
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6035 by Senators Rivers, Mullet, Cleveland, Rolfes,
Pearson, O'Ban, Hatfield, Hobbs, Brown, Liias, Benton, Miloscia,
Warnick, Chase, McCoy, Billig, Frockt, McAuliffe, Jayapal,
Hasegawa, Hewitt, Angel, Roach and Conway
AN ACT Relating to the use of funds in the public works
assistance account; amending RCW 43.155.050; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6036 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to licensed health care professionals'
information at the time of license renewal; and amending
RCW 18.29.071, 18.32.180, 18.50.102, 18.64.080,
18.71.080, 18.71A.020, and 18.79.210.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SB 6037 by Senators Roach and Benton
AN ACT Relating to requiring a vote of the people if a public
hospital district enters into a contract or agreement in which
a certain percentage of the activities of the public hospital
district is contracted to another entity; amending RCW
70.44.060 and 70.44.240; and adding a new section to chapter
70.44 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SB 6038 by Senators Keiser, Roach and Benton
AN ACT Relating to the governance structure of a public
hospital district; and amending RCW 70.44.053 and
70.44.056.

SB 6042 by Senators Brown, Ericksen and Sheldon
AN ACT Relating to cadmium in children's jewelry; and
amending RCW 70.240.020.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SB 6043 by Senators Habib, Litzow, Hobbs, Hill, Parlette, Fain
and Conway
AN ACT Relating to the creation of the Washington
achieving a better life experience program; amending RCW
43.330.010; reenacting and amending RCW 43.79A.040;
adding new sections to chapter 43.330 RCW; and providing
an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Rolfes moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8617
By Senators Hasegawa, Hobbs, Brown, Dammeier, Roach,
Chase, McCoy, Fraser, Liias, Jayapal, Cleveland, Kohl-Welles,
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Miloscia, Pearson, Darneille, Becker, Conway, Frockt, Keiser,
and Rolfes
WHEREAS, On February 19, 1942, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt issued Executive Order 9066 which authorized the
military to forcibly remove and incarcerate more than 120,000
persons of Japanese ancestry from the West Coast, including
12,000 Japanese-American residents of Washington State; and
WHEREAS, The first Civilian Evacuation Order gave
Japanese-Americans from Bainbridge Island less than one week
to leave behind homes, farms, businesses, friends, and family and
to report to hastily constructed detention centers like Camp
Harmony on the grounds of the Western Washington Fair in
Puyallup; and
WHEREAS, This drastic course of action allegedly aimed to
prevent acts of espionage and sabotage by Japanese-Americans
who were deemed untrustworthy and disloyal to the United
States; and
WHEREAS, On March 23, 1943, the War Department
organized a segregated unit of Japanese-Americans, many of
whom reported for military duty from concentration camps
surrounded by barbed wire in which they and their families were
detained; and
WHEREAS, More than 12,000 volunteers responded to
unfounded questions of their loyalty and patriotism by amassing
a battle record unparalleled in United States military history that,
according to General Douglas MacArthur's chief of intelligence,
"saved a million lives and shortened the war by two years"; and
WHEREAS, Equally loyal and patriotic Japanese-Americans
fought to protect our constitutional rights and liberties through
dissent and civil disobedience, like University of Washington
student Gordon Hirabayashi who was arrested, convicted, and
imprisoned for defying the military curfew on select civilians and
refusing to evacuate when ordered; and
WHEREAS, In 1982, the Congressional Commission on
Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians found "no
military or security reason for the internment" of persons of
Japanese ancestry, but determined it "was caused by racial
prejudice, war hysteria, and a failure of political leadership"; and
WHEREAS, As a result of this travesty of justice, JapaneseAmericans suffered immense economic loss of property and
assets, immeasurable physical and psychological harm, and were
deprived of their constitutional liberties without due process of
law; and
WHEREAS, President Gerald Ford rescinded Executive
Order 9066 in 1976, calling upon the American people to "resolve
that this kind of action shall never again be repeated"; and
WHEREAS, The Washington State Legislature enacted token
compensatory redress for forty state workers who lost their jobs
due to their incarceration, while Congressman Mike Lowry of
Washington State introduced federal legislation to provide
reparations and an apology to all living former JapaneseAmerican internees, initiating a ten-year quest that ended when
President Ronald Reagan signed the Civil Liberties Act of 1988;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate, along with the people of Washington,
pause to acknowledge the seventy-third anniversary of the signing
of Executive Order 9066, as well as the seventieth anniversary of
the end of World War II, to recognize and honor the heroism,
sacrifice, patience, and loyalty of the Japanese-American World
War II veterans and internees, and to remember the lessons and
blessing of liberty and justice for all; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this
resolution be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the
Senate to the Nisei Veterans Committee, the Military Intelligence
Service — Northwest Association, the Japanese American
Citizens League, the Japanese Cultural & Community Center of
Washington State, and the Wing Luke Museum of the Asian
Pacific American Experience.
Senators Rolfes and Pearson spoke in favor of adoption of the
resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8617.
The motion by Senator Rolfes carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
REMARKS BY SENATOR ROLFES
Senator Rolfes: “Thank you Mr. President. Before we go to
ease, I presume, I did want to just formally note that our side was
disappointed with the referral with Senate Bill No. 6043 to the
Health Care Committee. Senator Fain and I have spoken about it.
We feel like, had it been referred to Ways & Means, it would still
be alive and we could still have the possibility of debate on it.
And we know that cut off is today for Health Care so the bill is
essentially dead. However, we are looking forward to the bill’s
progress through the Legislature from the other body and hopeful
that we will have the ability to debate the bill later on in the
session.”
REMARKS BY SENATOR FAIN
Senator Fain: “Thank you Mr. President. I’d be happy to go
into more detail about the plan for that bill but I’m sure that we
would be running afoul of references to other chambers so we will
keep that off-line.”
MOTION
At 12:11 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Friday, February 20, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; Braun; Brown
and Honeyford.

The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President Pro Tempore, Senator Roach presiding. No roll was
taken.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland and
Habib.

MOTION

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Ranker.

At 10:01 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 12:57 p.m. by the President
Pro Tempore, Senator Roach presiding.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5041 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning seizure and
forfeiture of property for patronizing a prostitute. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5041 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pearson and Roach.

MOTION

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member and Darneille.

There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Kohl-Welles.

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 19, 2015
SB 5008 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Concerning beverage
containers. Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; Braun; Brown
and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland;
Habib and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5014 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Concerning best
practices for water banks.
Reported by Committee on
Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5021 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Concerning
cadmium in children's jewelry. Reported by Committee on
Energy, Environment & Telecommunications

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5084 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Clarifying the all payer
claims database to improve health care quality and cost
transparency by changing certain definitions regarding data,
reporting and pricing of products, responsibility of the office and
lead organization, and parameters for release of information.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5084 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Frockt, Ranking
Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Cleveland; Conway;
Jayapal and Keiser.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Dammeier, Vice Chair and Brown.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5149 Prime Sponsor, Senator Keiser: Concerning certificates
of need appeals process. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5149 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Frockt, Ranking
Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown; Cleveland;
Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.
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February 18, 2015
SB 5280 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Concerning the
sale of beer and cider by grocery store licensees. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5280 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair;
Conway and Keiser.
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MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5346 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.

MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Angel.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5353 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Concerning the service
and sales of spirits, wine, and beer. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5289 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Requiring notification
to parents or guardians in cases of abortion. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5353 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; Keiser; King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member and Conway.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5364 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Concerning
proceedings of the joint administrative rules review committee.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5292 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Protecting children and
youth from powdered alcohol. Reported by Committee on Law
& Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5292 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5309 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Improving efficiency of
public disclosure commission operations and requirements.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5309 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Dansel; Habib and McCoy.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair and Dansel.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5365 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Providing that an
administrative rule may be abrogated by act of the governor or
either house of the legislature. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair and Dansel.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5346 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ranker: Providing first
responders with contact information for subscribers of life alert
services during an emergency. Reported by Committee on
Health Care

February 19, 2015
SB 5368 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Limiting the
enforcement of administrative rules and policies. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair and Dansel.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 19, 2015
SB 5369 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Authorizing the
removal of an adjudicative proceeding to the office of
administrative hearings.
Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair and Dansel.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5371 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Modifying limitations
on agency declaratory orders. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair and Dansel.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5373 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Modifying limitations
on new evidence taken on judicial review of administrative
actions. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.

February 19, 2015
SB 5376 Prime Sponsor, Senator Habib: Concerning the
disclosure of certain eviction records in certain reports.
Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5376 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair;
Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Hobbs;
Litzow; Pedersen and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5379 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Adding posttraumatic
stress disorder to the terminal or debilitating medical conditions
that qualify for the medical use of marijuana. Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5381 Prime Sponsor, Senator Billig: Creating a protocol for
the return of firearms in the possession of law enforcement
agencies. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5381 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5394 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Clarifying the
applicability of child abduction statutes to residential provisions
ordered by a court. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 18, 2015
SB 5374 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Concerning judicial
interpretation of law and other writings without deference to
agency interpretation. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice

February 18, 2015
SB 5398 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Concerning marijuana,
useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products in public.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5398 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway;
Keiser; King and Warnick.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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February 18, 2015
SB 5401 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Allowing the
Washington state liquor control board to accept donations for
funding informational material for the purpose of improving
public awareness about marijuana consumption. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5402 Prime Sponsor, Senator Conway: Ensuring safe,
responsible, and legal acquisition of marijuana by adults.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair and Dansel.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5441 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Addressing patient
medication coordination. Reported by Committee on Health
Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5441 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Angel.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5404 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning homeless
youth prevention and protection. Reported by Committee on
Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5404 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair and Hargrove.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Padden.

Do not pass.

February 19, 2015
SB 5443 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Concerning
disclosure of provider compensation programs by health plan
carriers. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Darneille, Ranking
Minority Member.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5449 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Creating a tax division
of the court of appeals. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5417 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Concerning local
government marijuana policies. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5417 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; Conway; King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hasegawa, Ranking
Minority Member and Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5439 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Eliminating penalties
for delinquent property taxes. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5449 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pearson and Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5458 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Concerning health
district banking. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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February 19, 2015
SB 5477 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Concerning the
packaging, labeling, and advertising of vapor products.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5477 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5488 Prime Sponsor, Senator Keiser: Concerning applied
behavior analysis. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5488 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Angel; Bailey; Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal;
Keiser and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5493 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Distinguishing
cannabis health and beauty aids from marijuana. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority
Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Braun, Vice Chair.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5498 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pedersen: Revising the uniform
interstate family support act. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5515 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Excluding retirement as
a subject of collective bargaining for individual providers under
chapter 74.39A RCW. Reported by Committee on Commerce &
Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5524 Prime Sponsor, Senator Sheldon: Enhancing the
employment of persons with disabilities.
Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5536 Prime Sponsor, Senator Sheldon: Concerning the
recoupment of certain costs by collection agencies. Reported by
Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5536 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair;
Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Fain; Hobbs; Litzow and
Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Darneille and Pedersen.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5498 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5499 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Allowing the filing of a
special allegation of a nefarious drone enterprise. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice

February 19, 2015
SB 5538 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Creating procedures for
disposing property in the leased premises of a deceased tenant.
Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5538 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair;
Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Hobbs;
Litzow; Pedersen and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Darneille;
Pearson and Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member and KohlWelles.

February 18, 2015
SB 5539 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Concerning delivery of
a pistol to a current law enforcement officer. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
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February 19, 2015
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
SB 5585 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Granting counties and
cities greater flexibility with real estate excise tax proceeds.
Roach.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
No. 5585 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
Kohl-Welles.
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair and Dansel.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5549 Prime Sponsor, Senator Jayapal: Concerning the
registration and disciplining of pharmacy assistants. Reported
by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5557 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Addressing services
provided by pharmacists. Reported by Committee on Health
Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5557 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5564 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning the sealing
of juvenile records and fines imposed in juvenile cases.
Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5564 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.

MINORITY recommendation:
Senator McCoy.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senator Liias, Ranking
Minority Member.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5596 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Creating a special permit
by a manufacturer of wine to hold a private event for the purpose
of tasting and selling wine of its own production. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5596 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway;
Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5598 Prime Sponsor, Senator Conway: Creating a dedicated
account for elevators, lifting devices, moving walks,
manufactured and mobile homes, recreational and commercial
vehicles, factory built housing and commercial structures, and
contractor registration and compliance activities. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Padden.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5584 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Concerning water
quality determinations made by the department of ecology.
Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5584 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

February 19, 2015
SB 5600 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Modifying certain
definitions concerning the abuse of vulnerable adults. Reported
by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5600 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5604 Prime Sponsor, Senator Liias: Addressing the review
and evaluation of countywide planning policies under the growth
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management act. Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5604 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel.

Do not pass.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Fain; Litzow and
Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Pedersen.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Benton, Vice Chair.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5606 Prime Sponsor, Senator Jayapal: Modifying provisions
related to licensing and scope of practice for dental professionals.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5631 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hargrove: Concerning the
administration of a statewide network of community-based
domestic violence victim services by the department of social and
health services. Reported by Committee on Human Services,
Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5631 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Hargrove and Padden.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Darneille, Ranking
Minority Member.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5607 Prime Sponsor, Senator Conway: Concerning the
complaint procedure for the modification or termination of
guardianship. Reported by Committee on Human Services,
Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5607 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5609 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Protecting waterways
from pollution from synthetic plastic microbeads. Reported by
Committee on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5609 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; Braun; Brown and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland and
Habib.

February 19, 2015
SB 5638 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hasegawa: Changing state
need grant eligibility provisions. Reported by Committee on
Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; KohlWelles, Ranking Minority Member; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Becker.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5644 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning psychiatric
boarding under the involuntary treatment act. Reported by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5644 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5613 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Raising the cap on the
total number of small loans a borrower may have in a twelvemonth period. Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions
& Insurance

February 19, 2015
SB 5645 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Concerning data
reporting concerning the collection of data when a psychiatric
patient meets detention criteria and no evaluation and treatment
bed is available. Reported by Committee on Human Services,
Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5645 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
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promotional items to a nonprofit charitable corporation or
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
association. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
Padden.
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Conway;
Keiser; King and Warnick.
February 19, 2015
SB 5649 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Concerning
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
involuntary outpatient mental health treatment. Reported by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
February 19, 2015
SB 5668 Prime Sponsor, Senator Habib: Enacting the
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
Washington voting rights act. Reported by Committee on
No. 5649 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
Government Operations & Security
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Padden.
Senators Roach, Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
February 18, 2015
Senator Dansel.
SB 5650 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Modifying provisions
governing inmate funds subject to deductions. Reported by
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
Committee on Law & Justice
recommendation. Signed by Senators Benton, Vice Chair
Pearson, Vice Chair.
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
February 19, 2015
SB 5676 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Concerning the
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
acceptance of additional high school equivalency tests.
Reported by Committee on Higher Education
February 18, 2015
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
SB 5653 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Collecting DNA at
No. 5676 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
jail and corrections facilities as part of the intake process.
pass. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker;
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
No. 5653 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
February 19, 2015
SB 5691 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rolfes: Concerning property
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
tax relief for senior citizens and persons retired because of
physical disability. Reported by Committee on Government
February 18, 2015
Operations & Security
SB 5660 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Assisting small
businesses licensed to sell spirits in Washington state. Reported
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
by Committee on Commerce & Labor
No. 5691 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
No. 5660 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senator Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Conway and Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5662 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Authorizing a
licensed domestic brewery or microbrewery to provide

February 18, 2015
SB 5707 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Exempting cities
with a population of ten thousand or less from prevailing wage
requirements. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
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MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 19, 2015
SB 5709 Prime Sponsor, Senator Keiser: Concerning a
consumer's right to assign hours to individual providers and the
department of social and health services' authority to establish
criteria regarding the payment of individual providers. Reported
by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland; Jayapal; Keiser and
Rivers.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5750 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Regarding payments
to counties in lieu of property taxes by the department of fish and
wildlife. Reported by Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Signed by

February 19, 2015
SB 5751 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hasegawa: Changing the
burden of proof in certain civil asset forfeiture hearings.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Angel; Bailey; Brown
and Parlette.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Baumgartner.

Do not pass.

February 19, 2015
SB 5712 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Addressing certain
damage caused by wildlife. Reported by Committee on Natural
Resources & Parks

February 19, 2015
SB 5752 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hasegawa: Regarding
information concerning racial disproportionality. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5730 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Concerning access
roads utilized by the department of natural resources. Reported
by Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5730 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt;
McAuliffe and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5743 Prime Sponsor, Senator Fain: Addressing insurance
producers, insurers, and title insurance agents activities with
customers and potential customers. Reported by Committee on
Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5743 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair;
Fain; Hobbs; Litzow and Pedersen.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member and Darneille.

MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5755 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hargrove: Addressing and
mitigating the impacts of property crimes in Washington state.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5755 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5759 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Concerning prevailing
wages for workers employed in residential construction.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member and Conway.
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SB 5774 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Requiring tracking of
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Keiser.
prevailing wage surveys. Reported by Committee on Commerce
& Labor
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
February 18, 2015
SB 5763 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Addressing the
Warnick.
public employees' collective bargaining act as applied to
commissioned officers of the department of fish and wildlife.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair
Braun, Vice Chair.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5766 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Establishing
performance requirements and measures for monitoring agencies
providing home detention programs utilizing electronic
monitoring. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice

February 18, 2015
SB 5783 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Authorizing peace
officers to assist the department of corrections with the
supervision of offenders. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5766 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.

February 19, 2015
SB 5787 Prime Sponsor, Senator Jayapal: Concerning a model
policy and procedures for language access by limited-English
proficient parents of students. Reported by Committee on Early
Learning & K-12 Education

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5769 Prime Sponsor, Senator Schoesler: Concerning the
management of noxious weeds on state lands. Reported by
Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator McAuliffe.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5772 Prime Sponsor, Senator Conway: Requiring physicians
and physician assistants to provide requested demographic
information at the time of license renewal. Reported by
Committee on Health Care

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5787 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5788 Prime Sponsor, Senator Cleveland: Creating two elder
justice center demonstration sites. Reported by Committee on
Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5788 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5772 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015

February 18, 2015
SB 5793 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Providing credit
towards child support obligations for veterans benefits.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 19, 2015
SB 5795 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Authorizing
municipalities to create assessment reimbursement areas for the
construction or improvement of water or sewer facilities.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5823 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5795 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel and McCoy.

February 19, 2015
SB 5824 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Concerning certain
recreational guides.
Reported by Committee on Natural
Resources & Parks

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5803 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Concerning the
notification of parents when their children are below basic on the
third grade statewide English language arts assessment.
Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5824 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt;
McAuliffe and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5803 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5808 Prime Sponsor, Senator Habib: Concerning cancer
research. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5808 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal and Parlette.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Angel.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Bailey; Keiser and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5809 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Requiring the
provision of comprehensive information in writing to real
property owners during negotiations for the acquisition of the
property by government agencies. Reported by Committee on
Law & Justice

February 19, 2015
SB 5831 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Allowing for the
restoration of firearms rights under certain conditions. Reported
by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5842 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Providing a compliance
path based on sound utility planning under the energy
independence act.
Reported by Committee on Energy,
Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5842 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice
Chair; Braun; Brown and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators McCoy, Ranking Minority Member and Cleveland.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Habib and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5809 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5823 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Concerning guardians
ad litem. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice

February 18, 2015
SB 5845 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Concerning the
replacement of like-in-kind household appliances. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
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February 19, 2015
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
SB 5851 Prime Sponsor, Senator Frockt: Concerning
recommendations of the college bound scholarship program work
Keiser.
group. Reported by Committee on Higher Education
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5851 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
February 18, 2015
pass. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice
SB 5846 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Granting exemptions
Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker;
to the plumbing and electrical codes. Reported by Committee on
Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5846 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice
Chair; King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5847 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Concerning contractor
registration requirements for owners of property. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5848 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Authorizing the
governor to enter into agreements with federally recognized
Indian tribes in the state of Washington concerning marijuana.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority
Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Braun, Vice Chair.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5849 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Authorizing
establishment of ethics defense trust funds. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5849 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5852 Prime Sponsor, Senator Frockt: Concerning
reimbursement rates for behavioral rehabilitation services.
Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5852 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5854 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Requiring employee
organizations to submit digital copies of their collective
bargaining agreements to the public employment relations
commission. (REVISED FOR ENGROSSED: Requiring public
employers to submit digital copies of collective bargaining
agreements to the public employment relations commission. )
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member and Conway.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5856 Prime Sponsor, Senator Frockt: Creating a competitive
grant program for high-quality, evidence-based outreach
programs that improve high school graduation rates for college
bound scholarship students. Reported by Committee on Early
Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill; Mullet; Rivers and
Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5857 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Addressing
registration and regulation of pharmacy benefit managers.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Angel;
Bailey; Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette
and Rivers.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5874 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; McCoy, Ranking
Minority Member; Braun; Brown; Cleveland; Habib;
Honeyford and Ranker.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5860 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Concerning audits of
certain homeowners' associations' financial statements.
Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Hobbs; Litzow and
Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5869 Prime Sponsor, Senator Sheldon: Concerning
restrictions on the location of manufactured/mobile homes.
Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Fain; Litzow and
Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Darneille and Pedersen.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5870 Prime Sponsor, Senator Liias: Prohibiting the use of
aversion therapy in the treatment of minors. Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5870 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Angel.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5874 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Concerning
regulatory and financial mechanisms and means to promote the
retirement of coal-fired electric generation facilities. (REVISED
FOR ENGROSSED: Requiring the department of commerce, in
consultation with the appropriate committees of the legislature, to
study the costs and benefits of retiring an eligible coal plant. )
Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications

February 19, 2015
SB 5875 Prime Sponsor, Senator Frockt: Concerning
Washington's property assessment appeal procedures. Reported
by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5875 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5877 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning due process
for adult family home licensees. Reported by Committee on
Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5877 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5879 Prime Sponsor, Senator Billig: Concerning early
intervention services for infants and toddlers with disabilities and
their families. Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill; Mullet; Rivers and
Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5881 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Providing a group
fishing permit for certain programs for at-risk youth. Reported
by Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5883 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Requiring that
human trafficking information be posted in public restrooms.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
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MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5883 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlFebruary 19, 2015
Welles; Pearson and Roach.
SB 5894 Prime Sponsor, Senator Sheldon: Addressing unlawful
activities on certain properties. Reported by Committee on Law
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
& Justice
February 19, 2015
SB 5884 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Concerning the
trafficking of persons. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5884 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5888 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning near
fatality incidents of children who have received services from the
department of social and health services.
Reported by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5888 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5898 Prime Sponsor, Senator Miloscia: Modifying
Washington homeless client management information system
requirements and policies. Reported by Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5898 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Hargrove and Padden.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Darneille, Ranking
Minority Member.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

February 19, 2015
SB 5891 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Prohibiting the sale and
commercial display of human remains. Reported by Committee
on Law & Justice

February 19, 2015
SB 5899 Prime Sponsor, Senator Liias: Addressing small loans
and small consumer installment loans. Reported by Committee
on Financial Institutions & Insurance

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5891 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pearson and Roach.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5899 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair;
Fain; Hobbs; Litzow and Roach.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Mullet, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Pedersen.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 18, 2015
SB 5893 Prime Sponsor, Senator Fain: Addressing the
nonemployee status of athletes in amateur sports. (REVISED
FOR ENGROSSED: Addressing the nonemployee status of
athletes affiliated with the Western Hockey League. ) Reported
by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.

February 19, 2015
SB 5900 Prime Sponsor, Senator Miloscia: Prohibiting certain
limitations on the hosting of the homeless by religious
organizations. Reported by Committee on Human Services,
Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hasegawa, Ranking
Minority Member; Conway and Keiser.

February 18, 2015
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SB 5903 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Restricting certain
methods of selling marijuana. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor

SB 5909 Prime Sponsor, Senator Frockt: Concerning health care
access and medical and dental education.
Reported by
Committee on Health Care

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5909 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland;
Conway; Jayapal and Keiser.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5906 Prime Sponsor, Senator McAuliffe: Removing
disincentives to the voluntary formation of regional fire
protection service authorities by equalizing certain provisions
with existing laws governing fire protection districts and by
clarifying the formation process. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5906 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and
McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Benton, Vice Chair.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5907 Prime Sponsor, Senator McAuliffe: Creating a sales
and use tax exemption for technology sold to, or used in, public
schools. Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12
Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5907 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Fain; Hill; Rivers and
Rolfes.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Angel; Bailey; Brown and Parlette.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Baumgartner and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5914 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Addressing local
authority in the regulation of fireworks. Reported by Committee
on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member and Darneille.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5919 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Concerning informed
decision making for death with dignity decisions. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice

Signed by

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Pearson and Roach.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Billig.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Kohl-Welles.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Mullet.

Do not pass.

February 19, 2015
SB 5908 Prime Sponsor, Senator McAuliffe: Concerning
restraint or isolation of students, including students with
disabilities, in public schools. Reported by Committee on Early
Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5908 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.

February 19, 2015
SB 5920 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Changing the time for
filing initiative measures.
Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair and Dansel.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and
McCoy.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
February 18, 2015
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MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
SB 5921 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Preserving the
recommendation. Signed by Senator McAuliffe.
common law interpretation and application of the vested rights
doctrine. (REVISED FOR ENGROSSED: Increasing certainty
and predictability in the land use permit process. ) Reported by
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Committee on Law & Justice
February 19, 2015
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
SB 5941 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Concerning
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pearson and
certification of adjunct faculty as common school substitute
Roach.
teachers. Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12
Education
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille and
Kohl-Welles.
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill; Mullet; Rivers and
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Rolfes.
February 19, 2015
SB 5925 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hargrove: Concerning
diversion of nonfelony charges when a party has raised the issue
of competency to stand trial. Reported by Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5925 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice
Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and
Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5933 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Establishing a
statewide training program on human trafficking laws for
criminal justice personnel. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5933 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5935 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Concerning biological
products. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5940 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Concerning a pilot
program for cougar control. Reported by Committee on Natural
Resources & Parks

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5942 Prime Sponsor, Senator McAuliffe: Concerning an
outcome evaluation of the national guard youth challenge
program. Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12
Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5942 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5947 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Creating a training
program in integrated care psychiatry. Reported by Committee
on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5947 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey;
Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5950 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Ensuring the accuracy
of prevailing wage survey data provided by interested parties.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt and Warnick.

February 18, 2015
SB 5951 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Creating a pilot project
to determine the prevailing wage of certain trades. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 19, 2015
SB 5954 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Reducing tuition.
Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; Becker and
Miloscia.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senators Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Frockt and Liias.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5958 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Providing for
representation of the state veterans' homes on the governor's
veterans affairs advisory committee. (REVISED FOR PASSED
LEGISLATURE: Requiring the governor's veterans affairs
advisory committee to appoint liaisons to the state veterans'
homes if the home does not have a representative on the
committee. )
Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 18, 2015
SB 5961 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Modifying certain
construction defect action procedures. Reported by Committee
on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; King and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hasegawa, Ranking Minority Member; Conway and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5965 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Evaluating
mitigation options for impacts to base flows and minimum
instream flows. Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water
& Rural Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5965 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and
Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and
McCoy.

February 19, 2015
SB 5972 Prime Sponsor, Senator Schoesler: Concerning the
procurement of seeds by state agencies. Reported by Committee
on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5959 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hatfield: Concerning
agreements with the federal government, such as those available
under the endangered species act, affecting the state's
management of its natural resources. Reported by Committee on
Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator McAuliffe.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5960 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Requiring the
department of fish and wildlife to update the 2011 wolf
conservation and management plan to ensure the establishment of
a self-sustaining population of gray wolves while also ensuring
social tolerance of wolf recovery. Reported by Committee on
Natural Resources & Parks

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5972 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice
Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and
Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 18, 2015
SB 5973 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Offering raffle tickets
to benefit traffic congestion relief. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Keiser;
King and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Conway.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5974 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Requiring the
insurance commissioner to review barriers to offering
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MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
supplemental coverage options to disabled veterans and their
dependents. Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions &
recommendation.
Signed by Senator Liias, Ranking
Insurance
Minority Member.
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Fain; Hobbs; Litzow and
Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5977 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Decodifying, expiring,
and making nonsubstantive changes to community and technical
college provisions.
Reported by Committee on Higher
Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; KohlWelles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5978 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Modifying presidential
primary provisions. Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5985 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Extending the date for
allowing certain counties and cities to not plan under the growth
management act. Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair and Dansel.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 6019 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Addressing
adjudicative proceedings by state agencies. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 6019 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 6034 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Increasing visibility of
and public contracting opportunities for veteran-owned
businesses. Reported by Committee on Government Operations
& Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SJM 8013
Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford:
Concerning aquatic invasive species. Reported by Committee
on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION

MINORITY recommendation:
Senators Habib and McCoy.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senator Liias, Ranking
Minority Member.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 6000 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Allowing joint
meetings of multiple county legislative authorities. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Dansel and McCoy.

On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
with the exceptions of Senate Bill No. 5439, Senate Bill No. 5848,
and Senate Bill No. 5906 which were referred to the Committee
on Ways & Means; and Senate Bill No. 5638, Senate Bill No.
5898 and Senate Bill No. 5978 which were referred to the
Committee on Rules.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
February 19, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SENATE BILL NO. 5035.
and the same is herewith transmitted.
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BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk

AN ACT Relating to court proceedings; amending RCW
3.66.020, 7.06.020, 7.06.050, and 36.18.016; and adding new
sections to chapter 7.06 RCW.

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
February 19, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1069,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1148,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1157,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1248,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1260,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1304
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6044 by Senators Ericksen and Hobbs
AN ACT Relating to the construction of transportation
facilities adjacent to or across a waterway; and adding a new
section to chapter 47.01 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1260 by Representatives Kilduff, Muri, Goodman, Rodne,
Klippert, Kirby, Walkinshaw, Stokesbary, Jinkins and Stanford
AN ACT Relating to providing credit towards child support
obligations for veterans benefits; and amending RCW
26.18.190.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1304 by Representatives Kirby and Vick
AN ACT Relating to allowing a public depository to arrange
for reciprocal deposits of public funds; and amending RCW
39.58.080 and 39.58.085.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS

MOTION

SHB 1069
by House Committee on Public Safety
(originally sponsored by Representatives Orwall, Appleton, Kagi,
Gregerson, Reykdal, Carlyle, Stanford, Sawyer, Fitzgibbon,
Jinkins, Hudgins, Goodman, Clibborn, Moeller, Moscoso, Farrell
and Fey)
AN ACT Relating to preservation of DNA work product; and
adding a new chapter to Title 5 RCW.

Senator Fain moved adoption of the following resolution:

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SHB 1148
by House Committee on Public Safety
(originally sponsored by Representative Goodman)
AN ACT Relating to determining sentences for multiple
offenses and enhancements; and amending RCW 9.94A.533,
9.94A.535, and 9.94A.589.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SHB 1157
by House Committee on Transportation
(originally sponsored by Representatives Pike, Wylie, Wilson and
Moeller)
AN ACT Relating to the apportionment of quick title service
fees collected by appointed subagents; amending RCW
46.68.025 and 88.02.640; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SHB 1248
by House Committee on Judiciary
(originally sponsored by Representatives Shea, Sawyer, Rodne,
Jinkins, Walkinshaw, Fitzgibbon, Kilduff and Pollet)

SENATE RESOLUTION
8619
By Senator Fain
WHEREAS, FIRST Robotics provides students with a real
world engineering environment, combining the rigors of science
and technology with the competitive spirit of robotic design; and
WHEREAS, The program includes just under 250,000
students nationwide competing as teams in a battle of the minds;
and
WHEREAS, FIRST Robotics has multiple divisions
tailored to the age and experience of students, providing an equal
playing field for students to learn and grow as individuals and
engineers; and
WHEREAS, Students learn teamwork, fund-raising, and
other social skills along with science and technology; and
WHEREAS, Teams compete at local and regional
competitions in hopes of qualifying for the FIRST Championship
held in St. Louis, Missouri; and
WHEREAS, The Auburn Mountainview High School
FIRST Tech Challenge Team 5953 “Roarbotics” competed in the
Washington State FIRST Tech Challenge Championship at the
Kent ShoWare Center; and
WHEREAS, The rookie team made up of 7th through 12th
grade students came away with the Rockwell Collins Innovate
Award and the opportunity to compete in the FIRST Tech
Challenge West Super-Regional Championship in Oakland,
California; and
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WHEREAS, Students on the Roarbotics team commit
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the resolution was
countless hours after school fine-tuning their robots and
adopted by voice vote.
developing their professional skills;
MOTION
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Senate
recognize the Auburn Mountainview High School FIRST Tech
Challenge robotics team “Roarbotics” for their commitment to
At 1:03 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
innovative excellence and professionalism as they travel to
adjourned until 10:55 a.m. Monday, February 23, 2015.
Oakland, California to represent our region in the West SuperRegional Championship.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
Senator Fain spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
Senate to be the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8619.
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FORTY FOURTH DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Tuesday, February 24, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 9:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exceptions of Senators Frockt and
Liias.
The Civil Air Patrol Honor Guard consisting of Cadet Master
Sergeant Mathew Phillips; Cadet Chief Master Sergeant John
Roe; Cadet Staff Sergeant Luke Hartman and Cadet Senior
Airman Timothy McNelly presented the Colors.
Cub Scout Pack 560 members Finnean Jones, Chance
Halloway and Steve Halloway of Orting, guests of Senator
Becker, lead the Senate in the Pledge of Allegiance.
The prayer was offered by Lt. Colonel Dave Franklin, Wing
Chaplain, Washington Wing of the Civil Air Patrol, Yakima.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
SB 5987 Prime
Sponsor,
transportation revenue.
Transportation

Senator
Reported

February 19, 2015
King:
Concerning
by Committee on

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5987 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
Minority Member; Baumgartner; Litzow; Miloscia;
Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Benton, Vice Chair; Cleveland; Habib and Jayapal.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5988 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Concerning additive
transportation funding and appropriations.
Reported by
Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5988 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias,
Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Baumgartner; Habib;
Jayapal; Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Cleveland.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5989 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Authorizing bonds for
transportation funding.
Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5989 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias; Baumgartner;
Habib; Jayapal; Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and
Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Benton, Vice Chair and Cleveland.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5990 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Transferring certain state
sales and use taxes collected on transportation projects to the
connecting Washington account. Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Baumgartner; Ericksen; Litzow; Miloscia; Rivers and
Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant
Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; and
Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5991 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Concerning activities at
the department of transportation funded by the environmental
legacy stewardship account.
Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority
Member; Baumgartner; Litzow; Miloscia; Rivers and
Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; and Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5992 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Modifying certain
requirements for ferry vessel construction.
Reported by
Committee on Transportation
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MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5992 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
Minority Member; Baumgartner; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal;
Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 19, 2015
SB 5993 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Concerning public works
contracts and projects.
Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Baumgartner; Ericksen; Litzow; Rivers and Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant
Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal;
Miloscia and Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5994 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Concerning permits for
state transportation corridor projects. Reported by Committee
on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5994 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias,
Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Baumgartner; Litzow;
Miloscia; Rivers and Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal and Pedersen.

Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen;
Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5997 Prime
Sponsor,
Senator
King:
Concerning
transportation project delivery. Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5997 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias,
Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Baumgartner;
Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen;
Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6047 by Senators Baumgartner, Liias, Padden, Hobbs and
Roach
AN ACT Relating to providing a sales and use tax exemption
for certain new building construction to be used by
maintenance repair operators for commercial airplane repair
and maintenance; amending RCW 82.08.980 and 82.12.980;
and creating a new section.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 19, 2015
SB 5995 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Modifying the
transportation system policy goal of mobility. Reported by
Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member;
Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Baumgartner;
Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen;
Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 19, 2015
SB 5996 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Concerning Washington
state department of transportation projects.
Reported by
Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5996 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias,
Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Baumgartner;

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the measure listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report was referred to the
committee as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Honeyford moved adoption of the following
resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8620
By Senators Honeyford, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hill, Becker, Bailey,
Parlette, Kohl-Welles, O’Ban, Mullet, Dammeier, Brown, Fraser,
Billig, Braun, Keiser, Conway, Hewitt, Warnick, Ranker, Padden,
and Schoesler
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WHEREAS, The Civil Air Patrol was commissioned
December 1, 1941, just days before the attack on Pearl Harbor,
for the purpose of liaison flying and interdiction of infiltrators on
the East Coast and southern border of the United States, and
thereafter the Civil Air Patrol insignia, a red three-bladed
propeller in the Civil Defense white-triangle-in-blue-circle, began
appearing; and
WHEREAS, When German submarines began to prey on
American ships, the Civil Air Patrol's mission grew to include a
1,000-member coastal patrol, 64 of whom died in service and 26
of whom were lost at sea; and
WHEREAS, After a crew was forced to watch in vain as a
grounded submarine off Cape Canaveral, Florida escaped before
the military arrived, Civil Air Patrol planes were issued bombs
and depth charges, and thereafter the Civil Air Patrol coastal
patrol flew 24 million miles and found 173 submarines, ultimately
attacking 57, hitting 10, and sinking 2; and
WHEREAS, By presidential executive order, the Civil Air
Patrol became an auxiliary of the United States Army Air Forces
on April 28, 1943, and several months later the Germans
withdrew coastal U-boat operations "because of those damned
little red and yellow airplanes"; and
WHEREAS, On December 10, 2014, the Civil Air Patrol was
awarded the Congressional Gold Medal in honor of the founding
members' role in protecting our coasts against deadly German Uboat attacks during World War II and carrying out other vital
wartime missions; and
WHEREAS, The Congressional Gold Medal marks the first
major recognition of the volunteer services by the men, women,
and teenagers who joined the Civil Air Patrol to serve their
country during World War II; and
WHEREAS, Richard Hagmann and Warren Davis are
residents of Washington State and among the fewer than 100
founding patrol members believed to be alive today, and are
joined by James Campbell and Gordon Ebbert, who both recently
passed away; and
WHEREAS, During the postwar years, the Civil Air Patrol
was put to work in search and rescue missions, saving the United
States millions of dollars in operational costs as the only
organization with the equipment and training to perform this vital
job, with military aircraft being far too expensive to operate and
flying too fast to accurately spot downed planes and personnel;
and
WHEREAS, During the deadly 2014 Oso mudslide, the Civil
Air Patrol flew vital supplies to areas unreachable by heavier
aircraft, and ground teams helped to evacuate cities and towns;
and
WHEREAS, The Civil Air Patrol has a cadet program with
over 23,000 participants between the ages of 12 and 20, one of its
major attractions being its aerospace program, which provides
both classroom and practical instruction in flight and rocketry,
and offers each cadet the opportunity to participate in orientation
flights in both powered and glider aircraft while learning search
and rescue techniques and other valuable skills, emphasizing
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military history, leadership, and service within the squadron and
to the community as a whole; and
WHEREAS, Over 16,000 students in kindergarten through
6th grade completed the Aerospace Connections in Education
program developed by the Civil Air Patrol and the United States
Air Force; and
WHEREAS, Today's Civil Air Patrol continues its service and
commitment to our state and country with three primary missions:
Aerospace education, cadet programs, and emergency services;
and
WHEREAS, In Washington State alone, the Civil Air Patrol
is composed of approximately 725 senior members and 604
cadets, who flew their 11 aircraft 2,100 hours in 2014 alone in
service to our state, at a value of 3 million dollars in volunteer
hours; and
WHEREAS, The Washington Wing was ranked first for hours
flown per aircraft among all wings in the Civil Air Patrol Pacific
Region, which includes wings from Alaska, California, Hawaii,
Nevada, Oregon, and Washington, and was ranked 14th for hours
flown per wing out of the 57 Civil Air Patrol units nationwide;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate recognize the Washington State wing of
the Civil Air Patrol for its courageous and unwavering dedication
to our citizens; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That a copy of this resolution
be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to
Colonel James P. Furlong, Commander of the Civil Air Patrol
Washington Wing.
Senators Honeyford and Warnick spoke in favor of adoption
of the resolution.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senators Frockt and Liias were
excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8620.
The motion by Senator Honeyford carried and the resolution
was adopted by voice vote.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “At this time the President would like to
invite Senator Honeyford to the rostrum for a special presentation.
Ladies and Gentlemen of the Senate, It is the President’s great
privilege to present some remarkable and outstanding Americans
to you. The Civil Air Patrol members being honored here were
just private citizens who wanted to lend a hand. They also lent
their planes, their two-way radios and their replacement parts.
They weren’t pressed into serving – they saw a need and stepped
up when their country needed them. World War II may have
turned out much differently if not for the men and women of the
Civil Air Patrol [CAP]. The Congressional Gold Medal is
awarded to persons ‘who have performed an achievement that has
an impact on American history and culture that is likely to be
recognized as a major achievement in the recipient’s field long
after the achievement.’
This is the highest civilian honor that Congress can bestow
and we are proud and honored to participate in awarding these
medals.
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Our first honoree is Richard A. Hagmann, of Spokane.
Richard A. Hagmann was a member of the Tow Target Unit No.
12 and Southern Liaison Unit 2, having joined March 6, 1942, in
southern California after learning about CAP through the friend
of a friend – Lt. Colonel Stephen Patti of the California Wing. He
served as a mechanic during the war and was on ‘active duty’ at
the border of Mexico. There he was assigned to a CAP unit in El
Paso, Texas, at the rank of CAP staff sergeant. He donated $700
(later repaid) to CAP to get a base started there. The members of
the base were getting drafted so quickly that the base was in
danger of being closed, but the officers worked a deal whereby
joining the Army Air Force Reserve meant the members wouldn’t
be called up. When the base closed in 1944, Richard was sent
back to San Diego until May 11, 1944, supporting planes that
towed targets. Years later, Lt. Colonel Patti re-established contact
with Richard and introduced him to the Washington Wing. The
wing got Richard to rejoin in December 2013. Upon doing so, he
was honored with the Exceptional Service Award, promotion to
lieutenant colonel and life membership.”
Mr. Hagmann was presented with the Congressional Gold
Medal by Senator Honeyford and the President of the Senate as
authorized by the United States Congress Public Law 113-108,
128 Statute 1159 on May 23, 2014. Mr. Hagmann was recognized
by the senate.
“Our next honoree is Warren B. Davis of Seattle.
Lt. Colonel Warren B. Davis joined the Tacoma Squadron
Civil Air Patrol in 1942 at Muller-Harkins Airport in south
Tacoma. His father, who served in the Royal Canadian Air Force
during World War 1 and moved to Tacoma in 1919, used to rent
a plane and go flying with him as a child. While working at
McChord Field as a civilian instrument mechanic, Warren heard
about CAP, which offered him a chance to fly and to obtain fuel
for doing so. He was on Group II staff in eastern Washington for
a while. He transferred to the Seattle Squadron and became the
Commander in 1960. He served as a very active CAP pilot, flying
search and rescue missions, searchlight target missions and cadet
orientation flights over Grays Harbor. He was escort officer on
the foreign exchange to Turkey and the Netherlands. He also was
escort officer to Jet Orientation School. Warren participated in
Hands Across the Border with Canada. He took many Air Force
Institute extension courses which was open to CAP members and
included aircraft repair, instrument repair and photography. He
later worked for Boeing for 47 years. Warren transferred to
Tukwila Squadron and Renton Squadron and is still a member of
the Renton Composite Squadron. He still takes classes and gives
talks to Cadets on the ‘early days’ of the Civil Air Patrol.”
Mr. Davis was presented with the Congressional Gold Medal
by Senator Honeyford and the President of the Senate as
authorized by the United States Congress Public Law 113-108,
128 Statute 1159 on May 23, 2014. Mr. Davis was recognized by
the senate.

service for the Navy during WWII. In his aviation career Ebbert
logged over 11,000 flight hours, served as a captain in the U. S.
Air Force Reserve and was twice named Interim Commander for
CAP’s Washington Wing. Along the way while running his own
machine shop business he found time to help establish the pilot
training program of Big Bend Community College in Moses Lake
and served as mayor of that city. He received a Pilot Proficiency
Wings Program Phase XV Award and the Wright Brothers Master
Pilot Award from the Federal Aviation Administration. Master
Sergeant Gordon Ebbert served in Lieutenant James Campbell’s
Civil Air Patrol Squadron as a training officer.”
The Congressional Gold Medal awarded to Mr. Ebbert
posthumously was received by Mr. Peter Nelson on behalf of the
family of Mr. Ebbert. The Medal was presented by Senator
Honeyford and the President of the Senate as authorized by the
United States Congress Public Law 113-108, 128 Statute 1159 on
May 23, 2014. The Ebbert family was recognized by the senate.
“Our next honoree is James H. Campbell of Redmond, who
is deceased and represented here today by his family
Civil Air Patrol Lieutenant James H. Campbell was born in
1911 in north Seattle and graduated from Lincoln High School in
1928. During the war he was a flight instructor at Boeing and a
Western Wing Commander for Western Washington in the Civil
Air Patrol, which led to actively flying his own plane until 88
years of age. He organized the Bremerton Squadron two weeks
after the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor during the Second World
War. James went on to be the unit’s first commanding officer.”
The Congressional Gold Medal awarded to Mr. Campbell
posthumously was received by his daughter Mrs. Patty Dutt on
behalf of the family of Mr. Campbell. The Medal was presented
by Senator Honeyford and the President of the Senate as
authorized by the United States Congress Public Law 113-108,
128 Statute 1159 on May 23, 2014. The Campbell family was
recognized by the senate.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “It is certainly rare for any citizen of this
great country to be awarded a medal that is the highest civilian
award that a person can receive. It would be a great honor for us
if you would stand and be recognized one more time by a grateful
Senate. Please stand and be recognized. Thank you.”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the seventh
order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION

“The third honoree is Gordon Ebbert of Moses Lake, who is
also deceased and represented here today by his family.
Gordon Ebbert grew up in Monmouth, Oregon. He started
taking flying lessons in 1929 at age 16 and soloed in nearby
Salem, Oregon in 1933. He helped organize the Patrol’s
Bremerton Squadron two weeks after Pearl Harbor was attacked.
After war was declared, Gordon was assigned to fly
antisubmarine patrol along the West Coast between Alaska and
San Francisco, California. On one of these flights near Port
Angeles he and his observer spotted a Japanese torpedo that had
launched from a submarine and abandoned. On another occasion
he spotted a Japanese single plane diesel engine powered airplane
which was retrieved by Naval Intelligence. He also flew courier

Senator King moved that Rosalinda Mendoza, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9112, be confirmed as a member of the Board
of Trustees, Yakima Valley Community College District No. 16.
Senator King spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF ROSALINDA MENDOZA
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Rosalinda Mendoza, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9112, as a member of the Board of Trustees,
Yakima Valley Community College District No. 16.
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The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Rosalinda
Creating flexibility for the educator retooling conditional
Mendoza, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9112, as a member of
scholarship program.
the Board of Trustees, Yakima Valley Community College
District No. 16 and the appointment was confirmed by the
The measure was read the second time.
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
MOTION
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
On motion of Senator Litzow, the rules were suspended,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Senate Bill No. 5312 was advanced to third reading, the second
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
passage.
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Senator Litzow spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Rosalinda Mendoza, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9112,
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5312.
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Trustees, Yakima Valley
ROLL CALL
Community College District No. 16.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
THIRD READING
Bill No. 5312 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
MOTION
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Senator Hargrove moved that Harry L. Carthum,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9023, be confirmed as a member
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
of the Board of Trustees, Grays Harbor Community College
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
District No. 2.
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Senator Hargrove spoke in favor of the motion.
Warnick
Absent: Senator Hargrove
APPOINTMENT OF HARRY L. CARTHUM
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5312, having received the constitutional
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
the confirmation of Harry L. Carthum, Gubernatorial
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
Appointment No. 9023, as a member of the Board of Trustees,
Grays Harbor Community College District No. 2.
MOTION
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Harry L.
Carthum, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9023, as a member of
the Board of Trustees, Grays Harbor Community College District
No. 2 and the appointment was confirmed by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
Harry L. Carthum, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9023,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Trustees, Grays Harbor
Community College District No. 2.

On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Hargrove was
excused.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5059, by Senators Frockt, Fain,
Pedersen and Chase
Creating the patent troll prevention act.
MOTIONS

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.

On motion of Senator Pedersen, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5059 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5059 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Pedersen, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5059 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Pedersen and Padden spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5059.

SECOND READING

ROLL CALL

SENATE BILL NO. 5312, by Senators Litzow, McAuliffe,
Dammeier, Rolfes, Mullet, Billig, Kohl-Welles, Keiser and Chase

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5059 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 41; Nays, 6; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.

MOTION
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Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille,
Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Dansel, Ericksen, Hewitt,
Honeyford and Rivers
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5059, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5015, by Senators Honeyford and
Ericksen
Extending the
expiration date.

dairy inspection

program

assessment

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5015 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Honeyford spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5015.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5015 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5015, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5031, by Senators Pedersen and O'Ban
Permitting advance action regarding business opportunities
under the business corporation act.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

On motion of Senator Pedersen, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5031 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Pedersen and Padden spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5031.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5031 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5031, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5024, by Senator Benton
Making conforming amendments made necessary by
reorganizing and streamlining central service functions, powers,
and duties of state government.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5024 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Benton spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5024.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5024 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5024, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
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SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5146, by Senators Bailey and Rivers
Concerning quality assurance standards for medicaid
purchasing.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5146 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Bailey and Cleveland spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5146.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5146 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet,
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Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
passage.
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Senator Parlette spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5204.
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
ROLL CALL
SENATE BILL NO. 5075, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
Bill No. 5204 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
SECOND READING
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
SENATE BILL NO. 5207, by Senators Liias and King
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Concerning office hours for registered tow truck operators.
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
The measure was read the second time.
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
MOTION
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5204, having received the constitutional
On motion of Senator Hobbs, the rules were suspended,
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
Senate Bill No. 5207 was advanced to third reading, the second
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
SECOND READING
Senator Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
SENATE BILL NO. 5249, by Senators Darneille, Conway
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
and Miloscia
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5207.
Creating a bond issuance exemption for qualifying local
revitalization financing projects.
ROLL CALL
The measure was read the second time.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5207 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
MOTION
Yeas, 45; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
On motion of Senator Darneille, the rules were suspended,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Senate Bill No. 5249 was advanced to third reading, the second
Dammeier, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
passage.
Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Senator Darneille spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Voting nay: Senators Dansel and Hasegawa
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5249.
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5207, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
ROLL CALL
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
SECOND READING
Bill No. 5249 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
SENATE BILL NO. 5204, by Senators Parlette, Pearson and
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Warnick
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Providing an exemption from hydraulic project permit fees
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
for certain emergency permits.
Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
The measure was read the second time.
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Baumgartner
MOTION
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5249, having received the constitutional
On motion of Senator Parlette, the rules were suspended,
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
Senate Bill No. 5204 was advanced to third reading, the second
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
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SECOND READING

SENATE BILL NO. 5271, by Senators Roach, Hasegawa,
Liias and Benton
Concerning standards adopted by the national fire protection
association and the state building code council.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5271 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Roach spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Joint Memorial No. 8000 and the memorial passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8000, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5046, by Senators Padden and Pedersen

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5271.

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5271 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 44; Nays, 3; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Honeyford, Padden and Schoesler
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5271, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8000, by Senator Brown
Requesting the permanent siting and development of a federal
nuclear waste repository.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Brown, the rules were suspended,
Senate Joint Memorial No. 8000 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the memorial was
placed on final passage.
Senators Brown, Rolfes and Sheldon spoke in favor of
passage of the memorial.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Joint Memorial No. 8000.
ROLL CALL

Correcting a codification error concerning the governor's
designee to the traffic safety commission.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5046 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5046.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5046 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5046, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
MOTION
At 11:08 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 9:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, February 25, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Wednesday, February 25, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 9:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exceptions of Senators Ericksen
and Frockt.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages
Kendra Gady and Krystal Gady, presented the Colors. The prayer
was offered by Reverend Katie M. Ladd, Queen Anne United
Methodist Church of Seattle, guest of Senator Kohl-Welles.

February 23, 2015
SB 5166 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rolfes: Concerning the
management of forage fish resources. Reported by Committee
on Ways & Means

MOTION

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5166 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Billig; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.

On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Becker and Brown.

MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 23, 2015
SB 5020 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Concerning state
agencies continuity of operations planning requirements.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 23, 2015
SB 5141 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Concerning the
alternative process for awarding contracts for university medical
buildings and facilities. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5141 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden;
Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senators Hasegawa and
Hatfield.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 23, 2015
SB 5177 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Improving timeliness of
competency evaluation and restoration services. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5177 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Padden; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Conway and Hasegawa.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Fraser; Kohl-Welles and
Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 23, 2015
SB 5251 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Transferring
public water system financial assistance activities from the public
works board and the department of commerce to the department
of health. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 23, 2015
SB 5258 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Requiring a study for
funding options for long-term care services and supports.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.

Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Hasegawa.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 23, 2015
SB 5347 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Creating demonstration
projects for preserving agricultural land and public infrastructure
in flood plains. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 23, 2015
SB 5269 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning court
review of detention decisions under the involuntary treatment act.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5269 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Hasegawa.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 23, 2015
SB 5276 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Concerning
refunds of property taxes paid as a result of manifest errors in
descriptions of property. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5276 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 23, 2015
SB 5324 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Concerning the
distribution and use of aircraft excise taxes. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5324 as recommended by Committee on Transportation
be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do pass.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5347 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Fraser.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Becker; Padden and
Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 23, 2015
SB 5403 Prime Sponsor, Senator Conway: Concerning
competency to stand trial evaluations. Reported by Committee
on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5403 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 23, 2015
SB 5435 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Expanding
participation in the Washington state deferred compensation
program. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5435 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
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limitations upon regular property tax levies. Reported by
Conway; Fraser; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden;
Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Committee on Ways & Means
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senators Hasegawa and
Hatfield.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 23, 2015
SB 5466 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Clarifying employee
eligibility for benefits from the public employees' benefits board
and conforming the eligibility provisions with federal law.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 23, 2015
SB 5486 Prime Sponsor, Senator Frockt: Creating the parents for
parents program. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5799 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker;
Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5486 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 23, 2015
SB 5723 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Concerning the
amendment, recodification, decodification, or repeal of statutes
relating to state capital construction funds and accounts and bond
authorizations that are inactive, obsolete, or no longer necessary
for continued publication in the Revised Code of Washington.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 23, 2015
SB 5799 Prime Sponsor, Senator Fain: Exempting levies
imposed by qualifying flood control zone districts from certain

February 24, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The Speaker has signed:
SENATE BILL NO. 5035
and the same is herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
February 24, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has adopted:
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4403
and the same is herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6048 by Senators Warnick, Brown, Sheldon and Hatfield
AN ACT Relating to extending the federal internet tax
freedom act to Washington state by preserving the current
treatment; amending RCW 35.21.714, 35.21.717, 35.21.860,
35.21.865, 35.21.870, and 35A.82.060; adding a new section
to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.12
RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
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SB 6049 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to fiscal matters.

AN ACT Relating to marijuana.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6050 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to fiscal matters.

SB 6063 by Senator Ranker
AN ACT Relating to revenue.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6051 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to state government.

SB 6064 by Senator Ranker
AN ACT Relating to revenue.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6052 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to state government.

SB 6065 by Senator Ranker
AN ACT Relating to health care.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6053 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to human services.

SB 6066 by Senator Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to corrections.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6054 by Senator Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to human services.

SB 6067 by Senator Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to corrections.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6055 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to health care.

SB 6068 by Senator Ranker
AN ACT Relating to higher education.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6056 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to health care.

SB 6069 by Senator Ranker
AN ACT Relating to education.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6057 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to revenue.

SB 6070 by Senator Ranker
AN ACT Relating to environmental fiscal matters.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6058 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to natural resources.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6059 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to education.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6060 by Senator Litzow
AN ACT Relating to education.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6061 by Senator Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to revenue.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6062 by Senator Hill

SB 6071 by Senators Hobbs and Conway
AN ACT Relating to authorizing benefit funding accounts for
members of the law enforcement officers' and firefighters'
retirement system plan 2; amending RCW 41.04.208 and
41.26.740; adding a new section to chapter 41.26 RCW; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
HCR 4403
and Bergquist

by Representatives Sullivan, Kretz, Haler

Honoring the recipients of the state Medal of Merit and Medal
of Valor.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exception of House Concurrent
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reading calendar.
On motion of Senator Fraser, Senator Hobbs was excused.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen::
Senator Rolfes.”

“So ordered. [Gavel sounds.] Oops.

REMARKS BY SENATOR ROLFES
Senator Rolfes: “Thank you Mr. President. I don’t, the gavel
didn’t matter. I would just like to note the large number of title
only bills on today’s first reading list and hope that this does not
mean we’re planning for last minute negotiations that may take
us into special sessions. Thank you.”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “I think the gavel matters.”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the sixth
order of business.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fraser, Senator Frockt was excused.
SECOND READING

APPOINTMENT OF MICHAEL DELLER
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Michael Deller, Gubernatorial Appointment
No. 9039, as a member of the Board of Trustees, Everett
Community College District No. 5.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Michael
Deller, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9039, as a member of the
Board of Trustees, Everett Community College District No. 5 and
the appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 47;
Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Absent: Senator Ericksen
Excused: Senator Frockt
Michael Deller, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9039,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Trustees, Everett
Community College District No. 5.
MOTION

HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4403, by
Representatives Sullivan, Kretz, Haler and Bergquist

On motion of Senator Rivers, Senator Ericksen was excused.

Honoring the recipients of the state Medal of Merit and Medal
of Valor.

THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the rules were suspended, House
Concurrent Resolution No. 4403 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO.
4403 and the resolution was adopted by voice vote.

MOTION
Senator Fraser moved that Nicholas R. Wooten,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9196, be confirmed as a member
of the Board of Trustees, The Evergreen State College.
Senator Fraser spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF NICHOLAS R. WOOTEN
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Nicholas R. Wooten, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9196, as a member of the Board of Trustees,
The Evergreen State College.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that Michael Deller, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9039, be confirmed as a member of the Board
of Trustees, Everett Community College District No. 5.
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of the motion.
MOTION

The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Nicholas
R. Wooten, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9196, as a member
of the Board of Trustees, The Evergreen State College and the
appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 46;
Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Absent: Senator Hargrove
Excused: Senators Ericksen and Frockt
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Nicholas R. Wooten, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9196,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Trustees, The Evergreen
State College.
MOTION

On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5119 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Angel and Mullet spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5119.

MOTION

ROLL CALL

On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Hargrove was excused.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5174, by Senators Bailey, Ranker,
Pearson and Sheldon
Increasing the number of district court judges in Skagit
county.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5174 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Bailey spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5174.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5119 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5119, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5030, by Senators Pedersen and O'Ban
Addressing the limited liability company act.
MOTIONS

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5174 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5174, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5119, by Senators Angel and Mullet
Providing authority for two or more nonprofit corporations
to participate in a joint self-insurance program covering property
or liability risks.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

On motion of Senator Pedersen, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5030 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5030 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Pedersen, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5030 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Pedersen spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5030.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5030 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5030, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5302 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5302, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5088, by Senators Pearson, Hargrove,
Honeyford, Parlette, Keiser, Liias, Hobbs, Hatfield, Kohl-Welles,
Frockt, Dammeier, Rolfes, Hewitt, Dansel, Fraser, Chase and
Conway
Concerning a geological hazards assessment.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5088 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Pearson and Hatfield spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5088.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5088 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5088, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5025, by Senators Rivers, Cleveland and
Benton
Modifying the apportionment of quick title service fees
collected by appointed subagents.

On motion of Senator Rivers, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5025
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5025 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Rivers, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5025 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Rivers spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5025.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5025 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5025, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5163, by Senators Hobbs, Roach,
Rolfes, O'Ban, Hatfield, Litzow, McCoy, Mullet, Conway, Fain,
Chase and Darneille
Providing for educational data on students from military
families.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Hobbs, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5163
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5163 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Hobbs, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5163 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5163.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5163 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
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Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5163, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5297, by Senators Liias, Fain, King and
Hobbs
Updating and clarifying statutory provisions within the
commercial vehicle registration and fuel tax administrative
systems.
The measure was read the second time.

SENATE BILL NO. 5156, by Senators Keiser, Warnick and
Conway
Concerning the disclosure of information regarding elevators
and other conveyances in certain real estate transactions.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Keiser, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5156
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5156 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Keiser, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5156 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Keiser, Angel and Hasegawa spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5156.

MOTION

ROLL CALL

Senator Liias moved that the following amendment by
Senator Liias be adopted:
On page 27, after line 29, strike all material through line 34, and
insert the following:
"((This act takes effect July 1, 2015.))Section 110 of this act
takes effect July 1, 2015. Sections 101 through 109, 111 through
304, and 306 through 649 of this act take effect July 1, 2016."

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5156 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 42; Nays, 6; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Benton,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Becker, Dansel, Hewitt, Honeyford,
Padden and Schoesler
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5156, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Liias, the amendment by Senator Liias
on page 27, line 29 to Senate Bill No. 5297 was withdrawn.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Liias, the rules were suspended, Senate
Bill No. 5297 was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5297.

SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced a group of fifth grade
students from Spinning Elementary School in Puyallup led by Ms.
Donna Paul, guests of Senator Dammeier.

ROLL CALL
SECOND READING
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5297 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5297, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING

SENATE BILL NO. 5073, by Senators Roach and Liias
Concerning nonsubstantive updates and realignments of the
statutory responsibilities of the office of financial management.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Roach, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5073
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5073 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5073 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Roach and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
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Senator Fain announced the Committee on Ways & Means
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5073.
hearing was scheduled to begin at 12:30 in the afternoon.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5073 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5073, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Majority Coalition
Caucus immediately upon adjournment of the day’s session.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus at 10:55 a.m. and reminded members to bring the day’s
calendar.
MOTION
At 10:49 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 9:00 o’clock a.m. Thursday, February 26, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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The Senate was called to order at 9:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exception of Senator Brown.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages
Conner Smith and Elizabeth Hedt, presented the Colors. The
prayer was offered by Dr. André Sims, Senior Pastor, Christ the
King Bible Fellowship of Federal Way, guest of Senator
Miloscia.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 24, 2015
SB 5045 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Concerning the
deauthorization of union security provisions by public
employees. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Bailey;
Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler
and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Billig; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 24, 2015
SB 5057 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Concerning the safe
transport of hazardous materials. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5057 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hewitt;
O'Ban; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Billig; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hargrove, Ranking
Member and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 24, 2015
SB 5206 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Addressing state audit
findings of noncompliance with state law. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5206 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker;
Billig; Brown; Fraser; Hasegawa; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Hatfield.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 24, 2015
SB 5226 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Protecting public
sector workers' rights through public disclosure of public sector
unions' finances. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Bailey;
Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler
and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Billig; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield and Kohl-Welles.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 24, 2015
SB 5487 Prime Sponsor, Senator Baumgartner: Concerning
higher education programs at Washington State University and
the University of Washington. Reported by Committee on Ways
& Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5487 as recommended by Committee on Higher
Education be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker;
Billig; Brown; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; KohlWelles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 24, 2015
SB 5594 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Concerning federal
funding programs requiring changes in state law. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Fraser;
Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Billig; Conway;
Hasegawa and Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 24, 2015
SB 5659 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Directing state
investments of existing litter tax revenues under chapter 82.19
RCW in material waste management efforts without increasing
the tax rate. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun,
Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair,
Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser,
Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Fraser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 24, 2015
SB 5715 Prime Sponsor, Senator Fain: Including the contents of
fiscal impact statements in the ballot title for certain initiative
measures. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5715 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker;
Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; KohlWelles; O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Billig and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 24, 2015
SB 5758 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Concerning federal
medicaid payment reconciliations. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
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MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5758 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker;
Billig; Brown; Conway; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; KohlWelles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 24, 2015
SB 5841 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Creating a tuition and
fees exemption for children and surviving spouses of certain
highway workers. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun,
Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair,
Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser,
Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 24, 2015
SB 5990 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Transferring certain state
sales and use taxes collected on transportation projects to the
connecting Washington account. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5990 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Billig; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 24, 2015
SB 5991 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Concerning activities at
the department of transportation funded by the environmental
legacy stewardship account. Reported by Committee on Ways
& Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5991 as recommended by Committee on Transportation
be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do pass.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hatfield; Hewitt;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
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Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Billig; Fraser;
Hasegawa; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS

February 25, 2015
SGA 9004
STEVEN F ANDERSON, appointed on
November 13, 2013, for the term ending January 19, 2018, as
Member of the Pharmacy Quality Assurance Commission.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; Bailey; Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal;
Keiser and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 25, 2015
SGA 9008
CHRISTOPHER P BARRY, reappointed on
June 19, 2013, for the term ending January 19, 2017, as Member
of the Pharmacy Quality Assurance Commission. Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; Bailey; Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal;
Keiser and Parlette.

SGA 9165
SEPI SOLEIMANPOUR, appointed on
March 1, 2012, for the term ending January 19, 2016, as Member
of the Pharmacy Quality Assurance Commission. Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; Bailey; Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal;
Keiser and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 25, 2015
SGA 9176
DOROTHY F TEETER, appointed on March
4, 2013, for the term ending at the goverernors pleasure, as
Director of the Washington State Health Care Authority,
Administrator. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; Bailey; Brown; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal;
Keiser and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 25, 2015
SGA 9089
ALBERT J LINGGI, appointed on
November 13, 2013, for the term ending January 19, 2016, as
Member of the Pharmacy Quality Assurance Commission.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Angel;
Bailey; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and
Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Dammeier, Vice
Chair and Brown.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 25, 2015
SGA 9160
MAUREEN C SIMMONS SPARKS,
appointed on November 1, 2013, for the term ending January 19,
2017, as Member of the Pharmacy Quality Assurance
Commission. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; Angel; Bailey; Brown; Cleveland; Conway;
Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6072 by Senator King
AN ACT Relating to transportation revenue.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 6073 by Senator King
AN ACT Relating to
appropriations.

transportation

funding

and

Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 6074 by Senator King
AN ACT Relating to authorizing bonds for transportation
funding.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SB 6075 by Senators Baumgartner, Ericksen, Dansel, Benton
and Braun
AN ACT Relating to studying the siting and construction of
pipelines for the transport of crude oil and related products in
Washington; creating new sections; making an appropriation;
and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.

February 25, 2015
MOTION
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On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Mullet moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8622
By Senators Mullet, Fain, Hobbs, Keiser, Hargrove, Ranker,
McCoy, Hasegawa, Chase, Conway, Darneille, and Jayapal
WHEREAS, The students of Tahoma High School enrolled
in the We the People: The Citizen and Constitution program have
exhibited superior knowledge of the Constitution of the United
States and the lessons taught by our forefathers; and
WHEREAS, On Saturday, January 10, 2015, the state We the
People competition was won by the team from Tahoma High
School, marking the school's 18th state championship; and
WHEREAS, From April 24, 2015, to April 28, 2015, these
students will represent their state at the 28th anniversary We the
People National Finals in Washington, D.C., where they will
aspire to uphold the standards of excellence for which Tahoma
High School is known; and
WHEREAS, These students have immersed themselves in
the United States Constitution and Bill of Rights, and their
extraordinary understanding of the country's founding documents
and principles and formidable debate skills have inspired those
who have watched them progress to the level of state champions;
and
WHEREAS, The Tahoma team is coached by Gretchen
Wulfing, who was named Washington’s Civic Educator of the
Year in 2011 and who continues to ingrain in her students the
importance of learning about American constitutional democracy
and the contemporary relevance of the nation's founding
documents and principles; and
WHEREAS, These students and their advisor were aided by
We the People alumni, former students who helped prepare this
year's debaters by volunteering countless hours as guest judges;
and
WHEREAS, Since the creation of the We the People
program in 1987, nearly 30 million students and 90,000 teachers
from across the country have participated in enhancing civic
education; and
WHEREAS, Studies have shown that 80 percent of high
school seniors in the program are registered to vote, compared to
an average of 37 percent among other high school seniors, proof
that We the People instills greater interest in participating in
government; and
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WHEREAS, Tahoma High School has a distinguished
record of excellence in competitions at the national level, placing
fourth in the nation in 2000; capturing the Western Regional
Award in 2001, 2008, and 2014; taking the top Unit Two in the
Nation Award in 2003; placing in the top ten in 2012 and 2013;
and earning the top Unit Five in the Nation Award in 2010 and
2011;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate honor Abigail Atchison, Lauren Baek,
Grace Barnes, Coleman Blakely, Cecelia Cadenhead, Christopher
Darcy, Jacob Davies, Brock DenHerder, MacKenzie Dress, Amy
Folkerts, Renée Hancock, Alex Harr, Desirae Hayes-Vitor,
Zachary Jones, Joanne Kunze, Katrina May, Dominic Minniti,
Sydney Murrey, Madeleine Musard, Caroline Pedro, Jayaram
Ravi, Megan Simmons, Lucille Tibbetts, Nadiya Upegui, Samuel
Verkruyse, and Sophie Wulfing as “Warriors of the
Constitution”; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this
resolution be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the
Senate to the members of Tahoma High School’s We the People
team, team advisor Gretchen Wulfing, and Tahoma High School
principal Terry Duty to convey the respect of this body for a job
well done and to wish them success in their continuing endeavors.
Senators Mullet and Fain spoke in favor of adoption of the
resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8622.
The motion by Senator Mullet carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed members of Tahoma High School’s
We the People team and their advisor, Gretchen Wulfing who
were seated in the gallery and recognized by the senate.
Senator Nelson announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus five minutes after going at ease.

Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus immediately after going at ease.
MOTION
At 9:15 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 11:20 a.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
At 11:21 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 9:00 o’clock a.m. Friday, February 27, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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The Senate was called to order at 9:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present.
A Boys Scouts of America Honor Guard consisting of Eagle
Scouts Zachary Demars, Everett, Troop #18 and Adam Sirkis,
Everett, Troop #91 presented the Colors. The prayer was offered
by Imam Zafar Ahmad Sawar of the Ahmadiyya Muslim
Community Center, Lynnwood.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 25, 2015
SB 5187 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Concerning voter
approval of a high capacity transportation system plan and
financing plan. Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Baumgartner; Ericksen; Miloscia; Rivers and Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant
Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal and
Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 25, 2015
SB 5199 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Concerning members
of regional transportation planning organizations representing
out-of-state governments or organizations.
Reported by
Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Baumgartner; Ericksen; Miloscia; Rivers and Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant
Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal and
Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 25, 2015
SB 5323 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Extending and
modifying the commute trip reduction tax credit. Reported by
Committee on Transportation

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5323 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias,
Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland; Ericksen;
Habib; Jayapal; Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and
Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 25, 2015
SB 5333 Prime Sponsor, Senator Mullet: Extending the sales and
use tax exemption for clean alternative fuel vehicles. Reported
by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5333 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland;
Ericksen; Habib; Jayapal; Litzow and Miloscia.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Baumgartner; Pedersen and Rivers.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
February 25, 2015
SB 5410 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Modifying
qualifications for disabled veterans to receive fee exempt license
plates. Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5410 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias,
Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Baumgartner;
Cleveland; Ericksen; Habib; Jayapal; Litzow; Miloscia and
Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Pedersen.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 25, 2015
SB 5481 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hill: Concerning tolling
customer service reform.
Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5481 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias,
Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Baumgartner;
Cleveland; Ericksen; Habib; Jayapal; Litzow; Miloscia;
Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 25, 2015
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MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
SB 5550 Prime Sponsor, Senator Habib: Regulating providers of
commercial transportation services. Reported by Committee on
recommendation. Signed by Senator Benton, Vice Chair.
Transportation
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5550 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
February 25, 2015
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
SB 5816 Prime Sponsor, Senator Liias: Expanding traffic safety
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
education requirements for certain driver's license applicants and
Minority Member; Cleveland; Ericksen; Habib; Litzow;
drivers. Reported by Committee on Transportation
Miloscia; Rivers and Sheldon.
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5816 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Jayapal and Pedersen.
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Litzow;
Miloscia; Pedersen and Rivers.
February 25, 2015
SB 5623 Prime Sponsor, Senator Sheldon: Modifying the
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
operation of motorcycles on roadways laned for traffic.
Senator Ericksen.
Reported by Committee on Transportation
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5623 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
February 25, 2015
SB 5820 Prime Sponsor, Senator King: Concerning the sale of
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
certain department of transportation surplus property. Reported
Fain, Vice Chair; Baumgartner; Ericksen; Miloscia; Rivers
by Committee on Transportation
and Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority Member;
Cleveland; Jayapal and Pedersen.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Habib.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5820 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias,
Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland; Ericksen;
Habib; Jayapal; Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and
Sheldon.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 25, 2015
SB 5640 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Concerning
deficiency claims after auction of a private property vehicle
impound. Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5640 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Fain, Vice Chair; Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority Member;
Baumgartner; Ericksen; Miloscia; Rivers and Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Cleveland; Jayapal and Pedersen.

February 25, 2015
SB 5863 Prime Sponsor, Senator Jayapal: Concerning highway
construction workforce development. Reported by Committee
on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Litzow;
Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.

Signed by
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Ericksen.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 25, 2015
SB 5656 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rivers: Enhancing public
safety by reducing distracted driving incidents caused by the use
of personal wireless communications devices. Reported by
Committee on Transportation

February 25, 2015
SB 5957 Prime Sponsor, Senator Liias: Creating a pedestrian
fatality and serious injury review panel. Reported by Committee
on Transportation

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5656 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
Minority Member; Cleveland; Ericksen; Habib; Jayapal;
Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen and Rivers.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5957 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias,
Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland; Ericksen;
Habib; Jayapal; Litzow; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 25, 2015
SB 5975 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Authorizing parent
taught driver training education courses.
Reported by
Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Baumgartner; Ericksen; Litzow; Rivers and Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Habib; Jayapal and Pedersen.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member and Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority
Member.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 25, 2015
SB 6015 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Providing funding for
the hunter education training program through the issuance of
national rifle association special license plates. Reported by
Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 6015 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member;
Baumgartner; Ericksen; Litzow; Rivers and Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority Member;
Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal and Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 25, 2015
SB 6044 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Requiring the
consideration of public access when designing a transportation
facility adjacent to or across a waterway. Reported by
Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
Minority Member; Ericksen; Habib; Jayapal; Litzow;
Pedersen and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the third
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM GOVERNOR
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS

February 25, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
TIM CLARK, appointed January 19, 2015, for the term
ending September 30, 2018, as Member of the Green River
Community College Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
February 25, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
LAWRENCE M. GLENN, appointed February 6, 2015, for
the term ending September 30, 2019, as Member of the Peninsula
College Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
February 25, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
DOUGLASS L. JACKSON, appointed February 9, 2015, for
the term ending September 30, 2017, as Member of the Shoreline
Community College Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
February 25, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
ELIZABETH K. JENSEN, reappointed January 22, 2015, for
the term ending January 19, 2019, as Member of the Pharmacy
Quality Assurance Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
February 25, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
D. MICHAEL KELLY, appointed March 5, 2014, for the
term ending September 30, 2018, as Member of the Cascadia
Community College Board of Trustees.
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Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
February 25, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
RICHARD MORGAN, reappointed February 6, 2015, for the
term ending April 15, 2016, as Member of the Indeterminate
Sentence Review Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
February 25, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MEGAN S. O'BRYAN, appointed February 9, 2015, for the
term ending September 30, 2019, as Member of the Skagit Valley
College Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
February 26, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The Speaker has signed:
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4403
and the same is herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT
Pursuant to Article 2, Section 32 of the State Constitution
and Senate Rule 1(5), the President announced the signing of and
thereupon did sign in open session:
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4403.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, Senate Rule 20 was suspended
for the remainder of the day to allow consideration of additional
floor resolutions.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Senate Rule 20 limits consideration of floor
resolutions not essential to the operation of the Senate to one per
day during regular daily sessions.
MOTION

February 25, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
EARL OVERSTREET, appointed October 1, 2014, for the
term ending September 30, 2020, as Member of the Western
Washington University Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
February 25, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
JON TUNHEIM, appointed February 6, 2015, for the term
ending August 2, 2017, as Member of the Sentencing Guidelines
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all appointees listed on the
Gubernatorial Appointments report were referred to the
committees as designated.

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Benton moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8624
By Senator Benton
WHEREAS, The Boy Scouts of America have marked the
closing of their 105th year of service to America on February 8th,
and will continue serving to their communities; and
WHEREAS, The mission of the Boy Scouts of America is to
prepare young people to make ethical and moral choices over
their lifetimes by instilling in them the values of the Scout Oath
and Scout Law; and
WHEREAS, The Scouting program has maintained a strong
ethical standard among every community of which the program
has influence; and
WHEREAS, Through the Boy Scouts of America, programs
such as the Venturing and Varsity Crew, Sea Scouts, Cub Scouts,
and Order of the Arrow have received outstanding recognition for
the training and life experiences taught to our young scouts,
exemplifying commitment and dedication to their communities;
and
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WHEREAS, In 2013 alone, the Boy Scouts of America
program reported over 17 million service hours for Journey to
Excellence across the nation in areas such as food collection and
distribution, litter cleanup and community beautification,
conservation projects, serving food at shelters, fun runs and hikes,
and military support and appreciation; and
WHEREAS, In 2013 over one million volunteers gave of their
time assuming leadership positions for various Scouting
programs; and
WHEREAS, Baden Powell, founder of the Boy Scouts of
America and decorated military leader, is recognized for his
sincere devotion and countless hours of service to the
preservation of America and the exceptional success of the Boy
Scouts of America program; and
WHEREAS, Since 1910, more than 100 million citizens have
become registered members; and
WHEREAS, 2.7 million scouts have served and worked
diligently in their communities to receive the high honor and
prestigious award of Eagle Scout;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That after 105
years of service, it is with great respect that the Washington State
Senate honor and recognize the service, character, and strong
ethical standing that the Boy Scouts of America have exemplified
within our state, nation, and throughout the world; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution
be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to the
National Boy Scouts of America office, the National Director of
the Boy Scouts of America, and the Boy Scouts of America
Councils in Washington: Chief Seattle Council, Pacific Harbors
Council, Mount Baker Council, Grand Columbia Council, Blue
Mountain Council, and Inland Northwest Council.
Senators Benton, Roach, Bailey, Hargrove, Hewitt, Fraser,
Parlette and Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of adoption of the
resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8624.
The motion by Senator Benton carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.

scouting by earning the rank of Eagle Scout in our state last year.
The Boy Scouts of American was founded on the premise that to
be a good citizen you must do for others. Since its inception
Scouts and volunteers have committed to serving others with
enthusiasm and conviction at all times. Over the years Scouts
have also worked diligently to protect the environment and learn
the value of ‘Leave no trace’. For one hundred and five years the
Boy Scouts of America has stood as the embodiment of duty of
God, duty to country and service to others. In 2014 Washington
Scouts and volunteers donated more than four hundred and seven
thousand hours of community service to our state. Based on the
data provided by The Business Times, Scouts provided over 8.6
million dollars of service to organizations and communities
throughout Washington State in 2014. By continuing to recruit
quality leadership, inviting youth from all backgrounds and
circumstances to become a part of scouting and offering a fun and
exciting program Scouting will continue to help ordinary people
become extraordinary adults. On behalf of the seven Boy Scouts
Councils in Washington State, we would like to present
Lieutenant Governor Brad Owen with a copy of the 2015 Annual
Report to the State.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Thank you Lee. Great job. We’re very
appreciative of everything that you and all the Scouts in the state
of Washington do for the people of the state of Washington.”
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed Eagle Scouts of the Boy Scouts of
America from throughout the state and Mr. Chip Schwarze,
District Director. Capital Area District of the Pacific Harbors
Council, Boy Scout of America who were seated in the gallery
and recognized by the senate.
MOTION
Senator Warnick moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8613
By Senator Warnick

INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Eagle Scout Lee
Thibodeau, Olympia Troop No. 266, who was seated at the
rostrum to deliver the Annual Report on Scouting, 2015.
With the permission of the senate, business was suspended to
allow Eagle Scout Thibodeau to offer remarks.
REMARKS BY MR. LEE THIBODEAU, EAGLE SCOUT
Mr. Thibodeau: “Good morning. My name is Lee Thibodeau
and I am an Eagle Scout from Boy Scout Troop 226 in Olympia
Washington. I and ten other Eagle Scouts are here today
representing the seven Boy Scout Councils in our state.
Collectively, we are here to present the annual report on Scouting
in the state of Washington. This past year over fifty-eight
thousand young people in Washington State participated in
scouting programs through the mentorship of more than twentyfive thousand adult volunteers. Of these scouts twenty-four
thousand five hundred eighty nine attended camp and a record one
thousand four hundred sixty seven achieved the pinnacle of

WHEREAS, This Resolution encourages Washington
families and children to participate in outdoor activities and
discover their heritage, developing a connection with nature and
building a foundation for lifelong environmental stewardship; and
WHEREAS, Numerous studies have shown that children who
regularly and frequently participate in outdoor activities are
healthier, perform better in school, possess better social skills and
higher self-images, and lead more fulfilled lives; and
WHEREAS, The health and well-being of the children of
Washington is vital to the future success of this great state and the
United States of America; and
WHEREAS, Embracing Washington's natural beauty and
outdoor heritage can play a significant role in encouraging
families to increase levels of participation in outdoor activities,
which bring them satisfaction and appreciation for our state's
natural wonders; and
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Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of the motion.
WHEREAS, It is in the interests of the citizens of Washington
State to encourage families and children to explore and enjoy
APPOINTMENT OF JENNETTE J. MUNOZ-COLON
outdoor activities that interest them; and
WHEREAS, More than 13 states, including California,
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Maryland, Nebraska,
the confirmation of Jennette I. Munoz-Colon, Gubernatorial
Nevada, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, and
Appointment No. 9123, as a member of the State Board of
Education.
Wisconsin, similarly recognize the importance of outdoor
activities to the future well-being of their citizens;
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Jennette
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
I. Munoz-Colon, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9123, as a
Washington State Senate honor the tradition of engaging the vast
member of the State Board of Education and the appointment was
wealth of Washington's natural beauty and affirm that the children
confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0;
of Washington greatly benefit by discovering and experiencing
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
the outdoors through activities such as hiking, adventuring,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
camping, fishing, hunting, family picnics, community parks,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
beach combing, and many more activities, thereby developing a
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
relationship with Washington's great natural resources and
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
learning respect and safety for the tools of outdoor recreation and
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
exploration.
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Senator Warnick spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Jennette I. Munoz-Colon, Gubernatorial Appointment No.
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8613.
9123, having received the constitutional majority was declared
The motion by Senator Warnick carried and the resolution
confirmed as a member of the State Board of Education.
was adopted by voice vote.
THIRD READING
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
The President welcomed representatives of organizations
supporting outdoor activities and recreation including: The
Honorable Jerry Pettit, Kittitas County Auditor; the Kittitas
County Commissioners Office; Kittitas County Field and Stream
Club; Youth Outdoors Unlimited; Hunters Heritage Council; and
Washingtonians for Wildlife Conservation who were seated in the
gallery.

MOTION
Senator Litzow moved that Tammie J. Schrader,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9158, be confirmed as a member
of the Professional Educator Standards Board.
Senator Litzow spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF TAMMIE J. SCHRADER

MOTION
At 9:29 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 10:45 a.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the seventh
order of business.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Mr. Lyon Terry the
2015 Teacher of the Year, guest of Senator Kohl-Welles, was
accompanied by his fourth grade students at Lawton Elementary
School in Seattle’s Magnolia neighborhood, was present in the
gallery and Mr. Terry and students were recognized by the senate.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that Jennette I. Munoz-Colon,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9123, be confirmed as a member
of the State Board of Education.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Tammie J. Schrader, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9158, as a member of the Professional Educator
Standards Board.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Tammie
J. Schrader, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9158, as a member
of the Professional Educator Standards Board and the
appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 49;
Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Tammie J. Schrader, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9158,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Professional Educator Standards
Board.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
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Senator Rivers moved that Michael J. Ciraulo, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9026, be confirmed as a member of the Board
of Trustees, Clark Community College District No. 14.
Senators Rivers and Cleveland spoke in favor of passage of
the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF MICHAEL J. CIRAULO
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Michael J. Ciraulo, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9026, as a member of the Board of Trustees,
Clark Community College District No. 14.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Michael
J. Ciraulo, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9026, as a member of
the Board of Trustees, Clark Community College District No. 14
and the appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas,
49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Michael J. Ciraulo, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9026,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Trustees, Clark
Community College District No. 14.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Litzow moved that Sidney Weldele-Wallace,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9187, be confirmed as a member
of the Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness
and Hearing Loss.
Senator Litzow spoke in favor of the motion.

THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that Larry E. Swift, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9174, be confirmed as a member of the Board
of Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness and Hearing
Loss.
Senators Dammeier and Fraser spoke in favor of passage of
the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF LARRY E. SWIFT
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Larry E. Swift, Gubernatorial Appointment
No. 9174, as a member of the Board of Trustees for the Center of
Childhood Deafness and Hearing Loss.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Larry E.
Swift, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9174, as a member of the
Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness and
Hearing Loss and the appointment was confirmed by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Larry E. Swift, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9174, having
received the constitutional majority was declared confirmed as a
member of the Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood
Deafness and Hearing Loss.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.

APPOINTMENT OF SIDNEY WELDELE-WALLACE
SECOND READING
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Sidney Weldele-Wallace, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9187, as a member of the Board of Trustees for
the Center of Childhood Deafness and Hearing Loss.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Sidney
Weldele-Wallace, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9187, as a
member of the Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood
Deafness and Hearing Loss and the appointment was confirmed
by the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Sidney Weldele-Wallace, Gubernatorial Appointment No.
9187, having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Trustees for the Center of
Childhood Deafness and Hearing Loss.

SENATE BILL NO. 5296, by Senators Conway, King,
McAuliffe, Hasegawa and Chase
Concerning locksmith services. Revised for 1st Substitute:
Concerning regulation of locksmith services.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Conway, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5296 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5296 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Conway, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5296 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Conway and King spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5296.
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ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5296 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5296, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5470 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5470,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5470, by Senators Warnick and Liias
Concerning municipal procurement of water services.

SENATE BILL NO. 5501, by Senators Fain, Frockt, KohlWelles and Chase
Preventing animal cruelty.

MOTION

MOTIONS

On motion of Senator Warnick, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5470 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5470 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.

On motion of Senator Fain, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5501
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5501 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Fain, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5501 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Fain spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

MOTION
Senator Warnick moved that the following amendment by
Senator Warnick be adopted:
On page 1, line 6, after "municipality" strike "or water
district"
On page 1, line 8, after "municipality" strike "or water
district"
On page 1, line 16, after "municipality" strike "or water
district"
On page 1, beginning on line 19, after "municipality" strike
"or water district"
On page 2, line 1, after "municipality" strike "or water
district"
Senators Warnick and McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Warnick on page 1,
line 6 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5470.
The motion by Senator Warnick carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5470 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Warnick and McCoy spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5470.
ROLL CALL

POINT OF INQUIRY
Senator Dammeier: “Would Senator Fain yield to a
question? So Senator Fain, is there any truth to the rumor that this
bill if enacted would be the Waffles Act.”
Senator Fain: “Thank you Senator. I appreciate that. I think
originally we had coined this as the Waffles Act but I’m amending
that. I think it should be the Waffles and Ruger Act.”
Senators Kohl-Welles and Padden spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5501.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5501 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
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SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5501, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5381, by Senators Billig, Frockt,
Pedersen, Kohl-Welles, Rolfes, Liias, Nelson, Fraser, Cleveland,
McCoy and McAuliffe
Creating a protocol for the return of firearms in the possession
of law enforcement agencies.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Billig, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5381
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5381 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Billig, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5381 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Billig and Padden spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5381.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5381 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5381, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5995, by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain,
Liias, Litzow, Braun, Schoesler, Parlette, Dammeier, Warnick,
Sheldon, O'Ban, Becker, Brown and Bailey
Modifying the transportation system policy goal of mobility.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator King moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator King and others be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 47.04.280 and 2013 c 199 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:

(1) It is the intent of the legislature to establish policy goals
for the planning, operation, performance of, and investment in,
the state's transportation system. The policy goals established
under this section are deemed consistent with the benchmark
categories adopted by the state's blue ribbon commission on
transportation on November 30, 2000. Public investments in
transportation should support achievement of these policy goals:
(a) Economic vitality: To promote and develop transportation
systems that stimulate, support, and enhance the movement of
people and goods to ensure a prosperous economy;
(b) Preservation: To maintain, preserve, and extend the life
and utility of prior investments in transportation systems and
services;
(c) Safety: To provide for and improve the safety and security
of transportation customers and the transportation system;
(d) Mobility: To improve the predictable movement of goods
and people throughout Washington state, including congestion
relief and improved freight mobility;
(e) Environment: To enhance Washington's quality of life
through transportation investments that promote energy
conservation, enhance healthy communities, and protect the
environment; and
(f) Stewardship: To continuously improve the quality,
effectiveness, and efficiency of the transportation system.
(2) The powers, duties, and functions of state transportation
agencies must be performed in a manner consistent with the
policy goals set forth in subsection (1) of this section.
(3) These policy goals are intended to be the basis for
establishing detailed and measurable objectives and related
performance measures.
(4) It is the intent of the legislature that the office of financial
management establish objectives and performance measures for
the department of transportation and other state agencies with
transportation-related responsibilities to ensure transportation
system performance at local, regional, and state government
levels progresses toward the attainment of the policy goals set
forth in subsection (1) of this section. The office of financial
management shall submit initial objectives and performance
measures to the legislature for its review and shall provide copies
of the same to the commission during the 2008 legislative session.
The office of financial management shall submit objectives and
performance measures to the legislature for its review and shall
provide copies of the same to the commission during each regular
session of the legislature during an even-numbered year
thereafter.
(5) A local or regional agency engaging in transportation
planning may voluntarily establish objectives and performance
measures to demonstrate progress toward the attainment of the
policy goals set forth in subsection (1) of this section or any other
transportation policy goals established by the local or regional
agency. A local or regional agency engaging in transportation
planning is encouraged to provide local and regional objectives
and performance measures to be included with the objectives and
performance measures submitted to the legislature pursuant to
subsection (4) of this section.
(6) This section does not create a private right of action.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. The provisions of this act apply
to projects identified as connecting Washington projects and
supported by revenues generated under chapter ... (Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5987), Laws of 2015.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. This act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
support of the state government and its existing public
institutions, and takes effect July 1, 2015.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. This act takes effect only if
Senator King moved that the following striking amendment
chapter ... (Senate Bill No. ... (S-1301/15)), Laws of 2015 is
by Senator King and others be adopted:
enacted by June 30, 2015."
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of the
following:
striking amendment.
"Sec. 1. RCW 47.20.785 and 2006 c 37 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(1) The department of transportation ((may)) is authorized and
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator King and
strongly encouraged to use the design-build procedure for public
others to Senate Bill No. 5995.
works projects over ten million dollars ((where)) when:
The motion by Senator King carried and the striking
(a) The construction activities are highly specialized and a
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
design-build approach is critical in developing the construction
methodology; or
MOTION
(b) The projects selected provide opportunity for greater
innovation and efficiencies between the designer and the builder;
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
or
adopted:
(c) Significant savings in project delivery time would be
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "mobility;" strike the
realized.
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 47.04.280;
(2) To test the applicability of the design-build procedure on
creating a new section; providing an effective date; providing a
smaller projects and specialty projects, the department may
contingent effective date; and declaring an emergency."
conduct up to five pilot projects on projects that cost between two
and ten million dollars. The department shall evaluate these pilot
MOTION
projects with respect to cost, time to complete, efficiencies
gained, if any, and other pertinent information to facilitate
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended
analysis regarding the further use of the design-build process on
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5995 was advanced to third reading,
projects of this size. This subsection expires upon the completion
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
of the five pilot projects authorized under this subsection.
final passage.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. (1) The joint transportation
Senator King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
committee must convene a design-build contracting review panel
to examine the department's implementation and use of designThe President declared the question before the Senate to be
build contracting under RCW 47.20.785.
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5995.
(2) The design-build contracting review panel must provide a
report detailing any recommended changes or improvements that
ROLL CALL
the department of transportation should make to the design-build
process in order to maximize cost and schedule efficiencies and
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
ensure that design risk is borne by the appropriate party. The
Senate Bill No. 5995 and the bill passed the Senate by the
report is due to the transportation committees of the legislature
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
and the governor by December 1, 2016.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
(3) The design-build contracting review panel must be
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
comprised of six members, two of which are nationally
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
recognized experts in the field of design-build project delivery, a
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
representative from the association of general contractors, a
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
representative from the American council of engineering
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
companies of Washington, a representative of the professional
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
and technical employees local 17, and a representative from the
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
department of transportation. The two nationally recognized
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5995, having received
experts must be selected cooperatively by the chairs and ranking
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
members of the senate and house transportation committees from
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
of a list of five to seven proposed candidates provided by the
the act.
secretary of transportation and the governor. The chair of the
design-build contracting review panel must be designated by the
SECOND READING
appointing authorities. The two experts serving on the panel must
be compensated at a rate commensurate with their experience,
SENATE BILL NO. 5997, by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain,
including reimbursement for expenses according to RCW
Liias, Litzow, Braun, Schoesler, Parlette, Dammeier, Warnick,
43.03.050 and 43.03.060. The joint transportation committee will
Sheldon, O'Ban, Hewitt, Becker and Brown
provide staff support to the design-build contracting review panel.
(4) This section expires June 30, 2017.
Concerning transportation project delivery.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. The provisions of this act apply
to projects identified as connecting Washington projects and
MOTION
supported by revenues generated under chapter ... (Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5987), Laws of 2015.
On motion of Senator King, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5997
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. This act is necessary for the
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5997 and the substitute bill
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
support of the state government and its existing public
institutions, and takes effect July 1, 2015.
MOTION
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. This act takes effect only if
chapter ... (Senate Bill No. ... (S-1301/15)), Laws of 2015 is
enacted by June 30, 2015."
Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of the
striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator King and
others to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5997.
The motion by Senator King carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "delivery;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 47.20.785;
creating new sections; providing an effective date; providing a
contingent effective date; providing an expiration date; providing
a contingent expiration date; and declaring an emergency."
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5997 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5997.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5997 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5997,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5996, by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain,
Liias, Litzow, Braun, Schoesler, Parlette, Dammeier, Warnick,
Sheldon, O'Ban, Hewitt, Becker and Brown
Concerning Washington state department of transportation
projects.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5996
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5996 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.

MOTION
Senator King moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator King and others be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. It is the intent of the legislature
to achieve transportation regulatory reform that expedites the
delivery of transportation projects through a streamlined
approach to environmental decision making. The department of
transportation should work cooperatively and proactively with
state regulatory and natural resource agencies, public and private
sector interests, and Indian tribes to avoid project delays. The
department and state regulatory and natural resource agencies
should continue to implement and improve upon the successful
policies, guidance, tools, and procedures that were created as a
result of transportation permit efficiency and accountability
committee efforts. The department should expedite project
delivery and routine maintenance activities through the use of
programmatic agreements and permits where possible and seek
new opportunities to eliminate duplicative processes.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. The legislature recognizes the
value that tribal governments provide in the review of
transportation projects. The legislature expects the department to
continue its efforts to provide consistent consultation and
communication during the environmental review of proposed
transportation projects.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. The department must streamline
the permitting process by developing and maintaining positive
relationships with the regulatory agencies and the Indian tribes.
The department can reduce the time it takes to obtain permits by
incorporating impact avoidance and minimization measures into
project design and by developing complete permit applications.
To streamline the permitting process, the department must:
(1) Implement a multiagency permit program, commensurate
with program funding levels, consisting of appropriate regulatory
agency staff with oversight and management from the
department.
(a) The multiagency permit program must provide early
project coordination, expedited project review, project status
updates, technical and regulatory guidance, and construction
support to ensure compliance.
(b) The multiagency permit program staff must assist
department project teams with developing complete biological
assessments and permit applications, provide suggestions for how
the project can avoid and minimize impacts, and provide input
regarding mitigation for unavoidable impacts;
(2) Establish, implement, and maintain programmatic
agreements and permits with federal and state agencies to
expedite the process of ensuring compliance with the endangered
species act, section 106 of the national historic preservation act,
hydraulic project approvals, the clean water act, and other federal
acts as appropriate;
(3) Collaborate with permitting staff from the United States
army corps of engineers, Seattle district, department of ecology,
and department of fish and wildlife to develop, implement, and
maintain complete permit application guidance. The guidance
must identify the information that is required for agencies to
consider a permit application complete; and
(4) Perform internal quality assurance and quality control to
ensure that permit applications are complete before submitting
them to the regulatory agencies.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. The legislature finds that an
essential component of streamlined permit decision making is the
ability of the department to demonstrate the capacity to meet
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environmental responsibilities. Therefore, the legislature directs
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A new section is added to
that:
chapter 47.01 RCW to read as follows:
(1) Qualified environmental staff within the department must
(1) The department shall submit a report to the transportation
committees of the legislature detailing engineering errors on
supervise the development of all environmental documentation in
accordance with the department's project delivery tools;
highway construction projects resulting in project cost increases
in excess of five hundred thousand dollars. The department must
(2) The department must conduct special prebid meetings for
projects that are environmentally complex. In addition, the
submit a full report within ninety days of the negotiated change
order resulting from the engineering error.
department must review environmental requirements related to
these projects during the preconstruction meeting held with the
(2) The department's full report must include an assessment
and review of:
contractor who is awarded the bid;
(3) Environmental staff at the department, or consultant staff
(a) How the engineering error happened;
hired directly by the department, must conduct field inspections
(b) The department of the employee or employees responsible
to ensure that project activities comply with permit conditions and
for the engineering error, without disclosing the name of the
environmental commitments. These inspectors:
employee or employees;
(a) Must notify the department's project engineer when
(c) What corrective action was taken;
(d) The estimated total cost of the engineering error and how
compliance with permit conditions or environmental regulations
are not being met; and
the department plans to mitigate that cost;
(e) Whether the cost of the engineering error will impact the
(b) Must immediately notify the regulatory agencies with
jurisdiction over the nonconforming work; and
overall project financial plan; and
(4) When a project is not complying with a permit or
(f) What action the secretary has recommended to avoid
environmental regulation, the project engineer must immediately
similar engineering errors in the future.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. Beginning in 2015-2017, the
order the contractor to stop all nonconforming work and
implement measures necessary to bring the project into
department of transportation shall include in the department of
compliance with permits and regulations.
transportation "Grey Notebook" (the department's data driven
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. The legislature expects the
performance-based reporting structure) and provide an annual
department to continue its efforts to improve training and
agency "LEAN & Performance & Accountability Report." A
compliance. The department must:
summary of this report must be provided annually to the office of
(1) Provide training in environmental procedures and permit
financial management and the joint transportation committee of
requirements for those responsible for project delivery activities;
the legislature. This report must include progress made on
(2) Require wetland mitigation sites to be designed by
achieving:
qualified technical specialists that meet training requirements
(1) Criteria to prioritize asset management for maintenance,
developed by the department in consultation with the department
preservation, and capital improvements according to the
of ecology. Environmental mitigation site improvements must
legislatively mandated transportation goals;
have oversight by environmental staff;
(2) The agency's strategic core values, goals, and outcomes to
(3) Develop, implement, and maintain an environmental
meet the legislatively mandated goals;
compliance data system to track permit conditions, environmental
(3) Results of LEAN efforts;
commitments, and violations;
(4) Challenges in sustainable approaches to meeting statutory
(4) Continue to implement the environmental compliance
policy goals;
assurance procedure to ensure that appropriate agencies are
(5) Status on specific reforms initiated by the secretary of the
notified and that action is taken to remedy noncompliant work as
department of transportation and operational effectiveness; and
soon as possible. When work occurs that does not comply with
(6) Completion of a Baldrige assessment every three years
environmental permits or regulations, the project engineer must
with a goal of achieving a score of sixty percent within seven
document the lessons learned to make other project teams within
years of the first assessment.
the department aware of the violation to prevent reoccurrence;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. Sections 1 through 7 of this act
and
constitute a new chapter in Title 47 RCW.
(5) Provide an annual report summarizing violations of
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. The provisions of this act apply
environmental permits and regulations to the department of
to projects identified as connecting Washington projects and
ecology and the legislature on March 1st of each year for
supported by revenues generated under chapter ... (Substitute
violations occurring during the preceding year.
Senate Bill No. 5987), Laws of 2015.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. The legislature finds that local
NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. This act is necessary for the
land use reviews under chapter 90.58 RCW need to be
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
harmonized with the efficient accomplishment of necessary
support of the state government and its existing public
maintenance and improvement to state transportation facilities.
institutions, and takes effect July 1, 2015.
Local land use review procedures are highly variable and pose
NEW SECTION. Sec. 13. This act takes effect only if
distinct challenges for linear facility maintenance and
chapter ... (Senate Bill No. ... (S-1301/15)), Laws of 2015 is
improvement projects sponsored by the department. In particular,
enacted by June 30, 2015."
clearer procedures for local permitting under chapter 90.58 RCW
Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of the
are needed to meet the objectives of chapter 36.70A RCW
striking amendment.
regarding department facilities designated as essential public
facilities.
MOTION
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. Nothing in this chapter may be
interpreted to create a private right of action or right of review.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Judicial review of the department's environmental review is
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator King and
limited to that available under chapter 43.21C RCW or applicable
others to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5996.
federal law.
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The motion by Senator King carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "projects;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "adding a new section to chapter
47.01 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title 47 RCW; creating
new sections; providing an effective date; providing a contingent
effective date; and declaring an emergency."
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5996 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5996.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Fraser: “Are we, does this amendment amend the
underlying bill or the striking amendment that has been moved?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “It amends the substitute.”
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Fraser: “The substitute, and there is a striking
amendment. So, I would like a little clear on which I’m using.”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Yes the striking amendment will come
last as you perfect and then you strike. So it is the amendment to
the substitute at this point. You do have an amendment, by the
way, Senator that is similar to the striking amendment but right
now we are amending the substitute.”
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5996 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Dansel and Ericksen
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5996,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5994, by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain,
Liias, Litzow, Braun, Schoesler, Parlette, Dammeier, Warnick,
Sheldon, Hewitt, Becker, Brown and Bailey
Concerning permits for state transportation corridor projects.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5994
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5994 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Fraser moved that the following amendment by
Senator Fraser be adopted:
On page 1, after line 8, strike all of section 1
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
On page 1, beginning on line 2 of the title, after "70.95.030;"
strike "adding a new section to chapter 36.70A RCW;"

On motion of Senator Fraser, the amendment by Senator
Fraser on page 1, line 8 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5994 was
withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Ranker moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ranker be adopted:
Beginning on page 3, after line 29, strike all of section 9
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "RCW" strike "90.58.355
and"
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Ranker, the amendment by Senator
Ranker on page 3, line 29 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5994 was
withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Liias moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator Liias and others be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 36.70A RCW to read as follows:
(1) As used in this section, "transportation corridor project"
means a transportation project that is part of a state highway
corridor improvement program.
(2) For transportation corridor projects, if the project is
permitted under critical areas development regulations adopted
under this chapter, permits may be appealed to a local hearing
officer or through any other local appeal process if the department
of transportation consents, but if the department of transportation
does not consent, permits must be appealed directly to superior
court and local agencies may not require that such permits be first
appealed to a local hearing examiner or through any other local
appeal process.
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(2) The department of transportation shall report annually to
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
chapter 47.01 RCW to read as follows:
the governor and the legislature regarding any permit applications
It is the intent of the legislature to clarify existing law such
that take longer than ninety days to approve.
that, when exercising its authority under RCW 47.01.260, the
Sec. 9. RCW 90.58.355 and 2012 c 169 s 1 are each
department is not required to obtain local government master use
amended to read as follows:
permits, conditional use permits, special use permits, or other
Requirements to obtain a substantial development permit,
similar local zoning permits for staging areas related to the
conditional use permit, ((or)) variance, letters of exemption, or
construction of state highways. This section may not be construed
other review conducted by a local government to implement this
as changing or otherwise altering existing law.
chapter shall not apply to ((any person)):
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
(1) Any person conducting a remedial action at a facility
chapter 35.21 RCW to read as follows:
pursuant to a consent decree, order, or agreed order issued
If a building permit is issued by a city or town as part of a
pursuant to chapter 70.105D RCW, or to the department of
transportation corridor project, as defined in section 1 of this act,
ecology when it conducts a remedial action under chapter
for a building that is temporary in nature and will be removed
70.105D RCW. The department must ensure compliance with the
when no longer necessary to facilitate the project, the building
substantive requirements of this chapter through the consent
permit may not be appealed by any party other than the permittee
decree, order, or agreed order issued pursuant to chapter 70.105D
or the department of transportation. If an appeal is filed, a third
RCW, or during the department-conducted remedial action,
party may intervene in such proceedings by petition.
through the procedures developed by the department pursuant to
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
RCW 70.105D.090; ((or))
chapter 36.01 RCW to read as follows:
(2) Any person installing site improvements for storm water
treatment in an existing boatyard facility to meet requirements of
If a building permit is issued by a county as part of a
a national pollutant discharge elimination system storm water
transportation corridor project, as defined in section 1 of this act,
general permit. The department must ensure compliance with the
for a building that is temporary in nature and will be removed
substantive requirements of this chapter through the review of
when no longer necessary to facilitate the project, the building
engineering reports, site plans, and other documents related to the
permit may not be appealed by any party other than the permittee
installation of boatyard storm water treatment facilities; or
or the department of transportation. If an appeal is filed, a third
(3)(a) The following department of transportation projects
party may intervene in such proceedings by petition.
and activities if they meet the conditions of (b) of this subsection:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to
chapter 35A.21 RCW to read as follows:
(i) Maintenance, repair, reconstruction, restoration,
If a building permit is issued by a code city as part of a
retrofitting, or replacement of any road, highway, bridge, tunnel,
transportation corridor project, as defined in section 1 of this act,
or transit facility such as a ferry dock or bus transfer station,
for a building that is temporary in nature and will be removed
including ancillary transportation facilities such as
when no longer necessary to facilitate the project, the building
pedestrian/bicycle paths and bike lanes;
permit may not be appealed by any party other than the permittee
(ii) Construction or installation of safety structures and
or the department of transportation. If an appeal is filed, a third
equipment, including pavement marking, freeway surveillance
party may intervene in such proceedings by petition.
and control systems, railroad protective devices not including
grade separated crossings, grooving, glare screen, safety barriers,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to
chapter 35.21 RCW to read as follows:
energy attenuators, and hazard/danger tree removal.
(1) To the greatest extent practicable, a permit must be issued
(b) Activities exempted under this subsection (3) must occur
by a city or town to the department of transportation for a
within the right-of-way of state highway facilities or the lease or
transportation corridor project, as defined in section 1 of this act,
ownership area for ferry terminals. For purposes of this
within ninety days of the department completing the permit
subsection, replacement of structures and construction or
application.
installation of safety structures and equipment do not include new
travel lanes or the expansion of transportation facilities. The
(2) The department of transportation shall report annually to
the governor and the legislature regarding any permit applications
replacement of structures must be comparable to the original
that take longer than ninety days to approve.
structure, including size, shape, configuration, and location,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. A new section is added to
except to meet current engineering standards or environmental
chapter 36.01 RCW to read as follows:
permit requirements.
(1) To the greatest extent practicable, a permit must be issued
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. A new section is added to
by a county to the department of transportation for a
chapter 43.21C RCW to read as follows:
transportation corridor project, as defined in section 1 of this act,
Washington state department of transportation projects that
within ninety days of the department completing the permit
are categorically excluded under the national environmental
application.
policy act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 4321 et seq.) are exempt from this
(2) The department of transportation shall report annually to
chapter.
the governor and the legislature regarding any permit applications
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. The provisions of this act apply
to projects identified as connecting Washington projects and
that take longer than ninety days to approve.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A new section is added to
supported by revenues generated under chapter ... (Substitute
chapter 35A.21 RCW to read as follows:
Senate Bill No. 5987), Laws of 2015.
(1) To the greatest extent practicable, a permit must be issued
NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. This act is necessary for the
by a code city to the department of transportation for a
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
transportation corridor project, as defined in section 1 of this act,
support of the state government and its existing public
within ninety days of the department completing the permit
institutions, and takes effect July 1, 2015.
application.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 13. This act takes effect only if
chapter ... (Senate Bill No. ... (S-1301/15)), Laws of 2015 is
enacted by June 30, 2015."
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Senator Fraser moved that the following amendment by
Senator Fraser to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 1, after line 2, strike all of section 1
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly.
Senators Fraser and Ranker spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.
Senators King and Hobbs spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Fraser on page 1, after
line 2 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill No.
5994.
The motion by Senator Fraser failed and the amendment to
the striking amendment was not adopted by a rising vote.
MOTION
Senator Ranker moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ranker to the striking amendment be adopted:
Beginning on page 3, after line 13 of the amendment, strike
all of section 9
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
and internal references accordingly.
On page 5, line 2 of the amendment, after “insert” strike
“amending RCW 90.58.355,”
Senators Ranker and Nelson spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.
Senators King and Hobbs spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ranker on page 3, after
line 13 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill No.
5994.
The motion by Senator Ranker failed and the amendment to
the striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Ericksen moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ericksen to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 4, after line 28 of the amendment, insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. A new section is added to
chapter 47.01 RCW to read as follows:
For state highway projects, the department must follow the
same expedited permitting process that applied to the Interstate 5
Skagit river bridge replacement project. The expedited permitting
process must be used with the following permit or environmental
exemption applied for on any state highway project:
(1) The department must grant or reject a state environmental
policy act categorical exemption permit within eight days of
application;
(2) A local government entity with jurisdiction must grant or
reject a written shoreline exemption within eight days of
application;
(3) The department of ecology must grant or reject a coastal
zone management act consistency determination within twelve
days of application;

(4) The department of fish and wildlife must grant or reject an
emergency hydraulic project approval permit within eight days of
application;
(5) The department of natural resources must grant or reject
an aquatic lands right of entry permit within thirteen days of
application; and
(6) Any other local government or state agency permit or
environmental exemption not identified in this section required
for a state highway project must be granted or denied within
thirteen days of application.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 13. A new section is added to
chapter 35.21 RCW to read as follows:
Construction may continue during an appeal of a permit
issued under this chapter for state highway projects. However, if,
as a result of judicial review, the courts order the removal or
alteration of any portion of the construction or the restoration of
any portion of the environment involved, the permittee is barred
from recovering damages or costs involved in adhering to the
requirements of the permit.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 14. A new section is added to
chapter 36.01 RCW to read as follows:
Construction may continue during an appeal of a permit
issued under this chapter for state highway projects. However, if,
as a result of judicial review, the courts order the removal or
alteration of any portion of the construction or the restoration of
any portion of the environment involved, the permittee is barred
from recovering damages or costs involved in adhering to the
requirements of the permit.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 15. A new section is added to
chapter 35A.21 RCW to read as follows:
Construction may continue during an appeal of a permit
issued under this chapter for state highway projects. However, if,
as a result of judicial review, the courts order the removal or
alteration of any portion of the construction or the restoration of
any portion of the environment involved, the permittee is barred
from recovering damages or costs involved in adhering to the
requirements of the permit.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 16. A new section is added to
chapter 36.70A RCW to read as follows:
Construction may continue during an appeal of a permit
issued under this chapter for state highway projects. However, if,
as a result of judicial review, the courts order the removal or
alteration of any portion of the construction or the restoration of
any portion of the environment involved, the permittee is barred
from recovering damages or costs involved in adhering to the
requirements of the permit.
Sec. 17. RCW 90.58.140 and 2012 c 84 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) A development shall not be undertaken on the shorelines
of the state unless it is consistent with the policy of this chapter
and, after adoption or approval, as appropriate, the applicable
guidelines, rules, or master program.
(2) A substantial development shall not be undertaken on
shorelines of the state without first obtaining a permit from the
government entity having administrative jurisdiction under this
chapter.
A permit shall be granted:
(a) From June 1, 1971, until such time as an applicable master
program has become effective, only when the development
proposed is consistent with: (i) The policy of RCW 90.58.020;
and (ii) after their adoption, the guidelines and rules of the
department; and (iii) so far as can be ascertained, the master
program being developed for the area;
(b) After adoption or approval, as appropriate, by the
department of an applicable master program, only when the
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development proposed is consistent with the applicable master
the state route number 520 bridge replacement and HOV
program and this chapter.
program. For the purposes of this subsection (5)(b), the "western
(3) The local government shall establish a program, consistent
landing of the floating bridge" means the least amount of new
with rules adopted by the department, for the administration and
construction necessary to connect the new floating bridge to the
enforcement of the permit system provided in this section. The
existing state route number 520 and anchor the west end of the
administration of the system so established shall be performed
new floating bridge;
exclusively by the local government.
(ii) Nothing in this subsection (5)(b) precludes the shorelines
(4) Except as otherwise specifically provided in subsection
hearings board from concluding that the project or any element of
(11) of this section, the local government shall require notification
the project is inconsistent with the goals and policies of the
of the public of all applications for permits governed by any
shoreline management act or the local shoreline master program;
permit system established pursuant to subsection (3) of this
(iii) This subsection (5)(b) applies retroactively to any appeals
section by ensuring that notice of the application is given by at
filed after January 1, 2012, and to any appeals filed on or after
least one of the following methods:
March 23, 2012, and expires June 30, 2014((.));
(c) In the case of any permit issued to the state of Washington,
(a) Mailing of the notice to the latest recorded real property
department of transportation, for the construction of a state
owners as shown by the records of the county assessor within at
least three hundred feet of the boundary of the property upon
highway project, the construction may begin twenty-one days
which the substantial development is proposed;
from the date of filing;
(d) Except as authorized in (b) and (c) of this subsection,
(b) Posting of the notice in a conspicuous manner on the
property upon which the project is to be constructed; or
construction may be commenced no sooner than thirty days after
(c) Any other manner deemed appropriate by local authorities
the date of the appeal of the board's decision is filed if a permit is
to accomplish the objectives of reasonable notice to adjacent
granted by the local government and (i) the granting of the permit
is appealed to the shorelines hearings board within twenty-one
landowners and the public.
The notices shall include a statement that any person desiring
days of the date of filing, (ii) the hearings board approves the
to submit written comments concerning an application, or
granting of the permit by the local government or approves a
desiring to receive notification of the final decision concerning an
portion of the substantial development for which the local
application as expeditiously as possible after the issuance of the
government issued the permit, and (iii) an appeal for judicial
decision, may submit the comments or requests for decisions to
review of the hearings board decision is filed pursuant to chapter
the local government within thirty days of the last date the notice
34.05 RCW. The appellant may request, within ten days of the
is to be published pursuant to this subsection. The local
filing of the appeal with the court, a hearing before the court to
government shall forward, in a timely manner following the
determine whether construction pursuant to the permit approved
issuance of a decision, a copy of the decision to each person who
by the hearings board or to a revised permit issued pursuant to the
submits a request for the decision.
order of the hearings board should not commence. If, at the
If a hearing is to be held on an application, notices of such a
conclusion of the hearing, the court finds that construction
hearing shall include a statement that any person may submit oral
pursuant to such a permit would involve a significant, irreversible
or written comments on an application at the hearing.
damaging of the environment, the court shall prohibit the
(5) The system shall include provisions to assure that
permittee from commencing the construction pursuant to the
construction pursuant to a permit will not begin or be authorized
approved or revised permit until all review proceedings are final.
until twenty-one days from the date the permit decision was filed
Construction pursuant to a permit revised at the direction of the
as provided in subsection (6) of this section; or until all review
hearings board may begin only on that portion of the substantial
proceedings are terminated if the proceedings were initiated
development for which the local government had originally
within twenty-one days from the date of filing as defined in
issued the permit, and construction pursuant to such a revised
subsection (6) of this section except as follows:
permit on other portions of the substantial development may not
(a) In the case of any permit issued to the state of Washington,
begin until after all review proceedings are terminated. In such a
department of transportation, for the construction and
hearing before the court, the burden of proving whether the
modification of SR 90 (I-90) on or adjacent to Lake Washington,
construction may involve significant irreversible damage to the
the construction may begin after thirty days from the date of
environment and demonstrating whether such construction would
filing, and the permits are valid until December 31, 1995;
or would not be appropriate is on the appellant;
(b)(i) In the case of any permit or decision to issue any permit
(((d))) (e) Except as authorized in (b) and (c) of this
to the state of Washington, department of transportation, for the
subsection, if the permit is for a substantial development meeting
replacement of the floating bridge and landings of the state route
the requirements of subsection (11) of this section, construction
pursuant to that permit may not begin or be authorized until
number 520 Evergreen Point bridge on or adjacent to Lake
Washington, the construction may begin twenty-one days from
twenty-one days from the date the permit decision was filed as
provided in subsection (6) of this section.
the date of filing. Any substantial development permit granted for
If a permittee begins construction pursuant to (a), (b), (c),
the floating bridge and landings is deemed to have been granted
((or)) (d), or (e) of this subsection, the construction is begun at the
on the date that the local government's decision to grant the permit
permittee's own risk. If, as a result of judicial review, the courts
is issued. This authorization to construct is limited to only those
order the removal of any portion of the construction or the
elements of the floating bridge and landings that do not preclude
restoration of any portion of the environment involved or require
the department of transportation's selection of a four-lane
the alteration of any portion of a substantial development
alternative for state route number 520 between Interstate 5 and
constructed pursuant to a permit, the permittee is barred from
Medina. Additionally, the Washington state department of
recovering damages or costs involved in adhering to such
transportation shall not engage in or contract for any construction
requirements from the local government that granted the permit,
on any portion of state route number 520 between Interstate 5 and
the hearings board, or any appellant or intervener.
the western landing of the floating bridge until the legislature has
(6) Any decision on an application for a permit under the
authorized the imposition of tolls on the Interstate 90 floating
authority of this section, whether it is an approval or a denial,
bridge and/or other funding sufficient to complete construction of
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shall, concurrently with the transmittal of the ruling to the
applicant, be filed with the department and the attorney general.
This shall be accomplished by return receipt requested mail. A
petition for review of such a decision must be commenced within
twenty-one days from the date of filing of the decision.
(a) With regard to a permit other than a permit governed by
subsection (10) of this section, "date of filing" as used in this
section refers to the date of actual receipt by the department of the
local government's decision.
(b) With regard to a permit for a variance or a conditional use
governed by subsection (10) of this section, "date of filing" means
the date the decision of the department is transmitted by the
department to the local government.
(c) When a local government simultaneously transmits to the
department its decision on a shoreline substantial development
with its approval of either a shoreline conditional use permit or
variance, or both, "date of filing" has the same meaning as defined
in (b) of this subsection.
(d) The department shall notify in writing the local
government and the applicant of the date of filing by telephone or
electronic means, followed by written communication as
necessary, to ensure that the applicant has received the full written
decision.
(7) Applicants for permits under this section have the burden
of proving that a proposed substantial development is consistent
with the criteria that must be met before a permit is granted. In
any review of the granting or denial of an application for a permit
as provided in RCW 90.58.180 (1) and (2), the person requesting
the review has the burden of proof.
(8) Any permit may, after a hearing with adequate notice to
the permittee and the public, be rescinded by the issuing authority
upon the finding that a permittee has not complied with conditions
of a permit. If the department is of the opinion that noncompliance
exists, the department shall provide written notice to the local
government and the permittee. If the department is of the opinion
that the noncompliance continues to exist thirty days after the date
of the notice, and the local government has taken no action to
rescind the permit, the department may petition the hearings
board for a rescission of the permit upon written notice of the
petition to the local government and the permittee if the request
by the department is made to the hearings board within fifteen
days of the termination of the thirty-day notice to the local
government.
(9) The holder of a certification from the governor pursuant
to chapter 80.50 RCW shall not be required to obtain a permit
under this section.
(10) Any permit for a variance or a conditional use issued with
approval by a local government under their approved master
program must be submitted to the department for its approval or
disapproval.
(11)(a) An application for a substantial development permit
for a limited utility extension or for the construction of a bulkhead
or other measures to protect a single-family residence and its
appurtenant structures from shoreline erosion shall be subject to
the following procedures:
(i) The public comment period under subsection (4) of this
section shall be twenty days. The notice provided under
subsection (4) of this section shall state the manner in which the
public may obtain a copy of the local government decision on the
application no later than two days following its issuance;
(ii) The local government shall issue its decision to grant or
deny the permit within twenty-one days of the last day of the
comment period specified in (a)(i) of this subsection; and
(iii) If there is an appeal of the decision to grant or deny the
permit to the local government legislative authority, the appeal

shall be finally determined by the legislative authority within
thirty days.
(b) For purposes of this section, a limited utility extension
means the extension of a utility service that:
(i) Is categorically exempt under chapter 43.21C RCW for one
or more of the following: Natural gas, electricity, telephone,
water, or sewer;
(ii) Will serve an existing use in compliance with this chapter;
and
(iii) Will not extend more than twenty-five hundred linear feet
within the shorelines of the state.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 18. If any provision of this act or its
application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
persons or circumstances is not affected."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Title amendment: On page 5, line 2 of the title amendment,
after "90.58.355" strike all material through "47.01 RCW" on line
4 and insert "and 90.58.140; adding new sections to chapter
36.70A RCW; adding new sections to chapter 47.01 RCW"
Senators Ericksen and Benton spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment to the striking amendment.
Senators Hobbs and King spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ericksen on page 4,
line 28 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill No.
5994.
The motion by Senator Ericksen did not carry and the
amendment to the striking amendment failed by voice vote.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Liias and
others to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5994.
Senators Liias and King spoke in favor of adoption of the
striking amendment.
Senator Nelson spoke against adoption of the striking
amendment.
The motion by Senator Liias carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "projects;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 90.58.355;
adding a new section to chapter 36.70A RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 47.01 RCW; adding new sections to chapter
35.21 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 36.01 RCW; adding
new sections to chapter 35A.21 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 43.21C RCW; creating a new section; providing an
effective date; providing a contingent effective date; and
declaring an emergency."
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5994 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
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improvement project, then it has the same meaning as "program
Senators King, Hobbs and Dansel spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
project" in the budget instructions. If a project meets both the
Senators Fraser, Rolfes and McCoy spoke against passage of
improvement project and preservation project definitions in this
the bill.
section it must be defined as an improvement project. New vessel
acquisitions must be defined as improvement projects.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(6) "Life-cycle cost model" means that portion of a capital
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5994.
asset inventory system which, among other things, is used to
estimate future preservation needs.
ROLL CALL
(7) "Maintenance cost" has the same meaning as used in
budget instructions developed by the office of financial
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
management.
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5994 and the bill passed the Senate by
(8) "Preservation project" has the same meaning as used in
the following vote: Yeas, 30; Nays, 19; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
budget instructions developed by the office of financial
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
management.
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
(9) "Route" means all ferry sailings from one location to
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Liias,
another, such as the Seattle to Bainbridge route or the Port
Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers,
Townsend to Keystone route.
Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
(10) "Sailing" means an individual ferry sailing for a specific
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
route, such as the 5:00 p.m. sailing from Seattle to Bremerton.
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser,
(11) "Travel shed" means one or more ferry routes with
Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen,
distinct characteristics as determined by the department.
Ranker and Rolfes
(12) "Fixed price contract" means a contract that requires the
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5994,
contractor to deliver a specified project for a set price. Change
orders on fixed price contracts are allowable but should be used
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
on a very limited basis.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
Sec. 2. RCW 47.60.010 and 2008 c 122 s 20 are each
amended to read as follows:
SECOND READING
The department is authorized to acquire by lease, charter,
contract, purchase, condemnation, or construction, and partly by
SENATE BILL NO. 5992, by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain,
any or all of such means, and to thereafter operate, improve, and
Liias, Litzow, Braun, Schoesler, Parlette, Warnick, Sheldon,
extend, a system of ferries on and crossing Puget Sound and any
Becker and Brown
of its tributary waters and connections thereof, and connecting
with the public streets and highways in the state. However, any
Modifying certain requirements for ferry vessel construction.
new vessel planning, construction, purchase, analysis, or design
work must be consistent with RCW 47.60.810. The system of
MOTION
ferries shall include such boats, vessels, wharves, docks,
approaches, landings, franchises, licenses, and appurtenances as
On motion of Senator King, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5992
shall be determined by the department to be necessary or desirable
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5992 and the substitute bill
for efficient operation of the ferry system and best serve the
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
public. Subject to RCW 47.56.820, the department may in like
manner acquire by purchase, condemnation, or construction and
MOTION
include in the ferry system such toll bridges, approaches, and
connecting roadways as may be deemed by the department
Senator King moved that the following striking amendment
advantageous in channeling traffic to points served by the ferry
by Senator King and others be adopted:
system. In addition to the powers of acquisition granted by this
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
section, the department is empowered to enter into any contracts,
following:
agreements, or leases with any person, firm, or corporation and to
"Sec. 1. RCW 47.60.005 and 2008 c 124 s 1 are each
thereby provide, on such terms and conditions as it shall
amended to read as follows:
determine, for the operation of any ferry or ferries or system
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
thereof, whether acquired by the department or not.
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
The authority of the department to sell and lease back any
(1) "Adaptive management" means a systematic process for
state ferry, for federal tax purposes only, as authorized by 26
continually improving management policies and practices by
U.S.C., Sec. 168(f)(8) is confirmed. Legal title and all incidents
learning from the outcomes of operational programs.
of legal title to any ferry sold and leased back (except for the
(2) "Capital plan" means the state ferry system plan
federal tax benefits attributable to the ownership thereof) shall
developed by the department as described in RCW 47.06.050(2),
remain in the state of Washington.
reviewed by the commission, and reported to the transportation
Sec. 3. RCW 47.60.810 and 2001 c 226 s 4 are each
committees of the legislature by the ((commission)) department.
amended to read as follows:
(3) "Capital project" has the same meaning as used in budget
(1) The department ((may purchase new auto ferries through))
instructions developed by the office of financial management.
shall use ((of)) a modified request for proposals process when
(4) "Commission" means the transportation commission
purchasing new auto ferries, except for new 144-auto ferries
created in RCW 47.01.051.
purchased through an option on a contract executed before the
(5) "Improvement project" has the same meaning as in the
effective date of this section, whereby the prevailing shipbuilder
budget instructions developed by the office of financial
and the department engage in a design and build partnership for
management. If the budget instructions do not define
the design and construction of the auto ferries. The process
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consists of the three phases described in subsection (((2))) (3) of
this section.
(2) Throughout the three phases described in subsection (3)
of this section, the department shall employ an independent
owners representative to serve as a third-party intermediary
between the department and the proposers, and subsequently the
successful proposer. The independent owners representative
shall:
(a) Serve as the department's primary advocate and
communicator with the proposers and successful proposer;
(b) Perform project quality oversight;
(c) Manage any change order requests;
(d) Ensure that the contract is adhered to and the department's
best interests are considered in all decisions; and
(e) Possess knowledge of and experience with inland
waterways, Puget Sound vessel operations, the propulsion system
of the new vessels, and Washington state ferries operations.
(3) The definitions in this subsection apply throughout RCW
47.60.812 through 47.60.822.
(a) "Phase one" means the evaluation and selection of
proposers to participate in development of technical proposals in
phase two.
(b) "Phase two" means the preparation of technical proposals
by the selected proposers in consultation with the department.
(c) "Phase three" means the submittal and evaluation of bids,
the award of the contract to the successful proposer, and the
design and construction of the auto ferries.
Sec. 4. RCW 47.60.814 and 2001 c 226 s 6 are each
amended to read as follows:
Subject to legislative appropriation for the procurement of
vessels, the department shall issue a request for proposals to
interested parties that must include, at least, the following:
(1) Solicitation of a proposal to participate in a design and
build partnership with the department to design and construct the
auto ferries;
(2) Instructions on the prequalification process and
procedures;
(3) A description of the modified request for proposals
process. Under this process, the department may modify any
component of the request for proposals, including the outline
specifications, by addendum at any time before the submittal of
bids in phase three;
(4) A description of the design and build partnership process
to be used for procurement of the vessels;
(5) Outline specifications that provide the requirements for
the vessels including, but not limited to, items such as length,
beam, displacement, speed, propulsion requirements, capacities
for autos and passengers, passenger space characteristics, and
crew size. The department will produce notional line drawings
depicting hull geometry that will interface with Washington state
ferries terminal facilities. Notional lines may be modified in phase
two, subject to approval by the department;
(6) Instructions for the development of technical proposals in
phase two, and information regarding confidentiality of technical
proposals;
(7) The vessel delivery schedule, identification of the port on
Puget Sound where delivery must take place, and the location
where acceptance trials must be held;
(8) The estimated price range for the contract;
(9) Notification that the contract will be a fixed price contract;
(10) The form and amount of the required bid deposit and
contract security;
(((10))) (11) A copy of the contract that will be signed by the
successful proposer;
(((11))) (12) The date by which proposals in phase one must
be received by the department in order to be considered;

(((12))) (13) A description of information to be submitted in
the proposals in phase one concerning each proposer's
qualifications, capabilities, and experience;
(((13))) (14) A statement of the maximum number of
proposers that may be selected in phase one for development of
technical proposals in phase two;
(((14))) (15) Criteria that will be used for the phase one
selection of proposers to participate in the phase two development
of technical proposals;
(((15))) (16) A description of the process that will be used for
the phase three submittal and evaluation of bids, award of the
contract, and postaward administrative activities;
(((16))) (17) A requirement that the contractor comply with
all applicable laws, rules, and regulations including but not
limited to those pertaining to the environment, worker health and
safety, and prevailing wages;
(((17))) (18) A requirement that the vessels be constructed
within the boundaries of the state of Washington except that
equipment furnished by the state and components, products, and
systems that are standard manufactured items are not subject to
the in-state requirement under this subsection. For the purposes
of this subsection, "constructed" means the fabrication, by the
joining together by welding or fastening of all steel parts from
which the total vessel is constructed, including, but not limited to,
all shell frames, longitudinals, bulkheads, webs, piping runs, wire
ways, and ducting. "Constructed" also means the installation of
all components and systems, including, but not limited to,
equipment and machinery, castings, electrical, electronics, deck
covering, lining, paint, and joiner work required by the contract.
"Constructed" also means the interconnection of all equipment,
machinery, and services, such as piping, wiring, and ducting;
((and
(18))) (19) A requirement that all vessel design specifications
and drawings must be complete and, when applicable, meet
United States coast guard standards before vessel construction
begins; and
(20) A requirement that all warranty work on the vessel must
be performed within the boundaries of the state of Washington,
insofar as practical.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to
chapter 47.60 RCW to read as follows:
If all responses to the initial request for proposals under RCW
47.60.814 are greater than five percent above the department's
engineer's estimate for the project, the department must reject all
proposals and issue a subsequent request for proposal that is not
subject to RCW 47.60.814(18).
Sec. 6. RCW 47.60.820 and 2001 c 226 s 9 are each
amended to read as follows:
Phase three consists of the submittal and evaluation of bids
and the award of the contract to the successful proposer for the
final design and construction of the auto ferries, as follows:
(1) The department shall request bids for detailed design and
construction of the vessels after completion of the review of
technical proposals in phase two. The department will review
detailed design drawings in phase three for conformity with the
technical proposals submitted in phase two. In no case may the
department's review replace the builder's responsibility to deliver
a product meeting the phase two technical proposal. The
department may only consider bids from selected proposers that
have qualified to bid by submitting technical proposals that have
been approved by the department.
(2) Each qualified proposer must submit its total bid price for
all vessels, including certification that the bid is based upon its
approved technical proposal and the request for proposals.
(3) Bids constitute an offer and remain open for ninety days
from the date of the bid opening. A deposit in cash, certified
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(e) Except as provided in this section, the department shall
check, cashier's check, or surety bond in an amount specified in
proceed with the construction of such toll bridges and other
the request for proposals must accompany each bid and no bid
facilities and the approaches thereto by contract in the manner of
may be considered unless the deposit is enclosed.
state highway construction immediately upon there being made
(4) The department shall evaluate the submitted bids. Upon
available funds for such work and shall prosecute such work to
completing the bid evaluation, the department may select the
completion as rapidly as practicable. The department is
responsive and responsible proposer that offers the lowest total
authorized to negotiate contracts for any amount without bid
fixed price bid ((price)) for all vessels.
under (e)(i) and (ii) of this subsection:
(5) The department may waive informalities in the proposal
(i) Emergency contracts, in order to make repairs to ferries or
and bid process, accept a bid from the lowest responsive and
ferry terminal facilities or removal of such facilities whenever
responsible proposer, reject any or all bids, republish, and revise
continued use of ferries or ferry terminal facilities constitutes a
or cancel the request for proposals to serve the best interests of
real or immediate danger to the traveling public or precludes
the department.
prudent use of such ferries or facilities; and
(6) The department may:
(ii) Single source contracts for vessel dry dockings, when
(a) Award the contract to the proposer that has been selected
there is clearly and legitimately only one available bidder to
as the responsive and responsible proposer that has submitted the
conduct dry dock-related work for a specific class or classes of
lowest total fixed price bid ((price));
vessels. The contracts may be entered into for a single vessel dry
(b) If a contract cannot be signed with the apparent successful
docking or for multiple vessel dry dockings for a period not to
proposer, award the contract to the next lowest responsive and
exceed two years.
responsible proposer; or
(f) Any new vessel planning, construction, purchase, analysis,
(c) If necessary, repeat this procedure with each responsive
and responsible proposer in order of rank until the list of those
or design work must be consistent with RCW 47.60.810.
proposers has been exhausted.
(2) The department shall proceed with the procurement of
(7) If the department awards a contract to a proposer under
materials, supplies, services, and equipment needed for the
this section, and the proposer fails to enter into the contract and
support, maintenance, and use of a ferry, ferry terminal, or other
furnish satisfactory contract security as required by chapter 39.08
facility operated by Washington state ferries, in accordance with
RCW within twenty days from the date of award, its deposit is
chapter 43.19 RCW except as follows:
forfeited to the state and will be deposited by the state treasurer
(a) When the secretary of the department of transportation
to the credit of the Puget Sound capital construction account.
determines in writing that the use of invitation for bid is either not
Upon the execution of a ferry design and construction contract all
practicable or not advantageous to the state and it may be
proposal deposits will be returned.
necessary to make competitive evaluations, including technical or
(8) The department may provide an honorarium to reimburse
performance evaluations among acceptable proposals to complete
each unsuccessful phase three proposer for a portion of its
the contract award, a contract may be entered into by use of a
technical proposal preparation costs at a preset, fixed amount to
competitive sealed proposals method, and a formal request for
be specified in the request for proposals. If the department rejects
proposals solicitation. Such formal request for proposals
all bids, the department may provide the honoraria to all phase
solicitation shall include a functional description of the needs and
three proposers that submitted bids.
requirements of the state and the significant factors.
(9) To accommodate change orders on a fixed price contract,
(b) When purchases are made through a formal request for
proposals solicitation the contract shall be awarded to the
the department shall request that the legislative appropriation for
any auto ferry construction project include up to, but no more
responsible proposer whose competitive sealed proposal is
determined in writing to be the most advantageous to the state
than, a five percent price contingency. This contingency must be
identified in the funding request to the legislature and held in
taking into consideration price and other evaluation factors set
forth in the request for proposals. No significant factors may be
reserve until the office of financial management approves the
used in evaluating a proposal that are not specified in the request
expenditure.
for proposals. Factors that may be considered in evaluating
Sec. 7. RCW 47.56.030 and 2008 c 122 s 8 are each
amended to read as follows:
proposals include but are not limited to: Price; maintainability;
reliability; commonality; performance levels; life cycle cost if
(1) Except as permitted under chapter 47.29 or 47.46 RCW:
(a) Unless otherwise delegated, and subject to RCW
applicable under this section; cost of transportation or delivery;
delivery schedule offered; installation cost; cost of spare parts;
47.56.820, the department of transportation shall have full charge
of the planning, analysis, and construction of all toll bridges and
availability of parts and service offered; and the following:
other toll facilities including the Washington state ferries, and the
(i) The ability, capacity, and skill of the proposer to perform
the contract or provide the service required;
operation and maintenance thereof.
(ii) The character, integrity, reputation, judgment, experience,
(b) The transportation commission shall determine and
establish the tolls and charges thereon.
and efficiency of the proposer;
(c) Unless otherwise delegated, and subject to RCW
(iii) Whether the proposer can perform the contract within the
time specified;
47.56.820, the department shall have full charge of planning,
analysis, and design of all toll facilities. The department may
(iv) The quality of performance of previous contracts or
services;
conduct the planning, analysis, and design of toll facilities as
necessary to support the legislature's consideration of toll
(v) The previous and existing compliance by the proposer
with laws relating to the contract or services;
authorization.
(vi) Objective, measurable criteria defined in the request for
(d) The department shall utilize and administer toll collection
systems that are simple, unified, and interoperable. To the extent
proposal. These criteria may include but are not limited to items
such as discounts, delivery costs, maintenance services costs,
practicable, the department shall avoid the use of toll booths. The
department shall set the statewide standards and protocols for all
installation costs, and transportation costs; and
toll facilities within the state, including those authorized by local
(vii) Such other information as may be secured having a
bearing on the decision to award the contract.
authorities.
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(c) When purchases are made through a request for proposal
process, proposals received shall be evaluated based on the
evaluation factors set forth in the request for proposal. When
issuing a request for proposal for the procurement of propulsion
equipment or systems that include an engine, the request for
proposal must specify the use of a life cycle cost analysis that
includes an evaluation of fuel efficiency. When a life cycle cost
analysis is used, the life cycle cost of a proposal shall be given at
least the same relative importance as the initial price element
specified in the request of proposal documents. The department
may reject any and all proposals received. If the proposals are not
rejected, the award shall be made to the proposer whose proposal
is most advantageous to the department, considering price and the
other evaluation factors set forth in the request for proposal.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. RCW 47.56.780 (New ferry
vessel construction for service on routes that require a vessel that
carries no more than one hundred motor vehicles—How
constructed—Warranty work) and 2008 c 4 s 2 are each repealed.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. The provisions of this act apply
to new project contracts identified as connecting Washington
projects and supported by revenues generated under chapter ...
(Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987), Laws of 2015.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. This act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
support of the state government and its existing public
institutions, and takes effect July 1, 2015.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. This act takes effect only if
chapter ... (Senate Bill No. ... (S-1301/15)), Laws of 2015 is
enacted by June 30, 2015."
MOTION
Senator Ericksen moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ericksen to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 6, line 2 of the amendment, after "RCW
47.60.814(18)." insert "When developing the engineer's estimate for
the initial request for proposals, the department must estimate costs
assuming that RCW 47.60.814(18) does not apply."
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.
Senators Hobbs and King spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.

providing a contingent effective date; and declaring an
emergency."
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5992 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5992.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5992 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Ericksen
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5992,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5991, by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain,
Liias, Litzow, Braun, Schoesler, Parlette, Warnick, Sheldon,
Becker and Brown
Concerning activities at the department of transportation
funded by the environmental legacy stewardship account.
MOTION

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ericksen on page 6,
line 2 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill No.
5992.
The motion by Senator Ericksen did not carry and the
amendment to the striking amendment was not adopted by voice
vote.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator King and
others to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5992.
The motion by Senator King carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "construction;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 47.60.005,
47.60.010, 47.60.810, 47.60.814, 47.60.820, and 47.56.030;
adding a new section to chapter 47.60 RCW; creating a new
section; repealing RCW 47.56.780; providing an effective date;

On motion of Senator King, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5991
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5991 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator King moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator King and others be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 70.105D.170 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 28 s 1,
2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 7042, and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 4 s 991 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1) The environmental legacy stewardship account is created
in the state treasury. Beginning July 1, 2013, and every fiscal year
thereafter, the annual amount received from the tax imposed by
RCW 82.21.030 that exceeds one hundred forty million dollars
must be deposited into the environmental legacy stewardship
account, twenty percent of which must be used solely for the
purposes identified in subsection (2) (e) and (f) of this section
beginning July 1, 2015, and every fiscal year thereafter. The state
treasurer may make periodic deposits into the environmental
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
legacy stewardship account based on forecasted revenue. Moneys
in the account may only be spent after appropriation.
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator King and
(2) Moneys in the environmental legacy stewardship account
others to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5991.
may be spent on:
The motion by Senator King carried and the striking
(a) Grants or loans to local governments for performance and
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
outcome-based projects, model remedies, demonstration projects,
MOTION
procedures, contracts, and project management and oversight that
result in significant reductions in the time to complete compared
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
to baseline averages;
adopted:
(b) Purposes authorized under RCW 70.105D.070 (3) and (4);
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "account;" strike the
(c) Grants or loans awarded through a competitive grant
remainder of the title and insert "reenacting and amending RCW
program administered by the department to fund design and
70.105D.170; creating a new section; providing an effective date;
construction of low-impact development retrofit projects and
providing a contingent effective date; and declaring an
other high quality projects that reduce storm water pollution from
emergency."
existing infrastructure. The competitive grant program must apply
criteria to review, rank, and prioritize projects for funding based
MOTION
on their water quality benefits, ecological benefits, and
effectiveness at reducing environmental degradation; ((and))
(d) Cleanup and disposal of hazardous substances from
abandoned or derelict vessels, defined for the purposes of this
section as vessels that have little or no value and either have no
identified owner or have an identified owner lacking financial
resources to clean up and dispose of the vessel, that pose a threat
to human health or the environment;
(e) Legacy storm water permit compliance activities at the
department of transportation; and
(f) Fish passage barrier removal activities at the department
of transportation.
(3) Except as provided under RCW 70.105D.070(3) (k) and
(q), nothing in chapter 1, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess. expands the
ability of a potentially liable person to receive public funding.
(4) Moneys in the environmental legacy stewardship account
may also be used as follows:
(a) During the 2013-2015 fiscal biennia, shoreline update
technical assistance and for local government shoreline master
program update grants;
(b) During the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, solid and
hazardous waste compliance at the department of corrections;
(c) During the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, activities at the
department of fish and wildlife concerning water quality
monitoring, hatchery water quality regulatory compliance, and
technical assistance to local governments on growth management
and shoreline management;
(d) During the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, forest practices
regulation and aquatic land investigation and cleanup activities at
the department of natural resources.
(5) For the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, moneys in the
environmental legacy stewardship account may be transferred to
the local toxics control account.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. The provisions of this act apply
to projects identified as connecting Washington projects and
supported by revenues generated under chapter ... (Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5987), Laws of 2015.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. This act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
support of the state government and its existing public
institutions, and takes effect July 1, 2015.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. This act takes effect only if
chapter ... (Senate Bill No. ... (S-1301/15)), Laws of 2015 is
enacted by June 30, 2015."
Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of the
striking amendment.
Senator McCoy spoke against adoption of the striking
amendment.

On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5991 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senators Ranker and Billig spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5991.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5991 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 27; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Fain, Hatfield,
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Liias, Litzow, Miloscia,
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker, Roach and Rolfes
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5991,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5993, by Senators King, Fain, Litzow,
Braun, Schoesler, Parlette, Warnick, Sheldon, Hewitt, Becker
and Brown
Concerning public works contracts and projects.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Hobbs moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator Hobbs and others be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 39.04.320 and 2009 c 197 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
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(1)(a) Except as provided in (b) through (d) of this subsection,
from January 1, 2005, and thereafter, for all public works
estimated to cost one million dollars or more, all specifications
shall require that no less than fifteen percent of the labor hours be
performed by apprentices.
(b)(i) This section does not apply to contracts advertised for
bid before July 1, 2007, for any public works by the department
of transportation.
(ii) For contracts advertised for bid on or after July 1, 2007,
and before July 1, 2008, for all public works by the department of
transportation estimated to cost five million dollars or more, all
specifications shall require that no less than ten percent of the
labor hours be performed by apprentices.
(iii) For contracts advertised for bid on or after July 1, 2008,
and before July 1, 2009, for all public works by the department of
transportation estimated to cost three million dollars or more, all
specifications shall require that no less than twelve percent of the
labor hours be performed by apprentices.
(iv) For contracts advertised for bid on or after July 1, ((2009))
2015, and before July 1, 2020, for all public works by the
department of transportation estimated to cost ((two)) three
million dollars or more, all specifications shall require that no less
than fifteen percent of the labor hours be performed by
apprentices.
(v) For contracts advertised for bid on or after July 1, 2020,
for all public works by the department of transportation estimated
to cost two million dollars or more, all specifications shall require
that no less than fifteen percent of the labor hours be performed
by apprentices.
(c)(i) This section does not apply to contracts advertised for
bid before January 1, 2008, for any public works by a school
district, or to any project funded in whole or in part by bond issues
approved before July 1, 2007.
(ii) For contracts advertised for bid on or after January 1,
2008, for all public works by a school district estimated to cost
three million dollars or more, all specifications shall require that
no less than ten percent of the labor hours be performed by
apprentices.
(iii) For contracts advertised for bid on or after January 1,
2009, for all public works by a school district estimated to cost
two million dollars or more, all specifications shall require that
no less than twelve percent of the labor hours be performed by
apprentices.
(iv) For contracts advertised for bid on or after January 1,
2010, for all public works by a school district estimated to cost
one million dollars or more, all specifications shall require that no
less than fifteen percent of the labor hours be performed by
apprentices.
(d)(i) For contracts advertised for bid on or after January 1,
2010, for all public works by a four-year institution of higher
education estimated to cost three million dollars or more, all
specifications must require that no less than ten percent of the
labor hours be performed by apprentices.
(ii) For contracts advertised for bid on or after January 1,
2011, for all public works by a four-year institution of higher
education estimated to cost two million dollars or more, all
specifications must require that no less than twelve percent of the
labor hours be performed by apprentices.
(iii) For contracts advertised for bid on or after January 1,
2012, for all public works by a four-year institution of higher
education estimated to cost one million dollars or more, all
specifications must require that no less than fifteen percent of the
labor hours be performed by apprentices.
(2) Awarding entities may adjust the requirements of this
section for a specific project for the following reasons:

(a) The demonstrated lack of availability of apprentices in
specific geographic areas;
(b) A disproportionately high ratio of material costs to labor
hours, which does not make feasible the required minimum levels
of apprentice participation;
(c) Participating contractors have demonstrated a good faith
effort to comply with the requirements of RCW 39.04.300 and
39.04.310 and this section; or
(d) Other criteria the awarding entity deems appropriate,
which are subject to review by the office of the governor.
(3) The secretary of the department of transportation shall
adjust the requirements of this section for a specific project for
the following reasons:
(a) The demonstrated lack of availability of apprentices in
specific geographic areas; or
(b) A disproportionately high ratio of material costs to labor
hours, which does not make feasible the required minimum levels
of apprentice participation.
(4) This section applies to public works contracts awarded by
the state, to public works contracts awarded by school districts,
and to public works contracts awarded by state four-year
institutions of higher education. However, this section does not
apply to contracts awarded by state agencies headed by a
separately elected public official.
(5)(a) The department of ((general administration)) enterprise
services must provide information and technical assistance to
affected agencies and collect the following data from affected
agencies for each project covered by this section:
(i) The name of each apprentice and apprentice registration
number;
(ii) The name of each project;
(iii) The dollar value of each project;
(iv) The date of the contractor's notice to proceed;
(v) The number of apprentices and labor hours worked by
them, categorized by trade or craft;
(vi) The number of journey level workers and labor hours
worked by them, categorized by trade or craft; and
(vii) The number, type, and rationale for the exceptions
granted under subsection (2) of this section.
(b) The department of labor and industries shall assist the
department of ((general administration)) enterprise services in
providing information and technical assistance.
(6) The secretary of transportation shall establish and
maintain an apprenticeship utilization advisory committee, which
shall include statewide geographic representation and consist of
equal numbers of representatives of contractors and labor. The
committee must include at least one member representing
contractor businesses with less than thirty-five employees. The
advisory committee shall meet regularly with the secretary of
transportation to discuss implementation of this section by the
department of transportation, including development of the
process to be used to adjust the requirements of this section for a
specific project. ((The committee shall provide a report to the
legislature by January 1, 2008, on the effects of the apprentice
labor requirement on transportation projects and on the
availability of apprentice labor and programs statewide.))
(7) At the request of the senate labor, commerce, research and
development committee, the house of representatives commerce
and labor committee, or their successor committees, and the
governor, the department of ((general administration)) enterprise
services and the department of labor and industries shall compile
and summarize the agency data and provide a joint report to both
committees. The report shall include recommendations on
modifications or improvements to the apprentice utilization
program and information on skill shortages in each trade or craft.
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Voting nay: Senator Ericksen
Sec. 2. RCW 39.12.026 and 2003 c 363 s 206 are each
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5993, having received
amended to read as follows:
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
(1) In establishing the prevailing rate of wage under RCW
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
39.12.010, 39.12.015, and 39.12.020, all data collected by the
the act.
department of labor and industries may be used only in the county
for which the work was performed.
SECOND READING
(2) ((This section applies only to prevailing wage surveys
initiated on or after August 1, 2003.)) The department of labor
SENATE BILL NO. 5990, by Senators King, Fain, Litzow,
and industries must provide registered contractors with the option
Braun, Schoesler, Parlette, Dammeier, Warnick, Sheldon, Hewitt,
of completing a wage survey electronically.
Becker, Brown and Bailey
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 47.01 RCW to read as follows:
Transferring certain state sales and use taxes collected on
The state coordinator for the federal helmets to hardhats
transportation projects to the connecting Washington account.
program is created in the department, subject to the availability of
amounts appropriated for this specific purpose. The department
MOTION
must establish procedures, in consultation with the department of
veterans affairs and applicable veterans and labor organizations,
On motion of Senator King, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5990
for coordinating with the federal helmets to hardhats program and
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5990 and the substitute bill
other opportunities for veterans to obtain skilled training and
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
employment in the construction industry.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. This act is necessary for the
MOTION
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
support of the state government and its existing public
Senator Ericksen moved that the following striking
institutions, and takes effect July 1, 2015."
amendment by Senator Ericksen be adopted:
Senators Hobbs and King spoke in favor of adoption of the
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
striking amendment.
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
chapter 82.32 RCW to read as follows:
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Hobbs and
(1) The state sales and use taxes paid with funds appropriated
others to Senate Bill No. 5993.
in an omnibus transportation appropriations act for transportation
The motion by Senator Hobbs carried and the striking
projects that are not exempt under sections 2 and 3 of this act must
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
be transferred from the general fund to the connecting
Washington account created in chapter ... (Substitute Senate Bill
MOTION
No. 5987), Laws of 2015.
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
(2) The transfer required under this section applies to:
adopted:
(a) Between the effective date of this section and June 30,
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "projects;" strike the
2019, transportation projects funded from the connecting
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 39.04.320 and
Washington account and any other projects identified by the
39.12.026; adding a new section to chapter 47.01 RCW;
legislature as connecting Washington projects; and
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency."
(b) Beginning July 1, 2019, all transportation projects.
(3) Quarterly, beginning in the calendar quarter immediately
MOTION
following the calendar quarter that this section is enacted into law,
the department of transportation must submit a report to the
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
department detailing the amount of state sales and use tax paid
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5993 was advanced to third reading,
during the previous calendar quarter for which this section is
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
applicable. The quarterly reports must contain such other
final passage.
information as required by the department to administer this
Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
section; are due by the tenth day of March, June, September, and
December; and must be provided in a form and manner acceptable
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
to the department. The department must notify the state treasurer
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5993.
of the amount of the transfer by the last working day of each
calendar quarter.
ROLL CALL
(4) For purposes of this section, "state sales and use tax"
means the taxes imposed under RCW 82.08.020 and 82.12.020,
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
not reduced by any sales or use taxes imposed under the authority
Senate Bill No. 5993 and the bill passed the Senate by the
of chapter 82.14 RCW that are deducted from or credited against
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
the taxes imposed under RCW 82.08.020 and 82.12.020.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
chapter 82.08 RCW to read as follows:
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
(1) The tax levied by RCW 82.08.020 does not apply to
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
highway improvement or preservation projects that are
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
administered by the state department of transportation, with
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
respect to the sale of or charges made for:
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
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(a) Labor and services described in RCW 82.04.050(2)(b) and
rendered in respect to such highway improvement or preservation
projects; and
(b) Tangible personal property that becomes an ingredient or
component of such highway improvement or preservation
projects.
(2) The exemption under this section applies to:
(a) Between the effective date of this section and June 30,
2019, highway improvement or preservation projects as described
in subsection (1) of this section that are identified by the
legislature as connecting Washington projects; and
(b) Beginning July 1, 2019, all highway improvement or
preservation projects as described in subsection (1) of this section.
(3) The exemption under this section is available only when
the buyer provides the seller with an exemption certificate in a
form and manner prescribed by the department. The seller must
retain a copy of the certificate for the seller's files.
(4) For purposes of this section, "highway improvement or
preservation project" means the building, repairing, or improving
of a publicly owned highway, street, place, road, easement, rightof-way, parking facility, bridge, tunnel, or trestle.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 82.12 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The tax levied by RCW 82.12.020 does not apply to the
use of tangible personal property that becomes an ingredient or
component of a highway improvement or preservation project
administered by the state department of transportation.
(2) The exemption under this section applies to:
(a) Between the effective date of this section and June 30,
2019, the use of tangible personal property that becomes an
ingredient or component of a highway improvement or
preservation project that is identified by the legislature as a
connecting Washington project; and
(b) Beginning July 1, 2019, the use of all tangible personal
property that becomes an ingredient or component of a highway
improvement or preservation project.
(3) For purposes of this section, "highway improvement or
preservation project" has the same meaning as defined in section
2(4) of this act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. The provisions of this act do not
constitute a tax preference as defined in RCW 82.32.805 and are
not subject to the provisions of RCW 82.32.805 or 82.32.808.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. (1) If a court of competent
jurisdiction enters a final judgment on the merits that is no longer
subject to appeal, preventing the state from collecting sales and
use taxes from federal contractors based on a claim of
discrimination against federal contractors in violation of the
Supremacy Clause, sections 2 and 3 of this act expire as of the
date that such judgment becomes nonappealable.
(2) For purposes of this section:
(a) "Federal contractor" means any person that is defined as a
consumer under RCW 82.04.190 (3), (6), or (8), as a result of
performing work for the United States.
(b) "Sales and use taxes" means the taxes imposed in RCW
82.08.020 and 82.12.020.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. The department of revenue must
provide notice of the expiration date of sections 2 and 3 of this act
to taxpayers, the legislature, the office of the code reviser, and
others as deemed appropriate by the department.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. This act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
support of the state government and its existing public
institutions, and takes effect July 1, 2015."
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.

MOTION
Senator Hobbs moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hobbs and others to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 1, beginning on line 11 of the amendment, after "to"
strike all material through "2019," on line 12
On page 1, beginning on line 15 of the amendment, after
"projects" strike all material through "projects" on line 16
On page 2, beginning on line 12 of the amendment, after "to"
strike all material through "2019," on line 13
On page 2, beginning on line 16 of the amendment, after
"projects" strike all material through "section" on line 18
On page 2, beginning on line 33 of the amendment, after "to"
strike all material through "2019," on line 34
Beginning on page 2, line 37 of the amendment, after
"project" strike all material through "project" on page 3, line 3
Senators Hobbs, Frockt and Mullet spoke in favor of adoption
of the amendment to the striking amendment.
Senator King spoke against adoption of the amendment to the
striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hobbs and others on
page 1, line 11 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5990.
The motion by Senator Hobbs did not carry and the
amendment to the striking amendment was not adopted by a rising
vote.
MOTION
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Senator Jayapal and McAuliffe to the striking amendment be
adopted.
On page 3, beginning on line 27 of the amendment, strike all
of section 7 and insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. This act takes effect only if the
Washington state supreme court terminates its jurisdiction over
McCleary v. State of Washington, Supreme Court No. 84362-7."
On page 4, line 2 of the title amendment, after "sections;"
strike the remainder of the title and insert "providing a contingent
effective date; and providing a contingent expiration date."
Senators Jayapal, Billig and Habib spoke in favor of adoption
of the amendment to the striking amendment.
Senators King and Benton spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.
Senator Rolfes demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Rolfes: “I would like to ask members to not impugn
the motives of others and to be respectful of everybody’s who’s
speaking, … speeches on the floor. Thank you.”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Thank you Senator. The President would
remind members as we get into later parts of the session, and we
have a number of new members, that you are to speak only on the
merits of the amendment not the motives or demeanor of the
members. Speak only on the merits of the motion.”
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
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Senator Padden: “Isn’t’ there a difference though between
speaking on an idea verses an individual? So, the idea may be
whatever not necessarily the individual that is promoting that
idea.”
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reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Ericksen and Baumgartner spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
Senators Hobbs, Hargrove, Liias, McAuliffe and Nelson
spoke against passage of the bill.

REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Padden, you make a good point
but, however, the President does rule very tightly on this issue
and, at times, it is sometimes clear as to who people are
referencing and sometimes it’s more, as you are noting, a general
comment. The President tries to be sensitive to that. In this case,
had he thought Senator Benton was directing his comments
directly at a member, he would have stopped him at that point and
I did not.”
Senator Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
to the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Jayapal and McAuliffe
on page 3, line 27 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5990.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senators Jayapal and McAuliffe on page 3, line 27
to the striking amendment and the amendment was not adopted
by the following vote: Yeas, 23; Nays, 26; Absent, 0; Excused,
0.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Ericksen to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5990.
Senators Fraser and Frockt spoke against adoption of the
striking amendment.
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
The motion by Senator Ericksen carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 3 of the title, after "account;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "adding a new section to chapter
82.32 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding
a new section to chapter 82.12 RCW; creating new sections;
providing an effective date; providing a contingent expiration
date; and declaring an emergency."
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5990 was advanced to third

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5990.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5990 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 23; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5990,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, Rule 15 was suspended for the
remainder of the day for the purpose of allowing continued floor
action.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Senate Rule 15 establishes the floor
schedule and calls for a lunch and dinner break of 90 minutes each
per day during regular daily sessions.
Senator Parlette announced a brief meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus after going at ease and that members can bring
some food into caucus if they can do so quickly.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus 15 minutes after going at ease, at 1:55 p.m., so those
members can get or bring their lunch first.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “The President would like to make just one
comment that today we lost a great American citizen, Leonard
Nimoy, ‘Dr. Spock.’ I would like to say to you all, ‘Live long and
prosper.’ [Makes the Vulcan salute.]”
MOTION
At 1:41 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 2:22 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
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On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Bailey moved that Jerome O. Cohen, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9029, be confirmed as a member of the Higher
Education Facilities Authority.
Senator Bailey spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF JEROME O. COHEN
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Jerome O. Cohen, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9029, as a member of the Higher Education
Facilities Authority.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Jerome
O. Cohen, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9029, as a member of
the Higher Education Facilities Authority and the appointment
was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent,
2; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Absent: Senators Benton and Ericksen
Jerome O. Cohen, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9029,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Higher Education Facilities
Authority.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5987, by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain,
Liias and Litzow
Concerning transportation revenue.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5987 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
REMARKS FROM THE FLOOR
“Last line!”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Well, that’s a first Senator. He actually
heard you and did it.”
MOTION

Senator Ericksen moved that the following amendment by
Senators Ericksen and Dansel be adopted:
On page 2, line 27, after "Beginning" strike "July 1, 2015" and
insert "January 1, 2016"
On page 3, line 23, after "Beginning" strike "July 1, 2015" and
insert "January 1, 2016"
On page 5, line 21, after "Beginning" strike "July 1, 2015" and
insert "January 1, 2016"
On page 21, line 28, after "beginning" strike "July 1, 2015"
and insert "January 1, 2016"
On page 23, line 36, after "beginning" strike "July 1, 2015"
and insert "January 1, 2016"
On page 26, line 13, after "beginning" strike "July 1, 2015"
and insert "January 1, 2016"
On page 27, line 4, after "beginning" strike "July 1, 2015" and
insert "January 1, 2016"
On page 81, after line 13, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 408. The secretary of state shall
submit sections 101 through 404 of this act to the people for their
adoption and ratification, or rejection, at the next general election
to be held in this state, in accordance with Article II, section 1 of
the state Constitution and the laws adopted to facilitate its
operation."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
On page 81, beginning on line 14, after "Sections" strike all
material through "406" on line 15 and insert "405 and 406"
On page 1, line 18 of the title, after "dates;" insert "providing
for submission of certain sections of this act to a vote of the
people;"
Senators Ericksen, Padden, Dansel and Benton spoke in favor
of adoption of the amendment.
Senators Hobbs and King spoke against adoption of the
amendment.
Senator Padden demanded a roll call vote.
The President declared that, having failed to receive the
support of one-sixth of the members, the demand was not
sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Ericksen and Dansel
on page 2, line 37 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987.
The motion by Senator Ericksen did not carry and the
amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Frockt moved that the following amendment by
Senator Frockt be adopted:
On page 53, after line 1, insert the following:
"Sec. 303. RCW 36.73.015 and 2012 c 152 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "City" means a city or town.
(2) "District" means a transportation benefit district created
under this chapter.
(3) "Low-income" means household income that is at or
below ((forty-five percent of)) the median household income,
adjusted for household size, for the district in which the fees,
taxes, or tolls were imposed.
(4) "Rebate program" means an optional program established
by a transportation benefit district that includes a city with a
population of five hundred thousand persons or more for the
purpose of providing rebates to low-income individuals for fees,
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identified in RCW 36.73.020(2). A project may include
taxes, and/or tolls imposed by such transportation benefit district
investment in new or existing highways of statewide significance,
for: (a) Vehicle fees imposed under RCW 36.73.040(3)(b); (b)
principal arterials of regional significance, high capacity
sales and use taxes imposed under RCW 36.73.040(3)(a); and/or
transportation, public transportation, and other transportation
(c) tolls imposed under RCW 36.73.040(3)(d).
projects and programs of regional or statewide significance
(5) "Supplemental transportation improvement" or
including transportation demand management. Projects may also
"supplemental improvement" means any project, work, or
include the operation, preservation, and maintenance of these
undertaking to provide public transportation service, in addition
facilities or programs."
to a district's existing or planned voter-approved transportation
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
improvements, proposed by a participating city member of the
any internal references accordingly.
district under RCW 36.73.180.
Senators Frockt and King spoke in favor of adoption of the
(6) "Transportation improvement" means a project contained
amendment.
in the transportation plan of the state, a regional transportation
planning organization, city, county, or eligible jurisdiction as
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
identified in RCW 36.73.020(2). A project may include
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Frockt on page 53,
investment in new or existing highways of statewide significance,
after line 1 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987.
principal arterials of regional significance, high capacity
The motion by Senator Frockt carried and the amendment
transportation, public transportation, and other transportation
was adopted by voice vote.
projects and programs of regional or statewide significance
including transportation demand management. Projects may also
MOTION
include the operation, preservation, and maintenance of these
facilities or programs."
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
adopted:
any internal references accordingly.
On page 1, line 5 of the title, after "82.80.140," insert
On page 1, line 5 of the title, after "82.80.140," insert
"36.73.015,"
"36.73.015,"
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT

MOTION

On motion of Senator Frockt, the amendment by Senator
Frockt on page 53, line 1 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987 was
withdrawn.

Senator Liias moved that the following amendment by
Senator Liias and others be adopted:
On page 62, line 27, after "(5)" strike "Authorization" and
insert "Except for the regular property tax authorized in section
312 of this act, the authorization"
On page 62, line 37, after "(6)" strike "Agencies" and insert
"Except for the regular property tax authorized in section 312 of
this act, agencies"
On page 78, after line 5, insert the following:
"Sec. 319. RCW 81.112.050 and 2010 c 19 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) At the time of formation, the area to be included within
the boundary of the authority shall be that area set forth in the
system plan adopted by the joint regional policy committee. Prior
to submitting the system and financing plan to the voters, the
authority may make adjustments to the boundaries as deemed
appropriate but must assure that, to the extent possible, the
boundaries: (a) Include the largest-population urban growth area
designated by each county under chapter 36.70A RCW; and (b)
follow election precinct boundaries. If a portion of any city is
determined to be within the service area, the entire city must be
included within the boundaries of the authority. Subsequent to
formation, when territory is annexed to a city located within the
boundaries of the authority, the territory is simultaneously
included within the boundaries of the authority and subject to all
taxes and other liabilities and obligations applicable within the
city with respect to the authority as provided in RCW 35.13.500
and 35A.14.475, subject to RCW 84.09.030 and 82.14.055, and
notwithstanding any other provision of law.
(2) After voters within the authority boundaries have
approved the system and financing plan, elections to add areas
contiguous to the authority boundaries may be called by
resolution of the regional transit authority, after consultation with
affected transit agencies and with the concurrence of the
legislative authority of the city or town if the area is incorporated,
or with the concurrence of the county legislative authority if the
area is unincorporated. Only those areas that would benefit from
the services provided by the authority may be included and

MOTION
Senator Frockt moved that the following amendment by
Senator Frockt be adopted:
On page 53, after line 1, insert the following:
"Sec. 303. RCW 36.73.015 and 2012 c 152 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "City" means a city or town.
(2) "District" means a transportation benefit district created
under this chapter.
(3) "Low-income" means household income that is at or
below ((forty-five)) seventy-five percent of the median household
income, adjusted for household size, for the district in which the
fees, taxes, or tolls were imposed.
(4) "Rebate program" means an optional program established
by a transportation benefit district that includes a city with a
population of five hundred thousand persons or more for the
purpose of providing rebates to low-income individuals for fees,
taxes, and/or tolls imposed by such transportation benefit district
for: (a) Vehicle fees imposed under RCW 36.73.040(3)(b); (b)
sales and use taxes imposed under RCW 36.73.040(3)(a); and/or
(c) tolls imposed under RCW 36.73.040(3)(d).
(5) "Supplemental transportation improvement" or
"supplemental improvement" means any project, work, or
undertaking to provide public transportation service, in addition
to a district's existing or planned voter-approved transportation
improvements, proposed by a participating city member of the
district under RCW 36.73.180.
(6) "Transportation improvement" means a project contained
in the transportation plan of the state, a regional transportation
planning organization, city, county, or eligible jurisdiction as
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services or projects proposed for the area must be consistent with
the regional transportation plan. The election may include a single
ballot proposition providing for annexation to the authority
boundaries and imposition of the taxes at rates already imposed
within the authority boundaries, subject to RCW 84.09.030 and
82.14.055.
(((3) Upon receipt of a resolution requesting exclusion from
the boundaries of the authority from a city whose municipal
boundaries cross the boundaries of an authority and thereby result
in only a portion of the city being subject to local option taxes
imposed by the authority under chapters 81.104 and 81.112 RCW
in order to implement a high capacity transit plan, and where the
vote to approve the city's incorporation occurred simultaneously
with an election approving the local option taxes, then upon a
two-thirds majority vote of the governing board of the authority,
the governing board shall redraw the boundaries of the authority
to exclude that portion of the city that is located within the
authority's boundaries, and the excluded area is no longer subject
to local option taxes imposed by the authority. This subsection
expires December 31, 1998.))"
Senators Liias and King spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Liias and others on
page 62, line 27 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987.
The motion by Senator Liias carried and the amendment was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 6 of the title, after "81.104.180," insert
"81.112.050,"
MOTION
Senator Frockt moved that the following amendment by
Senator Frockt be adopted.
On page 64, line 2, after "exceeding" strike "three-tenths" and
insert "eight-tenths"
On page 66, line 26, after "exceed" strike "ten" and insert
"twenty-five"
Senators Frockt and Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senator King spoke against adoption of the amendment.
Senator Rolfes demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Frockt on page 64, line
2 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Frockt and the amendment was not
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 23; Nays, 26; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes

Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
MOTION
Senator Ericksen moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ericksen be adopted:
On page 64, beginning on line 11, after "46.17.335(2)." strike
all material through "section." on line 17
On page 64, beginning on line 18, after "authorities" strike all
material through "section" on line 21
On page 64, line 22, after "82.44 RCW" strike all material
through "voters"
On page 65, after line 14, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 311. A new section is added to
chapter 82.44 RCW to read as follows:
(1)(a) A motor vehicle excise tax must be calculated in an
honest and accurate way. For the purpose of determining any
motor vehicle excise tax otherwise authorized by law, any taxing
district imposing a motor vehicle excise tax must set a vehicle's
taxable value by using the depreciation schedule set forth in this
section. The taxable value equals the product of a percentage
based on a vehicle's year of service, as provided in subsection (2)
of this section, and the latest purchase price of the vehicle. The
purchase price for the first year of service must be determined by
the bill of sale provided by the buyer and seller, subject to the
exemptions, exceptions, and definitions provided by this section,
and must be affirmed by declaration by both parties.
(b) The legislature intends that this section will ensure an
honest and accurate calculation of the tax. It is further the intent
of the legislature that this section, when combined with the appeal
process in RCW 82.44.065, will ensure that vehicle owners are
taxed fairly.
(2) For the purpose of determining the tax under this chapter,
the value of a truck-type power or trailing unit, or motor vehicle,
including a passenger vehicle, motorcycle, motor home, sport
utility vehicle, or light duty truck, must be the latest purchase
price of the vehicle, excluding applicable federal excise taxes,
state and local sales or use taxes, transportation or shipping costs,
or preparatory or delivery costs, multiplied by the following
percentage based on year of service of the vehicle since its most
recent sale. The year the vehicle is offered for sale as a new
vehicle must be considered the first year of service.
YEAR OF SERVICE
PERCENTAGE
1
100
2
75
3
55
4
40
5
25
6
10
7 and over
5
(3) The reissuance of title and registration for a truck-type
power or trailing unit or motor vehicle, including a passenger
vehicle, motorcycle, motor home, sport utility vehicle, or light
duty truck because of the installation of body or special
equipment, must be treated as a sale, and the latest purchase price
of the truck-type power or trailing unit or motor vehicle, including
a passenger vehicle, motorcycle, motor home, sport utility
vehicle, or light duty truck at that time, as determined by the
department from such information as may be available, must be
considered its base value.
(4) If the purchase price is unavailable or otherwise
unascertainable or the reissuance of title and registration is the
result of a gift or inheritance, the department shall determine a
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and reduce traffic, fuel consumption, and air pollution in the
value equivalent to the latest purchase price by using any
information that may be available, including any guidebook,
vicinity of schools.
report, or compendium of recognized standing in the automotive
(2) Consistent with federal funding levels from the 2011-2013
omnibus transportation appropriations act, at least ten million
industry or the selling price and year of sale of the vehicle. The
department may use an appraisal by the county assessor. In
four hundred thousand dollars of federal transportation funds, of
which fifty percent must come from the transportation
valuing a vehicle for which the current value or selling price is
alternatives program or an equivalent program and fifty percent
not indicative of the value of similar vehicles of the same year
from the highway safety improvement program or an equivalent
and model, the department must establish a value that more
closely represents the average value of similar vehicles of the
program, must be made available during each fiscal biennium to
the safe routes to school program.
same year and model.
Sec. 404. RCW 46.68.060 and 2013 c 306 s 717 are each
(5) For purposes of this section, "value" excludes value
amended to read as follows:
attributable to modifications of a motor vehicle and equipment
There is hereby created in the state treasury a fund to be
that are designed to facilitate the use or operation of the motor
known as the highway safety fund to the credit of which must be
vehicle by a person with a disability.
deposited all moneys directed by law to be deposited therein. This
NEW SECTION. Sec. 312. RCW 82.44.035 (Valuation of
fund must be used for carrying out the provisions of law relating
vehicles) and 2010 c 161 s 910 & 2006 c 318 s 1 are each repealed.
to driver licensing, driver improvement, financial responsibility,
Sec. 313. RCW 82.44.065 and 2010 c 161 s 912 are each
cost of furnishing abstracts of driving records and maintaining
amended to read as follows:
such case records, and to carry out the purposes set forth in RCW
(1) If the department determines a value for a vehicle
43.59.010, and chapters 46.72 and 46.72A RCW. ((During the
((equivalent to a manufacturer's base suggested retail price))
under section 311 of this act or the value of a truck or trailer under
2011-2013 and 2013-2015 fiscal biennia, the legislature may
((RCW 82.44.035)) section 311 of this act, any person who pays
transfer from the highway safety fund to the Puget Sound ferry
a locally imposed tax for that vehicle may appeal the valuation to
operations account, the motor vehicle fund, and the multimodal
transportation account such amounts as reflect the excess fund
the department under chapter 34.05 RCW. If the taxpayer is
balance of the highway safety fund.)) Beginning with the 2015successful on appeal, the department ((shall)) must refund the
excess tax in the manner provided in RCW 82.44.120.
2017 fiscal biennium, during each fiscal biennium thereafter, and
(2) The legislature intends for this section to ensure an honest
consistent with the intent of the fee increases in chapter 74, Laws
and accurate calculation of the tax."
of 2012 and chapter 80, Laws of 2012, at least six million eight
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
hundred thousand dollars from the highway safety fund must be
any internal references accordingly.
dedicated to the safe routes to school program under RCW
On page 1, line 5 of the title, after "81.104.160," insert
47.04.300."
"82.44.065,"
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
On page 1, line 13 of the title, after "82.80 RCW;" insert
any internal references accordingly.
"adding a new section to chapter 82.44 RCW;"
On page 1, line 7 of the title, after "47.04.325," insert
"47.04.300, 46.68.060,"
On page 1, line 15 of the title, after “82.38.083” insert “and
82.44.035.”
Senator Billig spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of adoption of the
Senators King and Hobbs spoke against adoption of the
amendment.
amendment.
Senators Liias and King spoke against adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Billig and Liias on
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
page 79, after line 29 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987.
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ericksen on page 64,
The motion by Senator Billig did not carry and the
line 11 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987.
amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
The motion by Senator Ericksen did not carry and the
MOTION
amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Billig moved that the following amendment by
Senators Billig and Liias be adopted:
On page 79, after line 29, insert the following:
"Sec. 403. RCW 47.04.300 and 2009 c 392 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Concurrent with the federal safe, accountable, flexible,
efficient transportation equity act of 2005, a safe routes to school
program is established within the department. The purpose of the
program is to:
(((1))) (a) Enable and encourage children, including those
with disabilities, to walk and bicycle to school;
(((2))) (b) Make bicycling and walking to school a safer and
more appealing transportation alternative, encouraging a healthy
and active lifestyle from an early age; and
(((3))) (c) Facilitate the planning, development, and
implementation of projects and activities that will improve safety

Senator Angel moved that the following amendment by
Senator Angel be adopted:
On page 80, after line 25, insert the following:
"Sec. 404. RCW 47.46.060 and 2012 c 77 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Any person, including the department of transportation
and any private entity or entities, may apply for deferral of taxes
on the site preparation for, the construction of, the acquisition of
any related machinery and equipment that becomes a part of, and
the rental of equipment for use in the state route number 16
corridor improvements project under this chapter. Application
must be made to the department of revenue in a form and manner
prescribed by the department of revenue. The application must
contain information regarding estimated or actual costs, time
schedules for completion and operation, and other information
required by the department of revenue. The department of
revenue must approve the application within sixty days if it meets
the requirements of this section.
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(2) The department of revenue must issue a sales and use tax
deferral certificate for state and local sales and use taxes due
under chapters 82.08, 82.12, and 82.14 RCW on the project.
(3) The department of transportation or a private entity
granted a tax deferral under this section must begin paying the
deferred taxes in the ((eleventh)) twenty-fourth year after the date
certified by the department of revenue as the date on which the
project is operationally complete. The first payment is due on
December 31st of the ((eleventh)) twenty-fourth calendar year
after such certified date, with subsequent annual payments due on
December 31st of the following nine years. Each payment must
equal ten percent of the deferred tax. The project is operationally
complete under this section when the collection of tolls is
commenced for the state route number 16 improvements covered
by the deferral.
(4) The department of revenue may authorize an accelerated
repayment schedule upon request of the department of
transportation or a private entity granted a deferral under this
section.
(5) Interest may not be charged on any taxes deferred under
this section for the period of deferral, although all other penalties
and interest applicable to delinquent excise taxes may be assessed
and imposed for delinquent payments under this section. The debt
for deferred taxes is not extinguished by insolvency or other
failure of the private entity. Transfer of ownership does not
terminate the deferral.
(6) Applications and any other information received by the
department of revenue under this section are not confidential and
are subject to disclosure. Chapter 82.32 RCW applies to the
administration of this section."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senators Angel, Rolfes and King spoke in favor of adoption
of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Angel on page 80, after
line 25 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987.
The motion by Senator Angel carried and the amendment was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 7 of the title, after "47.04.325," insert
"47.46.060,"
MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator Nelson and others be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"PART I
MOTOR VEHICLE AND SPECIAL FUEL TAXES
Sec. 101. RCW 82.36.025 and 2007 c 515 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) A motor vehicle fuel tax rate of twenty-three cents per
gallon on motor vehicle fuel shall be imposed on motor vehicle
fuel licensees, other than motor vehicle fuel distributors.
(2) Beginning July 1, 2003, an additional and cumulative
motor vehicle fuel tax rate of five cents per gallon on motor
vehicle fuel shall be imposed on motor vehicle fuel licensees,
other than motor vehicle fuel distributors. This subsection (2)

expires when the bonds issued for transportation 2003 projects are
retired.
(3) Beginning July 1, 2005, an additional and cumulative
motor vehicle fuel tax rate of three cents per gallon on motor
vehicle fuel shall be imposed on motor vehicle fuel licensees,
other than motor vehicle fuel distributors.
(4) Beginning July 1, 2006, an additional and cumulative
motor vehicle fuel tax rate of three cents per gallon on motor
vehicle fuel shall be imposed on motor vehicle fuel licensees,
other than motor vehicle fuel distributors.
(5) Beginning July 1, 2007, an additional and cumulative
motor vehicle fuel tax rate of two cents per gallon on motor
vehicle fuel shall be imposed on motor vehicle fuel licensees,
other than motor vehicle fuel distributors.
(6) Beginning July 1, 2008, an additional and cumulative
motor vehicle fuel tax rate of one and one-half cents per gallon on
motor vehicle fuel shall be imposed on motor vehicle fuel
licensees, other than motor vehicle fuel distributors.
(7) Beginning July 1, 2015, an additional and cumulative
motor vehicle fuel tax rate of five cents per gallon on motor
vehicle fuel shall be imposed on motor vehicle fuel licensees,
other than motor vehicle fuel distributors.
Sec. 102. RCW 82.38.030 and 2014 c 216 s 201 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) There is levied and imposed upon fuel licensees a tax at
the rate of twenty-three cents per each gallon of fuel, measured at
standard pressure and temperature.
(2) Beginning July 1, 2003, an additional and cumulative tax
rate of five cents per each gallon of fuel, measured at standard
pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees. This
subsection (2) expires when the bonds issued for transportation
2003 projects are retired.
(3) Beginning July 1, 2005, an additional and cumulative tax
rate of three cents per each gallon of fuel, measured at standard
pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees.
(4) Beginning July 1, 2006, an additional and cumulative tax
rate of three cents per each gallon of fuel, measured at standard
pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees.
(5) Beginning July 1, 2007, an additional and cumulative tax
rate of two cents per each gallon of fuel, measured at standard
pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees.
(6) Beginning July 1, 2008, an additional and cumulative tax
rate of one and one-half cents per each gallon of fuel, measured
at standard pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees.
(7) Beginning July 1, 2015, an additional and cumulative tax
rate of five cents per each gallon of fuel, measured at standard
pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees.
(8) Taxes are imposed when:
(a) Fuel is removed in this state from a terminal if the fuel is
removed at the rack unless the removal is by a licensed supplier
or distributor for direct delivery to a destination outside of the
state, or the removal is by a fuel supplier for direct delivery to an
international fuel tax agreement licensee under RCW 82.38.320;
(b) Fuel is removed in this state from a refinery if either of the
following applies:
(i) The removal is by bulk transfer and the refiner or the
owner of the fuel immediately before the removal is not a licensed
supplier; or
(ii) The removal is at the refinery rack unless the removal is
to a licensed supplier or distributor for direct delivery to a
destination outside of the state, or the removal is to a licensed
supplier for direct delivery to an international fuel tax agreement
licensee under RCW 82.38.320;
(c) Fuel enters into this state for sale, consumption, use, or
storage, unless the fuel enters this state for direct delivery to an
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(i) The removal is by bulk transfer and the refiner or the
international fuel tax agreement licensee under RCW 82.38.320,
if either of the following applies:
owner of the fuel immediately before the removal is not a licensed
(i) The entry is by bulk transfer and the importer is not a
supplier; or
licensed supplier; or
(ii) The removal is at the refinery rack unless the removal is
(ii) The entry is not by bulk transfer;
to a licensed supplier or distributor for direct delivery to a
(d) Fuel enters this state by means outside the bulk transferdestination outside of the state, or the removal is to a licensed
terminal system and is delivered directly to a licensed terminal
supplier for direct delivery to an international fuel tax agreement
unless the owner is a licensed distributor or supplier;
licensee under RCW 82.38.320;
(e) Fuel is sold or removed in this state to an unlicensed entity
(c) Fuel enters into this state for sale, consumption, use, or
unless there was a prior taxable removal, entry, or sale of the fuel;
storage, unless the fuel enters this state for direct delivery to an
(f) Blended fuel is removed or sold in this state by the blender
international fuel tax agreement licensee under RCW 82.38.320,
of the fuel. The number of gallons of blended fuel subject to tax
if either of the following applies:
is the difference between the total number of gallons of blended
(i) The entry is by bulk transfer and the importer is not a
fuel removed or sold and the number of gallons of previously
licensed supplier; or
taxed fuel used to produce the blended fuel;
(ii) The entry is not by bulk transfer;
(g) Dyed special fuel is used on a highway, as authorized by
(d) Fuel enters this state by means outside the bulk transferthe internal revenue code, unless the use is exempt from the fuel
terminal system and is delivered directly to a licensed terminal
tax;
unless the owner is a licensed distributor or supplier;
(h) Dyed special fuel is held for sale, sold, used, or is intended
(e) Fuel is sold or removed in this state to an unlicensed entity
to be used in violation of this chapter;
unless there was a prior taxable removal, entry, or sale of the fuel;
(i) Special fuel purchased by an international fuel tax
(f) Blended fuel is removed or sold in this state by the blender
agreement licensee under RCW 82.38.320 is used on a highway;
of the fuel. The number of gallons of blended fuel subject to tax
and
is the difference between the total number of gallons of blended
(j) Fuel is sold by a licensed fuel supplier to a fuel distributor
fuel removed or sold and the number of gallons of previously
or fuel blender and the fuel is not removed from the bulk transfertaxed fuel used to produce the blended fuel;
terminal system.
(g) Dyed special fuel is used on a highway, as authorized by
Sec. 103. RCW 82.38.030 and 2015 c ... s 102 (section 102
the internal revenue code, unless the use is exempt from the fuel
of this act) are each amended to read as follows:
tax;
(1) There is levied and imposed upon fuel licensees a tax at
(h) Dyed special fuel is held for sale, sold, used, or is intended
the rate of twenty-three cents per each gallon of fuel, measured at
to be used in violation of this chapter;
standard pressure and temperature.
(i) Special fuel purchased by an international fuel tax
(2) Beginning July 1, 2003, an additional and cumulative tax
agreement licensee under RCW 82.38.320 is used on a highway;
rate of five cents per each gallon of fuel, measured at standard
and
pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees. This
(j) Fuel is sold by a licensed fuel supplier to a fuel distributor
subsection (2) expires when the bonds issued for transportation
or fuel blender and the fuel is not removed from the bulk transfer2003 projects are retired.
terminal system.
(3) Beginning July 1, 2005, an additional and cumulative tax
Sec. 104. RCW 46.68.090 and 2011 c 120 s 4 are each
rate of three cents per each gallon of fuel, measured at standard
amended to read as follows:
pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees.
(1) All moneys that have accrued or may accrue to the motor
(4) Beginning July 1, 2006, an additional and cumulative tax
vehicle fund from the motor vehicle fuel tax and special fuel tax
rate of three cents per each gallon of fuel, measured at standard
shall be first expended for purposes enumerated in (a) and (b) of
pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees.
this subsection. The remaining net tax amount shall be distributed
(5) Beginning July 1, 2007, an additional and cumulative tax
monthly by the state treasurer in accordance with subsections (2)
rate of two cents per each gallon of fuel, measured at standard
through (((7))) (8) of this section.
pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees.
(a) For payment of refunds of motor vehicle fuel tax and
(6) Beginning July 1, 2008, an additional and cumulative tax
special fuel tax that has been paid and is refundable as provided
rate of one and one-half cents per each gallon of fuel, measured
by law;
at standard pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees.
(b) For payment of amounts to be expended pursuant to
(7) Beginning July 1, 2015, an additional and cumulative tax
appropriations for the administrative expenses of the offices of
rate of five cents per each gallon of fuel, measured at standard
state treasurer, state auditor, and the department of licensing of
the state of Washington in the administration of the motor vehicle
pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees.
fuel tax and the special fuel tax, which sums shall be distributed
(8) Beginning July 1, 2016, an additional and cumulative tax
rate of four and two-tenths cents per each gallon of fuel, measured
monthly.
(2) All of the remaining net tax amount collected under RCW
at standard pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees.
(9) Beginning July 1, 2017, an additional and cumulative tax
82.36.025(1) and 82.38.030(1) shall be distributed as set forth in
rate of two and one-half cents per each gallon of fuel, measured
(a) through (j) of this subsection.
at standard pressure and temperature is imposed on fuel licensees.
(a) For distribution to the motor vehicle fund an amount equal
(10) Taxes are imposed when:
to 44.387 percent to be expended for highway purposes of the
(a) Fuel is removed in this state from a terminal if the fuel is
state as defined in RCW 46.68.130;
removed at the rack unless the removal is by a licensed supplier
(b) For distribution to the special category C account, hereby
or distributor for direct delivery to a destination outside of the
created in the motor vehicle fund, an amount equal to 3.2609
state, or the removal is by a fuel supplier for direct delivery to an
percent to be expended for special category C projects. Special
international fuel tax agreement licensee under RCW 82.38.320;
category C projects are category C projects that, due to high cost
(b) Fuel is removed in this state from a refinery if either of the
only, will require bond financing to complete construction.
following applies:
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The following criteria, listed in order of priority, shall be used
in determining which special category C projects have the highest
priority:
(i) Accident experience;
(ii) Fatal accident experience;
(iii) Capacity to move people and goods safely and at
reasonable speeds without undue congestion; and
(iv) Continuity of development of the highway transportation
network.
Moneys deposited in the special category C account in the
motor vehicle fund may be used for payment of debt service on
bonds the proceeds of which are used to finance special category
C projects under this subsection (2)(b);
(c) For distribution to the Puget Sound ferry operations
account in the motor vehicle fund an amount equal to 2.3283
percent;
(d) For distribution to the Puget Sound capital construction
account in the motor vehicle fund an amount equal to 2.3726
percent;
(e) For distribution to the transportation improvement
account in the motor vehicle fund an amount equal to 7.5597
percent;
(f) For distribution to the transportation improvement account
in the motor vehicle fund an amount equal to 5.6739 percent and
expended in accordance with RCW 47.26.086;
(g) For distribution to the cities and towns from the motor
vehicle fund an amount equal to 10.6961 percent in accordance
with RCW 46.68.110;
(h) For distribution to the counties from the motor vehicle
fund an amount equal to 19.2287 percent: (i) Out of which there
shall be distributed from time to time, as directed by the
department of transportation, those sums as may be necessary to
carry out the provisions of RCW 47.56.725; and (ii) less any
amounts appropriated to the county road administration board to
implement the provisions of RCW 47.56.725(4), with the balance
of such county share to be distributed monthly as the same accrues
for distribution in accordance with RCW 46.68.120;
(i) For distribution to the county arterial preservation account,
hereby created in the motor vehicle fund an amount equal to
1.9565 percent. These funds shall be distributed by the county
road administration board to counties in proportions
corresponding to the number of paved arterial lane miles in the
unincorporated area of each county and shall be used for
improvements to sustain the structural, safety, and operational
integrity of county arterials. The county road administration
board shall adopt reasonable rules and develop policies to
implement this program and to assure that a pavement
management system is used;
(j) For distribution to the rural arterial trust account in the
motor vehicle fund an amount equal to 2.5363 percent and
expended in accordance with RCW 36.79.020.
(3) The remaining net tax amount collected under RCW
82.36.025(2) and 82.38.030(2) shall be distributed to the
transportation 2003 account (nickel account).
(4) The remaining net tax amount collected under RCW
82.36.025(3) and 82.38.030(3) shall be distributed as follows:
(a) 8.3333 percent shall be distributed to the incorporated
cities and towns of the state in accordance with RCW 46.68.110;
(b) 8.3333 percent shall be distributed to counties of the state
in accordance with RCW 46.68.120; and
(c) The remainder shall be distributed to the transportation
partnership account created in RCW 46.68.290.
(5) The remaining net tax amount collected under RCW
82.36.025(4) and 82.38.030(4) shall be distributed as follows:
(a) 8.3333 percent shall be distributed to the incorporated
cities and towns of the state in accordance with RCW 46.68.110;

(b) 8.3333 percent shall be distributed to counties of the state
in accordance with RCW 46.68.120; and
(c) The remainder shall be distributed to the transportation
partnership account created in RCW 46.68.290.
(6) The remaining net tax amount collected under RCW
82.36.025 (5) and (6) and 82.38.030 (5) and (6) shall be
distributed to the transportation partnership account created in
RCW 46.68.290.
(7) The remaining net tax amount collected under RCW
82.36.025(7) and 82.38.030(7) shall be distributed to the
connecting Washington account created in section 106 of this act.
(8) Nothing in this section or in RCW 46.68.130 may be
construed so as to violate any terms or conditions contained in
any highway construction bond issues now or hereafter
authorized by statute and whose payment is by such statute
pledged to be paid from any excise taxes on motor vehicle fuel
and special fuels.
Sec. 105. RCW 46.68.090 and 2013 c 225 s 645 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) All moneys that have accrued or may accrue to the motor
vehicle fund from the motor vehicle fuel tax and special fuel tax
must be first expended for purposes enumerated in (a) and (b) of
this subsection. The remaining net tax amount must be distributed
monthly by the state treasurer in accordance with subsections (2)
through (((7))) (8) of this section.
(a) For payment of refunds of motor vehicle fuel tax and
special fuel tax that has been paid and is refundable as provided
by law;
(b) For payment of amounts to be expended pursuant to
appropriations for the administrative expenses of the offices of
state treasurer, state auditor, and the department of licensing of
the state of Washington in the administration of the motor vehicle
fuel tax and the special fuel tax, which sums must be distributed
monthly.
(2) All of the remaining net tax amount collected under RCW
82.38.030(1) must be distributed as set forth in (a) through (j) of
this subsection.
(a) For distribution to the motor vehicle fund an amount equal
to 44.387 percent to be expended for highway purposes of the
state as defined in RCW 46.68.130;
(b)(i) For distribution to the special category C account,
hereby created in the motor vehicle fund, an amount equal to
3.2609 percent to be expended for special category C projects.
Special category C projects are category C projects that, due to
high cost only, will require bond financing to complete
construction.
(ii) The following criteria, listed in order of priority, must be
used in determining which special category C projects have the
highest priority:
(A) Accident experience;
(B) Fatal accident experience;
(C) Capacity to move people and goods safely and at
reasonable speeds without undue congestion; and
(D) Continuity of development of the highway transportation
network.
(iii) Moneys deposited in the special category C account in
the motor vehicle fund may be used for payment of debt service
on bonds the proceeds of which are used to finance special
category C projects under this subsection (2)(b);
(c) For distribution to the Puget Sound ferry operations
account in the motor vehicle fund an amount equal to 2.3283
percent;
(d) For distribution to the Puget Sound capital construction
account in the motor vehicle fund an amount equal to 2.3726
percent;
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(1) The connecting Washington account is created in the
(e) For distribution to the transportation improvement
account in the motor vehicle fund an amount equal to 7.5597
motor vehicle fund. Moneys in the account may be spent only
percent;
after appropriation. Expenditures from the account must be used
(f) For distribution to the transportation improvement account
only for projects or improvements identified as connecting
in the motor vehicle fund an amount equal to 5.6739 percent and
Washington projects or improvements in a transportation
expended in accordance with RCW 47.26.086;
appropriations act, including any principal and interest on bonds
(g) For distribution to the cities and towns from the motor
authorized for the projects or improvements.
vehicle fund an amount equal to 10.6961 percent in accordance
(2) Moneys in the connecting Washington account and any
with RCW 46.68.110;
other revenue generated from this act may not be expended on the
(h) For distribution to the counties from the motor vehicle
state route number 99 Alaskan Way viaduct replacement project.
fund an amount equal to 19.2287 percent: (i) Out of which there
Sec. 107. RCW 43.84.092 and 2014 c 112 s 106, 2014 c 74
must be distributed from time to time, as directed by the
s 5, and 2014 c 32 s 6 are each reenacted and amended to read as
department of transportation, those sums as may be necessary to
follows:
carry out the provisions of RCW 47.56.725; and (ii) less any
(1) All earnings of investments of surplus balances in the state
amounts appropriated to the county road administration board to
treasury shall be deposited to the treasury income account, which
implement the provisions of RCW 47.56.725(4), with the balance
account is hereby established in the state treasury.
of such county share to be distributed monthly as the same accrues
(2) The treasury income account shall be utilized to pay or
for distribution in accordance with RCW 46.68.120;
receive funds associated with federal programs as required by the
(i) For distribution to the county arterial preservation account,
federal cash management improvement act of 1990. The treasury
hereby created in the motor vehicle fund an amount equal to
income account is subject in all respects to chapter 43.88 RCW,
1.9565 percent. These funds must be distributed by the county
but no appropriation is required for refunds or allocations of
road administration board to counties in proportions
interest earnings required by the cash management improvement
corresponding to the number of paved arterial lane miles in the
act. Refunds of interest to the federal treasury required under the
unincorporated area of each county and must be used for
cash management improvement act fall under RCW 43.88.180
improvements to sustain the structural, safety, and operational
and shall not require appropriation. The office of financial
integrity of county arterials. The county road administration
management shall determine the amounts due to or from the
board must adopt reasonable rules and develop policies to
federal government pursuant to the cash management
implement this program and to assure that a pavement
improvement act. The office of financial management may direct
management system is used;
transfers of funds between accounts as deemed necessary to
(j) For distribution to the rural arterial trust account in the
implement the provisions of the cash management improvement
motor vehicle fund an amount equal to 2.5363 percent and
act, and this subsection. Refunds or allocations shall occur prior
expended in accordance with RCW 36.79.020.
to the distributions of earnings set forth in subsection (4) of this
(3) The remaining net tax amount collected under RCW
section.
82.38.030(2) must be distributed to the transportation 2003
(3) Except for the provisions of RCW 43.84.160, the treasury
account (nickel account).
income account may be utilized for the payment of purchased
(4) The remaining net tax amount collected under RCW
banking services on behalf of treasury funds including, but not
82.38.030(3) must be distributed as follows:
limited to, depository, safekeeping, and disbursement functions
(a) 8.3333 percent must be distributed to the incorporated
for the state treasury and affected state agencies. The treasury
cities and towns of the state in accordance with RCW 46.68.110;
income account is subject in all respects to chapter 43.88 RCW,
(b) 8.3333 percent must be distributed to counties of the state
but no appropriation is required for payments to financial
in accordance with RCW 46.68.120; and
institutions. Payments shall occur prior to distribution of earnings
(c) The remainder must be distributed to the transportation
set forth in subsection (4) of this section.
partnership account created in RCW 46.68.290.
(4) Monthly, the state treasurer shall distribute the earnings
(5) The remaining net tax amount collected under RCW
credited to the treasury income account. The state treasurer shall
82.38.030(4) must be distributed as follows:
credit the general fund with all the earnings credited to the
(a) 8.3333 percent must be distributed to the incorporated
treasury income account except:
cities and towns of the state in accordance with RCW 46.68.110;
(a) The following accounts and funds shall receive their
(b) 8.3333 percent must be distributed to counties of the state
proportionate share of earnings based upon each account's and
in accordance with RCW 46.68.120; and
fund's average daily balance for the period: The aeronautics
(c) The remainder must be distributed to the transportation
account, the aircraft search and rescue account, the Alaskan Way
partnership account created in RCW 46.68.290.
viaduct replacement project account, the brownfield
(6) The remaining net tax amount collected under RCW
redevelopment trust fund account, the budget stabilization
82.38.030 (5) and (6) must be distributed to the transportation
account, the capital vessel replacement account, the capitol
partnership account created in RCW 46.68.290.
building construction account, the Cedar River channel
(7) The remaining net tax amount collected under RCW
construction and operation account, the Central Washington
82.38.030 (7), (8), and (9) must be distributed to the connecting
University capital projects account, the charitable, educational,
Washington account created in section 106 of this act.
penal and reformatory institutions account, the cleanup settlement
(8) Nothing in this section or in RCW 46.68.130 may be
account, the Columbia river basin water supply development
construed so as to violate any terms or conditions contained in
account, the Columbia river basin taxable bond water supply
any highway construction bond issues now or hereafter
development account, the Columbia river basin water supply
authorized by statute and whose payment is by such statute
revenue recovery account, the common school construction fund,
pledged to be paid from any excise taxes on motor vehicle fuel
the community forest trust account, the connecting Washington
and special fuels.
account, the county arterial preservation account, the county
NEW SECTION. Sec. 106. A new section is added to
criminal justice assistance account, the deferred compensation
chapter 46.68 RCW to read as follows:
administrative account, the deferred compensation principal
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account, the department of licensing services account, the
department of retirement systems expense account, the
developmental disabilities community trust account, the diesel
idle reduction account, the drinking water assistance account, the
drinking water assistance administrative account, the drinking
water assistance repayment account, the Eastern Washington
University capital projects account, the Interstate 405 express toll
lanes operations account, the education construction fund, the
education legacy trust account, the election account, the energy
freedom account, the energy recovery act account, the essential
rail assistance account, The Evergreen State College capital
projects account, the federal forest revolving account, the ferry
bond retirement fund, the freight mobility investment account, the
freight mobility multimodal account, the grade crossing
protective fund, the public health services account, the high
capacity transportation account, the state higher education
construction account, the higher education construction account,
the highway bond retirement fund, the highway infrastructure
account, the highway safety fund, the high occupancy toll lanes
operations account, the hospital safety net assessment fund, the
industrial insurance premium refund account, the judges'
retirement account, the judicial retirement administrative
account, the judicial retirement principal account, the local
leasehold excise tax account, the local real estate excise tax
account, the local sales and use tax account, the marine resources
stewardship trust account, the medical aid account, the mobile
home park relocation fund, the motor vehicle fund, the
motorcycle safety education account, the multimodal
transportation account, the multiuse roadway safety account, the
municipal criminal justice assistance account, the natural
resources deposit account, the oyster reserve land account, the
pension funding stabilization account, the perpetual surveillance
and maintenance account, the public employees' retirement
system plan 1 account, the public employees' retirement system
combined plan 2 and plan 3 account, the public facilities
construction loan revolving account beginning July 1, 2004, the
public health supplemental account, the public works assistance
account, the Puget Sound capital construction account, the Puget
Sound ferry operations account, the real estate appraiser
commission account, the recreational vehicle account, the
regional mobility grant program account, the resource
management cost account, the rural arterial trust account, the rural
mobility grant program account, the rural Washington loan fund,
the site closure account, the skilled nursing facility safety net trust
fund, the small city pavement and sidewalk account, the special
category C account, the special wildlife account, the state
employees' insurance account, the state employees' insurance
reserve account, the state investment board expense account, the
state investment board commingled trust fund accounts, the state
patrol highway account, the state route number 520 civil penalties
account, the state route number 520 corridor account, the state
wildlife account, the supplemental pension account, the Tacoma
Narrows toll bridge account, the teachers' retirement system plan
1 account, the teachers' retirement system combined plan 2 and
plan 3 account, the tobacco prevention and control account, the
tobacco settlement account, the toll facility bond retirement
account, the transportation 2003 account (nickel account), the
transportation equipment fund, the transportation fund, the
transportation improvement account, the transportation
improvement board bond retirement account, the transportation
infrastructure account, the transportation partnership account, the
traumatic brain injury account, the tuition recovery trust fund, the
University of Washington bond retirement fund, the University of
Washington building account, the volunteer firefighters' and
reserve officers' relief and pension principal fund, the volunteer
firefighters' and reserve officers' administrative fund, the

Washington judicial retirement system account, the Washington
law enforcement officers' and firefighters' system plan 1
retirement account, the Washington law enforcement officers' and
firefighters' system plan 2 retirement account, the Washington
public safety employees' plan 2 retirement account, the
Washington school employees' retirement system combined plan
2 and 3 account, the Washington state health insurance pool
account, the Washington state patrol retirement account, the
Washington State University building account, the Washington
State University bond retirement fund, the water pollution control
revolving administration account, the water pollution control
revolving fund, the Western Washington University capital
projects account, the Yakima integrated plan implementation
account, the Yakima integrated plan implementation revenue
recovery account, and the Yakima integrated plan implementation
taxable bond account. Earnings derived from investing balances
of the agricultural permanent fund, the normal school permanent
fund, the permanent common school fund, the scientific
permanent fund, the state university permanent fund, and the state
reclamation revolving account shall be allocated to their
respective beneficiary accounts.
(b) Any state agency that has independent authority over
accounts or funds not statutorily required to be held in the state
treasury that deposits funds into a fund or account in the state
treasury pursuant to an agreement with the office of the state
treasurer shall receive its proportionate share of earnings based
upon each account's or fund's average daily balance for the period.
(5) In conformance with Article II, section 37 of the state
Constitution, no treasury accounts or funds shall be allocated
earnings without the specific affirmative directive of this section.
Sec. 108. RCW 43.84.092 and 2014 c 112 s 107, 2014 c 74
s 6, and 2014 c 32 s 7 are each reenacted and amended to read as
follows:
(1) All earnings of investments of surplus balances in the state
treasury shall be deposited to the treasury income account, which
account is hereby established in the state treasury.
(2) The treasury income account shall be utilized to pay or
receive funds associated with federal programs as required by the
federal cash management improvement act of 1990. The treasury
income account is subject in all respects to chapter 43.88 RCW,
but no appropriation is required for refunds or allocations of
interest earnings required by the cash management improvement
act. Refunds of interest to the federal treasury required under the
cash management improvement act fall under RCW 43.88.180
and shall not require appropriation. The office of financial
management shall determine the amounts due to or from the
federal government pursuant to the cash management
improvement act. The office of financial management may direct
transfers of funds between accounts as deemed necessary to
implement the provisions of the cash management improvement
act, and this subsection. Refunds or allocations shall occur prior
to the distributions of earnings set forth in subsection (4) of this
section.
(3) Except for the provisions of RCW 43.84.160, the treasury
income account may be utilized for the payment of purchased
banking services on behalf of treasury funds including, but not
limited to, depository, safekeeping, and disbursement functions
for the state treasury and affected state agencies. The treasury
income account is subject in all respects to chapter 43.88 RCW,
but no appropriation is required for payments to financial
institutions. Payments shall occur prior to distribution of earnings
set forth in subsection (4) of this section.
(4) Monthly, the state treasurer shall distribute the earnings
credited to the treasury income account. The state treasurer shall
credit the general fund with all the earnings credited to the
treasury income account except:
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employees' insurance account, the state employees' insurance
(a) The following accounts and funds shall receive their
reserve account, the state investment board expense account, the
proportionate share of earnings based upon each account's and
state investment board commingled trust fund accounts, the state
fund's average daily balance for the period: The aeronautics
patrol highway account, the state route number 520 civil penalties
account, the aircraft search and rescue account, the Alaskan Way
account, the state route number 520 corridor account, the state
viaduct replacement project account, the brownfield
wildlife account, the supplemental pension account, the Tacoma
redevelopment trust fund account, the budget stabilization
Narrows toll bridge account, the teachers' retirement system plan
account, the capital vessel replacement account, the capitol
1 account, the teachers' retirement system combined plan 2 and
building construction account, the Cedar River channel
plan 3 account, the tobacco prevention and control account, the
construction and operation account, the Central Washington
tobacco settlement account, the toll facility bond retirement
University capital projects account, the charitable, educational,
account, the transportation 2003 account (nickel account), the
penal and reformatory institutions account, the cleanup settlement
transportation equipment fund, the transportation fund, the
account, the Columbia river basin water supply development
transportation improvement account, the transportation
account, the Columbia river basin taxable bond water supply
improvement board bond retirement account, the transportation
development account, the Columbia river basin water supply
infrastructure account, the transportation partnership account, the
revenue recovery account, the Columbia river crossing project
traumatic brain injury account, the tuition recovery trust fund, the
account, the common school construction fund, the community
University of Washington bond retirement fund, the University of
forest trust account, the connecting Washington account, the
Washington building account, the volunteer firefighters' and
county arterial preservation account, the county criminal justice
reserve officers' relief and pension principal fund, the volunteer
assistance account, the deferred compensation administrative
firefighters' and reserve officers' administrative fund, the
account, the deferred compensation principal account, the
Washington judicial retirement system account, the Washington
department of licensing services account, the department of
law enforcement officers' and firefighters' system plan 1
retirement systems expense account, the developmental
retirement account, the Washington law enforcement officers' and
disabilities community trust account, the diesel idle reduction
firefighters' system plan 2 retirement account, the Washington
account, the drinking water assistance account, the drinking water
public safety employees' plan 2 retirement account, the
assistance administrative account, the drinking water assistance
Washington school employees' retirement system combined plan
repayment account, the Eastern Washington University capital
2 and 3 account, the Washington state health insurance pool
projects account, the Interstate 405 express toll lanes operations
account, the Washington state patrol retirement account, the
account, the education construction fund, the education legacy
Washington State University building account, the Washington
trust account, the election account, the energy freedom account,
State University bond retirement fund, the water pollution control
the energy recovery act account, the essential rail assistance
revolving administration account, the water pollution control
account, The Evergreen State College capital projects account,
revolving fund, the Western Washington University capital
the federal forest revolving account, the ferry bond retirement
projects account, the Yakima integrated plan implementation
fund, the freight mobility investment account, the freight mobility
account, the Yakima integrated plan implementation revenue
multimodal account, the grade crossing protective fund, the
recovery account, and the Yakima integrated plan implementation
public health services account, the high capacity transportation
taxable bond account. Earnings derived from investing balances
account, the state higher education construction account, the
of the agricultural permanent fund, the normal school permanent
higher education construction account, the highway bond
fund, the permanent common school fund, the scientific
retirement fund, the highway infrastructure account, the highway
permanent fund, the state university permanent fund, and the state
safety fund, the high occupancy toll lanes operations account, the
reclamation revolving account shall be allocated to their
hospital safety net assessment fund, the industrial insurance
respective beneficiary accounts.
premium refund account, the judges' retirement account, the
(b) Any state agency that has independent authority over
judicial retirement administrative account, the judicial retirement
accounts or funds not statutorily required to be held in the state
principal account, the local leasehold excise tax account, the local
treasury that deposits funds into a fund or account in the state
real estate excise tax account, the local sales and use tax account,
treasury pursuant to an agreement with the office of the state
the marine resources stewardship trust account, the medical aid
treasurer shall receive its proportionate share of earnings based
account, the mobile home park relocation fund, the motor vehicle
upon each account's or fund's average daily balance for the period.
fund, the motorcycle safety education account, the multimodal
(5) In conformance with Article II, section 37 of the state
transportation account, the multiuse roadway safety account, the
Constitution, no treasury accounts or funds shall be allocated
municipal criminal justice assistance account, the natural
earnings without the specific affirmative directive of this section.
resources deposit account, the oyster reserve land account, the
pension funding stabilization account, the perpetual surveillance
and maintenance account, the public employees' retirement
Nonhighway Refunds
Sec. 109. RCW 46.09.520 and 2010 1st sp.s. c 37 s 936 and
system plan 1 account, the public employees' retirement system
2010 c 161 s 222 are each reenacted and amended to read as
combined plan 2 and plan 3 account, the public facilities
follows:
construction loan revolving account beginning July 1, 2004, the
(1) From time to time, but at least once each year, the state
public health supplemental account, the public works assistance
treasurer shall refund from the motor vehicle fund one percent of
account, the Puget Sound capital construction account, the Puget
the motor vehicle fuel tax revenues collected under chapter 82.36
Sound ferry operations account, the real estate appraiser
RCW, based on a tax rate of: (a) Nineteen cents per gallon of
commission account, the recreational vehicle account, the
motor vehicle fuel from July 1, 2003, through June 30, 2005; (b)
regional mobility grant program account, the resource
twenty cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel from July 1, 2005,
management cost account, the rural arterial trust account, the rural
through June 30, 2007; (c) twenty-one cents per gallon of motor
mobility grant program account, the rural Washington loan fund,
vehicle fuel from July 1, 2007, through June 30, 2009; (d) twentythe site closure account, the skilled nursing facility safety net trust
two cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel from July 1, 2009,
fund, the small city pavement and sidewalk account, the special
through June 30, 2011; ((and)) (e) twenty-three cents per gallon
category C account, the special wildlife account, the state
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of motor vehicle fuel beginning July 1, 2011; and (f) twenty-eight
cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel beginning July 1, 2015, and
thereafter, less proper deductions for refunds and costs of
collection as provided in RCW 46.68.090.
(2) The treasurer shall place these funds in the general fund
as follows:
(a) Thirty-six percent shall be credited to the ORV and
nonhighway vehicle account and administered by the department
of natural resources solely for acquisition, planning,
development, maintenance, and management of ORV,
nonmotorized, and nonhighway road recreation facilities, and
information programs and maintenance of nonhighway roads;
(b) Three and one-half percent shall be credited to the ORV
and nonhighway vehicle account and administered by the
department of fish and wildlife solely for the acquisition,
planning, development, maintenance, and management of ORV,
nonmotorized, and nonhighway road recreation facilities and the
maintenance of nonhighway roads;
(c) Two percent shall be credited to the ORV and nonhighway
vehicle account and administered by the parks and recreation
commission solely for the acquisition, planning, development,
maintenance, and management of ORV, nonmotorized, and
nonhighway road recreation facilities; and
(d) Fifty-eight and one-half percent shall be credited to the
nonhighway and off-road vehicle activities program account to be
administered by the board for planning, acquisition, development,
maintenance, and management of ORV, nonmotorized, and
nonhighway road recreation facilities and for education,
information, and law enforcement programs. The funds under this
subsection shall be expended in accordance with the following
limitations:
(i) Not more than thirty percent may be expended for
education, information, and law enforcement programs under this
chapter;
(ii) Not less than seventy percent may be expended for ORV,
nonmotorized, and nonhighway road recreation facilities. Except
as provided in (d)(iii) of this subsection, of this amount:
(A) Not less than thirty percent, together with the funds the
board receives under RCW 46.68.045, may be expended for ORV
recreation facilities;
(B) Not less than thirty percent may be expended for
nonmotorized recreation facilities. Funds expended under this
subsection (2)(d)(ii)(B) shall be known as Ira Spring outdoor
recreation facilities funds; and
(C) Not less than thirty percent may be expended for
nonhighway road recreation facilities;
(iii) The board may waive the minimum percentage cited in
(d)(ii) of this subsection due to insufficient requests for funds or
projects that score low in the board's project evaluation. Funds
remaining after such a waiver must be allocated in accordance
with board policy.
(3) On a yearly basis an agency may not, except as provided
in RCW 46.68.045, expend more than ten percent of the funds it
receives under this chapter for general administration expenses
incurred in carrying out this chapter.
(4) During the 2009-2011 fiscal biennium, the legislature may
appropriate such amounts as reflect the excess fund balance in the
NOVA account to the department of natural resources to install
consistent off-road vehicle signage at department-managed
recreation sites, and to implement the recreation opportunities on
department-managed lands in the Reiter block and Ahtanum state
forest, and to the state parks and recreation commission. The
legislature finds that the appropriation of funds from the NOVA
account during the 2009-2011 fiscal biennium for maintenance
and operation of state parks or to improve accessibility for boaters
and off-road vehicle users at state parks will benefit boaters and

off-road vehicle users and others who use nonhighway and
nonmotorized recreational facilities. The appropriations under
this subsection are not required to follow the specific distribution
specified in subsection (2) of this section.
Sec. 110. RCW 46.09.520 and 2015 c ... s 109 (section 109
of this act) are each amended to read as follows:
(1) From time to time, but at least once each year, the state
treasurer must refund from the motor vehicle fund one percent of
the motor vehicle fuel tax revenues collected under chapter 82.38
RCW, based on a tax rate of: (a) Nineteen cents per gallon of
motor vehicle fuel from July 1, 2003, through June 30, 2005; (b)
twenty cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel from July 1, 2005,
through June 30, 2007; (c) twenty-one cents per gallon of motor
vehicle fuel from July 1, 2007, through June 30, 2009; (d) twentytwo cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel from July 1, 2009,
through June 30, 2011; (e) twenty-three cents per gallon of motor
vehicle fuel beginning July 1, 2011; ((and)) (f) twenty-eight cents
per gallon of motor vehicle fuel beginning July 1, 2015; (g) thirtytwo and two-tenths cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel
beginning July 1, 2016; and (h) thirty-four and seven-tenths cents
per gallon of motor vehicle fuel beginning July 1, 2017, and
thereafter, less proper deductions for refunds and costs of
collection as provided in RCW 46.68.090.
(2) The treasurer must place these funds in the general fund
as follows:
(a) Thirty-six percent must be credited to the ORV and
nonhighway vehicle account and administered by the department
of natural resources solely for acquisition, planning,
development, maintenance, and management of ORV,
nonmotorized, and nonhighway road recreation facilities, and
information programs and maintenance of nonhighway roads;
(b) Three and one-half percent must be credited to the ORV
and nonhighway vehicle account and administered by the
department of fish and wildlife solely for the acquisition,
planning, development, maintenance, and management of ORV,
nonmotorized, and nonhighway road recreation facilities and the
maintenance of nonhighway roads;
(c) Two percent must be credited to the ORV and nonhighway
vehicle account and administered by the parks and recreation
commission solely for the acquisition, planning, development,
maintenance, and management of ORV, nonmotorized, and
nonhighway road recreation facilities; and
(d) Fifty-eight and one-half percent must be credited to the
nonhighway and off-road vehicle activities program account to be
administered by the board for planning, acquisition, development,
maintenance, and management of ORV, nonmotorized, and
nonhighway road recreation facilities and for education,
information, and law enforcement programs. The funds under this
subsection must be expended in accordance with the following
limitations:
(i) Not more than thirty percent may be expended for
education, information, and law enforcement programs under this
chapter;
(ii) Not less than seventy percent may be expended for ORV,
nonmotorized, and nonhighway road recreation facilities. Except
as provided in (d)(iii) of this subsection, of this amount:
(A) Not less than thirty percent, together with the funds the
board receives under RCW 46.68.045, may be expended for ORV
recreation facilities;
(B) Not less than thirty percent may be expended for
nonmotorized recreation facilities. Funds expended under this
subsection (2)(d)(ii)(B) are known as Ira Spring outdoor
recreation facilities funds; and
(C) Not less than thirty percent may be expended for
nonhighway road recreation facilities;
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(8) thirty-four and seven-tenths cents per gallon of motor vehicle
(iii) The board may waive the minimum percentage cited in
(d)(ii) of this subsection due to insufficient requests for funds or
fuel beginning July 1, 2017, and thereafter, to the recreation
resource account and the remainder to the motor vehicle fund.
projects that score low in the board's project evaluation. Funds
remaining after such a waiver must be allocated in accordance
with board policy.
Handling Loss Deduction
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 113.
RCW 82.38.083
(3) On a yearly basis an agency may not, except as provided
(Deductions—Handling losses—Reports) and 2013 c 225 s 205
in RCW 46.68.045, expend more than ten percent of the funds it
are each repealed.
receives under this chapter for general administration expenses
incurred in carrying out this chapter.
PART II
(4) During the 2009-2011 fiscal biennium, the legislature may
FEES
appropriate such amounts as reflect the excess fund balance in the
License Fees By Weight & Freight Project Fee
Sec. 201. RCW 46.17.355 and 2011 c 171 s 61 are each
NOVA account to the department of natural resources to install
amended to read as follows:
consistent off-road vehicle signage at department-managed
(1) In lieu of the vehicle license fee required under RCW
recreation sites, and to implement the recreation opportunities on
department-managed lands in the Reiter block and Ahtanum state
46.17.350 and before accepting an application for a vehicle
registration for motor vehicles described in RCW 46.16A.455, the
forest, and to the state parks and recreation commission. The
department, county auditor or other agent, or subagent appointed
legislature finds that the appropriation of funds from the NOVA
by the director shall require the applicant, unless specifically
account during the 2009-2011 fiscal biennium for maintenance
exempt, to pay the following license fee by weight:
and operation of state parks or to improve accessibility for boaters
and off-road vehicle users at state parks will benefit boaters and
off-road vehicle users and others who use nonhighway and
WEIGHT
SCHEDULE A
SCHEDULE B
4,000 pounds (($ 38.00)) $ 53.00 (($ 38.00)) $ 53.00
nonmotorized recreational facilities. The appropriations under
this subsection are not required to follow the specific distribution
6,000 pounds (($ 48.00)) $ 73.00 (($ 48.00)) $ 73.00
8,000 pounds (($ 58.00)) $ 93.00 (($ 58.00)) $ 93.00
specified in subsection (2) of this section.
10,000 pounds (($ 60.00)) $ 93.00 (($ 60.00)) $ 93.00
Sec. 111. RCW 46.10.530 and 2003 c 361 s 408 are each
amended to read as follows:
12,000 pounds (($ 77.00)) $ 81.00 (($ 77.00)) $ 81.00
From time to time, but at least once each four years, the
14,000 pounds
$ 88.00
$ 88.00
department shall determine the amount of moneys paid to it as
16,000 pounds
$ 100.00
$ 100.00
motor vehicle fuel tax that is tax on snowmobile fuel. Such
18,000 pounds
$ 152.00
$ 152.00
determination shall use one hundred thirty-five gallons as the
20,000 pounds
$ 169.00
$ 169.00
average yearly fuel usage per snowmobile, the number of
22,000 pounds
$ 183.00
$ 183.00
registered snowmobiles during the calendar year under
24,000 pounds
$ 198.00
$ 198.00
determination, and a fuel tax rate of: (1) Nineteen cents per gallon
26,000 pounds
$ 209.00
$ 209.00
of motor vehicle fuel from July 1, 2003, through June 30, 2005;
28,000 pounds
$ 247.00
$ 247.00
(2) twenty cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel from July 1,
30,000 pounds
$ 285.00
$ 285.00
2005, through June 30, 2007; (3) twenty-one cents per gallon of
32,000 pounds
$ 344.00
$ 344.00
motor vehicle fuel from July 1, 2007, through June 30, 2009; (4)
34,000 pounds
$ 366.00
$ 366.00
twenty-two cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel from July 1,
36,000 pounds
$ 397.00
$ 397.00
2009, through June 30, 2011; ((and)) (5) twenty-three cents per
38,000 pounds
$ 436.00
$ 436.00
gallon of motor vehicle fuel beginning July 1, 2011; (6) twenty40,000 pounds
$ 499.00
$ 499.00
eight cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel beginning July 1,
42,000 pounds
$ 519.00
$ 609.00
44,000 pounds
$ 530.00
$ 620.00
2015; (7) thirty-two and two-tenths cents per gallon of motor
46,000 pounds
$ 570.00
$ 660.00
vehicle fuel beginning July 1, 2016; and (8) thirty-four and seventenths cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel beginning July 1,
48,000 pounds
$ 594.00
$ 684.00
2017, and thereafter.
50,000 pounds
$ 645.00
$ 735.00
52,000 pounds
$ 678.00
$ 768.00
Sec. 112. RCW 79A.25.070 and 2010 c 23 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
54,000 pounds
$ 732.00
$ 822.00
56,000 pounds
$ 773.00
$ 863.00
Upon expiration of the time limited by RCW 82.36.330 for
58,000 pounds
$ 804.00
$ 894.00
claiming of refunds of tax on marine fuel, the state of Washington
shall succeed to the right to such refunds. The director of
60,000 pounds
$ 857.00
$ 947.00
62,000 pounds
$ 919.00
$ 1,009.00
licensing, after taking into account past and anticipated claims for
64,000 pounds
$ 939.00
$ 1,029.00
refunds from and deposits to the marine fuel tax refund account,
shall request the state treasurer to transfer monthly from the
66,000 pounds
$ 1,046.00
$ 1,136.00
68,000 pounds
$ 1,091.00
$ 1,181.00
marine fuel tax refund account an amount equal to the proportion
70,000 pounds
$ 1,175.00
$ 1,265.00
of the moneys in the account representing a motor vehicle fuel tax
rate of: (1) Nineteen cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel from
72,000 pounds
$ 1,257.00
$ 1,347.00
74,000 pounds
$ 1,366.00
$ 1,456.00
July 1, 2003, through June 30, 2005; (2) twenty cents per gallon
76,000 pounds
$ 1,476.00
$ 1,566.00
of motor vehicle fuel from July 1, 2005, through June 30, 2007;
78,000 pounds
$ 1,612.00
$ 1,702.00
(3) twenty-one cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel from July 1,
80,000 pounds
$ 1,740.00
$ 1,830.00
2007, through June 30, 2009; (4) twenty-two cents per gallon of
82,000 pounds
$ 1,861.00
$ 1,951.00
motor vehicle fuel from July 1, 2009, through June 30, 2011;
84,000 pounds
$ 1,981.00
$ 2,071.00
((and)) (5) twenty-three cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel
86,000 pounds
$ 2,102.00
$ 2,192.00
beginning July 1, 2011; (6) twenty-eight cents per gallon of motor
88,000 pounds
$ 2,223.00
$ 2,313.00
vehicle fuel beginning July 1, 2015; (7) thirty-two and two-tenths
90,000 pounds
$ 2,344.00
$ 2,434.00
cents per gallon of motor vehicle fuel beginning July 1, 2016; and
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WEIGHT
92,000 pounds
94,000 pounds
96,000 pounds
98,000 pounds
100,000 pounds
102,000 pounds
104,000 pounds
105,500 pounds

SCHEDULE A
$ 2,464.00
$ 2,585.00
$ 2,706.00
$ 2,827.00
$ 2,947.00
$ 3,068.00
$ 3,189.00
$ 3,310.00

SCHEDULE B
$ 2,554.00
$ 2,675.00
$ 2,796.00
$ 2,917.00
$ 3,037.00
$ 3,158.00
$ 3,279.00
$ 3,400.00

(2) Schedule A applies to vehicles either used exclusively for
hauling logs or that do not tow trailers. Schedule B applies to
vehicles that tow trailers and are not covered under Schedule A.
(3) If the resultant gross weight is not listed in the table
provided in subsection (1) of this section, it must be increased to
the next higher weight.
(4) The license fees provided in subsection (1) of this section
and the freight project fee provided in subsection (6) of this
section are in addition to the filing fee required under RCW
46.17.005 and any other fee or tax required by law.
(5) The license fee based on declared gross weight as
provided in subsection (1) of this section must be distributed
under RCW 46.68.035.
(6) In addition to the license fee based on declared gross
weight as provided in subsection (1) of this section, the
department, county auditor or other agent, or subagent appointed
by the director must require an applicant with a vehicle with a
declared gross weight of more than 10,000 pounds, unless
specifically exempt, to pay a freight project fee equal to fifteen
percent of the license fee provided in subsection (1) of this
section, rounded to the nearest whole dollar, which must be
distributed under RCW 46.68.035.
(7) Beginning July 1, 2022, in addition to the license fee based
on declared gross weight as provided in subsection (1) of this
section, the department, county auditor or other agent, or subagent
appointed by the director must require an applicant with a vehicle
with a declared gross weight of less than or equal to 12,000
pounds, unless specifically exempt, to pay an additional weight
fee of eight dollars, which must be distributed under RCW
46.68.035.
Passenger Vehicle Weight Fees
Sec. 202. RCW 46.17.365 and 2010 c 161 s 533 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) A person applying for a motor vehicle registration and
paying the vehicle license fee required in RCW 46.17.350(1) (a),
(d), (e), (h), (j), (n), and (o) shall pay a motor vehicle weight fee
in addition to all other fees and taxes required by law. The motor
vehicle weight fee:
(a) Must be based on the motor vehicle scale weight as
follows:
WEIGHT
4,000 pounds
6,000 pounds
8,000 pounds
16,000 pounds and
over

FEE
$ 25.00
$ 45.00
$ 65.00
$ 72.00;

(b) ((Is the difference determined by subtracting the vehicle
license fee required in RCW 46.17.350 from the license fee in
Schedule B of RCW 46.17.355, plus two dollars)) If the resultant
motor vehicle scale weight is not listed in the table provided in
(a) of this subsection, must be increased to the next highest
weight; and

(c) Must be distributed under RCW 46.68.415.
(2) A person applying for a motor home vehicle registration
shall, in lieu of the motor vehicle weight fee required in
subsection (1) of this section, pay a motor home vehicle weight
fee of seventy-five dollars in addition to all other fees and taxes
required by law. The motor home vehicle weight fee must be
distributed under RCW 46.68.415.
(3) Beginning July 1, 2022, in addition to the motor vehicle
weight fee as provided in subsection (1) of this section, the
department, county auditor or other agent, or subagent appointed
by the director must require an applicant to pay an additional
weight fee of eight dollars, which must be distributed to the
multimodal transportation account under RCW 47.66.070.
(4) The department shall:
(a) Rely on motor vehicle empty scale weights provided by
vehicle manufacturers, or other sources defined by the
department, to determine the weight of each motor vehicle; and
(b) Adopt rules for determining weight for vehicles without
manufacturer empty scale weights.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 203. Sections 201 and 202 of this
act apply to vehicle registrations that are due or become due on or
after July 1, 2016.
Electric Vehicle Fee
Sec. 204. RCW 46.17.323 and 2012 c 74 s 10 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Before accepting an application for an annual vehicle
registration renewal for ((an electric)) a vehicle that uses
((propulsion units powered solely by)) at least one method of
propulsion that is capable of being reenergized by an external
source of electricity, the department, county auditor or other
agent, or subagent appointed by the director must require the
applicant to pay a one hundred dollar fee in addition to any other
fees and taxes required by law. The one hundred dollar fee is due
only at the time of annual registration renewal.
(2) This section only applies to:
(a) A vehicle that is designed to have the capability to drive
at a speed of more than thirty-five miles per hour; and
(b) An annual vehicle registration renewal that is due on or
after February 1, 2013.
(3)(a) The fee under this section is imposed to provide funds
to mitigate the impact of vehicles on state roads and highways and
for the purpose of evaluating the feasibility of transitioning from
a revenue collection system based on fuel taxes to a road user
assessment system, and is separate and distinct from other vehicle
license fees. Proceeds from the fee must be ((used for highway
purposes, and)) deposited into the transportation innovative
partnership account created in RCW 47.29.230 for the purpose of
creating and funding the Washington electric vehicle
infrastructure bank as provided in section 403 of this act. By July
1, 2026, or once the total number of electric vehicles subject to
this fee has reached one-half of one percent of the state's total
registered vehicle fleet, whichever occurs first, proceeds must be
deposited in the motor vehicle fund created in RCW 46.68.070((,
subject to)) and distributed in the manner provided in (b) of this
subsection.
(b) ((If in any year the amount of proceeds from the fee
collected under this section exceeds one million dollars, the
excess amount over one million dollars must be deposited)) Any
fee proceeds eligible for deposit in the motor vehicle fund must
be distributed as follows:
(i) Seventy percent to the motor vehicle fund created in RCW
46.68.070;
(ii) Fifteen percent to the transportation improvement account
created in RCW 47.26.084; and
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(a) "P" restricts the driver from operating a bus with
(iii) Fifteen percent to the rural arterial trust account created
passengers;
in RCW 36.79.020.
(b) "X" restricts the driver from operating a tank vehicle that
NEW SECTION. Sec. 205. Section 204 of this act applies
contains cargo; and
to vehicle registrations that are due or become due on or after July
(c) Any restriction as established by rule of the department.
1, 2017.
(7) The holder of a CLP is not authorized to operate a
commercial motor vehicle transporting hazardous materials.
Commercial Driver's License Fees
(8) A CLP may not be issued for a period to exceed one
Sec. 206. RCW 46.25.052 and 2013 c 224 s 5 are each
hundred eighty days. The department may renew the CLP for one
amended to read as follows:
additional one hundred eighty-day period without requiring the
(1) The department may issue a CLP to an applicant who is at
CLP holder to retake the general and endorsement knowledge
least eighteen years of age and holds a valid Washington state
examinations.
driver's license and who has:
(9) The department must transmit the fees collected for CLPs
(a) Submitted an application on a form or in a format provided
to the state treasurer for deposit in the highway safety fund.
by the department;
Sec. 207. RCW 46.25.060 and 2013 c 224 s 6 are each
(b) Passed the general knowledge examination required for
amended to read as follows:
issuance of a CDL under RCW 46.25.060 for the commercial
(1)(a) No person may be issued a commercial driver's license
motor vehicle classification in which the applicant operates or
unless that person:
expects to operate; and
(i) Is a resident of this state;
(c) Paid the appropriate examination fee or fees and an
(ii) Has successfully completed a course of instruction in the
application fee of ((ten)) forty dollars.
operation of a commercial motor vehicle that has been approved
(2) A CLP must be marked "commercial learner's permit" or
by the director or has been certified by an employer as having the
"CLP," and must be, to the maximum extent practicable,
skills and training necessary to operate a commercial motor
tamperproof. Other than a photograph of the applicant, it must
vehicle safely;
include, but not be limited to, the information required on a CDL
(iii) If he or she does not hold a valid commercial driver's
under RCW 46.25.080(1).
license of the appropriate classification, has been issued a
(3) The holder of a CLP may drive a commercial motor
commercial learner's permit under RCW 46.25.052; and
vehicle on a highway only when in possession of a valid driver's
(iv) Has passed a knowledge and skills examination for
license and accompanied by the holder of a valid CDL who has
driving a commercial motor vehicle that complies with minimum
the proper CDL classification and endorsement or endorsements
federal standards established by federal regulation enumerated in
necessary to operate the commercial motor vehicle. The CDL
49 C.F.R. Part 383, subparts F, G, and H, in addition to other
holder must at all times be physically present in the front seat of
requirements imposed by state law or federal regulation. The
the vehicle next to the CLP holder or, in the case of a passenger
department may not allow the person to take the skills
vehicle, directly behind or in the first row behind the driver and
examination during the first fourteen days after initial issuance of
must have the CLP holder under observation and direct
the person's commercial learner's permit. The examinations must
supervision.
be prescribed and conducted by the department.
(4) A CLP may be classified in the same manner as a CDL
(b) In addition to the fee charged for issuance or renewal of
under RCW 46.25.080(2)(a).
any license, the applicant shall pay a fee of no more than ((ten))
(5) CLPs may be issued with only P, S, or N endorsements as
described in RCW 46.25.080(2)(b).
thirty-five dollars for ((each)) the classified knowledge
(a) The holder of a CLP with a P endorsement must have
examination, classified endorsement knowledge examination, or
taken and passed the P endorsement knowledge examination. The
any combination of classified license and endorsement
holder of a CLP with a P endorsement is prohibited from
knowledge examinations. The applicant shall pay a fee of no more
operating a commercial motor vehicle carrying passengers other
than ((one)) two hundred fifty dollars for each classified skill
than authorized employees or representatives of the department
examination or combination of classified skill examinations
and the federal motor carrier safety administration, examiners,
conducted by the department.
other trainees, and the CDL holder accompanying the CLP holder
(c) The department may authorize a person, including an
as required under subsection (2) of this section. The P
agency of this or another state, an employer, a private driver
endorsement must be class specific.
training facility, or other private institution, or a department,
(b) The holder of a CLP with an S endorsement must have
agency, or instrumentality of local government, to administer the
taken and passed the S endorsement knowledge examination. The
skills examination specified by this section under the following
holder of a CLP with an S endorsement is prohibited from
conditions:
operating a school bus with passengers other than authorized
(i) The examination is the same which would otherwise be
employees or representatives of the department and the federal
administered by the state;
motor carrier safety administration, examiners, other trainees, and
(ii) The third party has entered into an agreement with the
the CDL holder accompanying the CLP holder as required under
state that complies with the requirements of 49 C.F.R. Sec.
subsection (2) of this section.
383.75; and
(c) The holder of a CLP with an N endorsement must have
(iii) The director has adopted rules as to the third party testing
taken and passed the N endorsement knowledge examination. The
program and the development and justification for fees charged
holder of a CLP with an N endorsement may only operate an
by any third party.
empty tank vehicle and is prohibited from operating any tank
(d) If the applicant's primary use of a commercial driver's
vehicle that previously contained hazardous materials and has not
license is for any of the following, then the applicant shall pay a
been purged of any residue.
fee of no more than ((seventy-five)) two hundred twenty-five
(6) A CLP may be issued with appropriate restrictions as
dollars for ((each)) the classified skill examination or
described in RCW 46.25.080(2)(c). In addition, a CLP may be
combination of classified skill examinations whether conducted
issued with the following restrictions:
by the department or a third-party tester:
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(i) Public benefit not-for-profit corporations that are federally
supported head start programs; or
(ii) Public benefit not-for-profit corporations that support
early childhood education and assistance programs as described
in RCW 43.215.405(2).
(e) If the applicant's primary use of a commercial driver's
license is to drive a school bus, the applicant shall pay a fee of no
more than one hundred dollars for the classified skill examination
or combination of classified skill examinations conducted by the
department.
(f) Payment of the examination fees under this subsection
entitles the applicant to take the examination up to two times in
order to pass.
(2)(a) The department may waive the skills examination and
the requirement for completion of a course of instruction in the
operation of a commercial motor vehicle specified in this section
for a commercial driver's license applicant who meets the
requirements of 49 C.F.R. Sec. 383.77.
(b) An applicant who operates a commercial motor vehicle
for agribusiness purposes is exempt from the course of instruction
completion and employer skills and training certification
requirements under this section. By January 1, 2010, the
department shall submit recommendations regarding the
continuance of this exemption to the transportation committees of
the legislature. For purposes of this subsection (2)(b),
"agribusiness" means a private carrier who in the normal course
of business primarily transports:
(i) Farm machinery, farm equipment, implements of
husbandry, farm supplies, and materials used in farming;
(ii) Agricultural inputs, such as seed, feed, fertilizer, and crop
protection products;
(iii) Unprocessed agricultural commodities, as defined in
RCW 17.21.020, where such commodities are produced by
farmers, ranchers, vineyardists, or orchardists; or
(iv) Any combination of (b)(i) through (iii) of this subsection.
The department shall notify the transportation committees of
the legislature if the federal government takes action affecting the
exemption provided in this subsection (2)(b).
(3) A commercial driver's license or commercial learner's
permit may not be issued to a person while the person is subject
to a disqualification from driving a commercial motor vehicle, or
while the person's driver's license is suspended, revoked, or
canceled in any state, nor may a commercial driver's license be
issued to a person who has a commercial driver's license issued
by any other state unless the person first surrenders all such
licenses, which must be returned to the issuing state for
cancellation.
Sec. 208. RCW 46.25.100 and 2013 c 224 s 12 are each
amended to read as follows:
When a person has been disqualified from operating a
commercial motor vehicle, the person is not entitled to have the
commercial driver's license or commercial learner's permit
restored until after the expiration of the appropriate
disqualification period required under RCW 46.25.090 or until
the department has received a drug and alcohol assessment and
evidence is presented of satisfactory participation in or
completion of any required drug or alcohol treatment program for
ending the disqualification under RCW 46.25.090(7). After
expiration of the appropriate period and upon payment of a
requalification fee of ((twenty)) thirty-five dollars, or one
hundred fifty dollars if the person has been disqualified under
RCW 46.25.090(7), the person may apply for a new, duplicate, or
renewal commercial driver's license or commercial learner's
permit as provided by law. If the person has been disqualified for
a period of one year or more, the person shall demonstrate that he
or she meets the commercial driver's license or commercial

learner's permit qualification standards specified in RCW
46.25.060.
Enhanced Driver's License & Identicard Fees
Sec. 209. RCW 46.20.202 and 2007 c 7 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The department may enter into a memorandum of
understanding with any federal agency for the purposes of
facilitating the crossing of the border between the state of
Washington and the Canadian province of British Columbia.
(2) The department may enter into an agreement with the
Canadian province of British Columbia for the purposes of
implementing a border-crossing initiative.
(3)(a) The department may issue an enhanced driver's license
or identicard for the purposes of crossing the border between the
state of Washington and the Canadian province of British
Columbia to an applicant who provides the department with proof
of: United States citizenship, identity, and state residency. The
department shall continue to offer a standard driver's license and
identicard. If the department chooses to issue an enhanced driver's
license, the department must allow each applicant to choose
between a standard driver's license or identicard, or an enhanced
driver's license or identicard.
(b) The department shall implement a one-to-many biometric
matching system for the enhanced driver's license or identicard.
An applicant for an enhanced driver's license or identicard shall
submit a biometric identifier as designated by the department. The
biometric identifier must be used solely for the purpose of
verifying the identity of the holders and for any purpose set out in
RCW 46.20.037. Applicants are required to sign a declaration
acknowledging their understanding of the one-to-many biometric
match.
(c) The enhanced driver's license or identicard must include
reasonable security measures to protect the privacy of
Washington state residents, including reasonable safeguards to
protect against unauthorized disclosure of data about Washington
state residents. If the enhanced driver's license or identicard
includes a radio frequency identification chip, or similar
technology, the department shall ensure that the technology is
encrypted or otherwise secure from unauthorized data access.
(d) The requirements of this subsection are in addition to the
requirements otherwise imposed on applicants for a driver's
license or identicard. The department shall adopt such rules as
necessary to meet the requirements of this subsection. From time
to time the department shall review technological innovations
related to the security of identity cards and amend the rules related
to enhanced driver's licenses and identicards as the director deems
consistent with this section and appropriate to protect the privacy
of Washington state residents.
(e) Notwithstanding RCW 46.20.118, the department may
make images associated with enhanced drivers' licenses or
identicards from the negative file available to United States
customs and border agents for the purposes of verifying identity.
(4) ((The department may set a fee for the issuance of
enhanced drivers' licenses and identicards under this section.))
The fee for an enhanced driver's license or enhanced identicard is
fifty-four dollars, which is in addition to the fees for any regular
driver's license or identicard. If the enhanced driver's license or
enhanced identicard is issued, renewed, or extended for a period
other than six years, the fee for each class is nine dollars for each
year that the enhanced driver's license or enhanced identicard is
issued, renewed, or extended.
Studded Tire Fee
NEW SECTION. Sec. 210. A new section is added to
chapter 46.37 RCW to read as follows:
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agent, or subagent appointed by the director shall require the
(1)(a) In addition to all other fees imposed on the retail sale
of tires, a five dollar fee is imposed on the retail sale of each new
applicant to pay((:
(1))) the filing fee under RCW 46.17.005(1), the license plate
tire sold that contains studs. For the purposes of this subsection,
technology fee under RCW 46.17.015, ((and)) the license service
"new tire sold that contains studs" means a tire that is
manufactured for vehicle purposes and contains metal studs, and
fee under RCW 46.17.025 ((to the county auditor or other agent;
and
does not include bicycle tires or retreaded vehicle tires.
(2))), and the service fee under RCW 46.17.040(1)(b) ((to the
(b) The five dollar fee must be paid by the buyer to the seller,
subagent)).
and each seller must collect from the buyer the full amount of the
fee. The fee collected from the buyer by the seller must be paid to
(2) Services fees collected under this section by the
department or county auditor or other agent appointed by the
the department of revenue in accordance with RCW 82.32.045;
director must be credited to the capital vessel replacement
however, the seller retains ten percent of the fee collected.
(c) The portion of the fee paid to the department of revenue
account under RCW 47.60.322.
under (b) of this subsection must be deposited in the motor
Sec. 213. RCW 47.60.322 and 2014 c 59 s 1 are each
vehicle fund created under RCW 46.68.070.
amended to read as follows:
(2) The fee to be collected by the seller, less the ten percent
(1) The capital vessel replacement account is created in the
that the seller retains as specified in subsection (1)(b) of this
motor vehicle fund. All revenues generated from the vessel
section, must be held in trust by the seller until paid to the
replacement surcharge under RCW 47.60.315(7) and service fees
department of revenue, and any seller who appropriates or
collected by the department of licensing or county auditor or other
converts the fee collected to any use other than the payment of the
agent appointed by the director under RCW 46.17.040, 46.17.050,
fee on the due date is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.
and 46.17.060 must be deposited into the account. Moneys in the
(3) Any seller that fails to collect the fee imposed under this
account may be spent only after appropriation. Expenditures from
the account may be used only for the construction or purchase of
section or, having collected the fee, fails to pay it to the
department of revenue by the date due, whether such failure is the
ferry vessels and to pay the principal and interest on bonds
authorized for the construction or purchase of ferry vessels.
result of the seller or the result of acts or conditions beyond the
However, expenditures from the account must first be used to
seller's control, is personally liable to the state for the amount of
the fee.
support the construction or purchase, including any applicable
financing costs, of a ferry vessel with a carrying capacity of at
(4) The amount of the fee, until paid by the buyer to the seller
or to the department of revenue, constitutes a debt from the buyer
least one hundred forty-four cars.
(2) The state treasurer may not transfer any moneys from the
to the seller. Any seller who fails or refuses to collect the fee as
required with the intent to violate this section or to gain some
capital vessel replacement account except to the transportation
2003 account (nickel account) for debt service on bonds issued
advantage or benefit and any buyer who refuses to pay the fee due
is guilty of a misdemeanor.
for the construction of 144-car class ferry vessels.
Sec. 214. RCW 46.12.650 and 2010 c 161 s 309 are each
(5) The department of revenue must collect on the business
excise tax return from the businesses selling new tires that contain
amended to read as follows:
(1) Releasing interest. An owner releasing interest in a
studs at retail the number of tires sold and the fee imposed under
this section. The department of revenue must incorporate into its
vehicle shall:
(a) Sign the release of interest section provided on the
audit cycle a reconciliation of the number of tires sold and the
amount of revenue collected by the businesses selling new tires
certificate of title or on a release of interest document or form
approved by the department;
that contain studs.
(6) All other applicable provisions of chapter 82.32 RCW
(b) Give the certificate of title or most recent evidence of
ownership to the person gaining the interest in the vehicle;
have full force and application with respect to the fee imposed
under this section.
(c) Give the person gaining interest in the vehicle an odometer
disclosure statement if one is required; and
(d) Report the vehicle sold as provided in subsection (2) of
Report of Sale & Transitional Ownership Fees
Sec. 211. RCW 46.17.050 and 2014 c 59 s 3 are each
this section.
amended to read as follows:
(2) Report of sale. An owner shall notify the department,
(1) Before accepting a report of sale filed under RCW
county auditor or other agent, or subagent appointed by the
director in writing within ((five)) twenty-one business days after
46.12.650(2), the department, county auditor or other agent, or
subagent appointed by the director shall require the applicant to
a vehicle is or has been:
pay((:
(a) Sold;
(1))) the filing fee under RCW 46.17.005(1), the license plate
(b) Given as a gift to another person;
technology fee under RCW 46.17.015, ((and)) the license service
(c) Traded, either privately or to a dealership;
fee under RCW 46.17.025 ((to the county auditor or other agent;
(d) Donated to charity;
and
(e) Turned over to an insurance company or wrecking yard;
(2))), and the service fee under RCW 46.17.040(1)(b) ((to the
or
subagent)).
(f) Disposed of.
(2) Services fees collected under this section by the
(3) Report of sale properly filed. A report of sale is properly
department or county auditor or other agent appointed by the
filed if it is received by the department, county auditor or other
director must be credited to the capital vessel replacement
agent, or subagent appointed by the director within ((five))
account under RCW 47.60.322.
twenty-one business days after the date of sale or transfer and it
Sec. 212. RCW 46.17.060 and 2014 c 59 s 4 are each
includes:
amended to read as follows:
(a) The date of sale or transfer;
(1) Before accepting a transitional ownership record filed
(b) The owner's name and address;
under RCW 46.12.660, the department, county auditor or other
(c) The name and address of the person acquiring the vehicle;
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(d) The vehicle identification number and license plate
number;
(e) A date or stamp by the department showing it was received
on or before the ((fifth)) twenty-first business day after the date
of sale or transfer; and
(f) Payment of the fees required under RCW 46.17.050 ((if
the report of sale is processed by a county auditor or other agent
or subagent appointed by the director)).
(4) Report of sale - administration. (a) The department
shall:
(((a))) (i) Provide or approve reports of sale forms;
(((b))) (ii) Provide a system enabling an owner to submit
reports of sale electronically;
(((c))) (iii) Immediately update the department's vehicle
record when a report of sale has been filed;
(((d))) (iv) Provide instructions on release of interest forms
that allow the seller of a vehicle to release their interest in a
vehicle at the same time a financial institution, as defined in RCW
((30.22.040)) 30A.22.040, releases its lien on the vehicle; and
(((e))) (v) Send a report to the department of revenue that lists
vehicles for which a report of sale has been received but no
transfer of ownership has taken place. The department shall send
the report once each quarter.
(b) A report of sale that is received by the department, county
auditor or other agent, or subagent appointed by the director after
the twenty-first day becomes effective on the day it is received by
the department, county auditor or other agent, or subagent
appointed by the director.
(5)(a) Transferring ownership. A person who has recently
acquired a vehicle by purchase, exchange, gift, lease, inheritance,
or legal action shall apply to the department, county auditor or
other agent, or subagent appointed by the director for a new
certificate of title within fifteen days of delivery of the vehicle. A
secured party who has possession of the certificate of title shall
either:
(i) Apply for a new certificate of title on behalf of the owner
and pay the fee required under RCW 46.17.100; or
(ii) Provide all required documents to the owner, as long as
the transfer was not a breach of its security agreement, to allow
the owner to apply for a new certificate of title.
(b) Compliance with this subsection does not affect the rights
of the secured party.
(6) Certificate of title delivered to secured party. The
certificate of title must be kept by or delivered to the person who
becomes the secured party when a security interest is reserved or
created at the time of the transfer of ownership. The parties must
comply with RCW 46.12.675.
(7) Penalty for late transfer. A person who has recently
acquired a motor vehicle by purchase, exchange, gift, lease,
inheritance, or legal action who does not apply for a new
certificate of title within fifteen calendar days of delivery of the
vehicle is charged a penalty, as described in RCW 46.17.140,
when applying for a new certificate of title. It is a misdemeanor
to fail or neglect to apply for a transfer of ownership within fortyfive days after delivery of the vehicle. The misdemeanor is a
single continuing offense for each day that passes regardless of
the number of days that have elapsed following the forty-five day
time period.
(8) Penalty for late transfer - exceptions. The penalty is not
charged if the delay in application is due to at least one of the
following:
(a) The department requests additional supporting
documents;
(b) The department, county auditor or other agent, or
subagent fails to perform or is neglectful;

(c) The owner is prevented from applying due to an illness or
extended hospitalization;
(d) The legal owner fails or neglects to release interest;
(e) The owner did not know of the filing of a report of sale by
the previous owner and signs an affidavit to the fact; or
(f) The department finds other conditions exist that
adequately explain the delay.
(9) Review and issue. The department shall review
applications for certificates of title and issue certificates of title
when it has determined that all applicable provisions of law have
been complied with.
(10) Rules. The department may adopt rules as necessary to
implement this section.
Intermittent-Use Trailer Fee
NEW SECTION. Sec. 215. A new section is added to
chapter 46.16A RCW to read as follows:
(1) A trailer that is used only for intermittent personal use,
including participation in club activities, exhibitions, tours, and
parades, may be issued a permanent license plate and registration.
The permanent license plate and registration is valid until the
trailer is sold, permanently removed from the state, or otherwise
disposed of by the registered owner. To be eligible to receive a
permanent license plate and registration, the registered owner of
the intermittent-use trailer must:
(a) Apply for a permanent license plate and registration with
the department, county auditor or other agent, or subagent
appointed by the director; and
(b) Pay the fee required under section 216 of this act.
(2) A trailer with a permanent license plate and registration
under this section is exempt from annual registration renewal
under RCW 46.16A.110.
(3) The permanent license plate and registration under this
section expire when the trailer changes ownership, is permanently
removed from the state, or is otherwise disposed of, and must be
removed from the trailer prior to conveyance.
(4) A person in violation of this section is subject to a traffic
infraction with a maximum fine of one hundred fifty dollars
including all other applicable assessments and fees.
(5) In lieu of displaying a standard issue license plate, a
person applying for a permanent license plate and registration
under this section for a trailer that is at least thirty years old may
apply to the department to display a license plate that was issued
by the department the year that the intermittent-use trailer was
manufactured.
(6) For purposes of this section, "intermittent personal use"
means use that is not general or daily, but seasonal or sporadic,
and not more than once per week on average.
(7) The department may adopt rules to implement this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 216. A new section is added to
chapter 46.17 RCW to read as follows:
Before accepting an application for a permanent intermittentuse trailer license plate and registration authorized under section
215 of this act, the department, county auditor or other agent, or
subagent appointed by the director must require an applicant to
pay a one hundred eighty-seven dollar and fifty cent fee. The one
hundred eighty-seven dollar and fifty cent fee must be deposited
and distributed under RCW 46.68.030.
PART III
LOCAL REVENUE OPTIONS
Transportation Benefit Districts
Sec. 301. RCW 36.73.065 and 2012 c 152 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Except as provided in subsection (4) of this section, taxes,
fees, charges, and tolls may not be imposed by a district without
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(2)(a) A district that includes all the territory within the
approval of a majority of the voters in the district voting on a
proposition at a general or special election. The proposition must
boundaries of the jurisdiction, or jurisdictions, establishing the
include a specific description of: (a) The transportation
district may impose by a majority vote of the governing board of
improvement or improvements proposed by the district; (b) any
the district up to twenty dollars of the vehicle fee authorized in
rebate program proposed to be established under RCW 36.73.067;
subsection (1) of this section or up to forty dollars of the vehicle
fee authorized in subsection (1) of this section if a twenty dollar
and (c) the proposed taxes, fees, charges, and the range of tolls
vehicle fee has been imposed for at least twenty-four months.
imposed by the district to raise revenue to fund the improvement
If the district is countywide, the revenues of the fee ((shall))
or improvements or rebate program, as applicable.
(2) Voter approval under this section must be accorded
must be distributed to each city within the ((county)) district by
interlocal agreement. The interlocal agreement is effective when
substantial weight regarding the validity of a transportation
improvement as defined in RCW 36.73.015.
approved by the ((county)) district and sixty percent of the cities
(3) A district may not increase any taxes, fees, charges, or
representing seventy-five percent of the population of the cities
range of tolls imposed or change a rebate program under this
within the ((county)) district in which the countywide fee is
collected.
chapter once the taxes, fees, charges, tolls, or rebate program
takes effect, ((unless)) except:
(b) A district may not impose a fee under this subsection (2):
(i) For a passenger-only ferry transportation improvement
(a) If authorized by the district voters pursuant to RCW
36.73.160; or
unless the vehicle fee is first approved by a majority of the voters
(b) For up to forty dollars of the vehicle fee authorized in
within the jurisdiction of the district; or
RCW 82.80.140 by the governing board of the district if a vehicle
(ii) That, if combined with the fees previously imposed by
another district within its boundaries under RCW
fee of twenty dollars has been imposed for at least twenty-four
months.
36.73.065(4)(a)(i), exceeds ((twenty)) forty dollars.
(4)(a) A district that includes all the territory within the
If a district imposes or increases a fee under this subsection
boundaries of the jurisdiction, or jurisdictions, establishing the
(2) that, if combined with the fees previously imposed by another
district may impose by a majority vote of the governing board of
district within its boundaries, exceeds ((twenty)) forty dollars, the
district shall provide a credit for the previously imposed fees so
the district the following fees and charges:
that the combined vehicle fee does not exceed ((twenty)) forty
(i) Up to twenty dollars of the vehicle fee authorized in RCW
82.80.140; ((or))
dollars.
(ii) Up to forty dollars of the vehicle fee authorized in RCW
(3) The department of licensing shall administer and collect
82.80.140 if a vehicle fee of twenty dollars has been imposed for
the fee. The department shall deduct a percentage amount, as
at least twenty-four months; or
provided by contract, not to exceed one percent of the fees
(iii) A fee or charge in accordance with RCW 36.73.120.
collected, for administration and collection expenses incurred by
(b) The vehicle fee authorized in (a) of this subsection may
it. The department shall remit remaining proceeds to the custody
only be imposed for a passenger-only ferry transportation
of the state treasurer. The state treasurer shall distribute the
improvement if the vehicle fee is first approved by a majority of
proceeds to the district on a monthly basis.
the voters within the jurisdiction of the district.
(4) No fee under this section may be collected until six
(c)(i) A district solely comprised of a city or cities ((shall))
months after approval under RCW 36.73.065.
may not impose the fees or charges identified in (a) of this
(5) The vehicle fee under this section applies only when
subsection within one hundred eighty days after July 22, 2007,
renewing a vehicle registration, and is effective upon the
unless the county in which the city or cities reside, by resolution,
registration renewal date as provided by the department of
declares that it will not impose the fees or charges identified in
licensing.
(a) of this subsection within the one hundred eighty-day period;
(6) The following vehicles are exempt from the fee under this
or
section:
(ii) A district solely comprised of a city or cities identified in
(a) Campers, as defined in RCW 46.04.085;
(b) Farm tractors or farm vehicles, as defined in RCW
RCW 36.73.020(6)(b) may not impose the fees or charges until
after May 22, 2008, unless the county in which the city or cities
46.04.180 and 46.04.181;
(c) Mopeds, as defined in RCW 46.04.304;
reside, by resolution, declares that it will not impose the fees or
charges identified in (a) of this subsection through May 22, 2008.
(d) Off-road and nonhighway vehicles, as defined in RCW
46.04.365;
(5) If the interlocal agreement in RCW 82.80.140(2)(a)
cannot be reached, a district that includes only the unincorporated
(e) Private use single-axle trailer, as defined in RCW
territory of a county may impose by a majority vote of the
46.04.422;
(f) Snowmobiles, as defined in RCW 46.04.546; and
governing body of the district up to: (a) Twenty dollars of the
(g) Vehicles registered under chapter 46.87 RCW and the
vehicle fee authorized in RCW 82.80.140; or (b) forty dollars of
the vehicle fee authorized in RCW 82.80.140 if a fee of twenty
international registration plan.
dollars has been imposed for at least twenty-four months.
Sec. 302. RCW 82.80.140 and 2010 c 161 s 917 are each
Community Transit Sales Tax
amended to read as follows:
Sec. 303. RCW 82.14.045 and 2008 c 86 s 102 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Subject to the provisions of RCW 36.73.065, a
(1) The legislative body of any city pursuant to RCW
transportation benefit district under chapter 36.73 RCW may fix
35.92.060, of any county which has created an unincorporated
and impose an annual vehicle fee, not to exceed one hundred
transportation benefit area pursuant to RCW 36.57.100 and
dollars per vehicle registered in the district, for each vehicle
36.57.110, of any public transportation benefit area pursuant to
subject to vehicle license fees under RCW 46.17.350(1) (a), (c),
RCW 36.57A.080 and 36.57A.090, of any county transportation
(d), (e), (g), (h), (j), or (n) through (q) and for each vehicle subject
authority established pursuant to chapter 36.57 RCW, and of any
to gross weight license fees under RCW 46.17.355 with a scale
metropolitan municipal corporation within a county with a
weight of six thousand pounds or less.
population of one million or more pursuant to chapter 35.58
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RCW, may, by resolution or ordinance for the sole purpose of
providing funds for the operation, maintenance, or capital needs
of public transportation systems or public transportation limited
to persons with special needs under RCW 36.57.130 and
36.57A.180, and in lieu of the excise taxes authorized by RCW
35.95.040, submit an authorizing proposition to the voters or
include such authorization in a proposition to perform the
function of public transportation or public transportation limited
to persons with special needs under RCW 36.57.130 and
36.57A.180, and if approved by a majority of persons voting
thereon, impose a sales and use tax in accordance with the terms
of this chapter. Where an authorizing proposition is submitted by
a county on behalf of an unincorporated transportation benefit
area, it shall be voted upon by the voters residing within the
boundaries of such unincorporated transportation benefit area
and, if approved, the sales and use tax shall be imposed only
within such area. Notwithstanding any provisions of this section
to the contrary, any county in which a county public
transportation plan has been adopted pursuant to RCW 36.57.070
and the voters of such county have authorized the imposition of a
sales and use tax pursuant to the provisions of section 10, chapter
167, Laws of 1974 ex. sess., prior to July 1, 1975, shall be
authorized to fix and impose a sales and use tax as provided in
this section at not to exceed the rate so authorized without
additional approval of the voters of such county as otherwise
required by this section.
The tax authorized by this section shall be in addition to the
tax authorized by RCW 82.14.030 and shall be collected from
those persons who are taxable by the state under chapters 82.08
and 82.12 RCW upon the occurrence of any taxable event within
such city, public transportation benefit area, county, or
metropolitan municipal corporation as the case may be. The rate
of such tax shall be one-tenth, two-tenths, three-tenths, fourtenths, five-tenths, six-tenths, seven-tenths, eight-tenths, or ninetenths of one percent of the selling price (in the case of a sales
tax) or value of the article used (in the case of a use tax). The rate
of such tax shall not exceed the rate authorized by the voters
unless such increase shall be similarly approved.
(2)(a) In the event a metropolitan municipal corporation
imposes a sales and use tax pursuant to this chapter no city, county
which has created an unincorporated transportation benefit area,
public transportation benefit area authority, or county
transportation authority wholly within such metropolitan
municipal corporation shall be empowered to impose and/or
collect taxes under RCW 35.95.040 or this section, but nothing
herein shall prevent such city or county from imposing sales and
use taxes pursuant to any other authorization.
(b) In the event a county transportation authority imposes a
sales and use tax under this section, no city, county which has
created an unincorporated transportation benefit area, public
transportation benefit area, or metropolitan municipal
corporation, located within the territory of the authority, shall be
empowered to impose or collect taxes under RCW 35.95.040 or
this section.
(c) In the event a public transportation benefit area imposes a
sales and use tax under this section, no city, county which has
created an unincorporated transportation benefit area, or
metropolitan municipal corporation, located wholly or partly
within the territory of the public transportation benefit area, shall
be empowered to impose or collect taxes under RCW 35.95.040
or this section.
(3) The legislative body of a public transportation benefit area
located in a county with a population of seven hundred thousand
or more that also contains a city with a population of seventy-five
thousand or more operating a transit system pursuant to chapter
35.95 RCW may submit an authorizing proposition to the voters

and, if approved by a majority of persons voting on the
proposition, impose a sales and use tax in accordance with the
terms of this chapter of one-tenth, two-tenths, or three-tenths of
one percent of the selling price, in the case of a sales tax, or value
of the article used, in the case of a use tax, in addition to the rate
in subsection (1) of this section.
Passenger-Only Ferry Service Districts
NEW SECTION. Sec. 304. A new section is added to
chapter 36.57A RCW to read as follows:
(1) A governing body of a public transportation benefit area,
located in a county that only borders the western side of Puget
Sound with a population of more than two hundred thousand and
contains one or more Washington state ferries terminals, may
establish one or more passenger-only ferry service districts within
all or a portion of the boundaries of the public transportation
benefit area establishing the passenger-only ferry service district.
A passenger-only ferry service district may include all or a
portion of a city or town as long as all or a portion of the city or
town boundaries are within the boundaries of the establishing
public transportation benefit area. The members of the public
transportation benefit area governing body proposing to establish
the passenger-only ferry service district, acting ex officio and
independently, constitutes the governing body of the passengeronly ferry service district.
(2) A passenger-only ferry service district may establish,
finance, and provide passenger-only ferry service, and associated
services to support and augment passenger-only ferry service
operation, within its boundaries in the same manner as authorized
for public transportation benefit areas under this chapter.
(3) A passenger-only ferry service district constitutes a body
corporate and possesses all the usual powers of a corporation for
public purposes as well as all other powers that may be conferred
by statute including, but not limited to, the authority to hire
employees, staff, and services, to enter into contracts, to acquire,
hold, and dispose of real and personal property, and to sue and be
sued. Public works contract limits applicable to the public
transportation benefit area that established the passenger-only
ferry service district apply to the district. For purposes of this
section, "passenger-only ferry service district" means a quasimunicipal corporation and independent taxing authority within
the meaning of Article VII, section 1 of the state Constitution, and
a taxing district within the meaning of Article VII, section 2 of
the state Constitution, created by the legislative body of a public
transportation benefit area.
(4) Before a passenger-only ferry service district may provide
passenger-only ferry service, it must develop a passenger-only
ferry investment plan, including elements: To operate or contract
for the operation of passenger-only ferry services; to purchase,
lease, or rent ferry vessels and dock facilities for the provision of
transit service; and to identify other activities necessary to
implement the plan. The plan must set forth terminal locations to
be served, projected costs of providing services, and revenues to
be generated from tolls, locally collected tax revenues, and other
revenue sources. The plan must ensure that services provided
under the plan are for the benefit of the residents of the passengeronly ferry service district. The passenger-only ferry service
district may use any of its powers to carry out this purpose, unless
otherwise prohibited by law. In addition, the passenger-only ferry
service district may enter into: Contracts and agreements to
operate passenger-only ferry service; public-private partnerships;
and design-build, general contractor/construction management,
or other alternative procurement processes substantially
consistent with chapter 39.10 RCW.
(5) A passenger-only ferry service district may be dissolved
by a majority vote of the governing body when all obligations
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(b) The tax applies to all parking for which a fee is paid,
under any general obligation bonds issued by the passenger-only
whether paid or leased, including parking supplied with a lease of
ferry service district have been discharged and any other
nonresidential space;
contractual obligations of the passenger-only ferry service district
(c) The tax is collected by the operator of the facility and
have either been discharged or assumed by another governmental
remitted to the city, county, or passenger-only ferry service
entity.
district;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 305. A new section is added to
(d) The tax is a fee per vehicle or is measured by the parking
chapter 36.57A RCW to read as follows:
charge;
(1) A passenger-only ferry service district may, as part of a
passenger-only ferry investment plan, recommend some or all of
(e) The tax rate varies with zoning or location of the facility,
the duration of the parking, the time of entry or exit, the type or
the following revenue sources as provided in this chapter:
(a) A sales and use tax, as authorized in section 306 of this
use of the vehicle, or other reasonable factors; and
(f) Tax exempt carpools, vehicles with special license plates
act;
and parking placards for persons with disabilities, or government
(b) A parking tax, as authorized in section 307 of this act;
vehicles are exempt from the tax.
(c) Tolls for passengers, packages, and, where applicable,
(3) The rate of the tax under subsection (1) of this section may
parking; and
be based either upon gross proceeds or the number of vehicle
(d) Charges or licensing fees for advertising, leasing space for
services to ferry passengers, and other revenue generating
stalls available for commercial parking use. The rates charged
must be uniform for the same class or type of commercial parking
activities.
(2) Taxes may not be imposed without an affirmative vote of
business.
(4) The passenger-only ferry service district levying the tax
the majority of the voters within the boundaries of the passengerprovided for in subsection (1) or (2) of this section may provide
only ferry service district voting on a single ballot proposition to
for its payment on a monthly, quarterly, or annual basis.
both approve a passenger-only ferry investment plan and to
(5) The proceeds of the parking tax imposed by a passengerapprove taxes to implement the plan. Revenues from these taxes
only ferry service district under subsection (1) or (2) of this
and fees may be used only to implement the plan and must be
section must be used as provided in section 305 of this act.
used for the benefit of the residents of the passenger-only ferry
(6) "Commercial parking business" as used in this section,
service district. A district must contract with the department of
means the ownership, lease, operation, or management of a
revenue for the administration and collection of a sales and use
commercial parking lot in which fees are charged. "Commercial
tax as authorized in section 306 of this act. A district may contract
parking lot" means a covered or uncovered area with stalls for the
with other appropriate entities for the administration and
purpose of parking motor vehicles.
collection of any of the other taxes or charges authorized in this
NEW SECTION. Sec. 308. A new section is added to
section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 306. A new section is added to
chapter 36.57A RCW to read as follows:
chapter 82.14 RCW to read as follows:
(1) To carry out the purposes of this chapter, a passenger-only
(1) Passenger-only ferry service districts providing
ferry service district may issue general obligation bonds, not to
passenger-only ferry service as provided in section 304 of this act
exceed an amount, together with any other outstanding nonvotermay submit an authorizing proposition to the voters and, if
approved general obligation indebtedness, equal to one and oneapproved by a majority of persons voting, fix and impose a sales
half percent of the value of the taxable property within the area,
and use tax in accordance with the terms of this chapter, solely
as the term "value of the taxable property" is defined in RCW
for the purpose of providing passenger-only ferry service and
39.36.015. A passenger-only ferry service district may also issue
associated services to support and augment passenger-only ferry
general obligation bonds for capital purposes only, together with
service operation.
any outstanding general obligation indebtedness, not to exceed an
(2) The tax authorized under this section is in addition to other
amount equal to five percent of the value of the taxable property
taxes authorized by law and must be collected from those persons
within the area, as the term "value of the taxable property" is
who are taxable by the state under chapters 82.08 and 82.12 RCW
defined in RCW 39.36.015, when authorized by the voters of the
upon the occurrence of a taxable event within the taxing district.
area pursuant to Article VIII, section 6 of the state Constitution.
The maximum rate of the tax must be approved by the voters and
(2) General obligation bonds with a maturity in excess of
may not exceed three-tenths of one percent of the selling price in
twenty-five years may not be issued. The governing body of the
the case of a sales tax or value of the article used in the case of a
passenger-only ferry service district must by resolution determine
use tax.
for each general obligation bond issue the amount, date, terms,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 307. A new section is added to
conditions, denominations, maximum fixed or variable interest
rate or rates, maturity or maturities, redemption rights,
chapter 82.80 RCW to read as follows:
registration privileges, manner of execution, manner of sale,
(1) Subject to the conditions of this section, a passenger-only
ferry service district located in a county with a population of one
callable provisions, if any, covenants, and form, including
registration as to principal and interest, registration as to principal
million or less as of January 1, 2016, may fix and impose a
only, or bearer. Registration may include, but not be limited to:
parking tax on all persons engaged in a commercial parking
business within its respective jurisdiction.
(a) A book entry system of recording the ownership of a bond
whether or not physical bonds are issued, or (b) recording the
(2) In lieu of the tax in subsection (1) of this section, a
ownership of a bond together with the requirement that the
passenger-only ferry service district located in a county with a
transfer of ownership may only be effected by the surrender of the
population of one million or less as of January 1, 2016, may fix
old bond and either the reissuance of the old bond or the issuance
and impose a tax for the act or privilege of parking a motor vehicle
of a new bond to the new owner. Facsimile signatures may be
in a facility operated by a commercial parking business. The
used on the bonds and any coupons. Refunding general obligation
passenger-only ferry service district may provide that:
bonds may be issued in the same manner as general obligation
(a) The tax is paid by the operator or owner of the motor
bonds are issued.
vehicle;
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(3) Whenever general obligation bonds are issued to fund
specific projects or enterprises that generate revenues, charges,
user fees, or special assessments, the passenger-only ferry service
district may specifically pledge all or a portion of the revenues,
charges, user fees, or special assessments to refund the general
obligation bonds. The passenger-only ferry service district may
also pledge any other revenues that may be available to the
district.
(4) In addition to general obligation bonds, a passenger-only
ferry service district may issue revenue bonds to be issued and
sold in accordance with chapter 39.46 RCW.
Sound Transit Funding - ST3
Sec. 309. RCW 81.104.140 and 2002 c 56 s 202 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Agencies authorized to provide high capacity
transportation service, including transit agencies and regional
transit authorities, and regional transportation investment districts
acting with the agreement of an agency, are hereby granted
dedicated funding sources for such systems. These dedicated
funding sources, as set forth in RCW 81.104.150, 81.104.160,
((and)) 81.104.170, and section 312 of this act, are authorized
only for agencies located in (a) each county with a population of
two hundred ten thousand or more and (b) each county with a
population of from one hundred twenty-five thousand to less than
two hundred ten thousand except for those counties that do not
border a county with a population as described under (a) of this
subsection. In any county with a population of one million or
more or in any county having a population of four hundred
thousand or more bordering a county with a population of one
million or more, these funding sources may be imposed only by a
regional transit authority or a regional transportation investment
district. Regional transportation investment districts may, with
the approval of the regional transit authority within its boundaries,
impose the taxes authorized under this chapter, but only upon
approval of the voters and to the extent that the maximum amount
of taxes authorized under this chapter have not been imposed.
(2) Agencies planning to construct and operate a high
capacity transportation system should also seek other funds,
including federal, state, local, and private sector assistance.
(3) Funding sources should satisfy each of the following
criteria to the greatest extent possible:
(a) Acceptability;
(b) Ease of administration;
(c) Equity;
(d) Implementation feasibility;
(e) Revenue reliability; and
(f) Revenue yield.
(4)(a) Agencies participating in regional high capacity
transportation system development are authorized to levy and
collect the following voter-approved local option funding
sources:
(((a))) (i) Employer tax as provided in RCW 81.104.150,
other than by regional transportation investment districts;
(((b))) (ii) Special motor vehicle excise tax as provided in
RCW 81.104.160; ((and
(c))) (iii) Regular property tax as provided in section 312 of
this act; and
(iv) Sales and use tax as provided in RCW 81.104.170.
(b) Revenues from these taxes may be used only to support
those purposes prescribed in subsection (10) of this section.
Before the date of an election authorizing an agency to impose
any of the taxes enumerated in this section and authorized in
RCW 81.104.150, 81.104.160, ((and)) 81.104.170, and section
312 of this act, the agency must comply with the process
prescribed in RCW 81.104.100 (1) and (2) and 81.104.110. No

construction on exclusive right-of-way may occur before the
requirements of RCW 81.104.100(3) are met.
(5) Authorization in subsection (4) of this section ((shall))
may not adversely affect the funding authority of transit agencies
not provided for in this chapter. Local option funds may be used
to support implementation of interlocal agreements with respect
to the establishment of regional high capacity transportation
service. Except when a regional transit authority exists, local
jurisdictions ((shall)) must retain control over moneys generated
within their boundaries, although funds may be commingled with
those generated in other areas for planning, construction, and
operation of high capacity transportation systems as set forth in
the agreements.
(6) Agencies planning to construct and operate high capacity
transportation systems may contract with the state for collection
and transference of voter-approved local option revenue.
(7) Dedicated high capacity transportation funding sources
authorized in RCW 81.104.150, 81.104.160, ((and)) 81.104.170
((shall be)), and section 312 of this act are subject to voter
approval by a simple majority. A single ballot proposition may
seek approval for one or more of the authorized taxing sources.
The ballot title ((shall)) must reference the document identified in
subsection (8) of this section.
(8) Agencies ((shall)) must provide to the registered voters in
the area a document describing the systems plan and the financing
plan set forth in RCW 81.104.100. It ((shall)) must also describe
the relationship of the system to regional issues such as
development density at station locations and activity centers, and
the interrelationship of the system to adopted land use and
transportation demand management goals within the region. This
document ((shall)) must be provided to the voters at least twenty
days prior to the date of the election.
(9) For any election in which voter approval is sought for a
high capacity transportation system plan and financing plan
pursuant to RCW 81.104.040, a local voter's pamphlet ((shall))
must be produced as provided in chapter ((29.81A)) 29A.32
RCW.
(10) Agencies providing high capacity transportation service
((shall)) must retain responsibility for revenue encumbrance,
disbursement, and bonding. Funds may be used for any purpose
relating to planning, construction, and operation of high capacity
transportation systems and commuter rail systems, personal rapid
transit, busways, bus sets, and entrained and linked buses.
Sec. 310. RCW 81.104.160 and 2010 c 161 s 903 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Regional transit authorities that include a county with a
population of more than one million five hundred thousand may
submit an authorizing proposition to the voters, and if approved,
may levy and collect an excise tax, at a rate approved by the
voters, but not exceeding three-tenths of one percent on the value,
under chapter 82.44 RCW, of every motor vehicle owned by a
resident of the taxing district, solely for the purpose of providing
high capacity transportation service. The maximum tax rate under
this subsection does not include a motor vehicle excise tax
approved before the effective date of this section if the tax will
terminate on the date bond debt to which the tax is pledged is
repaid. This tax does not apply to vehicles licensed under RCW
46.16A.455 except vehicles with an unladen weight of six
thousand pounds or less, RCW 46.16A.425 or 46.17.335(2).
Notwithstanding any other provision of this subsection or chapter
82.44 RCW, a motor vehicle excise tax imposed by a regional
transit authority before or after the effective date of this section
must comply with chapter 82.44 RCW as it existed on January 1,
1996, until December 31st of the year in which the regional transit
authority repays bond debt to which a motor vehicle excise tax
was pledged before the effective date of this section. Motor
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(3)(a) The exemptions in RCW 82.08.820 and 82.12.820 are
vehicle taxes collected by regional transit authorities after
December 31st of the year in which a regional transit authority
for the state portion of the sales and use tax and do not extend to
repays bond debt to which a motor vehicle excise tax was pledged
the tax authorized in this section.
before the effective date of this section must comply with chapter
(b) The exemptions in RCW 82.08.962 and 82.12.962 are for
the state and local sales and use taxes and include the tax
82.44 RCW as it existed on the date the tax was approved by
voters.
authorized by this section.
(2) An agency and high capacity transportation corridor area
NEW SECTION. Sec. 312. A new section is added to
may impose a sales and use tax solely for the purpose of providing
chapter 81.104 RCW to read as follows:
high capacity transportation service, in addition to the tax
(1) A regional transit authority that includes a county with a
authorized by RCW 82.14.030, upon retail car rentals within the
population of more than one million five hundred thousand may
applicable jurisdiction that are taxable by the state under chapters
impose a regular property tax levy in an amount not to exceed ten
82.08 and 82.12 RCW. The rate of tax ((shall)) may not exceed
cents per thousand dollars of the assessed value of property in the
2.172 percent. The rate of tax imposed under this subsection must
regional transit authority district in accordance with the terms of
bear the same ratio of the 2.172 percent authorized that the rate
this section.
imposed under subsection (1) of this section bears to the rate
(2) Any tax imposed under this section must be used for the
purpose of providing high capacity transportation service, as set
authorized under subsection (1) of this section. The base of the
tax ((shall be)) is the selling price in the case of a sales tax or the
forth in a proposition that is approved by a majority of the persons
rental value of the vehicle used in the case of a use tax.
residing within the authority that vote on the proposition.
(3) Any motor vehicle excise tax previously imposed under
(3) Property taxes imposed under this section may be imposed
for the period of time required to pay the cost to plan, design,
the provisions of RCW 81.104.160(1) shall be repealed,
construct, operate, and maintain the transit facilities set forth in
terminated, and expire on December 5, 2002, except for a motor
the approved proposition. Property taxes pledged to repay bonds
vehicle excise tax for which revenues have been contractually
may be imposed at the pledged amount until the bonds are retired.
pledged to repay a bonded debt issued before December 5, 2002,
After the bonds are retired, property taxes authorized under this
as determined by Pierce County et al. v. State, 159 Wn.2d 16, 148
section must be:
P.3d 1002 (2006). In the case of bonds that were previously
(a) Reduced to the level required to operate and maintain the
issued, the motor vehicle excise tax must comply with chapter
regional transit authority's transit facilities; or
82.44 RCW as it existed on January 1, 1996.
(b) Terminated, unless the taxes have been extended by public
(4) If a regional transit authority imposes the tax authorized
vote.
under subsection (1) of this section, the authority may not receive
(4) The limitations in RCW 84.52.043 do not apply to the tax
any state funds provided in an omnibus transportation
authorized in this section.
appropriations act.
(5) The limitation in RCW 84.55.010 does not apply to the
Sec. 311. RCW 81.104.170 and 2009 c 469 s 106 and 2009
first levy imposed under this section.
c 280 s 5 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(6) If a regional transit authority imposes the tax authorized
(1) Cities that operate transit systems, county transportation
under subsection (1) of this section, the authority may not receive
authorities, metropolitan municipal corporations, public
any state funds provided in an omnibus transportation
transportation benefit areas, high capacity transportation corridor
appropriations act.
areas, and regional transit authorities may submit an authorizing
Sec. 313. RCW 84.52.043 and 2011 c 275 s 2 are each
proposition to the voters and if approved by a majority of persons
amended to read as follows:
voting, fix and impose a sales and use tax in accordance with the
Within and subject to the limitations imposed by RCW
terms of this chapter, solely for the purpose of providing high
84.52.050 as amended, the regular ad valorem tax levies upon real
capacity transportation service.
and personal property by the taxing districts hereafter named are
(2) The tax authorized pursuant to this section ((shall be)) is
as follows:
in addition to the tax authorized by RCW 82.14.030 and ((shall))
(1) Levies of the senior taxing districts are as follows: (a) The
must be collected from those persons who are taxable by the state
pursuant to chapters 82.08 and 82.12 RCW upon the occurrence
levy by the state may not exceed three dollars and sixty cents per
thousand dollars of assessed value adjusted to the state equalized
of any taxable event within the taxing district.
value in accordance with the indicated ratio fixed by the state
(a) Except for the tax imposed under (b) of this subsection by
department of revenue to be used exclusively for the support of
regional transit authorities that include a county with a population
the common schools; (b) the levy by any county may not exceed
of more than one million five hundred thousand, the maximum
one dollar and eighty cents per thousand dollars of assessed value;
rate of such tax ((shall)) must be approved by the voters and
(c) the levy by any road district may not exceed two dollars and
((shall)) may not exceed one percent of the selling price (in the
twenty-five cents per thousand dollars of assessed value; and (d)
case of a sales tax) or value of the article used (in the case of a use
the levy by any city or town may not exceed three dollars and
tax). The maximum rate of such tax that may be imposed ((shall))
thirty-seven and one-half cents per thousand dollars of assessed
may not exceed nine-tenths of one percent in any county that
value. However any county is hereby authorized to increase its
imposes a tax under RCW 82.14.340, or within a regional transit
levy from one dollar and eighty cents to a rate not to exceed two
authority if any county within the authority imposes a tax under
dollars and forty-seven and one-half cents per thousand dollars of
RCW 82.14.340.
assessed value for general county purposes if the total levies for
(b) The maximum rate of such tax that may be imposed by a
both the county and any road district within the county do not
regional transit authority that includes a county with a population
of more than one million five hundred thousand must be approved
exceed four dollars and five cents per thousand dollars of assessed
by the voters and may not exceed 1.4 percent. If a regional transit
value, and no other taxing district has its levy reduced as a result
authority imposes the tax authorized under this subsection (2)(b)
of the increased county levy.
in excess of 0.9 percent, the authority may not receive any state
(2) The aggregate levies of junior taxing districts and senior
funds provided in an omnibus transportation appropriations act.
taxing districts, other than the state, may not exceed five dollars
and ninety cents per thousand dollars of assessed valuation. The
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term "junior taxing districts" includes all taxing districts other
than the state, counties, road districts, cities, towns, port districts,
and public utility districts. The limitations provided in this
subsection do not apply to: (a) Levies at the rates provided by
existing law by or for any port or public utility district; (b) excess
property tax levies authorized in Article VII, section 2 of the state
Constitution; (c) levies for acquiring conservation futures as
authorized under RCW 84.34.230; (d) levies for emergency
medical care or emergency medical services imposed under RCW
84.52.069; (e) levies to finance affordable housing for very lowincome housing imposed under RCW 84.52.105; (f) the portions
of levies by metropolitan park districts that are protected under
RCW 84.52.120; (g) levies imposed by ferry districts under RCW
36.54.130; (h) levies for criminal justice purposes under RCW
84.52.135; (i) the portions of levies by fire protection districts that
are protected under RCW 84.52.125; (j) levies by counties for
transit-related purposes under RCW 84.52.140; ((and)) (k) the
protected portion of the levies imposed under RCW 86.15.160 by
flood control zone districts in a county with a population of seven
hundred seventy-five thousand or more that are coextensive with
a county; and (l) levies imposed by a regional transit authority
under section 312 of this act.
Sec. 314. RCW 84.52.043 and 2009 c 551 s 6 are each
amended to read as follows:
Within and subject to the limitations imposed by RCW
84.52.050 as amended, the regular ad valorem tax levies upon real
and personal property by the taxing districts hereafter named
((shall be)) are as follows:
(1) Levies of the senior taxing districts ((shall be)) are as
follows: (a) The levy by the state ((shall)) may not exceed three
dollars and sixty cents per thousand dollars of assessed value
adjusted to the state equalized value in accordance with the
indicated ratio fixed by the state department of revenue to be used
exclusively for the support of the common schools; (b) the levy
by any county ((shall)) may not exceed one dollar and eighty cents
per thousand dollars of assessed value; (c) the levy by any road
district ((shall)) may not exceed two dollars and twenty-five cents
per thousand dollars of assessed value; and (d) the levy by any
city or town ((shall)) may not exceed three dollars and thirtyseven and one-half cents per thousand dollars of assessed value.
However any county is hereby authorized to increase its levy from
one dollar and eighty cents to a rate not to exceed two dollars and
forty-seven and one-half cents per thousand dollars of assessed
value for general county purposes if the total levies for both the
county and any road district within the county do not exceed four
dollars and five cents per thousand dollars of assessed value, and
no other taxing district has its levy reduced as a result of the
increased county levy.
(2) The aggregate levies of junior taxing districts and senior
taxing districts, other than the state, ((shall)) may not exceed five
dollars and ninety cents per thousand dollars of assessed
valuation. The term "junior taxing districts" includes all taxing
districts other than the state, counties, road districts, cities, towns,
port districts, and public utility districts. The limitations provided
in this subsection ((shall)) do not apply to: (a) Levies at the rates
provided by existing law by or for any port or public utility
district; (b) excess property tax levies authorized in Article VII,
section 2 of the state Constitution; (c) levies for acquiring
conservation futures as authorized under RCW 84.34.230; (d)
levies for emergency medical care or emergency medical services
imposed under RCW 84.52.069; (e) levies to finance affordable
housing for very low-income housing imposed under RCW
84.52.105; (f) the portions of levies by metropolitan park districts
that are protected under RCW 84.52.120; (g) levies imposed by
ferry districts under RCW 36.54.130; (h) levies for criminal
justice purposes under RCW 84.52.135; (i) the portions of levies

by fire protection districts that are protected under RCW
84.52.125; ((and)) (j) levies by counties for transit-related
purposes under RCW 84.52.140; and (k) levies imposed by a
regional transit authority under section 312 of this act.
Sec. 315. RCW 84.52.010 and 2011 1st sp.s. c 28 s 2 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1) Except as is permitted under RCW 84.55.050, all taxes
must be levied or voted in specific amounts.
(2) The rate percent of all taxes for state and county purposes,
and purposes of taxing districts coextensive with the county, must
be determined, calculated and fixed by the county assessors of the
respective counties, within the limitations provided by law, upon
the assessed valuation of the property of the county, as shown by
the completed tax rolls of the county, and the rate percent of all
taxes levied for purposes of taxing districts within any county
must be determined, calculated and fixed by the county assessors
of the respective counties, within the limitations provided by law,
upon the assessed valuation of the property of the taxing districts
respectively.
(3) When a county assessor finds that the aggregate rate of tax
levy on any property, that is subject to the limitations set forth in
RCW 84.52.043 or 84.52.050, exceeds the limitations provided in
either of these sections, the assessor must recompute and establish
a consolidated levy in the following manner:
(a) The full certified rates of tax levy for state, county, county
road district, regional transit authority, and city or town purposes
must be extended on the tax rolls in amounts not exceeding the
limitations established by law; however any state levy takes
precedence over all other levies and may not be reduced for any
purpose other than that required by RCW 84.55.010. If, as a result
of the levies imposed under RCW 36.54.130, 84.34.230,
84.52.069, 84.52.105, the portion of the levy by a metropolitan
park district that was protected under RCW 84.52.120, 84.52.125,
84.52.135, 84.52.140, and the protected portion of the levy under
RCW 86.15.160 by flood control zone districts in a county with a
population of seven hundred seventy-five thousand or more that
are coextensive with a county, the combined rate of regular
property tax levies that are subject to the one percent limitation
exceeds one percent of the true and fair value of any property,
then these levies must be reduced as follows:
(i) The portion of the levy by a metropolitan park district that
has a population of less than one hundred fifty thousand and is
located in a county with a population of one million five hundred
thousand or more that is protected under RCW 84.52.120 must be
reduced until the combined rate no longer exceeds one percent of
the true and fair value of any property or must be eliminated;
(ii) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies that are
subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one percent of
the true and fair value of any property, the protected portion of
the levy imposed under RCW 86.15.160 by a flood control zone
district in a county with a population of seven hundred seventyfive thousand or more that is coextensive with a county must be
reduced until the combined rate no longer exceeds one percent of
the true and fair value of any property or must be eliminated;
(iii) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies that are
subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one percent of
the true and fair value of any property, the levy imposed by a
county under RCW 84.52.140 must be reduced until the
combined rate no longer exceeds one percent of the true and fair
value of any property or must be eliminated;
(iv) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies that are
subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one percent of
the true and fair value of any property, the portion of the levy by
a fire protection district that is protected under RCW 84.52.125
must be reduced until the combined rate no longer exceeds one
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percent of the true and fair value of any property or must be
(v) Fifth, if the consolidated tax levy rate still exceeds these
eliminated;
limitations, the certified property tax levy rates authorized to fire
(v) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies that are
protection districts under RCW 52.16.140 and 52.16.160 and
subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one percent of
regional fire protection service authorities under RCW
the true and fair value of any property, the levy imposed by a
52.26.140(1) (b) and (c) must be reduced on a pro rata basis or
county under RCW 84.52.135 must be reduced until the
eliminated; and
combined rate no longer exceeds one percent of the true and fair
(vi) Sixth, if the consolidated tax levy rate still exceeds these
value of any property or must be eliminated;
limitations, the certified property tax levy rates authorized for fire
(vi) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies that are
protection districts under RCW 52.16.130, regional fire
subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one percent of
protection service authorities under RCW 52.26.140(1)(a), library
the true and fair value of any property, the levy imposed by a ferry
districts, metropolitan park districts created before January 1,
district under RCW 36.54.130 must be reduced until the
2002, under their first fifty cent per thousand dollars of assessed
combined rate no longer exceeds one percent of the true and fair
valuation levy, and public hospital districts under their first fifty
value of any property or must be eliminated;
cent per thousand dollars of assessed valuation levy, must be
(vii) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies that
reduced on a pro rata basis or eliminated.
are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one percent
Sec. 316. RCW 84.52.010 and 2009 c 551 s 7 are each
of the true and fair value of any property, the portion of the levy
amended to read as follows:
by a metropolitan park district with a population of one hundred
(1) Except as is permitted under RCW 84.55.050, all taxes
fifty thousand or more that is protected under RCW 84.52.120
((shall)) must be levied or voted in specific amounts.
must be reduced until the combined rate no longer exceeds one
(2) The rate percent of all taxes for state and county purposes,
percent of the true and fair value of any property or must be
and purposes of taxing districts coextensive with the county,
((shall)) must be determined, calculated and fixed by the county
eliminated;
(viii) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies that
assessors of the respective counties, within the limitations
are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one percent
provided by law, upon the assessed valuation of the property of
of the true and fair value of any property, then the levies imposed
the county, as shown by the completed tax rolls of the county, and
under RCW 84.34.230, 84.52.105, and any portion of the levy
the rate percent of all taxes levied for purposes of taxing districts
imposed under RCW 84.52.069 that is in excess of thirty cents
within any county ((shall)) must be determined, calculated and
per thousand dollars of assessed value, must be reduced on a pro
fixed by the county assessors of the respective counties, within
rata basis until the combined rate no longer exceeds one percent
the limitations provided by law, upon the assessed valuation of
of the true and fair value of any property or must be eliminated;
the property of the taxing districts respectively.
and
(3) When a county assessor finds that the aggregate rate of tax
(ix) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies that are
levy on any property, that is subject to the limitations set forth in
subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one percent of
RCW 84.52.043 or 84.52.050, exceeds the limitations provided in
the true and fair value of any property, then the thirty cents per
either of these sections, the assessor ((shall)) must recompute and
thousand dollars of assessed value of tax levy imposed under
establish a consolidated levy in the following manner:
RCW 84.52.069 must be reduced until the combined rate no
(((1))) (a) The full certified rates of tax levy for state, county,
longer exceeds one percent of the true and fair value of any
county road district, regional transit authority, and city or town
property or must be eliminated.
purposes ((shall)) must be extended on the tax rolls in amounts
(b) The certified rates of tax levy subject to these limitations
not exceeding the limitations established by law; however any
by all junior taxing districts imposing taxes on such property must
state levy ((shall)) takes precedence over all other levies and
be reduced or eliminated as follows to bring the consolidated levy
((shall)) may not be reduced for any purpose other than that
of taxes on such property within the provisions of these
required by RCW 84.55.010. If, as a result of the levies imposed
limitations:
under RCW 36.54.130, 84.34.230, 84.52.069, 84.52.105, the
(i) First, the certified property tax levy rates of those junior
portion of the levy by a metropolitan park district that was
taxing districts authorized under RCW 36.68.525, 36.69.145,
protected under RCW 84.52.120, 84.52.125, 84.52.135, and
35.95A.100, and 67.38.130 must be reduced on a pro rata basis or
84.52.140, the combined rate of regular property tax levies that
eliminated;
are subject to the one percent limitation exceeds one percent of
(ii) Second, if the consolidated tax levy rate still exceeds these
the true and fair value of any property, then these levies ((shall))
limitations, the certified property tax levy rates of flood control
must be reduced as follows:
zone districts other than the portion of a levy protected under
(((a))) (i) The levy imposed by a county under RCW
84.52.140 ((shall)) must be reduced until the combined rate no
RCW 84.52.815 must be reduced on a pro rata basis or
eliminated;
longer exceeds one percent of the true and fair value of any
property or ((shall)) must be eliminated;
(iii) Third, if the consolidated tax levy rate still exceeds these
(((b))) (ii) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies
limitations, the certified property tax levy rates of all other junior
that are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one
taxing districts, other than fire protection districts, regional fire
percent of the true and fair value of any property, the portion of
protection service authorities, library districts, the first fifty cent
the levy by a fire protection district that is protected under RCW
per thousand dollars of assessed valuation levies for metropolitan
84.52.125 ((shall)) must be reduced until the combined rate no
park districts, and the first fifty cent per thousand dollars of
longer exceeds one percent of the true and fair value of any
assessed valuation levies for public hospital districts, must be
property or ((shall)) must be eliminated;
reduced on a pro rata basis or eliminated;
(((c))) (iii) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies
(iv) Fourth, if the consolidated tax levy rate still exceeds these
that are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one
limitations, the first fifty cent per thousand dollars of assessed
percent of the true and fair value of any property, the levy
valuation levies for metropolitan park districts created on or after
imposed by a county under RCW 84.52.135 must be reduced until
January 1, 2002, must be reduced on a pro rata basis or
eliminated;
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the combined rate no longer exceeds one percent of the true and
fair value of any property or must be eliminated;
(((d))) (iv) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies
that are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one
percent of the true and fair value of any property, the levy
imposed by a ferry district under RCW 36.54.130 must be
reduced until the combined rate no longer exceeds one percent of
the true and fair value of any property or must be eliminated;
(((e))) (v) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies
that are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one
percent of the true and fair value of any property, the portion of
the levy by a metropolitan park district that is protected under
RCW 84.52.120 ((shall)) must be reduced until the combined rate
no longer exceeds one percent of the true and fair value of any
property or ((shall)) must be eliminated;
(((f))) (vi) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies
that are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one
percent of the true and fair value of any property, then the levies
imposed under RCW 84.34.230, 84.52.105, and any portion of the
levy imposed under RCW 84.52.069 that is in excess of thirty
cents per thousand dollars of assessed value, ((shall)) must be
reduced on a pro rata basis until the combined rate no longer
exceeds one percent of the true and fair value of any property or
((shall)) must be eliminated; and
(((g))) (vii) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies
that are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one
percent of the true and fair value of any property, then the thirty
cents per thousand dollars of assessed value of tax levy imposed
under RCW 84.52.069 ((shall)) must be reduced until the
combined rate no longer exceeds one percent of the true and fair
value of any property or eliminated.
(((2))) (b) The certified rates of tax levy subject to these
limitations by all junior taxing districts imposing taxes on such
property ((shall)) must be reduced or eliminated as follows to
bring the consolidated levy of taxes on such property within the
provisions of these limitations:
(((a))) (i) First, the certified property tax levy rates of those
junior taxing districts authorized under RCW 36.68.525,
36.69.145, 35.95A.100, and 67.38.130 ((shall)) must be reduced
on a pro rata basis or eliminated;
(((b))) (ii) Second, if the consolidated tax levy rate still
exceeds these limitations, the certified property tax levy rates of
flood control zone districts ((shall)) must be reduced on a pro rata
basis or eliminated;
(((c))) (iii) Third, if the consolidated tax levy rate still exceeds
these limitations, the certified property tax levy rates of all other
junior taxing districts, other than fire protection districts, regional
fire protection service authorities, library districts, the first fifty
cent per thousand dollars of assessed valuation levies for
metropolitan park districts, and the first fifty cent per thousand
dollars of assessed valuation levies for public hospital districts,
((shall)) must be reduced on a pro rata basis or eliminated;
(((d))) (iv) Fourth, if the consolidated tax levy rate still
exceeds these limitations, the first fifty cent per thousand dollars
of assessed valuation levies for metropolitan park districts created
on or after January 1, 2002, ((shall)) must be reduced on a pro rata
basis or eliminated;
(((e))) (v) Fifth, if the consolidated tax levy rate still exceeds
these limitations, the certified property tax levy rates authorized
to fire protection districts under RCW 52.16.140 and 52.16.160
and regional fire protection service authorities under RCW
52.26.140(1) (b) and (c) ((shall)) must be reduced on a pro rata
basis or eliminated; and
(((f))) (vi) Sixth, if the consolidated tax levy rate still exceeds
these limitations, the certified property tax levy rates authorized
for fire protection districts under RCW 52.16.130, regional fire

protection service authorities under RCW 52.26.140(1)(a), library
districts, metropolitan park districts created before January 1,
2002, under their first fifty cent per thousand dollars of assessed
valuation levy, and public hospital districts under their first fifty
cent per thousand dollars of assessed valuation levy, ((shall))
must be reduced on a pro rata basis or eliminated.
Sec. 317. RCW 84.04.120 and 1999 c 153 s 69 are each
amended to read as follows:
"Taxing district" ((shall be held and construed to mean and
include)) means the state and any county, city, town, port district,
school district, road district, metropolitan park district, regional
transit authority, water-sewer district, or other municipal
corporation, now or hereafter existing, having the power or
authorized by law to impose burdens upon property within the
district in proportion to the value thereof, for the purpose of
obtaining revenue for public purposes, as distinguished from
municipal corporations authorized to impose burdens, or for
which burdens may be imposed, for such purposes, upon property
in proportion to the benefits accruing thereto.
Sec. 318. RCW 81.104.180 and 2009 c 280 s 6 are each
amended to read as follows:
Cities that operate transit systems, county transportation
authorities, metropolitan municipal corporations, public
transportation benefit areas, high capacity transportation corridor
areas, and regional transit authorities are authorized to pledge
revenues from the employer tax authorized by RCW 81.104.150,
the taxes authorized by RCW 81.104.160, ((and)) the sales and
use tax authorized by RCW 81.104.170, and the property tax
authorized by section 312 of this act, to retire bonds issued solely
for the purpose of providing high capacity transportation service.
PART IV
MISCELLANEOUS
Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Bank
Sec. 401. RCW 47.04.320 and 2011 c 257 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The department shall establish a complete streets grant
program within the department's highways and local programs
division, or its successor. During program development, the
department shall include, at a minimum, the department of
archaeology and historic preservation, local governments, and
other organizations or groups that are interested in the complete
streets grant program. The purpose of the grant program is to
encourage local governments to adopt urban arterial retrofit street
ordinances designed to provide safe access to all users, including
bicyclists, pedestrians, motorists, and public transportation users,
with the goals of:
(a) Promoting healthy communities by encouraging walking,
bicycling, and using public transportation;
(b) Improving safety by designing major arterials to include
features such as wider sidewalks, dedicated bicycle facilities,
medians, and pedestrian streetscape features, including trees
where appropriate;
(c) Protecting the environment and reducing congestion by
providing safe alternatives to single-occupancy driving; and
(d) Preserving community character by involving local
citizens and stakeholders to participate in planning and design
decisions.
(2) For purposes of this section:
(a) "Eligible project" means (i) a local government street or
road retrofit project that includes the addition of, or significant
repair to, facilities that provide street access with all users in
mind, including pedestrians, bicyclists, and public transportation
users; or (ii) a retrofit project on city streets or county roads that
are part of a state highway that include the addition of, or
significant repair to, facilities that provide ((street)) access with
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including all taxes and fees imposed or increased under this act.
all users in mind, including pedestrians, bicyclists, and public
transportation users.
Filing for pass-through of any such fee, charge, or tax is not
considered a general rate proceeding.
(b) "Local government" means incorporated cities and towns
Sec. 405. 2013 c 225 s 650 (uncodified) is amended to read
and counties that have adopted a jurisdiction-wide complete
streets ordinance that plans for the needs of all users and is
as follows:
((This act takes effect July 1, 2015.)) Section 110 of this act
consistent with sound engineering principles.
takes effect July 1, 2015. Sections 101 through 109, 111 through
(c) "Sound engineering principles" means peer-reviewed,
304, and 306 through 647 of this act take effect July 1, 2016.
context sensitive solutions guides, reports, and publications,
consistent with the purposes of this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 406. 2013 c 225 s 305 is repealed.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 407. If any provision of this act or
(3) In carrying out the purposes of this section, the department
its application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
may award funding, subject to the availability of amounts
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
appropriated for this specific purpose, only to eligible projects
persons or circumstances is not affected.
that are designed consistent with sound engineering principles.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 408. Sections 101, 102, 104, 109,
(4) The department must report annually to the transportation
111, 112, 405, and 406 of this act are necessary for the immediate
committees of the legislature on the status of any grant projects
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of
funded by the program created under this section.
the state government and its existing public institutions, and take
Sec. 402. RCW 47.04.325 and 2011 c 257 s 3 are each
effect July 1, 2015.
amended to read as follows:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 409. Sections 103, 105, 110, 201,
(1) The complete streets grant program account is created in
the state treasury. Moneys in the account may be spent only after
202, and 206 through 209 of this act take effect July 1, 2016.
appropriation. Only the department may authorize expenditures
NEW SECTION. Sec. 410. Section 107 of this act expires
from the account. The department may use complete streets grant
on the date the requirements set out in section 7, chapter 36, Laws
program funds for city streets, county roads, and city streets and
of 2012 are met.
county roads that are part of a state highway. Expenditures from
NEW SECTION. Sec. 411. Section 108 of this act takes
the account may be used solely for the grants provided under
effect on the date the requirements set out in section 7, chapter
RCW 47.04.320.
36, Laws of 2012 are met.
(2) The department may solicit and receive gifts, grants, or
NEW SECTION. Sec. 412. Sections 101, 102, 104, and
endowments from private and other sources that are made, in trust
109 of this act expire July 1, 2016.
or otherwise, for the use and benefit of the purposes of the
NEW SECTION. Sec. 413. Section 204 of this act takes
complete streets grant program as provided in RCW 47.04.320.
effect July 1, 2017.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 403. A new section is added to
NEW SECTION. Sec. 414. Section 204 of this act expires
chapter 47.29 RCW to read as follows:
on the effective date of legislation enacted by the legislature that
(1) A Washington electric vehicle infrastructure bank is
imposes a vehicle miles traveled fee or tax.
hereby established. The Washington electric vehicle
NEW SECTION. Sec. 415. Section 210 of this act takes
infrastructure bank shall provide financial assistance for the
effect January 1, 2017.
installation of publicly accessible electric vehicle charging
NEW SECTION. Sec. 416. Sections 211 through 214 of
this act take effect July 1, 2017.
stations within the state.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 417. Sections 215 and 216 of this
(2) Electric vehicle infrastructure receiving financial
assistance must include both DC fast-charging stations and level
act take effect March 1, 2017.
1 or 2 electric vehicle supply equipment. The department must
NEW SECTION. Sec. 418. Sections 313 and 315 of this
confer with the Washington department of commerce, and seek
act expire January 1, 2018.
input from experts representing local government, public utilities,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 419. Sections 314 and 316 of this
electric vehicle manufacturer representatives, and current
act take effect January 1, 2018."
Washington state electric vehicle drivers to review information
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "revenue;" strike the
and advise the department on policies and priorities for
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 82.36.025,
deployment of public charging station locations.
82.38.030, 82.38.030, 46.68.090, 46.68.090, 46.09.520,
(3) The department's public-private partnerships office must
46.10.530, 79A.25.070, 46.17.355, 46.17.365, 46.17.323,
administer all funds dispersed and received, including any funds
46.25.052, 46.25.060, 46.25.100, 46.20.202, 46.17.050,
received under RCW 46.17.323 and deposited into the
46.17.060, 47.60.322, 46.12.650, 36.73.065, 82.80.140,
transportation innovative partnership account created under RCW
82.14.045, 81.104.140, 81.104.160, 84.52.043, 84.52.043,
47.29.230. Prior to providing any financial assistance for electric
84.52.010, 84.52.010, 84.04.120, 81.104.180, 47.04.320,
vehicle infrastructure projects, the department must submit a
47.04.325, and 81.77.170; amending 2013 c 225 s 650
business plan to the house of representatives and senate
(uncodified); reenacting and amending RCW 43.84.092,
transportation committees of the legislature and to the governor's
43.84.092, 46.09.520, and 81.104.170; adding a new section to
office.
chapter 46.68 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 46.37 RCW;
(4) Annual progress reports must be transmitted to the
adding a new section to chapter 46.16A RCW; adding a new
legislature and governor as of December 1st of each year.
section to chapter 46.17 RCW; adding new sections to chapter
(5) This section expires July 1, 2026.
36.57A RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.14 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 82.80 RCW; adding a new section
to chapter 81.104 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 47.29
Effective Dates and Other Miscellaneous Provisions
Sec. 404. RCW 81.77.170 and 1989 c 431 s 36 are each
RCW; creating new sections; repealing RCW 82.38.083;
amended to read as follows:
repealing 2013 c 225 s 305; prescribing penalties; providing
For rate-making purposes, a fee, charge, or tax on the
effective dates; providing a contingent effective date; providing
collection or disposal of solid waste ((shall be)) is considered a
expiration dates; providing contingent expiration dates; and
declaring an emergency."
normal operating expense of the solid waste collection company,
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Senators Nelson, Habib, Jayapal and Billig spoke in favor of
adoption of the striking amendment.
Senator King spoke against adoption of the striking
amendment.

Senator King: “Well, I would say that I believe that the taxes
that are increased in this bill are all existing taxes and therefore
would not fall under that guideline.”
REMARKS THE PRESIDENT

Senator Billig demanded a roll call vote.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Nelson and
others to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the striking
amendment by Senator Nelson and others and the amendment
was not adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 23; Nays, 26;
Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick

President Owen: “Senator Cleveland, the President would
like the list.”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, further consideration of
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987 was deferred and the
bill held its place on the day’s second reading calendar.
MOTION
At 3:27 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
Senator Fain announced that: the President would need time
to consider his ruling; the Committee on Ways & Means hearing
would begin shortly; other senators were excused until Monday;
and that the rostrum would remain open to allow bills reported
out by the Committee on Ways & Means this evening to be
referred to the Committee on Rules.
EVENING SESSION

MOTION
Senator King moved that the rules be suspended and
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987 be advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill be
placed on final passage.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Cleveland: “Thank you Mr. President. On the very
first day of this 2015 legislative session the Republican Majority
amended Senate Rule 64 to require that any bill that creates a new
tax have a two-thirds vote of this body before it move from second
reading to third reading. While we didn’t support the rule change,
we do respect this body and abide by its rules regardless of our
strongly held belief that the rule violates the Constitution. As we
move forward I feel that it is important to have clarification about
this rule and to be sure that we aren’t inadvertently in violation of
the rules of this body. This bill has a number of new revenue
sources some called fees and others taxes. If the President would
like a list of the various fees and taxes included in this bill, I would
be happy to provide that. Therefore, my question is: ‘Does this
bill trigger the provisions of Rule 64 and require a two-thirds
affirmative vote of this body to move the bill to third reading?’”
REMARKS THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Cleveland raises the Point of Order
as to the number of votes necessary to advance this bill to third
reading based on Rule 64 with the impression that this does raise
taxes which would then require a two-thirds vote. Is that correct
Senator? That is correct. Okay. Senator King, did you have a
response?”
REMARKS BY SENATOR KING

The Senate was called to order at 8:57 p.m. by the acting
President Pro Tempore, Senator Fain presiding.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fraser, the Senate reverted to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
February 26, 2015
SB 5000 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Allowing rural
counties providing emergency medical services to locations with
a rural amphitheater to impose an additional admissions
surcharge. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5000 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Bailey; Becker; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget and Hasegawa.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Billig; Hatfield and Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
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MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
SB 5006 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Authorizing the
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hargrove, Ranking
termination of all legal responsibilities of a nonparent if genetic
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
testing shows by clear and convincing evidence that a man is not
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
the genetic father of a child. Reported by Committee on Ways
Billig; Conway; Fraser; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
& Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5006 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Bailey; Becker; Brown; Conway; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden;
Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget and Kohl-Welles.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Billig; Fraser; Hasegawa and
Hatfield.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5070 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Requiring the
department of corrections to supervise domestic violence
offenders who have a conviction and were sentenced for a
domestic violence felony offense that was plead and proven.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker; Billig;
Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; KohlWelles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5016 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Retaining water
resources to assure the vitality of local economies. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Bailey; Becker; Brown;
Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Hasegawa.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Billig; Conway; Fraser; KohlWelles and Rolfes.

February 27, 2015
SB 5093 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Creating the nuclear
energy education program. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5093 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Conway; Fraser and
Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5056 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Concerning the use
of chemical action plans for recommendations of safer chemicals.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5056 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown;
Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Hasegawa.

Do not pass.

Signed by

February 27, 2015
SB 5098 Prime Sponsor, Senator Billig: Increasing efficiency in
child care reporting. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5098 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser,
Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker,
Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Billig;
Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; KohlWelles; O'Ban; Rolfes and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair;
Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Becker;
Padden; Parlette and Schoesler.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 27, 2015
SB 5105 Prime Sponsor, Senator Padden: Making a fourth
driving under the influence offense a felony. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5105 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5127 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Providing that veterans
with total disability ratings and their surviving spouses and
domestic partners are eligible to qualify for a property tax
exemption without meeting certain income requirements.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5127 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5142 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Modifying health
benefit exchange provisions related to the aggregation or
delegating the aggregation of funds that comprise the premium
for a health plan. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5142 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes and
Schoesler.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5154 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hargrove: Concerning
registered sex or kidnapping offenders. Reported by Committee
on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5154 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;

Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Braun, Vice Chair.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5179 Prime
Sponsor,
Senator
Hill:
Concerning
paraeducators. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5179 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt; KohlWelles; O'Ban; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Hasegawa.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Billig; Padden and
Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5186 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Allowing certain
health care coverage deductions from the calculation of
disposable income for the purpose of qualifying for senior
property tax programs. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5186 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5190 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Eliminating the
requirement to purchase public art with appropriations made for
construction of public buildings. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hewitt;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
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MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Billig; Conway;
recommendation. Signed by Senator Braun, Vice Chair.
Fraser; Hasegawa; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Hatfield.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5197 Prime Sponsor, Senator Benton: Establishing
consistent standards for agency decision making. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5197 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa and Kohl-Welles.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Billig; Hatfield and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5215 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Establishing the
Washington internet crimes against children account. Reported
by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5215 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5252 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Creating a pilot
program to implement regional school safety and security centers.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5252 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5280 Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Concerning the
sale of beer and cider by grocery store licensees. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5280 as recommended by Committee on Commerce &
Labor be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do pass.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Keiser,
Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker,
Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker;
Billig; Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Dammeier, Vice Chair; Hargrove, Ranking
Member.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Brown; Conway;
O'Ban; Padden and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5243 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Concerning
services provided by residential habilitation centers. Reported
by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5243 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.

February 27, 2015
SB 5303 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Creating the
Washington academic, innovation, and mentoring (AIM)
program. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5303 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Braun, Vice Chair.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 26, 2015
SB 5311 Prime Sponsor, Senator Rolfes: Requiring crisis
intervention training for peace officers. Reported by Committee
on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5311 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5353 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget
Chair; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Bailey; Becker; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hewitt; KohlWelles; O'Ban; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Dammeier, Vice Chair; Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Billig and Hasegawa.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hatfield; Padden and
Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5317 Prime Sponsor, Senator Frockt: Requiring universal
screening and provider payment for autism and developmental
delays for children in medicaid programs.
Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5317 as recommended by Committee on Health Care be
substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do pass. Signed
by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.

February 26, 2015
SB 5355 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Modifying the
definition of resident student to comply with federal requirements
established by the veterans access, choice, and accountability act
of 2014. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5355 as recommended by Committee on Higher
Education be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5320 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Concerning the
administrative rate the recreation and conservation funding board
may retain to administer the grant programs established in chapter
79A.15 RCW. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5320 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senators Padden and
Schoesler.

February 26, 2015
SB 5404 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning homeless
youth prevention and protection. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5404 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Hargrove,
Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the
Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member,
Operating; Billig; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Padden.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown and
Schoesler.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5353 Prime Sponsor, Senator Angel: Concerning the service
and sales of spirits, wine, and beer. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means

February 27, 2015
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February 27, 2015
SB 5413 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Increasing the
SB 5536 Prime Sponsor, Senator Sheldon: Concerning the
flexibility for industrial development district levies for public port
recoupment of certain costs by collection agencies. Reported by
districts. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5413 as recommended by Committee on Trade &
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5536 be substituted therefor, and the second
Economic Development be substituted therefor, and the
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Becker; Brown; Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Schoesler and Warnick.
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senator Hasegawa.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Billig; Conway;
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Fraser; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
February 26, 2015
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
SB 5437 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Concerning breakfast
after the bell programs. Reported by Committee on Ways &
February 26, 2015
Means
SB 5547 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Requiring a minimum
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
grade point average or equivalent to renew a state need grant.
Senate Bill No. 5437 be substituted therefor, and the second
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
No. 5547 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
Member, Operating; Billig; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa;
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Hatfield; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Rolfes and Warnick.
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Bailey; Becker;
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler
Senators Brown; Padden and Schoesler.
and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Hewitt and Parlette.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Billig; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield and Kohl-Welles.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Conway.

February 27, 2015
SB 5452 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Improving quality in
the early care and education system. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5452 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5561 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Concerning veteran
survivor tuition waiver eligibility. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5561 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
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SB 5564 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning the sealing
of juvenile records and fines imposed in juvenile cases.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means

domestic violence victim services by the department of social and
health services. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means

MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5564 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Hargrove,
Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the
Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member,
Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser;
Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5631 as recommended by Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing be substituted therefor,
and the substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill,
Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford,
Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa;
Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette;
Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Padden and Parlette.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5583 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Providing the fish and
wildlife commission with the tools necessary to enact changes to
the status of a species. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5583 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Bailey; Becker;
Billig; Brown; Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette;
Schoesler and Warnick.

February 27, 2015
SB 5633 Prime Sponsor, Senator Conway: Creating a
coordinator for the helmets to hardhats program in the department
of veterans affairs. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5633 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa and Rolfes.

February 27, 2015
SB 5644 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning psychiatric
boarding under the involuntary treatment act. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Kohl-Welles.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5644 as recommended by Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing be substituted therefor,
and the substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill,
Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford,
Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa;
Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler
and Warnick.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5593 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Concerning
delivery and payment for health care services by hospitals for
inmates and persons detained by law enforcement. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5593 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5631 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hargrove: Concerning the
administration of a statewide network of community-based

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5649 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Concerning
involuntary outpatient mental health treatment. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5649 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Hargrove,
Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the
Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member,
Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser;
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Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden;
Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5670 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Clarifying expenditures
under the state universal communications services program.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5670 as recommended by Committee on Energy,
Environment & Telecommunications be substituted therefor,
and the substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill,
Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford,
Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa;
Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5737 Prime Sponsor, Senator Miloscia: Concerning
government performance and accountability. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5737 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa;
Hatfield and Kohl-Welles.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget and
Billig.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5688 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Providing students
with skills that promote mental health and well-being and
increase academic performance. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means

February 27, 2015
SB 5740 Prime Sponsor, Senator Fain: Concerning extended
foster care services. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means

MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5688 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser,
Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker,
Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Billig; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5740 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.

MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Padden.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair;
Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Bailey;
Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban; Parlette; Schoesler and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5728 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Allowing patients to
opt out of HIV testing. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5728 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5752 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hasegawa: Regarding
information concerning racial disproportionality. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5752 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Becker; Billig; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; Rolfes and Schoesler.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
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Budget Chair; Bailey; Brown; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

February 27, 2015
SB 5753 Prime Sponsor, Senator Liias: Creating a county
property tax exemption for energy efficient construction.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; O'Ban; Rolfes and Warnick.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5763 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5771 Prime
Sponsor,
Senator
Liias:
Addressing
investigations under the ethics act. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5755 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hargrove: Addressing and
mitigating the impacts of property crimes in Washington state.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5755 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5761 Prime Sponsor, Senator Pearson: Providing for
property tax exemption for the value of new construction of
industrial/manufacturing facilities in targeted urban areas.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5761 as recommended by Committee on Trade &
Economic Development be substituted therefor, and the
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Fraser and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5763 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Addressing the
public employees' collective bargaining act as applied to
commissioned officers of the department of fish and wildlife.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5771 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser,
Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker,
Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker;
Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5779 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Reducing penalties
applied to regional support networks and behavioral health
organizations. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette;
Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5826 Prime Sponsor, Senator Mullet: Creating the
Washington small business retirement marketplace. Reported
by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5826 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Billig; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles;
Rolfes and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Brown; Hewitt; Padden and Schoesler.
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SB 5857 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Addressing
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair;
registration and regulation of pharmacy benefit managers.
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; O'Ban and Parlette.
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5857 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove,
February 27, 2015
SB 5840 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Concerning
Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the
reimbursement to eligible providers for medicaid ground
Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member,
emergency medical transportation services.
Reported by
Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser;
Committee on Ways & Means
Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes and
Warnick.
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
recommendation. Signed by Senators Dammeier, Vice
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Chair; Hasegawa; Padden and Schoesler.
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
February 27, 2015
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
SB 5864 Prime Sponsor, Senator Nelson: Concerning sales and
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair;
use tax for cities to offset municipal service costs to newly
Hasegawa; Padden and Parlette.
annexed areas. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5843 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ranker: Concerning outdoor
recreation. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5843 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Billig; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa;
Hatfield; Kohl-Welles; Parlette; Rolfes and Warnick.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5864 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Braun, Vice Chair.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Bailey;
Becker; Brown; Hewitt; Padden and Schoesler.

February 27, 2015
SB 5868 Prime Sponsor, Senator Jayapal: Providing an
exemption for certain lodging services from the convention and
trade center tax. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5851 Prime Sponsor, Senator Frockt: Concerning
recommendations of the college bound scholarship program work
group. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5851 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser,
Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker,
Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Billig;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Brown and Schoesler.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Becker and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5873 Prime Sponsor, Senator Conway: Permitting persons
retired from the law enforcement officers' and firefighters'
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retirement system plan 1 to select a survivor benefit option.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker; Billig;
Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; KohlWelles; O'Ban; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5888 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning near
fatality incidents of children who have received services from the
department of social and health services.
Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5888 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5889 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Concerning timeliness
of competency evaluation and restoration services. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5908 Prime Sponsor, Senator McAuliffe: Concerning
restraint or isolation of students, including students with
disabilities, in public schools. Reported by Committee on Ways
& Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5908 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5915 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Concerning dynamic
fiscal impact statements. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5915 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5889 as recommended by Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing be substituted therefor,
and the substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill,
Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford,
Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa;
Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes and
Schoesler.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5897 Prime Sponsor, Senator Cleveland: Requiring costs for
the examination of a suspected victim of assault of a child to be
paid by the state. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5897 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.

February 27, 2015
SB 5925 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hargrove: Concerning
diversion of nonfelony charges when a party has raised the issue
of competency to stand trial. Reported by Committee on Ways
& Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5925 as recommended by Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing be substituted therefor,
and the substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill,
Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford,
Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa;
Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette;
Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5944 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hill: Implementing the
periodic review of state spending programs. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
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Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Conway;
No. 5960 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Warnick.
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Bailey; Becker;
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Billig; Brown; Conway; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Senator Hasegawa.
Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Fraser; Hatfield and
Kohl-Welles.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Fraser and Rolfes.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget and Kohl-Welles.

February 26, 2015
SB 5947 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Creating a training
program in integrated care psychiatry. Reported by Committee
on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5947 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5954 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Reducing tuition.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5954 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the
Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Hasegawa; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member and Kohl-Welles.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating and Fraser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5960 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dansel: Requiring the
department of fish and wildlife to update the 2011 wolf
conservation and management plan to ensure the establishment of
a self-sustaining population of gray wolves while also ensuring
social tolerance of wolf recovery. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5976 Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Establishing a
consolidating purchasing system for public school employees.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5976 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker;
Billig; Brown; Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban; Parlette; Schoesler
and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Conway and Hasegawa.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Fraser; Kohl-Welles
and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 5979 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Providing salary
increases in the form of flat dollar monthly increases calculated
using the state average wage determined under RCW 50.04.355.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5979 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Conway; Fraser and
Hasegawa.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Billig; Hatfield;
Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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February 27, 2015
SB 5981 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Concerning limitations
on state debt. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means

On motion of Senator Fraser, all measures listed on the
Supplemental Standing Committee report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5981 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Bailey; Becker;
Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.

At 8:58 p.m., on motion of Senator Fraser, acting President
Pro Tempore Senator Fain presiding, the Senate adjourned until
10:00 o’clock a.m. Monday, March 2, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Billig; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa and Kohl-Welles.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hatfield and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 27, 2015
SB 5999 Prime Sponsor, Senator Darneille: Addressing the
caseload forecast council. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5999 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
February 26, 2015
SB 6016 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Requiring explicit
statutory authorization for the use of interest arbitration.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Bailey;
Becker; Brown; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Conway and Hasegawa.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Billig; Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles and
Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
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FIFTIETH DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Monday, March 2, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exception of Senator Ericksen.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Haley
Morgan McRae and Henry Moore, presented the Colors.
Mr. Samuel Toompas and Mr. Ben Maxfield, students at
Ptarmigan Ridge Elementary School in Orting and guests of
Senator Becker, led the Senate in the Pledge of Allegiance.
The prayer was offered by Senator Angel.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Would you two gentlemen stand up? I
want to show you something. These are just absolutely
outstanding Scouts. To show you why I say that – not only for the
great job they did – but would you turn around and show them the
badges you have both earned? Is that incredible or what!?”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Dolorita K. Reandeau, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9144, as a member of the Board of Trustees for
the Center of Childhood Deafness and Hearing Loss.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Dolorita
K. Reandeau, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9144, as a member
of the Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness
and Hearing Loss and the appointment was confirmed by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Absent: Senator Ericksen
Dolorita K. Reandeau, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9144,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Trustees for the Center of
Childhood Deafness and Hearing Loss.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION

Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.

Senator Braun moved that Doris Wood, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9194, be confirmed as a member of the Board
of Trustees, Centralia Community College District No. 12.
Senator Braun spoke in favor of the motion.

Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus immediately upon going at ease.

APPOINTMENT OF DORIS WOOD

MOTION
At 10:08 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 11:28 a.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that Dolorita K. Reandeau,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9144, be confirmed as a member
of the Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness
and Hearing Loss.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of the motion.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Doris Wood, Gubernatorial Appointment No.
9194, as a member of the Board of Trustees, Centralia
Community College District No. 12.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Doris
Wood, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9194, as a member of the
Board of Trustees, Centralia Community College District No. 12
and the appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas,
49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Doris Wood, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9194, having
received the constitutional majority was declared confirmed as a
member of the Board of Trustees, Centralia Community College
District No. 12.
MOTION

APPOINTMENT OF DOLORITA K. REANDEAU
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
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SECOND READING

ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5987, by
Senate Committee on Transportation (originally sponsored by
Senators King, Hobbs, Fain, Liias and Litzow)
Concerning transportation revenue.
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “In ruling upon the point of order raised by
Senator Cleveland concerning the number of votes necessary to
advance Substitute Senate Bill 5987 to third reading, the President
finds and rules as follows:
Senate Rule 64 provides in part that ‘any bill that creates a
new tax shall require the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the
senators elected or appointed to advance to third reading . . . .’
Setting aside the question of constitutionality, as that question
has not been asked, this is the first opportunity to provide
guidance to the body on the interpretation and implementation of
the rule. The President asks for the body’s patience as he provides
an explanation for how he interprets which specific actions trigger
the rule.
Rule 64 requires a supermajority vote to advance a bill that
‘creates a new tax.’ The President analyzes and applies this rule
to a revenue item by breaking it into a two part test:
1. Is the revenue item a new revenue item? and
2. Is the revenue item a tax?
If the answer to both questions is ‘Yes,’ then the rule is
triggered and a supermajority vote is required to advance the bill.
Senate Bill 5987 raises the gas tax as well as a number of
transportation related fees. Unlike previous initiatives, merely
increasing an existing tax or fee does not trigger the new
supermajority vote rule. There must be the creation of a new tax.
Additionally, the bill contains some revenue items that are
new, but are clearly fees, rather than taxes. The new rule is also
not triggered by these items.
As a reminder to the body, the President has a long line of
previous rulings differentiating between taxes and fees which the
members may find instructive to review. In short, a tax raises
revenue for general government purposes, while a fee is charged
to a specific class of payors to provide for a specific service or
program. The President focuses on the nexus between those
paying and the purpose for which the funds are to be used. The
tighter the nexus, the more likely the revenue item is a fee. When
a tight nexus is lacking, the revenue item is more likely a tax.
Applying the two part test to specific provisions within
Substitute Senate Bill 5987, the President finds two provisions
that require greater scrutiny.
Section 201 establishes a ‘freight project fee’ to be paid by
those with vehicles over ten thousand pounds. Although it is
based on weight it is called out separately from the weight fees,
and appears to be a new fee created for the first time in the bill. It
is a new revenue item, and meets part one of the test.
Turning to whether this ‘freight project fee’ is a tax or a fee,
the President looks at whether there is a nexus between those with
vehicles over ten thousand pounds and the purpose for which the
funds are spent. The bill distributes the funds to a variety of
accounts, some of which appear to have a nexus to the fee payors
(accounts funding transportation projects), but also broad
accounts funding the operations of the state patrol and ferries.
Those funds benefit the general public and are not as tightly
linked to the fee payors. The lack of a narrow nexus meets part
two of the test, and the President finds that this item is a new tax.

Additionally, sections 211 and 212 contain what the bill calls
‘fee equalization’ provisions. Some background on these
provisions may be helpful. Under current law, whether or not a
person pays a service fee on a report of sale or transitional
ownership transaction depends upon who processes the
transaction. A ‘service fee’ is currently paid by customers going
through a subagent or the auditor, but not by those purchasing
through the department of licensing.
By ensuring that everyone pays the same fee no matter which
entity processes the transaction, the class of people who pay the
‘service fee’ is expanded. Because this fee is new for the group of
customers who previously purchased these transactions through
the department of licensing, this is a new revenue item and meets
the first part of the analysis to trigger the supermajority vote rule.
The bill uses the funds paid by these purchasers of reports of
sale and transitional ownership transactions to fund ferry vessel
replacement. The President finds no nexus between the payors
and the purpose for which the funds are spent, making this item a
tax, and meeting part two of the analysis.
Finding that Sections 201, 211 and 212 of the bill create new
taxes, the President rules that Substitute Senate Bill 5987, in its
current form, triggers Senate Rule 64 and thirty-three votes are
required to advance the bill from second to third reading.”
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Hobbs: “I rise to a Point of Order. Mr. President, I
would like to ask for a ruling as to whether the portions of Rule
64 and other rules that would require two-thirds vote to move
from second to third reading are constitutional?”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Hobbs raises the Point of Order,
the constitutionality of Rule 64. Is that correct Senator Hobbs?”
REPLY BY SENATOR HOBBS
Senator Hobbs: “Yes, Mr. President.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “And asks the President to rule thereon.”
Senator Fain moved that further consideration of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987 be deferred and that the bill hold
its place on the day’s second reading calendar.
On motion of Senator Fain, the motion to defer further
consideration of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987 was
withdrawn.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Just for the benefit of the body, the issue
of the constitutionality of the super majority rule has been present
since before session began. The President has met with many
members and persons interested in the rules and the constitution
in anticipation of the likelihood of a challenge. The President
considered the rules, the various court decisions and heard from
several legislative attorneys on this issue and he is, and I am
prepared to rule at this time.”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: In ruling upon the point of order raised by
Senator Hobbs asserting that the provisions found in Senate Rules
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62, 64, and 67, requiring a two-thirds affirmative vote prior to
− The Framers never intended ordinary legislation to require a
considering certain bills on final passage, the President finds and
supermajority vote.
rules as follows, and, please, I ask for your patience because this
− The language and history of the constitution evince a principle
is a very complicated issue and takes a considerable amount of
favoring a simple majority vote for legislation.
explanation:
− More importantly, the framers were particularly concerned
The history of supermajority voting requirements is long and
with a tyranny of the minority.
complicated. Some originated in the Constitution, some in
− Allowing a supermajority requirement for ordinary legislation
legislation or initiatives, and, in today’s challenge, in the Senate
alters our system of government.
Rules. Whether a supermajority provision can be upheld depends
However, it must be noted once more that the challenged
in part upon the source of the provision, in part on how it operates
supermajority provisions do not on their face affect a vote on final
to affect the progress of legislation before the Senate, and in part
passage. This is technically correct. However, in order for a
upon the authority of the President.
functioning majority to pass a new tax under these rules, that
For over twenty years, supermajority voting requirements
majority must obtain the support of eight senators who oppose the
have been challenged in the courts. Lawsuits have been filed
measure. Such a process will inevitably alter the legislative result
against the state of Washington, two Secretaries of State, and the
that the majority prefers, as is evident in the Ruling given only a
office of the Lieutenant Governor. Most of those lawsuits were
few moments ago. In LEV, in order to pass a single repeal of a
dismissed, but in 2013 the League of Education Voters decision
tax exemption, the majority needed to pass four additional tax
(LEV) found unconstitutional a statute adopted by initiative that
exemptions to gain the support of enough legislators to reach the
required a two-thirds vote on final passage for bills that increased
two-thirds threshold. As the LEV court noted, with a mandatory
state tax revenue. The court declared that the supermajority
two-thirds requirement, the constitutional right of a majority to
requirement violated Article 2, Section 22 of Washington’s
‘maintain the effectiveness of their votes’ is impaired if not
constitution, a provision that applies only to the votes required to
‘completely nullified.’
pass ordinary legislation. (Ordinary legislation is legislation that
In sum, a two-thirds supermajority procedural requirement
does not require a supermajority vote for a reason set forth in the
for ordinary legislation violates the constitution. It does not matter
constitution.)
that the procedural hurdle precedes the vote on final passage. A
The rules being challenged here do not apply to the final
rule requiring a supermajority procedural vote may
passage of a bill, and therefore are not explicitly prohibited by the
constitutionally delay a majority for a reasonable time, as Senate
LEV decision. Instead, they require, in all cases creating a new
Rules currently provide, but when the rule does not provide that
tax, an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the Senate, prior to the
majority with a valid means to pass measures in the form the
bill being considered on final passage, either initially or on
majority intends, the President has no choice but to follow the
concurrence. For the purposes of this Ruling, the President will
dictates of the constitution, as he did in following the Locke
refer to these as the supermajority provisions. One member
decision, and as he does today.
supporting these changes accurately described them as an effort
Finally, the President has repeatedly stated that he does not
to do an ‘end-around’ the Court’s decision in 2013.
rule on constitutional questions. This is generally true. Certainly,
Supermajority voting requirements, particularly for
the President has avoided making such rulings, when the question
procedural matters, are found throughout the Senate Rules, and
is not related to a process mandated by the constitution. That
have been present since the first legislature. (Rule 31 of the 1889
reluctance does not apply when the body steps outside the
Senate Rules created a supermajority voting requirement in order
limitations established by the constitution or Supreme Court,
to change a Special Order of Consideration.) For example, a
either through the adoption of rules or consideration of other
supermajority vote is usually required to immediately advance a
legislation in a manner or form that allows the Senate itself to act
measure from Second to Third Reading, to pass a bill on the same
unconstitutionally. The President has previously stated, ‘The
day it is introduced, and to temporarily suspend most of the
Senate cannot pass a rule that violates the State Constitution.’
Senate Rules. These are traditional supermajority voting
Perhaps that statement should be clarified to read, ‘The Senate
requirements, and are widely accepted as constitutionally
may adopt an unconstitutional rule, but the President will not
appropriate limits on the rapid exercise of power by a political
enforce it.’
majority.
For these reasons, the provisions found in Senate Rules 62,
These supermajority provisions present a different issue. In
64, and 67, requiring a two-thirds affirmative vote prior to
contrast to the other procedural supermajority requirements found
considering bills that create new taxes on final passage, violate
in the Senate Rules, these ‘new tax’ provisions do not act to slow
Article 2, Section 22 of the Washington Constitution, the
down legislation; they act to stop legislation that creates a new tax
supermajority provisions regarding new taxes may not be used to
until a two-thirds supermajority can be persuaded to support it. It
prevent Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987 from advancing to Third
is important to note that there is no way to avoid this barrier other
Reading, and Senator Hobbs’s point is well-taken.”
than to suspend the rules, which coincidentally also requires a
two-thirds vote.
MOTION
It is this unique feature of the supermajority provisions that
requires the President to review the Court’s opinion in the LEV
Senator Fain moved that further consideration of Engrossed
case. This is not the first time that the President has considered
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987 be deferred and the bill hold its
decisions of the Supreme Court in making his rulings. For
place on the day’s second reading calendar.
example, the President adopted the Court’s decision in
Legislature v. Locke in prohibiting the inclusion of substantive
law in a budget: the Court found such an action unconstitutional,
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
and the President followed the court’s decision, as his duty is to
keep the legislature from acting in an unconstitutional manner,
Senator Rolfes: “It’s my understanding that with the ruling
and decisions of the Supreme Court help establish those
that was just made we may now continue our debate on final
limitations.
passage of ESSB 5987 should the body choose?”
Returning to the LEV decision, there is one consistent and
repeated theme. It forms the basis for the result in the case. It
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
underlies Reed’s Rules. And that theme is the constitutional right
of the majority to pass ordinary legislation.
President Owen: “You may advance the bill to third reading
The LEV Court reaffirmed this principle repeatedly. These
are only a few of the Court’s statements:
without a supermajority based on the President’s ruling and then
debate the issue if you so desire.”
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Without objection, the motion by Senator Fain carried and
further consideration of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No.
5987 was deferred and the bill held its place on the day’s second
reading calendar.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5491, by Senators Parlette, Hatfield,
King, Hargrove, Benton, Pearson, Braun, Rivers, Cleveland,
Warnick, Honeyford and Bailey
Maintaining reservations of water for certain future uses.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Parlette, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5491 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Parlette and Hatfield spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
Senator McCoy spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5491.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5491 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 29; Nays, 20; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King,
Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers,
Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson,
Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
SENATE BILL NO. 5491, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
MOTION
At 12:03 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 12:36 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

Senator Baumgartner: “Thank you Mr. President. I rise to a
point of personal privilege. I’d like to comment on your recent
ruling, if I may?”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “At your peril.” [Laughter.]
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Baumgartner: “Well, thank you Mr. President. With
all due respect, I’d like to express our disappointment, or
disagreement, with your ruling. You know the intent of what we
did, when we made that rule, was to make new taxes a last resort.
I think this body works better when new taxes are the last resort
because it forces us to look at reforms, to spend money better, and
instead of just always being the first move a look at a tax increase,
to really work through that legislative process. So, again, we
disagree. We’re still having a discussion about whether there’s a
view that you have the constitutional authority to do, and make
that ruling but, for the time being, we’re going to move forward
and look at other options in the future. Thank you Mr. President.”
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5987, by
Senate Committee on Transportation (originally sponsored by
Senators King, Hobbs, Fain, Liias and Litzow)
Concerning transportation revenue.
The measure was again read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators King, Hobbs, Mullet, Ericksen, Pedersen, Sheldon,
Schoesler, Conway, Miloscia, Hatfield and Liias spoke in favor
of passage of the bill.
Senators Dansel, Cleveland, Nelson, Jayapal and Hasegawa
spoke against passage of the bill.
Senator Ranker spoke on final passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 27; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Braun, Brown, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Hatfield,
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Liias, Litzow, Miloscia,
Mullet, O'Ban, Parlette, Pedersen, Rivers, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Benton, Billig, Chase, Cleveland,
Dansel, Ericksen, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe, McCoy, Nelson,
Padden, Pearson, Ranker, Roach and Rolfes
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5987,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed,
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specifically authorized in this act, any portion of an amount
Senate Rules notwithstanding. There being no objection, the title
provided solely for a specified purpose that is not expended
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
subject to the specified conditions and limitations to fulfill the
specified purpose shall lapse.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
(f) "Reappropriation" means appropriation and, unless the
context clearly provides otherwise, is subject to the relevant
President Owen: “Ladies and gentlemen of the senate, the
conditions and limitations applicable to appropriations.
President would like to respond to an inquiry about walking in
(g) "LEAP" means the legislative evaluation and
front of a senator when he’s speaking or the appropriateness of
accountability program committee.
kneeling in front of a senator. Reed’s Rules specifically says that
(h) "TEIS" means the transportation executive information
a member ‘should not walk between the member who has the
system.
floor and the presiding officer.’ [Reed’s, Ch. 5, Sec. 49] It has
been the tradition of the President to see that rule as not interfering
2015-2017 FISCAL BIENNIUM
in any way between the person who is speaking and the President.
TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES—OPERATING
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 201.
FOR THE JOINT
Kneeling in front of somebody is still distracting to the person
who is speaking. Moving about in front and moving papers,
TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
etcetera, is distracting to the person who is speaking. So the
Motor Vehicle Account—State Appropriation
$450,000
President would prefer that you not walk in front and then kneel
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
down thinking that that does not interfere between the person
conditions and limitations: $450,000 of the motor vehicle
speaking and the President.”
account—state appropriation is for the joint transportation
committee for the design-build contracting review panel
SECOND READING
established in chapter ... (Substitute Senate Bill No. 5997), Laws
of 2015. The department of transportation must provide technical
SENATE BILL NO. 5988, by Senators King, Hobbs, Fain,
assistance, as necessary. If chapter ... (Substitute Senate Bill No.
Liias and Litzow
5997), Laws of 2015 is not enacted by June 30, 2015, the amount
provided in this subsection lapses.
Concerning additive transportation funding and
NEW SECTION. Sec. 202. FOR THE WASHINGTON
appropriations.
STATE PATROL
State Patrol Highway Account-State Appropriation
MOTION
$15,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 203. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
On motion of Senator King, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5988
OF LICENSING
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5988 and the substitute bill
Motor Vehicle Account—State Appropriation $22,000,000
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: $22,000,000 of the motor vehicle
MOTION
account—state appropriation is provided solely for
implementation of chapter ... (Substitute Senate Bill No. 5987)
Senator King moved that the following striking amendment
(transportation revenue), Laws of 2015.
by Senator King and others be adopted:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 204. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
OF
TRANSPORTATION—ECONOMIC
following:
PARTNERSHIPS—PROGRAM K
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) An additive transportation
Transportation Innovative Partnership Account—State
budget of the state is hereby adopted and, subject to the provisions
Appropriation
$6,000,000
set forth, the several amounts specified, or as much thereof as may
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
be necessary to accomplish the purposes designated, are hereby
conditions and limitations: $6,000,000 of the transportation
appropriated from the several accounts and funds named to the
innovative partnership account—state appropriation is provided
designated state agencies and offices for employee compensation
solely for the purpose of capitalizing the Washington electric
and other expenses, for capital projects, and for other specified
vehicle infrastructure bank.
purposes, including the payment of any final judgments arising
NEW SECTION. Sec. 205. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
out of such activities, for the period ending June 30, 2017.
OF
TRANSPORTATION—HIGHWAY
(2) It is the intent of the legislature that the funding levels
MAINTENANCE—PROGRAM M
specified in LEAP Transportation Document 2015 NL-2 as
Motor Vehicle Account—State Appropriation $6,250,000
developed February 10, 2015, represents a commitment to
NEW SECTION. Sec. 206. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
provide appropriations to the agencies, programs, and activities at
OF TRANSPORTATION—TRAFFIC OPERATIONS—
the amounts identified therein through fiscal year 2031.
PROGRAM Q
(3) Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the
Motor Vehicle Account—State Appropriation $3,125,000
definitions in this subsection apply throughout this act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 207. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
(a) "Fiscal year 2016" or "FY 2016" means the fiscal year
OF
TRANSPORTATION—TRANSPORTATION
ending June 30, 2016.
MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT—PROGRAM S
(b) "Fiscal year 2017" or "FY 2017" means the fiscal year
Motor Vehicle Account—State Appropriation
$200,000
ending June 30, 2017.
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
(c) "FTE" means full-time equivalent.
conditions and limitations: $200,000 of the motor vehicle
(d) "Lapse" or "revert" means the amount shall return to an
account—state appropriation is provided solely for the helmets to
unappropriated status.
hardhats program state coordinator position at the department to
(e) "Provided solely" means the specified amount may be
provide veterans with skilled training and employment in the
spent only for the specified purpose. Unless otherwise
construction industry as required in chapter ... (Substitute Senate
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Bill No. 5993), Laws of 2015. If chapter ... (Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5993), Laws of 2015 is not enacted by June 30, 2015, the
amount provided in this subsection lapses.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 208. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF
TRANSPORTATION—PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION—PROGRAM V
Regional Mobility Grant Program Account—State
Appropriation
$8,750,000
Rural Mobility Grant Program Account—State
Appropriation
$5,625,000
Multimodal Transportation Account—State Appropriation
$16,000,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$30,375,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) $4,687,000 of the multimodal transportation account—
state appropriation is provided solely for the projects and
activities as listed by fund, project, and amount in LEAP
Transportation Document 2015 NL-1 as developed February 23,
2015, Program - Public Transportation Program (V).
(2) $10,000,000 of the multimodal transportation account—
state appropriation is provided solely for grants to transit agencies
to transport persons with special transportation needs. Grants for
transit agencies must be prorated based on the amount expended
for demand response service and route deviated service in
calendar year 2013 as reported in the "Summary of Public
Transportation - 2013" published by the department of
transportation. No transit agency may receive more than thirty
percent of these distributions.
(3) $5,625,000 of the rural mobility grant program account—
state appropriation is provided solely for grants to aid small cities
in rural areas as prescribed in RCW 47.66.100.
(4) $1,313,000 of the multimodal transportation account—
state appropriation is provided solely for a vanpool grant program
for: (a) Public transit agencies to add vanpools or replace vans;
and (b) incentives for employers to increase employee vanpool
use. The grant program for public transit agencies must cover
capital costs only. Operating costs for public transit agencies are
not eligible for funding under this grant program. Additional
employees may not be hired from the funds provided in this
section for the vanpool grant program, and supplanting of transit
funds currently funding vanpools is not allowed. The department
must encourage grant applicants and recipients to leverage funds
other than state funds.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 209. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION—MARINE—PROGRAM X
Puget Sound Ferry Operations Account—State Appropriation
$15,625,000
TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES—CAPITAL
NEW SECTION. Sec. 301. FOR THE FREIGHT
MOBILITY STRATEGIC INVESTMENT BOARD
Freight Mobility Investment Account—State Appropriation
$3,906,000
Freight Mobility Multimodal Account—State Appropriation
$3,906,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$7,812,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 302.
FOR THE
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT BOARD
Transportation Improvement Account—State Appropriation
$3,375,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 303. FOR THE COUNTY
ROAD ADMINISTRATION BOARD
Rural
Arterial
Trust
Account—State
Appropriation
$1,688,000
County Arterial Preservation Account—State Appropriation
$1,687,000

TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$3,375,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 304. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION—FACILITIES—PROGRAM D—
(DEPARTMENT
OF
TRANSPORTATION-ONLY
PROJECTS)
Connecting Washington Account—State Appropriation
$22,000,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The entire connecting Washington account appropriation
is provided solely for the projects and activities as listed by fund,
project, and amount in LEAP Transportation Document 2015 NL1 as developed February 23, 2015, Program - Highway
Management and Facilities Program (D).
(2) The department must work with the office of financial
management's facilities oversight program to develop a revised
predesign for a new Olympic region facility, with an estimated
total cost of no more than forty million dollars. Priority must be
given to accommodating the maintenance and operations
functions of the Olympic region. The department must provide a
copy of the revised predesign to the transportation committees of
the legislature by December 2015.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 305. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF
TRANSPORTATION—IMPROVEMENTS—
PROGRAM I
Connecting Washington Account—State Appropriation
$177,501,000
Multimodal Transportation Account—State Appropriation
$23,750,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$201,251,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) Except as provided otherwise in this section, the entire
connecting Washington account appropriation is provided solely
for the projects and activities as listed by fund, project, and
amount in LEAP Transportation Document 2015 NL-1 as
developed February 23, 2015, Program - Highway Improvements
Program (I).
(2) $17,500,000 of the multimodal transportation account—
state appropriation is provided solely for the removal of fish
culverts.
(3) $6,250,000 of the multimodal transportation account—
state appropriation is provided solely for storm water retrofits.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 306. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF
TRANSPORTATION—PRESERVATION—
PROGRAM P
Connecting Washington Account—State Appropriation
$76,563,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The entire connecting Washington
account appropriation in this section is provided solely for the
projects and activities as listed in LEAP Transportation
Document 2015 NL-1 as developed February 23, 2015, Program
– Highway Preservation Program (P).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 307. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF
TRANSPORTATION—WASHINGTON
STATE
FERRIES CONSTRUCTION—PROGRAM W
Connecting Washington Account—State Appropriation
$86,000,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The entire connecting Washington
account appropriation in this section is provided solely for the
projects and activities as listed in LEAP Transportation
Document 2015 NL-1 as developed February 23, 2015, Program
- Washington State Ferries Capital Program (W).
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(7)
Multimodal
Transportation
Account—State
NEW SECTION. Sec. 308. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Appropriation: For transfer to the Puget Sound Ferry Operations
OF TRANSPORTATION—RAIL—PROGRAM Y
Account—State
$15,625,000
Multimodal Transportation Account—State Appropriation
(8) Highway Safety Account—State Appropriation: For
$11,310,000
transfer to the Multimodal Transportation Account—State
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
$91,963,000
conditions and limitations: The entire appropriation in this section
(9) Motor Vehicle Account—State Appropriation: For
is provided solely for the projects and activities as listed in LEAP
transfer to the State Patrol Highway Account—State $7,500,000
Transportation Document 2015 NL-1 as developed February 23,
(10) Motor Vehicle Account—State Appropriation: For
2015, Program – Rail Program (Y).
transfer to the Freight Mobility Investment Account—State
NEW SECTION. Sec. 309. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
$3,906,000
OF
TRANSPORTATION—LOCAL
PROGRAMS—
(11) Motor Vehicle Account—State Appropriation: For
PROGRAM Z
transfer to the Transportation Improvement Account—State
Multimodal Transportation Account—State Appropriation
$3,375,000
$16,625,000
(12) Motor Vehicle Account—State Appropriation: For
Connecting Washington Account—State Appropriation
transfer to the Rural Arterial Trust Account—State $1,688,000
$85,694,000
(13) Motor Vehicle Account—State Appropriation: For
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$102,319,000
transfer to the County Arterial Preservation Account—State
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
$1,688,000
conditions and limitations:
(14)
Multimodal
Transportation
Account—State
(1) The entire connecting Washington account appropriation
Appropriation: For transfer to the Freight Mobility Multimodal
is provided solely for the projects and activities as listed by fund,
Account—State
$3,906,000
project, and amount in LEAP Transportation Document 2015 NL(15)
Multimodal
Transportation
Account—State
1 as developed February 23, 2015, Program - Local Programs (Z).
Appropriation: For transfer to the Regional Mobility Grant
Counties with a population of two hundred thousand or more and
Program Account—State
$8,750,000
cities with a population of seventy-five thousand or more that
(16)
Multimodal
Transportation
Account—State
receive funding to complete a project or projects on the LEAP
Appropriation: For transfer to the Rural Mobility Grant Program
Document referenced in this subsection must complete a Baldrige
Account—State
$5,625,000
assessment every two years and report the results of the
(17)
Multimodal
Transportation
Account—State
assessment to the department of transportation. The goal for each
Appropriation: For transfer to the Transportation Innovative
city and county referenced in this subsection is to achieve a sixty
Partnership Account—State
$6,000,000
percent score within seven years of the first assessment. The first
(18) Environmental Legacy Stewardship Account—State
assessment must be initiated during the 2015-2017 fiscal
Appropriation: For transfer to the Multimodal Transportation
biennium.
Account—State
$13,000,000
(2) $3,125,000 of the multimodal transportation account—
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 402.
FOR THE STATE
state appropriation is provided solely for the pedestrian and
bicycle safety program.
TREASURER—STATE REVENUES FOR DISTRIBUTION
(3) $3,500,000 of the multimodal transportation account—
TO CITIES AND COUNTIES
state appropriation is provided solely for the safe routes to school
Multimodal Transportation Account—State Appropriation:
program.
For distribution to cities and counties
$23,438,000
(4) $10,000,000 of the multimodal transportation account—
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
state appropriation is provided solely for the complete streets
conditions and limitations: The amount provided must be
program.
allocated between cities and counties using proportionate shares
that are consistent with the total amount of fuel tax revenue
TRANSFERS AND DISTRIBUTIONS
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 401.
FOR THE STATE
distributed under RCW 46.68.090 to cities and counties. Funds
credited to cities must be allocated under RCW 46.68.110(4).
TREASURER—ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSFERS
(1) State Patrol Highway Account—State Appropriation: For
Funds credited to counties must be allocated under RCW
transfer to the Connecting Washington Account—State
46.68.120(4). Expenditures from these funds may be used only
$9,460,000
for transportation purposes.
(2)
Transportation
Partnership
Account—State
MISCELLANEOUS
Appropriation: For transfer to the Connecting Washington
Sec. 501. RCW 46.68.030 and 2011 c 171 s 85 are each
Account—State
$4,880,000
amended to read as follows:
(3) Motor Vehicle Account—State Appropriation: For
(1) The director shall forward all fees for vehicle registrations
transfer to the Connecting Washington Account—State
under chapters 46.16A and 46.17 RCW, unless otherwise
$25,160,000
specified by law, to the state treasurer with a proper identifying
(4) Puget Sound Ferry Operations Account—State
detailed report. The state treasurer shall credit these moneys to the
Appropriation: For transfer to the Connecting Washington
motor vehicle fund created in RCW 46.68.070.
Account—State
$580,000
(2) Proceeds from vehicle license fees and renewal vehicle
(5)
Multimodal
Transportation
Account—State
license fees must be deposited by the state treasurer as follows:
Appropriation: For transfer to the Connecting Washington
(a) $20.35 of each initial or renewal vehicle license fee must
Account—State
$55,000,000
be deposited in the state patrol highway account in the motor
(6) Transportation 2003 Transportation (Nickel) Account—
vehicle fund, hereby created. Vehicle license fees, renewal
State Appropriation: For transfer to the Connecting Washington
vehicle license fees, and all other funds in the state patrol highway
Account—State
$59,861,000
account must be for the sole use of the Washington state patrol
for highway activities of the Washington state patrol, subject to
proper appropriations and reappropriations.
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(b) $2.02 of each initial vehicle license fee and $0.93 of each
renewal vehicle license fee must be deposited each biennium in
the Puget Sound ferry operations account.
(c) Any remaining amounts of vehicle license fees and
renewal vehicle license fees that are not distributed otherwise
under this section must be deposited in the motor vehicle fund.
(3) During the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, the legislature may
transfer from the state patrol highway account to the connecting
Washington account such amounts as reflect the excess fund
balance of the state patrol highway account.
Sec. 502. RCW 46.68.280 and 2003 c 361 s 601 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The transportation 2003 account (nickel account) is
hereby created in the motor vehicle fund. Money in the account
may be spent only after appropriation. Expenditures from the
account must be used only for projects or improvements
identified as transportation 2003 projects or improvements in the
omnibus transportation budget and to pay the principal and
interest on the bonds authorized for transportation 2003 projects
or improvements. Upon completion of the projects or
improvements identified as transportation 2003 projects or
improvements, moneys deposited in this account must only be
used to pay the principal and interest on the bonds authorized for
transportation 2003 projects or improvements, and any funds in
the account in excess of the amount necessary to make the
principal and interest payments may be used for maintenance on
the completed projects or improvements.
(2) During the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, the legislature may
transfer from the transportation 2003 account (nickel account) to
the connecting Washington account such amounts as reflect the
excess fund balance of the transportation 2003 account (nickel
account).
(3) The "nickel account" means the transportation 2003
account.
Sec. 503. RCW 46.68.290 and 2006 c 337 s 5 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The transportation partnership account is hereby created
in the state treasury. All distributions to the account from RCW
46.68.090 must be deposited into the account. Money in the
account may be spent only after appropriation. Expenditures from
the account must be used only for projects or improvements
identified as 2005 transportation partnership projects or
improvements in the omnibus transportation appropriations act,
including any principal and interest on bonds authorized for the
projects or improvements.
(2) The legislature finds that:
(a) Citizens demand and deserve accountability of
transportation-related
programs
and
expenditures.
Transportation-related programs must continuously improve in
quality, efficiency, and effectiveness in order to increase public
trust;
(b) Transportation-related agencies that receive tax dollars
must continuously improve the way they operate and deliver
services so citizens receive maximum value for their tax dollars;
and
(c) Fair, independent, comprehensive performance audits of
transportation-related agencies overseen by the elected state
auditor are essential to improving the efficiency, economy, and
effectiveness of the state's transportation system.
(3) For purposes of chapter 314, Laws of 2005:
(a) "Performance audit" means an objective and systematic
assessment of a state agency or agencies or any of their programs,
functions, or activities by the state auditor or designee in order to
help improve agency efficiency, effectiveness, and
accountability. Performance audits include economy and
efficiency audits and program audits.

(b) "Transportation-related agency" means any state agency,
board, or commission that receives funding primarily for
transportation-related purposes. At a minimum, the department of
transportation, the transportation improvement board or its
successor entity, the county road administration board or its
successor entity, and the traffic safety commission are considered
transportation-related agencies. The Washington state patrol and
the department of licensing shall not be considered transportationrelated agencies under chapter 314, Laws of 2005.
(4) Within the authorities and duties under chapter 43.09
RCW, the state auditor shall establish criteria and protocols for
performance audits. Transportation-related agencies shall be
audited using criteria that include generally accepted government
auditing standards as well as legislative mandates and
performance objectives established by state agencies. Mandates
include, but are not limited to, agency strategies, timelines,
program objectives, and mission and goals as required in RCW
43.88.090.
(5) Within the authorities and duties under chapter 43.09
RCW, the state auditor may conduct performance audits for
transportation-related agencies. The state auditor shall contract
with private firms to conduct the performance audits.
(6) The audits may include:
(a) Identification of programs and services that can be
eliminated, reduced, consolidated, or enhanced;
(b) Identification of funding sources to the transportationrelated agency, to programs, and to services that can be
eliminated, reduced, consolidated, or enhanced;
(c) Analysis of gaps and overlaps in programs and services
and recommendations for improving, dropping, blending, or
separating functions to correct gaps or overlaps;
(d) Analysis and recommendations for pooling information
technology systems used within the transportation-related
agency, and evaluation of information processing and
telecommunications policy, organization, and management;
(e) Analysis of the roles and functions of the transportationrelated agency, its programs, and its services and their compliance
with statutory authority and recommendations for eliminating or
changing those roles and functions and ensuring compliance with
statutory authority;
(f) Recommendations for eliminating or changing statutes,
rules, and policy directives as may be necessary to ensure that the
transportation-related agency carry out reasonably and properly
those functions vested in the agency by statute;
(g) Verification of the reliability and validity of
transportation-related agency performance data, selfassessments, and performance measurement systems as required
under RCW 43.88.090;
(h) Identification of potential cost savings in the
transportation-related agency, its programs, and its services;
(i) Identification and recognition of best practices;
(j) Evaluation of planning, budgeting, and program
evaluation policies and practices;
(k) Evaluation of personnel systems operation and
management;
(l) Evaluation of purchasing operations and management
policies and practices;
(m) Evaluation of organizational structure and staffing levels,
particularly in terms of the ratio of managers and supervisors to
nonmanagement personnel; and
(n) Evaluation of transportation-related project costs,
including but not limited to environmental mitigation,
competitive bidding practices, permitting processes, and capital
project management.
(7) Within the authorities and duties under chapter 43.09
RCW, the state auditor must provide the preliminary performance
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 506. This act is necessary for the
audit reports to the audited state agency for comment. The auditor
also may seek input on the preliminary report from other
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
appropriate officials. Comments must be received within thirty
support of the state government and its existing public
institutions, and takes effect immediately."
days after receipt of the preliminary performance audit report
unless a different time period is approved by the state auditor. The
Senator King spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
final performance audit report shall include the objectives, scope,
and methodology; the audit results, including findings and
MOTION
recommendations; the agency's response and conclusions; and
identification of best practices.
Senator Rolfes moved that the following amendment by
(8) The state auditor shall provide final performance audit
reports to the citizens of Washington, the governor, the joint
Senator Rolfes to the striking amendment be adopted:
legislative audit and review committee, the appropriate legislative
On page 1, line 16 of the amendment, after "2031." insert
committees, and other appropriate officials. Final performance
"However, the total amount provided in the LEAP Transportation
audit reports shall be posted on the internet.
Document referenced in this subsection for ferry operating
(9) The audited transportation-related agency is responsible
account backfill must be increased to $370,000,000."
Senator Rolfes spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
for follow-up and corrective action on all performance audit
findings and recommendations. The audited agency's plan for
to the striking amendment.
Senators King and Hobbs spoke against adoption of the
addressing each audit finding and recommendation shall be
included in the final audit report. The plan shall provide the name
amendment to the striking amendment.
of the contact person responsible for each action, the action
planned, and the anticipated completion date. If the audited
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Rolfes on page 1, line
agency does not agree with the audit findings and
recommendations or believes action is not required, then the
16 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5988.
The motion by Senator Rolfes did not carry and the
action plan shall include an explanation and specific reasons.
amendment to the striking amendment was not adopted by voice
The office of financial management shall require periodic
vote.
progress reports from the audited agency until all resolution has
occurred. The office of financial management is responsible for
MOTION
achieving audit resolution. The office of financial management
shall annually report by December 31st the status of performance
Senator Cleveland moved that the following amendment by
audit resolution to the appropriate legislative committees and the
Senator Cleveland to the striking amendment be adopted:
state auditor. The legislature shall consider the performance audit
On page 2, after line 5 of the amendment, insert the following:
results in connection with the state budget process.
"NEW SECTION.
Sec. 201.
FOR THE
The auditor may request status reports on specific audits or
WASHINGTON
STATE
TRANSPORTATION
findings.
COMMISSION
(10) For the period from July 1, 2005, until June 30, 2007, the
Motor Vehicle Account—State Appropriation
$250,000
amount of $4,000,000 is appropriated from the transportation
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
partnership account to the state auditors office for the purposes of
conditions and limitations: The legislature finds that replacement
subsections (2) through (9) of this section.
of the Interstate 5 bridge between Vancouver, Washington and
(11) During the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, the legislature
Portland, Oregon is of paramount importance to the safety of our
may transfer from the transportation partnership account to the
citizens and the economic vitality of the state. It is incumbent
connecting Washington account such amounts as reflect the
upon the legislature, together with all of the stakeholders, to
excess fund balance of the transportation partnership account.
continue to explore a path forward for replacing this critical
Sec. 504. RCW 47.60.530 and 2011 1st sp.s. c 16 s 1 are
infrastructure. Therefore, the entire appropriation in this section
each amended to read as follows:
is provided solely for the commission to initiate a collaborative
(1) The Puget Sound ferry operations account is created in the
process to reach agreement on the replacement of the Interstate 5
motor vehicle fund.
bridge crossing the Columbia river. Working with local and state
(2) The following funds must be deposited into the account:
government officials representing districts whose residents
(a) All moneys directed by law;
regularly use the bridge in both Oregon and Washington, and
(b) All revenues generated from ferry fares; and
other appropriate stakeholders, the commission must retain a
(c) All revenues generated from commercial advertising,
recognized neutral third party to lead and facilitate a collaborative
concessions, parking, and leases as allowed under RCW
planning effort for the purpose of reaching consensus on a process
47.60.140.
for moving forward with the replacement of the Interstate 5
(3) Moneys in the account may be spent only after
bridge. The neutral third party retained by the commission must
appropriation.
be a recognized and experienced leader in successful alternative
(4) Expenditures from the account may be used only for the
dispute resolution and collaborative decision making related to
maintenance, administration, and operation of the Washington
public policy decisions in the Pacific Northwest."
state ferry system.
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
(5) During the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, the legislature may
any internal references accordingly.
transfer from the Puget Sound ferry operations account to the
Senator Cleveland spoke in favor of adoption of the
connecting Washington account such amounts as reflect the
amendment to the striking amendment.
excess fund balance of the Puget Sound ferry operations account.
Senator King spoke against adoption of the amendment to
NEW SECTION. Sec. 505. If any provision of this act or
the striking amendment.
its application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
persons or circumstances is not affected.
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Cleveland on page 2,
after line 5 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5988.
The motion by Senator Cleveland did not carry and the
amendment to the striking amendment was not adopted by voice
vote.
MOTION
Senator Angel moved that the following amendment by
Senator Angel to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 5, line 25 of the amendment, strike
"$177,501,000" and insert "$187,501,000"
On page 5, line 27 of the amendment, strike "$201,251,000"
and insert "$210,251,000"
On page 6, after line 4 of the amendment, insert the following:
"(4) $3,000,000 of the connecting Washington account—
state appropriation is provided solely for a corridor congestion
study on state route number 16 (Tacoma Narrows bridge to state
route number 302).
(5) $4,000,000 of the connecting Washington account—state
appropriation is provided solely for the department to restripe two
southbound lanes of state route number 3.
(6) $3,000,000 of the connecting Washington account—state
appropriation is provided solely for the completion of the
environmental impact statement for state route number 302
improvements."
Senators Angel and Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.

consultation with the fish passage barrier removal board, shall
prioritize removal of the fish passage barriers, which are required
under the U.S. District Court injunction C70-9213, that provide
the most linear feet of habitat restoration within a watershed."
Senators Hobbs and King spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hobbs and others on
page 6, line 2 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5988.
The motion by Senator Hobbs carried and the amendment to
the striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Benton moved that the following amendment by
Senator Benton to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 6, line 26 of the amendment, strike "$11,310,000" and
insert "$14,310,000
On page 6, line 28 of the amendment, after "limitations:" insert
"(1)"
On page 6, after line 31 of the amendment, insert the following:
"(2) $3,000,000 of the multimodal account -- state appropriation
is provided solely for the Chelatchie Prairie Railroad for repairs and
maintenance."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly
Senator Benton spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Angel on page 5, line
25 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5988.
The motion by Senator Angel carried and the amendment to
the striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.

On motion of Senator Benton, the amendment by Senator
Benton on page 6, line 26 to the striking amendment to Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5988 was withdrawn.

MOTION

MOTION

Senator Benton moved that the following amendment by
Senator Benton to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 5, line 25 of the amendment, strike "$177,501,000"
and insert "$237,501,000"
On page 5, line 27 of the amendment, strike "$201,251,000"
and insert "$261,251,000"
On page 6, after line 4 of the amendment, insert the following:
"(4) $60,000,000 of the connecting Washington account—
state appropriation is provided solely for the Interstate 5/179th
Street Intersection Improvement project."
Senator Benton spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.

Senator Liias moved that the following amendment by
Senator Liias and others to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 7, line 1 of the amendment, strike "$85,694,000" and
insert "$90,694,000"
On page 7, line 2 of the amendment, strike "$102,319,000"
and insert "$107,319,000"
On page 7, line 5 of the amendment, after "(1)" strike "The"
and insert "Except as provided otherwise in this section, the"
On page 7, after line 25 of the amendment, insert the
following:
"(5) $5,000,000 of the connecting Washington account—
state appropriation is provide solely for preliminary engineering
and right-of-way acquisition for the South Lander Street project
for the city of Seattle to create grade separation to enhance freight
mobility in the SoDo neighborhood."
Senators Liias and King spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.

WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Benton, the amendment by Senator
Benton on page 5, line 25 to the striking amendment to Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5988 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Hobbs moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hobbs and others to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 6, line 2 of the amendment, after "culverts.", insert the
following:
"The funding in this subsection is intended to support the
statewide fish barrier removal strategy. The department, in

WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Liias and others on
page 7, line 1 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5988.
The motion by Senator Liias carried and the amendment to
the striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
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Senator Benton moved that the following amendment by
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
Senators Benton and Cleveland to the striking amendment be
placed on final passage.
adopted:
Senator King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
On page 7, line 1 of the amendment, strike "$85,694,000" and
Senator Hargrove spoke against passage of the bill.
insert "$85,744,000"
On page 7, line 2 of the amendment, strike "$102,319,000"
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
and insert "$102,369,000"
On page 7, line 5 of the amendment, after "(1)" strike "The"
Senator Liias: “Mr. President. In my work outside of this
and insert "Except as provided otherwise in this section, the"
body I am an employee of the City of Mukilteo and the bill before
On page 7, after line 25, insert the following:
the chamber today there’s a project for the city that was requested
"(5) $50,000 of the connecting Washington account—state
by the Economic Alliance of Snohomish County. Mr. President,
appropriation is provided solely for the city of Vancouver to be
I did not participate in the development of the project nor was I
used to improve safety and mobility for the blind at multiple street
part of the local decision-making process that resulted in the
intersections in the vicinity of the Washington state school for the
request that this project be included in the bill. However, my
blind in Vancouver."
employer does have an interest in the project as evidenced by the
Senators Benton, King and Hobbs spoke in favor of
fact that it was requested. My job is not conditioned on the
adoption of the amendment to the striking amendment.
funding of the project nor will my salary be affected by the
passage or failure of this bill. Under Senate Rule 22.1, no Senator
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
shall be allowed to vote ‘upon any question upon which he or she
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Benton and Cleveland
is in any way personally or directly interested.’ My inquiry Mr.
on page 7, line 1 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate
President is whether Senate Rule 22 prohibits me from voting on
Bill No. 5988.
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5988?”
The motion by Senator Benton carried and the amendment to
the striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
MOTION
Senator Benton moved that the following amendment by
Senator Benton to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 14, after line 23 of the amendment, strike all of section
506
On page 14, line 30 of the amendment, after "sections;", strike
all material through "emergency" and insert "; and making
appropriations"
Senators Benton and Padden spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment to the striking amendment.
Senator King spoke against adoption of the amendment to
the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Benton on page 14,
after line 23 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5988.
The motion by Senator Benton did not carry and the
amendment to the striking amendment was not adopted by voice
vote.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator King and
others as amended to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5988.
The motion by Senator King carried and the striking
amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment
was adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "appropriations;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 46.68.030,
46.68.280, 46.68.290, and 47.60.530; creating new sections;
making appropriations; and declaring an emergency."
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5988 was advanced to third

President Owen: “Senator Liias, the President believes that
you are not prohibited from voting because you are not personally
or directly impacted by the outcome of this bill.”
Senators Baumgartner, Hobbs, Rivers, Habib, Becker and
O‘Ban spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Dansel spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5988.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5988 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 41; Nays, 8; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille,
Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill,
Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban,
Parlette, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon
and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Benton, Cleveland, Dansel, Ericksen,
Hargrove, Padden, Pearson and Roach
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5988,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator King: “Thank you Mr. President. Well, as much as
we’d like to say that those of us that help negotiate these packages
did a lot of work. There are other people involved. First, I want to
thank Senator Fain, Senator Hobbs and Senator Liias. We had
some very tough negotiations. We had some give and take but
they were gentlemen all the way through that and I want to thank
them for that. But, the people I want to reference, and I believe
they are here, and, if you would allow, I’d love them to step out
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from the wings. If they would do so. I would ask Jackson and
Nick if they would come out. They’re our two partisan staff and - don’t hesitate, everybody wants to go to lunch so get out here
and do it. So, Jackson, where are you? There he is. Thank you.
[Applause] And then I would like to ask Kelly and David and
Clint and Amanda and Haley and Kim: Our non-partisan staff.
These are the people that really have done the work. They are
incredible in the talent that they bring to this institution. So, let’s
give them a round of applause. [Applause] Thank you Mr.
President.”
Senator Fain announced a twenty minute break to allow for
lunch to be followed by caucuses to review the consent calendar.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, Rule 15 was suspended for the
remainder of the day for the purpose of allowing continued floor
action.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Senate Rule 15 establishes the floor
schedule and calls for a lunch and dinner break of 90 minutes each
per day during regular daily sessions.
Senate Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus at 2:30 p.m. and requested those members to
bring their consent calendar.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus at 2:40 p.m.
MOTION
At 2:11 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 3:45 p.m. by the President
Pro Tempore, Senator Roach presiding.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
MOTION

The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Colleen
Fairchild, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9047, as a member of
the Professional Educator Standards Board and the appointment
was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent,
1; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Absent: Senator Ericksen
Excused: Senator Frockt
Colleen Fairchild, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9047,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Professional Educator Standards
Board.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Senator Ericksen was excused.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5264, by Senators Bailey, Parlette,
Warnick, Keiser, Jayapal and Braun
Creating a silver alert system.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Bailey, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5264
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5264 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5264 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Bailey spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Frockt was excused.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5264.
ROLL CALL

MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that Colleen Fairchild,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9047, be confirmed as a member
of the Professional Educator Standards Board.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF COLLEEN FAIRCHILD
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the confirmation of Colleen Fairchild, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9047, as a member of the Professional Educator
Standards Board.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5264 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Ericksen and Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5264, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
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objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
the act.
chapter 48.43 RCW to read as follows:
For health plans issued or renewed on or after January 1,
2016, benefits shall not be denied for any health care service
SECOND READING
performed by a pharmacist licensed under chapter 18.64 RCW if
SENATE BILL NO. 5202, by Senators Mullet, Fain, Litzow,
(1) the service performed was within the lawful scope of such
Billig, Frockt, Keiser and Habib
person's license; (2) the plan would have provided benefits if the
service had been performed by a physician licensed under chapter
Regarding the financial education public-private partnership.
18.71 or 18.57 RCW, an advanced registered nurse practitioner
licensed under chapter 18.79 RCW, or a physician's assistant
MOTIONS
licensed under chapter 18.71A or 18.57A RCW; and (3) the
pharmacist is included in the plan's network of participating
On motion of Senator Mullet, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5202
providers. The participation of pharmacies in the plan network's
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5202 and the substitute bill
drug benefit does not satisfy the requirement that plans include
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
pharmacists in their networks of participating medical providers.
On motion of Senator Mullet, the rules were suspended,
This section does not supersede the requirements of RCW
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5202 was advanced to third reading,
48.43.045.
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
Sec. 2. RCW 48.43.045 and 2007 c 253 s 12 are each
final passage.
amended to read as follows:
Senators Mullet and Litzow spoke in favor of passage of the
(1) Every health plan delivered, issued for delivery, or
bill.
renewed by a health carrier on and after January 1, 1996, shall:
(a) Permit every category of health care provider to provide
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
health services or care ((for conditions)) included in the ((basic
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5202.
health plan services)) essential health benefits benchmark plan
established by the commissioner consistent with RCW 48.43.715,
ROLL CALL
to the extent that:
(i) The provision of such health services or care is within the
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
health care providers' permitted scope of practice; ((and))
Senate Bill No. 5202 and the bill passed the Senate by the
(ii) The providers agree to abide by standards related to:
following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 4; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
(A) Provision, utilization review, and cost containment of
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
health services;
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
(B) Management and administrative procedures; and
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
(C) Provision of cost-effective and clinically efficacious
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohlhealth services; and
Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
(iii) For the purposes of this subsection, a health plan
Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers,
delivered, issued for delivery, or renewed for a group other than
Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
a small group must use a definition of essential benefits
Voting nay: Senators Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen and
authorized by the federal secretary of the department of health and
Padden
human services to meet the requirements of P.L. 111-148 of 2010,
Excused: Senator Frockt
as amended, including any available benchmark option,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5202, having received
supplemented as needed to ensure coverage of all ten statutory
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
categories. The reference to the essential health benefits does not
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
create a mandate to cover a service that is otherwise not a covered
the act.
benefit.
(b) Annually report the names and addresses of all officers,
SECOND READING
directors, or trustees of the health carrier during the preceding
year, and the amount of wages, expense reimbursements, or other
SENATE BILL NO. 5557, by Senators Parlette, Conway,
payments to such individuals, unless substantially similar
Rivers, Dammeier, Becker, Frockt, Schoesler, Keiser, Jayapal,
information is filed with the commissioner or the national
Warnick and Honeyford
association of insurance commissioners. This requirement does
not apply to a foreign or alien insurer regulated under chapter
Addressing services provided by pharmacists.
48.20 or 48.21 RCW that files a supplemental compensation
exhibit in its annual statement as required by law.
MOTION
(2) The requirements of subsection (1)(a) of this section do
not apply to a licensed health care profession regulated under
On motion of Senator Parlette, Substitute Senate Bill No.
Title 18 RCW when the licensing statute for the profession states
5557 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5557 and the substitute
that such requirements do not apply."
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
Senator Parlette spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
MOTION
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senator Parlette moved that the following striking
Senate to be the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator
amendment by Senator Parlette and others be adopted:
Parlette and others to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5557.
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
The motion by Senator Parlette carried and the striking
following:
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
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MOTION

There being no objection, the following title amendment
was adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "pharmacist;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 48.43.045; and
adding a new section to chapter 48.43 RCW."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Parlette, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5557 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Parlette spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5557.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5557 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5557,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5974, by Senators Benton, Bailey,
Hobbs, Chase, Cleveland, Angel, Hasegawa, Roach, Jayapal,
Fraser, McCoy and Hewitt
Requiring the insurance commissioner to review barriers to
offering supplemental coverage options to disabled veterans and
their dependents.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5974 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Benton spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5974.
ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5974 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5974, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Keiser: “Thank you Madam President. I just have to
say, it’s really nice to say ‘Madam President.’ It’s been a very
long time since my good friend Senator Rosa Franklin stood at
that podium to serve as President of the Senate and it’s a pleasure.
Thank you.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Honeyford: “Thank you Madam President. I’m just
glad your gavel is not as fast as the previous Madam President.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Keiser: “I would like to give my apologies to the good
lady from the Eighth District who apparently, I’m sorry, has
served as well. Thank you.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Baumgartner: “I just want to say how nice to see
someone so tall at the podium. Thank you Madam President.”
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5072, by Senator Honeyford
Modifying the crime of failing to summon assistance.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Honeyford, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5072 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5072 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5072 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Honeyford and Keiser spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5072.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5072 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
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Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
On motion of Senator Pearson, Substitute Senate Bill No.
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
5887 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5887 and the substitute
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hasegawa,
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5887 was advanced to third reading,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
final passage.
Voting nay: Senators Ericksen and Hargrove
Senators Pearson and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the
Excused: Senator Frockt
bill.
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5072, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5887.
the act.
ROLL CALL
SECOND READING
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
SENATE BILL NO. 5121, by Senators Kohl-Welles, Rivers,
Senate Bill No. 5887 and the bill passed the Senate by the
Bailey, Pedersen, Liias, McAuliffe, Frockt, Chase, Keiser and
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Hatfield
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Establishing a marijuana research license.
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
The measure was read the second time.
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
MOTION
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the rules were suspended,
Excused: Senator Frockt
Senate Bill No. 5121 was advanced to third reading, the second
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5887, having received
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
passage.
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
Senators Kohl-Welles and Rivers spoke in favor of passage
the act.
of the bill.
SECOND READING
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5121.
SENATE BILL NO. 5438, by Senators King, Hobbs,
Dammeier, Rolfes, Hill, Rivers, Liias, Mullet, Billig and Pedersen
ROLL CALL
Allowing bicycles to stop and proceed through traffic control
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
signals under certain conditions. Revised for 1st Substitute:
Bill No. 5121 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Allowing bicycles and mopeds to stop and proceed through traffic
Yeas, 45; Nays, 3; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
control signals under certain conditions.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
MOTIONS
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
On motion of Senator King, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5438
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5438 and the substitute bill
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Voting nay: Senators Ericksen, Hargrove and Padden
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5438 was advanced to third reading,
Excused: Senator Frockt
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
SENATE BILL NO. 5121, having received the constitutional
final passage.
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
Senator King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
SECOND READING
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5438.
SENATE BILL NO. 5887, by Senators Pearson and Ranker
Lengthening the maximum terms of leases entered into by the
director of enterprise services in certain counties. Revised for 1st
Substitute: Authorizing longer leases for property at the former
Northern State Hospital site.
MOTIONS

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5438 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 3; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
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Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Dansel, Honeyford and Padden
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5438, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Braun and Hasegawa spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.

SECOND READING

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5288 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Dansel and Ericksen
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5288, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

SENATE BILL NO. 5322, by Senators Hatfield, Hobbs and
Honeyford
Concerning conservation districts' rates and charges.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Hatfield, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5322 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5322 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Hatfield, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5322 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Hatfield and Warnick spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
Senator Darneille spoke on final passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5322.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5322 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 30; Nays, 18; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Billig, Braun, Chase, Cleveland,
Conway, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rolfes and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker, Benton,
Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Honeyford, O'Ban, Padden, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler
and Sheldon
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5322, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5288, by Senators Braun and Conway
Concerning expiration dates related to real estate broker
provisions.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5288 was advanced to third reading, the second

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5288.
ROLL CALL

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5903, by Senators Bailey, Braun and
Warnick
Restricting certain methods of selling marijuana.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5903 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Bailey and Hasegawa spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Senator Ericksen was excused.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5903.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5903 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Ericksen and Frockt
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SENATE BILL NO. 5903, having received the constitutional
Senator Angel spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5165.
SECOND READING

ROLL CALL

SENATE BILL NO. 5293, by Senators Becker, Keiser,
Rivers, Conway, Dammeier, Hobbs, Angel, Frockt, Bailey,
Ericksen, Mullet and Benton

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5165 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Ericksen and Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5165, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

Concerning the use of hydrocodone products by licensed
optometrists in Washington state.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Becker, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5293
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5293 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5293 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

SECOND READING
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5293.

SENATE BILL NO. 5171, by Senators Bailey, Conway,
Hobbs, Hewitt, Angel, Chase and Rolfes

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5293 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Ericksen and Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5293, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5165, by Senators Angel and Frockt
Authorizing palliative care in conjunction with treatment or
management of chronic or life-threatening illness. Revised for 1st
Substitute: Authorizing palliative care in conjunction with
treatment or management of serious or life-threatening illness.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Angel, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5165
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5165 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5165 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.

Concerning the definition of veteran for the purposes of the
county veterans assistance fund.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5171 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Bailey spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5171.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5171 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Ericksen and Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5171, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
MOTION
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On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Nelson was excused.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5182, by Senators Dammeier and Liias

Granting fire protection districts and regional fire protection
service authorities biennial budget authority.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5182 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5182.

Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Nelson
SENATE BILL NO. 5210, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5275, by Senators Schoesler, Hargrove,
Hill, Sheldon and Hewitt
Concerning tax code improvements that do not affect state
revenue collections.
MOTIONS

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5182 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Ericksen, Frockt and Nelson
SENATE BILL NO. 5182, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5210, by Senators Bailey, Conway,
Hobbs, Schoesler, Angel, Keiser and Benton
Authorizing an optional life annuity benefit for members of
the Washington state patrol retirement system.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5210 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Bailey and Conway spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5210.

On motion of Senator Schoesler, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5275 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5275 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Schoesler, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5275 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Schoesler spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5275.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5275 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Nelson
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5275, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5455, by Senators Rivers, Parlette,
Hatfield and Hobbs
Addressing the delivery of basic firefighter training and
testing.

ROLL CALL
MOTIONS
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5210 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
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On motion of Senator Rivers, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5455
SENATE BILL NO. 5387, having received the constitutional
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5455 and the substitute bill
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
On motion of Senator Rivers, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5455 was advanced to third reading,
SECOND READING
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
SENATE BILL NO. 6019, by Senators Padden, Pedersen,
final passage.
Frockt and O'Ban
Senator Rivers spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5455.

Addressing adjudicative proceedings by state agencies.
MOTIONS

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5455 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Nelson
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5455, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5387, by Senators Pedersen and O'Ban
Creating uniformity in common provisions governing
business organizations and other entities.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Pedersen, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5387 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Pedersen spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5387.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5387 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Nelson

On motion of Senator Padden, Substitute Senate Bill No.
6019 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 6019 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 6019 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 6019.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 6019 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Nelson
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 6019, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8008, by Senators
Hobbs, Roach, Conway, Miloscia, Hatfield, King, Bailey, Keiser,
Billig, Padden, Mullet, Ericksen, Frockt, Fraser and McAuliffe
Calling for a National Guard Stryker Brigade stationed on the
west coast.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hobbs, the rules were suspended,
Senate Joint Memorial No. 8008 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Joint Memorial No. 8008.
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ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Joint Memorial No. 8008 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Nelson
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8008, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5348 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 3; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers,
Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Ericksen, Hargrove and Ranker
Excused: Senators Frockt and Nelson
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5348, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5348, by Senators Miloscia and Chase
Allowing public agencies to enter into contracts providing for
the joint utilization of architectural or engineering services.

Senator Chase:
“Madam President. I would like to
congratulate you on your first full session as president of this
body and ask my colleagues to join me in applauding your great
job.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Miloscia, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5348 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5348 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Miloscia, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5348 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Miloscia spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

Senator Fain: “I just wanted to add to Senator Chase’s
comment and applaud you most of all for being the fastest ‘last
line’ in the state. I think we all appreciate that.”
MOTION
At 5:54 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 9:00 o’clock a.m. Tuesday, March 3, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5348.
ROLL CALL

HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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FIFTY FIRST DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Tuesday, March 3, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 9:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exception of Senator Frockt.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Lily
Raznick and Campbell Farris, presented the Colors. The prayer
was offered by Reverend Judith Reinhart-Nelson of Zion
Philadelphia Congregational Church, United Church of Christ,
Ritzville, guest of Senator Schoesler.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.

BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 2, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1002,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1014,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1034,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1036,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1047,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1065,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1077,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1087,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1113,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1172,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1222,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1252,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1285,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1308,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1313,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1369,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1382,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1470,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1604,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1625,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1626,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1637,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1721,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1871,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1987
and the same are herewith transmitted.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Becker moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8625
By Senators Becker, Dammeier, and Conway

BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 2, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:

SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1031,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1052,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1068,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1109,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1121,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1138,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1139,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1149,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1240,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1302,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1316,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1408,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1570,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1672,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1674,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1706,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1779,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1820,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1855,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1898,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1961,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2160
and the same are herewith transmitted.

WHEREAS, Tom Seigel, a 25-year veteran of the United
States Navy, became superintendent of the Bethel School District
in 2001 after serving in a similar capacity in Colorado; and
WHEREAS, During Superintendent Seigel's tenure, the
academic achievements of Bethel students have improved in
every category; and
WHEREAS, Superintendent Seigel is the driving force
behind the very successful Pierce County Skill Center; and
WHEREAS, As a testament to Superintendent Seigel's
vision for education, his belief in building bridges and
partnerships within the Bethel community, and his tenacious
efforts to gain support from other agencies, the Bethel district has
seen the passage of construction bonds and other legislative
measures needed to modernize or replace half of the facilities in
his purview; and
WHEREAS,
Superintendent
Seigel
encourages
innovation and efficiency within the Bethel district, leading it to
become one of first school districts in Washington to use propanefueled buses; and
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Appointment No. 9073, as a member of the Professional Educator
Standards Board.

WHEREAS, Superintendent Seigel's strong belief in
putting kids first has made the Bethel School District one of the
few districts in the nation to provide shelter to homeless youth;
and
WHEREAS, In addition to being an effective school
administrator, Superintendent Seigel can be found routinely
accompanying his wife on evenings and weekends delivering
bread to those in need, including deliveries on Christmas Eve and
on the weekend of his birthday; and
WHEREAS, Superintendent Seigel also fills an essential
and important role in his community by acting as the de facto
‘mayor’ of unincorporated, south Pierce County, serving in
numerous civic organizations and as an accomplished, longtime
spokesperson, advocate, and representative for that area's 100,000
plus residents;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington state Senate recognize Bethel School District
Superintendent Tom Seigel for his dedication to fostering a
healthy educational environment and inspiring colleagues, peers,
and neighbors to serve their community; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That a copy of this
resolution be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the
Senate to Superintendent Tom Seigel in recognition and
appreciation of the work he has done to improve the lives of
children.
Senators Becker, Conway, Dammeier and Angel spoke in
favor of adoption of the resolution.

Senator Nelson moved that Teresita Batayola, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9009, be confirmed as a member of the Seattle
College District Board of Trustees.
Senator Nelson spoke in favor of the motion.

MOTION

APPOINTMENT OF TERESITA BATAYOLA

On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Frockt was excused.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Teresita Batayola, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9009, as a member of the Seattle College
District Board of Trustees.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8625.
The motion by Senator Becker carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Mr. Tom and Mrs.
Sandy Seigel who were seated in the gallery and recognized by
the senate.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the seventh
order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that Ronald B. Jacobson,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9073, be confirmed as a member
of the Professional Educator Standards Board.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of the motion.

The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Ronald
B. Jacobson, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9073, as a member
of the Professional Educator Standards Board and the
appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 48;
Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
Ronald B. Jacobson, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9073,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Professional Educator Standards
Board.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION

The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Teresita
Batayola, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9009, as a member of
the Seattle College District Board of Trustees and the
appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 47;
Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Absent: Senator Benton
Excused: Senator Frockt
Teresita Batayola, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9009,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Seattle College District Board of
Trustees.
MOTION

APPOINTMENT OF RONALD B. JACOBSON

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Ronald B. Jacobson, Gubernatorial

SECOND READING
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SENATE BILL NO. 5270, by Senators Roach, Liias and
Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
Benton
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
Concerning a nonoperating advisory board reporting to the
Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
state patrol.
Voting nay: Senators Dansel, Ericksen, Hewitt and
Honeyford
The measure was read the second time.
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5318, having received the constitutional
MOTION
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5270 was advanced to third reading, the second
SECOND READING
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
SENATE BILL NO. 5532, by Senators Rolfes, Bailey and
Senator Roach spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Kohl-Welles
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5270.

Modifying certain Washington gift of life award provisions.
The measure was read the second time.

ROLL CALL
MOTION
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5270 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5270, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5318, by Senators Parlette, Bailey and
Kohl-Welles
Creating the wildlife college student loan program.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Parlette, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5318 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Parlette spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

On motion of Senator Rolfes, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5532 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Rolfes spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5532.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5532 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5532, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5725, by Senator Benton
Addressing surplus lines of insurance.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5318.

The measure was read the second time.

ROLL CALL

MOTION

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5318 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 44; Nays, 4; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,

On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5725 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Benton spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5725.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5725 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5725, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5958, by Senators Roach, Liias, Benton,
McCoy, Angel and Chase
Providing for representation of the state veterans' homes on
the governor's veterans affairs advisory committee.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5958 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Roach spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

Requesting the designation of U.S. Highway 101 to honor
recipients of the Medal of Honor.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hargrove, the rules were suspended,
Senate Joint Memorial No. 8012 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the memorial was
placed on final passage.
Senator Hargrove spoke in favor of passage of the memorial.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Joint Memorial No. 8012.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Joint Memorial No. 8012 and the memorial passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8012, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
SECOND READING
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8013, by Senators
Honeyford and Ranker
Concerning aquatic invasive species.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5958.

The measure was read the second time.

ROLL CALL

MOTION

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5958 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5958, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

On motion of Senator Honeyford, the rules were suspended,
Senate Joint Memorial No. 8013 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the memorial was
placed on final passage.
Senator Honeyford spoke in favor of passage of the memorial.

SECOND READING
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8012, by Senators
Hargrove, King, Hobbs, Hill, Conway and Hatfield

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Joint Memorial No. 8013.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Joint Memorial No. 8013 and the memorial passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
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Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8013, having received
ROLL CALL
the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
SECOND READING
Bill No. 5634 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
SENATE BILL NO. 5396, by Senators Roach, Liias, Benton,
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
McCoy, Dammeier and Chase
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Exempting information of guardians or family members of
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
children enrolled in child care, early learning, parks and
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
recreation, after-school, and youth development programs.
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
The measure was read the second time.
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
MOTION
SENATE BILL NO. 5634, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
Senate Bill No. 5396 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
SECOND READING
passage.
Senator Roach spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8006, by Senators KohlWelles, Litzow, McAuliffe, Rolfes, Dammeier, Keiser, Darneille
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
and Frockt
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5396.
Requesting Congress, the President, and the Departments of
ROLL CALL
Education, Health and Human Services, and Justice to take action
to implement the recommendations of the Government
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Accountability Office concerning efforts to prevent and respond
Bill No. 5396 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
to child sexual abuse by school personnel and sexual abuse
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
between peers.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
The measure was read the second time.
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
MOTION
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the rules were suspended,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Senate Joint Memorial No. 8006 was advanced to third reading,
Sheldon and Warnick
the second reading considered the third and the memorial was
Excused: Senator Frockt
placed on final passage.
SENATE BILL NO. 5396, having received the constitutional
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of passage of the
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
memorial.
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
SECOND READING
the final passage of Senate Joint Memorial No. 8006.
SENATE BILL NO. 5634, by Senators Conway, Rolfes,
O'Ban, Hobbs, Dammeier, McCoy, Hatfield and Chase
Exempting a widow or widower with gold star license plates
from vehicle licensing fees for one motor vehicle.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Conway, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5634 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Conway and King spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5634.

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Joint Memorial No. 8006 and the memorial passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8006, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
SECOND READING
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SENATE BILL NO. 5746, by Senators Bailey, Hobbs, Liias,
Baumgartner, Kohl-Welles, Chase and McAuliffe
Including Everett Community College as an aerospace
training or educational program.
The measure was read the second time.

Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5125, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

MOTION
SECOND READING
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5746 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Bailey spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5746.

SENATE BILL NO. 5923, by Senators Brown, Liias, Roach,
Dansel, Hobbs, Warnick and Chase
Promoting economic recovery in the construction industry.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5746 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5746, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5125, by Senators Padden, Darneille,
Roach and Hatfield
Increasing district court civil jurisdiction.
The measure was read the second time.

Senator Liias moved that the following amendment by
Senator Liias and Brown be adopted:
On page 4, beginning on line 9, after "applicant" strike all
material through "than" on line 10 and insert "must receive
deferrals for the first"
Senators Liias and Brown spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Liias and Brown on
page 4, line 9 to Senate Bill No. 5923.
The motion by Senator Liias carried and the amendment was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Brown, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5923 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Brown, Liias and Dansel spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
Senators Chase and Mullet spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5923.

MOTION
ROLL CALL
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5125 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5125.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5125 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5923 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 33; Nays, 15; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen,
Fain, Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
King, Liias, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Conway, Darneille,
Fraser, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen and Ranker
Excused: Senator Frockt
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5923, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
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SENATE BILL NO. 5477, by Senators Dammeier, Becker,
Warnick, Kohl-Welles and Darneille
Concerning the packaging, labeling, and advertising of vapor
products. Revised for 1st Substitute: Requiring substances
intended for use in a vapor product to satisfy child-resistant
effectiveness standards, adopting warning standards, and
prohibiting the use of vapor products in schools.

On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5477 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5477.

MOTION
ROLL CALL
On motion of Senator Dammeier, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5477 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5477 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that the following amendment by
Senators Dammeier and Conway be adopted:
On page 4, beginning on line 4, strike all of section 5 and
insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to
chapter 70.155 RCW to read as follows:
(1) It is unlawful to sell or distribute vapor products at retail
by any means other than vendor-assisted sales when the customer
has no direct access to the product except through the assistance
of the seller.
(2) It is unlawful to sell or distribute vapor products from selfservice displays.
(3) Retailers are exempt from requiring vendor-assisted sales,
if minors are not allowed in the store and such prohibition is
posted clearly on all entrances."
Beginning on page 5, line 29, strike all of section 8 and insert
the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A new section is added to
chapter 70.155 RCW to read as follows:
(1) A person who sells vapor products at retail shall display a
sign concerning the prohibition of vapor product sales to minors.
(2) The sign must:
(a) Be posted so that it is clearly visible to anyone purchasing
vapor products from the seller;
(b) Be designed and produced by the department of health to
read: "THE SALE OF VAPOR PRODUCTS TO PERSONS
UNDER AGE 18 IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED BY STATE
LAW. IF YOU ARE UNDER 18, YOU COULD BE
PENALIZED FOR PURCHASING A VAPOR PRODUCT;
PHOTO ID REQUIRED"; and
(c) Be provided free of charge by the liquor control board."
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Dammeier and
Conway on page 4, line 4 to Senate Bill No. 5477.
The motion by Senator Dammeier carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, beginning on line 4 of the title, after "26.28.080,"
strike "28A.210.310, and 70.155.020" and insert "and
28A.210.310"

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5477 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5477,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5486, by Senators Frockt, O'Ban,
Darneille, Fraser, Miloscia, Rolfes, Hargrove, Billig, Ranker,
Hewitt, Kohl-Welles and McAuliffe
Creating the parents for parents program.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator O'Ban, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5486 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5486 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5486 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators O'Ban, Billig and Darneille spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5486.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5486 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
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McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5486, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5689, by Senators Becker, Keiser,
Dammeier, Frockt, Jayapal and McAuliffe
Concerning the scope and costs of the diabetes epidemic in
Washington.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5689 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Becker and Keiser spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5689.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5689 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5689, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5292, by Senators Roach, Billig,
Hasegawa and Benton
Protecting children and youth from powdered alcohol.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Roach, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5292
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5292 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5292 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.

Senators Roach and Nelson spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5292.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5292 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5292, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5424, by Senators King, McCoy,
Ericksen and Hobbs
Allowing public utility districts to produce and distribute
renewable natural gas.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator King moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator King be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 54.04.190 and 2007 c 348 s 210 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) In addition to any other authority provided by law, public
utility districts are authorized to produce and distribute biodiesel,
ethanol, and ethanol blend fuels, including entering into crop
purchase contracts for a dedicated energy crop for the purpose of
generating electricity or producing biodiesel produced from
Washington feedstocks, cellulosic ethanol, and cellulosic ethanol
blend fuels for use in internal operations of the electric utility and
for sale or distribution.
(2) In addition to any other authority provided by law:
(a) Public utility districts are authorized to produce renewable
natural gas and utilize the renewable natural gas they produce for
internal operations.
(b) Public utility districts may sell renewable natural gas that
is delivered into a gas transmission pipeline located in the state of
Washington or delivered in pressurized containers:
(i) At wholesale; or
(ii) To an end-use customer if delivered in a pressurized
container, or if the end-use customer takes delivery of the
renewable natural gas through a pipeline, and the end-use
customer is an eligible purchaser of natural gas from sellers other
than the gas company from which that end-use customer takes
transportation service and:
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the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
(A) When the sale is made to an end-use customer in the state
of Washington, the sale is made pursuant to a transportation tariff
final passage.
approved by the Washington utilities and transportation
Senators King and McCoy spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
commission; or
(B) When the sale to an end-use customer is made outside of
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the state of Washington, the sale is made pursuant to a
transportation tariff approved by the state agency which regulates
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5424.
retail sales of natural gas.
ROLL CALL
(c) Public utility districts may sell renewable natural gas at
wholesale or to an end-use customer through a pipeline directly
from renewable natural gas production facilities to facilities that
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5424 and the bill passed the Senate by
compress, liquefy, or dispense compressed natural gas or
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
liquefied natural gas fuel for end use as a transportation fuel.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner,
(3) Except as provided in subsection (2)(b)(ii) of this section,
nothing in this section authorizes a public utility district to sell
Becker, Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland,
Conway, Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser,
renewable natural gas delivered by pipeline to an end-use
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
customer of a gas company.
(4)(a) Except as provided in this subsection (4), nothing in this
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
section authorizes a public utility district to own or operate natural
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
gas distribution pipeline systems used to serve retail customers.
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
(b) For the purposes of subsection (2)(b) of this section, public
Excused: Senator Frockt
utility districts are authorized to own and operate interconnection
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5424, having received
pipelines that connect renewable natural gas production facilities
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
to gas transmission pipelines.
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
(c) For the purposes of subsection (2)(c) of this section, public
the act.
utility districts may own and/or operate pipelines to supply,
and/or compressed natural gas or liquefied natural gas facilities to
SECOND READING
provide, renewable natural gas for end use as a transportation fuel
if all such pipelines and facilities are located in the county in
SENATE BILL NO. 5511, by Senators Braun, Baumgartner,
which the public utility district is authorized to provide utility
Rivers, Angel, Bailey and Honeyford
service.
(5) Exercise of the authorities granted under this section to
Reducing the frequency of local sales and use tax changes.
public utility districts does not subject them to the jurisdiction of
the utilities and transportation commission, except that public
The measure was read the second time.
utility districts are subject only to administration and enforcement
by the commission of state and federal requirements related to
MOTION
pipeline safety and fees payable to the commission that are
applicable to such administration and enforcement.
On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
(6) For purposes of this subsection:
Senate Bill No. 5511 was advanced to third reading, the second
(a) "Renewable natural gas" means a gas consisting largely of
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
methane and other hydrocarbons derived from the decomposition
passage.
of organic material in landfills, wastewater treatment facilities,
Senator Braun spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
and anaerobic digesters.
(b) "Gas company" has the same meaning as in RCW
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
80.04.010."
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5511.
Senator King spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
ROLL CALL
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator King to Senate
Bill No. 5511 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Bill No. 5424.
Yeas, 47; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
The motion by Senator King carried and the striking
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
MOTION
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
adopted:
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "gas;" strike the remainder
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
of the title and insert "and amending RCW 54.04.190."
Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Liias
MOTION
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5511, having received the constitutional
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5424 was advanced to third reading,
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
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MOTION

At 11:14 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 1:11 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that Juanita J. Kamphuis,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9078, be confirmed as a member
of the Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness
and Hearing Loss.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF JUANITA J. KAMPHUIS
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Juanita J. Kamphuis, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9078, as a member of the Board of Trustees for
the Center of Childhood Deafness and Hearing Loss.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Juanita J.
Kamphuis, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9078, as a member of
the Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness and
Hearing Loss and the appointment was confirmed by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 2; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Absent: Senators Ericksen and Keiser
Juanita J. Kamphuis, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9078,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Trustees for the Center of
Childhood Deafness and Hearing Loss.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that Tre Maxie, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9103, be confirmed as a member of the State
Board of Education.
Senators Dammeier and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of
the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF TRE MAXIE

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Tre Maxie, Gubernatorial Appointment No.
9103, as a member of the State Board of Education.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Tre
Maxie, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9103, as a member of the
State Board of Education and the appointment was confirmed
by the following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 1; Absent, 2; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Benton
Absent: Senators Ericksen and Keiser
Tre Maxie, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9103, having
received the constitutional majority was declared confirmed as a
member of the State Board of Education.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Senator Ericksen was excused.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5460, by Senators Parlette, Cleveland,
Rivers, Keiser, Angel, Chase and Bailey
Allowing practitioners to prescribe and distribute
prepackaged emergency medications to emergency room patients
when a pharmacy is not available.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Parlette, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5460 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5460 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Parlette moved that the following amendment by
Senator Parlette and others be adopted:
On page 1, beginning on line 1 of the title, after "Relating to"
strike all material through "available" on line 3 and insert "pharmacy
services in hospital emergency rooms and hospital clinics"
Senator Parlette spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Parlette and others on
page 1, line 1 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5460.
The motion by Senator Parlette carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Parlette, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5460 was advanced to third
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information is being requested has any history of domestic
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
violence or any court order restricting contact by a respondent.
(c) Concurrent to making a request, the responding law
Senators Parlette and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
enforcement agency must also check with the Washington state
bill.
patrol to identify if either the person requesting the call location
information or the person for whom the call location information
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
is being requested is participating in the address confidentiality
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5460.
program established in chapter 40.24 RCW. The secretary of state
must make name information available to the Washington state
ROLL CALL
patrol from the address confidentiality program as required under
RCW 40.24.070. The Washington state patrol must not further
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
disseminate list information except on an individual basis to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5460 and the bill passed the Senate by
respond to a request under this section.
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
(d) If the responding law enforcement agency identifies or has
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
reason to believe someone has a history of domestic violence or
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
stalking, has a court order restricting contact, or if the Washington
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
state patrol identifies someone as participating in the address
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
confidentiality program, then the law enforcement agency must
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
not provide call location information to the individual who
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
requested the information, unless pursuant to the order of a court
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
of competent jurisdiction.
Sheldon and Warnick
(e) A law enforcement agency may not request information
Excused: Senator Ericksen
under this section for any purpose other than responding to a call
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5460,
for emergency services or in an emergency situation that involves
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
the risk of death or serious physical harm.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
(2) A wireless telecommunications provider may establish
as the title of the act.
protocols by which the carrier voluntarily discloses call location
information to law enforcement.
SECOND READING
(3) No cause of action may be brought in any court against
SENATE BILL NO. 5158, by Senators McCoy and Fraser
any wireless telecommunications provider, its officers,
employees, agents, or other specified persons for providing call
Requiring call location information to be provided to law
location information while acting in good faith and in accordance
enforcement responding to an emergency.
with the provisions of this section.
(4) All wireless telecommunications providers registered to
MOTION
do business in the state of Washington and all resellers of wireless
telecommunications services shall submit their emergency
On motion of Senator McCoy, Substitute Senate Bill No.
contact information to the Washington state patrol in order to
5158 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5158 and the substitute
facilitate requests from a law enforcement agency for call location
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
information in accordance with this section. Any change in
contact information must be submitted immediately.
MOTION
(5) The Washington state patrol must maintain a database
containing emergency contact information for all wireless
Senator McCoy moved that the following striking
telecommunications providers registered to do business in the
amendment by Senator McCoy be adopted:
state of Washington and must make the information immediately
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
available upon request to facilitate a request from law
following:
enforcement for call location information under this section.
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
(6) The Washington state patrol may adopt by rule criteria for
chapter 80.36 RCW to read as follows:
fulfilling the requirements of this section.
(1) A wireless telecommunications provider must provide
Sec. 2. RCW 40.24.070 and 2008 c 18 s 5 are each amended
information in its possession concerning the current or most
to read as follows:
recent location of a telecommunications device and call
The secretary of state may not make any records in a program
information of a user of the device when requested by a law
participant's file available for inspection or copying, other than
enforcement agency. A law enforcement agency must meet the
the address designated by the secretary of state, except under the
following requirements:
following circumstances:
(a) A law enforcement agency may only request this
(1) If requested by a law enforcement agency, to the law
information when, in the law enforcement officer's exercise of
enforcement agency; and
reasonable judgment, he or she believes that the individual is in
(a) The participant's application contains no indication that he
an emergency situation that involves the risk of death or serious
or she has been a victim of domestic violence, sexual assault, or
physical harm and requires disclosure without a delay of
stalking perpetrated by a law enforcement employee; and
information relating to the emergency.
(b) The request is in accordance with official law enforcement
(b) Concurrent to making a request, the responding law
duties and is in writing on official law enforcement letterhead
enforcement agency must check the federal bureau of
stationery and signed by the law enforcement agency's chief
investigation's national crime information center and any other
officer, or his or her designee; or
available databases to identify if either the person requesting the
(2) If directed by a court order, to a person identified in the
call location information or the person for whom the call location
order; and
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(a) The request is made by a nonlaw enforcement agency; or
(b) The participant's file indicates he or she has reason to
believe he or she is a victim of domestic violence, sexual assault,
or stalking perpetrated by a law enforcement employee.
(3) To the Washington state patrol solely for the use
authorized in section 1 of this act, provided that participant
information must clearly distinguish between those participants
requesting disclosure to a law enforcement agency of the location
of a telecommunications device and call information of the user,
and those participants who request nondisclosure to a law
enforcement agency of the location of a telecommunications
device and call information of the user. The Washington state
patrol may not use the information or make the information
available for inspection and copying for any other purpose than
authorized in section 1 of this act. The secretary of state may
adopt rules to make available the information required for the
purposes of this section and section 1 of this act. The secretary of
state and the secretary of state's officers, employees, or custodian,
are not liable, nor shall a cause of action exist, for any loss or
damage based upon the release of information, or the
nondisclosure of information, from the address confidentiality
program to the Washington state patrol if the agency, officer,
employee, or custodian acted in good faith in attempting to
comply with the provisions of this section and section 1 of this
act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. This act may be known and cited
as the Kelsey Smith act."
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator McCoy to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5158.
The motion by Senator McCoy carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment
was adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "emergency;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 40.24.070;
adding a new section to chapter 80.36 RCW; and creating a new
section."
MOTION
On motion of Senator McCoy, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5158 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Ericksen
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5158,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5398, by Senators Rivers and
Hasegawa
Concerning marijuana, useable marijuana, and marijuanainfused products in public.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Rivers, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5398
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5398 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Rivers, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5398 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Rivers spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5398.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5398 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Ranker
Excused: Senator Ericksen
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5398, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5158.

SENATE BILL NO. 5730, by Senators Pearson, Chase,
Roach, Hewitt, Sheldon and Warnick

ROLL CALL

Concerning access roads utilized by the department of natural
resources.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5158 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,

MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Pearson, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5730 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5730 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5730 was advanced to third reading,
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students in third grade who are reading below grade-level or who,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
based on formative or diagnostic assessment, and other indicators,
are likely to score in the below basic level on the third grade
Senators Pearson and Hatfield spoke in favor of passage of
statewide student assessment in English language arts ((, a
the bill.
Senator Rolfes spoke against passage of the bill.
meeting must be scheduled before the end of the school year
between the student's parent or guardian, teacher, and the
principal of the school the student attends or the principal's
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
designee to discuss appropriate grade placement and
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5730.
recommended intensive strategies to improve the student's
reading skills)). At the meeting, the teacher shall inform the
ROLL CALL
parents or guardians of the requirements of this section and the
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
intensive reading improvement strategies that will be available to
Senate Bill No. 5730 and the bill passed the Senate by the
students before fourth grade. The teacher also shall inform the
parents and guardians of the school district's grade placement
following vote: Yeas, 38; Nays, 10; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
policy for the following year. Schools that have regularly
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
scheduled parent teacher conferences may use those meetings to
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt,
comply with this section.
(3) For students to be placed in fourth grade, the strategies
Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
((discussed)) provided by the school district must include an
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
intensive improvement strategy provided, supported, or
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Cleveland, Frockt, Habib,
contracted by the school district that includes a summer program
Jayapal, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Nelson, Pedersen and Rolfes
or other options ((identified by the parents, teacher, principal, or
Excused: Senator Ericksen
principal's designee as appropriately meeting the student's need))
developed to meet the needs of students to prepare for fourth
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5730, having received
grade. ((The parents or guardians must be fully informed about
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the strategies and))
the act.
(4) If a student in third grade scores below grade level on the
third grade statewide student assessment in English language arts,
SECOND READING
and there was no meeting under subsection (2) of this section, the
principal or his or her designee shall notify the student's parents
SENATE BILL NO. 5803, by Senators Dammeier,
or guardians of the following:
McAuliffe and Keiser
(a) The below basic score;
(b) An explanation of the requirements of this section;
Concerning the notification of parents when their children
(c) The intensive improvement strategy options that are
are below basic on the third grade statewide English language
available;
arts assessment.
(d) The school district's grade placement policy;
(e) Contact information for a school district employee who
MOTION
can respond to questions and provide additional information; and
(f) A reasonable deadline for obtaining the parent's consent
On motion of Senator Dammeier, Substitute Senate Bill No.
regarding the student's intensive improvement strategies that will
5803 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5803 and the substitute
be implemented and the student's grade placement.
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
(5) The parent's or guardian's consent must be obtained
regarding the appropriate grade placement and the intensive
MOTION
improvement strategy to be implemented. The school district
must implement the strategy selected in consultation with the
Senator Dammeier moved that the following striking
student's parents or guardians. If the school district does not
amendment by Senator Dammeier be adopted:
receive a response from a parent by the deadline or a reasonable
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
time thereafter, the principal or his or her designee shall make a
following:
decision on the student's grade placement for the following year
"Sec. 1. RCW 28A.655.230 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 18 s 105
and the intensive improvement strategies that will be
are each amended to read as follows:
implemented during the following school year.
(1) The definitions in this subsection apply throughout this
(6) If the school principal and parent cannot agree on the
section and RCW 28A.655.235 unless the context clearly requires
appropriate grade placement and improvement strategies from the
otherwise.
list of available options, the parent's request will be honored.
(a) "Basic" means a score on the statewide student assessment
(((3))) (7) If a student does not have a score in English
at a level two in a four-level scoring system.
language arts on the third grade statewide student assessment but
(b) "Below basic" means a score on the statewide student
the district determines, or is able to anticipate from, using district
assessment at a level one in a four-level scoring system.
or classroom-based formative or diagnostic assessments or
(c) "Not meet the state standard" means a score on the
another standardized assessment, that the student's performance
statewide student assessment at either a level one or a level two
is equivalent to below basic in English language arts, the policy
in a four-level scoring system.
in subsections (2) through (6) of this section applies.
(2) ((Beginning in the 2014-15 school year, for any student
(((4))) (8) Students participating in the transitional bilingual
who receives a score of)) Prior to the return of the results of the
instruction program are exempt from the policy in subsections (2)
statewide student assessment in English language arts, elementary
through (6) of this section, unless the student has participated in
schools shall require meetings between teachers and parents of
the transitional bilingual instruction program for three school
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years and receives a score of below basic on the third grade
statewide student assessment in English language arts.
(((5))) (9) Students with disabilities whose individualized
education program includes specially designed instruction in
reading or English language arts are exempt from subsections
(2)((, (3), and (4))) through (8) of this section. Communication
and consultation with parents or guardians of such students shall
occur through the individualized education program process
required under chapter 28A.155 RCW and associated
administrative rules.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. This act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
support of the state government and its existing public
institutions, and takes effect immediately."
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Dammeier to
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5803.
The motion by Senator Dammeier carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment
was adopted:
On page 1, line 3 of the title, after "assessment;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 28A.655.230;
and declaring an emergency."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5803 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator McAuliffe spoke against passage of the bill.

Modifying the use of local storm water charges paid by the
department of transportation.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5314 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Benton spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5314.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5314 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Ericksen
SENATE BILL NO. 5314, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5448, by Senator Hatfield

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5803.

Concerning the treatment of Lyme disease. Revised for 1st
Substitute: Requiring a study of the effects long-term antibiotic
therapy has on certain Lyme disease patients.

ROLL CALL

MOTIONS

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5803 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 39; Nays, 9; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker, Benton,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille,
Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, Miloscia,
Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Chase, Conway, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Keiser, McAuliffe, McCoy and Nelson
Excused: Senator Ericksen
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5803,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.

On motion of Senator Hatfield, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5448 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5448 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Hatfield, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5448 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Hatfield and Becker spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5314, by Senators Benton, Cleveland
and King

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5448.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5448 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
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Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
SENATE BILL NO. 5441, by Senators Rivers, Frockt,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
Parlette, Bailey, Conway, Keiser and Benton
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Addressing patient medication coordination.
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Ericksen
MOTION
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5448, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
On motion of Senator Rivers, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5441
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5441 and the substitute bill
the act.
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
SECOND READING
MOTION
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8007, by Senators
Senator Becker moved that the following amendment by
Pearson, Hatfield, Hewitt, Chase, McAuliffe, Dansel and
Senators Becker and Rivers be adopted:
Warnick
On page 1, line 12, after "drug" insert "with a coinsurance"
Requesting Congress to provide the National Oceanic and
On page 2, line 19, after "drug" insert "with a coinsurance"
Atmospheric Administration fisheries with sufficient resources to
Senators Becker and Frockt spoke in favor of adoption of
expedite review of Puget Sound hatchery and genetic
the amendment.
management plans and that the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration fisheries prioritize and conduct
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
immediate review and approval of these plans. Revised for 1st
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Becker and Rivers on
Substitute: Requesting Congress to provide the National Oceanic
page 1, line 12 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5441.
and Atmospheric Administration Fisheries with sufficient
The motion by Senator Becker carried and the amendment
resources to expedite its endangered species act and national
was adopted by voice vote.
environmental policy act review of Puget Sound hatchery and
MOTION
genetic management plans and that the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration Fisheries prioritize and conduct
On motion of Senator Rivers, the rules were suspended,
immediate review and approval of Puget Sound hatchery and
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5441 was advanced to third
genetic management plans.
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
MOTIONS
Senator Rivers spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
On motion of Senator Pearson, Substitute Senate Joint
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Memorial No. 8007 was substituted for Senate Joint Memorial
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5441.
No. 8007 and the substitute bill was placed on the second reading
and read the second time.
ROLL CALL
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Joint Memorial No. 8007 was advanced to third
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5441 and the bill passed the Senate by
placed on final passage.
the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Senator Pearson spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
the final passage of Substitute Senate Joint Memorial No. 8007.
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
ROLL CALL
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Senate Joint Memorial No. 8007 and the bill passed the Senate by
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5441,
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
as the title of the act.
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
MOTION
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the fourth
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
order of business.
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Ericksen
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
SUBSTITUTE SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8007,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
March 2, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
SECOND READING
The House has passed:
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ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1422,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1424,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1553,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1632,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1671
and the same are herewith transmitted.

Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Absent: Senators Ericksen and Hargrove
Monica H. Piergallini, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9138,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Professional Educator Standards
Board.

BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus immediately upon going at ease, reminding
those members to bring their pink Consent calendars.
MOTION
At 2:28 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 4:05 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Fain: “What order are we on?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Fourth order.”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that Monica H. Piergallini,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9138, be confirmed as a member
of the Professional Educator Standards Board.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF MONICA H. PIERGALLINI
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Monica H. Piergallini, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9138, as a member of the Professional Educator
Standards Board.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Monica
H. Piergallini, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9138, as a member
of the Professional Educator Standards Board and the
appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 47;
Nays, 0; Absent, 2; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5596, by Senators King, Hewitt, KohlWelles and McAuliffe
Creating a special permit by a manufacturer of wine to hold a
private event for the purpose of tasting and selling wine of its own
production. Revised for 1st Substitute: Creating a special permit
for a manufacturer of wine to hold a private event for the purpose
of tasting and selling wine of its own production.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator King, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5596
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5596 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5596 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators King and Hasegawa spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Senator Ericksen was excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5596.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5596 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 43; Nays, 5; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dansel, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt,
Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles,
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Dammeier, Darneille, Hargrove, Liias
and Pearson
Excused: Senator Ericksen
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5596, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Billig was excused.
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SENATE BILL NO. 5893, by Senators Fain, Mullet, Litzow,
Liias and Hargrove
Addressing the nonemployee status of athletes in amateur
sports.
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Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Billig and Ericksen
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5893, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

The measure was read the second time.
SECOND READING
MOTION
Senator Fain moved that the following amendment by
Senators Fain and Hasegawa be adopted:
On page 1, beginning on line 8, after "(1)" strike all material
through "institutions." on line 18
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively.
On page 2, beginning on line 29, after "include" strike all
material through "playing" on line 32 and insert "any individual for
the purposes of training or playing as an athlete for a team affiliated
with the Western Hockey League"
On page 4, beginning on line 7, after "include" strike all material
through "playing" on line 10 and insert "any individual for the
purposes of training or playing as an athlete for a team affiliated with
the Western Hockey League"
On page 4, beginning on line 30, strike all material through
"institutions." on line 40
On page 5, beginning on line 4, after "(1)" strike all material
through "institutions;" on line 14
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively.
On page 7, beginning on line 7, after "(p)" strike all material
through "playing" and insert "Any individual for the purposes of
training or playing as an athlete for a team affiliated with the Western
Hockey League"
Senators Fain and Hasegawa spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Fain and Hasegawa
on page 1, line 8 to Senate Bill No. 5893.
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the amendment was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5893 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Fain, Keiser and Baumgartner spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5893.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5893 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,

SENATE BILL NO. 5606, by Senators Jayapal, Rivers,
Frockt, King, Keiser and Kohl-Welles
Modifying provisions related to licensing and scope of
practice for dental professionals.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senator McCoy be adopted:
On page 5, after line 13, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
chapter 43.70 RCW to read as follows:
(1) A federally recognized Indian tribe, tribal organization, or
urban Indian organization is authorized to train, employ, or
contract with or for the services of a dental health aide, including
a dental health aide therapist. Any dental health aide, including a
dental health aide therapist, employed or contracted to perform
services under this section must be certified by either a federal
community health aide program certification board or an Indian
tribe that has adopted equivalent or higher standards than those
imposed by a federal community health aide program certification
board regarding curriculum, training, scope of practice,
continuing education, and supervision requirements. A federally
recognized Indian tribe, tribal organization, or urban Indian
organization is also authorized to supervise a dental health aide,
including a dental health aide therapist, trained, employed, or
contracted to perform services under this section.
(2) A dental health aide, including a dental health aide
therapist, employed or contracted to perform services under this
section may perform only those procedures permitted under
standards adopted by a federal community health aide program
certification board or an Indian tribe that has adopted equivalent
or higher standards than those imposed by a federal community
health aide program certification board regarding scope of
practice, continuing education, and supervision requirements. A
dental health aide, including a dental health aide therapist, is
subject to any service limitations provided by the Indian health
care improvement act, 25 U.S.C. Sec. 1616l. A dental health aide,
including a dental health aide therapist, is also subject to any
applicable limitations written by the supervising dentist of the
dental health aide in standing orders.
(3) A dental health aide, including a dental health aide
therapist, employed or contracted to perform services under this
section may do so only in practice settings operated by an Indian
health program or an urban Indian organization.
(4) For purposes of this section, the terms "Indian tribe,"
"Indian health program," "tribal organization," and "urban Indian
organization" have the same meanings given to them in the Indian
health care improvement act, 25 U.S.C. Sec. 1603.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to
chapter 74.09 RCW to read as follows:
The health care authority is directed to coordinate with the
centers for medicare and medicaid services to ensure the dental
health aide services authorized in section 4 of this act are eligible
for maximum federal funding of up to one hundred percent. It is
the intent of the legislature to ensure dental health aide services,
including those of dental health aide therapists, by Indian tribes,
tribal organizations, and urban Indian organizations are eligible
for medicaid funding to promote increased dental care access for
persons served in these practice settings in accord with the Indian
health care improvement act, 25 U.S.C. Sec. 1616l."
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "professionals" strike all
material through "Canada; and" on line 5 and insert ";" and on
line 5, after "18.260.040" insert "; adding a new section to chapter
43.70 RCW; and adding a new section to chapter 74.09 RCW"
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Fain: “Thank you Mr. President. I, too, wanted to
recognize the good Senator from the Thirty seventh’s efforts here
but I also wanted to point out that, if your speeches, on your actual
bill, that is yours, continues to be that short you will get additional
bills. I only hope that your comments on bills that aren’t yours
could learn that level of brevity. Thank you.”
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5499, by Senators Roach, Hasegawa,
Rivers, Rolfes, Warnick, Dansel, Padden, Angel and Chase
Allowing the filing of a special allegation of a nefarious drone
enterprise.
The measure was read the second time.

WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
MOTION
On motion of Senator McCoy, the amendment by Senator
McCoy on page 5, line 13 to Senate Bill No. 5606 was withdrawn.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Jayapal, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5606 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Jayapal and Becker spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5606.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5606 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5606, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Nelson: “Thank you Mr. President. I want to let the
body know that although Senator Jayapal spoke to a resolution as
her maiden speech – and thank you for recognizing me over
Senator Fain – this was her first bill that is passed so I want to say
congratulations to Senator Jayapal.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “I was under the impression a bill, to be
passed, had to go through this other house and be signed by the
Governor.”

On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5499 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Roach, Padden and Honeyford spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
Senator Pedersen spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5499.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5499 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 34; Nays, 15; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Hasegawa, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, King, Litzow, McAuliffe, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Cleveland, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hatfield, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen and Ranker
SENATE BILL NO. 5499, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5166, by Senators Rolfes, Ranker and
Hasegawa
Concerning the management of forage fish resources.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Rolfes, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5166
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5166 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Rolfes, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5166 was advanced to third reading,
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designated under RCW 43.157.030, when the community has one
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
or more of the characteristics under subsection (1) of this section.
(3) When developing the initial list of highly impacted
Senators Rolfes and Pearson spoke in favor of passage of the
communities, the department of ecology must rely on existing
bill.
environmental, economic, scientific, or public health data and
may use existing environmental justice mapping tools.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(4) The department of ecology must:
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5166.
(a) Consider any person's request to add his or her community
to the list of highly impacted communities and determine whether
ROLL CALL
to add the community based on the criteria in subsection (3) of
this section;
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
(b) Maintain a list of individuals and organizations that
Senate Bill No. 5166 and the bill passed the Senate by the
request to be notified when the agency is considering a major
following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 4; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
agency action within a highly impacted community, including a
Voting yea: Senators Bailey, Baumgartner, Benton, Billig,
project of statewide significance designated under RCW
Braun, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille,
43.157.030;
Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
(c) Provide the public with notice and an opportunity to
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohlcomment on the list of highly impacted communities before
Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
publishing the initial list or making any changes to the list; and
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
(d) Update the list of highly impacted communities as new
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
information and data become available.
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Becker, Brown and Honeyford
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5166, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
chapter 43.21A RCW to read as follows:
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
(1) Prior to considering a major agency action within a highly
the act.
impacted community, as identified in the list required by section
5 of this act, the department must develop a communications plan
SECOND READING
that:
(a) Integrates with other department policies, procedures, or
SENATE BILL NO. 5111, by Senator Brown
rules for soliciting comments on agency actions;
(b) Is tailored to meet the specific needs of the highly
Concerning projects of statewide significance for economic
impacted community;
development and transportation.
(c) Ensures that, to the extent practicable, members of the
highly impacted community have the opportunity to review and
The measure was read the second time.
comment on the proposed major agency action; and
(d) Provides members of the highly impacted community with
MOTION
the earliest practicable notice that the agency is considering a
major agency action within their community.
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
(2) The department must provide notice to individuals and
Senator McCoy be adopted:
organizations requesting notice under section 5(4)(b) of this act.
On page 1, line 17, after "projects," insert "to ensure that
(3) For the purposes of this section, major agency actions are:
nearby communities that may be highly impacted by such a
(a) State and local permits required for a project of statewide
project are afforded early notice and an opportunity to participate
significance designated under RCW 43.157.030;
in the project review,"
(b) A major stationary source permit or part of a new or
On page 6, after line 9, insert the following:
modified major stationary source permit, as those terms are
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to
utilized in Title I of the federal clean air act;
chapter 43.157 RCW to read as follows:
(c) New or major modification permits for treatment, storage,
(1) By January 1, 2017, the department of ecology, in
and disposal facilities, or permit renewals, issued by the
collaboration with the department and the department of health,
department, under chapter 70.105 RCW, that necessitate
must create a list of highly impacted communities in this state.
demonstrating compliance with siting criteria;
When developing the list, the following characteristics must be
(d) Waste disposal permits, issued by the department under
considered:
RCW 90.48.160, that the department categorizes as a new
(a) An unemployment rate more than twenty percent above
individual industrial permit; or
the state average;
(e) Other agency actions that are likely to change the
(b) A median household income less than seventy-five percent
characteristic, culture, or environmental health of a highly
of the state median household income;
impacted community, as determined by the department.
(c) A significant percentage of community residents who are
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. Nothing in sections 5 and 6 of
minorities, foreign-born, or who have limited proficiency in the
this act create a new cause of action or eliminate or restricts any
English language; or
existing cause of action."
(d) Disproportionate environmental burdens based, at a
On page 1, line 3 of the title, after "43.157.030;" strike "and"
minimum, on data generated from the United States
and on line 4 after "43.157.010" insert "; adding a new section to
environmental protection agency's risk-screening environmental
chapter 43.157 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.21A
indicators tool, and any appropriate environmental, scientific, or
RCW; and creating a new section"
public health data.
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of the
(2) The list must be revised as necessary to include
amendment.
communities located near any project of statewide significance
Senator Brown spoke against adoption of the amendment.
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator McCoy on page 1, line
17 to Senate Bill No. 5111.
The motion by Senator McCoy failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

Senator Brown spoke against adoption of the amendment to
the amendment.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Ranker: “I also apologize. I’m not sure which one
we’re speaking too. Can I get a point of order, sorry a
parliamentary inquiry?”

Senator Rolfes moved that the following amendment by
Senator Rolfes be adopted:
On page 2, line 22, after "benefit" strike "to the state or a
region of the state"

President Owen: “We are speaking to Senator Chase’s
amendment to Senator Hargrove’s amendment.”

WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT

REMARKS BY SENATOR RANKER

On motion of Senator Rolfes, the amendment by Senator
Rolfes on page 2, line 22 to Senate Bill No. 5111 was withdrawn.

REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT

Senator Ranker: “Okay, so I wanted to speak to the
underlying Hargrove amendment. Then I would wait ’til that is
back up, after this one fails?”

MOTION
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
Senator Rolfes moved that the following amendment by
Senator Rolfes be adopted:
On page 2, line 26, after "manufacturing," strike "conveyance
of construction materials,"
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Rolfes, the amendment by Senator
Rolfes on page 2, line 26 to Senate Bill No. 5111 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Hargrove moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hargrove and others be adopted.
On page 2, line 26, after "manufacturing," strike "conveyance
of construction materials" and insert "transportation"
On page 2, line 27, after "resource" strike "as defined in RCW
19.285.030"
On page 4, after line 8, insert the following:
"(7) "Renewable resource" means (a) wind; (b) solar energy;
(c) geothermal energy; (d) landfill gas; (e) gas from sewage
treatment facilities; (f) biodiesel fuel as defined in RCW
82.29A.135 that is not derived from crops raised on land cleared
from old growth or first-growth forests where the clearing
occurred after December 7, 2006; or (g) biomass energy.
(8) "Transportation" means a project to improve or repair a
highway or road, approaches to a highway, highway ramps, and
parking facilities. Transportation does not include conveyance of
construction materials."
Beginning on page 4, line 31, strike all of section 4 and insert
the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. This act is known as the
community prosperity and revitalization act."
Correct any internal references accordingly.
Senator Hargrove spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
MOTION
Senator Chase moved that the following amendment to the
amendment by Senator Chase be adopted:
On page 1, line 12 of the amendment, after "project" insert
"exceeding five hundred million dollars"
Senator Chase spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
to the amendment.

President Owen: “That would be appropriate.”
Senators Hobbs and McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment to the amendment.
Senator Baumgartner spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment to the amendment by Senator
Chase on page 1, line 12 to the amendment by Senator Hargrove
to Senate Bill No. 5111.
The motion by Senator Chase failed and the amendment to
the amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hargrove and others
on page 2, line 26, to Senate Bill No. 5111.
Senator Ranker spoke against the adoption of the amendment.
The motion by Senator Hargrove carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "43.157.005" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and 43.157.020; reenacting and
amending RCW 43.157.010; and creating a new section."
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senator McCoy be adopted:
On page 2, line 27, after "resource" strike "as defined in RCW
19.285.030"
On page 4, line 7, after "(6)" insert ""Renewable resource"
means: (a) Wind; (b) solar energy; (c) geothermal energy; (d)
landfill gas; (e) wave, ocean, or tidal power; (f) gas from sewage
treatment facilities; (g) biodiesel fuel as defined in RCW
82.29A.135 that is not derived from crops raised on land cleared
from old growth or first-growth forests where the clearing
occurred after December 7, 2006; or (h) biomass energy.
(7)"
Correct any internal references accordingly.
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the beneficial and adverse impacts of the project to the local
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
community, to the region, and to the state"
Senator Chase spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Brown spoke against adoption of the amendment.
Senator Brown spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator McCoy on page 2, line
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Chase on page 2, line
27 to Senate Bill No. 5111.
36 to Senate Bill No. 5111.
The motion by Senator McCoy failed and the amendment was
The motion by Senator Chase failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senator Chase moved that the following amendment by
Senator McCoy be adopted:
Senator Chase be adopted:
On page 2, line 29, after "development" insert ", except that
On page 2, line 36, after "commerce));" strike "and" and insert
a project for mining and transporting of gravel and other
aggregates is excluded from this subsection (5) when the project
"((and))"
includes construction of a dock more than one thousand feet in
On page 2, line 37, after "(iii)" insert "A LIDAR analysis for
length"
the project must be completed prior to designation as a project of
statewide significance. For the purposes of this subsection,
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
"LIDAR analysis" means a geographic information system that is
a light detection and ranging method that is a remote sensing
On motion of Senator McCoy, the amendment by Senator
method that uses light in the form of a pulsed laser to measure
McCoy on page 2, line 29 to Senate Bill No. 5111 was withdrawn.
ranges (variable distances) to the earth. These light pulses,
combined with other data recorded by the airborne system,
MOTION
generate precise, three-dimensional information about the shape
of the earth and its surface characteristics; and
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
(iv)"
Senator McCoy be adopted:
Correct any internal references accordingly.
On page 2, line 29, after "development" insert ", except that a
Senators Chase and McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of
project for mining and transporting of gravel and other aggregates
the amendment.
is excluded from this subsection (5) when the project will be
Senator Brown spoke against adoption of the amendment.
located in a geologically sensitive area prone to landslides and
erosion, as determined by the state geologist"
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Chase on page 2, line
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
37 to Senate Bill No. 5111.
The motion by Senator Chase failed and the amendment was
On motion of Senator McCoy, the amendment by Senator
not adopted by voice vote.
McCoy on page 2, line 29 to Senate Bill No. 5111 was withdrawn.
MOTION
MOTION
Senator Chase moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ranker moved that the following amendment by
Senator Chase be adopted:
Senator Ranker be adopted:
On page 5, line 14, after "project." insert "If the local
On page 2, line 29, after "development" insert ", provided
jurisdiction does not join in the request for the designation of the
such projects do not conflict with RCW 90.71.300 and
project as one of statewide significance, the department may not
70.235.020"
further consider the designation until the local jurisdiction joins
Senator Ranker spoke in favor of adoption of the
in the applicant's request for designation."
amendment.
Senator Brown spoke against adoption of the amendment.
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ranker on page 2, line
29 to Senate Bill No. 5111.
The motion by Senator Ranker failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Chase moved that the following amendment by
Senator Chase be adopted:
On page 2, line 36, after "commerce))" insert ". The
application must include a detailed analysis of the project that
demonstrates that the project is qualified to be designated as a
project of statewide significance, as well as a summary of both

On motion of Senator Chase, the amendment by Senator
Chase on page 5, line 14 to Senate Bill No. 5111 was withdrawn.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Brown, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5111 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Brown and Rolfes spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
Senator Rolfes spoke against passage of the bill.
POINT OF INQUIRY
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Senator Conway: “Would Senator Brown yield to a
question? I see in the underline analysis of the bill we’re lowering
the job requirements for projects of state significance and I’ve
heard no discussion of this issue here as why we’re lowering those
job requirements from fifty, I think it’s from fifty to forty in rural
areas and even a hundred to seventy in urban areas. I don’t
understand. If we have a project your trying to create jobs why
are we lowering those job requirements?”
Senator Brown: “Because it’s better to have some jobs than
no jobs.”
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5111.

McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5106, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5145, by Senators Dammeier, Frockt,
Becker, Bailey, Rivers and Brown
Concerning the membership of the health technology clinical
committee.
MOTIONS

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5111 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 30; Nays, 19; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen,
Fain, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King,
Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach,
Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Conway, Darneille,
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles,
Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen and
Ranker
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5111, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5106, by Senators O'Ban, Padden, Fain
and Roach
Creating a civil action for webcam unauthorized remote
access.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5106 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5106.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5106 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,

On motion of Senator Dammeier, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5145 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5145 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5145 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5145.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5145 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5145, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5466, by Senators Becker, Keiser and
Conway
Clarifying employee eligibility for benefits from the public
employees' benefits board and conforming the eligibility
provisions with federal law.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5466 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5466.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5466 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 44; Nays, 5; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Billig, Braun,
Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille, Fain,
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt,
Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles,
Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Benton, Dansel, Ericksen
and Padden
SENATE BILL NO. 5466, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
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SENATE BILL NO. 5542, by Senator Hill
Providing reasonable tools for the effective administration of
the public utility district privilege tax.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hill, the rules were suspended, Senate
Bill No. 5542 was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Hill spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5542.
ROLL CALL

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5496, by Senators Litzow, McAuliffe,
Dammeier, Rolfes and Chase
Changing explicit alternative routes to teacher certification
program requirements to expectations for program outcomes.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Litzow, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5496 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Litzow and McAuliffe spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5542 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5542, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5603, by Senators Warnick and Rolfes

MOTION
Changing cottage food operation provisions.
On motion of Senator Mullet, Senators Habib and Jayapal
were excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5496.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5496 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Habib and Jayapal
SENATE BILL NO. 5496, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5603 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Warnick spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5603.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5603 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
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Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5603, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

SENATE BILL NO. 5622, by Senators Sheldon, Miloscia,
Angel, Becker, Warnick and Pearson
Requiring that the departments of fish and wildlife and
ecology use empirical science to support agency actions affecting
land use. Revised for 1st Substitute: Concerning the use of
empirical science to support agency actions affecting land use.

SECOND READING
MOTIONS
SENATE BILL NO. 5633, by Senators Conway, O'Ban,
Hobbs, Chase, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McCoy and Hatfield
Creating a coordinator for the helmets to hardhats program in
the department of veterans affairs.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Conway, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5633 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5633 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Conway, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5633 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Conway, King and Roach spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5633.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5633 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Ranker
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5633, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

On motion of Senator Sheldon, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5622 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5622 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Sheldon, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5622 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Sheldon spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5622.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5622 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 27; Nays, 21; Absent, 1; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Fain, Hargrove,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia,
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Hobbs, Jayapal,
Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson,
Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Absent: Senator Ericksen
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5622, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Senator Ericksen was excused.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5485, by Senators Hobbs and Benton

MOTION
On motion of Senator Mullet, Senator Ranker was excused.

Concerning nonprofit organizations engaged in debt
adjusting. Revised for 1st Substitute: Concerning debt adjusters.

MOTION

MOTIONS

At 5:58 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.

On motion of Senator Hobbs, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5485
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5485 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Hobbs, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5485 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

EVENING SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 7:32 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
SECOND READING
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
SENATE BILL NO. 5591, by Senators Liias, Roach,
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5485.
Hasegawa, Fain, McCoy, Keiser, Pearson, Kohl-Welles,
McAuliffe and Conway
ROLL CALL
Allowing emergency medical services to develop community
assistance referral and education services programs.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5485 and the bill passed the Senate by the
MOTIONS
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
On motion of Senator Liias, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5591
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5591 and the substitute bill
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
On motion of Senator Liias, the rules were suspended,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5591 was advanced to third reading,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
final passage.
Sheldon and Warnick
Senator Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Excused: Senator Ericksen
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5485, having received
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5591.
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
ROLL CALL
SECOND READING
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
SENATE BILL NO. 5978, by Senators Roach, Liias and Fain
Senate Bill No. 5591 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 37; Nays, 11; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Modifying presidential primary provisions.
Voting yea: Senators Baumgartner, Benton, Billig, Chase,
Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
The measure was read the second time.
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
MOTION
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Sheldon and Warnick
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Braun, Brown,
Senate Bill No. 5978 was advanced to third reading, the second
Dansel, Hewitt, Honeyford, Padden, Parlette and Schoesler
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
Excused: Senator Ericksen
passage.
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5591, having received
Senators Roach, Liias and Fain spoke in favor of passage of
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
the bill.
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
Senators Chase and Frockt spoke against passage of the bill.
the act.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5978.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5978 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 36; Nays, 12; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille,
Fain, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Fraser,
Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser, McAuliffe, McCoy
and Nelson
Excused: Senator Ericksen
SENATE BILL NO. 5978, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING

NOTICE OF RECONSIDERATION
Having voted on the prevailing side, pursuant to Rule 37,
Senator Benton gave notice of his intent to move to reconsider the
vote by which Substitute Senate Bill No. 5591 passed the senate.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5468, by Senators King, Keiser, KohlWelles and Conway
Authorizing the use of nonappropriated funds on certain
administrative costs and expenses of the stay-at-work and selfinsured employer programs.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended, Senate
Bill No. 5468 was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators King and Hasegawa spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5468.

SENATE BILL NO. 5468, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

ROLL CALL
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5468 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Ericksen

Senator Fain: “Thank you Mr. President. I want to thank the
members for their good work today. We passed fifty-two
measures today, working well.”
MOTION
At 8:06 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 9:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, March 4, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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FIFTY SECOND DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Wednesday, March 4, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 9:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exceptions of Senators
Baumgartner, Frockt and Hewitt.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Amy
Rood and Everett Buck, presented the Colors. The prayer was
offered by Pastor Tony Traback of Lighthouse Christian Center
in Puyallup, guest of Senator Dammeier.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 3, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1060,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1355,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1356,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1410,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1443,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1495,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1989,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2131
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk

and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6076 by Senators Bailey, Litzow, Benton, Baumgartner,
Sheldon, Becker, Schoesler, Angel, Miloscia, Honeyford, Braun
and Fain
AN ACT Relating to garnishing public pensions to pay for
the costs of incarceration of a public employee convicted of a
felony for misconduct associated with such person's service
as a public employee; amending RCW 41.26.053, 41.32.052,
41.34.080, 41.35.100, 41.37.090, 41.40.052, and 43.43.310;
prescribing penalties; providing an effective date; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6077 by Senators Bailey, Litzow, Benton, Baumgartner,
Sheldon, Becker, Angel, Schoesler, Hewitt, Miloscia, Braun and
Fain
AN ACT Relating to the forfeiture of the pension of a public
employee convicted of a felony for misconduct associated
with such person's service as a public employee; adding a new
section to chapter 41.04 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
SHB 1002
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representative DeBolt)
AN ACT Relating to prohibiting unfair and deceptive dental
insurance practices; adding new sections to chapter 48.43
RCW; and providing an effective date.

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
March 3, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
HOUSE BILL NO. 1179,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1268,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1322,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1342,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1392,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1447,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1527,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1547,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1550,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1601,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1619,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1622,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1636,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1641,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1752,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1806,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1858

HB 1014 by Representative Appleton
AN ACT Relating to antifreeze products; and amending
RCW 19.94.544.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SHB 1031
by House Committee on Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Johnson, Santos, Haler,
Appleton, Sells, S. Hunt, Gregerson, Reykdal, Bergquist, Van De
Wege, Hargrove, Ormsby, Fey and Walkinshaw)
AN ACT Relating to expanding participation in college in the
high school programs; and amending RCW 28A.600.290.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
HB 1034 by Representatives Moeller, Appleton, Springer,
Jinkins, Gregerson, Stanford, S. Hunt, Ormsby and Walkinshaw
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AN ACT Relating to surname changes; amending RCW
9A.44.130; adding a new section to chapter 26.04 RCW;
prescribing penalties; and providing an effective date.

AN ACT Relating to credit for reinsurance; adding new
sections to chapter 48.12 RCW; recodifing RCW 48.12.164
and 48.12.166; and repealing RCW 48.12.154, 48.12.156,
48.12.158, 48.12.160, 48.12.162, and 48.12.168.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
HB 1036 by Representatives Moeller, Appleton, Jinkins,
Gregerson, Bergquist, Ormsby and Riccelli
AN ACT Relating to survivor benefits from the public
employees' retirement system for survivors of members in
registered domestic partnerships prior to December 2012; and
amending RCW 41.40.188, 41.40.660, and 41.40.845.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
HB 1047 by Representatives Goodman, Haler, Moscoso,
Appleton, Klippert, Muri, Hurst, S. Hunt, Hayes, Orwall,
Johnson, MacEwen and Gregerson
AN ACT Relating to the state agencies continuity of
operations planning requirements; and amending RCW
38.52.010, 38.52.020, and 38.52.030.

EHB 1087
by Representatives Takko and Gregerson
AN ACT Relating to automated traffic safety cameras in
school speed zones; and amending RCW 46.63.170.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SHB 1109
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Reykdal, Wilcox and
Bergquist)
AN ACT Relating to membership in the teachers' retirement
system for certificated employees of the superintendent of
public instruction; amending RCW 41.32.010; and adding a
new section to chapter 41.32 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SHB 1052
by House Committee on Higher Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Hayes, Fey, Klippert,
Orwall, Appleton, Muri, MacEwen, Gregerson, Haler, Bergquist,
Moeller, Riccelli and Magendanz)
AN ACT Relating to early registration at institutions of
higher education for spouses or domestic partners of military
members; and amending RCW 28B.15.624.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
HB 1065 by Representatives Kirby, Blake, Ryu, McBride and
Stanford
AN ACT Relating to the insurer holding company act;
amending RCW 48.31B.005, 48.31B.010, 48.31B.015,
48.31B.020,
48.31B.025,
48.31B.030,
48.31B.035,
48.31B.040, 48.31B.050, 48.31B.070, 42.56.400, 48.02.065,
48.13.061, 48.97.005, 48.125.140, 48.155.010, and
48.155.015; reenacting and amending RCW 42.56.400;
adding new sections to chapter 48.31B RCW; repealing RCW
48.31C.010,
48.31C.020,
48.31C.030,
48.31C.040,
48.31C.050,
48.31C.060,
48.31C.070,
48.31C.080,
48.31C.090,
48.31C.100,
48.31C.110,
48.31C.120,
48.31C.130,
48.31C.140,
48.31C.150,
48.31C.160,
48.31C.900, and 48.31C.901; prescribing penalties;
providing effective dates; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SHB 1068
by House Committee on Public Safety
(originally sponsored by Representatives Orwall, Kagi, Appleton,
Gregerson, Reykdal, Carlyle, Stanford, Sawyer, Fitzgibbon,
Jinkins, Cody, Hudgins, Senn, Clibborn, Moeller, Riccelli,
Moscoso, Farrell and Fey)
AN ACT Relating to sexual assault examination kits; adding
a new section to chapter 70.125 RCW; creating a new section;
and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1077 by Representatives Kirby, Ryu, McBride and Stanford

HB 1113 by Representatives Appleton and Ormsby
AN ACT Relating to solemnizing marriages; and amending
RCW 26.04.050.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SHB 1121
by House Committee on Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Parker, Santos, Riccelli,
Bergquist, Gregerson, Magendanz, Ortiz-Self, Muri, Tarleton and
Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to the financial education public-private
partnership; amending RCW 28A.300.450, 28A.300.460, and
28A.655.070; and adding new sections to chapter 28A.300
RCW.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SHB 1138
by House Committee on Higher Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Orwall, Haler, Blake,
Carlyle, Kochmar, Reykdal, Appleton, S. Hunt, Pollet, Tarleton,
Ortiz-Self, Gregerson, Bergquist, Ormsby, Senn, Riccelli, Ryu,
Tharinger, Walkinshaw and Fey)
AN ACT Relating to creating a task force on mental health
and suicide prevention in higher education; creating new
sections; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
HB 1139 by Representatives Orwall, Kochmar, Appleton,
Tarleton, Ortiz-Self, Hayes, Zeiger, Gregerson, Bergquist,
Ormsby, Senn, S. Hunt, Riccelli, Ryu, Fey and Santos
AN ACT Relating to establishing a work group to study
human trafficking of youth issues; creating a new section; and
providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SHB 1149
by House Committee on Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Muri, Lytton, Appleton,
Klippert, Hawkins, Kilduff, Gregerson, Magendanz and Fey)
AN ACT Relating to providing for educational data on
students from military families; amending RCW
28A.300.505; and creating new sections.
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Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
HB 1172 by Representatives Stanford, Vick and Ryu
AN ACT Relating to the risk management and solvency
assessment act; amending RCW 42.56.400; reenacting and
amending RCW 42.56.400; adding a new chapter to Title 48
RCW; providing effective dates; and providing an expiration
date.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
HB 1222 by Representatives McBride, Griffey, Clibborn,
Orcutt, Van De Wege, Fey, Takko, Young, Sawyer and Bergquist
AN ACT Relating to firefighting apparatus length and weight
limits; and amending RCW 46.44.190.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SHB 1240
by House Committee on Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Pollet, Santos, S. Hunt,
Orwall, Senn, Lytton, Robinson, Walsh, Griffey, Goodman, Buys
and Tarleton)
AN ACT Relating to restraint or isolation of students,
including students with disabilities, in public schools;
amending RCW 28A.155.020 and 28A.600.485; and creating
a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SHB 1252
by House Committee on Public Safety
(originally sponsored by Representatives Wylie, Harris, Moeller,
Jinkins, Vick and S. Hunt)
AN ACT Relating to penalties for allowing or permitting
unlicensed practice of massage therapy or reflexology;
adding a new section to chapter 18.108 RCW; and prescribing
penalties.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SHB 1285
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Riccelli, G.
Hunt, Van De Wege, Harris, Cody, Holy, Jinkins, Clibborn,
Robinson, Walkinshaw, Peterson, Fitzgibbon, Ormsby,
Bergquist, Tarleton, Farrell, Moeller, S. Hunt, Tharinger,
Stanford and Gregerson)
AN ACT Relating to screening newborns for critical
congenital heart disease; adding a new section to chapter
70.83 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
HB 1302 by Representatives Haler, Tarleton and Jinkins
AN ACT Relating to clarifying the applicability of child
abduction statutes to residential provisions ordered by a court;
amending RCW 9A.40.060 and 9A.40.070; creating a new
section; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1308 by Representatives Vick, Kirby, Parker and Stanford
AN ACT Relating to surplus lines; and amending RCW
48.15.050 and 48.15.120.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
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SHB 1313
by House Committee on Local Government
(originally sponsored by Representatives Zeiger, Fey,
Stambaugh, Takko, Van De Wege, Stokesbary, Griffey and
Reykdal)
AN ACT Relating to granting fire protection districts and
regional fire protection service authorities biennial budget
authority; amending RCW 52.16.030; and adding a new
section to chapter 52.26 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SHB 1316
by House Committee on Judiciary
(originally sponsored by Representatives Stambaugh, Jinkins,
Nealey, Hurst, Kilduff, Reykdal, Wilson and Sawyer)
AN ACT Relating to violations of a temporary protection
order; and amending RCW 26.50.110.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SHB 1369
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Riccelli,
Schmick, Robinson, Parker, Holy, Haler, Tharinger, Cody and
Ormsby)
AN ACT Relating to enabling student volunteers to provide
health care services; amending RCW 18.57.040, 18.71.030,
and 18.79.240; adding a new section to chapter 18.64 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 18.57 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 18.71 RCW; and adding a new section to
chapter 18.79 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SHB 1382
by House Committee on Local Government
(originally sponsored by Representatives Griffey, Blake, Lytton
and G. Hunt)
AN ACT Relating to delivery of basic firefighter training and
testing; and amending RCW 43.43.934.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SHB 1408
by House Committee on Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Ortiz-Self, Magendanz,
Sawyer, Santos, Senn, Robinson, Orwall, Tarleton, Bergquist and
Gregerson)
AN ACT Relating to developing a definition and model for
"family engagement coordinator" and other terms used
interchangeably with it; creating a new section; and providing
an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
EHB 1422
by Representatives Scott, Griffey and
Condotta
AN ACT Relating to misrepresentation of the geographic
location of floral product businesses; and amending RCW
19.160.030.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
ESHB 1424
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Orwall, Kagi,
Jinkins, Gregerson, Goodman, Santos, Fey and Sawyer)
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AN ACT Relating to suicide prevention; and amending RCW
43.70.442.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

SHB 1470
by House Committee on General
Government & Information Technology (originally sponsored by
Representatives Hudgins, Smith, Stanford, S. Hunt, Ormsby,
McBride and Tarleton)
AN ACT Relating to establishing a blue-ribbon panel on
cybersecurity; creating a new section; and providing an
expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
ESHB 1553
by House Committee on Public Safety
(originally sponsored by Representatives Walkinshaw,
MacEwen, Ryu, Appleton, Moscoso, Holy, Gregerson, Zeiger,
Peterson, Farrell, Walsh, Reykdal, Orwall, Pettigrew, Tharinger,
Fitzgibbon and Kagi)
AN ACT Relating to certificates of restoration of opportunity;
amending RCW 7.60.035, 9.92.120, 10.97.030, 14.20.090,
18.04.295, 9.96A.020, 9.96A.050, 18.11.160, 18.20.125,
18.39.410, 18.44.241, 18.44.311, 18.52.071, 43.43.842,
18.64.165, 18.88B.080, 18.108.085, 18.130.055, 18.235.110,
18.145.120, 9.94A.030, 18.160.080, 18.165.030, 18.170.030,
18.185.020, 18.185.250, 18.130.160, and 43.20A.710;
reenacting and amending RCW 18.130.050; adding a new
chapter to Title 9 RCW; and creating new sections.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

EHB 1632
by Representatives Goodman, Klippert,
Orwall, Hayes, Jinkins and Wylie
AN ACT Relating to domestic violence; amending RCW
9.94A.525, 9A.36.041, and 43.43.830; reenacting and
amending RCW 9.94A.411; adding a new section to chapter
7.36 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1637 by Representatives Stokesbary, Hurst, Gregory,
Zeiger, Rodne, Stambaugh, Magendanz, Kretz, Kochmar, Santos,
Appleton, Sells, Van De Wege, Robinson, Ormsby, Fey, Dent and
Jinkins
AN ACT Relating to authorizing law enforcement and
prosecutorial officials of federally recognized Indian tribes
access to prescription monitoring data; and amending RCW
70.225.040.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
ESHB 1671
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Walkinshaw,
Griffey, Cody, Smith, Peterson, Magendanz, Riccelli, Stanford,
Appleton, Robinson, Tharinger and Jinkins)
AN ACT Relating to increasing access to opioid antagonists
to prevent opioid-related overdose deaths; amending RCW
69.41.040 and 69.50.315; adding a new section to chapter
69.41 RCW; creating a new section; and repealing RCW
18.130.345.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

SHB 1570
by House Committee on Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Gregory, Bergquist, S.
Hunt, Reykdal, Kilduff, Ortiz-Self and Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to creating flexibility for the educator
retooling conditional scholarship program; and amending
RCW 28A.660.045 and 28A.660.050.

HB 1672 by Representatives Kagi, Walsh, Wylie and Moscoso
AN ACT Relating to information related to reports of child
abuse and neglect; and amending RCW 26.44.031.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

HB 1674 by Representatives Pettigrew, Walsh, Goodman,
Walkinshaw, Kagi, Appleton, Reykdal, Moscoso, Ormsby,
McBride and Jinkins
AN ACT Relating to allowing youthful offenders who
complete their confinement terms prior to age twenty-one
equal access to a full continuum of rehabilitative and reentry
services; and amending RCW 9.94A.728 and 72.01.410.

SHB 1604
by House Committee on Labor (originally
sponsored by Representatives Reykdal, Hayes, Sawyer, Van De
Wege, Holy, Griffey, Riccelli, Fitzgibbon, Ormsby and Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to an occupational disease exposure
reporting requirement for firefighters; creating a new section;
and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SHB 1625
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Schmick and
Wylie)
AN ACT Relating to the provision of drugs to ambulance and
aid services; adding a new section to chapter 18.64 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 70.168 RCW; and providing
an expiration date.

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
HB 1706 by Representatives Stanford, Zeiger, Reykdal, Haler,
Tarleton, Hayes, Sells, Stambaugh, Klippert, Smith and
Gregerson
AN ACT Relating to authorizing waivers of building fees and
services and activities fees for certain military service
members; and adding a new section to chapter 28B.15 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.

Referred to Committee on Health Care.
HB 1626 by Representative Schmick
AN ACT Relating to health benefit plan grace periods;
amending RCW 48.43.039; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

SHB 1721
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Robinson,
Schmick, Cody, Harris, Riccelli and Van De Wege)
AN ACT Relating to the transport of patients by ambulance
to facilities other than hospitals; amending RCW 70.168.100
and 18.71.210; reenacting and amending RCW 70.168.015;
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28B.15.545,
28B.15.558,
28B.15.621,
28B.15.740,
adding a new section to chapter 70.168 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 18.73 RCW; and adding a new section to
28B.15.910,
28B.15.915,
28B.50.030,
28B.50.455,
chapter 74.09 RCW.
28B.50.850, 28B.50.851, and 28B.50.862; reenacting and
amending RCW 28B.15.515; adding a new section to chapter
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
28B.04 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28B.06 RCW;
decodifying RCW 28B.56.010, 28B.56.020, 28B.56.040,
HB 1779 by Representatives Van De Wege, Johnson, Harris,
28B.56.050,
28B.56.070,
28B.56.080,
28B.56.090,
Jinkins and Tharinger
28B.56.100,
28B.56.110,
28B.56.120,
28B.57.010,
AN ACT Relating to requiring specialized training for
28B.57.020,
28B.57.030,
28B.57.040,
28B.57.060,
persons conducting victim interviews as part of the
28B.57.070,
28B.57.080,
28B.57.090,
28B.57.100,
disciplinary process for a health professional alleged to have
28B.58.010,
28B.58.020,
28B.58.030,
28B.58.040,
committed sexual misconduct; and amending RCW
28B.58.050,
28B.58.060,
28B.58.070,
28B.58.080,
18.130.062.
28B.58.090,
28B.59.010,
28B.59.020,
28B.59.030,
28B.59.040,
28B.59.050,
28B.59.060,
28B.59.070,
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
28B.59.080, 28B.59.090, 28B.59B.010, 28B.59B.020,
28B.59B.030, 28B.59B.040, 28B.59B.050, 28B.59B.060,
HB 1820 by Representatives Reykdal, Zeiger, Senn, Haler,
28B.59B.070, 28B.59B.080, 28B.59B.090, 28B.59C.010,
Riccelli, Bergquist, Kagi, Wilcox, Pollet, Walkinshaw, McBride,
28B.59C.020, 28B.59C.030, 28B.59C.040, 28B.59C.050,
Stambaugh, Muri, Harmsworth, Springer, Stanford, Tharinger
28B.59C.060, 28B.59C.070, 28B.59C.080, 28B.59D.010,
and Goodman
28B.59D.020, 28B.59D.030, 28B.59D.040, 28B.59D.050,
AN ACT Relating to requiring the department of social and
28B.59D.060, 28B.59D.070, 28B.50.301, 28B.50.302,
health services to request all necessary exemptions and
28B.50.914, 28B.50.915, and 28B.50.917; and providing
waivers from the federal government to allow students to use
expiration dates.
electronic benefit transfer cards at institutions of higher
education; creating new sections; and providing a contingent
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
expiration date.
HB 1987 by Representatives Kochmar and Sells
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
AN ACT Relating to adding certain commissioned court
Housing.
marshals of county sheriff's offices to the definition of
uniformed personnel for the purposes of public employees'
SHB 1855
by House Committee on Education
collective bargaining; and amending RCW 41.56.030.
(originally sponsored by Representatives Caldier, Santos, Parker,
Reykdal, Magendanz, Hayes, Young, Pollet and Tharinger)
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
AN ACT Relating to waiving local graduation requirements
for certain students; and amending RCW 28A.320.192.
SHB 2160
by House Committee on Judiciary
(originally sponsored by Representatives Wylie, Orwall, Klippert
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
and Buys)
AN ACT Relating to the distribution of intimate images;
HB 1871 by Representatives Ryu and Vick
adding a new section to chapter 4.24 RCW; and prescribing
AN ACT Relating to credit unions' corporate governance and
penalties.
investments; and amending RCW 31.12.255, 31.12.365,
31.12.418, and 31.12.436.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SHB 1898
by House Committee on Judiciary
(originally sponsored by Representatives Ortiz-Self, Johnson,
Walkinshaw, Muri, Robinson, Pettigrew, Lytton and Kilduff)
AN ACT Relating to protection of child victims; amending
RCW 43.101.270; adding a new section to chapter 43.101
RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1961 by Representatives Zeiger, Reykdal and Sells
AN ACT Relating to decodifying, expiring, and making
nonsubstantive changes to community and technical college
provisions; amending RCW 28B.15.546, 28B.50.1401,
28B.50.1402, 28B.50.1403, 28B.50.1404, 28B.50.1405,
28B.50.1406, 28B.50.256, 28B.50.285, 28B.50.327,
28B.50.482,
28B.50.534,
28B.10.025,
28B.10.280,
28B.10.570,
28B.10.571,
28B.10.650,
28B.10.679,
28B.15.012,
28B.15.014,
28B.15.025,
28B.15.041,
28B.15.067,
28B.15.069,
28B.15.100,
28B.15.385,
28B.15.395,
28B.15.520,
28B.15.522,
28B.15.543,

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
MOTION
Senator Cleveland moved that Kathryn Bennett,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9011, be confirmed as a member
of the Board of Trustees, Skagit Valley Community College
District No. 4.
Senator Cleveland spoke in favor of the motion.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, Senator Baumgartner was
excused.
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MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Frockt was excused.
APPOINTMENT OF KATHRYN BENNETT

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Kathryn Bennett, Gubernatorial Appointment
No. 9011, as a member of the Board of Trustees, Skagit Valley
Community College District No. 4.

Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Absent: Senator Hewitt
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5203, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Senator Hewitt was excused.

The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Kathryn
Bennett, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9011, as a member of
the Board of Trustees, Skagit Valley Community College District
No. 4 and the appointment was confirmed by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Absent: Senator Hewitt
Excused: Senators Baumgartner and Frockt
Kathryn Bennett, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9011,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Trustees, Skagit Valley
Community College District No. 4.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5137, by Senators Hatfield, Pearson,
Hobbs, Chase, Conway, Roach, McAuliffe, O'Ban and Mullet
Providing a complimentary discover pass to veterans with a
one hundred percent service-connected disability.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hatfield, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5137 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Hatfield and Pearson spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5137.
ROLL CALL

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5203, by Senators Warnick, Hasegawa
and Keiser
Modifying certain job order contracting requirements.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5203 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Warnick spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5203.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5203 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5137 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Hewitt
SENATE BILL NO. 5137, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5529, by Senators Warnick, Rivers,
Schoesler, Honeyford, Parlette, Becker and King
Transferring a railroad right-of-way to the Port of Royal
Slope.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Warnick, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5529 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5529 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
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On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
SENATE BILL NO. 5654, having received the constitutional
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5529 was advanced to third reading,
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
final passage.
Senators Warnick and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the
SECOND READING
bill.
SENATE BILL NO. 5819, by Senator Miloscia
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Modifying the definition of legislative authority for purposes
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5529.
of local tourism promotion areas.
ROLL CALL
The measure was read the second time.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
MOTION
Senate Bill No. 5529 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
On motion of Senator Miloscia, the rules were suspended,
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Senate Bill No. 5819 was advanced to third reading, the second
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
passage.
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Senator Miloscia spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5819.
Voting nay: Senator Padden
Excused: Senators Frockt and Hewitt
ROLL CALL
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5529, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
Bill No. 5819 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
the act.
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
SECOND READING
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
SENATE BILL NO. 5654, by Senators Dansel and Benton
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Concerning partial payment of current and delinquent taxes
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
to the county treasurer.
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
The measure was read the second time.
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Hewitt
MOTION
SENATE BILL NO. 5819, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
On motion of Senator Dansel, the rules were suspended,
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
Senate Bill No. 5654 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
SECOND READING
passage.
SENATE BILL NO. 5227, by Senators Baumgartner, O'Ban,
Senators Dansel and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the
Dammeier and Fain
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5654.

Creating the international commercial arbitration act.
The measure was read the second time.

ROLL CALL
MOTION
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5654 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Hewitt

On motion of Senator Baumgartner, the rules were
suspended, Senate Bill No. 5227 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Baumgartner and Benton spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
Senator Chase spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5227.
ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5227 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 37; Nays, 10; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille,
Fain, Habib, Hargrove, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser,
King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
O'Ban, Padden, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Ericksen,
Fraser, Hasegawa, Hatfield, McAuliffe, McCoy and Parlette
Excused: Senators Frockt and Hewitt
SENATE BILL NO. 5227, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5122, by Senators Kohl-Welles, Frockt,
Liias, Bailey and McAuliffe
Concerning precollege placement measures.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5122 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Kohl-Welles and Bailey spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5122.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5122 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5122, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5824, by Senator Parlette
Concerning certain recreational guides.
MOTIONS

On motion of Senator Parlette, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5824 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5824 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Parlette, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5824 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Parlette and Hatfield spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5824.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5824 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5824, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5783, by Senators Rivers, Dansel, Fain,
Sheldon, Hatfield and Benton
Authorizing peace officers to assist the department of
corrections with the supervision of offenders.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5783 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Rivers and Benton spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5783.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5783 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
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Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Sheldon and Warnick
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5692.
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5783, having received the constitutional
ROLL CALL
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5692 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
SECOND READING
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
SENATE BILL NO. 5600, by Senators Dammeier, Keiser,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille and Kohl-Welles
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Modifying certain definitions concerning the abuse of
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
vulnerable adults.
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
MOTIONS
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
On motion of Senator Dammeier, Substitute Senate Bill No.
SENATE BILL NO. 5692, having received the constitutional
5600 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5600 and the substitute
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5600 was advanced to third reading,
SECOND READING
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
SENATE BILL NO. 5416, by Senators King and Benton
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Concerning service fees on vessel-related transactions.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5600.
The measure was read the second time.
ROLL CALL

MOTION

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5600 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5600, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

Senator King moved that the following amendment by
Senator King be adopted:
On page 3, line 29, after “RCW 88.02.515 and “strike
“RCW 46.17.040” and insert “RCW 88.02.650”
Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5692, by Senators Hargrove and
Darneille
Addressing permanency plans of care for dependent children.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hargrove, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5692 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Hargrove spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator King on page 3, line
29 to Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5416.
The motion by Senator King carried and the amendment was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5416 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5416.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5416 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Benton,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
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Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Becker
Excused: Senator Frockt
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5416, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5587 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5587.
ROLL CALL

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5311, by Senators Rolfes, O'Ban,
Frockt, Darneille, Keiser, McCoy, Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa and
Jayapal
Requiring crisis intervention training for peace officers.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Rolfes, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5311 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5311 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator Rolfes, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5311 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Rolfes and Padden spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5311.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5587 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5587, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5650, by Senators Padden, Darneille,
Pearson and Kohl-Welles
Modifying provisions governing inmate funds subject to
deductions.

ROLL CALL
The measure was read the second time.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5311 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5311, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5587, by Senators Becker and KohlWelles
Authorizing funding and expenditures for the hosting of the
annual conference of the national association of state treasurers.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5650 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5650.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5650 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5650, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
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SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5524, by Senators Sheldon, Rivers,
Parlette, Angel, Bailey, Becker, Warnick, Honeyford, Brown,
Dammeier and Conway
Enhancing the employment of persons with disabilities.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Sheldon moved that the following amendment by
Senators Sheldon and Fraser be adopted:
On page 1, beginning on line 5, strike all of section 1 and
insert the following:
“NEW SECTION. Sec. 1 The legislature finds that eleven
percent of working age adults and thirteen percent of the state’s
total population consists of persons with disabilities, that persons
with disabilities suffer significantly higher rates of
unemployment and underemployment than in the general
population, and that representation of disabled persons in the state
workforce has declined in recent years, but has increased during
the last year. The legislature further fids that there is no policy
similar to Schedule A in the federal civil service system for
priority hiring of persons with disabilities. Therefore, the
legislature intends to increase the hiring of persons with
disabilities in the state workplace.”
Senator Sheldon spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Sheldon and Fraser
on page 1, line 5 to Senate Bill No. 5524.
The motion by Senator Sheldon carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Sheldon, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5524 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Sheldon, Liias and Habib spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5524.
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objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5645, by Senators Parlette, Cleveland,
O'Ban and Darneille
Concerning data reporting concerning the collection of data
when a psychiatric patient meets detention criteria and no
evaluation and treatment bed is available.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Parlette, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5645 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5645 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Parlette, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5645 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Parlette and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5645.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5645 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5645, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5960, by Senator Dansel

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5524 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5524, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no

Requiring the department of fish and wildlife to update the
2011 wolf conservation and management plan to ensure the
establishment of a self-sustaining population of gray wolves
while also ensuring social tolerance of wolf recovery.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Dansel, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5960
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5960 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Dansel, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5960 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
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Senators Dansel and Hatfield spoke in favor of passage of the
SENATE BILL NO. 5799, by Senators Fain and Keiser

bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5960.

Exempting levies imposed by qualifying flood control zone
districts from certain limitations upon regular property tax levies.

ROLL CALL

MOTIONS

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5960 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 39; Nays, 9; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
King, Litzow, McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Fraser, Habib, Keiser, Kohl-Welles,
Liias, McCoy, Nelson, Pedersen and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5960, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

On motion of Senator Fain, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5799
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5799 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Fain, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5799 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Fain spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5307, by Senators O'Ban, Ranker and
Dammeier
Concerning deficit reimbursement agreements with counties
owning and operating ferry systems.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5307 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5799.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5799 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pedersen, Ranker, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Pearson and Rivers
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5799, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5877, by Senators O'Ban, Angel,
Padden, Pearson, Rivers, Warnick and Darneille

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5307.

Concerning due process for adult family home licensees.

ROLL CALL

MOTIONS

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5307 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5307, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

On motion of Senator O'Ban, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5877
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5877 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5877 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

SECOND READING

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5877.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5877 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
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Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
MOTION
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
Senate Bill No. 5881 was advanced to third reading, the second
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
passage.
Sheldon and Warnick
Senator Pearson spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5877, having received
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5881.
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
ROLL CALL
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5717, by Senators Angel, Mullet and
Keiser
Amending the insurer holding company act.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5717 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Angel and Mullet spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5881 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Frockt and Ranker
SENATE BILL NO. 5881, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5717.

SENATE BILL NO. 5693, by Senators Miloscia, Darneille,
Fraser and O'Ban

ROLL CALL

Authorizing the department of social and health services
special commitment center to seek eligibility and reimbursement
for health care costs covered by federal medicare, medicaid, and
veterans health benefits.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5717 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5717, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Miloscia, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5693 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Miloscia and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5693.

MOTION
ROLL CALL
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Ranker was excused.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5881, by Senators Pearson, Chase and
Hasegawa
Providing a group fishing permit for certain programs for atrisk youth.
The measure was read the second time.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5693 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson,
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Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Padden
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5693, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Dansel spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5658.
ROLL CALL

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5705, by Senators Ericksen, Sheldon,
Pearson, Becker, Bailey, Warnick and Padden
Establishing a mineral prospecting and mining advisory
committee.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Ericksen, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5705 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5705 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Ericksen, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5705 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Ericksen, Hatfield, Parlette, Pearson and Becker
spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senators Fraser and Chase spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5705.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5705 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 40; Nays, 8; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon
and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Cleveland, Fraser, Jayapal,
Keiser, Liias, McCoy and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5705, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5658, by Senators Dansel and KohlWelles
Concerning the role of parties in cases related to certain
notices and records.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dansel, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5658 was advanced to third reading, the second

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5658 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Hasegawa
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5658, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5647, by Senators Conway, Dansel and
Fraser
Allowing counties to create guardianship courthouse
facilitator programs.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Conway, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5647 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Conway and O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5647.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5647 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5647, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
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On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.

On motion of Senator Billig, Senator Ranker was excused.
MOTION
SECOND READING
Senator Nelson moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE BILL NO. 5120, by Senator Parlette
Concerning school district dissolutions.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Parlette, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5120 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Parlette and Rolfes spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5120.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5120 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 43; Nays, 4; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Hasegawa, Jayapal and
McAuliffe
Excused: Senators Frockt and Ranker
SENATE BILL NO. 5120, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus at 12:30 p.m. and requested those members bring the
regular calendar.
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus also at 12:30 p.m. and requested those members
bring the regular calendars dated Wednesday, March 4 and
Tuesday, March 3.
MOTION
At 12:04 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 2:56 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION

SENATE RESOLUTION
8630
By Senators Nelson, Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon, and Warnick
WHEREAS, Today we join with the people of the State of
Washington and throughout our nation to honor the 50th
anniversary of the historic march led by Reverend Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. and his courageous followers in Selma, Alabama;
and
WHEREAS, In 1965, only two percent of Selma's eligible
black voters were able to register as a result of efforts to prevent
voter registration; and
WHEREAS, On February 18, 1965, white segregationists
attacked a group of peaceful demonstrators and killed Jimmie Lee
Jackson, a young black demonstrator, and in response to Jackson's
death, Dr. King and his followers made three attempts to march
from Selma to Montgomery, 54 miles away; and
WHEREAS, The first march took place on March 7, 1965,
without Dr. King, and was met with violent resistance from
Alabama authorities who subjected 600 defenseless marchers to
attacks from whips, nightsticks, and tear gas; and
WHEREAS, After a second attempt to march was blocked by
Alabama authorities, President Lyndon B. Johnson pledged his
support for the marchers, and lobbied for passage of new voting
rights laws in Congress; and
WHEREAS, Nearly 2,000 people set out on a third march
from Selma on March 21, 1965, protected by the United States
Army and the Alabama National Guard, and after walking for 12
hours a day, the group arrived in Montgomery on March 25, 1965,
and were met by 50,000 black and white supporters; and
WHEREAS, These historic marches raised awareness of the
difficulties faced by African Americans in the South; and
WHEREAS, The Voting Rights Act passed through Congress
as a direct result of the marches in Selma, and remains one of the
most impactful pieces of civil rights legislation in American
history; and
WHEREAS, The marches led by Dr. King were a landmark
achievement of the 1960's Civil Rights Movement, and another
prominent example of Dr. King achieving change by nonviolent
means;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate honor the 50th anniversary of the final
march in Selma; and
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Washington State
Senate, on behalf of the people of our state, recognize the
importance of the marches at Selma, and reflect on the blood and
tears shed to secure civil rights and freedoms for every American.
Senators Nelson, Dammeier, Chase, Conway and Roach
spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8630.
The motion by Senator Nelson carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Liias moved that the senate advance to the ninth order
of business.
Senator Liias spoke in favor of the motion.
Senator Liias demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the motion by Senator Liias that the senate advance to the ninth
order of business.
The Secretary called the roll on the motion by Senator Liias
to advance to the ninth order of business and the motion failed by
the following vote: Yeas, 23; Nays, 26; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the seventh
order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that Damien J. Pattenaude,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9133, be confirmed as a member
of the Professional Educators Standards Board.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF DAMIEN J. PATTENAUDE
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Damien J. Pattenaude, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9133, as a member of the Professional
Educators Standards Board.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Damien
J. Pattenaude, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9133, as a member
of the Professional Educators Standards Board and the
appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 49;
Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.

Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Damien J. Pattenaude, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9133,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Professional Educators Standards
Board.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Dammeier: “I really appreciated the fact that
Senator Roach, my good colleague from the Thirty-first,
reminded us that William R. King, who was the original
namesake of the most populous county in the state of Washington,
served as a Vice President. Does the President happen to recall
whom he served under, Mr. President?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “He served under the President.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Dammeier: “You are correct, as always Mr.
President but he served under another namesake for another very
well-known county in Washington State and that would be the
fourteenth President, Franklin Pierce. Thank you Mr. President.”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Chase: “I wanted to make sure that my colleague
understood Mr. King died in Selma, Alabama. Thank you Mr.
President.”
[EDITOR’S NOTE: By special act of Congress, unable to attend
the March 4 inauguration William Rufus King was sworn in as
Vice President of the U.S. on March 24, 1853 in Matanzas, Cuba
where he had gone for his health. He set sail for Mobile, Alabama
on April 6 and died at his home near Selma on April 18, 1853 at
the age of 67 having served less than two months as Vice
President.]
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5269, by Senators O'Ban, Darneille,
Rolfes, Dansel, Miloscia, Pearson, Bailey, Padden, Becker,
Frockt, Habib and Pedersen
Concerning court review of detention decisions under the
involuntary treatment act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator O'Ban, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5269 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5269 and the second
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initial detention under this section must expire within one
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
hundred eighty days.
(7) All filings and records relating to a petition under this
section must be held by the court under seal with no public access.
MOTION
The court shall transmit its final decision to the petitioner when it
is made.
Senator O'Ban moved that the following striking amendment
(8) For purposes of this section, "immediate family member"
by Senators O'Ban and Darneille be adopted:
means a spouse, domestic partner, child, stepchild, parent,
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
stepparent, grandparent, or sibling.
following:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 71.05 RCW to read as follows:
chapter 71.05 RCW to read as follows:
(1) An immediate family member, guardian, or conservator of
(1) The department and each regional support network or
a person may petition superior court for review of a designated
agency employing designated mental health professionals shall
mental health professional's decision not to (a) detain a person for
publish information in an easily accessible format describing the
evaluation and treatment under RCW 71.05.150 or 71.05.153; or
process for an immediate family member, guardian, or
(b) take action within forty-eight hours of a request for
conservator to petition for court review of a detention decision
investigation being submitted to the designated mental health
under section 1 of this act.
professional.
(2) A designated mental health professional or designated
(2) The petition must be accompanied by a sworn declaration
mental health professional agency that receives a request for
from the petitioner, and other witnesses if desired including a
investigation for possible detention under this chapter must
declaration from a mental health professional, describing why the
inquire whether the request comes from an immediate family
person should be detained for evaluation and treatment. The
member, guardian, or conservator who would be eligible to
petition must be submitted on forms developed by the courts for
petition under section 1 of this act. If the person is not detained
this purpose. The petition must contain the following information:
within forty-eight hours, the designated mental health
(a) A description of the relationship between the petitioner
professional or designated mental health professional agency
and the person;
must inform the immediate family member, guardian, or
(b) The date on which an investigation was requested from the
conservator about the process to petition for court review under
designated mental health professional; and
section 1 of this act.
(c) An optional declaration from a mental health professional
Sec. 3. RCW 71.05.130 and 1998 c 297 s 7 are each
familiar with the person who is the subject of the petition
amended to read as follows:
describing the declarant's qualifications and offering a
In any judicial proceeding for involuntary commitment or
professional opinion in support of initial detention with reference
detention except under section 1 of this act, or in any proceeding
to legal criteria under this chapter.
challenging such commitment or detention, the prosecuting
(3) Following the filing of the petition and before the court's
attorney for the county in which the proceeding was initiated shall
decision, any person may submit a declaration to the court in
represent the individuals or agencies petitioning for commitment
support of or in opposition to initial detention.
or detention and shall defend all challenges to such commitment
(4) The court shall review the petition to determine whether
or detention((: PROVIDED)), except that the attorney general
the petition raises sufficient evidence to support the allegation. If
shall represent and provide legal services and advice to state
the court so finds, it shall provide a copy of the petition and
hospitals or institutions with regard to all provisions of and
accompanying information to the designated mental health
proceedings under this chapter ((except in)) other than
professional agency with an order for the agency to provide the
proceedings initiated by such hospitals and institutions seeking
court and the petitioner with a written sworn statement providing
fourteen day detention.
a detailed description of the designated mental health
Sec. 4. RCW 71.05.160 and 2007 c 375 s 13 are each
professional's investigation and the basis for the decision not to
amended to read as follows:
seek initial detention within one business day. The court must
Any facility receiving a person pursuant to RCW 71.05.150
issue a final ruling on the petition within five business days after
or 71.05.153 shall require the designated mental health
it is filed. The court shall dismiss the petition at any time if it finds
professional to prepare a petition for initial detention stating the
that the person has been detained for evaluation and treatment or
circumstances under which the person's condition was made
that the person has voluntarily accepted appropriate treatment.
known and stating that there is evidence, as a result of his or her
(5) If, after reviewing all the information provided to the
personal observation or investigation, that the actions of the
court, the court finds that: (a) There is probable cause to support
person for which application is made constitute a likelihood of
a petition for detention; and (b) the person has refused or failed to
serious harm, or that he or she is gravely disabled, and stating the
accept appropriate evaluation and treatment voluntarily; the court
specific facts known to him or her as a result of his or her personal
may enter an order for initial detention.
observation or investigation, upon which he or she bases the
(6) If the court enters an order for initial detention, it shall
belief that such person should be detained for the purposes and
provide the order to the designated mental health professional
under the authority of this chapter. If the detention was ordered
agency, which shall execute the order without delay. The
pursuant to section 1 of this act, the designated mental health
designated mental health professional may notify a peace officer
professional shall prepare a petition attaching the court's order for
to take the person or cause the person to be taken into custody and
initial detention and a copy of the information submitted by the
placed in an evaluation and treatment facility. At the time the
petitioner and designated mental health professional to the court,
person is taken into custody there must commence to be served
and otherwise follow normal procedures as if the person were
on the person, his or her guardian, and conservator, if any, a copy
detained under RCW 71.05.150.
of the original order together with a notice of rights and a petition
If a person is involuntarily placed in an evaluation and
for initial detention. Subsequent procedure must be followed as if
treatment facility pursuant to RCW 71.05.150 ((or)), 71.05.153,
the person had been detained under RCW 71.05.150. An order for
or section 1 of this act, on the next judicial day following the
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initial detention, the designated mental health professional shall
file with the court and serve the designated attorney of the
detained person the petition or supplemental petition for initial
detention, proof of service of notice, and a copy of a notice of
emergency detention.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. If specific funding for the
purposes of this act, referencing this act by bill or chapter number,
is not provided by June 30, 2015, in the omnibus appropriations
act, this act is null and void.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. This act may be known and cited
as Joel's law."
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators O'Ban and
Darneille to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5269.
The motion by Senator O'Ban carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "act;" strike the remainder
of the title and insert "amending RCW 71.05.130 and 71.05.160;
adding new sections to chapter 71.05 RCW; and creating new
sections."
MOTION
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5269 was advanced
to third reading, the second reading considered the third and the
bill was placed on final passage.
Senators O'Ban, Hargrove and Pedersen spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
5269.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5269 and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 3; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Hasegawa and McAuliffe
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL
NO. 5269, having received the constitutional majority, was
declared passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was
ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5889, by Senators O'Ban and Miloscia
Concerning timeliness of competency evaluation and
restoration services.

MOTIONS
On motion of Senator O'Ban, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5889
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5889 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5889 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators O'Ban and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Nelson, Senators Conway and Keiser
were excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5889.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5889 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Hasegawa
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5889, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5649, by Senators Darneille, Miloscia,
Fraser, Keiser, Parlette, Benton, McCoy and Dammeier
Concerning involuntary outpatient mental health treatment.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Darneille, Second Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5649 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5649 and the
second substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read
the second time.
MOTION
Senator Darneille moved that the following striking
amendment by Senators Darneille and O'Ban be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"PART I: INITIAL DETENTION
Sec. 101. RCW 71.05.010 and 1998 c 297 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The provisions of this chapter are intended by the
legislature:
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meets detention criteria under RCW 71.05.150, 71.05.153,
(((1))) (a) To protect the health and safety of persons suffering
from mental disorders and to protect public safety through use of
71.34.700, or 71.34.710 and there are not any beds available at an
the parens patriae and police powers of the state;
evaluation and treatment facility, the person has not been
(b) To prevent inappropriate, indefinite commitment of
provisionally accepted for admission by a facility, and the person
mentally disordered persons and to eliminate legal disabilities that
cannot be served on a single bed certification or less restrictive
arise from such commitment;
alternative. Starting at the time when the designated mental health
(((2))) (c) To provide prompt evaluation and timely and
professional determines a person meets detention criteria and the
appropriate treatment of persons with serious mental disorders;
investigation has been completed, the designated mental health
(((3))) (d) To safeguard individual rights;
professional has twenty-four hours to submit a completed report
(((4))) (e) To provide continuity of care for persons with
to the department.
serious mental disorders;
(2) The report required under subsection (1) of this section
(((5))) (f) To encourage the full use of all existing agencies,
must contain at a minimum:
professional personnel, and public funds to prevent duplication of
(a) The date and time that the investigation was completed;
services and unnecessary expenditures; and
(b) The identity of the responsible regional support network
(((6))) (g) To encourage, whenever appropriate, that services
or behavioral health organization;
be provided within the community((;
(c) The county in which the person met detention criteria;
(7) To protect the public safety)).
(d) A list of facilities which refused to admit the person; and
(2) When construing the requirements of this chapter the court
(e) Identifying information for the person, including age or
must focus on the merits of the petition, except where
date of birth.
requirements have been totally disregarded, as provided in In re
(3) The department shall develop a standardized reporting
C.W., 147 Wn.2d 259, 281 (2002). A presumption in favor of
form or modify the current form used for single bed certifications
deciding petitions on their merits furthers both public and private
for the report required under subsection (2) of this section and
interests because the mental and physical well-being of
may require additional reporting elements as it determines are
individuals as well as public safety may be implicated by the
necessary or supportive. The department shall also determine the
decision to release an individual and discontinue his or her
method for the transmission of the completed report from the
treatment.
designated mental health professional to the department.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 102. A new section is added to
(4) The department shall create quarterly reports displayed on
chapter 71.05 RCW to read as follows:
its web site that summarize the information reported under
(1) The department may use a single bed certification process
subsection (2) of this section. At a minimum, the reports must
to provide additional treatment capacity for a person suffering
display data by county and by month. The reports must also
from a mental disorder for whom an evaluation and treatment bed
include the number of single bed certifications granted by
is not available. The facility that is the proposed site of the single
category. The categories must include all of the reasons that the
bed certification must be a facility that is willing and able to
department recognizes for issuing a single bed certification, as
provide the person with timely and appropriate treatment either
identified in rule.
directly or by arrangement with other public or private agencies.
(5) The reports provided according to this section may not
Appropriate settings for single bed certifications may include, but
display "protected health information" as that term is used in the
are not limited to, any of the following settings where the facility
federal health insurance portability and accountability act of
is willing and able to provide timely and appropriate treatment to
1996, nor information contained in "mental health treatment
the person:
records" as that term is used in chapter 70.02 RCW or elsewhere
(a) A hospital with or without a psychiatric unit;
in state law, and must otherwise be compliant with state and
(b) A psychiatric hospital;
federal privacy laws.
(c) A hospital that is willing and able to provide timely and
(6) For purposes of this section, the term "single bed
appropriate mental health treatment or medical treatment to a
certification" means a situation in which an adult on a seventyperson with a co-occurring mental disorder and medical condition
two hour detention, fourteen-day commitment, ninety-day
such that it prevents transfer to an evaluation and treatment
commitment, or one hundred eighty-day commitment is detained
facility or state hospital; or
to a facility that is:
(d) A residential treatment facility.
(a) Not certified as an inpatient evaluation and treatment
(2) A single bed certification must be specific to the patient
facility; or
receiving treatment.
(b) A certified inpatient evaluation and treatment facility that
(3) A designated mental health professional who submits an
is already at capacity.
application for a single bed certification for treatment at a facility
NEW SECTION. Sec. 104. A new section is added to
which is willing and able to provide timely and appropriate
chapter 71.05 RCW to read as follows:
mental health treatment, or medical treatment to an individual
(1) Submission of a report as provided in section 103 of this
with a co-occurring mental disorder and medical condition, in
act constitutes prima facie evidence that the responsible regional
good faith belief that the single bed certification is appropriate
support network or behavioral health organization is in breach of
may presume that the single bed certification will be approved for
its duty under RCW 71.24.300(6)(b) and 43.20A.894(1)(d) to
the purpose of completing the detention process and responding
provide for adequate network of evaluation and treatment services
to other emergency calls.
within its regional service area.
(4) The department may adopt rules implementing this section
(2) The department shall promptly share reports it receives
and continue to enforce rules it has already adopted except where
under section 103 of this act with the responsible regional support
inconsistent with this section.
network or behavioral health organization. The regional support
NEW SECTION. Sec. 103. A new section is added to
network or behavioral health organization receiving this
chapter 71.05 RCW to read as follows:
notification must attempt to engage the person in appropriate
(1) A designated mental health professional shall make a
services for which the person is eligible and report back within
seven days to the department.
report to the department when he or she determines a person
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(3) The department shall track and analyze reports submitted
under section 103 of this act. The department must initiate
corrective action when appropriate to ensure that each regional
support network or behavioral health organization has
implemented an adequate plan to provide evaluation and
treatment services. Corrective actions may include remedies
under RCW 71.24.330 and 43.20A.894, including requiring
expenditure of reserve funds. An adequate plan may include
development of less restrictive alternatives to involuntary
commitment such as crisis triage, crisis diversion, voluntary
treatment, or prevention programs reasonably calculated to
reduce demand for evaluation and treatment under this chapter.
Sec. 105. RCW 71.05.050 and 2000 c 94 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to limit the right
of any person to apply voluntarily to any public or private agency
or practitioner for treatment of a mental disorder, either by direct
application or by referral. Any person voluntarily admitted for
inpatient treatment to any public or private agency shall be
released immediately upon his or her request. Any person
voluntarily admitted for inpatient treatment to any public or
private agency shall orally be advised of the right to immediate
discharge, and further advised of such rights in writing as are
secured to them pursuant to this chapter and their rights of access
to attorneys, courts, and other legal redress. Their condition and
status shall be reviewed at least once each one hundred eighty
days for evaluation as to the need for further treatment or possible
discharge, at which time they shall again be advised of their right
to discharge upon request((: PROVIDED HOWEVER, That)).
(2) If the professional staff of any public or private agency or
hospital regards a person voluntarily admitted who requests
discharge as presenting, as a result of a mental disorder, an
imminent likelihood of serious harm, or is gravely disabled, they
may detain such person for sufficient time to notify the ((county))
designated mental health professional of such person's condition
to enable the ((county)) designated mental health professional to
authorize such person being further held in custody or transported
to an evaluation and treatment center pursuant to the provisions
of this chapter, which shall in ordinary circumstances be no later
than the next judicial day((: PROVIDED FURTHER, That)).
(3) If a person is brought to the emergency room of a public
or private agency or hospital for observation or treatment, the
person refuses voluntary admission, and the professional staff of
the public or private agency or hospital regard such person as
presenting as a result of a mental disorder an imminent likelihood
of serious harm, or as presenting an imminent danger because of
grave disability, they may detain such person for sufficient time
to notify the ((county)) designated mental health professional of
such person's condition to enable the ((county)) designated
mental health professional to authorize such person being further
held in custody or transported to an evaluation treatment center
pursuant to the conditions in this chapter, but which time shall be
no more than six hours from the time the professional staff
((determine that an evaluation by)) notify the ((county))
designated mental health professional ((is necessary)) of the need
for evaluation, not counting time periods prior to medical
clearance.
(4) Dismissal of a commitment petition is not the appropriate
remedy for a violation of the timeliness requirements of this
section based on the intent of this chapter under RCW 71.05.010
except in the few cases where the facility staff or designated
mental health professional has totally disregarded the
requirements of this section.
Sec. 106. RCW 71.05.153 and 2011 c 305 s 8 and 2011 c
148 s 2 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:

(1) When a designated mental health professional receives
information alleging that a person, as the result of a mental
disorder, presents an imminent likelihood of serious harm, or is
in imminent danger because of being gravely disabled, after
investigation and evaluation of the specific facts alleged and of
the reliability and credibility of the person or persons providing
the information if any, the designated mental health professional
may take such person, or cause by oral or written order such
person to be taken into emergency custody in an evaluation and
treatment facility for not more than seventy-two hours as
described in RCW 71.05.180.
(2) A peace officer may take or cause such person to be taken
into custody and immediately delivered to a triage facility, crisis
stabilization unit, evaluation and treatment facility, or the
emergency department of a local hospital under the following
circumstances:
(a) Pursuant to subsection (1) of this section; or
(b) When he or she has reasonable cause to believe that such
person is suffering from a mental disorder and presents an
imminent likelihood of serious harm or is in imminent danger
because of being gravely disabled.
(3) Persons delivered to a crisis stabilization unit, evaluation
and treatment facility, emergency department of a local hospital,
or triage facility that has elected to operate as an involuntary
facility by peace officers pursuant to subsection (2) of this section
may be held by the facility for a period of up to twelve hours, not
counting time periods prior to medical clearance.
(4) Within three hours ((of)) after arrival, not counting time
periods prior to medical clearance, the person must be examined
by a mental health professional. Within twelve hours of ((arrival))
notice of the need for evaluation, not counting time periods prior
to medical clearance, the designated mental health professional
must determine whether the individual meets detention criteria. If
the individual is detained, the designated mental health
professional shall file a petition for detention or a supplemental
petition as appropriate and commence service on the designated
attorney for the detained person. If the individual is released to
the community, the mental health provider shall inform the peace
officer of the release within a reasonable period of time after the
release if the peace officer has specifically requested notification
and provided contact information to the provider.
(5) Dismissal of a commitment petition is not the appropriate
remedy for a violation of the timeliness requirements of this
section based on the intent of this chapter under RCW 71.05.010
except in the few cases where the facility staff or designated
mental health professional has totally disregarded the
requirements of this section.
Sec. 107. RCW 71.05.210 and 2009 c 217 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
Each person involuntarily detained and accepted or admitted
at an evaluation and treatment facility (1) shall, within twentyfour hours of his or her admission or acceptance at the facility,
not counting time periods prior to medical clearance, be examined
and evaluated by (a) a licensed physician who may be assisted by
a physician assistant according to chapter 18.71A RCW and a
mental health professional, (b) an advanced registered nurse
practitioner according to chapter 18.79 RCW and a mental health
professional, or (c) a licensed physician and a psychiatric
advanced registered nurse practitioner and (2) shall receive such
treatment and care as his or her condition requires including
treatment on an outpatient basis for the period that he or she is
detained, except that, beginning twenty-four hours prior to a trial
or hearing pursuant to RCW 71.05.215, 71.05.240, 71.05.310,
71.05.320, 71.05.340, or 71.05.217, the individual may refuse
psychiatric medications, but may not refuse: (a) Any other
medication previously prescribed by a person licensed under Title
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18 RCW; or (b) emergency lifesaving treatment, and the
(ii) Inpatient services, an adequate network of evaluation and
individual shall be informed at an appropriate time of his or her
treatment services and facilities under chapter 71.05 RCW to
ensure access to treatment, resource management services, and
right of such refusal. The person shall be detained up to seventycommunity support services;
two hours, if, in the opinion of the professional person in charge
of the facility, or his or her professional designee, the person
(d) Assure that the special needs of persons who are
minorities, elderly, disabled, children, low-income, and parents
presents a likelihood of serious harm, or is gravely disabled. A
person who has been detained for seventy-two hours shall no later
who are respondents in dependency cases are met within the
priorities established in this section;
than the end of such period be released, unless referred for further
care on a voluntary basis, or detained pursuant to court order for
(e) Establish a standard contract or contracts, consistent with
state minimum standards which shall be used in contracting with
further treatment as provided in this chapter.
If, after examination and evaluation, the mental health
behavioral health organizations. The standard contract shall
include a maximum fund balance, which shall be consistent with
professional and licensed physician or psychiatric advanced
registered nurse practitioner determine that the initial needs of the
that required by federal regulations or waiver stipulations;
(f) Establish, to the extent possible, a standardized auditing
person would be better served by placement in a chemical
dependency treatment facility, then the person shall be referred to
procedure which is designed to assure compliance with
contractual agreements authorized by this chapter and minimizes
an approved treatment program defined under RCW 70.96A.020.
An evaluation and treatment center admitting or accepting any
paperwork requirements of behavioral health organizations and
licensed service providers. The audit procedure shall focus on the
person pursuant to this chapter whose physical condition reveals
the need for hospitalization shall assure that such person is
outcomes of service as provided in RCW 43.20A.895,
70.320.020, and 71.36.025;
transferred to an appropriate hospital for evaluation or admission
for treatment. Notice of such fact shall be given to the court, the
(g) Develop and maintain an information system to be used
by the state and behavioral health organizations that includes a
designated attorney, and the designated mental health
professional and the court shall order such continuance in
tracking method which allows the department and behavioral
health organizations to identify mental health clients'
proceedings under this chapter as may be necessary, but in no
participation in any mental health service or public program on
event may this continuance be more than fourteen days.
an immediate basis. The information system shall not include
Sec. 108. RCW 71.24.035 and 2014 c 225 s 11 are each
individual patient's case history files. Confidentiality of client
amended to read as follows:
information and records shall be maintained as provided in this
(1) The department is designated as the state mental health
chapter and chapter 70.02 RCW;
authority.
(h) License service providers who meet state minimum
(2) The secretary shall provide for public, client, tribal, and
standards;
licensed service provider participation in developing the state
(i) Periodically monitor the compliance of behavioral health
mental health program, developing contracts with behavioral
organizations and their network of licensed service providers for
health organizations, and any waiver request to the federal
compliance with the contract between the department, the
government under medicaid.
behavioral health organization, and federal and state rules at
(3) The secretary shall provide for participation in developing
reasonable times and in a reasonable manner;
the state mental health program for children and other
(j) Fix fees to be paid by evaluation and treatment centers to
underserved populations, by including representatives on any
the secretary for the required inspections;
committee established to provide oversight to the state mental
(k) Monitor and audit behavioral health organizations and
health program.
licensed service providers as needed to assure compliance with
(4) The secretary shall be designated as the behavioral health
contractual agreements authorized by this chapter;
organization if the behavioral health organization fails to meet
(l) Adopt such rules as are necessary to implement the
state minimum standards or refuses to exercise responsibilities
department's responsibilities under this chapter;
under its contract or RCW 71.24.045, until such time as a new
(m) License or certify crisis stabilization units that meet state
behavioral health organization is designated.
(5) The secretary shall:
minimum standards;
(a) Develop a biennial state mental health program that
(n) License or certify clubhouses that meet state minimum
standards; and
incorporates regional biennial needs assessments and regional
mental health service plans and state services for adults and
(o) License or certify triage facilities that meet state minimum
standards.
children with mental illness;
(6) The secretary shall use available resources only for
(b) Assure that any behavioral health organization or county
behavioral health organizations, except:
community mental health program provides medically necessary
(a) To the extent authorized, and in accordance with any
services to medicaid recipients consistent with the state's
priorities or conditions specified, in the biennial appropriations
medicaid state plan or federal waiver authorities, and
act; or
nonmedicaid services consistent with priorities established by the
(b) To incentivize improved performance with respect to the
department;
client outcomes established in RCW 43.20A.895, 70.320.020,
(c) Develop and adopt rules establishing state minimum
and 71.36.025, integration of behavioral health and medical
standards for the delivery of mental health services pursuant to
services at the clinical level, and improved care coordination for
RCW 71.24.037 including, but not limited to:
individuals with complex care needs.
(i) Licensed service providers. These rules shall permit a
(7) Each behavioral health organization and licensed service
county-operated mental health program to be licensed as a service
provider shall file with the secretary, on request, such data,
provider subject to compliance with applicable statutes and rules.
statistics, schedules, and information as the secretary reasonably
The secretary shall provide for deeming of compliance with state
requires. A behavioral health organization or licensed service
minimum standards for those entities accredited by recognized
provider which, without good cause, fails to furnish any data,
behavioral health accrediting bodies recognized and having a
statistics, schedules, or information as requested, or files
current agreement with the department;
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fraudulent reports thereof, may be subject to the behavioral health
organization contractual remedies in RCW 43.20A.894 or may
have its service provider certification or license revoked or
suspended.
(8) The secretary may suspend, revoke, limit, or restrict a
certification or license, or refuse to grant a certification or license
for failure to conform to: (a) The law; (b) applicable rules and
regulations; (c) applicable standards; or (d) state minimum
standards.
(9) The superior court may restrain any behavioral health
organization or service provider from operating without a
contract, certification, or a license or any other violation of this
section. The court may also review, pursuant to procedures
contained in chapter 34.05 RCW, any denial, suspension,
limitation, restriction, or revocation of certification or license, and
grant other relief required to enforce the provisions of this
chapter.
(10) Upon petition by the secretary, and after hearing held
upon reasonable notice to the facility, the superior court may issue
a warrant to an officer or employee of the secretary authorizing
him or her to enter at reasonable times, and examine the records,
books, and accounts of any behavioral health organization((s
[organization])) or service provider refusing to consent to
inspection or examination by the authority.
(11) Notwithstanding the existence or pursuit of any other
remedy, the secretary may file an action for an injunction or other
process against any person or governmental unit to restrain or
prevent the establishment, conduct, or operation of a behavioral
health organization or service provider without a contract,
certification, or a license under this chapter.
(12) The standards for certification or licensure of evaluation
and treatment facilities shall include standards relating to
maintenance of good physical and mental health and other
services to be afforded persons pursuant to this chapter and
chapters 71.05 and 71.34 RCW, and shall otherwise assure the
effectuation of the purposes of these chapters.
(13) The standards for certification or licensure of crisis
stabilization units shall include standards that:
(a) Permit location of the units at a jail facility if the unit is
physically separate from the general population of the jail;
(b) Require administration of the unit by mental health
professionals who direct the stabilization and rehabilitation
efforts; and
(c) Provide an environment affording security appropriate
with the alleged criminal behavior and necessary to protect the
public safety.
(14) The standards for certification or licensure of a clubhouse
shall at a minimum include:
(a) The facilities may be peer-operated and must be
recovery-focused;
(b) Members and employees must work together;
(c) Members must have the opportunity to participate in all
the work of the clubhouse, including administration, research,
intake and orientation, outreach, hiring, training and evaluation of
staff, public relations, advocacy, and evaluation of clubhouse
effectiveness;
(d) Members and staff and ultimately the clubhouse director
must be responsible for the operation of the clubhouse, central to
this responsibility is the engagement of members and staff in all
aspects of clubhouse operations;
(e) Clubhouse programs must be comprised of structured
activities including but not limited to social skills training,
vocational rehabilitation, employment training and job
placement, and community resource development;
(f) Clubhouse programs must provide in-house educational
programs that significantly utilize the teaching and tutoring skills

of members and assist members by helping them to take
advantage of adult education opportunities in the community;
(g) Clubhouse programs must focus on strengths, talents, and
abilities of its members;
(h) The work-ordered day may not include medication clinics,
day treatment, or other therapy programs within the clubhouse.
(15) The department shall distribute appropriated state and
federal funds in accordance with any priorities, terms, or
conditions specified in the appropriations act.
(16) The secretary shall assume all duties assigned to the
nonparticipating behavioral health organizations under chapters
71.05 and 71.34 RCW and this chapter. Such responsibilities shall
include those which would have been assigned to the
nonparticipating counties in regions where there are not
participating behavioral health organizations.
The behavioral health organizations, or the secretary's
assumption of all responsibilities under chapters 71.05 and 71.34
RCW and this chapter, shall be included in all state and federal
plans affecting the state mental health program including at least
those required by this chapter, the medicaid program, and P.L. 99660. Nothing in these plans shall be inconsistent with the intent
and requirements of this chapter.
(17) The secretary shall:
(a) Disburse funds for the behavioral health organizations
within sixty days of approval of the biennial contract. The
department must either approve or reject the biennial contract
within sixty days of receipt.
(b) Enter into biennial contracts with behavioral health
organizations. The contracts shall be consistent with available
resources. No contract shall be approved that does not include
progress toward meeting the goals of this chapter by taking
responsibility for: (i) Short-term commitments; (ii) residential
care; and (iii) emergency response systems.
(c) Notify behavioral health organizations of their allocation
of available resources at least sixty days prior to the start of a new
biennial contract period.
(d) Deny all or part of the funding allocations to behavioral
health organizations based solely upon formal findings of
noncompliance with the terms of the behavioral health
organization's contract with the department. Behavioral health
organizations disputing the decision of the secretary to withhold
funding allocations are limited to the remedies provided in the
department's contracts with the behavioral health organizations.
(18) The department, in cooperation with the state
congressional delegation, shall actively seek waivers of federal
requirements and such modifications of federal regulations as are
necessary to allow federal medicaid reimbursement for services
provided by freestanding evaluation and treatment facilities
certified under chapter 71.05 RCW. The department shall
periodically report its efforts to the appropriate committees of the
senate and the house of representatives.
Sec. 109. RCW 71.24.300 and 2008 c 261 s 4 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Upon the request of a tribal authority or authorities within
a regional support network the joint operating agreement or the
county authority shall allow for the inclusion of the tribal
authority to be represented as a party to the regional support
network.
(2) The roles and responsibilities of the county and tribal
authorities shall be determined by the terms of that agreement
including a determination of membership on the governing board
and advisory committees, the number of tribal representatives to
be party to the agreement, and the provisions of law and shall
assure the provision of culturally competent services to the tribes
served.
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department shall establish statewide procedures for the operation
(3) The state mental health authority may not determine the
roles and responsibilities of county authorities as to each other
of regional advisory committees including mechanisms for
advisory board feedback to the department regarding regional
under regional support networks by rule, except to assure that all
support network performance. The composition of the board shall
duties required of regional support networks are assigned and that
be broadly representative of the demographic character of the
counties and the regional support network do not duplicate
region and shall include, but not be limited to, representatives of
functions and that a single authority has final responsibility for all
consumers and families, law enforcement, and where the county
available resources and performance under the regional support
is not the regional support network, county elected officials.
network's contract with the secretary.
Composition and length of terms of board members may differ
(4) If a regional support network is a private entity, the
between regional support networks but shall be included in each
department shall allow for the inclusion of the tribal authority to
regional support network's contract and approved by the
be represented as a party to the regional support network.
secretary.
(5) The roles and responsibilities of the private entity and the
(9) Regional support networks shall assume all duties
tribal authorities shall be determined by the department, through
specified in their plans and joint operating agreements through
negotiation with the tribal authority.
biennial contractual agreements with the secretary.
(6) Regional support networks shall submit an overall six-year
(10) Regional support networks may receive technical
operating and capital plan, timeline, and budget and submit
assistance from the housing trust fund and may identify and
progress reports and an updated two-year plan biennially
submit projects for housing and housing support services to the
thereafter, to assume within available resources all of the
housing trust fund established under chapter 43.185 RCW.
following duties:
Projects identified or submitted under this subsection must be
(a) Administer and provide for the availability of all resource
fully integrated with the regional support network six-year
management services, residential services, and community
operating and capital plan, timeline, and budget required by
support services.
subsection (6) of this section.
(b) Administer and provide for the availability of an adequate
Sec. 110. RCW 71.24.300 and 2014 c 225 s 39 are each
network of evaluation and treatment services to ensure access to
amended to read as follows:
treatment, all investigation, transportation, court-related, and
(1) Upon the request of a tribal authority or authorities within
other services provided by the state or counties pursuant to
a behavioral health organization the joint operating agreement or
chapter 71.05 RCW.
the county authority shall allow for the inclusion of the tribal
(c) Provide within the boundaries of each regional support
authority to be represented as a party to the behavioral health
network evaluation and treatment services for at least ninety
organization.
percent of persons detained or committed for periods up to
(2) The roles and responsibilities of the county and tribal
seventeen days according to chapter 71.05 RCW. Regional
authorities shall be determined by the terms of that agreement
support networks may contract to purchase evaluation and
including a determination of membership on the governing board
treatment services from other networks if they are unable to
and advisory committees, the number of tribal representatives to
provide for appropriate resources within their boundaries. Insofar
be party to the agreement, and the provisions of law and shall
as the original intent of serving persons in the community is
assure the provision of culturally competent services to the tribes
maintained, the secretary is authorized to approve exceptions on
served.
a case-by-case basis to the requirement to provide evaluation and
(3) The state mental health authority may not determine the
treatment services within the boundaries of each regional support
roles and responsibilities of county authorities as to each other
network. Such exceptions are limited to:
under behavioral health organizations by rule, except to assure
(i) Contracts with neighboring or contiguous regions; or
that all duties required of behavioral health organizations are
(ii) Individuals detained or committed for periods up to
assigned and that counties and the behavioral health organization
seventeen days at the state hospitals at the discretion of the
do not duplicate functions and that a single authority has final
secretary.
responsibility for all available resources and performance under
(d) Administer and provide for the availability of all other
the behavioral health organization's contract with the secretary.
mental health services, which shall include patient counseling,
day treatment, consultation, education services, employment
(4) If a behavioral health organization is a private entity, the
department shall allow for the inclusion of the tribal authority to
services as ((defined)) described in RCW 71.24.035, and mental
be represented as a party to the behavioral health organization.
health services to children.
(5) The roles and responsibilities of the private entity and the
(e) Establish standards and procedures for reviewing
tribal authorities shall be determined by the department, through
individual service plans and determining when that person may
negotiation with the tribal authority.
be discharged from resource management services.
(6) Behavioral health organizations shall submit an overall
(7) A regional support network may request that any statesix-year operating and capital plan, timeline, and budget and
owned land, building, facility, or other capital asset which was
submit progress reports and an updated two-year plan biennially
ever purchased, deeded, given, or placed in trust for the care of
thereafter, to assume within available resources all of the
the persons with mental illness and which is within the boundaries
following duties:
of a regional support network be made available to support the
(a) Administer and provide for the availability of all resource
operations of the regional support network. State agencies
management services, residential services, and community
managing such capital assets shall give first priority to requests
support services.
for their use pursuant to this chapter.
(b) Administer and provide for the availability of an adequate
(8) Each regional support network shall appoint a mental
health advisory board which shall review and provide comments
network of evaluation and treatment services to ensure access to
on plans and policies developed under this chapter, provide local
treatment, all investigation, transportation, court-related, and
oversight regarding the activities of the regional support network,
other services provided by the state or counties pursuant to
and work with the regional support network to resolve significant
chapter 71.05 RCW.
concerns regarding service delivery and outcomes. The
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(c) Provide within the boundaries of each behavioral health
organization evaluation and treatment services for at least ninety
percent of persons detained or committed for periods up to
seventeen days according to chapter 71.05 RCW. Behavioral
health organizations may contract to purchase evaluation and
treatment services from other organizations if they are unable to
provide for appropriate resources within their boundaries. Insofar
as the original intent of serving persons in the community is
maintained, the secretary is authorized to approve exceptions on
a case-by-case basis to the requirement to provide evaluation and
treatment services within the boundaries of each behavioral health
organization. Such exceptions are limited to:
(i) Contracts with neighboring or contiguous regions; or
(ii) Individuals detained or committed for periods up to
seventeen days at the state hospitals at the discretion of the
secretary.
(d) Administer and provide for the availability of all other
mental health services, which shall include patient counseling,
day treatment, consultation, education services, employment
services as described in RCW 71.24.035, and mental health
services to children.
(e) Establish standards and procedures for reviewing
individual service plans and determining when that person may
be discharged from resource management services.
(7) A behavioral health organization may request that any
state-owned land, building, facility, or other capital asset which
was ever purchased, deeded, given, or placed in trust for the care
of the persons with mental illness and which is within the
boundaries of a behavioral health organization be made available
to support the operations of the behavioral health organization.
State agencies managing such capital assets shall give first
priority to requests for their use pursuant to this chapter.
(8) Each behavioral health organization shall appoint a mental
health advisory board which shall review and provide comments
on plans and policies developed under this chapter, provide local
oversight regarding the activities of the behavioral health
organization, and work with the behavioral health organization to
resolve significant concerns regarding service delivery and
outcomes. The department shall establish statewide procedures
for the operation of regional advisory committees including
mechanisms for advisory board feedback to the department
regarding behavioral health organization performance. The
composition of the board shall be broadly representative of the
demographic character of the region and shall include, but not be
limited to, representatives of consumers and families, law
enforcement, and where the county is not the behavioral health
organization, county elected officials. Composition and length of
terms of board members may differ between behavioral health
organizations but shall be included in each behavioral health
organization's contract and approved by the secretary.
(9) Behavioral health organizations shall assume all duties
specified in their plans and joint operating agreements through
biennial contractual agreements with the secretary.
(10) Behavioral health organizations may receive technical
assistance from the housing trust fund and may identify and
submit projects for housing and housing support services to the
housing trust fund established under chapter 43.185 RCW.
Projects identified or submitted under this subsection must be
fully integrated with the behavioral health organization six-year
operating and capital plan, timeline, and budget required by
subsection (6) of this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 111. A new section is added to
chapter 71.24 RCW to read as follows:
The department must collaborate with regional support
networks or behavioral health organizations and the Washington
state institute for public policy to estimate the capacity needs for

evaluation and treatment services within each regional service
area. Estimated capacity needs shall include consideration of the
average occupancy rates needed to provide an adequate network
of evaluation and treatment services to ensure access to treatment.
A regional service network or behavioral health organization
must develop and maintain an adequate plan to provide for
evaluation and treatment needs.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 112. A new section is added to
chapter 71.34 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The department may use a single bed certification process
to provide additional treatment capacity for a minor suffering
from a mental disorder for whom an evaluation and treatment bed
is not available. The facility that is the proposed site of the single
bed certification must be a facility that is willing and able to
provide the person with timely and appropriate treatment either
directly or by arrangement with other public or private agencies.
Appropriate settings for single bed certifications may include, but
are not limited to, any of the following settings where the facility
is willing and able to provide timely and appropriate treatment to
the person:
(a) A hospital with or without a psychiatric unit;
(b) A psychiatric hospital;
(c) A hospital that is willing and able to provide timely and
appropriate mental health treatment or medical treatment to a
minor with a co-occurring mental disorder and medical condition
such that it prevents transfer to an evaluation and treatment
facility or state hospital; or
(d) A residential treatment facility.
(2) A single bed certification must be specific to the minor
receiving treatment.
(3) A designated mental health professional who submits an
application for a single bed certification for treatment at a facility
which is willing and able to provide timely and appropriate
mental health treatment, or medical treatment to an individual
with a co-occurring mental disorder and medical condition, in
good faith belief that the single bed certification is appropriate
may presume that the single bed certification will be approved for
the purpose of completing the detention process and responding
to other emergency calls.
(4) The department may adopt rules implementing this section
and continue to enforce rules it has already adopted except where
inconsistent with this section.
PART II: ASSISTED OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
Sec. 201. RCW 71.05.020 and 2011 c 148 s 1 and 2011 c 89
s 14 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Admission" or "admit" means a decision by a physician
or psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner that a person
should be examined or treated as a patient in a hospital;
(2) "Antipsychotic medications" means that class of drugs
primarily used to treat serious manifestations of mental illness
associated with thought disorders, which includes, but is not
limited to atypical antipsychotic medications;
(3) "Attending staff" means any person on the staff of a public
or private agency having responsibility for the care and treatment
of a patient;
(4) "Commitment" means the determination by a court that a
person should be detained for a period of either evaluation or
treatment, or both, in an inpatient or a less restrictive setting;
(5) "Conditional release" means a revocable modification of a
commitment, which may be revoked upon violation of any of its
terms;
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process shall be undertaken with recognition of the risk to the
(6) "Crisis stabilization unit" means a short-term facility or a
public safety presented by the person being assisted as manifested
portion of a facility licensed by the department of health and
by prior charged criminal conduct;
certified by the department of social and health services under
(19) "History of one or more violent acts" refers to the period
RCW 71.24.035, such as an evaluation and treatment facility or a
of time ten years prior to the filing of a petition under this chapter,
hospital, which has been designed to assess, diagnose, and treat
excluding any time spent, but not any violent acts committed, in
individuals experiencing an acute crisis without the use of longa mental health facility or in confinement as a result of a criminal
term hospitalization;
conviction;
(7) "Custody" means involuntary detention under the
(20) "Imminent" means the state or condition of being likely
provisions of this chapter or chapter 10.77 RCW, uninterrupted
to occur at any moment or near at hand, rather than distant or
by any period of unconditional release from commitment from a
remote;
facility providing involuntary care and treatment;
(21) "Individualized service plan" means a plan prepared by a
(8) "Department" means the department of social and health
developmental disabilities professional with other professionals
services;
as a team, for a person with developmental disabilities, which
(9) "Designated chemical dependency specialist" means a
shall state:
person designated by the county alcoholism and other drug
(a) The nature of the person's specific problems, prior charged
addiction program coordinator designated under RCW
criminal behavior, and habilitation needs;
70.96A.310 to perform the commitment duties described in
(b) The conditions and strategies necessary to achieve the
chapters 70.96A and 70.96B RCW;
purposes of habilitation;
(10) "Designated crisis responder" means a mental health
(c) The intermediate and long-range goals of the habilitation
professional appointed by the county or the regional support
program, with a projected timetable for the attainment;
network to perform the duties specified in this chapter;
(d) The rationale for using this plan of habilitation to achieve
(11) "Designated mental health professional" means a mental
those intermediate and long-range goals;
health professional designated by the county or other authority
(e) The staff responsible for carrying out the plan;
authorized in rule to perform the duties specified in this chapter;
(f) Where relevant in light of past criminal behavior and due
(12) "Detention" or "detain" means the lawful confinement of
consideration for public safety, the criteria for proposed
a person, under the provisions of this chapter;
movement to less-restrictive settings, criteria for proposed
(13) "Developmental disabilities professional" means a
eventual discharge or release, and a projected possible date for
person who has specialized training and three years of experience
discharge or release; and
in directly treating or working with persons with developmental
(g) The type of residence immediately anticipated for the
disabilities and is a psychiatrist, psychologist, psychiatric
person and possible future types of residences;
advanced registered nurse practitioner, or social worker, and such
(22) "Information related to mental health services" means all
other developmental disabilities professionals as may be defined
information and records compiled, obtained, or maintained in the
by rules adopted by the secretary;
course of providing services to either voluntary or involuntary
(14) "Developmental disability" means that condition defined
recipients of services by a mental health service provider. This
in RCW 71A.10.020(((3))) (5);
may include documents of legal proceedings under this chapter or
(15) "Discharge" means the termination of hospital medical
chapter 71.34 or 10.77 RCW, or somatic health care information;
authority. The commitment may remain in place, be terminated,
(23) "Judicial commitment" means a commitment by a court
or be amended by court order;
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter;
(16) "Evaluation and treatment facility" means any facility
(24) "Legal counsel" means attorneys and staff employed by
which can provide directly, or by direct arrangement with other
county prosecutor offices or the state attorney general acting in
public or private agencies, emergency evaluation and treatment,
their capacity as legal representatives of public mental health
outpatient care, and timely and appropriate inpatient care to
service providers under RCW 71.05.130;
persons suffering from a mental disorder, and which is certified
(25) "Likelihood of serious harm" means:
as such by the department. The department may certify single
(a) A substantial risk that: (i) Physical harm will be inflicted
beds as temporary evaluation and treatment beds under section
by a person upon his or her own person, as evidenced by threats
102 of this act. A physically separate and separately operated
or attempts to commit suicide or inflict physical harm on oneself;
portion of a state hospital may be designated as an evaluation and
(ii) physical harm will be inflicted by a person upon another, as
treatment facility. A facility which is part of, or operated by, the
evidenced by behavior which has caused such harm or which
department or any federal agency will not require certification.
places another person or persons in reasonable fear of sustaining
No correctional institution or facility, or jail, shall be an
such harm; or (iii) physical harm will be inflicted by a person
evaluation and treatment facility within the meaning of this
upon the property of others, as evidenced by behavior which has
chapter;
caused substantial loss or damage to the property of others; or
(17) "Gravely disabled" means a condition in which a person,
(b) The person has threatened the physical safety of another
as a result of a mental disorder: (a) Is in danger of serious physical
and has a history of one or more violent acts;
harm resulting from a failure to provide for his or her essential
(26) "Mental disorder" means any organic, mental, or
human needs of health or safety; or (b) manifests severe
emotional impairment which has substantial adverse effects on a
deterioration in routine functioning evidenced by repeated and
person's cognitive or volitional functions;
escalating loss of cognitive or volitional control over his or her
(27) "Mental health professional" means a psychiatrist,
actions and is not receiving such care as is essential for his or her
psychologist, psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner,
health or safety;
psychiatric nurse, or social worker, and such other mental health
(18) "Habilitative services" means those services provided by
professionals as may be defined by rules adopted by the secretary
program personnel to assist persons in acquiring and maintaining
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter;
life skills and in raising their levels of physical, mental, social,
(28) "Mental health service provider" means a public or
and vocational functioning. Habilitative services include
private agency that provides mental health services to persons
education, training for employment, and therapy. The habilitative
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with mental disorders as defined under this section and receives
funding from public sources. This includes, but is not limited to,
hospitals licensed under chapter 70.41 RCW, evaluation and
treatment facilities as defined in this section, community mental
health service delivery systems or community mental health
programs as defined in RCW 71.24.025, facilities conducting
competency evaluations and restoration under chapter 10.77
RCW, and correctional facilities operated by state and local
governments;
(29) "Peace officer" means a law enforcement official of a
public agency or governmental unit, and includes persons
specifically given peace officer powers by any state law, local
ordinance, or judicial order of appointment;
(30) "Private agency" means any person, partnership,
corporation, or association that is not a public agency, whether or
not financed in whole or in part by public funds, which constitutes
an evaluation and treatment facility or private institution, or
hospital, which is conducted for, or includes a department or ward
conducted for, the care and treatment of persons who are mentally
ill;
(31) "Professional person" means a mental health professional
and shall also mean a physician, psychiatric advanced registered
nurse practitioner, registered nurse, and such others as may be
defined by rules adopted by the secretary pursuant to the
provisions of this chapter;
(32) "Psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner"
means a person who is licensed as an advanced registered nurse
practitioner pursuant to chapter 18.79 RCW; and who is board
certified in advanced practice psychiatric and mental health
nursing;
(33) "Psychiatrist" means a person having a license as a
physician and surgeon in this state who has in addition completed
three years of graduate training in psychiatry in a program
approved by the American medical association or the American
osteopathic association and is certified or eligible to be certified
by the American board of psychiatry and neurology;
(34) "Psychologist" means a person who has been licensed as
a psychologist pursuant to chapter 18.83 RCW;
(35) "Public agency" means any evaluation and treatment
facility or institution, or hospital which is conducted for, or
includes a department or ward conducted for, the care and
treatment of persons with mental illness, if the agency is operated
directly by, federal, state, county, or municipal government, or a
combination of such governments;
(36) "Registration records" include all the records of the
department, regional support networks, treatment facilities, and
other persons providing services to the department, county
departments, or facilities which identify persons who are
receiving or who at any time have received services for mental
illness;
(37) "Release" means legal termination of the commitment
under the provisions of this chapter;
(38) "Resource management services" has the meaning given
in chapter 71.24 RCW;
(39) "Secretary" means the secretary of the department of
social and health services, or his or her designee;
(40) "Serious violent offense" has the same meaning as
provided in RCW 9.94A.030;
(41) "Social worker" means a person with a master's or further
advanced degree from a social work educational program
accredited and approved as provided in RCW 18.320.010;
(42) "Therapeutic court personnel" means the staff of a mental
health court or other therapeutic court which has jurisdiction over
defendants who are dually diagnosed with mental disorders,
including court personnel, probation officers, a court monitor,

prosecuting attorney, or defense counsel acting within the scope
of therapeutic court duties;
(43) "Triage facility" means a short-term facility or a portion
of a facility licensed by the department of health and certified by
the department of social and health services under RCW
71.24.035, which is designed as a facility to assess and stabilize
an individual or determine the need for involuntary commitment
of an individual, and must meet department of health residential
treatment facility standards. A triage facility may be structured as
a voluntary or involuntary placement facility;
(44) "Treatment records" include registration and all other
records concerning persons who are receiving or who at any time
have received services for mental illness, which are maintained
by the department, by regional support networks and their staffs,
and by treatment facilities. Treatment records include mental
health information contained in a medical bill including but not
limited to mental health drugs, a mental health diagnosis, provider
name, and dates of service stemming from a medical service.
Treatment records do not include notes or records maintained for
personal use by a person providing treatment services for the
department, regional support networks, or a treatment facility if
the notes or records are not available to others;
(45) "Violent act" means behavior that resulted in homicide,
attempted suicide, nonfatal injuries, or substantial damage to
property;
(46) "In need of assisted outpatient treatment" means that a
person, as a result of a mental disorder: (a) Has been committed
by a court to detention for involuntary mental health treatment at
least twice during the preceding thirty-six months, or, if the
person is currently committed for involuntary mental health
treatment, the person has been committed to detention for
involuntary mental health treatment at least once during the
thirty-six months preceding the date of initial detention of the
current commitment cycle; (b) in view of the person's treatment
history or current behavior, the person is unlikely to voluntarily
participate in outpatient treatment without an order for less
restrictive treatment; and (c) outpatient treatment that would be
provided under a less restrictive treatment order is necessary to
prevent a relapse, decompensation, or deterioration that is likely
to result in the person presenting a likelihood of serious harm or
the person becoming gravely disabled within a reasonably short
period of time. For purposes of (a) of this subsection, time spent
in a mental health facility or in confinement as a result of a
criminal conviction is excluded from the thirty-six month
calculation;
(47) "Medical clearance" means a physician or other health
care provider has determined that a person is medically stable and
ready for referral to the designated mental health professional.
Sec. 202. RCW 71.05.020 and 2014 c 225 s 79 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Admission" or "admit" means a decision by a physician
or psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner that a person
should be examined or treated as a patient in a hospital;
(2) "Antipsychotic medications" means that class of drugs
primarily used to treat serious manifestations of mental illness
associated with thought disorders, which includes, but is not
limited to atypical antipsychotic medications;
(3) "Attending staff" means any person on the staff of a public
or private agency having responsibility for the care and treatment
of a patient;
(4) "Commitment" means the determination by a court that a
person should be detained for a period of either evaluation or
treatment, or both, in an inpatient or a less restrictive setting;
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life skills and in raising their levels of physical, mental, social,
(5) "Conditional release" means a revocable modification of a
commitment, which may be revoked upon violation of any of its
and vocational functioning. Habilitative services include
education, training for employment, and therapy. The habilitative
terms;
process shall be undertaken with recognition of the risk to the
(6) "Crisis stabilization unit" means a short-term facility or a
public safety presented by the person being assisted as manifested
portion of a facility licensed by the department of health and
by prior charged criminal conduct;
certified by the department of social and health services under
(19) "History of one or more violent acts" refers to the period
RCW 71.24.035, such as an evaluation and treatment facility or a
of time ten years prior to the filing of a petition under this chapter,
hospital, which has been designed to assess, diagnose, and treat
excluding any time spent, but not any violent acts committed, in
individuals experiencing an acute crisis without the use of longa mental health facility or in confinement as a result of a criminal
term hospitalization;
conviction;
(7) "Custody" means involuntary detention under the
(20) "Imminent" means the state or condition of being likely
provisions of this chapter or chapter 10.77 RCW, uninterrupted
to occur at any moment or near at hand, rather than distant or
by any period of unconditional release from commitment from a
remote;
facility providing involuntary care and treatment;
(21) "Individualized service plan" means a plan prepared by a
(8) "Department" means the department of social and health
developmental disabilities professional with other professionals
services;
as a team, for a person with developmental disabilities, which
(9) "Designated chemical dependency specialist" means a
shall state:
person designated by the county alcoholism and other drug
(a) The nature of the person's specific problems, prior charged
addiction program coordinator designated under RCW
criminal behavior, and habilitation needs;
70.96A.310 to perform the commitment duties described in
(b) The conditions and strategies necessary to achieve the
chapters 70.96A and 70.96B RCW;
purposes of habilitation;
(10) "Designated crisis responder" means a mental health
(c) The intermediate and long-range goals of the habilitation
professional appointed by the county or the behavioral health
program, with a projected timetable for the attainment;
organization to perform the duties specified in this chapter;
(d) The rationale for using this plan of habilitation to achieve
(11) "Designated mental health professional" means a mental
those intermediate and long-range goals;
health professional designated by the county or other authority
(e) The staff responsible for carrying out the plan;
authorized in rule to perform the duties specified in this chapter;
(f) Where relevant in light of past criminal behavior and due
(12) "Detention" or "detain" means the lawful confinement of
consideration for public safety, the criteria for proposed
a person, under the provisions of this chapter;
movement to less-restrictive settings, criteria for proposed
(13) "Developmental disabilities professional" means a
eventual discharge or release, and a projected possible date for
person who has specialized training and three years of experience
discharge or release; and
in directly treating or working with persons with developmental
(g) The type of residence immediately anticipated for the
disabilities and is a psychiatrist, psychologist, psychiatric
person and possible future types of residences;
advanced registered nurse practitioner, or social worker, and such
(22) "Information related to mental health services" means all
other developmental disabilities professionals as may be defined
information and records compiled, obtained, or maintained in the
by rules adopted by the secretary;
course of providing services to either voluntary or involuntary
(14) "Developmental disability" means that condition defined
recipients of services by a mental health service provider. This
in RCW 71A.10.020(((4))) (5);
may include documents of legal proceedings under this chapter or
(15) "Discharge" means the termination of hospital medical
chapter 71.34 or 10.77 RCW, or somatic health care information;
authority. The commitment may remain in place, be terminated,
(23) "Judicial commitment" means a commitment by a court
or be amended by court order;
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter;
(16) "Evaluation and treatment facility" means any facility
(24) "Legal counsel" means attorneys and staff employed by
which can provide directly, or by direct arrangement with other
county prosecutor offices or the state attorney general acting in
public or private agencies, emergency evaluation and treatment,
their capacity as legal representatives of public mental health
outpatient care, and timely and appropriate inpatient care to
service providers under RCW 71.05.130;
persons suffering from a mental disorder, and which is certified
(25) "Likelihood of serious harm" means:
as such by the department. The department may certify single
(a) A substantial risk that: (i) Physical harm will be inflicted
beds as temporary evaluation and treatment beds under section
by a person upon his or her own person, as evidenced by threats
102 of this act. A physically separate and separately operated
or attempts to commit suicide or inflict physical harm on oneself;
portion of a state hospital may be designated as an evaluation and
(ii) physical harm will be inflicted by a person upon another, as
treatment facility. A facility which is part of, or operated by, the
evidenced by behavior which has caused such harm or which
department or any federal agency will not require certification.
places another person or persons in reasonable fear of sustaining
No correctional institution or facility, or jail, shall be an
such harm; or (iii) physical harm will be inflicted by a person
evaluation and treatment facility within the meaning of this
upon the property of others, as evidenced by behavior which has
chapter;
caused substantial loss or damage to the property of others; or
(17) "Gravely disabled" means a condition in which a person,
(b) The person has threatened the physical safety of another
as a result of a mental disorder: (a) Is in danger of serious physical
and has a history of one or more violent acts;
harm resulting from a failure to provide for his or her essential
(26) "Mental disorder" means any organic, mental, or
human needs of health or safety; or (b) manifests severe
emotional impairment which has substantial adverse effects on a
deterioration in routine functioning evidenced by repeated and
person's cognitive or volitional functions;
escalating loss of cognitive or volitional control over his or her
(27) "Mental health professional" means a psychiatrist,
actions and is not receiving such care as is essential for his or her
psychologist, psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner,
health or safety;
psychiatric nurse, or social worker, and such other mental health
(18) "Habilitative services" means those services provided by
program personnel to assist persons in acquiring and maintaining
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professionals as may be defined by rules adopted by the secretary
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter;
(28) "Mental health service provider" means a public or
private agency that provides mental health services to persons
with mental disorders as defined under this section and receives
funding from public sources. This includes, but is not limited to,
hospitals licensed under chapter 70.41 RCW, evaluation and
treatment facilities as defined in this section, community mental
health service delivery systems or community mental health
programs as defined in RCW 71.24.025, facilities conducting
competency evaluations and restoration under chapter 10.77
RCW, and correctional facilities operated by state and local
governments;
(29) "Peace officer" means a law enforcement official of a
public agency or governmental unit, and includes persons
specifically given peace officer powers by any state law, local
ordinance, or judicial order of appointment;
(30) "Private agency" means any person, partnership,
corporation, or association that is not a public agency, whether or
not financed in whole or in part by public funds, which constitutes
an evaluation and treatment facility or private institution, or
hospital, which is conducted for, or includes a department or ward
conducted for, the care and treatment of persons who are mentally
ill;
(31) "Professional person" means a mental health professional
and shall also mean a physician, psychiatric advanced registered
nurse practitioner, registered nurse, and such others as may be
defined by rules adopted by the secretary pursuant to the
provisions of this chapter;
(32) "Psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner"
means a person who is licensed as an advanced registered nurse
practitioner pursuant to chapter 18.79 RCW; and who is board
certified in advanced practice psychiatric and mental health
nursing;
(33) "Psychiatrist" means a person having a license as a
physician and surgeon in this state who has in addition completed
three years of graduate training in psychiatry in a program
approved by the American medical association or the American
osteopathic association and is certified or eligible to be certified
by the American board of psychiatry and neurology;
(34) "Psychologist" means a person who has been licensed as
a psychologist pursuant to chapter 18.83 RCW;
(35) "Public agency" means any evaluation and treatment
facility or institution, or hospital which is conducted for, or
includes a department or ward conducted for, the care and
treatment of persons with mental illness, if the agency is operated
directly by, federal, state, county, or municipal government, or a
combination of such governments;
(36) "Registration records" include all the records of the
department, behavioral health organizations, treatment facilities,
and other persons providing services to the department, county
departments, or facilities which identify persons who are
receiving or who at any time have received services for mental
illness;
(37) "Release" means legal termination of the commitment
under the provisions of this chapter;
(38) "Resource management services" has the meaning given
in chapter 71.24 RCW;
(39) "Secretary" means the secretary of the department of
social and health services, or his or her designee;
(40) "Serious violent offense" has the same meaning as
provided in RCW 9.94A.030;
(41) "Social worker" means a person with a master's or further
advanced degree from a social work educational program
accredited and approved as provided in RCW 18.320.010;

(42) "Therapeutic court personnel" means the staff of a mental
health court or other therapeutic court which has jurisdiction over
defendants who are dually diagnosed with mental disorders,
including court personnel, probation officers, a court monitor,
prosecuting attorney, or defense counsel acting within the scope
of therapeutic court duties;
(43) "Treatment records" include registration and all other
records concerning persons who are receiving or who at any time
have received services for mental illness, which are maintained
by the department, by behavioral health organizations and their
staffs, and by treatment facilities. Treatment records include
mental health information contained in a medical bill including
but not limited to mental health drugs, a mental health diagnosis,
provider name, and dates of service stemming from a medical
service. Treatment records do not include notes or records
maintained for personal use by a person providing treatment
services for the department, behavioral health organizations, or a
treatment facility if the notes or records are not available to others;
(44) "Triage facility" means a short-term facility or a portion
of a facility licensed by the department of health and certified by
the department of social and health services under RCW
71.24.035, which is designed as a facility to assess and stabilize
an individual or determine the need for involuntary commitment
of an individual, and must meet department of health residential
treatment facility standards. A triage facility may be structured as
a voluntary or involuntary placement facility;
(45) "Violent act" means behavior that resulted in homicide,
attempted suicide, nonfatal injuries, or substantial damage to
property;
(46) "In need of assisted outpatient treatment" means that a
person, as a result of a mental disorder: (a) Has been committed
by a court to detention for involuntary mental health treatment at
least twice during the preceding thirty-six months, or, if the
person is currently committed for involuntary mental health
treatment, the person has been committed to detention for
involuntary mental health treatment at least once during the
thirty-six months preceding the date of initial detention of the
current commitment cycle; (b) in view of the person's treatment
history or current behavior, the person is unlikely to voluntarily
participate in outpatient treatment without an order for less
restrictive treatment; and (c) outpatient treatment that would be
provided under a less restrictive treatment order is necessary to
prevent a relapse, decompensation, or deterioration that is likely
to result in the person presenting a likelihood of serious harm or
the person becoming gravely disabled within a reasonably short
period of time. For purposes of (a) of this subsection, time spent
in a mental health facility or in confinement as a result of a
criminal conviction is excluded from the thirty-six month
calculation;
(47) "Medical clearance" means a physician or other health
care provider has determined that a person is medically stable and
ready for referral to the designated mental health professional.
Sec. 203. RCW 71.05.150 and 2011 c 148 s 5 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) When a designated mental health professional receives
information alleging that a person, as a result of a mental disorder:
(i) Presents a likelihood of serious harm; ((or)) (ii) is gravely
disabled; or (iii) is in need of assisted outpatient treatment; the
designated mental health professional may, after investigation
and evaluation of the specific facts alleged and of the reliability
and credibility of any person providing information to initiate
detention or outpatient evaluation, if satisfied that the allegations
are true and that the person will not voluntarily seek appropriate
treatment, file a petition for initial detention or outpatient
evaluation. If the petition is filed solely on the grounds that the
person is in need of assisted outpatient treatment, the petition may
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only be for outpatient evaluation. If the petition is for assisted
outpatient treatment, and the person is being held in a hospital
emergency department, the person may be released once the
hospital has satisfied federal and state legal requirements for
appropriate screening and stabilization of patients.
(b) Before filing the petition, the designated mental health
professional must personally interview the person, unless the
person refuses an interview, and determine whether the person
will voluntarily receive appropriate evaluation and treatment at an
evaluation and treatment facility, crisis stabilization unit, or triage
facility.
(2)(a) An order to detain to a designated evaluation and
treatment facility for not more than a seventy-two-hour evaluation
and treatment period, or for an outpatient evaluation, may be
issued by a judge of the superior court upon request of a
designated mental health professional, whenever it appears to the
satisfaction of a judge of the superior court:
(i) That there is probable cause to support the petition; and
(ii) That the person has refused or failed to accept appropriate
evaluation and treatment voluntarily.
(b) The petition for initial detention or outpatient evaluation,
signed under penalty of perjury, or sworn telephonic testimony
may be considered by the court in determining whether there are
sufficient grounds for issuing the order.
(c) The order shall designate retained counsel or, if counsel is
appointed from a list provided by the court, the name, business
address, and telephone number of the attorney appointed to
represent the person.
(3) The designated mental health professional shall then serve
or cause to be served on such person, his or her guardian, and
conservator, if any, a copy of the order together with a notice of
rights, and a petition for initial detention or outpatient evaluation.
After service on such person the designated mental health
professional shall file the return of service in court and provide
copies of all papers in the court file to the evaluation and
treatment facility and the designated attorney. The designated
mental health professional shall notify the court and the
prosecuting attorney that a probable cause hearing will be held
within seventy-two hours of the date and time of outpatient
evaluation or admission to the evaluation and treatment facility.
The person shall be permitted to be accompanied by one or more
of his or her relatives, friends, an attorney, a personal physician,
or other professional or religious advisor to the place of
evaluation. An attorney accompanying the person to the place of
evaluation shall be permitted to be present during the admission
evaluation. Any other individual accompanying the person may
be present during the admission evaluation. The facility may
exclude the individual if his or her presence would present a
safety risk, delay the proceedings, or otherwise interfere with the
evaluation.
(4) The designated mental health professional may notify a
peace officer to take such person or cause such person to be taken
into custody and placed in an evaluation and treatment facility. At
the time such person is taken into custody there shall commence
to be served on such person, his or her guardian, and conservator,
if any, a copy of the original order together with a notice of rights
and a petition for initial detention.
Sec. 204. RCW 71.05.156 and 2013 c 334 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
A designated mental health professional who conductso en
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fourteen day involuntary detention or a ninety day less restrictive
alternative with the court. The petition must be signed either by:
(a) Two physicians;
(b) One physician and a mental health professional;
(c) Two psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioners;
(d) One psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner and
a mental health professional; or
(e) A physician and a psychiatric advanced registered nurse
practitioner. The persons signing the petition must have examined
the person. If involuntary detention is sought the petition shall
state facts that support the finding that such person, as a result of
mental disorder, presents a likelihood of serious harm, or is
gravely disabled and that there are no less restrictive alternatives
to detention in the best interest of such person or others. The
petition shall state specifically that less restrictive alternative
treatment was considered and specify why treatment less
restrictive than detention is not appropriate. If an involuntary less
restrictive alternative is sought, the petition shall state facts that
support the finding that such person, as a result of mental
disorder, presents a likelihood of serious harm, ((or)) is gravely
disabled, or is in need of assisted outpatient treatment, and shall
set forth the less restrictive alternative proposed by the facility;
and
(5) A copy of the petition has been served on the detained
person, his or her attorney and his or her guardian or conservator,
if any, prior to the probable cause hearing; and
(6) The court at the time the petition was filed and before the
probable cause hearing has appointed counsel to represent such
person if no other counsel has appeared; and
(7) The petition reflects that the person was informed of the
loss of firearm rights if involuntarily committed; and
(8) At the conclusion of the initial commitment period, the
professional staff of the agency or facility or the designated
mental health professional may petition for an additional period
of either ninety days of less restrictive alternative treatment or
ninety days of involuntary intensive treatment as provided in
RCW 71.05.290; and
(9) If the hospital or facility designated to provide outpatient
treatment is other than the facility providing involuntary
treatment, the outpatient facility so designated has agreed to
assume such responsibility.
Sec. 207. RCW 71.05.240 and 2009 c 293 s 4 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) If a petition is filed for fourteen day involuntary treatment
or ninety days of less restrictive alternative treatment, the court
shall hold a probable cause hearing within seventy-two hours of
the initial detention of such person as determined in RCW
71.05.180. If requested by the detained person or his or her
attorney, the hearing may be postponed for a period not to exceed
forty-eight hours. The hearing may also be continued subject to
the conditions set forth in RCW 71.05.210 or subject to the
petitioner's showing of good cause for a period not to exceed
twenty-four hours.
(2) The court at the time of the probable cause hearing and
before an order of commitment is entered shall inform the person
both orally and in writing that the failure to make a good faith
effort to seek voluntary treatment as provided in RCW 71.05.230
will result in the loss of his or her firearm rights if the person is
subsequently detained for involuntary treatment under this
section.
(3) At the conclusion of the probable cause hearing((, if the
court finds by a preponderance of the evidence that)):
(a) If the court finds by a preponderance of the evidence that
such person, as the result of mental disorder, presents a likelihood
of serious harm, or is gravely disabled, and, after considering less
restrictive alternatives to involuntary detention and treatment,

finds that no such alternatives are in the best interests of such
person or others, the court shall order that such person be detained
for involuntary treatment not to exceed fourteen days in a facility
certified to provide treatment by the department. If the court finds
that such person, as the result of a mental disorder, presents a
likelihood of serious harm, or is gravely disabled, but that
treatment in a less restrictive setting than detention is in the best
interest of such person or others, the court shall order an
appropriate less restrictive course of treatment for not to exceed
ninety days;
(b) If the court finds by a preponderance of the evidence that
such person, as the result of a mental disorder, is in need of
assisted outpatient treatment, and that the person does not present
a likelihood of serious harm or grave disability, the court shall
order an appropriate less restrictive course of treatment not to
exceed ninety days, and may not order inpatient treatment.
(4) The court shall specifically state to such person and give
such person notice in writing that if involuntary treatment beyond
the fourteen day period or beyond the ninety days of less
restrictive treatment is to be sought, such person will have the
right to a full hearing or jury trial as required by RCW 71.05.310.
The court shall also state to the person and provide written notice
that the person is barred from the possession of firearms and that
the prohibition remains in effect until a court restores his or her
right to possess a firearm under RCW 9.41.047.
Sec. 208. RCW 71.05.245 and 2010 c 280 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) In making a determination of whether a person is gravely
disabled ((or)), presents a likelihood of serious harm, or is in need
of assisted outpatient treatment in a hearing conducted under
RCW 71.05.240 or 71.05.320, the court must consider the
symptoms and behavior of the respondent in light of all available
evidence concerning the respondent's historical behavior.
(2) Symptoms or behavior which standing alone would not
justify civil commitment may support a finding of grave disability
or likelihood of serious harm, or a finding that the person is in
need of assisted outpatient treatment, when: (a) Such symptoms
or behavior are closely associated with symptoms or behavior
which preceded and led to a past incident of involuntary
hospitalization, severe deterioration, or one or more violent acts;
(b) these symptoms or behavior represent a marked and
concerning change in the baseline behavior of the respondent; and
(c) without treatment, the continued deterioration of the
respondent is probable.
(3) In making a determination of whether there is a likelihood
of serious harm in a hearing conducted under RCW 71.05.240 or
71.05.320, the court shall give great weight to any evidence
before the court regarding whether the person has: (a) A recent
history of one or more violent acts; or (b) a recent history of one
or more commitments under this chapter or its equivalent
provisions under the laws of another state which were based on a
likelihood of serious harm. The existence of prior violent acts or
commitments under this chapter or its equivalent shall not be the
sole basis for determining whether a person presents a likelihood
of serious harm.
For the purposes of this subsection "recent" refers to the
period of time not exceeding three years prior to the current
hearing.
Sec. 209. RCW 71.05.280 and 2013 c 289 s 4 are each
amended to read as follows:
At the expiration of the fourteen-day period of intensive
treatment, a person may be confined for further treatment
pursuant to RCW 71.05.320 if:
(1) Such person after having been taken into custody for
evaluation and treatment has threatened, attempted, or inflicted:
(a) Physical harm upon the person of another or himself or herself,
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disorder or developmental disability a likelihood of serious harm;
or substantial damage upon the property of another, and (b) as a
result of mental disorder presents a likelihood of serious harm; or
or
(c)(i) Is in custody pursuant to RCW 71.05.280(3) and as a
(2) Such person was taken into custody as a result of conduct
result of mental disorder or developmental disability continues to
in which he or she attempted or inflicted physical harm upon the
person of another or himself or herself, or substantial damage
present a substantial likelihood of repeating acts similar to the
charged criminal behavior, when considering the person's life
upon the property of others, and continues to present, as a result
of mental disorder, a likelihood of serious harm; or
history, progress in treatment, and the public safety.
(ii) In cases under this subsection where the court has made
(3) Such person has been determined to be incompetent and
an affirmative special finding under RCW 71.05.280(3)(b), the
criminal charges have been dismissed pursuant to RCW
commitment shall continue for up to an additional one hundred
10.77.086(4), and has committed acts constituting a felony, and
eighty day period whenever the petition presents prima facie
as a result of a mental disorder, presents a substantial likelihood
evidence that the person continues to suffer from a mental
of repeating similar acts.
(a) In any proceeding pursuant to this subsection it shall not
disorder or developmental disability that results in a substantial
likelihood of committing acts similar to the charged criminal
be necessary to show intent, willfulness, or state of mind as an
element of the crime;
behavior, unless the person presents proof through an admissible
expert opinion that the person's condition has so changed such
(b) For any person subject to commitment under this
that the mental disorder or developmental disability no longer
subsection where the charge underlying the finding of
presents a substantial likelihood of the person committing acts
incompetence is for a felony classified as violent under RCW
similar to the charged criminal behavior. The initial or additional
9.94A.030, the court shall determine whether the acts the person
commitment period may include transfer to a specialized program
committed constitute a violent offense under RCW 9.94A.030; or
(4) Such person is gravely disabled; or
of intensive support and treatment, which may be initiated prior
to or after discharge from the state hospital; or
(5) Such person is in need of assisted outpatient treatment.
(d) Continues to be gravely disabled; or
Sec. 210. RCW 71.05.320 and 2013 c 289 s 5 are each
(e) Is in need of assisted outpatient treatment.
amended to read as follows:
If the conduct required to be proven in (b) and (c) of this
(1) If the court or jury finds that grounds set forth in RCW
subsection was found by a judge or jury in a prior trial under this
71.05.280 have been proven and that the best interests of the
chapter, it shall not be necessary to prove such conduct again.
person or others will not be served by a less restrictive treatment
(4) ((For a person committed under subsection (2) of this
which is an alternative to detention, the court shall remand him or
section who has been remanded to a period of less restrictive
her to the custody of the department or to a facility certified for
treatment, in addition to the grounds specified in subsection (3)
ninety day treatment by the department for a further period of
of this section, the designated mental health professional may file
intensive treatment not to exceed ninety days from the date of
a new petition for continued less restrictive treatment if:
judgment. If the grounds set forth in RCW 71.05.280(3) are the
(a) The person was previously committed by a court to
basis of commitment, then the period of treatment may be up to
but not exceed one hundred eighty days from the date of judgment
detention for involuntary mental health treatment during the
in a facility certified for one hundred eighty day treatment by the
thirty-six months that preceded the person's initial detention date
department.
during the current involuntary commitment cycle, excluding any
time spent in a mental health facility or in confinement as a result
(2) If the court or jury finds that grounds set forth in RCW
71.05.280 have been proven, but finds that treatment less
of a criminal conviction;
restrictive than detention will be in the best interest of the person
(b) In view of the person's treatment history or current
or others, then the court shall remand him or her to the custody of
behavior, the person is unlikely to voluntarily participate in
the department or to a facility certified for ninety day treatment
outpatient treatment without an order for less restrictive
by the department or to a less restrictive alternative for a further
treatment; and
period of less restrictive treatment not to exceed ninety days from
(c) Outpatient treatment that would be provided under a less
the date of judgment. If the grounds set forth in RCW
restrictive treatment order is necessary to prevent a relapse,
71.05.280(3) are the basis of commitment, then the period of
decompensation, or deterioration that is likely to result in the
treatment may be up to but not exceed one hundred eighty days
person presenting a likelihood of serious harm or the person
from the date of judgment. If the grounds set forth in RCW
becoming gravely disabled within a reasonably short period of
71.05.280(5) provide the only basis for commitment, the court
time.
must order an appropriate less restrictive course of treatment not
(5))) A new petition for involuntary treatment filed under
to exceed ninety days, and may not order inpatient treatment.
subsection (3) ((or (4))) of this section shall be filed and heard in
(3) The person shall be released from involuntary treatment at
the superior court of the county of the facility which is filing the
the expiration of the period of commitment imposed under
new petition for involuntary treatment unless good cause is shown
subsection (1) or (2) of this section unless the superintendent or
for a change of venue. The cost of the proceedings shall be borne
professional person in charge of the facility in which he or she is
by the state.
confined, or in the event of a less restrictive alternative, the
(((6))) (5) The hearing shall be held as provided in RCW
designated mental health professional, files a new petition for
71.05.310, and if the court or jury finds that the grounds for
involuntary treatment on the grounds that the committed person:
additional confinement as set forth in this section are present, the
(a) During the current period of court ordered treatment: (i)
court may order the committed person returned for an additional
Has threatened, attempted, or inflicted physical harm upon the
period of treatment not to exceed one hundred eighty days from
person of another, or substantial damage upon the property of
the date of judgment. If the court's order is based solely on the
another, and (ii) as a result of mental disorder or developmental
grounds identified in subsection (3)(e) of this section, the court
disability presents a likelihood of serious harm; or
may enter an order for less restrictive alternative treatment not to
(b) Was taken into custody as a result of conduct in which he
exceed one hundred eighty days, and may not enter an order for
or she attempted or inflicted serious physical harm upon the
inpatient treatment. At the end of the one hundred eighty day
person of another, and continues to present, as a result of mental
period of commitment, the committed person shall be released
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unless a petition for another one hundred eighty day period of
continued treatment is filed and heard in the same manner as
provided in this section. Successive one hundred eighty day
commitments are permissible on the same grounds and pursuant
to the same procedures as the original one hundred eighty day
commitment. However, a commitment solely on the grounds
identified in subsection (3)(e) of this section is not permissible
under subsection (((4))) (3) of this section if: (i) Thirty-six months
have passed since the last date of discharge from detention for
inpatient treatment that preceded the current less restrictive
alternative order, ((nor shall a commitment under subsection (4)
of this section be permissible if)) or (ii) the likelihood of serious
harm ((in subsection (4)(c) of this section)) as described in RCW
71.05.020(46)(c) is based solely on harm to the property of others.
(((7))) (6) No person committed as provided in this section
may be detained unless a valid order of commitment is in effect.
No order of commitment can exceed one hundred eighty days in
length.
PART III: MISCELLANEOUS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 301. If specific funding for the
purposes of sections 201 through 210 of this act, referencing this
act by bill or chapter number, is not provided by June 30, 2015,
in the omnibus appropriations act, sections 201 through 210 of
this act are null and void.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 302. Sections 109 and 201 of this
act expire April 1, 2016.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 303. Sections 110 and 202 of this
act take effect April 1, 2016.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 304. Sections 101 through 109,
111, and 112 of this act are necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or support of
the state government and its existing public institutions, and take
effect immediately."

MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Senator Ericksen was excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
5649.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5649 and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 3; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Hasegawa and McAuliffe
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL
NO. 5649, having received the constitutional majority, was
declared passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was
ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5177, by Senators O'Ban and Darneille
Improving timeliness of competency evaluation and
restoration services.
MOTION

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Darneille and
O'Ban to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5649.
The motion by Senator Darneille carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.

On motion of Senator O'Ban, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5177 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5177 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.

MOTION

MOTION

There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "Relating to" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "the involuntary treatment act;
amending RCW 71.05.010, 71.05.050, 71.05.210, 71.24.035,
71.24.300, 71.24.300, 71.05.020, 71.05.150, 71.05.156,
71.05.212, 71.05.230, 71.05.240, 71.05.245, 71.05.280, and
71.05.320; reenacting and amending RCW 71.05.153 and
71.05.020; adding new sections to chapter 71.05 RCW; adding a
new section to chapter 71.24 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 71.34 RCW; creating a new section; providing an
effective date; providing an expiration date; and declaring an
emergency."

Senator O'Ban moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators O'Ban and Darneille be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that there
are currently no alternatives to competency restoration provided
in the state hospitals. Subject to the availability of amounts
appropriated for this specific purpose, the legislature encourages
the department of social and health services to develop, on a
phased-in basis, alternative locations and increased access to
competency restoration services under chapter 10.77 RCW for
individuals who do not require in-patient psychiatric
hospitalization level services.
Sec. 2. RCW 10.77.084 and 2012 c 256 s 5 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) If at any time during the pendency of an action and prior
to judgment the court finds, following a report as provided in
RCW 10.77.060, a defendant is incompetent to stand trial, the
court shall order the proceedings against the defendant be stayed
except as provided in subsection (4) of this section.
(b) The court may order a defendant who has been found to
be incompetent to stand trial to undergo competency restoration

MOTION
On motion of Senator Darneille, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5649 was advanced
to third reading, the second reading considered the third and the
bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Darneille and O’Ban spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
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competency restoration period or first competency restoration
treatment at a facility designated by the department if the
period if the defendant's incompetence is determined to be solely
defendant is eligible under RCW 10.77.086 or 10.77.088. At the
end of ((the mental health treatment and)) each competency
due to a developmental disability or the evaluator concludes that
the defendant is not likely to regain competency must include an
restoration period((, if any,)) or at any time a professional person
assessment of the defendant's future dangerousness which is
determines competency has been, or is unlikely to be, restored,
evidence-based regarding predictive validity.
the facility shall return the defendant ((shall be returned)) to court
Sec. 3. RCW 10.77.086 and 2013 c 289 s 2 are each
for a hearing((.)), except that if the opinion of the professional
amended to read as follows:
person is that the defendant remains incompetent and the hearing
(1)(a)(i) If the defendant is charged with a felony and
is held before the expiration of the current competency restoration
period, the parties may agree to waive the defendant's presence
determined to be incompetent, until he or she has regained the
((or)), to remote participation by the defendant at a hearing, or to
competency necessary to understand the proceedings against him
or her and assist in his or her own defense, ((or has been
presentation of an agreed order ((if the recommendation of the
evaluator is for the continuation of the stay of criminal
determined unlikely to regain competency pursuant to RCW
proceedings, or if the opinion of the evaluator is that the defendant
10.77.084(1)(b),)) but in any event for a period of no longer than
remains incompetent and there is no remaining restoration period,
ninety days, the court:
(((i))) (A) Shall commit the defendant to the custody of the
and the hearing is held prior to expiration of the defendant's
authorized period of commitment, in which case)) in lieu of a
secretary who shall place such defendant in an appropriate facility
hearing. The ((department)) facility shall promptly notify the
of the department for evaluation and treatment; or
court and all parties of the date ((of the defendant's admission and
(((ii))) (B) May alternatively order the defendant to undergo
expiration of commitment)) on which the competency restoration
evaluation and treatment at some other facility as determined by
period commences and expires so that a timely hearing date may
the department, or under the guidance and control of a
be scheduled.
professional person. The facilities may include community
(c) If, ((after)) following notice and hearing((,)) or entry of an
mental health providers or other local facilities that contract with
agreed order under (b) of this subsection, the court finds that
the department and are willing and able to provide treatment
competency has been restored, the court shall lift the stay entered
under this section. During the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, the
under (a) of this subsection ((shall be lifted)). If the court finds
department may contract with one or more cities or counties to
that competency has not been restored, the court shall dismiss the
provide competency restoration services in a city or county jail if
proceedings ((shall be dismissed)) without prejudice((. If the
the city or county jail is willing and able to serve as a location for
court concludes that competency has not been restored, but)),
competency restoration services and if the secretary determines
except that the court may order a further period of competency
that there is an emergent need for beds and documents the
restoration treatment if it finds that further treatment within the
justification, including a plan to address the emergency. Patients
time limits established by RCW 10.77.086 or 10.77.088 is likely
receiving competency restoration services in a city or county jail
to restore competency, ((the court may order that treatment for
must be physically separated from other populations at the jail,
purposes of competency restoration be continued. Such treatment
must interact only with treatment staff and not jail staff, and must
may not extend beyond the combination of time provided for in))
be provided as much as possible with a therapeutic environment.
and a further period of treatment is allowed under RCW
(ii) The ninety day period for evaluation and treatment under
10.77.086 or 10.77.088.
this subsection (1) includes only the time the defendant is actually
(((c))) (d) If at any time during the proceeding the court finds,
at the facility and is in addition to reasonable time for transport to
following notice and hearing, a defendant is not likely to regain
or from the facility.
competency, the court shall dismiss the proceedings ((shall be
(b) For a defendant whose highest charge is a class C felony,
dismissed)) without prejudice and refer the defendant ((shall be
or a class B felony that is not classified as violent under RCW
9.94A.030, the maximum time allowed for the initial period of
evaluated)) for civil commitment evaluation or proceedings if
commitment for competency restoration is forty-five days. The
appropriate under RCW 10.77.065, 10.77.086, or 10.77.088.
(2) If the defendant is referred for evaluation by a designated
forty-five day period includes only the time the defendant is
mental health professional under this chapter, the designated
actually at the facility and is in addition to reasonable time for
mental health professional shall provide prompt written
transport to or from the facility.
notification of the results of the evaluation and whether the person
(c) If the court determines that the defendant is unlikely to
was detained. The notification shall be provided to the court in
regain competency, the court may dismiss the charges without
which the criminal action was pending, the prosecutor, the
prejudice without ordering the defendant to undergo restoration
defense attorney in the criminal action, and the facility that
treatment, in which case the court shall order that the defendant
evaluated the defendant for competency.
be referred for evaluation for civil commitment in the manner
(3) The fact that the defendant is unfit to proceed does not
provided in subsection (4) of this section.
preclude any pretrial proceedings which do not require the
(2) On or before expiration of the initial period of
personal participation of the defendant.
commitment under subsection (1) of this section the court shall
(4) A defendant receiving medication for either physical or
conduct a hearing, at which it shall determine whether or not the
mental problems shall not be prohibited from standing trial, if the
defendant is incompetent.
medication either enables the defendant to understand the
(3) If the court finds by a preponderance of the evidence that
proceedings against him or her and to assist in his or her own
a defendant charged with a felony is incompetent, the court shall
defense, or does not disable him or her from so understanding and
have the option of extending the order of commitment or
assisting in his or her own defense.
alternative treatment for an additional period of ninety days, but
(5) At or before the conclusion of any commitment period
the court must at the time of extension set a date for a prompt
provided for by this section, the facility providing evaluation and
hearing to determine the defendant's competency before the
treatment shall provide to the court a written report of evaluation
expiration of the second restoration period. The defendant, the
which meets the requirements of RCW 10.77.060(3). For
defendant's attorney, or the prosecutor has the right to demand
defendants charged with a felony, the report following the second
that the hearing be before a jury. No extension shall be ordered
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for a second or third restoration period as provided in subsection
(4) of this section if the defendant's incompetence has been
determined by the secretary to be solely the result of a
developmental disability which is such that competence is not
reasonably likely to be regained during an extension. The ninetyday period includes only the time the defendant is actually at the
facility and is in addition to reasonable time for transport to or
from the facility.
(4) For persons charged with a felony, at the hearing upon the
expiration of the second restoration period or at the end of the first
restoration period, in the case of a defendant with a
developmental disability, if the jury or court finds that the
defendant is incompetent, the charges shall be dismissed without
prejudice, and the court shall order the defendant be committed to
a state hospital as defined in RCW 72.23.010 for up to seventytwo hours starting from admission to the facility, excluding
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, for evaluation for the purpose
of filing a civil commitment petition under chapter 71.05 RCW.
The criminal charges shall not be dismissed if the court or jury
finds that: (a) The defendant (i) is a substantial danger to other
persons; or (ii) presents a substantial likelihood of committing
criminal acts jeopardizing public safety or security; and (b) there
is a substantial probability that the defendant will regain
competency within a reasonable period of time. In the event that
the court or jury makes such a finding, the court may extend the
period of commitment for up to an additional six months. The sixmonth period includes only the time the defendant is actually at
the facility and is in addition to reasonable time for transport to or
from the facility.
Sec. 4. RCW 10.77.088 and 2007 c 375 s 5 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) If the defendant is charged with a nonfelony crime
which is a serious offense as identified in RCW 10.77.092 and
found by the court to be not competent, then the court ((shall order
the secretary to place the defendant)):
(i) ((At a secure mental health facility in the custody of the
department or an agency designated by the department for mental
health treatment and restoration of competency.)) Shall commit
the defendant to the custody of the secretary who shall place such
defendant in an appropriate facility of the department for
evaluation and treatment;
(ii) May alternatively order the defendant to undergo
evaluation and treatment at some other facility as determined by
the department, or under the guidance and control of a
professional person. The facilities may include community
mental health providers or other local facilities that contract with
the department and are willing and able to provide treatment
under this section. During the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, the
department may contract with one or more cities or counties to
provide competency restoration services in a city or county jail if
the city or county jail is willing and able to serve as a location for
competency restoration services and if the secretary determines
that there is an emergent need for beds and documents the
justification, including a plan to address the emergency. Patients
receiving competency restoration services in a city or county jail
must be physically separated from other populations at the jail,
must interact only with treatment staff and not jail staff, and must
be provided as much as possible with a therapeutic environment.
The placement under (a)(i) and (ii) of this subsection shall not
exceed fourteen days in addition to any unused time of the
evaluation under RCW 10.77.060. The court shall compute this
total period and include its computation in the order. The
fourteen-day period plus any unused time of the evaluation under
RCW 10.77.060 shall be considered to include only the time the
defendant is actually at the facility and shall be in addition to
reasonable time for transport to or from the facility;

(((ii))) (iii) May alternatively order that the defendant be
placed on conditional release for up to ninety days for mental
health treatment and restoration of competency; or
(((iii))) (iv) May order any combination of this subsection.
(b) If the court has determined that the defendant is unlikely
to regain competency, the court may dismiss the charges without
prejudice without ordering the defendant to undergo restoration
treatment, in which case the court shall order that the defendant
be referred for evaluation for civil commitment in the manner
provided in (c) of this subsection.
(c)(i) If the proceedings are dismissed under RCW 10.77.084
and the defendant was on conditional release at the time of
dismissal, the court shall order the designated mental health
professional within that county to evaluate the defendant pursuant
to chapter 71.05 RCW. The evaluation may be conducted in any
location chosen by the professional.
(ii) If the defendant was in custody and not on conditional
release at the time of dismissal, the defendant shall be detained
and sent to an evaluation and treatment facility for up to seventytwo hours, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, for
evaluation for purposes of filing a petition under chapter 71.05
RCW. The seventy-two-hour period shall commence upon the
next nonholiday weekday following the court order and shall run
to the end of the last nonholiday weekday within the seventy-twohour period.
(2) If the defendant is charged with a nonfelony crime that is
not a serious offense as defined in RCW 10.77.092:
The court may stay or dismiss proceedings and detain the
defendant for sufficient time to allow the designated mental
health professional to evaluate the defendant and consider initial
detention proceedings under chapter 71.05 RCW. The court must
give notice to all parties at least twenty-four hours before the
dismissal of any proceeding under this subsection, and provide an
opportunity for a hearing on whether to dismiss the proceedings.
Sec. 5. RCW 10.77.091 and 2010 c 263 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) If the secretary determines in writing that a person
committed to the custody of the secretary for treatment as
criminally insane presents an unreasonable safety risk which,
based on behavior, clinical history, and facility security is not
manageable in a state hospital setting, the secretary may place the
person in any secure facility operated by the secretary or the
secretary of the department of corrections. Any person affected
by this provision shall receive appropriate mental health treatment
governed by a formalized treatment plan targeted at mental health
rehabilitation needs and shall be afforded his or her rights under
RCW 10.77.140, 10.77.150, and 10.77.200. The secretary of the
department of social and health services shall retain legal custody
of any person placed under this section and review any placement
outside of a department mental health hospital every three
months, or sooner if warranted by the person's mental health
status, to determine if the placement remains appropriate.
(2) Beginning December 1, 2010, and every six months
thereafter, the secretary shall report to the governor and the
appropriate committees of the legislature regarding the use of the
authority under this section to transfer persons to a secure facility.
The report shall include information related to the number of
persons who have been placed in a secure facility operated by the
secretary or the secretary of the department of corrections, and the
length of time that each such person has been in the secure
facility.
(((3) This section expires June 30, 2015.))
Sec. 6. RCW 10.77.220 and 1982 c 112 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
No person who is criminally insane confined pursuant to this
chapter shall be incarcerated in a state correctional institution or
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hearing to consider the decision of the designated mental health
facility((: PROVIDED, That nothing herein shall prohibit)). This
section does not apply to confinement in a mental health facility
professional not later than the next judicial day. At the hearing the
located wholly within a correctional institution. Confinement of a
superior court shall review the determination of the designated
person who is criminally insane in a county jail or other local
mental health professional and determine whether an order should
facility while awaiting either placement in a treatment program or
be entered requiring the person to be evaluated at an evaluation
a court hearing pursuant to this chapter is permitted for no more
and treatment facility. No person referred to an evaluation and
than seven days.
treatment facility may be held at the facility longer than seventyNEW SECTION. Sec. 7. A new section is added to
two hours.
chapter 10.77 RCW to read as follows:
(2) If an individual is placed in an evaluation and treatment
(1) If the defendant is charged with a nonfelony offense, and
facility under RCW 10.77.088(1)(((b))) (c)(ii), a professional
person shall evaluate the individual for purposes of determining
the issue of competency to stand trial is raised by the court or a
whether to file a ninety-day inpatient or outpatient petition under
party under RCW 10.77.060, the prosecutor may continue with
chapter 71.05 RCW. Before expiration of the seventy-two hour
the competency process or dismiss the charges without prejudice
evaluation period authorized under RCW 10.77.088(1)(((b)))
and refer the defendant for assessment by a mental health
(c)(ii), the professional person shall file a petition or, if the
professional,
chemical
dependency
professional,
or
developmental disabilities professional to determine the
recommendation of the professional person is to release the
appropriate service needs for the defendant.
individual, present his or her recommendation to the superior
(2) This section does not apply to defendants with a current
court of the county in which the criminal charge was dismissed.
charge or prior conviction for a serious violent offense or sex
The superior court shall review the recommendation not later than
offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030.
forty-eight hours, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A new section is added to
after the recommendation is presented. If the court rejects the
chapter 10.77 RCW to read as follows:
recommendation to unconditionally release the individual, the
(1) In order to prioritize goals of accuracy, prompt service to
court may order the individual detained at a designated evaluation
the court, quality assurance, and integration with other services,
and treatment facility for not more than a seventy-two hour
an office of forensic mental health services is established within
evaluation and treatment period and direct the individual to
the department of social and health services. The office shall be
appear at a surety hearing before that court within seventy-two
led by a director on at least the level of deputy assistant secretary
hours, or the court may release the individual but direct the
within the department who shall, after a reasonable period of
individual to appear at a surety hearing set before that court within
transition, have responsibility for the following functions:
eleven days, at which time the prosecutor may file a petition under
(a) Operational control of all forensic evaluation services,
this chapter for ninety-day inpatient or outpatient treatment. If a
including specific budget allocation;
petition is filed by the prosecutor, the court may order that the
(b) Responsibility for training forensic evaluators;
person named in the petition be detained at the evaluation and
(c) Development of a system to certify forensic evaluators,
treatment facility that performed the evaluation under this
and to monitor the quality of forensic evaluation reports;
subsection or order the respondent to be in outpatient treatment.
(d) Liaison with courts, jails, and community mental health
If a petition is filed but the individual fails to appear in court for
programs to ensure proper flow of information, coordinate
the surety hearing, the court shall order that a mental health
logistical issues, and solve problems in complex circumstances;
professional or peace officer shall take such person or cause such
(e) Coordination with state hospitals to identify and develop
person to be taken into custody and placed in an evaluation and
best practice interventions and curricula for services that are
treatment facility to be brought before the court the next judicial
unique to forensic patients;
day after detention. Upon the individual's first appearance in court
(f) Promotion of congruence across state hospitals where
after a petition has been filed, proceedings under RCW 71.05.310
appropriate, and promotion of interventions that flow smoothly
and 71.05.320 shall commence. For an individual subject to this
into community interventions;
subsection, the prosecutor or professional person may directly file
(g) Coordination with regional support networks, behavioral
a petition for ninety-day inpatient or outpatient treatment and no
health organizations, community mental health agencies, and the
petition for initial detention or fourteen-day detention is required
department of corrections regarding community treatment and
before such a petition may be filed.
monitoring of persons on conditional release;
The court shall conduct the hearing on the petition filed under
(h) Oversight of forensic data collection and analysis
this subsection within five judicial days of the date the petition is
statewide, and appropriate dissemination of data trends and
filed. The court may continue the hearing upon the written request
recommendations; and
of the person named in the petition or the person's attorney, for
(i) Oversight of the development, implementation, and
good cause shown, which continuance shall not exceed five
maintenance of community forensic programs and services.
additional judicial days. If the person named in the petition
(2) The office of forensic mental health services must have a
requests a jury trial, the trial shall commence within ten judicial
clearly delineated budget separate from the overall budget for
days of the date of the filing of the petition. The burden of proof
state hospital services.
shall be by clear, cogent, and convincing evidence and shall be
Sec. 9. RCW 71.05.235 and 2008 c 213 s 5 are each
upon the petitioner. The person shall be present at such
amended to read as follows:
proceeding, which shall in all respects accord with the
(1) If an individual is referred to a designated mental health
constitutional guarantees of due process of law and the rules of
professional under RCW 10.77.088(1)(((b))) (c)(i), the
evidence pursuant to RCW 71.05.360 (8) and (9).
During the proceeding the person named in the petition shall
designated mental health professional shall examine the
continue to be detained and treated until released by order of the
individual within forty-eight hours. If the designated mental
court. If no order has been made within thirty days after the filing
health professional determines it is not appropriate to detain the
of the petition, not including any extensions of time requested by
individual or petition for a ninety-day less restrictive alternative
the detained person or his or her attorney, the detained person
under RCW 71.05.230(4), that decision shall be immediately
shall be released.
presented to the superior court for hearing. The court shall hold a
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(3) If a designated mental health professional or the
professional person and prosecuting attorney for the county in
which the criminal charge was dismissed or attorney general, as
appropriate, stipulate that the individual does not present a
likelihood of serious harm or is not gravely disabled, the hearing
under this section is not required and the individual, if in custody,
shall be released.
(4) The individual shall have the rights specified in RCW
71.05.360 (8) and (9).
Sec. 10. RCW 10.77.065 and 2014 c 10 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a)(i) The expert conducting the evaluation shall provide
his or her report and recommendation to the court in which the
criminal proceeding is pending. For a competency evaluation of
a defendant who is released from custody, if the evaluation cannot
be completed within twenty-one days due to a lack of cooperation
by the defendant, the evaluator shall notify the court that he or she
is unable to complete the evaluation because of such lack of
cooperation.
(ii) A copy of the report and recommendation shall be
provided to the designated mental health professional, the
prosecuting attorney, the defense attorney, and the professional
person at the local correctional facility where the defendant is
being held, or if there is no professional person, to the person
designated under (a)(iv) of this subsection. Upon request, the
evaluator shall also provide copies of any source documents
relevant to the evaluation to the designated mental health
professional.
(iii) Any facility providing inpatient services related to
competency shall discharge the defendant as soon as the facility
determines that the defendant is competent to stand trial.
Discharge shall not be postponed during the writing and
distribution of the evaluation report. Distribution of an evaluation
report by a facility providing inpatient services shall ordinarily be
accomplished within two working days or less following the final
evaluation of the defendant. If the defendant is discharged to the
custody of a local correctional facility, the local correctional
facility must continue the medication regimen prescribed by the
facility, when clinically appropriate, unless the defendant refuses
to cooperate with medication and an involuntary medication order
by the court has not been entered.
(iv) If there is no professional person at the local correctional
facility, the local correctional facility shall designate a
professional person as defined in RCW 71.05.020 or, in
cooperation with the regional support network, a professional
person at the regional support network to receive the report and
recommendation.
(v) Upon commencement of a defendant's evaluation in the
local correctional facility, the local correctional facility must
notify the evaluator of the name of the professional person, or
person designated under (a)(iv) of this subsection, to receive the
report and recommendation.
(b) If the evaluator concludes, under RCW 10.77.060(3)(f),
the person should be evaluated by a designated mental health
professional under chapter 71.05 RCW, the court shall order such
evaluation be conducted prior to release from confinement when
the person is acquitted or convicted and sentenced to confinement
for twenty-four months or less, or when charges are dismissed
pursuant to a finding of incompetent to stand trial.
(2) The designated mental health professional shall provide
written notification within twenty-four hours of the results of the
determination whether to commence proceedings under chapter
71.05 RCW. The notification shall be provided to the persons
identified in subsection (1)(a) of this section.
(3) The prosecuting attorney shall provide a copy of the
results of any proceedings commenced by the designated mental

health professional under subsection (2) of this section to the
secretary.
(4) A facility conducting a civil commitment evaluation under
RCW 10.77.086(4) or 10.77.088(1)(((b))) (c)(ii) that makes a
determination to release the person instead of filing a civil
commitment petition must provide written notice to the
prosecutor and defense attorney at least twenty-four hours prior
to release. The notice may be given by electronic mail, facsimile,
or other means reasonably likely to communicate the information
immediately.
(5) The fact of admission and all information and records
compiled, obtained, or maintained in the course of providing
services under this chapter may also be disclosed to the courts
solely to prevent the entry of any evaluation or treatment order
that is inconsistent with any order entered under chapter 71.05
RCW.
Sec. 11. RCW 10.77.065 and 2014 c 225 s 59 and 2014 c 10
s 3 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1)(a)(i) The expert conducting the evaluation shall provide
his or her report and recommendation to the court in which the
criminal proceeding is pending. For a competency evaluation of
a defendant who is released from custody, if the evaluation cannot
be completed within twenty-one days due to a lack of cooperation
by the defendant, the evaluator shall notify the court that he or she
is unable to complete the evaluation because of such lack of
cooperation.
(ii) A copy of the report and recommendation shall be
provided to the designated mental health professional, the
prosecuting attorney, the defense attorney, and the professional
person at the local correctional facility where the defendant is
being held, or if there is no professional person, to the person
designated under (a)(iv) of this subsection. Upon request, the
evaluator shall also provide copies of any source documents
relevant to the evaluation to the designated mental health
professional.
(iii) Any facility providing inpatient services related to
competency shall discharge the defendant as soon as the facility
determines that the defendant is competent to stand trial.
Discharge shall not be postponed during the writing and
distribution of the evaluation report. Distribution of an evaluation
report by a facility providing inpatient services shall ordinarily be
accomplished within two working days or less following the final
evaluation of the defendant. If the defendant is discharged to the
custody of a local correctional facility, the local correctional
facility must continue the medication regimen prescribed by the
facility, when clinically appropriate, unless the defendant refuses
to cooperate with medication and an involuntary medication order
by the court has not been entered.
(iv) If there is no professional person at the local correctional
facility, the local correctional facility shall designate a
professional person as defined in RCW 71.05.020 or, in
cooperation with the behavioral health organization, a
professional person at the behavioral health organization to
receive the report and recommendation.
(v) Upon commencement of a defendant's evaluation in the
local correctional facility, the local correctional facility must
notify the evaluator of the name of the professional person, or
person designated under (a)(iv) of this subsection, to receive the
report and recommendation.
(b) If the evaluator concludes, under RCW 10.77.060(3)(f),
the person should be evaluated by a designated mental health
professional under chapter 71.05 RCW, the court shall order such
evaluation be conducted prior to release from confinement when
the person is acquitted or convicted and sentenced to confinement
for twenty-four months or less, or when charges are dismissed
pursuant to a finding of incompetent to stand trial.
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
(2) The designated mental health professional shall provide
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5177 and the bill passed the
written notification within twenty-four hours of the results of the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 5; Absent, 0;
determination whether to commence proceedings under chapter
Excused, 0.
71.05 RCW. The notification shall be provided to the persons
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
identified in subsection (1)(a) of this section.
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Dammeier,
(3) The prosecuting attorney shall provide a copy of the
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
results of any proceedings commenced by the designated mental
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Keiser,
health professional under subsection (2) of this section to the
King, Liias, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban,
secretary.
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
(4) A facility conducting a civil commitment evaluation under
Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
RCW 10.77.086(4) or 10.77.088(1)(((b))) (c)(ii) that makes a
Voting nay: Senators Conway, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Kohldetermination to release the person instead of filing a civil
Welles and McAuliffe
commitment petition must provide written notice to the
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL
prosecutor and defense attorney at least twenty-four hours prior
NO. 5177, having received the constitutional majority, was
to release. The notice may be given by electronic mail, facsimile,
declared passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was
or other means reasonably likely to communicate the information
ordered to stand as the title of the act.
immediately.
(5) The fact of admission and all information and records
SECOND READING
compiled, obtained, or maintained in the course of providing
services under this chapter may also be disclosed to the courts
SENATE BILL NO. 5820, by Senators King and Benton
solely to prevent the entry of any evaluation or treatment order
that is inconsistent with any order entered under chapter 71.05
Concerning the sale of certain department of transportation
RCW.
surplus property.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. If any provision of this act or its
application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
MOTIONS
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
persons or circumstances is not affected.
On motion of Senator King, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5820
NEW SECTION. Sec. 13. Section 10 of this act expires
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5820 and the substitute bill
April 1, 2016.
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 14. Section 11 of this act takes
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
effect April 1, 2016."
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5820 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
final passage.
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators O'Ban and
Senators King, Darneille and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage
Darneille to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5177.
of the bill.
The motion by Senator O'Ban carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5820.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment
was adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "Relating to" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "improving timeliness of
competency evaluation and restoration services; amending RCW
10.77.084, 10.77.086, 10.77.088, 10.77.091, 10.77.220,
71.05.235, and 10.77.065; reenacting and amending RCW
10.77.065; adding new sections to chapter 10.77 RCW; creating
a new section; providing an effective date; and providing an
expiration date."
MOTION
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5177 was advanced
to third reading, the second reading considered the third and the
bill was placed on final passage.
Senators O'Ban and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
5177.
ROLL CALL

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5820 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5820, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5355, by Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles,
Roach, Conway, Braun, Baumgartner, Rolfes, O'Ban, McAuliffe
and Chase
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Modifying the definition of resident student to comply with
federal requirements established by the veterans access, choice,
and accountability act of 2014.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Bailey, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5355
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5355 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5355 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Bailey spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5355.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5355 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5355, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5262 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators O'Ban and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5262.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5262 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5262, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5324, by Senators Hobbs, Fain, King,
Liias, Angel and Honeyford
Concerning the distribution and use of aircraft excise taxes.
Revised for 1st Substitute: Modifying the distribution and use of
aircraft excise taxes.

SECOND READING
MOTIONS
SENATE BILL NO. 5262, by Senators O'Ban, Pedersen,
Darneille, Dammeier and Honeyford
Releasing juvenile case records to the Washington state office
of civil legal aid.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Padden moved that the following amendment by
Senator Padden be adopted:
On page 4, line 11, after "shall" insert "designate a custodian
of records within the office to exclusively receive and maintain
the records provided in this section. The designated custodian of
records shall"
Senator Padden spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Padden on page 4, line
11 to Senate Bill No. 5262.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

On motion of Senator Hobbs, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5324
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5324 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Hobbs, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5324 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Hobbs and King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5324.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5324 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Hasegawa
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SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5324, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
ROLL CALL
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5760 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
SECOND READING
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
SENATE BILL NO. 5941, by Senators Rivers, Rolfes,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Litzow, Dammeier and Angel
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Concerning certification of adjunct faculty as common school
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
substitute teachers.
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
The measure was read the second time.
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5760, having received the constitutional
MOTION
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
On motion of Senator Rivers, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5941 was advanced to third reading, the second
SECOND READING
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
SENATE BILL NO. 5458, by Senators Angel, Rolfes and
Senators Rivers and McAuliffe spoke in favor of passage of
Hasegawa
the bill.
Concerning health district banking.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5941.
The measure was read the second time.
ROLL CALL

MOTION

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5941 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5941, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5458 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Angel and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5760, by Senators Brown, Sheldon,
Keiser and Dansel
Concerning contracts for materials or work required by joint
operating agencies.
The measure was read the second time.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5458.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5458 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5458, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

MOTION
MOTION
On motion of Senator Brown, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5760 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Brown spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5760.

On motion of Senator Mullet, Senator Ranker was excused.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5763, by Senators Warnick, Pearson and
Hatfield
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Addressing the public employees' collective bargaining act as
applied to commissioned officers of the department of fish and
wildlife. Revised for 1st Substitute: Establishing a coalition of
commissioned officers of the department of fish and wildlife for
the purposes of collective bargaining.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Warnick, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5763 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5763 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5763 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Warnick and Sheldon spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5763.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5763 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 4; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille,
Fain, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill,
Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Dansel, Ericksen and
Fraser
Excused: Senator Ranker
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5763, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5221, by Senators Benton and Roach
Concerning the disposition of tenant property placed upon the
nearest public property.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Benton, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5221 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5221 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5221 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Benton and Mullet spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5221.
ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5221 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5221, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5104, by Senator Padden
Concerning the possession or use of alcohol and controlled
substances in sentencing provisions.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5104 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5104.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5104 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5104, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Padden: “I just wanted to call the chamber’s
attention to the passing of Adele Ferguson and most of you
probably don’t remember her although there are a few that do.
She was a pioneer newspaper woman that covered the legislature
back in the 80s and 90s when I was in the other body. She was
noted as being pretty tough lady but she also was a prodigious
writer of articles about the legislature not only in the Bremerton
Sun but also she ended up, later, having columns in weekly
newspapers throughout the state of Washington. A lady that I
certainly enjoyed visiting with and extremely knowledgeable but
she didn’t suffer fools very well. Everybody sometimes could be
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subject to some of her columns but I really enjoyed her and I’m
SENATE BILL NO. 5504, by Senators Hewitt and Hasegawa
sorry to hear of her passing.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Hargrove: “Well along with Senator Padden, I had
the privilege of having Adele Ferguson write about me a few
times and like, I think the best way to think about her is: She was
a tough ’ol bird. She really, really, really knew her stuff and if you
had an interview with her she would get it correct. But also there
were a few times where maybe some of the information she
initially received was maybe a little off but she’d come and talk
to you and then she’d make sure that she had a story that was good
and accurate. We really appreciated her tough pushing us in some
places but also making sure that in fact that she was just an
absolute quality journalist that I wish we had today. So, I’m also
rising to bemoan the fact that she is no longer with us.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Angel: “This is really sad news. I’m devastated to
here this. This wonderful lady covered me eight years as a County
Commissioner. She never said anything really good but she never
said anything bad and with Adele you always considered that a
compliment. She will be very, very, very missed. The way she
covered, with the integrity and, yes, the accuracy. She will be
missed. Thank you.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Sheldon: “Thank you Mr. President. I also wanted
to rise and remember Adele. You always said Ay-del not Uh-del
or you were admonished. Everybody knew in that Bremerton area
that you had to [Cellular phone buzzes] … turn your phone off.
[Groans] You had to get to know Adele is you were running for
office. Mr. President, you were in that district and I knew you
knew Adele very well. So, I went in to her office in the Sun. Very
small office and everything was piled vertically so on her desk –
was worse than Hargrove’s desk. It was this high, with papers
here and there and, of course, she had a manual typewriter, then
she could type as she talked which was disconcerting. But now,
‘Mr. Sheldon, why are you running for office and what do you
think you can bring to Olympia?’ Well, ‘Nothing.’ She was a
person of great humor, very salty language but she could get to
heart of an issue. She was very much respected and if you have a
chance to read her book, it’s very entertaining because of all the
stories and all the people she knew and the great memories that
we’ll have of her as well because she was one of a kind.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Rolfes: “Thank you Mr. President. I’m a lot
younger than the rest of these people and Ms. Ferguson died last
night at the age of 90. She was 81 when I first ran for the state
legislature and I think she covered me once in a salty way. But
what I really wanted to call to the attention of the body was less
about her political history which I didn’t share, unlike others, but
the fact that she was absolutely a pioneer. A woman who worked
in a world of men and made it easier for other women to follow
and a women who encouraged other women to go into politics.
You know, they don’t make them like they used to and I know
she leaves behind a really loving family still in our Kitsap County
area and a great legacy. Thank you.”
SECOND READING

Allowing additional liquor distributor employees to stock
liquor under certain circumstances.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Conway moved that the following amendment by
Senators Conway and Hewitt be adopted:
On page 1, line 17, after "premises" insert ", except between
11:00 p.m. and 4:00 a.m.,"
Senator Conway spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Conway and Hewitt
on page 1, line 17 to Senate Bill No. 5504.
The motion by Senator Conway carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hewitt, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5504 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Hewitt, Hargrove and Hasegawa spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5504.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5504 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 3; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Darneille, McAuliffe and Pearson
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5504, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5977, by Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles
and McAuliffe
Decodifying, expiring, and making nonsubstantive changes to
community and technical college provisions.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
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On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5977 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Bailey and Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5977.

objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5154, by Senator Hargrove
Concerning registered sex or kidnapping offenders.
MOTIONS

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5977 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5977, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5027, by Senators Angel, Darneille,
Dammeier, Keiser, Parlette, Cleveland, Bailey and Chase
Providing access to the prescription drug monitoring database
for clinical laboratories.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Angel, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5027
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5027 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5027 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Angel and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5027.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5027 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5027, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no

On motion of Senator Hargrove, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5154 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5154 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Hargrove, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5154 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Hargrove spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5154.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5154 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Braun
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5154, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, Rule 15 was suspended for the
remainder of the day for the purpose of allowing continued floor
action.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Senate Rule 15 establishes the floor
schedule and calls for a lunch and dinner break of 90 minutes each
per day during regular daily sessions.
MOTION
At 5:22 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
EVENING SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 6:16 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5757, by Senators Benton and Mullet
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Addressing credit unions' corporate governance and
investments.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5757 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Benton and Mullet spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5757.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5757 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 43; Nays, 3; Absent, 3; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser,
King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers,
Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Braun, Hewitt and Parlette
Absent: Senators Ericksen, Liias and Nelson
SENATE BILL NO. 5757, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senators Liias and Nelson
were excused.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Senator Ericksen was excused.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5673, by Senators Padden, Kohl-Welles,
Roach, Miloscia, Pearson and Darneille
Concerning the distribution of synthetic cannabinoids and
bath salts.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Padden moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator Padden be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 19.86 RCW to read as follows:
(1) It is a violation of RCW 19.86.020 for any person or entity
to distribute, dispense, manufacture, display for sale, offer for
sale, attempt to sell, or sell to a purchaser any product that
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contains any amount of any synthetic cannabinoid, cathinone, or
methcathinone as identified in RCW 69.50.204(e) (3) and (5).
(2) "Synthetic cannabinoid" includes any chemical compound
identified in RCW 69.50.204(c)(30) or by the pharmacy quality
assurance commission under RCW 69.50.201.
Sec. 2. RCW 69.50.204 and 2010 c 177 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
Unless specifically excepted by state or federal law or
regulation or more specifically included in another schedule, the
following controlled substances are listed in Schedule I:
(a) Any of the following opiates, including their isomers,
esters, ethers, salts, and salts of isomers, esters, and ethers
whenever the existence of these isomers, esters, ethers, and salts
is possible within the specific chemical designation:
(1)
Acetyl-alpha-methylfentanyl
(N-[1-(1-methyl-2phenethyl)-4-piperidinyl]-N-phenylacetamide);
(2) Acetylmethadol;
(3) Allylprodine;
(4) Alphacetylmethadol, except levo-alphacetylmethadol,
also known as levo-alpha-acetylmethadol, levomethadyl acetate,
or LAAM;
(5) Alphameprodine;
(6) Alphamethadol;
(7) Alpha-methylfentanyl (N-[1-(alpha-methyl-beta-phenyl)
ethyl-4-piperidyl] propionanilide); (1-(1-methyl-2-phenylethyl)4-(N-propanilido) piperidine);
(8)
Alpha-methylthiofentanyl
(N-[1-methyl-2-(2thienyl)ethyl-4-piperidinyl]-N-phenylpropanamide);
(9) Benzethidine;
(10) Betacetylmethadol;
(11) Beta-hydroxyfentanyl (N-[1-(2-hydroxy-2-phenethyl)-4piperidinyl]-N-phenylpropanamide);
(12) Beta-hydroxy-3-methylfentanyl, some trade or other
names: N-[1-(2-hydrox-2-phenethyl)-3-methyl-4-piperidinyl]-Nphenylpropanamide;
(13) Betameprodine;
(14) Betamethadol;
(15) Betaprodine;
(16) Clonitazene;
(17) Dextromoramide;
(18) Diampromide;
(19) Diethylthiambutene;
(20) Difenoxin;
(21) Dimenoxadol;
(22) Dimepheptanol;
(23) Dimethylthiambutene;
(24) Dioxaphetyl butyrate;
(25) Dipipanone;
(26) Ethylmethylthiambutene;
(27) Etonitazene;
(28) Etoxeridine;
(29) Furethidine;
(30) Hydroxypethidine;
(31) Ketobemidone;
(32) Levomoramide;
(33) Levophenacylmorphan;
(34) 3-Methylfentanyl (N-[3-methyl-1-(2-phenylethyl)-4piperidyl]-N-phenylprop anamide);
(35) 3-Methylthiofentanyl (N-[(3-methyl-1-(2-thienyl)ethyl4-piperidinyl]-N-phenylpropanamide);
(36) Morpheridine;
(37) MPPP (1-methyl-4-phenyl-4-propionoxypiperidine);
(38) Noracymethadol;
(39) Norlevorphanol;
(40) Normethadone;
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(41) Norpipanone;
(42)
Para-fluorofentanyl
(N-(4-fluorophenyl)-N-[1-(2phenethyl)-4-piperidinyl] propanamide);
(43)
PEPAP(1-(-2-phenethyl)-4-phenyl-4acetoxypiperidine);
(44) Phenadoxone;
(45) Phenampromide;
(46) Phenomorphan;
(47) Phenoperidine;
(48) Piritramide;
(49) Proheptazine;
(50) Properidine;
(51) Propiram;
(52) Racemoramide;
(53)
Thiofentanyl
(N-phenyl-N-[1-(2-thienyl)ethyl-4piperidinyl]-propanaminde);
(54) Tilidine;
(55) Trimeperidine.
(b) Opium derivatives. Unless specifically excepted or unless
listed in another schedule, any of the following opium derivatives,
including their salts, isomers, and salts of isomers whenever the
existence of those salts, isomers, and salts of isomers is possible
within the specific chemical designation:
(1) Acetorphine;
(2) Acetyldihydrocodeine;
(3) Benzylmorphine;
(4) Codeine methylbromide;
(5) Codeine-N-Oxide;
(6) Cyprenorphine;
(7) Desomorphine;
(8) Dihydromorphine;
(9) Drotebanol;
(10) Etorphine, except hydrochloride salt;
(11) Heroin;
(12) Hydromorphinol;
(13) Methyldesorphine;
(14) Methyldihydromorphine;
(15) Morphine methylbromide;
(16) Morphine methylsulfonate;
(17) Morphine-N-Oxide;
(18) Myrophine;
(19) Nicocodeine;
(20) Nicomorphine;
(21) Normorphine;
(22) Pholcodine;
(23) Thebacon.
(c) Hallucinogenic substances. Unless specifically excepted
or unless listed in another schedule, any material, compound,
mixture, or preparation which contains any quantity of the
following hallucinogenic substances, including their salts,
isomers, and salts of isomers whenever the existence of those
salts, isomers, and salts of isomers is possible within the specific
chemical designation. For the purposes of this subsection only,
the term "isomer" includes the optical, position, and geometric
isomers:
(1) Alpha-ethyltryptamine: Some trade or other names:
Etryptamine;
monase;
a-ethyl-1H-indole-3-ethanamine;
3-(2-aminobutyl) indole; a-ET; and AET;
(2) 4-bromo-2,5-dimethoxy-amphetamine: Some trade or
other names: 4-bromo-2,5-dimethoxy-a-methylphenethylamine;
4-bromo-2,5-DMA;
(3) 4-bromo-2,5-dimethoxyphenethylamine: Some trade or
other names: 2-(4-bromo-2,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-1-aminoethane;
alpha-desmethyl DOB; 2C-B, nexus;
(4) 2,5-dimethoxyamphetamine: Some trade or other names:
2,5-dimethoxy-a-methylphenethylamine; 2,5-DMA;

(5) 2,5-dimethoxy-4-ethylamphetamine (DOET);
(6) 2,5-dimethoxy-4-(n)-propylthiophenethylamine: Other
name: 2C-T-7;
(7) 4-methoxyamphetamine: Some trade or other names: 4methoxy-a-methylphenethylamine; paramethoxyamphetamine,
PMA;
(8) 5-methoxy-3,4-methylenedioxy-amphetamine;
(9) 4-methyl-2,5-dimethoxy-amphetamine: Some trade and
other names: 4-methyl-2,5-dimethoxy-a-methylphenethylamine;
"DOM"; and "STP";
(10) 3,4-methylenedioxy amphetamine;
(11) 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA);
(12) 3,4-methylenedioxy-N-ethylamphetamine, also known
as N-ethyl-alpha-methyl-3,4(methylenedioxy)phenethylamine,
N-ethyl MDA, MDE, MDEA;
(13)
N-hydroxy-3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine
also
known
as
N-hydroxy-alpha-methyl-3,4(methylenedioxy)phenethylamine,
N-hydroxy MDA;
(14) 3,4,5-trimethoxy amphetamine;
(15) Alpha-methyltryptamine: Other name: AMT;
(16) Bufotenine: Some trade or other names: 3-(betaDimethylaminoethyl)-5-hydroxindole;
3-(2dimethylaminoethyl)-5-indolol; N, N-dimethylserotonin; 5hydroxy-N,N-dimethyltryptamine; mappine;
(17) Diethyltryptamine: Some trade or other names: N,NDiethyltryptamine; DET;
(18) Dimethyltryptamine: Some trade or other names: DMT;
(19) 5-methoxy-N,N-diisopropyltryptamine: Other name:
5-MeO-DIPT;
(20) Ibogaine: Some trade or other names: 7-Ethyl-6,6
beta,7,8,9,10,12,13,-octahydro-2-methoxy-6,9-methano-5Hpyndo (1',2' 1,2) azepino (5,4-b) indole; Tabernanthe iboga;
(21) Lysergic acid diethylamide;
(22) Marihuana or marijuana;
(23) Mescaline;
(24) Parahexyl-7374: Some trade or other names: 3-Hexyl-1hydroxy-7, 8, 9, 10-tetrahydro-6, 6, 9-trimethyl-6Hdibenzo[b,d]pyran; synhexyl;
(25) Peyote, meaning all parts of the plant presently classified
botanically as Lophophora Williamsii Lemaire, whether growing
or not, the seeds thereof, any extract from any part of such plant,
and every compound, manufacture, salts, derivative, mixture, or
preparation of such plant, its seeds, or extracts; (interprets 21
U.S.C. Sec. 812 (c), Schedule I (c)(12));
(26) N-ethyl-3-piperidyl benzilate;
(27) N-methyl-3-piperidyl benzilate;
(28) Psilocybin;
(29) Psilocyn;
(30) Tetrahydrocannabinols, meaning tetrahydrocannabinols
naturally contained in a plant of the genus Cannabis (cannabis
plant), as well as synthetic equivalents of the substances
contained in the plant, or in the resinous extractives of Cannabis,
species, and/or synthetic substances, derivatives, and their
isomers with similar chemical structure and pharmacological
activity such as the following:
(i) 1 - cis - or trans tetrahydrocannabinol, and their optical
isomers, excluding tetrahydrocannabinol in sesame oil and
encapsulated in a soft gelatin capsule in a drug product approved
by the United States Food and Drug Administration;
(ii) 6 - cis - or trans tetrahydrocannabinol, and their optical
isomers;
(iii) 3,4 - cis - or trans tetrahydrocannabinol, and its optical
isomers; or
(iv) That is chemically synthesized and either:
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(a) Has been demonstrated to have binding activity at one or
imposed. Unless the court finds the person to be indigent, this
more cannabinoid receptors; or
additional fine shall not be suspended or deferred by the court.
(b) Is a chemical analog or isomer of a compound that has
(2) On a second or subsequent conviction for violation of any
been demonstrated to have binding activity at one or more
of the laws listed in subsection (1) of this section, the person shall
cannabinoid receptors;
be fined two thousand dollars in addition to any other fine or
(Since nomenclature of these substances is not internationally
penalty imposed. Unless the court finds the person to be indigent,
standardized, compounds of these structures, regardless of
this additional fine shall not be suspended or deferred by the
numerical designation of atomic positions covered.)
court.
(31) Ethylamine analog of phencyclidine: Some trade or other
(3) In addition to any other civil or criminal penalty, every
names: N-ethyl-1phenylcyclohexalymine, (1-phenylcyclohexl)
person who violates or causes another to violate RCW 69.50.401
by distributing, dispensing, manufacturing, displaying for sale,
ethylamine; N-(1-phenylcyclohexyl)ethylamine; cyclohexamine;
PCE;
offering for sale, attempting to sell, or selling to a purchaser any
(32) Pyrrolidine analog of phencyclidine: Some trade or other
product that contains any amount of any synthetic cannabinoid,
names: 1-(1-phencyclohexyl)pyrrolidine; PCPy; PHP;
cathinone, or methcathinone, as identified in RCW 69.50.204,
shall be fined not less than ten thousand dollars and not more than
(33) Thiophene analog of phencyclidine: Some trade or other
names: 1-(1-[2-thenyl]-cyclohexly)-pipendine; 2-thienylanalog
five hundred thousand dollars. If, however, the person who
of phencyclidine; TPCP; TCP;
violates or causes another to violate RCW 69.50.401 by
(34) 1-[1-(2-thienyl)cyclohexyl]pyrrolidine: A trade or other
distributing, dispensing, manufacturing, displaying for sale,
name is TCPy.
offering for sale, attempting to sell, or selling any product that
(d) Depressants. Unless specifically excepted or unless listed
contains any amount of any synthetic cannabinoid, cathinone, or
in another schedule, any material, compound, mixture, or
methcathinone, as identified in RCW 69.50.204, to a purchaser
preparation which contains any quantity of the following
under the age of eighteen, the minimum penalty shall be twentysubstances having a depressant effect on the central nervous
five thousand dollars if the person is at least two years older than
system, including its salts, isomers, and salts of isomers whenever
the minor. Unless the court finds the person to be indigent, this
the existence of such salts, isomers, and salts of isomers is
additional fine shall not be suspended or deferred by the court.
possible within the specific chemical designation.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. (1) The Washington state patrol
(1) Gamma-hydroxybutyric acid: Some other names include
shall create a pilot program that uses technologies and protocols
GHB;
gamma-hydroxybutyrate;
4-hydroxybutyrate;
to instantly identify synthetic cannabinoids, cathinones, and
4-hydroxybutanoic acid; sodium oxybate; sodium oxybutyrate;
methcathinones (synthetic drugs), as well as other illicit drugs.
(2) Mecloqualone;
The pilot program shall focus on using technology capable of
(3) Methaqualone.
presumptive identification of illicit drugs in the field.
(e) Stimulants. Unless specifically excepted or unless listed in
(2) A minimum of five separate districts in the state shall be
another schedule, any material, compound, mixture, or
equipped to operate the pilot program. The state patrol may
preparation which contains any quantity of the following
choose to have one or more of the pilot sites located within a city
substances having a stimulant effect on the central nervous
or county police department.
system, including its salts, isomers, and salts of isomers:
(3) Prior to July 30, 2016, the state patrol shall submit a report
(1) Aminorex: Some other names: aminoxaphen; 2-amino-5to the appropriate committees of the legislature outlining the
phenyl-2-oxazoline; or 4, 5-dihydro-5-phenly-2-oxazolamine;
findings of the pilot program, and make any recommendation on
(2)
N-Benzylpiperazine:
Some
other
names:
whether the technologies and protocols selected for the pilot
BZP,1-benzylpiperazine;
program may be used to help prevent the growth of synthetic
(3) Cathinone, also known as 2-amino-1-phenyl-1-propanone,
drugs and other illicit drugs throughout the state. Specifically, the
alpha-aminopropiophenone,
2-aminopropiophenone
and
evaluation shall include, but is not limited to, the following:
norephedrone;
(a) A review of technical capabilities and accuracy rates of
(4) Fenethylline;
technologies and protocols selected for the pilot program;
(5) Methcathinone: Some other names: 2-(methylamino)(b) A description of the impact to state and local crime lab
propiophenone;
alpha-(methylamino)propiophenone;
2backlogs if the technologies and protocols selected could
(methylamino)-1-phenylpropan-1-one;
alpha-Neliminate the need to send synthetic drugs, or other illicit drugs,
methylaminopropiophenone; monomethylpropion; ephedrone;
to the crime lab for presumptive testing, including the potential
N-methylcathinone; methylcathinone; AL-464; AL-422; AL-463
cost savings to state and local governments;
and UR1432, its salts, optical isomers, and salts of optical
(c) A description of the status of courts' acceptance of the
isomers;
technologies and protocols selected for the pilot program for the
(6) (+-)cis-4-methylaminorex ((+-)cis-4,5-dihydro-4-methylpresumptive identification of synthetic drugs and other illicit
5-phenyl-2-oxazolamine);
drugs."
(7) N-ethylamphetamine;
(8) N,N-dimethylamphetamine: Some trade or other names:
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
N,N-alpha-trimethyl-benzeneethanamine;
N,N-alphathe adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Padden to
trimethylphenoethylene.
Senate Bill No. 5673.
The controlled substances in this section may be added,
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
rescheduled, or deleted as provided for in RCW 69.50.201.
Sec. 3. RCW 69.50.430 and 2003 c 53 s 345 are each
MOTION
amended to read as follows:
(1) Every person convicted of a felony violation of RCW
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
69.50.401 through 69.50.4013, 69.50.4015, 69.50.402,
adopted:
69.50.403, 69.50.406, 69.50.407, 69.50.410, or 69.50.415 shall be
fined one thousand dollars in addition to any other fine or penalty
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On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "salts;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 69.50.204 and
69.50.430; adding a new section to chapter 19.86 RCW; creating
a new section; and prescribing penalties."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5673 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5673.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5673 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Ericksen and Liias
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5673, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

Litzow, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Jayapal, Keiser, KohlWelles, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Nelson, Roach and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5247, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5215, by Senators Roach, Pedersen,
Kohl-Welles, Baumgartner, Padden, Darneille, Keiser, Benton
and O'Ban
Establishing the Washington internet crimes against children
account.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Roach, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5215 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5215 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5215 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Roach spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5215.
ROLL CALL

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5247, by Senators O'Ban, Dammeier,
Kohl-Welles and Chase
Concerning driving while license suspended when the
suspension is based on noncompliance with a child support order.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5247 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Hargrove spoke against passage of the bill.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5215 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Liias
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5215, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5247.

SENATE BILL NO. 5394, by Senators Rivers, Darneille,
Kohl-Welles, Cleveland, Brown and Keiser

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5247 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 31; Nays, 17; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille,
Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King,

Clarifying the applicability of child abduction statutes to
residential provisions ordered by a court.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
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On motion of Senator Rivers, the rules were suspended,
SENATE BILL NO. 5919, having received the constitutional
Senate Bill No. 5394 was advanced to third reading, the second
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
passage.
Senator Rivers spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
SECOND READING
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5394.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5394 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase and Nelson
Excused: Senator Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5394, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5919, by Senators Angel, Padden and
Miloscia
Concerning informed decision making for death with dignity
decisions.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5919 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Angel and Pedersen spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5919.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5919 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 34; Nays, 14; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille,
Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon
and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Frockt,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Ranker and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Liias

SENATE BILL NO. 5805, by Senators Rivers, Rolfes and
Keiser
Concerning conflict resolution programs in schools.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5805 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Rivers, King, McAuliffe and Rolfes spoke in favor
of passage of the bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Nelson was excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5805.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5805 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Liias and Nelson
SENATE BILL NO. 5805, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5362, by Senators King and Liias
Concerning the regulation of passenger charter and excursion
carriers.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Fain, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5362
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5362 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5362 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
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Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5362.

There being no objection, the following title amendment
was adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "registration;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and adding a new section to
chapter 36.22 RCW."

ROLL CALL
MOTION
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5362 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 42; Nays, 6; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
Rolfes, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Hasegawa, Hewitt, McAuliffe, Nelson,
Pearson and Schoesler
Excused: Senator Liias
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5362, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5523, by Senators Sheldon, Rivers,
Angel, Schoesler, Padden, Becker, Warnick, Honeyford and
Roach
Removing the requirement that a process server disclose a
social security number when registering.
The measure was read the second time.

On motion of Senator Sheldon, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5523 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Sheldon spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5523.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5523 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator McCoy
Excused: Senator Liias
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5523, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

MOTION
SECOND READING
Senator Sheldon moved that the following striking
amendment by Senator Sheldon and others be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 36.22 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The legislature finds that the dissemination of social
security numbers of process servers is not in the public interest.
(2) A county auditor collecting social security numbers from
process servers required to register under RCW 18.180.010 shall
not display or release a process server's social security number on
any document or web site issued or maintained by the auditor.
Social security numbers of process servers required to register
under RCW 18.180.010 are confidential, are exempt from public
inspection and copying, and shall not be disclosed except as
otherwise explicitly required to be disclosed under federal law."
Senator Sheldon spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.

SENATE BILL NO. 5023, by Senators Parlette and Keiser
Concerning filing requirements for large group health benefit
plans, stand-alone dental plans, and stand-alone vision plans.
Revised for 1st Substitute: Concerning the filing of group health
benefit plans other than small group plans, stand-alone dental
plans, and stand-alone vision plans by disability insurers, health
care service contractors, and health maintenance organizations.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Parlette, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5023 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5023 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Parlette, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5023 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Parlette and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Sheldon and
others to Senate Bill No. 5523.
The motion by Senator Sheldon carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5023.

MOTION

ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Authorizing
municipalities
to
create
assessment
Senate Bill No. 5023 and the bill passed the Senate by the
reimbursement areas for the construction or improvement of
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
water or sewer facilities.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
MOTIONS
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
On motion of Senator Roach, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5795
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5795 and the substitute bill
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5795 was advanced to third reading,
Excused: Senator Liias
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5023, having received
final passage.
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
Senators Roach and McCoy spoke in favor of passage of the
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
bill.
the act.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
SECOND READING
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5795.
SENATE BILL NO. 5290, by Senators Braun, Roach,
Miloscia, Dammeier, Angel, Habib, Hatfield, Chase, Hobbs and
McCoy
Authorizing law enforcement and prosecutorial officials of
federally recognized Indian tribes access to prescription
monitoring data.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5290 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Braun and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5290.

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5795 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 38; Nays, 10; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Benton, Billig, Chase,
Cleveland, Conway, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Becker, Braun, Brown,
Dammeier, Dansel, Hewitt, O'Ban, Padden and Rivers
Excused: Senator Liias
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5795, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5712, by Senator Pearson

ROLL CALL
Addressing certain damage caused by wildlife.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5290 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5290, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5795, by Senators Roach and Liias

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5712 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Pearson spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5712.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5712 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 45; Nays, 3; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
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Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Hasegawa, McAuliffe and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Liias
SENATE BILL NO. 5712, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5463, by Senators Hill, Kohl-Welles,
Fain, Fraser, Litzow, King, Angel, Nelson, Chase, Pedersen,
Roach, Liias and McAuliffe

On motion of Senator Bailey, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5719
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5719 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment
by Senator Liias and others be adopted:
On page 2, line 11, after "efforts;" insert the following:
"(v) One student from a state university and one student from
a regional university, with one of these two students from the west
of the crest of the Cascade mountains and one from the east of the
crest of the Cascade mountains;"
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
correct any internal references accordingly.

Concerning access to and creation of cultural and heritage
programs and facilities.

WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT

MOTIONS

On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles and without objection, the
amendment by Senator Liias and others on page 2, line 11 to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5719 was withdrawn.

On motion of Senator Hill, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5463
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5463 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Hill, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5463 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Hill, Kohl-Welles, Habib, Fraser and Baumgartner
spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5719 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles and Padden spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5463.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5719.

ROLL CALL

ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5463 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 4; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Braun, Mullet, Padden and Rivers
Excused: Senator Liias
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5463, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5719 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Liias
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5719, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

SECOND READING

SECOND READING

SENATE BILL NO. 5719, by Senators Bailey, Baumgartner,
Becker, Kohl-Welles, Parlette, Dammeier, Honeyford, Fain,
Fraser, Darneille, McAuliffe, Pearson, Angel, Keiser, Chase,
Sheldon, Hill, Jayapal and Frockt

SENATE BILL NO. 5518, by Senators Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
Frockt, Darneille, McAuliffe, Liias, Dammeier, Fain, Keiser,
Hasegawa and Habib

MOTION

Creating procedures to address campus sexual violence.
Creating a task force on campus sexual violence prevention.
MOTIONS
MOTION
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5518 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5518 and the
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admission is limited to the provision of short-term respite or crisis
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
stabilization services. Except as provided in (b) of this subsection,
no current permanent resident of Yakima Valley School shall be
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the rules were suspended,
required or compelled to relocate to a different care setting as a
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5518 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
result of chapter 30, Laws of 2011 1st sp. sess.
(b))) (1)(a) The Yakima Valley School shall ((continue to))
final passage.
operate as a residential habilitation center ((until such time that
Senators Kohl-Welles and Bailey spoke in favor of passage
the census of permanent residents has reached sixteen persons. As
of the bill.
part of the closure plan, at least two cottages will be converted to
state-operated living alternatives, subject to federal requirements
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
related to the receipt of federal medicaid matching funds)). The
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5518.
Yakima Valley School must operate crisis stabilization beds and
ROLL CALL
respite service beds as the capacity of the school allows and as the
needs of the community require, subject to the availability of
amounts appropriated for this specific purpose.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5518 and the bill passed the Senate by the
(b) As of the effective date of this section, no new long-term
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
admissions are permitted.
(((3) To assure the successful implementation of subsections
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
(1) and (2) of this section,)) (2) The department, within available
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
funds:
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
(a) Shall establish state-operated living alternatives, within
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
funds specifically provided in the omnibus appropriations act, to
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
provide community residential services to residential habilitation
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
center residents transitioning to the community under chapter 30,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Laws of 2011 1st sp. sess. who prefer a state-operated living
Excused: Senator Liias
alternative. The department shall offer residential habilitation
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5518, having received
center employees opportunities to work in state-operated living
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
alternatives as they are established;
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
(b) May use existing supported living program capacity in the
the act.
community for former residential habilitation center residents
who prefer and choose a supported living program;
SECOND READING
(c) ((Shall continue to staff and operate at Yakima Valley
School crisis stabilization beds and respite service beds at the
SENATE BILL NO. 5243, by Senators Honeyford, King,
existing bed capacity as of June 1, 2011, for individuals with
Keiser, Conway and Chase
developmental disabilities requiring such services;
(d))) Shall establish up to eight state-staffed crisis
Concerning services provided by residential habilitation
stabilization beds and up to eight state-staffed respite beds based
centers.
upon funding provided in the omnibus appropriations act and the
geographic areas with the greatest need for those services; ((and
MOTION
(e))) (d) Shall establish regional or mobile specialty services
evenly distributed throughout the state, such as dental care,
On motion of Senator Honeyford, Second Substitute Senate
physical therapy, occupational therapy, and specialized nursing
Bill No. 5243 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5243 and the
care, which can be made available to former residents of
second substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read
residential habilitation centers and, within available funds, other
the second time.
individuals with developmental disabilities residing in the
community; and
MOTION
(e) Shall continue to provide respite services in residential
habilitation centers and continue to develop respite care in the
Senator Keiser moved that the following striking amendment
community."
by Senators Keiser and Honeyford be adopted:
Senators Keiser, Honeyford and Rolfes spoke in favor of
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
adoption of the striking amendment.
following:
Senators Angel and Chase spoke against adoption of the
"Sec. 1. RCW 71A.20.180 and 2011 1st sp.s. c 30 s 6 are
striking amendment.
each amended to read as follows:
(((1) By December 31, 2011, the department shall:
POINT OF INQUIRY
(a) Close Frances Haddon Morgan residential rehabilitation
center and relocate current residents consistent with the
Senator Roach: “Would Senator Keiser yield to a question?
requirements of section 7 of this act; and
I’m reading it. It says ‘As of the effective date of this section, no
(b) Establish at least two state operating living alternatives on
new long term admissions are permitted.’ So what I don’t
the campus of the Frances Haddon Morgan center, if residents
understand is we’re going to beef everything up and make it nicer
have chosen to receive care in such a setting and subject to federal
and then not allow any more to come in? I don’t understand.”
requirements related to the receipt of federal medicaid matching
funds.
Senator Keiser: “The current policy is to not place long term
(2)(a) Upon August 24, 2011, the department shall not permit
clients at the RHCs [residential habilitation centers]. That is
any new admission to Yakima Valley School unless such
current policy. This does not change current policy. It restates it.
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But what we don’t have enough of are crisis services and respite
services for families with DD [developmentally disabled]
children, sometimes adult children, and those families need
support. I think we can use these facilities for family support
services and enhance services in many ways perhaps for mental
health services as well. We’ll be working together, I know, as we
develop new approaches to these, what used to be called,
‘institutions’ but they could become communities.”
Senators Hargrove and Frockt spoke in favor of adoption of
the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Honeyford
and Keiser to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5243.
The motion by Senator Keiser carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "centers;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and amending RCW
71A.20.180."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5243 was advanced
to third reading, the second reading considered the third and the
bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Honeyford spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
5243.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5243 and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 1; Absent, 0;
Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Chase
Excused: Senator Liias
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL
NO. 5243, having received the constitutional majority, was
declared passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was
ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5316, by Senators Dammeier, Rolfes,
Rivers, Hasegawa, Brown, Frockt, Dansel, Braun, Chase, Angel
and Kohl-Welles

Concerning privacy and security of personally identifiable
student information.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dammeier, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5316 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5316 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that the following striking
amendment by Senators Dammeier and Rolfes be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that the
use of education data and new technologies hold incredible
promise for improving the educational experiences and outcomes
of students. The legislature further finds that personally
identifiable student information demands highly effective privacy
and security safeguards. The legislature intends to promote
appropriate use of education data by enacting safeguards to
ensure that personally identifiable student information is
protected and individual expectations of privacy are honored.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
chapter 28A.300 RCW to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout sections 3
through 9 of this act unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Directory information" has the meaning assigned in the
federal family educational rights and privacy act and
corresponding regulations.
(2)(a) "Personally identifiable student-level data" means any
information collected by the office of the superintendent of public
instruction, any state or local educational agency or institution,
the board of directors of a school district, or any third-party
service provider or contractor on behalf of the foregoing related
to a particular identified or identifiable student in Washington,
including, but not limited to:
(i) The student's name;
(ii) The name of the student's parent or other family members;
(iii) The address of the student or student's family;
(iv) A personal identifier, such as the student's social security
number, or student number;
(v) Other indirect identifiers, such as the student's date of
birth, place of birth, and mother's maiden name;
(vi) Other information that, alone or in combination, is linked
or linkable to a specific student that would allow a reasonable
person, who does not have personal knowledge of the relevant
circumstances, to identify the student with reasonable certainty;
or
(vii) Information requested by a person who the educational
agency or institution reasonably believes knows the identity of the
student to whom the education record relates.
(b) Personally identifiable student-level data does not include
any anonymous and aggregated data that cannot be used to link
specific information to a particular student.
(3) "School enhancement products and services" means
school-related products and services that are customarily offered
under the direction or for the benefit of the public agency,
organization, or school community, such as school photography,
yearbooks, graduation products, and class rings.
(4) "Targeted advertising" means presenting advertisements
to a student where the advertisement is selected based on
information obtained or inferred from that student's online
behavior, usage of applications, or personally identifiable data.
Targeted advertising does not include advertising to a student at
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purposes for which it was disclosed, or upon agreement or
an online location based upon that student's current visit to that
location or single search query without collection and retention of
contract termination, or project completion;
(d) A record is kept of any requests for access to the
a student's online activities over time or across different web sites
personally identifiable student-level data;
or applications.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
(e) No personally identifiable student-level data is disclosed
chapter 28A.300 RCW to read as follows:
to any other individual or entity without the prior written consent
of the parent, legal guardian, or student if the student is age
The superintendent of public instruction, or any employee or
contractor of the superintendent, shall not collect, retain, or use in
eighteen or older unless the entity is an educational agency or
any manner, student biometric information unless it is necessary
institution that abides by the data security requirements of this
to implement an individualized education program or plan
section and the federal family educational rights and privacy act
and corresponding regulations;
developed under section 504 of the rehabilitation act of 1973. For
the purposes of this section, "biometric information" means a
(f) The provisions of this subsection (4) shall not apply to use
record of one or more measurable biological or behavioral
or disclosure of personally identifiable student-level data by a
characteristics that can be used for automated recognition of an
private contractor or vendor to a service provider, provided the
private contractor or vendor:
individual. Examples include fingerprints; retina and iris patterns;
voiceprints; DNA sequence; facial characteristics; and
(i) Prohibits the service provider from using any personally
handwriting.
identifiable student-level data for any purpose other than
Sec. 4. RCW 28A.300.500 and 2007 c 401 s 2 are each
providing the contracted service to, or on behalf of, the private
amended to read as follows:
contractor or vendor for the educational purposes for which such
(1) The office of the superintendent of public instruction is
data was originally disclosed to the private contractor or vendor;
authorized to establish a longitudinal student data system for and
(ii) Prohibits the service provider from disclosing any
on behalf of school districts in the state. The primary purpose of
personally identifiable student-level data provided by the private
the data system is to better aid research into programs and
contractor or vendor to subsequent third parties unless the
interventions that are most effective in improving student
disclosure is otherwise permitted by this section; and
performance, better understand the state's public educator
(iii) Requires the service provider to comply with the
workforce, and provide information on areas within the
requirements of this section.
educational system that need improvement.
(5) Any public agency or organization that possesses
(2) The confidentiality of personally identifiable student data
personally identifiable student-level data shall take special
shall be safeguarded consistent with the requirements of the
precautions to avoid accidental disclosure of the data, including
federal family educational rights privacy act and applicable state
encryption whenever feasible. Private contractors or vendors shall
laws. Consistent with the provisions of these federal and state
employ industry standard methods to ensure security of all
laws, data may be disclosed for educational purposes and studies,
personally identifiable student-level data that they receive, store,
including but not limited to:
use, and transmit.
(a) Educational studies authorized or mandated by the state
(((4))) (6) Nothing in this section precludes the office of the
legislature;
superintendent of public instruction from collecting and
(b) Studies initiated by other state educational authorities and
distributing aggregate data about students or student-level data
authorized by the office of the superintendent of public
without personally identifiable information.
instruction, including analysis conducted by the education data
(7) Nothing in this section precludes the office of the
center established under RCW 43.41.400; and
superintendent of public instruction from releasing directory
(c) Studies initiated by other public or private agencies and
information for the purpose of making available to parents and
organizations and authorized by the office of the superintendent
students school enhancement products and services as authorized
of public instruction.
by the office of the superintendent of public instruction, as long
(3) The office of the superintendent of public instruction shall
as any outside party receiving directory information for these
grant parents and legal guardians access to any student record that
purposes is prohibited from secondary use or sale of the
is a record of a child of the parent or a child in the care of the legal
information and is required to comply with all other provisions of
guardian, including records that contain personally identifiable
this section.
data, unless the student is age eighteen or older.
(8) Nothing in this section prohibits the use of personally
(4) Any public agency or organization or any private
identifiable student-level data for adaptive learning, personalized
contractor or vendor, that is authorized by the office of the
learning, or customized education.
superintendent of public instruction to access student-level data
(9) Nothing in this section may be construed to impede the
shall adhere to all federal and state laws protecting student data
ability of students to download, export, or otherwise save or
and safeguarding the confidentiality and privacy of student
maintain their own student data or documents.
records. All public agencies or organizations and private
Sec. 5. RCW 28A.300.507 and 2009 c 548 s 203 are each
contractors or vendors, that receive personally identifiable
amended to read as follows:
student-level data from the office of the superintendent of public
(1) A K-12 data governance group shall be established within
instruction and to the extent they are providing services to the
the office of the superintendent of public instruction to assist in
office of the superintendent of public instruction shall ensure the
the design and implementation of a K-12 education data
following:
improvement system for financial, student, and educator data. It
(a) All personally identifiable student-level data is used solely
is the intent that the data system reporting specifically serve
for the purpose for which the disclosure was intended;
requirements for teachers, parents, superintendents, school
(b) No personally identifiable student-level data is sold or
boards, the office of the superintendent of public instruction, the
used for secondary purposes such as marketing or targeted
legislature, and the public.
advertising;
(2) The K-12 data governance group shall include
(c) All personally identifiable student-level data, including
representatives of the education data center, the office of the
backup copies, is destroyed when it is no longer required for the
superintendent of public instruction, the legislative evaluation and
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accountability program committee, the professional educator
standards board, the state board of education, and school district
staff, including information technology staff. Additional entities
with expertise in education data may be included in the K-12 data
governance group.
(3) The K-12 data governance group shall:
(a) Develop a detailed data security plan and procedures to
govern the use and maintenance of data systems, including
ensuring the use of appropriate administrative, physical, and
technical safeguards for electronic and physical personally
identifiable student-level data at the state level; and develop a
model plan consistent with this chapter for school districts to use
to safeguard personally identifiable student-level data at the
school district level;
(b) Identify the critical research and policy questions that need
to be addressed by the K-12 education data improvement system;
(((b))) (c) Identify reports and other information that should
be made available on the internet in addition to the reports
identified in subsection (5) of this section;
(((c))) (d) Create a comprehensive needs requirement
document detailing the specific information and technical
capacity needed by school districts and the state to meet the
legislature's expectations for a comprehensive K-12 education
data improvement system as described under RCW 28A.655.210;
(((d))) (e) Conduct a gap analysis of current and planned
information compared to the needs requirement document,
including an analysis of the strengths and limitations of an
education data system and programs currently used by school
districts and the state, and specifically the gap analysis must look
at the extent to which the existing data can be transformed into
canonical form and where existing software can be used to meet
the needs requirement document;
(((e))) (f) Focus on financial and cost data necessary to
support the new K-12 financial models and funding formulas,
including any necessary changes to school district budgeting and
accounting, and on assuring the capacity to link data across
financial, student, and educator systems; and
(((f))) (g) Define the operating rules and governance structure
for K-12 data collections, ensuring that data systems are flexible
and able to adapt to evolving needs for information, within an
objective and orderly data governance process for determining
when changes are needed and how to implement them. Strong
consideration must be made to the current practice and cost of
migration to new requirements. The operating rules should
delineate the coordination, delegation, and escalation authority
for data collection issues, business rules, and performance goals
for each K-12 data collection system, including:
(i) Defining and maintaining standards for privacy and
confidentiality;
(ii) Setting data collection priorities;
(iii) Defining and updating a standard data dictionary;
(iv) Ensuring data compliance with the data dictionary;
(v) Ensuring data accuracy; and
(vi) Establishing minimum standards for school, student,
financial, and teacher data systems. Data elements may be
specified "to the extent feasible" or "to the extent available" to
collect more and better data sets from districts with more flexible
software. Nothing in RCW 43.41.400, this section, or RCW
28A.655.210 should be construed to require that a data dictionary
or reporting should be hobbled to the lowest common set. The
work of the K-12 data governance group must specify which data
are desirable. Districts that can meet these requirements shall
report the desirable data. Funding from the legislature must
establish which subset data are absolutely required.

(4)(a) The K-12 data governance group shall provide updates
on its work as requested by the education data center and the
legislative evaluation and accountability program committee.
(b) The work of the K-12 data governance group shall be
periodically reviewed and monitored by the educational data
center and the legislative evaluation and accountability program
committee.
(5) To the extent data is available, the office of the
superintendent of public instruction shall make the following
minimum reports available on the internet. The reports must
either be run on demand against current data, or, if a static report,
must have been run against the most recent data:
(a) The percentage of data compliance and data accuracy by
school district;
(b) The magnitude of spending per student, by student
estimated by the following algorithm and reported as the detailed
summation of the following components:
(i) An approximate, prorated fraction of each teacher or
human resource element that directly serves the student. Each
human resource element must be listed or accessible through
online tunneling in the report;
(ii) An approximate, prorated fraction of classroom or
building costs used by the student;
(iii) An approximate, prorated fraction of transportation costs
used by the student; and
(iv) An approximate, prorated fraction of all other resources
within the district. District-wide components should be
disaggregated to the extent that it is sensible and economical;
(c) The cost of K-12 basic education, per student, by student,
by school district, estimated by the algorithm in (b) of this
subsection, and reported in the same manner as required in (b) of
this subsection;
(d) The cost of K-12 special education services per student,
by student receiving those services, by school district, estimated
by the algorithm in (b) of this subsection, and reported in the same
manner as required in (b) of this subsection;
(e) Improvement on the statewide assessments computed as
both a percentage change and absolute change on a scale score
metric by district, by school, and by teacher that can also be
filtered by a student's length of full-time enrollment within the
school district;
(f) Number of K-12 students per classroom teacher on a per
teacher basis;
(g) Number of K-12 classroom teachers per student on a per
student basis;
(h) Percentage of a classroom teacher per student on a per
student basis; and
(i) The cost of K-12 education per student by school district
sorted by federal, state, and local dollars.
(6) The superintendent of public instruction shall submit a
preliminary report to the legislature by November 15, 2009,
including the analyses by the K-12 data governance group under
subsection (3) of this section and preliminary options for
addressing identified gaps. A final report, including a proposed
phase-in plan and preliminary cost estimates for implementation
of a comprehensive data improvement system for financial,
student, and educator data shall be submitted to the legislature by
September 1, 2010.
(7) All reports and data referenced in this section and RCW
43.41.400 and 28A.655.210 shall be made available in a manner
consistent with the technical requirements of the legislative
evaluation and accountability program committee and the
education data center so that selected data can be provided to the
legislature, governor, school districts, and the public.
(8) Reports shall contain data to the extent it is available. All
reports must include documentation of which data are not
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available or are estimated. Reports must not be suppressed
information for these purposes is prohibited from secondary use
because of poor data accuracy or completeness. Reports may be
or sale of the information and is required to comply with all other
accompanied with documentation to inform the reader of why
provisions of this section.
some data are missing or inaccurate or estimated.
(5) Nothing in this section prohibits the use of personally
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to
identifiable student-level data for adaptive learning, personalized
chapter 28A.310 RCW to read as follows:
learning, or customized education.
(1) Any public agency or organization or any private
(6) Nothing in this section may be construed to impede the
contractor or vendor, that is authorized by the educational service
ability of students to download, export, or otherwise save or
district board to access student-level data must adhere to all
maintain their own student data or documents.
federal and state laws protecting student data and safeguarding
(7) The definitions in section 2 of this act apply in this section.
the confidentiality and privacy of student records. All public
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. A new section is added to
agencies or organizations and private contractors or vendors, that
chapter 28A.310 RCW to read as follows:
receive personally identifiable student-level data from the
No educational service district board, educational service
educational service district and to the extent they are providing
district, employee, or contractor may collect, retain, or use in any
services to the educational service district shall ensure the
manner, student biometric information unless it is necessary to
following:
implement an individualized education program or plan
(a) All personally identifiable student-level data is used solely
developed under section 504 of the rehabilitation act of 1973. For
for the purpose for which the disclosure was intended;
the purposes of this section, "biometric information" means a
(b) No personally identifiable student-level data is sold or
record of one or more measurable biological or behavioral
used for secondary purposes such as marketing or targeted
characteristics that can be used for automated recognition of an
advertising purposes;
individual. Examples include fingerprints; retina and iris patterns;
(c) All personally identifiable student-level data, including
voiceprints; DNA sequence; facial characteristics; and
backup copies, is destroyed when it is no longer required for the
handwriting.
purposes for which it was disclosed, or upon agreement or
Sec. 8. RCW 28A.320.035 and 1997 c 267 s 1 are each
contract termination, or project completion;
amended to read as follows:
(d) A record is kept of any requests for access to the
(1)(a) The board of directors of a school district may contract
personally identifiable student-level data;
with other school districts, educational service districts, public or
(e) No personally identifiable student-level data is disclosed
private organizations, agencies, schools, or individuals to
to any other individual or entity without the prior written consent
implement the board's powers and duties. The board of directors
of the parent, legal guardian, or student if the student is age
of a school district may contract for goods and services, including
eighteen or older unless the entity is an educational agency or
but not limited to contracts for goods and services as specifically
institution that abides by the data security requirements of this
authorized in statute or rule, as well as other educational,
section and the federal family educational rights and privacy act
instructional, and specialized services. When a school district
and corresponding regulations;
board of directors contracts for educational, instructional, or
(f) The provisions of this subsection (1) shall not apply to use
specialized services, the purpose of the contract must be to
or disclosure of personally identifiable student-level data by a
improve student learning or achievement.
private contractor or vendor to a service provider, provided the
(((2))) (b) A contract under ((subsection (1) of)) this section
private contractor or vendor:
may not be made with a religious or sectarian organization or
(i) Prohibits the service provider from using any personally
school where the contract would violate the state or federal
identifiable student-level data for any purpose other than
Constitution.
providing the contracted service to, or on behalf of, the private
(c) Any public agency or organization or any private
contractor or vendor for the educational purposes for which such
contractor or vendor, that is authorized by the school district
data was originally disclosed to the private contractor or vendor;
board of directors or any school in the district to access student(ii) Prohibits the service provider from disclosing any
level data must adhere to all federal and state laws protecting
personally identifiable student-level data provided by the private
student data and safeguarding the confidentiality and privacy of
contractor or vendor to subsequent third parties unless the
student records. All public agencies or organizations and private
disclosure is otherwise permitted by this section; and
contractors or vendors, that receive personally identifiable
(iii) Requires the service provider to comply with the
student-level data from the school district board of directors or
requirements of this section.
any school in the district and to the extent they are providing
(2) Any public agency or organization that possesses
services to the school district board of directors or any school in
personally identifiable student-level data shall take special
the district shall ensure the following:
precautions to avoid accidental disclosure of the data, including
(i) All personally identifiable student-level data is used solely
encryption whenever feasible. Private contractors or vendors shall
for the purpose for which the disclosure was intended;
employ industry standard methods to ensure security of all
(ii) No personally identifiable student-level data is sold or
personally identifiable student-level data that they receive, store,
used for secondary purposes such as marketing or targeted
use, and transmit.
advertising;
(3) Nothing in this section precludes the educational service
(iii) All personally identifiable student-level data, including
district from collecting and distributing aggregate data about
backup copies, is destroyed when it is no longer required for the
students or student-level data without personally identifiable
purposes for which it was disclosed, or upon agreement or
contract termination, or project completion;
information.
(iv) A record is kept of any requests for access to the
(4) Nothing in this section precludes the educational service
personally identifiable student-level data;
district from releasing directory information for the purpose of
(v) No personally identifiable student-level data is disclosed
making available to parents and students school enhancement
to any other individual or entity without the prior written consent
products and services as authorized by the educational service
of the parent, legal guardian, or student if the student is age
district, as long as any outside party receiving directory
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eighteen or older unless the entity is an educational agency or
institution that abides by the data security requirements of this
section and the federal family educational rights and privacy act
and corresponding regulations;
(vi) The provisions of this subsection (1) shall not apply to
use or disclosure of personally identifiable student-level data by
a private contractor or vendor to a service provider, provided the
private contractor or vendor:
(A) Prohibits the service provider from using any personally
identifiable student-level data for any purpose other than
providing the contracted service to, or on behalf of, the private
contractor or vendor for the educational purposes for which such
data was originally disclosed to the private contractor or vendor;
(B) Prohibits the service provider from disclosing any
personally identifiable student-level data provided by the private
contractor or vendor to subsequent third parties unless the
disclosure is otherwise permitted by this section; and
(C) Requires the service provider to comply with the
requirements of this section.
(d) Any public agency or organization that possesses
personally identifiable student-level data shall take special
precautions to avoid accidental disclosure of the data, including
encryption whenever feasible. Private contractors or vendors shall
employ industry standard methods to ensure security of all
personally identifiable student-level data that they receive, store,
use, and transmit.
(2) Nothing in this section precludes the school district from
collecting and distributing aggregate data about students or
student-level data without personally identifiable information.
(3) Nothing in this section precludes the school district board
of directors or any school in the district from releasing directory
information for the purpose of making available to parents and
students school enhancement products and services as authorized
by the school district board of directors or any school in the
district, as long as any outside party receiving directory
information for these purposes is prohibited from secondary use
or sale of the information and is required to comply with all other
provisions of this section.
(4) Nothing in this section prohibits the use of personally
identifiable student-level data for adaptive learning, personalized
learning, or customized education.
(5) Nothing in this section may be construed to impede the
ability of students to download, export, or otherwise save or
maintain their own student data or documents.
(6) The definitions in section 2 of this act apply in this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. A new section is added to
chapter 28A.320 RCW to read as follows:
No school district board of directors, school, employee, or
contractor may collect, retain, or use in any manner, student
biometric information unless it is necessary to implement an
individualized education program or plan developed under
section 504 of the rehabilitation act of 1973. For the purposes of
this section, "biometric information" means a record of one or
more measurable biological or behavioral characteristics that can
be used for automated recognition of an individual. Examples
include fingerprints; retina and iris patterns; voiceprints; DNA
sequence; facial characteristics; and handwriting.
Sec. 10. RCW 28A.605.030 and 1997 c 119 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The parent or guardian of a student who is or has been in
attendance at a school has the right to review all education records
of the student. A school may not release the education records of
a student without the written consent of the student's parent or
guardian, except as authorized by RCW 28A.600.475 and the
family educational and privacy rights act of 1974, 20 U.S.C. Sec.
1232g.

(2) The board of directors of each school district shall
establish a procedure for:
(((1))) (a) Granting the request by a parent or guardian for
access to the education records of his or her child that provides
that:
(i) Records shall be provided electronically, if practicable;
(ii) No fee may be charged for the inspection of records; and
(iii) If the records are provided in a nonelectronic format, then
the school district may impose a reasonable charge to cover the
actual costs directly incident to the copying; and
(((2))) (b) Prohibiting the release of student information
without the written consent of the student's parent or guardian,
after the parent or guardian has been informed what information
is being requested, who is requesting the information and why,
and what will be done with the information.
(3) The procedure adopted by the school district must be in
compliance with the family educational and privacy rights act of
1974, 20 U.S.C. Sec. 1232g."
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Dammeier
and Rolfes to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5316.
The motion by Senator Dammeier carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "information;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 28A.300.500,
28A.300.507, 28A.320.035, and 28A.605.030; adding new
sections to chapter 28A.300 RCW; adding new sections to chapter
28A.310 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28A.320 RCW;
and creating a new section."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5316 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Dammeier and Rolfes spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5316.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5316 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator McCoy
Excused: Senator Liias
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ROLL CALL
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5316,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5498 and the bill passed the Senate by
as the title of the act.
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
SECOND READING
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
SENATE BILL NO. 5498, by Senators Pedersen and O'Ban
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Revising the uniform interstate family support act.
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
MOTION
Excused: Senator Liias
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5498,
On motion of Senator Pedersen, Substitute Senate Bill No.
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
5498 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5498 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
MOTION
SECOND READING
Senator Padden moved that the following amendment by
Senators Padden and Pedersen be adopted:
SENATE BILL NO. 5298, by Senators Ericksen, Hatfield,
On page 36, beginning on line 3, after "chapter" strike all
Honeyford and Warnick
material through ""Article 9"" on line 4 and insert "4.24 RCW"
Concerning the diversion of certain municipal waters.
On page 36, line 10, after "is" strike "deemed" and insert
"presumed"
MOTIONS
On page 36, after line 13, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 62. If any part of this act is found
to be in conflict with federal requirements that are a prescribed
On motion of Senator Ericksen, Substitute Senate Bill No.
condition to the allocation of federal funds to the state, the
5298 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5298 and the substitute
Washington department of social and health services shall submit
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
a request to obtain a statutory or regulatory waiver of provisions
On motion of Senator Ericksen, the rules were suspended,
to the extent of the conflicting requirements in Title IV-D of the
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5298 was advanced to third reading,
federal social security act from the federal department of health
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
and human services.
final passage.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 63. If after submission of a waiver
Senators Ericksen and Honeyford spoke in favor of passage
request pursuant to section 62 of this act, the federal department
of the bill.
of health and human services denies the request for the waiver,
then section 61 of this act is inoperative with respect to sections
1 through 60 of this act."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senators Padden and Pedersen spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Padden and Pedersen
on page 36, line 3 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5498.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 10 of the title, after "26.21A RCW;" insert
"adding a new section to chapter 4.24 RCW;"
MOTION
On motion of Senator Pedersen, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5498 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Pedersen spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5498.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Ranker was excused.
Senator McCoy spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5298.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5298 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 34; Nays, 13; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Fraser, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Keiser, King, Litzow, McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Darneille,
Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Kohl-Welles, McCoy, Nelson,
Pedersen and Rolfes
Excused: Senators Liias and Ranker
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5298, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
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Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Committee on Rules
in the Senate Rules Room to begin five minutes after the day’s
adjournment.

At 8:42 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 9:00 o’clock a.m. Thursday, March 5, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate

MOTION
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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FIFTY THIRD DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Thursday, March 5, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 9:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exception of Senator Ranker.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Layla
Kainber and Matthew Arras, presented the Colors. The prayer
was offered by Pastor Lee Ronshaugen of Lighthouse Christian
Center in Puyallup, guest of Senator Dammeier.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senators Frockt, Keiser and
Liias were excused.

BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 4, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
HOUSE BILL NO. 1004,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1078,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1090,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1093,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1094,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1168,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1189,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1194,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1281,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1282,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1309,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1428,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1431,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1436,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1440,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1511,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1512,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1562,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1610,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1633,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1639,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1865,
HOUSE BILL NO. 2033,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
2060
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

March 4, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1132,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1236,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1295,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1532,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1667,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1696,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1727,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1783,
HOUSE BILL NO. 2007,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2021
and the same are herewith transmitted.

SB 6078 by Senators Rivers, Hatfield, Brown, Mullet, Litzow
and Becker
AN ACT Relating to creating manufacturing partnerships;
and adding a new chapter to Title 43 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
ESHB 1060
by House Committee on Environment
(originally sponsored by Representatives Fitzgibbon, Short,
Farrell, Pike, Gregerson, Jinkins and Fey)
AN ACT Relating to directing state investments of existing
litter tax revenues under chapter 82.19 RCW in material
waste management efforts without increasing the tax rate;
amending RCW 70.93.020, 70.93.180, 70.93.200, 82.19.040,
and 82.19.040; reenacting and amending RCW 70.93.180;
providing an effective date; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
HB 1179 by Representatives Lytton, Buys, S. Hunt, Wilcox,
Blake, Appleton, Morris, G. Hunt, Short, Walkinshaw, Tarleton,
Fitzgibbon, Gregerson, Van Werven, Tharinger, Sells, Muri and
MacEwen
AN ACT Relating to exempting cider makers from the wine
commission assessment; amending RCW 66.24.215; creating
a new section; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
HB 1268 by Representatives Buys, Lytton, Shea, Wilcox,
Young, Holy and McCaslin
AN ACT Relating to hemp as a component of commercial
animal feed; creating new sections; and providing an
expiration date.
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Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

HB 1322 by Representative Reykdal
AN ACT Relating to membership in state retirement plans
prior to attaining the normal retirement age in another plan;
and amending RCW 41.04.270.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
EHB 1443
by Representatives G. Hunt, S. Hunt,
Condotta, Shea, Taylor, Scott, Riccelli and Jinkins
AN ACT Relating to limiting fees charged by commercial
parking businesses and requiring notice to customers; and
adding a new chapter to Title 19 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
HB 1342 by Representatives Bergquist, Condotta, Takko, S.
Hunt, Wylie, Magendanz and Moscoso
AN ACT Relating to permitting the sale of cider in
microbrewery tasting rooms; and amending RCW 66.24.244.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
HB 1355 by Representatives Farrell, Jinkins, Ryu, S. Hunt,
Riccelli, McBride, Stanford, Carlyle, Cody, Tharinger, Goodman,
Ortiz-Self, Bergquist, Dunshee, Fitzgibbon, Peterson, Moscoso,
Appleton, Sells, Pollet, Robinson, Reykdal, Walkinshaw, Wylie,
Ormsby, Santos, Hudgins, Tarleton, Sawyer, Moeller, Fey,
Lytton, Gregerson, Gregory, Van De Wege, Kirby, Hurst,
Kilduff, Sullivan, Kagi and Springer
AN ACT Relating to increasing the minimum hourly wage to
twelve dollars over four years, without creating new
exemptions; amending RCW 49.46.020; and providing an
effective date.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
HB 1356 by Representatives Jinkins, Riccelli, S. Hunt, Farrell,
Stanford, McBride, Cody, Tharinger, Goodman, Ortiz-Self,
Sullivan, Bergquist, Pettigrew, Dunshee, Fitzgibbon, Peterson,
Moscoso, Ryu, Appleton, Sells, Pollet, Robinson, Reykdal,
Walkinshaw, Senn, Wylie, Ormsby, Lytton, Moeller, Kagi,
Hansen, Hudgins, Tarleton, Sawyer, Fey, Gregerson, Gregory,
Van De Wege, Kilduff, Blake, Kirby, Orwall and Clibborn
AN ACT Relating to assuring that all workers may take at
least forty hours of accrued paid sick or safe leave per year
and that workers for employers with more than fifty full-time
equivalent employees may take greater amounts of paid
leave, excepting only certain occasional Washington workers,
workers of employers with four or fewer full-time equivalent
employees, and workers in certain new firms; adding a new
chapter to Title 49 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
HB 1392 by Representatives Stanford, Tharinger, Dunshee and
McBride
AN ACT Relating to the administrative rate the recreation
and conservation funding board may retain to administer the
grant programs established in chapter 79A.15 RCW; and
amending RCW 79A.15.030.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
ESHB 1410
by House Committee on Local Government
(originally sponsored by Representatives Takko, Muri, Kilduff,
Zeiger, Manweller, Pike, Stanford and Condotta)
AN ACT Relating to modifying provisions governing the
competitive bidding process of water-sewer districts; and
amending RCW 57.08.050.

SHB 1447
by House Committee on State Government
(originally sponsored by Representatives Holy, S. Hunt and
Appleton)
AN ACT Relating to the debarment authority of the director
of enterprise services; and amending RCW 39.26.200.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
ESHB 1495
by House Committee on Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Reykdal, Magendanz,
Springer, S. Hunt, Pollet and Stanford)
AN ACT Relating to the student user privacy in education
rights act; adding new sections to chapter 28A.600 RCW; and
creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SHB 1527
by House Committee on Agriculture &
Natural Resources (originally sponsored by Representatives
Dent, Blake, Buys and Van De Wege)
AN ACT Relating to requiring the Washington state
department of agriculture to approve the comparable
recertification standards of private entities for the purposes of
waiving the recertification requirements under the
Washington pesticide control act; and amending RCW
15.58.233.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
HB 1547 by Representatives S. Hunt, Holy and Condotta
AN ACT Relating to funding and expenditures for official
national association conferences; amending RCW 42.52.150;
and adding a new section to chapter 42.52 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
HB 1550 by Representatives Carlyle, Nealey, Reykdal and
Wylie
AN ACT Relating to simplifying the taxation of amusement,
recreation, and physical fitness services; amending RCW
82.04.050, 82.04.060, 82.04.190, 82.08.0291, 82.12.020,
82.12.02595, 82.12.035, 82.12.040, 82.12.860, and
82.32.087; reenacting and amending RCW 82.12.010;
creating a new section; repealing RCW 82.12.02917; and
providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
HB 1601 by Representative Rodne
AN ACT Relating to venue of actions by or against counties;
and amending RCW 36.01.050.
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Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SHB 1619
by House Committee on Finance (originally
sponsored by Representatives S. Hunt, Nealey, Fitzgibbon and
Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to providing a business and occupation tax
exemption for environmental handling charges; adding a new
section to chapter 82.04 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
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53.16.015, 53.36.070, 53.36.100, 54.08.060, 54.40.070,
57.04.140, 57.12.030, 57.12.039, 57.24.190, 67.38.130,
68.52.250, 70.44.047, 70.44.056, 80.36.390, 80.52.050,
82.14.036, 82.46.021, 82.80.090, 85.38.060, 85.38.070,
86.15.050, and 87.03.083; and reenacting and amending
RCW 28A.343.030, 28A.343.320, and 28A.343.660.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

HB 1622 by Representatives Young, Blake, Caldier, Scott, Shea
and Takko
AN ACT Relating to expanding the products considered to be
potentially nonhazardous as they apply to cottage food
operations; and amending RCW 69.22.010.

HB 1858 by Representatives Shea, S. Hunt, Taylor, G. Hunt,
Reykdal, Condotta, Tharinger and McCaslin
AN ACT Relating to prohibiting the names of county auditors
and the secretary of state from being included on ballot
envelopes and in voters' pamphlets when running for
reelection; and amending RCW 29A.32.070, 29A.32.241, and
29A.40.091.

Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

SHB 1636
by House Committee on State Government
(originally sponsored by Representatives MacEwen and Griffey)
AN ACT Relating to disability employment reporting by state
agencies; adding a new section to chapter 43.41 RCW; and
creating new sections.

EHB 1989
by Representatives Dent and Takko
AN ACT Relating to water storage asset management
services; and adding a new section to chapter 35.21 RCW.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
HB 1641 by Representatives Blake, Lytton and Tharinger
AN ACT Relating to adding shellfish to the list of species
types listed in RCW 77.15.260(1)(a); and amending RCW
77.15.260.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
HB 1752 by Representatives Hawkins and Takko
AN ACT Relating to qualifications for chief examiners; and
amending RCW 41.14.050.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SHB 1806
by House Committee on State Government
(originally sponsored by Representatives Van Werven, Bergquist,
Holy, Appleton, Gregory and S. Hunt)
AN ACT Relating to correcting references to elections
statutes; amending RCW 3.34.050, 14.08.304, 27.12.100,
27.15.020,
27.15.050,
28A.315.275,
28A.320.410,
28A.323.050, 28A.343.010, 28A.343.330, 28A.343.350,
28A.343.670,
28A.535.030,
35.02.078,
35.02.100,
35.02.139, 35.06.080, 35.07.050, 35.10.410, 35.10.420,
35.13.060, 35.13.080, 35.13.090, 35.16.030, 35.16.050,
35.17.260, 35.17.310, 35.17.400, 35.18.020, 35.20.100,
35.21.203, 35.22.055, 35.22.200, 35.22.235, 35.22.245,
35.23.051, 35.23.805, 35.23.850, 35.30.080, 35.61.030,
35.61.050, 35.61.270, 35.95A.100, 35A.02.025, 35A.02.050,
35A.02.060, 35A.07.050, 35A.08.100,
35A.12.040,
35A.12.180, 35A.14.050, 35A.29.120,
35A.29.130,
35A.29.180, 35A.42.050, 35A.56.010, 36.16.020, 36.16.030,
36.22.220, 36.32.030, 36.32.0558, 36.32.070, 36.69.070,
36.69.090, 36.105.050, 39.36.050, 43.07.140, 43.135.060,
46.20.205, 52.04.011, 52.06.030, 52.14.060, 52.14.070,
53.04.020, 53.04.080, 53.12.130, 53.12.172, 53.12.221,

Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
ESHB 2131
by House Committee on Business &
Financial Services (originally sponsored by Representative
Kirby)
AN ACT Relating to insurance for providers of commercial
transportation services; and adding a new chapter to Title 48
RCW.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
The President announced that the regular calendars had been
combined into one big, thick calendar, all others were obselete.
Senator Cleveland announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Majority Coalition
Caucus immediately upon going at ease to review the day’s
regular calendar.
MOTION
At 9:10 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 11:21 a.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
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THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS

BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION

MOTION
Senator Frockt moved that Margaret Brown, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9019, be confirmed as a member of the Board
of Regents, University of Washington.
Senator Fraser spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF MARGARET BROWN

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5944, by Senators Hill, Rivers, Litzow,
Bailey, Braun, Brown, Parlette, Hewitt and Benton

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Margaret Brown, Gubernatorial Appointment
No. 9019, as a member of the Board of Regents, University of
Washington.

Implementing the periodic review of state spending
programs.

The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Margaret
Brown, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9019, as a member of the
Board of Regents, University of Washington and the appointment
was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent,
1; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Absent: Senator Ranker
Margaret Brown, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9019,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Regents, University of
Washington.

MOTION

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the fourth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed Mr. Duane Hamp, President of the
Washington State Grangeof Spokane and other members of the
Washington State Grange representing over 30,000 members at
250 Grange halls around the state, guests of Senator Braun and
others, who were present in the gallery and recognized by the
senate.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed students from Fernwood Elementary
School in Bothell, led by Ms. Emily Hawkinson and Ms. Dorothy
Lund, guests of Senator McAuliffe, who were present in the
gallery and recognized by the senate.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 4, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1126,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1868,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1875
and the same are herewith transmitted.

The measure was read the second time.

Senator Hill moved that the following striking amendment by
Senator Hill be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1)(a) Except as otherwise
provided in this section, every new statutory state spending
program shall include an expiration date that is no more than ten
years from the effective date of the spending program.
(b) A future amendment that modifies or expands a statutory
state spending program does not extend the statutory state
spending program beyond the period provided in this subsection
unless an extension is expressly and unambiguously stated in the
amendment.
(2) For the purposes of this chapter, "new statutory state
spending program" means a state statute that:
(a) After January 1, 2016, establishes a new state expenditure
program, establishes a new state agency or department, expands
a state entitlement program, or establishes a new or expanded
distribution of state revenues to political subdivisions of the state
or other entities; and
(b) Is projected to result in increased state expenditures in
excess of one million dollars in state funds in the program's first
full fiscal biennium of implementation, and is not self-supported
by fees.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. (1) As provided in this section,
every bill enacting a new statutory state spending program must
include a state spending performance statement.
(2) A state spending performance statement must state the
legislative purpose for the new state spending program. In
addition to identifying the general legislative purpose of the state
spending, the state spending performance statement must provide
additional detailed information regarding the legislative purpose
of the new state spending.
(3) A state spending performance statement must specify
clear, relevant, and ascertainable metrics and data requirements
that allow the joint legislative audit and review committee and the
legislature to measure the effectiveness of the new state spending
program in achieving the purpose designated under subsection (2)
of this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. (1) The joint legislative audit and
review committee must review new statutory state spending
programs according to a schedule developed by the committee.
The committee must consider, but not be limited to, the following
factors in the review as relevant to each particular new statutory
state spending program:
(a) Public policy objectives that might provide a justification
for the new statutory state spending program, including but not
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limited to the state spending performance statement under section
ROLL CALL
2 of this act, the legislative history, and any legislative intent;
(b) Evidence that the existence of the new statutory state
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
spending program has contributed to the achievement of any of
Senate Bill No. 5944 and the bill passed the Senate by the
the public policy objectives;
following vote: Yeas, 40; Nays, 9; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
(c) The extent to which continuation of the new statutory state
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
spending program might contribute to any of the public policy
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
objectives;
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove,
(d) The extent to which the new statutory state spending
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia,
program may provide unintended benefits to an individual,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
organization, or industry other than those the legislature intended;
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
(e) The feasibility of modifying the new statutory state
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Frockt, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
spending program to better achieve the intended objectives; and
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias and McAuliffe
(f) Fiscal impacts of the new statutory state spending program,
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5944, having received
including past impacts and expected future impacts if it is
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
continued.
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
(2) For each new statutory state spending program, the
the act.
committee must provide a recommendation to the fiscal
committees of the legislature as to whether the new statutory state
SECOND READING
spending program should be continued without modification,
modified, scheduled for sunset review at a future date, or
SENATE BILL NO. 5755, by Senators Hargrove, Hill,
terminated immediately. If the committee determines that the new
Ranker, Dammeier, Braun, Keiser, Billig, Becker, Brown, Kohlstatutory state spending program does not achieve the
Welles, Chase, Conway, Darneille, Hasegawa, Fain, Habib,
ascertainable metrics specified in the state spending performance
Hewitt, Pedersen, Jayapal and McAuliffe
statement under section 2 of this act, the committee shall
recommend termination of the program. The committee may
Addressing and mitigating the impacts of property crimes in
recommend accountability standards for the future review of a
Washington state.
new statutory state spending program.
(3) If a new statutory state spending program does not include
MOTIONS
the information required under section 2 of this act, the joint
legislative audit and review committee is not required to perform
On motion of Senator Hargrove, Second Substitute Senate
a review under this section, and it is legislatively presumed that it
Bill No. 5755 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5755 and the
is the intent of the legislature to allow the new statutory state
second substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read
spending program to expire on its scheduled expiration date.
the second time.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. Sections 1 through 3 of this act
On motion of Senator Hargrove, the rules were suspended,
constitute a new chapter in .
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5755 was advanced to third
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. If any provision of this act or its
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
placed on final passage.
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
Senators Hargrove, Padden and Hewitt spoke in favor of
persons or circumstances is not affected."
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Hill to Senate
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5755.
Bill No. 5944.
The motion by Senator Hill carried and the striking
ROLL CALL
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "programs;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and adding a new chapter to Title
43 RCW."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hill, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5944 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Hill, Hargrove and Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5944.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5755 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 40; Nays, 9; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Bailey, Becker, Billig, Braun, Chase,
Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser,
Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill,
Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pedersen, Ranker, Rolfes, Schoesler and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Baumgartner, Benton, Brown,
Dansel, Pearson, Rivers, Roach and Sheldon
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5755, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
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SENATE BILL NO. 5127, by Senators Angel, Roach and
O'Ban
Providing that veterans with total disability ratings and their
surviving spouses and domestic partners are eligible to qualify for
a property tax exemption without meeting certain income
requirements. Revised for 2nd Substitute: Revising a property tax
exemption for veterans with total disability ratings and their
surviving spouses or domestic partners.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Angel, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5127 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5127 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5127 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Angel and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Hasegawa spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5127.

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5779 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5779, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5147, by Senators Becker, Bailey,
Brown and Rivers
Concerning monitoring health and health outcomes for
medicaid patients. Revised for 1st Substitute: Establishing a
medicaid baseline health assessment and monitoring the medicaid
population's health.

ROLL CALL
MOTIONS
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5127 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Frockt and Hasegawa
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5127, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5779, by Senators Parlette and Darneille
Reducing penalties applied to regional support networks and
behavioral health organizations.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Parlette, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5779 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Parlette and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5779.

On motion of Senator Becker, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5147
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5147 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5147 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Becker and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5147.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5147 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5147, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5020, by Senators Bailey, McCoy,
Hobbs, Pedersen, Conway, Schoesler, Rolfes and Chase
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Concerning state agencies continuity of operations planning
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
requirements.
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5999, having received
The measure was read the second time.
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
MOTION
the act.
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5020 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Bailey and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5020.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5143, by Senators Becker, Bailey,
Dammeier, Rivers, Frockt, Brown and Parlette
Concerning the availability of childhood immunization
resources for expecting parents.
The measure was read the second time.

ROLL CALL
MOTION
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5020 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5020, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5999, by Senator Darneille
Addressing the caseload forecast council.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Darneille, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5999 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5999 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Darneille, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5999 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Darneille spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5999.

On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5143 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5143.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5143 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5143, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5442, by Senators Warnick and Hatfield
Concerning eligibility criteria for the community economic
revitalization board programs.
The measure was read the second time.

ROLL CALL
MOTION
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5999 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,

On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5442 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Warnick, Hatfield and Nelson spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
MOTION
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On motion of Senator Mullet, Senator Habib was excused.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5442.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5442 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 41; Nays, 7; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt,
Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Litzow,
McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Conway, Fraser, Frockt, Hasegawa,
Kohl-Welles, Liias and McCoy
Excused: Senator Habib
SENATE BILL NO. 5442, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Absent: Senators Chase and Ericksen
Nancy J. Sinkovitz, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9161,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Trustees for the Center of
Childhood Deafness and Hearing Loss.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Chase was excused.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING

MOTION
At 12:32 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 1:30 p.m. by the President
Pro Tempore, Senator Roach presiding.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that Nancy J. Sinkovitz,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9161, be confirmed as a member
of the Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness
and Hearing Loss.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF NANCY J. SINKOVITZ
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the confirmation of Nancy J. Sinkovitz,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9161, as a member of the Board
of Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness and Hearing
Loss.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Nancy J.
Sinkovitz, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9161, as a member of
the Board of Trustees for the Center of Childhood Deafness and
Hearing Loss and the appointment was confirmed by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 2; Excused, 0.

SENATE BILL NO. 5403, by Senators Conway, O'Ban,
Darneille, Cleveland, Rivers and Benton
Concerning competency to stand trial evaluations.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Conway, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5403 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5403 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator Conway, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5403 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Conway and O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5403.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5403 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Absent: Senator Ericksen
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5403, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
MOTION
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5631.

SECOND READING

ROLL CALL

SENATE BILL NO. 5482, by Senators Roach and Liias

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5631 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5631, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

Addressing the disclosure of global positioning system data
by law enforcement officers.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Liias, the rules were suspended, Senate
Bill No. 5482 was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5482.

SECOND READING
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5482 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Absent: Senator McAuliffe
SENATE BILL NO. 5482, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
The President resumed the chair.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5631, by Senators Hargrove, O'Ban,
Darneille, Pearson, Ranker, Litzow, Rolfes, Jayapal, Liias,
Frockt, Dansel, Hill, Fain, Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa, Keiser,
Angel, McAuliffe and Conway
Concerning the administration of a statewide network of
community-based domestic violence victim services by the
department of social and health services.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Hargrove, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5631 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5631 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Hargrove, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5631 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Hargrove, Miloscia and Jayapal spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.

SENATE BILL NO. 5933, by Senators O'Ban, Kohl-Welles,
Miloscia, Fraser, Fain, Padden, Hasegawa, Litzow, Dammeier,
Chase and Conway
Establishing a statewide training program on human
trafficking laws for criminal justice personnel.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator O'Ban, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5933
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5933 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5933 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators O'Ban and Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5933.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5933 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5933, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
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SENATE BILL NO. 6044, by Senators Ericksen and Hobbs

Requiring the consideration of public access when designing
a transportation facility adjacent to or across a waterway.
The measure was read the second time.

Senator Bailey moved adoption of the floor striking
amendment.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Bailey, we don’t show a striking
amendment. Do you show a striking amendment?”

MOTION
REPLY BY SENATOR BAILEY
Senator King moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ericksen be adopted:
On page 1, line 8, after "bridge" insert "or the rehabilitation
or reconstruction of an existing bridge"
Senators Ericksen and Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ericksen on page 1,
line 8 to Senate Bill No. 6044.
The motion by Senator King carried and the amendment was
adopted by voice vote.

Senator Bailey: “Yes. It’s …”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, further consideration of
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5133 was deferred and the bill held its
place on the second reading calendar.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5180, by Senators Benton, Mullet,
Angel, Hobbs, Hargrove, Keiser and Darneille

MOTION
Modernizing life insurance reserve requirements.
On motion of Senator Ericksen, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 6044 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Ericksen and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 6044.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 6044 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 6044, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5133, by Senators Bailey, Baumgartner,
Kohl-Welles and Frockt
Concerning a study of higher education cost drivers.

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5180 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Benton and Mullet spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5180.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5180 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5180, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
The Senate resumed consideration of Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5133 held which had been deferred earlier in the day.

MOTION

MOTION

On motion of Senator Bailey, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5133
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5133 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.

Senator Bailey moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Bailey and Kohl-Welles be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
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"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) The joint legislative audit
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
and review committee shall conduct a review of the available data
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
on higher education costs at the state universities, regional
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5133,
universities, and The Evergreen State College.
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
(2)(a) The review must describe the available cost data for
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
each institution and the available cost data for students over the
as the title of the act.
most recent twenty-year period, including the cost of:
(i) Research;
SECOND READING
(ii) Faculty and staff salaries;
SENATE BILL NO. 5593, by Senators Dammeier, Padden,
(iii) Administration;
Cleveland, O'Ban, Pedersen, Becker and Kohl-Welles
(iv) Health care and benefits;
(v) Capital;
Concerning delivery and payment for health care services by
(vi) Student services;
hospitals for inmates and persons detained by law enforcement.
(vii) Textbooks; and
(viii) Student housing.
MOTIONS
(b) The review must also compare whether this data is
available for institutions and students in the global challenge
On motion of Senator Dammeier, Substitute Senate Bill No.
states.
5593 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5593 and the substitute
(c) The review shall use information already available and
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
report where there are gaps in the information sought under this
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
section. The education data center in the office of financial
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5593 was advanced to third reading,
management and the institutions of higher education must provide
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
data and staff support to the committee to assist with completing
final passage.
the review.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
(3) The joint legislative audit and review committee shall
issue a report to the legislature by January 2016.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(4) This section expires July 1, 2016."
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5593.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
ROLL CALL
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Bailey and
Kohl-Welles to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5133.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
The motion by Senator Bailey carried and the striking
Senate Bill No. 5593 and the bill passed the Senate by the
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
MOTION
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
adopted:
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "education" strike the
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
remainder of the title and insert "costs; creating a new section;
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
and providing an expiration date."
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
MOTION
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5593, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5133 was advanced to third
the act.
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
SECOND READING
Senators Bailey and Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
SENATE BILL NO. 5205, by Senators Becker, Parlette and
Warnick
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5133.
Allowing spouses to combine volunteer hours for purposes of
receiving a complimentary discover pass.
ROLL CALL
The measure was read the second time.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5133 and the bill passed the Senate by
MOTION
the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Senate Bill No. 5205 was advanced to third reading, the second
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
passage.
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5205.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5205 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5205, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5251, by Senators Honeyford and Keiser
Transferring public water system financial assistance
activities from the public works board and the department of
commerce to the department of health.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Keiser moved that the following amendment by
Senators Keiser and Honeyford be adopted:
On page 5, on line 20, strike "approval and"
On page 5, on line 22, after "programs" insert the following:
", and to the appropriate committees of the legislature by
February 1st of each year"
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly.
Senators Keiser and Warnick spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Keiser and Honeyford
on page 5, line 20 to Senate Bill No. 5251.
The motion by Senator Keiser carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5251 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Honeyford spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5251.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5251 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.

Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Padden
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5251, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5810, by Senators Roach, Liias and
Chase
Promoting the use, acceptance, and removal of barriers to the
use and acceptance of electronic signatures.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Roach, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5810
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5810 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Pedersen moved that the following striking
amendment by Senator Pedersen and others be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature recognizes that
the electronic signatures in global and national commerce act, 15
U.S.C. Sec. 7001 et seq., applies to federal and state transactions,
including certain governmental transactions, in or affecting
interstate or foreign commerce relating to this state. In this act,
the legislature, to the extent not already authorized by federal or
state law, authorizes electronic dealings for governmental affairs
and establishes the implementation framework for electronic
governmental affairs and governmental transactions. This act is
intended to promote electronic transactions and remove barriers
that might prevent electronic transactions with governmental
entities.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. (1) Unless specifically provided
otherwise by law or agency rule, whenever the use of a written
signature is authorized or required by this code with a state
agency, an electronic signature may be used with the same force
and effect as the use of a signature affixed by hand, as long as the
electronic signature conforms to the definition in section 3 of this
act and the writing conforms to section 4 of this act.
(2) Except as otherwise provided by law, each state agency
may determine whether, and to what extent, the agency will send
and accept electronic records and electronic signatures to and
from other persons and otherwise create, generate, communicate,
store, process, use, and rely upon electronic records and electronic
signatures. Nothing in this act requires a state agency to send or
accept electronic records or electronic signatures when a writing
or signature is required by statute.
(3) Except as otherwise provided by law, for governmental
affairs and governmental transactions with state agencies, each
state agency electing to send and accept shall establish the method
that must be used for electronic submissions and electronic
signatures. The method and process for electronic submissions
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approved college or university and shall be a graduate of a
and the use of electronic signatures must be established by policy
or rule and be consistent with the policies, standards, or guidance
chiropractic school or college accredited and approved by the
established by the chief information officer required in subsection
commission and shall show satisfactory evidence of completion
(4) of this section.
by each applicant of a resident course of study of not less than
(4)(a) The chief information officer, in coordination with state
four thousand classroom hours of instruction in such school or
agencies, must establish standards, guidelines, or policies for the
college. Applications shall be in writing and shall be signed by
electronic submittal and receipt of electronic records and
the applicant ((in his or her own handwriting and shall be sworn
to before some officer authorized to administer oaths)), and shall
electronic signatures for governmental affairs and governmental
transactions. The standards, policies, or guidelines must take into
recite the history of the applicant as to his or her educational
account reasonable access by and ability of persons to participate
advantages, his or her experience in matters pertaining to a
in governmental affairs or governmental transactions and be able
knowledge of the care of the sick, how long he or she has studied
to rely on transactions that are conducted electronically with
chiropractic, under what teachers, what collateral branches, if
agencies. Through the standards, policies, or guidelines, the chief
any, he or she has studied, the length of time he or she has
information officer should encourage and promote consistency
engaged in clinical practice; accompanying the same by reference
and interoperability among state agencies.
therein, with any proof thereof in the shape of diplomas,
(b) In order to provide a single point of access, the chief
certificates, and shall accompany said application with
information officer must establish a web site that maintains or
satisfactory evidence of good character and reputation.
links to the agency rules and policies established pursuant to
(2) Applicants shall follow administrative procedures and
subsection (3) of this section.
administrative requirements and pay fees as provided in RCW
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. (1) Unless specifically provided
43.70.250 and 43.70.280.
otherwise by law or rule or unless the context clearly indicates
Sec. 8. RCW 18.32.100 and 1994 sp.s. c 9 s 213 are each
otherwise, whenever the term "signature" is used in this code for
amended to read as follows:
governmental affairs and is authorized by agency rule or policy
The applicant for a dentistry license shall file an application
pursuant to section 2 of this act, the term includes an electronic
on a form furnished by the secretary, stating the applicant's name,
signature as defined in subsection (2) of this section.
age, place of residence, the name of the school or schools attended
(2) "Electronic signature" means an electronic sound, symbol,
by the applicant, the period of such attendance, the date of the
or process attached to or logically associated with a contract or
applicant's graduation, whether the applicant has ever been the
other record and executed or adopted by a person with the intent
subject of any disciplinary action related to the practice of
to sign the record.
dentistry, and shall include a statement of all of the applicant's
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. (1) Unless specifically provided
dental activities. This shall include any other information deemed
necessary by the commission.
otherwise by law or rule or unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise, whenever the term "writing" is used in this code for
The application shall be signed by the applicant ((and sworn
governmental affairs and is authorized by agency rule or policy
to by the applicant before some person authorized to administer
pursuant to section 2 of this act, the term means a record.
oaths,)) and shall be accompanied by proof of the applicant's
(2) "Record," as used in subsection (1) of this section, means
school attendance and graduation.
information that is inscribed on a tangible medium or that is
Sec. 9. RCW 19.34.231 and 2011 1st sp.s. c 43 s 809 and
stored in an electronic or other medium and is retrievable in
2011 c 183 s 2 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
perceivable form, except as otherwise defined for the purpose of
(((1) If a signature of a unit of state or local government,
state agency record retention, preservation, or disclosure.
including its appropriate officers or employees, is required by
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. (1) Unless specifically provided
statute, administrative rule, court rule, or requirement of the office
otherwise by law or rule or unless the context clearly indicates
of financial management, that unit of state or local government
otherwise, whenever the term "mail" is used in this code and
may become a subscriber to a certificate issued by a licensed
authorized by agency rule or policy pursuant to section 2 of this
certification authority for purposes of conducting official public
act to transmit a writing with a state agency, the term includes the
business with electronic records.
use of mail delivered through an electronic system such as email
(2))) A city or county may become a licensed certification
or secure mail transfer if authorized by the state agency in rule.
authority under RCW 19.34.100 for purposes of providing
(2) For the purposes of this section, "electronic" means
services to local government, if authorized by ordinance adopted
relating to technology having electrical, digital, magnetic,
by the city or county legislative authority.
wireless, optical, electromagnetic, or similar capabilities.
(((3) A unit of state government, except the secretary, may not
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. For purposes of sections 2
act as a certification authority.))
through 5 of this act, "state agency" means any state board,
Sec. 10. RCW 29A.72.010 and 2003 c 111 s 1802 are each
commission, bureau, committee, department, institution, division,
amended to read as follows:
or tribunal in the executive branch of state government, including
If any legal voter of the state, either individually or on behalf
statewide elected offices and institutions of higher education
of an organization, desires to petition the legislature to enact a
created and supported by the state government.
proposed measure, or submit a proposed initiative measure to the
Sec. 7. RCW 18.25.020 and 1996 c 191 s 8 are each
people, or order that a referendum of all or part of any act, bill, or
amended to read as follows:
law, passed by the legislature be submitted to the people, he or
(1) Any person not now licensed to practice chiropractic in
she shall file with the secretary of state:
this state and who desires to practice chiropractic in this state,
(1) A legible copy of the measure proposed, or the act or part
before it shall be lawful for him or her to do so, shall make
of such act on which a referendum is desired((, accompanied by
application therefor to the secretary, upon such form and in such
an));
manner as may be adopted and directed by the secretary. Each
(2) A signed affidavit, or electronic submission, that the
applicant who matriculates to a chiropractic college ((after
sponsor is a ((legal)) registered voter; and
January 1, 1975)), shall have completed not less than one-half of
(3) A filing fee prescribed under RCW 43.07.120.
the requirements for a baccalaureate degree at an accredited and
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. RCW 39.04.390 (Electronic
competitive bidding) and 2014 c 151 s 1 are each repealed.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. Sections 1 through 6 of this act
constitute a new chapter in Title 19 RCW."
Senators Pedersen and Roach spoke in favor of adoption of
the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Pedersen and
others to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5810.
The motion by Senator Pedersen carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.

On motion of Senator Becker, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5142 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5142 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5142 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Becker and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5142.

MOTION
ROLL CALL
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "signatures;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 18.25.020,
18.32.100, and 29A.72.010; reenacting and amending RCW
19.34.231; adding a new chapter to Title 19 RCW; and repealing
RCW 39.04.390."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5810 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Roach and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5810.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5810 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Hargrove
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5810,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5142, by Senators Becker, Bailey,
Rivers, Brown and Keiser
Modifying health benefit exchange provisions related to the
aggregation or delegating the aggregation of funds that comprise
the premium for a health plan. Revised for 2nd Substitute:
Addressing the health benefit exchange aggregation of funds and
collection of data.
MOTIONS

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5142 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Ericksen
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5142, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5623, by Senators Sheldon, Angel,
Miloscia, Becker, Warnick and Conway
Modifying the operation of motorcycles on roadways laned
for traffic.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Sheldon, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5623 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5623 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Sheldon moved that the following striking
amendment by Senator Sheldon and others be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 46.61.608 and 2013 c 139 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) All motorcycles are entitled to full use of a lane and no
motor vehicle shall be driven in such a manner as to deprive any
motorcycle of the full use of a lane. This subsection shall not
apply to motorcycles operated two abreast in a single lane.
(2)(a) The operator of a motorcycle shall not overtake and
pass in the same lane occupied by the vehicle being overtaken,
except on the left-hand side of a vehicle traveling in the left-most
lane of traffic on a numbered state highway identified in chapter
47.17 RCW that has two or more lanes of traffic in each direction
if the operator of the motorcycle is traveling at a rate of speed no
more than ten miles per hour over the speed of traffic flow and
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SECOND READING
not more than twenty-five miles per hour. ((However, this
subsection shall not apply)) When the operator of a motorcycle
SENATE BILL NO. 5538, by Senators Angel and Sheldon
overtakes and passes a pedestrian or bicyclist ((while
maintaining)), the operator shall maintain a safe passing distance
Creating procedures for disposing property in the leased
of at least three feet.
premises of a deceased tenant. Revised for 1st Substitute:
(b) Any operator of a motor vehicle that intentionally impedes
Concerning procedures and requirements relating to the death of
or attempts to prevent any operator of a motorcycle from
a tenant.
operating his or her motorcycle as permitted under this subsection
is guilty of a traffic infraction.
MOTIONS
(3) No person shall operate a motorcycle between lanes of
traffic or between adjacent lines or rows of vehicles.
On motion of Senator Angel, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5538
(4) Motorcycles shall not be operated more than two abreast
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5538 and the substitute bill
in a single lane.
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
(5) Subsections (2) and (3) of this section shall not apply to
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
police officers in the performance of their official duties.
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5538 was advanced to third reading,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. Section 1 of this act expires July
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
31, 2017."
final passage.
Senators Sheldon, Hobbs, Ranker, Hargrove and King spoke
Senator Angel spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
in favor of adoption of the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Sheldon and
others to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5623.
The motion by Senator Sheldon carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "traffic;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 46.61.608;
prescribing penalties; and providing an expiration date."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Sheldon, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5623 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Sheldon, Hobbs, Baumgartner and Angel spoke in
favor of passage of the bill.
Senators Liias and Nelson spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5623.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5538.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5538 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5538, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5233, by Senators Sheldon, Dansel,
Dammeier, Becker, Schoesler and Honeyford
Concerning notice against trespass.

ROLL CALL
The measure was read the second time.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5623 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 35; Nays, 14; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Ericksen, Fain, Frockt, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt,
Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Cleveland, Darneille, Fraser,
Habib, Jayapal, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pearson and Pedersen
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5623,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Sheldon, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5233 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Sheldon, Becker and Padden spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
Senators Pedersen and Rolfes spoke against passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5233.
ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5233 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 29; Nays, 20; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King,
Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers,
Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson,
Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
SENATE BILL NO. 5233, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus immediately upon going at ease, requesting
those members to bring the day’s regular calendar to complete the
reveiw.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease, requesting those
members to bring the day’s regular calendar.
MOTION
At 3:50 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
EVENING SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 5:29 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5959, by Senator Hatfield
Concerning agreements with the federal government, such as
those available under the endangered species act, affecting the
state's management of its natural resources.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Hatfield moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hatfield and others be adopted:
On page 3, beginning on line 1, strike all of section 2 and
insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
chapter 43.30 RCW to read as follows:
(1) Within thirty days of the effective date of this section, the
commissioner must withdraw the draft aquatic lands habitat
conservation plan then under review by the United States fish and
wildlife service and national marine fisheries service from further
consideration by the federal agencies.
(2) Before adopting any habitat conservation plan covering
aquatic lands, the department must complete the following:
(a) Consider the advantages and disadvantages of adopting
the habitat conservation plan at issue;
(b) Facilitate a stakeholder engagement process, including a
stakeholder advisory committee to assist in developing the plan

and associated environmental impact documents. The stakeholder
advisory committee shall meet regularly. The first meeting of the
stakeholder advisory committee must include discussion of the
advantages and disadvantages of adopting the habitat
conservation plan at issue;
(c) Consult with affected federally recognized tribal
governments;
(d) Collaborate with stakeholders, federally recognized tribes,
and other interested parties to develop a list of priority science
projects to be addressed in the adaptive management process
created by the habitat conservation plan;
(e) Collaborate with the board to prepare budget information
clearly identifying near-term and long-term implementation costs
of the proposal, including recommended funding sources. The
department must submit a funding request to the governor and the
legislature for full implementation of the habitat conservation
plan;
(f) Collaborate with the board, stakeholders, federally
recognized tribes, and other interested parties to prepare a draft
implementation rule, conduct a cost-benefit analysis, and draft a
small business economic impact statement;
(g) Confer with the office of the attorney general to ensure the
proposed habitat conservation plan protects both the department
and its lessees from future liability under the federal endangered
species act, 16 U.S.C. Sec. 1531 et seq.;
(h) Confer with the office of the attorney general to determine
whether adoption of the habitat conservation plan will result in
new regulatory conditions or costs for affected facilities or
activities already permitted to "take" under the federal
endangered species act; and
(i) Determine whether to adopt a habitat conservation plan by
December 1st of any calendar year and consult with the
appropriate policy and fiscal committees of the legislature during
the immediately following legislative session. The department
may not submit any habitat conservation plan for final approval
by the federal government before the end of that regular
legislative session."
Senators Hatfield and Pearson spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hatfield and others on
page 3, line 1 to Senate Bill No. 5959.
The motion by Senator Hatfield carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment
was adopted:
On page 1, beginning on line 3 of the title, after "resources;"
strike "reenacting and amending RCW 43.30.411;" and insert
"adding a new section to chapter 43.30 RCW;"
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hatfield, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5959 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Hatfield spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5959.
ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5959 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 34; Nays, 14; Absent, 1; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Miloscia, Mullet,
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hill, Jayapal,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Nelson,
Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Absent: Senator Hobbs
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5959, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hatfield, Senator Habib was excused.
MOTION
At 5:38 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 6:27 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
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Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser,
King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Absent: Senators Benton and Ericksen
Excused: Senator Hobbs
SENATE BILL NO. 5555, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

Senator Sheldon: “Mr. President, I always rise when we
have a bill numbered Senate Bill 5555 and I know you know
why.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Yes sir.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Sheldon: “Maybe the members that were not here in I
believe in 1991, correct?”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “I think so.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5555, by Senators Warnick, Hatfield and
Honeyford
Concerning irrigation district review and conditioning
authority.

Senator Sheldon: “State Senator for the Thirty-fifth District
was The Honorable Brad Owen. The Olympic Peninsula was in
crisis because of the spotted owl decision and Senator Owen at
that time sponsored and passed one of the most comprehensive
bills for relief and assistance to the forest products community
and I always remember that number, Senate Bill 5555. Thank you
Sir.”

The measure was read the second time.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
MOTION
On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5555 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Warnick and McCoy spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Mullet, Senators Habib, Hatfield,
Hobbs, McAuliffe, Pedersen and Ranker were excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5555.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5555 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 2; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,

President Owen: “Thank you. Greatest bill in the history of
the state of Washington.” [Laughter]
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5888, by Senators O'Ban and Miloscia
Concerning near fatality incidents of children who have
received services from the department of social and health
services.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator O'Ban, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5888 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5888 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5888 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators O'Ban and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5888.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5888 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5888, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5330, by Senators Braun, Angel,
Miloscia, Rivers, Bailey, Becker, Padden, Ericksen, Warnick,
Honeyford and Hewitt
Concerning stage II gasoline vapor control programs.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5330 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Braun and McCoy spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

SENATE BILL NO. 5280, by Senators Kohl-Welles, Braun
and Warnick
Concerning the sale of beer and cider by grocery store
licensees.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5280 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5280 and the
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5280 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5280.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5280 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 38; Nays, 10; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Dansel,
Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Conway, Dammeier, Darneille,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Liias, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette and Pearson
Excused: Senator Hobbs
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5280, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5330.

SENATE BILL NO. 5018, by Senators Honeyford and
Ericksen

ROLL CALL

Concerning underground artificial storage and recovery
projects.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5330 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Absent: Senator Honeyford
Excused: Senator Hobbs
SENATE BILL NO. 5330, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5018.

SECOND READING

ROLL CALL

MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Honeyford, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5018 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5018 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5018 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Honeyford and Hatfield spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
Senator McCoy spoke against passage of the bill.
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5018 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 29; Nays, 19; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow,
Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers,
Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Nelson, Pedersen,
Ranker and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Hobbs
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5018, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5638, by Senators Hasegawa, Roach,
Kohl-Welles, Chase, Keiser and McAuliffe
Changing state need grant eligibility provisions.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hasegawa, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5638 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Hasegawa and Bailey spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5638.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5638 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs
SENATE BILL NO. 5638, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5761, by Senators Pearson, Hobbs,
McCoy, Bailey and Benton
Providing for property tax exemption for the value of new
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5777 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs
SENATE BILL NO. 5777, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5679, by Senators McAuliffe, Litzow,
Dammeier, Hasegawa, Liias, Chase, Rolfes, Jayapal, Parlette and
Conway

MOTION
Senator Hargrove moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hargrove be adopted:
On page 4, line 4, after "provider", insert ". A tasting protocol
must be established and must include that each participant tasting an
alcoholic beverage must do so from a marked cup. The participant
must spit the alcoholic beverage back into the marked cup and the
educational provider must verify that no alcohol was consumed by
the participant"
Senator Hargrove spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senator Hewitt spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hargrove on page 4,
line 4 to Senate Bill No. 5001.
The motion by Senator Hargrove failed and the amendment
was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

Concerning transition services for special education students.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator McAuliffe, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5679 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5679 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator McAuliffe, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5679 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator McAuliffe spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5679.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5679 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5679, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5001, by Senators Hewitt, Kohl-Welles,
Conway, Schoesler, Keiser, Hatfield and Warnick
Clarifying provisions that allow for the tasting of alcohol by
students under twenty-one years of age.

On motion of Senator Hewitt, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5001 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Hewitt spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5001.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5001 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 45; Nays, 3; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser,
King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Darneille, Hargrove and Pearson
Excused: Senator Hobbs
SENATE BILL NO. 5001, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Hargrove was
excused.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5138, by Senators Roach, Liias and
Keiser
Concerning notice and review processes for annexations,
deannexations, incorporations, disincorporations, consolidations,
and boundary line adjustments under Titles 35 and 35A RCW.
MOTIONS

The measure was read the second time.
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On motion of Senator Roach, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5138
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5138 and the substitute bill
Senator Benton: “I do not believe so Senator. I believe that
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
local jurisdictions will still have the ability to set the date, time
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
and sale, and type, of fireworks that are allowed to be sold. That’s
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5138 was advanced to third reading,
my understanding of the bill, the way it’s written.”
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Ranker spoke in favor of passage of the bill
Senators Roach and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Pedersen spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5138.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5914.

ROLL CALL

ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5138 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Hargrove and Hobbs
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5138, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5914 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 33; Nays, 14; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen,
Fain, Habib, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, KohlWelles, Litzow, McAuliffe, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Darneille,
Fraser, Frockt, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser, Liias, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson and Pedersen
Excused: Senators Hargrove and Hobbs
SENATE BILL NO. 5914, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

SECOND READING

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT

SENATE BILL NO. 5914, by Senators Benton, Padden,
Miloscia, Keiser, Conway, Roach, Warnick, Hewitt, Hatfield,
Angel, Ericksen, Hobbs and O'Ban

President Owen: “The President believes that this might be
a good time to remind members of a rule because of some
confusion and because we have some new House members:
Where the practice in the House follows Reed’s Rules very
closely where you are not to address a member by their name [Ch.
13, Sec. 212, Reed’s] but this body changed that rule and does not
use Reed’s Rules but uses Senate Rules. You do not have to
address a person as ‘the gentleman’ or ‘the gentlelady’ or ‘the
Senator from such and such district.’ It is perfectly alright to use
a member’s name, by your own rule [Rule 29].”

Addressing local authority in the regulation of fireworks.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5914 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Benton spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
POINT OF INQUIRY
Senator Ranker:
question?”

“Would the good gentleman yield to a

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Benton, do you yield to a
question. I assume you’re the ‘good gentleman’ he’s talking
about.”
Senator Ranker: “I’m sorry, I forgot the district. Seventeen.
Would the good gentleman from the Seventeenth District yield to
a question? Thank you. Does this bill preclude a local city or
county from passing their own fireworks ordinance or even
banning fireworks?”

NOTICE OF RECONSIDERATION
Having voted on the prevailing side, pursuant to Senate Rule
37, Senator Rolfes gave notice of her intent to move to reconsider
the vote by which Senate Bill No. 5914 passed the senate.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5310, by Senators Ericksen, McCoy,
Sheldon, Honeyford, Ranker and Cleveland
Addressing enforcement actions at facilities sited by the
energy facility site evaluation council.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Ericksen, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5310 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
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Senators Ericksen and McCoy spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.

SECOND READING

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5310.

SENATE BILL NO. 5411, by Senators Roach, Rivers, Braun,
Warnick, Dansel, Honeyford, Hatfield and Benton

ROLL CALL

Providing liability immunity for local jurisdictions when
wheeled all-terrain vehicles are operated on public roadways.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5310 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Hargrove and Hobbs
SENATE BILL NO. 5310, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Roach, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5411
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5411 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5411 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Roach and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5411.
ROLL CALL

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5851, by Senators Frockt, Kohl-Welles,
Miloscia, Liias, Mullet, Pedersen, Nelson and McAuliffe
Concerning recommendations
scholarship program work group.

of

the

college

bound

MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Frockt, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5851 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5851 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator Frockt, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5851 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Frockt, Baumgartner and Bailey spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5851.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5851 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Hargrove and Hobbs
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5851, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5411 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Hargrove and Hobbs
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5411, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5840, by Senators Dammeier, Rolfes,
Braun and Keiser
Concerning reimbursement to eligible providers for medicaid
ground emergency medical transportation services.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5840 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senators Hasegawa and Parlette spoke against passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5840.
ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5840 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 40; Nays, 7; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille,
Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Dansel, Ericksen,
Hasegawa, McAuliffe, Padden and Parlette
Excused: Senators Hargrove and Hobbs
SENATE BILL NO. 5840, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5670, by Senators Braun, Chase, KohlWelles, Sheldon, Hatfield, Rivers, Bailey, Dansel, Ericksen,
Becker and Hewitt
Clarifying expenditures under
communications services program.

the

state

universal

MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Braun, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5670
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5670 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5670 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Braun and McCoy spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
Senator Rolfes spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5670.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5670 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 39; Nays, 8; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, Jayapal, King,
Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
O'Ban, Padden, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Frockt, Keiser, Liias, Nelson, Parlette,
Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Excused: Senators Hargrove and Hobbs
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5670, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
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SENATE BILL NO. 5616, by Senators Benton, Hobbs,
Angel, Keiser, Fain, Roach, Hatfield, Conway, Chase and
Baumgartner
Concerning pawnbroker fees and interest rates.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

Senator Mullet moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Mullet and Benton be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 19.60.060 and 2007 c 125 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
All pawnbrokers are authorized to charge and receive interest
and other fees at the following rates for money on the security of
personal property actually received in pledge:
(1) The interest for the loan period shall not exceed:
(a) For an amount loaned up to $9.99 - interest at $1.00 for
each thirty-day period to include the loan date.
(b) For an amount loaned from $10.00 to $19.99 - interest at
the rate of $1.25 for each thirty-day period to include the loan
date.
(c) For an amount loaned from $20.00 to $24.99 - interest at
the rate of $1.50 for each thirty-day period to include the loan
date.
(d) For an amount loaned from $25.00 to $34.99 - interest at
the rate of $1.75 for each thirty-day period to include the loan
date.
(e) For an amount loaned from $35.00 to $39.99 - interest at
the rate of $2.00 for each thirty-day period to include the loan
date.
(f) For an amount loaned from $40.00 to $49.99 - interest at
the rate of $2.25 for each thirty-day period to include the loan
date.
(g) For the amount loaned from $50.00 to $59.99 - interest at
the rate of $2.50 for each thirty-day period to include the loan
date.
(h) For the amount loaned from $60.00 to $69.99 - interest at
the rate of $2.75 for each thirty-day period to include the loan
date.
(i) For the amount loaned from $70.00 to $79.99 - interest at
the rate of $3.00 for each thirty-day period to include the loan
date.
(j) For the amount loaned from $80.00 to $89.99 - interest at
the rate of $3.25 for each thirty-day period to include the loan
date.
(k) For the amount loaned from $90.00 to $99.99 - interest at
the rate of $3.50 for each thirty-day period to include the loan
date.
(l) For ((the)) loan amounts ((loaned from)) of $100.00 or
more - interest at the rate of ((three)) four percent for each thirtyday period to include the loan date.
(2) The fee for the preparation of loan documents, pledges, or
reports required under the laws of the United States of America,
the state of Washington, or the counties, cities, towns, or other
political subdivisions thereof, shall not exceed:
(a) For the amount loaned up to $4.99 - the sum of $1.50.
(b) For the amount loaned from $5.00 to $9.99 - the sum of
$3.00.
(c) For the amount loaned from $10.00 to $14.99 - the sum of
$4.00.
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(d) For the amount loaned from $15.00 to $19.99 - the sum of
$4.50.
(e) For the amount loaned from $20.00 to $24.99 - the sum of
$5.00.
(f) For the amount loaned from $25.00 to $29.99 - the sum of
$5.50.
(g) For the amount loaned from $30.00 to $34.99 - the sum of
$6.00.
(h) For the amount loaned from $35.00 to $39.99 - the sum of
$6.50.
(i) For the amount loaned from $40.00 to $44.99 - the sum of
$7.00.
(j) For the amount loaned from $45.00 to $49.99 - the sum of
$7.50.
(k) For the amount loaned from $50.00 to (($54.99 - the sum
of $8.00)) $99.99 - fifteen percent of the loan amount.
(l) For the amount loaned from (($55.00 to $59.99 - the sum
of $8.50)) $100.00 to $249.99 - thirteen percent of the loan
amount.
(m) For the amount loaned from (($60.00 to $64.99 - the sum
of $9.00)) $250.00 to $499.99 - ten percent of the loan amount.
(n) For the amount loaned from (($65.00 to $69.99 - the sum
of $9.50)) $500.00 to $999.99 - eight percent of the loan amount.
(o) For the amount loaned from (($70.00 to $74.99 - the sum
of $10.00)) $1000.00 to $1499.99 - seven and one-half percent of
the loan amount.
(p) For the amount loaned from (($75.00 to $79.99 - the sum
of $10.50)) $1500.00 to $1999.99 - seven percent of the loan
amount.
(q) For the amount loaned ((from $80.00 to $84.99 - the sum
of $11.00)) of $2000.00 or more - six percent of the loan amount.
(((r) For the amount loaned from $85.00 to $89.99 - the sum
of $11.50.
(s) For the amount loaned from $90.00 to $94.99 - the sum of
$12.00.
(t) For the amount loaned from $95.00 to $99.99 - the sum of
$12.50.
(u) For the amount loaned from $100.00 to $104.99 - the sum
of $13.00.
(v) For the amount loaned from $105.00 to $109.99 - the sum
of $13.25.
(w) For the amount loaned from $110.00 to $114.99 - the sum
of $13.75.
(x) For the amount loaned from $115.00 to $119.99 - the sum
of $14.25.
(y) For the amount loaned from $120.00 to $124.99 - the sum
of $14.50.
(z) For the amount loaned from $125.00 to $129.99 - the sum
of $14.75.
(aa) For the amount loaned from $130.00 to $149.99 - the sum
of $15.50.
(bb) For the amount loaned from $150.00 to $174.99 - the sum
of $15.75.
(cc) For the amount loaned from $175.00 to $199.99 - the sum
of $16.00.
(dd) For the amount loaned from $200.00 to $224.99 - the sum
of $17.00.
(ee) For the amount loaned from $225.00 to $249.99 - the sum
of $18.00.
(ff) For the amount loaned from $250.00 to $274.99 - the sum
of $19.00.
(gg) For the amount loaned from $275.00 to $299.99 - the sum
of $20.00.
(hh) For the amount loaned from $300.00 to $324.99 - the sum
of $21.00.

(ii) For the amount loaned from $325.00 to $349.99 - the sum
of $22.00.
(jj) For the amount loaned from $350.00 to $374.99 - the sum
of $23.00.
(kk) For the amount loaned from $375.00 to $399.99 - the sum
of $24.00.
(ll) For the amount loaned from $400.00 to $424.99 - the sum
of $25.00.
(mm) For the amount loaned from $425.00 to $449.99 - the
sum of $26.00.
(nn) For the amount loaned from $450.00 to $474.99 - the sum
of $27.00.
(oo) For the amount loaned from $475.00 to $499.99 - the sum
of $28.00.
(pp) For the amount loaned from $500.00 to $524.99 - the sum
of $29.00.
(qq) For the amount loaned from $525.00 to $549.99 - the sum
of $30.00.
(rr) For the amount loaned from $550.00 to $599.99 - the sum
of $31.00.
(ss) For the amount loaned from $600.00 to $699.99 - the sum
of $36.00.
(tt) For the amount loaned from $700.00 to $799.99 - the sum
of $41.00.
(uu) For the amount loaned from $800.00 to $899.99 - the sum
of $46.00.
(vv) For the amount loaned from $900.00 to $999.99 - the sum
of $51.00.
(ww) For the amount loaned from $1000.00 to $1499.99 - the
sum of $56.00.
(xx) For the amount loaned from $1500.00 to $1999.99 - the
sum of $61.00.
(yy) For the amount loaned from $2000.00 to $2499.99 - the
sum of $66.00.
(zz) For the amount loaned from $2500.00 to $2999.99 - the
sum of $71.00.
(aaa) For the amount loaned from $3000.00 to $3499.99 - the
sum of $76.00.
(bbb) For the amount loaned from $3500.00 to $3999.99 - the
sum of $81.00.
(ccc) For the amount loaned from $4000.00 to $4499.99 - the
sum of $86.00.
(ddd) For the amount loaned from $4500.00 or more - the sum
of $91.00.))
(3) For each thirty-day period, a pawnbroker may charge:
(a) A storage fee of (($3.00.)) $5.00; and
(b) An additional fee of (($3.00 may be charged)) $5.00 for
storing a firearm.
(4) Fees under subsection (2) of this section may be charged
one time only for each loan period; no additional fees, other than
interest allowed under subsection (1) of this section and storage
fees allowed under subsection (3) of this section, shall be charged
for making the loan. ((Storage fees are allowed under subsection
(3) of this section.))
A copy of this section, set in twelve point type or larger, shall
be posted prominently in each premises subject to this chapter."
Senators Mullet and Benton spoke in favor of adoption of the
striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Mullet and
Benton to Senate Bill No. 5616.
The motion by Senator Mullet carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
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There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "rates;" strike the remainder
of the title and insert "and amending RCW 19.60.060."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5616 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Benton, Mullet and Angel spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Rolfes was excused.
On motion of Senator Fain, Senators Bailey and O'Ban were
excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5616.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5616 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 42; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 5.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Baumgartner, Becker, Benton,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles,
Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Frockt and Habib
Excused: Senators Bailey, Hargrove, Hobbs, O'Ban and
Rolfes
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5616, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5276.
ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5276 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 5.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Baumgartner, Becker, Benton,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser,
King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Bailey, Hargrove, Hobbs, O'Ban and
Rolfes
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5276, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5317, by Senators Frockt, Becker,
Mullet, Miloscia, Jayapal, Dammeier, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
Pedersen, Hatfield, Keiser, Darneille, Rivers, McAuliffe,
Hasegawa, Rolfes, Conway and Chase
Requiring universal screening and provider payment for
autism and developmental delays for children in medicaid
programs.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Frockt, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5317
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5317 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Frockt, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5317 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Frockt, King and Mullet spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5276, by Senators Kohl-Welles, Roach
and Keiser
Concerning refunds of property taxes paid as a result of
manifest errors in descriptions of property.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5276 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5276 and the
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5276 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Kohl-Welles and Fraser spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5317.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5317 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 5.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Baumgartner, Becker, Benton,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser,
King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Bailey, Hargrove, Hobbs, O'Ban and
Rolfes
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5317, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
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objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5004, by Senators Angel and Rolfes
Establishing the position and authority of warrant officers in
first-class cities to enforce court orders and outstanding warrants.
Revised for 1st Substitute: Establishing the position and authority
of warrant officers.

Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers,
Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Dansel
Excused: Senators Bailey, Hargrove, Hobbs, O'Ban and
Rolfes
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5004, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

MOTIONS
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
On motion of Senator Angel, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5004
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5004 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5004 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Angel spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5004.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5004 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 43; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 5.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Baumgartner, Becker, Benton,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,

Senator Fain: “Thank you Mr. President. As we close down
for the evening I want to thank the interns that have stuck around
so late to help us out for the evening. So I was hoping that the
Senate might provide a thank you to those of them that stuck
around.”
The senate recognized the Senate Interns that were serving as
pages on the floor of the senate through the evening hours.
MOTION
At 8:58 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Friday, March 6, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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FIFTY FOURTH DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Friday, March 6, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages
Savanna Castro and McKenna Jarrard, presented the Colors.
The prayer was offered by Senator Pearson.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Dammeier: “Thank you Mr. President. I just wanted
the body to know that we were all well represented by some of
our colleagues in the last several hours. Last night at the
Washington Student Leadership Forum, there was a panel that
was supposed to be covered by two representatives and two
senators but the House went much later than we did and our two
Senators, Senator Steve O’Ban and Senator Christine Rolfes
represented us there. They were answering questions in response
to about one hundred fifty college students or two hundred college
students who were down for this. All the reports are that they did
a tremendous job talking about public service and life in public
service which is a great way to encourage these young college
students to be involved in that. And, secondly, our own Senator
Jim Hargrove co-chaired the Governor’s Prayer Breakfast and
was the MC this morning. Did a great job with his unique form of
wit and self-deprecating humor. And I did note that the Lt.
Governor took a pot shot, a free shot at Senator Hargrove as well.
I thought the body should know that our members are doing some
great things representing the Senate in other areas beyond this
Chamber. Thank you Mr. President.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “There’s a lot of pot to shoot at there, so
…”

SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1576,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1644,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1666,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1735,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1745,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1793,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1813,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1879,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1896,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1999,
HOUSE BILL NO. 2000,
HOUSE BILL NO. 2023
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 5, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1123,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1223,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1279,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1516,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1541,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1590,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1754,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1845,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1853,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1998,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2040
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MOTION

MOTION

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.

On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 5, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1085,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1095,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1142,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1170,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1238,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1257,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1345,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1439,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1575,

HB 1004 by Representatives Springer, Manweller, Moeller,
Walsh, Blake, Buys, Reykdal, Wilcox, Condotta, Fey, Gregerson
and Sawyer
AN ACT Relating to alcohol tasting by students under
twenty-one years of age; and amending RCW 66.20.010 and
66.44.270.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
ESHB 1078
by House Committee on Technology &
Economic Development (originally sponsored by Representatives
Hudgins, Morris, Robinson, Kirby, Gregerson, Stanford, Ryu,
Magendanz and Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to enhancing the protection of consumer
financial information; amending RCW 19.255.010 and
42.56.590; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
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HB 1090 by Representatives Kirby, Jinkins and Rodne
AN ACT Relating to reauthorizing and expanding the
financial fraud and identity theft crimes investigation and
prosecution program; amending RCW 43.330.300 and
62A.9A-525; amending 2009 c 565 s 57 and 2008 c 290 s 4
(uncodified); providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
ESHB 1093
by House Committee on Technology &
Economic Development (originally sponsored by Representatives
Morris and Moeller)
AN ACT Relating to unmanned aircraft; adding a new
chapter to Title 14 RCW; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
ESHB 1094
by House Committee on Technology &
Economic Development (originally sponsored by Representative
Morris)
AN ACT Relating to biometric identifiers; amending RCW
19.86.080; and adding a new section to chapter 19.215 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
ESHB 1126
by House Committee on Early Learning &
Human Services (originally sponsored by Representatives Kagi,
MacEwen, Tarleton, Walsh, Goodman, Senn, Gregerson and
Ryu)
AN ACT Relating to department of early learning fatality
reviews; amending RCW 43.06A.100; adding a new section
to chapter 43.215 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SHB 1132
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Tharinger,
Harris, Wylie, Van De Wege, Johnson, Lytton, Fey, Riccelli,
Jinkins, Buys, Cody, Appleton, Ortiz-Self, Hayes, Gregerson and
Short)
AN ACT Relating to the regulation of adult family homes;
and amending RCW 70.128.060 and 70.128.120.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
HB 1168 by Representatives Ormsby, Chandler, Sullivan and
Tarleton
AN ACT Relating to correcting restrictions on collecting a
pension in the public employees' retirement system for
retirees returning to work in an ineligible position or a
position covered by a different state retirement system; and
amending RCW 41.40.037.

SHB 1194
by House Committee on Labor (originally
sponsored by Representatives Kirby, Holy, Van De Wege, Hayes,
Stokesbary, Fitzgibbon and Bergquist)
AN ACT Relating to the death benefits of a surviving spouse
of a member of the law enforcement officers' and firefighters'
retirement system or the state patrol retirement system; and
amending RCW 41.26.510 and 43.43.285.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
ESHB 1236
by House Committee on Higher Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Ortiz-Self, Johnson,
Santos, Lytton, Moscoso, Pettigrew, Walkinshaw, Kilduff,
Sawyer, Reykdal, Bergquist, Fey, Tarleton and Hudgins)
AN ACT Relating to eliminating the parent or guardian
approval requirement for the college bound scholarship
pledge; amending RCW 28B.118.040; and reenacting and
amending RCW 28B.118.010.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
2SHB 1281
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Sawyer, Orwall, Hurst,
Blake, Stokesbary, Tarleton, Walsh, Kirby, Appleton, G. Hunt,
Pettigrew, Jinkins, Carlyle, Fey, Ortiz-Self, Senn, Walkinshaw,
Moeller, Kilduff, Robinson, Van De Wege, Stanford, Ryu,
Lytton, Sells, Riccelli, Kagi, Bergquist, Clibborn, Santos, Buys
and Gregerson)
AN ACT Relating to sexual exploitation of minors; adding
new sections to chapter 9.68A RCW; creating a new section;
and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1282 by Representatives Zeiger, Goodman, Klippert,
Orwall, Appleton, Sawyer and Gregerson
AN ACT Relating to the crime of driving while license
suspended where the suspension is based on noncompliance
with a child support order; amending RCW 46.20.342; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SHB 1295
by House Committee on Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Hudgins, Magendanz,
S. Hunt, Walsh, Walkinshaw, Lytton, Senn, Jinkins, Sawyer,
Stokesbary, Reykdal, Robinson, McBride, Stanford, Tharinger,
Bergquist, Clibborn, Pollet, Fey, Gregerson and Tarleton)
AN ACT Relating to breakfast after the bell programs in
certain public schools; amending RCW 28A.150.205; adding
new sections to chapter 28A.235 RCW; and creating new
sections.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
HB 1189 by Representatives S. Hunt, Holy, Bergquist, Johnson,
Appleton and Buys
AN ACT Relating to hours of availability for inspection and
copying of public records; and amending RCW 42.56.090.

HB 1309 by Representatives Vick and Kirby
AN ACT Relating to the sale of floating homes or floating
on-water residences by brokers; and amending RCW
18.85.011 and 88.02.720.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

SHB 1428
by House Committee on State Government
(originally sponsored by Representatives Fitzgibbon, S. Hunt,
Jinkins, Tarleton, Bergquist, Gregerson, Goodman and Pollet)
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Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
AN ACT Relating to extending the time period for voter
registration; and amending RCW 29A.08.140.
HB 1532 by Representatives Smith, Stanford, DeBolt, Riccelli
and Tarleton
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
AN ACT Relating to capital design and construction for
institutions of higher education; and amending RCW
HB 1431 by Representatives Bergquist, Holy and S. Hunt
43.88.030.
AN ACT Relating to modifying exemptions relating to real
estate appraisals; and amending RCW 42.56.260.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
2SHB 1436
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Kagi, Zeiger, Robinson,
Walsh, Walkinshaw, Pettigrew, Senn, Johnson, Orwall, OrtizSelf, Reykdal, Carlyle, Gregerson, Appleton, Fitzgibbon,
Ormsby, Clibborn, Jinkins, Bergquist, Goodman, McBride,
Pollet, Riccelli and Kilduff)
AN ACT Relating to homeless youth prevention and
protection; amending RCW 13.32A.042, 13.32A.044,
13.32A.050, 13.32A.090, 13.32A.095,
13.32A.130,
74.13.032, 74.13.033, 74.13.034, 74.15.220, 74.15.225, and
43.330.167; reenacting and amending RCW 43.185C.010,
13.32A.060, and 13.32A.065; adding new sections to chapter
43.185C RCW; adding new sections to chapter 43.330 RCW;
creating new sections; and recodifying RCW 13.32A.042,
13.32A.044, 13.32A.050, 13.32A.060,
13.32A.065,
13.32A.070, 13.32A.090, 13.32A.095,
13.32A.130,
74.13.032, 74.13.0321, 74.13.033, 74.13.034, 74.15.220,
74.15.225, 74.15.260, and 74.15.270.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
ESHB 1440
by House Committee on Public Safety
(originally sponsored by Representatives Taylor, Goodman,
Pollet, Scott, Condotta, Shea, G. Hunt, Young, Moscoso, Smith,
Ryu, Jinkins, Magendanz, Farrell and McCaslin)
AN ACT Relating to prohibiting the use of a cell site
simulator device without a warrant; amending RCW
9.73.260; adding a new section to chapter 9.73 RCW; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SHB 1511
by House Committee on Community
Development, Housing & Tribal Affairs (originally sponsored by
Representatives Ortiz-Self, Hurst, Appleton, Stokesbary,
Goodman, Reykdal, Moscoso, Rodne, Pollet, Magendanz, Zeiger,
Johnson, Tharinger, Tarleton, Fitzgibbon, Van De Wege, Santos,
Wylie, Ormsby, Walkinshaw, Gregerson and Farrell)
AN ACT Relating to teaching Washington's tribal history,
culture, and government in the common schools; amending
RCW 28A.320.170; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
HB 1512 by Representatives Sells, Hayes, Moscoso and
Ormsby
AN ACT Relating to fairness in disciplinary actions of peace
officers who appear on a prosecuting attorney's potential
impeachment list; adding a new section to chapter 10.93
RCW; and creating a new section.

SHB 1562
by House Committee on Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Sullivan, Tarleton and
Orwall)
AN ACT Relating to allergen information in schools; and
adding a new chapter to Title 28A RCW.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SHB 1610
by House Committee on Judiciary
(originally sponsored by Representatives McCaslin, Riccelli,
Rodne, Orwall, Holy, Stokesbary, G. Hunt, Taylor and Shea)
AN ACT Relating to jury service; and amending RCW
2.36.010, 2.36.100, and 2.36.080.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
EHB 1633
by Representatives Zeiger, Jinkins, Young,
Fey, Appleton, Hargrove, Sawyer, Walsh, Stanford, Johnson,
Riccelli, Kochmar, Muri, Pollet, Kagi and Wylie
AN ACT Relating to giving preferences to housing trust fund
projects that involve collaboration between local school
districts and housing authorities or nonprofit housing
providers to help children of low-income families succeed in
school; amending RCW 43.185.070 and 43.185.070;
providing an effective date; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
ESHB 1639
by House Committee on Public Safety
(originally sponsored by Representatives Taylor, Goodman,
Morris, Shea, Walkinshaw, Smith, Ryu, Appleton, Condotta,
Moscoso, Kagi, Muri, Young, Scott, Schmick, G. Hunt and
Farrell)
AN ACT Relating to technology-enhanced government
surveillance; adding new sections to chapter 9.73 RCW;
creating a new section; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SHB 1667
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Cody, Jinkins,
Robinson and Tharinger)
AN ACT Relating to identifying evidence-based best
practices for the treatment and management of bleeding
disorders to improve patient quality of life and identify cost
reductions; adding a new section to chapter 41.05 RCW; and
creating new sections.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SHB 1696
by House Committee on Higher Education
(originally sponsored by Representative Haler)
AN ACT Relating to modifying provisions related to tuition
setting authority at public institutions of higher education;
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amending RCW 28B.15.031, 28B.15.067, and 28B.15.102;
and repealing RCW 28B.15.068 and 28B.15.101.

AN ACT Relating to sexual assault protection orders; and
amending RCW 7.90.120 and 7.90.121.

Referred to Committee on Higher Education.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.

SHB 1727
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Schmick,
Cody and Short)
AN ACT Relating to permitting nursing assistants to perform
simple care tasks under indirect supervision; and amending
RCW 18.88A.020.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SHB 1783
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally
sponsored
by
Representatives
Ortiz-Self,
Walkinshaw, Bergquist, Moscoso, Hudgins, Pollet and Santos)
AN ACT Relating to expanding dual language and bilingual
instruction for early learners through secondary students;
adding a new section to chapter 28A.300 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 28A.410 RCW; and creating new sections.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
HB 1865 by Representatives Magendanz, Ortiz-Self, McCaslin,
Hayes and Pollet
AN ACT Relating to visual screening in schools; and
amending RCW 28A.210.020.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
EHB 1868
by Representatives Lytton and Morris
AN ACT Relating to county road fund purposes for certain
counties; and amending RCW 36.82.070.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
ESHB 1875
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Walsh, Kagi, Johnson,
Sawyer, Pettigrew, Moscoso, Zeiger, Ormsby, Appleton and
Young)
AN ACT Relating to the definition of work activity for the
purposes of the WorkFirst program; and amending RCW
74.08A.250 and 74.08A.341.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
HB 2007 by Representatives Zeiger, Sullivan, Stambaugh, Van
De Wege, Riccelli and Ormsby
AN ACT Relating to reimbursement to eligible providers for
medicaid ground emergency medical transportation services;
and adding new sections to chapter 41.05 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SHB 2021
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Riccelli,
Parker, Cody, Holy, Ormsby and Muri)
AN ACT Relating to the prescription drug assistance
foundation; and amending RCW 41.05.550.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
HB 2033 by Representatives Goodman, Rodne, Orwall, Jinkins,
Griffey, Fey, Pollet and Ormsby

E2SHB 2060
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Jinkins and Ormsby)
AN ACT Relating to timeliness of competency evaluation
and restoration services; amending RCW 10.77.068,
10.77.073, 10.77.086, 10.77.088, 10.77.220, 71.05.235, and
10.77.065; reenacting and amending RCW 10.77.065;
creating a new section; providing an effective date; providing
expiration dates; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exception of House Bill No.
1282 which was referred to the Committee on Law & Justice.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved adoption of the following
resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8631
By Senators Kohl-Welles, Chase, McAuliffe, Cleveland, Hill,
Bailey, Benton, Roach, Litzow, Brown, Frockt, Darneille, Keiser,
Fraser, Parlette, Nelson, Billig, King, Habib, Fain, Liias, McCoy,
Angel, Rolfes, Jayapal, Pedersen, Conway, Warnick, Rivers, and
Dammeier
WHEREAS, Throughout history women have strived to gain
equality, and the Senate recognizes that struggle and honors the
determination of women to be given equal stature in our society;
and
WHEREAS, In their work to gain equality, women and girls
have shown great strength, motivation, discipline, and leadership
in their athletic accomplishments, using athletic programs not
only to highlight women's and girls' outstanding athletic talents,
but also to assist them in gaining life skills that can be used in
their careers; and
WHEREAS, Athletics are an important tool to teach
communication, teamwork, dedication, cooperation, and
patience, and with this experience, women become more
successful leaders and citizens throughout Washington State; and
WHEREAS, We encourage the people of our state to give
women and girls equal respect and representation throughout
media outlets in order to celebrate their exceptional athletic
performance; and
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WHEREAS, At a young age, there are many girls who have
Division I tournament postseason win; and Stephanie Verdoia,
outstanding athletic ability, and in Washington, there are many
women's soccer senior captain, received a number of national
high schools that develop those exceptional qualities of young
awards, including Academic All-American of the Year for
women athletes, including state basketball champions Gonzaga
Division I women's soccer, the Senior CLASS Award, and
Preparatory School, Cleveland High School, W.F. West High
selection by Third-Team All-America, and was recently drafted
School, Lynden Christian High School, Colfax High School, and
by the National Women's Soccer League's Boston Breakers; and
Colton High School; state wrestling champion Warden High
WHEREAS, At Western Washington University, track and
School; state golf champions Bellarmine Preparatory School, Mt.
field members Bethany Drake and Katie Reichert placed one-two
Spokane High School, Bellingham High School, King's High
in the women's javelin at the NCAA Division II National Track
School, and St. George's School; state track and field champions
& Field Championships; Carmen Dolfo's team won the 500th
Federal Way High School, Kamiakin High School, Sehome High
game of her 24-year career and became the first women's
School, King's High School, Colfax High School, and Mount
basketball coach in the Pacific Northwest to achieve that
Vernon Christian School; state softball champions Puyallup High
distinction at a four-year university; Katelyn Steen of the
School, Kamiakin High School, Lake Washington High School,
women's cross country team finished fifth at the Women's Cross
Elma High School, Toutle Lake High School, and Colton High
Country Nationals and captured both the Great Northwest
School; state tennis champions Garfield High School, Mercer
Athletic Conference and NCAA Division II West Regional
Island High School, Sehome High School, and Forest Ridge
individual titles in cross country; women's soccer defender
School; state cross country champions Camas High School, Holy
Brianna Jones was named to three All-America teams; Kim
Names Academy, Sehome High School, Lakeside School, and
Cooper of the soccer team was named the 2014 Great Northwest
Northwest Christian High School; volleyball state champions
Athletic Conference Defensive Player of the Year; volleyball
Bellarmine Preparatory School, Auburn Riverside High School,
team member Samantha Hutchinson was named an American
Tumwater High School, Lynden Christian High School, Colfax
Volleyball Coaches Association All-American and Great
High School, and Pomeroy High School; state soccer champions
Northwest Athletic Conference Defensive Player of the Year, for
Central Valley High School, Edmonds-Woodway High School,
the third straight season for both; the Vikings rowing team won
Squalicum High School, Klahowya Secondary School, and
the varsity four race at nationals and Emily Little of the rowing
Crosspoint Academy; state cheer champions Juanita High School,
team was named a Collegiate Rowing Coaches Association
Union High School, Selah High School, Kentwood High School,
Pocock All-American; women's softball player Alexie Levin was
Hockinson High School, Bethel High School, Meadowdale High
honored with the Great Northwest Athletic Conference Player of
School, Skyline High School, and Richland High School; state
the Year award; and golf player Kristen Hansen was named Great
bowling champions Battle Ground High School, Wilson High
Northwest Athletic Conference Player of the Year and competed
School, and Bremerton High School; state gymnastics champions
at regionals; and
Woodinville High School and Kamiakin High School; state dance
WHEREAS, At the University of Puget Sound, the women's
and drill champions Eastlake High School, Moses Lake High
soccer team won its 13th consecutive Northwest Conference title
School, Pasco High School, Decatur High School, Tumwater
and returned to the Div49.6142(t)10.8152(h)-7.64825(e)3.0.71091(n)-7.64826( )4
High School, Hanford High School, Lake Washington High
School, Hazen High School, Capital High School, and Montesano
High School; and
WHEREAS, There are also a large number of exceptional
athletes in our higher education programs that show great
commitment and character throughout collegiate athletics; and
WHEREAS, At Seattle University, the women's cross country
team won the 2014 Western Athletic Conference Women's Cross
Country Championship, which was the Redhawk's first Division
I conference title in the history of the school's cross country
program; the women's rowing team's Novice 8+ boat, in only their
second year as a Division I team, finished second at the Western
Intercollegiate Rowing Association Championships; the women's
tennis program earned their first spots at the United States Tennis
Association/Intercollegiate Tennis Association Women's
Northwest Regional Championships since the rebirth of the
school's tennis program six years ago; Joan Bonvincini is one of
the winningest coaches in Division I women's basketball history,
nearing 700 wins; Dorsey Addicks, a member of the golf team,
qualified for the United States Women's Amateur Championship;
women's soccer defeated Washington State University in the first
round of the NCAA Tournament, marking the team's first ever
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earned partial Ladies Professional Golf Association status, and
turned pro; the women's softball team advanced to Super
Regionals for the seventh consecutive year; Victoria Hayward,
Hooch Fagaly, and Kylee Lahners were selected as National
Fastpitch Coaches Association All-American Players; Megan
Kufeld of the women's soccer team was named to the Capital One
Academic All-American third team; and volleyball player Krista
Vansant was named the Academic All-American Player of the
Year and won the Honda Award for the National Player of the
Year for the second year in a row; and
WHEREAS, At Pacific Lutheran University, women's
basketball and track and field player Samantha Potter was named
the Northwest Conference Female Athlete of the Year; the
women's volleyball and swimming teams were Northwest
Conference champions; and sixty-three female student athletes
were named Northwest Conference Scholar Athletes for their
outstanding academic achievements; and
WHEREAS, At Whitworth University, the women's volleyball
team was Northwest Conference Champions and appeared in the
NCAA Division III tournament for the sixth time in school
history; volleyball player Maddye Dismore was named the
Northwest Conference Player of the Year and was named to the
First-Team All-West Region team by the American Volleyball
Coaches Association; volleyball coach Kati Bodecker was named
Northwest Conference Coach of the Year; the women's basketball
team continued as the Northwest Conference tournament
champions; basketball player Kayla Johnson was selected to the
2014 Division III Coaches' All-American Team by the Women's
Basketball Coaches Association; cross country team members
Amanda Blankenship, Kellyn Roiko, Kristen Schoenike, and Jess
Arnzen all earned NCAA Division III All-West Region honors;
Jackie Beal of the women's swimming team qualified and
competed in the NCAA Division III Swimming and Diving
Championship; and track and field team members Kerry Wright,
Dakota Kliamovich, and Courtney Fairhart earned outdoor AllAmerican Honors in javelin, hammer throw, and discus; and
WHEREAS, At Seattle Pacific University, women's gymnast
Maria Hundley won three national championships including a
gold medal for the vault, uneven bars, and balance beam; gymnast
Kai Tindall won the floor exercise national championship in
women's gymnastics; track and field member McKayla Frickner
was the 900-meter champion at the NCAA Division II Track and
Field Championship; the women's soccer team won its second
straight Great Northwest Athletic Conference Tournament
Championship; and soccer team member Isabel Farrell was voted
the 2014 Great Northwest Athletic Conference Player of the Year
and received Second-Team All-American honors; and
WHEREAS, At Eastern Washington University, women's
basketball players Haley Hodgins, Melissa Williams, Jade
Redmond, Lexie Nelson, Aubry Ashenfelter, Marly Anderson,
Bethany Montgomery, Hanna Mack, and Kylie Huerta all
received Big Sky All-Academic Team honors; Haley Hodgins
also received the Frances B. Huston Medallion and the All-Big
Sky honorable mention; Lexie Nelson received All-Big Sky First
Team honors; women's cross country members Lauren
Brewington, Acacia Smith, Brittney Swanson, Paula GilEchevarria, Mayra Chavez, Katie Lynch, Amber Core, Michaela

Chucka, and Rachel Hatcher all received Big Sky All-Academic
Team honors; women's soccer players Cassie Black, Briann
Brannan, Siara Byers, Katie Cashman, Caitlin Hepworth, Jackie
Rodger, Nathalie Schwery, Torri Sitzman, Haley Stading, Kayla
Sutter, Jessica Wallace, Shayla Weiler, Ua Ruedy, Sheridan
Becanic, Hailie McClure, Katy Allen, and Nicole Medeirosall
received Big Sky All-Academic Team honors; women's soccer
player Cassie Black earned preseason All-Big Sky Second Team
honors from College Sports Madness and received All-Big Sky
First Team honors; and soccer player Chloe Williams received
All-Big Sky First Team honors and earned All-Big Sky Second
Team honors from College Sports Madness; and
WHEREAS, At Washington State University, rowing team
member Nicole Hare was awarded a place on the 2014 Pocock
All-American Second Team and All-Pac-12 Conference First
Team; women's track and field team member Charolette
Muschamp was the Pacific-12 Conference Women's High Jump
Champion; soccer player Jordan Branch was a part of the Pac-12
Conference All-Freshman Team; tennis player Elizaveta Luzina
was awarded the Intercollegiate Tennis Association Northwest
Region 2014 Cissie Leary Award for Sportsmanship; the soccer
team reached the NCAA Championship for the fourth straight
season; the women's basketball team reached the Pacific-12
Tournament semifinal round for the second time in the last three
years and was selected for the Women's National Invitation
tournament; swimmers Emma Johansson, Alison Mand, Shaya
Schaedler, and Presley Wetterstorm were Pacific-12 AllAcademic First Team members; women's track and field senior
Ruby Roberts set school record times in the 5,000 meter and
3,000 meter events, and was named to the 2014 Capital One AllAcademic District 8 Women's Cross Country/Track & Field
Team presented by the College Sports Information Directors of
America; cross country runner Abby Regan finished ninth at the
Pacific-12 Cross Country Championships; and head tennis coach
Lisa Hart had her 141st win at Washington State University,
giving her the most coaching wins in the university's tennis
history; and
WHEREAS, At The Evergreen State College, volleyball
player Kelsey Delagrange was a National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics Scholar-Athlete for the 2014 season;
three players on the women's basketball team combined won five
Cascade Collegiate Conference Player of the Week awards; and
the college will host a women's basketball conference playoff
game for the first time in program history; and
WHEREAS, At Central Washington University, volleyball
player Catie Fry was given the American Volleyball Coaches
Association All-American, Great Northwest Athletic Conference
All-Conference, All-West Region, and Academic All-Conference
awards; volleyball player Linden Firethorne was named AllGNAC by the Great Northwest Athletic Conference; cross
country runner Dani Eggleston and Megan Rogers both received
awards for All-Region and Academic All-Conference; cross
country runner Connie Morgan was given the All-American, AllRegion, and Academic All-Conference awards; women's soccer
player Mackenzie Notle was given the All-West Region and AllGNAC award; soccer player Hadli Farrand was given the AllGNAC and Academic All-Conference awards; the women's cross
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country team finished 18th in the nation during their 2014 season;
a triple-double—the only active Women's National Basketball
and the women's volleyball team made it to the NCAA Division
Association player to do so since 2005; and
II West Regional Tournament; and
WHEREAS, While not every women athlete wins
WHEREAS, The Senate would like to honor professional
championships or trophies, every athlete gives it their all, and we
women's teams throughout our state and their great
honor their exceptional performance;
accomplishments; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
WHEREAS, The Oly Rollers are currently the reigning USA
Washington State Senate honor and recognize women athletes as
Roller Sports regional and national champions in roller derby; are
a vital part of our state on March 6, 2015, noting that these
ranked number 20 out of 700 teams worldwide in the Women's
women, with their outstanding athletic ability and academic
Flat Track Derby Association; and are not only outstanding
achievements, are an indispensable part of making this state such
athletes but, as mothers, sisters, and aunts, are also role models to
a wonderful place to live; and
young women athletes—one of the player's daughters, Gabby
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution
Lewis, is an active hockey and volleyball player, ballet and hipbe transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to all of the
hop dancer, speed skater, and football participant; another
aforementioned athletes and their respective institutions.
Senators Kohl-Welles, Warnick, Chase, Frockt, McAuliffe,
daughter of a player, Kaylee Logan, is a 4.0 student at Yelm
Fraser and Roach spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
Middle School, a player in the Ladies World Rink Hockey Team,
which won nationals in 2014, and is now a part of the USA Team;
and another daughter of a player, Gabriella Charneski, is an 11
year old attending St. Michael School in Olympia, and won
national titles in 2014 in the U12 and U10 division of roller
hockey; and
WHEREAS, The Rat City Rollers All-Star team fought its way
through to the Women's Flat Track Derby Association
Championships and finished 16th in the world; had a member of
the team, Lacey Ramon, on Team USA at the Roller Derby World
Cup; and has members of the organization who coach several
roller derby teams and support over ten charities every month; and
WHEREAS, The Everett Reign made the playoffs in their
second season and had eight All-American players; had player
Courtney Curdy be a runner-up for the Women's Football
Association Rookie of the Year award and nominee as a Women's
Football Association All-American; and has player Brooklyn
Holton also in training with the USA Women's bobsled team; and
WHEREAS, The Seattle Reign went their first 16 games of the
2014 season unbeaten, setting a new league record; received the
National Women's Soccer League Shield, which is awarded to the
team with the best record at the end of the regular season, and
advanced to the National Women's Soccer League Championship
game; had head coach and general manager Laura Harvey named
National Women's Soccer League Coach of the Year; had player
Kim Little awarded the Golden Boot, given to the player who
scores the most goals during the regular season, and named the
National Women's Soccer League's Most Valuable Player; had
players Kendall Fletcher, Jess Fishlock, and Nahomi Kawasumi
nominated for the National Women's Soccer League Best XI
team; and had players Hope Solo, Lauren Barnes, and Stephanie
Cox named to the Second XI team; and
WHEREAS, The Seattle Majestics made it to the third round
of playoffs in the 2014 season and took home two major league
awards, the Owners of the Year award, to team owners Scott and
Shanna McCaron, and the Rookie of the Year award, to player
Toakase Tukutau; and
WHEREAS, The Seattle Storm played the franchise's 15th
season in 2014, with Sue Bird, who is known as the best point
guard in the world, playing her 13th season with the Women's
National Basketball Association, and Temeka Johnson recording

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8631.
The motion by Senator Kohl-Welles carried and the
resolution was adopted by voice vote.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Ranker: “Thank you Mr. President. I’m very
pleased that the resolution passed this body. It’s such an important
resolution. My little girl is six, Elsa, and she’s an incredible soccer
player but I received a text from my wife yesterday morning that
I just wanted to share with the body, if I may? It’s a bit of audio
here. The other thing my six years old is doing is taking her first
piano lessons. So, this is Elsa yesterday: (audio of ‘Old
MacDonald Had a Farm’ plays). Now, how’s that for a six year
old?”
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced a number of women
involved in sports and their supporters including: Ms. Kaylee
Logan, a Team USA member, Ladies Rink Hockey; Ms. Jamian
Smith, also known as (aka) ‘Vex Factor”, Chairwoman, Board
of Directors for the Rat City Rollergirls, Seattle’s premier
women’s flat track roller derby league; and members and
representatives of The Oly Rollers of Olympia, the reigning
National Champs of USA Roller Sports: Ms. Dani Lewis aka
‘Sassy,’ and her daughter, Gabby; Ms. Kelsey Vander Kelen aka
‘Reeces Tear Ya Ta Pieces’ and her daughter Eveyln; Ms. Jen
Holder aka ‘Bruteful Jane;’ Ms. Christina Freehols aka ‘Freels
Good;’ Ms. Susan Pack aka ‘Fifty-Fifty;’ and Ms. Dianne Story
aka ‘Zombie Hunter;’ and Mr. Mike Colbrese, Executive Director
of the Washington Interscholastic Activities Association (WIAA)
who were present in the gallery and recognized by the senate.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the seventh
order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
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Senator Bailey moved that Carol L. McVicker, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9111, be confirmed as a member of the State
Board for Community and Technical Colleges.
Senators Bailey, Billig and Padden spoke in favor of passage
of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF CAROL L. MCVICKER
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Carol L. McVicker, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9111, as a member of the State Board for
Community and Technical Colleges.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Carol L.
McVicker, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9111, as a member of
the State Board for Community and Technical Colleges and the
appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 49;
Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Carol L. McVicker, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9111,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the State Board for Community and
Technical Colleges.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5620, by Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles,
Frockt, Schoesler and Conway
Authorizing waivers of building fees and services and
activities fees for certain military service members.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5620 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Bailey and Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5620.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5620 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,

Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5620, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5471, by Senators Angel, Mullet,
Litzow and Hobbs
Addressing electronic notices and document delivery of
insurance products.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Angel moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Angel, Benton and Mullet be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION.
Sec. 1.
The definitions in this
subsection apply throughout this chapter unless the context
clearly requires otherwise.
(1)(a)(i) "Delivered by electronic means" includes:
(A) Delivery to an electronic mail address at which a party
has consented to receive notices or documents; or
(B) Posting on an electronic network or site accessible via the
internet, mobile application, computer, mobile device, tablet, or
any other electronic device, together with separate notice of the
posting which shall be provided by electronic mail to the address
at which the party has consented to receive notice or by any other
delivery method that has been consented to by the party.
(ii) "Delivered by electronic means" does not include any
communication between an insurer and an insurance producer
relating to RCW 48.17.591 and 48.17.595.
(b) "Party" means any recipient of any notice or document
required as part of an insurance transaction, including but not
limited to an applicant, an insured, a policyholder, or an annuity
contract holder.
(2) Subject to the requirements of this section, any notice to a
party or any other document required under applicable law in an
insurance transaction or that is to serve as evidence of insurance
coverage may be delivered, stored, and presented by electronic
means so long as it meets the requirements of the Washington
electronic authentication act (chapter 19.34 RCW).
(3) Delivery of a notice or document in accordance with this
section is the equivalent to any delivery method required under
applicable law, including delivery by first-class mail; first-class
mail, postage prepaid; certified mail; or registered mail.
(4) A notice or document may be delivered by an insurer to a
party by electronic means under this section only if:
(a) The party has affirmatively consented to that method of
delivery and has not withdrawn the consent;
(b) The party, before giving consent, has been provided with
a clear and conspicuous statement informing the party of:
(i) The right the party has to withdraw consent to have a notice
or document delivered by electronic means at any time, and any
conditions or consequences imposed in the event consent is
withdrawn;
(ii) The types of notices and documents to which the party's
consent would apply;
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(iii) The right of a party to have a notice or document; and
(i) The notices or documents that shall be delivered by
(iv) The procedures a party must follow to withdraw consent
electronic means under this section that were not previously
to have a notice or document delivered by electronic means and
delivered electronically; and
to update the party's electronic mail address;
(ii) The party's right to withdraw consent to have notices or
(c) The party:
documents delivered by electronic means, without the imposition
(i) Before giving consent, has been provided with a statement
of any condition or consequence that was not disclosed at the time
of the hardware and software requirements for access to and
of initial consent; and
retention of notices or documents delivered by electronic means;
(b) Comply with subsection (4)(b) of this section.
and
(11) An insurer shall deliver a notice or document by any
(ii) Consents electronically, or confirms consent
other delivery method permitted by law other than electronic
electronically, in a manner that reasonably demonstrates that the
means if:
party can access information in the electronic form that will be
(a) The insurer attempts to deliver the notice or document by
used for notices or documents delivered by electronic means as to
electronic means and has a reasonable basis for believing that the
which the party has given consent; and
notice or document has not been received by the party; or
(d) After consent of the party is given, the insurer, in the event
(b) The insurer becomes aware that the electronic mail
a change in the hardware or software requirements needed to
address provided by the party is no longer valid.
access or retain a notice or document delivered by electronic
(12) A producer shall not be subject to civil liability for any
means creates a material risk that the party will not be able to
harm or injury that occurs as a result of a party's election to
access or retain a subsequent notice or document to which the
receive any notice or document by electronic means or by an
consent applies:
insurer's failure to deliver a notice or document by electronic
(i) Shall provide the party with a statement that describes:
means.
(A) The revised hardware and software requirements for
(13) This section does not modify, limit, or supersede the
access to and retention of a notice or document delivered by
provisions of the federal electronic signatures in global and
electronic means; and
national commerce act (E-SIGN), P.L. 106-229, as amended.
(B) The right of the party to withdraw consent without the
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. (1) Notwithstanding any other
imposition of any fee, condition, or consequence that was not
provisions of this chapter, standard property and casualty
disclosed at the time of initial consent; and
insurance policy forms and endorsements that do not contain
(ii) Complies with (b) of this subsection.
personally identifiable information may be mailed, delivered, or
(5) This section does not affect requirements related to
posted on the insurer's web site. If the insurer elects to post
content or timing of any notice or document required under
insurance policy forms and endorsements on its web site in lieu
applicable law.
of mailing or delivering them to the insured, it must comply with
(6) If this title or applicable law requiring a notice or
all of the following conditions:
document to be provided to a party expressly requires verification
(a) The policy forms and endorsements must be accessible to
or acknowledgment of receipt of the notice or document, the
the insured and the producer of record and remain that way for as
notice or document may be delivered by electronic means only if
long as the policy is in force;
the method used provides for verification or acknowledgment of
(b) After the expiration of the policy, the insurer must archive
receipt.
its expired policy forms and endorsements for a period of six
(7) The legal effectiveness, validity, or enforceability of any
years or other period required by law, and make them available
contract or policy of insurance executed by a party may not be
upon request;
denied solely because of the failure to obtain electronic consent
(c) The policy forms and endorsements must be posted in a
or confirmation of consent of the party in accordance with
manner that enables the insured and producer of record to print
subsection (4)(c)(ii) of this section.
and save the policy form and endorsements using programs or
(8)(a) A withdrawal of consent by a party does not affect the
applications that are widely available on the internet and free to
legal effectiveness, validity, or enforceability of a notice or
use;
document delivered by electronic means to the party before the
(d) The insurer must provide the following information in, or
withdrawal of consent is effective.
simultaneous with, each declarations page provided at the time of
(b) A withdrawal of consent by a party is effective within a
issuance of the initial policy and any renewals of that policy:
reasonable period of time, not to exceed thirty days, after receipt
(i) A description of the exact policy and endorsement forms
of the withdrawal by the insurer.
purchased by the insured;
(ii) A description of the insured's right to receive, upon
(c) Failure by an insurer to comply with subsections (4)(d) and
request and without charge, a paper copy of the policy and
(10) of this section may be treated, at the election of the party, as
endorsements by mail;
a withdrawal of consent for purposes of this section.
(iii) The internet address where their policy and endorsements
(9) This section does not apply to a notice or document
are posted;
delivered by an insurer in an electronic form before the effective
(iv) Notice of the insured's right, upon request and without
date of this section to a party who, before that date, has consented
charge, to receive a paper copy of the insured's policy and
to receive a notice or document in an electronic form otherwise
endorsements by mail; and
allowed by law.
(v) Notice, in the manner in which the insurer customarily
(10) If the consent of a party to receive certain notices or
communicates with the insured, of any changes to the forms or
documents in an electronic form is on file with an insurer before
endorsements, the insured's right to obtain, upon request and
the effective date of this section, and pursuant to this section, an
without charge, a paper copy of such forms or endorsements, and
insurer intends to deliver additional notices or documents to such
the internet address where such forms or endorsements are posted.
party in an electronic form, then prior to delivering such
(2) Nothing in this section affects the timing or content of any
additional notices or documents electronically, the insurer shall:
disclosure or other document required to be provided or made
(a) Provide the party with a statement that describes:
available to any insured under applicable law.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. If any provision of this act or its
application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. Sections 1 and 2 of this act
constitute a new chapter in Title 48 RCW."
Senators Angel and Mullet spoke in favor of adoption of the
striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Angel,
Benton and Mullet to Senate Bill No. 5471.
The motion by Senator Angel carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "products;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and adding a new chapter to Title
48 RCW."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5471 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Angel and Mullet spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5471.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5471 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Hargrove
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5471, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5343, by Senators Hasegawa, King,
Jayapal, Chase, Rolfes, Keiser, Darneille and Conway
Concerning parking impact mitigation from regional transit
authority facility construction.
MOTION

On motion of Senator Hasegawa, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5343 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5343 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Hasegawa moved that the following amendment by
Senators Hasegawa and King be adopted:
On page 1, line 17, after "for" strike "low-income"
On page 1, line 19, after "for" strike "low-income"
Senator Hasegawa spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Hasegawa and King
on page 1, line 17 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5343.
The motion by Senator Hasegawa carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hasegawa, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5343 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Hasegawa, King, Hobbs and Jayapal spoke in favor
of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5343.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5343 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5343,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5022, by Senators Angel, Liias and
Rolfes
Providing fee immunity for certain city, town, and county
water facilities.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Angel, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5022
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5022 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5022 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
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Senators Angel and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles and
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5022.
others on page 2, after line 15 to Senate Bill No. 5873.
The motion by Senator Kohl-Welles carried and the
ROLL CALL
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5022 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 29; Nays, 20; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain, Hatfield, Hewitt,
Hill, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Liias, Litzow, Miloscia, Mullet,
Parlette, Pearson, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hobbs, Jayapal, Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden and Pedersen
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5022, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Keiser was excused.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Dr. Ana Mari Cauce
of the University of Washington, appointed by the Board of
Regents of the UW as Interim President earlier in the week, who
was present in the gallery and recognized by the senate.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Go Dawgs.”
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5873, by Senators Conway, Bailey,
Schoesler and Kohl-Welles
Permitting persons retired from the law enforcement officers'
and firefighters' retirement system plan 1 to select a survivor
benefit option.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment
by Senator Kohl-Welles and others be adopted:
On page 2, after line 15, insert
(c) A deceased member’s spouse who was eligible to be
provided a survivor benefit under RCW 41.26.164(1) but the
member did not select a survivor benefit, and who prior to March 1,
2015, exhausted all administrative remedies with the department for
establishing eligibility for a benefit under RCW 41.26.164, is
eligible beginning August 1, 2015, for a retirement allowance equal
to two-thirds of the gross monthly retirement allowance the retired
member received at the time of death.
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Conway, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5873 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Conway spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5873.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5873 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5873, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5897, by Senators Cleveland, Darneille,
McAuliffe, Kohl-Welles and Chase
Requiring costs for the examination of a suspected victim of
assault of a child to be paid by the state. Revised for 1st
Substitute: Concerning funding for medical evaluations of
suspected victims of child abuse.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Cleveland, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5897 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5897 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Cleveland, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5897 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Cleveland and O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5897.
ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5897 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5897, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

the limitation on towing and storage deficiency claims after
auction of a private property vehicle impound.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Ericksen, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5640 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5640 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Ericksen, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5640 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5640.

SECOND READING
ROLL CALL
SENATE BILL NO. 5295, by Senators Kohl-Welles, Bailey,
Liias, Becker, Frockt, Miloscia and Chase
Concerning the display of campus information on the
statewide public four-year dashboard.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5295 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Kohl-Welles and Bailey spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5295.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5295 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5295, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senators Frockt and Rolfes
were excused.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5640, by Senator Ericksen
Concerning deficiency claims after auction of a private
property vehicle impound. Revised for 1st Substitute: Concerning

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5640 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 33; Nays, 16; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Frockt, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
King, Liias, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Darneille,
Fraser, Habib, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen and Rolfes
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5640, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5804, by Senators Liias, Benton,
Hasegawa, Dammeier and Angel
Modifying the procedure for adoption and amendment of the
Washington state energy code.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Liias, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5804
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5804 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Liias moved that the following amendment by
Senators Liias and Roach be adopted:
On page 4, beginning on line 14, after "a" strike "two or"
On page 4, at the beginning of line 16, strike all material
through "code." on line 19
On page 4, line 33, after "reduce the" insert "disproportionate"
Senator Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Liias and Roach on
page 4, line 14 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5804.
The motion by Senator Liias carried and the amendment was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
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On motion of Senator Liias, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5804 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Liias, Angel and Rolfes spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5804.
ROLL CALL
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Voting nay: Senators Dammeier, Darneille, Hargrove, O'Ban
and Pearson
SENATE BILL NO. 5662, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5093, by Senators Brown, Hewitt,
Mullet and Sheldon
Creating the nuclear energy education program.
MOTIONS

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5804 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Frockt
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5804,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5093.

SECOND READING

ROLL CALL

SENATE BILL NO. 5662, by Senators Kohl-Welles,
Honeyford, Braun, Mullet and Rolfes

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5093 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 5; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Keiser,
King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Fraser, Frockt, Jayapal, Liias and
McCoy
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5093, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.

Authorizing a licensed domestic brewery or microbrewery to
provide promotional items to a nonprofit charitable corporation
or association.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5662 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5662.

On motion of Senator Brown, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5093 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5093 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator Brown, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5093 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Brown and Rolfes spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
Senator McCoy spoke on final passage of the bill.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5113, by Senator Brown

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5662 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 44; Nays, 5; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dansel, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, Padden, Parlette, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers,
Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick

Requiring the department of commerce to coordinate and
advance the siting and manufacturing of small modular reactors
in the state to meet future energy supply, environmental, and
energy security needs.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Brown, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5113
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5113 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Brown, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5113 was advanced to third reading,
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the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Brown and Ericksen spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
Senators McCoy and Chase spoke against passage of the bill.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen:
“Are you asking to speak Senator
Dammeier? The President would prefer you say, ‘Mr. President.’
Senator Dammeier.”

SENATE BILL NO. 5094, by Senators Brown, Hewitt,
Sheldon and Hatfield
Allowing incremental electricity produced as a result of
efficiency improvements to hydroelectric generation projects
whose energy output is marketed by the Bonneville power
administration to qualify as an eligible renewable resource under
the energy independence act.
The measure was read the second time.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

MOTION

Senator Dammeier: “Thank you, Mr. President. Let’s be
clear: I was not snapping [my fingers] at you. I was snapping
because I thought I missed my opportunity. Rising to a Point of
Inquiry, Mr. President.”

On motion of Senator Brown, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5094 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Brown, Ericksen, Chase, Angel, Honeyford,
Sheldon and Schoesler spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senators McCoy and Ranker spoke against passage of the bill.

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “I take it back Senator Dammeier and I’m
humbled by your comments.” [Laughter]

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5094.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
ROLL CALL
Senator Dammeier: Does the President know which agency
has more small nuclear reactors than any other?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Don’t know if he cares. … No.”
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Dammeier:
President.”

“The United States Navy Mr.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5113.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5113 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 27; Nays, 21; Absent, 1; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia,
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hobbs,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen and Ranker
Absent: Senator Rolfes
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5113, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Rolfes was excused.
SECOND READING

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5094 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 29; Nays, 20; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford,
King, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Cleveland, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker
and Rolfes
SENATE BILL NO. 5094, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5014, by Senators Honeyford and
Ericksen
Concerning best practices for water banks.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Honeyford moved that the following striking
amendment by Senators Honeyford and Hatfield be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) The legislature finds that,
unlike other basins in Washington, the Yakima basin is unique in
that it has recently undergone a legal adjudication for surface
water rights in the basin. In addition, the holders of junior water
rights may be subject to water use curtailment. Because of the
unique nature of the Yakima basin, there has been the
development of an active water market for water reallocation that
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(2) Nothing in this section prohibits a Yakima basin water
includes the use of the trust water right program for mitigation
purposes and water banking.
bank sponsor from establishing a water bank for specific limited
(2) In adopting this act to establish standards for water
purposes, such as providing mitigation credits for certain water
banking in the Yakima basin, it is not the intent of the legislature
uses or users, but not other uses or users. However, a Yakima
to imply that the types of water mitigation currently used in the
basin water bank sponsor may not sell or otherwise provide
Yakima basin can or should be applied to other parts of
mitigation credits to similarly situated uses or users on different
Washington.
prices or terms.
Sec. 2. RCW 90.42.020 and 2009 c 283 s 3 are each
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
chapter 90.42 RCW to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
(1) The department shall require each Yakima basin water
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
bank sponsor to:
(1) "Department" means the department of ecology.
(a) Demonstrate the availability of an adequate and reliable
(2) "Local government" means a city, town, public utility
water supply to mitigate for the intended purposes for which
district, irrigation district, public port, county, sewer district, or
mitigation is provided; and
water district.
(b) Record each mitigation credit with the appropriate county
(3) "Net water savings" means the amount of water that is
auditor for the parcel of land upon which the mitigation credit is
determined to be conserved and usable within a specified stream
used in like manner and in the same effect as provided for an
reach or reaches for other purposes without impairment or
original certificate or permit to divert water.
detriment to water rights existing at the time that a water
(2) The department shall ensure that new water uses for which
conservation project is undertaken, reducing the ability to deliver
mitigation is provided will not cause detriment or injury to
water, or reducing the supply of water that otherwise would have
existing water rights.
been available to other existing water uses.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to
(4) "Pilot planning areas" means the geographic areas
chapter 90.42 RCW to read as follows:
designated under RCW 90.54.045(2).
(1) No Yakima basin water bank sponsor may use leased
(5) "Trust water right" means any water right acquired by the
water to provide mitigation after January 1, 2020. Between the
state under this chapter for management in the state's trust water
effective date of this section and January 1, 2020, if an adequate
rights program.
and reliable water supply is available for mitigation, the Yakima
(6) "Yakima basin water bank sponsor" means any person,
basin water bank sponsor must use that source instead of leased
corporation, or other entity, including a state agency, nonprofit
water to provide mitigation. This section does not alter, confirm,
organization, or local government, that holds a legal or beneficial
undermine, or in any way affect the rights or responsibilities of
interest in a trust water right from which mitigation credits will
any party who received mitigation using leased water from a
be offered for sale to other parties for domestic supply purposes
Yakima basin water bank sponsor prior to January 1, 2020.
in the Yakima river basin.
(2) Any Yakima basin water bank sponsor that provided
(7) "Water conservation project" means any project or
mitigation to any person using leased water must provide
program that achieves physical or operational improvements that
mitigation to that person from an adequate and reliable water
provide for increased water use efficiency in existing systems of
supply as soon as practicable, but so later than January 1, 99(0)5.71417(2)-7.644
diversion, conveyance, application, or use of water under water
rights existing on July 28, 1991.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 90.42 RCW to read as follows:
(1)(a) Every Yakima basin water bank sponsor shall file with
the department a schedule showing the amount to be charged for
a mitigation credit, including all costs and fees.
(b) The department must post the schedule received from all
Yakima basin water bank sponsors on its agency internet web site.
(2) No change may be made in the amount charged, or other
costs and fees to be paid, unless the Yakima basin water bank
sponsor provides notice to the department at least thirty days
before the change goes into effect. The notice must plainly state
the changes to be made in the schedule then on file with the
department and the effective date of the changes.
(3) For water banks established prior to the effective date of
this section, the Yakima basin water bank sponsor must submit a
schedule to the department within ninety days of the effective date
of this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
chapter 90.42 RCW to read as follows:
(1) A Yakima basin water bank sponsor may establish a water
bank for any lawful purpose and retains all authority to establish
any costs, fees, or other charges for the purchase and sale of
mitigation credits. This includes the authority to establish a
sliding scale of charges, whereby a charge is made for mitigation
based on the quantity of water use or on the services rendered as
part of the water bank transaction or operations.
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projects from federal grants, federal loans, state grants and loans,
Providing students with skills that promote mental health and
and private donations, or if other funding sources are not available
well-being and increase academic performance.
or complete, submitting the three projects for consideration in the
biennial capital budget request to the governor and the legislature.
MOTION
The departments must report annually thereafter by December
31st of each year.
On motion of Senator Litzow, Second Substitute Senate Bill
(7) The stakeholder group must be staffed jointly by the
No. 5688 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5688 and the second
departments.
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
(8) All requirements in this section are subject to the
second time.
availability of amounts appropriated for the specific purposes
described."
MOTION
Senator Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
Senator McAuliffe moved that the following amendment by
Senators McAuliffe and Litzow be adopted:
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
On page 3, after line 38, insert the following:
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Hobbs and
"(viii) One school social worker;
others to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5347.
(ix) One school counselor;"
The motion by Senator Hobbs carried and the striking
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
correct any internal references accordingly.
Senator McAuliffe spoke in favor of adoption of the
MOTION
amendment.
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "plains;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and adding a new section to
chapter 43.23 RCW."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hobbs, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5347 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Hobbs, Warnick, McCoy and Pearson spoke in favor
of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5347.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5347 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Dansel
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5347,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5688, by Senators Litzow, Rolfes,
McAuliffe, Fain, Hill, Kohl-Welles, Mullet, Billig, Darneille,
Jayapal and Frockt

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators McAuliffe and
Litzow on page 3, after line 38 to Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5688.
The motion by Senator McAuliffe carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Litzow, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5688 was advanced
to third reading, the second reading considered the third and the
bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Litzow, McAuliffe and Rolfes spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
5688.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5688 and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 33; Nays, 15; Absent, 1;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Braun, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Hewitt, Honeyford, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson and Roach
Absent: Senator Chase
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL
NO. 5688, having received the constitutional majority, was
declared passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was
ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
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SENATE BILL NO. 5735, by Senators Ericksen, Rivers,
Angel, Baumgartner, Brown, Hewitt, Bailey, Schoesler, Parlette,
Honeyford, Braun, Padden, Becker, Hatfield and Sheldon
Providing incentives for carbon reduction investments.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Ericksen, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5735 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5735 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Amendment at the desk by Senator McCoy
[on page 7,after line 13]. There is another amendment. This
amendment is not in order at this time. The other amendment must
go first so we’re going to hold that amendment.”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, further consideration of
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5735 was deferred and the bill held its
place on the second reading calendar.
NOTICE OF RECONSIDERATION WITHDRAWN
On motion of Senator Rolfes and without objection, the notice
of given on the previous day by Senator Rolfes, pursuant to
Senate Rule 37, of her intent to move to reconsider the vote by
which Senate Bill No. 5914, Addressing local authority in the
regulation of fireworks, passed the senate was withdrawn.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5564, by Senators O'Ban, Darneille,
Miloscia, Hargrove, Kohl-Welles, Fain, Jayapal, Brown, Habib,
Dammeier, Frockt, Litzow, Warnick, Hasegawa and McAuliffe
Concerning the sealing of juvenile records and fines imposed
in juvenile cases.
MOTION
On motion of Senator O'Ban, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5564 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5564 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
MOTION
Senator O'Ban moved that the following amendment by
Senators O'Ban and Darneille be adopted:
On page 6, line 10, after "restitution" insert "owing to the
individual victim named in the charging document"
On page 7, line 6, after "(vi)" strike "Full restitution has been
paid" and insert "((Full restitution has been paid)) The person has
paid the full amount of restitution owing to the individual victim
named in the charging document"
On page 7, line 23, after "(v)" strike "Full restitution has been
paid" and insert "((Full restitution has been paid)) The person has
paid the full amount of restitution owing to the individual victim
named in the charging document"
On page 8, line 11, after "individual." insert "The department
of licensing may release information related to records the court

has ordered sealed only to the extent necessary to comply with
federal law and regulation."
On page 9, after line 2, insert the following:
"Sec. 4. RCW 46.52.130 and 2012 c 74 s 6 and 2012 c 73 s
1 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
Upon a proper request, the department may furnish an abstract
of a person's driving record as permitted under this section.
(1) Contents of abstract of driving record. An abstract of a
person's driving record, whenever possible, must include:
(a) An enumeration of motor vehicle accidents in which the
person was driving, including:
(i) The total number of vehicles involved;
(ii) Whether the vehicles were legally parked or moving;
(iii) Whether the vehicles were occupied at the time of the
accident; and
(iv) Whether the accident resulted in a fatality;
(b) Any reported convictions, forfeitures of bail, or findings
that an infraction was committed based upon a violation of any
motor vehicle law;
(c) The status of the person's driving privilege in this state; and
(d) Any reports of failure to appear in response to a traffic
citation or failure to respond to a notice of infraction served upon
the named individual by an arresting officer.
(2) Release of abstract of driving record. An abstract of a
person's driving record may be furnished to the following persons
or entities:
(a) Named individuals. (i) An abstract of the full driving
record maintained by the department may be furnished to the
individual named in the abstract.
(ii) Nothing in this section prevents a court from providing a
copy of the driver's abstract to the individual named in the
abstract, provided that the named individual has a pending or
open infraction or criminal case in that court. A pending case
includes criminal cases that have not reached a disposition by
plea, stipulation, trial, or amended charge. An open infraction or
criminal case includes cases on probation, payment agreement or
subject to, or in collections. Courts may charge a reasonable fee
for the production and copying of the abstract for the individual.
(b) Employers or prospective employers. (i)(A) An abstract
of the full driving record maintained by the department may be
furnished to an employer or prospective employer or an agent
acting on behalf of an employer or prospective employer of the
named individual for purposes related to driving by the individual
as a condition of employment or otherwise at the direction of the
employer.
(B) Release of an abstract of the driving record of an employee
or prospective employee requires a statement signed by: (I) The
employee or prospective employee that authorizes the release of
the record; and (II) the employer attesting that the information is
necessary for employment purposes related to driving by the
individual as a condition of employment or otherwise at the
direction of the employer. If the employer or prospective
employer authorizes an agent to obtain this information on their
behalf, this must be noted in the statement.
(C) Upon request of the person named in the abstract provided
under this subsection, and upon that same person furnishing
copies of court records ruling that the person was not at fault in a
motor vehicle accident, the department must indicate on any
abstract provided under this subsection that the person was not at
fault in the motor vehicle accident.
(ii) In addition to the methods described in (b)(i) of this
subsection, the director may enter into a contractual agreement
with an employer or its agent for the purpose of reviewing the
driving records of existing employees for changes to the record
during specified periods of time. The department shall establish a
fee for this service, which must be deposited in the highway safety
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fund. The fee for this service must be set at a level that will not
deposited in the highway safety fund. The fee for this service must
result in a net revenue loss to the state. Any information provided
be set at a level that will not result in a net revenue loss to the
under this subsection must be treated in the same manner and is
state. Any information provided under this subsection must be
subject to the same restrictions as driving record abstracts.
treated in the same manner and is subject to the same restrictions
(c) Volunteer organizations. (i) An abstract of the full driving
as driving record abstracts.
record maintained by the department may be furnished to a
(f) Alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agencies. An
volunteer organization or an agent for a volunteer organization
abstract of the driving record maintained by the department
for which the named individual has submitted an application for
covering the period of not more than the last five years may be
a position that would require driving by the individual at the
furnished to an alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agency
direction of the volunteer organization.
approved by the department of social and health services to which
(ii) Release of an abstract of the driving record of a prospective
the named individual has applied or been assigned for evaluation
volunteer requires a statement signed by: (A) The prospective
or treatment, for purposes of assisting employees in making a
volunteer that authorizes the release of the record; and (B) the
determination as to what level of treatment, if any, is appropriate,
volunteer organization attesting that the information is necessary
except that the abstract must:
for purposes related to driving by the individual at the direction
(i) Also include records of alcohol-related offenses, as defined
of the volunteer organization. If the volunteer organization
in RCW 46.01.260(2), covering a period of not more than the last
authorizes an agent to obtain this information on their behalf, this
ten years; and
must be noted in the statement.
(ii) Indicate whether an alcohol-related offense was originally
(d) Transit authorities. An abstract of the full driving record
charged as a violation of either RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504.
maintained by the department may be furnished to an employee
(g) City attorneys and county prosecuting attorneys. An
or agent of a transit authority checking prospective volunteer
abstract of the full driving record maintained by the department,
vanpool drivers for insurance and risk management needs.
including whether a recorded violation is an alcohol-related
(e) Insurance carriers. (i) An abstract of the driving record
offense, as defined in RCW 46.01.260(2), that was originally
maintained by the department covering the period of not more
charged as a violation of either RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504,
than the last three years may be furnished to an insurance
may be furnished to city attorneys or county prosecuting
company or its agent:
attorneys. City attorneys and county prosecuting attorneys may
(A) That has motor vehicle or life insurance in effect covering
provide the driving record to alcohol/drug assessment or
the named individual;
treatment agencies approved by the department of social and
(B) To which the named individual has applied; or
health services to which the named individual has applied or been
(C) That has insurance in effect covering the employer or a
assigned for evaluation or treatment.
prospective employer of the named individual.
(h) State colleges, universities, or agencies, or units of local
(ii) The abstract provided to the insurance company must:
government. An abstract of the full driving record maintained by
(A) Not contain any information related to actions committed
the department may be furnished to (i) state colleges, universities,
by law enforcement officers or firefighters, as both terms are
or agencies for employment and risk management purposes or (ii)
defined in RCW 41.26.030, or by Washington state patrol
units of local government authorized to self-insure under RCW
officers, while driving official vehicles in the performance of their
48.62.031 for employment and risk management purposes.
occupational duty. This does not apply to any situation where the
(i) Superintendent of public instruction. An abstract of the
vehicle was used in the commission of a misdemeanor or felony;
full driving record maintained by the department may be
(B) Include convictions under RCW 46.61.5249 and
furnished to the superintendent of public instruction for review of
46.61.525, except that the abstract must report the convictions
public school bus driver records. The superintendent or
only as negligent driving without reference to whether they are
superintendent's designee may discuss information on the driving
for first or second degree negligent driving; and
record with an authorized representative of the employing school
(C) Exclude any deferred prosecution under RCW 10.05.060,
district for employment and risk management purposes.
except that if a person is removed from a deferred prosecution
(3) Release to third parties prohibited. Any person or entity
under RCW 10.05.090, the abstract must show the deferred
receiving an abstract of a person's driving record under subsection
prosecution as well as the removal.
(2)(b) through (i) of this section shall use the abstract exclusively
(iii) Any policy of insurance may not be canceled,
for his, her, or its own purposes or as otherwise expressly
nonrenewed, denied, or have the rate increased on the basis of
permitted under this section, and shall not divulge any
information regarding an accident included in the abstract of a
information contained in the abstract to a third party.
driving record, unless the policyholder was determined to be at
(4) Fee. The director shall collect a thirteen dollar fee for each
fault.
abstract of a person's driving record furnished by the department.
(iv) Any insurance company or its agent, for underwriting
Fifty percent of the fee must be deposited in the highway safety
purposes relating to the operation of commercial motor vehicles,
fund, and fifty percent of the fee must be deposited according to
may not use any information contained in the abstract relative to
RCW 46.68.038.
any person's operation of motor vehicles while not engaged in
(5) Violation. (a) Any negligent violation of this section is a
such employment. Any insurance company or its agent, for
gross misdemeanor.
underwriting purposes relating to the operation of noncommercial
(b) Any intentional violation of this section is a class C felony.
motor vehicles, may not use any information contained in the
(6) The contents of a driving abstract pursuant to this section
shall not include any information related to sealed juvenile
abstract relative to any person's operation of commercial motor
records unless that information is required by federal law or
vehicles.
regulation."
(v) The director may enter into a contractual agreement with
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
an insurance company or its agent for the limited purpose of
any internal references accordingly.
reviewing the driving records of existing policyholders for
On page 9, at the beginning of line 38, strike "for good cause
changes to the record during specified periods of time. The
shown, including inability to pay"
department shall establish a fee for this service, which must be
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On page 10, line 23, after "provider" strike all material through
"period" on line 25 and insert "((and could not reasonably acquire
the means to pay the insurance provider the restitution over a tenyear period))"
On page 11, line 12, after "of" strike "or relief from" and after
"order" insert "for good cause shown, including inability to pay"
On page 37, line 9, after "restitution" strike "ordered" and
insert "((ordered)) owing to the individual victim named in the
charging document"
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators O'Ban and Darneille
on page 6, line 10 to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5564.
The motion by Senator O'Ban carried and the amendment was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 9 of the title, after "13.50.010" insert ",
46.52.130,"
MOTION
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5564 was advanced
to third reading, the second reading considered the third and the
bill was placed on final passage.
Senators O'Ban and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

climate change is harming the state and that without substantial
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions the harm to the state will
be greatly increased. While Washington's emissions are only a
small part of the global emissions of greenhouse gases, the state
must act to reduce its own emissions while providing leadership
and a model for action by other jurisdictions to address their own
emissions. The 2008 legislature established statewide emission
limits that are to be achieved by 2020, 2035, and 2050, but did
not enact a comprehensive set of measures to ensure that the
emission reductions would be accomplished. It is the intent of the
2015 legislature that action be taken to reduce emissions from all
sectors."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
On page 1, line 2, after "investments;" strike "and" and after
"19.285.040" insert "; and creating a new section"
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Ericksen: “Thank you Mr. President. I request a
ruling on scope and object on this amendment. The underlying
legislation deals with clean energy investments in Washington
State and creating alternative compliant mechanisms to Initiative
937. The amendment does not deal with the substance or the
mechanics of the underlying legislation; incorporates ideas not
included in the underlying bill; and I believe is not necessary nor
included in the scope or object of the underlying legislation.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
5564.

President Owen: “Senator McCoy, did you wish to respond,
briefly? Just second, Senator Habib. One moment. Senator
McCoy. Senator Hatfield for what purpose, what point of order?
Please state your point of order.”

ROLL CALL

POINT OF ORDER

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5564 and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Padden
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL
NO. 5564, having received the constitutional majority, was
declared passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was
ordered to stand as the title of the act.

Senator Hatfield:
“Mr. President, I believe we are
addressing amendment number 152 sponsored by Senator
Habib.”

The Senate resumed consideration of Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5735 which had been deferred earlier in the day.
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senator Habib be adopted:
On page 1, after line 3, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that
climate change is real and that human activity significantly
contributes to climate change. The legislature further finds that

REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “The error is, Senator Habib. The error is
that Senator McCoy handed it in. It is yours. The President
assumed, wrongly, that is was Senator McCoy’s amendment. So
this is Senator Habib’s amendment. Senator Habib, did you wish
to respond to the point of order?”
Senator Habib: “No, Mr. President. I just wanted to make
sure and, I believe, most likely, Senator Hatfield, wanted to make
sure that the correct amendment had been moved. So as long as
it’s my amendment that’s been moved and being considered
under this point of order, I’m fine.”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Thank you. Senator McCoy did you wish
to respond to the point of order, the scope and object? Briefly.”
Senator McCoy spoke against the point of order by Senator
Erickson.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
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President Owen: “Senator McCoy. Senator McCoy, you’re
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1571,
going way beyond brief. Senator McCoy. Thank you. Senator
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
Fain.”
1763,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
MOTION
1836
and the same are herewith transmitted.
On motion of Senator Fain, further consideration of
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5735 was deferred and the bill held its
place on the day’s second reading calendar.
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Committee on Rules
in the Majority Leader’s office immediately upon adjourning for
MOTION
the day.
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the fourth
MOTION
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 5, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1174,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1449,

At 1:17 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Monday, March 9, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Emily
Anderson and Espen Diamond, presented the Colors.
Mr. Harald Hyllseth, Associated Student Body President,
Garfield High School and guest of Senator Jayapal led the Senate
in the Pledge of Allegiance.
The prayer was offered by Major Michael Nute, Pastor at the
Salvation Army in Vancouver, celebrating its 125th year of
ministry and service in Vancouver, and guest of Senator Benton.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 6, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1021,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1037,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1059,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1127,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1159,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1178,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1230,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1276,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1294,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1319,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1560,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1586,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1595,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1654,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1668,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1685,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1718,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1749,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1770,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1863,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1893,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2109
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

March 6, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1272,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1417,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1682,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 2086
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6079 by Senators Baumgartner, Ericksen, Padden, Braun,
Angel and Bailey
AN ACT Relating to basic education; amending RCW
28A.150.200; adding a new chapter to Title 28A RCW; and
repealing RCW 28A.150.260.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SB 6080 by Senators Dammeier, Keiser, Honeyford, Conway
and Pedersen
AN ACT Relating to financing public school facilities
necessary to support state-funded all-day kindergarten and
class size reduction in kindergarten through third grade;
adding a new section to chapter 28A.188 RCW; adding a new
chapter to Title 43 RCW; creating new sections; providing an
expiration date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
SHB 1085
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Moeller, Gregerson, S.
Hunt, Cody, Hudgins and Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to requiring lobbying reports to be filed
electronically; adding a new section to chapter 42.17A RCW;
and creating new sections.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
2SHB 1095
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Morris and Hudgins)
AN ACT Relating to promoting thermal energy efficiency;
amending RCW 39.35.010, 39.35.020, 39.35.040,
19.280.030, 19.280.060, and 80.04.550; reenacting and
amending RCW 39.35.030 and 19.280.020; adding new
sections to chapter 19.280 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 80.28 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 70.94
RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
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EHB 1123
by Representatives Blake and Buys
AN ACT Relating to regulation of the minimum dimensions
of habitable spaces in single-family residential buildings;
amending RCW 19.27.031, 19.27.060, 35.63.080,
35A.63.100, entp0,80,
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28A.600.015, 28A.600.020, 28A.600.022, 43.41.400,
28A.405.106, 28A.405.120, 28A.660.045, 28A.660.050,
28A.180.040, 28A.180.090, 28A.300.042, 28A.300.505, and
28A.300.507; reenacting and amending RCW 13.50.010;
adding a new section to chapter 28A.320 RCW; adding new
sections to chapter 28A.345 RCW; adding new sections to
chapter 28A.415 RCW; adding new sections to chapter
28A.657 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.215
RCW; creating new sections; and providing expiration dates.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

ESHB 1571
by House Committee on Environment
(originally sponsored by Representatives Peterson, Goodman,
Fitzgibbon, McBride, Pollet, Robinson, Stanford, S. Hunt and
Riccelli)
AN ACT Relating to paint stewardship; amending RCW
43.21B.110 and 43.21B.110; reenacting and amending RCW
42.56.270; adding a new section to chapter 82.04 RCW;
adding a new chapter to Title 70 RCW; prescribing penalties;
providing an effective date; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SHB 1575
by House Committee on Capital Budget
(originally sponsored by Representatives Buys, Dunshee, DeBolt
and Stanford)
AN ACT Relating to retainage bonds on public contracts; and
amending RCW 60.28.011.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
SHB 1576
by House Committee on Finance (originally
sponsored by Representatives Fitzgibbon, Cody and Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to sales and use tax for cities to offset
municipal service costs to newly annexed areas; and
amending RCW 82.14.415.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
HB 1590 by Representatives Reykdal, Haler, Dunshee, Ryu,
Van De Wege, Ormsby, Fitzgibbon, Riccelli, Blake, Tarleton,
McBride, Wylie and Goodman
AN ACT Relating to requiring completion of an
apprenticeship program to receive a journey level or
residential specialty electrician certificate of competency;
amending RCW 19.28.161, 19.28.191, and 19.28.205; adding
a new section to chapter 19.28 RCW; providing an effective
date; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SHB 1644
by House Committee on Higher Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Gregory, Zeiger, Pollet,
Kilduff, Tharinger, Goodman, Riccelli and Jinkins)
AN ACT Relating to veteran survivor tuition waiver
eligibility; and amending RCW 28B.15.621.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
HB 1666 by Representatives Magendanz, Lytton, Muri,
Bergquist, Hansen, Kilduff and Caldier
AN ACT Relating to making the results on the statewide
assessments available as norm-referenced results and as

student growth percentiles; and amending RCW 28A.300.507
and 28A.655.210.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
2SHB 1735
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Orwall, Kagi, Carlyle,
Gregerson, Pollet and Ormsby)
AN ACT Relating to extended foster care services; amending
RCW 13.34.267 and 74.13.031; reenacting and amending
RCW 74.13.020; adding a new section to chapter 74.13
RCW; creating a new section; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
ESHB 1745
by House Committee on State Government
(originally sponsored by Representatives Moscoso, Bergquist, S.
Hunt, Haler, Orwall, Sawyer, Stanford, Walkinshaw, Appleton,
Reykdal, Fitzgibbon, Tharinger, Fey, Jinkins, Wylie, Goodman,
Ormsby, Farrell, Riccelli, Sells, Hudgins, Lytton, McBride and
Santos)
AN ACT Relating to establishing a voting rights act to
promote equal voting opportunity in certain political
subdivisions by authorizing district-based elections, requiring
redistricting and new elections in certain circumstances, and
establishing a cause of action to redress lack of voter
opportunity; amending RCW 36.32.020, 54.12.010, and
29A.76.010; adding a new section to chapter 28A.343 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 35.21 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 35A.21 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 52.14 RCW; and adding a new chapter to Title 29A
RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
ESHB 1754
by House Committee on Capital Budget
(originally sponsored by Representatives Buys, Dunshee, Muri,
Haler, Senn, Ormsby, Sullivan and Smith)
AN ACT Relating to adding building envelope to the list of
building trades that a prime contractor must list for bids on
public works; and amending RCW 39.30.060.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
E2SHB 1763
by House Committee on General
Government & Information Technology (originally sponsored by
Representatives Van De Wege, Lytton, Riccelli and Tharinger)
AN ACT Relating to regulating music licensing agencies;
amending RCW 18.235.020 and 43.24.150; adding a new
chapter to Title 19 RCW; prescribing penalties; and providing
an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SHB 1793
by House Committee on Agriculture &
Natural Resources (originally sponsored by Representatives
Lytton, Stanford, Fitzgibbon, Tharinger and Morris)
AN ACT Relating to working within the existing in-stream
flow rules adopted by the department of ecology to provide a
suite of tools, applicable to property owners located in areas
with limited access to legal new water withdrawals, for
alternative water procurement that does not result in a net loss
to area surface waters; amending RCW 19.27.097 and
19.27.040; creating new sections; and providing an expiration
date.
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Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
SHB 1813
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Hansen, Magendanz,
Reykdal, Muri, Tarleton, Zeiger, Lytton, Haler, Senn,
Harmsworth, Tharinger, Young, Walkinshaw, Stanford, S. Hunt
and Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to expanding computer science education;
amending RCW 28A.660.045 and 28A.660.050; adding a
new section to chapter 28A.230 RCW; and adding a new
section to chapter 28A.410 RCW.
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AN ACT Relating to providing a statewide minimum privacy
policy for disclosure of customer energy use information;
amending RCW 19.29A.010 and 19.29A.020; and adding
new sections to chapter 19.29A RCW.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.

EHB 1998
by Representatives Johnson, Morris, Short,
Wylie, Smith, McCabe, Nealey, Tarleton, Tharinger and Van De
Wege
AN ACT Relating to allowing public utility districts to
produce and sell renewable natural gas; and amending RCW
54.04.190.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
E2SHB 1836
by House Committee on General
Government & Information Technology (originally sponsored by
Representatives Stanford, Blake, Lytton, Walkinshaw, Gregerson
and Tarleton)
AN ACT Relating to state drought preparedness; amending
RCW 43.83B.400, 43.83B.405, 43.83B.410, 43.83B.415,
43.83B.360, 43.83B.430, 90.86.020, 90.86.030, and
90.03.280; adding a new section to chapter 43.83B RCW;
adding new sections to chapter 90.86 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 43.21C RCW; and repealing RCW
90.86.010.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.

Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
2SHB 1999
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Carlyle, Kagi, Lytton,
Walsh, Sawyer, Pettigrew, Ortiz-Self, Dent, Parker, Caldier,
Goodman and Jinkins)
AN ACT Relating to coordinating services and programs for
foster youth in order to improve educational outcomes;
amending RCW 28B.117.060; adding new sections to chapter
28A.300 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 74.13 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 28B.77 RCW; creating a new
section; recodifying RCW 28B.117.060; and repealing RCW
74.13.105.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

ESHB 1845
by House Committee on Environment
(originally sponsored by Representatives DeBolt, Fitzgibbon,
Orcutt, Short, Smith and Jinkins)
AN ACT Relating to pharmaceutical waste; and creating new
sections.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SHB 1853
by House Committee on Technology &
Economic Development (originally sponsored by Representatives
Magendanz, Bergquist, Morris, Muri, Tarleton, Fitzgibbon and
Tharinger)
AN ACT Relating to utility leadership in electric vehicle
charging infrastructure build-out; adding a new section to
chapter 80.28 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.

HB 2000 by Representatives Hurst, Condotta and Tarleton
AN ACT Relating to authorizing the governor to enter into
agreements with federally recognized Indian tribes in the state
of Washington concerning marijuana; amending RCW
69.50.360, 69.50.363, and 69.50.366; adding new sections to
chapter 43.06 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 69.50
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.08 RCW; and
adding a new section to chapter 82.12 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
HB 2023 by Representatives Parker, Lytton, Magendanz,
Riccelli, Ormsby, Fagan and Santos
AN ACT Relating to changing the deadline for notices of
nonrenewal of contracts for certificated school employees;
amending RCW 28A.405.210, 28A.405.220, 28A.405.230,
28A.405.245, and 28A.310.250; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

SHB 1879
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Kagi, Walsh,
Cody, Harris, Orwall, Tarleton and Ormsby)
AN ACT Relating to directing the health care authority to
issue a request for proposals for integrated managed health
and behavioral health services for foster children; and adding
a new section to chapter 74.09 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

2SHB 2040
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives McCabe, Caldier, Senn,
Harris, McBride, Dent, Johnson, Sells, Kagi, Kilduff and Wilson)
AN ACT Relating to increasing employment for veterans;
adding a new section to chapter 73.16 RCW; and creating a
new section.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
MOTION

SHB 1896
by House Committee on Technology &
Economic Development (originally sponsored by Representatives
Smith, Hudgins, Tarleton and Young)

On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
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On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Benton moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8633
By Senator Benton
WHEREAS, In 1865, The Salvation Army was founded in
London, England by William and Catherine Booth; and
WHEREAS, The Salvation Army operates in 126 countries
around the world with dedication to mankind, glory to God, and
the motto "Soup, Soap and Salvation"; and
WHEREAS, The first Salvation Army Officers arrived on
American soil, March 10, 1880; and
WHEREAS, The phrase "on the wagon" was coined by men
and women receiving services of The Salvation Army. Former
National Commander Evangeline Booth drove a hay wagon
through the streets of New York to encourage alcoholics onboard
for a ride back to The Salvation Army. Hence, alcoholics in
recovery were said to be "on the wagon"; and
WHEREAS, The Salvation Army Red Kettle began as a crab
pot in San Francisco in 1891. A depression had thrown many out
of work, including hundreds of seamen and longshoremen, and a
Salvation Army officer used the pot to collect money for a meal
to feed the unemployed. The campaign proved so successful that
by 1900 it was replicated in cities throughout the nation; and
WHEREAS, The Salvation Army Brass Band has performed
in the Rose Bowl Parade in Pasadena, California every year since
the 1920's; and
WHEREAS, In 1890, The Salvation Army commenced its
work at 6th and Main Street in downtown Vancouver,
Washington; and
WHEREAS, The Salvation Army Clark County, a part of the
universal Christian Church, exists to provide humanitarian care
for those in need, ministering to body, mind, and spirit without
discrimination; and
WHEREAS, The Salvation Army Clark County serves 35,000
individuals annually with food, clothing, utilities, housing, and
educational services; and
WHEREAS, The Salvation Army has initiated an after school
program targeting "at risk" youth grades K-5 to help kids with
homework. This free program provides a safe environment for
kids until their parents are able to pick them up after work; and
WHEREAS, The Salvation Army reaches out to inner city
youth with a residential outdoor camp every year during the
summer months; and
WHEREAS, The Salvation Army Clark County is working to
expand its literacy and after school programs to reach children
beyond grade five; and

WHEREAS, The Salvation Army Clark County plans to
provide social and educational services for senior citizens in its
community; and
WHEREAS, The Salvation Army provides vital services such
as feeding the hungry, housing the homeless, and serving those
who need it most in Washington state, all thanks to the
graciousness and goodwill of indispensable volunteers and staff;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington state senate extend its heartfelt appreciation to The
Salvation Army Clark County for its 125 years of service to those
in need in Clark County, Washington.
Senators Benton and Roach spoke in favor of adoption of the
resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8633.
The motion by Senator Benton carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease and requested those
members to bring the day’s new regular calendar.
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Majority Coalition
Caucus immediately upon going at ease and requested those
members to bring the day’s new regular calendar.
MOTION
At 10:15 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 2:11 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 9, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5889.
and the same is herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT
Pursuant to Article 2, Section 32 of the State Constitution
and Senate Rule 1(5), the President announced the signing of and
thereupon did sign in open session:
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5889.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Miss Samantha
Brown, Miss Tri Cities 2014 accompanied by her mother Mrs.
Shelly Brown who were seated at the rostrum. The President also
welcomed and introduced Miss Paige Rebstock, Miss Tri Cities
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Outstanding Teen 2015, and her mother Ms. Wendy White; Mrs.
Jay W. Holzmiller, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9069,
Janice Carl, Board Member and Mrs. Dot Stewart, Executive
having received the constitutional majority was declared
Director, Miss Tri-Cities Scholarship Program who were seated
confirmed as a member of the Fish and Wildlife Commission.
in the gallery.
MOTION
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
The President welcomed and introduced Miss Kailee Dunn, Miss
order of business.
Washington 2014, who was seated at the rostrum. Miss Dunn is a
former Miss Tri-Cities and accompanied the President on a trade
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
mission to China in the past year.
President Owen: “In ruling on the Point of Order raised by
With the permission of the senate, business was suspended to
Senator Ericksen as to whether Amendment No. 152 to Substitute
allow Miss Dunn to offer remarks.
Senate Bill No. 5735 fits within the scope and object of the
underlying bill, the President finds and rules as follows:
REMARKS BY MISS KAILEE DUNN
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5735 would create a new category
under the definition of ‘eligible renewable resource,’ to allow
Miss. Kailee Dunn: “First of all I’d just like to say thank you
certain utilities to claim carbon reduction investments as a means
for having me here this afternoon. It’s such an honor to not only
to meet the utilities’ goals under Initiative 937. The bill provides
be here with all of you but represent the Miss America
‘incentives for carbon reduction investments’ by allowing utilities
organization as the Lt. Governor just said, the Miss Tri Cities
to include investments that ‘reduce, prevent, or remove from the
Scholarship program is a huge community-based scholarship
atmosphere the emissions of greenhouse gases in the state.’ The
competition where they are able to give out $30,000 in
bill further provides a technical definition describing the
scholarships. The Miss America organization is the number one
chemicals that constitute greenhouse gases.
scholarship provided for women in the world. And I’m just so
Amendment 152 by Senator Habib provides an intent section
grateful to be representing that and to share that with you and to
for the bill. It does not alter the substance of the bill. It includes
hear all of what you guys have in store for us today. Again, thank
findings that the state will be harmed if substantial reductions in
you so much and thank you to the Lt. Governor for having me
greenhouse gases do not occur; ties the emission of greenhouse
here.”
gases to climate change; notes that reduction in emissions helps
to support the legislature’s 2008 emission limitations; and broadly
MOTION
supports efforts to reduce carbon emissions from all sectors. Most
controversially, it includes a finding that climate change is real.
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
The underlying bill does not have an intent section that could
seventh order of business.
assist the President in determining its object. Therefore the
President must rely solely on the bill’s substantive content to
THIRD READING
determine its limits under Rule 66 (scope and object).
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
An intent section alters nothing about the statutory changes
contained in a bill. If passed in its current form, Substitute Senate
MOTION
Bill No. 5735 would allow certain expenses to be claimed as
renewable resources; the bill would function the same with or
Senator Pearson moved that Jay W. Holzmiller,
without the intent section.
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9069, be confirmed as a member
The President would caution that adding solely an intent
of the Fish and Wildlife Commission.
section
to a bill does have limitations. It would not be appropriate
Senator Pearson spoke in favor of the motion.
for an intent section to be entirely unrelated to the underlying bill.
In this case, however, the relation between the bill and proposed
APPOINTMENT OF JAY W. HOLZMILLER
amendment is sufficient. The bill provides for a specific form of
credit available to utilities that make investments to reduce
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
greenhouse gases, a goal that the bill’s proponents support. The
the confirmation of Jay W. Holzmiller, Gubernatorial
proposed intent section builds upon that goal by describing its
Appointment No. 9069, as a member of the Fish and Wildlife
relationship to the issue of climate change. Although the intent
Commission.
section also provides a statement about applying such action to
‘all sectors’ of the state, this aspirational statement does not alter
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Jay W.
the bill’s goal of providing a means for utilities to reduce
Holzmiller, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9069, as a member
greenhouse emissions.
of the Fish and Wildlife Commission and the appointment was
For these reasons, the President finds that the amendment is
confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0;
within the scope and object of the underlying bill, and Senator
Excused, 0.
Ericksen’s point is not well-taken.”
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, further consideration of
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5735 was deferred and the bill held its
place on the day’s second reading calendar.
SECOND READING
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SENATE BILL NO. 5028, by Senators Bailey, Dammeier,
Cleveland, Keiser and Warnick
Raising licensure limits to allow assisted living facilities to
serve a higher acuity resident population.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Bailey, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5028
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5028 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5028 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Bailey and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5028.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5028 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5028, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5066, by Senators Padden and Darneille
Concerning the collection of blood samples for forensic
testing.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Padden, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5066 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5066 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5066 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5066, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5167, by Senator O'Ban
Concerning the local option prohibition on the sale of liquor.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator O'Ban, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5167
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5167 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5167 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5167.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5167 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Benton,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Becker and Pearson
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5167, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5488, by Senators Keiser, Jayapal,
Parlette and Cleveland
Concerning applied behavior analysis.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5066.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5066 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.

MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Keiser, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5488
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5488 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Keiser, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5488 was advanced to third reading,
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the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
final passage.
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Senators Keiser and Dammeier spoke in favor of passage of
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5252, having
the bill.
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
title of the act.
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5488.
SECOND READING
ROLL CALL
SENATE BILL NO. 5238, by Senators Angel, Liias,
Honeyford, McCoy, Dammeier and Chase
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5488 and the bill passed the Senate by the
Concerning public water systems' public participation notice
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
provisions.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
The measure was read the second time.
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
MOTION
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Senate Bill No. 5238 was advanced to third reading, the second
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5488, having received
passage.
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
Senators Angel and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5238.
Senator Roach assumed the chair.
SECOND READING

ROLL CALL

SENATE BILL NO. 5252, by Senators Dammeier,
McAuliffe, King, Litzow and Angel

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5238 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5238, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

Creating a pilot program to implement regional school safety
and security centers. Revised for 2nd Substitute: Creating a
program to implement regional safety and security centers.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Dammeier, Second Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5252 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5252 and the
second substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read
the second time.
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5252 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Dammeier, McCoy, Hobbs and McAuliffe spoke in
favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5252.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5252 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5793, by Senators Darneille, Conway
and O'Ban
Providing credit towards child support obligations for
veterans benefits.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Darneille, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5793 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Darneille spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5793.
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ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5793 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5793, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

Requiring the department of corrections to supervise
domestic violence offenders who have a conviction and were
sentenced for a domestic violence felony offense that was plead
and proven.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5070 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Pearson spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5070.

SECOND READING
ROLL CALL
SENATE BILL NO. 5299, by Senators Benton, Mullet, Fain,
Darneille, Hobbs, Angel and Conway
Updating, clarifying, and strengthening department of
financial institutions' enforcement, licensing, and examination
statutes relating to residential mortgage lending, and enhancing
the crime of mortgage fraud in the residential mortgage lending
process.
MOTIONS

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5070 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5070, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

On motion of Senator Benton, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5299 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5299 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5299 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Benton and Mullet spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

SENATE BILL NO. 5397, by Senators Litzow, Hobbs and
King

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5299.

Concerning the disclosure of certain transportation-related
information by the department of licensing.

ROLL CALL

MOTIONS

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5299 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5299, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

On motion of Senator Litzow, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5397
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5397 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Litzow, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5397 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Litzow and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5070, by Senators Pearson, Warnick,
Dammeier, Kohl-Welles and Brown

SECOND READING

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5397.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5397 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
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Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
final passage.
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
Senators Bailey and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
the bill.
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5397, having received
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5436.
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
ROLL CALL
the act.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
SECOND READING
Senate Bill No. 5436 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
SENATE BILL NO. 5380, by Senator Pearson
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Modifying provisions of the code that deal with migratory
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
birds.
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
MOTIONS
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
On motion of Senator Pearson, Substitute Senate Bill No.
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
5380 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5380 and the substitute
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5436, having received
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5380 was advanced to third reading,
the act.
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
SECOND READING
Senators Pearson and Hatfield spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
SENATE BILL NO. 5481, by Senators Hill, Litzow, Mullet,
Chase, Rivers, Becker, Bailey, Warnick, Rolfes and Hasegawa
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5380.
Concerning tolling customer service reform.
ROLL CALL

MOTIONS

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5380 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5380, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

On motion of Senator Hill, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5481
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5481 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Hill, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5481 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Hill, Habib, Hobbs and Angel spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5436, by Senators Bailey and Dammeier
Concerning the joint legislative executive committee on
aging and disability.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Bailey, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5436
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5436 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5436 was advanced to third reading,

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5481.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5481 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Absent: Senator Ranker
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5481, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
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objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5300, by Senators Benton, Mullet, Fain,
Darneille, Hobbs and Angel
Updating the department of financial institutions' regulatory
enforcement powers regarding credit unions and organizations
providing services to credit unions.
The measure was read the second time.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5100 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille,
Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner and Dansel
SENATE BILL NO. 5100, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

MOTION
SECOND READING
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5300 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Benton and Mullet spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5300.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5300 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5300, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5100, by Senators Hobbs and King
Concerning the processing of certain motor vehicle-related
violations applicable to rental cars.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hobbs, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5100 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5100.
ROLL CALL

SENATE BILL NO. 5737, by Senators Miloscia and Chase
Concerning government performance and accountability.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Miloscia, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5737 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5737 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
MOTION
Senator Fraser moved that the following amendment by
Senator Fraser be adopted:
On page 2, line 28, after "(2)" insert ""Agency assessment"
means an assessment of agency performance using a performance
assessment tool.
(3)"
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
On page 3, beginning on line 10, after "(5)" strike all material
through "(7)" on line 18
On page 3, beginning on line 25, strike "(8)" and insert ""(6)
Performance assessment tool" means a tool to assess agency
performance, including leadership, workforce, management
systems, planning, customer focus, process management, and
other domains, that is cost-effective, adds value to the assessment
process, and draws on the strengths of internationally recognized
assessment protocols, including but not limited to Baldrige
excellence frameworks, ISO 9001, and the Shingo transformation
model.
(7)"
Correct any internal references accordingly.
On page 4, line 8, after "(3)" strike all material through "grants"
on line 24 and insert "Develop or designate a performance
assessment tool to be used in agency assessments of all agencies"
On page 4, at the beginning of line 31, strike "Baldrige" and
insert "agency"
On page 4, line 36, after "Status of" strike "Baldrige" and insert
"agency"
On page 5, line 12, after "with" strike "Baldrige" and insert
"agency"
On page 5, line 32, after "previous" strike "Baldrige" and insert
"agency"
On page 5, line 36, after "for" strike "Baldrige" and insert
"agency"
On page 5, line 38, after "completed" strike "Baldrige" and
insert "agency"
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On page 6, line 6, after "agency's" strike "Baldrige"
and review of state agency performance management plans,
On page 6, beginning on line 7, after "performance." strike all
including any experience with recognized tools such as Baldrige
material through "assessment." on line 19
or similar frameworks, strategic planning goals and processes,
Beginning on page 8, line 30, strike all of section 8
leadership capacity, and lean culture maturity for the purpose of
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
determining the readiness and capacity of each agency to comply
any internal references accordingly.
with this chapter. By April 1, 2016, the office must submit, in
On page 19, beginning on line 1, after "When" strike "a
Baldrige" and insert "an agency"
compliance with RCW 43.01.035, a report to the legislature and
On page 20, at the beginning of line 21, strike "Baldrige" and
the governor evaluating the results of the inventory and
insert "agency"
identifying the agencies' strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
On page 45, line 34, after "conduct" strike "Baldrige" and insert
and threats.
"agency"
(2) The office of performance management also must:
Beginning on page 45, line 36, strike all of section 26
(a) Develop one or more mechanisms to promote the sharing
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
of information between agencies regarding best practices,
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "43.17.385," strike
challenges, and successes, with the goal of allowing agencies that
"43.17.390,"
have successfully deployed the performance assessment and
On page 1, line 6 of the title, after "43.88 RCW;" strike "adding
implemented a performance management plan to serve as a
a new section to chapter 43.19 RCW;"
resource to agencies in the process of doing so; and
Senator Fraser spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
(b) Annually select one or more multiagency programs or
Senator Miloscia spoke against adoption of the amendment.
processes for a lean performance analysis, to be conducted in
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
collaboration with the affected agencies, with the goal of
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Fraser on
identifying cross-jurisdictional efficiencies and performance
page 2, line 28 to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5737.
improvements, including those for which statutory or fiscal
The motion by Senator Fraser failed and the amendment was
authority may be needed. The results of the analysis must be
not adopted by voice vote.
included in the annual report to the legislature under section 5 of
MOTION
this act."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
any internal references accordingly.
Senators Jayapal and Miloscia be adopted:
On page 5, line 38, after "size" strike "and small agencies" and
On page 3, line 25, after "(8)" insert ""Measurable
insert
"agencies, and beginning in 2021, every three years for
improvements" includes but is not limited to cost savings, cost
small
size
agencies"
avoidance, improved safety, increased quality, accuracy and
Senators Jayapal and Miloscia spoke in favor of adoption of
efficiency, improved customer satisfaction, and enhanced
the amendment.
employee engagement and satisfaction.
(9)"
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Correct any internal references accordingly.
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senators Jayapal
On page 27, line 30, after "savings" insert ", including savings
and Miloscia on page 3, after line 35 to Second Substitute Senate
that may result from measurable improvements as defined in
Bill No. 5737.
section 3 of this act,"
The motion by Senator Jayapal carried and the amendment
On page 28, line 36, after "savings" insert ", including savings
was adopted by voice vote.
that may result from measurable improvements as defined in
section 3 of this act,"
MOTION
On page 29, line 3, after "savings" insert ", including savings
that may result from measurable improvements as defined in
On motion of Senator Miloscia, the rules were suspended,
section 3 of this act,"
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5737 was advanced
Senators Jayapal and Miloscia spoke in favor of adoption of
to third reading, the second reading considered the third and the
the amendment.
bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Miloscia, Jaypal, Hill and Baumgartner spoke in
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
favor of passage of the bill.
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senators Jayapal
Senators Hargrove and Darneille spoke against passage of the
and Miloscia on page 3, line 25 to Second Substitute Senate Bill
bill.
No. 5737.
The motion by Senator Jayapal carried and the amendment
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
was adopted by voice vote.
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5737.
MOTION
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Senators Jayapal and Miloscia be adopted:
On page 3, after line 35, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. (1) Beginning July 1, 2015, the
office of performance management must conduct an inventory

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5737 and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 36; Nays, 13; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
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Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen,
Fain, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Liias, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Conway, Darneille,
Fraser, Hargrove, Hatfield, Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson and Pedersen
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL
NO. 5737, having received the constitutional majority, was
declared passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was
ordered to stand as the title of the act.

Senator Fain moved that the following amendment by
Senators King and Jayapal be adopted:
On page 3, after line 3, insert the following:
"(7)By December 31, 2020, the department must report to the
legislature on the results of how the department's efforts to actively
engage with communities with populations that are
underrepresented in current transportation apprenticeship programs
have resulted in an increased participation of underrepresented
groups in the department's apprenticeship program over a five year
period."

SECOND READING

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senators King and
Jayapal on page 3, after line 3 to Senate Bill No. 5863.
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the amendment was
adopted by voice vote.

SENATE BILL NO. 5534, by Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles,
Hill, Conway, Rivers, Rolfes, Hargrove and Chase

Senators King and Jayapal spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.

Creating the certified public accounting scholarship program.
MOTION
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Bailey, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5534
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5534 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5534 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Bailey spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5534.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5534 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 4; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Frockt, Hasegawa, Honeyford and
Jayapal
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5534, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5863, by Senators Jayapal, Rivers,
Keiser, Miloscia, Conway, Angel, Liias, Pedersen, Hobbs, KohlWelles and Hasegawa
Concerning highway construction workforce development.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

On motion of Senator Jayapal, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5863 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Jayapal and Angel spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5863.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5863 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 5; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Billig, Brown,
Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain,
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt,
Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles,
Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Benton, Braun, Ericksen
and Padden
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5863, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5395, by Senators Roach, Liias, Benton
and McCoy
Modifying exemptions relating to real estate appraisals.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5395 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
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Senators Benton, Liias and Angel spoke in favor of passage
Senator Roach: “Thank you Senator Benton. Let me figure
of the bill.
out how I’m going to rule. I rule it takes a two-thirds. (Gavel
sounds.) There we go. … I didn’t know he was going to do that,
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
by the way. … I think he’s got it.”
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5395.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
ROLL CALL
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5715.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5395 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5395, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5715, by Senators Fain, Pedersen, Braun
and Angel
Including the contents of fiscal impact statements in the ballot
title for certain initiative measures.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Fain, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5715
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5715 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Fain, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5715 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Fain, Pedersen, Angel, Mullet and Billig spoke in
favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Baumgartner spoke against passage of the bill.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Benton: “The powers of initiative in this state are
granted by the State Constitution. I have a copy of it right in my
hand. If I may read, Madam President? ‘Initiative petitions shall
be filed with the secretary of state not less than four months before
the election at which they are to be voted upon, …’ The power
reserved by the people is .. ‘The first power reserved by the people
is the power of initiative. Every such petition shall include the full
text of the the measure to be proposed. In the case of initiatives to
the legislature and initiatives to the people, the number of valid
signatures …’ etc. etc. I believe the Constitution sets forth,
clearly, what is to be included in an initiative and what is not to
be included in an initiative, Madam President. I ask you to rule as
to whether or not this measure will require two-thirds vote, as all
constitutional amendments do require, in order to get out of this
body. Thank you Madam President.”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5715 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 41; Nays, 8; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Billig, Braun,
Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille, Fain,
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt,
Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles,
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban,
Parlette, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon
and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Benton, Dansel,
Ericksen, Liias, Padden, Pearson and Roach
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5715, having received
the constitutional majority and the two-thirds majority required
by ruling of the President Pro Tempore, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5733, by Senators Warnick, Hatfield and
Hobbs
Authorizing a livestock movement reporting system. Revised
for 1st Substitute: Concerning livestock transaction reporting.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Warnick, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5733 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5733 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5733 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Warnick and Hatfield spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5733.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5733 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Chase
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SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5733, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

SENATE BILL NO. 5740, by Senators Fain, Billig, Litzow,
McAuliffe, Frockt, Miloscia, Darneille and Jayapal

SECOND READING

MOTIONS

SENATE BILL NO. 5841, by Senators King, Kohl-Welles,
Rivers, Liias and Hobbs

On motion of Senator Fain, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5740
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5740 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Fain, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5740 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Fain, Darneille and Liias spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.

Creating a tuition and fees exemption for children and
surviving spouses of certain highway workers.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended, Senate
Bill No. 5841 was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators King and Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5841.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5841 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5841, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

Concerning extended foster care services.

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5740.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5740 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Padden
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5740, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5601, by Senators Warnick, Rivers,
Schoesler and Honeyford

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator King: “Thank you Madam President. Well, I just
wanted to say that I think we need to thank all of the thousands of
people that work in our transportation system and work on our
highways and protects us on those highways. I meant to say thank
you to them. I also want to say that, that the bill we just passed?
We hope it is never used. Thank you, Madam President.”
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Sheldon: “Thank you Madam President. A couple
of years ago I had the, the honor, I guess. It was my honor to be
there but it was sad occasion. It was one of our maintenance crew
that died on the job, out in the Olympic Peninsula. It was a very
moving service for that individual. You know, you think about
the people that you meet in our business and think about some of
the things that we do. And, hopefully, they make a big impression
and help for our family that might have experienced a loss like
that. Thank you.”
SECOND READING

Requiring the Washington state department of agriculture to
approve the comparable recertification standards of private
entities for the purposes of waiving the recertification
requirements under the Washington pesticide control act.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Warnick, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5601 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5601 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5601 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Warnick spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Conway spoke against passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5601.
ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
SENATE BILL NO. 5972, by Senators Schoesler, Hatfield
Senate Bill No. 5601 and the bill passed the Senate by the
and Warnick
following vote: Yeas, 36; Nays, 13; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Concerning the procurement of seeds by state agencies.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Dammeier, Dansel,
MOTIONS
Ericksen, Fain, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, King, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet,
On motion of Senator Schoesler, Substitute Senate Bill No.
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers,
5972 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5972 and the substitute
Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
Voting nay: Senators Cleveland, Conway, Darneille, Fraser,
On motion of Senator Schoesler, the rules were suspended,
Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, McCoy,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5972 was advanced to third reading,
Ranker and Rolfes
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5601, having received
final passage.
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
Senators Schoesler and Chase spoke in favor of passage of
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the bill.
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5957, by Senators Liias, Rivers, Billig,
King, Hobbs, Frockt and Hasegawa
Creating a pedestrian fatality and serious injury review panel.
Revised for 1st Substitute: Creating a pedestrian safety advisory
council.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Liias, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5957
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5759 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Liias, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5957 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Liias, King, Frockt, Becker and Jayapal spoke in
favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5957.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5957 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Baumgartner
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5957, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5972.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5972 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5972, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
The Senate resumed consideration of Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5735 which had been deferred on a previous day.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5735, by Senate
Committee on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
(originally sponsored by Senators Ericksen, Rivers, Angel,
Baumgartner, Brown, Hewitt, Bailey, Schoesler, Parlette,
Honeyford, Braun, Padden, Becker, Hatfield and Sheldon)
Providing incentives for carbon reduction investments.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Ericksen moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ericksen to the amendment by Senator Habib be adopted.
On page 1, beginning on line 2 of the amendment, strike all
material through "sectors." on line 15 and insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that
climate change is real and that human activity may contribute to
climate change. The legislature further finds that climate change
is impacting the state. The 2008 legislature established statewide
emission goals that are to be achieved by 2020, 2035, and 2050,
but did not enact a comprehensive set of measures to ensure that
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the emission reductions would be accomplished. The 2015
legislature further finds that action should be taken to encourage
and incentivize clean energy investments."
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the amendment.
Senator Habib spoke against adoption of the amendment to
the amendment.
Senator Rolfes demanded a roll call.
The President Pro Tempore declared that one-sixth of the
members supported the demand and the demand was sustained.

amendment as amended by Senator Ericksen. A demand for a roll
call has been sustained and so that’s what the vote is going to be.”
Senator Ranker spoke against adoption of the amendment as
amended.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Habib on
page 1, after line 3, as amended, to Substitute Senate Bill No.
5735.
ROLL CALL

Senators Frockt and Ranker spoke against the adoption of the
amendment to the amendment.
Senator Dansel spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
to the amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ericksen
on page 1, line 2 to the amendment by Senator Habib to Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5735.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Ericksen to the amendment by Senator
Habib and the amendment was adopted by the following vote:
Yeas, 26; Nays, 23; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Miloscia, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hobbs,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Habib as
amended.
Senator Habib spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
as amended.
Senator Habib demanded a roll call.
The President Pro Tempore declared that one-sixth of the
members supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senators Ericksen and Hobbs spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the amendment.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Rolfes: “Could somebody at the rostrum explain to
the body what we are roll calling?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE
Senator Roach: “I will do that. So we had an amendment
that we came into this discussion with, the amendment by Senator
Habib. It was ruled that it was within scope. Then there was an
amendment that was adopted that Senator Ericksen had proposed.
It was sustained, it was voted on. It was roll called and we adopted
it. So now what we have in front of us is Senator Habib’s

The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Habib and the amendment as amended
was adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 29; Nays, 20; Absent,
0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Brown,
Chase, Dammeier, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, King, Kohl-Welles, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Rivers, Roach,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Billig, Braun, Cleveland,
Conway, Dansel, Darneille, Hasegawa, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, Padden, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Fain: “This is what happens when people try to get
cute.”
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senator McCoy be adopted:
On page 7, line 13, after "2019;" strike "and" and insert
"((and))"
On page 7, line 15, after "thereafter" insert "; and
(iv) Beginning January 1, 2021, the qualifying utility shall use
eligible renewable resources or acquire equivalent renewable
energy credits, or any combination of them, for at least fifteen
percent of its load and, in addition, shall comply with the
requirements of (e) of this subsection"
Beginning on page 7, line 35, after "(e)" strike all material
through "compliance path." on page 8, line 28 and insert "Except
as provided in (b), (c), and (d) of this subsection, beginning
January 1, 2021, and each year thereafter, all electric utilities as
that term is defined in RCW 19.29A.010 shall meet one hundred
percent of any new generation need with any one or any
combination of the following: Conservation, eligible renewable
resources, and storage.
(i) New generation subject to the requirements of this
subsection, whether that new generation is needed to replace
retiring generation, to meet load growth, or for any other purpose,
includes the following:
(A) A utility's new or increased ownership interest in a new
or existing generation facility or unit, consistent with RCW
19.285.030(16); and
(B) A new or increased contractual commitment that obligates
a utility to purchase a specified amount of megawatt-hours.
Contracts do not comply with this subsection unless the sources
or origins of generation can be ascertained with reasonable
certainty. A contract is not in compliance with this subsection if
the contract specifies a source of generation where the megawatt-
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assessment every two years with an organizational goal of
hours from such source are double counted or contractually
committed to another purchaser.
achieving a sixty percent score within seven years of the first
(ii) The following are not subject to the requirements of this
assessment, and report the results of each assessment to the
subsection: (A) A utility's allocation of Bonneville power
department of commerce. Implementation of the requirements of
administration tier 1 power, as determined pursuant to a utility's
this subsection is the responsibility of each qualifying utility and
tier 1 contract with the Bonneville power administration; (B)
is not subject to rule making pursuant to RCW 19.285.080 or
short-term spot market purchases; (C) generation that is found by
audit or enforcement pursuant to RCW 19.285.060."
the Washington utilities and transportation commission or a
Senators Miloscia and Rolfes spoke in favor of adoption of
utility's governing board to be required to maintain reliable
the amendment.
service and comply with applicable standards of the North
Senator Ericksen spoke against adoption of the amendment.
American electric reliability corporation or its successor; and (D)
Senator Rolfes demanded a roll call.
increased megawatt-hours from a generation facility that is
already owned by a utility where the utility's ownership interest
The President Pro Tempore declared that one-sixth of the
in the facility does not increase.
members supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
(iii) A utility may acquire new generation other than
Senators Hargrove, Chase and Liias spoke in favor of
conservation, eligible renewable resources, and storage for
integration, ancillary services, load following, and peak load
adoption of the amendment
requirements only if the new generation is found by the
Washington utilities and transportation commission or a utility's
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Miloscia
governing board to be required for such purposes.
(iv) A utility may only acquire existing Washington-based
on page 10, after line 11 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5735.
and Washington utility-owned hydropower in a year where a
ROLL CALL
utility acquires new generation that individually or collectively
serves more than ten percent of the utility's annual load. The
hydropower acquired pursuant to this subsection (2)(e)(iv) may
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Miloscia and the amendment was not
not exceed fifty percent of the new generation acquired by the
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 23; Nays, 26; Absent, 0;
utility.
Excused, 0.
(v) If a utility acquires a new ownership interest or contractual
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase; Cleveland, Conway,
commitment in gas-fired generation after January 1, 2015, and
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove; Hasegawa, Hobbs,
before January 1, 2021, only the megawatt-hours needed to serve
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
the utility's load in the year that the utility acquires such
Miloscia, Nelson, Padden, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
ownership interest or contractual commitment will be considered
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
existing generation. Any increase in the megawatt-hours used or
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
acquired by the utility after January 1, 2021, must be treated as
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Mullet, O'Ban,
new generation and is subject to the requirements of this
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
subsection (2)(e).
(vi) For the purposes of this subsection, "storage" means a set
MOTION
of technologies capable of storing previously generated electric
energy and releasing that energy at a later time. For the purposes
On motion of Senator Ericksen the rules were suspended,
of this subsection (2)(e), pumped storage projects are considered
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5735 was advanced to third
an energy storage tool for grid stabilization and improved
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
integration of variable renewable energy resources and should not
placed on final passage.
cause any additional adverse impacts to waterways. Adverse
impacts may be in river, in-channel peaking, ramping, new
pumping of groundwater, or diversion of surface water resources.
Senators Ericksen, Schoesler, Baumgartner, Sheldon,
Parlette, Brown and Dansel spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Utilities should focus on reservoirs already built where water
Senators McCoy, Rolfes, Frockt, Ranker and Miloscia spoke
rights are already issued."
against passage of the bill.
Reletter the remaining subsections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
MOTION
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Ericksen spoke against adoption of the amendment.
Senator Padden demanded that the previous question be put.
The President Pro Tempore declared that at least two
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
additional senators joined the demand and the demand was
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator McCoy
sustained.
on page 7, line 13 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5735.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
The motion by Senator McCoy failed and the amendment was
Senate to be, “Shall the main question be now put?”
not adopted by voice vote.
The motion by Senator Padden was declared carried by the
MOTION
President Pro Tempore and the previous question was put.
Senator Miloscia moved that the following amendment by
Senator Miloscia be adopted.
On page 10, after line 11, insert the following:
"(4) Each qualifying utility must implement a LEAN
performance management system and complete a Baldrige

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5735.
ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5735 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 23; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen,
Fain, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, King, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Cleveland, Conway, Darneille,
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5735,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5057, by Senator Ericksen
Concerning the safe transport of hazardous materials.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Ericksen, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5057 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5057 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
MOTION
Senator Ericksen moved that the following striking
amendment by Senator Ericksen be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 90.56 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The department must provide to the relevant policy and
fiscal committees of the senate and house of representatives:
(a) A review of all state geographic response plans and any
federal requirements as needed in contingency plans required
under RCW 90.56.210 and 88.46.060 by December 31, 2015; and
(b) Annual updates, beginning December 31, 2016, and
ending December 31, 2021, as required under RCW 43.01.036, as
to the progress made in completing state and federal geographic
response plans as needed in contingency plans required under
RCW 90.56.060, 90.56.210, and 88.46.060.
(2) The department must contract, if practicable, with eligible
independent third parties to ensure completion by December 1,
2017, of at least fifty percent of the geographic response plans as
needed in contingency plans required under RCW 90.56.210 and
88.46.060 for the state.
(3) All requirements in this section are subject to the
availability of amounts appropriated for the specific purposes
described.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. (1) Subject to the availability of
amounts appropriated for this specific purpose, the department of
ecology shall provide grants to emergency responders to assist
with oil spill and hazardous materials response and firefighting
equipment and resources needed to meet the requirements of this
act.
(2) For the purposes of determining grant allocations, the
department of ecology, in consultation with emergency first
responders, oil spill response cooperatives, representatives from

the oil and rail industries, and businesses that are recipients of
liquid bulk crude oil shall: (a) Conduct an evaluation of oil spill
and hazardous materials response and firefighting equipment and
resources currently available for oil spill and hazardous materials
response activities throughout the state; (b) review the local
emergency management coordinating efforts for oil spill and
hazardous materials response; (c) determine the need for
additional, new, or updated equipment and resources; and (d)
identify areas or regions of the state that are in greatest need of
resources and oil spill and hazardous materials response and
firefighting equipment.
(3) The department of ecology, in consultation with
emergency first responders, oil spill response cooperatives,
representatives from the oil and rail industries, and businesses that
are recipients of liquid bulk crude oil shall review grant
applications to prioritize grant awards using the evaluation of
availability of oil spill and hazardous materials response and
firefighting equipment and resources as determined in subsection
(2) of this section.
(a) The application review must include evaluation of
equipment and resource requests, funding requirements, and
coordination with existing equipment and resources in the area.
(b) Funding must be prioritized for applicants from areas
where the need for firefighting and oil spill and hazardous
materials response equipment is the greatest as determined in
subsection (2) of this section.
(c) Grants must be coordinated to maximize currently existing
equipment and resources that have been put in place by first
responders and industry.
Sec. 3. RCW 82.23B.010 and 1992 c 73 s 6 are each
amended to read as follows:
((Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions
in this section apply throughout this chapter.)) The definitions in
this section apply throughout this chapter unless the context
clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Barrel" means a unit of measurement of volume equal to
forty-two United States gallons of crude oil or petroleum product.
(2) "Bulk oil terminal" means a facility of any kind, other than
a waterborne vessel, that is used for transferring crude oil from a
tank car. (3) "Crude oil" means any naturally occurring liquid
hydrocarbons at atmospheric temperature and pressure coming
from the earth, including condensate and natural gasoline.
(((3))) (4) "Department" means the department of revenue.
(((4))) (5) "Marine terminal" means a facility of any kind,
other than a waterborne vessel, that is used for transferring crude
oil or petroleum products to or from a waterborne vessel or barge.
(((5))) (6) "Navigable waters" means those waters of the state
and their adjoining shorelines that are subject to the ebb and flow
of the tide, including the Columbia and Snake rivers.
(((6))) (7) "Person" has the meaning provided in RCW
82.04.030.
(((7))) (8) "Petroleum product" means any liquid
hydrocarbons at atmospheric temperature and pressure that are
the product of the fractionation, distillation, or other refining or
processing of crude oil, and that are used as, useable as, or may
be refined as a fuel or fuel blendstock, including but not limited
to, gasoline, diesel fuel, aviation fuel, bunker fuel, and fuels
containing a blend of alcohol and petroleum.
(((8))) (9) "Tank car" means a rail car, the body of which
consists of a tank for transporting liquids. (10) "Taxpayer" means
the person owning crude oil or petroleum products immediately
after receipt of the same into the storage tanks of a marine or bulk
oil terminal in this state ((from a waterborne vessel or barge)) and
who is liable for the taxes imposed by this chapter.
(((9))) (11) "Waterborne vessel or barge" means any ship,
barge, or other watercraft capable of travelling on the navigable
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(8) Upon prior approval of the department, the taxpayer may
waters of this state and capable of transporting any crude oil or
petroleum product in quantities of ten thousand gallons or more
pay the taxes imposed by this chapter directly to the department.
for purposes other than providing fuel for its motor or engine.
The department ((shall)) must give its approval for direct payment
under this section whenever it appears, in the department's
Sec. 4. RCW 82.23B.020 and 2006 c 256 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
judgment, that direct payment will enhance the administration of
the taxes imposed under this chapter. The department ((shall))
(1) An oil spill response tax is imposed on the privilege of
must provide by rule for the issuance of a direct payment
receiving: (a) Crude oil or petroleum products at a marine
terminal within this state from a waterborne vessel or barge
certificate to any taxpayer qualifying for direct payment of the
operating on the navigable waters of this state; and (b) crude oil
taxes. Good faith acceptance of a direct payment certificate by a
at a bulk oil terminal within this state from a tank car. The tax
terminal operator ((shall)) must relieve the marine or bulk oil
imposed in this section is levied upon the owner of the crude oil
terminal operator from any liability for the collection or payment
or petroleum products immediately after receipt of the same into
of the taxes imposed under this chapter.
the storage tanks of a marine or bulk oil terminal from a tank car
(9) All receipts from the tax imposed in subsection (1) of this
or waterborne vessel or barge at the rate of one cent per barrel of
section ((shall)) must be deposited into the state oil spill response
crude oil or petroleum product received.
account. All receipts from the tax imposed in subsection (2) of
(2) In addition to the tax imposed in subsection (1) of this
this section shall be deposited into the oil spill prevention
section, an oil spill administration tax is imposed on the privilege
account.
of receiving: (a) Crude oil or petroleum products at a marine
(10) Within forty-five days after the end of each calendar
quarter, the office of financial management ((shall)) must
terminal within this state from a waterborne vessel or barge
operating on the navigable waters of this state; and (b) crude oil
determine the balance of the oil spill response account as of the
at a bulk oil terminal within this state from a tank car. The tax
last day of that calendar quarter. Balance determinations by the
imposed in this section is levied upon the owner of the crude oil
office of financial management under this section are final and
or petroleum products immediately after receipt of the same into
((shall)) may not be used to challenge the validity of any tax
imposed under this chapter. The office of financial management
the storage tanks of a marine or bulk oil terminal from a tank car
or waterborne vessel or barge at the rate of four cents per barrel
((shall)) must promptly notify the departments of revenue and
of crude oil or petroleum product.
ecology of the account balance once a determination is made. For
(3) The taxes imposed by this chapter ((shall)) must be
each subsequent calendar quarter, the tax imposed by subsection
collected by the marine or bulk oil terminal operator from the
(1) of this section shall be imposed during the entire calendar
taxpayer. If any person charged with collecting the taxes fails to
quarter unless:
bill the taxpayer for the taxes, or in the alternative has not notified
(a) Tax was imposed under subsection (1) of this section
the taxpayer in writing of the ((imposition of the)) taxes imposed,
during the immediately preceding calendar quarter, and the most
or having collected the taxes, fails to pay them to the department
recent quarterly balance is more than nine million dollars; or
in the manner prescribed by this chapter, whether such failure is
(b) Tax was not imposed under subsection (1) of this section
the result of the person's own acts or the result of acts or
during the immediately preceding calendar quarter, and the most
conditions beyond the person's control, he or she ((shall)),
recent quarterly balance is more than eight million dollars.
Sec. 5. RCW 82.23B.030 and 1992 c 73 s 9 are each
nevertheless, ((be)) is personally liable to the state for the amount
of the taxes. Payment of the taxes by the owner to a marine or
amended to read as follows:
The taxes imposed under this chapter ((shall)) only apply to
bulk oil terminal operator ((shall)) must relieve the owner from
further liability for the taxes.
the first receipt of crude oil or petroleum products at a marine or
(4) Taxes collected under this chapter ((shall)) must be held
bulk oil terminal in this state and not to the later transporting and
in trust until paid to the department. Any person collecting the
subsequent receipt of the same oil or petroleum product, whether
taxes who appropriates or converts the taxes collected ((shall be))
in the form originally received at a marine or bulk oil terminal in
is guilty of a gross misdemeanor if the money required to be
this state or after refining or other processing.
collected is not available for payment on the date payment is due.
Sec. 6. RCW 82.23B.040 and 1992 c 73 s 10 are each
The taxes required by this chapter to be collected ((shall)) must
amended to read as follows:
be stated separately from other charges made by the marine or
Credit ((shall)) must be allowed against the taxes imposed
bulk oil terminal operator in any invoice or other statement of
under this chapter for any crude oil or petroleum products
account provided to the taxpayer.
received at a marine or bulk oil terminal and subsequently
(5) If a taxpayer fails to pay the taxes imposed by this chapter
exported from or sold for export from the state.
to the person charged with collection of the taxes and the person
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. Subject to the availability of
charged with collection fails to pay the taxes to the department,
amounts appropriated for this specific purpose, the department of
the department may, in its discretion, proceed directly against the
ecology and the utilities and transportation commission shall
taxpayer for collection of the taxes.
jointly hold a symposium on oil spill prevention and response
(6) The taxes ((shall be)) are due from the marine or bulk oil
activities for international transport of liquid bulk crude oil. The
terminal operator, along with reports and returns on forms
department of ecology and the utilities and transportation
prescribed by the department, within twenty-five days after the
commission must invite representatives from affected tribes, local
end of the month in which the taxable activity occurs.
governments, the United States government, Canadian provinces,
(7) The amount of taxes, until paid by the taxpayer to the
Canada, and other appropriate stakeholders. The symposium must
marine or bulk oil terminal operator or to the department, ((shall))
at a minimum address:
constitute a debt from the taxpayer to the marine or bulk oil
(1) Cooperative prevention and emergency response activities
terminal operator. Any person required to collect the taxes under
between the shared international and state borders;
this chapter who, with intent to violate the provisions of this
(2) Expected risks posed by transport of Canadian crude oil or
chapter, fails or refuses to do so as required and any taxpayer who
liquid bulk crude oil throughout the Pacific Northwest region; and
refuses to pay any taxes due under this chapter((, shall be)) is
(3) An update of the marine transport of liquid bulk crude oil
through the Pacific Northwest region.
guilty of a misdemeanor as provided in chapter 9A.20 RCW.
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Sec. 8. RCW 88.40.011 and 2007 c 347 s 4 are each
amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Barge" means a vessel that is not self-propelled.
(2) "Cargo vessel" means a self-propelled ship in commerce,
other than a tank vessel, fishing vessel, or a passenger vessel, of
three hundred or more gross tons.
(3) "Bulk" means material that is stored or transported in a
loose, unpackaged liquid, powder, or granular form capable of
being conveyed by a pipe, bucket, chute, or belt system.
(4) "Covered vessel" means a tank vessel, cargo vessel, or
passenger vessel.
(5) "Department" means the department of ecology.
(6) "Director" means the director of the department of
ecology.
(7)(a) "Facility" means any structure, group of structures,
equipment, pipeline, or device, other than a vessel, located on or
near the navigable waters of the state that transfers oil in bulk to
or from any vessel with an oil carrying capacity over two hundred
fifty barrels or pipeline, that is used for producing, storing,
handling, transferring, processing, or transporting oil in bulk.
(b) A facility does not include any: (i) Railroad car, motor
vehicle, or other rolling stock while transporting oil over the
highways or rail lines of this state; (ii) retail motor vehicle motor
fuel outlet; (iii) facility that is operated as part of an exempt
agricultural activity as provided in RCW 82.04.330; (iv)
underground storage tank regulated by the department or a local
government under chapter 90.76 RCW; or (v) marine fuel outlet
that does not dispense more than three thousand gallons of fuel to
a ship that is not a covered vessel, in a single transaction.
(8) "Fishing vessel" means a self-propelled commercial vessel
of three hundred or more gross tons that is used for catching or
processing fish.
(9) "Gross tons" means tonnage as determined by the United
States coast guard under 33 C.F.R. section 138.30.
(10) "Hazardous substances" means any substance listed as of
March 1, 2003, in Table 302.4 of 40 C.F.R. Part 302 adopted
under section ((101(14))) 102(a) of the federal comprehensive
environmental response, compensation, and liability act of 1980,
as amended by P.L. 99-499. The following are not hazardous
substances for purposes of this chapter:
(a) Wastes listed as F001 through F028 in Table 302.4; and
(b) Wastes listed as K001 through K136 in Table 302.4.
(11) "Navigable waters of the state" means those waters of the
state, and their adjoining shorelines, that are subject to the ebb
and flow of the tide and/or are presently used, have been used in
the past, or may be susceptible for use to transport intrastate,
interstate, or foreign commerce.
(12) "Oil" or "oils" means oil of any kind that is liquid at
((atmospheric temperature)) twenty-five degrees Celsius and one
atmosphere of pressure and any fractionation thereof, including,
but not limited to, crude oil, bitumen, synthetic crude oil, natural
gas well condensate, petroleum, gasoline, fuel oil, diesel oil,
biological oils and blends, oil sludge, oil refuse, and oil mixed
with wastes other than dredged spoil. Oil does not include any
substance listed as of March 1, 2003, in Table 302.4 of 40 C.F.R.
Part 302 adopted under section ((101(14))) 102(a) of the federal
comprehensive environmental response, compensation, and
liability act of 1980, as amended by P.L. 99-499.
(13) "Offshore facility" means any facility located in, on, or
under any of the navigable waters of the state, but does not include
a facility any part of which is located in, on, or under any land of
the state, other than submerged land.
(14) "Onshore facility" means any facility any part of which
is located in, on, or under any land of the state, other than

submerged land, that because of its location, could reasonably be
expected to cause substantial harm to the environment by
discharging oil into or on the navigable waters of the state or the
adjoining shorelines.
(15)(a) "Owner or operator" means (i) in the case of a vessel,
any person owning, operating, or chartering by demise, the vessel;
(ii) in the case of an onshore or offshore facility, any person
owning or operating the facility; and (iii) in the case of an
abandoned vessel or onshore or offshore facility, the person who
owned or operated the vessel or facility immediately before its
abandonment.
(b) "Operator" does not include any person who owns the land
underlying a facility if the person is not involved in the operations
of the facility.
(16) "Passenger vessel" means a ship of three hundred or more
gross tons with a fuel capacity of at least six thousand gallons
carrying passengers for compensation.
(17) "Ship" means any boat, ship, vessel, barge, or other
floating craft of any kind.
(18) "Spill" means an unauthorized discharge of oil into the
waters of the state.
(19) "Tank vessel" means a ship that is constructed or adapted
to carry, or that carries, oil in bulk as cargo or cargo residue, and
that:
(a) Operates on the waters of the state; or
(b) Transfers oil in a port or place subject to the jurisdiction
of this state.
(20) "Waters of the state" includes lakes, rivers, ponds,
streams, inland waters, underground water, salt waters, estuaries,
tidal flats, beaches and lands adjoining the seacoast of the state,
sewers, and all other surface waters and watercourses within the
jurisdiction of the state of Washington.
Sec. 9. RCW 88.46.010 and 2011 c 122 s 1 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Best achievable protection" means the highest level of
protection that can be achieved through the use of the best
achievable technology and those staffing levels, training
procedures, and operational methods that provide the greatest
degree of protection achievable. The director's determination of
best achievable protection shall be guided by the critical need to
protect the state's natural resources and waters, while considering:
(a) The additional protection provided by the measures;
(b) The technological achievability of the measures; and
(c) The cost of the measures.
(2)(a) "Best achievable technology" means the technology
that provides the greatest degree of protection taking into
consideration:
(i) Processes that are being developed, or could feasibly be
developed, given overall reasonable expenditures on research and
development; and
(ii) Processes that are currently in use.
(b) In determining what is best achievable technology, the
director shall consider the effectiveness, engineering feasibility,
and commercial availability of the technology.
(3) "Bulk" means material that is stored or transported in a
loose, unpackaged liquid, powder, or granular form capable of
being conveyed by a pipe, bucket, chute, or belt system.
(4) "Cargo vessel" means a self-propelled ship in commerce,
other than a tank vessel or a passenger vessel, of three hundred or
more gross tons, including but not limited to, commercial fish
processing vessels and freighters.
(5) "Covered vessel" means a tank vessel, cargo vessel, or
passenger vessel.
(6) "Department" means the department of ecology.
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copartnership, association, firm, individual, or any other entity
(7) "Director" means the director of the department of
ecology.
whatsoever.
(18) "Race Rocks light" means the nautical landmark located
(8) "Discharge" means any spilling, leaking, pumping,
southwest of the city of Victoria, British Columbia.
pouring, emitting, emptying, or dumping.
(19) "Regional vessels of opportunity response group" means
(9)(a) "Facility" means any structure, group of structures,
a group of nondedicated vessels participating in a vessels of
equipment, pipeline, or device, other than a vessel, located on or
opportunity response system to respond when needed and
near the navigable waters of the state that transfers oil in bulk to
available to spills in a defined geographic area.
or from a tank vessel or pipeline, that is used for producing,
(20) "Severe weather conditions" means observed nautical
storing, handling, transferring, processing, or transporting oil in
conditions with sustained winds measured at forty knots and wave
bulk.
heights measured between twelve and eighteen feet.
(b) A facility does not include any: (i) Railroad car, motor
(21) "Ship" means any boat, ship, vessel, barge, or other
vehicle, or other rolling stock while transporting oil over the
floating craft of any kind.
highways or rail lines of this state; (ii) retail motor vehicle motor
(22) "Spill" means an unauthorized discharge of oil into the
fuel outlet; (iii) facility that is operated as part of an exempt
waters of the state.
agricultural activity as provided in RCW 82.04.330; (iv)
(23) "Strait of Juan de Fuca" means waters off the northern
underground storage tank regulated by the department or a local
coast of the Olympic Peninsula seaward of a line drawn from New
government under chapter 90.76 RCW; or (v) marine fuel outlet
Dungeness light in Clallam county to Discovery Island light on
that does not dispense more than three thousand gallons of fuel to
Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada.
a ship that is not a covered vessel, in a single transaction.
(24) "Tank vessel" means a ship that is constructed or adapted
(10) "Marine facility" means any facility used for tank vessel
to carry, or that carries, oil in bulk as cargo or cargo residue, and
wharfage or anchorage, including any equipment used for the
that:
purpose of handling or transferring oil in bulk to or from a tank
(a) Operates on the waters of the state; or
vessel.
(b) Transfers oil in a port or place subject to the jurisdiction
(11) "Navigable waters of the state" means those waters of the
of this state.
state, and their adjoining shorelines, that are subject to the ebb
(25) "Umbrella plan holder" means a nonprofit corporation
and flow of the tide and/or are presently used, have been used in
established consistent with this chapter for the purposes of
the past, or may be susceptible for use to transport intrastate,
providing oil spill response and contingency plan coverage.
interstate, or foreign commerce.
(26) "Vessel emergency" means a substantial threat of
(12) "Offshore facility" means any facility located in, on, or
pollution originating from a covered vessel, including loss or
under any of the navigable waters of the state, but does not include
serious degradation of propulsion, steering, means of navigation,
a facility any part of which is located in, on, or under any land of
primary electrical generating capability, and seakeeping
the state, other than submerged land. "Offshore facility" does not
capability.
include a marine facility.
(27) "Vessels of opportunity response system" means
(13) "Oil" or "oils" means oil of any kind that is liquid at
nondedicated boats and operators, including fishing and other
((atmospheric temperature)) twenty-five degrees Celsius and one
vessels, that are under contract with and equipped by contingency
atmosphere of pressure and any fractionation thereof, including,
plan holders to assist with oil spill response activities, including
but not limited to, crude oil, bitumen, synthetic crude oil, natural
on-water oil recovery in the near shore environment and the
gas well condensate, petroleum, gasoline, fuel oil, diesel oil,
placement of oil spill containment booms to protect sensitive
biological oils and blends, oil sludge, oil refuse, and oil mixed
habitats.
with wastes other than dredged spoil. Oil does not include any
(28) "Volunteer coordination system" means an oil spill
substance listed in Table 302.4 of 40 C.F.R. Part 302 adopted
response system that, before a spill occurs, prepares for the
August 14, 1989, under section ((101(14))) 102(a) of the federal
coordination of volunteers to assist with appropriate oil spill
comprehensive environmental response, compensation, and
response activities, which may include shoreline protection and
liability act of 1980, as amended by P.L. 99-499.
cleanup, wildlife recovery, field observation, light construction,
(14) "Onshore facility" means any facility any part of which
facility maintenance, donations management, clerical support,
is located in, on, or under any land of the state, other than
and other aspects of a spill response.
submerged land, that because of its location, could reasonably be
(29) "Waters of the state" includes lakes, rivers, ponds,
expected to cause substantial harm to the environment by
streams, inland waters, underground water, salt waters, estuaries,
discharging oil into or on the navigable waters of the state or the
tidal flats, beaches and lands adjoining the seacoast of the state,
adjoining shorelines.
sewers, and all other surface waters and watercourses within the
(15)(a) "Owner or operator" means (i) in the case of a vessel,
jurisdiction of the state of Washington.
any person owning, operating, or chartering by demise, the vessel;
(30) "Worst case spill" means: (a) In the case of a vessel, a
(ii) in the case of an onshore or offshore facility, any person
spill of the entire cargo and fuel of the vessel complicated by
owning or operating the facility; and (iii) in the case of an
adverse weather conditions; and (b) in the case of an onshore or
abandoned vessel or onshore or offshore facility, the person who
offshore facility, the largest foreseeable spill in adverse weather
owned or operated the vessel or facility immediately before its
conditions.
abandonment.
Sec. 10. RCW 90.56.010 and 2007 c 347 s 6 are each
(b) "Operator" does not include any person who owns the land
amended to read as follows:
underlying a facility if the person is not involved in the operations
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
of the facility.
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(16) "Passenger vessel" means a ship of three hundred or more
(1) "Best achievable protection" means the highest level of
gross tons with a fuel capacity of at least six thousand gallons
protection that can be achieved through the use of the best
carrying passengers for compensation.
achievable technology and those staffing levels, training
(17) "Person" means any political subdivision, government
procedures, and operational methods that provide the greatest
agency, municipality, industry, public or private corporation,
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degree of protection achievable. The director's determination of
best achievable protection shall be guided by the critical need to
protect the state's natural resources and waters, while considering
(a) the additional protection provided by the measures; (b) the
technological achievability of the measures; and (c) the cost of
the measures.
(2) "Best achievable technology" means the technology that
provides the greatest degree of protection taking into
consideration (a) processes that are being developed, or could
feasibly be developed, given overall reasonable expenditures on
research and development, and (b) processes that are currently in
use. In determining what is best achievable technology, the
director shall consider the effectiveness, engineering feasibility,
and commercial availability of the technology.
(3) "Board" means the pollution control hearings board.
(4) "Cargo vessel" means a self-propelled ship in commerce,
other than a tank vessel or a passenger vessel, three hundred or
more gross tons, including but not limited to, commercial fish
processing vessels and freighters.
(5) "Bulk" means material that is stored or transported in a
loose, unpackaged liquid, powder, or granular form capable of
being conveyed by a pipe, bucket, chute, or belt system.
(6) "Committee" means the preassessment screening
committee established under RCW 90.48.368.
(7) "Covered vessel" means a tank vessel, cargo vessel, or
passenger vessel.
(8) "Department" means the department of ecology.
(9) "Director" means the director of the department of
ecology.
(10) "Discharge" means any spilling, leaking, pumping,
pouring, emitting, emptying, or dumping.
(11)(a) "Facility" means any structure, group of structures,
equipment, pipeline, or device, other than a vessel, located on or
near the navigable waters of the state that transfers oil in bulk to
or from a tank vessel or pipeline, that is used for producing,
storing, handling, transferring, processing, or transporting oil in
bulk.
(b) A facility does not include any: (i) Railroad car, motor
vehicle, or other rolling stock while transporting oil over the
highways or rail lines of this state; (ii) underground storage tank
regulated by the department or a local government under chapter
90.76 RCW; (iii) motor vehicle motor fuel outlet; (iv) facility that
is operated as part of an exempt agricultural activity as provided
in RCW 82.04.330; or (v) marine fuel outlet that does not
dispense more than three thousand gallons of fuel to a ship that is
not a covered vessel, in a single transaction.
(12) "Fund" means the state coastal protection fund as
provided in RCW 90.48.390 and 90.48.400.
(13) "Having control over oil" shall include but not be limited
to any person using, storing, or transporting oil immediately prior
to entry of such oil into the waters of the state, and shall
specifically include carriers and bailees of such oil.
(14) "Marine facility" means any facility used for tank vessel
wharfage or anchorage, including any equipment used for the
purpose of handling or transferring oil in bulk to or from a tank
vessel.
(15) "Navigable waters of the state" means those waters of the
state, and their adjoining shorelines, that are subject to the ebb
and flow of the tide and/or are presently used, have been used in
the past, or may be susceptible for use to transport intrastate,
interstate, or foreign commerce.
(16) "Necessary expenses" means the expenses incurred by
the department and assisting state agencies for (a) investigating
the source of the discharge; (b) investigating the extent of the
environmental damage caused by the discharge; (c) conducting
actions necessary to clean up the discharge; (d) conducting

predamage and damage assessment studies; and (e) enforcing the
provisions of this chapter and collecting for damages caused by a
discharge.
(17) "Oil" or "oils" means oil of any kind that is liquid at
((atmospheric temperature)) twenty-five degrees Celsius and one
atmosphere of pressure and any fractionation thereof, including,
but not limited to, crude oil, bitumen, synthetic crude oil, natural
gas well condensate, petroleum, gasoline, fuel oil, diesel oil,
biological oils and blends, oil sludge, oil refuse, and oil mixed
with wastes other than dredged spoil. Oil does not include any
substance listed in Table 302.4 of 40 C.F.R. Part 302 adopted
August 14, 1989, under section ((101(14))) 102(a) of the federal
comprehensive environmental response, compensation, and
liability act of 1980, as amended by P.L. 99-499.
(18) "Offshore facility" means any facility located in, on, or
under any of the navigable waters of the state, but does not include
a facility any part of which is located in, on, or under any land of
the state, other than submerged land.
(19) "Onshore facility" means any facility any part of which
is located in, on, or under any land of the state, other than
submerged land, that because of its location, could reasonably be
expected to cause substantial harm to the environment by
discharging oil into or on the navigable waters of the state or the
adjoining shorelines.
(20)(a) "Owner or operator" means (i) in the case of a vessel,
any person owning, operating, or chartering by demise, the vessel;
(ii) in the case of an onshore or offshore facility, any person
owning or operating the facility; and (iii) in the case of an
abandoned vessel or onshore or offshore facility, the person who
owned or operated the vessel or facility immediately before its
abandonment.
(b) "Operator" does not include any person who owns the land
underlying a facility if the person is not involved in the operations
of the facility.
(21) "Passenger vessel" means a ship of three hundred or more
gross tons with a fuel capacity of at least six thousand gallons
carrying passengers for compensation.
(22) "Person" means any political subdivision, government
agency, municipality, industry, public or private corporation,
copartnership, association, firm, individual, or any other entity
whatsoever.
(23) "Ship" means any boat, ship, vessel, barge, or other
floating craft of any kind.
(24) "Spill" means an unauthorized discharge of oil or
hazardous substances into the waters of the state.
(25) "Tank vessel" means a ship that is constructed or adapted
to carry, or that carries, oil in bulk as cargo or cargo residue, and
that:
(a) Operates on the waters of the state; or
(b) Transfers oil in a port or place subject to the jurisdiction
of this state.
(26) "Waters of the state" includes lakes, rivers, ponds,
streams, inland waters, underground water, salt waters, estuaries,
tidal flats, beaches and lands adjoining the seacoast of the state,
sewers, and all other surface waters and watercourses within the
jurisdiction of the state of Washington.
(27) "Worst case spill" means: (a) In the case of a vessel, a
spill of the entire cargo and fuel of the vessel complicated by
adverse weather conditions; and (b) in the case of an onshore or
offshore facility, the largest foreseeable spill in adverse weather
conditions.
Sec. 11. RCW 81.53.240 and 1984 c 7 s 375 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Except to the extent necessary to permit participation by
first-class cities in the grade crossing protective fund, when an
election to participate is made as provided in RCW 81.53.261
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commission, the council shall confine its deliberations to those
through 81.53.291, or to the extent a first-class city requests to
items specified in federal statutes and state administrative rules
participate in the commission's crossing safety inspection
governing the coordination of hazardous materials policy. Subject
program within the city, this chapter ((81.53 RCW)) is not
operative within the limits of first-class cities, and does not apply
to the availability of amounts appropriated for this specific
to street railway lines operating on or across any street, alley, or
purpose, the council must require local emergency planning
other public place within the limits of any city, except that a
organizations to submit hazardous materials plans and to update
the plans on a five-year cycle for compliance review by the
streetcar line outside of cities of the first class shall not cross a
railroad at grade without express authority from the commission.
director. The council shall review administrative rules governing
The commission may not change the location of a state highway
state and local emergency management practices and recommend
without the approval of the secretary of transportation, or the
necessary revisions to the director.
location of any crossing thereon adopted or approved by the
(3)(a) The intrastate mutual aid committee is created and is a
department of transportation, or grant a railroad authority to cross
subcommittee of the emergency management council. The
a state highway at grade without the consent of the secretary of
intrastate mutual aid committee consists of not more than five
transportation.
members who must be appointed by the council chair from
(2) Within thirty days of the effective date of this section,
council membership. The chair of the intrastate mutual aid
first-class cities must provide to the commission a list of all
committee is the military department representative appointed as
existing public crossings within the limits of a first-class city,
a member of the council. Meetings of the intrastate mutual aid
including over and under-crossings, including the United States
committee must be held at least annually.
department of transportation number for the crossing. Within
(b) In support of the intrastate mutual aid system established
thirty days of modifying, closing, or opening a grade crossing
in chapter 38.56 RCW, the intrastate mutual aid committee shall
within the limits of a first-class city, the city must notify the
develop and update guidelines and procedures to facilitate
commission in writing of the action taken, identifying the
implementation of the intrastate mutual aid system by member
jurisdictions, including but not limited to the following: Projected
crossing by the United States department of transportation
number. All requirements in this subsection are subject to the
or anticipated costs; checklists and forms for requesting and
availability of amounts appropriated for the specific purposes
providing assistance; recordkeeping; reimbursement procedures;
described.
and other implementation issues. These guidelines and
procedures are not subject to the rule-making requirements of
Sec. 12. RCW 38.52.040 and 2011 1st sp.s. c 21 s 27, 2011
c 336 s 789, and 2011 c 79 s 9 are each reenacted and amended to
chapter 34.05 RCW.
Sec. 13. RCW 38.52.070 and 1997 c 49 s 4 are each
read as follows:
(1) There is hereby created the emergency management
amended to read as follows:
(1) Each political subdivision of this state is hereby authorized
council (hereinafter called the council), to consist of not more
than seventeen members who shall be appointed by the adjutant
and directed to establish a local organization or to be a member
of a joint local organization for emergency management in
general. The membership of the council shall include, but not be
accordance with the state comprehensive emergency
limited to, representatives of city and county governments,
management plan and program: PROVIDED, That a political
sheriffs and police chiefs, the Washington state patrol, the
subdivision proposing such establishment shall submit its plan
military department, the department of ecology, state and local
and program for emergency management to the state director and
fire chiefs, seismic safety experts, state and local emergency
secure his or her recommendations thereon, and verification of
management directors, search and rescue volunteers, medical
consistency with the state comprehensive emergency
professions who have expertise in emergency medical care,
management plan, in order that the plan of the local organization
building officials, and private industry. The representatives of
for emergency management may be coordinated with the plan and
private industry shall include persons knowledgeable in
program of the state. Local comprehensive emergency
emergency and hazardous materials management. The
management plans must: (a) Specify the use of the incident
councilmembers shall elect a chair from within the council
membership. The members of the council shall serve without
command system for multiagency/multijurisdiction operations;
compensation, but may be reimbursed for their travel expenses
and (b) include hazardous materials plans that are updated on a
incurred in the performance of their duties in accordance with
five-year cycle for compliance review by the director. No political
RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060 as now existing or hereafter
subdivision may be required to include in its plan provisions for
amended.
the emergency evacuation or relocation of residents in
(2) The emergency management council shall advise the
anticipation of nuclear attack. If the director's recommendations
governor and the director on all matters pertaining to state and
are adverse to the plan as submitted, and, if the local organization
local emergency management. The council may appoint such ad
does not agree to the director's recommendations for modification
hoc committees, subcommittees, and working groups as are
to the proposal, the matter shall be referred to the council for final
required to develop specific recommendations for the
action. The director may authorize two or more political
improvement of emergency management practices, standards,
subdivisions to join in the establishment and operation of a joint
policies, or procedures. The council shall ensure that the governor
local organization for emergency management as circumstances
receives an annual assessment of statewide emergency
may warrant, in which case each political subdivision shall
preparedness including, but not limited to, specific progress on
contribute to the cost of emergency management upon such fair
hazard mitigation and reduction efforts, implementation of
and equitable basis as may be determined upon by the executive
seismic safety improvements, reduction of flood hazards, and
heads of the constituent subdivisions. If in any case the executive
coordination of hazardous materials planning and response
heads cannot agree upon the proper division of cost the matter
activities. The council or a subcommittee thereof shall
shall be referred to the council for arbitration and its decision shall
periodically convene in special session and serve during those
be final. When two or more political subdivisions join in the
sessions as the state emergency response commission required by
establishment and operation of a joint local organization for
P.L. 99-499, the emergency planning and community right-toemergency management each shall pay its share of the cost into a
know act. When sitting in session as the state emergency response
special pooled fund to be administered by the treasurer of the most
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populous subdivision, which fund shall be known as the . . . . . .
emergency management fund. Each local organization or joint
local organization for emergency management shall have a
director who shall be appointed by the executive head of the
political subdivision, and who shall have direct responsibility for
the organization, administration, and operation of such local
organization for emergency management, subject to the direction
and control of such executive officer or officers. In the case of a
joint local organization for emergency management, the director
shall be appointed by the joint action of the executive heads of the
constituent political subdivisions. Each local organization or joint
local organization for emergency management shall perform
emergency management functions within the territorial limits of
the political subdivision within which it is organized, and, in
addition, shall conduct such functions outside of such territorial
limits as may be required pursuant to the provisions of this
chapter.
(2) In carrying out the provisions of this chapter each political
subdivision, in which any disaster as described in RCW 38.52.020
occurs, shall have the power to enter into contracts and incur
obligations necessary to combat such disaster, protecting the
health and safety of persons and property, and providing
emergency assistance to the victims of such disaster. Each
political subdivision is authorized to exercise the powers vested
under this section in the light of the exigencies of an extreme
emergency situation without regard to time-consuming
procedures and formalities prescribed by law (excepting
mandatory constitutional requirements), including, but not
limited to, budget law limitations, requirements of competitive
bidding and publication of notices, provisions pertaining to the
performance of public work, entering into contracts, the incurring
of obligations, the employment of temporary workers, the rental
of equipment, the purchase of supplies and materials, the levying
of taxes, and the appropriation and expenditures of public funds.
Sec. 14. RCW 81.53.010 and 2013 c 23 s 302 are each
amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
((The term)) (1) "Commission((,))" ((when used in this
chapter,)) means the utilities and transportation commission of
Washington.
((The term)) (2) "Highway((,))" ((when used in this chapter,))
includes all state and county roads, streets, alleys, avenues,
boulevards, parkways, and other public places actually open and
in use, or to be opened and used, for travel by the public.
((The term)) (3) "Railroad((,))" ((when used in this chapter,))
means every railroad, including interurban and suburban electric
railroads, by whatsoever power operated, for the public use in the
conveyance of persons or property for hire, with all bridges,
ferries, tunnels, equipment, switches, spurs, sidings, tracks,
stations, and terminal facilities of every kind, used, operated,
controlled, managed, or owned by or in connection therewith. The
((said)) term ((shall)) also includes every logging and other
industrial railway owned or operated primarily for the purpose of
carrying the property of its owners or operators or of a limited
class of persons, with all tracks, spurs, and sidings used in
connection therewith. The ((said)) term ((shall)) does not include
street railways operating within the limits of any incorporated city
or town.
((The term)) (4) "Railroad company((,))" ((when used in this
chapter,)) includes every corporation, company, association, joint
stock association, partnership, or person, its, their, or his or her
lessees, trustees, or receivers appointed by any court whatsoever,
owning, operating, controlling, or managing any railroad((, as that
term is defined in this section)).

((The term)) (5) "Over-crossing((,))" ((when used in this
chapter,)) means any point or place where a highway crosses a
railroad by passing above the same. "Over-crossing" also means
any point or place where one railroad crosses another railroad not
at grade.
((The term)) (6) "Under-crossing((,))" ((when used in this
chapter,)) means any point or place where a highway crosses a
railroad by passing under the same. "Under-crossing" also means
any point or place where one railroad crosses another railroad not
at grade.
((The term "over-crossing" or "under-crossing," shall also
mean any point or place where one railroad crosses another
railroad not at grade.
The term)) (7) "Grade crossing((,))" ((when used in this
chapter,)) means any point or place where a railroad crosses a
highway or a highway crosses a railroad or one railroad crosses
another, at a common grade.
(8) "Private crossing" means any point or place where a
railroad crosses a private road at grade or a private road crosses a
railroad at grade, where the private road is not a highway.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 15. A new section is added to
chapter 81.53 RCW to read as follows:
(1) To address the potential public safety hazards presented
by private crossings in the state and by the transportation of
hazardous materials in the state, including crude oil, the
commission is authorized to adopt rules governing safety
standards for private crossings along the railroad tracks over
which crude oil is transported in the state. The commission is also
authorized to conduct inspections of the private crossings subject
to this section, to order the railroads to make improvements at the
private crossings, and enforce the orders.
(2) The commission must adopt rules governing private
crossings along railroad tracks over which crude oil is transported
in the state, establishing:
(a) Minimum safety standards for the private crossings subject
to this section, including, but not limited to, requirements for
signage;
(b) Criteria for prioritizing the inspection and improvements
of the private crossings subject to this section; and
(c) Requirements governing the improvements to private
crossings the railroad company must pay for and complete.
(3) Nothing in this section modifies existing agreements
between the railroad company and the landowner governing
liability for injuries or damages occurring at the private crossing.
(4) All requirements in this section are subject to the
availability of amounts appropriated for the specific purposes
described.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 16. (1)(a) The department of
ecology must convene a panel consisting of representatives from:
The oil and rail industries, businesses that are recipients of liquid
bulk crude oil, Grays Harbor and Columbia river harbor safety
committees, maritime fire safety associations, the United States
coast guard, Columbia river public ports in Oregon and
Washington, Grays Harbor public ports, and Columbia river
pilots.
(b) The panel convened under (a) of this subsection must
evaluate and assess vessel traffic management and vessel traffic
safety within the Columbia river and Grays Harbor.
(2) The panel shall convene no more than four times to assess
and evaluate: (a) The need for tug escorts for oil tankers of greater
than forty thousand deadweight tons, all articulated tug barges,
and other towed waterborne vessels or barges; (b) best achievable
protection; and (c) required tug capabilities to ensure safe escort
of vessels on the Columbia river and Grays Harbor.
(3) By December 15, 2015, the department of ecology must
provide to the appropriate committees of the legislature
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 20. 2015 c ... s 18 (section 18 of this
recommendations for vessel traffic management and vessel traffic
safety on the Columbia river and Grays Harbor.
act) as now existing or hereafter amended, is repealed, effective
(4) All requirements in this section are subject to the
July 1, 2023.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 21. If any provision of this act or its
availability of amounts appropriated for the specific purposes
described.
application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
NEW SECTION. Sec. 17. A new section is added to
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
chapter 81.44 RCW to read as follows:
persons or circumstances is not affected."
Commission employees certified by the federal railroad
administration to perform hazardous materials inspections may
MOTION
enter the property of any business that receives, ships, or offers
for shipment hazardous materials by rail. Entry shall be at a
Senator Ranker moved that the following amendment by
reasonable time and in a reasonable manner. The purpose of entry
Senator Ranker to the striking amendment be adopted:
is limited to performing inspections, investigations, or
Beginning on page 2, line 25 of the amendment, strike all of
surveillance of equipment, records, and operations relating to the
sections 3 through 6 and insert the following:
packaging, loading, unloading, or transportation of hazardous
"Sec. 3. RCW 82.23B.010 and 1992 c 73 s 6 are each
materials by rail, pursuant only to the state participation program
amended to read as follows:
outlined in 49 C.F.R. Part 212. The term "business" is all inclusive
((Unless the context clearly requires otherwise,)) The
and is not limited to common carriers or public service
definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter unless the
companies.
context clearly requires otherwise.
Sec. 18. RCW 81.24.010 and 2007 c 234 s 21 are each
(1) "Barrel" means a unit of measurement of volume equal to
amended to read as follows:
forty-two United States gallons of crude oil or petroleum product.
(1) Every company subject to regulation by the commission,
(2) "Crude oil" means any naturally occurring liquid
except those listed in subsection (3) of this section, shall, on or
hydrocarbons at atmospheric temperature and pressure coming
before the date specified by the commission for filing annual
from the earth, including condensate and natural gasoline.
reports under RCW 81.04.080, file with the commission a
(3) "Department" means the department of revenue.
statement on oath showing its gross operating revenue from
(4) "Marine terminal" means a facility of any kind, other than
intrastate operations for the preceding calendar year, or portion
a waterborne vessel, that is used for transferring crude oil or
thereof, and pay to the commission a fee equal to one-tenth of one
petroleum products to or from a waterborne vessel or barge.
percent of the first fifty thousand dollars of gross operating
(5) "Navigable waters" means those waters of the state and
revenue, plus two-tenths of one percent of any gross operating
their adjoining shorelines that are subject to the ebb and flow of
revenue in excess of fifty thousand dollars, except railroad
the tide, including the Columbia and Snake rivers.
companies which shall each pay to the commission a fee equal to
(6) "Person" has the meaning provided in RCW 82.04.030.
((one)) two and one-half percent of its intrastate gross operating
(7) "Petroleum product" means any liquid hydrocarbons at
revenue. The commission may, by rule, set minimum fees that do
atmospheric temperature and pressure that are the product of the
not exceed the cost of collecting the fees. The commission may
fractionation, distillation, or other refining or processing of crude
by rule waive any or all of the minimum fee established pursuant
oil, and that are used as, useable as, or may be refined as a fuel or
to this section. Any railroad association that qualifies as a
fuel blendstock, including but not limited to, gasoline, diesel fuel,
nonprofit charitable organization under the federal internal
aviation fuel, bunker fuel, and fuels containing a blend of alcohol
revenue code section 501(c)(3) is exempt from the fee required
and petroleum.
(8) "Taxpayer" means the person owning crude oil or
under this subsection.
(2) The percentage rates of gross operating revenue to be paid
petroleum products immediately after receipt of the same into the
storage tanks of a marine or bulk oil terminal in this state ((from
in any one year may be decreased by the commission for any class
of companies subject to the payment of such fees, by general
a waterborne vessel or barge)) and who is liable for the taxes
imposed by this chapter.
order entered before March 1st of such year, and for such purpose
railroad companies are classified as class two. Every other
(9) "Waterborne vessel or barge" means any ship, barge, or
other watercraft capable of ((travelling)) traveling on the
company subject to regulation by the commission, for which
regulatory fees are not otherwise fixed by law, shall pay fees as
navigable waters of this state and capable of transporting any
herein provided and shall constitute additional classes according
crude oil or petroleum product in quantities of ten thousand
to kinds of businesses engaged in.
gallons or more for purposes other than providing fuel for its
(3) This section does not apply to private nonprofit
motor or engine.
transportation providers, auto transportation companies, charter
(10) "Bulk oil terminal" means a facility of any kind, other
party carriers and excursion service carriers, solid waste
than a waterborne vessel, that is used for transferring crude oil or
collection companies, motor freight carriers, household goods
petroleum products from a tank car or pipeline.
carriers, commercial ferries, and low-level radioactive waste
(11) "Tank car" means a rail car, the body of which consists
storage facilities.
of a tank for transporting liquids.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 19. A new section is added to
Sec. 4. RCW 82.23B.020 and 2006 c 256 s 2 are each
chapter 81.24 RCW to read as follows:
amended to read as follows:
The authority of the commission to charge a railroad company
(1) An oil spill response tax is imposed on the privilege of
a fee equal to two and one-half percent of its intrastate gross
receiving: (a) Crude oil or petroleum products at a marine
operating revenue under the authority of this chapter expires July
terminal within this state from a waterborne vessel or barge
1, 2023.
operating on the navigable waters of this state; (b) crude oil or
(2) Beginning July 1, 2023, the commission is authorized to
petroleum products at a bulk oil terminal within this state from a
charge a railroad company a fee equal to one and one-half percent
tank car; or (c) crude oil or petroleum products at a bulk oil
of its intrastate gross operating revenue.
terminal within this state from a pipeline. The tax imposed in this
section is levied upon the owner of the crude oil or petroleum
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products immediately after receipt of the same into the storage
tanks of a marine or bulk oil terminal from a tank car, pipeline, or
waterborne vessel or barge at the rate of one cent per barrel of
crude oil or petroleum product received.
(2) In addition to the tax imposed in subsection (1) of this
section, an oil spill administration tax is imposed on the privilege
of receiving: (a) Crude oil or petroleum products at a marine
terminal within this state from a waterborne vessel or barge
operating on the navigable waters of this state; (b) crude oil or
petroleum products at a bulk oil terminal within this state from a
tank car; or (c) crude oil or petroleum products at a bulk oil
terminal within this state from a pipeline. The tax imposed in this
section is levied upon the owner of the crude oil or petroleum
products immediately after receipt of the same into the storage
tanks of a marine or bulk oil terminal from a tank car, pipeline, or
waterborne vessel or barge at the rate of ((four)) six and one-half
cents per barrel of crude oil or petroleum product.
(3) The taxes imposed by this chapter ((shall)) must be
collected by the marine or bulk oil terminal operator from the
taxpayer. If any person charged with collecting the taxes fails to
bill the taxpayer for the taxes, or in the alternative has not notified
the taxpayer in writing of the ((imposition of the)) taxes imposed,
or having collected the taxes, fails to pay them to the department
in the manner prescribed by this chapter, whether such failure is
the result of the person's own acts or the result of acts or
conditions beyond the person's control, he or she ((shall)),
nevertheless, ((be)) is personally liable to the state for the amount
of the taxes. Payment of the taxes by the owner to a marine or
bulk oil terminal operator ((shall)) relieves the owner from further
liability for the taxes.
(4) Taxes collected under this chapter ((shall)) must be held
in trust until paid to the department. Any person collecting the
taxes who appropriates or converts the taxes collected ((shall be))
is guilty of a gross misdemeanor if the money required to be
collected is not available for payment on the date payment is due.
The taxes required by this chapter to be collected ((shall)) must
be stated separately from other charges made by the marine or
bulk oil terminal operator in any invoice or other statement of
account provided to the taxpayer.
(5) If a taxpayer fails to pay the taxes imposed by this chapter
to the person charged with collection of the taxes and the person
charged with collection fails to pay the taxes to the department,
the department may, in its discretion, proceed directly against the
taxpayer for collection of the taxes.
(6) The taxes ((shall be)) are due from the marine or bulk oil
terminal operator, along with reports and returns on forms
prescribed by the department, within twenty-five days after the
end of the month in which the taxable activity occurs.
(7) The amount of taxes, until paid by the taxpayer to the
marine or bulk oil terminal operator or to the department, ((shall))
constitutes a debt from the taxpayer to the marine or bulk oil
terminal operator. Any person required to collect the taxes under
this chapter who, with intent to violate the provisions of this
chapter, fails or refuses to do so as required and any taxpayer who
refuses to pay any taxes due under this chapter, ((shall be)) is
guilty of a misdemeanor as provided in chapter 9A.20 RCW.
(8) Upon prior approval of the department, the taxpayer may
pay the taxes imposed by this chapter directly to the department.
The department ((shall)) must give its approval for direct payment
under this section whenever it appears, in the department's
judgment, that direct payment will enhance the administration of
the taxes imposed under this chapter. The department ((shall))
must provide by rule for the issuance of a direct payment
certificate to any taxpayer qualifying for direct payment of the
taxes. Good faith acceptance of a direct payment certificate by a
terminal operator ((shall)) relieves the marine or bulk oil terminal

operator from any liability for the collection or payment of the
taxes imposed under this chapter.
(9) All receipts from the tax imposed in subsection (1) of this
section ((shall)) must be deposited into the state oil spill response
account. All receipts from the tax imposed in subsection (2) of
this section shall be deposited into the oil spill prevention
account.
(10) Within forty-five days after the end of each calendar
quarter, the office of financial management ((shall)) must
determine the balance of the oil spill response account as of the
last day of that calendar quarter. Balance determinations by the
office of financial management under this section are final and
((shall)) may not be used to challenge the validity of any tax
imposed under this chapter. The office of financial management
((shall)) must promptly notify the departments of revenue and
ecology of the account balance once a determination is made. For
each subsequent calendar quarter, the tax imposed by subsection
(1) of this section ((shall)) must be imposed during the entire
calendar quarter unless:
(a) Tax was imposed under subsection (1) of this section
during the immediately preceding calendar quarter, and the most
recent quarterly balance is more than nine million dollars; or
(b) Tax was not imposed under subsection (1) of this section
during the immediately preceding calendar quarter, and the most
recent quarterly balance is more than eight million dollars.
Sec. 5. RCW 82.23B.030 and 1992 c 73 s 9 are each
amended to read as follows:
The taxes imposed under this chapter ((shall)) only apply to
the first receipt of crude oil or petroleum products at a marine or
bulk oil terminal in this state and not to the later transporting and
subsequent receipt of the same oil or petroleum product, whether
in the form originally received at a marine or bulk oil terminal in
this state or after refining or other processing.
Sec. 6. RCW 82.23B.040 and 1992 c 73 s 10 are each
amended to read as follows:
Credit ((shall)) must be allowed against the taxes imposed
under this chapter for any crude oil or petroleum products
received at a marine or bulk oil terminal and subsequently
exported from or sold for export from the state."
Senators Ranker and McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment to the striking amendment.
Senator Ericksen spoke against adoption of the amendment
to the striking amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ranker
on page 2, line 25 to the striking amendment to Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5057.
The motion by Senator Ranker failed and the amendment to
the striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Ericksen moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ericksen to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 6, after line 17 of the amendment, insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. A new section is added to
chapter 90.56 RCW to read as follows:
(1) A facility that receives crude oil from a railroad car must
provide advance notice to the department that the facility will
receive crude oil from a railroad car, as provided in this section.
The advance notice must include the route taken to the facility
within the state, if known, and the scheduled time, location,
volume, and type of crude oil received. Each week, a facility that
provides advance notice under this section must provide the
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required information regarding the scheduled arrival of railroad
43.330, and 43.168 RCW, or during application for economic
cars carrying crude oil to be received by the facility in the
development loans or program services provided by any local
succeeding seven-day period. A facility is not required to provide
agency;
advance notice when there is no receipt of crude oil from a
(5) Financial information, business plans, examination
railroad car scheduled for a seven-day period.
reports, and any information produced or obtained in evaluating
(2) The department may share information provided by a
or examining a business and industrial development corporation
facility through the advance notice system established in this
organized or seeking certification under chapter 31.24 RCW;
section with the state emergency management division and any
(6) Financial and commercial information supplied to the state
county, city, tribal, port, or local government emergency response
investment board by any person when the information relates to
agency upon request.
the investment of public trust or retirement funds and when
(3) The department must publish information collected under
disclosure would result in loss to such funds or in private loss to
the advance notice system established in this section on a
the providers of this information;
quarterly basis on the department's internet web site. The
(7) Financial and valuable trade information under RCW
information published by the department must be aggregated on
51.36.120;
a statewide basis with respect to information reported under
(8) Financial, commercial, operations, and technical and
subsection (1) of this section and may include other information
research information and data submitted to or obtained by the
available to the department including, but not limited to, place of
clean Washington center in applications for, or delivery of,
origin, modes of transport, route taken to the facility, number of
program services under chapter 70.95H RCW;
railroad cars delivering crude oil, and number and volume of
(9) Financial and commercial information requested by the
spills during transport and delivery. The department must ensure
public stadium authority from any person or organization that
that information is aggregated to the extent that publication does
leases or uses the stadium and exhibition center as defined in
not allow for identification of a facility.
RCW 36.102.010;
(4) A facility providing advance notice under this section is
(10)(a) Financial information, including but not limited to
not responsible for meeting advance notice time frame
account numbers and values, and other identification numbers
requirements under subsection (1) of this section in the event that
supplied by or on behalf of a person, firm, corporation, limited
the schedule of arrivals of railroad cars carrying crude oil changes
liability company, partnership, or other entity related to an
during a seven-day period.
application for a horse racing license submitted pursuant to RCW
(5) Consistent with the requirements of chapter 42.56 RCW,
67.16.260(1)(b), marijuana producer, processor, or retailer
the department and any state, local, tribal, or public agency that
license, liquor license, gambling license, or lottery retail license;
receives information provided under the advance notice system
(b) Internal control documents, independent auditors' reports
established in this section may not disclose any such information
and financial statements, and supporting documents: (i) Of housethat is not aggregated and that might result in the identification of
banked social card game licensees required by the gambling
a facility. The requirement for aggregating information does not
commission pursuant to rules adopted under chapter 9.46 RCW;
apply when information is shared by the department with
or (ii) submitted by tribes with an approved tribal/state compact
emergency response agencies as provided in subsection (2) of this
for class III gaming;
section.
(11) Proprietary data, trade secrets, or other information that
(6) The department shall adopt rules to implement this
relates to: (a) A vendor's unique methods of conducting business;
section. The advance notice system required in this section must
(b) data unique to the product or services of the vendor; or (c)
be consistent with the oil transfer reporting system adopted by the
determining prices or rates to be charged for services, submitted
department pursuant to RCW 88.46.165."
by any vendor to the department of social and health services for
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
purposes of the development, acquisition, or implementation of
any internal references accordingly.
state purchased health care as defined in RCW 41.05.011;
On page 24, after line 22 of the amendment, insert the
(12)(a) When supplied to and in the records of the department
following:
of commerce:
"Sec. 20. RCW 42.56.270 and 2014 c 192 s 6, 2014 c 174 s
(i) Financial and proprietary information collected from any
5, and 2014 c 144 s 6 are each reenacted and amended to read as
person and provided to the department of commerce pursuant to
follows:
RCW 43.330.050(8); and
The following financial, commercial, and proprietary
(ii) Financial or proprietary information collected from any
information is exempt from disclosure under this chapter:
person and provided to the department of commerce or the office
(1) Valuable formulae, designs, drawings, computer source
of the governor in connection with the siting, recruitment,
code or object code, and research data obtained by any agency
expansion, retention, or relocation of that person's business and
within five years of the request for disclosure when disclosure
until a siting decision is made, identifying information of any
would produce private gain and public loss;
person supplying information under this subsection and the
(2) Financial information supplied by or on behalf of a person,
locations being considered for siting, relocation, or expansion of
firm, or corporation for the purpose of qualifying to submit a bid
a business;
or proposal for (a) a ferry system construction or repair contract
(b) When developed by the department of commerce based on
as required by RCW 47.60.680 through 47.60.750 or (b) highway
information as described in (a)(i) of this subsection, any work
construction or improvement as required by RCW 47.28.070;
product is not exempt from disclosure;
(3) Financial and commercial information and records
(c) For the purposes of this subsection, "siting decision"
supplied by private persons pertaining to export services provided
means the decision to acquire or not to acquire a site;
under chapters 43.163 and 53.31 RCW, and by persons pertaining
(d) If there is no written contact for a period of sixty days to
to export projects under RCW 43.23.035;
the department of commerce from a person connected with siting,
(4) Financial and commercial information and records
recruitment, expansion, retention, or relocation of that person's
supplied by businesses or individuals during application for loans
business, information described in (a)(ii) of this subsection will
or program services provided by chapters 43.325, 43.163, 43.160,
be available to the public under this chapter;
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(13) Financial and proprietary information submitted to or
obtained by the department of ecology or the authority created
under chapter 70.95N RCW to implement chapter 70.95N RCW;
(14) Financial, commercial, operations, and technical and
research information and data submitted to or obtained by the life
sciences discovery fund authority in applications for, or delivery
of, grants under chapter 43.350 RCW, to the extent that such
information, if revealed, would reasonably be expected to result
in private loss to the providers of this information;
(15) Financial and commercial information provided as
evidence to the department of licensing as required by RCW
19.112.110 or 19.112.120, except information disclosed in
aggregate form that does not permit the identification of
information related to individual fuel licensees;
(16) Any production records, mineral assessments, and trade
secrets submitted by a permit holder, mine operator, or landowner
to the department of natural resources under RCW 78.44.085;
(17)(a) Farm plans developed by conservation districts, unless
permission to release the farm plan is granted by the landowner
or operator who requested the plan, or the farm plan is used for
the application or issuance of a permit;
(b) Farm plans developed under chapter 90.48 RCW and not
under the federal clean water act, 33 U.S.C. Sec. 1251 et seq., are
subject to RCW 42.56.610 and 90.64.190;
(18) Financial, commercial, operations, and technical and
research information and data submitted to or obtained by a health
sciences and services authority in applications for, or delivery of,
grants under RCW 35.104.010 through 35.104.060, to the extent
that such information, if revealed, would reasonably be expected
to result in private loss to providers of this information;
(19) Information gathered under chapter 19.85 RCW or RCW
34.05.328 that can be identified to a particular business;
(20) Financial and commercial information submitted to or
obtained by the University of Washington, other than information
the university is required to disclose under RCW 28B.20.150,
when the information relates to investments in private funds, to
the extent that such information, if revealed, would reasonably be
expected to result in loss to the University of Washington
consolidated endowment fund or to result in private loss to the
providers of this information; ((and))
(21) Market share data submitted by a manufacturer under
RCW 70.95N.190(4); ((and))
(22) Financial information supplied to the department of
financial institutions or to a portal under RCW 21.20.883, when
filed by or on behalf of an issuer of securities for the purpose of
obtaining the exemption from state securities registration for
small securities offerings provided under RCW 21.20.880 or
when filed by or on behalf of an investor for the purpose of
purchasing such securities; and
(23) Notices of a transfer of crude oil submitted to the
department of ecology pursuant to section 7(1) of this act and that
is in the possession of the department of ecology or any entity
with which the department of ecology has shared the notice
pursuant to section 7(5) of this act."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of the amendment.
POINT OF INQUIRY
Senator Kohl-Welles: “Would the good Senator yield to a
question? I appreciate the intent of this amendment. I’m just
wondering if the residents and businesses who are next to the
railroad line would also be notified in advance. I live right down
on the train track and we see oil cars going by all the time in a
very congested area of Seattle.”

Senator Ericksen: “Can I defer to Senator ... The answer is
we have seven day advance notice of oil going to be received at a
refinery now. The tricky part to your question is: The refiners
don’t always know the schedule of the railroad. So they don’t if,
they have a lapse of time but, if you’ve traveled on the Amtrak,
you’ll understand. Sometimes you have to pull over to the side
while their trains pass by. There might be things that delay it for
hours at a time. So the notice also, by the way, is protected by
privacy statutes so first responders get the information. The public
receives the aggregated information with regards to the volume
moving through, in general, at the end of that time period. So,
they will not get specific data with regards to an individual
refineries received, accrued by rail. They will get the aggregated
data.”
Senator Ranker spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
to the striking amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ericksen
on page 6, after line 17 to the striking amendment to Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5057.
The motion by Senator Ericksen carried and the amendment
to the striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Ranker moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ranker to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 6, after line 17 of the amendment, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. A new section is added to chapter
90.56 RCW to read as follows:
(1)(a) The department must be provided prior notice before a
crude oil transfer, that is regulated under this chapter and that may
impact waters of the state, occurs between:
(i) A railroad, as referred to under RCW 90.56.010(11)(b), and
another facility; or
(ii) A railroad, as referred to under RCW 88.40.011(7)(b), and
a covered vessel.
(b) The notice required in (a) of this subsection must rely on
the "advanced notice of transfer" system used by the department
for transfers to or from a vessel adopted under RCW 88.46.165.
The notice must include the time, location, volume, and type of
oil transfer.
(c) The department must require facilities to provide
information, once a week, regarding the scheduled arrivals of
crude oil by rail for transfer at the facility in the succeeding sevenday period. A facility may not be required to provide notice when
there is no activity scheduled for a seven-day period. The
information must include the volume and type of crude oil
scheduled for arrival and the route taken to the facility within the
state, if known. The department may provide this information to
the state's emergency management division and to any tribal, city,
county, port, or other local government emergency response
agency that requests this information. This information may be
used for aggregation of shipment information under subsection
(3) of this section but may not otherwise be disclosed by the
department, the emergency management division, or by any local
government or tribal emergency response agency.
(2) Twice per year, pipelines must report to the department the
type and volume of oil transported through the state. Reporting
must occur each year by July 31st for the period January 1st
through June 30th and by January 31st for the period July 1st
through December 31st.
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and flow of the tide and/or are presently used, have been used in
(3) The department shall publish data collected under
subsections (1) and (2) of this section on a quarterly basis on the
the past, or may be susceptible for use to transport intrastate,
department's web site. Data reported with respect to oil
interstate, or foreign commerce.
transportation must be aggregated on a statewide basis, volume
(12) "Oil" or "oils" means oil of any kind that is liquid at
transferred, type of oil transferred, place of origin, mode of
((atmospheric temperature)) twenty-five degrees Celsius and one
atmosphere of pressure and any fractionation thereof, including,
transportation, route taken to the point of transfer, number of rail
but not limited to, crude oil, bitumen, synthetic crude oil, natural
cars transferring oil, and volume and number of oil spills en route
gas well condensate, petroleum, gasoline, fuel oil, diesel oil,
to or during transfer that are reported to the department.
(4) Facilities providing information under this section are not
biological oils and blends, oil sludge, oil refuse, and oil mixed
responsible for meeting notice time frame requirements under
with wastes other than dredged spoil. Oil does not include any
subsection (1)(c) of this section when there are changes to the
substance listed as of March 1, 2003, in Table 302.4 of 40 C.F.R.
scheduled arrivals of crude oil within the seven-day period.
Part 302 adopted under section ((101(14))) 102(a) of the federal
(5) The department shall adopt rules to implement this section."
comprehensive environmental response, compensation, and
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
liability act of 1980, as amended by P.L. 99-499.
any internal references accordingly.
(13) "Offshore facility" means any facility located in, on, or
Beginning on page 6, line 33 of the amendment, strike all of
under any of the navigable waters of the state, but does not include
section 8 and insert the following:
a facility any part of which is located in, on, or under any land of
"Sec. 8. RCW 88.40.011 and 2007 c 347 s 4 are each
the state, other than submerged land.
amended to read as follows:
(14) "Onshore facility" means any facility any part of which is
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
located in, on, or under any land of the state, other than submerged
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
land, that because of its location, could reasonably be expected to
(1) "Barge" means a vessel that is not self-propelled.
cause substantial harm to the environment by discharging oil into
(2) "Cargo vessel" means a self-propelled ship in commerce,
or on the navigable waters of the state or the adjoining shorelines.
other than a tank vessel, fishing vessel, or a passenger vessel, of
(15)(a) "Owner or operator" means (i) in the case of a vessel,
any person owning, operating, or chartering by demise, the vessel;
three hundred or more gross tons.
(3) "Bulk" means material that is stored or transported in a
(ii) in the case of an onshore or offshore facility, any person
owning or operating the facility; and (iii) in the case of an
loose, unpackaged liquid, powder, or granular form capable of
being conveyed by a pipe, bucket, chute, or belt system.
abandoned vessel or onshore or offshore facility, the person who
owned or operated the vessel or facility immediately before its
(4) "Covered vessel" means a tank vessel, cargo vessel, or
passenger vessel.
abandonment.
(b) "Operator" does not include any person who owns the land
(5) "Department" means the department of ecology.
(6) "Director" means the director of the department of ecology.
underlying a facility if the person is not involved in the operations
of the facility.
(7)(a) "Facility" means any structure, group of structures,
equipment, pipeline, or device, other than a vessel, located on or
(16) "Passenger vessel" means a ship of three hundred or more
gross tons with a fuel capacity of at least six thousand gallons
near the navigable waters of the state that transfers oil in bulk to
or from any vessel with an oil carrying capacity over two hundred
carrying passengers for compensation.
(17) "Ship" means any boat, ship, vessel, barge, or other
fifty barrels or pipeline, that is used for producing, storing,
handling, transferring, processing, or transporting oil in bulk.
floating craft of any kind.
(b) For the purposes of advanced notice of oil transfers in
(18) "Spill" means an unauthorized discharge of oil into the
waters of the state.
section 7 of this act, facility also means a railroad that transports
(19) "Tank vessel" means a ship that is constructed or adapted
oil as bulk cargo.
to carry, or that carries, oil in bulk as cargo or cargo residue, and
(c) A facility does not include any: (i) ((Railroad car,)) Motor
that:
vehicle((, or other rolling stock)) while transporting oil over the
(a) Operates on the waters of the state; or
highways ((or rail lines)) of this state; (ii) retail motor vehicle
motor fuel outlet; (iii) facility that is operated as part of an exempt
(b) Transfers oil in a port or place subject to the jurisdiction of
this state.
agricultural activity as provided in RCW 82.04.330; (iv)
underground storage tank regulated by the department or a local
(20) "Waters of the state" includes lakes, rivers, ponds, streams,
government under chapter 90.76 RCW; or (v) marine fuel outlet
inland waters, underground water, salt waters, estuaries, tidal
flats, beaches and lands adjoining the seacoast of the state,
that does not dispense more than three thousand gallons of fuel to
sewers, and all other surface waters and watercourses within the
a ship that is not a covered vessel, in a single transaction.
jurisdiction of the state of Washington."
(8) "Fishing vessel" means a self-propelled commercial vessel
Beginning on page 13, line 6 of the amendment, strike all of
of three hundred or more gross tons that is used for catching or
section 10 and insert the following:
processing fish.
(9) "Gross tons" means tonnage as determined by the United
"Sec. 10. RCW 90.56.010 and 2007 c 347 s 6 are each
amended to read as follows:
States coast guard under 33 C.F.R. section 138.30.
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
(10) "Hazardous substances" means any substance listed as of
March 1, 2003, in Table 302.4 of 40 C.F.R. Part 302 adopted
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Best achievable protection" means the highest level of
under section ((101(14))) 102(a) of the federal comprehensive
protection that can be achieved through the use of the best
environmental response, compensation, and liability act of 1980,
achievable technology and those staffing levels, training
as amended by P.L. 99-499. The following are not hazardous
procedures, and operational methods that provide the greatest
substances for purposes of this chapter:
degree of protection achievable. The director's determination of
(a) Wastes listed as F001 through F028 in Table 302.4; and
best achievable protection shall be guided by the critical need to
(b) Wastes listed as K001 through K136 in Table 302.4.
protect the state's natural resources and waters, while considering
(11) "Navigable waters of the state" means those waters of the
(a) the additional protection provided by the measures; (b) the
state, and their adjoining shorelines, that are subject to the ebb
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technological achievability of the measures; and (c) the cost of
the measures.
(2) "Best achievable technology" means the technology that
provides the greatest degree of protection taking into
consideration (a) processes that are being developed, or could
feasibly be developed, given overall reasonable expenditures on
research and development, and (b) processes that are currently in
use. In determining what is best achievable technology, the
director shall consider the effectiveness, engineering feasibility,
and commercial availability of the technology.
(3) "Board" means the pollution control hearings board.
(4) "Cargo vessel" means a self-propelled ship in commerce,
other than a tank vessel or a passenger vessel, three hundred or
more gross tons, including but not limited to, commercial fish
processing vessels and freighters.
(5) "Bulk" means material that is stored or transported in a
loose, unpackaged liquid, powder, or granular form capable of
being conveyed by a pipe, bucket, chute, or belt system.
(6) "Committee" means the preassessment screening
committee established under RCW 90.48.368.
(7) "Covered vessel" means a tank vessel, cargo vessel, or
passenger vessel.
(8) "Department" means the department of ecology.
(9) "Director" means the director of the department of ecology.
(10) "Discharge" means any spilling, leaking, pumping,
pouring, emitting, emptying, or dumping.
(11)(a) "Facility" means any structure, group of structures,
equipment, pipeline, or device, other than a vessel, located on or
near the navigable waters of the state that transfers oil in bulk to
or from a tank vessel or pipeline, that is used for producing,
storing, handling, transferring, processing, or transporting oil in
bulk.
(b) For the purposes of advanced notice of oil transfers in
section 7 of this act, facility also means a railroad.
(c) A facility does not include any: (i) ((Railroad car,)) Motor
vehicle((, or other rolling stock)) while transporting oil over the
highways ((or rail lines)) of this state; (ii) underground storage
tank regulated by the department or a local government under
chapter 90.76 RCW; (iii) motor vehicle motor fuel outlet; (iv)
facility that is operated as part of an exempt agricultural activity
as provided in RCW 82.04.330; or (v) marine fuel outlet that does
not dispense more than three thousand gallons of fuel to a ship
that is not a covered vessel, in a single transaction.
(12) "Fund" means the state coastal protection fund as provided
in RCW 90.48.390 and 90.48.400.
(13) "Having control over oil" shall include but not be limited
to any person using, storing, or transporting oil immediately prior
to entry of such oil into the waters of the state, and shall
specifically include carriers and bailees of such oil.
(14) "Marine facility" means any facility used for tank vessel
wharfage or anchorage, including any equipment used for the
purpose of handling or transferring oil in bulk to or from a tank
vessel.
(15) "Navigable waters of the state" means those waters of the
state, and their adjoining shorelines, that are subject to the ebb
and flow of the tide and/or are presently used, have been used in
the past, or may be susceptible for use to transport intrastate,
interstate, or foreign commerce.
(16) "Necessary expenses" means the expenses incurred by the
department and assisting state agencies for (a) investigating the
source of the discharge; (b) investigating the extent of the
environmental damage caused by the discharge; (c) conducting
actions necessary to clean up the discharge; (d) conducting
predamage and damage assessment studies; and (e) enforcing the
provisions of this chapter and collecting for damages caused by a
discharge.

(17) "Oil" or "oils" means oil of any kind that is liquid at
((atmospheric temperature)) twenty-five degrees Celsius and one
atmosphere of pressure and any fractionation thereof, including,
but not limited to, crude oil, bitumen, synthetic crude oil, natural
gas well condensate, petroleum, gasoline, fuel oil, diesel oil,
biological oils and blends, oil sludge, oil refuse, and oil mixed
with wastes other than dredged spoil. Oil does not include any
substance listed in Table 302.4 of 40 C.F.R. Part 302 adopted
August 14, 1989, under section ((101(14))) 102(a) of the federal
comprehensive environmental response, compensation, and
liability act of 1980, as amended by P.L. 99-499.
(18) "Offshore facility" means any facility located in, on, or
under any of the navigable waters of the state, but does not include
a facility any part of which is located in, on, or under any land of
the state, other than submerged land.
(19) "Onshore facility" means any facility any part of which is
located in, on, or under any land of the state, other than submerged
land, that because of its location, could reasonably be expected to
cause substantial harm to the environment by discharging oil into
or on the navigable waters of the state or the adjoining shorelines.
(20)(a) "Owner or operator" means (i) in the case of a vessel,
any person owning, operating, or chartering by demise, the vessel;
(ii) in the case of an onshore or offshore facility, any person
owning or operating the facility; and (iii) in the case of an
abandoned vessel or onshore or offshore facility, the person who
owned or operated the vessel or facility immediately before its
abandonment.
(b) "Operator" does not include any person who owns the land
underlying a facility if the person is not involved in the operations
of the facility.
(21) "Passenger vessel" means a ship of three hundred or more
gross tons with a fuel capacity of at least six thousand gallons
carrying passengers for compensation.
(22) "Person" means any political subdivision, government
agency, municipality, industry, public or private corporation,
copartnership, association, firm, individual, or any other entity
whatsoever.
(23) "Ship" means any boat, ship, vessel, barge, or other
floating craft of any kind.
(24) "Spill" means an unauthorized discharge of oil or
hazardous substances into the waters of the state.
(25) "Tank vessel" means a ship that is constructed or adapted
to carry, or that carries, oil in bulk as cargo or cargo residue, and
that:
(a) Operates on the waters of the state; or
(b) Transfers oil in a port or place subject to the jurisdiction of
this state.
(26) "Waters of the state" includes lakes, rivers, ponds, streams,
inland waters, underground water, salt waters, estuaries, tidal
flats, beaches and lands adjoining the seacoast of the state,
sewers, and all other surface waters and watercourses within the
jurisdiction of the state of Washington.
(27) "Worst case spill" means: (a) In the case of a vessel, a spill
of the entire cargo and fuel of the vessel complicated by adverse
weather conditions; and (b) in the case of an onshore or offshore
facility, the largest foreseeable spill in adverse weather
conditions.
(28) "Crude oil" means any naturally occurring hydrocarbons
coming from the earth that are liquid at twenty-five degrees
Celsius and one atmosphere of pressure including, but not limited
to, crude oil, bitumen and diluted bitumen, synthetic crude oil,
and natural gas well condensate."
On page 24, after line 22 of the amendment, insert the
following:
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"Sec. 20. RCW 42.56.270 and 2014 c 192 s 6, 2014 c 174 s
(i) Financial and proprietary information collected from any
5, and 2014 c 144 s 6 are each reenacted and amended to read as
person and provided to the department of commerce pursuant to
follows:
RCW 43.330.050(8); and
The following financial, commercial, and proprietary
(ii) Financial or proprietary information collected from any
information is exempt from disclosure under this chapter:
person and provided to the department of commerce or the office
(1) Valuable formulae, designs, drawings, computer source
of the governor in connection with the siting, recruitment,
code or object code, and research data obtained by any agency
expansion, retention, or relocation of that person's business and
within five years of the request for disclosure when disclosure
until a siting decision is made, identifying information of any
would produce private gain and public loss;
person supplying information under this subsection and the
(2) Financial information supplied by or on behalf of a person,
locations being considered for siting, relocation, or expansion of
firm, or corporation for the purpose of qualifying to submit a bid
a business;
or proposal for (a) a ferry system construction or repair contract
(b) When developed by the department of commerce based on
as required by RCW 47.60.680 through 47.60.750 or (b) highway
information as described in (a)(i) of this subsection, any work
construction or improvement as required by RCW 47.28.070;
product is not exempt from disclosure;
(3) Financial and commercial information and records supplied
(c) For the purposes of this subsection, "siting decision" means
by private persons pertaining to export services provided under
the decision to acquire or not to acquire a site;
chapters 43.163 and 53.31 RCW, and by persons pertaining to
(d) If there is no written contact for a period of sixty days to the
export projects under RCW 43.23.035;
department of commerce from a person connected with siting,
(4) Financial and commercial information and records supplied
recruitment, expansion, retention, or relocation of that person's
by businesses or individuals during application for loans or
business, information described in (a)(ii) of this subsection will
program services provided by chapters 43.325, 43.163, 43.160,
be available to the public under this chapter;
43.330, and 43.168 RCW, or during application for economic
(13) Financial and proprietary information submitted to or
development loans or program services provided by any local
obtained by the department of ecology or the authority created
agency;
under chapter 70.95N RCW to implement chapter 70.95N RCW;
(5) Financial information, business plans, examination reports,
(14) Financial, commercial, operations, and technical and
and any information produced or obtained in evaluating or
research information and data submitted to or obtained by the life
examining a business and industrial development corporation
sciences discovery fund authority in applications for, or delivery
organized or seeking certification under chapter 31.24 RCW;
of, grants under chapter 43.350 RCW, to the extent that such
(6) Financial and commercial information supplied to the state
information, if revealed, would reasonably be expected to result
investment board by any person when the information relates to
in private loss to the providers of this information;
the investment of public trust or retirement funds and when
(15) Financial and commercial information provided as
disclosure would result in loss to such funds or in private loss to
evidence to the department of licensing as required by RCW
the providers of this information;
19.112.110 or 19.112.120, except information disclosed in
(7) Financial and valuable trade information under RCW
aggregate form that does not permit the identification of
51.36.120;
information related to individual fuel licensees;
(8) Financial, commercial, operations, and technical and
(16) Any production records, mineral assessments, and trade
research information and data submitted to or obtained by the
secrets submitted by a permit holder, mine operator, or landowner
clean Washington center in applications for, or delivery of,
to the department of natural resources under RCW 78.44.085;
program services under chapter 70.95H RCW;
(17)(a) Farm plans developed by conservation districts, unless
(9) Financial and commercial information requested by the
permission to release the farm plan is granted by the landowner
public stadium authority from any person or organization that
or operator who requested the plan, or the farm plan is used for
leases or uses the stadium and exhibition center as defined in
the application or issuance of a permit;
RCW 36.102.010;
(b) Farm plans developed under chapter 90.48 RCW and not
(10)(a) Financial information, including but not limited to
under the federal clean water act, 33 U.S.C. Sec. 1251 et seq., are
account numbers and values, and other identification numbers
subject to RCW 42.56.610 and 90.64.190;
supplied by or on behalf of a person, firm, corporation, limited
(18) Financial, commercial, operations, and technical and
liability company, partnership, or other entity related to an
research information and data submitted to or obtained by a health
application for a horse racing license submitted pursuant to RCW
sciences and services authority in applications for, or delivery of,
67.16.260(1)(b), marijuana producer, processor, or retailer
grants under RCW 35.104.010 through 35.104.060, to the extent
license, liquor license, gambling license, or lottery retail license;
that such information, if revealed, would reasonably be expected
(b) Internal control documents, independent auditors' reports
to result in private loss to providers of this information;
and financial statements, and supporting documents: (i) Of house(19) Information gathered under chapter 19.85 RCW or RCW
banked social card game licensees required by the gambling
34.05.328 that can be identified to a particular business;
commission pursuant to rules adopted under chapter 9.46 RCW;
(20) Financial and commercial information submitted to or
or (ii) submitted by tribes with an approved tribal/state compact
obtained by the University of Washington, other than information
for class III gaming;
the university is required to disclose under RCW 28B.20.150,
(11) Proprietary data, trade secrets, or other information that
when the information relates to investments in private funds, to
relates to: (a) A vendor's unique methods of conducting business;
the extent that such information, if revealed, would reasonably be
(b) data unique to the product or services of the vendor; or (c)
expected to result in loss to the University of Washington
determining prices or rates to be charged for services, submitted
consolidated endowment fund or to result in private loss to the
by any vendor to the department of social and health services for
providers of this information; ((and))
(21) Market share data submitted by a manufacturer under
purposes of the development, acquisition, or implementation of
RCW 70.95N.190(4); ((and))
state purchased health care as defined in RCW 41.05.011;
(22) Financial information supplied to the department of
(12)(a) When supplied to and in the records of the department
financial institutions or to a portal under RCW 21.20.883, when
of commerce:
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filed by or on behalf of an issuer of securities for the purpose of
obtaining the exemption from state securities registration for
small securities offerings provided under RCW 21.20.880 or
when filed by or on behalf of an investor for the purpose of
purchasing such securities; and
(23) Notices of a transfer of crude oil submitted to the
department of ecology pursuant to section 7(1)(a) of this act and
that is in the possession of the department of ecology or any entity
with which the department of ecology has shared the notice
pursuant to section 7(1)(c) of this act."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
On page 25, line 1 of the title amendment, after "88.46.010"
strike all material through "section" and insert ", 38.52.040, and
42.56.270; adding new sections"
Senators Ranker and McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment to the striking amendment.
Senator Ericksen spoke against adoption of the amendment
to the striking amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ranker
on page 6, after line 17 to the striking amendment to Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5057.
The motion by Senator Ranker failed and the amendment to
the striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senator McCoy to the striking amendment be adopted:
Beginning on page 6, line 33 of the amendment, strike all of
section 8 and insert the following:
"Sec. 8. RCW 88.40.011 and 2007 c 347 s 4 are each
amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Barge" means a vessel that is not self-propelled.
(2) "Cargo vessel" means a self-propelled ship in commerce,
other than a tank vessel, fishing vessel, or a passenger vessel, of
three hundred or more gross tons.
(3) "Bulk" means material that is stored or transported in a
loose, unpackaged liquid, powder, or granular form capable of
being conveyed by a pipe, bucket, chute, or belt system.
(4) "Covered vessel" means a tank vessel, cargo vessel, or
passenger vessel.
(5) "Department" means the department of ecology.
(6) "Director" means the director of the department of
ecology.
(7)(a) "Facility" means any structure, group of structures,
equipment, pipeline, or device, other than a vessel, located on or
near the navigable waters of the state that transfers oil in bulk to
or from any vessel with an oil carrying capacity over two hundred
fifty barrels or pipeline, that is used for producing, storing,
handling, transferring, processing, or transporting oil in bulk.
(b) For the purposes of financial responsibility in RCW
88.40.025, facility also means a railroad that transports oil as bulk
cargo.
(c) A facility does not include any: (i) ((Railroad car,)) Motor
vehicle((, or other rolling stock)) while transporting oil over the
highways ((or rail lines)) of this state; (ii) retail motor vehicle
motor fuel outlet; (iii) facility that is operated as part of an exempt
agricultural activity as provided in RCW 82.04.330; (iv)
underground storage tank regulated by the department or a local
government under chapter 90.76 RCW; or (v) marine fuel outlet

that does not dispense more than three thousand gallons of fuel to
a ship that is not a covered vessel, in a single transaction.
(8) "Fishing vessel" means a self-propelled commercial vessel
of three hundred or more gross tons that is used for catching or
processing fish.
(9) "Gross tons" means tonnage as determined by the United
States coast guard under 33 C.F.R. section 138.30.
(10) "Hazardous substances" means any substance listed as of
March 1, 2003, in Table 302.4 of 40 C.F.R. Part 302 adopted
under section ((101(14))) 102(a) of the federal comprehensive
environmental response, compensation, and liability act of 1980,
as amended by P.L. 99-499. The following are not hazardous
substances for purposes of this chapter:
(a) Wastes listed as F001 through F028 in Table 302.4; and
(b) Wastes listed as K001 through K136 in Table 302.4.
(11) "Navigable waters of the state" means those waters of the
state, and their adjoining shorelines, that are subject to the ebb
and flow of the tide and/or are presently used, have been used in
the past, or may be susceptible for use to transport intrastate,
interstate, or foreign commerce.
(12) "Oil" or "oils" means oil of any kind that is liquid at
((atmospheric temperature)) twenty-five degrees Celsius and one
atmosphere of pressure and any fractionation thereof, including,
but not limited to, crude oil, bitumen, synthetic crude oil, natural
gas well condensate, petroleum, gasoline, fuel oil, diesel oil,
biological oils and blends, oil sludge, oil refuse, and oil mixed
with wastes other than dredged spoil. Oil does not include any
substance listed as of March 1, 2003, in Table 302.4 of 40 C.F.R.
Part 302 adopted under section ((101(14))) 102(a) of the federal
comprehensive environmental response, compensation, and
liability act of 1980, as amended by P.L. 99-499.
(13) "Offshore facility" means any facility located in, on, or
under any of the navigable waters of the state, but does not include
a facility any part of which is located in, on, or under any land of
the state, other than submerged land.
(14) "Onshore facility" means any facility any part of which
is located in, on, or under any land of the state, other than
submerged land, that because of its location, could reasonably be
expected to cause substantial harm to the environment by
discharging oil into or on the navigable waters of the state or the
adjoining shorelines.
(15)(a) "Owner or operator" means (i) in the case of a vessel,
any person owning, operating, or chartering by demise, the vessel;
(ii) in the case of an onshore or offshore facility, any person
owning or operating the facility; and (iii) in the case of an
abandoned vessel or onshore or offshore facility, the person who
owned or operated the vessel or facility immediately before its
abandonment.
(b) "Operator" does not include any person who owns the land
underlying a facility if the person is not involved in the operations
of the facility.
(16) "Passenger vessel" means a ship of three hundred or more
gross tons with a fuel capacity of at least six thousand gallons
carrying passengers for compensation.
(17) "Ship" means any boat, ship, vessel, barge, or other
floating craft of any kind.
(18) "Spill" means an unauthorized discharge of oil into the
waters of the state.
(19) "Tank vessel" means a ship that is constructed or adapted
to carry, or that carries, oil in bulk as cargo or cargo residue, and
that:
(a) Operates on the waters of the state; or
(b) Transfers oil in a port or place subject to the jurisdiction
of this state.
(20) "Waters of the state" includes lakes, rivers, ponds,
streams, inland waters, underground water, salt waters, estuaries,
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(5) The ((documentation of financial responsibility shall
tidal flats, beaches and lands adjoining the seacoast of the state,
sewers, and all other surface waters and watercourses within the
demonstrate the ability of the document holder to meet state and
federal financial liability requirements for the actual costs for
jurisdiction of the state of Washington.
removal of oil spills, for natural resource damages, and for
(21) "Certificate of financial responsibility" means an official
written acknowledgment issued by the director or the director's
necessary expenses)) certificate of financial responsibility is
designee that an owner or operator of a covered vessel or facility,
conclusive evidence that the person or entity holding the
or the owner of the oil, has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
certificate is the party responsible for the specified vessel, facility,
director or the director's designee that the relevant entity has the
or oil for purposes of determining liability pursuant to this
financial ability to pay for costs and damages caused by an oil
chapter.
spill."
(6) This section shall not apply to a covered vessel owned or
On page 24, after line 22 of the amendment, insert the
operated by the federal government or by a state or local
following:
government.
"Sec. 20. RCW 88.40.020 and 2003 c 91 s 3 and 2003 c 56
Sec. 21. RCW 88.40.030 and 2000 c 69 s 32 are each
s 3 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
amended to read as follows:
(1) Any barge that transports hazardous substances in bulk as
(1) Financial responsibility required by this chapter may be
cargo, using any port or place in the state of Washington or the
established by any one of, or a combination of, the following
navigable waters of the state shall establish evidence of financial
methods acceptable to the department of ecology: (((1))) (a)
responsibility in the amount of the greater of five million dollars,
Evidence of insurance; (((2))) (b) surety bonds; (((3))) (c)
or three hundred dollars per gross ton of such vessel.
qualification as a self-insurer; ((or (4))) (d) guaranty; (e) letter of
(2)(a) Except as provided in (b) or (c) of this subsection, a
credit; (f) certificate of deposits; (g) protection and indemnity
tank vessel that carries oil as cargo in bulk shall demonstrate
club membership; or (h) other evidence of financial
financial responsibility to pay at least five hundred million
responsibility. Any bond filed shall be issued by a bonding
dollars. The amount of financial responsibility required under this
company authorized to do business in the United States.
subsection is one billion dollars after January 1, 2004.
Documentation of such financial responsibility shall be kept on
(b) The director by rule may establish a lesser standard of
any covered vessel and filed with the department at least twentyfinancial responsibility for tank vessels of three hundred gross
four hours before entry of the vessel into the navigable waters of
tons or less. The standard shall set the level of financial
the state. A covered vessel is not required to file documentation
responsibility based on the quantity of cargo the tank vessel is
of financial responsibility twenty-four hours before entry of the
capable of carrying. The director shall not set the standard for tank
vessel into the navigable waters of the state, if the vessel has filed
vessels of three hundred gross tons or less below that required
documentation of financial responsibility with the federal
under federal law.
government, and the level of financial responsibility required by
(c) The owner or operator of a tank vessel who is a member
the federal government is the same as or exceeds state
of an international protection and indemnity mutual organization
requirements. The owner or operator of the vessel may file with
and is covered for oil pollution risks up to the amounts required
the department a certificate evidencing compliance with the
under this section is not required to demonstrate financial
requirements of another state's or federal financial responsibility
responsibility under this chapter. The director may require the
requirements if the state or federal government requires a level of
owner or operator of a tank vessel to prove membership in such
financial responsibility the same as or greater than that required
an organization.
under this chapter.
(3)(a) A cargo vessel or passenger vessel that carries oil as
(2) A certificate of financial responsibility may not have a
fuel shall demonstrate financial responsibility to pay at least three
term greater than one year.
hundred million dollars. However, a passenger vessel that
Sec. 22. RCW 88.40.040 and 2003 c 56 s 4 are each
transports passengers and vehicles between Washington state and
amended to read as follows:
a foreign country shall demonstrate financial responsibility to pay
(1) ((It is unlawful for any vessel required to have financial
the greater of at least six hundred dollars per gross ton or five
responsibility under this chapter to enter or operate on
hundred thousand dollars.
Washington waters without meeting the requirements of this
(b) The owner or operator of a cargo vessel or passenger
chapter or rules adopted under this chapter, except)) A vessel or
vessel who is a member of an international protection and
facility need not demonstrate financial responsibility under this
indemnity mutual organization and is covered for oil pollution
chapter prior to using any port or place in the state of Washington
risks up to the amounts required under this section is not required
or the navigable waters of the state when necessary to avoid injury
to demonstrate financial responsibility under this chapter. The
to the vessel's or facility's crew or passengers. Any vessel owner
director may require the owner or operator of a cargo vessel or
or operator that does not meet the financial responsibility
passenger vessel to prove membership in such an organization.
requirements of this chapter and any rules prescribed thereunder
(4) A fishing vessel while on the navigable waters of the state
or the federal oil pollution act of 1990 shall be reported by the
must demonstrate financial responsibility in the following
department to the United States coast guard.
amounts: (a) For a fishing vessel carrying predominantly
(2) ((The department shall enforce section 1016 of the federal
nonpersistent product, one hundred thirty-three dollars and forty
oil pollution act of 1990 as authorized by section 1019 of the
cents per incident, for each barrel of total oil storage capacity,
federal act.)) Upon notification of an oil spill or discharge or other
persistent and nonpersistent product, on the vessel or one million
action or potential liability, the director shall reevaluate the
three hundred thirty-four thousand dollars, whichever is greater;
validity of the certificate of financial responsibility. If the director
or (b) for a fishing vessel carrying predominantly persistent
determines that, because of a spill outside of the state or some
product, four hundred dollars and twenty cents per incident, for
other action or potential liability, the holder of a certificate may
each barrel of total oil storage capacity, persistent product and
not have the financial resources to pay damages for the oil spill or
nonpersistent product, on the vessel or six million six hundred
discharge or other action or potential liability and have resources
seventy thousand dollars, whichever is greater.
remaining available to meet the requirements of this chapter, the
director may suspend or revoke the certificate.
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(3) An owner or operator of more than one covered vessel,
more than one facility, or one or more vessels and facilities, is
only required to obtain a single certificate of financial
responsibility that applies to all of the owner or operator's vessels
and facilities.
(4) If a person holds a certificate for more than one covered
vessel or facility and a spill or spills occurs from one or more of
those vessels or facilities for which the owner or operator may be
liable for damages in an amount exceeding five percent of the
financial resources reflected by the certificate, as determined by
the director, the certificate is immediately considered inapplicable
to any vessel or facility not associated with the spill. In that event,
the owner or operator shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the
director the amount of financial ability required pursuant to this
chapter, as well as the financial ability to pay all damages that
arise or have arisen from the spill or spills that have occurred."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Beginning on page 24, line 33 of the title amendment, after
"81.53.010," strike "and 81.24.010" and insert "81.24.010,
88.40.030, and 88.40.040" and on page 25, line 1 of the title
amendment, after "88.46.010" strike "and 38.52.040" and insert
", 38.52.040, and 88.40.020"
Senators McCoy and Nelson spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment to the striking amendment.
Senator Ericksen spoke against adoption of the amendment
to the striking amendment.
Senator Rolfes demanded a roll call.
The President Pro Tempore declared that one-sixth of the
members supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator McCoy
on page 6, line 33 to the striking amendment to Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5057.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Habib and the amendment was not
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 23; Nays, 26; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
MOTION
Senator Rolfes moved that the following amendment by
Senator Rolfes to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 16, after line 16 of the amendment, insert the
following:
"Sec. 11. RCW 88.16.170 and 1991 c 200 s 601 are each
amended to read as follows:
Because of the danger of spills, the legislature finds that the
transportation of crude oil and refined petroleum products by
tankers on the Columbia river, Grays Harbor, and on Puget Sound
and adjacent waters creates a great potential hazard to important
natural resources of the state and to jobs and incomes dependent
on these resources.

The legislature recognizes that the Columbia river has many
natural obstacles to navigation and shifting navigation channels
that create the risk of an oil spill. The legislature also recognizes
Grays Harbor and Puget Sound and adjacent waters are ((a))
relatively confined salt water environments with irregular
shorelines and therefore there is a greater than usual likelihood of
long-term damage from any large oil spill.
The legislature further recognizes that certain areas of the
Columbia river, Grays Harbor, and Puget Sound and adjacent
waters have limited space for maneuvering a large oil tanker and
that these waters contain many natural navigational obstacles as
well as a high density of commercial and pleasure boat traffic.
For these reasons, it is important that large oil tankers be
piloted by highly skilled persons who are familiar with local
waters and that such ((tankers)) vessels have sufficient capability
for rapid maneuvering responses.
It is therefore the intent and purpose of RCW 88.16.180 and
88.16.190 to decrease the likelihood of oil spills on the Columbia
river, Grays Harbor, and on Puget Sound and its shorelines by
((requiring all oil tankers above a certain size to employ licensed
pilots and to be escorted by a tug or tugs while navigating on
certain areas of Puget Sound and adjacent waters)) establishing
safety requirements that comprehensively address spill risks,
which may include the establishment of tug escorts and other
measures to mitigate safety risks in certain state waters.
Sec. 12. RCW 88.16.190 and 1994 c 52 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) ((Any oil tanker, whether enrolled or registered, of greater
than one hundred and twenty-five thousand deadweight tons shall
be prohibited from proceeding beyond a point east of a line
extending from Discovery Island light south to New Dungeness
light.
(2) An oil tanker, whether enrolled or registered, of forty to
one hundred and twenty-five thousand deadweight tons may
proceed beyond the points enumerated in subsection (1) if such
tanker possesses all of the following standard safety features:
(a) Shaft horsepower in the ratio of one horsepower to each
two and one-half deadweight tons; and
(b) Twin screws; and
(c) Double bottoms, underneath all oil and liquid cargo
compartments; and
(d) Two radars in working order and operating, one of which
must be collision avoidance radar; and
(e) Such other navigational position location systems as may
be prescribed from time to time by the board of pilotage
commissioners:
PROVIDED, That, if such forty to one hundred and twentyfive thousand deadweight ton tanker is in ballast or is under escort
of a tug or tugs with an aggregate shaft horsepower equivalent to
five percent of the deadweight tons of that tanker, subsection (2)
of this section shall not apply: PROVIDED FURTHER, That
additional tug shaft horsepower equivalencies may be required
under certain conditions as established by rule and regulation of
the Washington utilities and transportation commission pursuant
to chapter 34.05 RCW: PROVIDED FURTHER, That)) Except
as provided in subsection (2) of this section, an oil tanker of
greater than forty thousand deadweight tons may operate in the
waters described in (a) of this subsection, to the extent that these
waters are within the territorial boundaries of Washington, only
if the oil tanker is under the escort of a tug or tugs in compliance
with the requirements of subsection (4) of this section.
(a) Those waters east of a line extending from Discovery
Island light south to New Dungeness light and all points in the
Puget Sound area.
(b) The state board of pilotage commissioners, in consultation
with the department of ecology and relying on the results of vessel
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(a) "Articulated tug barge" means a tank barge and a towing
traffic risk assessments, may write rules to implement this
subsection (1)(b). These rules may include tug escort
vessel joined by hinged or articulated fixed mechanical
requirements and other safety measures for oil tankers of greater
equipment affixed or connecting to the stern of the tank barge.
than forty thousand deadweight tons, all articulated tug barges,
(b) "Oil tanker" means a self-propelled deep draft tank vessel
and other towed waterborne vessels or barges that may apply in
designed to transport oil in bulk. "Oil tanker" does not include an
the following areas consistent with subsections (2)(a) and (4) of
articulated tug barge tank vessel.
this section:
(c) "Waterborne vessel or barge" means any ship, barge, or
(i) Within a two-mile radius of the Grays Harbor pilotage
other watercraft capable of traveling on the navigable waters of
district as defined in RCW 88.16.050;
this state and capable of transporting any crude oil or petroleum
(ii) Any inland portion of the Columbia river or within three
product in quantities of ten thousand gallons or more for purposes
miles of Cape Disappointment at the mouth of the Columbia river;
other than providing fuel for its motor or engine."
or
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
(iii) The waters identified in (a) of this subsection.
any internal references accordingly.
(c) The state board of pilotage commissioners, in consultation
On page 24, line 32 of the title amendment, after "90.56.010,"
with the department of ecology and relying on the results of vessel
insert "88.16.170, 88.16.190,"
traffic risk assessments, shall adopt rules by June 30, 2017, to
Senators Rolfes, Ranker and Nelson spoke in favor of
implement this subsection (1)(c). These rules may include tug
adoption of the amendment to the striking amendment.
escort requirements and other safety measures for oil tankers of
Senator Ericksen spoke against adoption of the amendment
greater than forty thousand deadweight tons, all articulated tug
to the striking amendment.
barges, and other towed waterborne vessels or barges and apply
in the following areas consistent with subsections (2)(a) and (4)
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
of this section: All narrow channels of the San Juan Islands
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Rolfes on
archipelago, including Rosario Strait, Haro Strait, Boundary Pass,
page 16, after line 16 to the striking amendment to Second
and connected waterways.
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5057.
(2)(a) If an oil tanker, articulated tug barge, or other towed
The motion by Senator Rolfes failed and the amendment to
waterborne vessel or barge is in ballast, the tug requirements of
the striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
subsection (1) of this section do not apply.
MOTION
(b) If an oil tanker is a single-hulled oil tanker of greater than
five thousand gross tons, the requirements of subsection (1)(a) of
Senator Hargrove moved that the following amendment by
this section do not apply and the oil tanker must instead comply
Senators Hargrove and Hatfield to the striking amendment be
with 33 C.F.R. Part 168, as of the effective date of this section.
adopted:
(3)(a) Prior to proceeding with rule making as authorized
On page 16, after line 16 of the amendment, insert the
under subsection (1)(b) and (c) of this section, the commission
following:
shall consult with the United States coast guard, the Oregon board
"Sec. 11. RCW 88.16.170 and 1991 c 200 s 601 are each
of maritime pilots, the Puget Sound, Grays Harbor, and Columbia
amended to read as follows:
river harbor safety committees, area tribes, public ports in Oregon
(1)(a) Because of the danger of spills, the legislature finds that
and Washington, local governments, and other appropriate
the transportation of crude oil and refined petroleum products by
entities.
tankers on the Columbia river, Grays Harbor, and on Puget Sound
(b) The department may not adopt any rules under this
and adjacent waters creates a great potential hazard to important
subsection or under subsection (1)(b) and (c) of this section until
natural resources of the state and to jobs and incomes dependent
a vessel traffic risk assessment has been completed for the waters
on these resources.
subject to the rule making. In order to adopt a rule under this
(b) The legislature recognizes that the Columbia river has
section or subsection (1)(b) and (c) of this section, the board of
many natural obstacles to navigation and shifting navigation
pilotage commissioners must determine that the results of a vessel
channels that create the risk of an oil spill. The legislature also
traffic risk assessment provides evidence that the rules are
recognizes that Grays Harbor and Puget Sound and adjacent
necessary in order to achieve best achievable protection as
waters are ((a)) relatively confined salt water environments with
defined in RCW 88.46.010.
irregular shorelines and therefore there is a greater than usual
(4) Oil tankers of greater than forty thousand deadweight tons,
likelihood of long-term damage from any large oil spill.
all articulated tug barges, and other towed waterborne vessels or
(c) The legislature further recognizes that certain areas of the
barges must ensure that any escort tugs they use have an aggregate
Columbia river, Grays Harbor, and Puget Sound and adjacent
shaft horsepower equivalent to at least five percent of the
waters have limited space for maneuvering a large oil tanker and
deadweight tons of the escorted oil tanker or articulated tug barge.
that these waters contain many natural navigational obstacles as
The state board of pilotage commissioners may adopt rules to
well as a high density of commercial and pleasure boat traffic.
ensure that escort tugs have sufficient mechanical capabilities to
(d) For these reasons, it is important that large oil tankers be
provide for safe escort. Rules adopted on this subject must be
piloted by highly skilled persons who are familiar with local
designed to achieve best achievable protection as defined under
waters and that such ((tankers)) vessels have sufficient capability
RCW 88.46.010.
for rapid maneuvering responses.
(5) A tanker assigned a deadweight of equal to or less than
(e) It is therefore the intent and purpose of this section and
forty thousand deadweight tons at the time of construction or
RCW 88.16.180 and 88.16.190 to decrease the likelihood of oil
reconstruction as reported in Lloyd's Register of Ships is not
spills on the Columbia river, Grays Harbor, and on Puget Sound
subject to the provisions of RCW 88.16.170 through 88.16.190.
and its shorelines by ((requiring all oil tankers above a certain size
(6) The provisions of this section do not apply to pilotage for
to employ licensed pilots and to be escorted by a tug or tugs while
enrolled tankers.
navigating on certain areas of Puget Sound and adjacent waters))
(7) For the purposes of this section:
establishing safety requirements that comprehensively address
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spill risks, which may include the establishment of tug escorts and
other measures to mitigate safety risks in certain state waters.
(2) The department of ecology may adopt rules to implement
this section. These rules may include tug escort requirements and
other safety measures for oil tankers of greater than forty
thousand deadweight tons, all articulated, tug barges, and other
towed waterborne vessels or barges that may apply in the
following areas:
(a) Within a two-mile radius of the Grays Harbor pilotage
district as defined in RCW 88.16.050; or
(b) Any inland portion of the Columbia river or within three
miles of Cape Disappointment at the mouth of the Columbia river.
(3) Prior to proposing draft rules, the department of ecology
shall consult with the Washington board of pilotage
commissioners, United States coast guard, the Oregon board of
maritime pilots, the Grays Harbor and Columbia river harbor
safety committees, area tribes, public ports in Oregon and
Washington, local governments, and other appropriate entities.
The department of ecology may not adopt rules under this section
until a vessel traffic risk assessment has been completed for the
waters subject to rule making. In order to adopt a rule under this
section, the department of ecology must determine that the results
of a vessel traffic risk assessment provides evidence that the rules
are necessary in order to achieve best achievable protection as
defined in RCW 88.46.010.
(4) Rules adopted under this section must:
(i) Be designed to achieve best achievable protection as
defined in RCW 88.46.010;
(ii) To ensure that any escort tugs used have an aggregate shaft
horsepower equivalent to at least five percent of the deadweight
tons of the escorted oil tanker or articulated tug barge;
and
(iii) Ensure that escort tugs have sufficient mechanical
capabilities to provide for safe escort.
(5) The provisions of this section do not apply to pilotage for
enrolled tankers.
"Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
On page 25, line 1 of the title amendment, after “88.46.010”
strike all material through “section” and inser “, 38.52.040, and
42.56.270; adding new sections”
Senators Hargrove and Hatfield spoke in favor of adoption
of the amendment to the striking amendment.
Senator Ericksen spoke against adoption of the amendment
to the striking amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senators Hargrove
and Hatfield on page 16, after line 16 to the striking amendment
to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5057.
The motion by Senator Hargrove failed and the amendment
to the striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Ericksen moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ericksen to the striking amendment be adopted:
Beginning on page 21, line 38 of the amendment, after "state"
strike all material through "(4)" on page 22, line 16 of the
amendment and insert ", including, but not limited to,
requirements for signage.
(2) Nothing in this section modifies existing agreements
between the railroad company and the landowner governing cost
allocation for upgrades to private crossing or liability for injuries
or damages occurring at the private crossing.
(3)"

Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.
Senator McCoy spoke against adoption of the amendment to
the striking amendment.
POINT OF INQUIRY
Senator Ranker: “Would the good Chair yield to a question?
Can you cite the language that states, that does not, or clarify that
it doesn’t strip out the inspections? My understanding from
reading it and from consulting with my staff is in fact it does.”
Senator Ericksen: “Thank you Senator Ranker. If I may read
Madam President? This amendment authorizes the UTC to adopt
rules for safety standards for private crossings along railroads
tracks where crude oil is being transported including by not
limited to signage requirements. Removes specific language
regarding inspections and improvements of private crossings and
improvements that must be completed and paid for by the railroad
company. It does not remove the requirements that those things
happens. It says that the railroad cannot be held solely responsible
for the fiscal components for doing the improvements. So, if you
have a private crossing by definition there is a private entity that
benefits from the crossing, whether you’re an industry group, or
whatever it is, it’s for the private crossing. It’s not a road that the
state pays for that crosses the railroad .It’s one that might serve
an industry so they might be also financially responsible for the
improvements for that crossing and not solely the railroad. So the
amendment does not take out the inspections, or the
improvements, it simply clarifies the language with regards to
who is financially responsible. And, if that is not accurate, we can
come back and fix it but that is what we’re trying to do with this
and I believe that’s what it actually accomplishes.”
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ericksen
on page 21, line 38 to the striking amendment to Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5057.
The motion by Senator Ericksen carried and the amendment
to the striking amendment was adopted by a rising vote.
MOTION
Senator Ericksen moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ericksen to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 23, after line 3 of the amendment, insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 17. A new section is added to
chapter 88.16 RCW to read as follows:
(1)(a) The department of ecology must adopt rules for tug
escort requirements or other safety measures for oil tankers of
greater than forty thousand deadweight tons, all articulated tug
barges, and other towed waterborne vessels or barges that may
apply to an area within a two-mile radius of the Grays Harbor
pilotage district as defined in RCW 88.16.050. The department of
ecology may rely upon information and recommendations
provided by the panel under section 16 of this act.
(b) Rules adopted under this section must:
(i) Be designed to achieve best achievable protection as
defined in RCW 88.46.010;
(ii) Ensure that any escort tugs used have an aggregate shaft
horsepower equivalent to at least five percent of the deadweight
tons of the escorted oil tanker or articulated tug barge; and
(iii) Ensure that escort tugs have sufficient mechanical
capabilities to provide for safe escort.
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all trains and switching assignments over its road with crews
(2) The department of ecology shall not adopt rules under this
section until a state agency or a local jurisdiction makes a final
consisting of no less than two qualified crew members.
determination or issues a final permit after January 1, 2015, to site
(2)(a) Railroad carriers shall operate all hazardous material
at Grays Harbor a new facility required to have a contingency plan
trains over its road with crews consisting of no less than three
pursuant to chapter 90.56 RCW or to provide authority for the
qualified crew members. One qualified train crew member shall
first time to process or receive crude oil, to an existing facility at
be assigned to a position located on the rear of the train and within
Grays Harbor required to have a contingency plan pursuant to
rolling equipment, situated to safely observe and monitor the
chapter 90.56 RCW, other than a facility that is a pipeline."
train's contents and movement.
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
(b) Railroad carriers shall operate any hazardous material
any internal references accordingly.
trains consisting of fifty-one or more car loads of any combination
On page 25, line 2 of the title amendment, after "RCW;" insert
of hazardous materials over its road with crews consisting of no
"adding a new section to chapter 88.16 RCW;"
less than four qualified crew members. Two qualified crew
members shall be assigned to a position on the rear of the train
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
and within rolling equipment, situated to safely observe and
monitor the train's contents and movement.
On motion of Senator Ericksen, the amendment by Senator
NEW SECTION. Sec. 23. A new section is added to
Ericksen on page 23, line 3 to the striking amendment to Second
chapter 81.40 RCW to read as follows:
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5057 was withdrawn.
(1) Trains transporting hazardous material shipments a
distance of five miles or less may operate the train with the
MOTION
required crew members positioned on the lead locomotive.
(2)(a) Class II and class III carriers transporting fewer than
Senator Conway moved that the following amendment by
twenty loaded hazardous material cars on trains operating on their
Senator Conway and others be adopted:
road while at a speed of twenty-five miles per hour or less are
On page 24, beginning on line 26 of the amendment, strike all
exempt from the additional train crew requirements specified in
of section 21 and insert the following:
section 22(2) of this act.
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 21. A new section is added to
(b) The commission may grant exemptions to the minimum
chapter 81.40 RCW to read as follows:
crew size requirements to class III railroad carriers that are not
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
transporting hazardous materials on their road.
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(3)(a) The commission may order class I or II railroad carriers
(1) "Commission" means the utilities and transportation
to exceed the minimum crew size and operate specific trains,
commission created in chapter 80.01 RCW.
routes, or switching assignments on their road with additional
(2) "Hazardous material" means a substance or material the
numbers of qualified crew members if it is determined that such
federal secretary of transportation has determined to be capable
an increase in crew size is necessary to protect the safety, health,
of posing a significant risk to health, safety, and property when
and welfare of the public and railroad employees, to prevent harm
transported in commerce.
to the environment, and to address local safety and security
(3) "Hazardous material train" means any:
hazards.
(a) High-hazard flammable train as defined by the United
(b) In issuing such an order the commission may consider
States department of transportation as of the effective date of this
relevant factors including but not limited to the volatility of the
section; or
commodities being transported, vulnerabilities, risk exposure to
(b) Train containing any of following:
localities along the train route, security risks including sabotage
(i) One or more tank car loads of poison inhalation hazard or
or terrorism threat levels, a railroad carriers prior history of
toxic inhalation hazard, hazard zone "A," "B," "C," or "D";
accidents, compliance violations, and track and equipment
anhydrous ammonia, UN1005;
maintenance issues.
(ii) Twenty car loads or intermodal portable tank loads of any
NEW SECTION. Sec. 24. A new section is added to
combination of hazardous material; or
chapter 81.40 RCW to read as follows:
(iii) One or more car loads of spent nuclear fuel or high level
(1) Each train or engine run in violation of section 22 of this
nuclear waste.
act constitutes a separate offense. However, section 22 of this act
(4) "Qualified crew member" means a railroad operating craft
does not apply in the case of disability of one or more members
employee who has been trained and meets the requirements and
of any train crew while out on the road between division
qualifications as determined by the federal railroad administration
terminals, or assigned to wrecking trains.
for a railroad operating service employee.
(2) Any person, corporation, company, or officer of the court
(5) "Railroad carrier" means a carrier of persons or property
operating any railroad, or part of any railroad or railway within
upon vehicles, other than streetcars, operated upon stationary
the state of Washington, and engaged as a common carrier, in the
rails, the route of which is principally outside incorporated cities
transportation of freight or passengers, who violates any of the
and towns. "Railroad carrier" includes the officers and agents of
provisions of section 22 of this act shall be fined not less than one
the railroad carrier.
thousand dollars and not more than one hundred thousand dollars
NEW SECTION. Sec. 22. A new section is added to
for each offense.
chapter 81.40 RCW to read as follows:
(3) It is the duty of the commission to enforce this section.
Except as provided in section 23 of this act, the following
NEW SECTION. Sec. 25. The following acts or parts of
minimum crew requirements apply:
acts are each repealed:
(1) Any person, corporation, company, or officer of the court
(1)RCW 81.40.010 (Full train crews—Passenger—Safety
operating any railroad, railway, or any part of any railroad or
review—Penalty—Enforcement) and 2003 c 53 s 386, 1992 c 102
railway, in the state of Washington, and engaged, as a common
s 1, & 1961 c 14 s 81.40.010; and
carrier, in the transportation of freight or passengers, shall operate
(2)RCW 81.40.035 (Freight train crews) and 1967 c 2 s 2.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 26. If any provision of this act or its
application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 27. This act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
support of the state government and its existing public
institutions, and takes effect July 1, 2015."
Senator Conway spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
to the striking amendment.
Senators Ericksen and Parlette spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.
Senator Fraser demanded a roll call.
The President Pro Tempore declared that one-sixth of the
members supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Conway
and others on page 6, line 33 to the striking amendment to Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5057.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Conway to the striking amendment and
the amendment was adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 25;
Nays, 24; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker, Roach and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Rivers, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator
Ericksen as amended to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5057.
The motion by Senator Ericksen carried and the striking
amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.

81.40.010 and 81.40.035; repealing 2015 c ... s 18; prescribing
penalties; providing an effective date; and declaring an
emergency."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Ericksen, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5057 was advanced
to third reading, the second reading considered the third and the
bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Ericksen, Sheldon, Brown and Baumgartner spoke
in favor of passage of the bill.
Senators McCoy, Ranker, Hargrove, Fraser, Kohl-Welles and
Nelson spoke against passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5057.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5057 and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 23; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL
NO. 5057, having received the constitutional majority, was
declared passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was
ordered to stand as the title of the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 9, 2015

MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendments
were adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "materials;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 82.23B.010,
82.23B.020, 82.23B.030, 82.23B.040, 88.40.011, 90.56.010,
81.53.240, 38.52.070, 81.53.010, and 81.24.010; reenacting and
amending RCW 88.46.010 and 38.52.040; adding a new section
to chapter 90.56 RCW; adding a new section to chapter81.53
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 81.44 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 81.24 RCW; creating new sections; repealing
2015 c ... s 18; and providing an effective date."
On page 25, line 1 of the title amendment, after "88.46.010"
strike all material through "section" and insert ", 38.52.040, and
42.56.270; adding new sections"
On page 25, line 3 of the title amendment, after "81.24 RCW;"
strike the remainder of the title and insert "adding new sections to
chapter 81.40 RCW; creating new sections; repealing RCW

MR. PRESIDENT:
The Speaker has signed:
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5889
and the same is herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION
At 8:04 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 9:00 o’clock a.m. Tuesday, March 10, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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FIFTY EIGHTH DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Tuesday, March 10, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 9:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exception of Senator Liias.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Emma
Kilcup and Nathan Rawson, presented the Colors. The prayer was
offered by Reverend Tim Ilgen of St. Joseph Parish in Chehalis.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
SHB 1021
by House Committee on Public Safety
(originally sponsored by Representatives Appleton, Orwall,
Robinson, Bergquist, Cody, Hudgins, Senn, Santos and Fey)
AN ACT Relating to creating a silver alert system; amending
RCW 13.60.010; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SHB 1037
by House Committee on Judiciary
(originally sponsored by Representatives Moeller, Ormsby and
Kilduff)
AN ACT Relating to implementing changes to child support
based on the child support schedule work group report;
amending RCW 26.19.011, 26.19.020, 26.19.065, 26.19.075,
and 26.19.090; adding a new section to chapter 26.19 RCW;
creating a new section; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1059 by Representatives Fagan, Goodman, Hayes,
Moscoso, Takko, Tarleton, Orwall, Nealey, Klippert, Pettigrew,
Gregerson, Haler, Fitzgibbon, Stanford and Farrell
AN ACT Relating to sexually violent predators; amending
RCW 71.09.070 and 71.09.020; providing an effective date;
and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SHB 1127
by House Committee on Labor (originally
sponsored by Representatives Chandler and Sells)
AN ACT Relating to the agricultural labor skills and safety
grant program; adding a new section to chapter 43.330 RCW;
creating a new section; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.

SHB 1159
by House Committee on Transportation
(originally sponsored by Representatives Pike, Wylie, Moeller,
Zeiger, Kochmar, Harmsworth and Ryu)
AN ACT Relating to the safety of new drivers; adding a new
section to chapter 46.20 RCW; creating new sections; and
providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SHB 1178
by House Committee on Public Safety
(originally sponsored by Representatives Moscoso, Appleton,
DeBolt and Haler)
AN ACT Relating to assault in the third degree; amending
RCW 9A.36.031; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1230 by Representatives Sells and Ormsby
AN ACT Relating to the ordering of interest arbitration; and
amending RCW 41.56.160.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
E2SHB 1272
by House Committee on General
Government & Information Technology (originally sponsored by
Representatives Buys, Orwall and Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to the wrongful distribution of intimate
images; adding a new chapter to Title 9A RCW; and
prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
E2SHB 1276
by House Committee on General
Government & Information Technology (originally sponsored by
Representatives Klippert, Goodman, Hayes, Orwall, Moscoso,
Pettigrew, Zeiger, Kilduff and Fey)
AN ACT Relating to impaired driving; amending RCW
10.21.055, 46.20.385, 46.20.740, 46.20.308, 46.20.750,
46.25.120, 46.61.140, 46.61.5055, 46.01.260, 43.43.395,
9.94A.589, 46.61.504, 46.61.503, 46.20.755, 36.28A.300,
36.28A.320, 36.28A.330, 36.28A.370,
36.28A.390,
10.21.015, and 10.21.030; reenacting and amending RCW
46.52.130; adding a new section to chapter 46.61 RCW;
repealing RCW 36.28A.310; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1294 by Representatives Bergquist, Stambaugh, S. Hunt,
Appleton, Riccelli, Walkinshaw, Ortiz-Self, Blake, Wylie,
Fitzgibbon, Carlyle, Moscoso, Goodman, Tarleton, Stanford,
Senn, Pettigrew, Orwall, Jinkins, Sawyer, Tharinger, Cody,
Lytton, Farrell, Gregerson, Moeller, Gregory, Robinson, Takko,
Pollet, Sullivan, McBride, Reykdal, Dunshee, Sells, Kagi,
Springer, Van De Wege, Kilduff, Peterson, Hudgins and Fey
AN ACT Relating to enhancing youth voter registration;
amending RCW 29A.08.210, 29A.08.330, 29A.08.710,
29A.08.810, 46.20.155, and 42.56.250; adding a new section
to chapter 29A.08 RCW; creating new sections; and
providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
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SHB 1319
by House Committee on Public Safety
(originally sponsored by Representatives Goodman and
Moscoso)
AN ACT Relating to technical corrections to processes for
persons sentenced for offenses committed prior to reaching
eighteen years of age; amending RCW 9.94A.501,
9.94A.533, 9.94A.728, 9.94A.729, 10.95.030, 9.94A.730,
10.95.035, and 9.94A.704; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
ESHB 1417
by House Committee on Local Government
(originally sponsored by Representatives Takko, Kochmar and
Pike)
AN ACT Relating to the referendum of assumptions of watersewer districts by cities and towns; and adding new sections
to chapter 35.13A RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

AN ACT Relating to restricting conditional releases of
sexually violent predators outside their county of origin; and
amending RCW 71.09.096.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
E2SHB 1682
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Fey, Stambaugh,
Walsh, Riccelli, Goodman, Orwall, Zeiger, Appleton, Van De
Wege, Lytton, Gregerson, Reykdal, Tarleton, Ortiz-Self, Kagi,
Carlyle, Wylie, Bergquist, S. Hunt, Tharinger, Senn, Robinson,
Moscoso, Pollet, Walkinshaw, McBride and Jinkins)
AN ACT Relating to improving educational outcomes for
homeless students through increased in-school guidance
supports, housing stability, and identification services; and
amending RCW 28A.300.540.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

HB 1560 by Representatives Hudgins, Ortiz-Self, Ryu,
Moscoso, Reykdal, Gregerson, Peterson, Bergquist, Santos,
McBride and Ormsby
AN ACT Relating to recognizing the thirty-first of March as
Cesar Chavez Day; and reenacting and amending RCW
1.16.050.

ESHB 1685
by House Committee on Agriculture &
Natural Resources (originally sponsored by Representatives
Gregerson, Hudgins, McBride, Peterson, Bergquist, Ortiz-Self,
Tarleton, Orwall, Robinson, Farrell, Riccelli, Fitzgibbon,
Walkinshaw, Senn, Lytton, Appleton, Ryu, Tharinger, Moscoso,
Ormsby, Fey and Jinkins)
AN ACT Relating to the establishment of a Washington food
policy forum; creating new sections; and providing an
expiration date.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.

SHB 1586
by House Committee on Transportation
(originally sponsored by Representatives Manweller, Dent,
Orcutt and Wylie)
AN ACT Relating to the Royal Slope railroad; amending
RCW 47.76.290; adding a new section to chapter 47.46
RCW; and declaring an emergency.

SHB 1718
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Ormsby, Kilduff,
Sullivan, Hayes, Tharinger, MacEwen, Sawyer, Zeiger, Walsh,
Rodne, Hudgins, Van De Wege, Appleton, Muri, Reykdal,
Tarleton and Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to membership in the Washington public
safety employees' retirement system for employees who
provide nursing care to, or ensure the custody and safety of,
offender, probationary, and patient populations in institutions
and centers; amending RCW 41.37.010; adding a new section
to chapter 41.37 RCW; and creating a new section.

Referred to Committee on Transportation.
HB 1595 by Representatives Senn, Clibborn, Walsh and
Ormsby
AN ACT Relating to changing the definition of labor hours
for the purposes of the apprenticeship utilization statute; and
amending RCW 39.04.310.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
2SHB 1654
by House Committee on General
Government & Information Technology (originally sponsored by
Representatives Peterson, Lytton, Fitzgibbon, Blake and
Walkinshaw)
AN ACT Relating to controlling noxious weeds while still
supporting pollen-rich forage plant communities for honey
bees; amending RCW 17.10.145; adding a new section to
chapter 43.220 RCW; creating a new section; and providing
an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SHB 1668
by House Committee on Public Safety
(originally sponsored by Representatives Kilduff, Muri, Hurst,
Fey, Stokesbary, Jinkins, Stambaugh, Kirby, Zeiger and Sawyer)

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SHB 1749
by House Committee on Labor (originally
sponsored by Representatives MacEwen, Manweller and
Condotta)
AN ACT Relating to contractor registration requirements for
owners of property; and amending RCW 18.27.010.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
HB 1770 by Representatives Bergquist, Magendanz, Pollet,
Lytton, Muri and Goodman
AN ACT Relating to changing explicit alternative routes to
teacher certification program requirements to expectations for
program outcomes; amending RCW 28A.660.020 and
28A.660.035; and repealing RCW 28A.660.040.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
HB 1863 by Representatives Reykdal, Muri, Bergquist, S. Hunt,
Fey, Gregory, Haler, Sells, Pollet, Tarleton, Springer, Moscoso,
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Rivers, Schoesler, Sheldon, Hewitt, Hill, Benton, Roach,
Wylie, Stanford, Ryu, Appleton, Walkinshaw, Fitzgibbon and
Warnick, Dansel, and Darneille
Goodman
AN ACT Relating to modifying collective bargaining law
related to providing additional compensation for academic
WHEREAS, When she was only a teenager, Carla Oman
employees at community and technical colleges; amending
Peperzak was a Jewish member of the Dutch Resistance during
RCW 28B.52.035 and 28B.50.140; and creating a new
World War II who saved at least 40 people from Nazi persecution;
section.
and
WHEREAS, In 1940, Peperzak was 16 and living in Holland
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
when the Nazi occupation started, the country which had the
SHB 1893
by House Committee on Higher Education
highest Jewish fatality rate of Western Europe in World War II;
(originally sponsored by Representatives Sells, Haler, Moscoso,
and
Zeiger, Pollet, S. Hunt, Appleton, Riccelli, Tarleton, Ormsby and
WHEREAS, Peperzak dedicated herself to protecting others,
Bergquist)
frequently
and fearlessly placing her own life in danger; and
AN ACT Relating to increasing transparency in community
WHEREAS,
Equipped with stolen German identification
and technical colleges by requiring certain budget detail to be
papers and a German nurse's uniform, Peperzak became active in
available online; adding a new section to chapter 28B.50
RCW; and creating a new section.
the Resistance, forging identification papers, serving as a
messenger for the underground movement, and helping publish a
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
newsletter of Allied Forces' activities, all at perilous risk to her
own safety; and
EHB 2086
by Representatives McBride, Walkinshaw,
WHEREAS, During the course of her missions, Peperzak was
Moscoso, Farrell, Riccelli, Ormsby, Ryu, Robinson and Pollet
stopped at least three times while in disguise, the first when she
AN ACT Relating to the hosting of the homeless by religious
organizations; and amending RCW 36.01.290, 35.21.915, and
rescued her 2-year-old cousin who had been taken by the Nazis,
35A.21.360.
and she escaped by using resourcefulness to distract German
officers; and
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
WHEREAS, Peperzak became a United States citizen in 1958
Housing.
and moved to Spokane in 2004; and
WHEREAS, Peperzak now speaks publicly and passionately
SHB 2109
by House Committee on Appropriations
about her experiences at schools in Eastern Washington and
(originally sponsored by Representatives Springer, Manweller,
Pettigrew, Harris, Kilduff, S. Hunt, Bergquist, Lytton, Tharinger
Idaho, and shares her story to educate the next generations and
and Santos)
because there are few Holocaust survivors remaining;
AN ACT Relating to creating the Washington small business
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
retirement marketplace; adding new sections to chapter
Washington
State Senate honor and recognize Carla Oman
43.330 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.320 RCW;
Peperzak
as
a
selfless and brave hero, who saved the lives of many
and creating new sections.
and is now using her experiences to speak to new generations and
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
educate us all about our history and the human capacity to care
for others while facing unimaginably difficult challenges.
MOTION
Senators Billig, Padden and Baumgartner spoke in favor of
adoption of the resolution.
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8623.
committees as designated with the exception of House Bill No.
The motion by Senator Billig carried and the resolution was
1059 which was referred to the Committee on Human Services,
adopted by voice vote.
Mental Health & Housing.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
MOTION
The President welcomed and introduced members of the
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
Peperzak family and friends including Mr. Mark Peperzak, Mr.
order of business.
Chet Hosey, Ms. Karen Peperzak, Mr. Bob Cummings, Ms.
Marian Peperzak, Ms. Katie Peperzak, Ms. Julie Birashk, Mr.
MOTION
Dustin Birashk and Ms. Yvonne Pererzak-Blake who were
present in the gallery and recognized by the senate.
Senator Billig moved adoption of the following resolution:
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUEST
SENATE RESOLUTION
8623
The President welcomed and introduced Mrs. Carla Peperzak
who was seated at the rostrum.
By Senators Billig, Baumgartner, Cleveland, Jayapal, Conway,
Chase, Hasegawa, Liias, McCoy, Hargrove, Hatfield, KohlWith the permission of the senate, business was suspended to
Welles, Keiser, Mullet, Pedersen, McAuliffe, Fraser, Nelson,
allow Mrs. Peperzak to offer remarks.
Rolfes, Padden, Parlette, Dammeier, Brown, O'Ban, Becker, Fain,
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REMARKS BY MRS. CARLA PEPERZAK

Mrs. Peperzak: “Thank you, Thank you so very much. This is
an over whelming and I still have a hard time to believe that it’s
really real. It’s very special that the state of Washington sees fit
to honor me with this resolution. What I was involved in
happened so many years ago and somehow, if you would ask my
opinion, I would tell you that, at that time, it was the least I could
do. I had the possibility to help and the need was there and I was
lucky to find the right people I could ask for assistance,
continuously. It has been ten and one half years since I became a
citizen of this beautiful and wonderful state. I came became here
because my oldest daughter lives in Spokane. Spokane is a special
town with great people and I’m grateful to be able to live there. I
wish to thank Senator Billig for sponsoring this resolution. It’s
something that I will treasure for the rest of my life. Thank you.”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the seventh
order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Warnick moved that Robert J. Moser, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9121, be confirmed as a member of the Central
Washington University Board of Trustees.
Senator Warnick spoke in favor of the motion.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Liias was excused.
APPOINTMENT OF ROBERT J. MOSER
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Robert J. Moser, Gubernatorial Appointment
No. 9121, as a member of the Central Washington University
Board of Trustees.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Robert J.
Moser, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9121, as a member of the
Central Washington University Board of Trustees and the
appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 48;
Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Liias
Robert J. Moser, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9121,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Central Washington University
Board of Trustees.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Frockt was excused.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5694, by Senators Padden, Baumgartner
and Billig
Allowing assessments for nuisance abatement in cities and
towns.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Padden, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5694 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5694 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5694 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5694.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5694 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 40; Nays, 9; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Hargrove, Hatfield,
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Liias, Litzow, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe and Nelson
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5694, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5328, by Senators Kohl-Welles, Bailey
and Chase
Disseminating financial aid information.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5328 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5328 and the
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5328 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Kohl-Welles and Bailey spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
section shall not be made available to insurance companies or
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5328.
employers."
ROLL CALL

WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5328 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5328, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

On motion of Senator Benton, the amendment by Senator
Benton and others on page 4, line 9 to Substitute Senate Bill No.
5656 was withdrawn.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5656, by Senators Rivers, Chase, Fain
and Keiser
Enhancing public safety by reducing distracted driving
incidents caused by the use of personal wireless communications
devices.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5656
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5656 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Benton moved that the following amendment by
Senators Benton, Liias and Roach be adopted:
On page 4, after line 9, after “vehicle.” Add a new section that
states “violation of this section does not count as a moving
violation.”
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly.
Senator Benton spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senators Rivers, Hobbs and King spoke against adoption of
the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Benton, Liias and
Roach on page 4, line 9 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5656.
The motion by Senator Benton failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Benton moved that the following amendment by
Senator Benton and others be adopted:
On page 4, after line 9, insert the following:
"(6) Infractions under this section shall not become part of the
driver's record under RCW 46.52.101 and 46.52.120. Additionally,
a finding that a person has committed a traffic infraction under this

MOTION
Senator Liias moved that the following amendment by
Senators Liias and Rivers be adopted:
On page 4, after line 9, insert the following:
"(6) Except in the case of a driver that holds a commercial
driver's license issued under chapter 46.20 RCW, a first finding that
a person has committed a traffic infraction under this section shall
not be made available to insurance companies or employers."
Senators Liias, Benton, Rivers and Hobbs spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Liias and Rivers on
page 4, after line 9 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5656.
The motion by Senator Liias carried and the amendment was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5656 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Rivers, Hewitt, Chase, Habib, Hobbs, Dansel, King,
Angel, Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senators Hargrove, Darneille McAuliffe and Benton spoke
against passage of the bill.
POINT OF INQUIRY
Senator Roach: “I would ask the maker of the bill if she would
yield to a question?”
President Owen: “Senator Rivers? She does not yield.”
Senator Roach spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5656.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5656 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 35; Nays, 14; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Billig, Braun,
Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel, Fain,
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
O'Ban, Parlette, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Rolfes and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Benton, Darneille,
Ericksen, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Honeyford, McAuliffe,
Padden, Pearson, Roach, Schoesler and Sheldon
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5656,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
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There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
MOTION TO LIMIT DEBATE

The President declared the question before the Senate to be,
“Shall the main question be now put?”
The motion by Senator Padden carried by voice vote and the
previous question was put.

On motion of Senator Fain and without objection, pursuant to
Rule 29, debate was limited to allowing each members to speak
but once and such speech was limited to three minutes through
the remainder of the day.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5487.

SECOND READING

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5487 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 4; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Darneille, McAuliffe, Nelson and
Pedersen
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5487, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

SENATE BILL NO. 5832, by Senator Angel
Modifying time limitations for certain plat approvals.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5832 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Angel spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senators Liias, Fraser and Rolfes spoke against passage of the
bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, further consideration of Senate
Bill No. 5832 was deferred and the bill held its place on the day’s
third reading calendar.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5487, by Senators Baumgartner, Billig,
Rivers, Keiser, Schoesler, Hatfield, Angel, King, Liias, Mullet,
Dansel, Ericksen, Warnick, Honeyford, Brown, Hasegawa,
Hewitt and Chase
Concerning higher education programs at Washington State
University and the University of Washington.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Baumgartner, Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5487 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5487 and the
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator Baumgartner, the rules were
suspended, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5487 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Baumgartner, Billig, Hargrove, Keiser, KohlWelles, Parlette, Frockt, Bailey, King, Benton and Becker spoke
in favor of passage of the bill.
Senators Pedersen and McAuliffe spoke against passage of
the bill.
MOTION
Senator Padden demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.

ROLL CALL

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5321, by Senators Benton, Mullet,
Hobbs, Angel and Fain
Concerning registration of persons providing debt settlement
services. Revised for 1st Substitute: Concerning licensure of
persons providing debt settlement services.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5321 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5321 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Benton moved that the following amendment by
Senators Hobbs and Mullet be adopted:
On page 12, line 40, after "debt." insert "By contract a
provider may charge a total fee for debt adjusting services,
including, but not limited to, any fee charged by a financial
institution or a third-party account administrator, may not exceed
twenty percent of the total debt listed by the debtor on the
contract. The fee retained by the provider from any one payment
made by or on behalf of the debtor may not exceed twenty percent
of the payment."
Senators Benton and Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Hobbs and Mullet on
page 12, line 40 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5321.
The motion by Senator Benton carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
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On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
MOTION
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5321 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
placed on final passage.
Senator Nelson be adopted:
Senators Benton, Hobbs and Angel spoke in favor of passage
On page 3, line 5, after "learning environment;" strike "and"
of the bill.
On page 3, line 7, after "process" insert "; and
Senators Mullet, Nelson, Darneille and Jayapal spoke against
(v) Demonstrating cultural competency aligned with
passage of the bill.
standards developed by the professional educator standards board
under RCW 28A.410.270"
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
On page 5, line 16, after "learning environment," strike "and"
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5321.
On page 5, line 17, after "process" insert ", and (v)
demonstrating cultural competency aligned with standards
ROLL CALL
developed by the professional educator standards board under
RCW 28A.410.270"
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senators Nelson and Jayapal spoke in favor of adoption of
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5321 and the bill passed the Senate by
the amendment.
the following vote: Yeas, 27; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Senator Hill spoke on adoption of the amendment.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban,
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 3, line
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and
5 to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5179.
Warnick
The motion by Senator Nelson carried and the amendment
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
was adopted by voice vote.
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
MOTION
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5321,
On motion of Senator Hill, the rules were suspended,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5179 was advanced
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
to third reading, the second reading considered the third and the
as the title of the act.
bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Hill, Mullet, Billig, McAuliffe, Jayapal and Rolfes
SECOND READING
spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
SENATE BILL NO. 5179, by Senators Hill, McAuliffe,
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Litzow, Mullet, Hobbs and Dammeier
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
Concerning paraeducators.
5179.
MOTION

ROLL CALL

On motion of Senator Hill, Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
5179 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5179 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5179 and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 3; Absent, 1;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Dansel, Ericksen and Hasegawa
Absent: Senator Liias
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL
NO. 5179, having received the constitutional majority, was
declared passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was
ordered to stand as the title of the act.

MOTION
Senator McAuliffe moved that the following amendment by
Senator McAuliffe be adopted:
On page 1, line 15, after "works in the" insert "special
education program, the"
On page 2, line 26, after "work in the" insert "special
education program, the"
On page 2, line 37, after "programs in the" insert "special
education program, the"
Senators McAuliffe, Rolfes and McCoy spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment.
Senators Rivers and Hill spoke against adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator McAuliffe on page 1,
line 15 to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5179.
The motion by Senator McAuliffe failed and the amendment
was not adopted by voice vote.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5577, by Senators Braun and Cleveland
Concerning pharmaceutical waste.
The measure was read the second time.
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Senator Braun moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Braun and Cleveland be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) The legislature finds that
health care workers operate in a complex regulatory environment
that can affect their core mission of treating illness and saving
lives.
(2) It is the legislature's intent that the department of ecology,
with input from the regulated community, develop a consistent,
statewide approach for regulating pharmaceutical waste that most
effectively helps health care establishments, and pharmaceutical
and medical waste handling businesses implement and comply
with the regulation of pharmaceutical wastes under chapter
70.105 RCW.
(3) It is the intent of the legislature that the department of
ecology implement consistent regulatory oversight of
pharmaceutical waste management facilities in the state in order
to support a level playing field.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. (1) By September 1, 2015, the
department shall convene a work group to identify the problems
of properly managing pharmaceutical wastes and recommend
solutions to improve management of these wastes at the site of
generation through treatment or disposal by commercial waste
management facilities. The work group may develop
recommendations including, but not limited to, new or revised
policies to be issued by the department, recommendations for
ensuring consistent interpretation and implementation of existing
rules, recommendations for amendments to chapter 70.105 RCW
or rules adopted pursuant to chapter 70.105 RCW, and
recommendations on how the department will implement
consistent regulatory oversight of pharmaceutical waste
management facilities that receive waste from sources statewide.
The work group must provide recommendations to the
appropriate fiscal and policy committees of the legislature by
December 31, 2015.
(2) The members of the work group must include
representatives of state agencies, including the department, the
department of health, and the department of labor and industries,
the state's qualified pharmaceutical waste handling facilities, a
statewide association representing medical doctors, hospitals and
other health care providers, and other parties with expertise in the
field of pharmaceutical waste management. To facilitate the work
group, the department must hire a consultant that is on the state
list of qualified contractors with expertise in the federal resource
conservation and recovery act.
(3) In order to promote an open dialogue on the challenges of
managing pharmaceutical wastes at the site of generation and by
commercial waste management companies, the department may
not use information shared by pharmaceutical waste generators or
pharmaceutical waste handling facilities during work group
meetings for enforcement purposes unless the department
determines that an activity being performed at a facility or
conditions at a facility: (a) Pose an imminent threat of placing a
person in danger of death or bodily harm; or (b) have a probability
of causing environmental harm.
(4) The legislature encourages the department to exercise its
enforcement discretion with regard to pharmaceutical waste
during the pendency of the work group process described in
subsection (1) of this section.
(5) The definitions in this subsection apply throughout this
section unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(a) "Department" means the department of ecology.

(b) "Pharmaceutical waste generators" includes hospitals,
clinics, and other health care facilities that administer
pharmaceuticals.
(c) "Qualified pharmaceutical waste handling facilities"
includes facilities that handle state-only pharmaceutical waste
destined for disposal at a facility eligible to accept such waste,
process medical waste to eliminate biohazards, operate a
wastewater treatment plant pursuant to a valid state waste
discharge permit issued under chapter 90.48 RCW, and offer
appropriate training to pharmaceutical waste generators on
sorting and disposal of pharmaceutical waste.
(d) "State-only pharmaceutical waste" includes any schedule
I through V controlled substances as defined in chapter 69.50
RCW, legend drugs as defined in chapter 69.41 RCW, and overthe-counter medications as defined in chapter 69.60 RCW that are
designated as dangerous waste under rules adopted under chapter
70.105 RCW and that are not a hazardous waste under the federal
resource conservation and recovery act, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 6901 et
seq."
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Braun and
Cleveland to Senate Bill No. 5577.
The motion by Senator Braun carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "waste;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and creating new sections."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5577 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Braun, Cleveland and McCoy spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
Senator Fraser spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5577.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5577 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Fraser
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5577, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
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system contributes to the pollution of surface waters or
President Owen: “Senator Becker, how did you vote? You
groundwater;
were hidden behind Senator Hargrove. I’m sorry, couldn’t see
(c) There are public sewer system performance or financing
you.” [Laughter]
considerations related to allowing the property owner to repair or
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
replace the on-site septic system; and
(d) There are financial assistance programs or latecomer
Senator Hargrove: “Thank you Mr. President. If you were a
agreements offered by the city or state that may impact a decision
little taller, you would have been able to see to over me to see
of the property owner to repair or replace the on-site septic
Senator Becker.”
system.
(4) If the city, following the appeals process required by this
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
section, determines that the property owner must connect the
residence to the public sewer system, the property owner may, in
President Owen: “And as I said the last time, I still can see
complying with the determination and subject to approval of
my shoes.”
appropriate permits, select and hire contractors at his or her own
expense to perform the work necessary to connect the residence
SECOND READING
to the public sewer system.
(5) Unless otherwise required by law, a city determination
SENATE BILL NO. 5871, by Senators Angel, Liias, Roach,
requiring the owner of a single-family residence with a failing onMcCoy and Chase
site septic system to connect a residence to a public sewer system
is not subject to appeal.
Creating appeal procedures for single-family homeowners
(6) For purposes of this section, "city" means a city or town.
with failing septic systems required to connect to public sewer
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
systems.
chapter 35A.21 RCW to read as follows:
(1) A city with an ordinance or resolution requiring, upon the
The measure was read the second time.
failure of an on-site septic system, connection to a public sewer
system must, in accordance with this section, provide an
MOTION
administrative appeals process to consider denials of permit
applications to repair or replace the septic system. The
Senator Angel moved that the following striking amendment
administrative appeals process required by this section applies
by Senator Angel be adopted:
only to requests to repair or replace existing, failing on-site septic
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
systems that:
following:
(a) Were made for a single-family residence by its owner or
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
owners;
chapter 35.21 RCW to read as follows:
(b) Were denied solely because of a law, regulation, or
(1) A city with an ordinance or resolution requiring, upon the
ordinance requiring connection to a public sewer system; and
failure of an on-site septic system, connection to a public sewer
(c) Absent the applicable law, regulation, or ordinance
system must, in accordance with this section, provide an
requiring connection to a public sewer system upon which the
administrative appeals process to consider denials of permit
denial was based, would be approved.
applications to repair or replace the septic system. The
(2) If the city has an administrative appeals process, the city
administrative appeals process required by this section applies
may, subject to the requirements of this section, use that
only to requests to repair or replace existing, failing on-site septic
process. The administrative appeals process required by this
systems that:
section, however, must be presided over by the legislative body
(a) Were made for a single-family residence by its owner or
of the city or by an administrative hearings officer.
owners;
(3) The administrative appeals process required by this
(b) Were denied solely because of a law, regulation, or
section must, at a minimum, consider whether:
ordinance requiring connection to a public sewer system; and
(a) It is cost-prohibitive to require the property owner to
(c) Absent the applicable law, regulation, or ordinance
connect to the public sewer system. In complying with this
requiring connection to a public sewer system upon which the
subsection (3)(a), the city must consider the estimated cost to
denial was based, would be approved.
repair or replace the on-site septic system compared to the
(2) If the city has an administrative appeals process, the city
estimated cost to connect to the public sewer system;
may, subject to the requirements of this section, use that
(b) There are public health or environmental considerations
process. The administrative appeals process required by this
related to allowing the property owner to repair or replace the onsection, however, must be presided over by the legislative body
site septic system. In complying with this subsection (3)(b), the
of the city or by an administrative hearings officer.
city must consider whether the repaired or replaced on-site septic
(3) The administrative appeals process required by this
system contributes to the pollution of surface waters or
section must, at a minimum, consider whether:
groundwater;
(a) It is cost-prohibitive to require the property owner to
(c) There are public sewer system performance or financing
connect to the public sewer system. In complying with this
considerations related to allowing the property owner to repair or
subsection (3)(a), the city must consider the estimated cost to
replace the on-site septic system; and
repair or replace the on-site septic system compared to the
(d) There are financial assistance programs or latecomer
estimated cost to connect to the public sewer system;
agreements offered by the city or state that may impact a decision
(b) There are public health or environmental considerations
of the property owner to repair or replace the on-site septic
related to allowing the property owner to repair or replace the onsystem.
site septic system. In complying with this subsection (3)(b), the
(4) If the city, following the appeals process required by this
city must consider whether the repaired or replaced on-site septic
section, determines that the property owner must connect the
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residence to the public sewer system, the property owner may, in
complying with the determination and subject to approval of
appropriate permits, select and hire contractors at his or her own
expense to perform the work necessary to connect the residence
to the public sewer system.
(5) Unless otherwise required by law, a city determination
requiring the owner of a single-family residence with a failing onsite septic system to connect a residence to a public sewer system
is not subject to appeal.
(6) For purposes of this section, "city" means a "code city" as
defined in RCW 35A.01.035.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 36.01 RCW to read as follows:
(1) A county with an ordinance or resolution requiring, upon
the failure of an on-site septic system, connection to a public
sewer system must, in accordance with this section, provide an
administrative appeals process to consider denials of permit
applications to repair or replace the septic system. The
administrative appeals process required by this section applies
only to requests to repair or replace existing, failing on-site septic
systems that:
(a) Were made for a single-family residence by its owner or
owners;
(b) Were denied solely because of a law, regulation, or
ordinance requiring connection to a public sewer system; and
(c) Absent the applicable law, regulation, or ordinance
requiring connection to a public sewer system upon which the
denial was based, would be approved.
(2) If the county has an administrative appeals process, the
county may, subject to the requirements of this section, use that
process. The administrative appeals process required by this
section, however, must be presided over by the legislative body
of the county or by an administrative hearings officer.
(3) The administrative appeals process required by this
section must, at a minimum, consider whether:
(a) It is cost-prohibitive to require the property owner to
connect to the public sewer system. In complying with this
subsection (3)(a), the county must consider the estimated cost to
repair or replace the on-site septic system compared to the
estimated cost to connect to the public sewer system;
(b) There are public health or environmental considerations
related to allowing the property owner to repair or replace the onsite septic system. In complying with this subsection (3)(b), the
county must consider whether the repaired or replaced on-site
septic system contributes to the pollution of surface waters or
groundwater;
(c) There are public sewer system performance or financing
considerations related to allowing the property owner to repair or
replace the on-site septic system; and
(d) There are financial assistance programs or latecomer
agreements offered by the county or state that may impact a
decision of the property owner to repair or replace the on-site
septic system.
(4) If the county, following the appeals process required by
this section, determines that the property owner must connect the
residence to the public sewer system, the property owner may, in
complying with the determination and subject to approval of
appropriate permits, select and hire contractors at his or her own
expense to perform the work necessary to connect the residence
to the public sewer system.
(5) Unless otherwise required by law, a county determination
requiring the owner of a single-family residence with a failing onsite septic system to connect a residence to a public sewer system
is not subject to appeal."
Senator Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Angel to
Senate Bill No. 5871.
The motion by Senator Angel carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 3 of the title, after "systems;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "adding a new section to chapter
35.21 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 35A.21 RCW; and
adding a new section to chapter 36.01 RCW."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5871 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Angel, Liias and Nelson spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5871.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5871 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGORSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5871, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Angel: “This last bill, a wonderful lady by the name
of Linda Matson worked on this for year after year after year with
me. We lost Linda this last year to a brain aneurysm. I just want
to say to the body, thank you so much. And, to Linda, ‘We got it
done. We got it done.’ I made that commitment to her on her
memorial service and I’m happy to stand to say the job is part way
finished but we’re getting there. Thank you Mr. President.”
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5346, by Senators Ranker, Mullet,
Darneille, Liias, Conway, McAuliffe, Keiser and Chase
Providing first responders with contact information for
subscribers of life alert services during an emergency. Revised for
1st Substitute: Providing first responders with contact
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(7) This section does not require a personal emergency
information for subscribers of personal emergency response
response services company to:
services during an emergency.
(a) Provide first responders with subscriber contact
information in nonemergency situations; or
MOTION
(b) Provide subscriber contact information to entities other
than first responders."
On motion of Senator Ranker, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5346 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5346 and the substitute
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Ranker to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5346.
MOTION
The motion by Senator Ranker carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
Senator Ranker moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator Ranker be adopted:
MOTION
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
adopted:
chapter 70.54 RCW to read as follows:
On page 1, line 3 of the title, after "emergency;" strike the
(1) When requested by first responders during an emergency,
remainder
of the title and insert "and adding a new section to
employees of companies providing personal emergency response
chapter 70.54 RCW."
services must provide to first responders the name, address, and
any other information necessary for first responders to contact
MOTION
subscribers within the jurisdiction of the emergency.
(2) Companies providing personal emergency response
On motion of Senator Ranker, the rules were suspended,
services may adopt policies to respond to requests from first
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5346 was advanced to third
responders to release subscriber contact information during an
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
emergency. Policies may include procedures to:
placed on final passage.
(a) Verify that the requester is a first responder;
Senator Ranker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
(b) Verify that the request is made pursuant to an emergency;
(c) Fulfill the request by providing the subscriber contact
information; and
(d) Deny the request if no emergency exists or if the requester
is not a first responder.
(3) Information received by a first responder under subsection
(1) of this section is confidential and exempt from disclosure
under chapter 42.56 RCW, and may be used only in responding
to the emergency that prompted the request for information. Any
first responder receiving the information must destroy it at the end
of the emergency.
(4) It is not a violation of this section if a personal emergency
response services company or an employee makes a good faith
effort to comply with this section. In addition, the company or
employee is immune from civil liability for a good faith effort to
comply with this section. Should a company or employee prevail
upon the defense provided in this section, the company or
employee is entitled to recover expenses and reasonable
attorneys' fees incurred in establishing the defense.
(5) First responders and their employing jurisdictions are not
liable for failing to request the information in subsection (1) of
this section. In addition, this act does not create a private right of
action nor does it create any civil liability on the part of the state
or any of its subdivisions, including first responders.
(6) For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Emergency" means an occurrence that renders the
personal emergency response services system inoperable for a
period of twenty-four or more continuous hours, and that requires
the attention of first responders acting within the scope of their
official duties.
(b) "First responder" means firefighters, law enforcement
officers, and emergency medical personnel, as licensed or
certificated by this state.
(c) "Personal emergency response services" means a service
provided for profit that allows persons in need of emergency
assistance to contact a call center by activating a wearable device,
such as a pendant or bracelet.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5346.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5346 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5346,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5091, by Senators Brown, Hewitt and
Sheldon
Including nuclear energy in the definition of a "qualified
alternative energy resource" for the purposes of RCW
19.29A.090.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senator McCoy be adopted:
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On page 1, line 17 after "agreements." Insert "For residential
customers, the option must specify the percentage of electricity
fueled by (a) through (g), and including (i) of subsection (3) of this
section, and the percentage of electricity fueled by nuclear energy."
Senators McCoy and Brown spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator McCoy on page 1, line
17 to Senate Bill No. 5091.
The motion by Senator McCoy carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Brown, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5091 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Brown and Sheldon spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
Senator Rolfes spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5091.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5091 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 29; Nays, 20; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen,
Fain, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers,
Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Conway, Darneille,
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hill, Jayapal, Keiser,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, Nelson, O'Ban, Pedersen, Ranker
and Rolfes
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5091, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 9, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1135,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1183,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1186,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1307,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1349,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1397,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1448,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1450,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1480,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1491,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1496,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1503,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1505,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1531,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1536,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1545,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1559,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1561,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1599,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1617,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1627,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1652,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1713,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1729,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1732,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1737,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1738,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1740,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1762,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1800,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1825,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1874,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1884,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1890,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1916,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1956,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1966,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1967
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk

March 9, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1390,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1471,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1485,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2012,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2085,
HOUSE BILL NO. 2140,
HOUSE BILL NO. 2181
and the same are herewith transmitted.

Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Majority Coalition
Caucus after lunch at 1:15 p.m.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus at 1:00 o’clock p.m.
MOTION
At 12:04 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
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The Senate was called to order at 3:04 p.m. by the President
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
Senate Bill No. 5144 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
MOTION
passage.
Senators Dammeier and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
the bill.
seventh order of business.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
THIRD READING
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5144.
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
ROLL CALL
MOTION
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Senator Warnick moved that Juanita Richards, Gubernatorial
Bill No. 5144 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Appointment No. 9146, be confirmed as a member of the Board
Yeas, 45; Nays, 4; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
of Trustees, Big Bend Community College No. 18.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Senator Warnick spoke in favor of the motion.
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
MOTION
Habib, Hargrove, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia,
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Ranker was excused.
Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
APPOINTMENT OF JUANITA RICHARDS
Voting nay: Senators Hasegawa, Hatfield, McAuliffe and
Nelson
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
SENATE BILL NO. 5144, having received the constitutional
the confirmation of Juanita Richards, Gubernatorial Appointment
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
No. 9146, as a member of the Board of Trustees, Big Bend
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
Community College No. 18.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Juanita
Richards, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9146, as a member of
the Board of Trustees, Big Bend Community College No. 18 and
the appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 49;
Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Juanita Richards, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9146,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Trustees, Big Bend
Community College No. 18.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5144, by Senators Dammeier, Becker,
Bailey, Rivers, Brown, Parlette and O'Ban
Requiring all meetings of the Robert Bree collaborative to be
subject to the open public meetings act.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5743, by Senators Fain, Hobbs, Benton,
Mullet and Angel
Addressing insurance producers, insurers, and title insurance
agents activities with customers and potential customers.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Mullet, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5743
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5743 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Benton moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Benton and Mullet be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 48.30.140 and 2009 c 329 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Except to the extent provided for in an applicable filing
with the commissioner then in effect, no insurer, insurance
producer, or title insurance agent shall, as an inducement to
insurance, or after insurance has been effected, directly or
indirectly, offer, promise, allow, give, set off, or pay to the insured
or to any employee of the insured, any rebate, discount,
abatement, or reduction of premium or any part thereof named in
any insurance contract, or any commission thereon, or earnings,
profits, dividends, or other benefit, or any other valuable
consideration or inducement whatsoever which is not expressly
provided for in the policy.
(2) Subsection (1) of this section shall not apply as to
commissions paid to a licensed insurance producer, or title
insurance agent for insurance placed on that person's own
property or risks.
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(3) This section shall not apply to the allowance by any marine
insurer, or marine insurance producer, to any insured, in
connection with marine insurance, of such discount as is
sanctioned by custom among marine insurers as being additional
to the insurance producer's commission.
(4) This section shall not apply to advertising or promotional
programs conducted by insurers((,)) or insurance producers((, or
title insurance agents)) whereby prizes, goods, wares, gift cards,
gift certificates, or merchandise, not exceeding ((twenty-five))
one hundred dollars in value per person in the aggregate in any
twelve month period, are given to all insureds or prospective
insureds under similar qualifying circumstances. This subsection
does not apply to title insurers or title insurance agents.
(5) This section does not apply to an offset or reimbursement
of all or part of a fee paid to an insurance producer as provided in
RCW 48.17.270.
(6)(a) Subsection (1) of this section shall not be construed to
prohibit a health carrier or disability insurer from including as part
of a group or individual health benefit plan or contract containing
health benefits, a wellness program which meets the requirements
for an exception from the prohibition against discrimination based
on a health factor under the health insurance portability and
accountability act (P.L. 104-191; 110 Stat. 1936) and regulations
adopted pursuant to that act.
(b) For purposes of this subsection: (i) "Health carrier" and
"health benefit plan" have the same meaning as provided in RCW
48.43.005; and (ii) "wellness program" has the same meaning as
provided in 45 C.F.R. 146.121(f).
Sec. 2. RCW 48.30.150 and 2009 c 329 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) No insurer, insurance producer, title insurance agent, or
other person shall, as an inducement to insurance, or in
connection with any insurance transaction, provide in any policy
for, or offer, or sell, buy, or offer or promise to buy or give, or
promise, or allow to, or on behalf of, the insured or prospective
insured in any manner whatsoever:
(a) Any shares of stock or other securities issued or at any time
to be issued on any interest therein or rights thereto; or
(b) Any special advisory board contract, or other contract,
agreement, or understanding of any kind, offering, providing for,
or promising any profits or special returns or special dividends;
or
(c) Any prizes, goods, wares, gift cards, gift certificates, or
merchandise of an aggregate value in excess of ((twenty-five))
one hundred dollars per person in the aggregate in any
consecutive twelve-month period. This subsection (1)(c) does not
apply to title insurers or title insurance agents.
(2) Subsection (1) of this section shall not be deemed to
prohibit the sale or purchase of securities as a condition to or in
connection with surety insurance insuring the performance of an
obligation as part of a plan of financing found by the
commissioner to be designed and operated in good faith primarily
for the purpose of such financing, nor shall it be deemed to
prohibit the sale of redeemable securities of a registered
investment company in the same transaction in which life
insurance is sold.
(3)(a) Subsection (1) of this section shall not be deemed to
prohibit a health carrier or disability insurer from including as part
of a group or individual health benefit plan or contract providing
health benefits, a wellness program which meets the requirements
for an exception from the prohibition against discrimination based
on a health factor under the health insurance portability and
accountability act (P.L. 104-191; 110 Stat. 1936) and regulations
adopted pursuant to that act.
(b) For purposes of this subsection: (i) "Health carrier" and
"health benefit plan" have the same meaning as provided in RCW

48.43.005; and (ii) "wellness program" has the same meaning as
provided in 45 C.F.R. 146.121(f).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 48.30 RCW to read as follows:
(1) An insurance producer may give to an individual, prizes,
goods, wares, gift cards, gift certificates, or merchandise not
exceeding one hundred dollars in value per person in any
consecutive twelve-month period for the referral of insurance
business to the insurance producer, if the giving of the prizes,
goods, wares, gift cards, gift certificates, or merchandise is not
conditioned upon the person who is referred applying for or
obtaining insurance through the insurance producer.
(2) The payment for the referral must not be in cash, currency,
bills, coins, check, or by money order.
(3) The provisions of RCW 48.30.140 and 48.30.150 do not
apply to prizes, goods, wares, gift cards, gift certificates, or
merchandise given to a person in compliance with subsections (1)
and (2) of this section.
(4) Notwithstanding subsections (1) and (2) of this section, an
insurance producer may pay to an unlicensed individual who is
neither an insured nor a prospective insured a referral fee
conditioned on the submission of an application if made in
compliance with the provisions of RCW 48.17.490(4).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
chapter 48.30 RCW to read as follows:
(1) An insurance producer may sponsor events for, or make
contributions to a bona fide charitable or nonprofit organization,
if the sponsorship or contribution is not conditioned upon the
organization applying for or obtaining insurance through the
insurance producer.
(2) For purposes of this section, a bona fide charitable or
nonprofit organization is:
(a) Any nonprofit corporation duly existing under the
provisions of chapter 24.03 RCW for charitable, benevolent,
eleemosynary, educational, civic, patriotic, political, social,
fraternal, cultural, athletic, scientific, agricultural, or horticultural
purposes;
(b) Any professional, commercial, industrial, or trade
association;
(c) Any organization duly existing under the provisions of
chapter 24.12, 24.20, or 24.28 RCW;
(d) Any agricultural fair authorized under the provisions of
chapter 15.76 or 36.37 RCW; or
(e) Any nonprofit organization, whether incorporated or
otherwise, when determined by the commissioner to be organized
and operated for one or more of the purposes described in (a)
through (d) of this subsection.
(3) RCW 48.30.140 and 48.30.150 do not apply to
sponsorships or charitable contributions that are provided or
given in compliance with subsection (1) of this section."
Senators Benton and Mullet spoke in favor of adoption of the
striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Benton and
Mullet to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5743.
The motion by Senator Benton carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "customers;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 48.30.140 and
48.30.150; and adding new sections to chapter 48.30 RCW."
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MOTION
On motion of Senator Mullet, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5743 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Mullet, Benton and Fain spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5743.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5743 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Hasegawa
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5743,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
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Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Padden
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5404, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING

SENATE BILL NO. 5768, by Senators Cleveland, Benton,
Honeyford and Fraser
Concerning county electronic public auctions.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Cleveland, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5768 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Cleveland spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Hasegawa spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5768.
ROLL CALL

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5404, by Senators O'Ban, Darneille,
Frockt, Miloscia, Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe, Chase, Pedersen and
Conway
Concerning homeless youth prevention and protection.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator O'Ban, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5404 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5404 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5404 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators O'Ban and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5404.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5768 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 3; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hatfield,
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Hargrove and Hasegawa
SENATE BILL NO. 5768, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5624, by Senators Keiser, Honeyford
and Conway
Concerning financing essential public infrastructure.
The measure was read the second time.

ROLL CALL
MOTION
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5404 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,

Senator Keiser moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Keiser and Honeyford be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"PART I
FINDINGS AND INTENT
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 101. The legislature finds that
access to low-cost financing from the municipal bond market for
essential public infrastructure is impaired for local governments
that need to borrow small amounts or that access the capital
market infrequently. Prior efforts to finance essential public
infrastructure projects with state tax resources result in
competition between those projects and other essential demands
on those state taxes. That competition has eroded the reliability of
the state tax funded public infrastructure financing programs,
creating uncertainty and delay in improving public infrastructure.
The legislature intends to improve access and reliability to lowcost financing for essential public infrastructure projects by
providing credit enhancements and pooling access to private
market capital.
PART II
STATE FINANCE COMMITTEE PROVISIONS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 201. The definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter unless the context clearly requires
otherwise.
(1) "Bond" means any agreement which may or may not be
represented by a physical instrument, including notes, warrants,
or certificates of indebtedness, that evidences an indebtedness of
a local government entity or a fund thereof, where the local
government entity agrees to pay a specified amount of money,
with or without interest, at a designated time or times to either
registered owners or bearers.
(2) "Credit enhancement program" means the essential public
works bond guarantee established by this chapter.
(3) "Essential public infrastructure project" or "project" is a
project of a local government approved by the public works board
under the provisions of section 304 of this act.
(4) "Guaranteed bond" means a bond that has been approved
for credit enhancement pursuant to section 202 of this act by the
state treasurer in accordance with policies established by the state
finance committee.
(5) "Local government" means any county, city, town, port,
water-sewer district, public utility district, metro-park district,
park and recreation district, fire district, emergency medical
services district, flood zone district, irrigation district, or library
district in Washington state.
(6) "Paying agent" means the paying agent selected, from time
to time, for a bond issue pursuant to state law.
(7) "Public works board" or "board" means the public works
board or its successor organizations established in RCW
43.155.030.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 202. (1)(a) The full faith, credit,
and taxing power of the state may be pledged to guarantee full
and timely payment of the principal of and interest on bonds
issued for essential public infrastructure projects as such
payments become due. However, in the event of any acceleration
of the due date of the principal by reason of mandatory
redemption or acceleration resulting from default, the payments
guaranteed shall be made in the amounts and at the times as
payments of principal would have been due had there not been
any acceleration.
(b) A guarantee pledged under (a) of this subsection does not
extend to the payment of any redemption premium.
(c) Reference to this chapter by its title on the face of any bond
conclusively establishes the guarantee provided to that bond
under the provisions of this chapter.
(2)(a) The state pledges to and agrees with the owners of any
guaranteed bonds that the state will not alter, impair, or limit the
rights vested by the credit enhancement program with respect to
a guaranteed bond until that guaranteed bond, together with
applicable interest, is fully paid and discharged. However, this
chapter does not preclude an alteration, impairment, or limitation

if full provision is made by law for the payment of an outstanding
guaranteed bond.
(b) Each local government may refer to this pledge and
undertaking by the state in its guaranteed bonds in accordance
with rules adopted by the state finance committee.
(3) Only validly issued bonds issued after the effective date of
this section may be guaranteed under this chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 203. The state finance committee
must adopt rules that establish the financial criteria to be met
before any credit enhancement can be provided under this
chapter. The state finance committee may also establish a
program, by rule, that allows the state treasurer to issue bonds to
support multiple local government projects that have been
approved by the public works board in accordance with this
chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 204. (1)(a) Any local government,
by resolution of its governing body, may request that the state
treasurer issue a certificate evidencing the state's guarantee, under
this chapter, of its bonds for essential public infrastructure.
(b) After reviewing the request, if the state treasurer
determines that the local government is eligible under rules
adopted by the state finance committee, and the project has been
approved by the public works board under provisions of section
304 of this act, the state treasurer must promptly issue the
certificate as to specific bonds of the local government and
provide that certificate to the requesting government.
(c) The local government receiving the certificate and all
other persons may rely on the certificate as evidencing the
guarantee for bonds issued within one hundred twenty days,
without making further inquiry during that time.
(2) Any local government that has issued guaranteed bonds,
the principal of or interest on which has been paid, in whole or in
part, by the state under this chapter, may not, unless approved by
the state treasurer under rules adopted by the state finance
committee, issue any additional bonds, other than refunding
bonds.
(3) The state finance committee may establish by rule fees
sufficient to cover the costs of administering this chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 205. (1)(a) The treasurer for each
local government with outstanding, unpaid guaranteed bonds
shall transfer money sufficient for each scheduled debt service
payment to its paying agent, a trustee, a custodian, or to the state
treasurer no fewer than ten days before any principal or interest
payment date for the guaranteed bonds.
(b) A treasurer for a local government who is unable to
transfer a scheduled debt service payment on the transfer date
must immediately notify the state treasurer of that inability by any
method designated by the state treasurer for that notice.
(2) If sufficient funds are not transferred to the paying agent
or the trustee as required by subsection (1) of this section, the
paying agent or trustee shall immediately notify the state treasurer
of that failure by any method designated by the state treasurer for
such notification.
(3)(a) If sufficient money to pay the scheduled debt service
payment has not been so transferred to the paying agent, trustee,
custodian, or state treasurer, the state treasurer must make
provision for its payment prior to the scheduled debt service
payment date.
(b) The payment by the state treasurer:
(i) Discharges the obligation of the issuing local government
to its bond owners for the payment, but does not retire any bond
that has matured; and
(ii) Transfers the rights represented by the local government
from the bond owners to the state.
(c) The local government must repay to the state the money
so transferred by the state treasurer as provided in this chapter, by
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growth management act, a plan required by the public works
rules adopted by the state finance committee, and any terms and
board.
conditions set forth by the state treasurer upon the issuance of the
(3) "Department" means the department of commerce.
guarantee.
(4) "Essential public infrastructure projects" has the same
NEW SECTION. Sec. 206. (1) Any local government that
has issued guaranteed bonds for which the state has made all or
meaning as in section 201 of this act.
(5) "Financing guarantees" means the pledge of money in the
part of a debt service payment must:
public works assistance account, or money to be received by the
(a) Reimburse all money drawn by the state treasurer on its
public works assistance account, to the repayment of all or a
behalf in accordance with this chapter, rules set forth by the state
portion of the principal of or interest on obligations issued by
finance committee, and any terms and conditions set forth by the
local governments to finance public works projects.
state treasurer;
(((5))) (6) "Local governments" means cities, towns, counties,
(b) Pay interest to the state on all money paid by the state from
the date that money was drawn to the date the state is repaid, at a
special purpose districts, and any other municipal corporations or
rate to be determined in accordance with a rule adopted by the
quasi-municipal corporations in the state excluding school
state finance committee, and any terms and conditions set forth
districts ((and port districts)).
(((6))) (7) "Public works project" means a project of a local
by the state treasurer; and
(c) Pay all penalties required by this chapter.
government for the planning, acquisition, construction, repair,
(3)(a)(i) If the state treasurer determines that reimbursement
reconstruction, replacement, rehabilitation, or improvement of
amounts paid by a local government under subsection (1) of this
streets and roads, bridges, water systems, or storm and sanitary
section will not reimburse the state in full within one year from
sewage systems and solid waste facilities, including recycling
the state's payment of a local government's scheduled debt service
facilities. A planning project may include the compilation of
payment, the state treasurer may pursue any legal action,
biological, hydrological, or other data on a county, drainage
including mandamus, against the local government to compel it
basin, or region necessary to develop a base of information for a
to meet its repayment obligations to the state.
capital facility plan.
(ii) In pursuing its rights under (a)(i) of this subsection, the
(((7))) (8) "Solid waste or recycling project" means remedial
state shall have the same substantive and procedural rights as
actions necessary to bring abandoned or closed landfills into
compliance with regulatory requirements and the repair,
would an owner of a guaranteed bond. If and to the extent that the
state has made payments to the owners of guaranteed bonds under
restoration, and replacement of existing solid waste transfer,
recycling facilities, and landfill projects limited to the opening of
section 204 of this act and has not been reimbursed by the local
government, the state is subrogated to the rights of those
landfill cells that are in existing and permitted landfills.
guaranteed bond holders.
(((8))) (9) "Technical assistance" means training and other
(b) The local government shall pay the fees, expenses, and
services provided to local governments to: (a) Help such local
costs incurred by the state in recovering amounts paid under the
governments plan, apply, and qualify for loans and financing
guarantee authorized by this chapter.
guarantees from the board, and (b) help local governments
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 207.
If the state treasurer
improve their ability to plan for, finance, acquire, construct,
repair, replace, rehabilitate, and maintain public facilities.
determines that a local government will be unable to meet its debt
Sec. 302. RCW 43.155.040 and 1985 c 446 s 10 are each
service obligations on guaranteed bonds on an ongoing basis, the
legislature must make specific appropriations sufficient to meet
amended to read as follows:
the debt service obligations required to be paid pursuant to the
The board may:
guarantee provided for in this chapter or an amount sufficient to
(1) Accept from any state or federal agency, loans or grants
for the planning or financing of any public works project and enter
defease the bonds.
into agreements with any such agency concerning the loans or
NEW SECTION. Sec. 208. To effect the provisions of
grants;
Article VIII, section 1(m) of the state Constitution, Senate Joint
(2) Provide technical assistance to local governments;
Resolution No. 8204, the legislature shall make provision for such
(3) Accept any gifts, grants, or loans of funds, property, or
amounts as may be required to make timely payments under the
financial or other aid in any form from any other source on any
credit enhancement program under this chapter in each and every
terms and conditions which are not in conflict with this chapter;
biennial appropriations act.
(4) Adopt rules under chapter 34.05 RCW as necessary to
NEW SECTION. Sec. 209. The state finance committee
carry out the purposes of this chapter;
may adopt, under chapter 34.05 RCW, all rules necessary and
(5) Do all acts and things necessary or convenient to carry out
appropriate for the implementation and administration of this
chapter.
the powers expressly granted or implied under this chapter;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 210. If the state finance committee
(6) Review and approve essential public infrastructure
deems it appropriate, it may establish rules for pooling essential
projects under the provisions of section 304 of this act.
infrastructure projects for the sole purpose of financing.
Sec. 303. RCW 43.155.050 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 4 s 983 are
each amended to read as follows:
PART III
The public works assistance account is hereby established in
PUBLIC WORKS BOARD PROVISIONS
Sec. 301. RCW 43.155.020 and 2009 c 565 s 33 are each
the state treasury. ((Money may be placed in the public works
amended to read as follows:
assistance account from the proceeds of bonds when authorized
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions
by the legislature or from any other lawful source.)) Money in the
in this section shall apply throughout this chapter.
public works assistance account shall be used to make loans and
(1) "Board" means the public works board created in RCW
to give financial guarantees to local governments for public works
43.155.030.
projects. Moneys in the account may also be appropriated or
(2) "Capital facility plan" means a capital facility plan
transferred to the water pollution control revolving account and
required by the growth management act under chapter 36.70A
the drinking water assistance account to provide for state match
RCW or, for local governments not fully planning under the
requirements under federal law ((for projects and activities
conducted and financed by the board under the drinking water
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assistance account. Not more than fifteen percent of the biennial
capital budget appropriation to the public works board from this
account may be expended or obligated)). Money in the account
may also be appropriated for the administration of the essential
public infrastructure project program established in section 304
of this act and to offset or reduce fees charged by the state
treasurer to administer the program and issue bonds under the
program. Money in the account may also be appropriated for
preconstruction loans((,)) and emergency loans((, or loans for
capital facility planning under this chapter; of this amount, not
more than ten percent of the biennial capital budget appropriation
may be expended for emergency loans and not more than one
percent of the biennial capital budget appropriation may be
expended for capital facility planning loans. During the 20112013 and 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, the legislature may transfer
from the public works assistance account to the general fund, the
water pollution control revolving account, and the drinking water
assistance account such amounts as reflect the excess fund
balance of the account. During the 2011-2013 fiscal biennium, the
legislature may appropriate moneys from the account for
economic development, innovation, and export grants, including
brownfields; main street improvement grants; and the loan
program consolidation board. During the 2013-2015 fiscal
biennium, the legislature may transfer from the public works
assistance account to the education legacy trust account such
amounts as specified by the legislature)).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 304. A new section is added to
chapter 43.155 RCW to read as follows:
(1) An essential public infrastructure project, as defined in
section 201 of this act, is a capital project by an eligible local
government that is necessary to:
(a) Provide safe and adequate drinking water;
(b) Manage and treat wastewater and storm water;
(c) Provide safe and efficient transportation, including public
parking facilities, public transit facilities, and nonmotorized
transportation;
(d) Provide safe and readily accessible recreation;
(e) Provide flood control and floodplain management
facilities and improvements;
(f) Provide water supply improvements and water basin
management enhancements, including culvert replacement
projects to improve fish passage;
(g) Provide or renovate county and city criminal justice
facilities;
(h) Provide or renovate fire protection facilities;
(i) Provide industrial development facilities.
(2) A local government that is eligible for financing assistance
for essential public infrastructure projects, as defined in section
201 of this act, is one that can:
(a) Significantly benefit from the financing assistance under
this section and under sections 201 through 207 of this act as
determined by the public works board by considering the
estimated net savings in financing cost achieved by this program
and the relative ability of the local government and its taxpayers
or ratepayers to pay for the project without the assistance of this
program; and
(b) Meet the financial criteria established by the state finance
committee.
(3) The board must adopt rules that establish the criteria for
determining which local governments are eligible and what
projects are necessary. The board must work with the state
treasurer's office to determine the estimated amount and timing of
financing assistance that can be provided annually to allow for a
phase-in of this program based on interest and acceptance by the
capital markets. The board must submit a prioritized and
approved list of eligible essential public works projects within the

estimated amounts to the state treasurer for a determination by the
state treasurer as to whether the local government meets the
financial criteria established by the state finance committee in
order to assist those local governments that can most benefit from
the assistance with projects that achieve the greatest community
benefit.
PART IV
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 401. This act takes effect January 1,
2016, if the proposed amendment to Article VIII, section 1 of the
state Constitution, guaranteeing the obligation of debt for
essential public infrastructure, is validly submitted to and is
approved and ratified by voters at the next general election. If the
proposed amendment is not approved and ratified, this act is void
in its entirety.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 402. Sections 201 through 210 of
this act constitute a new chapter in Title 39 RCW."
Senator Keiser spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
MOTION
Senator Keiser moved that the following amendment by
Senators Keiser and Honeyford to the striking amendment be
adopted:
On page 2, on line 14, strike "issue"
On page 2, on line 37, after "payment" insert "in full"
On page 3, on line 23, after "requesting" insert "local"
On page 5, on line 3, after "Pay all" strike "penalties" and insert
"fees and charges"
On page 8, on line 32, after "(b)" insert "Collect, "
On page 8, on line 36, after "Provide" insert " or renovate
facilities for"
On page 9, on line 4, after "county" strike "and" and insert "or"
On page 9, on line 6, after "protection" insert "or emergency
medical services "
On page 9, after line 7, insert:
"(j) Provide or renovate public library facilities.
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly
Senator Keiser spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
to the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Keiser and Honeyford
on page 2, line 14 to the striking amendment to Senate Bill No.
5624.
The motion by Senator Keiser carried and the amendment to
the striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Keiser and
Honeyford as amended to Senate Bill No. 5624.
The motion by Senator Keiser carried and the striking
amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "infrastructure;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 43.155.020,
43.155.040, and 43.155.050; adding a new section to chapter
43.155 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title 39 RCW; creating a
new section; and providing a contingent effective date."
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MOTION
On motion of Senator Keiser, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5624 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Keiser, Chase, Honeyford, Angel and Mullet spoke
in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5624.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5624 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5624, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 8204, by Senators
Keiser, Honeyford and Conway
Amending the Constitution to allow the state to guarantee
debt issued on behalf of a political subdivision for essential public
infrastructure.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Keiser moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Keiser and Honeyford be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"BE IT RESOLVED, BY THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON, IN
LEGISLATIVE SESSION ASSEMBLED:
THAT, At the next general election to be held in this state the
secretary of state shall submit to the qualified voters of the state
for their approval and ratification, or rejection, an amendment to
Article VIII, section 1 of the Constitution of the state of
Washington to read as follows:
Article VIII, section 1. (a) The state may contract debt, the
principal of which shall be paid and discharged within thirty years
from the time of contracting thereof, in the manner set forth
herein.
(b) The aggregate debt contracted by the state, as calculated by
the treasurer at the time debt is contracted, shall not exceed that
amount for which payments of principal and interest in any fiscal
year would require the state to expend more than the applicable
percentage limit of the arithmetic mean of its general state
revenues for the six immediately preceding fiscal years as
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certified by the treasurer. The term "applicable percentage limit"
means eight and one-half percent from July 1, 2014, through June
30, 2016; eight and one-quarter percent from July 1, 2016,
through June 30, 2034; eight percent from July 1, 2034, and
thereafter. The term "fiscal year" means that period of time
commencing July 1 of any year and ending on June 30 of the
following year.
(c) The term "general state revenues," when used in this
section, shall include all state money received in the treasury from
each and every source, including moneys received from ad
valorem taxes levied by the state and deposited in the general fund
in each fiscal year, but not including: (1) Fees and other revenues
derived from the ownership or operation of any undertaking,
facility, or project; (2) Moneys received as gifts, grants,
donations, aid, or assistance or otherwise from the United States
or any department, bureau, or corporation thereof, or any person,
firm, or corporation, public or private, when the terms and
conditions of such gift, grant, donation, aid, or assistance require
the application and disbursement of such moneys otherwise than
for the general purposes of the state of Washington; (3) Moneys
to be paid into and received from retirement system funds, and
performance bonds and deposits; (4) Moneys to be paid into and
received from trust funds and the several permanent and
irreducible funds of the state and the moneys derived therefrom
but excluding bond redemption funds; (5) Moneys received from
taxes levied for specific purposes and required to be deposited for
those purposes into specified funds or accounts other than the
general fund; and (6) Proceeds received from the sale of bonds or
other evidences of indebtedness.
(d) In computing the amount required for payment of principal
and interest on outstanding debt under this section, debt shall be
construed to mean borrowed money represented by bonds, notes,
or other evidences of indebtedness which are secured by the full
faith and credit of the state or are required to be repaid, directly
or indirectly, from general state revenues and which are incurred
by the state, any department, authority, public corporation, or
quasi public corporation of the state, any state university or
college, or any other public agency created by the state but not by
counties, cities, towns, school districts, or other municipal
corporations, but shall not include obligations for the payment of
current expenses of state government, nor shall it include debt
hereafter incurred pursuant to section 3 of this article, obligations
guaranteed as provided for in subsection (g) of this section,
principal of bond anticipation notes or obligations issued to fund
or refund the indebtedness of the Washington state building
authority. In addition, for the purpose of computing the amount
required for payment of interest on outstanding debt under
subsection (b) of this section and this subsection, "interest" shall
be reduced by subtracting the amount scheduled to be received by
the state as payments from the federal government in each year in
respect of bonds, notes, or other evidences of indebtedness
subject to this section.
(e) The state may pledge the full faith, credit, and taxing power
of the state to guarantee the voter approved general obligation
debt of school districts in the manner authorized by the
legislature. Any such guarantee does not remove the debt
obligation of the school district and is not state debt.
(f) The state may, without limitation, fund or refund, at or prior
to maturity, the whole or any part of any existing debt or of any
debt hereafter contracted pursuant to section 1, section 2, or
section 3 of this article, including any premium payable with
respect thereto and interest thereon, or fund or refund, at or prior
to maturity, the whole or any part of any indebtedness incurred or
authorized prior to the effective date of this amendment by any
entity of the type described in subsection (h) of this section,
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including any premium payable with respect thereto and any
interest thereon. Such funding or refunding shall not be deemed
to be contracting debt by the state.
(g) Notwithstanding the limitation contained in subsection (b)
of this section, the state may pledge its full faith, credit, and taxing
power to guarantee the payment of any obligation payable from
revenues received from any of the following sources: (1) Fees
collected by the state as license fees for motor vehicles; (2) Excise
taxes collected by the state on the sale, distribution or use of motor
vehicle fuel; and (3) Interest on the permanent common school
fund: Provided, That the legislature shall, at all times, provide
sufficient revenues from such sources to pay the principal and
interest due on all obligations for which said source of revenue is
pledged.
(h) No money shall be paid from funds in custody of the
treasurer with respect to any debt contracted after the effective
date of this amendment by the Washington state building
authority, the capitol committee, or any similar entity existing or
operating for similar purposes pursuant to which such entity
undertakes to finance or provide a facility for use or occupancy
by the state or any agency, department, or instrumentality thereof.
(i) The legislature shall prescribe all matters relating to the
contracting, funding or refunding of debt pursuant to this section,
including: The purposes for which debt may be contracted; by a
favorable vote of three-fifths of the members elected to each
house, the amount of debt which may be contracted for any class
of such purposes; the kinds of notes, bonds, or other evidences of
debt which may be issued by the state; and the manner by which
the treasurer shall determine and advise the legislature, any
appropriate agency, officer, or instrumentality of the state as to
the available debt capacity within the limitation set forth in this
section. The legislature may delegate to any state officer, agency,
or instrumentality any of its powers relating to the contracting,
funding or refunding of debt pursuant to this section except its
power to determine the amount and purposes for which debt may
be contracted.
(j) The full faith, credit, and taxing power of the state of
Washington are pledged to the payment of the debt created on
behalf of the state pursuant to this section and the legislature shall
provide by appropriation for the payment of the interest upon and
installments of principal of all such debt as the same falls due, but
in any event, any court of record may compel such payment.
(k) Notwithstanding the limitations contained in subsection (b)
of this section, the state may issue certificates of indebtedness in
such sum or sums as may be necessary to meet temporary
deficiencies of the treasury, to preserve the best interests of the
state in the conduct of the various state institutions, departments,
bureaus, and agencies during each fiscal year; such certificates
may be issued only to provide for appropriations already made by
the legislature and such certificates must be retired and the debt
discharged other than by refunding within twelve months after the
date of incurrence.
(l) Bonds, notes, or other obligations issued and sold by the
state of Washington pursuant to and in conformity with this article
shall not be invalid for any irregularity or defect in the
proceedings of the issuance or sale thereof and shall be
incontestable in the hands of a bona fide purchaser or holder
thereof.
(m) The state may pledge the full faith, credit, and taxing
power of the state to guarantee the obligations incurred to finance
or refinance essential public infrastructure by or on behalf of any
local government entity as authorized by the legislature. Any such
guarantee does not remove the primary obligation of the local
government entity and is not state debt. The legislature must
prescribe by law methods to enforce the repayment of state funds
expended pursuant to such guarantee.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the statement of subject
and concise description for the ballot title of this constitutional
amendment shall read "The legislature has proposed a
constitutional amendment to reduce financing costs for essential
local government infrastructure. The amendment would allow for
a state guarantee of payments to bondholders for bonds issued for
such projects in accordance with state law. Such guarantee does
not remove repayment obligations by local governments and is
not state debt. Should this constitutional amendment be:
Approved ......................... .
Rejected .......................... "
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the secretary of state
shall cause notice of this constitutional amendment to be
published at least four times during the four weeks next preceding
the election in every legal newspaper in the state."
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Keiser and
Honeyford to Senate Joint Resolution No. 8204.
The motion by Senator Keiser carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Keiser, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Joint Resolution No. 8204 was advanced to
third reading, the second reading considered the third and the
resolution was placed on final passage.
Senators Keiser, Hill, Conway, Warnick, Chase, Hasegawa
and Honeyford spoke in favor of passage of the resolution.
Senator Baumgartner spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Joint Resolution No. 8204.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Joint Resolution No. 8204 and the resolution passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 2; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner and Padden
ENGROSSED SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 8204,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5451, by Senators Braun, Keiser,
Conway, Kohl-Welles and McAuliffe
Addressing vocational rehabilitation by making certain
recommendations
from
the
vocational
rehabilitation
subcommittee permanent and creating certain incentives for
employers to employ injured workers with permanent disabilities.
MOTIONS
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Senators Braun and Hasegawa spoke in favor of adoption of
On motion of Senator Braun, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5451
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5451 and the substitute bill
the striking amendment.
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Braun to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5451 was advanced to third reading,
Senate Bill No. 5510.
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
The motion by Senator Braun carried and the striking
final passage.
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
Senators Braun, Hasegawa and Conway spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
MOTION
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5451.
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "benefits;" strike the
ROLL CALL
remainder of the title and insert "and creating a new section."
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
MOTION
Senate Bill No. 5451 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5510 was advanced to third reading,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
final passage.
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Senators Braun and Hasegawa spoke in favor of passage of
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
the bill.
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Senator Conway spoke against passage of the bill.
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5451, having received
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5510.
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
ROLL CALL
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5510, by Senators Braun, Baumgartner,
Rivers and Angel
Simplifying and adding certainty to the calculation of
workers' compensation benefits.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Braun moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator Braun be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The department of labor and
industries shall convene, no later than August 1, 2015, a benefit
accuracy working group to develop recommendations to improve
the calculation of wages under the industrial insurance program.
The director must appoint members to the working group as
follows: Two members representing labor, two members
representing employers, and at least two members representing
the department of labor and industries. Members must serve
without compensation, but must be entitled to travel expenses as
provided in RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060. All expenses of this
working group must be paid by the department. The working
group must focus on improving the accuracy, simplicity, fairness,
and consistency of calculating and providing wage replacement
benefits and shall not consider overall reductions in existing
worker benefit levels. The working group must report to the
relevant committees of the legislature by February 1, 2016, and
issue a final report that includes any legislative proposals arising
from its work no later than September 1, 2016."

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5510 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 41; Nays, 8; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Dammeier,
Dansel, Fain, Fraser, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill,
Hobbs, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Conway, Darneille, Ericksen, Frockt,
Habib, Jayapal, Liias and McAuliffe
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5510, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5418, by Senators Keiser, Braun,
Parlette, McAuliffe, Benton and Conway
Creating a pilot program to improve care for catastrophically
injured workers.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Keiser, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5418
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5418 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Keiser, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5418 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
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Senators Keiser, Braun and Hasegawa spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5418.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5418 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5418, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5513, by Senators Braun, Baumgartner,
Dammeier, Rivers, Bailey, Sheldon, Schoesler, Warnick and
Honeyford
Creating the workers' recovery act by amending provisions
governing structured settlements by lowering age barriers and
clarifying legislative intent.

Senator Braun spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Conway on page 5,
line 19 to Senate Bill No. 5513.
The motion by Senator Conway failed and the amendment
was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Conway moved that the following amendment by
Senator Conway be adopted:
On page 6, after line 11, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter
51.04 RCW to read as follows:
The state shall recover from an employer who has entered into
a settlement agreement pursuant to RCW 51.04.063 the amount of
any state- provided public assistance paid to or on behalf of an
employee with whom the employer entered into a settlement
agreement. State-provided public assistance programs are any
programs that offer cash, food, medical, or housing assistance to
qualified individuals."
On page 1, line 3 of the title, after "51.04.063;" insert "adding a
new section to chapter 51.04 RCW;
Senator Conway spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Braun spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Conway on page 6,
after line 11 to Senate Bill No. 5513.
The motion by Senator Conway failed and the amendment
was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Hobbs moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hobbs be adopted:
On page 1, line 9, after "worker", insert "who is at least forty
years of age"
On page 4, line 24, after "section." strike all material down
through "agreement." on line 29.
On page 6, line 14 strike all material through line 20.
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly.
Senators Hobbs and Braun spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hobbs on page 1, line
9 to Senate Bill No. 5513.
The motion by Senator Hobbs carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.

On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5513 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Braun, Hobbs Hargrove and Baumgartner spoke in
favor of passage of the bill.
Senators Hasegawa, Frockt, Habib, Cleveland, Keiser,
McCoy, Nelson and Chase spoke against passage of the bill.
MOTION
Senator Padden demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
did not join the demand and the demand was not sustained.
Senator Mullet spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5513.
ROLL CALL

MOTION
Senator Conway moved that the following amendment by
Senator Conway be adopted:
On page 5, line 19, strike "only"
On page 5, line 20, after "benefits are", strike "not"
On page 5, line 23, after "final" insert "only in cases where an
injured worker who has settled his or her claim is later deemed by a
medical provider to be totally and permanently disabled"
Senator Conway spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5513 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 28; Nays, 21; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King,
Litzow, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
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Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. INTENT. (1) The legislature
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser,
finds that quality early care and education builds the foundation
Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Nelson,
for a child's success in school and in life. The legislature
acknowledges that a quality framework is necessary for the early
Pedersen, Ranker, Roach and Rolfes
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5513, having received
care and education system in Washington. The legislature
recognizes that empirical evidence supports the conclusion that
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
high quality programs consistently yield more positive outcomes
for children, with the strongest positive impacts on the most
the act.
vulnerable children. The legislature acknowledges that critical
developmental windows exist in early childhood, and low quality
SECOND READING
child care has damaging effects for children. The legislature
SENATE BILL NO. 5452, by Senators Litzow, Billig, Fain,
further understands that the proper dosage, duration of
Dammeier, Hargrove, Hill, Rivers, Brown, Mullet, Frockt,
programming, and stability of care are critical to enhancing
Jayapal, Angel, Cleveland, Kohl-Welles, Keiser, McAuliffe and
program quality and improving child outcomes. The legislature
Habib
acknowledges that the early care and education system should
strive to address the needs of Washington's culturally and
Improving quality in the early care and education system.
linguistically diverse populations. The legislature understands
that parental choice and provider diversity are guiding principles
MOTION
for early learning programs.
(2) The legislature intends to prioritize the integration of child
On motion of Senator Litzow, Second Substitute Senate Bill
care and preschool in an effort to promote full day programming.
No. 5452 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5452 and the second
The legislature further intends to reward quality and create
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
incentives for providers to participate in a quality rating and
second time.
improvement system that will also provide valuable information
to parents regarding the quality of care available in their
MOTION
communities.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter
Senator Hasegawa moved that the following amendment by
43.215 RCW to read as follows:
Senators Hasegawa and Chase be adopted:
MINIMUM STATE CONTROLS FOR PRIVATE
On page 2, line 11, after "(3)" insert "The legislature also finds
SCHOOLS.
that despite the proven success of targeted early learning
The legislature hereby recognizes that private schools with
programs, a targeted approach will always leave out some
early learning programs should be subject only to those minimum
children who would benefit from access to high-quality
state controls necessary to assure the health and safety of all
programming, including some disadvantaged children as well as
students in the state and to assure a sufficient early childhood
children from working class families who simply may be unable
education to meet usual requirements needed for transition into
to afford the full cost of top-quality programs. The legislature also
elementary school. The state, and any agency or official thereof,
finds that school readiness is not just an issue for children living
shall not restrict or dictate any specific educational or other
in poverty, it is also an issue for middle-class children who lag
programs for private school early learning programs except for
behind their wealthy peers in both cognitive and social skills. The
programs that receive state subsidy payments.
legislature further finds that voluntary universal preschool
Sec. 3. RCW 43.215.100 and 2013 c 323 s 6 are each
programs have the potential to be significantly more effective
amended to read as follows:
because they serve disadvantaged children in heterogeneous
EARLY ACHIEVERS, QUALITY RATING, AND
classes and all children benefit when all of their classmates are
IMPROVEMENT SYSTEM.
better prepared for school success. The legislature, therefore,
(1) ((Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for
intends to continue building capacity while also focusing on
this specific purpose,)) The department, in collaboration with
quality in state-supported, targeted early learning programs, with
tribal governments and community and statewide partners, shall
the long-term goal of pursuing strategies to implement a
implement a ((voluntary)) quality rating and improvement
voluntary universal high-quality early learning program that
system, called the early achievers program((, that)). The early
would be available to all children in the state.
achievers program provides a foundation of quality for the early
(4)"
care and education system. The early achievers program is
Senator Hasegawa spoke in favor of adoption of the
applicable to licensed or certified child care centers and homes
amendment.
and early ((education)) learning programs such as working
connections child care and early childhood education and
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
assistance programs.
(2) The ((purpose)) objectives of the early achievers program
On motion of Senator Hasegawa, the amendment by Senator
((is)) are to:
Hasegawa on page 2, line 11 to Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
(a) ((To)) Improve short-term and long-term educational
5452 was withdrawn.
outcomes for children as measured by assessments including, but
not limited to, the Washington kindergarten inventory of
MOTION
developing skills in RCW 28A.655.080;
(b) Give parents clear and easily accessible information about
Senator Litzow moved that the following striking amendment
the quality of child care and early education programs((,));
by Senator Litzow be adopted:
(c) Support improvement in early learning and child care
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
programs throughout the state((,));
following:
(d) Increase the readiness of children for school((, and));
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(e) Close the ((disparity)) disparities in access to quality care;
(f) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
specific purpose, provide professional development and coaching
opportunities to early child care and education providers; and
(((b) to))
(g) Establish a common set of expectations and standards that
define, measure, and improve the quality of early learning and
child care settings.
(3)(a) Licensed or certified child care centers and homes
serving nonschool age children and receiving state subsidy
payments must participate in the early achievers program by the
required deadlines established in RCW 43.215.135.
(b) Approved early childhood education and assistance
program providers receiving state-funded support must
participate in the early achievers program by the required
deadlines established in RCW 43.215.415.
(c) Participation in the early achievers program is voluntary for
licensed or certified child care centers and homes not receiving
state subsidy payments. Participation in the early achievers
program is voluntary for private schools with early learning
programs not receiving state subsidy payments.
(d) School age child care providers are exempt from
participating in the early achievers program. By July 1, 2017, the
department may design a plan to incorporate school age child care
providers into the early achievers program. Subject to the
availability of amounts appropriated for this specific purpose, to
test implementation of the early achievers system for school age
child care providers the department may implement a pilot
program.
(4) ((By fiscal year 2015, Washington state preschool
programs receiving state funds must enroll in the early achievers
program and maintain a minimum score level.
(5) Before final implementation of the early achievers
program, the department shall report on program progress, as
defined within the race to the top federal grant award, and
expenditures to the appropriate policy and fiscal committees of
the legislature.)) There are five levels in the early achievers
program. Participants are expected to actively engage in the
program.
(5) The department has the authority to determine the rating
cycle for the early achievers program. The department shall
streamline and eliminate duplication between early achievers
standards and state child care rules in order to reduce costs
associated with the early achievers rating cycle and child care
licensing.
(a) Early achievers program participants may request to be
rated at any time after the completion of all level 2 activities.
(b) The department shall provide an early achievers program
participant an update on the participant's progress toward
completing level 2 activities after the participant has been
enrolled in the early achievers program for fifteen months.
(c) The first rating is free for early achievers program
participants.
(d) Each subsequent rating within the established rating cycle
is free for early achievers program participants.
(6)(a) Early achievers program participants may request to be
rerated outside the established rating cycle.
(b) The department must charge a fee for optional rerating
requests made by program participants that are outside the
established rating cycle.
(c) Fees charged are based on, but may not exceed, the cost to
the department for activities associated with the early achievers
program.
(7)(a) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for
this specific purpose, the department must create a single source
of information for parents and caregivers to access details on a

provider's early achievers program rating level, licensing history,
and other indicators of quality and safety that will help parents
and caregivers make informed choices.
(b) The department shall publish to the department's web site,
or offer a link on its web site to, the following information:
(i) By August 1, 2015, early achievers program rating levels 1
through 5 for all child care programs that receive state subsidy,
early childhood education and assistance programs, and federal
head start programs in Washington; and
(ii) New early achievers program ratings within thirty days
after a program becomes licensed or certified, or receives a rating.
(c) The early achievers program rating levels shall be
published in a manner that is easily accessible to parents and
caregivers and takes into account the linguistic needs of parents
and caregivers.
(d) The department must publish early achievers program
rating levels for child care programs that do not receive state
subsidy but have voluntarily joined the early achievers program.
(e) Early achievers program participants who have published
rating levels on the department's web site or on a link on the
department's web site may include a brief description of their
program, contingent upon the review and approval by the
department, as determined by established marketing standards.
(8)(a) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for
this specific purpose, the department may create a professional
development pathway for early achievers program participants to
obtain a high school diploma or equivalency or higher education
credential in early childhood education, early childhood studies,
child development, or an academic field related to early care and
education.
(b) The professional development pathway may include
opportunities for scholarships and grants to assist early achievers
program participants with the costs associated with obtaining an
educational degree.
(c) The department may address cultural and linguistic
diversity when developing the professional development
pathway.
(9) The early achievers quality improvement awards shall be
reserved for participants offering programs to an enrollment
population consisting of at least five percent of children receiving
a state subsidy.
(10) In collaboration with tribal governments, community and
statewide partners, and the early achievers review subcommittee
created in RCW 43.215.090, the department shall develop a
protocol for granting early achievers program participants an
extension in meeting rating level requirement timelines outlined
for the working connections child care program and the early
childhood education and assistance program.
(a) The department may grant extensions only under
exceptional circumstances, such as when early achievers program
participants experience an unexpected life circumstance.
(b) Extensions shall not exceed six months, and early achievers
program participants are only eligible for one extension in
meeting rating level requirement timelines.
(c) Extensions may only be granted to early achievers program
participants who have demonstrated engagement in the early
achievers program.
(d) A report outlining the early achievers program extension
protocol shall be delivered to the appropriate committees of
legislature by December 31, 2015. The department shall produce
this report within the department's available appropriations.
(11) The department shall establish a process to accept national
accreditation as a qualification for the early achievers program
ratings. Each accreditation agency must be allowed to submit its
most current standards of accreditation to establish potential
credit earned in the early achievers program. The department shall
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((continuity of care for children)) stability, quality, and continuity
grant credit to accreditation bodies that can demonstrate that their
standards meet or exceed the current early achievers program
of early care and education programming.
standards.
(2) ((Beginning in fiscal year 2013)) As recommended in
(12) A child care or early learning program that is operated by
Public Law No. 113-186, authorizations for the working
a federally recognized tribe and receives state funds shall
connections child care subsidy shall be effective for twelve
participate in the early achievers program. The tribe may choose
months unless a change in circumstances necessitates
to participate through an interlocal agreement between the tribe
reauthorization sooner than twelve months. The twelve-month
and the department. The interlocal agreement must reflect the
certification applies only if the enrollments in the child care
government-to-government relationship between the state and the
subsidy or working connections child care program are capped.
tribe, including recognition of tribal sovereignty. The interlocal
(3) ((Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for
agreement must provide that:
this specific purpose, beginning September 1, 2013, working
(a) Tribal child care facilities and early learning programs may
connections child care providers shall receive a five percent
volunteer, but are not required, to be licensed by the department;
increase in the subsidy rate for enrolling in level 2 in the early
(b) Tribal child care facilities and early learning programs are
achievers programs. Providers must complete level 2 and advance
not required to have their early achievers program rating level
to level 3 within thirty months in order to maintain this increase.))
published to the department's web site or through a link on the
The department shall adopt rules that provide working
department's web site; and
connections child care authorizations for up to ninety days, which
(c) Tribal child care facilities and early learning programs must
do not need to be consecutive, when a recipient experiences a gap
provide notification to parents or guardians who apply for or have
in his or her employment or approved activity during a twelvebeen admitted into their program that early achievers program
month period. In order for the recipient to continue to be
rating level information is available and provide the parents or
authorized for child care during the ninety days, the recipient
guardians with the program's early achievers program rating level
must be looking for another job or have verbal or written
upon request.
assurance from the recipient's employer or approved activity that
(13) Nothing in this section changes the department's
the employment or approved activity will resume within the
responsibility to collectively bargain over mandatory subjects.
ninety days. The rules shall not apply to recipients of temporary
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter
assistance for needy families or WorkFirst under chapter 74.08A
43.215 RCW to read as follows:
RCW.
REDUCTION
OF
BARRIERS—LOW-INCOME
(4) Existing child care providers serving nonschool age
PROVIDERS AND PROGRAMS—EARLY ACHIEVERS.
children and receiving state subsidy payments must complete the
(1) The department shall, in collaboration with tribal
following requirements to be eligible for a state subsidy under this
governments and community and statewide partners, implement
section:
a protocol to maximize and encourage participation in the early
(a) Enroll in the early achievers program;
(b) Complete level 2 activities in the early achievers program
achievers program for culturally diverse and low-income center
and family home child care providers.
by August 1, 2016; and
(2) The protocol should address barriers to early achievers
(c) Rate at a level 3 or higher in the early achievers program
program participation and include at a minimum the following:
by December 31, 2018. If a child care provider rates below a level
3 by December 31, 2018, the provider must complete remedial
(a) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
specific purpose, the creation of a substitute pool;
activities with the department, and rate at a level 3 or higher no
(b) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
later than June 30, 2019.
specific purpose, the development of needs-based grants for
(5) Effective July 1, 2016, a new child care provider serving
providers at level 2 in the early achievers program to assist with
nonschool age children and receiving state subsidy payments
purchasing curriculum development, instructional materials,
must complete the following activities to be eligible to receive a
supplies, and equipment to improve program quality. Priority for
state subsidy under this section:
the needs-based grants shall be given to culturally diverse and
(a) Enroll in the early achievers program within thirty days;
low-income providers;
(b) Complete level 2 activities in the early achievers program
(c) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
within twelve months of enrollment; and
specific purpose, the development of materials and assessments
(c) Rate at a level 3 or higher in the early achievers program
in a timely manner, and to the extent feasible, in the provider and
within thirty months of enrollment. If a child care provider rates
family home languages; and
below a level 3 within thirty months from enrollment into the
(d) The development of flexibility in technical assistance and
early achievers program, the provider must complete remedial
coaching structures to provide differentiated types and amounts
activities with the department, and rate at a level 3 or higher
of support to providers based on individual need and cultural
within six months.
context.
(6) If a child care provider does not rate at a level 3 or higher
Sec. 5. RCW 43.215.135 and 2013 c 323 s 9 are each
following the remedial period, the provider is no longer eligible
amended to read as follows:
to receive state subsidy under this section.
WORKING CONNECTIONS CHILD CARE.
(7) If a child care provider serving nonschool age children and
(1) The department shall establish and implement policies in
receiving state subsidy payments has successfully completed all
the working connections child care program to promote stability
level 2 activities and is waiting to be rated by the deadline
and quality of care for children from low-income households.
provided in this section, the provider may continue to receive a
These policies shall focus on supporting school readiness for
state subsidy pending the successful completion of the level 3
young learners. Policies for the expenditure of funds constituting
rating activity.
the working connections child care program must be consistent
(8) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
with the outcome measures defined in RCW 74.08A.410 and the
specific purpose, the department may implement tiered
standards established in this section intended to promote
reimbursement for early achievers program participants in the
working connections child care program rating at level 3, 4, or 5.
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(9) The department shall account for a child care copayment
collected by the provider from the family for each contracted slot
and establish the copayment fee by rule.
Sec. 6. RCW 43.215.1352 and 2012 c 251 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
WORKING CONNECTIONS CHILD CARE.
When an applicant or recipient applies for or receives working
connections child care benefits, ((he or she)) the applicant or
recipient is required to:
(1) Notify the department of social and health services, within
five days, of any change in providers; and
(2) Notify, in writing or verbally, the department of social and
health services, within ten days, about any significant change
related to the number of child care hours the applicant or recipient
needs, cost sharing, or eligibility.
Sec. 7. RCW 43.215.425 and 1994 c 166 s 6 are each
amended to read as follows:
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM.
(1) The department shall adopt rules under chapter 34.05 RCW
for the administration of the early childhood education and
assistance program. Approved early childhood education and
assistance programs shall conduct needs assessments of their
service area((,)) and identify any targeted groups of children, to
include but not be limited to children of seasonal and migrant
farmworkers and native American populations living either on or
off reservation((, and)). Approved early childhood education and
assistance programs shall provide to the department a service
delivery plan, to the extent practicable, that addresses these
targeted populations.
(2) The department, in developing rules for the early childhood
education and assistance program, shall consult with the early
learning advisory ((committee)) council, and shall consider such
factors as coordination with existing head start and other early
childhood programs, the preparation necessary for instructors,
qualifications of instructors, adequate space and equipment, and
special transportation needs. The rules shall specifically require
the early childhood programs to provide for parental involvement
in participation with their child's program, in local program policy
decisions, in development and revision of service delivery
systems, and in parent education and training.
(3)(a) The department shall adopt rules pertaining to the early
childhood education and assistance program that outline
allowable periods of child absences, required contact with parents
or caregivers to discuss child absences and encourage regular
attendance, and a de-enrollment procedure when allowable child
absences are exceeded. The department shall adopt rules on child
absences and attendance within the department's appropriations.
(b) Rules pertaining to child absences and de-enrollment
procedures shall be adopted no later than July 31, 2016. The
department shall adopt rules on child absences and attendance
within the department's appropriations.
(4) The department shall adopt rules requiring early childhood
education and assistance program employees who have access to
children to submit to a fingerprint background check. Fingerprint
background check procedures for the early childhood education
and assistance program shall be the same as the background check
procedures in RCW 43.215.215.
Sec. 8. RCW 43.215.415 and 1994 c 166 s 5 are each
amended to read as follows:
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM.
(1) Approved early childhood education and assistance
programs shall receive state-funded support through the
department. Public or private ((nonsectarian)) organizations,
including, but not limited to school districts, educational service

districts, community and technical colleges, local governments,
or nonprofit organizations, are eligible to participate as providers
of the state early childhood education and assistance program.
Funds appropriated for the state program shall be used to continue
to operate existing programs or to establish new or expanded early
childhood programs, and shall not be used to supplant federally
supported head start programs.
(2) Funds obtained by providers through voluntary grants or
contributions from individuals, agencies, corporations, or
organizations may be used to expand or enhance preschool
programs so long as program standards established by the
department are maintained, but shall not be used to supplant
federally supported head start programs or state-supported early
childhood programs.
(3) Persons applying to conduct the early childhood education
and assistance program shall identify targeted groups and the
number of children to be served, program components, the
qualifications of instructional and special staff, the source and
amount of grants or contributions from sources other than state
funds, facilities and equipment support, and transportation and
personal care arrangements.
(4) Existing early childhood education and assistance program
providers must complete the following requirements to be eligible
to receive state-funded support under the early childhood
education and assistance program:
(a) Enroll in the early achievers program by August 1, 2015;
(b) Rate at a level 4 or 5 in the early achievers program by
January 1, 2016. If an early childhood education and assistance
program provider rates below a level 4 by January 1, 2016, the
provider must complete remedial activities with the department,
and rate at a level 4 or 5 within six months.
(5) Effective August 1, 2015, a new early childhood education
and assistance program provider must complete the requirements
in this subsection (5) to be eligible to receive state-funded support
under the early childhood education and assistance program:
(a) Enroll in the early achievers program within thirty days;
(b) Rate at a level 4 or 5 in the early achievers program within
twelve months of enrollment. If an early childhood education and
assistance program provider rates below a level 4 within twelve
months of enrollment, the provider must complete remedial
activities with the department, and rate at a level 4 or 5 within six
months.
(6)(a) If an early childhood education and assistance program
provider has successfully completed all of the required early
achievers program activities and is waiting to be rated by the
deadline provided in this section, the provider may continue to
participate in the early achievers program as an approved early
childhood education and assistance program provider and receive
state subsidy pending the successful completion of a level 4 or 5
rating.
(b) To avoid disruption, the department may allow for early
childhood education and assistance program providers who have
rated below a level 4 after completion of the six-month remedial
period to continue to provide services until the current school year
is finished.
(7) The department shall collect data to determine the demand
for full-day programming for early childhood education and
assistance program providers. The department shall analyze this
demand by geographic region and report the findings to the
appropriate committees of the legislature by January 1, 2016. The
department shall produce this report within the department's
available appropriations.
Sec. 9. RCW 43.215.455 and 2010 c 231 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM.
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(f) Developmental results from the Washington kindergarten
(1) Beginning September 1, 2011, an early learning program
inventory of developing skills in RCW 28A.655.080; and
to provide voluntary preschool opportunities for children three
(g) To the extent data is available, the distinct ethnic categories
and four years of age shall be implemented according to the
within racial subgroups of children and providers that align with
funding and implementation plan in RCW ((43.215.142))
categories recognized by the education data center.
43.215.456. The program must ((be)) offer a comprehensive
(2) The department shall provide child care and early learning
program ((providing)) of early childhood education and family
providers student-level data collected pursuant to this section that
support, ((options for)) including parental involvement((,)) and
are specific to the child care provider's or the early learning
health information, screening, and referral services, ((as)) based
provider's program.
on family need ((is determined)). Participation in the program is
(3) Every four years, the department in collaboration with the
voluntary. On a space available basis, the program may allow
early achievers review subcommittee shall review the data
enrollment of children who are not otherwise eligible by assessing
collected on the achievement of the early achievers program
a fee.
standards and provide a report to the appropriate committees of
(2) The ((first phase of the)) program shall be implemented by
the legislature. The report shall include, but not be limited to, the
utilizing the program standards and eligibility criteria in the early
following:
childhood education and assistance program in RCW 43.215.400
(a) Recommendations for improving the early achievers
through 43.215.450.
program standards;
(3)(a) Beginning in the 2015-16 school year, the program
(b) A review of the services available to providers and children
implementation in this section shall prioritize early childhood
from diverse cultural backgrounds;
education and assistance programs located in low-income
(c) Recommendations for improving access to providers rated
neighborhoods within high-need geographical areas.
at a level 3 or higher in the early achievers program by children
(b) Following the priority in (a) of this subsection, preference
from diverse cultural backgrounds; and
shall be given to programs meeting at least one of the following
(d) To the extent data is available, an analysis of the
characteristics:
distribution of early achievers program rated facilities in relation
(i) Programs offering extended day early care and education
to child and provider demographics, including but not limited to
programming;
race and ethnicity, home language, and geographical location.
(ii) Programs offering services to children diagnosed with a
(4)(a) The department shall review the K-12 components for
special need; or
cultural competency developed by the professional educator
(iii) Programs offering services to children involved in the
standards board and identify components appropriate for early
child welfare system.
learning professional development.
(4) The director shall adopt rules for the following program
(b) By July 31, 2016, the department shall provide
components, as appropriate and necessary during the phased
recommendations to the appropriate committees of the legislature
implementation of the program, consistent with early achievers
and the early learning advisory council on research-based cultural
program standards established in RCW 43.215.100:
competency standards for early learning professional training.
(a) Minimum program standards((, including lead teacher,
(5)(a) The Washington state institute for public policy shall
assistant teacher, and staff qualifications));
conduct a longitudinal analysis examining relationships between
(b) Approval of program providers; and
the early achievers program quality ratings levels and outcomes
(c) Accountability and adherence to performance standards.
for children participating in subsidized early care and education
(((4))) (5) The department has administrative responsibility
programs.
for:
(b) The institute shall submit the first report to the appropriate
(a) Approving and contracting with providers according to
committees of the legislature and the early learning advisory
rules developed by the director under this section;
council by December 31, 2018. The institute shall submit
(b) In partnership with school districts, monitoring program
subsequent reports annually to the appropriate committees of the
quality and assuring the program is responsive to the needs of
legislature and the early learning advisory council by December
eligible children;
31st, with the final report due December 31, 2021. The final
(c) Assuring that program providers work cooperatively with
report shall include a cost-benefit analysis.
school districts to coordinate the transition from preschool to
(6)(a) The department shall complete an annual early learning
kindergarten so that children and their families are well-prepared
program implementation report on the early childhood education
and supported; and
and assistance program and the working connections child care
(d) Providing technical assistance to contracted providers.
program.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. A new section is added to
(b) The early learning program implementation report must be
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
posted annually on the department's web site and delivered to the
PROGRAM DATA COLLECTION AND EVALUATION.
appropriate committees of the legislature. The first report is due
(1) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
by December 31, 2015, and the final report is due by December
specific purpose, the education data center established in RCW
31, 2019.
43.41.400 must collect longitudinal, student-level data on all
(c) The early learning program implementation report must
children attending a working connections child care program or
address the following:
an early childhood education and assistance program. Data
(i) Progress on early childhood education and assistance
collected should capture at a minimum the following
program implementation as required pursuant to RCW
characteristics:
43.215.415, 43.215.425, and 43.215.455;
(a) Daily program attendance;
(ii) An examination of the regional distribution of new
(b) Identification of classroom and teacher;
preschool programming by zip code;
(c) Early achievers program quality level rating;
(iii) An analysis of the impact of preschool expansion on low(d) Program hours;
income neighborhoods and communities;
(e) Program duration;
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(iv) Recommendations to address any identified barriers to
access to quality preschool for children living in low-income
neighborhoods;
(v) An analysis of any impact from quality strengthening
efforts on the availability and quality of infant and toddler care;
(vi) An analysis of any impact of extended day early care and
education opportunities directives;
(vii) An examination of any identified barriers for providers to
offer extended day early care and education opportunities; and
(viii) To the extent data is available, an analysis of the cultural
diversity of early childhood education and assistance program
providers and participants.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. A new section is added to
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
CONTRACTED CHILD CARE SLOTS AND VOUCHERS.
(1) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
specific purpose, the department shall employ a combination of
vouchers and contracted slots for the subsidized child care
programs in RCW 43.215.135 and 43.215.415. Child care
vouchers preserve parental choice. Child care contracted slots
promote access to continuous quality care for children, provide
parents and caregivers stable child care that supports
employment, and allow providers to have predictable funding.
(2) Only child care providers who participate in the early
achievers program and rate at a level 3, 4, or 5 are eligible to be
awarded a contracted slot.
(3) The department is required to use data to calculate a set
number of targeted contracted slots. In calculating the number,
the department must take into account a balance of family home
and center child care programs and the overall geographic
distribution of child care programs in the state and the distribution
of slots between ages zero and five. The targeted contracted slots
are reserved for programs meeting both of the following
conditions:
(a) Programs in low-income neighborhoods; and
(b) Programs that consist of at least fifty percent of children
receiving subsidy pursuant to RCW 43.215.135.
(4) The department shall award the remaining contracted slots
via a competitive process and prioritize child care programs with
at least one of the following characteristics:
(a) Programs located in a high-need geographic area;
(b) Programs partnering with elementary schools to offer
transitional planning and support to children as they advance to
kindergarten;
(c) Programs serving children involved in the child welfare
system; or
(d) Programs serving children diagnosed with a special need.
(5)(a) The department shall adopt rules pertaining to the
working connections child care program for both contracted slots
and child care vouchers that outline the following:
(i) Allowable periods of child absences;
(ii) Required contact with parents or caregivers to discuss child
absences and encourage regular program attendance; and
(iii) A de-enrollment procedure when allowable child absences
are exceeded.
(b) Rules pertaining to child absences and de-enrollment
procedures shall be adopted no later than July 31, 2016. The
department shall adopt rules on child absences and attendance
within the department's appropriations.
(6) The department shall pay a provider for each contracted
slot, unless a contracted slot is not used for thirty days.
(7)(a) By December 31, 2015, the department shall provide a
report to the appropriate committees of the legislature on the
number of contracted slots that use both early childhood
education assistance program funding and working connections

child care program funding. The department shall produce this
report within the department's available appropriations.
(b) The report must be provided annually, with the last report
due December 31, 2018.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. A new section is added to
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
SINGLE SET OF LICENSING STANDARDS.
No later than July 1, 2016, the department shall implement a
single set of licensing standards for child care and the early
childhood education and assistance program. The department
shall produce the single set of licensing standards within the
department's available appropriations. The new licensing
standards must:
(1) Provide minimum health and safety standards for child care
and preschool programs;
(2) Rely on the standards established in the early achievers
program to address quality issues in participating early childhood
programs;
(3) Take into account the separate needs of family care
providers and child care centers; and
(4) Promote the continued safety of child care settings.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 13. A new section is added to
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
INTEGRATION
WITH
LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
EFFORTS.
(1) The foundation of quality in the early care and education
system in Washington is the quality rating and improvement
system entitled the early achievers program. In an effort to build
on the existing quality framework, enhance access to quality care
for children, and strengthen the entire early care and education
systems in the state, it is important to integrate the efforts of state
and local governments.
(2) Local governments are encouraged to collaborate with the
department when establishing early learning programs for
residents.
(3) Local governments may contribute funds to the department
for the following purposes:
(a) Initial investments to build capacity and quality in local
early care and education programming; and
(b) Reductions in copayments charged to parents or caregivers.
(4) Funds contributed to the department by local governments
must be deposited in the early start account established in section
16 of this act.
Sec. 14. RCW 43.215.090 and 2012 c 229 s 589 are each
amended to read as follows:
EARLY LEARNING ADVISORY COUNCIL.
(1) The early learning advisory council is established to advise
the department on statewide early learning issues that would build
a comprehensive system of quality early learning programs and
services for Washington's children and families by assessing
needs and the availability of services, aligning resources,
developing plans for data collection and professional
development of early childhood educators, and establishing key
performance measures.
(2) The council shall work in conjunction with the department
to develop a statewide early learning plan that guides the
department in promoting alignment of private and public sector
actions, objectives, and resources, and ensuring school readiness.
(3) The council shall include diverse, statewide representation
from public, nonprofit, and for-profit entities. Its membership
shall reflect regional, racial, and cultural diversity to adequately
represent the needs of all children and families in the state.
(4) Councilmembers shall serve two-year terms. However, to
stagger the terms of the council, the initial appointments for
twelve of the members shall be for one year. Once the initial oneyear to two-year terms expire, all subsequent terms shall be for
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(vi) Analysis of early achievers program data trends.
two years, with the terms expiring on June 30th of the applicable
year. The terms shall be staggered in such a way that, where
(b) The subcommittee must include consideration of cultural
linguistic responsiveness when analyzing the areas for review
possible, the terms of members representing a specific group do
required by (a) of this subsection.
not expire simultaneously.
(5) The council shall consist of not more than twenty-three
(c) The subcommittee shall include representatives from child
care centers, family child care, the early childhood education and
members, as follows:
assistance program, contractors for early achievers program
(a) The governor shall appoint at least one representative from
technical assistance and coaching, the organization responsible
each of the following: The department, the office of financial
management, the department of social and health services, the
for conducting early achiever program ratings, and parents of
children participating in early learning programs. The
department of health, the student achievement council, and the
subcommittee shall include representatives from diverse cultural
state board for community and technical colleges;
(b) One representative from the office of the superintendent of
and linguistic backgrounds.
public instruction, to be appointed by the superintendent of public
(10) The department shall provide staff support to the council.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 15.
ANNUAL PROGRESS
instruction;
REPORT. A new section is added to chapter 43.215 RCW to
(c) The governor shall appoint seven leaders in early childhood
read as follows:
education, with at least one representative with experience or
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT.
expertise in one or more of the areas such as the following: The
Beginning December 1, 2015, and each December 1st
K-12 system, family day care providers, and child care centers
thereafter, the department, in collaboration with the early
with four of the seven governor's appointees made as follows:
achievers review subcommittee of the early learning advisory
(i) The head start state collaboration office director or the
council, shall submit, in compliance with RCW 43.01.036, a
director's designee;
progress report to the governor and the legislature regarding
(ii) A representative of a head start, early head start,
providers' progress in the early achievers program. Each progress
migrant/seasonal head start, or tribal head start program;
report must include the following elements:
(iii) A representative of a local education agency; and
(1) The number, and relative percentage, of providers by
(iv) A representative of the state agency responsible for
region who have enrolled in early achievers and who have:
programs under section 619 or part C of the federal individuals
(a) Completed the level 2 activities;
with disabilities education act;
(b) Achieved the required rating level to remain eligible for
(d) Two members of the house of representatives, one from
state-funded support under the early childhood education and
each caucus, and two members of the senate, one from each
assistance program or a subsidy under the working connections
caucus, to be appointed by the speaker of the house of
child care program;
representatives and the president of the senate, respectively;
(c) Failed to achieve the required rating level and engaged in
(e) Two parents, one of whom serves on the department's
remedial activities before successfully achieving the required
parent advisory group, to be appointed by the governor;
rating level;
(f) One representative of the private-public partnership created
(d) Failed to achieve the required rating level after completing
in RCW 43.215.070, to be appointed by the partnership board;
remedial activities; or
(g) One representative designated by sovereign tribal
(e) Received an extension from the department based on
governments; and
exceptional circumstances pursuant to RCW 43.215.100;
(h) One representative from the Washington federation of
(2) An examination of the effectiveness of efforts to increase
independent schools.
successful participation by providers serving children and
(6) The council shall be cochaired by one representative of a
families from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds and
state agency and one nongovernmental member, to be elected by
providers who serve children from low-income households;
the council for two-year terms.
(3) A description of the primary obstacles and challenges faced
(7) The council shall appoint two members and stakeholders
by providers who have not achieved the required rating level to
with expertise in early learning to sit on the technical working
remain eligible to receive:
group created in section 2, chapter 234, Laws of 2010.
(8) Each member of the board shall be compensated in
(a) A subsidy under the working connections child care
program; or
accordance with RCW 43.03.240 and reimbursed for travel
(b) State-funded support under the early childhood education
expenses incurred in carrying out the duties of the board in
and assistance program; and
accordance with RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060.
(4) A summary of the types of exceptional circumstances for
(9)(a) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for
which the department has granted an extension pursuant to RCW
this specific purpose, the council may convene an early achievers
43.215.100.
review subcommittee to provide feedback and guidance on
NEW SECTION. Sec. 16. A new section is added to
strategies to improve the quality of instruction and environment
for early learning and provide input and recommendations on the
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
implementation and refinement of the early achievers program.
EARLY START ACCOUNT.
At a minimum the review shall address the following:
The early start account is created in the state treasury.
(i) Adequacy of data collection procedures;
Revenues in the account shall consist of appropriations by the
(ii) Coaching and technical assistance standards;
legislature and all other sources deposited into the account.
(iii) Progress in reducing barriers to participation for lowMoneys in the account may only be used after appropriation.
income providers and providers from diverse cultural
Expenditures from the account may be used only to improve the
backgrounds;
quality of early care and education programming. The department
(iv) Strategies in response to data on the effectiveness of early
oversees the account.
achievers program standards in relation to providers and children
Sec. 17. RCW 43.215.010 and 2013 c 323 s 3 and 2013 c 130
from diverse cultural backgrounds;
s 1 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
DEFINITIONS.
(v) Status of the life circumstance exemption protocols; and
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The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Agency" means any person, firm, partnership, association,
corporation, or facility that provides child care and early learning
services outside a child's own home and includes the following
irrespective of whether there is compensation to the agency:
(a) "Child day care center" means an agency that regularly
provides early childhood education and early learning services for
a group of children for periods of less than twenty-four hours;
(b) "Early learning" includes but is not limited to programs and
services for child care; state, federal, private, and nonprofit
preschool; child care subsidies; child care resource and referral;
parental education and support; and training and professional
development for early learning professionals;
(c) "Family day care provider" means a child care provider
who regularly provides early childhood education and early
learning services for not more than twelve children in the
provider's home in the family living quarters;
(d) "Nongovernmental private-public partnership" means an
entity registered as a nonprofit corporation in Washington state
with a primary focus on early learning, school readiness, and
parental support, and an ability to raise a minimum of five million
dollars in contributions;
(e) "Service provider" means the entity that operates a
community facility.
(2) "Agency" does not include the following:
(a) Persons related to the child in the following ways:
(i) Any blood relative, including those of half-blood, and
including first cousins, nephews or nieces, and persons of
preceding generations as denoted by prefixes of grand, great, or
great-great;
(ii) Stepfather, stepmother, stepbrother, and stepsister;
(iii) A person who legally adopts a child or the child's parent
as well as the natural and other legally adopted children of such
persons, and other relatives of the adoptive parents in accordance
with state law; or
(iv) Spouses of any persons named in (a)(i), (ii), or (iii) of this
subsection, even after the marriage is terminated;
(b) Persons who are legal guardians of the child;
(c) Persons who care for a neighbor's or friend's child or
children, with or without compensation, where the person
providing care for periods of less than twenty-four hours does not
conduct such activity on an ongoing, regularly scheduled basis for
the purpose of engaging in business, which includes, but is not
limited to, advertising such care;
(d) Parents on a mutually cooperative basis exchange care of
one another's children;
(e) Nursery schools that are engaged primarily in early
childhood education with preschool children and in which no
child is enrolled on a regular basis for more than four hours per
day;
(f) Schools, including boarding schools, that are engaged
primarily in education, operate on a definite school year schedule,
follow a stated academic curriculum, accept only school((-))age
children, and do not accept custody of children;
(g) Seasonal camps of three months' or less duration engaged
primarily in recreational or educational activities;
(h) Facilities providing child care for periods of less than
twenty-four hours when a parent or legal guardian of the child
remains on the premises of the facility for the purpose of
participating in:
(i) Activities other than employment; or
(ii) Employment of up to two hours per day when the facility
is operated by a nonprofit entity that also operates a licensed child
care program at the same facility in another location or at another
facility;

(i) Any entity that provides recreational or educational
programming for school((-))age((d)) children only and the entity
meets all of the following requirements:
(i) The entity utilizes a drop-in model for programming, where
children are able to attend during any or all program hours without
a formal reservation;
(ii) The entity does not assume responsibility in lieu of the
parent, unless for coordinated transportation;
(iii) The entity is a local affiliate of a national nonprofit; and
(iv) The entity is in compliance with all safety and quality
standards set by the associated national agency;
(j) A program operated by any unit of local, state, or federal
government or an agency, located within the boundaries of a
federally recognized Indian reservation, licensed by the Indian
tribe;
(k) A program located on a federal military reservation, except
where the military authorities request that such agency be subject
to the licensing requirements of this chapter;
(l) A program that offers early learning and support services,
such as parent education, and does not provide child care services
on a regular basis.
(3) "Applicant" means a person who requests or seeks
employment in an agency.
(4) "Conviction information" means criminal history record
information relating to an incident which has led to a conviction
or other disposition adverse to the applicant.
(5) "Department" means the department of early learning.
(6) "Director" means the director of the department.
(7) "Early achievers" means a program that improves the
quality of early learning programs and supports and rewards
providers for their participation.
(8) "Early start" means an integrated high quality continuum
of early learning programs for children birth-to-five years of age.
Components of early start include, but are not limited to, the
following:
(a) Home visiting and parent education and support programs;
(b) The early achievers program described in RCW
43.215.100;
(c) Integrated full-day and part-day high quality early learning
programs; and
(d) High quality preschool for children whose family income
is at or below one hundred ten percent of the federal poverty level.
(9) "Education data center" means the education data center
established in RCW 43.41.400, commonly referred to as the
education research and data center.
(10) "Employer" means a person or business that engages the
services of one or more people, especially for wages or salary to
work in an agency.
(((10))) (11) "Enforcement action" means denial, suspension,
revocation, modification, or nonrenewal of a license pursuant to
RCW 43.215.300(1) or assessment of civil monetary penalties
pursuant to RCW 43.215.300(3).
(((11))) (12) "Extended day program" means an early
childhood education and assistance program that offers child care
for at least ten hours per day, five days per week, year round.
(13) "Full day program" means an early childhood education
and assistance program that offers early learning activities a
minimum of one thousand hours per year.
(14) "Low-income neighborhood" means a district or
community where more than twenty percent of households are
below the federal poverty level.
(15) "Negative action" means a court order, court judgment, or
an adverse action taken by an agency, in any state, federal, tribal,
or foreign jurisdiction, which results in a finding against the
applicant reasonably related to the individual's character,
suitability, and competence to care for or have unsupervised
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all of their classmates are better prepared for school success. The
access to children in child care. This may include, but is not
limited to:
legislature, therefore, intends to continue building capacity while
also focusing on quality in state-supported, targeted early learning
(a) A decision issued by an administrative law judge;
programs, with the long-term goal of pursuing strategies to
(b) A final determination, decision, or finding made by an
implement a voluntary universal high quality early learning
agency following an investigation;
program that would be available to all children in the state."
(c) An adverse agency action, including termination,
revocation, or denial of a license or certification, or if pending
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
adverse agency action, the voluntary surrender of a license,
certification, or contract in lieu of the adverse action;
On motion of Senator Hasegawa, the amendment by Senators
(d) A revocation, denial, or restriction placed on any
Hasegawa and Chase on page 1, after line 26 to the striking
professional license; or
amendment to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5452 was
(e) A final decision of a disciplinary board.
withdrawn.
(((12))) (16) "Nonconviction information" means arrest,
founded allegations of child abuse, or neglect pursuant to chapter
MOTION
26.44 RCW, or other negative action adverse to the applicant.
(((13))) (17) "Nonschool age child" means a child birth
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
through six years of age who has yet to enter kindergarten or
Senators Jayapal and others to the striking amendment be
school.
adopted:
(18) "Part day program" means an early childhood education
On page 20, line 6 of the amendment, after "backgrounds"
and assistance program that offers child care for at least two and
insert ", including a review of the early achievers program's rating
one-half hours per class session, at least three hundred twenty
tools, quality standard areas, and components and how they are
hours per year, for a minimum of thirty weeks per year.
applied"
(19) "Probationary license" means a license issued as a
Senators Jayapal and Litzow spoke in favor of adoption of
disciplinary measure to an agency that has previously been issued
the amendment to the striking amendment.
a full license but is out of compliance with licensing standards.
(((14))) (20) "Requirement" means any rule, regulation, or
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
standard of care to be maintained by an agency.
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Jayapal and others on
(((15))) (21) "School age child" means a child not less than
page 20, line 6 to the striking amendment to Second Substitute
five years of age through twelve years of age and who is attending
Senate Bill No. 5452.
kindergarten or school.
The motion by Senator Jayapal carried and the amendment to
(22) "Washington state preschool program" means an
the striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
education program for children three-to-five years of age who
have not yet entered kindergarten, such as the early childhood
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
education and assistance program.
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Litzow as
NEW SECTION. Sec. 18. REPEALER. 2013 2nd sp.s. c
amended to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5452.
16 s 2 (uncodified) is repealed.
The motion by Senator Litzow carried and the striking
NEW SECTION. Sec. 19. A new section is added to
amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
SHORT TITLE.
MOTION
Chapter . . ., Laws of 2015 (this act) may be known and cited
as the early start act.
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
NEW SECTION. Sec. 20. NULL AND VOID. If specific
adopted:
funding for the purposes of this act, referencing this act by bill or
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "system;" strike the
chapter number, is not provided by June 30, 2015, in the omnibus
remainder
of the title and insert "amending RCW 43.215.100,
appropriations act, this act is null and void."
43.215.135, 43.215.1352, 43.215.425, 43.215.415, 43.215.455,
and 43.215.090; reenacting and amending RCW 43.215.010;
MOTION
adding new sections to chapter 43.215 RCW; creating new
sections; and repealing 2013 2nd sp.s. c 16 s 2 (uncodified)."
Senator Hasegawa moved that the following amendment by
Senators Hasegawa and Chase to the striking amendment be
adopted:
On page 1, after line 26, insert the following:
"(3) The legislature also finds that despite the proven success
of targeted early learning programs, a targeted approach will
always leave out some children who would benefit from access to
high quality programming, including some disadvantaged
children as well as children from working class families who
simply may be unable to afford the full cost of top quality
programs. The legislature also finds that school readiness is not
just an issue for children living in poverty, it is also an issue for
middle class children who lag behind their wealthy peers in both
cognitive and social skills. The legislature further finds that
voluntary universal preschool programs have the potential to be
significantly more effective because they serve disadvantaged
children in heterogeneous classes and all children benefit when

MOTION
On motion of Senator Litzow, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5452 was advanced
to third reading, the second reading considered the third and the
bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Litzow, Billig, McAuliffe, Jayapal, Hargrove,
Miloscia and King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senators Nelson, Honeyford, Chase, Padden and Hasegawa
spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
5452.
ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5452 and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 39; Nays, 10; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille, Fain,
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Parlette, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Chase, Dansel, Ericksen,
Hasegawa, Honeyford, Nelson, Padden, Pearson and Roach
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL
NO. 5452, having received the constitutional majority, was
declared passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was
ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5935, by Senators Parlette and Frockt
Concerning biological products.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Parlette moved that the following striking
amendment by Senator Parlette and others be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 69.41.110 and 1979 c 110 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
As used in RCW 69.41.100 through 69.41.180, the following
words shall have the following meanings:
(1) "Brand name" means the proprietary or trade name
selected by the manufacturer and placed upon a drug, its
container, label, or wrapping at the time of packaging;
(2) "Generic name" means the official title of a drug or drug
ingredients published in the latest edition of a nationally
recognized pharmacopoeia or formulary;
(3) "Substitute" means to dispense, with the practitioner's
authorization, a "therapeutically equivalent" drug product ((of the
identical base or salt as the specific drug product prescribed:
PROVIDED, That with the practitioner's prior consent,
therapeutically equivalent drugs other than the identical base or
salt may be dispensed)) or "interchangeable biological" drug
product;
(4) "Therapeutically equivalent" means a drug product of the
identical base or salt as the specific drug product prescribed with
essentially the same efficacy and toxicity when administered to
an individual in the same dosage regimen; ((and))
(5) "Practitioner" means a physician, osteopathic physician
and surgeon, dentist, veterinarian, or any other person authorized
to prescribe drugs under the laws of this state;
(6) "Biological product" means any of the following, when
applied to the prevention, treatment, or cure of a disease or
condition of human beings: (a) A virus; (b) a therapeutic serum;
(c) a toxin; (d) an antitoxin; (e) a vaccine; (f) blood, blood
component, or derivative; (g) an allergenic product; (h) a protein,
other than a chemically synthesized polypeptide, or an analogous
product; or (i) arsphenamine, a derivative of arsphenamine, or any
trivalent organic arsenic compound; and
(7) "Interchangeable" means a biological product:

(a) Licensed by the federal food and drug administration and
determined to meet the safety standards for interchangeability
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. Sec. 262(k)(4) as set forth in the federal
food and drug administration's lists of licensed biological
products with reference product exclusivity and biosimilarity or
interchangeability valuations, sometimes referred to as the purple
book; or
(b) Determined by the federal food and drug administration to
be therapeutically equivalent as set forth in the latest edition or
supplement of the federal food and drug administration approved
drug products with therapeutic equivalence evaluations,
sometimes referred to as the orange book.
Sec. 2. RCW 69.41.120 and 2000 c 8 s 3 are each amended
to read as follows:
(1) Every drug prescription shall contain an instruction on
whether or not a therapeutically equivalent generic drug or
interchangeable biological product may be substituted in its place,
unless substitution is permitted under a prior-consent
authorization.
If a written prescription is involved, the prescription must be
legible and the form shall have two signature lines at opposite
ends on the bottom of the form. Under the line at the right side
shall be clearly printed the words "DISPENSE AS WRITTEN".
Under the line at the left side shall be clearly printed the words
"SUBSTITUTION PERMITTED". The practitioner shall
communicate the instructions to the pharmacist by signing the
appropriate line. No prescription shall be valid without the
signature of the practitioner on one of these lines. In the case of a
prescription issued by a practitioner in another state that uses a
one-line prescription form or variation thereof, the pharmacist
may substitute a therapeutically equivalent generic drug or
interchangeable biological product unless otherwise instructed by
the practitioner through the use of the words "dispense as
written", words of similar meaning, or some other indication.
(2) If an oral prescription is involved, the practitioner or the
practitioner's agent shall instruct the pharmacist as to whether or
not a therapeutically equivalent generic drug or interchangeable
biological product may be substituted in its place. The pharmacist
shall note the instructions on the file copy of the prescription.
(3) The pharmacist shall note the manufacturer of the drug
dispensed on the file copy of a written or oral prescription.
(4) The pharmacist shall retain the file copy of a written or
oral prescription for the same period of time specified in RCW
18.64.245 for retention of prescription records.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 69.41 RCW to read as follows:
(1) Unless the prescribed biological product is requested by
the patient or the patient's representative, if "substitution
permitted" is marked on the prescription as provided in RCW
69.41.120, the pharmacist must substitute an interchangeable
biological product that he or she has in stock for the biological
product prescribed if the wholesale price for the interchangeable
biological product to the pharmacist is less than the wholesale
price for the biological product prescribed.
(2) This section expires August 1, 2020.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
chapter 69.41 RCW to read as follows:
(1) Within five business days following the dispensing of a
biological product, the dispensing pharmacist or the pharmacist's
designee must make an entry of the specific product provided to
the patient, including the name of the product and the
manufacturer, into an interoperable electronic medical records
system or through an electronic prescribing technology or a
pharmacy record that is electronically accessible by the
practitioner. Otherwise, the pharmacist must communicate to the
practitioner the specific product provided to the patient, including
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"NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
the name of the product and manufacturer, using facsimile,
telephone, electronic transmission, or other prevailing means. No
chapter 69.41 RCW to read as follows:
entry or communication pursuant to this section is required if:
For the purposes of the patient counseling requirement
adopted in rule by the pharmacy quality assurance commission
(a) There is no federal food and drug administration-approved
interchangeable biological product for the product prescribed;
pursuant to RCW 18.64.005(7), a dispensing pharmacist who
substitutes an interchangeable biological product for the
(b) A refill prescription is not changed from the product
dispensed on the prior filling of the prescription; or
biological product being prescribed must disclose this
substitution to the patient or the patient's representative. This
(c) The pharmacist or the pharmacist's designee and the
practitioner communicated before dispensing and the
disclosure must include the name of the product and the
manufacturer of the interchangeable biological product dispensed
communication included confirmation of the specific product to
be provided to the patient, including the name of the product and
and must occur at the time the interchangeable biological product
the manufacturer.
is dispensed."
(2) This section expires August 1, 2020.
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to
any internal references accordingly.
chapter 69.41 RCW to read as follows:
Senators Billig and Parlette spoke in favor of adoption of the
The pharmacy quality assurance commission must maintain a
amendment to the striking amendment.
link on its web site to the current list of all biological products
determined by the federal food and drug administration as
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
interchangeable.
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Billig, Frockt and
Sec. 6. RCW 69.41.150 and 2003 1st sp.s. c 29 s 6 are each
Hargrove on page 3, after line 14 to the striking amendment to
amended to read as follows:
Senate Bill No. 5935.
(1) A practitioner who authorizes a prescribed drug shall not
The motion by Senator Billig carried and the amendment to
be liable for any side effects or adverse reactions caused by the
the striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
manner or method by which a substituted drug product is selected
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
or dispensed.
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Parlette and
(2) A pharmacist who substitutes ((an)) a therapeutically
others as amended to Senate Bill No. 5935.
equivalent drug product pursuant to RCW 69.41.100 through
The motion by Senator Parlette carried and the striking
69.41.180 as now or hereafter amended assumes no greater
amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.
liability for selecting the dispensed drug product than would be
incurred in filling a prescription for a drug product prescribed by
MOTION
its established name.
(3) A pharmacist who substitutes a preferred drug for a
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
nonpreferred drug pursuant to RCW 69.41.190 assumes no
adopted:
greater liability for substituting the preferred drug than would be
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "products;" strike the
incurred in filling a prescription for the preferred drug when
remainder
of the title and insert "amending RCW 69.41.110,
prescribed by name.
69.41.120, 69.41.150, and 69.41.160; adding new sections to
(4) A pharmacist who selects an interchangeable biological
chapter 69.41 RCW; and providing expiration dates."
product to be dispensed pursuant to RCW 69.41.100 through
69.41.180, and the pharmacy for which the pharmacist is
MOTION
providing service, assumes no greater liability for selecting the
interchangeable biological product than would be incurred in
On motion of Senator Parlette, the rules were suspended,
filling a prescription for the interchangeable biological product
Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5935 was advanced to third reading,
when prescribed by name. The prescribing practitioner is not
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
liable for a pharmacist's act or omission in selecting, preparing,
final passage.
or dispensing an interchangeable biological product under this
Senators Parlette and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
section.
bill.
Sec. 7. RCW 69.41.160 and 1979 c 110 s 6 are each
amended to read as follows:
Every pharmacy shall post a sign in a location at the
prescription counter that is readily visible to patrons stating,
"Under Washington law, ((an equivalent but)) a less expensive
interchangeable biological product or equivalent drug may in
some cases be substituted for the drug prescribed by your doctor.
Such substitution, however, may only be made with the consent
of your doctor. Please consult your pharmacist or physician for
more information.""
MOTION
Senator Billig moved that the following amendment by
Senators Billig, Frockt and Hargrove to the striking amendment
be adopted:
On page 3, after line 14 of the amendment, insert the
following:

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5935.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5935 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Dansel
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ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5935, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5084, by Senators Becker, Frockt,
Conway, Keiser and Mullet
Clarifying the all payer claims database to improve health
care quality and cost transparency by changing certain definitions
regarding data, reporting and pricing of products, responsibility
of the office and lead organization, and parameters for release of
information. Revised for 1st Substitute: Modifying the all payer
claims database to improve health care quality and cost
transparency by changing provisions related to definitions
regarding data, reporting and pricing of products, responsibilities
of the office of financial management and the lead organization,
submission to the database, and parameters for release of
information.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5084
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5084 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Becker moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Becker and Frockt be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 43.371.010 and 2014 c 223 s 8 are each
amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Authority" means the health care authority.
(2) "Carrier" and "health carrier" have the same meaning as in
RCW 48.43.005.
(3) "Claims data" means the data required by RCW
43.371.030 to be submitted to the database, including billed,
allowed and paid amounts, and such additional information as
defined by the director in rule. (("Claims data" includes: (a)
Claims data related to health care coverage and services funded,
in whole or in part, in the omnibus appropriations act, including
coverage and services funded by appropriated and
nonappropriated state and federal moneys, for medicaid programs
and the public employees benefits board program; and (b) claims
data voluntarily provided by other data suppliers, including
carriers and self-funded employers.))
(4) "Database" means the statewide all-payer health care
claims database established in RCW 43.371.020.
(5) "Data vendor" means an entity contracted to perform data
collection, processing, aggregation, extracts, analytics, and
reporting.
(6) "Director" means the director of financial management.
(((6))) (7) "Lead organization" means the organization
selected under RCW 43.371.020.
(((7))) (8) "Office" means the office of financial management.
(9) "Data supplier" means: (a) A carrier, third-party
administrator, or a public program identified in RCW 43.371.030
that provides claims data; and (b) a carrier or any other entity that
provides claims data to the database at the request of an employer-

sponsored self-funded health plan or Taft-Hartley trust health
plan pursuant to RCW 43.371.030(1).
(10) "Direct patient identifier" means a data variable that
directly identifies an individual including, but not limited to, first
name, last name, social security number, birth month, birth day,
medical record numbers, individual health plan beneficiary
numbers, biometric identifiers, full face photographic images and
any comparable images, postal address, telephone numbers, fax
numbers, electronic mail addresses, contact information, and any
other data or records that can be directly connected to an
individual.
(11) "Indirect patient identifier" means a data variable that can
be associated with an individual when characteristics are
considered in combination or when combined with other data
sources. Indirect patient identifiers may include, but are not
limited to, geographic identifiers smaller than a state, including
city, zip code, or census tract, dates directly related to an
individual, including birth date, admission date, discharge date,
certain procedure dates, date of death, and ages over eighty-nine.
(12) "Proprietary financial information" means claims data or
reports that disclose or would allow the determination of specific
terms of contracts, discounts, or fixed reimbursement
arrangements or other specific reimbursement arrangements
between an individual health care facility or health care provider,
as those terms are defined in RCW 48.43.005, and a specific
payer, or internal fee schedule or other internal pricing
mechanism of integrated delivery systems owned by a carrier.
(13) "Unique identifier" means an identifier assigned by a data
vendor to individuals represented in the database, based on a
probabilistic matching of numerous data elements to establish that
record's uniqueness and to establish a basis for following an
individual longitudinally throughout different payers and
encounters in the data without revealing an individual's identity.
Sec. 2. RCW 43.371.020 and 2014 c 223 s 10 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The office shall establish a statewide all-payer health care
claims database to support transparent public reporting of health
care information. The database must improve transparency to:
Assist patients, providers, and hospitals to make informed choices
about care; enable providers, hospitals, and communities to
improve by benchmarking their performance against that of
others by focusing on best practices; enable purchasers to identify
value, build expectations into their purchasing strategy, and
reward improvements over time; and promote competition based
on quality and cost. The database must systematically collect all
medical claims and pharmacy claims from private and public
payers, with data from all settings of care that permit the
systematic analysis of health care delivery.
(2) The ((director shall select a lead organization)) office shall
use a competitive procurement process, in accordance with
chapter 39.26 RCW, to select a lead organization from among the
best potential bidders to coordinate and manage the database.
(a) Due to the complexities of the all payer claims database
and the unique privacy, quality, and financial objectives, the
request for proposals must include the following criteria to be
applied in the scoring evaluation: (i) Extra points must be
awarded based upon the degree of experience in health care data
collection, analysis, analytics, and security; (ii) extra points must
be awarded to a lead organization that has experience in
reviewing and setting up an all payer claims database in at least
two other states; and (iii) extra points must be awarded to a lead
organization that has a long-term self-sustainable financial model.
(b) The successful lead organization must be certified as a
qualified entity pursuant to 42 C.F.R. Sec. 401.703(a) by the
centers for medicare and medicaid services by December 31,
2017.
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(f) Develop protocols and policies, including prerelease peer
(3) As part of the competitive procurement process in
subsection (2) of this section, the office shall enter into a separate
review by data suppliers, to ensure the quality of data releases and
contract with a data vendor. The data vendor is to work at the
reports;
direction of the lead organization to perform data collection,
(g) Develop a plan for the financial sustainability of the
processing, aggregation, extracts, and analytics. The data vendor
database as self-sustaining and charge fees ((not to exceed five
must:
thousand dollars unless otherwise negotiated)) for reports and
(a) Establish a secure data submission process with data
data files as needed to fund the database. Any fees must be
suppliers;
approved by the office and ((must)) should be comparable,
(b) Review data submitters' files according to standards
accounting for relevant differences across data ((requesters and
established by the office;
users)) requests and uses, and should not be applied to providers
(c) Assess each record's alignment with established format,
or data suppliers other than the fees directly related to requested
frequency, and consistency criteria;
reports; and
(d) Maintain responsibility for quality assurance, including,
(h) Convene advisory committees with the approval and
but not limited to: (i) The accuracy and validity of data suppliers;
participation of the office, including: (i) A committee on data
(ii) accuracy of dates of service spans; (iii) maintaining
policy development; and (ii) a committee to establish a data
consistency of record layout and counts; and (iv) identifying
release process consistent with the requirements of this chapter
duplicate records;
and to provide advice regarding formal data release requests. The
(e) Assign unique identifiers, as defined in RCW
advisory committees must include in-state representation from
43.371.010(13), to individuals represented in the database;
key provider, hospital, ((payer,)) public health, health
(f) Ensure that direct patient identifiers, indirect patient
maintenance organization, large and small private purchasers,
identifiers, and proprietary financial information are released only
((and)) consumer organizations, and the two largest carriers
in compliance with the terms of this act;
supplying claims data to the database.
(g) Demonstrate internal controls and affiliations with
(((3))) (6) The lead organization governance structure and
separate organizations as appropriate to ensure safe data
advisory committees for this database must include representation
collection, security of the data with state of the art encryption
of the third-party administrator of the uniform medical plan. A
payer, health maintenance organization, or third-party
methods, actuarial support, and data review for accuracy and
administrator must be a data supplier to the all-payer health care
quality assurance;
claims database to be represented on the lead organization
(h) Store data on secure servers that are compliant with the
governance structure or advisory committees.
federal health insurance portability and accountability act and
regulations, and access to the data must be strictly controlled and
Sec. 3. RCW 43.371.030 and 2014 c 223 s 11 are each
amended to read as follows:
limited to staff with appropriate training, clearance, and
background checks; and
(1) ((Data suppliers must)) The state medicaid program,
(i) Have state of the art security standards for transferring data
public employees' benefits board programs, all health carriers
to approved data requestors.
operating in this state, all third-party administrators paying claims
(4) The lead organization and data vendor must submit
on behalf of health plans in this state, and the state labor and
detailed descriptions to the office of the chief information officer
industries program must submit claims data to the database within
to ensure robust security methods are in place. The office of the
the time frames established by the director in rule and in
accordance with procedures established by the lead organization.
chief information officer must report its findings to the office and
The director may expand this requirement by rule to include any
the appropriate committees of the legislature.
(5) The lead organization is responsible for internal
health plans or health benefit plans defined in RCW
governance, management, funding, and operations of the
48.43.005(26) (a) through (i) to accomplish the goals of this
database. At the direction of the office, the lead organization shall
chapter set forth in RCW 43.371.020(1). Employer-sponsored
work with the data vendor to:
self-funded health plans and Taft-Hartley trust health plans may
(a) Collect claims data from data suppliers as provided in
voluntarily provide claims data to the database within the time
RCW 43.371.030;
frames and in accordance with procedures established by the lead
(b) Design data collection mechanisms with consideration for
organization.
the time and cost ((involved)) incurred by data suppliers and
(2) ((An entity that is not a data supplier but that chooses to
others in submission, collection, and the benefits that
participate in the database shall require any third-party
measurement would achieve, with an eye toward ensuring the
administrator utilized by the entity's plan to release any claims
data submitted meets quality standards and is reviewed for quality
data related to persons receiving health coverage from the plan.))
assurance, and all patient-specific information is deidentified with
Any data supplier used by an entity that voluntarily participates
an up-to-date industry standard encryption algorithm;
in the database must provide claims data to the lead organization
(c) Ensure protection of collected data and store and use any
upon request of the entity.
data with patient-specific or proprietary financial information in
(3) ((Each data supplier)) The lead organization shall submit
a manner that protects patient privacy and complies with this
an annual status report to the office regarding ((its)) compliance
section;
with this section. ((The report to the legislature required by
(d) Consistent with the requirements of this chapter, make
section 2 of this act must include a summary of these status
information from the database available as a resource for public
reports.))
and private entities, including carriers, employers, providers,
Sec. 4. RCW 43.371.040 and 2014 c 223 s 12 are each
hospitals, and purchasers of health care;
amended to read as follows:
(e) Report performance on cost and quality pursuant to RCW
(1) The claims data provided to the database, the database
43.371.060 using, but not limited to, the performance measures
itself, including the data compilation, and any raw data received
developed under RCW 41.05.690;
from the database are not public records and are exempt from
public disclosure under chapter 42.56 RCW.
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(2) Claims data obtained, distributed, or reported in the course
of activities undertaken pursuant to or supported under this
chapter are not subject to subpoena or similar compulsory process
in any civil or criminal, judicial, or administrative proceeding, nor
may any individual or organization with lawful access to data
under this chapter be compelled to provide such information
pursuant to subpoena or testify with regard to such data, except
that data pertaining to a party in litigation may be subject to
subpoena or similar compulsory process in an action brought by
or on behalf of such individual to enforce any liability arising
under this chapter.
Sec. 5. RCW 43.371.050 and 2014 c 223 s 13 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Except as otherwise required by law, claims or other data
from the database shall only be available for retrieval in original
or processed form to public and private requesters pursuant to this
section and shall be made available within a reasonable time after
the request. Each request for claims data must include, at a
minimum, the following information:
(a) The identity of any entities that will analyze the data in
connection with the request;
(b) The stated purpose of the request and an explanation of
how the request supports the goals of this chapter set forth in
RCW 43.371.020(1);
(c) A description of the proposed methodology;
(d) The specific variables requested and an explanation of
how the data is necessary to achieve the stated purpose described
pursuant to (b) of this subsection;
(e) How the requester will ensure all requested data is handled
in accordance with the privacy and confidentiality protections
required under this chapter and any other applicable law;
(f) The method by which the data will be stored, destroyed, or
returned to the lead organization at the conclusion of the data use
agreement;
(g) The protections that will be utilized to keep the data from
being used for any purposes not authorized by the requester's
approved application; and
(h) Consent to the penalties associated with the inappropriate
disclosures or uses of direct patient identifiers and proprietary
financial information outlined in RCW 43.371.070(1)(h).
(2) The lead organization may decline a request that does not
include the information set forth in subsection (1) of this section,
that does not meet the criteria established by the lead
organization's data release advisory committee, or for reasons
established by rule.
(3) Except as otherwise required by law, the office shall direct
the lead organization and the data vendor to maintain the
confidentiality of claims or other data it collects for the database
that include ((direct and)) proprietary financial information, direct
patient identifiers, indirect patient identifiers, or any combination
thereof. Any ((agency, researcher, or other person)) entity that
receives claims or other data ((under this section containing direct
or indirect patient identifiers)) must also maintain confidentiality
and may ((not)) only release such claims ((or other data except as
consistent with this section. The office shall oversee the lead
organization's release of data as follows)) data or any part of the
claims data if:
(a) The claims data does not contain proprietary financial
information, direct patient identifiers, indirect patient identifiers,
or any combination thereof; and
(b) The release is described and approved as part of the
request in subsection (1) of this section.
(4) The lead organization shall, in conjunction with the office
and the data vendor, create and implement a process to govern
levels of access to and use of data from the database consistent
with the following:

(a) Claims or other data that include ((direct or)) proprietary
financial information, direct patient identifiers, indirect patient
identifiers, ((as specifically defined in rule,)) or any combination
thereof may be released only to the extent such information is
necessary to achieve the goals of this chapter set forth in RCW
43.371.020(1) to((:
(i) Federal, state, and local government agencies upon receipt
of a signed data use agreement with the office and the lead
organization; and
(ii))) researchers with approval of an institutional review
board upon receipt of a signed data use and confidentiality
agreement with ((the office and)) the lead organization. A
researcher or research organization that obtains claims data
pursuant to this subsection must agree in writing not to disclose
such data or parts of the data set to any other party, including
affiliated entities, and must consent to the penalties associated
with the inappropriate disclosures or uses of direct patient
identifiers and proprietary financial information outlined in RCW
43.371.070(1)(h).
(b) Claims or other data that do not contain proprietary
financial information, direct patient identifiers, or any
combination thereof, but that may contain indirect patient
identifiers may be released to agencies, researchers, and other
((persons)) entities as approved by the lead organization upon
receipt of a signed data use agreement with the lead organization.
(c) Claims or other data that do not contain direct ((or)) patient
identifiers, indirect patient identifiers, proprietary financial
information, or any combination thereof may be released upon
request.
(((3))) (5) Reports utilizing data obtained under this section
may not contain proprietary financial information, direct patient
identifiers, indirect patient identifiers, or any combination
thereof. Nothing in this subsection (5) may be construed to
prohibit the use of aggregate zip codes, gender, and age in the
generation of reports, so long as they cannot lead to the
identification of an individual.
(6) Reports issued by the lead organization, in conjunction
with the data vendor, at the request of providers, facilities,
employers, health plans, and other entities as approved by the lead
organization may utilize proprietary financial information to
calculate aggregate cost data for display in such reports. The
office will approve by rule a format for the calculation and display
of aggregate cost data consistent with this act that will prevent the
disclosure or determination of proprietary financial information.
In developing the rule, the office shall solicit feedback from the
stakeholders, including those listed in RCW 43.371.020(5)(h),
and must consider, at a minimum, data presented as proportions,
ranges, averages, and medians, as well as the differences in types
of data gathered and submitted by data suppliers.
(7) Recipients of claims or other data under subsection
(((2)(a) or (b))) (4) of this section must agree in a data use
agreement or a confidentiality agreement to, at a minimum:
(a) Take steps to protect data containing direct and indirect
patient ((identifying)) identifiers, proprietary financial
information, or any combination thereof as described in the
agreement; ((and))
(b) Not redisclose the claims data except ((as authorized in the
agreement consistent with the purpose of the agreement or as
otherwise required by law.
(4) Recipients of the claims or other data under subsection
(2)(b) of this section must not attempt to determine the identity of
persons whose information is included in the data set or use the
claims or other data in any manner that identifies the individuals
or their families.
(5) For purposes of this section, the following definitions
apply unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
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(4) The lead organization may not release a report that
(a) "Direct patient identifier" means information that
identifies a patient.
compares and identifies providers, hospitals, or data suppliers
(b) "Indirect patient identifier" means information that may
unless ((it)):
identify a patient when combined with other information))
(a) It allows the data supplier, the hospital, or the provider to
pursuant to subsection (3) of this section;
verify the accuracy of the information submitted to the lead
(c) Not attempt to determine the identity of any person whose
organization, comment on the reasonableness of conclusions
information is included in the data set or use the claims or other
reached, and submit to the lead organization any corrections of
data in any manner that identifies any individual or their family
errors with supporting evidence and comments within ((fortyor attempt to locate information associated with a specific
five)) thirty days of receipt of the report; ((and))
individual;
(b) It corrects data found to be in error within a reasonable
(d) Destroy or return claims data to the lead organization at
amount of time; and
the conclusion of the data use agreement; and
(c) The report otherwise complies with this chapter.
(e) Consent to the penalties associated with the inappropriate
(5) The office and the lead organization may use claims data
disclosures or uses of direct patient identifiers and proprietary
to identify and make available information on payers, providers,
financial information outlined in RCW 43.371.070(1)(h).
and facilities, but may not use claims data to recommend or
Sec. 6. RCW 43.371.060 and 2014 c 223 s 14 are each
incentivize direct contracting between providers and employers.
(6)(a) The lead organization shall ((ensure that no individual
amended to read as follows:
data supplier comprises more than twenty-five percent of the
(1)(a) Under the supervision of and through contract with the
office, the lead organization shall, in conjunction with the data
claims data used in any report or other analysis generated from
vendor, prepare health care data reports using the database and
the database. For purposes of this subsection, a "data supplier"
the statewide health performance and quality measure set((,
means a carrier and any self-insured employer that uses the
including only those measures that can be completed with readily
carrier's provider contracts)) distinguish in advance to the office
available claims data)). Prior to the lead organization releasing
when it is operating in its capacity as the lead organization and
any health care data reports that use claims data, the lead
when it is operating in its capacity as a private entity. Where the
organization must submit the reports to the office for review ((and
lead organization acts in its capacity as a private entity, it may
approval)).
only access data pursuant to RCW 43.371.050(4) (b) or (c).
(b) By October 31st of each year, the lead organization shall
(b) Claims or other data that contain direct patient identifiers
submit to the director a list of reports it anticipates producing
or proprietary financial information are to remain exclusively in
during the following calendar year. The director may establish a
the custody of the data vendor and, consistent with the data
public comment period not to exceed thirty days, and shall submit
release provisions of RCW 43.371.050(4)(a), may not be
the list and any comment to the appropriate committees of the
accessed by the lead organization.
legislature for review.
Sec. 7. RCW 43.371.070 and 2014 c 223 s 15 are each
(2)(a) Health care data reports that use claims data prepared
amended to read as follows:
(1) The director shall adopt any rules necessary to implement
by the lead organization ((that use claims data must assist)), in
this chapter, including:
conjunction with the data vendor, for the legislature and the
(a) Definitions of claim and data files that data suppliers must
public ((with)) should promote awareness and ((promotion of))
transparency in the health care market by reporting on:
submit to the database, including: Files for covered medical
(i) Whether providers and health systems deliver efficient,
services, pharmacy claims, and dental claims; member eligibility
high quality care; and
and enrollment data; and provider data with necessary identifiers;
(ii) Geographic and other variations in medical care and costs
(b) Deadlines for submission of claim files;
as demonstrated by data available to the lead organization.
(c) Penalties for failure to submit claim files as required;
(b) Measures in the health care data reports should be
(d) Procedures for ensuring that all data received from data
stratified by demography, income, language, health status, and
suppliers are securely collected and stored in compliance with
geography when feasible with available data to identify
state and federal law; ((and))
disparities in care and successful efforts to reduce disparities.
(e) Procedures for ensuring compliance with state and federal
(c) Comparisons of costs among providers and health care
privacy laws;
systems must account for differences in ((acuity)) the case mix
(f) Procedures for establishing appropriate fees;
and severity of illness of patients and populations, as appropriate
(g) Procedures for data release; and
and feasible, and must take into consideration the cost impact of
(h) Penalties associated with the inappropriate disclosures or
subsidization for uninsured and ((governmental)) governmentuses of direct patient identifiers and proprietary financial
sponsored patients, as well as teaching expenses, when feasible
information.
with available data.
(2) The director may not adopt rules, policies, or procedures
(3) The lead organization may not publish any data or health
beyond the authority granted in this chapter.
care data reports that:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A new section is added to
(a) Directly or indirectly ((identify)) identifies individual
chapter 43.371 RCW to read as follows:
patients;
(1) By December 1st of 2016 and 2017, the office shall report
(b) ((Disclose specific terms of contracts, discounts, or fixed
to the appropriate committees of the legislature regarding the
reimbursement arrangements or other specific reimbursement
development and implementation of the database, including but
arrangements between an individual provider and a specific
not limited to budget and cost detail, technical progress, and work
payer)) Discloses a carrier's proprietary financial information; or
plan metrics.
(c) Compares performance in a report generated for the
(2) Every two years commencing two years following the year
general public that includes any provider in a practice with fewer
in which the first report is issued or the first release of data is
than ((five)) four providers.
provided from the database, the office shall report to the
appropriate committees of the legislature regarding the cost,
performance, and effectiveness of the database and the
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performance of the lead organization under its contract with the
office. Using independent economic expertise, subject to
appropriation, the report must evaluate whether the database has
advanced the goals set forth in RCW 43.371.020(1), as well as the
performance of the lead organization. The report must also make
recommendations regarding but not limited to how the database
can be improved, whether the contract for the lead organization
should be modified, renewed, or terminated, and the impact the
database has had on competition between and among providers,
purchasers, and payers.
(3) Beginning July 1, 2015, and every six months thereafter,
the office shall report to the appropriate committees of the
legislature regarding any additional grants received or extended.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. If any provision of this act or its
application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
persons or circumstances is not affected."
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Becker and
Frockt to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5084.
The motion by Senator Becker carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 6 of the title, after "information;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 43.371.010,
43.371.020, 43.371.030, 43.371.040, 43.371.050, 43.371.060,
and 43.371.070; and adding a new section to chapter 43.371
RCW."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5084 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Becker, Frockt and Mullet spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5084.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5084 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 5; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers,
Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, O'Ban
and Padden
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5084,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
MOTION

At 5:55 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President for the
purpose of a dinner break.
EVENING SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 6:56 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Chase moved that Robert F. Kehoe, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9197, be confirmed as a member of the Fish and
Wildlife Commission.
Senator Chase spoke in favor of the motion.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Frockt was excused.
APPOINTMENT OF ROBERT F. KEHOE
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Robert F. Kehoe, Gubernatorial Appointment
No. 9197, as a member of the Fish and Wildlife Commission.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Robert F.
Kehoe, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9197, as a member of the
Fish and Wildlife Commission and the appointment was
confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0;
Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
Robert F. Kehoe, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9197,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Fish and Wildlife Commission.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5965, by Senators Warnick, Hatfield,
Pearson, Hobbs and Bailey
Evaluating mitigation options for impacts to base flows and
minimum instream flows.
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On motion of Senator Warnick, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5965 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5965 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5965 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Warnick and Hatfield spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
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The Senate was called to order at 7:28 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5379, by Senators Hobbs, Kohl-Welles,
Rivers, Hatfield, McAuliffe, Chase, Keiser and Jayapal
Adding posttraumatic stress disorder to the terminal or
debilitating medical conditions that qualify for the medical use of
marijuana.

POINT OF INQUIRY
The measure was read the second time.
Senator Padden: “Will the gentle lady from the Thirteenth
District yield to a question? Thank you Senator Warnick. For the
purpose of establishing legislative intent, does the bill, Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5965, apply to areas of this state that are not
affected by the Skagit River basin instream flow rule, such as the
Spokane River basin?”
Senator Warnick: “Yes, the bill covers all areas of the state
and therefore includes the Spokane River basin. The bill requires
Ecology to produce a report evaluating options for mitigating the
effects of permit exempt ground water withdrawals on minimum
instream flows without geographic limit. Among other
requirements, the report prepared by ecology must include the
location of any mitigation technique the department has employed
in the last ten years.”
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5965.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5965 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5965, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Hobbs, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5379 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Hobbs, Becker, Kohl-Welles and Dansel spoke in
favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5379.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5379 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
SENATE BILL NO. 5379, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5037, by Senators O'Ban and Sheldon
Modifying organized retail theft provisions.
MOTIONS

MOTION

On motion of Senator O'Ban, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5037
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5037 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5037 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Pedersen spoke against passage of the bill.

At 7:11 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5037.

Senator Fraser announced a brief meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease, really meaning
“immediately.”
Senator Fain announced that the Majority Coalition Caucus
would not be meeting and would “hang out here.”
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ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5037 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 29; Nays, 19; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen,
Fain, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia,
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Darneille,
Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Jayapal, Keiser,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson,
Pedersen and Ranker
Excused: Senator Frockt
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5037, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5226, by Senators Becker, Braun,
Warnick, Dammeier and Benton
Protecting public sector workers' rights through public
disclosure of public sector unions' finances.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Hasegawa moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hasegawa and Becker be adopted:
On page 5, after line 27, insert:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. If specific funding for purposes of
this act is not provided by June 30, 2015, in the omnibus operating
appropriations act, this act is null and void."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly.
Senator Hasegawa spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hasegawa and Becker
on page 5, after line 27 to Senate Bill No. 5226.
The motion by Senator Hasegawa carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following striking
amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter
47.64 RCW to read as follows:
Each ferry employee organization must make copies of the
organization's financial reports available to any dues-paying
members upon request.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter
28B.52 RCW to read as follows:
Each exclusive bargaining representative must make copies of
the organization's financial reports available to any dues-paying
members upon request.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter
41.56 RCW to read as follows:
Each bargaining representative must make copies of the
organization's financial reports available to any dues-paying
members upon request.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to chapter
41.59 RCW to read as follows:
Each exclusive bargaining representative must make copies of
the organization's financial reports available to any dues-paying
members upon request.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter
41.76 RCW to read as follows:
Each exclusive bargaining representative must make copies of
the organization's financial reports available to any dues-paying
members upon request.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to chapter
41.80 RCW to read as follows:
Each exclusive bargaining representative must make copies of
the organization's financial reports available to any dues-paying
members upon request.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. A new section is added to chapter
49.39 RCW to read as follows:
Each bargaining representative must make copies of the
organization's financial reports available to any dues-paying
members upon request
On page 1, line 1 of the title, strike everything after "workers'
rights" and insert "through disclosure of public sector unions'
finances; adding a new section to chapter 47.64 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 28B.52 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
41.56 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 41.59 RCW; adding a
new section to chapter 41.76 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
41.80 RCW; and adding a new section to chapter 49.39 RCW."
Senators Kohl-Welles and Keiser spoke in favor of adoption of
the striking amendment.
Senator Becker spoke against adoption of the striking
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles
to Senate Bill No. 5226.
The motion by Senator Kohl-Welles failed and the striking
amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5226 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Becker, Baumgartner and King spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
Senators Hasegawa, Conway, Chase, Keiser and Nelson
spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5226.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5226 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hargrove, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia,
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O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Schoesler, Sheldon and
are talking about an amendment to add or not add military
Warnick
borrowers to this bill.”
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
Darneille, Fraser, Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hobbs, Jayapal,
Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson,
President Owen: “The President believes she’s making the
Pedersen, Ranker, Roach and Rolfes
point on why or why not to do that, Senator Benton. Your point
Excused: Senator Frockt
is not well taken. Senator Jayapal please continue. If you’re going
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5226, having received
to read [previously requested], you must be brief.”
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
Senators Chase and Habib spoke in favor of adoption of the
the act.
amendment.
SECOND READING
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 19,
SENATE BILL NO. 5899, by Senators Liias, Keiser, Ranker,
line 32 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
Angel, Hobbs, Sheldon, Fain, Rivers, Roach, King, Ericksen and
The motion by Senator Nelson failed and the amendment was
Honeyford
not adopted by voice vote.
Addressing small loans and small consumer installment
MOTION
loans.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Liias, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5899 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Senator Jayapal be adopted:
On page 19, beginning on line 19, after "stub," strike
everything through "benefits," on line 20
Senators Jayapal, Nelson and Chase spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment.
Senators Liias and Benton spoke against adoption of the
amendment.

Senator Mullet moved that the following amendment by
Senator Mullet be adopted:
On page 23, line 20, after "annum," strike "exclusive" and
insert "inclusive"
On page 24, line 1, after "amount," strike "exclusive" and
insert "inclusive"
Senators Mullet, Nelson, McCoy, Jayapal and Habib spoke in
favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Mullet on page 23, line
20 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
The motion by Senator Mullet failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Jayapal on page 19,
line 19 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
The motion by Senator Jayapal failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson be adopted:
On page 19, beginning on line 32, strike all of subsection (11)
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
correct any internal references accordingly.
Beginning on page 29, line 30, strike all of section 34
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senators Nelson and Jayapal spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Benton: “Thank you Mr. President. I ask that the
previous speaker please reserve her comments to the amendment
that we are discussing and not the characteristics, whether they be
good or bad, of the underlying bill or pay day lending in general
or a report that’s been put out by payday, on payday lending. We

Senator Mullet moved that the following amendment by
Senator Mullet be adopted:
On page 23, line 22, after "exceed" strike "one thousand" and
insert "seven hundred"
On page 29, line 9, after "exceed" strike "one thousand" and
insert "seven hundred"
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Mullet, the amendment by Senator
Mullet on page 23, line 22 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899 was
withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson be adopted:
On page 23, beginning on line 23, after "(3)" insert "A
borrower is prohibited from receiving more than eight small
consumer installment loans from all licensees in any twelvemonth period. A licensee is prohibited from making a small
consumer installment loan to a borrower if making that small loan
would result in a borrower receiving more than eight small
consumer installment loans from all licensees in any twelvemonth period;
(4)"
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Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
correct any internal references accordingly.

Senator Billig:
“Mr. President, the purpose of the
amendment, if I may read from the effect statement … ?”

WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT

On motion of Senator Nelson, the amendment by Senator
Nelson on page 23, line 23 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899 was
withdrawn.
MOTION

President Owen: “Senator Benton, are you done?”
Senator Benton: “I am Mr. President.”
Senator Darneille spoke on the adoption of the amendment.

Senator Mullet moved that the following amendment by
Senator Mullet be adopted:
On page 23, line 27, after "than" strike "three hundred sixtysix" and insert "ninety"
Senators Mullet, Nelson and McCoy spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment.
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 24,
line 3 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
The motion by Senator Nelson failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Mullet on page 23, line
27 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
The motion by Senator Mullet failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.

Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson be adopted:
On page 24, line 4, after "exceed" strike "fifteen" and insert
"five"
Senator Nelson spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.

MOTION

MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson be adopted:
On page 24, beginning on line 3, strike all of subsection (2)
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
correct any internal references accordingly.
On page 24, beginning on line 33, strike all of subsection (5)
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
correct any internal references accordingly.
On page 25, beginning on line 7, after "more" strike all
material through "Charge" on line 8 and insert "charge"
On page 25, beginning on line 9, after "loan;" strike all
material through "date;" on line 14
Correct any internal references accordingly.
Senators Nelson, Jayapal and Chase spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment.
Senators Liias and Benton spoke against adoption of the
amendment.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Billig: “I believe that the gentleman has strayed
from the topic of the amendment.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator.”
Senator Benton: “I believe experience has a lot to do with
the topic on this amendment so I’m sharing that experience with
you.” [Continues]
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Benton, now you’re getting
beyond the amendment.”
POINT OF ORDER

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 24,
line 4 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
The motion by Senator Nelson failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Mullet moved that the following amendment by
Senator Mullet be adopted:
On page 24, beginning on line 12, strike all of subsection (3)
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
correct any internal references accordingly.
On page 24, beginning on line 33, strike all of subsection (5)
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
correct any internal references accordingly.
On page 25, beginning on line 7, after "more" strike all
material through "Charge" on line 8 and insert "charge"
On page 25, beginning on line 9, after "loan;" strike all
material through "date;" on line 14
Correct any internal references accordingly.
On page 40, line 12, after "in" strike all material through "of"
On page 40, beginning on line 13, after "act" strike all material
through "act" on line 14
Senators Mullet, Jayapal, Chase, McCoy, Nelson and
Hargrove spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Mullet on page 24, line
12 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
The motion by Senator Mullet failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Senator Jayapal be adopted:
On page 24, line 17, after "is" strike "not"
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On page 24, line 18, after "refund" insert "during any month
MOTION
the loan is paid off in full"
Senators Jayapal and Chase spoke in favor of adoption of the
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
amendment.
Senator Jayapal be adopted:
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.
On page 25, at the beginning of line 7, strike "ten" and insert
"fifteen days, unless the borrower is paid monthly, and then
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
thirty"
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Jayapal on page 24,
Senators Jayapal and Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the
line 17 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
amendment.
The motion by Senator Jayapal failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
MOTION
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Jayapal on page 25,
line 7 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
Senator Mullet moved that the following amendment by
The motion by Senator Jayapal carried and the amendment
Senator Mullet be adopted:
was adopted by voice vote.
On page 24, line 19, after "to" strike "sixty" and insert "ten"
MOTION
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
On motion of Senator Mullet, the amendment by Senator
Senator Nelson be adopted:
Mullet on page 24, line 19 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5889 was
On page 25, line 10, after "(b)" strike "Declare" and insert "In
withdrawn.
the event that any scheduled payment is delinquent ninety days or
more, declare"
MOTION
Senators Nelson and Chase spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.
Senator Jayapal be adopted:
On page 24, line 38, after "(6)" insert "(a)"
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
On page 25, after line 5, insert the following:
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 25,
"(b) If the amount of the small consumer installment loan at
line 10 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5889.
any time exceeds thirty percent of the borrower's new,
The motion by Senator Nelson failed and the amendment was
documented income information, the additional amount that
not adopted by voice vote.
exceeds the income level must be automatically converted into a
new small consumer installment loan. The new small consumer
MOTION
installment loan must be no less than one hundred eighty days in
length and is not subject to any new additional interest, fees,
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
charges, or penalties;"
Senator Nelson be adopted:
Senators Jayapal, Nelson and Chase spoke in favor of
On page 26, line 30, after "subchapter" insert "and provided
adoption of the amendment.
to every consumer prior to the consumer entering into a verbal or
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.
written agreement to borrow a small consumer installment loan"
Senators Nelson and Chase spoke in favor of adoption of the
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
amendment.
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Jayapal on page 24,
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.
line 38 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
The motion by Senator Jayapal failed and the amendment was
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
not adopted by voice vote.
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 26,
line 30 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
MOTION
The motion by Senator Nelson failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson be adopted:
MOTION
On page 25, line 2, after "every" strike "one hundred eighty"
and insert "thirty"
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
On page 25, line 3, after "than" strike "forty-five" and insert
Senator Jayapal be adopted:
"thirty"
On page 27, line 3, after "borrower" strike "may" and insert
On page 25, line 4, after "than" strike "one hundred eighty"
"has seventy-two hours to"
and insert "thirty"
On page 27, line 4, after "loan," strike all material through
Senator Nelson spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
"business" on line 5
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.
Senators Jayapal and Nelson spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 25,
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
line 2 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5889.
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Jayapal on page 27,
The motion by Senator Nelson failed and the amendment was
line 3 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
not adopted by voice vote.
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The motion by Senator Jayapal failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Senator Jayapal be adopted:
On page 31, line 2, after "date" insert "of acceptance"
Senators Jayapal and McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Jayapal on page 31,
line 2 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5889.
The motion by Senator Jayapal failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson be adopted:
On page 31, line 5, after "than" strike "twenty" and insert
"five"
Senators Nelson and Chase spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 31,
line 5 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
The motion by Senator Nelson failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson be adopted:
On page 32, line 24, after "(g)" strike "Negligently make" and
insert "Make"
Senators Nelson and Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 32,
line 24 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
The motion by Senator Nelson carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Senator Jayapal be adopted:
On page 40, beginning on line 11, strike all of section 51
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senators Jayapal and Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Jayapal on page 40,
line 11 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
The motion by Senator Jayapal carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson be adopted:
On page 41, after line 28, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 56. The Washington state institute
for public policy shall conduct a study and report to the
appropriate committees of the legislature by December 1, 2015,
on the impact small consumer installment loans have on the
economic stability of families in Washington. The study must
address:
(1) How expanding small consumer installment loans into
economically vulnerable communities impact the ability of
community members to succeed;
(2) The rate at which communities of color utilize small
consumer installment loans;
(3) How small consumer installment loans impact the cycle of
poverty in the communities where the loans are available;
(4) The rate at which small consumer installment loans are
repaid within the time frame provided in the loan agreement; and
(5) The geographic breakdown of the availability of small
consumer installment loans."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senator Nelson spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 41,
line 28 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
The motion by Senator Nelson failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Liias moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator Liias be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"CHECK CASHERS AND SELLERS
Sec. 1. RCW 31.45.010 and 2012 c 17 s 7 are each amended
to read as follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions
in this section apply throughout this ((chapter)) subchapter.
(1) "Applicant" means a person that files an application for a
license under this ((chapter)) subchapter, including the applicant's
sole proprietor, owners, directors, officers, partners, members,
and controlling persons.
(2) (("Borrower" means a natural person who receives a small
loan.
(3) "Business day" means any day that the licensee is open for
business in at least one physical location.
(4))) "Check" means the same as defined in RCW
62A.3-104(f) and, for purposes of conducting the business of
making small loans, includes other electronic forms of payment,
including stored value cards, internet transfers, and automated
clearinghouse transactions.
(((5))) (3) "Check casher" means an individual, partnership,
unincorporated association, or corporation that, for
compensation, engages, in whole or in part, in the business of
cashing checks, drafts, money orders, or other commercial paper
serving the same purpose.
(((6))) (4) "Check seller" means an individual, partnership,
unincorporated association, or corporation that, for
compensation, engages, in whole or in part, in the business of or
selling checks, drafts, money orders, or other commercial paper
serving the same purpose.
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(a) Any financial institution or trust company authorized to do
(((7) "Collateral" means the same as defined in chapter
62A.9A RCW.
business in Washington;
(8))) (5) "Controlling person" means a person owning or
(b) The cashing of checks, drafts, or money orders by any
controlling ten percent or more of the total outstanding shares of
person who cashes checks, drafts, or money orders as a
convenience, as a minor part of its customary business, and not
the applicant or licensee, if the applicant or licensee is a
corporation, and a member who owns ten percent or more of a
for profit;
(c) The issuance or sale of checks, drafts, or money orders by
limited liability company or limited liability partnership.
(((9) "Default" means the borrower's failure to repay the small
any corporation, partnership, or association that has a net worth
of not less than three million dollars as shown by audited financial
loan in compliance with the terms contained in the small loan
agreement or note or failure to pay any installment plan payment
statements; and
on an installment plan within ten days after the date upon which
(d) The issuance or sale of checks, drafts, money orders, or
other commercial paper serving the same purpose by any agent of
the installment was scheduled to be paid.
a corporation, partnership, or association described in (c) of this
(10))) (6) "Department" means the department of financial
institutions.
subsection.
(7) "Director" means the director of ((financial institutions))
(2) Upon application to the director, the director may exempt
a person from any or all provisions of this ((chapter)) subchapter
the department.
(((11))) (8) "Financial institution" means a commercial bank,
upon a finding by the director that although not otherwise exempt
savings bank, savings and loan association, or credit union.
under this section, the applicant is not primarily engaged in the
(((12) "Installment plan" is a contract between a licensee and
business of cashing or selling checks and a total or partial
borrower that provides that the loaned amount will be repaid in
exemption would not be detrimental to the public.
substantially equal installments scheduled on or after a borrower's
Sec. 3. RCW 31.45.030 and 2005 c 274 s 255 are each
pay dates and no less than fourteen days apart.
amended to read as follows:
(1) Except as provided in RCW 31.45.020, no check casher or
(13))) (9) "Licensee" means a check casher or seller licensed
by the director to engage in business in accordance with this
seller may engage in business without first obtaining a license
((chapter)) subchapter. "Licensee" also means a check casher or
from the director in accordance with this ((chapter)) subchapter.
seller, whether located within or outside of this state, who fails to
A license is required for each location where a licensee engages
obtain the license ((or small loan endorsement)) required by this
in the business of cashing or selling checks or drafts.
((chapter)) subchapter.
(2) Each application for a license shall be in writing in a form
(((14) "Loaned amount" means the outstanding principal
prescribed by the director and shall contain the following
balance and any fees authorized under RCW 31.45.073 that have
information:
not been paid by the borrower.
(a) The legal name, residence, and business address of the
(15) "Origination date" means the date upon which the
applicant and, if the applicant is a partnership, association, or
borrower and the licensee initiate a small loan transaction.
corporation, of every member, officer, and director thereof;
(b) The location where the initial registered office of the
(16) "Outstanding principal balance" of a small loan means
any of the principal amount that has not been paid by the
applicant will be located in this state;
(c) The complete address of any other locations at which the
borrower.
(17) "Paid" means that moment in time when the licensee
applicant proposes to engage in business as a check casher or
seller; and
deposits the borrower's check or accepts cash for the full amount
owing on a valid small loan. If the borrower's check is returned
(d) Such other data, financial statements, and pertinent
information as the director may require with respect to the
by the borrower's bank for any reason, the licensee shall not
consider the loan paid.
applicant, its directors, trustees, officers, members, or agents.
(3) Any information in the application regarding the personal
(18))) (10) "Person" means an individual, partnership,
residential address or telephone number of the applicant, and any
association, limited liability company, limited liability
trade secret as defined in RCW 19.108.010 including any
partnership, trust, corporation, and any other legal entity.
financial statement that is a trade secret, is exempt from the public
(((19))) (11) "Principal" means the loan proceeds advanced
records disclosure requirements of chapter 42.56 RCW.
for the benefit of the borrower in a small loan, excluding any fee
or interest charge.
(4) The application shall be filed together with an
investigation and supervision fee established by rule by the
(((20) "Rescission" means annulling the loan contract and,
director. Such fees collected shall be deposited to the credit of the
with respect to the small loan contract, returning the borrower and
financial services regulation fund in accordance with RCW
the licensee to their financial condition prior to the origination
43.320.110.
date of the loan.
(5)(a) Before granting a license to sell checks, drafts, or
(21))) (12) "Small loan" means a loan of up to the maximum
amount and for a period of time up to the maximum term specified
money orders under this ((chapter)) subchapter, the director shall
in RCW 31.45.073.
require that the licensee file with the director a surety bond
(((22) "Termination date" means the date upon which
running to the state of Washington, which bond shall be issued by
payment for the small loan transaction is due or paid to the
a surety insurer which meets the requirements of chapter 48.28
licensee, whichever occurs first.
RCW, and be in a format acceptable to the director. The director
(23) "Total of payments" means the principal amount of the
shall adopt rules to determine the penal sum of the bond that shall
small loan plus all fees or interest charged on the loan.
be filed by each licensee. The bond shall be conditioned upon the
(24) "Trade secret" means the same as defined in RCW
licensee paying all persons who purchase checks, drafts, or
19.108.010.))
money orders from the licensee the face value of any check, draft,
Sec. 2. RCW 31.45.020 and 2003 c 86 s 2 are each amended
or money order which is dishonored by the drawee bank, savings
to read as follows:
bank, or savings and loan association due to insufficient funds or
(1) This ((chapter)) subchapter does not apply to:
by reason of the account having been closed. The bond shall only
be liable for the face value of the dishonored check, draft, or
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money order, and shall not be liable for any interest or
consequential damages.
(b) ((Before granting a small loan endorsement under this
chapter, the director shall require that the licensee file with the
director a surety bond, in a format acceptable to the director,
issued by a surety insurer that meets the requirements of chapter
48.28 RCW. The director shall adopt rules to determine the penal
sum of the bond that shall be filed by each licensee. A licensee
who wishes to engage in both check selling and making small
loans may combine the penal sums of the bonding requirements
and file one bond in a form acceptable to the director. The bond
shall run to the state of Washington as obligee, and shall run to
the benefit of the state and any person or persons who suffer loss
by reason of the licensee's violation of this chapter or any rules
adopted under this chapter. The bond shall only be liable for
damages suffered by borrowers as a result of the licensee's
violation of this chapter or rules adopted under this chapter, and
shall not be liable for any interest or consequential damages.
(c))) The bond shall be continuous and may be canceled by
the surety upon the surety giving written notice to the director and
licensee of its intent to cancel the bond. The cancellation is
effective thirty days after the notice is received by the director.
Whether or not the bond is renewed, continued, reinstated,
reissued, or otherwise extended, replaced, or modified, including
increases or decreases in the penal sum, it shall be considered one
continuous obligation, and the surety upon the bond shall not be
liable in an aggregate or cumulative amount exceeding the penal
sum set forth on the face of the bond. In no event shall the penal
sum, or any portion thereof, at two or more points in time be
added together in determining the surety's liability. The bond
shall not be liable for any liability of the licensee for tortious acts,
whether or not such liability is imposed by statute or common
law, or is imposed by contract. The bond shall not be a substitute
or supplement to any liability or other insurance required by law
or by the contract. If the surety desires to make payment without
awaiting court action against it, the penal sum of the bond shall
be reduced to the extent of any payment made by the surety in
good faith under the bond.
(((d))) (c) Any person who is a purchaser of a check, draft, or
money order from the licensee having a claim against the licensee
for the dishonor of any check, draft, or money order by the drawee
bank, savings bank, or savings and loan association due to
insufficient funds or by reason of the account having been closed,
or who obtained a small loan from the licensee and was damaged
by the licensee's violation of this ((chapter)) subchapter or rules
adopted under this ((chapter)) subchapter, may bring suit upon
such bond or deposit in the superior court of the county in which
the check, draft, or money order was purchased, or in the superior
court of a county in which the licensee maintains a place of
business. Jurisdiction shall be exclusively in the superior court.
Any such action must be brought not later than one year after the
dishonor of the check, draft, or money order on which the claim
is based. In the event valid claims against a bond or deposit
exceed the amount of the bond or deposit, each claimant shall
only be entitled to a pro rata amount, based on the amount of the
claim as it is valid against the bond, or deposit, without regard to
the date of filing of any claim or action.
(((e))) (d) In lieu of the surety bond required by this section,
the applicant for a check seller license may file with the director
a deposit consisting of cash or other security acceptable to the
director in an amount equal to the penal sum of the required bond.
((In lieu of the surety bond required by this section, the applicant
for a small loan endorsement may file with the director a deposit
consisting of cash or other security acceptable to the director in
an amount equal to the penal sum of the required bond, or may

demonstrate to the director net worth in excess of three times the
amount of the penal sum of the required bond.))
The director may adopt rules necessary for the proper
administration of the security or to establish reporting
requirements to ensure that the net worth requirements continue
to be met. A deposit given instead of the bond required by this
section is not an asset of the licensee for the purpose of complying
with the liquid asset provisions of this ((chapter)) subchapter. A
deposit given instead of the bond required by this section is a fund
held in trust for the benefit of eligible claimants under this section
and is not an asset of the estate of any licensee that seeks
protection voluntarily or involuntarily under the bankruptcy laws
of the United States.
(((f))) (e) Such security may be sold by the director at public
auction if it becomes necessary to satisfy the requirements of this
((chapter)) subchapter. Notice of the sale shall be served upon the
licensee who placed the security personally or by mail. If notice
is served by mail, service shall be addressed to the licensee at its
address as it appears in the records of the director. Bearer bonds
of the United States or the state of Washington without a
prevailing market price must be sold at public auction. Such
bonds having a prevailing market price may be sold at private sale
not lower than the prevailing market price. Upon any sale, any
surplus above amounts due shall be returned to the licensee, and
the licensee shall deposit with the director additional security
sufficient to meet the amount required by the director. A deposit
given instead of the bond required by this section shall not be
deemed an asset of the licensee for the purpose of complying with
the liquid asset provisions of this ((chapter)) subchapter.
Sec. 4. RCW 31.45.040 and 2003 c 86 s 4 are each amended
to read as follows:
(1) The director shall conduct an investigation of every
applicant to determine the financial responsibility, experience,
character, and general fitness of the applicant. The director shall
issue the applicant a license to engage in the business of cashing
or selling checks, or both, ((or a small loan endorsement,)) if the
director determines to his or her satisfaction that:
(a) The applicant has satisfied the requirements of RCW
31.45.030;
(b) The applicant is financially responsible and appears to be
able to conduct the business of cashing or selling checks ((or
making small loans)) in an honest, fair, and efficient manner with
the confidence and trust of the community; and
(c) The applicant has the required bonds, or has provided an
acceptable alternative form of financial security.
(2) The director may refuse to issue a license ((or small loan
endorsement)) if he or she finds that the applicant, or any person
who is a director, officer, partner, agent, sole proprietor, owner,
or controlling person of the applicant, has been convicted of a
felony in any jurisdiction within seven years of filing the present
application or is associating or consorting with any person who
has been convicted of a felony in any jurisdiction within seven
years of filing the present application. The term "substantial
stockholder" as used in this subsection, means a person owning
or controlling ten percent or more of the total outstanding shares
of the applicant corporation.
(3) A license ((or small loan endorsement)) may not be issued
to an applicant:
(a) Whose license to conduct business under this ((chapter))
subchapter, or any similar statute in any other jurisdiction, has
been suspended or revoked within five years of the filing of the
present application;
(b) Who has been banned from the industry by an
administrative order issued by the director or the director's
designee, for the period specified in the administrative order; or
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a receipt for each transaction. The receipt must include the name
(c) When any person who is a sole proprietor, owner, director,
officer, partner, agent, or controlling person of the applicant has
of the licensee, the type and amount of the transaction, and the fee
or fees charged for the transaction.
been banned from the industry in an administrative order issued
(2) Each licensee shall keep and maintain such business
by the director, for the period specified in the administrative
books, accounts, and records as the director may require to fulfill
order.
the purposes of this ((chapter)) subchapter. Every licensee shall
(4) A license ((or small loan endorsement)) issued under this
((chapter)) subchapter shall be conspicuously posted in the place
preserve such books, accounts, and records as required in rule by
of business of the licensee. The license is not transferable or
the director for at least two years from the completion of the
transaction. Records may be maintained on an electronic,
assignable.
(5) A license ((or small loan endorsement)) issued in
magnetic, optical, or other storage media. However, the licensee
accordance with this ((chapter)) subchapter remains in force and
must maintain the necessary technology to permit access to the
records by the department for the period required under this
effect until surrendered, suspended, or revoked, or until the
((chapter)) subchapter.
license expires as a result of nonpayment of the annual assessment
(3) A check, draft, or money order sold by a licensee shall be
fee.
drawn on an account of a licensee maintained in a federally
Sec. 5. RCW 31.45.050 and 2003 c 86 s 5 are each amended
insured financial institution authorized to do business in the state
to read as follows:
of Washington.
(1) Each applicant and licensee shall pay to the director an
Sec. 7. RCW 31.45.070 and 2012 c 17 s 9 are each amended
investigation or examination fee as established in rule and an
to read as follows:
annual assessment fee for the coming year in an amount
(1) No licensee may engage in a loan business; the negotiation
determined by rule as necessary to cover the operation of the
of loans; or the discounting of notes, bills of exchange, checks, or
program. The annual assessment fee is due upon the annual
other evidences of debt in the same premises where a check
assessment fee due date as established in rule. Nonpayment of the
cashing or selling business is conducted, unless the licensee:
annual assessment fee may result in expiration of the license as
(a) Is conducting the activities of pawnbroker as defined in
provided in subsection (2) of this section. In establishing the fees,
RCW 19.60.010;
the director shall differentiate between check cashing and check
(b) Is a properly licensed consumer loan company under
selling ((and making small loans,)) and consider at least the
chapter 31.04 RCW; or
volume of business, level of risk, and potential harm to the public
related to each activity. The fees collected shall be deposited to
(c) Is conducting other lending activity permitted in the state
the credit of the financial services regulation fund in accordance
of Washington((; or
with RCW 43.320.110.
(d) Has a small loan endorsement issued under this chapter)).
(2) If a licensee does not pay its annual assessment fee by the
(2) Except as otherwise permitted in this ((chapter))
annual assessment fee due date as specified in rule, the director or
subchapter, no licensee may at any time cash or advance any
moneys on a postdated check or draft. However, a licensee may
the director's designee shall send the licensee a notice of
cash a check payable on the first banking day following the date
suspension and assess the licensee a late fee not to exceed twentyof cashing if:
five percent of the annual assessment fee as established in rule by
(a) The check is drawn by the United States, the state of
the director. The licensee's payment of both the annual assessment
Washington, or any political subdivision of the state, or by any
fee and the late fee must arrive in the department's offices by 5:00
department or agency of the state or its subdivisions; or
p.m. on the tenth day after the annual assessment fee due date,
unless the department is not open for business on that date, in
(b) The check is a payroll check drawn by an employer to the
order of its employee in payment for services performed by the
which case the licensee's payment of both the annual assessment
fee and the late fee must arrive in the department's offices by 5:00
employee.
(3) Except as otherwise permitted in this ((chapter))
p.m. on the next occurring day that the department is open for
business. If the payment of both the annual assessment fee and
subchapter, no licensee may agree to hold a check or draft for later
the late fee does not arrive prior to such time and date, then the
deposit. A licensee must deposit all checks and drafts cashed by
expiration of the licensee's license is effective at 5:00 p.m. on the
the licensee as soon as practicable.
thirtieth day after the assessment fee due date. The director or the
(4) No licensee may issue or cause to be issued any check,
director's designee may reinstate the license if, within twenty days
draft, or money order, or other commercial paper serving the same
after the effective date of expiration, the licensee:
purpose, that is drawn upon the trust account of a licensee without
(a) Pays both the annual assessment fee and the late fee; and
concurrently receiving the full principal amount, in cash, or by
(b) Attests under penalty of perjury that it did not engage in
check, draft, or money order from a third party believed to be
conduct requiring a license under this ((chapter)) subchapter
valid.
during the period its license was expired, as confirmed by an
(5) Each licensee shall comply with all applicable state and
investigation by the director or the director's designee.
federal statutes relating to the activities governed by this
(3) If a licensee intends to do business at a new location, to
((chapter)) subchapter.
close an existing place of business, or to relocate an existing place
Sec. 8. RCW 31.45.090 and 2005 c 274 s 257 are each
of business, the licensee shall provide written notification of that
amended to read as follows:
intention to the director no less than thirty days before the
(1) Each licensee shall submit to the director, in a form
proposed establishing, closing, or moving of a place of business.
approved by the director, a report containing financial statements
Sec. 6. RCW 31.45.060 and 2003 c 86 s 6 are each amended
covering the calendar year or, if the licensee has an established
to read as follows:
fiscal year, then for such fiscal year, within one hundred five days
(1) A schedule of the fees and the charges for the cashing and
after the close of each calendar or fiscal year. The licensee shall
selling of checks, drafts, money orders, or other commercial paper
also file such additional relevant information as the director may
serving the same purpose shall be conspicuously and
require. Any information provided by a licensee in an annual
continuously posted in every location licensed under this
report that constitutes a trade secret under chapter 19.108 RCW
((chapter)) subchapter. The licensee shall provide to its customer
is exempt from disclosure under chapter 42.56 RCW, unless
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aggregated with information supplied by other licensees in such a
manner that the licensee's individual information is not
identifiable. Any information provided by the licensee that allows
identification of the licensee may only be used for purposes
reasonably related to the regulation of licensees to ensure
compliance with this ((chapter)) subchapter.
(2) A licensee whose license has been suspended or revoked
shall submit to the director, at the licensee's expense, within one
hundred five days after the effective date of such surrender or
revocation, a closing audit report containing audited financial
statements as of such effective date for the twelve months ending
with such effective date.
(3) The director shall adopt rules specifying the form and
content of such audit reports and may require additional reporting
as is necessary for the director to ensure compliance with this
((chapter)) subchapter.
Sec. 9. RCW 31.45.100 and 2003 c 86 s 16 are each
amended to read as follows:
The director or the director's designee may at any time
examine and investigate the business and examine the books,
accounts, records, and files, or other information, wherever
located, of any licensee or person who the director has reason to
believe is engaging in the business governed by this ((chapter))
subchapter. For these purposes, the director or the director's
designee may require the attendance of and examine under oath
all persons whose testimony may be required about the business
or the subject matter of the investigation. The director or the
director's designee may require the production of original books,
accounts, records, files, or other information, or may make copies
of such original books, accounts, records, files, or other
information. The director or the director's designee may issue a
subpoena or subpoena duces tecum requiring attendance and
testimony, or the production of the books, accounts, records, files,
or other information. The director shall collect from the licensee
the actual cost of the examination or investigation.
Sec. 10. RCW 31.45.105 and 2012 c 17 s 10 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) It is a violation of this ((chapter)) subchapter for any
person subject to this ((chapter)) subchapter to:
(a) Directly or indirectly employ any scheme, device, or
artifice to defraud or mislead any ((borrower, to defraud or
mislead any lender, or to defraud or mislead any)) person;
(b) Directly or indirectly engage in any unfair or deceptive
practice toward any person; and
(c) Directly or indirectly obtain property by fraud or
misrepresentation((;
(d) Make a small loan to any person physically located in
Washington through use of the internet, facsimile, telephone,
kiosk, or other means without first obtaining a small loan
endorsement; and
(e) Sell in a retail installment transaction under chapter 63.14
RCW open loop prepaid access (prepaid access as defined in 31
C.F.R. Part 1010.100(ww) and not closed loop prepaid access as
defined in 31 C.F.R. Part 1010.100(kkk)))).
(2) It is a violation of this ((chapter)) subchapter for any
person subject to this ((chapter)) subchapter to:
(a) Advertise, print, display, publish, distribute, or broadcast
or cause or permit to be advertised, printed, displayed, published,
distributed,
or
((broadcast
F:\Journal\2015
Journal\Journal2015\LegDay058\broadcasted.docF:\Journal\201
5 Journal\Journal2015\LegDay058\broadcasted.doc was not
found)) broadcasted any statement or representation that is false,
misleading, or deceptive, or that omits material information;
(b) Fail to pay the annual assessment by the date and time as
specified in RCW 31.45.050;

(c) Fail to pay any other fee, assessment, or moneys due the
department.
(3) In addition to any other penalties, any transaction in
violation of subsection (1) of this section is uncollectible and
unenforceable.
Sec. 11. RCW 31.45.110 and 2014 c 36 s 7 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The director may issue and serve upon a licensee or
applicant, or any director, officer, sole proprietor, partner, or
controlling person of a licensee or applicant, a statement of
charges if, in the opinion of the director, any licensee or applicant,
or any director, officer, sole proprietor, partner, or controlling
person of a licensee or applicant:
(a) Is engaging or has engaged in an unsafe or unsound
financial practice in conducting a business governed by this
((chapter)) subchapter;
(b) Is violating or has violated this ((chapter)) subchapter,
including violations of:
(i) Any rules, orders, or subpoenas issued by the director
under any act;
(ii) Any condition imposed in writing by the director in
connection with the granting of any application or other request
by the licensee; or
(iii) Any written agreement made with the director;
(c) Is about to do the acts prohibited in (a) or (b) of this
subsection when the opinion that the threat exists is based upon
reasonable cause;
(d) Obtains a license by means of fraud, misrepresentation,
concealment, or through mistake or inadvertence of the director;
(e) Provides false statements or omits material information on
an application;
(f) Knowingly or negligently omits material information
during or in response to an examination or in connection with an
investigation by the director;
(g) Fails to pay a fee or assessment required by the director or
any multistate licensing system prescribed by the director, or fails
to maintain the required bond or deposit;
(h) Commits a crime against the laws of any jurisdiction
involving moral turpitude, financial misconduct, or dishonest
dealings. For the purposes of this section, a certified copy of the
final holding of any court, tribunal, agency, or administrative
body of competent jurisdiction is conclusive evidence in any
hearing under this ((chapter)) subchapter;
(i) Knowingly commits or is a party to any material fraud,
misrepresentation, concealment, conspiracy, collusion, trick,
scheme, or device whereby any other person relying upon the
word, representation, or conduct acts to his or her injury or
damage;
(j) Converts any money or its equivalent to his or her own use
or to the use of his or her principal or of any other person;
(k) Fails to disclose any information within his or her
knowledge or fails to produce any document, book, or record in
his or her possession for inspection by the director upon demand;
(l) Commits any act of fraudulent or dishonest dealing. For
the purposes of this section, a certified copy of the final holding
of any court, tribunal, agency, or administrative body of
competent jurisdiction is conclusive evidence in any hearing
under this ((chapter)) subchapter;
(m) Commits an act or engages in conduct that demonstrates
incompetence or untrustworthiness, or is a source of injury and
loss to the public;
(n) Violates any applicable state or federal law relating to the
activities governed by this ((chapter)) subchapter.
(2) The statement of charges must be issued under chapter
34.05 RCW. The director or the director's designee may impose
the following sanctions against any licensee or applicant, or any
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directors, officers, sole proprietors, partners, controlling persons,
RCW 19.86.020. Remedies available under chapter 19.86 RCW
or employees of a licensee or applicant:
shall not affect any other remedy the injured party may have.
(a) Deny, revoke, suspend, or condition a license ((or small
Sec. 15. RCW 31.45.200 and 1994 c 92 s 291 are each
loan endorsement));
amended to read as follows:
(b) Order the licensee or person to cease and desist from
The director has the power, and broad administrative
practices that violate this ((chapter)) subchapter or constitute
discretion, to administer and interpret the provisions of this
unsafe and unsound financial practices;
((chapter)) subchapter to ensure the protection of the public.
(c) Impose a fine not to exceed one hundred dollars per day
NEW SECTION. Sec. 16. Subject to section 59 of this act,
for each day's violation of this ((chapter)) subchapter;
the following acts or parts of acts are each repealed, effective July
(d) Order restitution or refunds to borrowers or other parties
1, 2016, or on and after the effective date of the final rules adopted
for violations of this ((chapter)) subchapter or take other
by the director implementing this act, whichever is later:
affirmative action as necessary to comply with this ((chapter))
(1)RCW 31.45.073 (Making small loans—Endorsement
subchapter; and
required—Due date—Termination date—Maximum amount—
(e) Remove from office or ban from participation in the affairs
Installment plans—Interest—Fees—Postdated check or draft as
of any licensee any director, officer, sole proprietor, partner,
security) and 2009 c 510 s 3, 2003 c 86 s 8, & 1995 c 18 s 2;
controlling person, or employee of a licensee.
(2)RCW 31.45.077 (Small loan endorsement—Application—
(3) The proceedings to impose the sanctions described in
Form—Information—Exemption from disclosure—Fees) and
subsection (2) of this section, including any hearing or appeal of
2005 c 274 s 256, 2003 c 86 s 9, 2001 c 177 s 13, & 1995 c 18 s
the statement of charges, are governed by chapter 34.05 RCW.
3;
The statute of limitations on actions not subject to RCW 4.16.160
(3)RCW 31.45.079 (Making small loans—Agent for a
that are brought under this ((chapter)) subchapter by the director
licensee or exempt entity—Federal preemption) and 2003 c 86 s
is five years.
10;
(4)RCW 31.45.082 (Delinquent small loan—Restrictions on
(4) Unless the licensee or person personally appears at the
hearing or is represented by a duly authorized representative, the
collection by licensee or third party—Definitions) and 2009 c 13
s 1 & 2003 c 86 s 11;
licensee is deemed to have consented to the statement of charges
and the sanctions imposed in the statement of charges.
(5)RCW 31.45.084 (Small loan installment plan—Terms—
Restrictions) and 2009 c 510 s 4 & 2003 c 86 s 12;
(5) Except to the extent prohibited by another statute, the
director may engage in informal settlement of complaints or
(6)RCW
31.45.085
(Loan
application—Required
statement—Rules) and 2009 c 510 s 5;
enforcement actions including, but not limited to, payment to the
department for purposes of financial literacy and education
(7)RCW 31.45.086 (Small loans—Right of rescission) and
2003 c 86 s 13;
programs authorized under RCW 43.320.150.
Sec. 12. RCW 31.45.150 and 1994 c 92 s 287 are each
(8)RCW 31.45.088 (Small loans—Disclosure requirements—
Advertising—Making loan) and 2003 c 86 s 14;
amended to read as follows:
Whenever as a result of an examination or report it appears to
(9)RCW 31.45.093 (Information system—Access—Required
information—Fees—Rules) and 2009 c 510 s 6;
the director that:
(1) The capital of any licensee is impaired;
(10)RCW 31.45.095 (Report by director—Contents) and
2009 c 510 s 7; and
(2) Any licensee is conducting its business in such an unsafe
or unsound manner as to render its further operations hazardous
(11)RCW 31.45.210 (Military borrowers—Licensee's duty—
Definition) and 2005 c 256 s 1.
to the public;
(3) Any licensee has suspended payment of its trust
NEW SECTION. Sec. 17. A new section is added to
obligations;
chapter 31.45 RCW under the subchapter heading "check cashers
(4) Any licensee has refused to submit its books, papers, and
and sellers" to read as follows:
affairs to the inspection of the director or the director's examiner;
(1) Small loans made pursuant to this chapter as it existed
(5) Any officer of any licensee refuses to be examined under
before the effective date of this section may no longer be made on
oath regarding the business of the licensee;
and after July 1, 2016, or on and after the effective date of the
(6) Any licensee neglects or refuses to comply with any order
final rules adopted by the director implementing this act,
of the director made pursuant to this ((chapter)) subchapter unless
whichever is later, provided the subchapter "small consumer
the enforcement of such order is restrained in a proceeding
installment loans" becomes law as it is enacted by the legislature.
(2) Provided subsection (1) of this section becomes law as
brought by such licensee;
the director may immediately take possession of the property
enacted by the legislature and the director adopts final rules
and business of the licensee and retain possession until the
implementing this act, all small loan licensees must surrender
their small loan license in accordance with the closure rules
licensee resumes business or its affairs are finally liquidated as
provided in RCW 31.45.160. The licensee may resume business
adopted by the director and pay any applicable assessments due.
Notwithstanding surrender or such closure rules, a small loan
upon such terms as the director may prescribe.
Sec. 13. RCW 31.45.180 and 1994 c 92 s 290 are each
licensee may collect a small loan with an outstanding balance.
The director has the authority to transition the database for small
amended to read as follows:
loans as necessary. The director may adopt rules to implement
Any person who violates or participates in the violation of any
this section.
provision of the rules or orders of the director or of this ((chapter))
subchapter is guilty of a misdemeanor.
(3) This section is only effective provided section 16 of this
act becomes law as enacted by the legislature.
Sec. 14. RCW 31.45.190 and 1991 c 355 s 19 are each
(4) The director must provide notice of the effective date of
amended to read as follows:
The legislature finds and declares that any violation of this
the final rules adopted under this section to affected parties, the
chief clerk of the house of representatives, the secretary of the
((chapter)) subchapter substantially affects the public interest and
senate, the office of the code reviser, and others as deemed
is an unfair and deceptive act or practice and an unfair method of
appropriate by the director.
competition in the conduct of trade or commerce as set forth in
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(5) The director or the director's designee shall take the
actions necessary to ensure sections 1 through 18 of this act are
implemented.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 18. A new section is added to
chapter 31.45 RCW under the subchapter heading "check cashers
and sellers" to read as follows:
Effective January 1, 2016, the director shall establish, set, and
adjust by rule the amount of all fees and charges authorized by
this subchapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 19. RCW 31.45.010 through
31.45.210 constitute the subchapter "check cashers and sellers."
SMALL CONSUMER INSTALLMENT LOANS
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 20.
DEFINITIONS.
The
definitions in this section apply throughout this subchapter unless
the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Authenticate" means the same as defined in RCW
62A.9A-102.
(2) "Borrower" means a natural person who receives a small
consumer installment loan.
(3) "Controlling person" means a person owning or
controlling ten percent or more of the total outstanding shares of
the applicant or licensee, if the applicant or licensee is a
corporation, and a member who owns ten percent or more of a
limited liability company or limited liability partnership.
(4) "Department" means the department of financial
institutions.
(5) "Director" means the director of the department.
(6) "Final payment date" means the date of the borrower's last
scheduled payment on a small consumer installment loan.
(7) "Gross monthly income" means a borrower's or potential
borrower's gross monthly income as demonstrated by evidence of
income, including, but not limited to, a pay stub, documentation
reflecting receipt of public benefits, tax returns, bank statements,
or other documentation.
(8) "License" means a license issued by the director under this
subchapter.
(9) "Licensee" means a single small consumer installment
lender licensed by the director to engage in business in
accordance with this subchapter. "Licensee" also means a lender,
whether located within or outside of this state, who fails to obtain
a license required by this subchapter.
(10) "Loaned amount" means the principal amount of the loan
exclusive of any interest, fees, penalties, or charges authorized by
this subchapter.
(11) "Military borrower" means:
(a) A "covered borrower" as defined in 32 C.F.R. Sec. 232.3;
and
(b)(i) A member of the reserve components of the United
States army, navy, air force, marine corps, coast guard, army
national guard, or air national guard; and
(ii) A spouse or dependent child of a person under (b)(i) of
this subsection.
(12) "Person" means an individual, partnership, association,
limited liability company, limited liability partnership, trust,
corporation, and any other legal entity.
(13) "Record" means the same as defined in RCW 62A.1-201.
(14) "Scheduled payment" means any single payment
disclosed in a payment schedule on a federal truth in lending act
disclosure. "Scheduled payment" does not mean an actual
payment on a date different than a payment on the loan payment
schedule, or the payment in full of a loan before the final payment
date on the loan payment schedule.
(15) "Small consumer installment loan" means a loan for
personal, family, or household purposes made to a natural person
in a single advance with terms as provided for in this subchapter.

(16) "Truth in lending act" means the truth in lending act, 15
U.S.C. Sec. 1601 and Regulation Z, 12 C.F.R. Part 1026.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 21. APPLICABILITY. (1) Any
small consumer installment loan made to a resident of this state is
subject to the authority and restrictions of this subchapter.
(2) This subchapter does not apply to the following:
(a) Any person doing business under, and as permitted by, any
law of this state or of the United States relating to banks, savings
banks, trust companies, savings and loan or building and loan
associations, or credit unions; or
(b) Loans made under chapters 19.60 and 31.04 RCW.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 22. LICENSE REQUIRED. No
person may engage in advertising or making small consumer
installment loans without first obtaining a license from the
director in accordance with this subchapter. A license is required
for each location where a licensee engages in the business of
making small consumer installment loans.
NEW
SECTION.
Sec.
23.
LICENSE—
APPLICATION—FEE—BOND—INFORMATION
FROM
APPLICANTS. (1) Each application for a license must be in
writing in a form prescribed by the director and must contain the
following information:
(a) The legal name, residence, and business address of the
applicant and, if the applicant is a partnership, association, limited
liability company, limited liability partnership, or corporation, of
every member, officer, principal, or director thereof;
(b) The location where the initial registered office of the
applicant will be located;
(c) The complete address of any other locations at which the
applicant currently proposes to engage in making small consumer
installment loans; and
(d) Such other data, financial statements, and pertinent
information as the director may require with respect to the
applicant, its members, principals, or officers.
(2) As part of or in connection with an application for any
license under this section, or periodically, each officer, director,
and owner applicant shall furnish information concerning his or
her identity, including fingerprints for submission to the
Washington state patrol or the federal bureau of investigation for
a state and national criminal history background check, personal
history, experience, business record, purposes, and other pertinent
facts, as the director may reasonably require. As part of or in
connection with an application for a license under this subchapter,
or periodically upon license renewal, the director is authorized to
receive criminal history record information that includes
nonconviction data as defined in RCW 10.97.030. The director
may only disseminate nonconviction data obtained under this
section to criminal justice agencies. This section does not apply
to financial institutions regulated under chapters 31.12 and 31.13
RCW and Titles 30A, 32, and 33 RCW.
(3) Any information in the application regarding the personal
residential address or telephone number of the applicant, any
financial information about the applicant and entities owned or
controlled by the applicant, and any trade secret as defined in
RCW 19.108.010 including any financial statement that is a trade
secret, is exempt from the public records disclosure requirements
of chapter 42.56 RCW.
(4) The application must be filed together with an application
fee established by rule by the director. The fees collected must be
deposited to the credit of the financial services regulation fund in
accordance with RCW 43.320.110.
(5) Each applicant shall file and maintain a surety bond,
approved by the director, executed by the applicant as obligor and
by a surety company authorized to do a surety business in this
state as surety, whose liability as a surety does not exceed, in the
aggregate, the penal sum of the bond. The penal sum of the bond
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(3) The loaned amount and accrued interest and fees must be
must be a minimum of thirty thousand dollars and a maximum of
two hundred fifty thousand dollars based on the annual dollar
fully repayable in substantially equal and consecutive
amount of loans originated. The bond must run to the state of
installments according to a payment schedule agreed to by the
Washington as obligee for the use and benefit of the state and of
parties;
any person or persons who may have a cause of action against the
(4) A loan term must not be less than one hundred eighty days;
obligor under this subchapter. The bond must be conditioned that
(5) A loan term must not be more than one hundred ninety
the obligor as licensee will faithfully conform to and abide by this
days;
subchapter and all the rules adopted under this subchapter. The
(6) The loaned amount and accrued interest and fees must be
bond must pay to the state and any person or persons having a
fully amortized over the term of the loan; and
cause of action against the obligor all moneys that may become
(7) The borrower's repayment obligations must not be secured
due and owing to the state and those persons under and by virtue
by a lien on any real or personal property.
of this subchapter.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 27.
LIMITATIONS ON
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 24.
APPLICATION FOR
INTEREST AND CHARGES. Notwithstanding any other
LICENSE—FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY—DIRECTOR'S
provision of law, a licensee, in addition to collecting the principal
INVESTIGATION.
(1) The director shall conduct an
amount of the loan:
investigation of every applicant to determine the financial
(1) May charge, contract for, and receive interest of no more
responsibility, experience, character, and general fitness of the
than thirty-six percent per annum on the outstanding unpaid
applicant. The director shall issue the applicant a license to
balance of the loaned amount, exclusive of fees, penalties, or
engage in the business of making small consumer installment
charges authorized by this subchapter;
loans, if the director determines that:
(2) May charge a loan origination fee on a small consumer
(a) The applicant has satisfied the licensing requirements of
installment loan not to exceed fifteen percent of the loaned
this subchapter;
amount. The origination fee shall not be precomputed, but shall
(b) The applicant is financially responsible and appears to be
accrue each day until the loan is repaid in full. The amount that
able to conduct the business of making small consumer
accrues each day shall be equal to the total amount of the
installment loans in an honest, fair, and efficient manner with the
origination fee divided by the number of days in the loan term.
confidence and trust of the community and in accordance with
Notwithstanding this subsection, a small consumer installment
this subchapter; and
loan licensee must provide a full refund of all charges after
(c) The applicant has the required bond.
rescission as provided in section 31 of this act;
(2) The director may refuse to issue a license if he or she finds
(3) May charge a monthly maintenance fee on a small
that the applicant, or any person who is a director, officer, partner,
consumer installment loan, not to exceed seven and one-half
agent, sole proprietor, owner, or controlling person of the
percent of the loaned amount. A monthly maintenance fee is fully
applicant, has been convicted of a felony in any jurisdiction
earned at the end of each month after the loan origination date
within seven years of filing the present application or is
when the borrower has a balance outstanding on the last day of
associating or consorting with any person who has been convicted
the month and is not subject to refund. Notwithstanding this
of a felony in any jurisdiction within seven years of filing the
subsection, maintenance fees for a small consumer installment
present application.
loan shall not exceed an amount equal to forty-five dollars for
(3) A license may not be issued to an applicant:
each month the loan remains unpaid. For the purpose of this
(a) Whose license to conduct business under this subchapter,
subsection, a "month" is measured from a given date of a given
or any similar statute in any other jurisdiction, has been
calendar month to the same date of the subsequent calendar
suspended or revoked within five years of the filing of the present
month. If the origination date of the small consumer installment
application;
loan is the last day of a month, months are measured from the last
(b) Who has been banned from the industry by an
day of that month to the last day of each following month. If the
administrative order issued by the director or the director's
origination date of the small consumer installment loan is the 29th
designee, for the period specified in the administrative order; or
or 30th of a month, the last day of February must be used when
(c) Who has advertised or made internet loans in violation of
applicable;
this subchapter.
(4) Is prohibited from charging or collecting interest or fees
(4) A license issued in accordance with this subchapter
allowed by subsections (1) through (3) of this section in excess of
remains in force and effect until surrendered, suspended, or
the interest and fees disclosed in the loan agreement, regardless
revoked, or until the license expires as a result of nonpayment of
of whether there is an outstanding balance after the final payment
the annual assessment fee as defined in this subchapter.
date;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 25. MULTISTATE LICENSING
(5) May contract with the borrower to repay the small
consumer installment loan in installments that are substantially
SYSTEM—DIRECTOR'S DISCRETION. Applicants may be
equal in amount which may be repayable weekly, biweekly,
required to make application through a multistate licensing
system as prescribed by the director. Existing licensees may be
semimonthly, monthly, or in such other repayment frequency as
the licensee and borrower may agree;
required to transition onto a multistate licensing system as
(6) May include in the amount of each scheduled payment all
prescribed by the director. The applicant shall pay to the
or part of the following, as applicable: (a) The accrued, pro rata
nationwide multistate licensing system any additional fee to
portion of the origination fee; (b) a portion of the monthly
participate in the system.
maintenance fee equal to the aggregate of all monthly
NEW SECTION. Sec. 26. TERMS OF LOANS. A small
maintenance fees permitted under subsection (3) of this section
consumer installment loan is subject to the following limitations:
divided by the total number of scheduled installment payments;
(1) The interest charged on the loaned amount must not
(c) accrued interest; and (d) principal;
exceed thirty-six percent per annum, exclusive of fees, penalties,
(7) Is prohibited from making a small consumer installment
or charges authorized by this subchapter;
loan to a borrower if the loaned amount exceeds thirty percent of
(2) The loaned amount must not exceed seven hundred
the borrower's gross monthly income. Gross monthly income
dollars;
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must be evidenced by a pay stub or other evidence of income at
least once every one hundred eighty days, and such evidence must
(a) be no more than forty-five days old when presented to the
licensee and (b) have been presented to the licensee no more than
one hundred eighty days before the date on which the small
consumer installment loan is made;
(8) May, in the event that any scheduled payment is
delinquent thirty days or more:
(a) Charge and collect a penalty of not more than twenty-five
dollars per loan; and
(b) Declare the entire loan due and payable and proceed to
collect the small consumer installment loan, including only the
unpaid balance of the loaned amount and all interest, loan
origination, and monthly maintenance fees and penalties accrued
at the time the entire loan is declared due and payable;
(9) May collect from the borrower reasonable attorneys' fees,
actual expenses, and costs incurred in connection with the
collection of any amounts due to a licensee with respect to a small
consumer installment loan;
(10) Is prohibited from charging a prepayment fee. A
borrower is allowed to pay all or part of a small consumer
installment loan before the maturity date without incurring any
additional fee;
(11) Is prohibited from requiring a borrower to purchase addon products such as credit insurance; and
(12) Is prohibited from charging any other interest, fees,
penalties, or charges, except those provided in this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 28. LOAN AGREEMENT—
REQUIRED CONTENTS. A licensee making a small consumer
installment loan must document the transaction by use of a record
authenticated by the licensee and the borrower. This record must
set forth the terms and conditions of the loan, including, but not
limited to:
(1) The name and address of the borrower and the licensee;
(2) The transaction date;
(3) The loaned amount;
(4) A statement of the total amount of finance charges
charged, expressed both as a dollar amount and an annual
percentage rate, calculated in accordance with the truth in lending
act;
(5) The installment payment schedule;
(6) The right to rescind the loan on or before the close of
business on the next day of business at the location where the loan
was originated;
(7) A notice to the borrower that delinquency on one
scheduled payment may result in a penalty of not more than
twenty-five dollars per loan and/or acceleration of the loan;
(8) A description of the methods by which loan payments may
be made, which may include cash, check, electronic fund transfers
through automated clearing house or debit network, or any
additional method of loan payment authorized by the director
after rule making. However, (a) a licensee may not condition an
extension of credit under a small consumer installment loan on
the borrower's repayment by preauthorized electronic fund
transfers, and (b) a postdated check or electronic payment
authorization used to make a payment on a small consumer
installment loan must not be considered security or collateral for
the loan; and
(9) A notice to the borrower in at least ten-point type that
states:
A SMALL CONSUMER INSTALLMENT LOAN IS NOT
INTENDED TO MEET LONG-TERM FINANCIAL NEEDS.
A SMALL CONSUMER INSTALLMENT LOAN SHOULD
BE USED ONLY TO MEET SHORT-TERM CASH NEEDS.
WHILE YOU ARE NOT REQUIRED TO REPAY THIS
LOAN BEFORE ITS DUE DATE, IT IS IN YOUR BEST

INTEREST TO DO SO. THE SOONER YOU REPAY THE
LOAN, THE LESS IN INTEREST, FEES, AND OTHER
CHARGES YOU WILL PAY.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 29. NOTICE OF FEES AND
CHARGES—RECEIPT. (1) A schedule of the fees, penalties,
and charges for taking out a small consumer installment loan must
be conspicuously and continuously posted in every location
licensed under this subchapter.
(2) The licensee shall provide to the borrower a receipt for
each small consumer loan transaction. The receipt must include
the name of the licensee, the type and amount of the transaction,
and the fees and charges charged for the transaction.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 30.
DISBURSEMENT OF
PROCEEDS. A licensee may disburse the proceeds of a small
consumer installment loan in the form of a check drawn on the
licensee's bank account, in cash, by money order, by prepaid card,
by electronic funds transfer, or by other method authorized by the
director after rule making.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 31. RESCISSION. A borrower
may rescind a small consumer installment loan, on or before the
close of business on the next day of business at the location where
the loan was originated, by returning the principal in cash, the
original check disbursed by the licensee, or the other
disbursement of loan proceeds from the licensee to fund the loan.
The licensee may not charge the borrower for rescinding the loan
and must refund any loan fees and interest received. The licensee
shall conspicuously disclose to the borrower the right of
rescission in writing in the loan agreement.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 32. DELINQUENT SMALL
CONSUMER INSTALLMENT LOAN—RESTRICTIONS ON
COLLECTION BY LICENSEE OR THIRD PARTY. (1) A
licensee shall comply with all applicable state and federal laws
when collecting a delinquent small consumer installment loan. A
licensee may take civil action to collect principal, interest, fees,
penalties, charges, and costs allowed under this subchapter. A
licensee may not threaten criminal prosecution as a method of
collecting a delinquent small consumer installment loan or
threaten to take any legal action against the borrower which the
licensee may not legally take.
(2) Unless invited by the borrower, a licensee may not visit a
borrower's residence or place of employment for the purpose of
collecting a delinquent small consumer installment loan. A
licensee may not impersonate a law enforcement official, or make
any statements which might be construed as indicating an official
connection with any federal, state, county, or city law
enforcement agency, or any other governmental agency, while
engaged in collecting a small consumer installment loan.
(3) A licensee may not communicate with a borrower in such
a manner as to harass, intimidate, abuse, or embarrass a borrower,
including but not limited to communication at an unreasonable
hour, with unreasonable frequency, by threats of force or
violence, or by use of offensive language. A communication is
presumed to have been made for the purposes of harassment if it
is initiated by the licensee for the purposes of collection and:
(a) It is made with a borrower, spouse, or domestic partner in
any form, manner, or place, more than three times in a single
week;
(b) It is made with a borrower at his or her place of
employment more than one time in a single week or made to a
borrower after the licensee has been informed that the borrower's
employer prohibits these communications;
(c) It is made with the borrower, spouse, or domestic partner
at his or her place of residence between the hours of 9:00 p.m. and
7:30 a.m.; or
(d) It is made to a party other than the borrower, the
borrower's attorney, the licensee's attorney, or a consumer
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contract a database vendor, and set licensee fees to operate and
reporting agency if otherwise permitted by law except for
administer the database system.
purposes of acquiring location or contact information about the
(6) The information in the database described in this section
borrower.
is exempt from public disclosure under chapter 42.56 RCW.
(4) A licensee is required to maintain a communication log of
NEW SECTION. Sec. 34. MILITARY BORROWERS.
all telephone and written communications with a borrower
(1) A licensee is prohibited from extending a small consumer
initiated by the licensee regarding any collection efforts including
date, time, and the nature of each communication.
installment loan to any military borrower. In determining if a
borrower is a military borrower and is ineligible to obtain a small
(5) If a dishonored check is assigned to any third party for
collection, this section applies to the third party for the collection
consumer installment loan, a licensee may rely upon a statement
provided by a borrower on a form prescribed by rule by the
of the dishonored check.
(6) For the purposes of this section, "communication"
director. The form must apply standards to all military borrowers
that are similar to the covered borrower identification statement
includes any contact with a borrower, initiated by the licensee, in
person, by telephone, or in writing (including emails, text
standards of 32 C.F.R. Sec. 232.5(a)(1).
(2) The director must adopt rules to implement this section.
messages, and other electronic writing) regarding the collection
of a delinquent small consumer installment loan, but does not
NEW SECTION. Sec. 35. REPAYMENT PLAN. (1) If
include any of the following:
a small consumer installment loan licensee attempts to collect the
(a) Communication while a borrower is physically present in
outstanding balance on a small consumer installment loan in
the licensee's place of business;
default by commencing any civil action, the small consumer
(b) An unanswered telephone call in which no message (other
installment loan licensee shall first offer the borrower an
than a caller identification) is left, unless the telephone call
opportunity to enter into a repayment plan. The small consumer
violates subsection (3)(c) of this section; and
installment loan licensee:
(c) An initial letter to the borrower that includes disclosures
(a) Is required to make the repayment plan offer available to
intended to comply with the applicable provisions of the federal
the borrower for a period of at least fifteen days after the date of
fair debt collection practices act.
the offer; and
(7) For the purposes of this section:
(b) Is not required to make such an offer more than once for
(a) A communication occurs at the time it is initiated by a
each loan.
licensee regardless of the time it is received or accessed by the
(2) The repayment plan offer must:
borrower; and
(a) Be in writing and sent by electronic mail to an electronic
(b) A call to a number that the licensee reasonably believes is
mail address provided by the borrower to the licensee, or by
the borrower's cell phone will not constitute a communication
United States mail, return receipt requested, to the borrower's
with a borrower at the borrower's place of employment.
mailing address provided by the borrower to the licensee;
(8) For the purposes of this section, "week" means a series of
(b) State the date by which the borrower must act to enter into
seven consecutive days beginning on a Sunday.
a repayment plan;
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 33.
LOAN FREQUENCY
(c) Briefly explain the procedures the borrower must follow
LIMITATIONS. (1) No licensee may extend to or have open
to enter into a repayment plan;
with a borrower a small consumer installment loan at any time
(d) If the licensee requires the borrower to make an initial
when that borrower has another small consumer installment loan
payment to enter into a repayment plan, briefly explain the
with an outstanding balance with the licensee or another licensee
requirement and state the amount of the initial payment and the
unless the unpaid loaned amount of any and all small consumer
date the initial payment must be made;
(e) State that the borrower has the opportunity to enter into a
installment loans to a borrower at any time does not exceed seven
repayment plan with a term of at least one hundred twenty days
hundred dollars.
after the date the repayment plan is entered into; and
(2) A borrower is prohibited from receiving more than eight
(f) Include the following amounts:
small consumer installment loans from all licensees in any
(i) The initial payment due; and
twelve-month period. A licensee is prohibited from making a
(ii) The total amount due if the borrower enters into a
small consumer installment loan to a borrower if making that
repayment plan.
small consumer installment loan would result in a borrower
receiving more than eight small consumer installment loans from
(3) Under the terms of any repayment plan pursuant to this
section:
all licensees in any twelve-month period.
(a) The borrower must enter into the repayment plan not later
(3) A licensee is prohibited from extending a small consumer
installment loan to a borrower who:
than fifteen days after the date of the repayment plan offer, unless
the licensee allows a longer period;
(a) Is in default on another small consumer installment loan
(b) The licensee must allow the period for repayment to
until after that loan is paid in full or two years have passed from
the origination date of the small consumer installment loan,
extend at least one hundred twenty days after the date of the
whichever occurs first; or
repayment plan, unless the borrower agrees to a shorter term; and
(c) The licensee may require the borrower to make an initial
(b) Is in a repayment plan for a small consumer installment
loan with another licensee.
payment of not more than twenty percent of the total amount due
under the terms of the repayment plan.
(4) A licensee is prohibited from extending a small consumer
installment loan at any time to a borrower who:
(4) If the licensee and borrower enter into a repayment plan
pursuant to this section, the licensee shall honor the terms of the
(a) Has an unpaid small loan made by a licensee under chapter
repayment plan, and the licensee shall not:
31.45 RCW; or
(b) Is in an installment plan under RCW 31.45.088.
(a) Except as otherwise provided by this subchapter, charge
any other amount to a borrower, including, without limitation, any
(5) The director has broad rule-making authority to adopt and
implement a database system to carry out this section. This
amount or charge payable directly or indirectly by the borrower
includes, but is not limited to, taking the steps necessary to
and imposed directly or indirectly by the licensee as an incident
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to or as a condition of entering into a repayment plan, other than
the fees charged pursuant to the original loan agreement;
(b) Accept any collateral from the borrower to enter into the
repayment plan;
(c) Sell to the borrower any insurance or require the borrower
to purchase insurance or any other goods or services to enter into
the repayment plan; and
(d) Attempt to collect an amount that is greater than the
amount owed under the terms of the repayment plan.
(5) If the licensee and borrower enter into a repayment plan
pursuant to this section, the licensee shall:
(a) Prepare a written agreement establishing the repayment
plan; and
(b) Give the borrower a copy of the written repayment
agreement. The written repayment agreement must:
(i) Be signed by the licensee and borrower; and
(ii) Contain all of the terms of the repayment plan, including,
without limitation, the total amount due under the terms of the
repayment plan.
(6) If the borrower defaults on the repayment plan, the
licensee may, without any further notice to the borrower,
commence any civil action and/or pursue any remedy as
otherwise authorized by law.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 36.
RESTRICTION ON
TRANSFER. No licensee may pledge, negotiate, sell, or assign
a small consumer installment loan, except to another licensee or
to a bank, savings bank, trust company, savings and loan or
building and loan association, or credit union organized under the
laws of Washington or the laws of the United States.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 37. PROHIBITED ACTS. (1) It is
a violation of this subchapter for a licensee, its officers, directors,
employees, or independent contractors, or any other person
subject to this subchapter to:
(a) Fail to make disclosures to loan applicants as required by
any applicable state or federal law;
(b) Directly or indirectly employ any scheme, device, or
artifice to defraud or mislead any borrower, to defraud or mislead
any lender, or to defraud or mislead any person;
(c) Directly or indirectly engage in any unfair or deceptive
practice toward any person;
(d) Directly or indirectly obtain property by fraud or
misrepresentation;
(e) Make a small consumer installment loan to any person
physically located in Washington through the use of the internet,
facsimile, telephone, kiosk, or other means without first obtaining
a license;
(f) Make, in any manner, any false or deceptive statement or
representation with regard to the rates, points, or other financing
terms or conditions for a small consumer installment loan or
engage in bait and switch advertising;
(g) Negligently make any false statement or knowingly and
willfully make any omission of material fact in connection with
any reports filed with the department of financial institutions by
a licensee or in connection with any investigation conducted by
the department of financial institutions;
(h) Advertise any rate of interest without conspicuously
disclosing the annual percentage rate implied by that rate of
interest or otherwise fail to comply with any requirement of the
truth in lending act, or any other applicable state or federal
statutes or regulations;
(i) Make small consumer installment loans from any
unlicensed location;
(j) Fail to comply with all applicable state and federal statutes
relating to the activities governed by this subchapter; or
(k) Fail to pay any other fee, assessment, or moneys due the
department.

(2) In addition to any other penalties, any transaction in
violation of subsection (1) of this section is uncollectible and
unenforceable.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 38. INTERNET LENDING. (1)
A licensee may advertise and accept applications for small
consumer installment loans by any lawful medium including, but
not limited to, the internet.
(2) Licensees are prohibited from advertising or making small
consumer installment loans via the internet without first having
obtained a license.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 39. INVESTIGATION AND
EXAMINATION FEES AND ANNUAL ASSESSMENT FEE
REQUIRED—AMOUNTS DETERMINED BY RULE—
FAILURE TO PAY—NOTICE REQUIREMENTS OF
LICENSEE. (1) Each applicant and licensee shall pay to the
director an investigation and examination fee as established in
rule and an annual assessment fee for the coming year in an
amount determined by rule as necessary to cover the operation of
the program. The annual assessment fee is due upon the annual
assessment fee due date as established in rule. Nonpayment of the
annual assessment fee may result in expiration of the license as
provided in subsection (2) of this section. In establishing the fees,
the director shall consider at least the volume of business, level of
risk, and potential harm to the public related to each activity. The
fees collected shall be deposited to the credit of the financial
services regulation fund in accordance with RCW 43.320.110.
(2) If a licensee does not pay its annual assessment fee by the
annual assessment fee due date as specified in rule, the director or
the director's designee shall send the licensee a notice of
expiration and assess the licensee a late fee not to exceed fifteen
percent of the annual assessment fee as established in rule by the
director. The licensee's payment of both the annual assessment
fee and the late fee must arrive in the department of financial
institutions' offices by 5:00 p.m. Pacific time on the tenth day
after the annual assessment fee due date, unless the department of
financial institutions is not open for business on that date, in
which case the licensee's payment of both the annual assessment
fee and the late fee must arrive in the department of financial
institutions' offices by 5:00 p.m. Pacific time on the next
occurring day that the department of financial institutions is open
for business. If the payment of both the annual assessment fee and
the late fee does not arrive prior to such time and date, then the
expiration of the licensee's license is effective at 5:00 p.m. Pacific
time on the thirtieth day after the assessment fee due date. The
director or the director's designee may reinstate the license if,
within fifteen days after the effective date of expiration, the
licensee pays the annual assessment fee and the late fee.
(3) If a licensee intends to do business at a new location, to
close an existing place of business, or to relocate an existing place
of business, the licensee shall provide written notification of that
intention to the director no less than thirty days before the
proposed establishing, closing, or moving of a place of business.
NEW SECTION.
Sec.
40.
LICENSEE—
RECORDKEEPING. Each licensee shall keep and maintain the
business books, accounts, and records the director may require to
fulfill the purposes of this subchapter. Every licensee shall
preserve the books, accounts, and records as required in rule by
the director for at least two years from the completion of the
transaction. Records may be maintained on an electronic,
magnetic, optical, or other storage media. However, the licensee
must maintain the necessary technology to permit access to the
records by the department of financial institutions for the period
required under this subchapter.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 41.
EXAMINATION OR
INVESTIGATION—DIRECTOR'S AUTHORITY—COSTS.
The director or the director's designee may at any time examine
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(3) A licensee whose license has been suspended or revoked
and investigate the business and examine the books, accounts,
shall submit to the director, at the licensee's expense, within one
records, and files, or other information, wherever located, of any
hundred five days after the effective date of the suspension or
licensee or person who the director has reason to believe is
revocation, a closing audit report containing audited financial
engaging in the business governed by this subchapter. For these
statements as of the effective date for the twelve months ending
purposes, the director or the director's designee may require the
with the effective date.
attendance of and examine under oath all persons whose
(4) The director is authorized to enter into agreements or
testimony may be required about the business or the subject
sharing arrangements regarding licensee reports, examination, or
matter of the investigation. The director or the director's designee
investigation information with other governmental agencies, the
may require the production of original books, accounts, records,
conference of state bank supervisors, the American association of
files, or other information, or may make copies of such original
residential mortgage regulators, the national association of
books, accounts, records, files, or other information. The director
consumer credit administrators, or other associations representing
or the director's designee may issue a subpoena or subpoena duces
governmental agencies as established by rule, regulation, or order
tecum requiring attendance and testimony, or the production of
of the director.
the books, accounts, records, files, or other information. The
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 44.
DIRECTOR—BROAD
director shall collect from the licensee the actual cost of the
examination and investigation.
ADMINISTRATIVE DISCRETION—RULE MAKING—
NEW SECTION. Sec. 42. SUBPOENA AUTHORITY—
ACTIONS IN SUPERIOR COURT. The director has the power,
APPLICATION—CONTENTS—NOTICE—FEES.
(1) The
and broad administrative discretion, to administer, liberally
director or authorized assistants may apply for and obtain a
construe, and interpret this subchapter to facilitate the delivery of
superior court order approving and authorizing a subpoena in
financial services to the citizens of this state by licensees subject
advance of its issuance. The application may be made in the
to this subchapter, and to effectuate the legislature's goal to
county where the subpoenaed person resides or is found, or the
protect borrowers. The director shall adopt all rules necessary to
county where the subpoenaed documents, records, or evidence are
administer this subchapter, to establish and set fees authorized by
located, or in Thurston county. The application must:
this subchapter, and to ensure complete and full disclosure by
(a) State that an order is sought under this section;
licensees of lending transactions governed by this subchapter.
(b) Adequately specify the documents, records, evidence, or
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 45.
VIOLATIONS OR
testimony; and
UNSOUND FINANCIAL PRACTICES—STATEMENT OF
(c) Include a declaration made under oath that an investigation
CHARGES—HEARING—SANCTIONS—DIRECTOR'S
is being conducted for a lawfully authorized purpose related to an
AUTHORITY. (1) The director may issue and serve upon a
investigation within the director's authority and that the
licensee or applicant, or any director, officer, sole proprietor,
subpoenaed documents, records, evidence, or testimony are
partner, or controlling person of a licensee or applicant, a
reasonably related to an investigation within the director's
statement of charges if, in the opinion of the director, any licensee
authority.
or applicant, or any director, officer, sole proprietor, partner, or
(2) When an application under this section is made to the
controlling person of a licensee or applicant:
satisfaction of the court, the court must issue an order approving
(a) Is engaging or has engaged in an unsafe or unsound
the subpoena. An order under this subsection constitutes authority
financial practice in conducting a business governed by this
of law for the director to subpoena the documents, records,
subchapter;
evidence, or testimony.
(b) Is violating or has violated this subchapter, including
(3) The director or authorized assistants may seek approval
violations of:
and a court may issue an order under this section without prior
(i) Any rules, orders, or subpoenas issued by the director
notice to any person, including the person to whom the subpoena
under any act;
is directed and the person who is the subject of an investigation.
(ii) Any condition imposed in writing by the director in
An application for court approval is subject to the fee and process
connection with the granting of any application or other request
set forth in RCW 36.18.012(3).
by the licensee; or
NEW
SECTION.
Sec.
43.
REPORT
(iii) Any written agreement made with the director;
(c) Obtains a license by means of fraud, misrepresentation, or
REQUIREMENTS—DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION—
RULES. (1) Each licensee shall submit to the director, in a form
concealment;
(d) Provides false statements or omits material information on
approved by the director, a report containing financial statements
an application;
covering the calendar year or, if the licensee has an established
fiscal year, then for that fiscal year, within one hundred five days
(e) Knowingly or negligently omits material information
during or in response to an examination or in connection with an
after the close of each calendar or fiscal year. The licensee shall
investigation by the director;
also file additional relevant information as the director may
require. Any information provided by a licensee in an annual
(f) Fails to pay a fee or assessment required by the director or
any multistate licensing system prescribed by the director, or fails
report is exempt from disclosure under chapter 42.56 RCW,
to maintain the required bond;
unless aggregated with information supplied by other licensees in
a manner that the licensee's individual information is not
(g) Commits a crime against the laws of any jurisdiction
involving moral turpitude, financial misconduct, or dishonest
identifiable. Any information provided by the licensee that allows
dealings. For the purposes of this section, a certified copy of the
identification of the licensee may only be used by the director for
final holding of any court, tribunal, agency, or administrative
purposes reasonably related to the regulation of licensees to
body of competent jurisdiction is conclusive evidence in any
ensure compliance with this subchapter.
hearing under this subchapter;
(2) The director shall adopt rules specifying the form and
(h) Knowingly commits or is a party to any material fraud,
content of annual reports and may require additional reporting as
is necessary for the director to ensure compliance with this
misrepresentation, concealment, conspiracy, collusion, trick,
scheme, or device whereby any other person relying upon the
subchapter.
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word, representation, or conduct acts to his or her injury or
damage;
(i) Wrongly converts any money or its equivalent of any other
person to his or her own use or to the use of his or her principal;
(j) Fails to disclose to the director any material information
within his or her knowledge or fails to produce any document,
book, or record in his or her possession for inspection by the
director upon lawful demand;
(k) Commits any act of fraudulent or dishonest dealing. For
the purposes of this section, a certified copy of the final holding
of any court, tribunal, agency, or administrative body of
competent jurisdiction is conclusive evidence in any hearing
under this subchapter;
(l) Commits an act or engages in conduct that demonstrates
incompetence or untrustworthiness, or is a source of injury and
loss to the public; or
(m) Violates any applicable state or federal law relating to the
activities governed by this subchapter.
(2) The director may issue and serve upon a licensee or
applicant, or any director, officer, sole proprietor, partner, or
controlling person of the licensee or applicant, a statement of
charges if the director has reasonable cause to believe that the
licensee or applicant is about to do acts prohibited in subsection
(1) of this section.
(3) The statement of charges must be issued under chapter
34.05 RCW. The director or the director's designee may impose
the following sanctions against any licensee or applicant, or any
directors, officers, sole proprietors, partners, controlling persons,
or employees of a licensee or applicant:
(a) Deny, revoke, suspend, or condition a license;
(b) Order the licensee or person to cease and desist from
practices that violate this subchapter;
(c) Impose a fine not to exceed one hundred dollars per day
per violation of this subchapter;
(d) Order restitution or refunds, or both, to borrowers or other
affected parties for violations of this subchapter or to take other
affirmative action as necessary to comply with this subchapter;
and
(e) Remove from office or ban from participation in the affairs
of any licensee any director, officer, sole proprietor, partner,
controlling person, or employee of a licensee.
(4) The proceedings to impose the sanctions described in
subsection (3) of this section, including any hearing or appeal of
the statement of charges, are governed by chapter 34.05 RCW.
(5) Unless the licensee or person personally appears at the
hearing or is represented by a duly authorized representative, the
licensee is deemed to have consented to the statement of charges
and the sanctions imposed in the statement of charges.
(6) Except to the extent prohibited by another statute, the
director may engage in informal settlement of complaints or
enforcement actions including, but not limited to, payment to the
department of financial institutions for purposes of financial
literacy and education programs authorized under RCW
43.320.150.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 46.
VIOLATIONS OR
UNSOUND PRACTICES—TEMPORARY CEASE AND
DESIST ORDER—DIRECTOR'S AUTHORITY. Whenever
the director determines that the acts specified in section 45 of this
act or their continuation is likely to cause insolvency or
substantial injury to the public, the director may also issue a
temporary cease and desist order requiring the licensee to cease
and desist from the violation or practice. The order becomes
effective upon service upon the licensee and remains effective
unless set aside, limited, or suspended by a court under section 47
of this act pending the completion of the administrative
proceedings under the notice and until the time the director

dismisses the charges specified in the notice or until the effective
date of a superior court injunction under section 47 of this act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 47. TEMPORARY CEASE AND
DESIST ORDER—LICENSEE'S APPLICATION FOR
INJUNCTION. Within ten days after a licensee has been served
with a temporary cease and desist order, the licensee may apply
to the superior court in the county of its principal place of business
for an injunction setting aside, limiting, or suspending the order
pending the completion of the administrative proceedings
pursuant to the notice served under section 46 of this act. The
superior court has jurisdiction to issue the injunction.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 48.
VIOLATION OF
TEMPORARY CEASE AND DESIST ORDER—DIRECTOR'S
APPLICATION FOR INJUNCTION. In the case of a violation
or threatened violation of a temporary cease and desist order
issued under section 46 of this act, the director may apply to the
superior court of the county of the principal place of business of
the licensee for an injunction.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 49.
APPOINTMENT OF
RECEIVER. The director may petition the superior court for the
appointment of a receiver to liquidate the affairs of the licensee.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 50. VIOLATION—CONSUMER
PROTECTION ACT—REMEDIES. The legislature finds and
declares that any violation of this subchapter substantially affects
the public interest and is an unfair and deceptive act or practice
and an unfair method of competition in the conduct of trade or
commerce as set forth in RCW 19.86.020. Remedies available
under chapter 19.86 RCW do not affect any other remedy the
injured party may have.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 51. ADJUSTMENT OF DOLLAR
AMOUNTS. The dollar amounts established in sections 26(2)
and 33(1) of this act must, without discretion, be adjusted for
inflation by the director on July 1, 2017, and on each July 1st
thereafter, based upon upward changes in the consumer price
index during that time period, and then rounded up to the nearest
five dollars. "Consumer price index" means, for any calendar
year, that year's annual average consumer price index, for
Washington state, for wage earners and clerical workers, all
items, compiled by the bureau of labor and statistics, United
States department of labor. If the bureau of labor and statistics
develops more than one consumer price index for areas within the
state, the index covering the greatest number of people, covering
areas exclusively within the boundaries of the state, and including
all items shall be used for the adjustments for inflation in this
section. The director must calculate the new dollar threshold and
transmit it to the office of the code reviser for publication in the
Washington State Register at least one month before the new
dollar threshold is to take effect.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 52. REPORT TO LEGISLATURE.
The director must collect and submit the following information to
the legislature by December 1, 2017, for data collected during
2016:
(1) The number of branches and total locations;
(2) The number of loans made during 2016;
(3) Loan volume;
(4) Average loan amount;
(5) Total fees charged, in total and by category of fee or other
charge;
(6) Average payment per month, in total and by category of
fee or other charge;
(7) Average income of borrower;
(8) The number of military borrowers;
(9) Borrower frequency;
(10) The number of unique borrowers;
(11) Average length of loan repayment;
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final rules adopted by the director implementing this act,
(12) The number of borrowers taking out the maximum loan
amount;
whichever is later provided the subchapter "small consumer
(13) The number of borrowers who went into default;
installment loans" becomes law as it is enacted by the legislature.
(14) Average length of time a borrower has a loan before a
NEW SECTION. Sec. 60. (1) Sections 20 through 58 of
borrower goes into default;
this act take effect July 1, 2016.
(15) Any legislative recommendations by the director; and
(2) The director of financial institutions or the director's
(16) Any other information that the director believes is
designee shall take the actions necessary to ensure sections 20
relevant or useful.
through 55 of this act are implemented on July 1, 2016.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 53.
SMALL CONSUMER
(3) The director of commerce or the director's designee shall
INSTALLMENT LOANS—FINANCIAL LITERACY FUND.
take the actions necessary to ensure sections 56 through 58 of this
For each small consumer installment loan that is made, a licensee
act are implemented on July 1, 2016.
must remit two dollars to the department of financial institutions,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 61. Sections 20 through 51, 53
one dollar to be used by the department for the purpose of
through 55, and 59 of this act are each added to chapter 31.45
financial literacy and education programs authorized under RCW
RCW and codified with the subchapter heading of "small
43.320.150 and one dollar to be deposited in the asset building
consumer installment loans.""
assistance account established in section 58 of this act. The
director shall adopt rules to implement this section.
MOTION
NEW SECTION. Sec. 54. DIRECTOR AUTHORIZED
TO CHARGE FEES. Effective January 1, 2016, the director
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
shall establish, set, and adjust by rule the amount of all fees and
Senator Jayapal to the striking amendment be adopted:
charges authorized by this subchapter.
On page 19, beginning on line 5 of the amendment, after
NEW SECTION. Sec. 55. SHORT TITLE. This
"stub," strike everything through "benefits," on line 6
subchapter may be known and cited as the small consumer
installment loan act.
MOTION
NEW SECTION. Sec. 56. A new section is added to
chapter 43.63A RCW to read as follows:
Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
(1) There is established in the department of commerce a grant
program to enhance funding for asset building coalitions. Grant
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be,
funds shall be used to fund asset building activities in
communities across Washington.
“Shall the main question be now put?”
The motion by Senator Fain carried by voice vote and the
(2) The department of commerce shall establish by rule
criteria for eligibility and grant application requirements.
previous question was put.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 57. A new section is added to
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
chapter 43.63A RCW to read as follows:
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Jayapal on page 19,
(1) Subject to funds appropriated by the legislature for this
line 5 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill No.
purpose, including funds in the asset building assistance account,
5899.
the department of commerce shall make awards under the grant
The motion by Senator Jayapal failed and the amendment to
program established in section 56 of this act.
the striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
(2) Awards shall be made competitively based on the
purposes of section 56 of this act and criteria established in rule
MOTION
by the department of commerce.
(3) Activities funded under this section may be considered for
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
funding in future years, but shall be considered under the same
Senator Nelson to the striking amendment be adopted:
terms and criteria as new activities. Funding of a program or
On page 19, beginning on line 18 of the amendment, strike all
activity under this chapter shall not constitute an obligation by the
of subsection (11)
state of Washington to provide ongoing funding.
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
(4) The department of commerce may receive such gifts,
correct any internal references accordingly.
grants, and endowments from public or private sources as may be
On page 29, beginning on line 21 of the amendment, strike all
made from time to time, in trust or otherwise, for the use and
of section 34
benefit of the purposes of the grant program established under
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
section 56 of this act and expend the same or any income from
any internal references accordingly.
these sources according to the terms of the gifts, grants, or
endowments.
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
(5) The department of commerce may expend up to five
percent of the funds appropriated for the grant program for
On motion of Senator Nelson, the amendment by Senator
administrative costs and grant supervision.
Nelson to the striking amendment on page 19, line 18 to
NEW SECTION. Sec. 58. A new section is added to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899 was withdrawn.
chapter 43.63A RCW to read as follows:
The asset building assistance account is created in the state
MOTION
treasury. Expenditures from the account may be used to fund the
grant program to enhance asset building activities under section
Senator Mullet moved that the following amendment by
56 of this act. Moneys in the account may be spent only after
Senator Mullet to the striking amendment be adopted:
appropriation.
On page 23, line 4 of the amendment, after "annum," strike
NEW SECTION. Sec. 59. Sections 1 through 16 of this act
"exclusive" and insert "inclusive"
take effect July 1, 2016, or on and after the effective date of the
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On page 23, line 21 of the amendment, after "amount," strike
"exclusive" and insert "inclusive"

Senator Nelson spoke in favor of the adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.

WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 23,
line 23 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill No.
5899.
The motion by Senator Nelson failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.

On motion of Senator Mullet, the amendment by Senator
Mullet on page 23, line 4 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899 was
withdrawn.
MOTION

MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 23, line 24 of the amendment, after "exceed" strike
"fifteen" and insert "five"

Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Senator Jayapal to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 23, at the beginning of line 39 of the amendment,
strike "forty-five" and insert "ten"

WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Nelson, the amendment by Senator
Nelson on page 23, line 24 to the striking amendment to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Mullet moved that the following amendment by
Senator Mullet to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 23, line 10 of the amendment, after "than" strike "one
hundred eighty" and insert "thirty"
On page 23, line 11 of the amendment, after "than" strike "one
hundred"
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Mullet, the amendment by Senator
Mullet on page 23, line 10 to the striking amendment to Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5899 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 23, beginning on line 23 of the amendment, strike all
of subsection (2)
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
correct any internal references accordingly.
On page 24, beginning on line 13 of the amendment, strike all
of subsection (5)
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
correct any internal references accordingly.
On page 24, beginning on line 34 of the amendment, after
"more" strike all material through "Charge" on line 35 and insert
"charge"
On page 24, beginning on line 36 of the amendment, after
"loan;" strike all material through "payable;" on page 25 line 2
Correct any internal references accordingly.
MOTION
Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be,
“Shall the main question be now put?”
The motion by Senator Fain carried by voice vote and the
previous question was put.

Senators Jayapal, McCoy and Nelson spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment to the striking amendment.
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment to
the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Jayapal on page 23,
line 39 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill No.
5899.
The motion by Senator Jayapal failed and the amendment to
the striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Senator Jayapal to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 24, line 25 of the amendment, after "(7)" insert "(a)"
On page 24, after line 32 of the amendment, insert the
following:
"(b) If the amount of the small consumer installment loan at
any time exceeds thirty percent of the borrower's new,
documented income information, the additional amount that
exceeds the income level must be automatically converted into a
new small consumer installment loan. The new small consumer
installment loan must be no less than one hundred eighty days in
length and is not subject to any new additional interest, fees,
charges, or penalties;"
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Jayapal, the amendment by Senator
Jayapal on page 24, line 25 to the striking amendment to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Senator Jayapal to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 24, line 29 of the amendment, after "every" strike
"one hundred eighty" and insert "thirty"
On page 24, line 30 of the amendment, after "than" strike
"forty-five" and insert "thirty"
On page 24, line 31 of the amendment, after "than" strike
"one hundred eighty" and insert "thirty"
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
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On motion of Senator Jayapal, the amendment by Senator
The President declared the question before the Senate to be,
Jayapal on page 24, line 29 to the striking amendment to
“Shall the main question be now put?”
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899 was withdrawn.
The motion by Senator Fain carried by voice vote and the
previous question was put.
MOTION
Senator Nelson spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
to the striking amendment.
Senator Jayapal to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 26, line 15 of the amendment, after "subchapter"
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
insert "and provided to every consumer prior to the consumer
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 40,
entering into a verbal or written agreement to borrow a small
line 4 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill No.
consumer installment loan"
5899.
The motion by Senator Nelson failed and the amendment to
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
the striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
On motion of Senator Jayapal, the amendment by Senator
Jayapal on page 26, line 15 to the striking amendment to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 30, line 35 of the amendment, after "than" strike
"twenty" and insert "five"
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Nelson, the amendment by Senator
Nelson on page 30, line 35 to the striking amendment to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 32, line 16 of the amendment, after "(g)" strike
"Negligently make" and insert "Make"
Senator Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
to the striking amendment.

MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 41, after line 20 of the amendment, insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 56. The Washington state institute
for public policy shall conduct a study and report to the
appropriate committees of the legislature by December 1, 2015,
on the impact small consumer installment loans have on the
economic stability of families in Washington. The study must
address:
(1) How expanding small consumer installment loans into
economically vulnerable communities impact the ability of
community members to succeed;
(2) The rate at which communities of color utilize small
consumer installment loans;
(3) How small consumer installment loans impact the cycle
of poverty in the communities where the loans are available;
(4) The rate at which small consumer installment loans are
repaid within the time frame provided in the loan agreement; and
(5) The geographic breakdown of the availability of small
consumer installment loans."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 32,
line 16 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill No.
5899.
The motion by Senator Nelson carried and the amendment to
the striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 40, beginning on line 4 of the amendment, strike all
of section 51
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senator Fain spoke against adoption of the amendment to the
striking amendment.
MOTION
Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.

On motion of Senator Nelson, the amendment by Senator
Nelson on page 41, after line 20 to the striking amendment to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 41, after line 28, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 56. The Washington state institute for
public policy shall conduct a study and report to the appropriate
committees of the legislature by December 1, 2017, on the impact
small consumer installment loans have on the economic stability of
families in Washington. The study must address:
(1) How expanding small consumer installment loans into
economically vulnerable communities impact the ability of
community members to succeed;
(2) The rate at which communities of color utilize small
consumer installment loans;
(3) How small consumer installment loans impact the cycle of
poverty in the communities where the loans are available;
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(4) The rate at which small consumer installment loans are
repaid within the time frame provided in the loan agreement; and
(5) The geographic breakdown of the availability of small
consumer installment loans."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly.
Senators Nelson, Jayapal and Chase spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment to the striking amendment.
Senator Liias spoke against adoption of the amendment to the
striking amendment.

POINT OF ORDER
Senator Hargrove: “Under Article 2, Section 28 of the
Constitution, sub 13, it says: ‘The legislature is prohibited from
enacting any private or special laws in the following cases:’ And
sub 13 is: ‘Regulating the rates of interest on money.’ Would you
rule as to whether this takes a two-thirds vote in order to pass this
bill?”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT

POINT OF ORDER
Senator Benton: “Thank you Mr. President. I don’t really
believe that the tax rates in the state of West Virginia are relevant
to underlying amendment that we’re supposed to be discussing
here.”

President Owen: “Senator Hargrove rises to the Point of
Order as to the number of votes necessary to pass this piece of
legislation.”
Business was suspended for approximately seven minutes
allowing the President to formulate a ruling.

RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Chase, the President does believe
that you are drifting off from the amendment a little bit there. If
you can, come back on?”
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
to the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 41,
after line 28 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5899.
The motion by Senator Nelson failed and the amendment to
the striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Liias as
amended to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
Senator Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment as amended.
The motion by Senator Liias carried and the striking
amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "loans;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 31.45.010,
31.45.020, 31.45.030, 31.45.040, 31.45.050, 31.45.060,
31.45.070, 31.45.090, 31.45.100, 31.45.105, 31.45.110,
31.45.150, 31.45.180, 31.45.190, and 31.45.200; adding new
sections to chapter 31.45 RCW; adding new sections to chapter
43.63A RCW; creating new sections; repealing RCW 31.45.073,
31.45.077, 31.45.079, 31.45.082, 31.45.084, 31.45.085,
31.45.086, 31.45.088, 31.45.093, 31.45.095, and 31.45.210;
prescribing penalties; providing an effective date; and providing
a contingent effective date."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Liias, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senators Mullet spoke against passage of the bill.

President Owen: “In ruling on the Point of Order raised by
Senator Hargrove as to the number of votes necessary to pass this
bill: It would take, it takes two-thirds vote that would be
required to amend the Constitution. This bill has nothing to do
with amending the Constitution so it takes a simple majority.”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, Rule 15 was suspended for the
remainder of the day for the purpose of allowing floor action to
continue past 10:00 o’clock p.m.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Senate Rule 15 establishes the floor
schedule and calls for a lunch and dinner break of 90 minutes each
per day during regular daily sessions.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: [To resulting groans] “I didn’t say I agree
with it. I just said ‘motion carries.’”
Senators Darneille, Habib, Chase, Nelson, McCoy and
Hasegawa spoke against passage of the bill.
Senators Ericksen, Dansel, Roach and Angel spoke in favor
of passage of the bill.
MOTION
Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be,
“Shall the main question be now put?”
The motion by Senator Fain carried by voice vote and the
previous question was put.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5899 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 30; Nays, 18; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
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services for passengers matched through a transportation network
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
company's digital network or software application. A driver is not
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
a for hire operator as that term is used in this title.
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Liias,
(6) "Transportation network company passenger" or
Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Ranker, Rivers,
"passenger" means a passenger in a personal vehicle for whom
Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
transport is provided, including:
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
(a) An individual who uses a transportation network
Darneille, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Kohlcompany's digital network or software application to connect with
Welles, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pearson, Pedersen
a driver to obtain services in the driver's vehicle for the individual
and Rolfes
and anyone in the individual's party; or
Excused: Senator Frockt
(b) Anyone for whom another individual uses a transportation
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5899,
network company's digital network or software application to
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
connect with a driver to obtain services in the driver's vehicle.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
(7) "Transportation network company services" or "services"
as the title of the act.
means all times the driver is logged in to a transportation network
company's digital network or software application or until the
SECOND READING
passenger has left the personal vehicle, whichever is later. The
SENATE BILL NO. 5550, by Senators Habib and Fain
term does not include services provided either directly or under
contract with a political subdivision or other entity exempt from
Regulating providers of commercial transportation services.
federal income tax under 26 U.S.C. Sec. 115 of the federal
internal revenue code.
MOTION
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. (1)(a) A transportation network
company must comply with the requirements of this chapter,
On motion of Senator Fain, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5550
including those relating to a driver's compliance with insurance,
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5550 and the substitute bill
qualification, conduct, nondiscrimination, maximum work hours,
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
criminal history, and driving record requirements. Any penalty
for a violation of this chapter may be assessed only against the
MOTION
transportation network company, unless (i) the transportation
network company could not have reasonably known of the
Senator Habib moved that the following striking amendment
violation or (ii) the transportation network company knew of the
by Senator Habib be adopted:
violation and expeditiously took action to address the violation to
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
the satisfaction of the department.
following:
(b) This chapter does not relieve a driver from complying with
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The definitions in this section
requirements applicable to private vehicles set out in this title,
apply throughout this chapter unless the context clearly requires
including those relating to drivers' licenses, vehicle registrations,
otherwise.
minimum insurance, rules of the road, and the penalties
(1) "Department" means the department of licensing.
associated with any violation. A transportation network company
(2) "Personal vehicle" means a vehicle that is used by a
driver is not required to register the vehicle the driver uses for
transportation network company driver in connection with
transportation network company services as a commercial or for
providing services for a transportation network company that
hire vehicle solely because the driver uses the vehicle to provide
meets the vehicle criteria in this chapter and that is authorized by
transportation network company services.
the transportation network company.
(2) Except as provided in rules adopted by the department
(3) "Prearranged ride" means a route of travel between points
pursuant to this chapter, chapter 18.235 RCW governs unlicensed
chosen by the passenger and arranged with a driver through the
practice, unprofessional conduct, the issuance and denial of
use of a transportation network company's digital network or
permits, and the discipline of permittees under this chapter.
software application. The ride begins when a driver accepts a
(3) A transportation network company must comply with the
requested ride through a digital network or software application,
registered agent requirements of chapter 23B.05 RCW.
continues while the driver transports the passenger in a personal
(4) Pursuant to rules adopted by the department that are
vehicle, and ends when the passenger departs from the personal
consistent with public safety and consumer protection, every
vehicle.
transportation network company operating under this chapter
(4) "Transportation network company" means a corporation,
must submit a quarterly report to the department, providing at a
partnership, sole proprietorship, or other entity, operating in
minimum the total number of drivers using its digital network or
Washington, that uses a digital network or software application to
software application, the total number of prearranged rides, the
connect passengers to drivers for the purpose of providing a
total hours that drivers are logged in to its network, the total hours
prearranged ride. A transportation network company is neither a
spent providing transportation network company services, and
taxicab company, passenger charter carrier, or auto transportation
describing any accident in which a personal vehicle was involved
company, as described in Title 81 RCW, nor a limousine or for
while carrying a passenger.
hire operator, as defined in this title. A transportation network
(5) A transportation network company may not, with respect
company is not deemed to own, control, operate, or manage the
to drivers using its digital network or software application, or
personal vehicles used by transportation network company
drivers using the digital network or software application of
drivers. A transportation network company does not include a
another transportation network company, require drivers to agree
political subdivision or other entity exempt from federal income
to a noncompetition agreement or otherwise prohibit a driver
tax under 26 U.S.C. Sec. 115 of the federal internal revenue code.
from working with another transportation network company.
(5) "Transportation network company driver" or "driver"
However, a transportation network company may prohibit a
means an individual who uses a personal vehicle to provide
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driver's use of any brand or mark of the company in a way that is
confusing to the public.
(6) Every transportation network company must, if achievable,
make its digital network or software application accessible to
persons with disabilities.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. (1)(a) Before being used to
provide transportation network company services, every personal
vehicle must be covered by a primary automobile insurance
policy that specifically covers transportation network company
services. However, the insurance coverage requirements of this
section are alternatively satisfied by securing coverage pursuant
to chapter 46.72 or 46.72A RCW that covers the personal vehicle
being used to provide transportation network company services
and that is in effect twenty-four hours per day, seven days per
week. Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, a
transportation network company must secure this policy for every
personal vehicle used to provide transportation network company
services. For purposes of this section, a "primary automobile
insurance policy" is not a private passenger automobile insurance
policy.
(b) The primary automobile insurance policy required under
this section must provide coverage, as specified in this subsection
(1)(b), at all times the driver is logged in to a transportation
network company's digital network or software application and at
all times a passenger is in the vehicle as part of a prearranged ride.
(i) The primary automobile insurance policy required under
this subsection must provide liability coverage, during
transportation network company services applicable during the
period before a driver accepts a requested ride through a digital
network or software application, in an amount no less than fifty
thousand dollars per person for bodily injury, one hundred
thousand dollars per accident for bodily injury of all persons, and
thirty thousand dollars for damage to property.
(ii) The primary automobile insurance policy required under
this subsection must provide the following coverages, applicable
during the period of a prearranged ride:
(A) Combined single limit liability coverage in the amount of
one million dollars for death, personal injury, and property
damage; and
(B) Uninsured motorist coverage and underinsured motorist
coverage in the amount of one million dollars.
(2)(a) As an alternative to the provisions of subsection (1) of
this section, if the office of the insurance commissioner approves
the offering of an insurance policy that recognizes that a person
is acting as a transportation network company driver and using a
personal vehicle to provide transportation network company
services, a driver may secure a primary automobile insurance
policy covering a personal vehicle and providing the same
coverage as required in subsection (1) of this section. The policy
coverage may be in the form of a rider to, or endorsement of, the
driver's private passenger automobile insurance policy only if
approved as such by the office of the insurance commissioner.
(b) If the primary automobile insurance policy maintained by
a driver to meet the obligation of this section does not provide
coverage for any reason, including that the policy lapsed or did
not exist, the transportation network company must provide the
coverage required under this section beginning with the first
dollar of a claim.
(c) The primary automobile insurance policy required under
this subsection and subsection (1) of this section may be secured
by any of the following:
(i) The transportation network company as provided under
subsection (1) of this section;
(ii) The driver as provided under (a) of this subsection; or
(iii) A combination of both the transportation network
company and the driver.

(3) The insurer or insurers providing coverage under
subsections (1) and (2) of this section are the only insurers having
the duty to defend any liability claim from an accident occurring
while transportation network company services are being
provided.
(4) In addition to the requirements in subsections (1) and (2)
of this section, before allowing a person to provide transportation
network company services as a driver, a transportation network
company must provide written proof to the driver that the
transportation network company driver is covered by a primary
automobile insurance policy that meets the requirements of this
section.
(5)(a) If a transportation network company maintains a
primary automobile insurance policy to satisfy the obligations of
this section, it must provide proof of the policy to the department.
(b) Alternatively, if a driver purchases a primary automobile
insurance policy as allowed under subsection (2) of this section,
the transportation network company must verify that the driver
has done so. Additionally, the transportation network company
must provide proof to the department of the insurance required
under subsection (2)(b) of this section.
(c) Upon request from the department, drivers and
transportation network companies must provide copies of the
policies required under this section to the department.
(6) A primary automobile insurance policy required under
subsection (1) or (2) of this section may be placed with an insurer
licensed under Title 48 RCW to provide insurance in the state of
Washington or as an eligible surplus line insurance policy as
described in RCW 48.15.040.
(7) Nothing in this section shall be construed to require a
private passenger automobile insurance policy to provide primary
or excess coverage or a duty to defend for the period of time in
which a driver is logged in to a transportation network company's
digital network or software application or while a passenger is in
the vehicle.
(8) If more than one insurance policy provides valid and
collectible coverage for a loss arising out of an occurrence
involving a motor vehicle operated by a driver, the responsibility
for the claim must be divided as follows:
(a) Except as provided otherwise under subsection (2)(c) of
this section, if the driver has been matched with a passenger and
is traveling to pick up the passenger, or the driver is providing
services to a passenger, the transportation network company that
matched the driver and passenger must provide insurance
coverage; or
(b) If the driver is logged in to more than one transportation
network company digital network or software application but has
not been matched with a passenger, the liability must be divided
equally among all of the applicable insurance policies that
specifically provide coverage for transportation network
company services.
(9) In an accident or claims coverage investigation, a
transportation network company or its insurer must cooperate
with a private passenger automobile insurance policy insurer and
other insurers that are involved in the claims coverage
investigation to facilitate the exchange of information, including
the provision of (a) dates and times at which an accident occurred
that involved a participating driver and (b) within ten business
days after receiving a request, a copy of the company's electronic
record showing the precise times that the participating driver
logged on and off the transportation network company's digital
network or software application on the day the accident or other
loss occurred. The transportation network company or its insurer
must retain all data, communications, or documents related to
insurance coverage or accident details for a period of not less than
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(c) Upon completion of a prearranged ride, a transportation
the applicable statutes of limitation, plus two years from the date
network company must transmit to the passenger an electronic
of an accident to which those records pertain.
receipt, either by electronic mail or by text message, which must
(10) This section does not modify or abrogate any otherwise
document:
applicable insurance requirement set forth in Title 48 RCW.
(11) After July 1, 2016, an insurance company regulated under
(i) The point of origin and destination of the passenger's trip;
Title 48 RCW may not deny an otherwise covered claim arising
(ii) The total duration and distance of the passenger's trip;
exclusively out of the personal use of the private passenger
(iii) The total fare paid, including the base fare and any
automobile solely on the basis that the insured, at other times,
additional charges incurred or distance traveled or duration of the
used the private passenger automobile covered by the policy to
passenger's trip; and
provide transportation network company services.
(iv) The driver's first name and license plate number.
(12) A city, county, political subdivision, or special purpose
(d) Before permitting a person to act as a driver on its digital
district may not:
network or software application, a transportation network
(a) Adopt a law, rule, or ordinance that is in conflict with this
company must confirm that the person is at least twenty-one years
chapter;
of age and possesses:
(b) Except as provided in subsections (13) and (14) of this
(i) A valid driver's license;
section, require a transportation network company or driver to
(ii) Proof of private passenger automobile insurance;
obtain any additional approval to provide services, such as a
(iii) Proof that the vehicle is registered in Washington; and
permit or license, before operating within the jurisdiction.
(iv) Pursuant to rules adopted by the department, proof that the
However, this subsection (12)(b) does not apply to standard
person has certified that he or she does not experience any
business licenses and the levying of business-related taxes at the
condition that interferes with his or her ability to safely provide
local level; or
services pursuant to this chapter.
(c) Prohibit the provision of transportation network company
(e) A driver may not provide prearranged rides for more than
services or the use of such services within the jurisdiction.
twelve consecutive hours or more than twelve hours in any
(13) Cities with a population of more than one hundred fifty
twenty-four hour period, except that a driver may finish a
thousand and counties with a population of more than four
prearranged ride that began before either time restriction.
hundred forty thousand may (a) require a transportation network
(f) A transportation network company must implement an
company to obtain additional approval to provide services, such
intoxicating substance policy for drivers that disallows any
as a permit or license, before operating within the jurisdiction, (b)
amount of intoxication of the driver while providing services. The
impose regulatory fees to cover the costs of enforcement, and (c)
transportation network company must include on its web site and
impose monetary penalties by civil infraction for the violation of
mobile device application software a notice concerning the
any of the provisions of this chapter. If a city or county exercises
transportation network company's intoxicating substance policy.
the authority provided under this subsection, it must provide
(g)(i) Prior to providing transportation network company
quarterly reports to the department regarding its regulatory
services, a transportation network company must require every
activities.
personal vehicle to undergo a uniform vehicle safety inspection
(14) A port district that operates an airport may (a) require a
performed by an approved mechanic who must certify in writing
transportation network company to obtain additional approval to
that the vehicle is mechanically sound and fit for driving. The
provide services, such as a permit or license, before operating
approved mechanic must also certify in writing that the exterior
within the port district, (b) impose regulatory or use fees related
markings required under this section are legible and properly
to the operation of the transportation network company within the
displayed.
port district as otherwise allowed by law, and (c) impose
(ii) The safety inspection required under this subsection (1)(g)
monetary penalties for the violation of any of the provisions of
must be conducted annually while the personal vehicle is being
this chapter or any supplemental rules not in conflict with this
used to provide transportation network company services and
chapter adopted by the port district to ensure safe and reliable
include an inspection of the following:
transportation network company services within the port district.
(A) Foot brakes;
If a port district exercises the authority provided under this
(B) Emergency brakes;
subsection, it must provide quarterly reports to the department
(C) Steering mechanism;
regarding its regulatory activities.
(D) Windshield;
(15) A port district that operates an airport must consider all
(E) Rear window and other glass;
for hire operators, including taxicab companies, on an equal basis
(F) Windshield wipers;
in the request for proposals process used to determine which
(G) Headlights;
(H) Taillights;
entity or entities will be contracted to provide on-demand
commercial transportation services to and from the airport.
(I) Turn indicator lights;
(J) Stop lights;
Nothing in this subsection (15) restricts the criteria used by the
(K) Front seat adjustment mechanism;
port district in determining which entity or entities will be
(L) The opening, closing, and locking capability of the doors;
contracted to provide commercial transportation services to and
(M) Horn;
from the airport.
(N) Speedometer;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. (1) The following requirements
apply to the provision of services:
(O) Bumpers;
(a) A driver may not solicit or accept the on-demand
(P) Muffler and exhaust system;
summoning of a ride.
(Q) Tire conditions, including tread depth;
(b) A transportation network company must make available to
(R) Interior and exterior rearview mirrors; and
prospective passengers and drivers the method by which the
(S) Safety belts.
transportation network company calculates fares or the applicable
(iii) A transportation network company or a third party must
rates being charged and an option to receive an estimated fare.
retain inspection records for at least fourteen months after an
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inspection was conducted for each personal vehicle used by a
driver.
(iv) For purposes of this subsection (1)(g), "approved
mechanic" means a mechanic or technician who is certified with
the national institute for automotive service excellence and does
not own, lease, or drive a taxicab, for hire vehicle, or
transportation network company-endorsed vehicle.
(h) A personal vehicle must be no more than ten years old,
have at least four doors, and be designed to carry no more than
eight passengers, including the driver.
(i)(i) A transportation network company must make the
following disclosures to a prospective driver in the prospective
driver's terms of service:
WHILE OPERATING ON THE TRANSPORTATION
NETWORK COMPANY'S DIGITAL NETWORK OR
SOFTWARE APPLICATION, YOUR PRIVATE PASSENGER
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE POLICY MIGHT NOT
AFFORD LIABILITY, UNDERINSURED MOTORIST,
PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION, COMPREHENSIVE OR
COLLISION COVERAGE, DEPENDING ON THE TERMS OF
THE POLICY.
IF THE VEHICLE THAT YOU PLAN TO USE TO
PROVIDE TRANSPORTATION NETWORK COMPANY
SERVICES FOR OUR TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
COMPANY HAS A LIEN AGAINST IT, YOU MUST NOTIFY
THE LIENHOLDER THAT YOU WILL BE USING THE
VEHICLE FOR TRANSPORTATION NETWORK COMPANY
SERVICES THAT MAY VIOLATE THE TERMS OF YOUR
CONTRACT WITH THE LIENHOLDER.
(ii) The prospective driver must acknowledge the terms of
service electronically or by signature.
(j) A transportation network company must make available to
a passenger a customer support telephone number on its digital
network, software application, or web site for passenger inquiries
or complaints.
(k)(i) A transportation network company may not disclose to a
third party any personally identifiable information concerning the
user of the transportation network company's digital network or
software application, unless:
(A) The transportation network company obtains the user's
consent to disclose personally identifiable information;
(B) Disclosure is necessary to comply with a legal obligation;
or
(C) Disclosure is necessary to protect or defend the terms and
conditions for use of the service or to investigate violations of the
terms and conditions.
(ii) The limitation on disclosure does not apply to the
disclosure of aggregated user data. In addition, a transportation
network company may share a passenger's first name or telephone
number, or both, with the driver providing a prearranged ride to
the passenger in order to facilitate correct identification of the
passenger by the driver or to facilitate communication between
the passenger and the driver.
(iii) The department may revoke a transportation network
company's permit upon the department's finding that the company
knowingly or negligently violated the passenger privacy
provisions of this subsection (1)(k).
(2) Each transportation network company must require that
each personal vehicle providing transportation network company
services display a plainly visible exterior marking that identifies
the personal vehicle as one providing such services.
(3)(a) Before a person is permitted to act as a driver through
use of a transportation network company's digital network or
software application, the person must undergo a criminal history
record check for conviction records performed by the Washington
state patrol or an entity approved by the department that meets

standards adopted by rule by the department. A driver must
undergo a criminal history record check every year while serving
as a driver. The department must retain the results of a criminal
history record check for each driver that provides services for the
transportation network company until five years after the criminal
history record check was conducted or until the acquisition of an
updated criminal history record check, whichever occurs first. A
criminal history record check must remain confidential, may be
used only for the purposes of this subsection (3), and is not subject
to the disclosure requirements under chapter 42.56 RCW.
(b) A person who has been convicted of driving under the
influence of drugs or alcohol in the previous five years before
applying to become a driver may not serve as a driver.
(c)(i) If the criminal history record check reveals that the
person has ever been convicted of the following offenses, the
person may not serve as a driver:
(A) A sex offense, as described in chapters 9.68A and 9A.44
RCW;
(B) A violent offense, as defined in RCW 9.94A.030.
(ii) A person who has been convicted of a comparable offense
to the offenses listed in (c)(i) of this subsection in another state
may not serve as a driver.
(iii) If the criminal history record check reveals that the person
has ever been convicted of the following felony offenses in the
previous five years before applying to become a driver, the person
may not serve as a driver:
(A) A felony offense involving fraud, as described in chapters
9.45 and 9A.60 RCW;
(B) Felony burglary, trespass, or vehicle prowling, as
described in chapter 9A.52 RCW;
(C) Felony theft, robbery, extortion, or possession of stolen
property, as described in chapter 9A.56 RCW.
(iv) A person who has been convicted of a comparable offense
to the offenses listed in (c)(iii) of this subsection in another state
in the previous five years before applying to become a driver may
not serve as a driver.
(4)(a) Before permitting an individual to act as a driver on its
digital network or software application, a transportation network
company must obtain and review the individual's driving record.
(b) An individual with the following violations may not serve
as a driver:
(i) More than three moving violations within the three-year
period preceding the individual's application to serve as a driver;
or
(ii) A violation for reckless driving under RCW 46.61.500;
vehicular homicide under RCW 46.61.520; vehicular assault
under RCW 46.61.522; negligent driving in the first or second
degree under RCW 46.61.5249, 46.61.525, or 46.61.526; driving
without a license under RCW 46.20.005; or driving with a
revoked license under RCW 46.20.342 or 46.20.345.
(c) A transportation network company or a third party must
retain the driving record for each driver that provides services for
the transportation network company for at least three years.
(5) If any person files a complaint with the department against
a transportation network company or driver, the department may
inspect the transportation network company's records as
reasonably necessary to investigate and resolve the complaint.
(6)(a) Except for a trip whose destination is more than thirtyfive miles from where the passenger is picked up, a transportation
network company and transportation network company drivers
must provide services to the public in a nondiscriminatory
manner, regardless of geographic location of the departure point
or destination. Once a passenger is in the vehicle, a driver may
not refuse a passenger's request to use a toll facility if the use of
the facility would facilitate an efficient route of travel to the
passenger's destination; however, an additional charge may be
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(ii) For transportation network companies with between eleven
imposed by the company to cover any applicable toll. A
and one hundred drivers, the annual renewal fee is twenty
transportation network company or transportation network
thousand dollars;
company driver may not refuse service or impose additional
(iii) For transportation network companies with between one
charges or conditions based on a passenger's race, religion,
hundred one and one thousand drivers, the annual renewal fee is
ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, or disability.
fifty thousand dollars; and
Once a passenger and driver have been matched for the purpose
(iv) For transportation network companies with more than one
of a prearranged ride, a driver may not refuse to transport a
thousand drivers, the annual renewal fee is one hundred thousand
passenger, unless:
dollars.
(i) The passenger is acting in an unlawful, disorderly, or
(4) The department must determine the form and manner of the
endangering manner; or
application for a transportation network company permit.
(ii) The passenger is unable to care for himself or herself and
(5) Consistent with section 2(1)(a) of this act, the department
is not in the charge of a responsible companion.
may cancel, revoke, or suspend any permit issued under this
(b) A driver must permit a service animal to accompany a
chapter on any of the following grounds:
passenger on a prearranged ride.
(a) The violation of any of the provisions of this chapter;
(c)(i) If a passenger with physical or mental disabilities
(b) The violation of an order, decision, rule, or requirement
requires the use of mobility equipment, a driver must store such
established by the department under this chapter;
equipment in the vehicle during a prearranged ride, if the vehicle
(c) Failure of the transportation network company to pay a fee
is reasonably capable of doing so. If the driver is unable to store
imposed on the company, including those imposed by a
a passenger's mobility equipment in the driver's vehicle, the driver
jurisdiction under section 3 (13) and (14) of this act, within the
must refer the passenger to another driver or transportation
time required under law; or
service with a vehicle that is equipped to accommodate such
(d) Failure of the transportation network company to maintain
equipment, and may not charge the passenger a cancellation fee.
insurance coverage, if required under this chapter.
(ii) If a passenger is traveling with a child who requires the use
(6) The department may deny an application under this
of a child restraint system under RCW 46.61.687, a driver must
chapter, or refuse to renew the permit of a transportation network
allow the passenger to temporarily install the restraint system in
company, based on a determination that the transportation
the personal vehicle, if the vehicle is reasonably capable of
network company has not satisfied a civil penalty arising out of
accepting it. If the child restraint system is unable to be
an administrative or enforcement action brought by the
temporarily installed in the vehicle, the driver must refer the
department.
passenger to another driver or transportation service with a
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. The transportation network
vehicle that is equipped to accommodate such a system, and may
not charge the passenger a cancellation fee.
company account is created in the custody of the state treasurer.
(7) Within ten days of receiving a complaint about a driver's
All moneys received by the department pursuant to this chapter,
alleged violation of subsection (6) of this section, the department
and any interest earned on investments in the account, must be
must report the complaint to the transportation network company
deposited into the account. Expenditures from the account may
for which the driver provides services.
be used by the department for any purpose related to the
(8) A driver must immediately report to the transportation
regulation of transportation network companies that is consistent
network company any refusal to transport a passenger pursuant to
with this chapter. Only the director or the director's designee may
subsection (6)(a) of this section, and the transportation network
authorize expenditures from the account. The account is subject
company must annually report all such refusals to the department
to allotment procedures under chapter 43.88 RCW, but an
in a form and manner determined by the department.
appropriation is not required for expenditures.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. (1) A transportation network
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. (1) The department may adopt all
company may not operate without first having obtained a permit
rules specifically necessary to enforce this chapter.
from the department. The department must require this permit to
(2) The department must adopt rules requiring a transportation
be renewed annually.
network company to file with the department evidence of the
(2) The department must issue a permit to each transportation
transportation network company's insurance policies required
network company that meets the requirements of this chapter and
under this chapter and proof of continued validity of these
pays to the department the fees required under subsection (3) of
policies.
this section. The department may adjust the annual permit fee by
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. All personally identifiable
rule to recover the department's direct and indirect costs
information collected under this chapter is exempt from
associated with implementing this chapter.
disclosure under chapter 42.56 RCW.
(3)(a) A transportation network company must pay the
Sec. 9. RCW 18.235.020 and 2013 c 322 s 29 are each
following fee to the department at the time of its initial application
amended to read as follows:
for a permit:
(1) This chapter applies only to the director and the boards and
(i) Until July 1, 2016, the fee is one hundred thousand dollars;
commissions having jurisdiction in relation to the businesses and
and
professions licensed under the chapters specified in this section.
(ii) After July 1, 2016, the fee is five thousand dollars.
This chapter does not apply to any business or profession not
(b) Upon the annual renewal of a permit issued pursuant to this
licensed under the chapters specified in this section.
section, a transportation network company must pay the
(2)(a) The director has authority under this chapter in relation
following applicable renewal fee, depending on the number of
to the following businesses and professions:
drivers shown in the transportation network company's most
(i) Auctioneers under chapter 18.11 RCW;
recent quarterly report sent to the department pursuant to section
(ii) Bail bond agents and bail bond recovery agents under
2(4) of this act:
chapter 18.185 RCW;
(i) For transportation network companies with ten or fewer
(iii) Camping resorts' operators and salespersons under chapter
drivers, the annual renewal fee is five thousand dollars;
19.105 RCW;
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(iv) Commercial telephone solicitors under chapter 19.158
RCW;
(v) Cosmetologists, barbers, manicurists, and estheticians
under chapter 18.16 RCW;
(vi) Court reporters under chapter 18.145 RCW;
(vii) Driver training schools and instructors under chapter
46.82 RCW;
(viii) Employment agencies under chapter 19.31 RCW;
(ix) For hire vehicle operators under chapter 46.72 RCW;
(x) Limousines under chapter 46.72A RCW;
(xi) Notaries public under chapter 42.44 RCW;
(xii) Private investigators under chapter 18.165 RCW;
(xiii) Professional boxing, martial arts, and wrestling under
chapter 67.08 RCW;
(xiv) Real estate appraisers under chapter 18.140 RCW;
(xv) Real estate brokers and salespersons under chapters 18.85
and 18.86 RCW;
(xvi) Scrap metal processors, scrap metal recyclers, and scrap
metal suppliers under chapter 19.290 RCW;
(xvii) Security guards under chapter 18.170 RCW;
(xviii) Sellers of travel under chapter 19.138 RCW;
(xix) Timeshares and timeshare salespersons under chapter
64.36 RCW;
(xx) Transportation network companies under chapter 46.--RCW (the new chapter created in section 17 of this act);
(xxi) Whitewater river outfitters under chapter 79A.60 RCW;
(((xxi))) (xxii) Home inspectors under chapter 18.280 RCW;
(((xxii))) (xxiii) Body artists, body piercers, and tattoo artists,
and body art, body piercing, and tattooing shops and businesses,
under chapter 18.300 RCW; and
(((xxiii))) (xxiv) Appraisal management companies under
chapter 18.310 RCW.
(b) The boards and commissions having authority under this
chapter are as follows:
(i) The state board for architects established in chapter 18.08
RCW;
(ii) The Washington state collection agency board established
in chapter 19.16 RCW;
(iii) The state board of registration for professional engineers
and land surveyors established in chapter 18.43 RCW governing
licenses issued under chapters 18.43 and 18.210 RCW;
(iv) The funeral and cemetery board established in chapter
18.39 RCW governing licenses issued under chapters 18.39 and
68.05 RCW;
(v) The state board of licensure for landscape architects
established in chapter 18.96 RCW; and
(vi) The state geologist licensing board established in chapter
18.220 RCW.
(3) In addition to the authority to discipline license holders, the
disciplinary authority may grant or deny licenses based on the
conditions and criteria established in this chapter and the chapters
specified in subsection (2) of this section. This chapter also
governs any investigation, hearing, or proceeding relating to
denial of licensure or issuance of a license conditioned on the
applicant's compliance with an order entered under RCW
18.235.110 by the disciplinary authority.
Sec. 10. RCW 42.56.270 and 2014 c 192 s 6, 2014 c 174 s 5,
and 2014 c 144 s 6 are each reenacted and amended to read as
follows:
The following financial, commercial, and proprietary
information is exempt from disclosure under this chapter:
(1) Valuable formulae, designs, drawings, computer source
code or object code, and research data obtained by any agency
within five years of the request for disclosure when disclosure
would produce private gain and public loss;

(2) Financial information supplied by or on behalf of a person,
firm, or corporation for the purpose of qualifying to submit a bid
or proposal for (a) a ferry system construction or repair contract
as required by RCW 47.60.680 through 47.60.750 or (b) highway
construction or improvement as required by RCW 47.28.070;
(3) Financial and commercial information and records
supplied by private persons pertaining to export services provided
under chapters 43.163 and 53.31 RCW, and by persons pertaining
to export projects under RCW 43.23.035;
(4) Financial and commercial information and records
supplied by businesses or individuals during application for loans
or program services provided by chapters 43.325, 43.163, 43.160,
43.330, and 43.168 RCW, or during application for economic
development loans or program services provided by any local
agency;
(5) Financial information, business plans, examination reports,
and any information produced or obtained in evaluating or
examining a business and industrial development corporation
organized or seeking certification under chapter 31.24 RCW;
(6) Financial and commercial information supplied to the state
investment board by any person when the information relates to
the investment of public trust or retirement funds and when
disclosure would result in loss to such funds or in private loss to
the providers of this information;
(7) Financial and valuable trade information under RCW
51.36.120;
(8) Financial, commercial, operations, and technical and
research information and data submitted to or obtained by the
clean Washington center in applications for, or delivery of,
program services under chapter 70.95H RCW;
(9) Financial and commercial information requested by the
public stadium authority from any person or organization that
leases or uses the stadium and exhibition center as defined in
RCW 36.102.010;
(10)(a) Financial information, including but not limited to
account numbers and values, and other identification numbers
supplied by or on behalf of a person, firm, corporation, limited
liability company, partnership, or other entity related to an
application for a horse racing license submitted pursuant to RCW
67.16.260(1)(b), marijuana producer, processor, or retailer
license, liquor license, gambling license, or lottery retail license;
(b) Internal control documents, independent auditors' reports
and financial statements, and supporting documents: (i) Of housebanked social card game licensees required by the gambling
commission pursuant to rules adopted under chapter 9.46 RCW;
or (ii) submitted by tribes with an approved tribal/state compact
for class III gaming;
(11) Proprietary data, trade secrets, or other information that
relates to: (a) A vendor's unique methods of conducting business;
(b) data unique to the product or services of the vendor; or (c)
determining prices or rates to be charged for services, submitted
by any vendor to the department of social and health services for
purposes of the development, acquisition, or implementation of
state purchased health care as defined in RCW 41.05.011;
(12)(a) When supplied to and in the records of the department
of commerce:
(i) Financial and proprietary information collected from any
person and provided to the department of commerce pursuant to
RCW 43.330.050(8); and
(ii) Financial or proprietary information collected from any
person and provided to the department of commerce or the office
of the governor in connection with the siting, recruitment,
expansion, retention, or relocation of that person's business and
until a siting decision is made, identifying information of any
person supplying information under this subsection and the
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enforcement of chapter 46.--- RCW (the new chapter created in
locations being considered for siting, relocation, or expansion of
a business;
section 17 of this act).
Sec. 11. RCW 46.72.010 and 1996 c 87 s 18 are each
(b) When developed by the department of commerce based on
amended to read as follows:
information as described in (a)(i) of this subsection, any work
When used in this chapter:
product is not exempt from disclosure;
(1) The term "for hire vehicle" includes all vehicles used for
(c) For the purposes of this subsection, "siting decision" means
the transportation of passengers for compensation, except auto
the decision to acquire or not to acquire a site;
stages, school buses operating exclusively under a contract to a
(d) If there is no written contact for a period of sixty days to
school district, ride-sharing vehicles under chapter 46.74 RCW,
the department of commerce from a person connected with siting,
limousine carriers licensed under chapter 46.72A RCW, personal
recruitment, expansion, retention, or relocation of that person's
vehicles used to provide transportation network company services
business, information described in (a)(ii) of this subsection will
be available to the public under this chapter;
under chapter 46.--- RCW (the new chapter created in section 17
(13) Financial and proprietary information submitted to or
of this act), vehicles used by nonprofit transportation providers
for ((elderly or handicapped)) persons with special transportation
obtained by the department of ecology or the authority created
needs and their attendants under chapter 81.66 RCW, vehicles
under chapter 70.95N RCW to implement chapter 70.95N RCW;
(14) Financial, commercial, operations, and technical and
used by auto transportation companies licensed under chapter
research information and data submitted to or obtained by the life
81.68 RCW, vehicles used to provide courtesy transportation at
sciences discovery fund authority in applications for, or delivery
no charge to and from parking lots, hotels, and rental offices, and
of, grants under chapter 43.350 RCW, to the extent that such
vehicles used by charter party carriers of passengers and
information, if revealed, would reasonably be expected to result
excursion service carriers licensed under chapter 81.70 RCW;
in private loss to the providers of this information;
(2) The term "for hire operator" means and includes any
(15) Financial and commercial information provided as
person, concern, or entity engaged in the transportation of
evidence to the department of licensing as required by RCW
passengers for compensation in for hire vehicles.
19.112.110 or 19.112.120, except information disclosed in
Sec. 12. RCW 51.12.020 and 2013 c 141 s 3 are each
aggregate form that does not permit the identification of
amended to read as follows:
information related to individual fuel licensees;
The following are the only employments which shall not be
(16) Any production records, mineral assessments, and trade
included within the mandatory coverage of this title:
secrets submitted by a permit holder, mine operator, or landowner
(1) Any person employed as a domestic servant in a private
to the department of natural resources under RCW 78.44.085;
home by an employer who has less than two employees regularly
(17)(a) Farm plans developed by conservation districts, unless
employed forty or more hours a week in such employment.
permission to release the farm plan is granted by the landowner
(2) Any person employed to do gardening, maintenance, or
or operator who requested the plan, or the farm plan is used for
repair, in or about the private home of the employer. For the
the application or issuance of a permit;
purposes of this subsection, "maintenance" means the work of
(b) Farm plans developed under chapter 90.48 RCW and not
keeping in proper condition, "repair" means to restore to sound
under the federal clean water act, 33 U.S.C. Sec. 1251 et seq., are
condition after damage, and "private home" means a person's
subject to RCW 42.56.610 and 90.64.190;
place of residence.
(18) Financial, commercial, operations, and technical and
(3) A person whose employment is not in the course of the
research information and data submitted to or obtained by a health
trade, business, or profession of his or her employer and is not in
sciences and services authority in applications for, or delivery of,
or about the private home of the employer.
grants under RCW 35.104.010 through 35.104.060, to the extent
(4) Any person performing services in return for aid or
that such information, if revealed, would reasonably be expected
sustenance only, received from any religious or charitable
to result in private loss to providers of this information;
organization.
(19) Information gathered under chapter 19.85 RCW or RCW
(5) Sole proprietors or partners.
34.05.328 that can be identified to a particular business;
(6) Any child under eighteen years of age employed by his or
(20) Financial and commercial information submitted to or
her parent or parents in agricultural activities on the family farm.
obtained by the University of Washington, other than information
(7) Jockeys while participating in or preparing horses for race
the university is required to disclose under RCW 28B.20.150,
meets licensed by the Washington horse racing commission
when the information relates to investments in private funds, to
pursuant to chapter 67.16 RCW.
the extent that such information, if revealed, would reasonably be
(8)(a) Except as otherwise provided in (b) of this subsection,
expected to result in loss to the University of Washington
any bona fide officer of a corporation voluntarily elected or
voluntarily appointed in accordance with the articles of
consolidated endowment fund or to result in private loss to the
incorporation or bylaws of the corporation, who at all times
providers of this information; ((and))
(21) Market share data submitted by a manufacturer under
during the period involved is also a bona fide director, and who is
also a shareholder of the corporation. Only such officers who
RCW 70.95N.190(4); ((and))
exercise substantial control in the daily management of the
(22) Financial information supplied to the department of
financial institutions or to a portal under RCW 21.20.883, when
corporation and whose primary responsibilities do not include the
performance of manual labor are included within this subsection.
filed by or on behalf of an issuer of securities for the purpose of
(b) Alternatively, a corporation that is not a "public company"
obtaining the exemption from state securities registration for
as defined in RCW 23B.01.400 may exempt eight or fewer bona
small securities offerings provided under RCW 21.20.880 or
fide officers, who are voluntarily elected or voluntarily appointed
when filed by or on behalf of an investor for the purpose of
in accordance with the articles of incorporation or bylaws of the
purchasing such securities; and
corporation and who exercise substantial control in the daily
(23) The quarterly reports submitted by transportation network
management of the corporation, from coverage under this title
companies pursuant to section 2(4) of this act and any records
without regard to the officers' performance of manual labor if the
provided to the department of licensing to facilitate the
exempted officer is a shareholder of the corporation, or may
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exempt any number of officers if all the exempted officers are
related by blood within the third degree or marriage. If a
corporation that is not a "public company" elects to be covered
under subsection (8)(a) of this section, the corporation's election
must be made on a form prescribed by the department and under
such reasonable rules as the department may adopt.
(c) Determinations respecting the status of persons performing
services for a corporation shall be made, in part, by reference to
Title 23B RCW and to compliance by the corporation with its
own articles of incorporation and bylaws. For the purpose of
determining coverage under this title, substance shall control over
form, and mandatory coverage under this title shall extend to all
workers of this state, regardless of honorary titles conferred upon
those actually serving as workers.
(d) A corporation may elect to cover officers who are
exempted by this subsection in the manner provided by RCW
51.12.110.
(9) Services rendered by a musician or entertainer under a
contract with a purchaser of the services, for a specific
engagement or engagements when such musician or entertainer
performs no other duties for the purchaser and is not regularly and
continuously employed by the purchaser. A purchaser does not
include the leader of a group or recognized entity who employs
other than on a casual basis musicians or entertainers.
(10) Services performed by a newspaper vendor, carrier, or
delivery person selling or distributing newspapers on the street,
to offices, to businesses, or from house to house and any freelance
news correspondent or "stringer" who, using his or her own
equipment, chooses to submit material for publication for free or
a fee when such material is published.
(11) Services performed by an insurance producer, as defined
in RCW 48.17.010, or a surplus line broker licensed under chapter
48.15 RCW.
(12) Services performed by a booth renter. However, a person
exempted under this subsection may elect coverage under RCW
51.32.030.
(13) Members of a limited liability company, if either:
(a) Management of the company is vested in its members, and
the members for whom exemption is sought would qualify for
exemption under subsection (5) of this section were the company
a sole proprietorship or partnership; or
(b) Management of the company is vested in one or more
managers, and the members for whom the exemption is sought
are managers who would qualify for exemption under subsection
(8) of this section were the company a corporation.
(14) A transportation network company driver providing
transportation network company services unless a transportation
network company and the transportation network company driver
expressly agree otherwise in writing. For purposes of this
subsection, a transportation network company driver qualifies
under this subsection only if:
(a) The transportation network company does not prescribe
specific hours during which a transportation network company
driver must be logged into the transportation network company's
digital platform or establish a minimum number of (i) prearranged
rides accepted, (ii) hours worked, or (iii) miles traveled;
(b) The transportation network company imposes no
restrictions on the transportation network company driver's ability
to utilize digital platforms from other transportation network
companies;
(c) The transportation network company does not assign the
transportation network company driver a particular territory in
which transportation network company services can be provided;
and

(d) The transportation network company does not restrict a
transportation network company driver from engaging in any
other occupation or business.
(15) For hire vehicle operators under chapter 46.72 RCW who
own or lease the for hire vehicle, chauffeurs under chapter 46.72A
RCW who own or lease the limousine, and operators of taxicabs
under chapter 81.72 RCW who own or lease the taxicab. An
owner or lessee may elect coverage in the manner provided by
RCW 51.32.030.
Sec. 13. RCW 81.72.240 and 2011 c 190 s 8 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) By September 1, 2015, and at least every two years
thereafter, any city, town, county, or port district setting the rates
charged for taxicab services under this chapter must adjust rates
to accommodate ((changes)) increases or decreases in the cost of
industrial insurance ((or in other industry-wide costs)).
(2) By September 1, 2015, and at least every two years
thereafter, any city, town, county, or port district regulating lease
rates under this chapter must adjust rates to accommodate
increases or decreases in the cost of industrial insurance. Any
changes in lease rates take effect upon entry into a new lease.
(3) Any business that as owner leases a taxicab licensed under
this chapter to a for hire operator must make a reasonable effort
to train the for hire operator in motor vehicle operation and safety
requirements and monitor operator compliance. Monitoring
operator compliance may include the use of vehicle operator
monitoring cameras.
Sec. 14. RCW 43.79A.040 and 2013 c 251 s 5 and 2013 c 88
s 1 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1) Money in the treasurer's trust fund may be deposited,
invested, and reinvested by the state treasurer in accordance with
RCW 43.84.080 in the same manner and to the same extent as if
the money were in the state treasury, and may be commingled
with moneys in the state treasury for cash management and cash
balance purposes.
(2) All income received from investment of the treasurer's trust
fund must be set aside in an account in the treasury trust fund to
be known as the investment income account.
(3) The investment income account may be utilized for the
payment of purchased banking services on behalf of treasurer's
trust funds including, but not limited to, depository, safekeeping,
and disbursement functions for the state treasurer or affected state
agencies. The investment income account is subject in all respects
to chapter 43.88 RCW, but no appropriation is required for
payments to financial institutions. Payments must occur prior to
distribution of earnings set forth in subsection (4) of this section.
(4)(a) Monthly, the state treasurer must distribute the earnings
credited to the investment income account to the state general
fund except under (b), (c), and (d) of this subsection.
(b) The following accounts and funds must receive their
proportionate share of earnings based upon each account's or
fund's average daily balance for the period: The Washington
promise scholarship account, the Washington advanced college
tuition payment program account, the accessible communities
account, the community and technical college innovation
account, the agricultural local fund, the American Indian
scholarship endowment fund, the foster care scholarship
endowment fund, the foster care endowed scholarship trust fund,
the contract harvesting revolving account, the Washington state
combined fund drive account, the commemorative works
account, the county enhanced 911 excise tax account, the toll
collection account, the developmental disabilities endowment
trust fund, the energy account, the fair fund, the family leave
insurance account, the food animal veterinarian conditional
scholarship account, the fruit and vegetable inspection account,
the future teachers conditional scholarship account, the game
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 17. Sections 1 through 8 of this act
farm alternative account, the GET ready for math and science
scholarship account, the Washington global health technologies
constitute a new chapter in Title 46 RCW."
and product development account, the grain inspection revolving
MOTION
fund, the industrial insurance rainy day fund, the juvenile
accountability incentive account, the law enforcement officers'
Senator Fain moved that the following amendment by
and firefighters' plan 2 expense fund, the local tourism promotion
account, the multiagency permitting team account, the pilotage
Senators Fain and Liias to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 7, beginning on line 1 of the amendment, after "(12)"
account, the produce railcar pool account, the regional
transportation investment district account, the rural rehabilitation
strike all material through "activities" on line 22 and insert
"Except as otherwise provided in subsections (13) and (14) of this
account, the stadium and exhibition center account, the youth
athletic facility account, the self-insurance revolving fund, the
section, every transportation network company, transportation
children's trust fund, the Washington horse racing commission
network company driver, and vehicle operated by a transportation
Washington bred owners' bonus fund and breeder awards
network company driver is subject to exclusive control,
account, the Washington horse racing commission class C purse
supervision, and regulation by the department; however,
fund account, the individual development account program
enforcement of this chapter, including department rules adopted
under this chapter, may be by the department and any law
account, the Washington horse racing commission operating
account, the life sciences discovery fund, the Washington state
enforcement officer. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed as
authorizing the adoption of local ordinances providing for local
heritage center account, the reduced cigarette ignition propensity
account, the center for childhood deafness and hearing loss
regulation of transportation network companies, transportation
account, the school for the blind account, the Millersylvania park
network company drivers, or vehicles operated by transportation
trust fund, the public employees' and retirees' insurance reserve
network company drivers. However, this subsection (12) does not
apply to standard business licenses and the levying of businessfund, the transportation network company account, and the
related taxes at the local level.
radiation perpetual maintenance fund.
(13) A city with a population of more than one hundred fifty
(c) The following accounts and funds must receive eighty
thousand and a county with a population of more than four
percent of their proportionate share of earnings based upon each
hundred forty thousand may impose regulatory fees on a
account's or fund's average daily balance for the period: The
transportation network company to cover the costs of
advanced right-of-way revolving fund, the advanced
enforcement of this chapter. Any fee imposed on a transportation
environmental mitigation revolving account, the federal narcotics
network company under this subsection (13) may not exceed the
asset forfeitures account, the high occupancy vehicle account, the
maximum permit fee required under section 5 of this act"
local rail service assistance account, and the miscellaneous
Senators Fain and Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the
transportation programs account.
amendment to the striking amendment.
(d) Any state agency that has independent authority over
Senators Habib and Rolfes spoke against adoption of the
accounts or funds not statutorily required to be held in the custody
amendment to the striking amendment.
of the state treasurer that deposits funds into a fund or account in
the custody of the state treasurer pursuant to an agreement with
POINT OF INQUIRY
the office of the state treasurer shall receive its proportionate
share of earnings based upon each account's or fund's average
Senator Billig: “Would Senator Fain yield to a question?”
daily balance for the period.
(5) In conformance with Article II, section 37 of the state
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
Constitution, no trust accounts or funds shall be allocated
earnings without the specific affirmative directive of this section.
President Owen: “The Senator does not yield.”
NEW SECTION. Sec. 15. The following acts or parts of
acts are each repealed:
Senator Billig spoke against adoption of the amendment to
(1) RCW 46.72.073 (Certificate suspension or revocation—
the striking amendment.
Failure to pay industrial insurance premiums—Rules—
Cooperative agreements) and 2011 c 190 s 5;
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(2) RCW 46.72A.053 (Certificate suspension or revocation—
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Fain and Liias on
Failure to pay industrial insurance premiums—Rules—
page 7, line 1 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate Bill
Cooperative agreements) and 2011 c 190 s 6;
No. 5550.
(3) RCW 51.12.180 (For hire vehicle businesses and
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the amendment to the
operators—Findings—Declaration) and 2011 c 190 s 1;
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
(4) RCW 51.12.183 (For hire vehicle businesses and
operators—Mandatory coverage—Definitions) and 2011 c 190 s
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
2;
(5) RCW 51.12.185 (For hire vehicle owners—Retrospective
rating program) and 2011 c 190 s 4;
President Owen: “The ‘Ayes’ have it. [Gavel sounds] The
(6) RCW 51.16.240 (For hire vehicle businesses and
President would note that it’s not how loud or how long. It’s how
operators—Basis for premiums—Rules) and 2011 c 190 s 3; and
many.”
(7) RCW 81.72.230 (License suspension or revocation—
Failure to pay industrial insurance premiums—Rules—
MOTION
Cooperative agreements) and 2011 c 190 s 7.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 16. If any provision of this act or its
Senator Fain moved that the following amendment by
application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
Senators Fain and Liias to the striking amendment be adopted.
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
On page 11, line 15 of the amendment, after "driver." strike
persons or circumstances is not affected.
"The department" and insert "Either the entity performing the
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criminal history record check or the transportation network
company"
Senators Fain and Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.
Senators Habib and Rolfes spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment.
Senator Rolfes demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Fain and Liias on
page 11, line 15 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5550.

46 RCW; and repealing RCW 46.72.073, 46.72A.053, 51.12.180,
51.12.183, 51.12.185, 51.16.240, and 81.72.230."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5550 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Fain and Baumgartner spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
Senators Habib and Hasegawa spoke against passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5550.

ROLL CALL
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment to the striking amendment by Senators Fain and Liias
and the amendment was adopted by the following vote: Yeas,
29; Nays, 19; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Liias, Litzow,
Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser,
Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen,
Ranker and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Frockt
Senator Habib moved to withdraw the striking amendment by
Senator Habib as amended to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5550.
There being an objection, the striking amendment by Senator
Habib as amended to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5550 was not
withdrawn.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Habib as
amended to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5550.
Senator Habib spoke against the adoption of the striking
amendment as amended.
Senator Fain spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment as amended.
The motion by Senator Habib carried and the striking
amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "services;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 18.235.020,
46.72.010, 51.12.020, and 81.72.240; reenacting and amending
RCW 42.56.270 and 43.79A.040; adding a new chapter to Title

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5550 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 30; Nays, 18; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen,
Fain, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Liias,
Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers,
Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Conway, Darneille,
Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser, KohlWelles, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker
and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Frockt
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5550,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Committee on Rules
in the Majority Coalition Caucus Room immediately upon the
day’s adjournment.
MOTION
At 11:12 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, March 11, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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FIFTY NINTH DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Wednesday, March 11, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President Pro Tempore, Senator Roach presiding. The Secretary
called the roll and announced to the President Pro Tempore that
all senators were present with the exception of Senator Hobbs.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Rahul
Chandra and Natalie Eldridge, presented the Colors. The prayer
was offered by Senator Fraser.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 10, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
HOUSE BILL NO. 1022,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1118,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1232,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1283,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1337,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1368,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1389,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1430,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1465,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1513,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1546,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1605,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1647,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1676,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1761,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1830,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1850,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1851,
HOUSE BILL NO. 2010,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2017,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2093,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2107
and the same are herewith transmitted.

ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1320,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1943
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 10, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1420,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1551,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1564,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1620,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1704,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1771,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1790,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1804,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1807,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1808,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1817,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1821,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1844,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1980,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2041,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 2084
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 10, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1651,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1720,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1730,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1918,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2063
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Frockt moved adoption of the following resolution:

BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 10, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1187,

SENATE RESOLUTION
8635
By Senators Frockt, Jayapal, Keiser, and Cleveland
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WHEREAS, Human Papillomavirus, or HPV, is so common
that nearly all sexually active men and women will get it in their
lives; and
WHEREAS, HPV causes 90% of cervical cancers, and in the
United States 33% of those cancers are fatal; and
WHEREAS, HPV vaccination prevents nearly 100% of the
precancerous cervical cell changes caused by HPV types 16 and
18, and is only one of two vaccines that can prevent cancer; and
WHEREAS, HPV causes nearly 27,000 total cases of cancer
every year in both men and women, and more than 6,000 people
are likely to die this year of HPV-related cancers in the United
States; and
WHEREAS, Virtually all HPV-related cancer deaths are
preventable through the use of vaccines; and
WHEREAS, Low vaccination rates mean more than six out of
every 10 adolescent females and more than eight out of every 10
adolescent males in the United States are still at risk for HPVrelated cancers while safe, effective vaccines go unused; and
WHEREAS, The Group Health Foundation is a leader in the
effort to protect children from cancer through a campaign to
encourage vaccinations by expanding public awareness,
partnering with public health organizations, and reaching out
directly to parents; and
WHEREAS, The success of these and other efforts are critical
to saving many thousands of lives;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Senate of
the State of Washington recognize the need for HPV awareness,
promote educational activities aimed at increasing knowledge of
the virus, and applaud and support the efforts of the Group Health
Foundation to keep all Washingtonians healthy and cancer-free.
Senators Frockt, Darneille, Fraser, Habib, Chase and Rolfes
spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8635.
The motion by Senator Frockt carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the fifth
order of business.

INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS

ESHB 1349
by House Committee on State Government
(originally sponsored by Representative S. Hunt)
AN ACT Relating to requesting public records for the
purpose of obtaining exempted information relating to
employment and licensing; and amending RCW 42.56.250.

The President Pro Tempore welcomed and introduced
representatives of organizations campaigning to increase
awareness of human papillomavirus (HPV) immunization
including: Dr. Kathy Lofy, State Health Officer, Washington
State Department of Health (DOH); Ms. Michele Roberts, Office
Director, Office of Immunization and Child Profile, Prevention
and Community Health Division, DOH; Ms. Katie Kolan,
Director of Legislative and Regulatory Affairs, Washington State
Medical Association (WSMA); Ms. Theresa Tamura, Executive
Director, Philanthropy & Community Engagement, Group Health
Cooperative; Mr. Chris Marr, government affairs consultant,
Group Health Cooperative and former state senator, 6th District;
Ms. Amber Ulvenes, Group Health Cooperative; Ms. Mary
McHale, Government Relations Director, and Ms. Erin Dziedizic,
American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network; Ms. Pamela
Crone and Ms. Nancy Sapiro, Legal Voice; and Ms. Jennifer
Allen, Planned Parenthood who were present in the gallery and
recognized by the senate.
MOTION

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
SHB 1135
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Cody, Harris,
Jinkins and Gregerson)
AN ACT Relating to education-based practice remediation
for licensed health and health-related professions; and adding
a new section to chapter 18.130 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SHB 1183
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Harris and
Cody)
AN ACT Relating to radiology benefit managers; and adding
a new chapter to Title 19 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
ESHB 1186
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Clibborn,
Springer, Johnson, Senn, Moeller, McBride, Walkinshaw,
Caldier and Fey)
AN ACT Relating to notifications to patients in observation
status at hospitals; and adding a new section to chapter 70.41
RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
HB 1307 by Representatives Harris, Tharinger, Walkinshaw
and Kagi
AN ACT Relating to enforcement standards for residential
services and support providers; amending RCW 71A.12.270;
adding a new section to chapter 71A.12 RCW; creating a new
section; recodifying RCW 71A.12.270; and prescribing
penalties.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
E2SHB 1390
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Goodman, Holy,
Jinkins, Kagi, Moscoso, Ormsby and Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to legal financial obligations; amending
RCW 10.82.090, 3.50.100, 3.62.040, 35.20.220, 10.01.160,
10.01.170, 10.01.180, 10.46.190, 10.64.015, 9.92.070,
10.73.160, 9.94A.6333, 9.94A.760, 9.94B.040, 3.62.085,
36.18.020, and 43.43.7541; and reenacting and amending
RCW 3.62.020.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1397 by Representatives Holy, Bergquist, Appleton, Van
Werven and McBride
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AN ACT Relating to family medicine residencies in health
AN ACT Relating to financial reporting by elected and
appointed officials, candidates, and appointees; and
professional shortage areas; amending RCW 70.112.020 and
amending RCW 42.17A.120 and 42.17A.710.
70.112.060; reenacting and amending RCW 70.112.010;
adding new sections to chapter 70.112 RCW; and creating a
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
new section.
Security.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
ESHB 1448
by House Committee on Judiciary
(originally sponsored by Representatives Riccelli, Holy, Parker,
E2SHB 1491
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Kagi, Walsh, Hunter,
Ormsby, Caldier, Hayes, Jinkins, Walkinshaw, Gregerson,
Appleton, Ryu, McBride and Shea)
Johnson, Ormsby, MacEwen, Senn, Magendanz, Farrell, Hayes,
Ortiz-Self, Hudgins, Appleton, Fitzgibbon, S. Hunt, Ryu, Jinkins,
AN ACT Relating to procedures for responding to reports of
threatened or attempted suicide; amending RCW 71.05.120;
Bergquist, Goodman, Tharinger and Riccelli)
AN ACT Relating to improving quality in the early care and
adding a new section to chapter 71.05 RCW; and creating new
sections.
education system; amending RCW 43.215.100, 43.215.135,
43.215.1352,
43.215.425,
43.215.415,
43.215.455,
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
43.215.020, and 43.215.090; reenacting and amending RCW
43.215.010; adding new sections to chapter 43.215 RCW;
Housing.
creating new sections; and repealing 2013 2nd sp.s. c 16 s 2
E2SHB 1450
by House Committee on Appropriations
(uncodified).
(originally sponsored by Representatives Jinkins, Rodne,
Walkinshaw, Harris, Cody, Goodman, Senn, Walsh, Riccelli,
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Robinson, Orwall, Moeller, Gregerson, Van De Wege, Ormsby,
Clibborn, McBride, Tharinger, Kagi and Stanford)
SHB 1496
by House Committee on Labor (originally
AN ACT Relating to involuntary outpatient mental health
sponsored by Representatives Sells, Gregerson and Ormsby)
AN ACT Relating to addressing vocational rehabilitation by
treatment; amending RCW 71.05.150, 71.05.156, 71.05.212,
71.05.230, 71.05.240, 71.05.245, 71.05.280, 71.05.290,
making certain recommendations from the vocational
rehabilitation subcommittee permanent and creating certain
71.05.300, 71.05.320, 71.05.340, 71.05.730, and 71.05.730;
reenacting and amending RCW 71.05.020, 71.05.020, and
incentives for employers to employ injured workers with
71.05.300; adding a new section to chapter 71.05 RCW;
permanent disabilities; amending RCW 51.16.120,
creating a new section; providing an effective date; and
51.32.095, and 51.44.040; reenacting and amending RCW
providing an expiration date.
51.32.099; adding a new section to chapter 51.32 RCW;
creating new sections; and repealing 2013 c 331 s 3, 2011 c
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
291 s 3, and 2013 c 331 s 6 (uncodified).
Housing.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
E2SHB 1471
by House Committee on Appropriations
SHB 1503
by House Committee on Judiciary
(originally sponsored by Representatives Cody, Schmick, Harris,
Van De Wege, DeBolt, Hurst, Kretz, Moeller, Jinkins and
(originally sponsored by Representatives Jinkins, Ryu, Tharinger,
Tharinger)
DeBolt, Senn, Robinson, Harris, Cody, Riccelli, Walsh, Sawyer
AN ACT Relating to mitigating barriers to patient access to
and Moeller)
care resulting from health insurance contracting practices;
AN ACT Relating to medical liens; amending RCW
adding a new section to chapter 41.05 RCW; adding a new
60.44.020 and 60.44.060; and reenacting and amending RCW
section to chapter 48.43 RCW; and providing an effective
19.16.100.
date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SHB 1505
by House Committee on Early Learning &
SHB 1480
by House Committee on Transportation
Human Services (originally sponsored by Representatives
(originally sponsored by Representatives Holy, Riccelli, Orcutt,
Goodman, Kagi, Appleton, Jinkins and Tharinger)
Haler, Shea, Johnson, Clibborn, Ormsby, Condotta, Tharinger
AN ACT Relating to juvenile restorative justice programs;
and McCaslin)
and amending RCW 13.40.020.
AN ACT Relating to the creation of intermittent-use trailer
license plates; amending RCW 46.16A.110, 46.18.277, and
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
46.19.060; reenacting and amending RCW 46.17.220 and
Housing.
46.16A.200; adding a new section to chapter 46.18 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 46.04 RCW; prescribing
HB 1531 by Representatives Tharinger, Harris, Jinkins, Cody,
penalties; and providing an effective date.
Caldier, Kagi, Wylie and Senn
AN ACT Relating to removing expiration dates for training
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
and certification exemptions for certain long-term care
workers; and amending RCW 18.88B.041, 74.39A.076,
E2SHB 1485
by House Committee on Appropriations
74.39A.341, and 18.88B.035.
(originally sponsored by Representatives Haler, Cody, Schmick,
Shea, Zeiger, Tarleton, Tharinger and Riccelli)
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
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SHB 1536
by House Committee on Judiciary
(originally sponsored by Representatives Klippert, Cody,
Goodman, Muri, Stokesbary, Haler, Hayes, Tharinger and Wylie)
AN ACT Relating to the timing of emergency detentions and
assessments under the involuntary treatment act; and
reenacting and amending RCW 71.05.153.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
HB 1652 by Representatives Cody and Harris
AN ACT Relating to medicaid managed health care system
payments for health care services provided by
nonparticipating providers; and amending RCW 74.09.522.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

HB 1599 by Representatives Rodne, Jinkins and Wylie
AN ACT Relating to secure facilities for the criminally
insane; and amending RCW 10.77.091.

ESHB 1713
by House Committee on Judiciary
(originally sponsored by Representatives Cody, Harris, Jinkins,
Moeller, Tharinger, Appleton, Ortiz-Self and Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to integrating the treatment systems for
mental health and chemical dependency; amending RCW
70.96A.020, 70.96A.140, 70.96A.145, 71.05.025, 71.05.026,
71.05.050, 71.05.120, 71.05.132, 71.05.150, 71.05.154,
71.05.156, 71.05.157, 71.05.160, 71.05.170, 71.05.180,
71.05.190, 71.05.195, 71.05.210, 71.05.212, 71.05.214,
71.05.215, 71.05.220, 71.05.230, 71.05.235, 71.05.240,
71.05.280, 71.05.290, 71.05.300, 71.05.320, 71.05.325,
71.05.340, 71.05.360, 71.05.380, 71.05.435, 71.05.530,
71.05.560, 71.05.700, 71.05.705, 71.34.020, 71.34.305,
71.34.375, 71.34.385, 71.34.400, 71.34.410, 71.34.500,
71.34.520, 71.34.600, 71.34.630, 71.34.650, 71.34.660,
71.34.700, 71.34.710, 71.34.720, 71.34.740, 71.34.750,
71.34.760, 71.34.780, 9.41.040, 9.41.047, 9.41.075,
9.41.097, 4.24.558, 5.60.060, 9.41.280, 9.95.143, 10.77.010,
10.77.025, 10.77.027, 10.77.060, 10.77.084, 10.77.088,
11.92.190, 13.32A.044, 18.83.110, 43.20A.025, 70.48.475,
70.97.010, 71.05.620, 71.05.660, 71.24.045, 71.24.330,
71.32.080, 71.32.140, 71.32.150, 72.09.315, 72.09.370,
74.13.033, and 74.50.070; reenacting and amending RCW
70.96A.020, 71.05.020, 71.05.153, 71.34.730, 10.77.065,
70.02.010, 70.02.230, and 71.24.025; adding new sections to
chapter 71.05 RCW; creating a new section; repealing RCW
70.96A.095, 70.96A.096, 70.96A.097,
70.96A.110,
70.96A.120, 70.96A.140, 70.96A.141,
70.96A.142,
70.96A.145, 70.96A.148, 70.96A.155,
70.96A.157,
70.96A.160, 70.96A.180, 70.96A.230,
70.96A.235,
70.96A.240, 70.96A.245, 70.96A.250,
70.96A.255,
70.96A.260,
70.96A.265,
70.96B.010,
70.96B.020,
70.96B.030,
70.96B.040,
70.96B.045,
70.96B.050,
70.96B.060,
70.96B.070,
70.96B.080,
70.96B.090,
70.96B.100,
70.96B.110,
70.96B.120,
70.96B.130,
70.96B.140, 70.96B.150, 70.96B.800, and 71.05.032;
providing effective dates; and providing expiration dates.

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

SHB 1617
by House Committee on Judiciary
(originally sponsored by Representatives Rodne, Goodman and
Jinkins)
AN ACT Relating to the courts' consultation of the judicial
information system before granting orders; and adding a new
section to chapter 2.28 RCW.

EHB 1729
by Representatives Pettigrew, Magendanz,
Kagi, Walsh, Van De Wege, DeBolt, Jinkins, Goodman,
Dunshee, Hudgins, Wylie, Cody, Sawyer, Senn, Moeller,
Tarleton and Santos
AN ACT Relating to the administration of a statewide
network of community-based domestic violence victim
services by the department of social and health services;
amending RCW 70.123.010, 70.123.020, 70.123.030,
70.123.040,
70.123.070,
70.123.075,
70.123.080,
70.123.090, 70.123.110, 70.123.150, 36.18.010, 36.18.016,
43.235.020, and 43.235.040; and repealing RCW 70.123.050
and 70.123.130.

HB 1545 by Representatives Robinson, Johnson and Cody
AN ACT Relating to the safe practice of public health nurses
dispensing certain medications; and adding a new section to
chapter 70.05 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SHB 1559
by House Committee on Higher Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Riccelli, Johnson,
Wylie, Parker, MacEwen, Harris, Rodne, Schmick, Short,
Pettigrew, Ormsby, Robinson, Van De Wege, Klippert, Reykdal,
Sawyer, Holy, Walsh, S. Hunt, Kretz, Vick, Gregerson,
McCaslin, Pike, Scott, Smith, Lytton, Hudgins, Ryu, Condotta,
Sells, Moscoso, Hurst, Santos, Buys, Fey, Takko, Blake, Dent,
Nealey, Kilduff, Chandler, Wilcox, Haler, Magendanz, Peterson,
Ortiz-Self, Appleton, Manweller, Shea, Senn, Hayes, Kochmar,
Hargrove, Muri, Stanford, Fagan, Griffey, Van Werven, Wilson,
Harmsworth, Kirby, Tharinger, McBride and Goodman)
AN ACT Relating to higher education programs at
Washington State University and the University of
Washington; amending RCW 28B.10.115 and 28B.20.060;
and adding a new section to chapter 28B.30 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
HB 1561 by Representatives Hudgins, Scott, Stanford,
Magendanz, Ormsby, Smith, S. Hunt and Wylie
AN ACT Relating to consideration of information technology
security matters; and amending RCW 42.30.110.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1627 by Representative Schmick
AN ACT Relating to expanding the existing prohibition on
unlawfully entering the land of another to hunt or to retrieve
hunted wildlife under Title 77 RCW to include entering the
land of another to collect wildlife parts; amending RCW
77.15.435; and prescribing penalties.

Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
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HB 1732 by Representatives Reykdal, Riccelli, Ryu, S. Hunt,
Peterson, Ormsby, Stanford, Goodman, Cody, Tharinger, OrtizE2SHB 1825
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Kilduff, Muri, Gregory,
Self, Bergquist, Fitzgibbon, Farrell, Sullivan, Dunshee, Moscoso,
Appleton, Sells, Pollet, Robinson, Walkinshaw, Jinkins, Senn,
Haler, Riccelli, Walkinshaw, Zeiger and McBride)
AN ACT Relating to modifying the definition of resident
Wylie, Lytton, Hudgins, Tarleton, Kagi, Moeller, Sawyer, Fey,
Pettigrew, Gregerson, Orwall, Santos, Kirby, McBride, Takko,
student to comply with federal requirements established by
the veterans access, choice, and accountability act of 2014;
Gregory, Clibborn, Springer, Van De Wege, Blake, Kilduff and
Hansen
amending RCW 28B.15.012; providing an effective date; and
declaring an emergency.
AN ACT Relating to meal and rest breaks and mandatory
overtime for certain health care employees; amending RCW
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
49.28.130 and 49.28.140; and adding a new section to chapter
49.12 RCW.
SHB 1874
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Tharinger,
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
Cody and Riccelli)
SHB 1737
by House Committee on Appropriations
AN ACT Relating to the requirements of allopathic physician
(originally sponsored by Representatives Orcutt, Santos,
licensure; amending RCW 18.71.050, 18.71.055, and
18.71.095; adding a new section to chapter 18.71 RCW; and
Magendanz, Bergquist, Ortiz-Self, Kilduff, Kagi, Zeiger,
Tarleton, Muri, Condotta and Pollet)
repealing RCW 18.71.051.
AN ACT Relating to the availability of retired teachers as
substitutes; adding a new section to chapter 41.32 RCW; and
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
creating a new section.
HB 1884 by Representatives Vick, Bergquist, Hayes, Riccelli,
Orcutt, Wilson and Pike
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
AN ACT Relating to the definition of a one-wheeled selfbalancing device; amending RCW 46.04.1695; and creating a
SHB 1738
by House Committee on Transportation
new section.
(originally sponsored by Representatives Orcutt, Clibborn,
Hayes, Fey, Hargrove, Farrell, Zeiger, Moscoso, Muri, Condotta,
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
Buys and Harmsworth)
AN ACT Relating to marine, off-road recreational vehicle,
and snowmobile fuel tax refunds based on actual fuel taxes
EHB 1890
by Representatives Schmick and Cody
paid; amending RCW 46.09.520, 46.10.530, and 79A.25.070;
AN ACT Relating to a second-party payment process for
paying insurers; adding a new section to chapter 48.43 RCW;
and creating a new section.
and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
ESHB 1740
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Appleton and Ryu)
2SHB 1916
by House Committee on Appropriations
AN ACT Relating to political subdivisions purchasing health
(originally sponsored by Representatives Cody and Harris)
coverage through the public employees' benefits board
AN ACT Relating to integrating administrative provisions for
program; and amending RCW 41.04.205 and 41.05.011.
chemical dependency and mental health; amending RCW
71.24.035, 70.96A.050, 71.24.037, 70.96A.090, 71.24.385,
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
70.96A.350,
70.96A.035,
70.96C.010,
70.96A.037,
70.96A.047, 70.96A.055, 70.96A.087,
70.96A.170,
ESHB 1762
by House Committee on Health Care &
70.96A.180, 70.96A.095, 70.96A.096,
70.96A.097,
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representatives Riccelli,
70.96A.235, 70.96A.240, 70.96A.245,
70.96A.250,
Schmick, Jinkins, Harris, Cody, Van De Wege, Robinson and
70.96A.265, 70.96A.400, 70.96A.800,
70.96A.905,
Tharinger)
71.24.300, 71.24.350, 2.28.170, 9.94A.660, 10.05.020,
AN ACT Relating to enhancing the relationship between a
10.05.030, 10.05.150, 46.61.5055, and 46.61.5056;
health insurer and a contracting health care provider; adding
reenacting and amending RCW 71.24.025 and 70.96A.020;
a new section to chapter 48.20 RCW; adding a new section to
adding new sections to chapter 71.24 RCW; recodifying
chapter 48.21 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 48.44
RCW 70.96A.035, 70.96A.037, 70.96A.040, 70.96A.043,
RCW; and adding a new section to chapter 48.46 RCW.
70.96A.047, 70.96A.050, 70.96A.055,
70.96A.080,
70.96A.085, 70.96A.090, 70.96A.095,
70.96A.096,
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
70.96A.097, 70.96A.170, 70.96A.180,
70.96A.230,
70.96A.235, 70.96A.240, 70.96A.245,
70.96A.250,
SHB 1800
by House Committee on Early Learning &
70.96A.255, 70.96A.260, 70.96A.265,
70.96A.350,
70.96A.400, 70.96A.410, 70.96A.420,
70.96A.430,
Human Services (originally sponsored by Representatives
Hargrove, Kagi and Walsh)
70.96A.500, 70.96A.510, 70.96A.520,
70.96A.800,
AN ACT Relating to filing a petition seeking termination of
70.96A.905, and
70.96C.010; decodifying RCW
43.135.03901; repealing RCW 70.96A.030, 70.96A.045,
parental rights; and reenacting and amending RCW
13.34.138.
70.96A.060, 70.96A.150, 70.96A.300,
70.96A.310,
70.96A.320, and 70.96A.325; and providing an effective
date.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
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Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.

SHB 1956
by House Committee on Health Care &
Wellness (originally sponsored by Representative Moeller)
AN ACT Relating to independent review organizations; and
amending RCW 48.43.535.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SHB 1966
by House Committee on Finance (originally
sponsored by Representatives Fey, Zeiger, Farrell, Fitzgibbon,
Nealey, Walsh and Moscoso)
AN ACT Relating to exempting transit agencies that
manufacture liquid natural gas or compressed natural gas for
the purposes of providing public transportation from the
definition of manufacturing in respect to business and
occupation tax; and amending RCW 82.04.120.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SHB 1967
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Cody, Schmick and
Jinkins)
AN ACT Relating to creating flexibility in health care
coverage by seeking federal waivers; and creating new
sections.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SHB 2012
by House Committee on Transportation
(originally sponsored by Representatives Orcutt, Clibborn,
Hargrove, Hayes, Pike, Zeiger, Muri and Wilson)
AN ACT Relating to the department of transportation
implementation of practical design; adding a new section to
chapter 47.01 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SHB 2085
by House Committee on Public Safety
(originally sponsored by Representatives Goodman and Ryu)
AN ACT Relating to providing alternatives for penalties
stemming from traffic infractions; amending RCW
46.63.060, 46.63.110, and 46.63.120; adding a new section to
chapter 46.04 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 2140 by Representatives Kagi, Orwall, Johnson, Walsh,
Sells, Clibborn, Tarleton, Appleton, Ortiz-Self, Hargrove, Zeiger,
Senn, Ormsby, Kilduff, Walkinshaw and Goodman
AN ACT Relating to good cause exceptions during
permanency hearings; reenacting and amending RCW
13.34.145; providing and effective date; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
HB 2181 by Representatives Schmick, Clibborn, Orcutt and
Scott
AN ACT Relating to the maximum speed limit on highways;
amending RCW 46.61.410; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.

MOTION
Without objection, upon the declaration of the President Pro
Tempore, all measures listed on the Introduction and First
Reading report were referred to the committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
MOTION
Senator Rolfes moved, pursuant to Senate Rule 18, that
Senate Bill No. 5303, an act creating the Washington academic,
innovation and mentoring (AIM) program, be made a special
order of business to be considered at 4:55 p.m.
Senator Fain spoke against the motion.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the motion by Senator Rolfes that Senate Bill No.
5303 be made a special order of business.
The motion by Senator Rolfes failed by voice vote and a
special order of business was not made.
MOTION TO LIMIT DEBATE
On motion of Senator Fain and without objection, pursuant to
Rule 29, debate was limited through the remainder of the day.
REMARKS BY SENATOR ROLFES
Senator Rolfes: “Purely, I stood in order to say we agree with
that rule.” [Laughter]
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator King moved that Pat Kohler, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9081, be confirmed as a Director of the
Department of Licensing.
Senators King and Conway spoke in favor of passage of the
motion.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hatfield, Senator Hobbs was excused.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Mullet, Senator Liias was excused.
APPOINTMENT OF PAT KOHLER
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the confirmation of Pat Kohler, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9081, as Director of the Department of
Licensing.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Pat
Kohler, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9081, as a Director of the
Department of Licensing and the appointment was confirmed by
the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. OBLIGATIONS OF SCHOOL
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
SERVICE PROVIDERS—TRANSPARENCY.
(1) School
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
service providers shall provide clear and easy to understand
information about the types of student personal information they
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
collect and about how they use and share the student personal
information.
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
(2) School service providers shall provide prominent notice
before making material changes to their privacy policies for
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs
school services.
(3) School service providers shall facilitate access to and
Pat Kohler, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9081, having
received the constitutional majority was declared confirmed as a
correction of student personal information by students or their
Director of the Department of Licensing.
parent or guardian either directly or through the relevant
educational institution or teacher.
MOTION
(4) Where the school service is offered to an educational
institution or teacher, information required by subsections (1) and
(2) of this section may be provided to the educational institution
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
or teacher.
(5) The provisions of this section do not apply to the
SECOND READING
education data center established under RCW 43.41.400, but do
apply to any subcontractors of the education data center.
SENATE BILL NO. 5419, by Senators Litzow, McAuliffe,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. OBLIGATIONS OF SCHOOL
Rivers, Fain, Mullet, Frockt, Hill, Dammeier, Rolfes, KohlSERVICE PROVIDERS—CHOICE AND CONTROL. (1)
Welles and Chase
School service providers may collect, use, and share student
personal information only for purposes authorized by the relevant
Enacting the student user privacy in education rights act.
educational institution or teacher, or with the consent of the
student or the student's parent or guardian.
The measure was read the second time.
(2) School service providers may not sell student personal
information. This prohibition does not apply to the purchase,
MOTION
merger, or other type of acquisition of a school service provider,
or any assets of a school service provider by another entity, as
Senator Litzow moved that the following striking amendment
long as the successor entity continues to be subject to the
by Senator Litzow be adopted:
provisions of this section with respect to previously acquired
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
student personal information to the extent that the school service
following:
provider was regulated by this chapter with regard to its
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. SHORT TITLE. This act may
acquisition of student personal information.
be known and cited as the student user privacy in education rights
(3) School service providers may not use or share any student
act or SUPER act.
personal information for purposes of targeted advertising to
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 2.
DEFINITIONS.
The
students.
definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter unless the
(4) School service providers may not use student personal
context clearly requires otherwise.
information to create a personal profile of a student other than for
(1) "School service" means a web site, mobile application, or
supporting purposes authorized by the relevant educational
online service that: (a) Is designed and marketed primarily for use
institution or teacher, or with the consent of the student or the
in a K-12 school; (b) is used at the direction of teachers or other
student's parent or guardian.
employees of a K-12 school; and (c) collects, maintains, or uses
(5) School service providers must obtain consent before using
student personal information. A "school service" does not include
student personal information in a manner that is materially
a web site, mobile application, or online service that is designed
inconsistent with the school service provider's privacy policy or
and marketed for use by individuals or entities generally, even if
school contract for the applicable school service in effect at the
also marketed to a United States K-12 school.
time of collection.
(2) "School service provider" means an entity that operates a
(6) The provisions of subsections (1), (2), (4), and (5) of this
school service to the extent it is operating in that capacity.
section may not apply to the use or disclosure of personal
(3) "Student personal information" means information
information by a school service provider to:
collected through a school service that personally identifies an
(a) Protect the security or integrity of its web site, mobile
individual student or other information collected and maintained
application, or online service;
about an individual student that is linked to information that
(b) Ensure legal or regulatory compliance or to take
identifies an individual student.
precautions against liability;
(4) "Students" means students of K-12 schools in Washington
(c) Respond to or participate in judicial process;
state.
(d) Protect the safety of users or others on the web site, mobile
(5) "Targeted advertising" means sending advertisements to a
application, or online service;
student where the advertisement is selected based on information
(e) Investigate a matter related to public safety; or
obtained or inferred from that student's online behavior, usage of
(f) A subcontractor, if the school service provider: (i)
applications, or student personal information. It does not include
Contractually prohibits the subcontractor from using any student
(a) advertising to a student at an online location based upon that
personal information for any purpose other than providing the
student's current visit to that location without the collection and
contracted service to, or on behalf of, the school service provider;
retention of a student's online activities over time or (b) adaptive
(ii) prohibits the subcontractor from disclosing any student
learning, personalized learning, or customized education.
personal information provided by the school service provider to
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subsequent third parties unless the disclosure is expressly
permitted by (a) through (e) of this subsection or by sections 6
and 7 of this act; and (iii) requires the subcontractor to comply
with the requirements of this chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. OBLIGATIONS OF SCHOOL
SERVICE PROVIDERS—SAFEGUARDS. (1) School service
providers must maintain a comprehensive information security
program that is reasonably designed to protect the security,
privacy, confidentiality, and integrity of student personal
information. The information security program should make use
of appropriate administrative, technological, and physical
safeguards.
(2) School service providers must delete student personal
information within a reasonable period of time if the relevant
educational institution requests deletion of the data under the
control of the educational institution unless:
(a) The school service provider has obtained student consent
or the consent of the student's parent or guardian to retain
information related to that student; or
(b) The student has transferred to another educational
institution and that educational institution has requested that the
school service provider retain information related to that student.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. ADAPTIVE LEARNING AND
CUSTOMIZED EDUCATION. Notwithstanding sections 2
through 7 of this act, nothing in this chapter is intended to prohibit
the use of student personal information for purposes of:
(1) Adaptive learning or personalized or customized
education;
(2) Maintaining, developing, supporting, improving, or
diagnosing the school service provider's web site, mobile
application, online service, or application;
(3) Providing recommendations for school, educational, or
employment purposes within a school service without the
response being determined in whole or in part by payment or other
consideration from a third party; or
(4) Responding to a student's request for information or for
feedback without the information or response being determined
in whole or in part by payment or other consideration from a third
party.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. This chapter adopts and does not
modify existing law regarding consent, including consent from
minors and employees on behalf of educational institutions.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. This chapter shall not be
construed to:
(1) Impose a duty upon a provider of an interactive computer
service, as defined in 47 U.S.C. Sec. 230, to review or enforce
compliance with this section by third-party content providers;
(2) Apply to general audience internet web sites, general
audience mobile applications, or general audience online services
even if login credentials created for a school service provider's
web site, mobile application, or online service may be used to
access those general audience web sites, mobile applications, or
online services;
(3) Impede the ability of students to download, export, or
otherwise save or maintain their own student data or documents;
(4) Limit internet service providers from providing internet
connectivity to schools or students and their families;
(5) Prohibit a school service provider from marketing
educational products directly to parents so long as the marketing
did not result from use of student personal information obtained
by the school service provider through the provision of its web
site, mobile application, or online service; or
(6) Impose a duty on a school service provider of an electronic
store, gateway, marketplace, or other means of purchasing or
downloading software or applications to review or enforce
compliance with this chapter on those applications or software.

NEW SECTION.
Sec. 9.
TRANSITIONAL
PROVISIONS. If a school service provider entered into a
signed, written contract with an educational institution or teacher
before the effective date of this section, the school service
provider is not liable for the requirements of sections 2 through 6
of this act with respect to that contract until the next renewal date
of the contract.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. Sections 1 through 9 and 11 of
this act constitute a new chapter in Title 28A RCW.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. EFFECTIVE DATE. This act
takes effect July 1, 2016."
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator
Litzow to Senate Bill No. 5419.
The motion by Senator Litzow carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "act;" strike the remainder
of the title and insert "adding a new chapter to Title 28A RCW;
and providing an effective date."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Litzow, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5419 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Litzow and Rolfes spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5419.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5419 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5419, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
The President, Lt. Governor Brad Owen, assumed the chair.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5583, by Senator Dansel
Providing the fish and wildlife commission with the tools
necessary to enact changes to the status of a species.
MOTIONS
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On motion of Senator Dansel, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5583
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5583 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Dansel, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5583 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Dansel, Baumgartner and Honeyford spoke in favor
of passage of the bill.
Senators Ranker and McCoy spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5583.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5583 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: . Yeas, 27; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King,
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5583, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5954, by Senators Braun, Bailey, Hill,
Becker, Fain, Miloscia, Parlette, Angel, Schoesler, Brown,
Litzow, Warnick, Honeyford, Sheldon, Rivers, Roach and Benton
Reducing tuition.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Braun, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5954
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5954 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Braun moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Braun and Bailey be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 28B.15.031 and 2012 c 230 s 6 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The term "operating fees" as used in this chapter shall
include the fees, other than building fees, charged all students
registering at the state's colleges and universities but shall not
include fees for short courses, self-supporting degree credit
programs and courses, marine station work, experimental station
work, correspondence or extension courses, and individual
instruction and student deposits or rentals, disciplinary and library
fines, which colleges and universities shall have the right to
impose, laboratory, gymnasium, health, technology and student
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activity fees, or fees, charges, rentals, and other income derived
from any or all revenue producing lands, buildings and facilities
of the colleges or universities heretofore or hereafter acquired,
constructed or installed, including but not limited to income from
rooms, dormitories, dining rooms, hospitals, infirmaries, housing
or student activity buildings, vehicular parking facilities, land, or
the appurtenances thereon, or such other special fees as may be
established by any college or university board of trustees or
regents from time to time. All moneys received as operating fees
at any institution of higher education shall be deposited in a local
account containing only operating fees revenue and related
interest: PROVIDED, That ((a minimum of five percent of
operating fees shall be retained by the four-year institutions of
higher education that increase tuition for resident undergraduate
students above assumed tuition increases in the omnibus
appropriations act,)) a minimum of four percent of operating fees
shall be retained by four-year institutions of higher education
((that do not increase tuition for resident undergraduates above
assumed increases in the omnibus appropriations act,)) and a
minimum of three and one-half percent of operating fees shall be
retained by the community and technical colleges for the purposes
of RCW 28B.15.820. At least thirty percent of operating fees
required to be retained by the four-year institutions for purposes
of RCW 28B.15.820 shall be used only for the purposes of RCW
28B.15.820(10).
(2) In addition to the three and one-half percent of operating
fees retained by the institutions under subsection (1) of this
section, up to three percent of operating fees charged to students
at community and technical colleges shall be transferred to the
community and technical college innovation account for the
implementation of the college board's strategic technology plan
in RCW 28B.50.515. The percentage to be transferred to the
community and technical college innovation account shall be
determined by the college board each year but shall not exceed
three percent of the operating fees collected each year.
(3) Local operating fee accounts shall not be subject to
appropriation by the legislature but shall be subject to allotment
procedures by budget program and fiscal year under chapter 43.88
RCW.
Sec. 2. RCW 28B.15.066 and 2003 c 232 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
((It is the intent of the legislature that:
In making appropriations from the state's general fund to
institutions of higher education, each appropriation shall conform
to the following:
(1) The appropriation shall not be reduced by the amount of
operating fees revenue estimated to be collected from students
enrolled at the state-funded enrollment level specified in the
omnibus biennial operating appropriations act;
(2) The appropriation shall not be reduced by the amount of
operating fees revenue collected from students enrolled above the
state-funded level specified in the omnibus biennial operating
appropriations act; and
(3) The general fund state appropriation shall not be reduced
by the amount of operating fees revenue collected as a result of
waiving less operating fees revenue than the amounts authorized
under RCW 28B.15.910. State general fund appropriations shall
not be provided for revenue foregone as a result of or for waivers
granted under RCW 28B.15.915.)) (1) Beginning with the 20152017 omnibus appropriations act, the legislature shall appropriate
to the state board for community and technical colleges and to
each of the four-year institutions of higher education an amount
that is at least equal to the total state funds appropriated in the
2013-2015 biennium and the net revenue loss from resident
undergraduate tuition operating fees based on budgeted full-time
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equivalent enrollment received for the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium
under RCW 28B.15.067 (3) and (6), each adjusted for inflation in
subsequent biennia.
(2) As used in this section and RCW 28B.15.069, "inflation"
shall be based on the consumer price index, using the official
current base, compiled by the bureau of labor statistics, United
States department of labor for the state of Washington. If the
bureau of labor statistics develops more than one consumer price
index for areas within the state, the index covering the greatest
number of people and covering areas exclusively within the
boundaries of the state shall be used.
Sec. 3. RCW 28B.15.067 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 4 s 958 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1) Tuition fees shall be established under the provisions of
this chapter.
(2) Beginning in the 2011-12 academic year and through the
2014-15 academic year, reductions or increases in full-time
tuition fees shall be as provided in the omnibus appropriations act
for resident undergraduate students at community and technical
colleges.
(3)(a) As specified in the omnibus appropriations act, in the
2015-16 academic year, full-time tuition operating fees for
resident undergraduates at community and technical colleges
shall be no more than the 2014-15 tuition operating fee and no
less than six percent of the state's average wage as defined in
RCW 50.04.355.
(b) Beginning in the 2016-17 academic year, full-time
tuition operating fees for resident undergraduates at community
and technical colleges shall be six percent of the state's average
wage as defined in RCW 50.04.355.
(4) The governing boards of the state universities, regional
universities, and The Evergreen State College; and the state board
for community and technical colleges may reduce or increase fulltime tuition fees for all students other than resident
undergraduates, including nonresident students, summer school
students, and students in other self-supporting degree programs.
Percentage increases in full-time tuition may exceed the fiscal
growth factor. Except during the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, the
state board for community and technical colleges may pilot or
institute differential tuition models. The board may define scale,
scope, and rationale for the models.
(((3))) (5)(a) Beginning with the 2011-12 academic year and
through the end of the 2014-15 academic year, the governing
boards of the state universities, the regional universities, and The
Evergreen State College may reduce or increase full-time tuition
fees for all students, including summer school students and
students in other self-supporting degree programs. Percentage
increases in full-time tuition fees may exceed the fiscal growth
factor. Reductions or increases may be made for all or portions of
an institution's programs, campuses, courses, or students;
however, during the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, reductions or
increases in tuition must be uniform among resident
undergraduate students.
(b) Prior to reducing or increasing tuition for each academic
year, the governing boards of the state universities, the regional
universities, and The Evergreen State College shall consult with
existing student associations or organizations with student
undergraduate and graduate representatives regarding the impacts
of potential tuition increases. Each governing board shall make
public its proposal for tuition and fee increases twenty-one days
before the governing board of the institution considers adoption
and allow opportunity for public comment. However, the
requirement to make public a proposal for tuition and fee
increases twenty-one days before the governing board considers
adoption shall not apply if the omnibus appropriations act has not
passed the legislature by May 15th. Governing boards shall be

required to provide data regarding the percentage of students
receiving financial aid, the sources of aid, and the percentage of
total costs of attendance paid for by aid.
(c) Prior to reducing or increasing tuition for each academic
year, the state board for community and technical college system
shall consult with existing student associations or organizations
with undergraduate student representation regarding the impacts
of potential tuition increases. The state board for community and
technical colleges shall provide data regarding the percentage of
students receiving financial aid, the sources of aid, and the
percentage of total costs of attendance paid for by aid.
(((4) Beginning with)) (6)(a) In the 2015-16 academic year
((through the 2018-19 academic year, the governing boards of the
state universities, regional universities, and The Evergreen State
College may set tuition for resident undergraduates as follows:
(a) If state funding for a college or university falls below the
state funding provided in the operating budget for fiscal year
2011, the governing board may increase tuition up to the limits
set in (d) of this subsection, reduce enrollments, or both;
(b) If state funding for a college or university is at least at
the level of state funding provided in the operating budget for
fiscal year 2011, the governing board may increase tuition up to
the limits set in (d) of this subsection and shall continue to at least
maintain the actual enrollment levels for fiscal year 2011 or
increase enrollments as required in the omnibus appropriations
act;
(c) If state funding is increased so that combined with
resident undergraduate tuition the sixtieth percentile of the total
per-student funding at similar public institutions of higher
education in the global challenge states under RCW 28B.15.068
is exceeded, the governing board shall decrease tuition by the
amount needed for the total per-student funding to be at the
sixtieth percentile under RCW 28B.15.068; and
(d) The amount of tuition set by the governing board for an
institution under this subsection (4) may not exceed the sixtieth
percentile of the resident undergraduate tuition of similar public
institutions of higher education in the global challenge states.
(5))), full-time tuition operating fees for resident
undergraduates shall be provided in the omnibus appropriations
act and for:
(i) State universities shall be no more than the 2014-15
tuition operating fee and no less than fourteen percent of the
state's average wage as defined in RCW 50.04.355; and
(ii) Regional universities and The Evergreen State College
shall be no more than the 2014-15 tuition operating fee and no
less than ten percent of the state's average wage as defined in
RCW 50.04.355.
(b) Beginning with the 2016-17 academic year, full-time
tuition operating fees for resident undergraduates at state
universities shall be fourteen percent of the state's average wage
as defined in RCW 50.04.355 and full-time tuition operating fees
for resident undergraduates at regional universities and The
Evergreen State College shall be ten percent of the state's average
wage as defined in RCW 50.04.355.
(7) The tuition fees established under this chapter shall not
apply to high school students enrolling in participating
institutions of higher education under RCW 28A.600.300 through
28A.600.400.
(((6))) (8) The tuition fees established under this chapter
shall not apply to eligible students enrolling in a dropout
reengagement program through an interlocal agreement between
a school district and a community or technical college under
RCW 28A.175.100 through 28A.175.110.
(((7))) (9) The tuition fees established under this chapter
shall not apply to eligible students enrolling in a community or
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(4) Subject to the limitations of RCW 28B.15.910, each
technical college participating in the pilot program under RCW
28B.50.534 for the purpose of obtaining a high school diploma.
governing board of a community college may charge such fees
for ungraded courses, noncredit courses, community services
(((8) Beginning in the 2019-20 academic year, reductions or
courses, and self-supporting courses as it, in its discretion, may
increases in full-time tuition fees for resident undergraduates at
determine, consistent with the rules of the state board for
four-year institutions of higher education shall be as provided in
community and technical colleges.
the omnibus appropriations act.
(9))) (10) The legislative advisory committee to the
(5) The governing board of a college offering an applied
committee on advanced tuition payment established in RCW
baccalaureate degree program under RCW 28B.50.810 may
charge tuition fees for those courses above the associate degree
28B.95.170 shall:
(a) Review the impact of differential tuition rates on the
level at rates consistent with rules adopted by the state board for
community and technical colleges, not to exceed tuition fee rates
funded status and future unit price of the Washington advanced
at the regional universities.
college tuition payment program; and
Sec. 6. RCW 28B.95.020 and 2012 c 229 s 606 are each
(b) No later than January 14, 2013, make a recommendation
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
to the appropriate policy and fiscal committees of the legislature
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter,
regarding how differential tuition should be addressed in order to
maintain the ongoing solvency of the Washington advanced
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Academic year" means the regular nine-month, threecollege tuition payment program.
(11) As a result of any changes in tuition under section 3,
quarter, or two-semester period annually occurring between
August 1st and July 31st.
chapter ..., Laws of 2015 (this section), the governing boards of
(2) "Account" means the Washington advanced college
the state universities, the regional universities, and The Evergreen
tuition payment program account established for the deposit of all
State College shall not reduce resident undergraduate enrollment
money received by the office from eligible purchasers and interest
below the 2014-15 academic year levels.
earnings on investments of funds in the account, as well as for all
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
expenditures on behalf of eligible beneficiaries for the redemption
chapter 28B.92 RCW to read as follows:
of tuition units and for the development of any authorized college
Beginning with the 2015-2017 omnibus appropriations act
savings program pursuant to RCW 28B.95.150.
and each biennium thereafter, reductions in tuition levels
(3) "Committee on advanced tuition payment" or
resulting from section 3, chapter ..., Laws of 2015 (section 3 of
"committee" means a committee of the following members: The
this act) will allow the legislature to reduce state need grant
state treasurer, the director of the office of financial management,
appropriations by an equal amount from the 2013-2015 fiscal
the director of the office, or their designees, and two members to
biennium amounts.
be appointed by the governor, one representing program
Sec. 5. RCW 28B.15.069 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 4 s 959 are
participants and one private business representative with
each amended to read as follows:
marketing, public relations, or financial expertise.
(1) The building fee for each academic year shall be a
(4) "Contractual obligation" means a legally binding
percentage of total tuition fees. This percentage shall be
contract of the state with the purchaser and the beneficiary
calculated by the office of financial management and be based on
establishing that purchases of tuition units will be worth the same
the actual percentage the building fee is of total tuition for each
number of tuition units at the time of redemption as they were
tuition category in the 1994-95 academic year, rounded up to the
worth at the time of the purchase, except as provided in RCW
nearest half percent. After the effective date of this section, the
dollar value of the building fee shall not be reduced below the
28B.95.030(7).
level in the 2014-15 academic year adjusted for inflation. As used
(5) "Eligible beneficiary" means the person for whom the
in this subsection, "inflation" has the meaning in RCW
tuition unit will be redeemed for attendance at an institution of
higher education. The beneficiary is that person named by the
28B.15.066(2).
purchaser at the time that a tuition unit contract is accepted by the
(2) The governing boards of each institution of higher
governing body. Qualified organizations, as allowed under
education, except for the technical colleges, shall charge to and
section 529 of the federal internal revenue code, purchasing
collect from each student a services and activities fee. A
governing board may increase the existing fee annually,
tuition unit contracts as future scholarships need not designate a
beneficiary at the time of purchase.
consistent with budgeting procedures set forth in RCW
28B.15.045, by a percentage not to exceed the annual percentage
(6) "Eligible purchaser" means an individual or organization
increase in student tuition fees for resident undergraduate
that has entered into a tuition unit contract with the governing
students: PROVIDED, That such percentage increase shall not
body for the purchase of tuition units for an eligible beneficiary.
The state of Washington may be an eligible purchaser for
apply to that portion of the services and activities fee previously
committed to the repayment of bonded debt. These rate
purposes of purchasing tuition units to be held for granting
adjustments may exceed the fiscal growth factor. For the 2013Washington college bound scholarships.
(7) "Full-time tuition charges" means resident tuition
2015 fiscal biennium, each governing board is authorized to
increase the services and activities fees by amounts judged
charges at a state institution of higher education for enrollments
between ten credits and eighteen credit hours per academic term.
reasonable and necessary by the services and activities fee
committee and the governing board consistent with the budgeting
(8) "Governing body" means the committee empowered by
the legislature to administer the Washington advanced college
procedures set forth in RCW 28B.15.045. The services and
activities fee committee provided for in RCW 28B.15.045 may
tuition payment program.
initiate a request to the governing board for a fee increase.
(9) "Institution of higher education" means an institution that
offers education beyond the secondary level and is recognized by
(3) Tuition and services and activities fees consistent with
subsection (2) of this section shall be set by the state board for
the internal revenue service under chapter 529 of the internal
revenue code.
community and technical colleges for community college
(10) "Investment board" means the state investment board as
summer school students unless the community college charges
fees in accordance with RCW 28B.15.515.
defined in chapter 43.33A RCW.
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(11) "Office" means the office of student financial assistance
as defined in chapter 28B.76 RCW.
(12) "State institution of higher education" means
institutions of higher education as defined in RCW 28B.10.016.
(13) "Tuition and fees" means undergraduate tuition and
services and activities fees as defined in RCW 28B.15.020 and
28B.15.041 rounded to the nearest whole dollar. For purposes of
this chapter, services and activities fees do not include fees
charged for the payment of bonds heretofore or hereafter issued
for, or other indebtedness incurred to pay, all or part of the cost
of acquiring, constructing, or installing any lands, buildings, or
facilities.
(14) "Tuition unit contract" means a contract between an
eligible purchaser and the governing body, or a successor agency
appointed for administration of this chapter, for the purchase of
tuition units for a specified beneficiary that may be redeemed at a
later date for an equal number of tuition units, except as provided
in RCW 28B.95.030(7).
(15) "Unit purchase price" means the minimum cost to
purchase one tuition unit for an eligible beneficiary. Generally,
the minimum purchase price is one percent of the undergraduate
tuition and fees for the current year, rounded to the nearest whole
dollar, adjusted for the costs of administration and adjusted to
ensure the actuarial soundness of the account. The analysis for
price setting shall also include, but not be limited to consideration
of past and projected patterns of tuition increases, program
liability, past and projected investment returns, and the need for a
prudent stabilization reserve.
Sec. 7. RCW 28B.95.030 and 2011 1st sp.s. c 12 s 2 and
2011 1st sp.s. c 11 s 170 are each reenacted and amended to read
as follows:
(1) The Washington advanced college tuition payment
program shall be administered by the committee on advanced
tuition payment which shall be chaired by the director of the
office. The committee shall be supported by staff of the office.
(2)(a) The Washington advanced college tuition payment
program shall consist of the sale of tuition units, which may be
redeemed by the beneficiary at a future date for an equal number
of tuition units regardless of any increase in the price of tuition,
that may have occurred in the interval, except as provided in
subsection (7) of this section.
(b) Each purchase shall be worth a specific number of or
fraction of tuition units at each state institution of higher
education as determined by the governing body, except as
provided in subsection (7) of this section.
(c) The number of tuition units necessary to pay for a full
year's, full-time undergraduate tuition and fee charges at a state
institution of higher education shall be set by the governing body
at the time a purchaser enters into a tuition unit contract, except
as provided in subsection (7) of this section.
(d) The governing body may limit the number of tuition units
purchased by any one purchaser or on behalf of any one
beneficiary, however, no limit may be imposed that is less than
that necessary to achieve four years of full-time, undergraduate
tuition charges at a state institution of higher education. The
governing body also may, at its discretion, limit the number of
participants, if needed, to ensure the actuarial soundness and
integrity of the program.
(e) While the Washington advanced college tuition payment
program is designed to help all citizens of the state of
Washington, the governing body may determine residency
requirements for eligible purchasers and eligible beneficiaries to
ensure the actuarial soundness and integrity of the program.
(3)(a) No tuition unit may be redeemed until two years after
the purchase of the unit. Units may be redeemed for enrollment at
any institution of higher education that is recognized by the

internal revenue service under chapter 529 of the internal revenue
code.
(b) Units redeemed at a nonstate institution of higher
education or for graduate enrollment shall be redeemed at the rate
for state public institutions in effect at the time of redemption.
(4) The governing body shall determine the conditions under
which the tuition benefit may be transferred to another family
member. In permitting such transfers, the governing body may
not allow the tuition benefit to be bought, sold, bartered, or
otherwise exchanged for goods and services by either the
beneficiary or the purchaser.
(5) The governing body shall administer the Washington
advanced college tuition payment program in a manner
reasonably designed to be actuarially sound, such that the assets
of the trust will be sufficient to defray the obligations of the trust
including the costs of administration. The governing body may,
at its discretion, discount the minimum purchase price for certain
kinds of purchases such as those from families with young
children, as long as the actuarial soundness of the account is not
jeopardized.
(6) The governing body shall annually determine current
value of a tuition unit.
(7) For the 2015-16 and 2016-17 academic years, the
committee and the governing body shall make such one-time
adjustments to all unredeemed tuition units purchased before the
effective date of this section as may be necessary to ensure that
the total payout value of each account at the effective date of this
section is not decreased or diluted as a result of the initial
application of any changes in tuition under section 3, chapter ...,
Laws of 2015 (section 3 of this act). The first notification to
holders of tuition units after the adjustment in this subsection is
made must include a statement concerning the adjustment.
(8) The governing body shall promote, advertise, and
publicize the Washington advanced college tuition payment
program.
(((8))) (9) In addition to any other powers conferred by this
chapter, the governing body may:
(a) Impose reasonable limits on the number of tuition units
or units that may be used in any one year;
(b) Determine and set any time limits, if necessary, for the
use of benefits under this chapter;
(c) Impose and collect administrative fees and charges in
connection with any transaction under this chapter;
(d) Appoint and use advisory committees and the state
actuary as needed to provide program direction and guidance;
(e) Formulate and adopt all other policies and rules
necessary for the efficient administration of the program;
(f) Consider the addition of an advanced payment program
for room and board contracts and also consider a college savings
program;
(g) Purchase insurance from insurers licensed to do business
in the state, to provide for coverage against any loss in connection
with the account's property, assets, or activities or to further insure
the value of the tuition units;
(h) Make, execute, and deliver contracts, conveyances, and
other instruments necessary to the exercise and discharge of its
powers and duties under this chapter;
(i) Contract for the provision for all or part of the services
necessary for the management and operation of the program with
other state or nonstate entities authorized to do business in the
state;
(j) Contract for other services or for goods needed by the
governing body in the conduct of its business under this chapter;
(k) Contract with financial consultants, actuaries, auditors,
and other consultants as necessary to carry out its responsibilities
under this chapter;
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(l) Solicit and accept cash donations and grants from any
On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
person, governmental agency, private business, or organization;
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5954 was advanced to third
and
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
(m) Perform all acts necessary and proper to carry out the
placed on final passage.
duties and responsibilities of this program under this chapter.
Senators Braun, Rolfes, Baumgartner, Habib and Bailey
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. The following acts or parts of
spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
acts are each repealed:
Senators Hargrove and Frockt spoke on final passage of the
(1) RCW 28B.15.068 (Tuition fees increase limitations—
bill.
State funding goals—Reports—"Global challenge states"—
Senators Chase Fraser and McAuliffe spoke against passage
Notification of availability of American opportunity tax credit)
of the bill.
and 2012 c 229 s 525, 2012 c 229 s 524, 2011 1st sp.s. c 50 s 928,
2011 1st sp.s. c 10 s 7, 2009 c 540 s 1, & 2007 c 151 s 1; and
MOTION
(2) RCW 28B.15.102 (Institutional tuition increases—
Financial aid offset—Reports—Resident first-year undergraduate
Senator Padden demanded that the previous question be put.
enrollment at the University of Washington, Seattle campus) and
The President declared that at least two additional senators
2014 c 162 s 1, 2013 c 23 s 53, 2012 c 229 s 526, & 2011 1st sp.s.
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
c 10 s 6.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. This act may be known and
“Shall the main question be now put?”
cited as the college affordability program."
The motion by Senator Padden did not carry by voice vote
and the previous question was not put.
MOTION
Senator Cleveland moved that the following amendment by
Senator Cleveland and others to the striking amendment be
adopted:
On page 11, line 28, after "adjustment", insert the following:
"For accounts that are opened prior to the effective date of this
section, the committee and the governing body shall make such
adjustments to the number of tuition units that may be redeemed in
one year as may be necessary to ensure that any change in tuition
policy under section 3 of this act does not result in the decrease of
the dollar value of the maximum tuition units that may be used in
any one year."
Senators Cleveland and Braun spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment to the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Cleveland and others
on page 11, line 28 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5954.
The motion by Senator Cleveland carried and the amendment
to the striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
Senator Braun spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment as amended.
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke against the adoption of the
striking amendment as amended.

Senators McCoy spoke against passage of the bill.
Senators Hasegawa, Hill spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5954.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5954 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 37; Nays, 12; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Ericksen, Fain, Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill,
Hobbs, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Liias, Litzow, Miloscia, Mullet,
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Darneille, Fraser, Frockt,
Hargrove, Jayapal, Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe, McCoy, Nelson,
Pedersen and Ranker
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5954,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Braun and
Bailey as amended to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5954.
The motion by Senator Braun carried and the striking
amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.

SENATE BILL NO. 5870, by Senators Liias, Litzow,
Pedersen, Fain, Ranker, Rivers, Frockt, Cleveland, Mullet, KohlWelles, Keiser, Chase, Billig, Hasegawa, Darneille and Habib

MOTION

Prohibiting the use of aversion therapy in the treatment of
minors. Revised for 1st Substitute: Protecting youth from
aversive mental health therapies.

There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "tuition;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 28B.15.031,
28B.15.066, 28B.15.067, and 28B.15.069; reenacting and
amending RCW 28B.95.020 and 28B.95.030; adding a new
section to chapter 28B.92 RCW; creating a new section; and
repealing RCW 28B.15.068 and 28B.15.102."
MOTION

MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Liias, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5870
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5870 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Liias, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5870 was advanced to third reading,
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the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Liias and Dammeier spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5870.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5870 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: . Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5870, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5407, by Senators Pearson, Bailey and
Benton
Concerning existing lots and the Skagit instream flow rule.
Revised for 1st Substitute: Concerning the effects of instream
flow rules on water use.
MOTION
On motion of Pearson, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5407 was
substituted for Senate Bill No. 5407 and the substitute bill was
placed on the second reading and read the second time.

MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after “use,” strike “and” and after
“90.54.020” insert”; and creating a new section.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5407 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Pearson, Becker, Bailey, Sheldon, Warnick and
Honeyford spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator McCoy, Fraser, Hargrove spoke against passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5407.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5407 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 23; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Miloscia, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hobbs,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5407,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
MOTION

MOTION
Senator Warnick moved that the following amendment by
Senator Warnick be adopted:
On page 4, after line 19, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. Within one year from the
effective date of this section, the department of ecology must
review the Skagit river basin instream resources protection
program rule, chapter 173-503 WAC, to determine whether the
rule has set aside sufficient water reservations to satisfy yearround human domestic needs in designated water resource
inventory areas 3 and 4. If the department of ecology's review
demonstrates that adequate reserves have not been made, the
department must take appropriate action to amend the rule,
consistent with the requirements of RCW 90.54.020(3)(a)."
Senator Warnick spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senator McCoy spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Warnick on page 4,
after line 19 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5407.
The motion by Senator Warnick carried and the amendment
was adopted by a rising vote.

On motion of Senator Fain, Rule 15 was suspended for the
remainder of the day for the purpose of allowing continued floor
action.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Senate Rule 15 establishes the floor
schedule and calls for a lunch and dinner break of 90 minutes each
per day during regular daily sessions.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5363, by Senators Padden, Dansel,
Pearson, Roach, Rivers, Angel, Schoesler, Braun, Dammeier,
Honeyford and Hewitt
Prohibiting the use of eminent domain for economic
development.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Rolfes moved that the following amendment by
Senator Rolfes be adopted:
On page 2, line 31, after “public” insert “or private”
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On page 2, line 32, after “constitute a public” insert “or
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
private”
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Braun and Mullet on
Senator Rolfes spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
page 3, line 14 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5282.
Senator Padden spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The motion by Senator Mullet carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
MOTION
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Rolfes on page 2, line
31 to Senate Bill No. 5363.
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
The motion by Senator Rolfes failed and the amendment was
adopted:
not adopted by voice vote.
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "19.28.006" strike "and
19.28.261"
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5363 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Padden and Benton spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
Senator Pedersen spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5363.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5363 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 30; Nays, 19; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hargrove, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Litzow,
Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach,
Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Jayapal,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson,
Pedersen and Ranker
SENATE BILL NO. 5363, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5282, by Senators Braun, Baumgartner
and Warnick
Concerning residential security system installations.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5282 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Braun, Mullet and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
Senator Hasegawa spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5282.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5282 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 32; Nays, 16; Absent, 1; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Litzow,
Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Darneille,
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles,
Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Nelson and Pedersen
Absent: Senator Hargrove
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5282,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Hargrove was excused.

MOTION

SECOND READING

On motion of Senator Braun, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5282
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5282 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.

SENATE BILL NO. 5721, by Senators Billig, Dammeier and
Jayapal

MOTION
Senator Mullet moved that the following amendment by
Senators Braun and Mullet be adopted:
Beginning on page 3, line 34, strike all of section 2
Senators Mullet, Braun and Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption
of the amendment.
Senator Honeyford spoke against adoption of the amendment.

Concerning the membership of the expanded learning
opportunities council.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Billig, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5721
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5721 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Billig, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5721 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
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The motion by Senator Hatfield failed and the amendment
was not adopted by a rising vote.

Senator Billig spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5721.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5721 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Absent: Senator Benton
Excused: Senator Hargrove
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5721, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fraser, Senator Habib was excused.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5433, by Senators Litzow, Rolfes,
Roach, Fain, Hasegawa, Dammeier, McCoy, Nelson, Frockt,
McAuliffe, Rivers, Kohl-Welles, Chase, Jayapal, Conway and
Habib
Requiring Washington's tribal history, culture,
government to be taught in the common schools.

and

MOTION
On motion of Senator Litzow, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5433
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5433 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Litzow, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5433 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Litzow, Dansel, McCoy, Rolfes and McAuliffe
spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senators Angel, Hatfield and Chase spoke against passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5433.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5433 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 42; Nays, 7; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker, Benton,
Billig, Braun, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille,
Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Brown, Chase, Ericksen,
Hatfield, Hewitt and Padden
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5433, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Hargrove: “I have discovered a conspiracy on the
floor of the senate that I wanted to inform everybody of. Today is
‘Hargrove Hamburger Day’ [in the Senate Dining Room] and the
Majority Floor Leader, who is a vegetarian, is not giving you a
lunch break. I just wanted to take and point that out, that he is
trying to impose his views on the rest of the senate. There’s plenty
of burgers downstairs.”

MOTION
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Hatfield moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hatfield be adopted:
On page 2, at the beginning of line 11, strike "federally
recognized" and insert "((federally recognized))"
On page 2, line 26, after "any" strike "federally recognized"
and insert "((federally recognized))"
On page 2, line 35, after "towards" strike "federally
recognized" and insert "((federally recognized))"
On page 2, line 38, after "identify" strike "federally
recognized" and insert "((federally recognized))"
Senators Hatfield and Chase spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senators McCoy and Litzow spoke against adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hatfield on page 2,
line 11 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5433.

Senator Fain: “I asked politely for a tofu burger and none
was provided. But I was hoping that we could pass one more bill
before we head down for a brief visit to what, it clearly seems,
Senator Hargrove has already visited.”
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5785, by Senators Rivers, Nelson,
Dansel, Hatfield, Pearson, Fain, Liias and Hobbs
Revising the definition of official duties of state officers.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5785
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5785 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
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MOTION
Senator Pedersen moved that the following striking
amendment by Senators Pedersen and Padden be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 42.52.010 and 2011 c 60 s 28 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions
in this section apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Agency" means any state board, commission, bureau,
committee, department, institution, division, or tribunal in the
legislative, executive, or judicial branch of state government.
"Agency" includes all elective offices, the state legislature, those
institutions of higher education created and supported by the state
government, and those courts that are parts of state government.
(2) "Assist" means to act, or offer or agree to act, in such a
way as to help, aid, advise, furnish information to, or otherwise
provide assistance to another person, believing that the action is
of help, aid, advice, or assistance to the person and with intent so
to assist such person.
(3) "Beneficial interest" has the meaning ascribed to it under
the Washington case law. However, an ownership interest in a
mutual fund or similar investment pooling fund in which the
owner has no management powers does not constitute a beneficial
interest in the entities in which the fund or pool invests.
(4) "Compensation" means anything of economic value,
however designated, that is paid, loaned, granted, or transferred,
or to be paid, loaned, granted, or transferred for, or in
consideration of, personal services to any person.
(5) "Confidential information" means (a) specific
information, rather than generalized knowledge, that is not
available to the general public on request or (b) information made
confidential by law.
(6) "Contract" or "grant" means an agreement between two or
more persons that creates an obligation to do or not to do a
particular thing. "Contract" or "grant" includes, but is not limited
to, an employment contract, a lease, a license, a purchase
agreement, or a sales agreement.
(7) "Ethics boards" means the commission on judicial
conduct, the legislative ethics board, and the executive ethics
board.
(8) "Family" has the same meaning as "immediate family" in
RCW 42.17A.005.
(9) "Gift" means anything of economic value for which no
consideration is given. "Gift" does not include:
(a) Items from family members or friends where it is clear
beyond a reasonable doubt that the gift was not made as part of
any design to gain or maintain influence in the agency of which
the recipient is an officer or employee;
(b) Items related to the outside business of the recipient that
are customary and not related to the recipient's performance of
official duties;
(c) Items exchanged among officials and employees or a
social event hosted or sponsored by a state officer or state
employee for coworkers;
(d) Payments by a governmental or nongovernmental entity
of reasonable expenses incurred in connection with a speech,
presentation, appearance, or trade mission made in an official
capacity. As used in this subsection, "reasonable expenses" are
limited to travel, lodging, and subsistence expenses incurred the
day before through the day after the event;
(e) Items a state officer or state employee is authorized by law
to accept;
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(f) Payment of enrollment and course fees and reasonable
travel expenses attributable to attending seminars and educational
programs sponsored by a bona fide governmental or nonprofit
professional, educational, trade, or charitable association or
institution. As used in this subsection, "reasonable expenses" are
limited to travel, lodging, and subsistence expenses incurred the
day before through the day after the event;
(g) Items returned by the recipient to the donor within thirty
days of receipt or donated to a charitable organization within
thirty days of receipt;
(h) Campaign contributions reported under chapter 42.17A
RCW;
(i) Discounts available to an individual as a member of an
employee group, occupation, or similar broad-based group; and
(j) Awards, prizes, scholarships, or other items provided in
recognition of academic or scientific achievement.
(10) "Head of agency" means the chief executive officer of an
agency. In the case of an agency headed by a commission, board,
committee, or other body consisting of more than one natural
person, agency head means the person or board authorized to
appoint agency employees and regulate their conduct.
(11) "Honorarium" means money or thing of value offered to
a state officer or state employee for a speech, appearance, article,
or similar item or activity in connection with the state officer's or
state employee's official role.
(12) "Official duty" means: (a) For a state officer holding an
elective office, those duties ((within the specific scope of
employment of the state officer or state employee as defined by
the officer's or employee's agency or by statute or the state
Constitution)) prescribed in the state Constitution, state statutes,
or agency rules, legislatively funded or mandated authority and
responsibilities, and tasks or actions directly related to carrying
out the state officer's other official duties; and (b) for a state
employee or a state officer who is not holding an elective office,
those duties within the specific scope of employment of the state
officer or state employee as defined by the officer's or employee's
agency or by statute or the state Constitution.
(13) "Participate" means to participate in state action or a
proceeding personally and substantially as a state officer or state
employee,
through
approval,
disapproval,
decision,
recommendation, the rendering of advice, investigation, or
otherwise but does not include preparation, consideration, or
enactment of legislation or the performance of legislative duties.
(14) "Person" means any individual, partnership, association,
corporation, firm, institution, or other entity, whether or not
operated for profit.
(15) "Regulatory agency" means any state board,
commission, department, or officer, except those in the legislative
or judicial branches, authorized by law to conduct adjudicative
proceedings, issue permits or licenses, or to control or affect
interests of identified persons.
(16) "Responsibility" in connection with a transaction
involving the state, means the direct administrative or operating
authority, whether intermediate or final, and either exercisable
alone or through subordinates, effectively to approve, disapprove,
or otherwise direct state action in respect of such transaction.
(17) "State action" means any action on the part of an agency,
including, but not limited to:
(a) A decision, determination, finding, ruling, or order; and
(b) A grant, payment, award, license, contract, transaction,
sanction, or approval, or the denial thereof, or failure to act with
respect to a decision, determination, finding, ruling, or order.
(18) "State employee" means an individual who is employed
by an agency in any branch of state government. For purposes of
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this chapter, employees of the superior courts are not state officers
or state employees.
(19) "State officer" means every person holding a position of
public trust in or under an executive, legislative, or judicial office
of the state. "State officer" includes judges of the superior court,
judges of the court of appeals, justices of the supreme court,
members of the legislature together with the secretary of the
senate and the chief clerk of the house of representatives, holders
of elective offices in the executive branch of state government,
chief executive officers of state agencies, members of boards,
commissions, or committees with authority over one or more state
agencies or institutions, and employees of the state who are
engaged in supervisory, policy-making, or policy-enforcing
work. For the purposes of this chapter, "state officer" also
includes any person exercising or undertaking to exercise the
powers or functions of a state officer.
(20) "Thing of economic value," in addition to its ordinary
meaning, includes:
(a) A loan, property interest, interest in a contract or other
chose in action, and employment or another arrangement
involving a right to compensation;
(b) An option, irrespective of the conditions to the exercise of
the option; and
(c) A promise or undertaking for the present or future delivery
or procurement.
(21)(a) "Transaction involving the state" means a proceeding,
application, submission, request for a ruling or other
determination, contract, claim, case, or other similar matter that
the state officer, state employee, or former state officer or state
employee in question believes, or has reason to believe:
(i) Is, or will be, the subject of state action; or
(ii) Is one to which the state is or will be a party; or
(iii) Is one in which the state has a direct and substantial
proprietary interest.
(b) "Transaction involving the state" does not include the
following: Preparation, consideration, or enactment of legislation,
including appropriation of moneys in a budget, or the
performance of legislative duties by an officer or employee; or a
claim, case, lawsuit, or similar matter if the officer or employee
did not participate in the underlying transaction involving the
state that is the basis for the claim, case, or lawsuit.
(22) "University" includes "state universities" and "regional
universities" as defined in RCW 28B.10.016 and also includes
any research or technology institute affiliated with a university,
including without limitation, the Spokane intercollegiate research
and technology institute and the Washington technology center.
(23) "University research employee" means a state officer or
state employee employed by a university, but only to the extent
the state officer or state employee is engaged in research,
technology transfer, approved consulting activities related to
research and technology transfer, or other incidental activities."
Senators Pedersen and Rivers spoke in favor of adoption of
the striking amendment.

There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "officers;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and reenacting and amending
RCW 42.52.010."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5785 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Rivers spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5785.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5785 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 3; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Ericksen and Schoesler
Excused: Senator Habib
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5785,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Majority Coalition
Caucus at 1:30 p.m. and invited those members to bring their
lunch.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus at 1:30 p.m. and requested those members to bring their
new regular calendar.
MOTION
At 12:59 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 2:36 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.

MOTION

SECOND READING

On motion of Senator Mullet, Senator Habib was excused.

SENATE BILL NO. 5206, by Senators Becker, Miloscia,
Bailey, Braun, Padden, Hewitt, Hill, Dammeier, Honeyford and
Parlette

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Pedersen and
Padden to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5785.
The motion by Senator Pedersen carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

Addressing state audit findings of noncompliance with state
law.
MOTIONS
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On motion of Senator Becker, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5206
Pearson, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5206 and the substitute bill
Warnick
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
Voting nay: Senators Fraser, Frockt, Hasegawa, Jayapal,
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, McCoy and Pedersen
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5206 was advanced to third reading,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5563, having received
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
final passage.
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
Senators Becker and Jayapal spoke in favor of passage of the
the act.
bill.
SECOND READING
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
SENATE BILL NO. 5609, by Senators Bailey, Ranker,
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5206.
Hatfield, Baumgartner, Liias and Rolfes
ROLL CALL
Protecting waterways from pollution from synthetic plastic
microbeads.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5206 and the bill passed the Senate by the
MOTION
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
On motion of Senator Bailey, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5609
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5609 and the substitute bill
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Frockt, Habib,
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
MOTION
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Senator Ranker moved that the following amendment by
Warnick
Senator Ranker be adopted:
Voting nay: Senators Fraser and McCoy
On page 1, line 9, after "(2)" insert "Natural exfoliant" means
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5206, having received
a substance occurring in and generated by the natural
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
environment and includes, but is not limited to, the following
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
substances: Walnut shells; apricot hulls; clay; sugar; salt; and
the act.
bee's wax.
(3)"
SECOND READING
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
correct any internal references accordingly.
SENATE BILL NO. 5563, by Senators Honeyford, Sheldon
On page 2, at the beginning of line 5, strike
and Ericksen
"nonbiodegradable"
Providing a business and occupation tax exemption for
On page 2, line 11, after "Sec. 3." insert "(1)"
environmental handling charges.
On page 2, at the beginning of line 12, strike "(1)" and insert
"(a)"
MOTIONS
On page 2, at the beginning of line 15, strike "(2)" and insert
"(b)"
On motion of Senator Honeyford, Substitute Senate Bill No.
On page 2, after line 16, insert the following:
5563 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5563 and the substitute
"(2) This section does not apply to natural exfoliants."
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
Senator Ranker spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the rules were suspended,
Senator Bailey spoke against adoption of the amendment.
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5563 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
final passage.
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ranker on page 1, line
Senator Honeyford spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
9 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5609.
The motion by Senator Ranker failed and the amendment was
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
not adopted by voice vote.
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5563.
MOTION
ROLL CALL
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5609 was advanced to third reading,
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
Senate Bill No. 5563 and the bill passed the Senate by the
final passage.
following vote: Yeas, 41; Nays, 8; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Senators Bailey, Ranker and Chase spoke in favor of passage
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
of the bill.
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Habib, Hargrove,
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Litzow,
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5609.
McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
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ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5609 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5609, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5857, by Senators Parlette, Conway,
Becker and Pearson
Addressing registration and regulation of pharmacy benefit
managers.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Parlette, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5857 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5857 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Parlette moved that the following striking
amendment by Senator Parlette and others be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 19.340.030 and 2014 c 213 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) To conduct business in this state, a pharmacy benefit
manager must register with the ((department of revenue's
business licensing service)) office of the insurance commissioner
and annually renew the registration.
(2) To register under this section, a pharmacy benefit manager
must:
(a) Submit an application requiring the following
information:
(i) The identity of the pharmacy benefit manager;
(ii) The name, business address, phone number, and contact
person for the pharmacy benefit manager; and
(iii) Where applicable, the federal tax employer identification
number for the entity; and
(b) Pay a registration fee ((of two hundred dollars))
established in rule by the commissioner. The registration fee must
be set to allow the registration and oversight activities to be selfsupporting.
(3) To renew a registration under this section, a pharmacy
benefit manager must pay a renewal fee ((of two hundred dollars))
established in rule by the commissioner. The renewal fee must be
set to allow the renewal and oversight activities to be selfsupporting.
(4) All receipts from registrations and renewals collected by
the ((department)) commissioner must be deposited into the
((business license account created in RCW 19.02.210)) insurance
commissioner's regulatory account created in RCW 48.02.190.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
chapter 19.340 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The commissioner shall have enforcement authority over
this chapter and shall have authority to render a binding decision
in any dispute between a pharmacy benefit manager, or thirdparty administrator of prescription drug benefits, and a pharmacy
arising out of an appeal regarding drug pricing and
reimbursement.
(2) Any person, corporation, or third-party administrator of
prescription drug benefits, pharmacy benefit manager, or business
entity which violates any provision of this chapter shall be subject
to a civil penalty in the amount of one thousand dollars for each
act in violation of this chapter or, if the violation was knowing
and willful, a civil penalty of five thousand dollars for each
violation of this chapter.
Sec. 3. RCW 19.340.010 and 2014 c 213 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Claim" means a request from a pharmacy or pharmacist
to be reimbursed for the cost of filling or refilling a prescription
for a drug or for providing a medical supply or service.
(2) "Commissioner" means the insurance commissioner
established in chapter 48.02 RCW.
(3) "Insurer" has the same meaning as in RCW 48.01.050.
(((3))) (4) "Pharmacist" has the same meaning as in RCW
18.64.011.
(((4))) (5) "Pharmacy" has the same meaning as in RCW
18.64.011.
(((5))) (6)(a) "Pharmacy benefit manager" means a person
that contracts with pharmacies on behalf of an insurer, a thirdparty payor, or the prescription drug purchasing consortium
established under RCW 70.14.060 to:
(i) Process claims for prescription drugs or medical supplies
or provide retail network management for pharmacies or
pharmacists;
(ii) Pay pharmacies or pharmacists for prescription drugs or
medical supplies; or
(iii) Negotiate rebates with manufacturers for drugs paid for
or procured as described in this subsection.
(b) "Pharmacy benefit manager" does not include a health
care service contractor as defined in RCW 48.44.010.
(((6))) (7) "Third-party payor" means a person licensed under
RCW 48.39.005.
Sec. 4. RCW 19.340.100 and 2014 c 213 s 10 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) As used in this section:
(a) "List" means the list of drugs for which maximum
allowable costs have been established.
(b) "Maximum allowable cost" means the maximum amount
that a pharmacy benefit manager will reimburse a pharmacy for
the cost of a drug.
(c) "Multiple source drug" means a therapeutically equivalent
drug that is available from at least two manufacturers.
(d) "Network pharmacy" means a retail drug outlet licensed
as a pharmacy under RCW 18.64.043 that contracts with a
pharmacy benefit manager.
(e) "Therapeutically equivalent" has the same meaning as in
RCW 69.41.110.
(2) A pharmacy benefit manager:
(a) May not place a drug on a list unless ((are is [there are]))
there are at least two therapeutically equivalent multiple source
drugs, or at least one generic drug available from only one
manufacturer, generally available for purchase by network
pharmacies from national or regional wholesalers;
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(c) Upon resolution of the dispute, the commissioner shall
(b) Shall ensure that all drugs on a list are ((generally)) readily
available for purchase at or below the list price by community
provide a copy of the decision to both parties within seven
retail pharmacies in this state from national or regional
calendar days.
wholesalers that serve community retail pharmacies in
(7) This section does not apply to the state medical assistance
Washington;
program.
(c) Shall ensure that all drugs on a list are not obsolete;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to
chapter 48.02 RCW to read as follows:
(d) Shall make available to each network pharmacy at the
beginning of the term of a contract, and upon renewal of a
(1) The commissioner shall accept registration of pharmacy
benefit managers as established in RCW 19.340.030 and receipts
contract, the sources utilized to determine the maximum
allowable cost pricing of the pharmacy benefit manager;
shall be deposited in the insurance commissioner's regulatory
account.
(e) Shall make a list available to a network pharmacy upon
request in a format that is readily accessible to and usable by the
(2) The commissioner shall have enforcement authority over
chapter 19.340 RCW consistent with requirements established in
network pharmacy;
(f) Shall update each list maintained by the pharmacy benefit
section 2 of this act.
manager every seven business days and make the updated lists,
(3) The commissioner may write rules to implement chapter
including all changes in the price of drugs, available to network
19.340 RCW and to establish registration and renewal fees that
ensure the registration, renewal, and oversight activities are selfpharmacies in a readily accessible and usable format;
(g) Shall ensure that dispensing fees are not included in the
supporting.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. The joint select committee on
calculation of maximum allowable cost.
(3) A pharmacy benefit manager must establish a process by
health care oversight must convene a stakeholder work group
which a network pharmacy may appeal its reimbursement for a
comprised of participants in the prescription drug delivery chain,
drug subject to maximum allowable cost pricing. A network
including pharmacy benefit managers, drug manufacturers,
pharmacy may appeal a maximum allowable cost if the
wholesalers, pharmacy service administrative organizations,
reimbursement for the drug is less than the net amount that the
pharmacies, health plans, and other payors. The work group must:
network pharmacy paid to the supplier of the drug. An appeal
(1) Review the entire drug supply chain including plan and
requested under this section must be completed within thirty
pharmacy benefit manager reimbursements to independent
calendar days of the pharmacy making the claim for which an
pharmacies, wholesaler or pharmacy service administrative
appeal has been requested.
organization price to independent pharmacies, and drug
(4) A pharmacy benefit manager must provide as part of the
manufacturer prices to independent pharmacies;
appeals process established under subsection (3) of this section:
(2) Discuss suggestions that recognize the unique nature of
(a) A telephone number at which a network pharmacy may
small retail pharmacies and possible options that support a viable
contact the pharmacy benefit manager and speak with an
business model that do not increase the cost of pharmacy
individual who is responsible for processing appeals;
products; and
(b) A final response to an appeal of a maximum allowable
(3) Provide periodic updates to the joint select committee on
cost within seven business days; and
health care oversight.
(c) If the appeal is denied, the reason for the denial and the
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. Section 1 of this act takes effect
national drug code of a drug that may be purchased by similarly
January 1, 2016."
situated pharmacies at a price that is equal to or less than the
maximum allowable cost.
MOTION
(5)(a) If an appeal is upheld under this section, the pharmacy
benefit manager shall make an adjustment on a date no later than
Senator Parlette moved that the following amendment by
one day after the date of determination. The pharmacy benefit
Senators Parlette and Conway to the striking amendment be
manager shall make the adjustment effective for all similarly
adopted:
situated pharmacies in this state that are within the network.
On page 3, line 21 after "purchase" strike "at or below the list
(b) If the request for an adjustment has come from a critical
price"
access pharmacy, as defined by the state health care authority by
On page 4, line 30 after "commissioner." Strike all language
rule for purposes related to the prescription drug purchasing
beginning with "(a)" down through page 5, line 3 after "(c)"
consortium established under RCW 70.14.060, the adjustment
and insert the following:
approved under (a) of this subsection shall apply only to critical
"(a) All relevant information from the parties may be presented
access pharmacies.
to the commissioner, and the commissioner may enter an order
(6) If a pharmacy appeal to the pharmacy benefit manager is
directing the pharmacy benefit manager to make an adjustment,
denied, the pharmacy or pharmacist may dispute the denial and
deny the pharmacy appeal, or take other actions deemed fair and
request review by the commissioner.
equitable. (b)"
(a) If the commissioner determines that the drug with the
On page 5, line 24 after "work group" strike all language down
national drug code provided by the pharmacy benefit manager is
through and including line 34, and insert the following:
not available below the pharmacy acquisition cost from national
"assignments may include, but are not limited to the following:
or regional wholesalers that serve community retail pharmacies
(1) Review the entire drug supply chain including plan and
in Washington when the pharmacy purchased the prescription
pharmacy benefit manager reimbursements to independent
drug for resale, then the pharmacy benefit manager shall make an
pharmacies, wholesaler or pharmacy service administrative
adjustment on a date no later than one day after the date of
organization price to independent pharmacies, and drug
determination. The pharmacy benefit manager shall make the
manufacturer prices to independent pharmacies;
adjustment effective for all similarly situated pharmacies in this
(2) Discuss suggestions that recognize the unique nature of
state that are within the network.
small retail pharmacies and possible options that support a viable
(b) If the commissioner denies the pharmacy's dispute, the
business model that do not increase the cost of pharmacy products;
pharmacy benefit manager's denial is upheld.
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(3) Review the availability of all drugs on the list and list prices
for community retail pharmacies;
(4) Review the phone contacts and standards for response times
and availability;
(5) Review the pharmacy acquisition cost from national or
regional wholesalers that serve community retail pharmacies in
Washington, and consider when or whether to make an adjustment
and under what standards. The review may assess the timing of
pharmacy purchases of products and the relative risk of list price
changes related to the timing of dispensing the products; and
(6) The work group must provide periodic updates to the joint
select committee on health care oversight."
Senator Parlette spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
to the striking amendment.

President Owen: “Senator Parlette, in this situation where
you have the three minute rule and you can only speak twice, you
must really address her question only and answer her question
directly.”
Senator Parlette: “The answer to the question is no, it is not a
new tax. Thank you Mr. President.”
Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5857.
ROLL CALL

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Parlette and Conway
on page 3, line 21 to the striking amendment to Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5857.
The motion by Senator Parlette carried and the amendment to
the striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Parlette and
others as amended to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5857.
The motion by Senator Parlette carried and the striking
amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "managers;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 19.340.030,
19.340.010, and 19.340.100; adding a new section to chapter
19.340 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 48.02 RCW;
creating a new section; prescribing penalties; and providing an
effective date."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Parlette, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5857 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Parlette, Keiser and Conway spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
POINT OF INQUIRY
Senator Rolfes: “Would Senator Parlette stand for a
question? I have a dozen or so pieces of correspondence from
people in my district urging me to oppose this because it’s a new
prescription drug tax on Washington State businesses and
consumers. Could you please address that concern?”
Senator Parlette: “Thank you very much for asking this
question Senator Rolfes. Actually, obviously the big umbrella
organization, this bill got their attention. It wasn’t planned and
that is not the reason we’ve come together to come to this bill that
we are voting on. But, with all due respect for whoever put that
out – and we haven’t figured out who did it. It happened to touch
many of our neighborhoods and got the attention…”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5857 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5857,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5843, by Senators Ranker, Parlette,
Pearson, Rolfes, Hewitt, Litzow, Conway, Hasegawa and
McAuliffe
Concerning outdoor recreation.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Ranker, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5843 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5843 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Ranker moved that the following amendment by
Senators Ranker and Parlette be adopted:
On page 3, line 15, after "governor" insert "on outdoor
recreation"
On page 3, line 17, after "Washington" insert ", with a
particular focus on achieving economic development and job
growth through outdoor recreation"
Senator Ranker spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Ranker and Parlette
on page 3, line 15 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5843.
The motion by Senator Ranker carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
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Senator Schoesler moved that the following amendment by
Senator Schoesler be adopted:
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
On page 3, line 17, after "Washington." insert "The governor
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5186.
appointed senior policy advisor must be confirmed by the senate."
Senator Schoesler spoke in favor of adoption of the
ROLL CALL
amendment.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Senate Bill No. 5186 and the bill passed the Senate by the
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Schoesler on page 3,
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
line 17 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5843.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
The motion by Senator Schoesler carried and the amendment
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
was adopted by voice vote.
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
MOTION
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
On motion of Senator Ranker, the rules were suspended,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5843 was advanced to third
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5186, having received
placed on final passage.
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
Senators Ranker, Parlette and McAuliffe spoke in favor of
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
passage of the bill.
the act.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5843.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5843 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 3; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Hewitt, Honeyford and Padden
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5843,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5186, by Senators Benton, Hasegawa,
Sheldon and Keiser
Allowing certain health care coverage deductions from the
calculation of disposable income for the purpose of qualifying for
senior property tax programs. Revised for 1st Substitute:
Concerning property tax exemptions for service-connected
disabled veterans and senior citizens.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Benton, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5186 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5186 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5186 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Benton and Rolfes spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5915, by Senators Brown, Angel,
Miloscia, Braun, Dansel, Schoesler, Hewitt and Chase
Concerning dynamic fiscal impact statements. Revised for 1st
Substitute: Addressing fiscal notes and fiscal impact statements.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Brown, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5915
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5915 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Hargrove moved that the following striking
amendment by Senator Hargrove be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 43.88A.010 and 1977 ex.s. c 25 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
The legislature hereby recognizes the necessity of developing
a uniform and coordinated procedure for determining the
expected fiscal impact of bills and resolutions on state
government. The legislature also recognizes that developing
((such)) these statements of fiscal impact((, which shall be known
as fiscal notes,)) requires the designation of a state agency to be
principally responsible ((therefor)) for the statements. The
statements are to be known as fiscal notes and dynamic fiscal
impact statements.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
chapter 43.88A RCW to read as follows:
(1)(a) For purposes of this chapter, a dynamic fiscal impact
statement is: (i) A written statement that includes a dynamic
impact estimate of the legislation or proposed legislation; and (ii)
contained only in the narrative explanation of the fiscal note and
not reflected in the fiscal impact calculation required by RCW
43.88A.020.
(b) A dynamic fiscal impact statement must include
information on the assumptions that were used in computing the
dynamic impact estimate. The dynamic impact estimate should,
at a minimum, be based on assumptions of the probable
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behavioral response of persons directly impacted by the
legislation or proposed legislation.
(2) Dynamic fiscal impact statements may be produced only
on request from members of the senate ways and means
committee, house ways and means committee, or any successor
committee to these committees.
(3) Dynamic fiscal impact statements may not be made unless
the fiscal note in which it would be contained reflects a positive
or negative revenue impact of more than ten million dollars per
fiscal year.
(4) Requests for dynamic fiscal impact statements must be
submitted to the office of financial management at least sixty days
before the beginning of a legislative session.
(5) Nothing in this section may be construed to limit the
provisions of chapter 43.132 RCW.
(6) For purposes of this chapter, "dynamic impact estimate"
means an estimate of the net fiscal impact of a bill, resolution, or
proposed legislation that takes into account behavioral changes of
persons directly impacted by the legislation or proposed
legislation and the effect that those behavioral changes may have
on the economy as a whole. Dynamic impact estimates may take
into consideration factors such as the effects of the legislation or
proposed legislation on persons to save, spend, invest, and expand
or reduce their business activities in this state.
Sec. 3. RCW 43.88A.020 and 2011 c 140 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) The office of financial management shall, in
cooperation with appropriate legislative committees and
legislative staff, establish a procedure for the provision of fiscal
notes on the expected impact of bills and resolutions which
increase or decrease or tend to increase or decrease state
government revenues or expenditures.
(b) Beginning January 1, 2017, and if requested by a member
of a legislative fiscal committee for legislation projected to result
in an increase or decrease in state expenditures exceeding five
million dollars, fiscal notes dealing with corrections, child
welfare, and mental health issues shall include, in addition to the
increases or decreases of state government revenue and
expenditures, an estimate of the fiscal impact of expenditure
reductions or increases on other state or local program
expenditures as well as any return on investment as a result of the
legislation.
(2) Such fiscal notes shall indicate by fiscal year the impact
for the remainder of the biennium in which the bill or resolution
will first take effect as well as a cumulative forecast of the fiscal
impact for the succeeding four fiscal years.
(3) Fiscal notes shall separately identify the fiscal impacts on
the operating and capital budgets. Estimates of fiscal impacts
shall be calculated using the procedures contained in the fiscal
note instructions issued by the office of financial management.
(4) In establishing the fiscal impact called for pursuant to this
chapter, the office of financial management shall coordinate the
development of fiscal notes with all state agencies affected.
(5) The preparation and dissemination of the ongoing cost
projections and other requirements of RCW 43.135.031 for bills
increasing taxes or fees shall take precedence over fiscal notes.
(6) For proposed legislation that uniquely affects school
districts, in addition to any fiscal note prepared under this chapter,
a school district fiscal note must be prepared under the process
established in RCW 28A.300.0401.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. (1)(a) The legislature recognizes
the increasing importance of having complete information to
establish and enforce budgetary priorities, coordinate actions on
spending and revenue legislation, and develop budgetary and
economic information independently of the executive branch.

(b) The legislature finds it is critically important for the
legislature to have more information about the longer-term and
holistic impact of budget decisions, particularly in light of the
four-year balanced budget requirement.
(c) The legislature intends to spend public resources in a
manner that is transparent and accountable. To accomplish this
goal, it needs appropriate fiscal information to make evidencebased investments.
(d) The legislature believes that to enhance its ability to make
sound fiscal decisions, fiscal notes should include not only the
expenditure and revenue data associated with legislation but also
the impact of expenditure reductions or increases on other state
and local programs, including the rate of return on any fiscal
decision the legislature makes.
(2)(a) The director of the office of financial management and
the director of the Washington state institute for public policy
shall convene a work group to explore the establishment of a
nonpartisan agency to conduct objective, impartial fiscal analysis
on behalf of the legislature. The directors shall be the cochairs of
the work group.
(b) The work group shall consider whether the Washington
state institute for public policy should subsume the functions of
impartial fiscal analysis on behalf of the legislature.
(c) The work group shall conduct a study of the accuracy and
reliability of fiscal notes by examining a sample of fiscal notes on
enacted legislation to compare the projected cost of the legislation
with the actual costs incurred in the legislation's implementation.
(d) The work group shall be comprised of at least the
following members:
(i) One member from each of the two largest caucuses of the
senate chosen by the president of the senate;
(ii) One member from each of the two largest caucuses of the
house of representatives chosen by the speaker of the house of
representatives;
(iii) One representative from the legislative evaluation and
accountability program committee;
(iv) One representative from the office of the state treasurer;
(v) One representative of the caseload forecast council; and
(vi) One representative of the economic and revenue forecast
council.
(e) The first meeting of the work group shall occur no later
than August 1, 2015.
(f) The work group shall report its findings and
recommendations to the governor and the appropriate committees
of the legislature no later than December 1, 2016.
(g) This section expires June 30, 2017.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. Sections 1, 2, and 3 of this act
expire June 30, 2022."
Senators Hargrove and Brown spoke in favor of adoption of
the striking amendment.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Frockt was excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Hargrove to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5915.
The motion by Senator Hargrove carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
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On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "notes;" strike the
Cleveland, Darneille, Habib, Padden, Nelson, Benton, Chase,
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 43.88A.010 and
Keiser, Jayapal, Hasegawa and Frockt
43.88A.020; adding a new section to chapter 43.88A RCW;
Increasing transparency of campaign contributions.
creating a new section; and providing expiration dates."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Brown, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5915 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “The President is going to take a moment
to just make a comment because he’s noticed in the last few days,
people are beginning to stand up hold their microphone while
someone else is still speaking. The President assumes at that point
that you want speak or you want to make a point of order of some
kind. So, I would ask that you would wait to stand until the person
speaking is done. And that goes doubly for you. [Senator
Hargrove]”
Senator Brown spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen:
Hargrove.”

“I see my comments worked. Senator

REPLY BY SENATOR HARGROVE
Senator Hargrove: “I put the microphone down. It was going
to take too many calories to sit down and stand back up again.”
Senators Hargrove, Miloscia and Hasegawa spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5915.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5915 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5915,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5153, by Senators Billig, Roach,
Sheldon, Fain, Liias, Mullet, Fraser, Dansel, McCoy, Rolfes,

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Billig moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator Billig be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that the
public has the right to know who is contributing to election
campaigns in Washington state and that campaign finance
disclosure deters corruption, increases public confidence in
Washington state elections, and strengthens our representative
democracy.
The legislature finds that campaign finance disclosure is
overwhelmingly supported by the citizens of Washington state as
evidenced by the two initiatives that largely established
Washington's current campaign finance system. Both passed with
over seventy-two percent of the popular vote, as well as winning
margins in every county in the state.
The legislature finds that nonprofit organizations are
increasingly engaging in campaign activities in Washington state
and across the country, including taking a more active role in
contributing to candidate and ballot proposition campaigns. In
some cases, these activities are occurring without adequate public
disclosure due to loopholes in campaign finance regulations.
Therefore, the legislature intends to increase transparency and
accountability, deter corruption, and strengthen confidence in the
election process by closing campaign finance disclosure
loopholes and requiring the disclosure of contributions and
expenditures by nonprofit organizations that participate
significantly in Washington state elections.
Sec. 2. RCW 42.17A.005 and 2011 c 145 s 2 and 2011 c 60
s 19 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Actual malice" means to act with knowledge of falsity or
with reckless disregard as to truth or falsity.
(2) "Agency" includes all state agencies and all local agencies.
"State agency" includes every state office, department, division,
bureau, board, commission, or other state agency. "Local agency"
includes every county, city, town, municipal corporation, quasimunicipal corporation, or special purpose district, or any office,
department, division, bureau, board, commission, or agency
thereof, or other local public agency.
(3) "Authorized committee" means the political committee
authorized by a candidate, or by the public official against whom
recall charges have been filed, to accept contributions or make
expenditures on behalf of the candidate or public official.
(4) "Ballot proposition" means any "measure" as defined by
RCW 29A.04.091, or any initiative, recall, or referendum
proposition proposed to be submitted to the voters of the state or
any municipal corporation, political subdivision, or other voting
constituency from and after the time when the proposition has
been initially filed with the appropriate election officer of that
constituency before its circulation for signatures.
(5) "Benefit" means a commercial, proprietary, financial,
economic, or monetary advantage, or the avoidance of a
commercial, proprietary, financial, economic, or monetary
disadvantage.
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(6) "Bona fide political party" means:
(a) An organization that has been recognized as a minor
political party by the secretary of state;
(b) The governing body of the state organization of a major
political party, as defined in RCW 29A.04.086, that is the body
authorized by the charter or bylaws of the party to exercise
authority on behalf of the state party; or
(c) The county central committee or legislative district
committee of a major political party. There may be only one
legislative district committee for each party in each legislative
district.
(7) "Candidate" means any individual who seeks nomination
for election or election to public office. An individual seeks
nomination or election when he or she first:
(a) Receives contributions or makes expenditures or reserves
space or facilities with intent to promote his or her candidacy for
office;
(b) Announces publicly or files for office;
(c) Purchases commercial advertising space or broadcast time
to promote his or her candidacy; or
(d) Gives his or her consent to another person to take on behalf
of the individual any of the actions in (a) or (c) of this subsection.
(8) "Caucus political committee" means a political committee
organized and maintained by the members of a major political
party in the state senate or state house of representatives.
(9) "Commercial advertiser" means any person who sells the
service of communicating messages or producing printed material
for broadcast or distribution to the general public or segments of
the general public whether through the use of newspapers,
magazines, television and radio stations, billboard companies,
direct mail advertising companies, printing companies, or
otherwise.
(10) "Commission" means the agency established under RCW
42.17A.100.
(11) "Compensation" unless the context requires a narrower
meaning, includes payment in any form for real or personal
property or services of any kind. For the purpose of compliance
with RCW 42.17A.710, "compensation" does not include per
diem allowances or other payments made by a governmental
entity to reimburse a public official for expenses incurred while
the official is engaged in the official business of the governmental
entity.
(12) "Continuing political committee" means a political
committee that is an organization of continuing existence not
established in anticipation of any particular election campaign.
(13)(a) "Contribution" includes:
(i) A loan, gift, deposit, subscription, forgiveness of
indebtedness, donation, advance, pledge, payment, transfer of
funds between political committees, or anything of value,
including personal and professional services for less than full
consideration;
(ii) An expenditure made by a person in cooperation,
consultation, or concert with, or at the request or suggestion of, a
candidate, a political committee, the person or persons named on
the candidate's or committee's registration form who direct
expenditures on behalf of the candidate or committee, or their
agents;
(iii) The financing by a person of the dissemination,
distribution, or republication, in whole or in part, of broadcast,
written, graphic, or other form of political advertising or
electioneering communication prepared by a candidate, a political
committee, or its authorized agent;
(iv) Sums paid for tickets to fund-raising events such as
dinners and parties, except for the actual cost of the consumables
furnished at the event.
(b) "Contribution" does not include:

(i) Standard interest on money deposited in a political
committee's account;
(ii) Ordinary home hospitality;
(iii) A contribution received by a candidate or political
committee that is returned to the contributor within five business
days of the date on which it is received by the candidate or
political committee;
(iv) A news item, feature, commentary, or editorial in a
regularly scheduled news medium that is of primary interest to
the general public, that is in a news medium controlled by a
person whose business is that news medium, and that is not
controlled by a candidate or a political committee;
(v) An internal political communication primarily limited to
the members of or contributors to a political party organization or
political committee, or to the officers, management staff, or
stockholders of a corporation or similar enterprise, or to the
members of a labor organization or other membership
organization;
(vi) The rendering of personal services of the sort commonly
performed by volunteer campaign workers, or incidental expenses
personally incurred by volunteer campaign workers not in excess
of fifty dollars personally paid for by the worker. "Volunteer
services," for the purposes of this subsection, means services or
labor for which the individual is not compensated by any person;
(vii) Messages in the form of reader boards, banners, or yard
or window signs displayed on a person's own property or property
occupied by a person. However, a facility used for such political
advertising for which a rental charge is normally made must be
reported as an in-kind contribution and counts towards any
applicable contribution limit of the person providing the facility;
(viii) Legal or accounting services rendered to or on behalf of:
(A) A political party or caucus political committee if the
person paying for the services is the regular employer of the
person rendering such services; or
(B) A candidate or an authorized committee if the person
paying for the services is the regular employer of the individual
rendering the services and if the services are solely for the purpose
of ensuring compliance with state election or public disclosure
laws; or
(ix) The performance of ministerial functions by a person on
behalf of two or more candidates or political committees either as
volunteer services defined in (b)(vi) of this subsection or for
payment by the candidate or political committee for whom the
services are performed as long as:
(A) The person performs solely ministerial functions;
(B) A person who is paid by two or more candidates or
political committees is identified by the candidates and political
committees on whose behalf services are performed as part of
their respective statements of organization under RCW
42.17A.205; and
(C) The person does not disclose, except as required by law,
any information regarding a candidate's or committee's plans,
projects, activities, or needs, or regarding a candidate's or
committee's contributions or expenditures that is not already
publicly available from campaign reports filed with the
commission, or otherwise engage in activity that constitutes a
contribution under (a)(ii) of this subsection.
A person who performs ministerial functions under this
subsection (13)(b)(ix) is not considered an agent of the candidate
or committee as long as he or she has no authority to authorize
expenditures or make decisions on behalf of the candidate or
committee.
(c) Contributions other than money or its equivalent are
deemed to have a monetary value equivalent to the fair market
value of the contribution. Services or property or rights furnished
at less than their fair market value for the purpose of assisting any
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candidate or political committee are deemed a contribution. Such
(vi) Public service announcements;
a contribution must be reported as an in-kind contribution at its
(vii) A mailed internal political communication primarily
fair market value and counts towards any applicable contribution
limited to the members of or contributors to a political party
limit of the provider.
organization or political committee, or to the officers,
(14) "Depository" means a bank, mutual savings bank,
management staff, or stockholders of a corporation or similar
savings and loan association, or credit union doing business in
enterprise, or to the members of a labor organization or other
this state.
membership organization;
(15) "Elected official" means any person elected at a general
(viii) An expenditure by or contribution to the authorized
or special election to any public office, and any person appointed
committee of a candidate for state, local, or judicial office; or
to fill a vacancy in any such office.
(ix) Any other communication exempted by the commission
(16) "Election" includes any primary, general, or special
through rule consistent with the intent of this chapter.
election for public office and any election in which a ballot
(20) "Expenditure" includes a payment, contribution,
proposition is submitted to the voters. An election in which the
subscription, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money
qualifications for voting include other than those requirements set
or anything of value, and includes a contract, promise, or
forth in Article VI, section 1 (Amendment 63) of the Constitution
agreement, whether or not legally enforceable, to make an
of the state of Washington shall not be considered an election for
expenditure. "Expenditure" also includes a promise to pay, a
purposes of this chapter.
payment, or a transfer of anything of value in exchange for goods,
(17) "Election campaign" means any campaign in support of
services, property, facilities, or anything of value for the purpose
or in opposition to a candidate for election to public office and
of assisting, benefiting, or honoring any public official or
any campaign in support of, or in opposition to, a ballot
candidate, or assisting in furthering or opposing any election
proposition.
campaign. For the purposes of this chapter, agreements to make
(18) "Election cycle" means the period beginning on the first
expenditures, contracts, and promises to pay may be reported as
day of January after the date of the last previous general election
estimated obligations until actual payment is made.
for the office that the candidate seeks and ending on December
"Expenditure" ((shall)) does not include the partial or complete
repayment by a candidate or political committee of the principal
31st after the next election for the office. In the case of a special
of a loan, the receipt of which loan has been properly reported.
election to fill a vacancy in an office, "election cycle" means the
(21) "Final report" means the report described as a final report
period beginning on the day the vacancy occurs and ending on
in RCW 42.17A.235(2).
December 31st after the special election.
(22) "General election" for the purposes of RCW 42.17A.405
(19)(a) "Electioneering communication" means any
broadcast, cable, or satellite television or radio transmission,
means the election that results in the election of a person to a state
or local office. It does not include a primary.
United States postal service mailing, billboard, newspaper, or
periodical that:
(23) "Gift" has the definition in RCW 42.52.010.
(24) "Immediate family" includes the spouse or domestic
(i) Clearly identifies a candidate for a state, local, or judicial
office either by specifically naming the candidate, or identifying
partner, dependent children, and other dependent relatives, if
living in the household. For the purposes of the definition of
the candidate without using the candidate's name;
(ii) Is broadcast, transmitted, mailed, erected, distributed, or
"intermediary" in this section, "immediate family" means an
individual's spouse or domestic partner, and child, stepchild,
otherwise published within sixty days before any election for that
office in the jurisdiction in which the candidate is seeking
grandchild, parent, stepparent, grandparent, brother, half brother,
sister, or half sister of the individual and the spouse or the
election; and
(iii) Either alone, or in combination with one or more
domestic partner of any such person and a child, stepchild,
grandchild, parent, stepparent, grandparent, brother, half brother,
communications identifying the candidate by the same sponsor
during the sixty days before an election, has a fair market value
sister, or half sister of the individual's spouse or domestic partner
and the spouse or the domestic partner of any such person.
of one thousand dollars or more.
(b) "Electioneering communication" does not include:
(25)(a) "Incidental committee" means any nonprofit
(i) Usual and customary advertising of a business owned by a
organization not otherwise defined as a political committee but
candidate, even if the candidate is mentioned in the advertising
that may incidentally make a contribution or an expenditure in
when the candidate has been regularly mentioned in that
support of, or opposition to, any candidate or any ballot
advertising appearing at least twelve months preceding his or her
proposition in Washington, directly or through a political
becoming a candidate;
committee.
(ii) Advertising for candidate debates or forums when the
(b) "Incidental committee" does not include any organization
under section 527 of the internal revenue code of 1986 that meets
advertising is paid for by or on behalf of the debate or forum
sponsor, so long as two or more candidates for the same position
or exceeds the reporting requirements of this chapter in its public
filings with the federal election commission.
have been invited to participate in the debate or forum;
(26) "Incumbent" means a person who is in present possession
(iii) A news item, feature, commentary, or editorial in a
of an elected office.
regularly scheduled news medium that is:
(((26))) (27) "Independent expenditure" means an expenditure
(A) Of primary interest to the general public;
that has each of the following elements:
(B) In a news medium controlled by a person whose business
(a) It is made in support of or in opposition to a candidate for
is that news medium; and
office by a person who is not (i) a candidate for that office, (ii) an
(C) Not a medium controlled by a candidate or a political
authorized committee of that candidate for that office, (iii) a
committee;
person who has received the candidate's encouragement or
(iv) Slate cards and sample ballots;
approval to make the expenditure, if the expenditure pays in
(v) Advertising for books, films, dissertations, or similar
whole or in part for political advertising supporting that candidate
works (A) written by a candidate when the candidate entered into
or promoting the defeat of any other candidate or candidates for
a contract for such publications or media at least twelve months
that office, or (iv) a person with whom the candidate has
before becoming a candidate, or (B) written about a candidate;
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collaborated for the purpose of making the expenditure, if the
expenditure pays in whole or in part for political advertising
supporting that candidate or promoting the defeat of any other
candidate or candidates for that office;
(b) The expenditure pays in whole or in part for political
advertising that either specifically names the candidate supported
or opposed, or clearly and beyond any doubt identifies the
candidate without using the candidate's name; and
(c) The expenditure, alone or in conjunction with another
expenditure or other expenditures of the same person in support
of or opposition to that candidate, has a value of eight hundred
dollars or more. A series of expenditures, each of which is under
eight hundred dollars, constitutes one independent expenditure if
their cumulative value is eight hundred dollars or more.
(((27)))(28)(a) "Intermediary" means an individual who
transmits a contribution to a candidate or committee from another
person unless the contribution is from the individual's employer,
immediate family, or an association to which the individual
belongs.
(b) A treasurer or a candidate is not an intermediary for
purposes of the committee that the treasurer or candidate serves.
(c) A professional fund-raiser is not an intermediary if the
fund-raiser is compensated for fund-raising services at the usual
and customary rate.
(d) A volunteer hosting a fund-raising event at the individual's
home is not an intermediary for purposes of that event.
(((28))) (29) "Legislation" means bills, resolutions, motions,
amendments, nominations, and other matters pending or proposed
in either house of the state legislature, and includes any other
matter that may be the subject of action by either house or any
committee of the legislature and all bills and resolutions that,
having passed both houses, are pending approval by the governor.
(((29))) (30) "Legislative office" means the office of a
member of the state house of representatives or the office of a
member of the state senate.
(((30))) (31) "Lobby" and "lobbying" each mean attempting
to influence the passage or defeat of any legislation by the
legislature of the state of Washington, or the adoption or rejection
of any rule, standard, rate, or other legislative enactment of any
state agency under the state administrative procedure act, chapter
34.05 RCW. Neither "lobby" nor "lobbying" includes an
association's or other organization's act of communicating with
the members of that association or organization.
(((31))) (32) "Lobbyist" includes any person who lobbies
either in his or her own or another's behalf.
(((32))) (33) "Lobbyist's employer" means the person or
persons by whom a lobbyist is employed and all persons by whom
he or she is compensated for acting as a lobbyist.
(((33))) (34) "Ministerial functions" means an act or duty
carried out as part of the duties of an administrative office without
exercise of personal judgment or discretion.
(((34))) (35) "Participate" means that, with respect to a
particular election, an entity:
(a) Makes either a monetary or in-kind contribution to a
candidate;
(b) Makes an independent expenditure or electioneering
communication in support of or opposition to a candidate;
(c) Endorses a candidate before contributions are made by a
subsidiary corporation or local unit with respect to that candidate
or that candidate's opponent;
(d) Makes a recommendation regarding whether a candidate
should be supported or opposed before a contribution is made by
a subsidiary corporation or local unit with respect to that
candidate or that candidate's opponent; or
(e) Directly or indirectly collaborates or consults with a
subsidiary corporation or local unit on matters relating to the

support of or opposition to a candidate, including, but not limited
to, the amount of a contribution, when a contribution should be
given, and what assistance, services or independent expenditures,
or electioneering communications, if any, will be made or should
be made in support of or opposition to a candidate.
(((35))) (36) "Person" includes an individual, partnership,
joint venture, public or private corporation, association, federal,
state, or local governmental entity or agency however constituted,
candidate, committee, political committee, political party,
executive committee thereof, or any other organization or group
of persons, however organized.
(((36))) (37) "Political advertising" includes any advertising
displays, newspaper ads, billboards, signs, brochures, articles,
tabloids, flyers, letters, radio or television presentations, or other
means of mass communication, used for the purpose of appealing,
directly or indirectly, for votes or for financial or other support or
opposition in any election campaign.
(((37))) (38) "Political committee" means any person (except
a candidate or an individual dealing with his or her own funds or
property), organized or located inside or outside the state, having
the expectation of receiving contributions or making expenditures
in support of, or opposition to, any candidate or any ballot
proposition in Washington.
(((38))) (39) "Primary" for the purposes of RCW 42.17A.405
means the procedure for nominating a candidate to state or local
office under chapter 29A.52 RCW or any other primary for an
election that uses, in large measure, the procedures established in
chapter 29A.52 RCW.
(((39))) (40) "Public office" means any federal, state, judicial,
county, city, town, school district, port district, special district, or
other state political subdivision elective office.
(((40))) (41) "Public record" has the definition in RCW
42.56.010.
(((41))) (42) "Recall campaign" means the period of time
beginning on the date of the filing of recall charges under RCW
29A.56.120 and ending thirty days after the recall election.
(((42))) (43)(a) "Sponsor" for purposes of an electioneering
communications, independent expenditures, or political
advertising means the person paying for the electioneering
communication, independent expenditure, or political
advertising. If a person acts as an agent for another or is
reimbursed by another for the payment, the original source of the
payment is the sponsor.
(b) "Sponsor," for purposes of a political committee, means
any person, except an authorized committee, to whom any of the
following applies:
(i) The committee receives eighty percent or more of its
contributions either from the person or from the person's
members, officers, employees, or shareholders;
(ii) The person collects contributions for the committee by use
of payroll deductions or dues from its members, officers, or
employees.
(((43))) (44) "Sponsored committee" means a committee,
other than an authorized committee, that has one or more
sponsors.
(((44))) (45) "State office" means state legislative office or the
office of governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state,
attorney general, commissioner of public lands, insurance
commissioner, superintendent of public instruction, state auditor,
or state treasurer.
(((45))) (46) "State official" means a person who holds a state
office.
(((46))) (47) "Surplus funds" mean, in the case of a political
committee or candidate, the balance of contributions that remain
in the possession or control of that committee or candidate
subsequent to the election for which the contributions were
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date, if any. In addition to the information required under RCW
received, and that are in excess of the amount necessary to pay
remaining debts incurred by the committee or candidate with
42.17A.205 and 42.17A.210, on the day an incidental committee
files a statement of organization with the commission, each
respect to that election. In the case of a continuing political
incidental committee must file with the commission a report of
committee, "surplus funds" mean those contributions remaining
in the possession or control of the committee that are in excess of
the ten largest aggregate contributions received in the current
calendar year from a single person of ten thousand dollars or
the amount necessary to pay all remaining debts when it makes
greater, including any persons tied as the tenth largest source of
its final report under RCW 42.17A.255.
funds, if any, and all aggregate contributions received in the
(((47))) (48) "Treasurer" and "deputy treasurer" mean the
individuals appointed by a candidate or political committee,
current calendar year from a single person of one hundred
thousand dollars or greater.
pursuant to RCW 42.17A.210, to perform the duties specified in
(2) Each treasurer of a political committee or incidental
that section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
committee required to file a statement of organization under
chapter 42.17A RCW to read as follows:
section 4 of this act shall file with the commission a report
containing the information required by RCW 42.17A.240 at the
The commission shall provide a link on its web site to a
searchable database on the web site of the federal election
following intervals:
(a) On the twenty-first day and the seventh day immediately
commission containing information on organizations under
section 527 of the internal revenue code of 1986.
preceding the date on which the election is held;
(b) On the tenth day of the first month after the election; and
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
chapter 42.17A RCW to read as follows:
(c) On the tenth day of each month in which no other reports
are required to be filed under this section only if the committee
(1)(a) An incidental committee must file a statement of
organization with the commission within two weeks after the date
has received a contribution or made an expenditure in the
the committee first:
preceding calendar month and either the total contributions
(i) Has the expectation of making contributions or
received or total expenditures made since the last such report
exceed two hundred dollars. An incidental committee must file
expenditures of at least twenty-five thousand dollars in a calendar
the report required by this subsection (2) only if there has been a
year in any election campaign, or to a political committee; and
(ii) Must disclose a contribution under RCW
change in its ten largest contributors over ten thousand dollars
42.17A.240(2)(d).
during the current calendar year, including any persons tied as the
(b) If an incidental committee first meets the criteria requiring
tenth largest contributor, or if a person not previously listed in a
filing a statement of organization as specified in (a) of this
report required under this subsection (2) has contributed one
subsection in the last three weeks before an election, then it must
hundred thousand dollars or more in aggregate to the incidental
file the statement of organization within three business days.
committee during the calendar year.
(c) An incidental committee that does not make contributions
The report filed twenty-one days before the election shall
or expenditures in the amounts specified in (a) of this subsection
report all contributions received and expenditures made as of the
is not required to file a statement of organization with the
end of one business day before the date of the report. The report
commission.
filed seven days before the election shall report all contributions
(2) The statement of organization shall include but not be
received and expenditures made as of the end of one business day
limited to:
before the date of the report. Reports filed on the tenth day of the
(a) The name and address of the committee;
month shall report all contributions received and expenditures
(b) The names and addresses of all related or affiliated
made from the closing date of the last report filed through the last
political or incidental committees or other persons, and the nature
day of the month preceding the date of the current report.
of the relationship or affiliation;
(3) For the period beginning the first day of the fourth month
(c) The names, addresses, and titles of its officers; or if it has
preceding the date of the special election, or for the period
no officers, the names, addresses, and titles of its responsible
beginning the first day of the fifth month before the date of the
leaders and the name of the person designated as the treasurer of
general election, and ending on the date of that special or general
the incidental committee;
election, each Monday the treasurer of a political committee shall
(d) The name, office sought, and party affiliation of each
file with the commission a report of each bank deposit made
candidate whom the committee is supporting or opposing if the
during the previous seven calendar days. The report shall contain
committee contributes directly to a candidate and, if donating to
the name of each person contributing the funds and the amount
a political committee, the name and address of that political
contributed by each person. However, persons who contribute no
committee;
more than twenty-five dollars in the aggregate are not required to
(e) The ballot proposition concerned, if any, and whether the
be identified in the report. A copy of the report shall be retained
committee is in favor of or opposed to such proposition; and
by the treasurer for his or her records. In the event of deposits
(f) Such other information as the commission may by rule
made by a deputy treasurer, the copy shall be forwarded to the
prescribe, in keeping with the policies and purposes of this
treasurer for his or her records. Each report shall be certified as
chapter.
correct by the treasurer or deputy treasurer making the deposit.
(3) Any material change in information previously submitted
(4) The treasurer or candidate of a political committee shall
in a statement of organization shall be reported to the commission
maintain books of account accurately reflecting all contributions
within the ten days following the change.
and expenditures on a current basis within five business days of
Sec. 5. RCW 42.17A.235 and 2011 c 60 s 23 are each
receipt or expenditure. During the eight days immediately
amended to read as follows:
preceding the date of the election the books of account shall be
(1) In addition to the information required under RCW
kept current within one business day. As specified in the
42.17A.205 and 42.17A.210, on the day the treasurer is
committee's statement of organization filed under RCW
designated, each candidate or political committee, except for
42.17A.205, the books of account must be open for public
incidental committees, must file with the commission a report of
inspection by appointment at the designated place for inspections
all contributions received and expenditures made prior to that
between 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. on any day from the eighth day
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immediately before the election through the day immediately
before the election, other than Saturday, Sunday, or a legal
holiday. It is a violation of this chapter for a candidate or political
committee to refuse to allow and keep an appointment for an
inspection to be conducted during these authorized times and
days. The appointment must be allowed at an authorized time and
day for such inspections that is within twenty-four hours of the
time and day that is requested for the inspection.
(5) Copies of all reports filed pursuant to this section shall be
readily available for public inspection by appointment, pursuant
to subsection (4) of this section, at the principal headquarters or,
if there is no headquarters, at the address of the treasurer or such
other place as may be authorized by the commission.
(6) The treasurer or candidate shall preserve books of account,
bills, receipts, and all other financial records of the campaign or
political committee for not less than five calendar years following
the year during which the transaction occurred.
(7) All reports filed pursuant to subsection (1) or (2) of this
section shall be certified as correct by the candidate and the
treasurer.
(8) When there is no outstanding debt or obligation, the
campaign fund is closed, and the campaign is concluded in all
respects or in the case of a political committee, the committee has
ceased to function and has dissolved, the treasurer shall file a final
report. Upon submitting a final report, the duties of the treasurer
shall cease and there is no obligation to make any further reports.
(9) By December 31, 2015, the commission shall adopt rules
for the dissolution of incidental committees.
Sec. 6. RCW 42.17A.240 and 2010 c 204 s 409 are each
amended to read as follows:
Each report required under RCW 42.17A.235 (1) and (2) must
be certified as correct by the treasurer and the candidate and shall
disclose the following:
(1) The funds on hand at the beginning of the period;
(2) The name and address of each person who has made one
or more contributions during the period, together with the money
value and date of each contribution and the aggregate value of all
contributions received from each person during the campaign, or
in the case of a continuing political committee, the current
calendar year, with the following exceptions:
(a) Pledges in the aggregate of less than one hundred dollars
from any one person need not be reported;
(b) Income that results from a fund-raising activity conducted
in accordance with RCW 42.17A.230 may be reported as one
lump sum, with the exception of that portion received from
persons whose names and addresses are required to be included
in the report required by RCW 42.17A.230;
(c) Contributions of no more than twenty-five dollars in the
aggregate from any one person during the election campaign may
be reported as one lump sum if the treasurer maintains a separate
and private list of the name, address, and amount of each such
contributor; ((and))
(d) Funds received by an incidental committee from any one
person need not be reported unless:
(i) The person is one of the committee's ten largest sources of
funds, including any persons tied as the tenth largest source of
funds, during the current calendar year, and the aggregate funds
received from that person during the current calendar year are ten
thousand dollars or greater; or
(ii) The person contributed one hundred thousand dollars or
more to the incidental committee during the current calendar year;
(e) The commission may suspend or modify reporting
requirements for contributions to an incidental committee in cases
of manifestly unreasonable hardship under RCW 42.17A.120;
and

(f) The money value of contributions of postage ((shall be)) is
the face value of the postage;
(3) Each loan, promissory note, or security instrument to be
used by or for the benefit of the candidate or political committee
made by any person, including the names and addresses of the
lender and each person liable directly, indirectly or contingently
and the date and amount of each such loan, promissory note, or
security instrument;
(4) All other contributions not otherwise listed or exempted;
(5) The name and address of each candidate or political
committee to which any transfer of funds was made, including the
amounts and dates of the transfers;
(6) The name and address of each person to whom an
expenditure was made in the aggregate amount of more than fifty
dollars during the period covered by this report, the amount, date,
and purpose of each expenditure, and the total sum of all
expenditures;
(7) The name and address of each person directly
compensated for soliciting or procuring signatures on an initiative
or referendum petition, the amount of the compensation to each
person, and the total expenditures made for this purpose. Such
expenditures shall be reported under this subsection in addition to
what is required to be reported under subsection (6) of this
section;
(8) The name and address of any person and the amount owed
for any debt, obligation, note, unpaid loan, or other liability in the
amount of more than two hundred fifty dollars or in the amount
of more than fifty dollars that has been outstanding for over thirty
days;
(9) The surplus or deficit of contributions over expenditures;
(10) The disposition made in accordance with RCW
42.17A.430 of any surplus funds; and
(11) Any other information required by the commission by
rule in conformance with the policies and purposes of this
chapter.
Sec. 7. RCW 42.17A.250 and 2010 c 204 s 411 are each
amended to read as follows:
(((1) An out-of-state)) A political committee ((organized for
the purpose of supporting or opposing candidates or ballot
propositions in another state that is not otherwise required to
report under RCW 42.17A.205 through 42.17A.240 shall report
as required in this section when it makes an expenditure
supporting or opposing a Washington state candidate or political
committee. The committee shall file with the commission a
statement disclosing:
(a) Its name and address;
(b) The purposes of the out-of-state committee;
(c) The names, addresses, and titles of its officers or, if it has
no officers, the names, addresses, and the titles of its responsible
leaders;
(d) The name, office sought, and party affiliation of each
candidate in the state of Washington whom the out-of-state
committee is supporting or opposing and, if the committee is
supporting or opposing the entire ticket of any party, the name of
the party;
(e) The ballot proposition supported or opposed in the state of
Washington, if any, and whether the committee is in favor of or
opposed to that proposition;
(f) The name and address of each person residing in the state
of Washington or corporation that has a place of business in the
state of Washington who has made one or more contributions in
the aggregate of more than twenty-five dollars to the out-of-state
committee during the current calendar year, together with the
money value and date of the contributions;
(g) The name, address, and employer of each person or
corporation residing outside the state of Washington who has
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made one or more contributions in the aggregate of more than two
and across the country, including taking a more active role in
thousand five hundred fifty dollars to the out-of-state committee
contributing to candidate and ballot proposition campaigns. In
during the current calendar year, together with the money value
some cases, these activities are occurring without adequate public
and date of the contributions. Annually, the commission must
disclosure due to loopholes in campaign finance regulations.
modify the two thousand five hundred fifty dollar limit in this
Therefore, the legislature intends to increase transparency and
subsection based on percentage change in the implicit price
accountability, deter corruption, and strengthen confidence in the
deflator for personal consumption expenditures for the United
election process by closing campaign finance disclosure
States as published for the most recent twelve-month period by
loopholes and requiring the disclosure of contributions and
the bureau of economic analysis of the federal department of
expenditures by nonprofit organizations that participate
commerce;
significantly in Washington state elections.
(h) The name and address of each person in the state of
Sec. 2. RCW 42.17A.005 and 2011 c 145 s 2 and 2011 c 60
Washington to whom an expenditure was made by the out-ofs 19 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
state committee with respect to a candidate or political committee
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
in the aggregate amount of more than fifty dollars, the amount,
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
date, and purpose of the expenditure, and the total sum of the
(1) "Actual malice" means to act with knowledge of falsity or
expenditures; and
with reckless disregard as to truth or falsity.
(i) Any other information as the commission may prescribe
(2) "Agency" includes all state agencies and all local agencies.
by rule in keeping with the policies and purposes of this chapter.
"State agency" includes every state office, department, division,
(2) Each statement shall be filed no later than the tenth day of
bureau, board, commission, or other state agency. "Local agency"
the month following any month in which a contribution or other
includes every county, city, town, municipal corporation, quasiexpenditure reportable under subsection (1) of this section is
municipal corporation, or special purpose district, or any office,
made. An out-of-state committee incurring an obligation to file
department, division, bureau, board, commission, or agency
additional statements in a calendar year may satisfy the obligation
thereof, or other local public agency.
by timely filing reports that supplement previously filed
(3) "Authorized committee" means the political committee
information)) or incidental committee organized outside the state
authorized by a candidate, or by the public official against whom
of Washington is subject to the same requirements under this
recall charges have been filed, to accept contributions or make
chapter as a political committee or incidental committee
expenditures on behalf of the candidate or public official.
organized in the state of Washington.
(4) "Ballot proposition" means any "measure" as defined by
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. This act may be known and cited
RCW 29A.04.091, or any initiative, recall, or referendum
as the dark money elimination act.
proposition proposed to be submitted to the voters of the state or
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. If any provision of this act or its
any municipal corporation, political subdivision, or other voting
application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
constituency from and after the time when the proposition has
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
been initially filed with the appropriate election officer of that
persons or circumstances is not affected."
constituency before its circulation for signatures.
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "contributions;" strike the
(5) "Benefit" means a commercial, proprietary, financial,
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 42.17A.235,
economic, or monetary advantage, or the avoidance of a
42.17A.240, and 42.17A.250; reenacting and amending RCW
commercial, proprietary, financial, economic, or monetary
42.17A.005; adding new sections to chapter 42.17A RCW; and
disadvantage.
creating new sections."
(6) "Bona fide political party" means:
(a) An organization that has been recognized as a minor
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
political party by the secretary of state;
(b) The governing body of the state organization of a major
On motion of Senator Billig, the striking amendment by
political party, as defined in RCW 29A.04.086, that is the body
Senator Billig to Senate Bill No. 5153 was withdrawn.
authorized by the charter or bylaws of the party to exercise
authority on behalf of the state party; or
MOTION
(c) The county central committee or legislative district
committee of a major political party. There may be only one
Senator Billig moved that the following striking amendment
legislative district committee for each party in each legislative
by Senators Billig and Fain be adopted:
district.
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
(7) "Candidate" means any individual who seeks nomination
following:
for election or election to public office. An individual seeks
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that the
nomination or election when he or she first:
public has the right to know who is contributing to election
(a) Receives contributions or makes expenditures or reserves
campaigns in Washington state and that campaign finance
space or facilities with intent to promote his or her candidacy for
disclosure deters corruption, increases public confidence in
office;
Washington state elections, and strengthens our representative
(b) Announces publicly or files for office;
democracy.
(c) Purchases commercial advertising space or broadcast time
The legislature finds that campaign finance disclosure is
to promote his or her candidacy; or
overwhelmingly supported by the citizens of Washington state as
(d) Gives his or her consent to another person to take on behalf
evidenced by the two initiatives that largely established
of the individual any of the actions in (a) or (c) of this subsection.
Washington's current campaign finance system. Both passed with
(8) "Caucus political committee" means a political committee
over seventy-two percent of the popular vote, as well as winning
organized and maintained by the members of a major political
margins in every county in the state.
party in the state senate or state house of representatives.
The legislature finds that nonprofit organizations are
(9) "Commercial advertiser" means any person who sells the
increasingly engaging in campaign activities in Washington state
service of communicating messages or producing printed material
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for broadcast or distribution to the general public or segments of
the general public whether through the use of newspapers,
magazines, television and radio stations, billboard companies,
direct mail advertising companies, printing companies, or
otherwise.
(10) "Commission" means the agency established under RCW
42.17A.100.
(11) "Compensation" unless the context requires a narrower
meaning, includes payment in any form for real or personal
property or services of any kind. For the purpose of compliance
with RCW 42.17A.710, "compensation" does not include per
diem allowances or other payments made by a governmental
entity to reimburse a public official for expenses incurred while
the official is engaged in the official business of the governmental
entity.
(12) "Continuing political committee" means a political
committee that is an organization of continuing existence not
established in anticipation of any particular election campaign.
(13)(a) "Contribution" includes:
(i) A loan, gift, deposit, subscription, forgiveness of
indebtedness, donation, advance, pledge, payment, transfer of
funds between political committees, or anything of value,
including personal and professional services for less than full
consideration;
(ii) An expenditure made by a person in cooperation,
consultation, or concert with, or at the request or suggestion of, a
candidate, a political committee, the person or persons named on
the candidate's or committee's registration form who direct
expenditures on behalf of the candidate or committee, or their
agents;
(iii) The financing by a person of the dissemination,
distribution, or republication, in whole or in part, of broadcast,
written, graphic, or other form of political advertising or
electioneering communication prepared by a candidate, a political
committee, or its authorized agent;
(iv) Sums paid for tickets to fund-raising events such as
dinners and parties, except for the actual cost of the consumables
furnished at the event.
(b) "Contribution" does not include:
(i) Standard interest on money deposited in a political
committee's account;
(ii) Ordinary home hospitality;
(iii) A contribution received by a candidate or political
committee that is returned to the contributor within five business
days of the date on which it is received by the candidate or
political committee;
(iv) A news item, feature, commentary, or editorial in a
regularly scheduled news medium that is of primary interest to
the general public, that is in a news medium controlled by a
person whose business is that news medium, and that is not
controlled by a candidate or a political committee;
(v) An internal political communication primarily limited to
the members of or contributors to a political party organization or
political committee, or to the officers, management staff, or
stockholders of a corporation or similar enterprise, or to the
members of a labor organization or other membership
organization;
(vi) The rendering of personal services of the sort commonly
performed by volunteer campaign workers, or incidental expenses
personally incurred by volunteer campaign workers not in excess
of fifty dollars personally paid for by the worker. "Volunteer
services," for the purposes of this subsection, means services or
labor for which the individual is not compensated by any person;
(vii) Messages in the form of reader boards, banners, or yard
or window signs displayed on a person's own property or property
occupied by a person. However, a facility used for such political

advertising for which a rental charge is normally made must be
reported as an in-kind contribution and counts towards any
applicable contribution limit of the person providing the facility;
(viii) Legal or accounting services rendered to or on behalf of:
(A) A political party or caucus political committee if the
person paying for the services is the regular employer of the
person rendering such services; or
(B) A candidate or an authorized committee if the person
paying for the services is the regular employer of the individual
rendering the services and if the services are solely for the purpose
of ensuring compliance with state election or public disclosure
laws; or
(ix) The performance of ministerial functions by a person on
behalf of two or more candidates or political committees either as
volunteer services defined in (b)(vi) of this subsection or for
payment by the candidate or political committee for whom the
services are performed as long as:
(A) The person performs solely ministerial functions;
(B) A person who is paid by two or more candidates or
political committees is identified by the candidates and political
committees on whose behalf services are performed as part of
their respective statements of organization under RCW
42.17A.205; and
(C) The person does not disclose, except as required by law,
any information regarding a candidate's or committee's plans,
projects, activities, or needs, or regarding a candidate's or
committee's contributions or expenditures that is not already
publicly available from campaign reports filed with the
commission, or otherwise engage in activity that constitutes a
contribution under (a)(ii) of this subsection.
A person who performs ministerial functions under this
subsection (13)(b)(ix) is not considered an agent of the candidate
or committee as long as he or she has no authority to authorize
expenditures or make decisions on behalf of the candidate or
committee.
(c) Contributions other than money or its equivalent are
deemed to have a monetary value equivalent to the fair market
value of the contribution. Services or property or rights furnished
at less than their fair market value for the purpose of assisting any
candidate or political committee are deemed a contribution. Such
a contribution must be reported as an in-kind contribution at its
fair market value and counts towards any applicable contribution
limit of the provider.
(14) "Depository" means a bank, mutual savings bank,
savings and loan association, or credit union doing business in
this state.
(15) "Elected official" means any person elected at a general
or special election to any public office, and any person appointed
to fill a vacancy in any such office.
(16) "Election" includes any primary, general, or special
election for public office and any election in which a ballot
proposition is submitted to the voters. An election in which the
qualifications for voting include other than those requirements set
forth in Article VI, section 1 (Amendment 63) of the Constitution
of the state of Washington shall not be considered an election for
purposes of this chapter.
(17) "Election campaign" means any campaign in support of
or in opposition to a candidate for election to public office and
any campaign in support of, or in opposition to, a ballot
proposition.
(18) "Election cycle" means the period beginning on the first
day of January after the date of the last previous general election
for the office that the candidate seeks and ending on December
31st after the next election for the office. In the case of a special
election to fill a vacancy in an office, "election cycle" means the
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period beginning on the day the vacancy occurs and ending on
(21) "Final report" means the report described as a final report
December 31st after the special election.
in RCW 42.17A.235(2).
(19)(a) "Electioneering communication" means any
(22) "General election" for the purposes of RCW 42.17A.405
broadcast, cable, or satellite television or radio transmission,
means the election that results in the election of a person to a state
United States postal service mailing, billboard, newspaper, or
or local office. It does not include a primary.
periodical that:
(23) "Gift" has the definition in RCW 42.52.010.
(i) Clearly identifies a candidate for a state, local, or judicial
(24) "Immediate family" includes the spouse or domestic
office either by specifically naming the candidate, or identifying
partner, dependent children, and other dependent relatives, if
the candidate without using the candidate's name;
living in the household. For the purposes of the definition of
(ii) Is broadcast, transmitted, mailed, erected, distributed, or
"intermediary" in this section, "immediate family" means an
otherwise published within sixty days before any election for that
individual's spouse or domestic partner, and child, stepchild,
office in the jurisdiction in which the candidate is seeking
grandchild, parent, stepparent, grandparent, brother, half brother,
election; and
sister, or half sister of the individual and the spouse or the
(iii) Either alone, or in combination with one or more
domestic partner of any such person and a child, stepchild,
communications identifying the candidate by the same sponsor
grandchild, parent, stepparent, grandparent, brother, half brother,
during the sixty days before an election, has a fair market value
sister, or half sister of the individual's spouse or domestic partner
of one thousand dollars or more.
and the spouse or the domestic partner of any such person.
(b) "Electioneering communication" does not include:
(25)(a) "Incidental committee" means any nonprofit
(i) Usual and customary advertising of a business owned by a
organization not otherwise defined as a political committee but
candidate, even if the candidate is mentioned in the advertising
that may incidentally make a contribution or an expenditure in
when the candidate has been regularly mentioned in that
support of, or opposition to, any candidate or any ballot
advertising appearing at least twelve months preceding his or her
proposition in Washington, directly or through a political
becoming a candidate;
committee.
(b) "Incidental committee" does not include any organization
(ii) Advertising for candidate debates or forums when the
registered under section 527 of the internal revenue code of 1986
advertising is paid for by or on behalf of the debate or forum
sponsor, so long as two or more candidates for the same position
that files disclosure reports with the public disclosure
have been invited to participate in the debate or forum;
commission, disclosure reports with the federal elections
(iii) A news item, feature, commentary, or editorial in a
commission, or public quarterly filings with the internal revenue
regularly scheduled news medium that is:
service.
(A) Of primary interest to the general public;
(26) "Incumbent" means a person who is in present possession
(B) In a news medium controlled by a person whose business
of an elected office.
is that news medium; and
(((26))) (27) "Independent expenditure" means an expenditure
(C) Not a medium controlled by a candidate or a political
that has each of the following elements:
committee;
(a) It is made in support of or in opposition to a candidate for
(iv) Slate cards and sample ballots;
office by a person who is not (i) a candidate for that office, (ii) an
(v) Advertising for books, films, dissertations, or similar
authorized committee of that candidate for that office, (iii) a
works (A) written by a candidate when the candidate entered into
person who has received the candidate's encouragement or
a contract for such publications or media at least twelve months
approval to make the expenditure, if the expenditure pays in
before becoming a candidate, or (B) written about a candidate;
whole or in part for political advertising supporting that candidate
(vi) Public service announcements;
or promoting the defeat of any other candidate or candidates for
(vii) A mailed internal political communication primarily
that office, or (iv) a person with whom the candidate has
limited to the members of or contributors to a political party
collaborated for the purpose of making the expenditure, if the
organization or political committee, or to the officers,
expenditure pays in whole or in part for political advertising
management staff, or stockholders of a corporation or similar
supporting that candidate or promoting the defeat of any other
enterprise, or to the members of a labor organization or other
candidate or candidates for that office;
membership organization;
(b) The expenditure pays in whole or in part for political
(viii) An expenditure by or contribution to the authorized
advertising that either specifically names the candidate supported
committee of a candidate for state, local, or judicial office; or
or opposed, or clearly and beyond any doubt identifies the
(ix) Any other communication exempted by the commission
candidate without using the candidate's name; and
(c) The expenditure, alone or in conjunction with another
through rule consistent with the intent of this chapter.
expenditure or other expenditures of the same person in support
(20) "Expenditure" includes a payment, contribution,
of or opposition to that candidate, has a value of eight hundred
subscription, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money
dollars or more. A series of expenditures, each of which is under
or anything of value, and includes a contract, promise, or
eight hundred dollars, constitutes one independent expenditure if
agreement, whether or not legally enforceable, to make an
their cumulative value is eight hundred dollars or more.
expenditure. "Expenditure" also includes a promise to pay, a
(((27)))(28)(a) "Intermediary" means an individual who
payment, or a transfer of anything of value in exchange for goods,
transmits a contribution to a candidate or committee from another
services, property, facilities, or anything of value for the purpose
person unless the contribution is from the individual's employer,
of assisting, benefiting, or honoring any public official or
immediate family, or an association to which the individual
candidate, or assisting in furthering or opposing any election
belongs.
campaign. For the purposes of this chapter, agreements to make
(b) A treasurer or a candidate is not an intermediary for
expenditures, contracts, and promises to pay may be reported as
purposes of the committee that the treasurer or candidate serves.
estimated obligations until actual payment is made.
(c) A professional fund-raiser is not an intermediary if the
"Expenditure" ((shall)) does not include the partial or complete
repayment by a candidate or political committee of the principal
fund-raiser is compensated for fund-raising services at the usual
of a loan, the receipt of which loan has been properly reported.
and customary rate.
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(d) A volunteer hosting a fund-raising event at the individual's
home is not an intermediary for purposes of that event.
(((28))) (29) "Legislation" means bills, resolutions, motions,
amendments, nominations, and other matters pending or proposed
in either house of the state legislature, and includes any other
matter that may be the subject of action by either house or any
committee of the legislature and all bills and resolutions that,
having passed both houses, are pending approval by the governor.
(((29))) (30) "Legislative office" means the office of a
member of the state house of representatives or the office of a
member of the state senate.
(((30))) (31) "Lobby" and "lobbying" each mean attempting
to influence the passage or defeat of any legislation by the
legislature of the state of Washington, or the adoption or rejection
of any rule, standard, rate, or other legislative enactment of any
state agency under the state administrative procedure act, chapter
34.05 RCW. Neither "lobby" nor "lobbying" includes an
association's or other organization's act of communicating with
the members of that association or organization.
(((31))) (32) "Lobbyist" includes any person who lobbies
either in his or her own or another's behalf.
(((32))) (33) "Lobbyist's employer" means the person or
persons by whom a lobbyist is employed and all persons by whom
he or she is compensated for acting as a lobbyist.
(((33))) (34) "Ministerial functions" means an act or duty
carried out as part of the duties of an administrative office without
exercise of personal judgment or discretion.
(((34))) (35) "Participate" means that, with respect to a
particular election, an entity:
(a) Makes either a monetary or in-kind contribution to a
candidate;
(b) Makes an independent expenditure or electioneering
communication in support of or opposition to a candidate;
(c) Endorses a candidate before contributions are made by a
subsidiary corporation or local unit with respect to that candidate
or that candidate's opponent;
(d) Makes a recommendation regarding whether a candidate
should be supported or opposed before a contribution is made by
a subsidiary corporation or local unit with respect to that
candidate or that candidate's opponent; or
(e) Directly or indirectly collaborates or consults with a
subsidiary corporation or local unit on matters relating to the
support of or opposition to a candidate, including, but not limited
to, the amount of a contribution, when a contribution should be
given, and what assistance, services or independent expenditures,
or electioneering communications, if any, will be made or should
be made in support of or opposition to a candidate.
(((35))) (36) "Person" includes an individual, partnership,
joint venture, public or private corporation, association, federal,
state, or local governmental entity or agency however constituted,
candidate, committee, political committee, political party,
executive committee thereof, or any other organization or group
of persons, however organized.
(((36))) (37) "Political advertising" includes any advertising
displays, newspaper ads, billboards, signs, brochures, articles,
tabloids, flyers, letters, radio or television presentations, or other
means of mass communication, used for the purpose of appealing,
directly or indirectly, for votes or for financial or other support or
opposition in any election campaign.
(((37))) (38) "Political committee" means any person (except
a candidate or an individual dealing with his or her own funds or
property), organized or located inside or outside the state, having
the expectation of receiving contributions or making expenditures
in support of, or opposition to, any candidate or any ballot
proposition in Washington.

(((38))) (39) "Primary" for the purposes of RCW 42.17A.405
means the procedure for nominating a candidate to state or local
office under chapter 29A.52 RCW or any other primary for an
election that uses, in large measure, the procedures established in
chapter 29A.52 RCW.
(((39))) (40) "Public office" means any federal, state, judicial,
county, city, town, school district, port district, special district, or
other state political subdivision elective office.
(((40))) (41) "Public record" has the definition in RCW
42.56.010.
(((41))) (42) "Recall campaign" means the period of time
beginning on the date of the filing of recall charges under RCW
29A.56.120 and ending thirty days after the recall election.
(((42))) (43)(a) "Sponsor" for purposes of an electioneering
communications, independent expenditures, or political
advertising means the person paying for the electioneering
communication, independent expenditure, or political
advertising. If a person acts as an agent for another or is
reimbursed by another for the payment, the original source of the
payment is the sponsor.
(b) "Sponsor," for purposes of a political committee, means
any person, except an authorized committee, to whom any of the
following applies:
(i) The committee receives eighty percent or more of its
contributions either from the person or from the person's
members, officers, employees, or shareholders;
(ii) The person collects contributions for the committee by use
of payroll deductions or dues from its members, officers, or
employees.
(((43))) (44) "Sponsored committee" means a committee,
other than an authorized committee, that has one or more
sponsors.
(((44))) (45) "State office" means state legislative office or the
office of governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state,
attorney general, commissioner of public lands, insurance
commissioner, superintendent of public instruction, state auditor,
or state treasurer.
(((45))) (46) "State official" means a person who holds a state
office.
(((46))) (47) "Surplus funds" mean, in the case of a political
committee or candidate, the balance of contributions that remain
in the possession or control of that committee or candidate
subsequent to the election for which the contributions were
received, and that are in excess of the amount necessary to pay
remaining debts incurred by the committee or candidate with
respect to that election. In the case of a continuing political
committee, "surplus funds" mean those contributions remaining
in the possession or control of the committee that are in excess of
the amount necessary to pay all remaining debts when it makes
its final report under RCW 42.17A.255.
(((47))) (48) "Treasurer" and "deputy treasurer" mean the
individuals appointed by a candidate or political committee,
pursuant to RCW 42.17A.210, to perform the duties specified in
that section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 42.17A RCW to read as follows:
The commission shall provide a link on its web site to a
searchable database on the web site of the federal election
commission containing information on organizations under
section 527 of the internal revenue code of 1986.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
chapter 42.17A RCW to read as follows:
(1)(a) An incidental committee must file a statement of
organization with the commission within two weeks after the date
the committee first:
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(i) Has the expectation of making contributions or
received or total expenditures made since the last such report
expenditures of at least twenty-five thousand dollars in a calendar
exceed two hundred dollars. An incidental committee must file
the report required by this subsection (2) only if there has been a
year in any election campaign, or to a political committee; and
change in its ten largest contributors over ten thousand dollars
(ii) Must disclose a contribution under RCW
42.17A.240(2)(d).
during the current calendar year, including any persons tied as the
tenth largest contributor, or if a person not previously listed in a
(b) If an incidental committee first meets the criteria requiring
report required under this subsection (2) has contributed one
filing a statement of organization as specified in (a) of this
hundred thousand dollars or more in aggregate to the incidental
subsection in the last three weeks before an election, then it must
file the statement of organization within three business days.
committee during the calendar year.
The report filed twenty-one days before the election shall
(c) An incidental committee that does not make contributions
or expenditures in the amounts specified in (a) of this subsection
report all contributions received and expenditures made as of the
end of one business day before the date of the report. The report
is not required to file a statement of organization with the
commission.
filed seven days before the election shall report all contributions
received and expenditures made as of the end of one business day
(2) The statement of organization shall include but not be
limited to:
before the date of the report. Reports filed on the tenth day of the
month shall report all contributions received and expenditures
(a) The name and address of the committee;
(b) The names and addresses of all related or affiliated
made from the closing date of the last report filed through the last
day of the month preceding the date of the current report.
political or incidental committees or other persons, and the nature
of the relationship or affiliation;
(3) For the period beginning the first day of the fourth month
(c) The names, addresses, and titles of its officers; or if it has
preceding the date of the special election, or for the period
no officers, the names, addresses, and titles of its responsible
beginning the first day of the fifth month before the date of the
general election, and ending on the date of that special or general
leaders and the name of the person designated as the treasurer of
the incidental committee;
election, each Monday the treasurer of a political committee shall
file with the commission a report of each bank deposit made
(d) The name, office sought, and party affiliation of each
during the previous seven calendar days. The report shall contain
candidate whom the committee is supporting or opposing if the
the name of each person contributing the funds and the amount
committee contributes directly to a candidate and, if donating to
contributed by each person. However, persons who contribute no
a political committee, the name and address of that political
more than twenty-five dollars in the aggregate are not required to
committee;
be identified in the report. A copy of the report shall be retained
(e) The ballot proposition concerned, if any, and whether the
committee is in favor of or opposed to such proposition; and
by the treasurer for his or her records. In the event of deposits
(f) Such other information as the commission may by rule
made by a deputy treasurer, the copy shall be forwarded to the
prescribe, in keeping with the policies and purposes of this
treasurer for his or her records. Each report shall be certified as
chapter.
correct by the treasurer or deputy treasurer making the deposit.
(3) Any material change in information previously submitted
(4) The treasurer or candidate of a political committee shall
in a statement of organization shall be reported to the commission
maintain books of account accurately reflecting all contributions
within the ten days following the change.
and expenditures on a current basis within five business days of
Sec. 5. RCW 42.17A.235 and 2011 c 60 s 23 are each
receipt or expenditure. During the eight days immediately
amended to read as follows:
preceding the date of the election the books of account shall be
(1) In addition to the information required under RCW
kept current within one business day. As specified in the
42.17A.205 and 42.17A.210, on the day the treasurer is
committee's statement of organization filed under RCW
designated, each candidate or political committee, except for
42.17A.205, the books of account must be open for public
incidental committees, must file with the commission a report of
inspection by appointment at the designated place for inspections
all contributions received and expenditures made prior to that
between 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. on any day from the eighth day
date, if any. In addition to the information required under RCW
immediately before the election through the day immediately
42.17A.205 and 42.17A.210, on the day an incidental committee
before the election, other than Saturday, Sunday, or a legal
files a statement of organization with the commission, each
holiday. It is a violation of this chapter for a candidate or political
incidental committee must file with the commission a report of
committee to refuse to allow and keep an appointment for an
the ten largest aggregate contributions received in the current
inspection to be conducted during these authorized times and
calendar year from a single person of ten thousand dollars or
days. The appointment must be allowed at an authorized time and
greater, including any persons tied as the tenth largest source of
day for such inspections that is within twenty-four hours of the
funds, if any, and all aggregate contributions received in the
time and day that is requested for the inspection.
current calendar year from a single person of one hundred
(5) Copies of all reports filed pursuant to this section shall be
thousand dollars or greater.
readily available for public inspection by appointment, pursuant
to subsection (4) of this section, at the principal headquarters or,
(2) Each treasurer of a political committee or incidental
committee required to file a statement of organization under
if there is no headquarters, at the address of the treasurer or such
section 4 of this act shall file with the commission a report
other place as may be authorized by the commission.
containing the information required by RCW 42.17A.240 at the
(6) The treasurer or candidate shall preserve books of account,
bills, receipts, and all other financial records of the campaign or
following intervals:
(a) On the twenty-first day and the seventh day immediately
political committee for not less than five calendar years following
preceding the date on which the election is held;
the year during which the transaction occurred.
(7) All reports filed pursuant to subsection (1) or (2) of this
(b) On the tenth day of the first month after the election; and
(c) On the tenth day of each month in which no other reports
section shall be certified as correct by the candidate and the
treasurer.
are required to be filed under this section only if the committee
(8) When there is no outstanding debt or obligation, the
has received a contribution or made an expenditure in the
campaign fund is closed, and the campaign is concluded in all
preceding calendar month and either the total contributions
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respects or in the case of a political committee, the committee has
ceased to function and has dissolved, the treasurer shall file a final
report. Upon submitting a final report, the duties of the treasurer
shall cease and there is no obligation to make any further reports.
(9) By December 31, 2015, the commission shall adopt rules
for the dissolution of incidental committees.
Sec. 6. RCW 42.17A.240 and 2010 c 204 s 409 are each
amended to read as follows:
Each report required under RCW 42.17A.235 (1) and (2) must
be certified as correct by the treasurer and the candidate and shall
disclose the following:
(1) The funds on hand at the beginning of the period;
(2) The name and address of each person who has made one
or more contributions during the period, together with the money
value and date of each contribution and the aggregate value of all
contributions received from each person during the campaign, or
in the case of a continuing political committee, the current
calendar year, with the following exceptions:
(a) Pledges in the aggregate of less than one hundred dollars
from any one person need not be reported;
(b) Income that results from a fund-raising activity conducted
in accordance with RCW 42.17A.230 may be reported as one
lump sum, with the exception of that portion received from
persons whose names and addresses are required to be included
in the report required by RCW 42.17A.230;
(c) Contributions of no more than twenty-five dollars in the
aggregate from any one person during the election campaign may
be reported as one lump sum if the treasurer maintains a separate
and private list of the name, address, and amount of each such
contributor; ((and))
(d) Funds received by an incidental committee from any one
person need not be reported unless:
(i) The person is one of the committee's ten largest sources of
funds, including any persons tied as the tenth largest source of
funds, during the current calendar year, and the aggregate funds
received from that person during the current calendar year are ten
thousand dollars or greater; or
(ii) The person contributed one hundred thousand dollars or
more to the incidental committee during the current calendar year;
(e) The commission may suspend or modify reporting
requirements for contributions to an incidental committee in cases
of manifestly unreasonable hardship under RCW 42.17A.120;
and
(f) The money value of contributions of postage ((shall be)) is
the face value of the postage;
(3) Each loan, promissory note, or security instrument to be
used by or for the benefit of the candidate or political committee
made by any person, including the names and addresses of the
lender and each person liable directly, indirectly or contingently
and the date and amount of each such loan, promissory note, or
security instrument;
(4) All other contributions not otherwise listed or exempted;
(5) The name and address of each candidate or political
committee to which any transfer of funds was made, including the
amounts and dates of the transfers;
(6) The name and address of each person to whom an
expenditure was made in the aggregate amount of more than fifty
dollars during the period covered by this report, the amount, date,
and purpose of each expenditure, and the total sum of all
expenditures;
(7) The name and address of each person directly
compensated for soliciting or procuring signatures on an initiative
or referendum petition, the amount of the compensation to each
person, and the total expenditures made for this purpose. Such
expenditures shall be reported under this subsection in addition to

what is required to be reported under subsection (6) of this
section;
(8) The name and address of any person and the amount owed
for any debt, obligation, note, unpaid loan, or other liability in the
amount of more than two hundred fifty dollars or in the amount
of more than fifty dollars that has been outstanding for over thirty
days;
(9) The surplus or deficit of contributions over expenditures;
(10) The disposition made in accordance with RCW
42.17A.430 of any surplus funds; and
(11) Any other information required by the commission by
rule in conformance with the policies and purposes of this
chapter.
Sec. 7. RCW 42.17A.250 and 2010 c 204 s 411 are each
amended to read as follows:
(((1) An out-of-state)) A political committee ((organized for
the purpose of supporting or opposing candidates or ballot
propositions in another state that is not otherwise required to
report under RCW 42.17A.205 through 42.17A.240 shall report
as required in this section when it makes an expenditure
supporting or opposing a Washington state candidate or political
committee. The committee shall file with the commission a
statement disclosing:
(a) Its name and address;
(b) The purposes of the out-of-state committee;
(c) The names, addresses, and titles of its officers or, if it has
no officers, the names, addresses, and the titles of its responsible
leaders;
(d) The name, office sought, and party affiliation of each
candidate in the state of Washington whom the out-of-state
committee is supporting or opposing and, if the committee is
supporting or opposing the entire ticket of any party, the name of
the party;
(e) The ballot proposition supported or opposed in the state of
Washington, if any, and whether the committee is in favor of or
opposed to that proposition;
(f) The name and address of each person residing in the state
of Washington or corporation that has a place of business in the
state of Washington who has made one or more contributions in
the aggregate of more than twenty-five dollars to the out-of-state
committee during the current calendar year, together with the
money value and date of the contributions;
(g) The name, address, and employer of each person or
corporation residing outside the state of Washington who has
made one or more contributions in the aggregate of more than two
thousand five hundred fifty dollars to the out-of-state committee
during the current calendar year, together with the money value
and date of the contributions. Annually, the commission must
modify the two thousand five hundred fifty dollar limit in this
subsection based on percentage change in the implicit price
deflator for personal consumption expenditures for the United
States as published for the most recent twelve-month period by
the bureau of economic analysis of the federal department of
commerce;
(h) The name and address of each person in the state of
Washington to whom an expenditure was made by the out-ofstate committee with respect to a candidate or political committee
in the aggregate amount of more than fifty dollars, the amount,
date, and purpose of the expenditure, and the total sum of the
expenditures; and
(i) Any other information as the commission may prescribe
by rule in keeping with the policies and purposes of this chapter.
(2) Each statement shall be filed no later than the tenth day of
the month following any month in which a contribution or other
expenditure reportable under subsection (1) of this section is
made. An out-of-state committee incurring an obligation to file
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Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
additional statements in a calendar year may satisfy the obligation
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
by timely filing reports that supplement previously filed
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
information)) or incidental committee organized outside the state
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
of Washington is subject to the same requirements under this
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
chapter as a political committee or incidental committee
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5153, having received
organized in the state of Washington.
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. This act may be known and cited
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
as the dark money elimination act.
the act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. If any provision of this act or its
application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
Senator Roach assumed the chair.
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
persons or circumstances is not affected."
SECOND READING
MOTION
SENATE BILL NO. 5921, by Senators Honeyford, Hatfield,
Chase and Brown
Senator Billig moved that the following amendment by
Senators Billig and Fain to the striking amendment be adopted:
Preserving the common law interpretation and application of
On page 8, line 21 of the striking amendment, after
the vested rights doctrine.
"quarterly", insert ", semiannual, or monthly"
Senator Billig spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
The measure was read the second time.
to the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Billig and Fain on
page 8, line 21 to the striking amendment to Senate Bill No. 5153.
The motion by Senator Billig carried and the amendment to
the striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Billig and
Fain to Senate Bill No. 5153 as amended.
The motion by Senator Billig carried and the striking
amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "contributions;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 42.17A.235,
42.17A.240, and 42.17A.250; reenacting and amending RCW
42.17A.005; adding new sections to chapter 42.17A RCW; and
creating new sections."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Billig, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5153 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Billig, Fain and Sheldon spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5153.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5153 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,

MOTION
Senator Honeyford moved that the following amendment by
Senator Honeyford be adopted:
On page 1, beginning on line 1 of the title, after "Relating to"
strike all material through "doctrine" on line 2 of the title and
insert "increasing certainty and predictability in the land use
permit process"
Senator Honeyford spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator
Honeyford on page 1, line 1 to Senate Bill No. 5921.
The motion by Senator Honeyford carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5921 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Honeyford, King and Padden spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
Senators Pedersen and Fraser spoke against passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5921.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5921 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 29; Nays, 20; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen,
Fain, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hobbs, Honeyford, King,
Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers,
Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Cleveland, Conway, Darneille,
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Hill, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-
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Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen,
Ranker and Rolfes
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5921, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5048, by Senators Chase, Roach,
Hatfield and Miloscia
Subjecting a resolution or ordinance adopted by the
legislative body of a city or town to assume a water-sewer district
to a referendum.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Chase, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5048
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5048 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Chase moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Roach and Chase be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 35.13A RCW to read as follows:
(1) Except as provided otherwise by subsection (4) of this
section, a resolution or ordinance adopted by the legislative body
of a city to assume jurisdiction of all or part of a water-sewer
district under this chapter is subject to a referendum. If a city has
adopted a resolution or ordinance to assume jurisdiction of all or
part of a water-sewer district under this chapter on or after January
1, 2014, the city shall adopt a resolution or ordinance confirming
the assumption, which must be treated in the same manner as a
resolution or ordinance to assume jurisdiction of all or part of a
water-sewer district and is subject to a referendum as described
in this section. Any referendum petition to repeal the assumption
resolution or ordinance must be filed with the county auditor
within ten days of passage of the resolution or ordinance. Within
ten days of the filing of a petition, the county auditor must confer
with the petitioner concerning the form and style of the petition,
issue an identification number for the petition, and write a ballot
title for the measure. The ballot title must be posed as a question
so that an affirmative answer to the question and a majority
affirmative vote on the measure results in approval of the
proposed assumption, and a negative answer to the question and
a majority negative vote on the measure results in the assumption
being barred. The petitioner must be notified of the identification
number and ballot title within this ten-day period. After this
notification, the petitioner has forty-five days in which to secure
on petition forms the signatures of at least ten percent of the
number of voters residing in the part of the water-sewer district
subject to the assumption resolution or ordinance who voted in
the most recent general election, and file the signed petitions with
the county auditor. Each petition form must contain the ballot title
and full text of the measure to be referred. The county auditor
must verify the sufficiency of the signatures on the petitions.
(2) If sufficient valid signatures on the petitions are properly
submitted, the county auditor must submit the referendum
measure to the registered voters residing in the part of the watersewer district subject to the assumption resolution or ordinance in
a general or special election no later than one hundred twenty days

after the signed petition has been filed with the county auditor.
Elections must be conducted in accordance with general election
law, and the cost of the election must be borne by the city seeking
approval to assume jurisdiction of the water-sewer district. The
city must produce a local voters' pamphlet as provided in RCW
29A.32.210 through 29A.32.280.
(3) When a referendum petition is filed with the county
auditor, the assumption resolution or ordinance sought to be
referred to the voters, and any proceedings before a boundary
review board under chapter 36.93 RCW, are suspended from
taking effect. Such suspension terminates when: (a) There is a
final determination of insufficiency or untimeliness of the
referendum petition; or (b) the assumption resolution or ordinance
so referred is approved by the voters at a referendum election.
(4) If a city legislative authority assumes jurisdiction of all or
part of a water-sewer district through a contract with a watersewer district, or through an interlocal agreement with a watersewer district under chapter 39.34 RCW, the provisions of this
section do not apply.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
chapter 35.13A RCW to read as follows:
A resolution or ordinance adopted by a city in accordance
with this chapter to assume jurisdiction of all or part of a district
may not take effect until forty-five or more days after its
adoption."
Senator Chase spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators
Roach and Chase to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5048.
The motion by Senator Chase carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "towns;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and adding new sections to
chapter 35.13A RCW."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Chase, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5048 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Chase spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
POINT OF INQUIRY
Senator King: “Would the good sponsor let me ask a
question of her? I’d like to know, is this bill retroactive? Does it
go back in time to correct something that a city has already done
or started?”
Senator Chase: “It’s retroactive as of July, January 2014.
Yes.”
Senator Sheldon spoke against passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5048.
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ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5048 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 28; Nays, 21; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Benton, Billig, Chase, Cleveland,
Conway, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, Miloscia, Nelson, Padden, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Roach, Rolfes and Schoesler
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Frockt, Hewitt,
Honeyford, Jayapal, King, McCoy, Mullet, O'Ban, Parlette,
Rivers, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5048,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5139, by Senators Roach, Liias,
Conway, Benton, McCoy, Dansel and Ericksen
Concerning building code standards for certain buildings four
or more stories high.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5139 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Benton and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5139.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5139 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 5139, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5854, by Senators Braun, Baumgartner
and Dammeier
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Requiring employee organizations to submit digital copies of
their collective bargaining agreements to the public employment
relations commission.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

Senator Hasegawa moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hasegawa be adopted:
On page 3, after line 18, insert:
"NEW SECTION. Sec 10. If specific funding for purposes of
this act is not provided by June 30, 2015, in the omnibus operating
appropriations act, this act is null and void.
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senator Hasegawa spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hasegawa
on page 3, after line 18 to Senate Bill No. 5854.
The motion by Senator Hasegawa carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Braun moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator Braun be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 41.56 RCW to read as follows:
The employer shall submit a digital copy of their collective
bargaining agreement to the commission within thirty days of the
effective date of the collective bargaining agreement.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
chapter 41.80 RCW to read as follows:
The employer shall submit a digital copy of their collective
bargaining agreement to the commission within thirty days of the
effective date of the collective bargaining agreement.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 41.76 RCW to read as follows:
The employer shall submit a digital copy of their collective
bargaining agreement to the commission within thirty days of the
effective date of the collective bargaining agreement.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
chapter 41.59 RCW to read as follows:
The employer shall submit a digital copy of their collective
bargaining agreement to the commission within thirty days of the
effective date of the collective bargaining agreement.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to
chapter 49.39 RCW to read as follows:
The employer shall submit a digital copy of their collective
bargaining agreement to the commission within thirty days of the
effective date of the collective bargaining agreement.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to
chapter 28B.52 RCW to read as follows:
Employers of academic employees under this chapter shall
submit a digital copy of their collective bargaining agreement to
the commission within thirty days of the effective date of the
collective bargaining agreement.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. A new section is added to
chapter 47.64 RCW to read as follows:
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The employer shall submit a digital copy of their collective
bargaining agreement to the commission within thirty days of the
effective date of the collective bargaining agreement.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A new section is added to
chapter 49.66 RCW to read as follows:
The employer shall submit a digital copy of their collective
bargaining agreement to the department within thirty days of the
effective date of the collective bargaining agreement. The
department shall maintain a web site that allows the public to view
and download the collective bargaining agreements submitted by
employers pursuant to this section. The collective bargaining
agreements shall be available in a uniform digital format. Expired
collective bargaining agreements shall be available on the web
site for up to ten years following expiration.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. A new section is added to
chapter 41.58 RCW to read as follows:
The commission shall maintain a web site that allows the
public to view and download the collective bargaining
agreements submitted by employers pursuant to sections 1
through 8 of this act. The collective bargaining agreements shall
be available in a uniform digital format. Expired collective
bargaining agreements shall be available on the web site for up to
ten years following expiration."
Senators Braun and Mullet spoke in favor of adoption of the
striking amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator
Braun to Senate Bill No. 5854.
The motion by Senator Braun carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "Relating to" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "digital copies of public
employees' collective bargaining agreements; adding a new
section to chapter 41.56 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
41.80 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 41.76 RCW; adding
a new section to chapter 41.59 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 49.39 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 28B.52
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 47.64 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 49.66 RCW; and adding a new section to
chapter 41.58 RCW."
Senator Braun moved that the rules be suspended and that
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5854 be advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill be placed on final
passage.

Without objection, the President Pro Tempore declared the
motion by Senator Braun carried, the rules were suspended, and
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5854 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
REMARKS BY SENATOR BRAUN
Seantor Braun: “First, I’d just like to speak to the
amendment snafu we had. I actually thought that amendment was
drafted to the striker and I would have gladly accepted that
amendment. So I’ll be happy to work in the House to add that
amendment. I don’t have any problem with that at all and I
appreciate the efforts of my colleague, the Ranking Member of
Commerce and Labor.”
Senators Braun and Sheldon spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
Senator Hasegawa spoke against passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5854.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5854 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 30; Nays, 19; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hargrove, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Litzow,
Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Jayapal,
Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Nelson, Ranker
and Rolfes
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5854, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5353, by Senator Angel
Concerning the service and sales of spirits, wine, and beer.
Revised for 2nd Substitute: Concerning marketing opportunities
for spirits produced in Washington by craft and general licensed
distilleries.
MOTION

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Hasegawa: “Was the amendment, 237, drafted to
the striking amendment that was just adopted?”

On motion of Senator Angel, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5353 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5353 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.

REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE
MOTION
Senator Roach: “It was not. The amendment is, has been
negated by the fact that we just have passed a striking
amendment.”
MOTION

Senator Angel moved that the following amendment by
Senator Angel be adopted:
On page 3, beginning on line 10, after "subsection" strike all
material through "66.24.175" on line 11 and insert "do not include
tasting or sampling privileges"
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Beginning on page 4, line 17, after "wineries" strike all
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL
material through "distillery" on page 5, line 9 and insert "or
NO. 5353, having received the constitutional majority, was
microbreweries combined may offer samples at a qualifying
declared passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was
farmers market per day.
ordered to stand as the title of the act.
(b) Samples must be two ounces or less. A winery or
microbrewery may provide a maximum of two ounces of wine or
SECOND READING
beer to a customer per day.
SENATE BILL NO. 5607, by Senators Conway, Dammeier,
(c) A winery or microbrewery may advertise that it offers
Darneille, O'Ban and Padden
samples only at its designated booth, stall, or other designated
location at the farmers market.
Concerning the complaint procedure for the modification or
(d) Customers must remain at the designated booth, stall, or
termination of guardianship.
other designated location while sampling beer or wine.
(e) Winery and microbrewery licensees and employees who
MOTION
are involved in sampling activities under this section must hold a
class 12 or class 13 alcohol server permit.
On motion of Senator Conway, Substitute Senate Bill No.
(f) A winery or microbrewery must have food available for
5607 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5607 and the substitute
customers to consume while sampling beer or wine, or must be
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
adjacent to a vendor offering prepared food.
(3) The board may establish additional requirements to ensure
MOTION
that persons under twenty-one years of age and apparently
intoxicated persons may not possess or consume alcohol under
Senator O'Ban moved that the following amendment by
the authority granted in this section.
Senators O'Ban and Conway be adopted:
(4) The board may prohibit sampling at a farmers market that
On page 4, after line 5, insert the following:
is within the boundaries of an alcohol impact area recognized by
"(5) The board may send a grievance it has received regarding
resolution of the board if the board finds that the sampling
an active guardian case to the court's designee with a request that
activities at the farmers market have an adverse effect on the
the court review the grievance and take any action the court deems
reduction of chronic public inebriation in the area.
necessary. This type of request from the board must be treated as
(5) If a winery or microbrewery"
a complaint under this section and the person who sent the
Senator Angel spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
complaint must be treated as the complainant. The court must
direct the clerk to transmit a copy of its order to the board. Any
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
further action taken by the board must be consistent with the court
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Angel on
order."
page 3, line 10 to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5353.
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
The motion by Senator Angel carried and the amendment was
correct any internal references accordingly.
adopted by voice vote.
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
MOTION
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senators O'Ban
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
and Conway on page 4, after line 5 to Substitute Senate Bill No.
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5353 was advanced
5607.
to third reading, the second reading considered the third and the
The motion by Senator O'Ban carried and the amendment was
bill was placed on final passage.
adopted by voice vote.
Senators Angel and Hasegawa spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
MOTION
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
On motion of Senator Conway, the rules were suspended,
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5607 was advanced to third
Senate Bill No. 5353.
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
ROLL CALL
Senators Conway and Padden spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5353 and the bill passed the
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 40; Nays, 9; Absent, 0;
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill
Excused, 0.
No. 5607.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
ROLL CALL
Ericksen, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt,
Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles,
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5607 and the bill passed the Senate by
O'Ban, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Warnick
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Voting nay: Senators Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Hargrove, Padden, Parlette, Pearson and Roach
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
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Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5607,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5826, by Senators Mullet and Benton
Creating the
marketplace.

Washington

small

business

retirement

MOTION
On motion of Senator Mullet, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5826
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5826 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Mullet moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Mullet and Braun be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that there
is a retirement savings access gap in Washington; that Americans
reach the median salary four years later than they did in 1980 and
therefore have four fewer years of savings opportunities; and that
one in six Americans retire in poverty. Employees who are unable
to effectively build their retirement savings risk living on low
incomes in their elderly years and are more likely to become
dependent on state services. Further, small businesses, which
employ more than forty percent of private sector employees in
Washington, often choose not to offer retirement plans to
employees due to concerns about costs, administrative burdens,
and potential liability that they believe such plans would place on
their business. In response, the legislature recognizes the work of
the federal government in addressing these issues by establishing
the myRA program: A safe, affordable, and accessible retirement
vehicle designed to remove barriers to retirement savings. In
addition, the legislature recognizes that many private financial
services firms in Washington currently offer high quality
retirement options for small businesses and their employees.
The Washington small business retirement marketplace is the
most effective, efficient, and sustainable way to promote
increased retirement savings in the state of Washington. The
Washington small business retirement marketplace will remove
barriers to entry into the retirement market for small businesses
by educating small employers on plan availability and promoting,
without mandated participation, qualified, low-cost, low-burden
retirement savings vehicles and myRA. The marketplace furthers
greater retirement plan access for the residents of Washington
while ensuring that individuals participating in these retirement
plans will have all the protections offered by the employee
retirement income security act. Further, the Washington small
business retirement marketplace will not pose any significant
financial burden upon taxpayers. The Washington small business
retirement marketplace will be the best way for Washington to
close the retirement savings access gap, protect the fiscal stability
of the state and its citizens well into the future, and further cement

its place as a national leader in retirement and investor promotion
and protection.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. The definitions in this section
apply throughout this subchapter unless the context clearly
requires otherwise.
(1) "Balanced fund" means a mutual fund that has an
investment mandate to balance its portfolio holdings. The fund
generally includes a mix of stocks and bonds in varying
proportions according to the fund's investment outlook.
(2) "Eligible employer" means a person engaged in a business,
an industry, a profession, a trade, or any other entity that is
registered with the Washington state department of revenue, and
satisfies the requirements to participate in the Washington small
business retirement marketplace.
(3) "Enrollee" means any employee who is enrolled in an
individual retirement account offered by an eligible employer
through the Washington small business retirement marketplace.
(4) "myRA" means the myRA retirement program
administered by the United States department of treasury that is
available to all employers and employees with no fees or no
minimum contribution requirements. A myRA is a Roth IRA
option and investments in these accounts are backed by the United
States department of treasury.
(5) "Participating employer" means any eligible employer
with employees enrolled in individual retirement accounts offered
through the Washington small business retirement marketplace.
(6) "Qualified default investment alternative" means types of
investments identified by the federal internal revenue service for
employees who do not make an investment choice or are
automatically enrolled in a retirement plan.
(7) "Qualified employee" means those workers who are
defined by the federal internal revenue service to be eligible to
participate in a specific retirement plan.
(8) "Qualifying plans" means retirement plan options offered
by private sector financial services firms that meet the
requirements of this subchapter to participate in the marketplace,
and myRA.
(9) "Target date or similar fund" means a hybrid mutual fund
that automatically resets the asset mix of stocks, bonds, and cash
equivalents in its portfolio according to a selected time frame that
is appropriate for a particular investor. A target date is structured
to address a projected retirement date.
(10) "Washington small business retirement marketplace" or
"marketplace" means the retirement savings program created to
connect eligible employers and their employees with qualifying
plans to increase retirement savings.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. (1)(a) Subject to the availability
of funds under (b) of this subsection, the Washington small
business retirement marketplace is created. The director shall
contract with a private sector entity to establish a program that
connects eligible employers with qualifying plans. The contractor
shall not include any person regulated under chapter 21.20 or
48.23 RCW or who has a financial interest in any plan offered in
the marketplace. The program must: (i) Establish a protocol for
reviewing and approving the qualifications of private sector
financial services firms that seek to participate in the marketplace;
(ii) design and operate an internet web site that includes
information about how eligible employers can participate in the
marketplace; (iii) develop marketing materials about the
marketplace that can be distributed electronically, posted on
agency web sites that interact with eligible employers, or inserted
into mail from the department of revenue, department of labor and
industries, employment security department, the office of
minority and women's business enterprises, department of
licensing, and secretary of state's division of corporations; (iv)
identify and promote existing federal and state tax credits and
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. The director shall consult with
benefits for employers and employees that are related to
encouraging retirement savings or participating in retirement
organizations representing private sector employers, private
plans; and (v) promote the benefits of retirement savings and
sector employees, private and nonprofit sector retirement plan
administrators and providers, and any other individuals or entities
other information that promotes financial literacy. The director
may consult with the Washington state department of retirement
that the director determines relevant to the development of an
effective and efficient method for operating the marketplace.
systems, the Washington state investment board, and the
department of financial institutions in designing and managing
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. The department shall not expose
the state of Washington as an employer or through administration
the marketplace.
(b) The department may use only federal or private funding
of the marketplace to any potential liability under the federal
employee retirement income act of 1974. As such, the department
sources, including private foundation grants, to pay for
marketplace expenses. On behalf of the marketplace, the
is specifically prohibited from offering and operating a statebased retirement plan for businesses or individuals who are not
department shall seek federal and private grants and is authorized
to accept any funds awarded to the department for use in the
employed in the state of Washington.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. Using funds provided by private
marketplace. No new state funds may be expended for the
foundations or other private sector entities, the director may
purposes of the Washington small business retirement
provide incentive payments to participating employers that enroll
marketplace.
in the marketplace and referral payments or commissions to any
(2)(a) Only self-employed individuals, sole proprietors, and
person licensed to sell securities under chapter 21.20 RCW or life
employers with fewer than one hundred qualified employees at
insurance or annuities under chapter 48.23 RCW who enrolls a
the time of enrollment, are eligible to participate in the
qualifying employer in a plan offered by the marketplace.
marketplace. Prior to connecting any eligible employer with a
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. The director shall report
qualifying plan in the marketplace, the director shall design a plan
for the operation of the marketplace. The marketplace must
biennially to the legislature on the effectiveness and efficiency of
approve at least three types of plans for eligible employer
the Washington small business retirement marketplace, including
participation: (i) A SIMPLE IRA-type target date or other similar
the levels of enrollment and the retirement savings levels of
fund, with asset allocations and maturities designed to coincide
participating enrollees.
with the expected date of retirement; (ii) a SIMPLE IRA-type
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. A new section is added to
balanced fund; and (iii) myRA.
chapter 43.320 RCW to read as follows:
(b) The marketplace may offer a minimum of two product
The department, upon request of the department of commerce,
options for the target date or other similar fund and a minimum of
must review individual retirement account products proposed for
two product options for the balanced fund. The options must
inclusion in the Washington small business retirement
include: (i) A SIMPLE IRA-type program or other internal
marketplace to confirm that the products comply with the
revenue service approved employer plan that provides for
requirements of section 4 of this act.
employer contributions to participating enrollee accounts; and (ii)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. If any part of this act is found to
a payroll deduction individual retirement account type program
be in conflict with federal requirements that are a prescribed
or workplace-based individual retirement accounts open to all
condition to the allocation of federal funds to the state, the
workers in which the employer does not contribute to the
conflicting part of this act is inoperative solely to the extent of the
employees' accounts.
conflict and with respect to the agencies directly affected, and this
(c) The products must meet federal law or regulation for the
finding does not affect the operation of the remainder of this act
plans. A range of investment options must be provided to meet
in its application to the agencies concerned. Rules adopted under
the needs of investors with various levels of risk tolerance and
this act must meet federal requirements that are a necessary
various ages. The director shall select the product options offered
condition to the receipt of federal funds by the state.
on the marketplace and may add or remove product options to
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. Sections 1 through 8 of this act
best meet the needs of enrollees.
are each added to chapter 43.330 RCW and codified with the
(d) The director shall approve a plan for the structure and
subchapter heading of "Washington small business retirement
operation of the marketplace based on recommendations of the
marketplace.""
entity retained pursuant to subsection (1) of this section.
Senator Mullet spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
(e) The plans and accounts must include the option for
amendment.
enrollees to roll pretax contributions into a different individual
retirement account or another eligible retirement plan after
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
ceasing participation in a plan approved by the Washington small
Senate to be the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators
business retirement marketplace.
Mullet and Braun to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5826.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 4.
(1) Participation in the
The motion by Senator Mullet carried and the striking
Washington small business retirement marketplace is completely
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
voluntary.
MOTION
(2) Qualifying plans selected by the department to offer
products on the marketplace may not charge enrollees more than
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
one hundred basis points in total annual fees, and must provide
adopted:
information about their plan's historical investment performance.
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "marketplace;" strike the
Prior to approving a product to be offered on the marketplace, the
remainder
of the title and insert "adding new sections to chapter
department must receive verification from the department of
43.330 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.320 RCW; and
financial institutions pursuant to section 9 of this act that each
creating a new section."
qualifying plan meets the requirements of this section.
(3) Enrollment in any plan offered in the marketplace is not
MOTION
an entitlement and the legislature may modify or terminate the
marketplace and the products offered.
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On motion of Senator Mullet, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5826 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Mullet spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senators Padden and Bailey spoke against passage of the bill.

Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Hasegawa
SENATE BILL NO. 5723, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5826.

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5884, by Senators Kohl-Welles,
Darneille, Padden, Keiser, Conway, Chase and Hasegawa

ROLL CALL
Concerning the trafficking of persons.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5826 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 29; Nays, 20; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Benton, Billig, Braun, Chase,
Cleveland, Conway, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Hewitt, Honeyford, King,
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5826,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5723, by Senators Honeyford and Keiser
Concerning the amendment, recodification, decodification, or
repeal of statutes relating to state capital construction funds and
accounts and bond authorizations that are inactive, obsolete, or no
longer necessary for continued publication in the Revised Code
of Washington.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 5723 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Honeyford and Keiser spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5723.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 5723 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5884
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5884 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Padden moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Padden and Kohl-Welles be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) The legislature has long
been committed to increasing access to support services for
human trafficking victims and promoting awareness of human
trafficking throughout Washington state. In 2002, Washington
was the first state to work on human trafficking by enacting new
laws and by creating an antitrafficking task force. In 2003,
Washington was the first state to enact a law making human
trafficking a crime.
Since 2002, the Washington state legislature has enacted
thirty-eight laws to combat human trafficking. In 2013 and 2014,
Washington received top marks from two leading
nongovernmental organizations for the strength of its
antitrafficking laws. The polaris project gave Washington a
perfect score of ten and Washington received an "A" report card
from shared hope international's protected innocence challenge.
In light of the 2010 winter olympic games taking place in
Vancouver, British Columbia, the legislature enacted RCW
47.38.080, permitting an approved nonprofit to place
informational human trafficking posters in restrooms located in
rest areas along Interstate 5. Sporting events, such as the winter
olympic games or the upcoming 2015 United States open golf
tournament at Chambers Bay, provide lucrative opportunities for
human traffickers to exploit adults and children for labor and
sexual services. The legislature finds that an effective way to
combat human trafficking is to increase awareness of human
trafficking for both victims and the general public alike as well as
who and how to contact for help and support services, for both
victims and the general public alike.
(2) Human trafficking data are primarily obtained through a
hotline reporting system in which victims and witnesses can
report cases of human trafficking over the phone. Since 2007,
there have been one thousand eight hundred fifty human
trafficking calls made through the human trafficking victim
hotline system in Washington state, and a total of four hundred
thirty-two human trafficking cases reported. It is the intent of the
legislature to facilitate an even wider scope of communication
with human trafficking victims and witnesses by requiring human
trafficking information to be posted in all public restrooms.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
chapter 7.68 RCW to read as follows:
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(4) The task force shall ((carry out)) determine the areas of
(1) The office of crime victims advocacy is designated as the
single point of contact in state government regarding the
focus and activity including, but not limited to, the following
activities:
trafficking of persons.
(a) Measure and evaluate the resource needs of victims and
(2) The Washington state clearinghouse on human
trafficking is created as an information portal to share and
survivors of human trafficking and the progress of the state in
trafficking prevention activities, as well as what is being done in
coordinate statewide efforts to combat the trafficking of persons.
other states and nationally to combat human trafficking;
The clearinghouse will include an internet web site operated by
(b) Identify available federal, state, and local programs that
the office of crime victims advocacy, and will serve the following
functions:
provide services to victims and survivors of trafficking that
include, but are not limited to, health care, human services,
(a) Coordinating information regarding all statewide task
housing, education, legal assistance, job training or preparation,
forces relating to the trafficking of persons including, but not
interpreting services, English as a second language classes, and
limited to, sex trafficking, commercial sexual exploitation of
victim's compensation; ((and))
children, and labor trafficking;
(c) Make recommendations on methods to provide a
(b) Publishing the findings and legislative reports of all
statewide task forces relating to the trafficking of persons;
coordinated system of support and assistance to persons who are
victims of trafficking; and
(c) Providing a comprehensive directory of resources for
victims of trafficking; and
(d) Review the statutory response to human trafficking,
analyze the impact and effectiveness of strategies contained in the
(d) Collecting and disseminating up-to-date information
regarding the trafficking of persons, including news and
current state laws, and make recommendations on legislation to
legislative efforts, both state and federal.
further the state's antitrafficking efforts.
Sec. 3. RCW 7.68.350 and 2003 c 266 s 1 are each
(5) The task force shall report its ((supplemental)) findings
amended to read as follows:
and make recommendations to the governor and legislature ((by
(1) There is created the Washington state task force against
June 30, 2004)) as needed.
(6) The office of ((community development)) crime victims
the trafficking of persons.
advocacy shall provide necessary administrative and clerical
(2)(a) The task force shall consist of the following members:
(((a))) (i) One member from each of the two largest caucuses
support to the task force, within available resources.
of the senate, appointed by the president of the senate;
(7) The members of the task force shall serve without
(ii) One member from each of the two largest caucuses of the
compensation, but shall be reimbursed for travel expenses as
house of representatives, appointed by the speaker of the house of
provided in RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060, within available
representatives;
resources.
(iii) The director of the office of ((community development))
(((8) The task force expires June 30, 2004.))
crime victims advocacy, or the director's designee;
Sec. 4. RCW 7.68.801 and 2013 c 253 s 1 are each
(((b))) (iv) The secretary of the department of health, or the
amended to read as follows:
(1) The commercially sexually exploited children statewide
secretary's designee;
coordinating committee is established to address the issue of
(((c))) (v) The secretary of the department of social and
children who are commercially sexually exploited, to examine the
health services, or the secretary's designee;
(((d))) (vi) The director of the department of labor and
practices of local and regional entities involved in addressing
industries, or the director's designee;
sexually exploited children, and to make recommendations on
(((e))) (vii) The commissioner of the employment security
statewide laws and practices.
department, or the commissioner's designee;
(2) The committee is convened by the office of the attorney
(((f) Nine)) (viii) The attorney general or the attorney
general and consists of the following members:
(a) One member from each of the two largest caucuses of the
general's designee;
house of representatives appointed by the speaker of the house;
(ix) The superintendent of public instruction or the
superintendent of public instruction's designee;
(b) One member from each of the two largest caucuses of the
(x) The director of the department of agriculture or the
senate appointed by the speaker of the senate;
(c) A representative of the governor's office appointed by the
director's designee;
(xi) At least one member who is a survivor of human
governor;
(d) The secretary of the children's administration or his or
trafficking;
her designee;
(xii) Eleven members, selected by the director of the office
of ((community development)) crime victims advocacy, that
(e) The secretary of the juvenile rehabilitation administration
or his or her designee;
represent public, community-based nonprofit, and private sector
(f) The attorney general or his or her designee;
organizations ((that)), academic institutions, research-based
organizations, faith-based organizations, including organizations
(g) The superintendent of public instruction or his or her
designee;
that are diverse in viewpoint, geography, ethnicity, and culture,
(h) A representative of the administrative office of the courts
and in the populations served. The members must provide,
directly or through their organizations, assistance to persons who
appointed by the administrative office of the courts;
(i) The executive director of the Washington association of
are victims and survivors of trafficking, or who work on
sheriffs and police chiefs or his or her designee;
antitrafficking efforts as part of their organization's work, or both.
(j) The executive director of the Washington state criminal
(b) Additional members may be selected as determined by
justice training commission or his or her designee;
the director of the office of crime victims advocacy to ensure
(k) A representative of the Washington association of
representation of interested groups.
prosecuting attorneys appointed by the association;
(3) The task force shall be chaired by the director of the
(l) The executive director of the office of public defense or
office of ((community development)) crime victims advocacy, or
his or her designee;
the director's designee.
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(m) Three representatives of community service providers
that provide direct services to commercially sexually exploited
children appointed by the attorney general;
(n) Two representatives of nongovernmental organizations
familiar with the issues affecting commercially sexually exploited
children appointed by the attorney general;
(o) The president of the superior court judges' association or
his or her designee;
(p) The president of the juvenile court administrators or his
or her designee;
(q) Any existing chairs of regional task forces on
commercially sexually exploited children;
(r) A representative from the criminal defense bar;
(s) A representative of the center for children and youth
justice;
(t) A representative from the office of crime victims
advocacy; and
(u) The executive director of the Washington coalition of
sexual assault programs.
(3) The duties of the committee include, but are not limited
to:
(a) Overseeing and reviewing the implementation of the
Washington state model protocol for commercially sexually
exploited children at pilot sites;
(b) Receiving reports and data from local and regional
entities regarding the incidence of commercially sexually
exploited children in their areas as well as data information
regarding perpetrators, geographic data and location trends, and
any other data deemed relevant;
(c) Receiving reports on local coordinated community
response practices and results of the community responses;
(d) Reviewing recommendations from local and regional
entities regarding policy and legislative changes that would
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of local response
practices;
(e) Making recommendations regarding policy and
legislative changes that would improve the effectiveness of the
state's response to and promote best practices for suppression of
the commercial sexual exploitation of children;
(f) Making recommendations regarding data collection
useful to understanding or addressing the problem of
commercially sexually exploited children; and
(g) Reviewing and making recommendations regarding
strategic local investments or opportunities for federal and state
funding to address the commercial sexual exploitation of
children.
(4) The committee must meet no less than annually.
(5) The committee shall report its findings to the appropriate
committees of the legislature and to any other known statewide
committees addressing trafficking or the commercial sex trade by
June 30((th of each year)), 2017.
(6) This section expires June 30, ((2015)) 2017.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to
chapter 47.38 RCW to read as follows:
(1) Every establishment that maintains restrooms for use by
the public may voluntarily, upon availability of the model notice
as described in subsection (2) of this section, post a notice that
complies with the requirements of this section in a conspicuous
place within all restrooms of the establishment in clear view of
the public and employees. The office of crime victims advocacy
may work with businesses and other establishments and with
human trafficking victim advocates to adopt policies for the
placement of such notices.
(2)(a) The model notice that may be voluntarily posted
pursuant to subsection (1) of this section may be in a variety of
languages and include toll-free telephone numbers a person may

call for assistance, including the number for the national human
trafficking resource center and the number for the Washington
state office of crime victims advocacy.
(b) The office of crime victims advocacy shall review and
approve the initial form and content of the model notice to ensure
the notice is appropriate for public display and likely to be an
effective communication to reach human trafficking victims. The
office of crime victims advocacy shall review the model notice on
a yearly basis to ensure the information provided remains
accurate.
(3) The cost of production, printing, and posting of the model
notices shall be paid by a participating nonprofit at no cost to the
state.
(4) The office of crime victims advocacy must provide a
report to the appropriate committees of the legislature no later
than December 31, 2016, regarding the voluntary participation in
this effort.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. This act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
support of the state government and its existing public
institutions, and takes effect immediately."
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators
Padden and Kohl-Welles to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5884.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "persons;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 7.68.350 and
7.68.801; adding a new section to chapter 7.68 RCW; adding a
new section to chapter 47.38 RCW; creating a new section;
providing an expiration date; and declaring an emergency."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5884 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Fain spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5884.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5884 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5884,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
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of relevant federally mandated statewide assessments as one of
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
the multiple measures of student growth will strengthen and not
undermine the existing principal evaluation system."
SECOND READING
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
SENATE BILL NO. 5748, by Senators Litzow, Mullet, Fain,
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Mullet on
Dammeier, Hill, Rivers, Becker, King, Braun, Warnick and
page 3, line 26 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5748.
Bailey
The motion by Senator Mullet carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
Clarifying the teacher and principal evaluation process with
the intent of strengthening the process.
MOTION
MOTION
On motion of Senator Litzow, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5748
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5748 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, pursuant to Rule 18, Senate Bill
No. 5874, an act concerning regulatory and financial mechanisms
and means to promote the retirement of coal-fired electric
generation facilities, was made a special order of business to be
considered at 4:58 p.m.
MOTION
Senator Mullet moved that the following amendment by
Senator Mullet be adopted:
On page 3, line 26, after "However," insert "subject to the
requirements of (f)(iv) of this subsection and beginning no earlier
than the 2017-18 school year,"
On page 3, line 30, after "assessments." insert "The
methodology of using student results on relevant federally
mandated statewide student assessments as one of the multiple
measures of student growth shall be subject to collective
bargaining."
On page 4, after line 2, insert the following:
"(iv) The federally mandated statewide assessments shall only
be used as one of the multiple measures of student growth once
the office of the superintendent of public instruction and the
steering committee described in subsection (7)(a) of this section
have determined that the relevant assessment meets
professionally accepted standards for being a valid and reliable
tool for measuring student growth and have certified that the use
of relevant federally mandated statewide assessments as one of
the multiple measures of student growth will strengthen and not
undermine the existing teacher evaluation system."
On page 8, line 30, after "However," insert "subject to the
requirements of (f)(iii) of this subsection and beginning no earlier
than 2017-18 school year,"
On page 8, line 34, after "assessments." insert "The
methodology of using student results on relevant federally
mandated statewide student assessments as one of the multiple
measures of student growth shall be subject to collective
bargaining."
On page 8, after line 40, insert the following:
"(iii) The federally mandated statewide assessments shall only
be used as one of the multiple measures of student growth once
the office of the superintendent of public instruction and the
steering committee described in subsection (7)(a) of this section
have determined that the relevant assessment meets
professionally accepted standards for being a valid and reliable
tool for measuring student growth and have certified that the use

On motion of Senator Litzow, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5748 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Litzow spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
SPECIAL ORDER OF BUSINESS
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5874, by Senators Ericksen and Ranker
Concerning regulatory and financial mechanisms and means
to promote the retirement of coal-fired electric generation
facilities.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Ericksen, Substitute Senate Bill No.
5874 was not substituted for Senate Bill No. 5874 and the
substitute bill was not adopted.
MOTION
Senator Ericksen moved that the following striking
amendment by Senators Ericksen and Ranker be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) The legislature finds that
more information and analysis is required in order to understand
the full implications of retiring eligible coal plants.
(2) The energy division of the department of commerce, in
consultation with the appropriate committees of the senate and
house of representatives, shall study the costs and benefits of
retiring an eligible coal plant, including any environmental
benefits and any effects on electric rates and reliability. The study
shall also include an examination of the regulatory and financial
mechanisms and means that would be required to facilitate such
retirement. The department of commerce shall coordinate the
study with relevant government authorities in Washington and
any state where an eligible generating unit is located.
(3) A report must be delivered to the legislature by December
11, 2015.
(4) For the purposes of this section, "eligible coal plant"
means a coal-fired electric generating facility that: (a) Had two or
less generating units as of January 1, 1980; (b) is owned by more
than one electrical company as of the effective date of this section;
and (c) provides, as a portion of the load served by the coal-fired
electric generating facility, electricity paid for in rates by retail
electric customers in the state of Washington."
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The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators
Ericksen and Ranker to Senate Bill No. 5874.
The motion by Senator Ericksen carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.

Senator Roach: “Can we quiet down? And, Senator Rolfes,
keep your comments to the subject of the bill.”
Senator Chase and McCoy spoke against passage of the bill.
MOTION

MOTION
Senator Honeyford demanded that the previous question be
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 3 of the title, after "facilities;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and creating a new section."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Ericksen, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5874 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Ericksen and Ranker spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fraser, Senator Habib was excused.
Senator Honeyford spoke against passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5874.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 5874 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 3; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser,
King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Dansel, Hewitt and Honeyford
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5874, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
The Senate resumed consideration of Engrossed Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5748 which had been deferred by the special order
of business.
Senators Litzow, Mullet and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
Senators McAuliffe and Rolfes spoke against passage of the
bill.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Padden: “I’m sorry Madam President. There’s so
much noise back here I’m having a very difficult time hearing the
speaker.”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE

put.
The President Pro Tempore declared that at least two
additional senators joined the demand and the demand was
sustained.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be, “Shall the main question be now put?”
The motion by Senator Honeyford did not carry by a rising
vote and the previous question was not put.
Senators Conway and Nelson spoke against passage of the
bill.
Senator Pedersen spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5748.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5748 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 23; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker, Benton,
Braun, Cleveland, Dammeier, Ericksen, Fain, Frockt, Habib,
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Parlette, Pedersen, Rivers, Schoesler
and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Billig, Brown, Chase, Conway,
Dansel, Darneille, Fraser, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Nelson, Padden,
Pearson, Ranker, Roach, Rolfes and Sheldon
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5748,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Fain: “Thank you Madam President. Obviously
we’ve worked hard over the last few weeks. I think we passed out
a record number of bills. This is perhaps one of the first times in
at least the history that I’m aware of that the senate has passed
more bills than the House of Representatives prior to cut-off.
There may be mixed feelings on the floor of that but the reason
for my personal privilege Madam President is that there are some
individuals that I think that need to be recognized in our
achievements over the last few weeks and so I would very much
like the rostrum staff to stand and, with your permission Madam
President, be recognized. While these hardworking individuals,
as we take quick breaks to grab a snack or use the facilities during
roll calls they don’t get to go anywhere until we go to ease and so
there efforts are much appreciated. And their efforts early
tomorrow morning for an early pro forma session will also be
appreciated.”
MOTION
At 5:33 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 7:50 a.m. Thursday, March 12, 2015.
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The Senate was called to order at 7:50 a.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No roll call was
taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 11, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
HOUSE BILL NO. 1124,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1211,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1469,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1472,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1554,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1585,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1695,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1819,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1839,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1919,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1940,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1962,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1977,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1990,
HOUSE BILL NO. 2046,
HOUSE BILL NO. 2055,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 2190
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6081 by Senators Baumgartner, Hasegawa, Conway and
Braun
AN ACT Relating to creating a labor and industries ombuds
within the department of commerce; adding new sections to
chapter 43.330 RCW; and making an appropriation.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
HB 1022 by Representatives Appleton and Goodman

AN ACT Relating to prohibiting general power of attorney
provisions in bail bond agreements; and adding a new section
to chapter 18.185 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
2SHB 1118
by House Committee on General
Government & Information Technology (originally sponsored by
Representative Blake)
AN ACT Relating to creating cost savings by providing
administrative flexibility to the department of fish and
wildlife in its implementation of Title 77 RCW while not
directing any changes to resource management outcomes;
amending RCW 77.04.012, 77.04.120, 77.04.150, 77.04.160,
77.12.068, 77.12.184, 77.12.360, 77.12.451, 77.12.670,
77.12.702, 77.12.755, 77.12.820, 77.12.880, 77.15.110,
77.15.245, 77.15.260, 77.15.620, 77.55.141, 77.55.241,
77.57.040, 77.57.060, 77.60.170, 77.65.560, 77.70.010,
77.70.210, 77.70.280, 77.70.360, 77.70.390, 77.85.020,
77.85.040, 77.85.130, 77.85.160, 77.85.220, 77.85.230,
77.95.020, 77.95.090, 77.95.190, 77.95.200, 77.95.230,
77.100.050, 77.100.060, and 77.115.010; reenacting and
amending RCW 77.08.045, 77.85.140, and 77.08.010; and
repealing RCW 77.12.605, 77.12.690, 77.12.710, and
77.65.900.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
EHB 1187
by Representatives Chandler, Blake, Buys,
Stanford, Hayes and Parker
AN ACT Relating to best practices for water banks;
reenacting and amending RCW 90.42.020; adding new
sections to chapter 90.42 RCW; creating a new section; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development.
HB 1232 by Representatives Chandler, Blake and McCabe
AN ACT Relating to employer-purchased fishing guide
licenses; amending RCW 77.65.370 and 77.65.480; and
adding a new section to chapter 77.65 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
SHB 1283
by House Committee on Business &
Financial Services (originally sponsored by Representatives
Parker, Kirby and Vick)
AN ACT Relating to nonprofit organizations engaged in debt
adjusting; amending RCW 18.28.080 and 18.28.120;
reenacting and amending RCW 18.28.010; and adding a new
section to chapter 18.28 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
E2SHB 1320
by House Committee on General
Government & Information Technology (originally sponsored by
Representatives Goodman and Moscoso)
AN ACT Relating to creating an identicard program for
certain incarcerated offenders; amending RCW 46.20.117
and 46.20.117; adding a new section to chapter 72.09 RCW;
creating a new section; providing effective dates; providing
an expiration date; and declaring an emergency.
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Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SHB 1337
by House Committee on Finance (originally
sponsored by Representatives Takko, Nealey, Springer, Zeiger,
Tarleton and Chandler)
AN ACT Relating to increasing the flexibility for industrial
development district levies for public port districts; amending
RCW 53.25.040; adding a new section to chapter 53.36
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 84.55 RCW; creating
new sections; repealing RCW 53.36.100 and 53.36.110; and
providing an effective date.
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built housing and commercial structures, and contractor
registration and compliance activities; amending RCW
70.87.210; adding a new section to chapter 18.27 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 43.22 RCW; and adding a
new section to chapter 51.44 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

EHB 1513
by Representatives Springer, Fitzgibbon,
Gregerson and McBride
AN ACT Relating to local infrastructure project areas; and
amending RCW 39.108.010, 39.108.070, 39.108.120,
39.108.130, 39.108.140, and 39.108.150.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
E2SHB 1368
by House Committee on Finance (originally
sponsored by Representatives Reykdal, Stokesbary, Van De
Wege and Springer)
AN ACT Relating to removing disincentives to the voluntary
formation of regional fire protection service authorities by
equalizing certain provisions with existing laws governing
fire protection districts and by clarifying the formation
process; amending RCW 52.26.030, 52.26.220, 52.26.230,
84.52.043, 84.52.043, 84.52.125, and 84.55.092; reenacting
and amending RCW 52.26.020; adding a new section to
chapter 52.26 RCW; creating a new section; providing an
effective date; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
HB 1389 by Representatives Goodman, Griffey, Klippert, Van
De Wege, Tarleton, Chandler, Morris, Lytton, Hayes and
Moscoso
AN ACT Relating to the scope of state fire service
mobilization and ensuring compliance with existing state and
federal disaster response policies; amending RCW 43.43.960
and 43.43.961; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
ESHB 1420
by House Committee on Local Government
(originally sponsored by Representatives Wilcox, Springer,
Magendanz, G. Hunt, Muri, Kirby, Takko, Kilduff and Hargrove)
AN ACT Relating to school siting and aiding school districts
in reducing overall school construction costs; creating a new
section; and providing an expiration date.

E2SHB 1546
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Reykdal, Pollet,
Springer, Bergquist, S. Hunt, Lytton, Tarleton, Wylie and
McBride)
AN ACT Relating to dual credit opportunities provided by
Washington state's public institutions of higher education;
amending RCW 28A.600.290, 28A.600.310, 28A.600.320,
and 28A.300.118; and reenacting and amending RCW
28B.95.020 and 28B.95.030.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SHB 1551
by House Committee on Finance (originally
sponsored by Representatives Ryu, Haler, Kagi, Gregerson and
Wylie)
AN ACT Relating to improving the administration of
unclaimed property laws; amending RCW 63.29.020,
63.29.140, 63.29.170, 63.29.180, 63.29.290, 63.29.300, and
63.29.340; reenacting and amending RCW 63.29.190; adding
new sections to chapter 63.29 RCW; creating a new section;
and providing a contingent effective date.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
SHB 1564
by House Committee on Commerce &
Gaming (originally sponsored by Representatives Kilduff and
Muri)
AN ACT Relating to the local option prohibition on the sale
of liquor; and amending RCW 66.40.010 and 66.40.030.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SHB 1430
by House Committee on Transportation
(originally sponsored by Representatives Walkinshaw, Holy,
Clibborn and McBride)
AN ACT Relating to Washington state tree special license
plates; amending RCW 46.68.420; reenacting and amending
RCW 46.18.200, 46.17.220, and 46.18.060; adding a new
section to chapter 46.04 RCW; and providing an effective
date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
HB 1465 by Representatives MacEwen, Hudgins and Ormsby
AN ACT Relating to creating a dedicated account for
elevators, lifting devices, moving walks, manufactured and
mobile homes, recreational and commercial vehicles, factory

HB 1605 by Representatives Peterson, Van De Wege, Griffey,
Riccelli and Fitzgibbon
AN ACT Relating to benefit charges of fire protection
districts and regional fire protection service authorities; and
amending RCW 52.26.220, 52.26.230, 84.55.092, and
52.18.050.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
HB 1620 by Representatives Tharinger, Fey, Lytton, Van De
Wege, Stanford, Fitzgibbon, Walkinshaw, Cody, Pollet and
Jinkins
AN ACT Relating to increasing the surcharge to fund
biotoxin testing and monitoring; and amending RCW
77.32.555.
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Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

HB 1647 by Representatives Cody, Takko, Tharinger,
Robinson, Blake, Appleton, Hunter, Kilduff, Kagi, Fitzgibbon,
Ormsby, Wylie, S. Hunt, Reykdal, Goodman, Moscoso, Riccelli,
Pollet, Walkinshaw, McBride and Jinkins
AN ACT Relating to improving access to reproductive health;
adding new sections to chapter 48.43 RCW; and creating new
sections.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
SHB 1651
by House Committee on Labor (originally
sponsored by Representatives Ryu, Goodman, Rodne, Griffey,
Van Werven, Wylie, Moscoso, Ormsby and Santos)
AN ACT Relating to human trafficking definitions; and
amending RCW 19.320.010.

HB 1771 by Representatives Gregory, Magendanz, Lytton,
Muri and Pollet
AN ACT Relating to the professional educator standards
board as an authorized representative of the state educational
agencies; amending RCW 28A.410.210; and creating a new
section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
SHB 1790
by House Committee on Education
(originally sponsored by Representatives Springer, Muri, OrtizSelf and Reykdal)
AN ACT Relating to clarifying the authority of a nurse
working in a school setting; adding a new section to chapter
28A.210 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SHB 1676
by House Committee on General
Government & Information Technology (originally sponsored by
Representatives Short, Lytton, Kretz and Blake)
AN ACT Relating to understanding the effects of predation
on wild ungulate populations; creating new sections; and
providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
HB 1704 by Representatives Pettigrew, Haler, Reykdal, Zeiger,
Tarleton, Sells, Pollet, Klippert, Appleton, Goodman, Santos, Fey
and Hudgins
AN ACT Relating to enhancing public safety and reducing
recidivism through postsecondary education; amending RCW
72.09.460 and 72.09.465; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1720 by Representatives Robinson, Peterson, Stanford,
Riccelli, Gregerson, Senn, Appleton, Ortiz-Self, Tarleton, Jinkins
and Santos
AN ACT Relating to healthy housing; and amending RCW
70.164.010, 70.164.020, and 70.164.040.
Referred to Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing.
SHB 1730
by House Committee on Business &
Financial Services (originally sponsored by Representatives
Kirby and Vick)
AN ACT Relating to the handling of earnest money;
amending RCW 4.28.080; and adding a new section to
chapter 64.04 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
ESHB 1761
by House Committee on Business &
Financial Services (originally sponsored by Representatives
Stanford, Vick, Kirby, Parker, Ryu, G. Hunt, Blake, Santos and
Hurst)
AN ACT Relating to insurance producers, insurers, and title
insurance agents activities with customers and potential
customers; amending RCW 48.30.140 and 48.30.150; and
adding new sections to chapter 48.30 RCW.

HB 1804 by Representatives Springer, Magendanz, Lytton,
Muri and Reykdal
AN ACT Relating to confidentiality of educator professional
growth plans; and amending RCW 42.56.250.
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
E2SHB 1807
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Condotta and Hurst)
AN ACT Relating to assisting small businesses licensed to
sell spirits in Washington state; amending RCW 66.24.630;
adding a new section to chapter 66.28 RCW; and creating a
new section.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
ESHB 1808
by House Committee on Transportation
(originally sponsored by Representatives Stanford, Manweller,
Blake, Orcutt, Ryu, Zeiger, Moscoso, Harris, Appleton, Wilcox,
Takko, Haler, Pollet, Kochmar, Ormsby, Holy, Vick, Fey, Sells,
Dunshee, Hayes, Farrell, S. Hunt, Reykdal and Van De Wege)
AN ACT Relating to passenger-carrying vehicles for railroad
employees; amending RCW 81.61.010, 81.61.020, and
81.61.040; and adding new sections to chapter 81.61 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
HB 1817 by Representatives Shea, Taylor, Holy, Scott, Griffey,
Reykdal and Condotta
AN ACT Relating to liability immunity for local jurisdictions
when wheeled all-terrain vehicles are operated on public
roadways; and amending RCW 46.09.457.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1821 by Representatives Sullivan, Manweller, Condotta,
Orwall, Blake, Fitzgibbon and Gregerson
AN ACT Relating to industrial insurance requirements and
options for owners and lessees of for hire vehicles,
limousines, and taxicabs; amending RCW 51.12.020,
51.12.185, and 81.72.240; and repealing RCW 46.72.073,
46.72A.053, 51.12.180, 51.12.183, 51.16.240, and 81.72.230.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
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AN ACT Relating to implementing recommendations of the
SHB 1830
by House Committee on Transportation
(originally sponsored by Representative Muri)
sunshine committee; amending RCW 42.56.230, and
AN ACT Relating to Washington state wrestling special
70.148.060; reenacting and amending RCW 42.56.240 and
license plates; amending RCW 46.68.420; reenacting and
42.56.330; adding new sections to chapter 38.52 RCW; and
amending RCW 46.18.200, 46.17.220, and 46.18.060; adding
creating a new section.
a new section to chapter 46.04 RCW; and providing an
effective date.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
HB 2010 by Representatives Takko, Reykdal and Buys
AN ACT Relating to appeal procedures for single-family
ESHB 1844
by House Committee on Transportation
homeowners with failing septic systems required to connect
(originally sponsored by Representatives Moscoso, Kochmar,
to public sewer systems; adding a new section to chapter
Clibborn, Fey, Appleton, Ortiz-Self and Tarleton)
35.21 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 35A.21 RCW;
AN ACT Relating to work performed by state forces on ferry
and adding a new section to chapter 36.01 RCW.
vessels and terminals; amending RCW 47.28.030; providing
an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
E2SHB 1850
by House Committee on Transportation
(originally sponsored by Representatives Hayes, Clibborn,
Orcutt, Takko, Harmsworth, Riccelli, Rodne, Bergquist, Wilson,
Robinson, Smith, Muri and Magendanz)
AN ACT Relating to improving the efficiency of conducting
certain department of transportation actions by exempting
these actions from obtaining local reviews or permits under
the shoreline management act; amending RCW 90.58.355;
and creating a new section.

SHB 2017
by House Committee on Transportation
(originally sponsored by Representatives Klippert, Cody, Blake,
Dent, Hayes, Fagan and Kretz)
AN ACT Relating to Washington farmers and ranchers
special license plates; amending RCW 46.68.420; reenacting
and amending RCW 46.18.200, 46.17.220, and 46.18.060;
adding a new section to chapter 46.04 RCW; and providing
an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.

Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications.
SHB 1851
by House Committee on Environment
(originally sponsored by Representatives Hayes, Bergquist,
Zeiger, Takko, Harmsworth, Wilson, Griffey, Hargrove, Smith
and Magendanz)
AN ACT Relating to expedited permitting and contracting for
bridges owned by local governments that are deemed
structurally deficient; amending RCW 47.28.170; adding a
new section to chapter 43.21C RCW; and adding a new
section to chapter 39.04 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
HB 1918 by Representatives Shea, Orcutt, Hayes and Scott
AN ACT Relating to provisions applicable to off-road,
nonhighway, and wheeled all-terrain vehicles and their
drivers; and amending RCW 38.52.180, 46.09.320,
46.09.442, and 46.09.457.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
EHB 1943
by Representatives Shea, Goodman,
McCaslin and Scott
AN ACT Relating to improving home detention
accountability to better protect the public; amending RCW
9.94A.030, 9.94A.734, 10.21.030, 9.94A.505, and
9A.76.130; adding new sections to chapter 9.94A RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 10.21 RCW; prescribing
penalties; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
ESHB 1980
by House Committee on State Government
(originally sponsored by Representative Springer)

2SHB 2041
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Hansen and Pollet)
AN ACT Relating to the creation of a pilot project on
performance-based scholarships in the state need grant;
adding a new section to chapter 28B.92 RCW; creating new
sections; and providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
2SHB 2063
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Kilduff, Kagi, Jinkins,
Springer, Hunter, Ormsby, Tharinger and Tarleton)
AN ACT Relating to the creation of the Washington
achieving a better life experience program; and creating new
sections.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
EHB 2084
by Representative Hunter
AN ACT Relating to imposing fines, withholding taxes, and
other measures to encourage local jurisdictions to timely file
state-required reports; amending RCW 36.96.010, 43.09.230,
57.90.010, 68.52.290, 27.12.050, 84.52.063, and 36.69.145;
and adding a new section to chapter 43.09 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
ESHB 2093
by House Committee on Agriculture &
Natural Resources (originally sponsored by Representatives
Kretz, Short, Blake, Buys and Condotta)
AN ACT Relating to wildland fire suppression; amending
RCW 76.04.015; reenacting and amending RCW 76.04.005;
adding a new section to chapter 43.30 RCW; adding new
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sections to chapter 76.04 RCW; creating new sections; and
providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

SHB 2107
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Kretz, Blake, Short,
Dent and Schmick)
AN ACT Relating to requiring the department of fish and
wildlife to update the 2011 wolf conservation and
management plan to ensure the establishment of a selfsustaining population of gray wolves while also ensuring
social tolerance of wolf recovery; creating a new section; and
providing an expiration date.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8636.
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to
committees as designated with the exception of House Bill
1022 and House Bill No. 1704 which were referred to
Committee on Law & Justice.

work on the sea, braving the elements in order to harvest the
ocean's resources; and
WHEREAS, The men and women who work on fishing boats,
at times in dangerous circumstances, deserve our admiration,
thanks, and, when tragedy strikes, our remembrance; and
WHEREAS, Too often fishers lose their lives, devastating not
only the close-knit community of fishing families in our region,
but also our entire state;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate extend its condolences to the families
and friends of all our fishers who have lost their lives at sea, wish
the entire commercial fishing fleet a safe and prosperous season,
and express its hope that all of our fishers will return home safely
to their families, friends, and communities.

the
the
No.
the

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Fain moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8636
By Senators Kohl-Welles, Ericksen, Ranker, Fraser, McCoy,
Sheldon, Warnick, Hobbs, Bailey, Chase, Hatfield, Hargrove,
Nelson, Fain, and Pearson
WHEREAS, The Washington state commercial fishing fleet
begins leaving in March for the Pacific and Alaskan waters, and
the Blessing of the Fleet will occur March 15, 2015, at
Fisherman's Terminal in Ballard; and
WHEREAS, This is the 87th year that the Ballard First
Lutheran Church has held the blessing and the 19th year that
Pastor Erik Wilson Weiberg has offered the blessing; and
WHEREAS, The Washington state commercial fishing fleet
begins leaving Blaine waters in May, and this is the 32nd year
that the Blessing of the Fleet will occur in Blaine Harbor, this year
at Blaine Boating Center on May 3, 2015; and
WHEREAS, The Washington state commercial fishing fleet
begins leaving Bellingham waters in May, and this is the 40th
year that the Blessing of the Fleet will occur in Bellingham, this
year at Zuanich Point Park in Squalicum Harbor on May 16, 2015;
and
WHEREAS, The Washington state commercial fishing fleet
is one of the world's largest distant water fleets; and
WHEREAS, The commercial fishing industry directly and
indirectly employs thousands of people and is one of the largest
industries in Washington state; and
WHEREAS, The harvest annually contributes significantly to
the Washington state economy; and
WHEREAS, The life of a fisher is fraught with danger and
hardship that most people will never face, as a fisher chooses to

MOTION
Senator Fain moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8629
By Senators Chase, Roach, Miloscia, Schoesler, Becker, Parlette,
Dansel, Hill, Pearson, Bailey, Braun, Fain, Warnick, Angel,
Benton, Litzow, Sheldon, Ericksen, O'Ban, Baumgartner,
Darneille, Conway, Hewitt, Honeyford, Hasegawa, Liias,
McCoy, Keiser, Mullet, Hobbs, Pedersen, Kohl-Welles,
McAuliffe, Fraser, Nelson, Rolfes, Billig, Cleveland, Jayapal,
and Brown
WHEREAS, In 2014, many households in Washington State
struggled to provide enough food for their family; and
WHEREAS, According to the United States Department of
Agriculture, 14.3 percent of the population of Washington State
experiences food insecurity, with 5.6 percent of those
experiencing very low food security; and
WHEREAS, Children are more likely to experience hunger
than the population as a whole; and
WHEREAS, In 2014, the National Association of Letter
Carriers' Stamp Out Hunger Food Drive collected 72.5 million
pounds of donated food nationwide, and distributed it to 10,000
cities and towns across America; and
WHEREAS, According to Food Lifeline, in 2014, 1,697,265
pounds of donated food were collected in Washington State; and
WHEREAS, The National Association of Letter Carriers
continues to work to alleviate the challenges of hunger in
Washington State through its 23rd annual Stamp Out Hunger
Food Drive; and
WHEREAS, The food drive's 2015 motto is, "If we all work
together we can deliver a whole bag full of hope!"; and
WHEREAS, On May 9, 2015, the second Saturday of May,
letter carriers will collect donations to the food banks and pantries
in their communities, at a time when pantries start running out of
donations received during the holiday season;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate support the observation of May 9, 2015,
as Letter Carriers' Stamp Out Hunger Food Drive Day in
Washington, and urge all Washingtonians to join in this special
observance.
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WHEREAS, Highlights of the event include the Mount
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8629.
Vernon Street Fair, PACCAR Open House, the Anacortes Spring
Wine Festival, including many Skagit County wineries and
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the resolution was
breweries, RoozenGaarde, Tulip Town, the Kiwanis Salmon
adopted by voice vote.
Barbecue, art shows, bike rides, foot races, and much, much,
more;
MOTION
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate salute all the communities of the Skagit
Senator Fain moved adoption of the following resolution:
Valley, their chambers of commerce, the Skagit Valley Tulip
Festival ambassadors, and the Tulip Festival Committee; and
SENATE RESOLUTION
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Senate commend
8638
the community leaders and corporate sponsors for the immense
success of this event and encourage citizens from across
By Senators Bailey, Honeyford, Fain, Baumgartner, Hill,
Washington to take the time to enjoy this remarkable display; and
Ericksen, Ranker, Billig, Cleveland, Dansel, Hewitt, Braun,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this
Hargrove, King, Conway, O'Ban, Padden, Hasegawa, Rolfes, and
resolution be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the
Hatfield
Senate to Cindy Verge, Executive Director of the Skagit Valley
Tulip Festival, who has most aptly served the citizens of Skagit
WHEREAS, Every April, stunning tulips welcome the
since first joining the festival in 1999, and Chloe Cunningham
beginning of another beautiful spring in Skagit; and
and Graham Rawson, Tulip Festival ambassadors.
WHEREAS, The beautiful Skagit Valley is the Northwest's
tulip capital and the premier producer of tulip bulbs in North
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
America; and
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8638.
WHEREAS, The Skagit Valley Tulip Festival kicks off the
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the resolution was
festival season in Washington; and
adopted by voice vote.
WHEREAS, Nearly half a million people visited the Skagit
Valley Tulip Festival last year, participating in the great pleasure
MOTION
of the event and significantly contributing to the economy of the
Skagit Valley; and
At 7:54 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
WHEREAS, This year's 32nd annual festival will run from
until 12:30 p.m. Friday, March 13, 2015.
April 1st through 30th, focusing on the communities of SedroWoolley, Burlington, Anacortes, La Conner, Mount Vernon,
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
Concrete, and Conway; and
WHEREAS, Visitors will be welcomed by the millions of
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
tulips reflecting all the beauty of the region and its wonderful
people; and
WHEREAS, This year's Tulip Festival Ambassadors, Chloe
Cunningham and Graham Rawson, will capably perform their
duties as representatives of the festival; and
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The Senate was called to order at 12:30 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No roll call was
taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hill, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
March 12, 2015
HB 1268
Prime Sponsor, Representative Buys:
Regarding hemp as a component of commercial animal feed.
Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority
Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 12, 2015
SHB 1527
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Agriculture &
Natural Resources: Requiring the Washington state department of
agriculture to approve the comparable recertification standards of
private entities for the purposes of waiving the recertification
requirements under the Washington pesticide control act.
Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking
Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
March 12, 2015
SGA 9044
PATRICK ESCAMILLA, appointed on
October 16, 2013, for the term ending August 2, 2016, as Member
of the Sentencing Guidelines Commission.
Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice
Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille;
Kohl-Welles and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 12, 2015
SGA 9117
MARYANN MORENO, appointed on
October 20, 2014, for the term ending August 2, 2017, as Member
of the Sentencing Guidelines Commission.
Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice
Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille;
Kohl-Welles and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 12, 2015
SGA 9159
CATHERINE SHAFFER, appointed on
September 7, 2012, for the term ending August 2, 2015, as
Member of the Sentencing Guidelines Commission. Reported
by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice
Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Kohl-Welles
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hill, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hill, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 11, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1646,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1859
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hill, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
HB 1124 by Representatives Takko, Morris, Springer and Fey
AN ACT Relating to permitting the sampling of beer and
wine at locations licensed to serve beer and wine for onpremises consumption; and adding a new section to chapter
66.24 RCW.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
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ESHB 1211
by House Committee on Labor (originally
sponsored by Representatives G. Hunt, Reykdal, Sawyer,
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
Manweller, Vick, S. Hunt and Buys)
AN ACT Relating to fees and costs related to methods of
ESHB 1695
by House Committee on Environment
wage payment; and amending RCW 49.48.010.
(originally sponsored by Representatives Clibborn, Hayes, Ryu,
Kochmar, Senn, Zeiger, Tarleton, Fey, Farrell, Harmsworth, Van
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
Werven, Stanford, Fitzgibbon, Stokesbary, Wylie, Tharinger,
Moscoso, Riccelli and Santos)
2SHB 1469
by House Committee on Appropriations
AN ACT Relating to establishing a priority for the use, reuse,
(originally sponsored by Representatives Hudgins, Magendanz,
and recycling of construction aggregate and recycled concrete
Stanford, Ormsby and Tarleton)
materials in Washington; adding new sections to chapter
AN ACT Relating to the removal of payment credentials and
70.95 RCW; creating a new section; and providing an
other sensitive data from state data networks; and adding a
expiration date.
new section to chapter 43.41A RCW.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
HB 1819 by Representatives Wilson, Griffey, Dent, Van
E2SHB 1472
by House Committee on Appropriations
Werven, Caldier, Pike, Shea, Vick, Harmsworth and Condotta
(originally sponsored by Representatives Fitzgibbon, Peterson,
AN ACT Relating to making an appointment to inspect the
books of account of a political committee or a candidate
Goodman, McBride, Springer, Fey, Farrell, Hudgins, Kagi,
Walkinshaw, Gregerson, S. Hunt, Jinkins, Tharinger and Pollet)
committee; and amending RCW 42.17A.235.
AN ACT Relating to using chemical action plans to require
safer chemicals in Washington; amending RCW 43.21B.110
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
and 43.21B.110; adding a new section to chapter 39.26 RCW;
adding new sections to chapter 43.131 RCW; adding a new
HB 1839 by Representatives Kilduff, Rodne, Muri, Goodman,
chapter to Title 70 RCW; creating new sections; prescribing
penalties; providing an effective date; and providing an
Orwall, Walkinshaw, Moeller, Tharinger and Jinkins
expiration date.
AN ACT Relating to services that provide support for
decision making; and amending RCW 2.72.005, 2.72.010,
Referred to Committee on Energy, Environment &
2.72.020, and 2.72.030.
Telecommunications.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1554 by Representatives Stambaugh, S. Hunt, Holy, Zeiger,
Scott, G. Hunt, Bergquist, Condotta, Ormsby and Young
EHB 1859
by Representatives Kilduff, Smith and
AN ACT Relating to exempting information of guardians or
Dunshee
family members of children enrolled in child care, early
AN ACT Relating to the amendment, recodification,
learning, parks and recreation, after-school, and youth
decodification, or repeal of statutes relating to state capital
development programs; and amending RCW 42.56.230.
construction funds and accounts and bond authorizations that
are inactive, obsolete, or no longer necessary for continued
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
publication in the Revised Code of Washington; amending
Security.
RCW 28A.525.200, 28B.10.851, 28B.14D.040, 28B.50.401,
35.21.900, 35A.40.050, 35A.79.020, 41.16.040, 43.70.900,
HB 1585 by Representatives Young, Shea, Scott, G. Hunt,
43.83.020,
43.83A.030,
43.83D.120,
43.83H.030,
Taylor and Santos
43.83I.040,
43.99C.070,
43.99E.020,
43.99F.030,
AN ACT Relating to providing a right of first repurchase for
43.99G.020,
43.99I.020,
43.99K.020,
43.99L.020,
surplus transportation property; amending RCW 47.12.063;
43.99P.020, 43.99Q.020, 70.95.165, 70.95.267, 70.95.268,
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
79.17.120, 87.80.130, 90.38.900, 90.42.060, and 90.72.080;
reenacting and amending RCW 43.99H.020; adding a new
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
section to chapter 90.48 RCW; adding new sections to chapter
43.83 RCW; recodifying RCW 90.50.020, 28B.10.851,
ESHB 1646
by House Committee on Labor (originally
28B.14.040,
43.75.225,
43.83A.030,
43.83H.030,
sponsored by Representatives Senn, Walsh, Lytton, Santos,
43.83I.040, 43.99E.020, 43.99F.030, and 43.99G.020;
Orwall, Wylie, Robinson, Reykdal, Gregerson, Appleton, Jinkins,
decodifying RCW 15.24.800, 15.24.802, 15.24.804,
Farrell, Van De Wege, Carlyle, McBride, Kagi, Goodman,
15.24.806, 15.24.808, 15.24.810, 15.24.812, 15.24.814,
Kilduff, Tarleton, Ortiz-Self, Cody, Riccelli, Clibborn, Ryu,
15.24.816, 15.24.818, 79.24.100, 79.24.110, 79.24.120,
Gregory, Walkinshaw, Springer, Sawyer, Fitzgibbon, Hudgins,
79.24.130, 79.24.140, 79.24.150, 79.24.160, 79.24.652,
Fey, Dunshee, Peterson, Moeller, Bergquist, S. Hunt, Moscoso,
79.24.654, 79.24.656, 79.24.658, 79.24.660, 79.24.662,
79.24.664,
79.24.666,
79.24.668,
28A.525.210,
Pollet, Takko, Sells, Sullivan, Stanford, Morris, Tharinger and
Ormsby)
28A.525.212, 28A.525.214, 28A.525.216, 28A.525.218,
AN ACT Relating to enacting the equal pay opportunity act
28A.525.220, 28A.525.222, 28A.525.230, 28A.525.240,
28A.525.250, 28A.525.260, 28A.525.270, 28A.525.280,
by amending and enhancing enforcement of the equal pay act
and protecting worker communications about wages and
28A.525.290, 28A.525.300, 28B.50.403, 28B.50.404,
28B.50.405,
28B.50.406,
28B.50.407,
28B.56.010,
employment opportunities; amending RCW 49.12.175;
28B.56.020,
28B.56.040,
28B.56.050,
28B.56.070,
recodifying RCW 49.12.175; and adding a new chapter to
Title 49 RCW.
28B.56.080,
28B.56.090,
28B.56.100,
28B.56.110,
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28B.56.120,
28B.57.010,
28B.57.020,
28B.57.030,
28B.57.040,
28B.57.060,
28B.57.070,
28B.57.080,
28B.57.090,
28B.57.100,
28B.58.010,
28B.58.020,
28B.58.030,
28B.58.040,
28B.58.050,
28B.58.060,
28B.58.070,
28B.58.080,
28B.58.090,
28B.59.010,
28B.59.020,
28B.59.030,
28B.59.040,
28B.59.050,
28B.59.060,
28B.59.070,
28B.59.080,
28B.59.090,
28B.59B.010, 28B.59B.020, 28B.59B.030, 28B.59B.040,
28B.59B.050, 28B.59B.060, 28B.59B.070, 28B.59B.080,
28B.59B.090, 28B.59C.010, 28B.59C.020, 28B.59C.030,
28B.59C.040, 28B.59C.050, 28B.59C.060, 28B.59C.070,
28B.59C.080, 28B.59D.010, 28B.59D.020, 28B.59D.030,
28B.59D.040, 28B.59D.050, 28B.59D.060, 28B.59D.070,
43.83I.010, 43.83I.020, 43.83I.030, 43.83I.050, 43.83I.060,
43.83I.100, 43.83I.110, 43.83I.120, 43.83I.130, 43.83I.140,
43.83I.150, 43.83I.160, 43.83I.162, 43.83I.164, 43.83I.168,
43.83I.170, 43.83I.172, 43.83I.174, 43.83I.176, 43.83I.178,
43.83I.180, 43.83I.182, 43.83I.184, 43.83I.186, 43.83I.188,
43.83I.190, 43.83I.192, 43.83I.194, 43.83I.900, 43.83I.910,
43.83I.912, 43.83I.914, 43.83I.915, 43.96B.200, 43.96B.205,
43.96B.210,
43.96B.215,
43.96B.220,
43.96B.225,
43.96B.230,
43.96B.235,
43.96B.240,
43.96B.245,
43.96B.900,
43.99C.010,
43.99C.015,
43.99C.020,
43.99C.025,
43.99C.030,
43.99C.035,
43.99C.045,
43.99C.047,
43.99C.050,
43.99C.055,
43.99C.060,
28B.10.850,
28B.10.852,
28B.10.853,
28B.10.854,
28B.10.855, 28B.106.005, 28B.106.010, 28B.106.020,
28B.106.030, 28B.106.040, 28B.106.050, 28B.106.060,
28B.106.070, 28B.106.080, 28B.106.901, 28B.106.902,
28B.13.010,
28B.13.020,
28B.13.030,
28B.13.040,
28B.13.050,
28B.13.060,
28B.13.900,
28B.14.010,
28B.14.020,
28B.14.030,
28B.14.040,
28B.14.050,
28B.14.060, 28B.14B.010, 28B.14B.020, 28B.14B.030,
28B.14B.040, 28B.14B.050, 28B.14B.060, 28B.14C.010,
28B.14C.020, 28B.14C.030, 28B.14C.040, 28B.14C.050,
28B.14C.060, 28B.14C.070, 28B.14C.080, 28B.14C.090,
28B.14C.100, 28B.14C.110, 28B.14C.120, 28B.14C.130,
28B.14C.140, 28B.14C.900, 28B.14D.010, 28B.14D.020,
28B.14D.030, 28B.14D.050, 28B.14D.060, 28B.14D.070,
28B.14D.080, 28B.14D.090, 28B.14D.900, 28B.14D.950,
28B.14E.010, 28B.14E.020, 28B.14E.030, 28B.14E.040,
28B.14E.050, 28B.14E.060, 28B.14E.950, 28B.14F.010,
28B.14F.020, 28B.14F.030, 28B.14F.040, 28B.14F.050,
28B.14F.060, 28B.14F.062, 28B.14F.064, 28B.14F.066,
28B.14F.068, 28B.14F.070, 28B.14F.072, 28B.14F.074,
28B.14F.076, 28B.14F.078, 28B.14F.950, 28B.14F.951,
28B.14F.952, 28B.14G.010, 28B.14G.020, 28B.14G.030,
28B.14G.040, 28B.14G.050, 28B.14G.060, 28B.14G.070,
28B.14G.080, 28B.14G.900, 28B.14G.950, 47.10.010,
47.10.020, 47.10.030, 47.10.040, 47.10.050, 47.10.060,
47.10.070, 47.10.080, 47.10.090, 47.10.100, 47.10.110,
47.10.120, 47.10.130, 47.10.140, 47.10.150, 47.10.160,
47.10.170, 47.10.180, 47.10.190, 47.10.200, 47.10.210,
47.10.220, 47.10.230, 47.10.240, 47.10.250, 47.10.260,
47.10.270, 47.10.280, 47.10.290, 47.10.300, 47.10.310,
47.10.320, 47.10.330, 47.10.340, 47.10.350, 47.10.360,
47.10.370, 47.10.380, 47.10.390, 47.10.400, 47.10.410,
47.10.420, 47.10.430, 47.10.440, 47.10.450, 47.10.460,
47.10.470, 47.10.480, 47.10.490, 47.10.500, 47.10.700,
47.10.702, 47.10.704, 47.10.706, 47.10.708, 47.10.710,
47.10.712, 47.10.714, 47.10.716, 47.10.718, 47.10.720,
47.10.722, 47.10.724, 47.10.726, 47.10.727, 47.10.728,
47.10.729, 47.10.730, 47.10.731, 47.10.732, 47.10.733,
47.10.734, 47.10.735, 47.10.736, 47.10.737, 47.10.738,
47.10.751, 47.10.752, 47.10.753, 47.10.754, 47.10.755,
47.10.756, 47.10.757, 47.10.758, 47.10.759, 47.10.760,

47.10.761, 47.10.762, 47.10.763, 47.10.764, 47.10.765,
47.10.766, 47.10.767, 47.10.768, 47.10.769, 47.10.770,
47.10.771, 37.14.010, 37.14.020, 37.14.030, 37.14.040,
37.14.050, 37.14.900, 70.48.270, 70.48.280, 70.48.310,
70.48.320, 72.19.070, 72.19.100, 72.19.110, 72.19.120,
72.19.130,
70.48A.010,
70.48A.020,
70.48A.030,
70.48A.040, 70.48A.050, 70.48A.060,
70.48A.070,
70.48A.080, 70.48A.090, 70.48A.900, 43.83.010, 43.83.030,
43.83.040, 43.83.050, 43.83.060, 43.83.062, 43.83.064,
43.83.066, 43.83.068, 43.83.070, 43.83.074, 43.83.076,
43.83.078, 43.83.082, 43.83.084, 43.83.090, 43.83.094,
43.83.096, 43.83.098, 43.83.102, 43.83.104, 43.83.110,
43.83.112, 43.83.114, 43.83.116, 43.83.118, 43.83.120,
43.83.122, 43.83.124, 43.83.126, 43.83.130, 43.83.132,
43.83.134, 43.83.136, 43.83.138, 43.83.140, 43.83.142,
43.83.144, 43.83.146, 43.83.148, 43.83.150, 43.83.152,
43.83.154, 43.83.156, 43.83.158, 43.83.160, 43.83.162,
43.83.164, 43.83.166, 43.83.168, 43.83.170, 43.83.172,
43.83.174, 43.83.176, 43.83.178, 43.83.180, 43.83.182,
43.83.184, 43.83.186, 43.83.188, 43.83.190, 43.83.192,
43.83.194, 43.83.196, 43.83.198, 43.83.200, 43.83.202,
43.83.204, 43.83.206, 43.83.208, 43.83.210, 43.99G.010,
43.99G.030, 43.99G.040, 43.99G.050,
43.99G.060,
43.99G.070, 43.99G.080, 43.99G.090,
43.99G.100,
43.99G.102, 43.99G.104, 43.99G.108,
43.99G.112,
43.99G.114, 43.99G.900, 43.99G.901, 43.31.956, 43.31.960,
43.31.962, 43.31.964, 43.83C.010, 43.83C.020, 43.83C.040,
43.83C.050,
43.83C.060,
43.83C.070,
43.83C.080,
43.83C.090,
43.83C.100,
43.83C.110,
43.99A.010,
43.99A.020, 43.99A.030, 43.99A.040,
43.99A.050,
43.99A.060, 43.99A.070, 43.99A.080,
43.99A.090,
43.99A.100,
43.99A.110,
43.99B.010,
43.99B.012,
43.99B.014,
43.99B.016,
43.99B.018,
43.99B.020,
43.99B.022,
43.99B.024,
43.99B.026,
43.99B.028,
43.99B.030,
43.99B.032,
43.99B.034,
43.99B.036,
43.99B.038,
43.99B.040,
43.99B.042,
79A.10.010,
79A.10.020, 79A.10.030, 79A.10.040,
79A.10.050,
79A.10.060, 79A.10.070, 79A.10.090, 77.90.010, 77.90.020,
77.90.030, 77.90.040, 77.90.050, 77.90.060, 77.90.070,
77.90.080,
43.83D.010,
43.83D.020,
43.83D.030,
43.83D.040, 43.83D.050, 43.83D.060,
43.83D.070,
43.83D.080, 43.83D.090, 43.83D.100,
43.83D.110,
43.83H.010, 43.83H.020, 43.83H.040,
43.83H.050,
43.83H.060, 43.83H.100, 43.83H.110,
43.83H.120,
43.83H.130, 43.83H.140, 43.83H.150,
43.83H.160,
43.83H.162, 43.83H.164, 43.83H.166,
43.83H.168,
43.83H.170, 43.83H.172, 43.83H.174,
43.83H.176,
43.83H.178, 43.83H.180, 43.83H.182,
43.83H.184,
43.83H.186, 43.83H.188, 43.83H.190,
43.83H.192,
43.83H.194, 43.83H.900, 43.83H.910,
43.83H.912,
43.83H.914, 43.83H.915, 43.75.200, 43.75.205, 43.75.215,
43.75.230, 43.75.235, 43.75.900, 43.75.910, 47.02.020,
47.02.030, 47.02.040, 47.02.050, 47.02.060, 47.02.070,
47.02.080, 47.02.090, 47.02.100, 47.02.110, 28B.20.750,
28B.20.751,
28B.20.752,
28B.20.753,
28B.20.754,
28B.20.755,
28B.20.756,
28B.20.757,
28B.20.758,
28B.20.759,
28B.30.600,
28B.30.602,
28B.30.604,
28B.30.606,
28B.30.608,
28B.30.610,
28B.30.612,
28B.30.614,
28B.30.616,
28B.30.618,
28B.30.619,
28B.30.620,
28B.31.010,
28B.31.020,
28B.31.030,
28B.31.050,
28B.31.060,
28B.31.070,
28B.31.080,
28B.31.090,
28B.31.100,
43.83A.010,
43.83A.020,
43.83A.040, 43.83A.050, 43.83A.060,
43.83A.070,
43.83A.080, 43.83A.090, 43.83A.100,
43.83A.110,
43.83A.900,
43.99F.010,
43.99F.020,
43.99F.040,
43.99F.050,
43.99F.060,
43.99F.070,
43.99F.080,
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43.99F.090, 43.99F.100, 43.99F.110, 90.50.010, 90.50.030,
90.50.040, 90.50.050, 90.50.060, 90.50.080, 90.50.900,
Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
43.83B.010,
43.83B.020,
43.83B.030,
43.83B.040,
Economic Development.
43.83B.050,
43.83B.060,
43.83B.070,
43.83B.080,
43.83B.090,
43.83B.100,
43.83B.110,
43.83B.355,
HB 2055 by Representatives Johnson, S. Hunt, Walsh, Van De
Wege, Haler, Appleton, Hawkins, Robinson, Zeiger, Sawyer,
43.83B.365,
43.83B.370,
43.83B.375,
43.99D.005,
43.99D.010, 43.99D.015, 43.99D.020,
43.99D.025,
Wilson, Clibborn, Scott, Kagi, Buys, Fagan and Tharinger
AN ACT Relating to statements on ballot measures in voters'
43.99D.030, 43.99D.035, 43.99D.040,
43.99D.045,
43.99D.050,
43.99D.055,
43.99D.900,
43.99E.005,
pamphlets; and amending RCW 29A.32.040, 29A.32.060,
and 29A.72.025.
43.99E.010,
43.99E.015,
43.99E.025,
43.99E.030,
43.99E.035,
43.99E.040,
43.99E.045,
43.99E.050,
Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
43.99E.055, 43.99E.900, and 43.75.225; and repealing RCW
67.40.040.
Security.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SHB 1919
by House Committee on State Government
(originally sponsored by Representative S. Hunt)
AN ACT Relating to the timing of special elections;
amending RCW 29A.04.321, 29A.04.330, 29A.32.280, and
35.17.260; and reenacting and amending RCW 29A.60.190.

EHB 2190
by Representatives Harmsworth, Moscoso,
Orcutt, Clibborn, Wilson, Condotta, Kretz, Rodne, Dunshee and
Pike
AN ACT Relating to vessel reports of sale; and amending
RCW 88.02.370.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.

Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
HB 1940 by Representatives Stokesbary, Fitzgibbon, Ryu,
Magendanz, Kochmar, Hargrove, Rodne, Bergquist, Hurst,
Gregerson, Orwall and Jinkins
AN ACT Relating to exempting levies imposed by qualifying
flood control zone districts from certain limitations upon
regular property tax levies; amending 2011 1st sp.s. c 28 s 7
(uncodified); creating a new section; and repealing 2011 c
275 ss 4 and 5 (uncodified).

MOTION
On motion of Senator Hill, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exception of House Bill No.
2046 which was referred to the Committee on Agriculture, Water
& Rural Economic Development.
Senator Hill moved that the senate advance to the ninth order
of business.
REMARKS BY SENATOR HILL

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
Senator Hill: “Just seeing if you guys are awake.”
HB 1962 by Representatives Griffey, Peterson, Harmsworth,
Wilson, Scott, Van Werven, Stokesbary, Condotta and Hayes
AN ACT Relating to disclosure of process server social
security numbers; and adding a new section to chapter 36.22
RCW.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Hill, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.

Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
HB 1977 by Representatives Moscoso, Orcutt, Clibborn,
Bergquist, Zeiger, Pollet and Tarleton
AN ACT Relating to a tuition and fees exemption for children
and surviving spouses of certain highway workers; and
amending RCW 28B.15.380.

MOTION
Senator Hobbs moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8640
By Senator Hobbs

Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
HB 1990 by Representatives Fey, Sells and Appleton
AN ACT Relating to use tax on vehicles transferred between
immediate family members for no consideration other than to
relieve the transferor of the underlying debt on the vehicle;
amending RCW 82.12.020; adding a new section to chapter
82.12 RCW; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
HB 2046 by Representatives Dent, Takko, Griffey and
Tharinger
AN ACT Relating to adding a definition of streams to the
shoreline management act; and amending RCW 90.58.030.

WHEREAS, Robert W. Marshall has displayed the highest
levels of excellence, loyalty, compassion, and selflessness in his
public service to the community of Lake Stevens and all of
Washington; and
WHEREAS, Robert has served as a public servant in fire
service since 1988, serving first as a volunteer firefighter before
becoming a full-time firefighter and member of the Washington
State Council of Fire Fighters; and
WHEREAS, Robert has been an integral part of Lake
Stevens Fire for over 23 years; and
WHEREAS, Robert served as Lake Stevens Fire Marshal
since 2008, dedicating his time to making the community of Lake
Stevens a safer place to live; and
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WHEREAS, All throughout his career, Robert shared his
passion with others, teaching educational classes to both children
and adults in injury prevention and improving public safety with
Washingtonians across the state; and
WHEREAS, Robert will always be seen as an exemplary
public servant and remain in the thoughts and prayers of Lake
Stevens residents forever;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate honor Robert W. Marshall for his
unwavering commitment to public service to Lake Stevens Fire
and the community of Lake Stevens, and the integrity of all public
servants in Washington; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Senate recognize
the value of such strong dedication to public safety by one
individual to Lake Stevens Fire, both through his outstanding
performance, and through the continued support of his local
communities who will dearly miss him for the outstanding
example he has set for others who will serve after him; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this
resolution be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the
Senate to the Governor of the State of Washington, Lake Stevens
Fire, and the family of Robert W. Marshall.

Senator Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8640.
The motion by Senator Hobbs carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
At 12:36 p.m., on motion of Senator Hill, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock p.m. Monday, March 16, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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SIXTY FOURTH DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Monday, March 16, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.

MOTION
At 12:01 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 12:00 o’clock p.m. Tuesday, March 17, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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SIXTY FIFTH DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Tuesday, March 17, 2015

The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
March 16, 2015
SGA 9074
ROY JENNINGS, appointed on July 1, 2014,
for the term ending June 30, 2019, as Member of the
Transportation Commission.
Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice
Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib;
Jayapal; Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 16, 2015
SGA 9180
JOE M TORTORELLI, appointed on July 1,
2014, for the term ending June 30, 2020, as Member of the
Transportation Commission.
Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice
Chair; Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib;
Jayapal; Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
At 12:02 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, March 18, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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SIXTY SIXTH DAY

MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Wednesday, March 18, 2015

authorities or nonprofit housing providers to help children of lowincome families succeed in school. Reported by Committee on
Human Services, Mental Health & Housing

The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll was taken.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member.

MOTION

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.

On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
March 17, 2015
ESHB 1060
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Environment:
Directing state investments of existing litter tax revenues under
chapter 82.19 RCW in material waste management efforts
without increasing the tax rate. Reported by Committee on
Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; McCoy, Ranking Minority
Member; Braun; Brown; Cleveland; Habib and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 17, 2015
HB 1277
Prime Sponsor, Representative Klippert:
Concerning transient lodging for military service members in
armories. Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental
Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 17, 2015
HB 1622
Prime Sponsor, Representative Young:
Expanding the products considered to be potentially
nonhazardous as they apply to cottage food operations.
Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking
Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 17, 2015
EHB 1633
Prime Sponsor, Representative Zeiger:
Giving preferences to housing trust fund projects that involve
collaboration between local school districts and housing

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 17, 2015
ESHB 1845
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Environment:
Concerning pharmaceutical waste. Reported by Committee on
Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; McCoy, Ranking Minority
Member; Braun; Brown; Cleveland; Habib and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 17, 2015
EHB 1989
Prime Sponsor, Representative Dent:
Concerning water storage asset management services. Reported
by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking
Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6082 by Senator Roach
AN ACT Relating to banning powdered alcohol; amending
RCW 66.04.010; adding a new section to chapter 66.44
RCW; creating a new section; and prescribing penalties.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the measure listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report was referred to the
committee as designated.
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MOTION

INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUEST

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.

The President welcomed and introduced Miss Asia Tanis, a
Mill Creek Middle School student and member of the school’s
School of the Future Club, guest of Senator Fain, who was present
in the gallery and recognized by the senate.

MOTION
Senator Fain moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8641
By Senators Fain and Keiser
WHEREAS, The Council of Educational Facility
Planners International (CEFPI) is a worldwide professional
association whose mission is to advocate for effective educational
facilities for children; and
WHEREAS, CEFPI hosts competitive local, national,
and international events where teams of students present designs
for their "School of the Future," drawing national attention to the
importance of well-planned, healthy, high-performance, safe, and
sustainable schools; and
WHEREAS, Competing teams must submit an electronic
narrative, presentation, and video documenting the design,
rationale, planning process, and ideas to a jury of architects and
engineers; and
WHEREAS, Students discover how to solve real-life
problems as members of a design and planning team; and
WHEREAS, Teams competing at the local and state
levels may earn the opportunity to represent their state at the
International Competition in the fall; and
WHEREAS, A team of Mill Creek Middle School
students in Kent collaborated with local architects Thomas
Wadkins and Jason Romine to design their futuristic school
design submission; and
WHEREAS, The Mill Creek Middle School team
competed against teams from over twelve schools across the state
with their design for a STEM career-focused school called West
Lake Academy; and
WHEREAS, Dana Piehl worked as the dedicated leader
for the Mill Creek Middle School team, providing logistical
support for the students; and
WHEREAS, On April 4, 2014, the Mill Creek Middle
School team was named State Winners to represent the State of
Washington in the Pacific Northwest Regional Competition,
competing against teams from Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, as well as
the provinces of Alberta, British Columbia, and Saskatchewan;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Senate recognize Daniel Anderson, Brooke Roshon, Adria
Sutliff, Asia Tanis, and Jenna Yee for their pursuit of academic
excellence and their vision for the future of education while
representing their community and the State of Washington.
Senator Fain spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8641.
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.

Senator Fain announced that the senate would gather at 10:50
a.m. to proceed to the House of Representatives for a joint
session.
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Majority Coalition
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
MOTION
At 10:08 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
JOINT SESSION
The Senate appeared at the doors of the House and requested
admission. The Sergeant at Arms of the House and the Sergeant
at Arms of the Senate escorted President of the Senate, Lieutenant
Governor Brad Owen, and Senator Andy Billig to seats on the
rostrum. The Senators were invited to seats within the Chamber.
The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) welcomed
the President of the Senate, senators and all other guests present
for the ceremonies to be held.
The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) announced
the House and Senate had assembled in joint session for the
purpose of honoring the Washington citizens who had earned the
state’s Medal of Valor and Medal of Merit.
The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) called upon
the President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen to preside.
Pursuant to House Concurrent Resolution No. 4403, the
President of the Senate, Lieutenant Governor Owen, called the
Joint Session to order. The Clerk called the roll of the members
of the House. The Clerk called the roll of the members of the
Senate. The Clerk notified the President that a quorum of the
Legislature was present.
The President appointed a special committee to escort the
Supreme Court justices to the House Chamber: Representatives
Kilduff and Smith, and Senators Padden and Rolfes.
The President appointed a special committee to escort the
state-wide elected officials to the House Chamber:
Representatives Riccelli and Hayes, and Senators Dansel and
McAuliffe.
The President appointed a special committee to advise His
Excellency, Governor Jay Inslee, that the joint session had
assembled and to escort him to the House Chamber:
Representatives McBride and Harmsworth and Senators Jayapal
and Roach.
The President appointed a special committee to escort the
Medal of Merit and Medal of Valor honorees to the House
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Chamber: Representatives Gregerson, Kristiansen and Scott and
today. We recognize the sense of unity that brought us together in
Senators Fraser and Pearson.
the face of great adversities. Help us to continue to be strong and
stand together in the days ahead. During this time especially, we
The House Sergeant At Arms announced the arrival at the
ask for comfort, peace and strength. Encourage us as we look to
Chamber doors of the justices of the Supreme Court.
the future with great hope. For our legislative representatives, we
ask You for guidance, direction, clarity and wisdom in every
The special committee escorted the Supreme Court justices to
decision made. Please bless them with creativity to find new,
to seats at the front of the House Chamber and introduced: Chief
dynamic and exciting solutions to any challenges. Help us all with
Justice Barbara Madsen, and Justices Susan Owens, Debra
our common goal to leave an amazing legacy for Washington
Stephens, Sheryl Gordon McCloud, and Mary Yu.
State. We humbly ask these things. Amen.”
The House Sergeant At Arms announced the arrival at the
Chamber doors of the state-wide elected officials.
The special committee escorted the state-wide elected
officials to seats at the front of the House Chamber and were
introduced: Secretary of State Kim Wyman, Treasurer Jim
McIntire, and Commissioner of Public Lands Peter Goldmark.

President Owen: "The purpose of this Joint Session is to
award the Medal of Merit and Medal of Valor to some of our
state’s most outstanding and distinguished citizens.”
The President invited The Honorable Kim Wyman, Secretary
of State, to the podium.
MEDAL OF MERIT

The House Sergeant At Arms announced the arrival at the
Chamber doors of His Excellency Governor Jay Inslee.
The special committee escorted His Excellency Governor Jay
Inslee to a seat at the Rostrum and introduced.
The House Sergeant At Arms announced the arrival at the
Chamber doors of the honorees of the State Medal of Merit and
Medal of Valor.
The special committee escorted the Medal of Merit and
Medal of Valor honorees to seats at the Rostrum.
The President introduced the Medal of Merit honorees: Ms.
Gretchen Schodde; and Mr. Willie and Mr. Tobin Frank, present
to receive the Medal on behalf of Mr Billy Frank Jr., who was
being honored posthumously.
The President introduced the representatives of the Medal of
Valor honorees: Mr. Brantly Stupey, receiving the Medal on
behalf of the City of Arlington; Mr. Quinn Nations, receiving the
Medal on behalf of the Town of Darrington; Mr. Willy Harper,
receiving the Medal on behalf of the community of Oso; and Mr.
Kevin Lenon, receiving the Medal on behalf of the Sauk-Suiattle
Indian Tribe.
The President introduced special guests present: First Lady
Trudi Inslee, Mr. Bill Gates, Sr., Medal of Merit recipient 2007,
Mr. Timothy Bourasaw, Medal of Valor recipient 2007, and his
wife Janie; The Honorable Ralph Munro and The Honorable Sam
Reed, former Secretaries of State; The Honorable John Lovick,
Snohomish County Executive and former Speaker Pro Tempore;
and The Honorable John Pennington, Director, Department of
Emergency Management, Snohomish County and former Speaker
Pro Tempore.
The Darrington Fire District 24 Honor Guard presented the
Colors. Ms. Holly Harmon sang the National Anthem. The
President led the joint session in the Pledge of Allegiance. The
prayer was offered by Reverend Joel Johnson, Chaplain, Oso Fire
Department and Pastor, Assembly of God Church, Arlington.
Reverend Joel Johnson: “Thank you Mr. President. Would
you please join me? Heavenly Father, thank you for the
opportunity to gather here today to honor and celebrate the spirit
of community. Please bless everyone who is represented here

Secretary of State Kim Wyman: “Thank you all for being
here for this significant event. Our collective hearts are filled with
gratitude and respect for all those being recognized today. The
Medal of Merit is the highest award given by our state to
Washingtonians. It honors those whose extraordinary
achievements have benefited others. This recognition was created
by the Legislature in 1986. Recipients are selected by the State
Medal of Merit Committee which consists of the Governor, the
President of the Senate, the Speaker of the House and the Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court. The first Medal of Merit ceremony
was held in 1987. Since then 30 people have received this
prestigious honor, with the last being given in 2009. The Medal
of Merit has the name of the recipient engraved on the back with
the following inscription: ‘For exceptionally meritorious conduct
in performing outstanding services to the people and state of
Washington.’ It is a privilege to personally congratulate the two
individuals being recognized with the 2015 Medal of Merit for a
lifetime of remarkable achievements. Thank you.”
GRETCHEN SCHODDE
President Owen: “Now, it is my pleasure to honor the work
of Gretchen Schodde. Gretchen Schodde is a founder of Harmony
Hill Retreat Center in Union, a center focused on wellness and
renewal for individuals and families affected by a cancer
diagnosis. This care is provided at no cost to the participants. She
pioneered a supporting response to cancer diagnoses that has
become a national model, focusing beyond the cancer diagnosis
to support overall health and wellness. Ms. Schodde has been a
groundbreaking health care professional, emergency first
responder, educator and volunteer for nearly 50 years. She has
been a leader in promoting health and wellness as a communitywide effort and a leader in Mason County health and safety
programs for over two decades as a former public health nurse, a
past director of Mason County Drug Abuse Prevention, and as a
firefighter and critical incident responder in Mason County. She
is an amazing and caring individual who is well-deserving of our
highest honor. It is our great privilege to present the Medal of
Merit to Gretchen Schodde.”
The Governor hung the Medal of Merit upon Ms. Gretchen
Schodde and presented her with the accompanying certificate.
Ms. Gretchen Schodde: “Thank you Lieutenant Governor
Owen, Governor Inslee and esteemed members of this chamber.
I am humbled by this tremendous honor. Harmony Hill has been
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a grace, grit and gratitude filled adventure. Amazing people have
shown up to help and I am grateful for every one of them.
[Gestures to the gallery.] Thank you. Last time I was in this
chamber, it was actually more than forty years ago when the
Nurse Practice Act was being voted on and hundreds of citizens
from rural communities, especially Darrington, where I was
working as a nurse practitioner, were here pitching for the
expanded role of the nurse. The bill passed and my life has never
been the same. The thread of nursing has been woven around my
heart and has been the core of my life work. There is a poem about
the thread by William Stafford that I would like to share with you.
The Way It Is
‘There’s a thread you follow. It goes among
things that change. But it doesn’t change.
People wonder about what you are pursuing.
You have to explain about the thread.
But it is hard for others to see.
While you hold it you can’t get lost.
Tragedies happen; people get hurt or die; and you
suffer and get old.
Nothing you do can stop time’s unfolding.
You don’t ever let go of the thread.’
My heartfelt thanks for the great work all of you are doing for
the State of Washington. Come visit Harmony Hill. Never let go
of the thread. Thank you so much.”
The President invited Representative David Sawyer, Twentyninth Legislative District, Tacoma, to the podium.
MR. BILLY FRANK, JR.
Representative Sawyer: “Billy Frank Jr. is a worldrenowned tribal leader. He dedicated his life to the salmon, the
environment, and peace between diverse cultures. Billy’s
activism began at age 14, with his first arrest on the banks of the
Nisqually River; he refused to simply stop fishing. Billy was an
integral player in the fight for treaty fishing rights. The ‘fish wars’
between Pacific Northwest Indian tribes and Washington State
escalated to a fever pitch in the 1960s, and the Nisqually Indian
endured brutal clashes in the fallout. Billy became the longtime
chairman of the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission; a
witness in the Boldt Decision (U.S. v. Washington), the landmark
court case that restored tribal fishing rights in 1974; and
facilitated strong relationships between competing interests that
revived the Nisqually Watershed. Even into his 80s, Billy circled
the globe to assist indigenous people in saving their own cultures
and the environment. The late U.S. Senator Dan Inouye
nominated Billy for the Nobel Peace Prize in 2010. ‘Mr. Frank’
as my script says, but Billy would be upset if I called him that.
Billy was devoted to the salmon with the hope of carrying out the
work of his father, Willie Frank Sr., who is believed to be the last
full-blooded Nisqually Indian. Billy Frank Jr., died May 5, 2014
at the age of 83. In my opinion, he was the greatest civil rights
hero in our state’s history and it is an honor to present this award
to his children today.”
The Governor presented the Medal of Merit and the
accompanying certificate to Mr. Tobin Frank and Mr. William
“Willie” Frank, III.
Mr William “Willie” Frank, III: “My brother and I are truly
honored to be here today to accept this award on behalf of my
Dad. You know, we wish he was still with us right now but he is
here in spirit with us and looking down on everybody in this room.
We thank the State of Washington for this award. He devoted his
whole life to protecting our treaty rights, to protecting our salmon,

protecting our way of life, but his biggest thing was his
relationships. He was one of a kind. He could sit in the room with
the state and make things happen. He paved the way for all of us
and I truly believe that we have to keep his legacy going, keep
what he wanted going, as far as the tribes and the state working
together for the interest of our natural resources. We are truly
honored to be here. We are honored that all our family and friends
are able to be here today to accept this. He had a lot of nieces and
nephews and family members. We are all honored to be here
today. Thank you very much.”
The President invited His Excellency Governor Jay Inslee to
the podium.
MEDAL OF VALOR
Governor Inslee: “Thank you. Mr. President, Mr. Speaker,
Secretary Wyman, Chief Justice Madsen, members of the
Washington State Legislature. We gather today to recognize
persons whose acts of bravery in the face of personal risk to
themselves necessitate a unique honor by the citizens of the state
of Washington. These persons are not necessarily part of our
dedicated law enforcement organizations, our firefighters, or our
rescue personnel, but simply average citizens who responded to
moments of crisis with complete selflessness. Long ago, the state
determined that there were true Washington heroes, whose
courageous actions were deserving of special recommendation
and recognition. The State of Washington Medal of Valor was
therefore created to establish a law – in law, to recognize, ‘any
person who has saved, or attempted to save, the life of another at
the risk of serious injury or death’ to themselves. But because we
are forward-thinking in our state, lawmakers recognized last year
that sometimes giving this honor to an individual alone is
insufficient. Sometimes in the face of great loss and tragedy,
when an entire community rises up to save others, an entire
community is therefore entitled to this recognition. And such is
the case with the communities that rose up to save their families,
friends, and neighbors during the catastrophic mudslide that
struck on March 22, 2014. So today, I am honored to help
recognize the tremendous acts of heroism and compassion by the
communities of Oso, Darrington, Arlington, and the SaukSuiattle Tribe. Members of these communities, together, assisted
in the rescue, recovery, and relief efforts following the historic
disaster. And on behalf of nearly seven million Washingtonians,
I offer a heartfelt thank you to these entire communities for their
service during one of the greatest natural disasters in our state’s
history. And as a personal note, this is the Medal of Valor, which
denotes bravery, but having been in these communities for weeks
and months after this, I can tell you that the intense light of their
individual acts of bravery were met by the intense warmth of their
thousands of acts of compassion, to help their communities heal.
Thank you.”
The President invited The Honorable Barbara Madsen, Chief
Justice of the State Supreme Court to the podium to introduce the
Medal of Valor recipients.
Chief Justice Madsen: “On the morning of March 22, 2014,
a devastating landslide occurred between Oso and Darrington,
killing 43 people and destroying about 40 homes. The Oso
landslide is the deadliest in U.S. history. It buried a square-mile
area of the Stillaguamish River Valley under a blanket of mud,
clay, trees and flood water.
The Medal of Valor is presented to the many individuals from
the communities of Oso, Darrington, Arlington and the SaukSuiattle Tribe who risked injury and death, and made great
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responders at the scene of the tragedy. Chief Harper accepted the
personal sacrifice to assist in the rescue, recovery and relief
Medal of Valor on behalf of the Community of Oso.
efforts that followed the tragedy. These heroes dug through the
mud to find survivors and victims; lent and used equipment and
Mr. Harper: “I’ll start by saying thank you. It is an honor to
machinery to aid in the rescue effort; organized town hall
be up here with all the recipients. It is an honor to be up here to
meetings, recruited volunteers and coordinated fundraising;
represent my town, our town, it’s not my town. Somebody stated
helped hold their communities together with meals, comfort,
that that day our community grew and it certainly did. It grew
prayers and housing. Accepting on behalf of the City of Arlington
beyond Arlington, it grew beyond Darrington and Sauk-Suiattle.
is Brantly Stupey. Brantly.”
We had so many people helping us that day. Some words some
people keep saying are ‘humble’ and ‘compassion.’ And you just
CITY OF ARLINGTON
can’t imagine how much those words ring true when there are so
many people come, that come to help your community. The looks
The Chief Justice invited Mr. Brantly Stupey to the podium
on the faces of the people that came to help changed after those
to receive the Medal of Valor on behalf of the City of Arlington.
few weeks. And some of those faces haven’t changed since then.
We still have community members that are struggling. And it is
The Governor presented the Medal of Valor to Mr. Brantly
not just bureaucracy. Sometimes it is just trying to connect those
Stupey, a 14-year-old freshman at Arlington High School who, as
an eight grader at Post Middle School where the Red Cross set up
people to the right people that can help them. And so I hope, as
an emergency shelter, joined his neighbors and friends in
people recognize how great our communities were – and it is an
Arlington to raise donations and assist the recovery operation. Mr.
honor to accept this – I hope they remember that there’s, it’s is a
Stupey accepted the Medal of Valor on behalf of the City of
long road ahead of us. But we wouldn’t be where we are today if
Arlington.
it wasn’t for all the community members who stepped up so,
[gestures to the gallery] thank you. Thank you.”
Mr. Stupey: “Thank you. Thank you everyone here. I would
like to start by saying thank you on behalf of the Arlington, Oso,
SAUK-SUIATTLE INDIAN TRIBE
Darrington and Sauk-Suiattle communities. I know myself and all
the people with me today feel greatly honored to be accepting this
The Chief Justice invited Mr. Kevin Lenon, Vice Chair of the
award. But it is because of the amazing people in our community
Sauk-Suiattle Indian Tribe to the podium to receive the Medal of
and the timeless efforts of all the fire fighters, search and rescue
Valor on behalf of the Sauk-Suiattle Indian Tribe.
workers and all other volunteer groups too numerous to mention,
that we are receiving this award. It is through this great tragedy,
The Governor presented the Medal of Valor to Mr. Kevin
like all great tragedies, that challenge the human spirit, but such a
Lenon, Vice Chairman, Sauk-Suiattle Tribal Council, and
thing brings out the best in all of us. For this reason, and through
volunteer firefighter with the Darrington Fire Department, who
the strength, resiliency and love of our communities, we have
was on the scene the first day and spent hours in the mud
alongside others, searching for survivors in spite of threats to their
remained undaunted. The battle for healing is ongoing but
safety. Mr. Lenon accepted the Medal of Valor on behalf of the
through continued unity, in time, all will heal. With that being
Sauk-Suiattle Indian Tribe.
said: Thank you again, on behalf of our community, for this
tremendous honor.”
Mr. Lenon: “Thank you. As a small sovereign nation of
American Indians, the Sauk-Suiattle Indian Tribe of Darrington,
TOWN OF DARRINGTON
Washington shares the belief of all our tribal nations that the earth
is our mother and that the Creator resides beyond the skies and
The Chief Justice invited Mr. Quinn Nations to the podium to
within our own beings. While we strive to protect our mother
receive the Medal of Valor on behalf of the Town of Darrington.
earth so does she shelter us, in so many ways, from harm. There
are times when the simple shifting of her garment may catch us
The Governor presented the Medal of Valor to Mr. Quinn
in her movements and we are harmed. No one can explain the
Nations, who was among the local loggers that, despite the danger
unnatural landslide event and we are shocked and saddened that
and repeated warnings, went into the mud to rescue victims
during the initial hours after the slide. Mr. Nations accepted the
our friends and neighbors of Washington lost their lives in such a
Medal of Valor on behalf of the Town of Darrington.
massive shift of the earth. There were families, mothers, fathers,
grandparents, aunts and uncles and so many precious children and
Mr. Nations: “[To Governor Inslee] You sure are a tall drink
there were visiting individuals who were traveling through the
of water. You know we appreciate it on behalf of Darrington. It
area. We performed our very sacred smudging and feeding the
is quite the honor but I hope you have about two thousand more
rivers ceremonies in reverence of our mother and to offer
of them because there are a lot of people here that deserve one of
gratitude to the Creator that these lives were shared with us for a
them. And I think Steve Skaglund said it best when he made the
time. We are humbled by the honor bestowed by the Legislature,
statement about the slide. He said ‘Look at what the American
the Governor of this great State of Washington, recognizing our
people can do if you just untie their hands.’ Chew on that one for
assistance in that horrible time of destruction. We are all small
a little bit. We appreciate it. Thank you.”
communities who live in the valleys of these beautiful mountains.
We can most respectfully honor the memories of the precious lost
COMMUNITY OF OSO
ones by working together to build a strong and inviting
community for the world to come and see and share and forever
The Chief Justice invited Mr. Willy Harper to the podium to
implant the importance of the names and the lives of those who
receive the Medal of Valor on behalf of the Community of Oso.
have moved on to another world. We dedicate this honor you have
bestowed on us to the lives lost, to those who worked so diligently
The Governor presented the Medal of Valor to Mr. Willy
to save lives and recover those who suffered death. And in their
Harper, Fire Chief of Oso and one of the first emergency
honor we pledge to work diligently with our neighboring
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communities and cities and groups to build a bright world of
earthly beauty and a healthy human spirit. Thank you.
The President recognized the honored guests from the City of
Arlington; the Town of Darrington; the Community of Oso; and
the Sauk-Suiattle Indian Tribe who were present in the gallery and
recognized by the joint session.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Thank you to all of our honorees for you
courage and your example. We are proud to honor you today. The
State of Washington is truly blessed to have remarkable people
who give so much of themselves and their time to enrich our
communities. Through their selfless deeds the citizens we have
had an opportunity to recognize here today, represent the best of
that spirit. On behalf of a grateful state, we truly appreciate what
all of you have done for the people of the great state of
Washington. Thank you all, once again, very much.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Now, before I have our committees of
honor come and escort our distinguished guests from the
chamber, I do have a very important question that is weighing on
the minds of all of you out there and that is: Brantly, how old are
you?”
Mr. Stupey:

“Fourteen.”

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Pearson, I suggest that you work
very hard in your district.”
The President asked the special committee to escort the
Medal of Merit and Medal of Valor recipients from the House
Chamber.

The President asked the special committee to escort the
Governor from the House Chamber.
The President asked the special committee to escort the State
elected officials from the House Chamber.
The President asked the special committee to escort the
Supreme Court Justices from the House Chamber.
On motion of Representative Sullivan, the Joint Session was
dissolved. The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding)
assumed the chair.
The Sergeant at Arms of the House and the Sergeant at Arms
of the Senate escorted President of the Senate Owen and members
of the Washington State Senate from the House Chamber.
NOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock p.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
At 12:01 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon, Thursday, March 19, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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SIXTY SEVENTH DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Thursday, March 19, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
March 18, 2015
SB 5301 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Concerning spirits
retailers when selling for resale. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5301 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member,
Operating; Bailey; Becker; Brown; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette;
Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Billig; Conway; Fraser;
Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation: That is be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Billig and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 18, 2015
HB 1222
Prime Sponsor, Representative McBride:
Modifying certain firefighting apparatus length and weight limits.
Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority
Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Miloscia; Pedersen and
Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 18, 2015
HB 1304
Prime Sponsor, Representative Kirby:
Allowing a public depository to arrange for reciprocal deposits of
public funds. Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions
& Insurance

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Hobbs and Pedersen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 18, 2015
SHB 1575
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Capital
Budget: Regulating retainage bonds on public contracts.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun,
Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair,
Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser,
Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the third
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM GOVERNOR
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
March 3, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
TED BASELER, reappointed November 21, 2014, for the
term ending September 30, 2020, as Member, Board of Regents,
Washington State University.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
March 16, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
VICKY M. BOWDISH, appointed March 9, 2015, for the
term ending January 4, 2021, as Member of the Personnel
Resources Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
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March 16, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
RITA BROGAN, appointed January 30, 2015, for the term
ending June 30, 2019, as Member of the Transportation
Commission.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
March 6, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
LEE ANNE CAYLOR, appointed March 10, 2014, for the
term ending June 30, 2018, as Member of the Work Force
Training and Education Coordinating Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
March 6, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
GARY D. CHANDLER, appointed March 10, 2014, for the
term ending June 30, 2017, as Member of the Work Force
Training and Education Coordinating Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
March 16, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MICHAEL O. FINLEY, appointed July 1, 2014, for the term
ending September 30, 2015, as Member of the Eastern
Washington University Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
March 20, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
STEPHEN J. HUNT, reappointed June 18, 2014, for the term
ending June 17, 2019, as a Chair of the Human Rights
Commission.

Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
March 16, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
TAKIYAH JACKSON, reappointed July 1, 2014, for the
term ending June 30, 2018, as Member of the Professional
Educator Standards Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
March 3, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
SAMANTHA A. MACE, appointed February 3, 2014, for the
term ending December 15, 2017, as Member of the Salmon
Recovery Funding Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Natural Resources & Parks.
March 6, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
MARGARET MCCORMICK, appointed February 17, 2015,
for the term ending October 1, 2017, as Member of the Life
Sciences Discovery Fund Authority Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
March 6, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
RAI NAUMAN MUMTAZ, reappointed February 17, 2015,
for the term ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the Washington
Student Achievement Council.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
March 3, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
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I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
to your confirmation.
WASHINGTON
ROBERT M. SCHWENK, appointed October 28, 2014, for
Ladies and Gentlemen:
the term ending October 1, 2017, as Member of the Life Sciences
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
Discovery Fund Authority Board of Trustees.
to your confirmation.
Sincerely,
SHERI J. TONN, appointed February 18, 2015, for the term
JAY INSLEE, Governor
ending December 26, 2018, as Member of the Board of Pilotage
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
Commissioners.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
March 6, 2015
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
MOTION
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
On motion of Senator Fain, all appointees listed on the
to your confirmation.
Gubernatorial Appointments report were referred to the
BUD SIZEMORE, appointed April 11, 2014, for the term
committees as designated.
ending June 30, 2019, as Member of the Gambling Commission.
MOTION
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
order of business.
March 16, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
STANLEY M. SORSCHER, reappointed October 2, 2014,
for the term ending October 1, 2018, as Member of the Small
Business Export Finance Assistance Center Board of Directors.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
March 3, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
STEVE STRACHAN, appointed February 23, 2015, for the
term ending September 25, 2016, as Member of the Clemency and
Pardons Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
March 6, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
LUKE E. THOMAS, appointed September 9, 2014, for the
term ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the Professional
Educator Standards Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education.
March 6, 2015

MOTION
Senator Rolfes moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8642
By Senators Rolfes, Litzow, Hewitt, Dammeier, Rivers,
McAuliffe, Jayapal, Hobbs, O'Ban, Angel, Fraser, Mullet, Bailey,
McCoy, Brown, Chase, Kohl-Welles, Pedersen, Cleveland, Liias,
Ranker, Keiser, Billig, Frockt, Becker, Conway, Honeyford,
Benton, King, Miloscia, and Roach
WHEREAS, Law enforcement officers, including members
of the police, state patrol, and sheriff's offices, risk their personal
safety for the sake of their communities every day; and
WHEREAS, Law enforcement officers demonstrate bravery,
humility, and integrity even under difficult circumstances; and
WHEREAS, Men and women of law enforcement continue to
serve and protect both persons and property without reservation;
and
WHEREAS, In their conduct and professionalism, law
enforcement officers offer daily examples of law and order, and
provide a sense of safety and security for the Washingtonians they
serve; and
WHEREAS, The establishment of strong trust between law
enforcement officers and the communities they serve is a priority
for all; and
WHEREAS, Law enforcement officers work closely with
other first responders to aid in crises like the Oso mudslide, the
Skagit River Bridge collapse, and the Marysville-Pilchuck
shooting; and
WHEREAS, Nearly 300 Washington State law enforcement
officers have laid down their lives in the line of duty since our
state's founding, including State Trooper Sean O'Connell Jr. in
2013 and State Trooper Tony Vian Radulescu in 2012; and
WHEREAS, Behind each successful law enforcement officer
is the support and compassion of families, friends, and
community members;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate recognize and honor the significant role
law enforcement officers, both past and present, hold in providing
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security, justice, and safety in communities in the state of
Washington and across the nation.
Senator Rolfes spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8642.
The motion by Senator Rolfes carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Rolfes moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8644
By Senators Chase, Fraser, Darneille, Nelson, Kohl-Welles,
Keiser, Rolfes, and Billig
WHEREAS, Human trafficking is a form of modern-day
slavery in which force, fraud, or coercion is used to force adults
into disagreeable labor or sexual exploitation or children and
youth for child sexual exploitation; and
WHEREAS, The United Nations International Labor
Organization estimates that 20.9 million people worldwide are
trafficked, exploited, or enslaved as forced labor, bonded labor,
forced child labor, sexual exploitation or servitude, or involuntary
servitude; and
WHEREAS, Human trafficking and slavery, including sex
and labor trafficking, affect women and children the most, with
an estimated 80 percent of trafficked people being women and
children; and
WHEREAS, Child labor deprives children of their
childhood, life-long potential, and dignity, and is mentally,
physically, socially, and morally harmful; and
WHEREAS, In 2000, the United States Congress passed the
Trafficking Victims Protection Act, most recently reauthorized in
2013, providing tools for the United States to use to combat
human trafficking at home and abroad; and
WHEREAS, Since the passage of the Trafficking Victims
Protection Act, the United States government has successfully
prosecuted human trafficking crimes in agricultural fields,
sweatshops, suburban mansions, brothels, escort services, bars,
strip clubs, and many other places; and
WHEREAS, Since 2009, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation has obtained convictions of 258 people for human
trafficking, including in the State of Washington; and
WHEREAS, Worldwide, 67 countries are not in compliance
with international minimum standards for the elimination of
human trafficking; and
WHEREAS, March 2nd marked the 20th anniversary of the
shooting at the King County Courthouse that claimed the lives of
three women: Pregnant, trafficked, and abused mail-order bride

Susana Blackwell from the Philippines and her two friends,
Phoebe Dizon and Veronica Laureta; and
WHEREAS, In 2000, mail-order bride Anastasia SolovievaKing from Kyrgyzstan was murdered by her husband in
Washington State in a separate incident of both domestic violence
and bride trafficking; and
WHEREAS, Since 2002, the Washington State Legislature
has been the first state in the United States to create a State AntiTrafficking of Persons Task Force; safety measures for mail-order
brides; and a definition of human trafficking crimes at the state
level; and
WHEREAS, In 2004, an Advisory Committee on
Trafficking was convened by the United States Attorney's Office
for the Western District of Washington, creating a
multidisciplinary team to collaborate locally, nationally, and
internationally; and
WHEREAS, According to the Washington State Attorney
General's Office, 55 percent of global internet child pornography
is initiated in the United States, with the child victims often being
runaway, troubled, and homeless youth; and
WHEREAS, The Washington Anti-Trafficking Response
Network reports that they have seen cases of young men and boys
exploited in the construction industry, and immigrants and others
exploited by restaurants, small businesses, agriculture, and the
commercial sex industry; and
WHEREAS, The Washington State Legislature enacted 36
anti-trafficking laws between 2002-2014, and has been
recognized by Shared Hope International and the Polaris Project
as being among the very top states in the country for antitrafficking advocacy and legislation;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate supports increased education, stronger
laws and law enforcement, and the promotion of justice to reduce
the exploitation of all people, including women and children.
Senator Rolfes spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8644.
The motion by Senator Rolfes carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
At 12:07 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock p.m. Friday, March 20, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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SIXTY EIGHTH DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Friday, March 20, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the reading of the Journal
of the previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
March 19, 2015
HB 1011
Prime Sponsor, Representative Short:
Assigning counties to two climate zones for purposes of the state
building code.
Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
HB 1077
Prime Sponsor, Representative Kirby:
Regulating credit for reinsurance. Reported by Committee on
Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Hobbs; Pedersen and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
SHB 1088
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Local
Government: Modifying per diem compensation for flood control
zone district supervisors.
Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
HB 1111
Prime Sponsor, Representative Kilduff:
Concerning court transcripts. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
HB 1172
Prime Sponsor, Representative Stanford:
Creating the risk management and solvency assessment act.
Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Hobbs; Pedersen and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
SHB 1316
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary:
Allowing for an arrest without a warrant when a police officer has
probable cause to believe a person has violated certain temporary
protection orders. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
SHB 1382
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Local
Government: Addressing the delivery of basic firefighter training
and testing. Reported by Committee on Government Operations
& Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
HB 1547
Prime Sponsor, Representative Hunt, S.:
Authorizing funding and expenditures for the hosting of the
annual conference of the national association of state treasurers.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Dansel and Habib.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
SHB 1559
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Higher
Education: Concerning higher education programs at Washington
State University and the University of Washington. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Baumgartner, Vice Chair; KohlWelles, Ranking Minority Member; Becker and Miloscia.

Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
HB 1560
Prime Sponsor, Representative Hudgins:
Recognizing the thirty-first of March as Cesar Chavez Day.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel.

Do not pass.

March 19, 2015
SHB 1617
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary:
Concerning the use of the judicial information system by courts
before granting certain orders. Reported by Committee on Law
& Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
HB 1561
Prime Sponsor, Representative Hudgins:
Concerning the consideration of information technology security
matters. Reported by Committee on Government Operations &
Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Dansel.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
SHB 1730
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Business &
Financial Services: Concerning the handling of earnest money.
Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Hobbs; Pedersen and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
SHB 1806
Prime Sponsor, Committee on State
Government: Correcting references to elections statutes.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
HB 1599
Prime Sponsor, Representative Rodne:
Concerning secure facilities for the criminally insane. Reported
by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair;
Darneille, Ranking Minority Member and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
HB 1601
Prime Sponsor, Representative Rodne:
Concerning venue of actions by or against counties. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
SHB 1610
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary:
Changing jury service provisions. Reported by Committee on
Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
March 19, 2015
SGA 9037
LYNNE N DELANO, reappointed on April
16, 2014, for the term ending April 15, 2019, as Member of the
Indeterminate Sentence Review Board. Reported by Committee
on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice
Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille;
Kohl-Welles and Pearson.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 19, 2015
SGA 9213
RICHARD MORGAN, reappointed on
February 6, 2015, for the term ending April 15, 2016, as Member
of the Indeterminate Sentence Review Board. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice
Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille;
Kohl-Welles and Pearson.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the Senate advanced to the
fifth order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6083 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Chase, Hasegawa,
McAuliffe, Ranker and Dansel
AN ACT Relating to authorizing the growing of up to six
marijuana plants per domicile; amending RCW 69.50.4013;
and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the measure listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report was referred to the
committee as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the Senate advanced to the
eighth order of business.
MOTION
Senator Parlette moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8646
By Senators Parlette, Braun, Rolfes, Bailey, Ericksen, Brown,
Angel, Billig, Kohl-Welles, Fraser, Hasegawa, Schoesler,
Becker, Dammeier, and Honeyford
WHEREAS, Washington's apple industry is a major
contributor to the economic health of both the State and its people;
and
WHEREAS, The City of Wenatchee is preparing to celebrate
the 96th annual Washington State Apple Blossom Festival to take
place from April 23 through May 3, 2015; and
WHEREAS, The Apple Blossom Festival, which began as a
one-day gathering of poetry and song in Wenatchee's Memorial
Park, is one of the oldest major festivals in the state, first
celebrated in 1919 when Mrs. E. Wagner organized the first
Blossom Day; and
WHEREAS, The Apple Blossom Festival celebrates the
importance of the apple industry in the Wenatchee Valley and its
environs; and
WHEREAS, The Apple Blossom Festival recognizes three
young women who by their superior and distinctive efforts have
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exemplified the spirit and meaning of the Apple Blossom
Festival; and
WHEREAS, These three young women are selected to reign
over the Apple Blossom Festival and serve as ambassadors to the
outlying communities as Princesses and Queen; and
WHEREAS, Francesca Nevil has been selected to represent
her community as a 2015 Apple Blossom Princess, in part for her
strong academic performance and extracurricular activities,
including being the President of Honor Society and the leader of
the Random Acts of Kindness and Diversity Clubs, a member of
both Earth and Key Club, holding ASB positions continuously
throughout her high school career, and captain of her undefeated
league and district champion Swim and Dive Team, and her
unending devotion to her community; and
WHEREAS, Anissa Sangster has been selected to represent
her community as a 2015 Apple Blossom Princess, in part for her
active role in student government acting as Treasurer, being an
active member of the Key Club, and her extracurricular activities,
including her role as captain of the Varsity cheer squad and
dancing competitively for a local dance studio, and her
everlasting support of the community she has always lived in; and
WHEREAS, Gabby Waterman has been selected to represent
her community as the 2015 Apple Blossom Queen, in part for her
achievements as secretary of Math Club, and being an active
member of Honor Society, volunteering for Special Olympics
basketball, and her extracurricular activities, including earning
multiple letters in varsity soccer and basketball, and her
dedication to the people of Wenatchee Valley; and
WHEREAS, These three young women all desire to share their
proven talents and leadership ambition to serve their community
and be an encouragement to those they encounter;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Senate of
the State of Washington honor the accomplishments of the
members of the Apple Blossom Festival Court and join the City
of Wenatchee and the people of the State of Washington in
recognizing the celebration of the Washington State Apple
Blossom Festival; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this Resolution
be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to
Queen Gabby Waterman, Princess Anissa Sangster, Princess
Francesca Nevil, and the Board of Directors and Chairs of the
Washington State Apple Blossom Festival.
Senator Parlette spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8646.
The motion by Senator Parlette carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
At 12:06 p.m., on motion of Senator Honeyford, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon Monday, March 23, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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applaud the team's historic accomplishments and contributions to
confidence in Sedro-Woolley High School players and have done
an outstanding job with the Cubs football program; and
student athletics and the community; commend the team's
WHEREAS, The leadership of Principal Kerri Carlton and
players, coaches, and staff for their hard work and dedication; and
recognize students, alumni, and loyal fans for supporting the Cubs
Athletic Director Todd Torgeson has helped to bring both
academic and athletic excellence to Sedro-Woolley High School;
on their successful quest to capture the team's first championship
trophy; and
and
WHEREAS, Superintendent Phil Brockman's mission to
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this
resolution be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the
provide students with the skills and knowledge they need for
future learning and success has motivated the football team to set
Senate to the Sedro-Woolley High School Cubs Head Coach,
Dave Ward, Sedro-Woolley High School Principal, Kerri Carlton,
a new precedent for student leadership and work ethic; and
WHEREAS, Players Gavin Holdt, Carter Needham, Davis
and Sedro-Woolley School District Superintendent, Phil
Brockman.
Mihelich, Dallas Shelton, Spencer Hoover, Wesley Culp, Reid
Trammell, Adrian Vasquez, Carter Crosby, Johnny Bute, Devin
Senator Pearson spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Willard, Billy Hornbeck, Anthony Cann, Dahlton Osborne,
Bryson Bartlett, Thor Wagoner, Bryce Hornbeck, Riley Swartz,
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8637.
The motion by Senator Pearson carried and the resolution was
Jay Burger, Colton Austin, Eli Chevez, Mason Elms, Cory
Wilson, Damian McDougle, James Barney, Quinn Carpenter,
adopted by voice vote.
Quinten Roppel, Jacob Farrell, Austin Douglas, Austin Edson,
Noah Stroosma, Austin Erickson, Jorge Garcia, Chad Wilburg,
MOTION
Jeffrey Barnhart, Jeffrey Jeck, Matthew Meidinger, Isaac Howell,
Jared Bowman, Dylan Peterson, Braden Washington, Gabe
At 12:06 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 12:00 o’clock noon Tuesday, March 24, 2015.
Torgerson, Riley Gerard, Joey Pittis, Blake Beacham, Erik
Lukner, Devin Hutchinson, Drew Aungst, Andrew Engelbretson,
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
Trenton Freiberg, Ben Perusek, and Leo Hanna have devoted
countless hours of hard work to their sport and to their education;
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate congratulate the Sedro-Woolley High
School Cubs as the 2014 football champions of the 2A Division;
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applaud the team's historic accomplishments and contributions to
confidence in Sedro-Woolley High School players and have done
an outstanding job with the Cubs football program; and
student athletics and the community; commend the team's
WHEREAS, The leadership of Principal Kerri Carlton and
players, coaches, and staff for their hard work and dedication; and
recognize students, alumni, and loyal fans for supporting the Cubs
Athletic Director Todd Torgeson has helped to bring both
academic and athletic excellence to Sedro-Woolley High School;
on their successful quest to capture the team's first championship
trophy; and
and
WHEREAS, Superintendent Phil Brockman's mission to
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this
resolution be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the
provide students with the skills and knowledge they need for
future learning and success has motivated the football team to set
Senate to the Sedro-Woolley High School Cubs Head Coach,
Dave Ward, Sedro-Woolley High School Principal, Kerri Carlton,
a new precedent for student leadership and work ethic; and
WHEREAS, Players Gavin Holdt, Carter Needham, Davis
and Sedro-Woolley School District Superintendent, Phil
Brockman.
Mihelich, Dallas Shelton, Spencer Hoover, Wesley Culp, Reid
Trammell, Adrian Vasquez, Carter Crosby, Johnny Bute, Devin
Senator Pearson spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Willard, Billy Hornbeck, Anthony Cann, Dahlton Osborne,
Bryson Bartlett, Thor Wagoner, Bryce Hornbeck, Riley Swartz,
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8637.
The motion by Senator Pearson carried and the resolution was
Jay Burger, Colton Austin, Eli Chevez, Mason Elms, Cory
Wilson, Damian McDougle, James Barney, Quinn Carpenter,
adopted by voice vote.
Quinten Roppel, Jacob Farrell, Austin Douglas, Austin Edson,
Noah Stroosma, Austin Erickson, Jorge Garcia, Chad Wilburg,
MOTION
Jeffrey Barnhart, Jeffrey Jeck, Matthew Meidinger, Isaac Howell,
Jared Bowman, Dylan Peterson, Braden Washington, Gabe
At 12:06 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 12:00 o’clock noon Tuesday, March 24, 2015.
Torgerson, Riley Gerard, Joey Pittis, Blake Beacham, Erik
Lukner, Devin Hutchinson, Drew Aungst, Andrew Engelbretson,
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
Trenton Freiberg, Ben Perusek, and Leo Hanna have devoted
countless hours of hard work to their sport and to their education;
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate congratulate the Sedro-Woolley High
School Cubs as the 2014 football champions of the 2A Division;
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The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
March 19, 2015
HB 1308
Prime Sponsor, Representative Vick:
Addressing surplus lines of insurance. Reported by Committee
on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Hobbs; Pedersen and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 23, 2015
ESHB 1440
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Public Safety:
Prohibiting the use of a cell site simulator device without a
warrant. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 23, 2015
SHB 1480
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Transportation: Creating intermittent-use trailer license plates.
(REVISED FOR PASSED LEGISLATURE: Concerning
intermittent-use trailers. )
Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Miloscia;
Pedersen and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 23, 2015
SHB 1503
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary:
Concerning medical liens. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 23, 2015
HB 1817
Prime Sponsor, Representative Shea:
Providing liability immunity for local jurisdictions when wheeled
all-terrain vehicles are operated on public roadways. Reported
by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 23, 2015
HB 1884
Prime Sponsor, Representative Vick:
Expanding the definition of an electric personal assistive mobility
device to include a one-wheeled self-balancing device. Reported
by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib; Jayapal; Miloscia;
Pedersen and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 23, 2015
HB 2181
Prime Sponsor, Representative Schmick:
Modifying the maximum speed limit on highways. Reported by
Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Fain, Vice Chair;
Hobbs, Ranking Minority Member; Cleveland; Habib;
Jayapal; Miloscia; Pedersen and Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senator Liias, Assistant
Ranking Minority Member.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
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SB 6084 by Senator Hill
WHEREAS, Washington State is committed to the promotion
AN ACT Relating to accident report record fees and
of safety programs, policies, and actions; and
surcharges; and amending RCW 46.52.085.
WHEREAS, Thousands of motorcyclists travel the roads,
streets, highways, and interstate systems of Washington State
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
every day; and
WHEREAS, Motorcycles are fuel-efficient vehicles that have
MOTION
access to Washington State High Occupancy Vehicle lanes,
promoting a less congested travel way; and
On motion of Senator Fain, the measure listed on the
WHEREAS, Motorcyclists help to provide funds for the
Introduction and First Reading report was referred to the
transportation infrastructure of Washington State that they and
committee as designated.
others use; and
WHEREAS, The majority of the motorcycling community is
MOTION
committed to motorcycle safety and awareness and promotes
policies and procedures for themselves and other motorists in
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order to create a safe roadway for all; and
order of business.
WHEREAS, The motorcycling community is filled with
people dedicated to charitable organizations and activities; and
MOTION
WHEREAS, Hundreds of motorcyclists, like those of Bikers
Against Child Abuse, band together to support kids and other
Senator Fain moved adoption of the following resolution:
vulnerable communities all around the state; and
WHEREAS, The month of May is recognized nationally and
SENATE RESOLUTION
throughout the state as Motorcyclist Awareness Month;
8626
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate celebrate the month of May as
By Senators Angel, Bailey, Warnick, Roach, Miloscia, Sheldon,
Motorcycle Awareness Month; and
Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa, O'Ban, Brown, Rivers, Dammeier,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution
Jayapal, and Conway
be immediately transmitted to the AAA Washington office, the
ABATE of Washington office, the Washington Road Riders
WHEREAS, Kaelyn Serene Bray was murdered at three years
Association office, Bikers Against Child Abuse, and the
of age by an act of violence; and
headquarters of the Washington State Patrol and the Washington
WHEREAS, The Dandelion Foundation resolves to work
State Department of Transportation.
diligently to promote awareness and provide education and
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
resources to persons affected by child abuse and domestic
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8627.
violence; and
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the resolution was
WHEREAS, The Dandelion Foundation works to prevent
adopted by voice vote.
child abuse and family violence through education and awareness
to all socioeconomic groups; and
MOTION
WHEREAS, The Dandelion Foundation provides education
and support to those at risk for, experiencing, or surviving abuse;
Senator Fain moved adoption of the following resolution:
and
WHEREAS, The Dandelion Foundation emphasizes that
SENATE RESOLUTION
through these efforts, abuse can be prevented; and
8628
WHEREAS, The Dandelion Foundation strives to provide
affected families a nonthreatening, judgment-free place to get
By Senators Angel, Brown, Bailey, Warnick, Roach, Miloscia,
help, and hopes, in the future, to provide a safe, secure
Sheldon, Kohl-Welles, Hasegawa, Padden, O'Ban, Rivers,
environment for emergency child care;
Dammeier, Jayapal, Rolfes, and Conway
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate join with the Dandelion Foundation in
WHEREAS, Brain Injury Awareness Month was developed to
observing National Child Abuse Prevention Month in the memory
increase public awareness of brain injuries and their
of Kaelyn Serene Bray.
consequences; and
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
WHEREAS, Traumatic brain injury is a serious national public
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8626.
health epidemic that, according to the Centers for Disease Control
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the resolution was
and Prevention, strikes an estimated 1.4 million; and
adopted by voice vote.
WHEREAS, Annually traumatic brain injury claims more than
MOTION
Senator Fain moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8627
By Senators Angel, Bailey, Brown, Warnick, Roach, Miloscia,
Sheldon, Hasegawa, Padden, O'Ban, Rivers, Dammeier, Rolfes,
and Conway

50,000 lives and leaves more than 80,000 individuals with
lifelong disabilities; and
WHEREAS, Traumatic brain injury ranks as the leading cause
of death and disability in children and young adults; and
WHEREAS, The Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center
reports that traumatic brain injury is the "signature injury" for
troops serving in Iraq and Afghanistan, with more than two-thirds
of blast-injured veterans identified as having a brain injury; and
WHEREAS, Prevention is the only known cure for traumatic
brain injury; and
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WHEREAS, In partnership with the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention and the Health Resources and Services
Administration, the Spinal Cord Association of Washington
strives to increase brain injury awareness, and make prevention
and safety measures part of American culture in an effort to
decrease the number of brain injuries;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate honor National Traumatic Brain Injury
Awareness Month during the month of March 2015, and urge all
citizens to educate themselves about traumatic brain injury and
take all necessary precautions to ensure their own safety and the
safety of their loved ones.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8628.

The motion by Senator Fain carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
At 12:04 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, March 25, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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SEVENTY THIRD DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Wednesday, March 25, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exception of Senator Sheldon.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Kayla
Meier and Hailee Bird, presented the Colors.
The President welcomed Miss Mariah Smith, Girl Scout, and
Mr. Jacob Smith, Boy Scout, students at Ptarmigan Ridge
Intermediate School in Orting and accompanied by their father
Mr. Kevin Smith, guests of Senators Becker and Fain, who led
the senate in the Pledge of Allegiance. The prayer was offered by
Senator Dammeier.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
March 24, 2015
SHB 1002
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Prohibiting unfair and deceptive dental insurance
practices. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
SHB 1010
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Concerning referral of medical cases to occupational
therapists. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
HB 1047
Prime Sponsor, Representative Goodman:
Concerning state agencies continuity of operations planning
requirements.
Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.

MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 24, 2015
SHB 1052
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Higher
Education: Requiring institutions of higher education to make an
early registration process available to spouses and domestic
partners of active members of the military. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority
Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
EHB 1123
Prime Sponsor, Representative Blake:
Regulating the minimum dimensions of habitable spaces in
single-family residential areas. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Habib and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Pearson, Vice Chair
and Dansel.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
ESHB 1126
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Early
Learning & Human Services: Concerning department of early
learning fatality reviews. Reported by Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair;
Darneille, Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 24, 2015
SHB 1184
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Increasing the health professions participating in online
access to the University of Washington health sciences library.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
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HB 1189
Prime Sponsor, Representative Hunt, S.:
Regarding hours of availability of cities, towns, and special
purpose districts for inspection and copying of public records.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias,
Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
HB 1259
Prime Sponsor, Representative Cody:
Allowing advanced registered nurse practitioners to sign and
attest to certain documentation. Reported by Committee on
Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
E2SHB 1272
Prime Sponsor, Committee on General
Government & Information Technology: Concerning the crime of
disclosing intimate images. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
2SHB 1281
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Concerning the sexual exploitation of minors.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
HB 1302
Prime Sponsor, Representative Haler:
Clarifying the applicability of child abduction statutes to
residential provisions ordered by a court.
Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
SHB 1313
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Local
Government: Granting fire protection districts and regional fire

protection service authorities biennial budget authority.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
HB 1317
Prime Sponsor, Representative Zeiger:
Revising the lien for collection of sewer charges by counties.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
SHB 1319
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Public Safety:
Making technical corrections to processes for persons sentenced
for offenses committed prior to reaching eighteen years of age.
Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
HB 1389
Prime Sponsor, Representative Goodman:
Addressing the scope of state fire service mobilization and
ensuring compliance with existing state and federal disaster
response policies. Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias,
Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 24, 2015
ESHB 1410
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Local
Government: Modifying provisions governing the competitive
bidding process of water-sewer districts.
Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
HB 1431
Prime Sponsor, Representative Bergquist:
Modifying exemptions relating to real estate appraisals.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
SHB 1439
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Establishing an online alternative credit model at
Central Washington University. Reported by Committee on
Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority
Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 24, 2015
SHB 1447
Prime Sponsor, Committee on State
Government: Granting the director of the department of enterprise
services the authority to fine contractors as a penalty for certain
behaviors. Reported by Committee on Government Operations
& Security
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March 24, 2015
SHB 1644
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Higher
Education: Concerning veteran survivor tuition waiver eligibility.
Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority
Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
SHB 1667
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Establishing the bleeding disorder collaborative
for care. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
SHB 1470
Prime Sponsor, Committee on General
Government & Information Technology: Establishing a blueribbon panel on cybersecurity. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
SHB 1505
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Early
Learning & Human Services: Concerning juvenile restorative
justice programs. Reported by Committee on Human Services,
Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
HB 1554
Prime Sponsor, Representative Stambaugh:
Exempting information of guardians or family members of
children enrolled in child care, early learning, parks and
recreation, after-school, and youth development programs.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and McCoy.

March 24, 2015
SHB 1668
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Public Safety:
Restricting conditional releases of sexually violent predators
outside their county of origin. Reported by Committee on
Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 24, 2015
HB 1674
Prime Sponsor, Representative Pettigrew:
Allowing youthful offenders who complete their confinement
terms prior to age twenty-one equal access to a full continuum of
rehabilitative and reentry services. Reported by Committee on
Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
HB 1706
Prime Sponsor, Representative Stanford:
Authorizing waivers of building fees and services and activities
fees for certain military service members.
Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority
Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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March 24, 2015
HB 1720
Prime Sponsor, Representative Robinson:
Concerning healthy housing. Reported by Committee on
Human Services, Mental Health & Housing

March 24, 2015
2SHB 2041
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Creating a pilot project on performance-based
scholarships in the state need grant program. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority
Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
2SHB 1735
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Concerning extended foster care services.
Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 24, 2015
EHB 1868
Prime Sponsor, Representative Lytton:
Expanding county road fund purposes for certain counties.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias,
Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and McCoy.

March 24, 2015
2SHB 2063
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Creating a work group to design a qualified
achieving a better life experience program. Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Brown; Cleveland; Conway;
Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Angel and Bailey.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 24, 2015
HB 2140
Prime Sponsor, Representative Kagi:
Concerning good cause exceptions during permanency hearings.
Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental Health &
Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair;
Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
HB 1962
Prime Sponsor, Representative Griffey:
Regulating disclosure of process server social security numbers.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.

March 24, 2015
SHB 2160
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary:
Concerning the distribution of intimate images. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
HB 2010
Prime Sponsor, Representative Takko:
Creating appeal procedures for single-family homeowners with
failing septic systems required to connect to public sewer
systems. Reported by Committee on Government Operations &
Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias,
Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
March 24, 2015
SGA 9048
MICHELLE FARRELL, appointed on
October 28, 2014, for the term ending July 1, 2016, as Member
of the Board of Trustees, State School for the Blind. Reported
by Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Hill;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 24, 2015
SGA 9076
GLENN JOHNSON, appointed on April 20,
2014, for the term ending September 30, 2017, as Member of the
Central Washington University Board of Trustees. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education

March 24, 2015
SGA 9210
DOUGLASS L JACKSON, appointed on
February 9, 2015, for the term ending September 30, 2017, as
Member of the Shoreline Community College Board of Trustees.
Reported by Committee on Higher Education

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 24, 2015
SGA 9086
KAREN LEE, appointed on May 7, 2013, for
the term ending June 30, 2016, as Member of the Washington
State Student Achievement Council. Reported by Committee on
Higher Education

March 24, 2015
SGA 9214
MEGAN S O'BRYAN, appointed on
February 9, 2015, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as
Member of the Skagit Valley College Board of Trustees.
Reported by Committee on Higher Education

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Becker;
Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
SGA 9102
DENNIS W MATHEWS, appointed on April
16, 2014, for the term ending July 1, 2018, as Member of the
Board of Trustees, State School for the Blind. Reported by
Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Hill;
Mullet; Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
SGA 9139
LURA J POWELL, appointed on March 10,
2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as Member of the
Board of Regents, Washington State University. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
SGA 9207
MERISA T. HEU-WELLER, appointed on
November 18, 2013, for the term ending September 30, 2018, as
Member of the Bellevue College Board of Trustees. Reported
by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

March 24, 2015
SGA 9215
EARL OVERSTREET, appointed on
October 1, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2020, as
Member of the Western Washington University Board of
Trustees. Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Becker;
Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
with the exceptions of Substitute House Bill No. 1470 which was
referred to the Committee on Ways & Means and Engrossed
House Bill No. 1868 which was referred to the Committee on
Transportation.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Angel moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8648
By Senators Angel, Dammeier, Bailey, Parlette, Padden,
Miloscia, Becker, Warnick, Hill, Kohl-Welles, Darneille, Frockt,
Roach, Rivers, Sheldon, Dansel, King, Brown, Schoesler,
Benton, Fain, Braun, and Keiser
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WHEREAS, Washington has a rich history of being a
champion for women's rights and a national leader in promoting
progress for women, having been one of the first states to grant
suffrage to women; and
WHEREAS, In 1910 Washington distinguished itself by
becoming the fifth state in the nation and the first on the Pacific
coast to permanently enact women's suffrage; and
WHEREAS, Although it took an additional 10 years,
Washington's action inspired and reinvigorated the national
suffrage movement, culminating in the ratification of the 19th
Amendment to the United States Constitution in 1920, assuring
all women in the nation the right to vote; and
WHEREAS, Washington's history would look very different
today had it not been for the courageous women who were willing
to speak out against the status quo in pursuit of equal rights for
all; and
WHEREAS, Susan B. Anthony was a catalyst for change, and
spoke on suffrage legislation before members of the Washington
State Territorial Legislature in Olympia on October 19, 1871,
making her the first woman in the history of the United States to
be given the privilege of addressing an assembled legislature; and
WHEREAS, Susan B. Anthony paved the way for women
leaders, with 2014 marking the 101st year since women first
began serving in the Washington State Legislature, the next major
step in equality after Washington women won the right to vote in
1910; and
WHEREAS, Over the past 100 years, women have made
significant marks on the history of Washington and the legislative
process through their hard work, effective leadership, and broad
influence, transforming economic, cultural, political, family, and
social issues in Washington; and
WHEREAS, In 1926, Bertha Landes became the first woman
to lead a major American city as mayor of Seattle, and gender
barriers continued to crumble when Belle Reeves became
Washington's first female secretary of state; and
WHEREAS, In 1977, Dixy Lee Ray became Washington's
first female governor, and only two years later Senator Jeannette
Hayner became the first woman to serve as the majority leader in
the Washington State Senate; and
WHEREAS, Washington was the first state in the nation to
have two female United States senators, Patty Murray and Maria
Cantwell, and a female governor, Christine Gregoire, at the same
time; and
WHEREAS, Chief Justice Barbara Madsen leads the state
Supreme Court, where a majority of the justices are women, and
Kim Wyman serves as Washington's 15th secretary of state and
the second female to hold that office in Washington's 126-year
history; and
WHEREAS, Cathy McMorris Rodgers, elected to the United
States House of Representatives in 2004, is currently the highest
ranking Republican woman in the House;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Senate
recognize these women and many others who have served
Washington diligently and boldly, and applaud them for changing
the course of history and promoting the full equality of women;
and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That Washington has
consistently been a national leader in the percentage of women
serving in the state legislature, and that the Washington State
Senate honor the legacy of women leaders in service to the State
of Washington and celebrate their role in our democratic process
over the past 100 years.
Senators Angel, Kohl-Welles, Fraser, Chase, Cleveland and
McAuliffe spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8648.
The motion by Senator Angel carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “By the way, Senator Fain. Did you know
who the first women was to vote in the state of Washington, well
actually in Washington? You did not know that? Well, I’m
surprised that none of the woman have mentioned – not that I
debate. I don’t debate but I just thought I’d share this with you.
According to Lewis and Clark’s journals, they took a vote to
determine whether or not they would winter in, on the
Washington side of the river or the Oregon side of the river.
Included in that vote was an African American and a woman:
Sacagawea. They wrongly choose the Oregon side of the
Columbia River. Senator Fain, did you have something to share?”
Senator Fain: “I just had a very brief query for you. Do you
know which female state senator’s birthday is today?”
President Owen: “No.”
Senator Fain: “Well, that would be Senator Rolfes.”
President Owen:
Senator Rolfes.”

“Senator Rolfes. Happy birthday to

Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease and requested those
members to bring the day’s new regular calendar.
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus immediately upon going at ease and requested
those members to bring the day’s new regular calendar.
MOTION
At 10:27 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 11:19 a.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
Senator Rolfes moved that the Senate immediately consider
Senate Floor Resolution No. 8647, modifying rule 45 of the
permanent rules of the senate.
Senators Nelson and Liias spoke in favor of the motion.
Senator Schoesler spoke against the motion.
Senator Rolfes demanded a roll call.
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The President declared that one-sixth of the members
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
House Bill No. 1559 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
the motion by Senator Rolfes that the Senate immediately
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
consider Senate Floor Resolution No. 8647.
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
The Secretary called the roll on the motion by Senator Rolfes
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
and the motion did not carry by the following vote: Yeas, 23;
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Nays, 25; Absent, 1; Excused, 0.
Parlette, Pearson, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Warnick
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Voting nay: Senator Pedersen
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Excused: Senator Sheldon
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1559, having received the
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
the act.
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler and Warnick
Absent: Senator Sheldon
SECOND READING
MOTION

ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1989, by Representatives
Dent and Takko

On motion of Senator Fain, Senator Sheldon was excused.
Concerning water storage asset management services.
MOTION
The measure was read the second time.
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1559, by House
Committee on Higher Education (originally sponsored by
Representatives Riccelli, Johnson, Wylie, Parker, MacEwen,
Harris, Rodne, Schmick, Short, Pettigrew, Ormsby, Robinson,
Van De Wege, Klippert, Reykdal, Sawyer, Holy, Walsh, S. Hunt,
Kretz, Vick, Gregerson, McCaslin, Pike, Scott, Smith, Lytton,
Hudgins, Ryu, Condotta, Sells, Moscoso, Hurst, Santos, Buys,
Fey, Takko, Blake, Dent, Nealey, Kilduff, Chandler, Wilcox,
Haler, Magendanz, Peterson, Ortiz-Self, Appleton, Manweller,
Shea, Senn, Hayes, Kochmar, Hargrove, Muri, Stanford, Fagan,
Griffey, Van Werven, Wilson, Harmsworth, Kirby, Tharinger,
McBride and Goodman)
Concerning higher education programs at Washington State
University and the University of Washington.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1559 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Bailey, Hargrove, Schoesler, Kohl-Welles, Parlette,
Billig and Baumgartner spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1559.
ROLL CALL

MOTION
Senator Warnick moved that the following committee
striking amendment by the Committee on Agriculture, Water &
Rural Economic Development be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 35.21 RCW to read as follows:
(1) Any municipality may elect to contract for asset
management service of its water storage assets in accordance with
this section. If a municipality elects to contract under this
subsection for all, some, or one component of water storage asset
management services for its water storage assets, each
municipality shall publish notice of its requirements to procure
asset management service of its water storage assets. The
announcement must concisely state the scope and nature of the
water storage asset management service for which a contract is
required and encourage firms to submit proposals to meet these
requirements. If a municipality chooses to negotiate a water
storage asset management service contract under this section, no
otherwise applicable statutory procurement requirement applies.
(2) The municipality may negotiate a fair and reasonable
water storage asset management service contract with the firm
that submits the best proposal based on criteria that is established
by the municipality.
(3) If the municipality is unable to negotiate a satisfactory
water storage asset management service contract with the firm
that submits the best proposal, negotiations with that firm must
formally be terminated and the municipality may select another
firm in accordance with this section and continue negotiation until
a water storage asset management service contract is reached or
the selection process is terminated.
(4) For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Water storage asset management services" means the
financing, designing, improving, operating, maintaining,
repairing, testing, inspecting, cleaning, administering, or
managing, or any combination thereof, of a water storage asset.
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(b) "Water storage asset" means water storage structures and
associated distribution systems, such as the water tank, tower,
well, meter, or water filter."
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development to Engrossed House Bill No. 1989.
The motion by Senator Warnick carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.

SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1610, by House
Committee on Judiciary (originally sponsored by Representatives
McCaslin, Riccelli, Rodne, Orwall, Holy, Stokesbary, G. Hunt,
Taylor and Shea)
Changing jury service provisions.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment
was adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "services;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and adding a new section to
chapter 35.21 RCW."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed House Bill No. 1989 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Warnick spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed House Bill No. 1989 as amended
by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
House Bill No. 1989 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0;
Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Warnick
Excused: Senator Sheldon
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1989 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING

On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1610 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1610.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1610 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Warnick
Excused: Senator Sheldon
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1610, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
MOTION
At 11:51 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon Thursday, March 26, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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SEVENTY FOURTH DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Thursday, March 26, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
March 25, 2015
SB 5400 Prime Sponsor, Senator Conway: Implementing a
temporary additional fee on licenses and permits issued by the
Washington state liquor control board. Reported by Committee
on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 25, 2015
HB 1004
Prime Sponsor, Representative Springer:
Clarifying provisions that allow for the tasting of alcohol by
students under twenty-one years of age. Reported by Committee
on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
HB 1014
Prime Sponsor, Representative Appleton:
Concerning antifreeze products. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
HB 1032
Prime Sponsor, Representative Blake:
Amending the fee structure provided in RCW 77.55.321 to
encourage habitat projects that provide a public benefit.
Reported by Committee on Natural Resources & Parks

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority
Member; Chase and McAuliffe.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel, Vice Chair.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hewitt and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
SHB 1043
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Business &
Financial Services: Concerning self-service storage facilities.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
SHB 1048
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Business &
Financial Services: Updating, clarifying, and strengthening
department of financial institutions' enforcement, licensing, and
examination statutes relating to residential mortgage lending, and
enhancing the crime of mortgage fraud in the residential mortgage
lending process.
Reported by Committee on Financial
Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Hobbs; Litzow;
Pedersen and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
SHB 1063
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Business &
Financial Services: Concerning cosmetology, hair design,
barbering, esthetics, and manicuring. Reported by Committee
on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
2SHB 1118
Prime Sponsor, Committee on General
Government & Information Technology: Creating cost savings by
providing administrative flexibility to the department of fish and
wildlife in its implementation of Title 77 RCW while not
directing any changes to resource management outcomes.
Reported by Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority
Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and Warnick.

Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel, Vice Chair.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
HB 1168
Prime Sponsor, Representative Ormsby:
Correcting restrictions on collecting a pension in the public
employees' retirement system for retirees returning to work in an
ineligible position or a position covered by a different state
retirement system. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senator Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.

March 25, 2015
HB 1232
Prime Sponsor, Representative Chandler:
Concerning employer-purchased fishing guide licenses.
Reported by Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority
Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel, Vice Chair.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
HB 1263
Prime Sponsor, Representative Stokesbary:
Exempting certified public accountants from private investigator
regulations. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
ESHB 1170
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Local
Government: Granting port districts certain administrative
powers. Reported by Committee on Trade & Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Chase, Ranking
Minority Member; Angel; Frockt and McCoy.

March 25, 2015
HB 1279
Prime Sponsor, Representative Kochmar:
Modifying the definition of legislative authority for purposes of
local tourism promotion areas. Reported by Committee on
Trade & Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Chase, Ranking
Minority Member; Angel; Frockt and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
HB 1179
Prime Sponsor, Representative Lytton:
Exempting cider makers from the wine commission assessment.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor

March 25, 2015
SHB 1283
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Business &
Financial Services: Concerning nonprofit organizations engaged
in debt adjusting. Reported by Committee on Financial
Institutions & Insurance

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Hobbs; Litzow;
Pedersen and Roach.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 25, 2015
SHB 1194
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor:
Addressing the death benefits of a surviving spouse of a member
of the law enforcement officers' and firefighters' retirement
system or the state patrol retirement system. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,

March 25, 2015
HB 1309
Prime Sponsor, Representative Vick:
Concerning the sale of floating homes or floating on-water
residences by brokers. Reported by Committee on Commerce &
Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
SHB 1337
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Finance:
Increasing the flexibility for industrial development district levies
for public port districts. Reported by Committee on Trade &
Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Brown, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Chase, Ranking
Minority Member; Angel; Frockt and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill; Mullet;
Rivers and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

March 25, 2015
SHB 1496
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor:
Addressing vocational rehabilitation by making certain
recommendations
from
the
vocational
rehabilitation
subcommittee permanent and creating certain incentives for
employers to employ injured workers with permanent disabilities.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor

March 25, 2015
HB 1392
Prime Sponsor, Representative Stanford:
Concerning the administrative rate the recreation and
conservation funding board may retain to administer the grant
programs established in chapter 79A.15 RCW. Reported by
Committee on Natural Resources & Parks

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Pearson, Chair; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe
and Warnick.

March 24, 2015
SHB 1516
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Finance:
Providing an exemption for certain lodging services from the
convention and trade center tax. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means

MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel, Vice Chair.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
HB 1465
Prime Sponsor, Representative MacEwen:
Creating a dedicated account for elevators, lifting devices,
moving walks, manufactured and mobile homes, recreational and
commercial vehicles, factory built housing and commercial
structures, and contractor registration and compliance activities.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 25, 2015
2SHB 1469
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Addressing removal of payment credentials and
other sensitive data from state data networks. Reported by
Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Hobbs; Litzow; Pedersen and
Roach.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Dammeier, Vice Chair.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 24, 2015
E2SHB 1546
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Concerning dual credit opportunities provided by
Washington state's public institutions of higher education.
Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
McAuliffe, Ranking Member; Fain; Hill; Mullet; Rivers and
Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Billig.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 24, 2015
E2SHB 1491
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Improving quality in the early care and education
system. Reported by Committee on Early Learning & K-12
Education

March 25, 2015
SHB 1564
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Commerce &
Gaming: Concerning the local option prohibition on the sale of
liquor. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
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Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 25, 2015
SHB 1575
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Capital
Budget: Regulating retainage bonds on public contracts.
Reported by Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Benton, Chair; Angel, Vice Chair; Mullet, Ranking
Minority Member; Darneille; Hobbs; Litzow; Pedersen and
Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
HB 1620
Prime Sponsor, Representative Tharinger:
Increasing the surcharge to fund biotoxin testing and monitoring.
Reported by Committee on Natural Resources & Parks

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
2SHB 1654
Prime Sponsor, Committee on General
Government & Information Technology: Controlling noxious
weeds while still supporting pollen-rich forage plant communities
for honey bees. Reported by Committee on Natural Resources
& Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority
Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel, Vice Chair.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Pearson, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking
Minority Member; Chase and McAuliffe.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel, Vice Chair.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hewitt and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 25, 2015
HB 1627
Prime Sponsor, Representative Schmick:
Expanding the existing prohibition on unlawfully entering the
land of another to hunt or to retrieve hunted wildlife under Title
77 RCW to include entering the land of another to collect wildlife
parts. Reported by Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
HB 1641
Prime Sponsor, Representative Blake:
Adding shellfish to the list of species types listed in RCW
77.15.260(1)(a). Reported by Committee on Natural Resources
& Parks

March 25, 2015
SHB 1676
Prime Sponsor, Committee on General
Government & Information Technology: Understanding the
effects of predation on wild ungulate populations. Reported by
Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 24, 2015
EHB 1859
Prime Sponsor, Representative Kilduff:
Concerning the amendment, recodification, decodification, or
repeal of statutes relating to state capital construction funds and
accounts and bond authorizations that are inactive, obsolete, or no
longer necessary for continued publication in the Revised Code
of Washington. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
SHB 1651
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor:
Concerning definitions related to human trafficking. Reported
by Committee on Commerce & Labor

March 24, 2015
HB 1940
Prime Sponsor, Representative Stokesbary:
Exempting levies imposed by qualifying flood control zone
districts from certain limitations upon regular property tax levies.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
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Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt;
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
McAuliffe and Warnick.
O'Ban; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Padden and Parlette.
March 25, 2015
SHB 2107
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Requiring the department of fish and wildlife to
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
update the 2011 wolf conservation and management plan to
ensure the establishment of a self-sustaining population of gray
March 25, 2015
HB 2000
Prime Sponsor, Representative Hurst:
wolves while also ensuring social tolerance of wolf recovery.
Reported by Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
Authorizing the governor to enter into agreements with federally
recognized Indian tribes in the state of Washington concerning
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
marijuana. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Chase; Hewitt; McAuliffe and
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Warnick.
Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority
Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 25, 2015
SHB 2109
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
March 24, 2015
Appropriations: Creating the Washington small business
HB 2007
Prime Sponsor, Representative Zeiger:
Concerning reimbursement to eligible providers for medicaid
retirement marketplace. Reported by Committee on Financial
ground emergency medical transportation services. Reported by
Institutions & Insurance
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Signed by Senators Benton, Chair; Mullet, Ranking Minority
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Member; Darneille; Hobbs; Litzow; Pedersen and Roach.
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
recommendation. Signed by Senator Angel, Vice Chair.
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Parlette;
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MOTION
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senators Hasegawa and
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Padden.
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
March 25, 2015
Pursuant to Rule 46, on motion of Senator Fain, and without
2SHB 2040
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
objection, the Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Appropriations: Initiating a campaign to increase veteran
Economic Development and the Committee on Human Services,
employment. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
Mental Health & Housing were granted special leave to meet
during the day’s floor session.
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa,
MOTION
Ranking Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and
Warnick.
At 12:01 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Friday, March 27, 2015.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 25, 2015
ESHB 2093
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Agriculture &
Natural Resources: Concerning wildland fire suppression.
Reported by Committee on Natural Resources & Parks
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Pearson, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair;

BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
March 26, 2015
SHB 1132
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Concerning the regulation of adult family homes.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SHB 1138
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Higher
Education: Creating a task force on mental health and suicide
prevention in higher education. Reported by Committee on
Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority
Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 26, 2015
SHB 1252
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Public Safety:
Prescribing penalties for allowing or permitting unlicensed
practice of massage therapy or reflexology. Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SHB 1285
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Requiring critical congenital heart disease screening
for newborns. Reported by Committee on Health Care

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
HB 1531
Prime Sponsor, Representative Tharinger:
Removing expiration dates for training and certification
exemptions for certain long-term care workers. Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SHB 1636
Prime Sponsor, Committee on State
Government: Requiring disability employment reporting by state
agencies. Reported by Committee on Government Operations &
Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
HB 1652
Prime Sponsor, Representative Cody:
Concerning medicaid managed health care system payments for
health care services provided by nonparticipating providers.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 26, 2015
SHB 1696
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Higher
Education: Modifying provisions related to tuition setting
authority at public institutions of higher education. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking
Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 26, 2015
SHB 1721
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Concerning the transport of patients by ambulance to
facilities other than hospitals. Reported by Committee on Health
Care
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SHB 1727
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Modifying the definition of health care facility relating
to nursing assistants' practice settings. Reported by Committee
on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
HB 1819
Prime Sponsor, Representative Wilson:
Concerning appointments to inspect the books of account of a
political committee or a candidate committee. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority
Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 26, 2015
HB 1977
Prime Sponsor, Representative Moscoso:
Creating a tuition and fees exemption for children and surviving
spouses of certain highway workers. Reported by Committee on
Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority
Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 26, 2015
SHB 2021
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Concerning the prescription drug assistance
foundation. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS

March 26, 2015
E2SHB 1825
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Modifying the definition of resident student to
comply with federal requirements established by the veterans
access, choice, and accountability act of 2014. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education

March 26, 2015
SGA 9002
DANIEL J ALTMAYER, appointed on
October 1, 2013, for the term ending September 30, 2018, as
Member of the Board of Trustees, Community College District
No. 9 (Highline Community College). Reported by Committee
on Higher Education

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles, Ranking Minority
Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
HB 1858
Prime Sponsor, Representative Shea:
Prohibiting the names of county auditors and the secretary of state
from being included on ballot envelopes and in voters' pamphlets
when running for reelection. Reported by Committee on
Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member and McCoy.

March 26, 2015
SGA 9005
SHERRY L ARMIJO, appointed on October
20, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as Member of
the Board of Trustees, Columbia Basin Community College
District No. 19. Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
HB 1961
Prime Sponsor, Representative Zeiger:
Decodifying, expiring, and making nonsubstantive changes to
community and technical college provisions. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education

March 26, 2015
SGA 9033
MAUD DAUDON, appointed on May 7,
2013, for the term ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the
Washington State Student Achievement Council. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
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MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 26, 2015
SGA 9041
TIM B DOUGLAS, reappointed on October
1, 2013, for the term ending September 30, 2018, as Member of
the Board of Trustees, Community College District No. 21
(Whatcom Community College). Reported by Committee on
Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

(Lake Washington Institute of Technology).
Committee on Higher Education

Reported by

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SGA 9072
SHAUNTA HYDE, appointed on April 24,
2013, for the term ending April 3, 2017, as Member of the State
Board for Community and Technical Colleges. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SGA 9054
DARCEY FUGMAN-SMALL, reappointed
on November 21, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019,
as Member of the Walla Walla Community College Board of
Trustees. Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

March 26, 2015
SGA 9077
TOM A JOHNSON, reappointed on May 17,
2013, for the term ending March 26, 2017, as Member of the
Higher Education Facilities Authority. Reported by Committee
on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SGA 9058
FREDERICK GOLDBERG, reappointed on
October 22, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2020, as
Member of the The Evergreen State College Board of Trustees.
Reported by Committee on Higher Education

March 26, 2015
SGA 9085
BRUCE L LACHNEY, appointed on
December 1, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as
Member of the Board of Trustees, Clover Park Technical College
District No. 29. Reported by Committee on Higher Education

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Frockt; Liias and Miloscia.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 26, 2015
SGA 9060
CLAIRE GRACE, appointed on July 1, 2013,
for the term ending May 17, 2017, as Member of the Higher
Education Facilities Authority. Reported by Committee on
Higher Education

March 26, 2015
SGA 9094
JAMES LOWERY, appointed on October
20, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as Member of
the Board of Trustees, Centralia Community College District No.
12. Reported by Committee on Higher Education

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 26, 2015
SGA 9062
ANNE HAMILTON, reappointed on
October 20, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as
Member of the Board of Trustees, Technical College District #26

March 26, 2015
SGA 9113
JULIE P MILLER, appointed on October 20,
2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as Member of the
Board of Trustees, Cascadia Community College District No. 30.
Reported by Committee on Higher Education
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MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SGA 9127
LEE NEWGENT, appointed on August 5,
2013, for the term ending June 30, 2017, as Member of the Work
Force Training and Education Coordinating Board. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt; Liias and
Miloscia.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SGA 9128
DAVID L NICANDRI, appointed on
October 22, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2020, as
Member of the The Evergreen State College Board of Trustees.
Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt and Liias.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SGA 9132
TYLER PAGE, appointed on October 1,
2013, for the term ending September 30, 2018, as Member of the
Board of Trustees, Technical College District #27 (Renton).
Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt and Liias.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SGA 9145
SUSANA REYES, appointed on May 7,
2013, for the term ending June 30, 2015, as Member of the
Washington State Student Achievement Council. Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
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MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt and Liias.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 26, 2015
SGA 9190
PATRICIA WHITEFOOT, reappointed on
October 1, 2012, for the term ending September 30, 2017, as
Member of the Board of Trustees, Community College District
No. 16 (Yakima Valley Community College). Reported by
Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt and Liias.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SGA 9202
LINDA S COWAN, reappointed on January
19, 2015, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as Member of
the Green River Community College Board of Trustees.
Reported by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt and Liias.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SGA 9209
LAWRENCE M GLENN, appointed on
February 6, 2015, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as
Member of the Peninsula College Board of Trustees. Reported
by Committee on Higher Education
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt and Liias.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
with the exception of House Bill No. 1977 which was referred to
the Committee on Rules.
MOTION

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Bailey, Chair; Kohl-Welles,
Ranking Minority Member; Becker; Frockt and Liias.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 26, 2015
SGA 9151
JAQUELINE B ROSENBLATT, appointed
on October 20, 2014, for the term ending September 30, 2019, as
Member of the Board of Trustees, Community College District
No. 11 (Pierce College). Reported by Committee on Higher
Education

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6085 by Senator Baumgartner
AN ACT Relating to office furniture installation,
reconfiguration, and maintenance; and reenacting and
amending RCW 19.28.091.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
SB 6086 by Senators Becker and Keiser
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AN ACT Relating to exempting hospitals licensed under
chapter 70.41 RCW that receive capital funds to operate new
psychiatric services from certain certificate of need
requirements; adding a new section to chapter 70.38 RCW;
creating a new section; providing an expiration date; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
MOTION

On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated with the exception of Senate Bill No.
6086 which was referred to the Committee on Health Care.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Hatfield moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8643
By Senator Hatfield
WHEREAS, The 2014-2015 Mark Morris girls' basketball
team, the Mighty Monarchs, once again triumphed over all Class
2A teams in the state girls' basketball tournament; and
WHEREAS, The Mark Morris girls' basketball team
dominated its opponents like no other 2A girls' teams have; and

WHEREAS, The Mark Morris girls' basketball team, since
January 1, 2015, beat every opponent by 20 points; and
WHEREAS, The Mark Morris girls' basketball team was the
state champions in two out of the last three state tournaments; and
WHEREAS, Ashley Coons, Karley Eaton, and Kourtney
Eaton were chosen to be on the All-State 2A girls' basketball
team; and
WHEREAS, The members of the Mark Morris High School
girls' basketball team were proud and worthy ambassadors for
their high school, their school district, and the City of Longview;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate honor the tremendous achievement of
the Mark Morris High School girls' basketball team; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That Basketball Head Coach
Steve Rookledge and Assistants Rex Giles, Chris Coffee, and Jan
Karnowski be commended for their outstanding leadership in
crafting their team into champions; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution
be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to Mark
Morris High School and the Longview Daily News newspaper.
Senator Hatfield spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8643.
The motion by Senator Hatfield carried and the resolution
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
At 10:05 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon Monday, March 30, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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SEVENTY EIGHTH DAY
NOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Monday, March 30, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President Pro Tempore, Senator Roach presiding. No roll call
was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
March 27, 2015
SHB 1089
Prime Sponsor, Committee on State
Government: Adding adherence to state wage payment laws to
the state's responsible bidder criteria. Reported by Committee
on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority
Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority
Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 27, 2015
EHB 1422
Prime Sponsor, Representative Scott:
Concerning misrepresentation of a floral product business's
geographic location. (REVISED FOR ENGROSSED:
Concerning misrepresentation of a floral product business's
geographic location and advertising requirements for floral
product businesses.) Reported by Committee on Commerce &
Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking
Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 27, 2015
HB 1595
Prime Sponsor, Representative Senn:
Changing the definition of labor hours for the purposes of the
apprenticeship utilization statute. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority
Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 27, 2015
EHB 1091
Prime Sponsor, Representative Van De
Wege: Concerning the unauthorized interference of ticket sales
over the internet. Reported by Committee on Commerce &
Labor

March 27, 2015
SHB 1604
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor:
Creating a work group on occupational disease exposure for
firefighters. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking
Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority
Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 27, 2015
HB 1124
Prime Sponsor, Representative Takko:
Permitting the sampling of beer and wine at locations licensed to
serve beer and wine for on-premises consumption. Reported by
Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking
Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 27, 2015
HB 1342
Prime Sponsor, Representative Bergquist:
Permitting the sale of cider in microbrewery tasting rooms.
Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor

March 27, 2015
SHB 1749
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor:
Concerning contractor registration requirements for owners of
property. Reported by Committee on Commerce & Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking Minority
Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 27, 2015
E2SHB 1807
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Assisting small businesses licensed to sell spirits
in Washington state. Reported by Committee on Commerce &
Labor
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking
Minority Member; Conway; Keiser; King and Warnick.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Senate
recognize Kent Pride for their commitment to increasing
awareness and community involvement in the Kent Valley.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8651.
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.

MOTION
Senator Rolfes moved adoption of the following resolution:

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6087 by Senators Hobbs, Mullet and Chase
AN ACT Relating to increasing the minimum hourly wage;
amending RCW 49.46.020 and 49.46.120; adding new
sections to chapter 49.46 RCW; and providing an effective
date.
Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the measure listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report was referred to the
committee as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Fain moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8651
By Senator Fain
WHEREAS, Kent Pride works to create awareness and
diversity in the Kent Valley; and
WHEREAS, Through Kent Pride, a unique group of
community members work to achieve a common goal in order to
increase open-mindedness and acceptance; and
WHEREAS, Kent Pride promotes the value of equality for all
in a positive atmosphere at the Kent Pride Parade; and
WHEREAS, Kent Pride adds a unique dimension to the culture
and vision of Kent; and
WHEREAS, The vision of Kent Pride maintains long-term
goals of unity and expression within the City of Kent; and
WHEREAS, Kent Pride highlights the contributions of a
distinctive group to the community in a welcoming and
expressive manner; and
WHEREAS, Kent's residents and their diversity have played
an influential role in helping to create a multifaceted community
that makes Kent a dynamic place to live;

SENATE RESOLUTION
8649
By Senators Kohl-Welles, Pedersen, Fraser, Billig, Parlette,
Padden, Hewitt, Becker, Hill, Keiser, Hatfield, Hasegawa,
Conway, Ericksen, Pearson, Dammeier, Frockt, O'Ban, Warnick,
Brown, Nelson, Braun, Dansel, Rolfes, Liias, Jayapal, and Roach
WHEREAS, People of all ethnic and cultural heritage live in
Washington State, sharing their traditions, histories, and cultures
with the citizens of our state; and
WHEREAS, The State of Washington recognizes the great
cultural contributions made by the many generations and
individuals of Norwegian descent residing in our state,
particularly in Ballard; and
WHEREAS, Since 1889, the greater Seattle area and beyond
have joined in celebrating Norway's Constitution Day on the 17th
of May by hosting a 17th of May, or "Syttende Mai," Festival and
parade in Ballard to honor the day in 1814 when Norway declared
its independence by signing its constitution, making this the 126th
anniversary of the Festival; and
WHEREAS, The Ballard 17th of May parade is one of the
largest ethnic parades in the United States, and the largest 17th of
May parade outside of Oslo, Norway; and
WHEREAS, On the 17th of May the Ballard community will
join together to participate in a wide range of cultural festivities
and events in celebration of all that is Norwegian;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate honor Norway's Constitution Day, May
17, 2015, and encourage all citizens of Washington State to join
in celebrating the culture and heritage of Norway.
Senator Rolfes spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8649.
The motion by Senator Rolfes carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
At 12:05 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 11:00 o’clock a.m. Tuesday, March 31, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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SEVENTY NINTH DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Tuesday, March 31, 2015

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking
Minority Member; Conway; Keiser and Warnick.

The Senate was called to order at 11:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair and
King.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
March 30, 2015
SHB 1045
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Concerning the practice of East Asian medicine.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 30, 2015
SHB 1145
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Local
Government: Allowing joint meetings of county legislative
authorities under certain circumstances. Reported by Committee
on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Dansel; Habib and
McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 30, 2015
HB 1307
Prime Sponsor, Representative Harris:
Concerning enforcement standards for residential services and
support providers. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 30, 2015
EHB 1443
Prime Sponsor, Representative Hunt, G.:
Concerning fees charged by commercial parking businesses and
requiring notice to customers. Reported by Committee on
Commerce & Labor

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 30, 2015
E2SHB 1485
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Concerning family medicine residencies in
health professional shortage areas. Reported by Committee on
Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Rivers.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 30, 2015
SHB 1625
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Concerning provision of drugs to ambulance or aid
services. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 30, 2015
EHB 1729
Prime Sponsor, Representative Pettigrew:
Concerning the administration of a statewide network of
community-based domestic violence victim services by the
department of social and health services.
Reported by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair;
Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 30, 2015
E2SHB 1763
Prime Sponsor, Committee on General
Government & Information Technology: Regulating music
licensing agencies. Reported by Committee on Commerce &
Labor
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Baumgartner, Chair; Hasegawa, Ranking
Minority Member; Conway and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Keiser and King.

Signed by
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 30, 2015
HB 1779
Prime Sponsor, Representative Van De
Wege: Requiring specialized training for persons conducting
victim interviews as part of the disciplinary process for a health
professional alleged to have committed sexual misconduct.
Reported by Committee on Health Care

March 30, 2015
2SHB 1916
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Integrating administrative provisions for
chemical dependency and mental health.
Reported by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair;
Darneille, Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Brown; Cleveland;
Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Bailey.

March 30, 2015
ESHB 1980
Prime Sponsor, Committee on State
Government: Implementing recommendations of the sunshine
committee. Reported by Committee on Government Operations
& Security

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 30, 2015
SHB 1800
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Early
Learning & Human Services: Concerning filing a petition seeking
termination of parental rights. Reported by Committee on
Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair;
Hargrove and Padden.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Darneille, Ranking
Minority Member.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 30, 2015
SHB 1879
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Directing the health care authority to issue a request for
proposals for integrated managed health and behavioral health
services for foster children. Reported by Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair;
Darneille, Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 30, 2015
EHB 1890
Prime Sponsor, Representative Schmick:
Concerning a second-party payment process for paying insurers.
(REVISED FOR ENGROSSED: Concerning a second-party
payment process for paying issuer.) Reported by Committee on
Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser; Parlette and Rivers.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 30, 2015
HB 2055
Prime Sponsor, Representative Johnson:
Concerning statements on ballot measures in voters' pamphlets.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Habib and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation.
Signed by Senator Liias, Ranking
Minority Member.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
March 30, 2015
SGA 9204
PATRICK DOWD, appointed on January 16,
2015, for the term ending at the governor’s pleasure, as Director
of the Office of the Family and Children Ombudsman - Agency
Head. Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental
Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia,
Vice Chair; Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove
and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Do not pass.
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On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
order of business.
with the exception of Substitute House Bill No. 1879 which was
referred to the Committee on Ways & Means.
MOTION
MOTION

Senator Honeyford moved adoption of the following
resolution:

On motion of Senator Fain and without objection, pursuant to
Rule 46, the standing committees of the senate were granted
special leave to meet during the day’s floor session.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
March 30, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The Speaker has signed:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1559,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1610
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT
Pursuant to Article 2, Section 32 of the State Constitution
and Senate Rule 1(5), the President announced the signing of and
thereupon did sign in open session:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1559,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1610.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6088 by Senator Braun
AN ACT Relating to K-12 education enhancements;
amending RCW 28A.150.261; reenacting and amending
RCW 28A.150.260; creating a new section; providing an
effective date; and providing for submission of this act to a
vote of the people.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6089 by Senator Hill
AN ACT Relating to health benefit exchange sustainability;
amending RCW 43.71.010, 43.71.030, 43.71.060, 43.71.080,
48.14.0201, and 48.14.020; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Health Care & Wellness.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION

SENATE RESOLUTION
8639
By Senators Bailey, Honeyford, Fain, Baumgartner, Hill,
Ericksen, Ranker, Billig, Dansel, Hewitt, Braun, Hargrove, King,
Conway, O'Ban, Padden, Hasegawa, and Hatfield
WHEREAS, Achievements of any kind by Washington State
students should be honored by Washington State senators,
parents, teachers, and the like; and
WHEREAS, The Mount Vernon Christian School Hurricanes
recently claimed an undefeated state boys' soccer championship
for the first time in the team's twenty-five year existence; and
WHEREAS, The efforts and achievements of the Mount
Vernon Christian School boys' soccer team in its 2014 season are
proof of not only athletic excellence, but also hard work, passion,
and determination; and
WHEREAS, This commitment to excellence on the soccer
field is an extension of the Hurricane's commitment to academic
excellence and a Christian education; and
WHEREAS, Coaches Joel Adeline and Robert Adeline and
team members Isaiah Corp, Michael Hancock, Tyler Houtsma,
James Hurd, Joshua Twedt, Jayson Withers, Tim Cummings,
Riley Hood, Dalton McIlrath, Jack Bender, Alex Bridge, Jack
Hammingh, Travis Ketcham, Luis Pimental, Bryson Smith, Caleb
Twedt, Carter Annema, and Levi Gott have demonstrated
incredible teamwork in a 22-0-0 undefeated season to capture the
Northwest 1A/2B League, Northwest District One, Northwest
Tri-District, and 2B/1B State championships; and
WHEREAS, Various Mount Vernon Christian School boys'
soccer team players were the recipients of 2014 Washington State
Soccer Coaches Association awards in the 2B/1B Class, including
"MVP" to Tyler Houtsma, Forward; "1st Team All-State" to Tyler
Houtsma, Forward, James Hurd, Midfielder, Michael Hancock,
Defender, and Riley Hood, Goal Keeper; and "2nd Team AllState" to Jack Hammingh, Forward, and Joshua Twedt, Defender;
and
WHEREAS, The Washington State Soccer Coaches
Association's "Coach of the Year" award for 2014 went to Mount
Vernon Christian School's Joel Adeline;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate acknowledge and celebrate the
achievements of the Mount Vernon Christian School Hurricanes
boys' soccer team, whose dedication, teamwork, and
perseverance have made their families, school, community, and
state proud; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution
be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to
coaches Joel and Robert Adeline, all members of the Mount
Vernon Christian School boys' soccer team, and the Mount
Vernon Christian School.
Senator Honeyford spoke in favor of adoption of the
resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8639.
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The motion by Senator Honeyford carried and the resolution
was adopted by voice vote.

Washington, in celebration of the Washington State Constitution
and the 800-year legacy of the Magna Carta.
Senator Fraser spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.

MOTION
Senator Fraser moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8652

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8652.
The motion by Senator Fraser carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

By Senators Fraser, McAuliffe, Angel, Keiser, Parlette, Miloscia,
Dammeier, and O'Ban
WHEREAS, The Magna Carta, also known as the Great
Charter, is the cornerstone of liberty and constitutional law; and
WHEREAS, On June 15, 2015, the 800th anniversary of this
fundamental legal document will be commemorated in
Washington, the United Kingdom, and throughout the world; and
WHEREAS, The Washington State Constitution of 1889
echoes the famous "Free Man Clause" of the Magna Carta in
Article I, Section 3 (Personal Rights), reading, "No person shall
be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law"; and
WHEREAS, The Magna Carta's "Free Man Clause" reads, "No
free man shall be seized or imprisoned, or stripped of his rights or
possessions, or outlawed or exiled, or deprived of his standing in
any other way, nor will we proceed with force against him, or
send others to do so, except by the lawful judgment of his equals
or by the law of the land," thereby, for the first time, subjecting
the Crown to the rule of law; and
WHEREAS, King John of England sealed the Magna Carta on
June 15, 1215, to settle disputes between the King and rebel
barons, provide protection for the rights of the church, limit feudal
payments, safeguard barons from illegal imprisonment, and place
limits on the Crown through the establishment of rule of law in
English society; and
WHEREAS, English people brought the concepts of the Great
Charter with them to the New World and used them as the basis
of their government charters; and
WHEREAS, The Charter of Massachusetts Bay, as well as the
First Charter of Virginia, thus provided colonists with liberties
and immunities similar to those recognized in the Magna Carta;
and
WHEREAS, Lord Denning, a prominent English judge of the
20th century, described the Magna Carta as "the greatest
constitutional document of all times—the foundation of the
freedom of the individual against the arbitrary authority of the
despot"; and
WHEREAS, The legal principles of the Magna Carta are
reflected in the United States Constitution of 1787; and
WHEREAS, The framers of the Washington State
Constitution also relied on the principles of the Magna Carta
when drafting our state's constitution in 1889; and
WHEREAS, The Washington State Constitution thus
preserves major rights won through centuries of struggle,
including the many rights specifically protected in Article I
(Declaration of Rights), reflecting the legacy of the Magna Carta;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate applaud this cornerstone of liberty and
constitutional law by commemorating the 800th anniversary of
the sealing of the Magna Carta, and encourage Washingtonians to
engage in educational and commemorative activities throughout
the year; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That Washingtonians are
encouraged to honor the rule of law on June 15, 2015, at a noon
program and reception at the Temple of Justice in Olympia,

Senator Kohl-Welles moved adoption of the following
resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8653
By Senators Kohl-Welles, Jayapal, Chase, Parlette, Hobbs,
Mullet, Nelson, Fraser, Keiser, Hargrove, Ranker, McCoy,
Hasegawa, Conway, Darneille, Cleveland, Billig, Rolfes,
McAuliffe, Frockt, and Pedersen
WHEREAS, William P. Gerberding served with great
distinction as the longest serving president of the University of
Washington from 1979 to 1995; and
WHEREAS, His steadfast advocacy and bold leadership
steered the University through some of its most turbulent
financial times to emerge stronger than ever before in both
academic programs and facilities; and
WHEREAS, His spirit and civility, his grace and wit, his
integrity, and capacious intellect was appreciated across the
campus and across the state by students and faculty alike; and
WHEREAS, His success is seen in every corner of the
University's campuses, from distinguished faculty to splendid
buildings to an unparalleled philanthropic program providing
support to all Washingtonians; and
WHEREAS, During his tenure as president 125,000 students
graduated from the University of Washington, including winners
of four Nobel Prizes, and the University kicked off a new era of
public and private support; and
WHEREAS, The University of Washington and Washington
state are a far better place for his having been here;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the members
of the Washington State Senate express their gratitude for his
leadership and exceptional contributions to the University, and
that we honor his lasting legacy.
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of adoption of the
resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8653.
The motion by Senator Kohl-Welles carried and the
resolution was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved adoption of the following
resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8654
By Senators Kohl-Welles, Cleveland, Hobbs, Hatfield, Mullet,
Keiser, McCoy, Nelson, Hargrove, Ranker, Hasegawa, Fraser,
Chase, Conway, Darneille, Jayapal, McAuliffe, and Pedersen
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WHEREAS, Bryce Seidl served the city of Vancouver as
Governor Booth Gardner and veteran state government official
councilmember from 1978 to 1983 and as mayor from 1984 to
Stan Marshburn; and
1987, his tenure best remembered for the major work he did in
WHEREAS, TVW's founders believed that the people of
Vancouver's economic advancement and its arts and cultural
Washington deserved to be able to watch their elected officials in
development, particularly by transforming the city's historic core
action, even if they could not be physically present in Olympia;
with the acquisition and upgrade of Officers Row and attracting
and
the very exclusive Nihonga Exhibit of Japanese art which showed
WHEREAS, Since its inception, TVW has televised well over
in London, Paris, Stockholm, Barcelona, Boston. . . and
30,000 hours of public policy proceedings, including coverage of
Vancouver; and
the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of government,
WHEREAS, He has served the public in a wide variety of
state agencies, state elections, and public policy events hosted by
community service, arts, professional, and educational leadership
nongovernmental organizations; and
positions, a long list that includes the Simpson Timber and Paper
WHEREAS, The first event televised by TVW was a death
companies, Fisher Mills, the Rainier Club, the Columbia River
penalty case before the Washington State Supreme Court, through
Economic Development Council, Pilchuck Glass School, YMCA
which TVW also made history with the first-ever televised state
Campaign for Kids, People for Puget Sound, and the Association
court proceeding; and
of Science-Technology Centers; and
WHEREAS, TVW televises all floor debates in the
WHEREAS, Bryce served as the President and Chief
Washington State Senate and House of Representatives, offers
Executive Officer of the Pacific Science Center for over a decade,
live and archived coverage of all committee hearings in the Senate
and achievements under his direction include establishment of the
and House of Representatives via television or webcast onstunningly impactful teen youth program Discovery Corps,
demand, and archives all of its coverage for citizens to view
building of the Mercer Slough Environmental Center as a joint
online, on-demand; and
venture with the City of Bellevue and its award-winning
WHEREAS, When the Legislature is not meeting in Olympia,
environmental education programs and its Polliwog Preschool,
TVW's mobile camera units cover legislative and public policy
creation of the Discovering the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibition,
events across Washington, which are available on TVW's
presentation of the King Tut exhibit, restoration of much of the
increasingly popular web site, tvw.org, which handles over 5
campus including the PACCAR IMAX theater, growth of the
million online plays of its videos each year, with demand
nationally recognized LASER program for science education
continuing to grow steadily; and
reform, and operation of the nation's largest science education
WHEREAS, The cable television industry carries TVW for
outreach program that reaches all 39 counties of our State every
free, giving TVW $7 million per year in free carriage and
year; and
enabling TVW to reach two-thirds of state residents via
WHEREAS, The city of Vancouver, the Pacific Science
television; and
Center, and Washington State are better places as a result of his
WHEREAS, TVW allows the news media free access to its
career and dedication;
footage, making it easier for television, radio, and newspaper
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the members
reporters to cover state government even when not physically
of the Washington State Senate express their gratitude for Bryce
present at the Capitol; and
Seidl's leadership and exceptional contributions to the city of
WHEREAS, TVW educates young people about civics and
Vancouver, the Pacific Science Center, and the greater
government through its free civics education programs for
community of Washington State.
teachers and students throughout the state, including its "Teach
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of adoption of the
with TVW" web site, innovative "Capitol Classroom" program,
resolution.
and award-winning "Engaged: Students Becoming Citizens"
video series; and
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
WHEREAS, TVW produces award-winning shows, including
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8654.
Inside Olympia, The Impact, and Legislative Review, which
The motion by Senator Kohl-Welles carried and the
highlight key legislative debates and decisions; and
resolution was adopted by voice vote.
WHEREAS, TVW has won four regional Emmy Awards in its
history, including three Emmy Awards in the last two years; and
MOTION
WHEREAS, During its 20 years of service, TVW has had four
distinguished presidents, including Congressman Denny Heck;
Senator Fraser moved adoption of the following resolution:
Cindy Zehnder, former Chief Clerk of the House of
Representatives; Greg Lane, Deputy Secretary of State; and
SENATE RESOLUTION
former State Representative Renee Radcliff Sinclair; and
8655
WHEREAS, TVW has employed a highly talented and
dedicated staff who share a commitment to the organization's
By Senator Fraser
mission, with special recognition owed to 20-year employee Scott
Chisa, programming coordinator, and 17-year employee Anthony
WHEREAS, For 20 years TVW has opened state government
Arenas, operations supervisor, who are the two longest serving
to the people of Washington, offering unedited "gavel-to-gavel"
TVW employees;
coverage of government deliberations and public policy events of
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
statewide significance since signal activation on April 10, 1995;
Washington State Senate congratulate TVW on 20 years of
and
service to the people of Washington State; and
WHEREAS, TVW was the brainchild of Congressman Denny
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution
Heck, who currently represents Washington's 10th Congressional
be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to
District, and previously served as majority leader in the
TVW's president and CEO, and the TVW Board of Directors.
Washington State House of Representatives and chief of staff to
Senator Fraser spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8655.
The motion by Senator Fraser carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
At 11:13 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, April 1, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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EIGHTIETH DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Wednesday, April 1, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
March 31, 2015
HB 1013
Prime Sponsor, Representative Appleton:
Authorizing regular meetings of county legislative authorities to
be held at alternate locations within the county. Reported by
Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SHB 1021
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Public Safety:
Creating a silver alert system. Reported by Committee on Law
& Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
HB 1022
Prime Sponsor, Representative Appleton:
Prohibiting general power of attorney provisions in bail bond
agreements. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SHB 1037
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary:
Implementing changes to child support based on the child support
schedule work group report. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
HB 1059
Prime Sponsor, Representative Fagan:
Concerning sexually violent predators. Reported by Committee
on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair; Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SHB 1068
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Public Safety:
Concerning sexual assault examination kits. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 31, 2015
SHB 1069
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Public Safety:
Concerning preservation of DNA work product. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
ESHB 1078
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Technology &
Economic Development: Enhancing the protection of consumer
financial information. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 31, 2015
HB 1090
Prime Sponsor, Representative Kirby:
Concerning the financial fraud and identity theft crimes
investigation and prosecution program. Reported by Committee
on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
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Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.

HB 1134
Prime Sponsor, Representative Moeller:
Concerning scope of practice for certified counselors and
advisers. Reported by Committee on Health Care

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 31, 2015
ESHB 1093
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Technology &
Economic Development: Concerning unmanned aircraft.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pearson and Roach.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland and Parlette.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Conway; Jayapal and
Keiser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member and KohlWelles.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Darneille.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
ESHB 1094
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Technology &
Economic Development: Concerning biometric identifiers.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pearson and Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senator Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Darneille and KohlWelles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
HB 1113
Prime Sponsor, Representative Appleton:
Authorizing tribal court judges to solemnize marriages.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SHB 1127
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor:
Creating the agricultural labor skills and safety program.
Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.

March 31, 2015
SHB 1183
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Concerning radiology benefit managers. Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
ESHB 1186
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Requiring notifications to patients in observation status
at hospitals. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
EHB 1187
Prime Sponsor, Representative Chandler:
Concerning best practices for water banks. Reported by
Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair;
Hatfield, Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SHB 1223
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Community
Development, Housing & Tribal Affairs: Allowing the use of
lodging taxes for financing workforce housing. Reported by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair Darneille,
Ranking Minority Member.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hargrove and Padden.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
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SHB 1240
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Education:
Concerning restraint or isolation of students, including students
with disabilities, in public schools. Reported by Committee on
Early Learning & K-12 Education
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Litzow, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; McAuliffe,
Ranking Member; Billig; Fain; Hill; Mullet; Rivers and
Rolfes.
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HB 1339
Prime Sponsor, Representative Cody:
Allowing the secretary of health to intercede and stay any
decision of a disciplining authority that expands scope of practice.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 31, 2015
SHB 1248
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary:
Concerning court proceedings. Reported by Committee on Law
& Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.

March 31, 2015
E2SHB 1390
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Concerning legal financial obligations.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 31, 2015
E2SHB 1276
Prime Sponsor, Committee on General
Government & Information Technology: Concerning impaired
driving. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.

March 31, 2015
HB 1397
Prime Sponsor, Representative Holy:
Concerning personal financial affairs statement reporting
requirements for elected and appointed officials, candidates, and
appointees. Reported by Committee on Government Operations
& Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Habib and McCoy.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 31, 2015
HB 1282
Prime Sponsor, Representative Zeiger:
Addressing the crime of driving while license suspended where
the suspension is based on noncompliance with a child support
order. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; Kohl-Welles; Pearson
and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
E2SHB 1320
Prime Sponsor, Committee on General
Government & Information Technology: Creating an identicard
program for certain incarcerated offenders.
Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 31, 2015

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Dansel.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
ESHB 1417
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Local
Government: Subjecting a resolution or ordinance adopted by the
legislative body of a city or town to assume a water-sewer district
to a referendum. Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Dansel; Habib and McCoy.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
ESHB 1424
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Concerning suicide prevention.
Reported by
Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 31, 2015
ESHB 1448
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary:
Providing procedures for responding to reports of threatened or
attempted suicide. Reported by Committee on Human Services,
Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair;
Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
E2SHB 1450
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Concerning involuntary outpatient mental health
treatment. Reported by Committee on Human Services, Mental
Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair;
Darneille, Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.

March 31, 2015
ESHB 1639
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Public Safety:
Concerning technology-enhanced government surveillance.
Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair; Pedersen,
Ranking Minority Member; Kohl-Welles; Pearson and
Roach.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Darneille.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
ESHB 1671
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Concerning access to opioid overdose medications.
Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 31, 2015
E2SHB 1471
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Mitigating barriers to patient access to care
resulting from health insurance contracting practices. Reported
by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.

March 31, 2015
ESHB 1685
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Agriculture &
Natural Resources: Establishing a Washington food policy forum.
Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking Minority
Member and Hobbs.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Dansel, Vice Chair and Honeyford.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 31, 2015
EHB 1632
Prime Sponsor, Representative Goodman:
Concerning domestic violence. Reported by Committee on Law
& Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.

March 31, 2015
ESHB 1713
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary:
Integrating the treatment systems for mental health and chemical
dependency. Reported by Committee on Human Services,
Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair;
Darneille, Ranking Minority Member and Hargrove.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
HB 1637
Prime Sponsor, Representative Stokesbary:
Authorizing law enforcement and prosecutorial officials of
federally recognized Indian tribes access to prescription
monitoring data. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Frockt,
Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Bailey; Brown;
Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 31, 2015
ESHB 1740
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Addressing political subdivisions purchasing
health coverage through the public employees' benefits board
program. Reported by Committee on Health Care
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Frockt, Ranking Minority Member; Angel; Cleveland;
Conway; Jayapal and Keiser.
Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair and
Hargrove.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Bailey; Brown and
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
Parlette.
recommendation. Signed by Senators Darneille, Ranking
Minority Member and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 31, 2015
ESHB 1745
Prime Sponsor, Committee on State
March 31, 2015
Government: Enacting the Washington voting rights act.
SHB 1898
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary:
Concerning awareness of the possibility of children testifying
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
remotely in certain cases. Reported by Committee on Law &
Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlMINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Pearson, Vice Chair and Dansel.
Welles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SHB 1793
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Agriculture &
Natural Resources: Working within the existing in-stream flow
rules adopted by the department of ecology to provide a suite of
tools, applicable to property owners located in areas with limited
access to legal new water withdrawals, for alternative water
procurement that does not result in a net loss to area surface
waters. Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural
Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking
Minority Member and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel, Vice Chair.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
E2SHB 1836
Prime Sponsor, Committee on General
Government & Information Technology: Concerning state
drought preparedness. Reported by Committee on Agriculture,
Water & Rural Economic Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Warnick, Chair; Hatfield, Ranking
Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel, Vice Chair.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SHB 1919
Prime Sponsor, Committee on State
Government: Clarifying the timing of special elections.
Reported by Committee on Government Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair; Pearson, Vice
Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member; Habib and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
EHB 1943
Prime Sponsor, Representative Shea:
Concerning home detention. (REVISED FOR PASSED
LEGISLATURE: Concerning electronic monitoring. ) Reported
by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
March 31, 2015
SHB 1967
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Directing the health care authority to apply for
federal waivers concerning health care coverage. Reported by
Committee on Health Care

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 30, 2015
ESHB 1875
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Concerning the definition of work activity for the
purposes of the WorkFirst program. Reported by Committee on
Human Services, Mental Health & Housing

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Becker, Chair; Frockt, Ranking Minority
Member; Bailey; Cleveland; Conway; Jayapal; Keiser and
Parlette.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Angel and Brown.
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Passed to Committee on Ways & Means.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 31, 2015
HB 2033
Prime Sponsor, Representative Goodman:
Concerning sexual assault protection orders. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
HB 2046
Prime Sponsor, Representative Dent: Adding
a definition of streams to the shoreline management act.
Reported by Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Warnick, Chair; Dansel, Vice Chair; Hatfield,
Ranking Minority Member; Hobbs and Honeyford.

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
March 31, 2015
SGA 9032
MARC D DAUDON, reappointed on July 1,
2014, for the term ending June 30, 2018, as Member of the Energy
Northwest. Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon,
Vice Chair; McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Braun;
Brown; Cleveland; Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SGA 9059
KIMBERLY GORDON, appointed on
October 20, 2014, for the term ending August 2, 2017, as Member
of the Sentencing Guidelines Commission.
Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
EHB 2084
Prime Sponsor, Representative Hunter:
Imposing fines, withholding taxes, and other measures to
encourage local jurisdictions to timely file state-required reports.
(REVISED FOR ENGROSSED: Allowing the state treasurer to
withhold taxes to encourage local jurisdictions to timely file
financial reports. ) Reported by Committee on Government
Operations & Security
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Roach, Chair; Benton, Vice Chair;
Pearson, Vice Chair; Liias, Ranking Minority Member;
Habib and McCoy.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Dansel.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SHB 2085
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Public Safety:
Providing alternatives for penalties stemming from traffic
infractions. Reported by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice Chair;
Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille; KohlWelles; Pearson and Roach.

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice
Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille;
Kohl-Welles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SGA 9095
BILL LYNCH, appointed on November 1,
2013, for the term ending at the goverernors pleasure, as Chair of
the Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council. Reported by
Committee on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon,
Vice Chair; McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Braun;
Brown; Cleveland; Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SGA 9098
JOAN M MARCHIORO, appointed on June
1, 2013, for the term ending June 30, 2018, as Member of the
Pollution Control/Shorelines Hearings Board. Reported by
Committee on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon,
Vice Chair; McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Braun;
Brown; Cleveland; Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
EHB 2086
Prime Sponsor, Representative McBride:
Prohibiting certain limitations on the hosting of the homeless by
religious organizations. Reported by Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators O'Ban, Chair; Miloscia, Vice Chair;
Darneille, Ranking Minority Member; Hargrove and Padden.

March 31, 2015
SGA 9109
JAMES MCDEVITT, appointed on
November 10, 2014, for the term ending September 25, 2018, as
Member of the Clemency and Pardons Board. Reported by
Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice
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Vice Chair; McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Braun;
Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille;
Kohl-Welles; Pearson and Roach.
Brown; Cleveland; Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 31, 2015
SGA 9150
KECIA RONGEN, appointed on July 16,
2012, for the term ending April 15, 2017, as Member of the
Indeterminate Sentence Review Board. Reported by Committee
on Law & Justice

March 31, 2015
SGA 9216
JON TUNHEIM, appointed on February 6,
2015, for the term ending August 2, 2017, as Member of the
Sentencing Guidelines Commission. Reported by Committee on
Law & Justice

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice
Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille;
Kohl-Welles; Pearson and Roach.

MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice
Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille;
Kohl-Welles; Pearson and Roach.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 31, 2015
SGA 9154
STANLEY RUMBAUGH, appointed on
September 23, 2013, for the term ending August 2, 2016, as
Member of the Sentencing Guidelines Commission. Reported
by Committee on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice
Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille;
Kohl-Welles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SGA 9156
TOM SAHLBERG, reappointed on June 11,
2012, for the term ending April 15, 2017, as Member of the
Indeterminate Sentence Review Board. Reported by Committee
on Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice
Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille;
Kohl-Welles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SGA 9188
TIM WETTACK, appointed on September
23, 2013, for the term ending August 2, 2015, as Member of the
Sentencing Guidelines Commission. Reported by Committee on
Law & Justice
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Padden, Chair; O'Ban, Vice
Chair; Pedersen, Ranking Minority Member; Darneille;
Kohl-Welles; Pearson and Roach.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
March 31, 2015
SGA 9199
ANN E RENDAHL, appointed on January 2,
2015, for the term ending January 1, 2021, as Member of the
Utilities and Transportation Commission.
Reported by
Committee on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation: That said appointment be
confirmed. Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon,

MOTION
On motion of Fain, all measures listed on the Standing
Committee report were referred to the committees as designated
with the exceptions of Substitute House Bill No. 1240 which was
referred to the Committee on Rules and Engrossed Second
Substitute House Bill No. 1320 which was referred to the
Committee on Transportation..
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Roach moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8656
By Senator Roach
WHEREAS, Autism is a developmental disability that
typically appears during the first two years of life and continues
through an individual's lifespan; and
WHEREAS, Autism is the fastest growing developmental
disability in the United States, affecting over 2 million
Americans, 1 in 88 babies born; and
WHEREAS, 1 in 54 boys are affected, as opposed to 1 in 252
girls; and
WHEREAS, Many children are not diagnosed until after 4
years of age, often because of lack of recognition of autism
characteristics by general practitioners; and
WHEREAS, There are many different characteristics in
individuals with autism, including delayed or deficient
communication, decreased or unresponsive social interaction,
unusual reaction to normal stimuli, a lack of spontaneous or
imaginative play, and behavioral challenges; and
WHEREAS, There is no known cause and no known cure for
autism, however with aggressive and continuous therapy, some
individuals can learn to acclimate to their environment and
mitigate symptoms of their disability; and
WHEREAS, Applied Behavior Analysis has become widely
accepted among health care professionals and used in many
schools and treatment clinics. Applied Behavior Analysis
encourages positive behaviors and discourages negative
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behaviors in order to improve a variety of skills and tracks and
measures a child's progress; and
WHEREAS, Autism can create significant stress on the
families of those affected by autism; and
WHEREAS, All individuals with autism should be included
and regarded as valuable members of our community; and
WHEREAS,
Families,
caregivers,
advocates,
and
organizations, such as the Washington Autism Alliance &
Advocacy, Autism Society of Washington, Northwest Autism
Center, Families for Effective Autism Treatment, and The Arc of
Washington State, are striving to bring about positive changes for
children and adults with autism; and
WHEREAS, Through research, training, public services,
support groups, advocacy, and increased awareness, we will be
more understanding, inclusive, and better equipped to support the
growing number of individuals with autism and their families;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate honor and support individuals with
autism and acknowledge the tremendous courage that they and
their families put forth every day; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That a copy of this resolution
be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to the
Honorable Jay Inslee.
Senators Roach, Becker, Chase, Angel and Mullet spoke in
favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8656.
The motion by Senator Roach carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved adoption of the following
resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8645
By Senators Dammeier, Angel, Miloscia, Roach, O'Ban,
Darneille, Becker, and Conway
WHEREAS, The annual Daffodil Festival is a favored
tradition for the people of Pierce County and the Northwest; and
WHEREAS, 2015 marks the 82nd anniversary of the Daffodil
Festival, and the theme of this year's festival is "Shine Your Light
With Service"; and
WHEREAS, The mission of the Daffodil Festival is to focus
national and regional attention on our local area as a great place
to live and visit, to give the citizens of Pierce County a civic
endeavor and to foster civic pride, to give young people and
organizations in the local area an opportunity to display their
abilities and talents, and to give voice to the citizens' enthusiasm
in parades, pageantry, and events; and
WHEREAS, The Daffodil Festival began in 1926 as a modest
garden party in Sumner and grew steadily each year until 1934,
when the daffodil flowers, which previously had been largely
discarded in favor of daffodil bulbs, were used to decorate cars
and bicycles for a short parade through Tacoma; and
WHEREAS, The Daffodil eo
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McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Braun; Brown;
Cleveland; Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

March 31, 2015
SHB 1896
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Technology &
Economic Development: Providing a statewide minimum privacy
policy for disclosure of customer energy use information.
Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair;
McCoy, Ranking Minority Member; Braun; Brown;
Cleveland; Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Ericksen, Chair; Sheldon, Vice Chair; McCoy,
Ranking Minority Member; Braun; Brown; Cleveland;
Habib; Honeyford and Ranker.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Supplemental Committee report were referred to the committees
as designated.
MOTION
At 4:57 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 8:00 o’clock a.m. Thursday, April 2, 2015.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
March 31, 2015
EHB 1998
Prime Sponsor, Representative Johnson:
Allowing public utility districts to produce and sell renewable
natural gas. Reported by Committee on Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications

HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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SB 5077 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hill: Making 2015-2017
operating appropriations. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means

The Senate was called to order at 8:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Ryan
Garza and Seki Berg, presented the Colors. The prayer was
offered by Mr. Adam Cooper, Legislative Assistant to Senator
Kohl-Welles.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5077 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
April 1, 2015
SB 5017 Prime Sponsor, Senator Honeyford: Defining honey
bee products and services as an agricultural product. Reported
by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5042 Prime Sponsor, Senator O'Ban: Providing a business
and occupation tax credit for businesses that hire veterans.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5042 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Hasegawa.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Billig; Conway; Fraser;
Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5112 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Creating a pilot
program that provides incentives for investments in Washington
state job creation and economic development. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5112 as recommended by Committee on Trade &
Economic Development be substituted therefor, and the
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Brown; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Hasegawa and Rolfes.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Billig; Conway and
Fraser.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5209 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Concerning a
hazardous substance tax exemption for certain hazardous
substances defined under RCW 82.21.020(1)(c) that are used as
agricultural crop protection products and warehoused but not
otherwise used, manufactured, packaged, or sold in this state.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5209 as recommended by Committee on Agriculture,
Water & Rural Economic Development be substituted
therefor, and the substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators
Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove,
Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the
Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member,
Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser;
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Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette;
Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Hasegawa and Rolfes.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5257 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hargrove: Providing a reduced
public utility tax for log transportation businesses. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5257 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5315 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Aligning functions of
the consolidated technology services agency, office of the chief
information officer, and department of enterprise services.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5315 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5382 Prime Sponsor, Senator Parlette: Continuing tax
preferences for aluminum smelters. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler
and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Hasegawa and Rolfes.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Billig and KohlWelles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

April 1, 2015
SB 5449 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Creating a tax division
of the court of appeals. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5449 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden;
Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Hasegawa.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Conway; Fraser;
Hatfield and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5541 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hill: Improving tax fairness for
businesses engaged in electronic commerce by eliminating
inconsistent tax treatment of digital business inputs, ensuring that
prewritten computer software developers remain eligible for the
manufacturing machinery and equipment sales and use tax
exemption, and providing greater clarity for out-of-state sellers
concerning their tax obligations. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5541 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Becker; Hewitt and
Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5575 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Providing sales and use
tax exemptions to encourage coal-fired electric generation plants
to convert to natural gas-fired plants. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5575 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
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MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Hasegawa.

Do not pass.

Signed by

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Billig.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5665 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hill: Reinstating tax
preferences for high-technology research and development.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5665 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the
Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Conway; Fraser and
Hasegawa.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating.
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MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Hasegawa.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5708 Prime Sponsor, Senator Ericksen: Concerning the
taxation of certain rented property owned by nonprofit fair
associations. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5708 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Hasegawa and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5827 Prime Sponsor, Senator Warnick: Providing a sales and
use tax exemption for eligible server equipment installed in
certain data centers. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5681 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hill: Concerning state lottery
accounts. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5681 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5698 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hewitt: Extending the
expiration date of tax preferences for food processing. Reported
by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Fraser;
Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette;
Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Rolfes.

Do not pass.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5827 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker;
Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Billig; Kohl-Welles
and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 5878 Prime Sponsor, Senator Bailey: Concerning
nonresident vessel permits and taxation.
Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Fraser;
Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette;
Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass.
Senators Conway and Hasegawa.

Signed by

Signed by
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
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April 1, 2015
SB 5916 Prime Sponsor, Senator Brown: Enacting the tourism
marketing act. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Second Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5916 be substituted therefor, and the second
substitute bill do pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Hargrove,
Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the
Capital Budget; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hatfield; Hewitt;
Kohl-Welles; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Hasegawa and Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Billig; Conway;
O'Ban; Padden and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 6013 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Providing use tax relief
for individuals who support charitable activities. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Hasegawa and Kohl-Welles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 6045 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Extending the hospital
safety net assessment. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 6045 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Billig; Conway; Fraser;
Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 6062 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hill: Relating to marijuana.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 6062 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Kohl-Welles and
Rolfes.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Billig and Hatfield.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 6088 Prime Sponsor, Senator Braun: Making K-12 education
enhancements. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 6088 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Billig; Conway; Fraser;
Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
SB 6089 Prime Sponsor, Senator Hill: Concerning health benefit
exchange sustainability. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Bailey;
Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler
and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Billig; Conway; Fraser;
Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 1, 2015
HB 1652
Prime Sponsor, Representative Cody:
Concerning medicaid managed health care system payments for
health care services provided by nonparticipating providers.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: Do pass as amended by
Committee on Health Care. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair;
Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
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creating a new section; and repealing RCW 28B.10.780 and
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
28B.10.782.
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
SB 6096 by Senators Becker, Litzow, Parlette, Bailey, Hill,
Fain, Dammeier, Brown, Rivers, Roach and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to cancer research; amending RCW
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
28A.400.350 and 41.05.065; and adding a new chapter to
Title 43 RCW.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6090 by Senators Miloscia and Jayapal
AN ACT Relating to the overpayment of wages by a
municipal corporation; and amending RCW 49.48.210.

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Committee on Rules
in the Majority Leader’s office at 8:30 a.m.
MOTION
At 8:06 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.

Referred to Committee on Commerce & Labor.
AFTERNOON SESSION
SB 6091 by Senators Dammeier, O'Ban, Conway and Becker
AN ACT Relating to the definition of slayer; and amending
RCW 11.84.010.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
SB 6092 by Senator Roach
AN ACT Relating to providing funding for certain
commissioned court marshals of county sheriff's offices to be
added to the definition of uniformed personnel for the
purposes of public employees' collective bargaining; and
amending RCW 41.56.030 and 12.40.020.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6093 by Senators Chase and McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to restoring the taxation of intangible
property to provide additional funding for public schools;
amending RCW 84.36.070, 84.36.110, and 6.13.030; adding
a new chapter to Title 84 RCW; creating a new section;
repealing RCW 84.04.150 and 84.36.600; and providing for
submission of this act to a vote of the people.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6094 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Frockt, Hargrove and
McAuliffe
AN ACT Relating to freezing resident undergraduate tuition
at the four-year institutions of higher education; amending
RCW 28B.15.067; and creating a new section.
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.
SB 6095 by Senators Kohl-Welles, Braun, Frockt and Hargrove
AN ACT Relating to state funding for the enrollments of the
state's institutions of higher education; amending RCW
28B.10.776, 28B.10.778, 28B.10.784, and 43.88C.010;

The Senate was called to order at 4:25 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION TO LIMIT DEBATE
Senator Fain, pursuant to Rule 29, moved to limit debate
through the remainder of the day.
Senator Billig spoke against the motion.
Senator Nelson demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the motion by Senator Fain to limit debate through the remainder
of the day, pursuant to Rule 29.
The Secretary called the roll on the motion by Senator Fain to
limit debate and the motion carried by the following vote: Yeas,
26; Nays, 23; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, Rule 15 was suspended for the
remainder of the day for the purpose of allowing continued floor
action.
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EDITOR’S NOTE: Senate Rule 15 establishes the floor
schedule and calls for a lunch and dinner break of 90 minutes each
per day during regular daily sessions.

except by the affirmative vote of sixty percent of the senators
elected or appointed."
MOTION

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Schoesler moved that Lura J. Powell, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9139, be confirmed as a member of the Board
of Regents, Washington State University.
Senator Schoesler spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF LURA J. POWELL
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Lura J. Powell, Gubernatorial Appointment
No. 9139, as a member of the Board of Regents, Washington State
University.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Lura J.
Powell, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9139, as a member of the
Board of Regents, Washington State University and the
appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 49;
Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Lura J. Powell, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9139, having
received the constitutional majority was declared confirmed as a
member of the Board of Regents, Washington State University.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Fain moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8658
By Senator Fain
WHEREAS, The Senate adopted permanent rules for the
2015-2017 biennium under Senate Resolution 8601; and
WHEREAS, The notice requirements set forth in Senate
Rule 35 have been satisfied;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That Rule 53 is
amended as follows:
"Rule 53. ((Reserved)) No amendment to the budget, capital
budget, or supplemental budget, not incorporated in the bill as
reported by the ways and means committee, shall be adopted

Senator Fain moved that the following amendment by Senator
Fain be adopted.
On page 1, beginning on line 7, after "No amendment to the"
strike "budget, capital budget," and insert "operating budget"
Senators Fain, Sheldon and Baumgartner spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment.
Senators Rolfes and Nelson spoke against adoption of the
amendment.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Baumgartner. The President is
going to remind the members right now, because obviously
there’s some tension in the room, about whether or not, about the
number of amendments, etc. You are to keep your remarks solely
to the merits of the issue and the President will not tolerate going
beyond that. Okay. Your remarks were out of order Senator
Baumgartner.”
Senator Fraser demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senator Hasegawa spoke against the adoption of the
amendment.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Hasegawa:
“I would be curious about the
President’s opinion on whether this amendment is constitutional.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Hasegawa, are you raising that as
a point of order?”
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Hasegawa: “I would like to raise that as a point of
order.”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Hasegawa, are you raising a point
of order to the amendment? Because … Your point is not well
taken, if you’re raising it to the amendment, I mean the
amendment to the amendment.”
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Hasegawa: “I withdraw that point of order. Thank
you Mr. President.”
Senator Chase spoke against the adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Fain to Senate
Resolution No. 8658.
ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
Making 2015-2017 operating appropriations. Revised for 1st
amendment by Fain to Senate Resolution No. 8658 and the
Substitute: Making 2015 fiscal year and 2015-2017 fiscal
amendment was adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays,
biennium operating appropriations.
2; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
MOTION
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
On motion of Senator Hill, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5077 and the substitute bill
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
MOTION
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators McCoy and Nelson
On motion of Senator Nelson, Senator Hobbs was excused.
Senator Hargrove spoke on adoption of the resolution.
MOTION
Senators Sheldon and Schoesler spoke in favor of adoption of
the resolution.
Senator Dammeier moved that the following amendment by
Senators Nelson, Ranker and Rolfes spoke against adoption
Senators
Dammeier and Keiser be adopted:
of the resolution.
On page 5, beginning on line 15, strike all material through
"act;" on line 24.
Senator Fraser demanded a roll call.
Senators Dammeier and Keiser spoke in favor of adoption of
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
the amendment.
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senators Conway, Kohl-Welles, Darneille, Hatfield and
Hobbs spoke against adoption of the resolution.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Billig: “Does it take a sixty percent, super-majority
to impose this super majority requirement or may just fifty
percent of the body impose a sixty percent, super-majority
requirement on the rest of the body?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “An amendment to the rules takes a simple
majority.”
Senator Jayapal spoke against adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the motion by Senator Fain to adopt Engrossed Senate Resolution
No. 8658.
The Secretary called the roll on the motion by Senator Fain to
adopt Engrossed Senate Resolution No. 8658 and the motion
carried by the following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 23; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5077, by Senators Hill and Hargrove

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Dammeier and Keiser
on page 5, line 15 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator Dammeier carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Pedersen moved that the following amendment by
Senator Pedersen and others be adopted.
On page 7, line 2, increase the Gneral Fund—State (FY2016)
appropriation by $458,000.
On page 7, line 3, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $457,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
Senators Pedersen and Habib spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
Senator Padden spoke against adoption of the amendment.
Senator Frockt demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senator Frockt, McCoy and Fraser spoke in favor of adoption
of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Pedersen and others to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Pedersen and others on page 7, line 2 to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 22; Nays, 26; Absent, 0;
Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
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Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs
POINT OF ORDER

Hasegawa, Hatfield, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Rolfes and Schoesler
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Hewitt, Hill,
Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Roach, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs

Senator Hasegawa:
“First I want to apologize for
interrupting the roll call. My understanding was that the roll call
was done just I tried to catch it before it was announced but I think
that that’s not relevant to the point of order. The Point of Order
is: I would like to know if the President is going to rule that this
amendment was under the sixty percent rule in order to pass? It
may have influenced the decisions of some whether to vote for or
not for this particular amendment and would like to know how the
President would rule.”

Senator Fain: “That amendment was not adopted with 27
votes. For clarity this evening, I would ask, Mr. President, if the
President believes that the thirty-vote threshold is within the
constitutional parameters of the Senate?”

RULING BY THE PRESIDENT

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT

President Owen:
“Senator Hasegawa, because this
amendment did not receive a majority, the Point of Order is not
appropriately not before us. However, in subsequent
amendments, should an amendment receive a majority but not the
sixty percent then your point of order would be in order.”

President Owen: “Senator Fain is raising the question as to
whether or not the sixty percent requirement to pass an
amendment is Constitutional, or within the rules allowed by the
sen…, by the Constitution, I guess it would be, or by anything.”

Senator Hasegawa withdrew his Point of Order.
POINT OF ORDER

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
MOTION
Senator Darneille moved that the following amendment by
Senator Darneille and others be adopted.
On page 7, line 24, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $110,000.
On page 7, line 25, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $192,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 10, after line 21, insert the following:
"(12) $110,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for fiscal
year 2016 and $192,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for
fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for staffing, policy coordination,
quality assurance and other activities related to intervention
programs and detention alternative initiative services to improve
juvenile court services and operations."
Senators Darneille and Pedersen spoke in favor of adoption
of the amendment.
Senator Pedersen demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senator Padden spoke against adoption of the amendment.
Senators Habib and Nelson spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Darneille and others
on page 7, line 24 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Darneille and others on page 7, line 24 to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 27; Nays, 21; Absent, 0;
Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,

Senator Hasegawa:: “Mr. President, since the challenge has
been made, I was wondering if we are afforded an opportunity to
respond?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Hasegawa, yes you may. Oh, one
second though, Senator Hasegawa. Senator Fain has the
opportunity to make arguments in support of his position first. If
he chooses to do so … ? He chooses not to do so. Senator
Hasegawa.”
Senator Hasegawa spoke against the requirement contained
within the Point of Order.
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “So, in anticipation of this question
coming up, the President had a pretty good idea when the rule was
placed on the desk, that the question would be raised. We did look
at this ahead of time and the President is prepared to rule.
In ruling on the Point of Order raised by Senator Fain that
provisions found in Senate Rule 53, about the provisions found in
Senate Rule 53, requiring a sixty percent affirmative vote to
amend a bill reported by the Committee on Ways & Means, the
President finds and rules as follows:
The President’s recent decision regarding the majority’s
adoption of a super-majority voting requirement was based on
language from the 2013 decision in the League of Education
Voters case. That case reaffirmed the right of a political majority
to pass a bill in the form that the majority prefers. As he has done
in previous rulings, the President followed the Court’s approach
and cited some of its language in support of his ruling. The newest
super-majority provision adopted by the majority would limit the
body’s ability to amend certain budgets. It would require a sixty
percent affirmative vote to amend a budget that had been reported
out of the Committee on Ways & Means.
When the President ruled that the previous super-majority tax
provisions violated Article 2, Section 2 of the State Constitution,
the President noted: ‘In contrast to the other procedural supermajority requirements found in the Senate Rules, these new tax
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provisions do not act to slow down legislation; they act to stop
(4) $39,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for fiscal
legislation that creates a new tax until a two-thirds super-majority
year 2016 and $39,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for
majority can be persuaded to support it. It is important to note that
fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for administrative support staff
there is no way to avoid this barrier other than to suspend the rules
for the office."
which, coincidentally, also requires a two-thirds vote.’
Senator Darneille spoke in favor of adoption of the
Certainly the sixty percent to amend raises similar concerns.
amendment.
It protects the decisions of the members of the Committee on
Ways & Means; it allows members on the floor to vote in support
Senator Darneille demanded a roll call.
of an amendment that they know will not be adopted even if a
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
majority of members support it. Although the rule was part of a
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
senate practice for many years, it was discarded on a bipartisan
basis in 2012. The 2012 rule change returned the senate to
Senators Frock, Pedersen, Habib and McCoy spoke in favor
operating largely on a majoritarian basis. Regardless of the
of
adoption
of the amendment.
President’s views of the merits of the rule, it must be noted that if
Senator Parlette spoke against adoption of the amendment.
a political majority is blocked from adopting an amendment on
the floor, the members of that majority are not without recourse.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
They can withhold their support for the bill on final passage; they
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Darneille and others
can seek to withhold their support for advancing the bill to final
passage. Simply put, they can stop the bill from ever leaving the
on page 11, line 18 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
senate. More importantly, that same majority can still achieve the
result it prefers. When combined with the power of the majority
ROLL CALL
to introduce legislation and advance that legislation to final
passage through the use of parliamentary tools, the sixty percent
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
to amend rule does not prohibit the majority from acting to
amendment by Senator Darneille and others on page 11, line 18
accomplish its aims. This ability for the majority to act constitutes
to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
a significant distinction from the earlier unconstitutional
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 25; Nays, 23; Absent, 0;
provisions. These choices are not ideal. They introduce
Excused, 1.
significant conflict into the legislative process. They can force a
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
political majority to make difficult and risky decisions but the
Darneille,
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
President is not prepared to find a rule unconstitutional solely
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
because it presents challenging problems for a majority.
Nelson, O'Ban, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach and Rolfes
For these reasons, the provisions found in Senate Rule 53,
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
requiring a sixty percent vote to amend a budget bill that was
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
reported out of the Committee on Ways & Means, does not violate
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, Padden,
the Washington Constitution and Senator Fain’s point is not …
Parlette, Pearson, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
well taken, or maybe it is well taken depending on … what he
Excused: Senator Hobbs
wanted.”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT

MOTION

President Owen: “The bottom line is: Senator Darneille’s
amendment failed.”

Senator O'Ban moved that the following amendment by
Senators O'Ban and Braun be adopted:
On page 11, line 27, after "program.", insert "To achieve
efficiencies and to manage within appropriated amounts,
beginning January 1, 2016, the office is directed to implement the
child legal representation program for children under RCW
13.34.100 using attorneys under contract directly with the office
in a manner similar to the parents representation program at the
office of public defense. The office must consult with counties,
county courts, and the office of public defense prior as it
implements this operational change."
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.

MOTION
Senator Darneille moved that the following amendment by
Senator Darneille and others be adopted.
On page 22, line 18, increase the General Fund—State (FY
2016) appropriation by $1,716,000.
On page 11, line 19, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $1,960,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 11, line 23, after "limitations:" insert "(1)".
On page 11, after line 27, insert the following:
"(2) $1,440,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for
fiscal year 2016 and $1,440,000 of the general fund--state
appropriation for fiscal year 2017 are provided solely to increase
civil legal aid services through the northwest justice project, local
programs that refer clients to volunteer attorneys for civil legal aid
services, and to increase capacity at four local programs that provide
specialized legal services to discrete client populations.
(3) $237,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for fiscal
year 2016 and $481,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for
fiscal year 2017 are provided solely to fund periodic step increases
and associated employee payroll taxes and benefits for contracted
attorneys providing civil legal aid services at the northwest justice
project.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators O'Ban and Braun on
page 11, line 27 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator O'Ban carried and the amendment was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Hasegawa moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hasegawa and others be adopted.
On page 17, line 26, after "limitations:" insert "(1)"
On page 17, after line 31, insert the following:
"(2)(a) The caseload forecast council, in cooperation with the
appropriate legislative committees and legislative staff, the office
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of financial management, the department of corrections, the
department of social and health services, the administrative office
of the courts, the minority and justice commission, the
Washington state institute for public policy, the department of
early learning, the student achievement council, the state board of
education, the sentencing guidelines commission, and a person
from communities at large deemed appropriate must develop
recommendations for procedures and tools which will enable
them to provide cost-effective racial and ethnic impact statements
to legislative bills affecting criminal justice, human services, and
education caseloads forecasted by the caseload forecast council.
The recommendations for the racial and ethnic impact statements
must be able to identify the positive and negative impacts on
communities as a result of proposed or adopted legislation. The
caseload forecast council must submit a report to the governor and
appropriate committees of the legislature on or before December
31, 2015, outlining recommendations for procedures and tools
necessary to provide racial and ethnic impact statements to
criminal justice, human services, and education caseloads.
(b) As used in this section, "community" means a group of
people who share some or all of the following characteristics:
Geographic boundaries, sense of membership, culture, language,
or common norms and interests. Community includes, but is not
limited to, populations distinguished by their special education
status, sexual orientation, ethnicity, primary language, or race."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senators Hasegawa, Darneille and Jayapal spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment.
MOTION

On page 17, line 33, increase the General Fund—State (FY
2016) appropriation by $50,000.
On page 17, line 34, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $50,000.
On page 18, strike line 25.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 23, line 16, strike everything down and through line 20,
and insert:
"(25) $50,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for fiscal
year 2016 and $50,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for
fiscal year 2017 is provided solely for a public information and
awareness campaign to educate and inform the public of the
regulations proposed and/or adopted by the consumer financial
protection bureau of the department of financial institutions
regarding payday loans, vehicle title loans, deposit advance
products, and certain high-cost installment loans and open-end
loans. The campaign must emphasize the legal restrictions and
prohibitions on the activities of small consumer licensees and their
agents and inform the public of remedies available to report and seek
relief when a licensee or its agents violate regulations or engage in
prohibited acts. If Substitute Senate Bill 5899 (small consumer
loans) is not enacted by June 30, 2015, the amounts provided in this
subsection shall lapse."
On page 258, line 32, after "revenue." Insert "No funds may be
expended from the fund for the purposes of implementing chapter ...
(ESSB 5899), Laws of 2015.
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Jayapal, the amendment by Senator
Jayapal on page 17, line 33 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 was
withdrawn.

On motion of Senator Roach, Senator Ericksen was excused.
MOTION
Senator McCoy demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senators McCoy, Nelson and Habib spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hasegawa and others
on page 17, line 26 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Hasegawa and others on page 17, line 26
to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 21; Absent, 0;
Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hill, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker
and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Hewitt, King,
Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Ericksen and Hobbs
MOTION
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Senator Jayapal be adopted:

Senator Ranker moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ranker and others be adopted:
On page 25, after line 25, insert the following:
"(36) The appropriations to the department of commerce in this
act shall not be expended in furtherance of a contract with an entity
that is not in compliance with federal and state laws prohibiting
discrimination, including but not limited to Title VII of the civil
rights act, the Americans with disabilities act, and chapter 49.60
RCW."
Renumber the subsections consecutively and correct internal
references accordingly.
On page 38, after line 6, insert the following:
"(7) The appropriations to the department of enterprise services
in this act shall not be expended in furtherance of a contract with an
entity that is not in compliance with federal and state laws
prohibiting discrimination, including but not limited to Title VII of
the civil rights act, the Americans with disabilities act, and chapter
49.60 RCW."
Renumber the subsections consecutively and correct internal
references accordingly.
On page 40, after line 32, insert the following:
"(6) The appropriations to the department of social and health
services in this act shall not be expended in furtherance of a contract
with an entity that is not in compliance with federal and state laws
prohibiting discrimination, including but not limited to Title VII of
the civil rights act, the Americans with disabilities act, and chapter
49.60 RCW."
Renumber the subsections consecutively and correct internal
references accordingly.
On page 133, after line 16, insert the following:
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"(42) The appropriations to the office of the superintendent of
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
public instruction in this act shall not be expended in furtherance of
a contract with an entity that is not in compliance with federal and
President Owen: “Before it becomes too late and we’re in
state laws prohibiting discrimination, including but not limited to
the next day, the President thought it might be appropriate at this
Title VII of the civil rights act, the Americans with disabilities act,
point that he points out and wishes a Happy Birthday to Senator
and chapter 49.60 RCW."
Dansel. Today is his .. ‘Happy Birthday.’”
Renumber the subsections consecutively and correct internal
references accordingly.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senators Ranker, Liias and Darneille spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment.
Senator Hewitt: “Thank you Mr. President. I actually don’t
Senator O'Ban spoke against adoption of the amendment.
care if he does have a birthday today.”
Senator McCoy demanded a roll call.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
The President declared that one-sixth of the members did not
support the demand and the demand was not sustained.
Senator Dansel: “Thank you Mr. President. I believe that’s
because I’ve had a lot fewer than Senator Hewitt.”
Senators McCoy, Fraser, Jayapal, Nelson, Kohl-Welles,
Chase and Rolfes spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
MOTION
MOTION
Senator Habib moved that the following amendment by
Senators Habib and Jayapal be adopted.
Senator Rolfes moved that Rule 53 be suspended for the
On page 25, after line 25, insert the following:
purposes of adopting the amendment by Senator Ranker and
"(36) The appropriations to the department of commerce in this
others on page 25, after line 25 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
act shall not be expended in furtherance of a contract with an entity
that is does not pay its employees the state's minimum hourly wage
Senator Nelson demanded a roll call.
as provided in RCW 49.46.020 plus an additional fifty cents
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
beginning January 1, 2015, increasing to one dollar January 1,
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
2016."
Renumber the subsections consecutively and correct internal
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
references accordingly.
the motion by Senator Rolfes that Rule 53 be suspended for the
On page 38, after line 6, insert the following:
purposes of adopting the amendment by Senator Ranker and
"(7) The appropriations to the department of enterprise services
others on page 25, after line 25 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
in this act shall not be expended in furtherance of a contract with an
entity that does not pay its employees the state's minimum hourly
The Secretary called the roll on the motion by Senator Rolfes
wage as provided in RCW 49.46.020 plus an additional fifty cents
to suspend Rule 53 and the motion failed by the following vote:
beginning January 1, 2015, increasing to one dollar January 1, 2016.
Yeas, 22; Nays, 25; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
The requirement contained in this subsection shall also apply to any
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
contract paid during the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium by the
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
department with from funds or accounts in the custody of the state
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
treasurer."
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Renumber the subsections consecutively and correct internal
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
references accordingly.
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Fain, Hewitt, Hill,
On page 40, after line 32, insert the following:
Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
"(6) The appropriations to the department of social and health
Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
services in this act shall not be expended in furtherance of a contract
Excused: Senators Ericksen and Hobbs
with an entity that does not pay its employees the state's minimum
hourly wage as provided in RCW 49.46.020 plus an additional fifty
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
cents beginning January 1, 2015, increasing to one dollar January 1,
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ranker and others on
2016."
page 25, after line 25 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
Renumber the subsections consecutively and correct internal
The motion by Senator Ranker failed and the amendment was
references accordingly.
not adopted by a rising vote.
On page 133, after line 16, insert the following:
"(42) The appropriations to the office of the superintendent of
At the President’s request, Senator Fain announced a
public instruction in this act shall not be expended in furtherance of
suspension of business to allow staff at the rostrum a brief break.
a contract with an entity that does not pay its employees the state's
MOTION
minimum hourly wage as provided in RCW 49.46.020 plus an
additional fifty cents beginning January 1, 2015, increasing to one
At 7:01 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
dollar January 1, 2016."
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
Renumber the subsections consecutively and correct internal
references accordingly.
Senator Habib spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
EVENING SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 7:28 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.

MOTION
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Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be,
“Shall the main question be now put?”
The motion by Senator Fain carried by voice vote and the
previous question was put.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, Senator Ranker was
excused.
Senator Nelson demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Habib and Jayapal on
page 25, after line 25 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senators Habib and Jayapal on line 25 after line
25 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 22; Nays, 25; Absent, 0;
Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Nelson, Pedersen and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Hatfield,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Hobbs and Ranker
The President declared the amendment by Senators Habib and
Jayapal on page 25, after line 25 to Substitute Senate Bill No.
5077 to be in order.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Habib: “Mr. President. I’m glad that the Majority
Floor Leader was so impressed with my last speech that he to
closed debate after hearing it. I would ask that pursuant to Rule
64 we hear the entire amendment for two reasons; first because
without proper debate members may not fully understand the
import of the amendment before them; and secondly because
since we’ve not had time to have these amendments put in Braille
and distributed to me in a fashion that I can read I would like to
have it read to the body. Thank you Mr. President.”
The President called upon the Secretary to read the
amendment by Senators Habib and Jayapal on page 25, after line
25 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the following
amendment was read in full:
“On page 25, after line 25, insert the following:
‘(36) The appropriations to the department of commerce in this
act shall not be expended in furtherance of a contract with an entity
that is does not provide comparable sick and safe leave to its workers
as provided to workers within the city of Seattle.’
Renumber the subsections consecutively and correct internal
references accordingly.
On page 38, after line 6, insert the following:

‘(7) The appropriations to the department of enterprise services
in this act shall not be expended in furtherance of a contract with an
entity that does not provide comparable sick and safe leave to its
workers as provided to workers within the city of Seattle. The
requirement contained in this subsection shall also apply to any
contract paid during the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium by the
department with from funds or accounts in the custody of the state
treasurer.’
Renumber the subsections consecutively and correct internal
references accordingly.
On page 40, after line 32, insert the following:
‘(6) The appropriations to the department of social and health
services in this act shall not be expended in furtherance of a contract
with an entity that does not provide comparable sick and safe leave
to its workers as provided to workers within the city of Seattle.’
Renumber the subsections consecutively and correct internal
references accordingly.
On page 133, after line 16, insert the following:
‘(42) The appropriations to the office of the superintendent of
public instruction in this act shall not be expended in furtherance of
a contract with an entity that does not provide comparable sick and
safe leave to its workers as provided to workers within the city of
Seattle.’
Renumber the subsections consecutively and correct internal
references accordingly.”
MOTION
Senator Habib moved that the amendment by Senators Habib
and Jayapal on page 25, after line 25 to Substitute Senate Bill No.
5077 be adopted.
Senator Habib spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Habib demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
MOTION
Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be,
“Shall the main question be now put?”
The motion by Senator Fain carried by voice vote and the
previous question was put.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Habib and Jayapal on
page 25, after line 25 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senators Habib and Jayapal to Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not adopted by the
following vote: Yeas, 24; Nays, 23; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Benton, Billig, Chase, Cleveland,
Conway, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen and
Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Hatfield, Hewitt,
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Hill, Honeyford, King, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers,
Senator Darneille demanded a roll call.
Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
Excused: Senators Hobbs and Ranker
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senators McCoy and Fraser be adopted.

Senator McCoy demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senators McCoy and Fraser spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators McCoy and Fraser on
page 38, line 12 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.

Senators Darneille and Nelson spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
MOTION
Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senator Nelson demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the demand by Senator Fain: “Shall the main question be now
put?”

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator McCoy and Fraser on page 38, line 12 to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 22; Nays, 26; Absent, 0;
Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs
MOTION
Senator Darneille moved that the following amendment by
Senator Darneille and other be adopted:
0.On page 40, line 35, increase the General Fund—State (FY
2016) appropriation by $2,730,000.
On page 40, line 36, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $2,730,000.
Adjust the total appropriations accordingly.
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Darneille, the amendment by Senator
Darneille and others on page 40, line 35 to Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5077 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Darneille moved that the following amendment by
Senator Darneille be adopted.
On page 40, line 35, increase the General Fund—State (FY
2016) appropriation by $1,941,000.
On page 40, line 36, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $2,526,000.
On page 40, line 37, decrease the General Fund--Federal
appropriation by $779,000.
Adjust the total appropriations accordingly.

The Secretary called the roll on the demand by Senator Fain
that the previous question be put and the demand carried by the
following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Hobbs
Senator Darneille, pursuant to Rule 36, closed debate.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Darneille on page 40,
line 35 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Darneille on page 40, line 35 to Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not adopted by the
following vote: Yeas, 22; Nays, 26; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs
MOTION
Senator Darneille moved that the following amendment by
Senator Darneille be adopted:
On page 45, line 9, increase the General Fund-State
Appropriation by $2,028,000 for FY 2016 and adjust the total
accordingly.
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On page 45, line 10, increase the General Fund-State
Appropriation by $1,920,000 for FY 2017 and adjust the total
accordingly.
On page 50, line 1, insert the following:
"(12) $2,028,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for
fiscal year 2016 and $1,920,000 of the general fund-state
appropriation for fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for juvenile
rehabilitation to provide evidence-based functional family parole
(FFP) Aftercare Services to all youth leaving juvenile rehabilitation
(JR) residential care."

Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Hobbs
Senator Darneille, pursuant to Rule 36, closed debate.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Darneille on page 35,
line 9 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL

WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Darneille, the amendment by Senator
Darneille on page 45, line 9 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077
was withdrawn.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Darneille, pursuant to Rule 64, the
following amendment was read in full.
On page 45, line 9, increase the General Fund-State
Appropriation by $1,889,000 for FY 2016 and adjust the total
accordingly.
On page 45, line 10, increase the General Fund-State
Appropriation by $1,889,000 for FY 2017 and adjust the total
accordingly.
On page 50, line 1, insert the following:
"(12) $1,889,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for
fiscal year 2016 and $1,889,000 of the general fund-state
appropriation for fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for juvenile
rehabilitation to provide evidence-based functional family parole
(FFP) Aftercare Services to all youth leaving juvenile rehabilitation
(JR) residential care."
Senator Darneille moved that the amendment be adopted.
Senator Darneille demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senator Darneille spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
MOTION

The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Darneille on page 45, line 9 to Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not adopted by the
following vote: Yeas, 22; Nays, 26; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs
MOTION
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Senator Jayapal and others be adopted.
On page 50, line 4, increase the General Fund-State
appropriation for FY 2016 by $15,055,000.
On page 50, line 5, increase the General Fund-State
appropriation for FY 2017 by $15,166,000.
On page 50, line 6, increase the General Fund--Federal
appropriation by $16,468,000.
Adjust the total accordingly.
On page 50, line 27 strike "$69,653,000" and insert
"$76,532,000".
On page 50, line 28 strike "$69,518,000" and insert
"$76,398,000".
On page 50, strike everything from line 35 through "additional"
on page 51, line 1, and insert "A".
On page 54, after line 12, strike all of subsection (o).
Senator Jayapal spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.

Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senator Cleveland demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the demand by Senator Fain: “Shall the main question be now
put?”
The Secretary called the roll on the demand by Senator Fain
that the previous question be put and the demand carried by the
following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,

POINT OF ORDER
Senator Fain: “Thank you Mr. President. My question is, if
members are allowed to read their remarks?”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen:
Jayapal.”

“Not without permission. Senator

Senator Jayapal demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
MOTION
Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
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Senator Cleveland demanded a roll call.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senator Rolfes demanded a roll call.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
the demand by Senator Fain: “Shall the main question be now
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
put?”
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
The Secretary called the roll on the demand by Senator Fain
the demand by Senator Fain: “Shall the main question be now
that the previous question be put and the demand carried by the
put?”
following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
The Secretary called the roll on the demand by Senator Fain
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
that the previous question be put and the demand carried by the
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Excused: Senator Hobbs
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Senator Jayapal, pursuant to Rule 36, closed debate.
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Hobbs
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Jayapal and others on
Senator Kohl-Welles demanded a roll call.
page 50, line 4 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
ROLL CALL
Senator Kohl-Welles, pursuant to Rule 36, closed debate.
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Jayapal and others on page 50, line 4 to
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles, on page
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 22; Nays, 26; Absent, 0;
50, line 4 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
ROLL CALL
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles on page 50, line 4 to
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 22; Nays, 26; Absent, 0;
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Excused, 1.
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Excused: Senator Hobbs
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
MOTION
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
by Senator Kohl-Welles be adopted:
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
On page 50, line 4, increase the General Fund-State
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
appropriation for FY 2016 by $7,000,000.
Excused: Senator Hobbs
On page 50, line 5, increase the General Fund-State
appropriation for FY 2017 by $7,000,000.
The President declared the amendment by Senator Conway
Adjust the total accordingly.
and others on page 55, line 11 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077
On page 55, after line 9, insert the following:
to be in order.
"(t) $7,000,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for fiscal
year 2016 and $7,000,000 of the general fund--state appropriation
MOTION
for fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for community mental health
treatment to be distributed in the same manner as subsection (c) of
Senator Conway moved to adopt the amendment and,
this section."
pursuant to Rule 64, that the amendment by Senator Conway and
Senators Kohl-Welles and Keiser spoke in favor of adoption
others on page 55, line 11 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 be
of the amendment.
read in full.
MOTION
Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.

MOTION
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Senator Fain moved to lay the amendment by Senator
Conway and others on page 55, line 11 to Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5077 upon the table.

Senator Fraser: “My inquiry is, what kind of vote does it
take to lay on the table while we’re operating under the sixty
percent rule? Is it simple majority or is it sixty percent?”

MOTION
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
Senator Nelson moved, pursuant to Rule 64, that the
amendment by Senator Conway and others on page 55, line 11 to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 be read in full.

President Owen: “Simple majority.”
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Conway has already requested
that. We are sorting this out at this point because we have two
motions and one request on the table.”
“Senator Conway had moved to adopt and then asked the
amendment to be read in full. Just for future reference, you should
ask that the amendment be read in full before you move to adopt
so that they know what they’re moving to adopt. The President
will take it in that order. The demand has a higher rank here so he
will read the amendment in full and then the motion by Senator
Fain to lay the amendment on the table will be in order. The
Secretary will read the amendment from where he left off.”
The Secretary read the following amendment by Senator
Conway and others on page 55, line 11 to Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5077 in full:
On page 55, line 11, increase the General Fund-State
Appropriation for FY 2016 by $2,212,000 and adjust the total
appropriately.
On page 55, line 12, increase the General Fund-State
Appropriation for FY 2017 by $2,090,000 and adjust the total
appropriately.
On page 57, line 3, insert the following:
"(i) $2,212,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal
year 2016 and $2,090,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for
fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for safety improvements at the
state hospitals in accordance with the implementation of a settlement
agreement with the department of labor and industries. These
amounts must be used to provide safety skills and related training for
employees of the state psychiatric hospitals, including additional
staffing necessary to provide patient care when staff are participating
in training. These amounts must also be used for staff costs
associated with investigation and root cause analysis of assaults that
result in injuries and implementation of process improvement plans
to prevent future injuries."

Senator Rolfes: “Is it in order to request a roll call on the
motion to table?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “It is.”
Senator Rolfes demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senator Conway spoke against the motion to table.
Senator Fain spoke in favor of the motion to table.
Senator Nelson spoke against the motion to table.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the motion by Senator Fain that the amendment by Senator
Conway and others, on page 55, line 11 to Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5077 be laid upon the table.
The Secretary called the roll on the motion by Senator Fain to
lay upon the table the amendment by Senator Conway and others,
on page 55, line 11 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077, the motion
carried and the amendment was laid upon the table by the
following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Hobbs

The President declared the motion by Senator Conway that
amendment by Senator Conway and others be adopted to be in
order.

The President declared the amendment by Senator Keiser and
others, on page 58, line 29 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 to
be in order.

The President declared the motion by Senator Fain that
amendment by Senator Conway and others be laid upon the table
to be in order.

Senator Keiser moved that the amendment by Senator Keiser
and others be adopted.
MOTION

RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “The question to lay upon the table: the
President believes that precedent was set previously. We will
research this but we have allowed a person to make a comment
on each side, reminding the members that these are to be brief
comments on why or why not to lay on the table, not to debate the
issue. Senator Conway. Senator Fraser for what purpose do you
rise?”
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

Senator Fain moved to lay the amendment by Senator Keiser
and others on page 58, line 29 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077
upon the table.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Keiser: “Yes, I believe the amendment before us is
one that we worked together across the aisle about having to do
with the supportive living, direct care component for our DD
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[developmentally disabled] community. It’s an important issue,
amendment was laid upon the table by the following vote: Yeas,
needs consideration and I believe we have a need to discuss…”
26; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
POINT OF ORDER
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Senator Fain: “Inquiring whether that Point of order is a
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Point of Order?”
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
President Owen: “That’s a good point. The President
Excused: Senator Hobbs
assumed that she was arguing whether or not to lay the
amendment on the table or not. You may finish your remarks,
MOTION
briefly.”
Senator Frockt moved that the following amendment by
Senator Keiser spoke against the motion to table.
Senators Frockt and Hasegawa be adopted:
Senator Fain spoke in favor of the motion to table.
On page 68, line 3, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $500,000.
On page 68, line 4, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
POINT OF ORDER
appropriation by $500,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
Senator Billig: “I’d like to respond to the comments from
On page 71, after line 18, insert the following:
the gentleman.”
"(10) $500,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for fiscal
year 2016 and $500,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for the Washington Information
Network."
President Owen: “It’s not allowed. A motion to lay on the
Senators Frockt, Hasegawa and Liias spoke in favor of
table is non-debatable. The President just allows each side to
adoption of the amendment.
make one statement and that has been done.”
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Billig: “I believe the gentleman has impeached the
motives of the minority and I’d like to say that the reason that
we…”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Billig that is not allowed.”
On motion of Senator Rolfes, pursuant to Rule 64, the
following amendment by Senator Keiser and others was read in
full:
On page 58, line 29, increase the General Fund-State
Appropriation (FY 2016) by $6,193,000.
On page 58, line 30, increase the General Fund-State
Appropriation (FY 2017) by $12,472,000.
On page 58, line 31, increase the General Fund-Federal
Appropriation by $18,708,000.
Adjust totals accordingly
On page 61, after line 30, insert the following:
"(l) The department of social and health services shall increase
the benchmark rates for community residential service businesses
providing supported living, group home, and licensed staffed
residential services for people with developmental disabilities by
sixty cents starting July 1, 2015, and by an additional sixty cents
starting July 1, 2016."
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the motion by Senator Fain that the amendment by Senator Keiser
and others, on page 58, line 29 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077
be laid upon the table.
The Secretary called the roll on the motion by Senator Fain
that the amendment by Senator Keiser and others, on page 58, line
29 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077, the motion carried and the

MOTION
Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senator Cleveland demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the demand by Senator Fain: “Shall the main question be now
put?”
The Secretary called the roll on the demand by Senator Fain
“Shall the main question be put?”and the demand carried by the
following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Hobbs
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Frockt and Hasegawa
on page 68, line 3 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator Frockt failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
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Senator Billig moved that the following amendment by
Senator Billig and others be adopted:
On page 68, line 3, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $10,809,000.
On page 68, line 4, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $20,625,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 73, after line 7 insert the following:
"(10) As recommended by Public Law 113-186, the department
shall waive the reporting requirements under RCW 43.215.135 (2)
starting January 1, 2016 to provide Working Connections Child Care
recipients twelve months of continuous child care."
Senator Billig spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.

adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 23; Nays, 25; Absent, 0;
Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs

MOTION

Senator Hargrove moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hargrove and Darneille be adopted:
On page 68, line 3, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $22,364,000.
On page 68, line 4, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $21,166,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 68, line 29, after "(b)" strike "$281,135,000" and insert
"$324,665,000".
Senator Hargrove spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.

Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senator Billig demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the demand by Senator Fain: “Shall the main question be now
put?”
The Secretary called the roll on the motion by Senator Fain
“Shall the main question be put?”and the motion carried by the
following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Hobbs
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Billig: “Senator Frock was very eager to speak on
this so may I yield my three minutes of closing?”

MOTION

MOTION
Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be,
“Shall the main question be now put?”
The motion by Senator Fain carried by voice vote and the
previous question was put.
Senator Hargrove, pursuant to Rule 36, again spoke in favor
of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Nelson demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Hargrove and
Darneille on page 68, line 3 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.

REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
ROLL CALL
President Owen: “You may not. No, you may not.”
Senator Billig, pursuant to Rule 36, again spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment.
Senator Billig demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Billig and others on
page 68, line 3 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Billig and others on page 68, line 3 to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not

The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Hargrove and Darneille on page 68, line
3 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 22; Nays, 26; Absent, 0;
Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs
MOTION
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Senator Darneille moved that the following amendment by
Senators Darneille and Fraser be adopted.
MOTION
On page 68, line 3, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $2,034,000.
Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
On page 68, line 4, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
The President declared that at least two additional senators
appropriation by $2,034,000.
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
Adjust the total appropriations accordingly.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be,
On page 71, after line 18, insert the following:
“Shall the main question be now put?”
"(10) $2,034,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for
The motion by Senator Fain carried by voice vote and the
fiscal year 2016 and $2,034,000 of the general fund--state
previous question was put.
appropriation for fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for the
Washington Telephone Assistance program and related staffing."
Senator Darneille, pursuant to Rule 36, again spoke in favor
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
of adoption of the amendment.
internal references accordingly.
Senators Darneille and Fraser spoke in favor of adoption of
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the amendment.
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Darneille on page 68,
line 3 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
Senator Darneille demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
ROLL CALL
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
Senator Darneille again spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment by Senator Darneille on page 68, line 3 to Substitute
amendment.
Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not adopted by the
following vote: Yeas, 22; Nays, 26; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Darneille and Fraser
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
on page 68, line 3 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
ROLL CALL
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
amendment by Senators Darneille and Fraser on page 68, line 3
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
Excused: Senator Hobbs
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 23; Nays, 25; Absent, 0;
At the President’s request, Senator Fain announced a
Excused, 1.
suspension of business to allow staff at the rostrum a brief break.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
MOTION
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rolfes and Warnick
At 10:00 o’clock p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
was declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
The Senate was called to order at 10:16 p.m. by the President
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler and Sheldon
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
Excused: Senator Hobbs
MOTION
Senator Darneille moved that the following amendment by
Senator Darneille be adopted.
On page 68, line 3, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $863,000.
On page 68, line 4, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $863,000.
Adjust the total appropriations accordingly.
On page 68, line 10, after "(a)" strike "$155,293,000" and insert
"$156,156,000".
On page 68, line 11, after "2016," strike "$157,748,000" and
insert "$158,611,000".
On page 68, line 29, after "(b)", strike "$281,135,000" and insert
"$282,861,000".
Senator Darneille spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Darneille demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.

MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hasegawa and others be adopted.
On page 68, line 3, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $4,792,000.
On page 68, line 4, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $4,792,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 70, line 20, after "to be" strike "no less than seventyfive percent and no more than".
On page 115, line 1, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $800,000.
On page 115, line 2, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $800,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 115, line 11, after "(1)" strike "$5,308,445" and insert
"$6,108,445".
On page 115, line 12, after "and" strike "$5,302,905" and insert
"$6,102,905".
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Senator Nelson demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members supported
the demand and the demand was sustained.
Senator Nelson spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
MOTION
Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be,
“Shall the main question be now put?”
The motion by Senator Fain carried by voice vote and the
previous question was put.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rolfes, Senator McAuliffe was
excused.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Hasegawa: “May I speak to close debate?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
Senator Hasegawa: “Senator Hasegawa you were not the
maker of the motion therefore Senator Nelson may close debate.”
Senator Nelson, pursuant to Rule 36, again spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hasegawa and others
on page 68, line 3 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Hasegawa and others on page 68, line 3
to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 24; Nays, 24; Absent, 0;
Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Hewitt,
Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs
MOTION
Senator Darneille moved that the following amendment by
Senator Darneille be adopted.
On page 68, line 3, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $1,500,000.
On page 68, line 4, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $1,500,000.
Adjust the total appropriations accordingly.
On page 68, line 10, strike "$155,293,000" and insert
"$156,793,000".

On page 68, line 11, strike "$157,748,000" and insert
"$159,248,000".
On page 68, line 29, after "(b)", strike "$281,135,000" and insert
"$284,135,000".
Senator Darneille spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senator Darneille demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
MOTION
Senator Fain demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be,
“Shall the main question be now put?”
The motion by Senator Fain carried by voice vote and the
previous question was put.
Senator Darneille, pursuant to Rule 36, again spoke in favor
of adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Darneille on page 68,
line 3 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Darneille on page 68, line 3 to Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not adopted by the
following vote: Yeas, 22; Nays, 26; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs
MOTION
Senator Darneille moved that the following amendment by
Senator Darneille be adopted.
On page 68, line 3, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $2,700,000.
On page 68, line 4, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $5,352,000.
Adjust the total appropriations accordingly.
On page 68, line 10, strike "$155,293,000" and insert
"$157,993,000".
On page 68, line 11, strike "$157,748,000" and insert
"$286,488,000".
On page 69, line 3, strike "422,373,000" and insert
"$430,425,000".
On page 69, line 15, after "(d).", strike all of the material through
line 24.
On page 188, line 4, strike all of the material through line 13.
Senator Darneille spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senator Darneille demanded a roll call.
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The President declared that one-sixth of the members
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
Parlette, Pearson, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Darneille on page 68,
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
line 3 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
Senator Frockt: “So, even though we’re operating under the
ROLL CALL
sixty percent rule and we have a tie in that situation. You still, you
don’t even … You can’t tell us how you would have voted?”
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Darneille on page 68, line 3 to Substitute
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not adopted by the
following vote: Yeas, 22; Nays, 26; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
President Owen: “The answer to your question Mr. Lawyer
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Man is: ‘No I’m not going to tell you.’ You didn’t ask me how,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
ah, whatever. Anyway. Clearly, twenty-four, twenty-four;
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
twenty-five, twenty-four, twenty-three. It doesn’t get there, you
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
know.”
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
MOTION
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Senator Jayapal and others be adopted:
Excused: Senator Hobbs
On page 76, line 12, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $850,000.
MOTION
On page 76, line 13, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $850,000.
Senator Frockt moved that the following amendment by
On page 76, line 14, increase the General Fund--Federal
Senators Frockt and Keiser be adopted.
appropriation by $1,700,000.
On page 76, line 12, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
appropriation by $5,646,000.
On page 83, after line 17, insert the following:
On page 76, line 13, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
"(ff) $850,000 of the general fund—state appropriation for fiscal
appropriation by $5,862,000.
year 2016, and $850,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for
On page 76, line 14, increase the General Fund--Federal
fiscal year 2017, and $1,700,000 million of the general fund-federal
appropriation by $28,492,000.
appropriation are provided solely for the authority to increase the
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
rates for long-acting reversible contraceptive methods to be at least
On page 83, after line 17, insert the following:
equal with the total rate paid for the services required to provide oral
"(ff) $5,646,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for
contraceptives that would have been delivered over the same period
fiscal year 2016, $5,862,000 of the general fund--state
as an average patient maintains a long-acting contraceptive. The
appropriation for fiscal year 2017, and $28,492,000 of the general
authority shall assure that rates paid for long-acting reversible
fund--federal appropriation are provided solely for the authority
contraceptives are adjusted within the medicaid take charge waiver
to increase reimbursement rates for primary care services
program as well as within the Title XIX medicaid program, and that
provided by primary care practitioners including independent
no contraceptive rate is decreased to comply with this section."
nurse practitioners."
Senator Frockt spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
Senator Frockt demanded a roll call.
On motion of Senator Jayapal, the amendment by Senator
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
Jayapal and others on page 76, line 12 to Substitute Senate Bill
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
No. 5077 was withdrawn.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
MOTION
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Frockt and Keiser on
page 76, line 12 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
Senator Conway moved that the following amendment by
Senators Conway and Hasegawa be adopted.
ROLL CALL
On page 87, line 24, increase the Accident Account--State (FY
2016) appropriation by $1,752,000.
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
On page 87, line 26, increase the Medical Account--State (FY
amendment by Senators Frockt and Keiser on page 76, line 12 to
2017) appropriation by $309,000.
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 24; Nays, 24; Absent, 0;
On page 91, after line 7, insert the following:
Excused, 1.
"(13) $1,752,000 of the accident account--state appropriation for
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
fiscal year 2016 and $309,000 of the medical account--state
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
appropriation for fiscal year 2017 are provided solely to create a
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
workplace safety and inspection unit that will specialize in
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach and Rolfes
protecting workers and communities from explosions or other
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
releases of highly hazardous chemicals at worksites."
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
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Senator Conway spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senator Conway demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Conway and
Hasegawa on page 87, line 24 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senators Conway and Hasegawa on page 87, line
24 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 24; Nays, 24; Absent, 0;
Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Benton, Billig, Chase, Cleveland,
Conway, Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker, Roach and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain, Hewitt, Hill,
Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Rivers, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hobbs

Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker, Roach and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
MOTION
Senator Liias moved that the following amendment by
Senator Frockt be adopted:
On page 92, line 1, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $250,000.
On page 92, line 2, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $250,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 95, after line 35, insert the following:
"(13) $250,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for fiscal
year 2016 and $250,000 of the general fund--state for fiscal year
2017 are provided solely for a contract with the Washington poison
center to help maintain national accreditation standards."
Senator Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Frockt on page 92, line
1 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator Liias failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.

MOTION
MOTION
Senator Conway moved that the following amendment by
Senators Conway and Hasegawa be adopted.
On page 87, line 24, increase the Accident Account--State (FY
2016) appropriation by $1,752,000.
On page 87, line 26, increase the Medical Account--State (FY
2017) appropriation by $309,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 91, after line 7, insert the following:
"(13) $1,752,000 of the accident account--state appropriation for
fiscal year 2016 and $309,000 of the medical account--state
appropriation for fiscal year 2017 are provided solely to create a unit
that will specialize in protecting workers and communities from
explosions or other releases of highly hazardous chemicals at
worksites. This program must apply specifically to facilities that
store and use large amounts of certain types of highly hazardous
chemicals."
Senator Conway spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senator Conway demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Conway and
Hasegawa on page 87, line 24 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.

Senator Rolfes moved that the following amendment by
Senator Rolfes be adopted:
On page 92, line 1, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $60,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 95, after line 35, insert the following:
"(13) $60,000 of the general fund—state appropriation for fiscal
year 2016 is provided solely for the department to conduct a
feasibility study to assess cost effective options to notify neighbors
of pesticide applications that occur through drift-prone methods.
The study shall consider, at a minimum, the cost and requirements
necessary to develop and implement an information-sharing system
on pesticide use in Washington state as well as the cost and
requirements necessary to implement a communication program to
notify neighbors of pesticide applications that occur through driftprone methods. No later than June 30, 2016, the department shall
report to the appropriate fiscal committees of the legislature on the
feasibility of such programs."
Senator Rolfes spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Rolfes on page 92, line
1 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator Rolfes failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.

ROLL CALL
MOTION
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senators Conway and Hasegawa on page 87, line
24 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 24; Nays, 25; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,

Senator Habib moved that the following amendment by
Senator Habib be adopted.
On page 95, line 37 insert the following:
"No moneys may be expended from the appropriations in this
act for any execution ordered under chapter 10.95 RCW."
Senator Habib spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
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Senator Habib demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Habib on page 95, line
37 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Habib on page 95, line 37 to Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not adopted by the
following vote: Yeas, 21; Nays, 28; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Darneille,
Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Jayapal, Keiser, KohlWelles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen,
Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Liias,
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
MOTION
Senator Billig moved that the following amendment by
Senators Billig, Baumgartner and McCoy be adopted:
On page 103, line 31, increase the State Toxics Control
Account--State Appropriation by $380,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 104, line 26, after "(2)" strike "$120,000" and insert
"$500,000"
Senator Billig spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Billig, Baumgartner
and McCoy on page 103, line 31 to Substitute Senate Bill No.
5077.
The motion by Senator Billig failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senator McCoy be adopted.
On page 104, line 17, after "$2,291,000" insert the following:
"Carbon Pollution Reduction Account--State Appropriation
... $2,816,000".
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 106, line 27, after "subsection." Insert the following:
"(...) $2,816,000 of the carbon pollution reduction account-state appropriation is provided solely for the implementation of
Senate Bill No. 5283 (carbon pollution market program). The
legislature finds that climate change is real and that human
activity significantly contributes to climate change. Climate
change is harming the state and without substantial reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions the harm to the state will be greatly
increased.
These include impacts to the state's forests,
agriculture, snowpack, coasts, infrastructure, fisheries and
shellfish industry, and other natural resources that are vital to the
state's economy, communities, and environment. The 2015
legislature intends to enact comprehensive measures that will
ensure the state meets the legislatively adopted statewide
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emission reductions. If Senate Bill No. 5283 (carbon pollution
market program) is not enacted by June 30, 2015, the amounts
provided in this subsection shall lapse."
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
correct any internal references accordingly.
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator McCoy demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator McCoy on page 104,
line 17 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator McCoy on page 104, line 17 to Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not adopted by the
following vote: Yeas, 21; Nays, 28; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Jayapal,
Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson,
Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Litzow,
Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
MOTION
Senator Chase moved that the following amendment by
Senator Chase be adopted:
On page 106, line 30, increase the General Fund--State (FY
2016) appropriation by $3,750,000.
On page 106, line 31, increase the General Fund--State (FY
2017) appropriation by $3,750,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
Senator Chase spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Chase on page 106,
line 30 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator Chase failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment
by Senators Kohl-Welles and Ranker be adopted:
On page 112, line 8, increase General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $2,357,000.
On page 112, line 9, increase General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $2,288,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 114, after line 37, insert the following:
"(...) $2,357,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for
fiscal year 2016 and $2,288,000 of the general fund--state
appropriation for fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for the
collection and analysis of LiDAR (a high-resolution remote sensing
technology) data to assist in understanding geologic hazards."
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Kohl-Welles and
Ranker on page 112, line 8 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator Kohl-Welles failed and the
amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator McAuliffe moved that the following amendment by
Senator McAuliffe and others be adopted:
On page 120, line 5, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $250,000.
On page 120, line 6, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $250,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 133, after line 16, insert the following:
"(42) $250,000 of the general fund—state appropriation for
fiscal year 2016 and $250,000 of the general fund—state
appropriation for fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for one-time
grants for elementary and middle school career and technical
education programs. Grant funds may be used to purchase or
improve curriculum, upgrade technology and equipment to meet
industry standards, and for other purposes intended to initiate a new
program or improve the rigor and quality of a high-demand
program."
Senator McAuliffe spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator McAuliffe and others
on page 120, line 5 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator McAuliffe failed and the amendment
was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Frockt moved that the following amendment by
Senator Frockt be adopted:
On page 120, line 5, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $354,000.
On page 120, line 6, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $354,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 128, line 37, after "(29)", strike "$1,000,000", and
insert "$1,354,000".
On page 128, line 38, after "and", strike "$1,000,000", and insert
"$1,354,000".
Senator Frockt spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Frockt on page 120,
line 5 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator Frockt failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Hasegawa moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hasegawa and others be adopted:
On page 120, line 5, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $2,532,000.
On page 120, line 6, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $2,531,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 279, after line 23, insert the following:

" Sec. 964. RCW 28A.600.490 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 18 s
301 are each amended to read as follows:
(1) The office of the superintendent of public instruction
shall convene a discipline task force to develop standard
definitions for causes of student disciplinary actions taken at the
discretion of the school district. The task force must also develop
data collection standards for disciplinary actions that are
discretionary and for disciplinary actions that result in the
exclusion of a student from school. The data collection standards
must include data about education services provided while a
student is subject to a disciplinary action, the status of petitions
for readmission to the school district when a student has been
excluded from school, credit retrieval during a period of
exclusion, and school dropout as a result of disciplinary action.
(2) The discipline task force shall include representatives
from the K-12 data governance group, the educational
opportunity gap oversight and accountability committee, the state
ethnic commissions, the governor's office of Indian affairs, the
office of the education ((ombudsman school districts, tribal
representatives, and other education and advocacy organizations.
(3) The office of the superintendent of public instruction and
the K-12 data governance group shall revise the statewide student
data system to incorporate the student discipline data collection
standards recommended by the discipline task force, and begin
collecting data based on the revised standards in the 2015-16
school year.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 965. A new section is added to
chapter 28A.320 RCW to read as follows:
(1) School districts shall annually disseminate discipline
policies and procedures to students, families, and the community.
(2) School districts shall use disaggregated data collected
pursuant to RCW 28A.300.042 to monitor the impact of the
school district's discipline policies and procedures.
(3) School districts, in consultation with school district staff,
students, families, and the community, shall periodically review
and update their discipline rules, policies, and procedures.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 966. A new section is added to
chapter 28A.345 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The Washington state school directors' association shall
create model school district discipline policies and procedures
and post these models publicly by December 1, 2015. In
developing these model policies and procedures, the association
shall request technical assistance and guidance from the equity
and civil rights office within the office of the superintendent of
public instruction and the Washington state human rights
commission. The model policies and procedures shall be updated
as necessary.
(2) School districts shall adopt discipline policies and
procedures consistent with the model policy by April 1, 2016.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 967. A new section is added to
chapter 28A.415 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The office of the superintendent of public instruction
shall develop a training program to support the implementation of
discipline policies and procedures under chapter 28A.600 RCW.
(2) School districts are strongly encouraged to provide the
trainings to all school and district staff interacting with students,
including instructional staff and noninstructional staff, as well as
within a reasonable time following any substantive change to
school discipline policies or procedures.
(3) To the maximum extent feasible, the trainings must
incorporate or adapt existing online training or curriculum,
including securing materials or curriculum under contract or
purchase agreements within available funds.
(4) The trainings must be developed in modules that allow:
(a) Access to material over a reasonable number of training
sessions;
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under a teacher's immediate supervision may be excluded by the
(b) Delivery in person or online; and
(c) Use in a self-directed manner.
teacher from his or her individual classroom and instructional or
Sec. 968. RCW 28A.600.015 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 18 s 302
activity area for all or any portion of the balance of the school
are each amended to read as follows:
day, or up to the following two days, or until the principal or
(1) The superintendent of public instruction shall adopt and
designee and teacher have conferred, whichever occurs first.
distribute to all school districts lawful and reasonable rules
Except in emergency circumstances, the teacher first must
prescribing the substantive and procedural due process guarantees
attempt one or more alternative forms of corrective action. In no
of pupils in the common schools. Such rules shall authorize a
event without the consent of the teacher may an excluded student
school district to use informal due process procedures in
return to the class during the balance of that class or activity
connection with the short-term suspension of students to the
period or up to the following two days, or until the principal or
extent constitutionally permissible: PROVIDED, That the
his or her designee and the teacher have conferred.
superintendent of public instruction deems the interest of students
(3) In order to preserve a beneficial learning environment for
to be adequately protected. When a student suspension or
all students and to maintain good order and discipline in each
expulsion is appealed, the rules shall authorize a school district to
classroom, every school district board of directors shall provide
impose the suspension or expulsion temporarily after an initial
that written procedures are developed for administering discipline
hearing for no more than ten consecutive school days or until the
at each school within the district. Such procedures shall be
appeal is decided, whichever is earlier. Any days that the student
developed with the participation of parents and the community,
is temporarily suspended or expelled before the appeal is decided
and shall provide that the teacher, principal or designee, and other
shall be applied to the term of the student suspension or expulsion
authorities designated by the board of directors, make every
and shall not limit or extend the term of the student suspension or
reasonable attempt to involve the parent or guardian and the
expulsion. An expulsion or suspension of a student may not be for
student in the resolution of student discipline problems. Such
an indefinite period of time.
procedures shall provide that students may be excluded from their
(2) Short-term suspension procedures may be used for
individual classes or activities for periods of time in excess of that
suspensions of students up to and including, ten consecutive
provided in subsection (2) of this section if such students have
school days.
repeatedly disrupted the learning of other students. The
(3) Emergency expulsions must end or be converted to
procedures must be consistent with the rules of the superintendent
another form of corrective action within ten school days from the
of public instruction and must provide for early involvement of
date of the emergency removal from school. Notice and due
parents in attempts to improve the student's behavior.
process rights must be provided when an emergency expulsion is
(4) The procedures shall assure, pursuant to RCW
converted to another form of corrective action.
28A.400.110, that all staff work cooperatively toward consistent
(4) School districts may not impose long-term suspension or
enforcement of proper student behavior throughout each school
expulsion as a form of discretionary discipline.
as well as within each classroom.
(5) As used in this chapter, "discretionary discipline" means
(5)(a) A principal shall consider imposing long-term
a disciplinary action taken by a school district for student
suspension or expulsion as a sanction when deciding the
behavior that violates rules of student conduct adopted by a
appropriate disciplinary action for a student who, after July 27,
school district board of directors under RCW 28A.600.010 and
1997:
28A.600.015, but does not constitute action taken in response to
(i) Engages in two or more violations within a three-year
any of the following:
period of RCW 9A.46.120, ((28A.320.135,)) 28A.600.455,
(a) A violation of RCW 28A.600.420;
28A.600.460, 28A.635.020, 28A.600.020, 28A.635.060, or
(b) An offense in RCW 13.04.155; or
9.41.280((, or 28A.320.140)); or
(c) Two or more violations of RCW 9A.46.120, 9.41.280,
(ii) Engages in one or more of the offenses listed in RCW
13.04.155.
28A.600.455, 28A.635.020, or 28A.635.060 within a three-year
(b) The principal shall communicate the disciplinary action
period.
(6) Except as provided in RCW 28A.600.420, school
taken by the principal to the school personnel who referred the
districts are not required to impose long-term suspension or
student to the principal for disciplinary action.
expulsion for behavior that constitutes a violation or offense listed
(6) Any corrective action involving a suspension or
under subsection (5)(a) through (c) of this section and should first
expulsion from school for more than ten days must have an end
consider alternative actions.
date of not more than ((one calendar year)) the length of an
(7) School districts may not suspend the provision of
academic term, as defined by the school board, from the time of
educational services to a student as a disciplinary action. A
corrective action. Districts shall make reasonable efforts to assist
student may be excluded from a particular classroom or
students and parents in returning to an educational setting prior to
instructional or activity area for the period of suspension or
and no later than the end date of the corrective action. Where
expulsion, but the school district must provide an opportunity for
warranted based on public health or safety, a school may petition
a student to receive educational services during a period of
the superintendent of the school district, pursuant to policies and
suspension or expulsion.
procedures adopted by the office of the superintendent of public
Sec. 969. RCW 28A.600.020 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 18 s 303
instruction, for authorization to exceed the ((one calendar year))
are each amended to read as follows:
academic term limitation provided in this subsection. The
(1) The rules adopted pursuant to RCW 28A.600.010 shall
superintendent of public instruction shall adopt rules outlining the
be interpreted to ensure that the optimum learning atmosphere of
limited circumstances in which a school may petition to exceed
the classroom is maintained, and that the highest consideration is
the ((one calendar year)) academic term limitation, including
given to the judgment of qualified certificated educators
safeguards to ensure that the school district has made every effort
regarding conditions necessary to maintain the optimum learning
to plan for the student's return to school. School districts shall
atmosphere.
report to the office of the superintendent of public instruction the
(2) Any student who creates a disruption of the educational
number of petitions made to the school board and the number of
process in violation of the building disciplinary standards while
petitions granted on an annual basis.
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(7) Nothing in this section prevents a public school district,
educational service district, the Washington state center for
childhood deafness and hearing loss, or the state school for the
blind if it has suspended or expelled a student from the student's
regular school setting from providing educational services to the
student in an alternative setting or modifying the suspension or
expulsion on a case-by-case basis. An alternative setting should
be comparable, equitable, and appropriate to the regular education
services a student would have received without the exclusionary
discipline. Example alternative settings include alternative high
schools, one-on-one tutoring, and online learning.
Sec. 970. RCW 28A.600.022 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 18 s 308
are each amended to read as follows:
(1) School districts should make efforts to have suspended
or expelled students return to an educational setting as soon as
possible. School districts ((should)) must convene a meeting with
the student and the student's parents or guardians within twenty
days of the student's long-term suspension or expulsion, but no
later than five days before the student's enrollment, to discuss a
plan to reengage the student in a school program. Families must
have access to, provide meaningful input on, and have the
opportunity to participate in a culturally sensitive and culturally
responsive reengagement plan.
(2) In developing a reengagement plan, school districts
should consider shortening the length of time that the student is
suspended or expelled, other forms of corrective action, and
supportive interventions that aid in the student's academic success
and keep the student engaged and on track to graduate. School
districts must create a reengagement plan tailored to the student's
individual circumstances, including consideration of the incident
that led to the student's long-term suspension or expulsion. The
plan should aid the student in taking the necessary steps to remedy
the situation that led to the student's suspension or expulsion.
(3) Any reengagement meetings conducted by the school
district involving the suspended or expelled student and his or her
parents or guardians are not intended to replace a petition for
readmission.
Sec. 971. RCW 43.41.400 and 2012 c 229 s 585 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) An education data center shall be established in the office
of financial management. The education data center shall jointly,
with the legislative evaluation and accountability program
committee, conduct collaborative analyses of early learning, K12, and higher education programs and education issues across
the P-20 system, which includes the department of early learning,
the superintendent of public instruction, the professional educator
standards board, the state board of education, the state board for
community and technical colleges, the workforce training and
education coordinating board, the student achievement council,
public and private nonprofit four-year institutions of higher
education, and the employment security department. The
education data center shall conduct collaborative analyses under
this section with the legislative evaluation and accountability
program committee and provide data electronically to the
legislative evaluation and accountability program committee, to
the extent permitted by state and federal confidentiality
requirements. The education data center shall be considered an
authorized representative of the state educational agencies in this
section under applicable federal and state statutes for purposes of
accessing and compiling student record data for research
purposes.
(2) The education data center shall:
(a) In consultation with the legislative evaluation and
accountability program committee and the agencies and
organizations participating in the education data center, identify
the critical research and policy questions that are intended to be

addressed by the education data center and the data needed to
address the questions;
(b) Coordinate with other state education agencies to
compile and analyze education data, including data on student
demographics that is disaggregated by distinct ethnic categories
within racial subgroups, and complete P-20 research projects;
(c) Collaborate with the legislative evaluation and
accountability program committee and the education and fiscal
committees of the legislature in identifying the data to be
compiled and analyzed to ensure that legislative interests are
served;
(d) Annually provide to the K-12 data governance group a
list of data elements and data quality improvements that are
necessary to answer the research and policy questions identified
by the education data center and have been identified by the
legislative committees in (c) of this subsection. Within three
months of receiving the list, the K-12 data governance group shall
develop and transmit to the education data center a feasibility
analysis of obtaining or improving the data, including the steps
required, estimated time frame, and the financial and other
resources that would be required. Based on the analysis, the
education data center shall submit, if necessary, a
recommendation to the legislature regarding any statutory
changes or resources that would be needed to collect or improve
the data;
(e) Monitor and evaluate the education data collection
systems of the organizations and agencies represented in the
education data center ensuring that data systems are flexible, able
to adapt to evolving needs for information, and to the extent
feasible and necessary, include data that are needed to conduct the
analyses and provide answers to the research and policy questions
identified in (a) of this subsection;
(f) Track enrollment and outcomes through the public
centralized higher education enrollment system;
(g) Assist other state educational agencies' collaborative
efforts to develop a long-range enrollment plan for higher
education including estimates to meet demographic and
workforce needs;
(h) Provide research that focuses on student transitions
within and among the early learning, K-12, and higher education
sectors in the P-20 system; ((and))
(i) Prepare a regular report on the educational and workforce
outcomes of youth in the juvenile justice system, using data
disaggregated by age, and by ethnic categories and racial
subgroups in accordance with RCW 28A.300.042; and
(j) Make recommendations to the legislature as necessary to
help ensure the goals and objectives of this section and RCW
28A.655.210 and 28A.300.507 are met.
(3) The department of early learning, superintendent of
public instruction, professional educator standards board, state
board of education, state board for community and technical
colleges, workforce training and education coordinating board,
student achievement council, public four-year institutions of
higher education, department of social and health services and
employment security department shall work with the education
data center to develop data-sharing and research agreements,
consistent with applicable security and confidentiality
requirements, to facilitate the work of the center. The education
data center shall also develop data-sharing and research
agreements with the administrative office of the courts to conduct
research on educational and workforce outcomes using data
maintained under RCW 13.50.010(12) related to juveniles.
Private, nonprofit institutions of higher education that provide
programs of education beyond the high school level leading at
least to the baccalaureate degree and are accredited by the
Northwest association of schools and colleges or their peer
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accreditation bodies may also develop data-sharing and research
(7) The person making a motion under subsection (5) or (6)
agreements with the education data center, consistent with
of this section shall give reasonable notice of the motion to all
applicable security and confidentiality requirements. The
parties to the original action and to any agency whose records will
education data center shall make data from collaborative analyses
be affected by the motion.
available to the education agencies and institutions that contribute
(8) The court may permit inspection of records by, or release
data to the education data center to the extent allowed by federal
of information to, any clinic, hospital, or agency which has the
and state security and confidentiality requirements applicable to
subject person under care or treatment. The court may also permit
the data of each contributing agency or institution.
inspection by or release to individuals or agencies, including
Sec. 972. RCW 13.50.010 and 2014 c 175 s 2 and 2014 c
juvenile justice advisory committees of county law and justice
117 s 5 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
councils, engaged in legitimate research for educational,
(1) For purposes of this chapter:
scientific, or public purposes. Each person granted permission to
(a) "Juvenile justice or care agency" means any of the
inspect juvenile justice or care agency records for research
following: Police, diversion units, court, prosecuting attorney,
purposes shall present a notarized statement to the court stating
defense attorney, detention center, attorney general, the
that the names of juveniles and parents will remain confidential.
legislative children's oversight committee, the office of the family
(9) The court shall release to the caseload forecast council
and children's ombuds, the department of social and health
the records needed for its research and data-gathering functions.
services and its contracting agencies, schools; persons or public
Access to caseload forecast data may be permitted by the council
or private agencies having children committed to their custody;
for research purposes only if the anonymity of all persons
and any placement oversight committee created under RCW
mentioned in the records or information will be preserved.
72.05.415;
(10) Juvenile detention facilities shall release records to the
(b) "Official juvenile court file" means the legal file of the
caseload forecast council upon request. The commission shall not
juvenile court containing the petition or information, motions,
disclose the names of any juveniles or parents mentioned in the
memorandums, briefs, findings of the court, and court orders;
records without the named individual's written permission.
(c) "Records" means the official juvenile court file, the social
(11) Requirements in this chapter relating to the court's
file, and records of any other juvenile justice or care agency in the
authority to compel disclosure shall not apply to the legislative
case;
children's oversight committee or the office of the family and
(d) "Social file" means the juvenile court file containing the
children's ombuds.
records and reports of the probation counselor.
(12) For the purpose of research only, the administrative
(2) Each petition or information filed with the court may
office of the courts shall maintain an electronic research copy of
include only one juvenile and each petition or information shall
all records in the judicial information system related to juveniles.
be filed under a separate docket number. The social file shall be
Access to the research copy is restricted to the ((Washington state
filed separately from the official juvenile court file.
center for court research)) administrative office of the courts for
(3) It is the duty of any juvenile justice or care agency to
research purposes as authorized by the supreme court or by state
maintain accurate records. To this end:
statute. The ((Washington state center for court research))
(a) The agency may never knowingly record inaccurate
administrative office of the courts shall maintain the
information. Any information in records maintained by the
confidentiality of all confidential records and shall preserve the
department of social and health services relating to a petition filed
anonymity of all persons identified in the research copy. Data
pursuant to chapter 13.34 RCW that is found by the court to be
contained in the research copy may be shared with other
false or inaccurate shall be corrected or expunged from such
governmental agencies as authorized by state statute, pursuant to
records by the agency;
data-sharing and research agreements, and consistent with
(b) An agency shall take reasonable steps to assure the
applicable security and confidentiality requirements. The
security of its records and prevent tampering with them; and
research copy may not be subject to any records retention
(c) An agency shall make reasonable efforts to insure the
schedule and must include records destroyed or removed from the
completeness of its records, including action taken by other
judicial information system pursuant to RCW 13.50.270 and
agencies with respect to matters in its files.
13.50.100(3).
(4) Each juvenile justice or care agency shall implement
(13) The court shall release to the Washington state office of
procedures consistent with the provisions of this chapter to
public defense records needed to implement the agency's
facilitate inquiries concerning records.
oversight, technical assistance, and other functions as required by
(5) Any person who has reasonable cause to believe
RCW 2.70.020. Access to the records used as a basis for
information concerning that person is included in the records of a
oversight, technical assistance, or other agency functions is
juvenile justice or care agency and who has been denied access to
restricted to the Washington state office of public defense. The
those records by the agency may make a motion to the court for
Washington state office of public defense shall maintain the
confidentiality of all confidential information included in the
an order authorizing that person to inspect the juvenile justice or
records."
care agency record concerning that person. The court shall grant
Senator Hasegawa spoke in favor of adoption of the
the motion to examine records unless it finds that in the interests
amendment.
of justice or in the best interests of the juvenile the records or parts
of them should remain confidential.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(6) A juvenile, or his or her parents, or any person who has
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hasegawa and others
reasonable cause to believe information concerning that person is
on page 120, line 5 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
included in the records of a juvenile justice or care agency may
The motion by Senator Hasegawa failed and the amendment
make a motion to the court challenging the accuracy of any
was not adopted by voice vote.
information concerning the moving party in the record or
challenging the continued possession of the record by the agency.
MOTION
If the court grants the motion, it shall order the record or
information to be corrected or destroyed.
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Senator McAuliffe moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hasegawa and others be adopted:
On page 120, line 5, increase the General Fund--State (FY
2016) appropriation by $211,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 279, after line 23, insert the following:
“ NEW SECTION. Sec. 964. A new section is added to
chapter 28A.345 RCW to read as follows:
The Washington state school directors' association, in
consultation with the office of the superintendent of public
instruction, the professional educator standards board, the
steering committee established in RCW 28A.405.100, and the
educational opportunity gap oversight and accountability
committee, must develop a plan for the creation and delivery of
cultural competency training for school board directors and
superintendents. The training program must also include the
foundational elements of cultural competence, focusing on
multicultural education and principles of English language
acquisition, including information regarding best practices to
implement the tribal history and culture curriculum. The content
of the training must be aligned with the standards for cultural
competence developed by the professional educator standards
board under RCW 28A.410.270.
Sec. 965. RCW 28A.405.106 and 2012 c 35 s 5 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Subject to funds appropriated for this purpose, the office
of the superintendent of public instruction must develop and make
available a professional development program to support the
implementation of the evaluation systems required by RCW
28A.405.100. The program components may be organized into
professional development modules for principals, administrators,
and teachers. The professional development program shall
include a comprehensive online training package.
(2) The training program must include, but not be limited to,
the following topics:
(a) Introduction of the evaluation criteria for teachers and
principals and the four-level rating system;
(b) Orientation to and use of instructional frameworks;
(c) Orientation to and use of the leadership frameworks;
(d) Best practices in developing and using data in the
evaluation systems, including multiple measures, student growth
data, classroom observations, and other measures and evidence;
(e) Strategies for achieving maximum rater agreement;
(f) Evaluator feedback protocols in the evaluation systems;
(g) Examples of high quality teaching and leadership; and
(h) Methods to link the evaluation process to ongoing
educator professional development.
(3) The training program must also include the foundational
elements of cultural competence, focusing on multicultural
education and principles of English language acquisition,
including information regarding best practices to implement the
tribal history and culture curriculum. The content of the training
must be aligned with the standards for cultural competence
developed by the professional educator standards board under
RCW 28A.410.270. The office of the superintendent of public
instruction, in consultation with the professional educator
standards board, the steering committee established in RCW
28A.405.100, and the educational opportunity gap oversight and
accountability committee, must integrate the content for cultural
competence into the overall training for principals,
administrators, and teachers to support the revised evaluation
systems.
(4) To the maximum extent feasible, the professional
development program must incorporate or adapt existing online
training or curriculum, including securing materials or curriculum
under contract or purchase agreements within available funds.

Multiple modes of instruction should be incorporated including
videos of classroom teaching, participatory exercises, and other
engaging combinations of online audio, video, and print
presentation.
(((4))) (5) The professional development program must be
developed in modules that allow:
(a) Access to material over a reasonable number of training
sessions;
(b) Delivery in person or online; and
(c) Use in a self-directed manner.
(((5))) (6) The office of the superintendent of public
instruction must maintain a web site that includes the online
professional development materials along with sample evaluation
forms and templates, links to relevant research on evaluation and
on high quality teaching and leadership, samples of contract and
collective bargaining language on key topics, examples of
multiple measures of teacher and principal performance,
suggestions for data to measure student growth, and other tools
that will assist school districts in implementing the revised
evaluation systems.
(((6))) (7) The office of the superintendent of public
instruction must identify the number of in-service training hours
associated with each professional development module and
develop a way for users to document their completion of the
training. Documented completion of the training under this
section is considered approved in-service training for the
purposes of RCW 28A.415.020.
(((7))) (8) The office of the superintendent of public
instruction shall periodically update the modules to reflect new
topics and research on performance evaluation so that the training
serves as an ongoing source of continuing education and
professional development.
(((8))) (9) The office of the superintendent of public
instruction shall work with the educational service districts to
provide clearinghouse services for the identification and
publication of professional development opportunities for
teachers and principals that align with performance evaluation
criteria.
Sec. 966. RCW 28A.405.120 and 2012 c 35 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) School districts shall require each administrator, each
principal, or other supervisory personnel who has responsibility
for evaluating classroom teachers or principals to have training in
evaluation procedures.
(2) Before school district implementation of the revised
evaluation systems required under RCW 28A.405.100, principals
and administrators who have evaluation responsibilities must
engage in professional development designed to implement the
revised systems and maximize rater agreement. The professional
development to support the revised evaluation systems must also
include foundational elements of cultural competence, focusing
on multicultural education and principles of English language
acquisition.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 967. A new section is added to
chapter 28A.415 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The office of the superintendent of public instruction, in
collaboration with the educational opportunity gap oversight and
accountability committee, the professional educator standards
board, colleges of education, and representatives from diverse
communities and community-based organizations, must develop
a content outline for professional development and training in
cultural competence for school staff.
(2) The content of the cultural competence professional
development and training must be aligned with the standards
developed by the professional educator standards board under
RCW 28A.410.270. The training program must also include the
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staff, including information technology staff. Additional entities
foundational elements of cultural competence, focusing on
with expertise in education data may be included in the K-12 data
multicultural education and principles of English language
governance group.
acquisition, including information regarding best practices to
(3) The K-12 data governance group shall:
implement the tribal history and culture curriculum.
(a) Identify the critical research and policy questions that need
(3) The cultural competence professional development and
to be addressed by the K-12 education data improvement system;
training must contain components that are appropriate for
(b) Identify reports and other information that should be made
classified school staff and district administrators as well as
available on the internet in addition to the reports identified in
certificated instructional staff and principals at the building level.
subsection (5) of this section;
The professional development and training must also contain
(c) Create a comprehensive needs requirement document
components suitable for delivery by individuals from the local
detailing the specific information and technical capacity needed
community or community-based organizations with appropriate
by school districts and the state to meet the legislature's
expertise.
expectations for a comprehensive K-12 education data
(4) The legislature encourages educational service districts
improvement system as described under RCW 28A.655.210;
and school districts to use the cultural competence professional
(d) Conduct a gap analysis of current and planned information
development and training developed under this section and
compared to the needs requirement document, including an
provide opportunities for all school and school district staff to
analysis of the strengths and limitations of an education data
gain knowledge and skills in cultural competence, including in
system and programs currently used by school districts and the
partnership with their local communities.
state, and specifically the gap analysis must look at the extent to
NEW SECTION. Sec. 968. A new section is added to
which the existing data can be transformed into canonical form
chapter 28A.657 RCW to read as follows:
and where existing software can be used to meet the needs
Required action districts as provided in RCW 28A.657.030,
requirement document;
and districts with schools that receive the federal school
(e) Focus on financial and cost data necessary to support the
improvement grant under the American recovery and
new K-12 financial models and funding formulas, including any
reinvestment act of 2009, and districts with schools identified by
necessary changes to school district budgeting and accounting,
the superintendent of public instruction as priority or focus are
and on assuring the capacity to link data across financial, student,
strongly encouraged to provide the cultural competence
and educator systems; and
professional development and training developed under RCW
(f) Define the operating rules and governance structure for K28A.405.106, 28A.405.120, and section 204 of this act for
12 data collections, ensuring that data systems are flexible and
classified, certificated instructional, and administrative staff of
able to adapt to evolving needs for information, within an
the school. The professional development and training may be
objective and orderly data governance process for determining
delivered by an educational service district, through district inwhen changes are needed and how to implement them. Strong
service, or by another qualified provider, including in partnership
consideration must be made to the current practice and cost of
with the local community.
migration to new requirements. The operating rules should
NEW SECTION. Sec. 969. (1) The professional educator
delineate the coordination, delegation, and escalation authority
standards board and the office of the superintendent of public
for data collection issues, business rules, and performance goals
instruction shall convene a work group to revise and update the
for each K-12 data collection system, including:
model framework and curriculum, as well as the program of
(i) Defining and maintaining standards for privacy and
study, for high school career and technical education courses
confidentiality;
related to careers in education.
(ii) Setting data collection priorities;
(2) The revised careers in education courses must incorporate:
(iii) Defining and updating a standard data dictionary;
(a) Standards for cultural competence developed by the
(iv) Ensuring data compliance with the data dictionary;
professional educator standards board under RCW 28A.410.270;
(v) Ensuring data accuracy; and
(b) The most recent competency standards established by the
(vi) Establishing minimum standards for school, student,
professional educator standards board and new research on best
financial, and teacher data systems. Data elements may be
practices for educator preparation and development; and
specified "to the extent feasible" or "to the extent available" to
(c) Curriculum and activities used by the recruiting
collect more and better data sets from districts with more flexible
Washington teachers program under RCW 28A.415.370.
software. Nothing in RCW 43.41.400, this section, or RCW
(3) The revisions must be completed before the 2016-17
28A.655.210 should be construed to require that a data dictionary
school year.
or reporting should be hobbled to the lowest common set. The
(4) This section expires September 1, 2017.
work of the K-12 data governance group must specify which data
Sec. 970. RCW 28A.300.507 and 2009 c 548 s 203 are each
are desirable. Districts that can meet these requirements shall
amended to read as follows:
report the desirable data. Funding from the legislature must
(1) A K-12 data governance group shall be established within
establish which subset data are absolutely required.
the office of the superintendent of public instruction to assist in
(4)(a) The K-12 data governance group shall provide updates
the design and implementation of a K-12 education data
on its work as requested by the education data center and the
improvement system for financial, student, and educator data. It
legislative evaluation and accountability program committee.
is the intent that the data system reporting specifically serve
(b) The work of the K-12 data governance group shall be
requirements for teachers, parents, superintendents, school
periodically reviewed and monitored by the educational data
boards, the office of the superintendent of public instruction, the
center and the legislative evaluation and accountability program
legislature, and the public.
committee.
(2) The K-12 data governance group shall include
(5) To the extent data is available, the office of the
representatives of the education data center, the office of the
superintendent of public instruction shall make the following
superintendent of public instruction, the legislative evaluation and
minimum reports available on the internet. The reports must
accountability program committee, the professional educator
standards board, the state board of education, and school district
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either be run on demand against current data, or, if a static report,
must have been run against the most recent data:
(a) The percentage of data compliance and data accuracy by
school district;
(b) The magnitude of spending per student, by student
estimated by the following algorithm and reported as the detailed
summation of the following components:
(i) An approximate, prorated fraction of each teacher or
human resource element that directly serves the student. Each
human resource element must be listed or accessible through
online tunneling in the report;
(ii) An approximate, prorated fraction of classroom or
building costs used by the student;
(iii) An approximate, prorated fraction of transportation costs
used by the student; and
(iv) An approximate, prorated fraction of all other resources
within the district. District-wide components should be
disaggregated to the extent that it is sensible and economical;
(c) The cost of K-12 basic education, per student, by student,
by school district, estimated by the algorithm in (b) of this
subsection, and reported in the same manner as required in (b) of
this subsection;
(d) The cost of K-12 special education services per student,
by student receiving those services, by school district, estimated
by the algorithm in (b) of this subsection, and reported in the same
manner as required in (b) of this subsection;
(e) Improvement on the statewide assessments computed as
both a percentage change and absolute change on a scale score
metric by district, by school, and by teacher that can also be
filtered by a student's length of full-time enrollment within the
school district;
(f) Number of K-12 students per classroom teacher on a per
teacher basis;
(g) Number of K-12 classroom teachers per student on a per
student basis;
(h) Percentage of a classroom teacher per student on a per
student basis; ((and))
(i) Percentage of classroom teachers per school district and
per school disaggregated as described in RCW 28A.300.042(1)
for student-level data;
(j) Average length of service of classroom teachers per school
district and per school disaggregated as described in RCW
28A.300.042(1) for student-level data; and
(k) The cost of K-12 education per student by school district
sorted by federal, state, and local dollars.
(6) The superintendent of public instruction shall submit a
preliminary report to the legislature by November 15, 2009,
including the analyses by the K-12 data governance group under
subsection (3) of this section and preliminary options for
addressing identified gaps. A final report, including a proposed
phase-in plan and preliminary cost estimates for implementation
of a comprehensive data improvement system for financial,
student, and educator data shall be submitted to the legislature by
September 1, 2010.
(7) All reports and data referenced in this section and RCW
43.41.400 and 28A.655.210 shall be made available in a manner
consistent with the technical requirements of the legislative
evaluation and accountability program committee and the
education data center so that selected data can be provided to the
legislature, governor, school districts, and the public.
(8) Reports shall contain data to the extent it is available. All
reports must include documentation of which data are not
available or are estimated. Reports must not be suppressed
because of poor data accuracy or completeness. Reports may be
accompanied with documentation to inform the reader of why
some data are missing or inaccurate or estimated.

Senator McAuliffe spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hasegawa and others
on page 120, line 5 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator McAuliffe failed and the amendment
was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Jayapal moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hasegawa and others be adopted:
On page 120, line 5, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $349,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 279, after line 23, insert the following:
"Sec. 964. RCW 28A.660.045 and 2007 c 396 s 7 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The educator retooling (to teach mathematics and
science)) conditional scholarship program is created.
Participation is limited to current K-12 teachers and individuals
having an elementary education certificate but who are not
employed in positions requiring an elementary education
certificate. It is anticipated that candidates enrolled in this
program will complete the requirements for a mathematics ((or)),
science, special education, bilingual education, or English
language learner endorsement((, or both,)) in two years or less.
(2) Entry requirements for candidates include:
(a) Current K-12 teachers shall pursue a middle level
mathematics or science, ((or)) secondary mathematics or science,
special education, bilingual education, or English language
learner endorsement.
(b) Individuals having an elementary education certificate but
who are not employed in positions requiring an elementary
education certificate shall pursue an endorsement only in middle
level mathematics or science ((only)), special education, bilingual
education, or English language learner.
Sec. 965. RCW 28A.660.050 and 2012 c 229 s 507 are each
amended to read as follows:
Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for these
purposes, the conditional scholarship programs in this chapter are
created under the following guidelines:
(1) The programs shall be administered by the student
achievement council. In administering the programs, the council
has the following powers and duties:
(a) To adopt necessary rules and develop guidelines to
administer the programs;
(b) To collect and manage repayments from participants who
do not meet their service obligations; and
(c) To accept grants and donations from public and private
sources for the programs.
(2) Requirements for participation in the conditional
scholarship programs are as provided in this subsection (2).
(a) The alternative route conditional scholarship program is
limited to interns of professional educator standards boardapproved alternative routes to teaching programs under RCW
28A.660.040. For fiscal year 2011, priority must be given to fiscal
year 2010 participants in the alternative route partnership
program. In order to receive conditional scholarship awards,
recipients shall:
(i) Be accepted and maintain enrollment in alternative
certification routes through a professional educator standards
board-approved program;
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(ii) Continue to make satisfactory progress toward completion
as a certificated teacher employed in a Washington state K-12
of the alternative route certification program and receipt of a
public school. The state shall forgive one year of loan obligation
residency teaching certificate; and
for every two years a recipient teaches in a public school.
(iii) Receive no more than the annual amount of the
Recipients who fail to continue a course of study leading to
scholarship, not to exceed eight thousand dollars, for the cost of
residency teacher certification or cease to teach in a public school
tuition, fees, and educational expenses, including books, supplies,
in the state of Washington in their endorsement area are required
and transportation for the alternative route certification program
to repay the remaining loan principal with interest.
in which the recipient is enrolled. The council may adjust the
(5) Recipients who fail to fulfill the required teaching
annual award by the average rate of resident undergraduate tuition
obligation are required to repay the remaining loan principal with
and fee increases at the state universities as defined in RCW
interest and any other applicable fees. The student achievement
28B.10.016.
council shall adopt rules to define the terms for repayment,
(b) The pipeline for paraeducators conditional scholarship
including applicable interest rates, fees, and deferments.
program is limited to qualified paraeducators as provided by
(6) The student achievement council may deposit all
RCW 28A.660.042. In order to receive conditional scholarship
appropriations, collections, and any other funds received for the
awards, recipients shall:
program in this chapter in the future teachers conditional
(i) Be accepted and maintain enrollment at a community and
scholarship account authorized in RCW 28B.102.080.
technical college for no more than two years and attain an
Sec. 966. RCW 28A.180.040 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 9 s 4 are
associate of arts degree;
each amended to read as follows:
(ii) Continue to make satisfactory progress toward completion
(1) Every school district board of directors shall:
of an associate of arts degree. This progress requirement is a
(a) Make available to each eligible pupil transitional bilingual
condition for eligibility into a route one program of the alternative
instruction to achieve competency in English, in accord with rules
routes to teacher certification program for a mathematics, special
of the superintendent of public instruction;
education, or English as a second language endorsement; and
(b) Wherever feasible, ensure that communications to parents
(iii) Receive no more than the annual amount of the
emanating from the schools shall be appropriately bilingual for
scholarship, not to exceed four thousand dollars, for the cost of
those parents of pupils in the bilingual instruction program;
tuition, fees, and educational expenses, including books, supplies,
(c) Determine, by administration of an English test approved
and transportation for the alternative route certification program
by the superintendent of public instruction the number of eligible
in which the recipient is enrolled. The student achievement
pupils enrolled in the school district at the beginning of a school
council may adjust the annual award by the average rate of tuition
year and thereafter during the year as necessary in individual
and fee increases at the state community and technical colleges.
cases;
(c) The educator retooling ((to teach mathematics and
(d) Ensure that a student who is a child of a military family in
science)) conditional scholarship program is limited to current Ktransition and who has been assessed as in need of, or enrolled in,
12 teachers. In order to receive conditional scholarship awards:
a bilingual instruction program, the receiving school shall initially
(i) Individuals currently employed as teachers shall pursue a
honor placement of the student into a like program.
middle level mathematics or science, ((or)) secondary
(i) The receiving school shall determine whether the district's
mathematics or science, special education, bilingual education, or
program is a like program when compared to the sending school's
English language learner endorsement; or
program; and
(ii) Individuals who are certificated with an elementary
(ii) The receiving school may conduct subsequent
education endorsement shall pursue an endorsement in middle
assessments pursuant to RCW 28A.180.090 to determine
level mathematics or science, ((or both)) special education,
appropriate placement and continued enrollment in the program;
bilingual education, or English language learner; and
(e) Before the conclusion of each school year, measure each
(iii) Individuals shall use one of the pathways to endorsement
eligible pupil's improvement in learning the English language by
processes to receive ((a mathematics or science)) the
means of a test approved by the superintendent of public
endorsement, ((or both,)) which shall include passing ((a
instruction;
mathematics or science)) the associated endorsement test((,)) or
(f) Provide in-service training for teachers, counselors, and
((both)) tests, plus observation and completing applicable
other staff, who are involved in the district's transitional bilingual
coursework to attain the proper endorsement; and
program. Such training shall include appropriate instructional
(iv) Individuals shall receive no more than the annual amount
strategies for children of culturally different backgrounds, use of
of the scholarship, not to exceed three thousand dollars, for the
curriculum materials, and program models; and
cost of tuition, test fees, and educational expenses, including
(g) Make available a program of instructional support for up
books, supplies, and transportation for the endorsement pathway
to two years immediately after pupils exit from the program, for
being pursued.
exited pupils who need assistance in reaching grade-level
(3) The Washington professional educator standards board
performance in academic subjects even though they have
shall select individuals to receive conditional scholarships. In
achieved English proficiency for purposes of the transitional
selecting recipients, preference shall be given to eligible veterans
bilingual instructional program.
or national guard members. In awarding conditional scholarships
(2) Beginning in the 2019-20 school year, all classroom
to support additional bilingual education or English language
teachers assigned using funds for the transitional bilingual
learner endorsements, the board shall also give preference to
instruction program to provide supplemental instruction for
teachers assigned to schools required under state or federal
eligible pupils must hold an endorsement in bilingual education
accountability measures to implement a plan for improvement,
or English language learner, or both.
and to teachers assigned to schools whose enrollment of English
(3) The definitions in Article II of RCW 28A.705.010 apply
language learner students has increased an average of more than
to subsection (1)(d) of this section.
five percent per year over the previous three years.
Sec. 967. RCW 28A.180.090 and 2001 1st sp.s. c 6 s 2 are
(4) For the purpose of this chapter, a conditional scholarship
each amended to read as follows:
is a loan that is forgiven in whole or in part in exchange for service
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The superintendent of public instruction shall develop an
evaluation system designed to measure increases in the English
and academic proficiency of eligible pupils. When developing the
system, the superintendent shall:
(1) Require school districts to assess potentially eligible
pupils within ten days of registration using an English proficiency
assessment or assessments as specified by the superintendent of
public instruction. Results of these assessments shall be made
available to both the superintendent of public instruction and the
school district;
(2) Require school districts to annually assess all eligible
pupils at the end of the school year using an English proficiency
assessment or assessments as specified by the superintendent of
public instruction. Results of these assessments shall be made
available to both the superintendent of public instruction and the
school district;
(3) Develop a system to evaluate increases in the English and
academic proficiency of students who are, or were, eligible
pupils. This evaluation shall include students when they are in the
program and after they exit the program until they finish their K12 career or transfer from the school district. The purpose of the
evaluation system is to inform schools, school districts, parents,
and the state of the effectiveness of the transitional bilingual
programs in school and school districts in teaching these students
English and other content areas, such as mathematics and writing;
and
(4) ((Report to the education and fiscal committees of the
legislature by November 1, 2002, regarding the development of
the systems described in this section and a timeline for the full
implementation of those systems. The legislature shall approve
and provide funding for the evaluation system in subsection (3)
of this section before any implementation of the system
developed under subsection (3) of this section may occur.))
Provide school districts with technical assistance and support in
selecting research-based program models, instructional materials,
and professional development for program staff, including
disseminating information about best practices and innovative
programs. The information must include research about the
differences between conversational language proficiency,
academic language proficiency, and subject-specific language
proficiency and the implications this research has on instructional
practices and evaluation of program effectiveness.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 968. A new section is added to
chapter 28A.657 RCW to read as follows:
At the beginning of each school year, the office of the
superintendent of public instruction shall identify schools in the
top five percent of schools with the highest percent growth during
the previous two school years in enrollment of English language
learner students as compared to previous enrollment trends. The
office shall notify the identified schools, and the school districts
in which the schools are located are strongly encouraged to
provide the cultural competence professional development and
training developed under RCW 28A.405.106, 28A.405.120, and
section 204 of this act for classified, certificated instructional, and
administrative staff of the schools. The professional development
and training may be delivered by an educational service district,
through district in-service, or by another qualified provider,
including in partnership with the local community.
Sec. 969. RCW 28A.300.042 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 18 s 307
are each amended to read as follows:
(1) Beginning with the 2017-18 school year, and using the
phase-in provided in subsection (2) of this section, the
superintendent of public instruction must collect and school
districts must submit all student-level data using the United States
department of education 2007 race and ethnicity reporting

guidelines, including the subracial and subethnic categories
within those guidelines, with the following modifications:
(a) Further disaggregation of the Black category to
differentiate students of African origin and students native to the
United States with African ancestors;
(b) Further disaggregation of countries of origin for Asian
students;
(c) Further disaggregation of the White category to include
subethnic categories for Eastern European nationalities that have
significant populations in Washington; and
(d) For students who report as multiracial, collection of their
racial and ethnic combination of categories.
(2) Beginning with the 2017-18 school year, school districts
shall collect student-level data as provided in subsection (1) of
this section for all newly enrolled students, including transfer
students. When the students enroll in a different school within the
district, school districts shall resurvey the newly enrolled students
for whom subracial and subethnic categories were not previously
collected. School districts may resurvey other students.
(3) All student data-related reports required of the
superintendent of public instruction in this title must be
disaggregated by at least the following subgroups of students:
White, Black, Hispanic, American Indian/Alaskan Native, Asian,
Pacific Islander/Hawaiian Native, low income, transitional
bilingual, migrant, special education, and students covered by
section 504 of the federal rehabilitation act of 1973, as amended
(29 U.S.C. Sec. 794).
(((2))) (4) All student data-related reports ((required of))
prepared by the superintendent of public instruction regarding
student suspensions and expulsions as required ((in RCW
28A.300.046)) under this title are subject to disaggregation by
subgroups including:
(a) Gender;
(b) Foster care;
(c) Homeless, if known;
(d) School district;
(e) School;
(f) Grade level;
(g) Behavior infraction code, including:
(i) Bullying;
(ii) Tobacco;
(iii) Alcohol;
(iv) Illicit drug;
(v) Fighting without major injury;
(vi) Violence without major injury;
(vii) Violence with major injury;
(viii) Possession of a weapon; and
(ix) Other behavior resulting from a short-term or long-term
suspension, expulsion, or interim alternative education setting
intervention;
(h) Intervention applied, including:
(i) Short-term suspension;
(ii) Long-term suspension;
(iii) Emergency expulsion;
(iv) Expulsion;
(v) Interim alternative education settings;
(vi) No intervention applied; and
(vii) Other intervention applied that is not described in this
subsection (((2))) (4)(h);
(i) Number of days a student is suspended or expelled, to be
counted in half or full days; and
(j) Any other categories added at a future date by the data
governance group.
(((3))) (5) All student data-related reports required of the
superintendent of public instruction regarding student
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(2) This section expires August 1, 2017."
suspensions and expulsions as required in RCW 28A.300.046 are
subject to cross-tabulation at a minimum by the following:
Senator Jayapal spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
(a) School and district;
(b) Race, low income, special education, transitional
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
bilingual, migrant, foster care, homeless, students covered by
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hasegawa and others
section 504 of the federal rehabilitation act of 1973, as amended
on page 120, line 5 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
(29 U.S.C. Sec. 794), and categories to be added in the future;
The motion by Senator Jayapal failed and the amendment was
(c) Behavior infraction code; and
not adopted by voice vote.
(d) Intervention applied.
MOTION
(6) The K-12 data governance group shall develop the data
protocols and guidance for school districts in the collection of
Senator Hasegawa moved that the following amendment by
data as required under this section, and the office of the
Senator Hasegawa and others be adopted:
superintendent of public instruction shall modify the statewide
On page 120, line 5, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
student data system as needed. The office of the superintendent
appropriation by $611,000.
of public instruction shall also incorporate training for school
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
staff on best practices for collection of data on student race and
On page 279, after line 23, insert the following:
ethnicity in other training or professional development related to
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 964. A new section is added to
data provided by the office.
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 970.
The office of the
The department, in collaboration with the office of the
superintendent of public instruction shall convene a task force to
superintendent of public instruction, shall create a community
review the United States department of education 2007 race and
information and involvement plan to inform home-based, tribal,
ethnicity reporting guidelines and develop race and ethnicity
and family early learning providers of the early achievers
guidance for the state. The task force must include representatives
program under RCW 43.215.100.
from the educational opportunity gap oversight and
NEW SECTION. Sec. 965. A new section is added to
accountability committee, the ethnic commissions, the governor's
chapter 28A.300 RCW to read as follows:
office of Indian affairs, and a diverse group of parents. The
(1) The Washington integrated student supports protocol is
guidance must clarify for students and families why information
established. The protocol shall be developed by the center for the
about race and ethnicity is collected and how students and
improvement of student learning, established in RCW
families can help school administrators properly identify them.
28A.300.130, based on the framework described in this section.
The guidance must also describe the best practices for school
The purposes of the protocol include:
administrators to use when identifying the race and ethnicity of
(a) Supporting a school-based approach to promoting the
students and families. The task force must use the United States
success of all students by coordinating academic and
census and the American community survey in the development
nonacademic supports to reduce barriers to academic
of the guidance.
achievement and educational attainment;
Sec. 971. RCW 28A.300.505 and 2007 c 401 s 5 are each
(b) Fulfilling a vision of public education where educators
amended to read as follows:
focus on education, students focus on learning, and auxiliary
(1) The office of the superintendent of public instruction shall
supports enable teaching and learning to occur unimpeded;
develop standards for school data systems that focus on validation
(c) Encouraging the creation, expansion, and quality
and verification of data entered into the systems to ensure
improvement of community-based supports that can be integrated
accuracy and compatibility of data. The standards shall address
into the academic environment of schools and school districts;
but are not limited to the following topics:
(d) Increasing public awareness of the evidence showing that
(a) Date validation;
academic outcomes are a result of both academic and
(b) Code validation, which includes gender, race or ethnicity,
nonacademic factors; and
and other code elements;
(e) Supporting statewide and local organizations in their
(c) Decimal and integer validation; and
efforts to provide leadership, coordination, technical assistance,
(d) Required field validation as defined by state and federal
professional development, and advocacy to implement highrequirements.
quality,
evidence-based,
student-centered,
coordinated
(2) The superintendent of public instruction shall develop a
approaches throughout the state.
reporting format and instructions for school districts to collect and
(2)(a) The Washington integrated student supports protocol
submit data on student demographics that is disaggregated ((by
must be sufficiently flexible to adapt to the unique needs of
distinct ethnic categories within racial subgroups so that analyses
schools and districts across the state, yet sufficiently structured to
may be conducted on student achievement using the
provide all students with the individual support they need for
disaggregated data)) as required under RCW 28A.300.042.
academic success.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 972. (1) To increase the visibility
(b) The essential framework of the Washington integrated
of the opportunity gap in schools with small subgroups of students
student supports protocol includes:
and to hold schools accountable to individual student-level
(i) Needs assessments: A needs assessment must be conducted
support, by July 1, 2016, the office of the superintendent of public
for all at-risk students in order to develop or identify the needed
instruction, in cooperation with the K-12 data governance group
academic and nonacademic supports within the students' school
established within the office of the superintendent of public
and community. These supports must be coordinated to provide
instruction, the education data center established within the office
students with a package of mutually reinforcing supports
of financial management, and the state board of education, shall
designed to meet the individual needs of each student.
adopt a rule that the only student data that should not be reported
(ii) Integration and coordination: The school and district
for public reporting and accountability is data where the school or
leadership and staff must develop close relationships with
district has fewer than ten students in a grade level or student
subgroup.
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providers of academic and nonacademic supports to enhance the
effectiveness of the protocol.
(iii) Community partnerships: Community partners must be
engaged to provide nonacademic supports to reduce barriers to
students' academic success, including supports to students'
families.
(iv) Data driven: Students' needs and outcomes must be
tracked over time to determine student progress and evolving
needs.
(c) The framework must facilitate the ability of any academic
or nonacademic provider to support the needs of at-risk students,
including, but not limited to: Out-of-school providers, social
workers, mental health counselors, physicians, dentists, speech
therapists, and audiologists.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 966. (1) The legislature intends to
integrate the delivery of various academic and nonacademic
programs and services through a single protocol. This
coordination and consolidation of assorted services, such as
expanded learning opportunities, mental health, medical
screening, and access to food and housing, is intended to reduce
barriers to academic achievement and educational attainment by
weaving together existing public and private resources needed to
support student success in school.
(2) The office of the superintendent of public instruction shall
create a work group to determine how to best implement the
framework described in section 801 of this act throughout the
state.
(3) The work group must be composed of the following
members, who must reflect the geographic diversity across the
state:
(a) The superintendent of public instruction or the
superintendent's designee;
(b) Three principals and three superintendents representing
districts with diverse characteristics, selected by state associations
of principals and superintendents, respectively;
(c) A representative from a statewide organization
specializing in out-of-school learning;
(d) A representative from an organization with expertise in the
needs of homeless students;
(e) A school counselor from an elementary school, a middle
school, and a high school, selected by a state association of school
counselors;
(f) A representative of an organization that is an expert on a
multitiered system of supports; and
(g) A representative from a career and technical student
organization.
(4) The superintendent of public instruction shall consult and
may contract for services with a national nonpartisan, nonprofit
research center that has provided data and analyses to improve
policies and programs serving children and youth for over thirtyfive years.
(5) The work group must submit to the appropriate
committees of the legislature a report recommending policies that
need to be adopted or revised to implement the framework
described in section 801 of this act throughout the state by
October 1, 2016. The work group must submit a preliminary
report by October 1, 2015, and a final report by October 1, 2016.
(6) This section expires August 1, 2017.
Sec. 967. RCW 28A.165.035 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 18 s 203
are each amended to read as follows:
(1) ((Beginning in the 2015-16 school year, expenditure of
funds from the learning assistance program must be consistent
with the provisions of RCW 28A.655.235.
(2))) Use of best practices that have been demonstrated
through research to be associated with increased student
achievement magnifies the opportunities for student success. To

the extent they are included as a best practice or strategy in one
of the state menus or an approved alternative under this section or
RCW 28A.655.235, the following are services and activities that
may be supported by the learning assistance program:
(a) Extended learning time opportunities occurring:
(i) Before or after the regular school day;
(ii) On Saturday; and
(iii) Beyond the regular school year;
(b) Services under RCW 28A.320.190;
(c) The integrated student supports protocol and services
under section 801 of this act;
(d) Professional development for certificated and classified
staff that focuses on:
(i) The needs of a diverse student population;
(ii) Specific literacy and mathematics content and
instructional strategies; and
(iii) The use of student work to guide effective instruction and
appropriate assistance;
(((d))) (e) Consultant teachers to assist in implementing
effective instructional practices by teachers serving participating
students;
(((e))) (f) Tutoring support for participating students;
(((f))) (g) Outreach activities and support for parents of
participating students, including employing parent and family
engagement coordinators; and
(((g))) (h) Up to five percent of a district's learning assistance
program allocation may be used for development of partnerships
with community-based organizations, educational service
districts, and other local agencies to deliver academic and
nonacademic supports to participating students who are
significantly at risk of not being successful in school to reduce
barriers to learning, increase student engagement, and enhance
students' readiness to learn. The ((office of the superintendent of
public instruction)) school board must approve in an open
meeting any community-based organization or local agency
before learning assistance funds may be expended.
(((3))) (2) In addition to the state menu developed under RCW
28A.655.235, the office of the superintendent of public
instruction shall convene a panel of experts, including the
Washington state institute for public policy, to develop additional
state menus of best practices and strategies for use in the learning
assistance program to assist struggling students at all grade levels
in English language arts and mathematics ((and reduce disruptive
behaviors in the classroom)). The office of the superintendent of
public instruction shall publish the state menus by July 1, 2015,
and update the state menus by each July 1st thereafter.
(((4))) (3)(a) Beginning in the 2016-17 school year, except as
provided in (b) of this subsection, school districts must use a
practice or strategy that is on a state menu developed under
subsection (((3))) (2) of this section or RCW 28A.655.235.
(b) Beginning in the 2016-17 school year, school districts may
use a practice or strategy that is not on a state menu developed
under subsection (((3))) (2) of this section for two school years
initially. If the district is able to demonstrate improved outcomes
for participating students over the previous two school years at a
level commensurate with the best practices and strategies on the
state menu, the office of the superintendent of public instruction
shall approve use of the alternative practice or strategy by the
district for one additional school year. Subsequent annual
approval by the superintendent of public instruction to use the
alternative practice or strategy is dependent on the district
continuing to demonstrate increased improved outcomes for
participating students.
(c) Beginning in the 2016-17 school year, school districts may
enter cooperative agreements with state agencies, local
governments, or school districts for administrative or operational
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with parents including, but not limited to, electronic mail, phone,
costs needed to provide services in accordance with the state
and postal mail; and
menus developed under this section and RCW 28A.655.235.
(h) Perform other functions consistent with the purpose of the
(((5))) (4) School districts are encouraged to implement best
center as prescribed in subsection (1) of this section.
practices and strategies from the state menus developed under this
(3) The superintendent of public instruction shall select and
section and RCW 28A.655.235 before the use is required.
employ a director for the center.
Sec. 968. RCW 28A.165.055 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 18 s 205
(4) The superintendent may enter into contracts with
are each amended to read as follows:
individuals or organizations including but not limited to: School
The funds for the learning assistance program shall be
districts; educational service districts; educational organizations;
appropriated in accordance with RCW 28A.150.260 and the
teachers; higher education faculty; institutions of higher
omnibus appropriations act. The distribution formula is for school
education; state agencies; business or community-based
district allocation purposes only, but funds appropriated for the
organizations; and other individuals and organizations to
learning assistance program must be expended for the purposes
accomplish the duties and responsibilities of the center. In
of RCW 28A.165.005 through 28A.165.065 and 28A.655.235.
carrying out the duties and responsibilities of the center, the
The funds may also be appropriated for the integrated student
superintendent, whenever possible, shall use practitioners to
supports protocol and services under section 801 of this act.
assist agency staff as well as assist educators and others in schools
Sec. 969. RCW 28A.300.130 and 2009 c 578 s 6 are each
and districts.
amended to read as follows:
(5) The office of the superintendent of public instruction shall
(1) To facilitate access to information and materials on
report to the legislature by September 1, 2007, and thereafter
educational improvement and research, the superintendent of
biennially, regarding the effectiveness of the center for the
public instruction((, to the extent funds are appropriated,)) shall
improvement of student learning, how the services provided by
establish the center for the improvement of student learning. The
the center for the improvement of student learning have been used
center shall work in conjunction with parents, educational service
and by whom, and recommendations to improve the accessibility
districts, institutions of higher education, and education, parent,
and application of knowledge and information that leads to
community, and business organizations.
improved student learning and greater family and community
(2) The center((, to the extent funds are appropriated for this
involvement in the public education system.
purpose, and)) in conjunction with other staff in the office of the
NEW SECTION. Sec. 970. A new section is added to
superintendent of public instruction, shall:
(a) Serve as a clearinghouse for information regarding
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
successful educational improvement and parental involvement
The department, in collaboration with the office of the
programs in schools and districts, and information about efforts
superintendent of public instruction, shall create a community
within institutions of higher education in the state to support
information and involvement plan to inform home-based, tribal,
educational improvement initiatives in Washington schools and
and family early learning providers of the early achievers
districts;
program under RCW 43.215.100."
(b) Provide best practices research that can be used to help
Senator Hasegawa spoke in favor of adoption of the
schools develop and implement: Programs and practices to
amendment.
improve instruction; systems to analyze student assessment data,
with an emphasis on systems that will combine the use of state
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
and local data to monitor the academic progress of each and every
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hasegawa and others
student in the school district; comprehensive, school-wide
on page 120, line 5 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
improvement plans; school-based shared decision-making
The motion by Senator Hasegawa failed and the amendment
models; programs to promote lifelong learning and community
was not adopted by voice vote.
involvement in education; school-to-work transition programs;
MOTION
programs to meet the needs of highly capable students; programs
and practices to meet the needs of students with disabilities;
Senator Conway moved that the following amendment by
programs and practices to meet the diverse needs of students
Senators Conway and Hasegawa be adopted:
based on gender, racial, ethnic, economic, and special needs
On page 120, line 5, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
status; research, information, and technology systems; and other
appropriation by $2,500,000.
programs and practices that will assist educators in helping
On page 120, line 6, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
students learn the essential academic learning requirements;
appropriation by $2,500,000.
(c) Develop and maintain an internet web site to increase the
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
availability of information, research, and other materials;
On page 133, after line 16, insert the following:
(d) Work with appropriate organizations to inform teachers,
"(42) $2,500,000 of the general fund—state appropriation for
district and school administrators, and school directors about the
fiscal year 2016 and $2,500,000 of the general fund—state
waivers available and the broadened school board powers under
appropriation for fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for dropout
RCW 28A.320.015;
prevention efforts provided by communities in schools of
(e) Provide training and consultation services, including
Washington."
conducting regional summer;
Senator Conway spoke in favor of adoption of the
(f) Identify strategies for improving the success rates of ethnic
amendment.
and racial student groups and students with disabilities, with
disproportionate academic achievement;
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(g) Work with parents, teachers, and school districts in
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Conway and
establishing a model absentee notification procedure that will
Hasegawa on page 120, line 5 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
properly notify parents when their student has not attended a class
The motion by Senator Conway failed and the amendment
or has missed a school day. The office of the superintendent of
was not adopted by voice vote.
public instruction shall consider various types of communication
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MOTION

Senator Warnick moved that the following amendment by
Senator Warnick and others be adopted:
On page 120, line 5, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $500,000.
On page 120, line 6, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $500,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 133, after line 16, insert the following:
"(42) $500,000 of the general fund—state appropriation for
fiscal year 2016 and $500,000 of the general fund—state
appropriation for fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for the office
of the superintendent of public instruction to contract with a nonprofit organization to integrate the state learning standards in English
language arts, mathematics and science with outdoor field studies
and project-based and work-based learning opportunities aligned
with the environmental, natural resource, and agricultural sectors."
Senators Warnick and Nelson spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Warnick and others on
page 120, line 5 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator Warnick carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.

Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not adopted by the
following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 23; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker
and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Hewitt,
Honeyford, King, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
MOTION
Senator McAuliffe moved that the following amendment by
Senator McAuliffe and others be adopted:
On page 131, line 34, after "complaints;" strike "and"
On page 131, on line 36, after "children" insert the
following:
"; and
(vi) Complies with state civil rights and nondiscrimination
laws applicable to school districts and to the same extent as
school districts, including but not limited to chapter 28A.642
RCW (discrimination prohibition), chapter 49.60 RCW
(freedom from discrimination), and RCW 9.91.010 (denial of
civil rights)"
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT

MOTION
Senator Liias moved that the following amendment by
Senator Liias be adopted.
On page 125, on line 35, after "prevention." Insert the following:
"Of the amounts provided in this section $26,000 of the general
fund—state appropriation for fiscal year 2017 is provided solely for
the office of the superintendent of public instruction to develop a
statewide anti-bullying training for school district staff that act as the
primary contact for the school district’s anti-harassment,
intimidation, or bullying policy, as required by RCW 28A.300.285.
The training shall include materials addressing harassment,
intimidation, or bullying as defined in 28A.300.285; transgender
student policy and procedures created by the Washington state
school directors' association; and materials addressing hazing. The
office of superintendent of public instruction to work in
collaboration with the educational service districts to offer the
statewide anti-bullying training at least once at each of the
educational service districts.
The office of the superintendent of public instruction shall
align the questions in the healthy youth survey with the model
transgender student policy and procedure created by the
Washington state school directors' association."
Senator Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Liias demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Liias on page 125, line
5 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Liias on page 125, line 5 to Substitute

On motion of Senator McAuliffe, the amendment by Senator
McAuliffe and others on page 131, line 34 to Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5077 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator McAuliffe moved that the following amendment by
Senator McAuliffe and others be adopted:
On page 148, line 36, increase the General Fund--State (FY
2016) appropriation by 55,000,000.
On page 148, line 37, increase the General Fund--State (FY
2017) appropriation by $55,000,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 149, after line 38, insert the following:
"(g) The appropriations in this section are sufficient to fund
additional salary for three state-directed professional development
days for certificated instructional staff as provided within this act."
Senators McAuliffe and Frockt spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator McAuliffe and others
on page 148, line 36 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator McAuliffe failed and the amendment
was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Billig moved that the following amendment by
Senator Billig be adopted:
On page 159, line 5, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $2,800,000.
On page 159, line 6, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $2,800,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 165, after line 20, insert the following:
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"(25) $2,800,000 general fund - state appropriation for fiscal
student for the 2015-16 school year and the 2016-17 school year;
year 2016 and $2,800,000 general fund - state appropriation for
(B) fifteen learning assistance program students per teacher; (C)
fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for purpose of awarding grants
36 instructional weeks per year; (D) 900 instructional hours per
for twenty additional learning days to ten pilot districts identified in
teacher; and (E) the district's average staff mix and compensation
accordance with RCW 28A.630.125."
rates as provided in sections 503 and 504 of this act.
On page 180, line 33, increase the General Fund--State (FY
(iii)"
2016) appropriation by $40,000.
Senator Rolfes spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
On page 180, line 34, increase the General Fund--State (FY
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
2017) appropriation by $150,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Rolfes on page 166,
On page 183, after line 16, insert the following:
line 31 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
"(16) $40,000 general fund - state appropriation for fiscal year
The motion by Senator Rolfes failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
2016 and $150,000 general fund - state appropriation for fiscal year
2017 are provided solely for purpose of the Washington state
Senator Fain announced a suspension of business to allow
institute of public policy to conduct an evaluation of the summer
staff at the rostrum a brief break.
knowledge improvement pilot program provided in RCW
28A.630.125. The evaluation must include analysis of: student
MOTION
academic progress; other potential student learning benefits
identified through surveys of or interviews with teachers and
At 12:11 a.m., Friday, April 3, on motion of Senator Fain, the
parents; and impacts on summer learning loss and the educational
Senate was declared to be at ease subject to the call of the
opportunity gap. The study must also include a review of other
President.
programs or states with extended school years. The institute shall
submit an interim report to the governor and the appropriate fiscal
committees of the legislature by December 1, 2016, and December
MORNING SESSION
1, 2017. The institute shall submit the recommendations and the
final report on the pilot program to the governor and appropriate
The Senate was called to order at 12:30 a.m., Friday, April 3,
legislative committees by June 30, 2017."
by the President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen
presiding.
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
On motion of Senator Billig, the amendment by Senator Billig
on page 159, line 5 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 was
Senator Fain: “Thank you Mr. President. This is by no
withdrawn.
means a pause to our evening. We are going to keep, you know,
MOTION
Senator Rolfes moved that the following amendment by
Senator Rolfes be adopted:
On page 166, line 31, increase the General Fund--State (FY
2016) appropriation by $15,240,000.
On page 166, line 32, increase the General Fund--State (FY
2017) appropriation by $19,157,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 167, on line 18, after "(ii)" insert the following:
"For the 2015-16 and 2016-17 school years, the
superintendent shall allocate additional funding to school districts
specifically to assist students at high-poverty high schools with
supplemental instruction and activities that assist students in
earning a high school diploma. This additional allocation for
high-poverty high schools is an enhancement within the program
of the basic education. For the purposes of this subsection, an
eligible high-poverty high school is a school where over fifty
percent of the students in grades nine through twelve were eligible
for free and reduced-price meals in the prior school year. Funding
in this section may be used for allowable activities under chapter
28A.165 RCW and also to support career mentoring. Districts
may receive funds only after submitting an approved plan to the
office of the superintendent of public instruction that addresses
how the new funding will be used to improve graduation rates.
The plans must include, but are not limited to, addressing student
absenteeism, discipline actions, and lack of accumulated high
school credits necessary for grade progression or graduation. In
calculating the additional allocations, the superintendent shall
assume the following averages: (A) Additional instruction of
1.000 hours per week per funded learning assistance program

‘Second star to the right and straight on 'til morning.’ But, I did
want to take this moment right now because we have a lot of great
staff that are sticking around here awfully late to help us do our
job and I think it’s a good time to thank them.”
The senate recognized the staff of the senate. (Applause.)
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senators McCoy and Keiser be adopted:
On page 175, line 8, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $25,000
On page 175, line 9, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $25,000
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 177, after line 9, insert the following:
"(13) $25,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal
year 2016 and $25,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for
fiscal year 2017 are provided solely to the University of Washington
school of medicine dental health aid therapist program to provide
technical assistance, in collaboration with the governor's office of
Indian affairs, to federally recognized Indian tribes, tribal
organizations, and urban Indian organizations desiring to implement
a dental health aid therapist program in Washington. A dental
health aid therapist program implemented pursuant to this
subsection shall comply with the following requirements:
(a) A federally recognized Indian tribe, tribal organization, or
urban Indian organization is authorized to train, supervise, employ,
or contract with or for the services of a dental health aide, including
a dental health aide therapist, only in practice settings operated by an
Indian health program or an urban Indian organization;
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(b) Dental health aides, including dental health aide therapists,
employed or contracted to perform services under this section:
(i) must be certified by either a federal community health aide
program certification board or by an Indian tribe that has adopted
equivalent or higher standards than those imposed by a federal
community health aide program certification board regarding
curriculum, training, scope of practice, continuing education, and
supervision requirements;
(ii) may perform only those procedures permitted under
standards adopted by a federal community health aide program
certification board or an Indian tribe that has adopted equivalent or
higher standards than those imposed by a federal community health
aide program certification board regarding scope of practice,
continuing education, and supervision requirements; and
(iii) are subject to any service limitations provided by the Indian
health care improvement act (25 U.S.C. Sec. 1616l), and to any
applicable limitations written by the supervising dentist of the dental
health aide in standing orders.
(2) For purposes of this section, the terms "Indian tribe," "Indian
health program," "tribal organization," and "urban Indian
organization" shall have the meaning given them in the Indian health
care improvement act (25 U.S.C. Sec. 1603).
(3) The health care authority is directed to coordinate with the
centers for medicare and medicaid services to ensure the dental
health aide services authorized in this section are eligible for
maximum federal funding of up to one hundred percent. It is the
intent of the legislature to ensure dental health aide services,
including those of dental health aide therapists, by Indian tribes,
tribal organizations, and urban Indian organizations are eligible for
medicaid funding to promote increased dental care access for
persons served in these practice settings in accord with the Indian
health care improvement act (25 U.S.C. Sec. 1616l)."
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators McCoy and Keiser on
page 175, line 8 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator McCoy failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Frockt moved that the following amendment by
Senator Frockt and others be adopted.
On page 175, line 8, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $500,000
On page 175, line 9, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2017)
appropriation by $500,000
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 177, after line 9, insert the following:
"(13) $500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for fiscal
year 2016 and $500,000 of the general fund-state appropriation for
fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for the climate impacts group at
the university."
Senators Frockt and Ranker spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senator Frockt demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.

The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Frockt on page 175, line 8 to Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not adopted by the
following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 22; Absent, 1; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker
and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Hewitt, Honeyford,
King, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Absent: Senator Ericksen
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment
by Senator Kohl-Welles and others be adopted:
On page 184, line 21, increase the General Fund--State (FY
2016) appropriation by $2,658,000
On page 184, line 22, increase the General Fund--State (FY
2017) appropriation by $8,041,000
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 185, line 16, after "institutions.", strike all material
down through and including "institutions." on line 20
Senators Kohl-Welles and Hill spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles and
others on page 184, line 21 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator Kohl-Welles failed and the
amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment
by Senator Kohl-Welles and others be adopted.
On page 184, line 21, increase the General Fund--State (FY
2016) appropriation by $12,750,000
On page 184, line 22, increase the General Fund--State (FY
2017) appropriation by $25,500,000
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 184, line 33, after "(1)" strike "$227,893,000" and
insert "$240,643,000"
On page 184, line 34, after "and" strike "$194,411,000" and
insert "$219,911,000"
Senators Kohl-Welles and Jayapal spoke in favor of adoption
of the amendment.
Senator Kohl-Welles demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles and
others on page 184, line 21 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Frockt and others on
page 175, line 8 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles and others on page 184, line
21 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
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adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 23; Nays, 26; Absent, 0;
information between the common schools and the office for
Excused, 0.
implementation of this section."
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
On page 221, after line 21, insert the following:
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
"General Fund: For transfer to the GET ready for college
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
account, $19,203,000 in fiscal year 2016 and $19,203,000 in fiscal
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
year 2017…….$38,406,000"
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
On page 234, after line 37, insert the following:
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 925. A new section is added to chapter
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
28B.95 RCW to read as follows:
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
"The GET ready for college account is created in the custody of
the state treasurer. The office shall deposit into the account all
MOTION
moneys received for the GET ready for college program from
appropriations and private sources. Only the director of the office or
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment
the director's designee may authorize expenditures from the account.
by Senators Kohl- Welles and Hasegawa be adopted:
Expenditures from the account, not to exceed five percent, may be
On page 186, after line 39, insert the following:
used by the office to carry out the provisions of this section. The
"(10) $38,406,000 of the GET ready for college account is
account is subject to allotment procedures under chapter 43.88
provided solely for the office to establish the Get ready for college
RCW, but an appropriation is not required for expenditures."
program and to pay for the fifty dollar enrollment fee and for one
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
GET unit to open a GET account on behalf of:
(a) Every child born in Washington state after the effective date
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the amendment by
of this section; and
Senators Kohl-Welles and Hasegawa on page 186, line 39 to
(b) Any child born after the effective date of this section, who
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 was withdrawn.
subsequently moves to Washington state and enrolls in a public
school, if one or both of the child's parents or legal guardians have
MOTION
maintained a bona fide domicile in the state of Washington for at
least one year.
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment
(2) In carrying out this duty in subsection (1), the office shall:
by Senators Kohl- Welles and Hasegawa be adopted:
(a) Develop and implement a process for establishing the
On page 186, after line 39, insert the following:
accounts and account beneficiaries;
"(10) Within the amounts appropriated in section, the student
(b) Establish rules for implementing the program;
achievement council is directed to disburse state need grants
(c) Provide information to hospitals, clinics, physicians and
amounts to institutions of higher education, which shall include
nurse practitioners, birthing centers, community organizations,
awards for students enrolled in three to five credit-bearing quarter
school districts, and institutions of higher education regarding the
credits, or the equivalent semester credits."
program, the state's offer to pay the enrollment fee to open an
On page 234, line 38, after "Sec. 926", insert
account, the one unit minimum purchase requirement, and the
"RCW 28B.92.080 and 2012 c 229 s 605 are each amended to
program benefits and limitations; and
read as follows:
(d) Accept grants and donations from private sources to match
Except for opportunity internship graduates whose eligibility is
state funds appropriated for the GET ready for college program.
provided under RCW 28B.92.084, for a student to be eligible for a
(3) It is the intent of the legislature that for children who have a
state need grant a student must:
GET account opened under the GET ready for college program shall
(1) Be a "needy student" or "disadvantaged student" as
have deposited into that account additional GET units upon the child
determined by the office in accordance with RCW 28B.92.030
reaching educational milestones. The office shall purchase GET
(((1)))(2) and (((4)))(5);
units to be owned and held in trust by the office and distribute units
(2) Have been domiciled within the state of Washington for at
to individual, personally owned accounts upon the child achieving
least one year;
the following:
(3) Be enrolled or accepted for enrollment ((on at least a half(a) Upon entry into kindergarten, ten units;
time basis))for at least three quarter credits or the equivalent
(b) Upon completion of the fourth grade statewide academic
semester credits at an institution of higher education in
assessments for reading, writing, and mathematics, twenty units.
Washington as defined in RCW 28B.92.030(((3)))(4); and
The child does not need to meet the state standard to receive the GET
(4) ((Until June 30, 2011, to the extent funds are specifically
units;
appropriated for this purpose, and subject to any terms and
(c) Upon completion of the fifth grade, thirty units;
conditions specified in the omnibus appropriations act, be
(d) Upon completion of the eighth grade, forty units;
enrolled or accepted for enrollment for at least three quarter
(e) Upon completion of the ninth grade, fifteen units;
credits or the equivalent semester credits at an institution of
(f) Upon completion of the tenth grade, fifteen units;
higher education in Washington as defined in RCW
(g) Upon completion of the eleventh grade, twenty units; and
28B.92.030(3); and
(h) Upon graduation from a Washington state public high
(5))) Have complied with all the rules adopted by the council
school, fifty units.
for the administration of this chapter."
(4) The office of the superintendent of public instruction shall
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
enter into any necessary data-sharing agreements with the office to
internal references accordingly.
facilitate implementation of this section.
(5) The office shall develop necessary forms, policies, and
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
procedures to provide parents or guardians the ability to voluntarily
waive any privacy rights to facilitate the exchange of personal
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On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the amendment by
Senators Kohl-Welles and Hasegawa on page 186, line 39 to
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 was withdrawn.

The motion by Senator Rolfes failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senators McCoy and McAuliffe be adopted:
On page 187, line 9, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $138,000.
On page 187, line 10, increase the General Fund--State (FY
2017) appropriation by $138,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 191, after line 23, insert the following:
"(13) $138,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for fiscal
year 2016 and $138,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for
fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for a Native early child care and
education specialist. It is the intent of the legislature that this
specialist will be funded from marijuana-related revenue. This
specialist shall be responsible for coordinating culturally competent
technical assistance for early child care and education programs
serving American Indian and Alaska Native children and their
families and seeking funds to develop, in collaboration with tribal
nations, and implement support services to do the following:
(a) Expand the number of licensed tribal child care providers;
(b) Increase the number of American Indian and Alaska Native
early child care and education professional development
opportunities for early child care and education professionals
serving American Indian and Alaska Native children and their
families; and
(c) Provide culturally relevant professional development
opportunities for early child care and education professionals
serving American Indian and Alaska Native children and their
families;
(d) Facilitate the inclusion of native language programs in early
child care and education programs serving American Indian and
Alaska Native children and their families.
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator McCoy and McAuliffe
on page 187, line 9 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator McCoy failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Rolfes moved that the following amendment by
Senator Rolfes and others be adopted:
On page 187, line 9, increase the General Fund--State (FY 2016)
appropriation by $2,000,000.
On page 187, line 10, increase the General Fund--State (FY
2017) appropriation by $2,000,000.
Adjust the total appropriation accordingly.
On page 191, after line 23, insert the following:
"(13) "$2,000,000 of the general fund--state appropriation for
fiscal year 2016 and $2,000,000 of the general fund--state
appropriation for fiscal year 2017 are provided solely for the early
support for infants and toddlers program."
Senator Rolfes spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Rolfes and others on
page 187, line 9 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.

Senator Billig moved that the following amendment by
Senator Billig be adopted:
On page 189, after line 34, insert the following:
"(c) Within the amounts provided in (a) of this subsection, the
department is authorized to maintain funding for 1,359 full day slots
and 567 extended day slots for eligible children in the early
childhood education assistance program."
Senator Billig spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Billig on page 189,
line 34 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator Billig failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Warnick moved that the following amendment by
Senator Warnick and others be adopted:
On page 210, on line 29, strike all material after "account.",
through "lapse." on line 32, and insert the following:
"The appropriation is provided solely for the office of financial
management to enter into a contract with a non-profit organization
to integrate the state's learning standards in English language arts,
mathematics and science with outdoor field studies and project- and
work-based learning opportunities aligned with the environmental,
natural resource, and agricultural sectors."
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Warnick, the amendment by Senator
Warnick and others on page 210, line 29 to Substitute Senate
Bill No. 5077 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Conway moved that the following amendment by
Senator Conway and others be adopted.
On page 214, beginning on line 13, strike all of section 742;
On page 229, line 9, increase $834 by $27;
On page 229, line 11, increase $858 by $60;
On page 230, line 8, increase $834 by $27;
On page 230, line 10, increase $858 by $60;
On page 232, line 18, increase $834 by $27;
On page 232, line 20, increase $858 by $60
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly
Senators Conway and Fraser spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
Senator Nelson demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Conway and others on
page 214, line 13 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
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General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Conway and others on page 214, line 13
$39,141,000
to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$28,224,000
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 25; Nays, 24; Absent, 0;
General Fund—Private/Local Appropriation $2,457,000
Excused, 0.
Dedicated Funds and Accounts Appropriation $42,913,000
Voting yea: Senators Benton, Billig, Chase, Cleveland,
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$138,077,000
Conway, Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
Hatfield, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe,
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker, Roach and Rolfes
between the governor and the Washington federation of state
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
employees general government under the provisions of chapter
Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain, Hewitt, Hill,
41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding is
Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
provided for a three percent general wage increase effective July
Pearson, Rivers, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
1, 2015, and a one and eight-tenths percent general wage increase
or a one percent general wage increase plus twenty dollars per
MOTION
month, whichever is greater, effective July 1, 2016. The
agreement also includes and funding is provided for salary
Senator Keiser moved that the following amendment by
adjustments for targeted job classifications, assignment pay for
Senator Keiser and others be adopted.
targeted job classifications, hazard pay for designated night
On page 214, beginning on line 36, strike all of section 743;
crews, and geographic pay for designated areas. Appropriations
On page 229, line 9, increase $834 by $8;
for state agencies are increased by the amounts specified in LEAP
On page 229, line 11, increase $858 by $19;
omnibus document 713-2015 to fund the provisions of this
On page 230, line 8, increase $834 by $8;
agreement.
On page 230, line 10, increase $858 by $19;
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 909.
COLLECTIVE
On page 232, line 18, increase $834 by $8;
BARGAINING AGREEMENT—WPEA
On page 232, line 20, increase $858 by $19.
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
$3,015,000
internal references accordingly.
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
Senator Keiser spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
$4,397,000
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$466,000
Senator Keiser demanded a roll call.
General Fund—Private/Local Appropriation $2,000
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
Dedicated Funds and Accounts Appropriation $4,068,000
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$11,948,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Keiser and others on
between the governor and the Washington public employees
page 214, line 36 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
association general government under the provisions of chapter
41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding is
ROLL CALL
provided for a three percent general wage increase effective July
1, 2015, and a one and eight-tenths percent general wage increase
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
or a one percent general wage increase plus twenty dollars per
amendment by Senator Keiser and others on page 214, line 36 to
month, whichever is greater, effective July 1, 2016. The
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was not
agreement also includes and funding is provided for salary
adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 28; Nays, 21; Absent, 0;
adjustments for targeted job classifications. Appropriations for
Excused, 0.
state agencies are increased by the amounts specified in LEAP
Voting yea: Senators Becker, Billig, Chase, Cleveland,
omnibus document 713-2015 to fund the provisions of this
Conway, Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
agreement.
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 910.
COLLECTIVE
McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Pedersen, Ranker,
BARGAINING AGREEMENT—COALITION OF UNIONS
Rivers, Roach and Rolfes
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Benton,
$1,632,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain, Hill,
Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
$2,106,000
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$728,000
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
General Fund—Private/Local Appropriation $161,000
Dedicated Funds and Accounts Appropriation $2,578,000
MOTION
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$7,205,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
Senator Hargrove moved that the following amendment by
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
Senator Hargrove and others be adopted.
between the governor and the coalition of unions under the
On page 215, after line 21, strike all of sections 744 and 745.
provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal
On page 224, after line 9, strike all material through "this act."
biennium. Funding is provided for a three percent general wage
on page 228, line 33, and insert
increase effective July 1, 2015, and a one and eight-tenths percent
"NEW SECTION.
Sec. 908.
COLLECTIVE
general wage increase or a one percent general wage increase plus
BARGAINING AGREEMENT—WFSE
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
twenty dollars per month, whichever is greater, effective July 1,
2016. The agreement also includes and funding is provided for
$25,342,000
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salary adjustments for targeted job classifications and annual
payments for board certified psychiatrists and physicians.
Appropriations for state agencies are increased by the amounts
specified in LEAP omnibus document 713-2015 to fund the
provisions of this agreement.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 911.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT—WAFWP
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
$605,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
$732,000
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$1,644,000
General Fund—Private/Local Appropriation $520,000
Dedicated
Funds
and
Accounts
Appropriation
$2,126,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$5,627,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
between the governor and the Washington association of fish and
wildlife professionals under the provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW
for the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding is provided for a three
percent general wage increase effective July 1, 2015, and a one
and eight-tenths percent general wage increase or a one percent
general wage increase plus twenty dollars per month, whichever
is greater, effective July 1, 2016. The agreement also includes and
funding is provided for salary adjustments for targeted job
classifications. Appropriations for state agencies are increased by
the amounts specified in LEAP omnibus document 713-2015 to
fund the provisions of this agreement.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 912.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT—PTE LOCAL 17
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
$4,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
$6,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$10,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
between the governor and the professional and technical
employees local 17 under the provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW
for the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding is provided for a three
percent general wage increase effective July 1, 2015, and a one
and eight-tenths percent general wage increase or a one percent
general wage increase plus twenty dollars per month, whichever
is greater, effective July 1, 2016. The agreement also includes and
funding is provided for salary adjustments for targeted job
classifications. Appropriations for state agencies are increased by
the amounts specified in LEAP omnibus document 713-2015 to
fund the provisions of this agreement.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 913.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT—SEIU 1199NW
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
$3,815,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
$4,887,000
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$2,274,000
General Fund—Private/Local Appropriation $91,000
Health
Professions
Account—State
Appropriation
$82,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$11,149,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
between the governor and the service employees international
union healthcare 1199nw under the provisions of chapter 41.80
RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding is provided for
a three percent general wage increase effective July 1, 2015, and

a one and eight-tenths percent general wage increase effective
July 1, 2016. The agreement also includes and funding is provided
for additional geographic location pay premiums to address
recruitment and retention issues and increased training
reimbursement. Appropriations for state agencies are increased
by the amounts specified in LEAP omnibus document 713-2015
to fund the provisions of this agreement.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 914.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT—TEAMSTERS LOCAL 117
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
$15,872,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
$31,781,000
Washington Auto Theft Prevention Authority—State
Appropriation
$10,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$47,663,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
between the governor and the international brotherhood of
teamsters local 117 through an interest arbitration decision as
provided in a memorandum of understanding between the parties
and under the provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW for the 20152017 fiscal biennium. Funding is provided for the awarded five
and one-half percent general wage increase effective July 1, 2015,
and a four and three-tenths percent general wage increase
effective July 1, 2016. The agreement also includes and funding
is provided for salary adjustments for targeted job classifications,
supplemental shift premiums for LPNs, payment for overtime
exempt employees in specified job classifications when on
standby status, and the elimination of geographic location
premium pay. Appropriations for state agencies are increased by
the amounts specified in LEAP omnibus document 713-2015 to
fund the provisions of this agreement.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 915.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING
AGREEMENT—WFSE
HIGHER
EDUCATION COMMUNITY COLLEGE COALITION
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
$1,690,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
$2,698,000
Education Legacy Trust Account—State Appropriation
$95,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$4,483,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
between the governor and the Washington federation of state
employees community college coalition under the provisions of
chapter 41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding
is provided for a three percent general wage increase effective
July 1, 2015, and a one and eight-tenths percent general wage
increase or a one percent general wage increase plus twenty
dollars per month, whichever is greater, effective July 1, 2016.
The agreement also includes and funding is provided for salary
adjustments for targeted job classifications. Appropriations for
state agencies are increased by the amounts specified in LEAP
omnibus document 713-2015 to fund the provisions of this
agreement.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 916.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING
AGREEMENT—WPEA
HIGHER
EDUCATION COMMUNITY COLLEGE COALITION
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
$1,331,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
$2,111,000
Education Legacy Trust Account—State Appropriation
$5,000
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General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$3,447,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
$356,000
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
Education Legacy Trust Account—State Appropriation
between the governor and the Washington public employees
$2,000
association community college coalition under the provisions of
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$629,000
chapter 41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
is provided for a three percent general wage increase effective
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
July 1, 2015, and a one and eight-tenths percent general wage
between Yakima Valley Community College and the Washington
increase or a one percent general wage increase plus twenty
public employees association under the provisions of chapter
dollars per month, whichever is greater, effective July 1, 2016.
41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding is
The agreement also includes and funding is provided for salary
provided for a three percent general wage increase effective July
adjustments for targeted job classifications. Appropriations for
1, 2015, and a one and eight-tenths percent general wage increase
state agencies are increased by the amounts specified in LEAP
or a one percent general wage increase plus twenty dollars per
omnibus document 713-2015 to fund the provisions of this
month, whichever is greater, effective July 1, 2016. The
agreement.
agreement also includes and funding is provided for salary
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 917.
COLLECTIVE
adjustments for targeted job classifications, an hourly increase in
shift differential pay, and a one-time settlement incentive pay of
BARGAINING
AGREEMENT—WSP
TROOPERS
two and one-half percent of anticipated salary per year.
ASSOCIATION
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
Appropriations for state agencies are increased by the amounts
$369,000
specified in LEAP omnibus document 713-2015 to fund the
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
provisions of this agreement.
$539,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 919.
COLLECTIVE
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$15,000
BARGAINING AGREEMENT—HIGHLINE COLLEGE—
General Fund—Private/Local Appropriation $44,000
WPEA
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
Vehicle License Fraud Account—State Appropriation
$29,000
$145,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$996,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
$195,000
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
Education Legacy Trust Account—State Appropriation
between the governor and the Washington state patrol troopers
$1,000
association through an interest arbitration decision under the
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$341,000
provisions of chapter 41.56 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
biennium. Funding is provided for the awarded seven percent
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
general wage increase effective July 1, 2015, and a three percent
between Highline college and the Washington public employees
general wage increase effective July 1, 2016. Funding is also
association under the provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW for the
provided for a three percent specialty pay for breath alcohol
2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding is provided for a three
concentration technicians. Appropriations for state agencies are
percent general wage increase effective July 1, 2015, and a one
increased by the amounts specified in LEAP omnibus document
and eight-tenths percent general wage increase or a one percent
713-2015 to fund the provisions of this agreement.
general wage increase plus twenty dollars per month, whichever
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 918.
COLLECTIVE
is greater, effective July 1, 2016. The agreement also includes and
funding is provided for two additional personal leave days per
BARGAINING AGREEMENT—WSP LIEUTENANTS
year, an hourly increase in shift differential pay, and a one-time
ASSOCIATION
signing incentive. Appropriations for state agencies are increased
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
by the amounts specified in LEAP omnibus document 713-2015
$52,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
to fund the provisions of this agreement.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 920.
COLLECTIVE
$107,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$159,000
BARGAINING
AGREEMENT—THE
EVERGREEN
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
STATE COLLEGE—WFSE
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
An agreement has been reached between The Evergreen State
between the governor and the Washington state patrol lieutenants
College and the Washington federation of state employees under
association through an interest arbitration decision under the
the provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal
provisions of chapter 41.56 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal
biennium. Funding is provided for a three percent general wage
biennium. Funding is provided for the awarded five percent
increase effective July 1, 2015, and a one and eight-tenths percent
general wage increase effective July 1, 2015, and a five percent
general wage increase or a one percent general wage increase plus
general wage increase effective July 1, 2016. Funding is also
twenty dollars per month, whichever is greater, effective July 1,
provided to increase annual clothing allowance and increase in
2016. The agreement also includes and funding is provided for
accumulated holiday credits. Appropriations for state agencies are
salary adjustments for targeted job classifications, assignment pay
increased by the amounts specified in LEAP omnibus document
for specified job classes, additional steps to the vacation accrual
713-2015 to fund the provisions of this agreement.
schedules, and a rate re-opener if specified conditions exist.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 919.
COLLECTIVE
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 921.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING
AGREEMENT—YAKIMA
VALLEY
BARGAINING
AGREEMENT—WESTERN
COMMUNITY COLLEGE—WPEA
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY—WFSE
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
An agreement has been reached between the Western
$271,000
Washington University and the Washington federation of state
employees under the provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW for the
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2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding is provided for a three
percent general wage increase effective July 1, 2015, and a one
and eight-tenths percent general wage increase effective July 1,
2016. The agreement also includes and funding is provided for
implementation of the salary survey to twenty-five percent of the
prevailing wage, and for increases to targeted job classifications.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 922.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING
AGREEMENT—WESTERN
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY—PSE
An agreement has been reached between the Western
Washington University and the public schools employees under
the provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal
biennium. Funding is provided for a three percent general wage
increase effective July 1, 2015, and a one and eight-tenths percent
general wage increase effective July 1, 2016. The agreement also
includes and funding is provided for implementation of the salary
survey to twenty-five percent of the prevailing wage, and for
increases to targeted job classifications.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 923
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING
AGREEMENT—EASTERN
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY—WFSE
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
$1,259,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
$1,750,000
Dedicated
Funds
and
Accounts
Appropriation
$3,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$3,012,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
between Eastern Washington University and the Washington
federation of state employees under the provisions of chapter
41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding is
provided for a three percent general wage increase effective July
1, 2015, and a one and eight-tenths percent general wage increase
or a one percent general wage increase plus eleven cents per hour,
whichever is greater, effective July 1, 2016. The agreement also
includes and funding is provided for salary adjustments for
targeted job classifications, a wage increase for employees
earning less than fifteen dollars per hour, and a one hundred fifty
dollar signing bonus. Appropriations for state agencies are
increased by the amounts specified in LEAP omnibus document
713-2015 to fund the provisions of this agreement.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 924.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING
AGREEMENT—CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY—WFSE
An agreement has been reached between Central Washington
University and the Washington federation of state employees
under the provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017
fiscal biennium. Funding is provided for a two percent increase in
base wages effective July 1, 2015, and a one and eight-tenths
percent increase in base wages effective July 1, 2016. The
agreement also includes and funding is provided for a two and
one-half of one percent salary adjustment for targeted job
classifications, an extension of call back pay to law enforcement
officers, an increase in law enforcement officer footwear
reimbursement, and an increase in the hourly rate for shift
premium.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 925.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING
AGREEMENT—CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY—PSE
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
$454,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
$616,000
Education Legacy Trust Account—State Appropriation

$2,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$1,072,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
between Central Washington University and the public schools
employees under the provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW for the
2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding is provided for a two percent
increase in base wages effective July 1, 2015, and a one and eighttenths percent increase in base wages effective July 1, 2016. The
agreement also includes and funding is provided for a two and
one-half of one percent salary adjustment for targeted job
classifications and an increase in standby pay rate. Appropriations
for state agencies are increased by the amounts specified in LEAP
omnibus document 713-2015 to fund the provisions of this
agreement.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 926.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING
AGREEMENT—UNIVERSITY
OF
WASHINGTON—WFSE
An agreement has been reached between the University of
Washington and the Washington federation of state employees
under the provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017
fiscal biennium. Funding is provided for a three percent general
wage increase effective July 1, 2015, and a two percent general
wage increase effective July 1, 2016. The agreement also includes
and funding is provided for market adjustments for targeted job
classifications, an adjustment to the minimum pay step, and
targeted incentive and longevity pay for police management staff.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 927.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING
AGREEMENT—UNIVERSITY
OF
WASHINGTON—SEIU 925
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
$530,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
$850,000
Dedicated
Funds
and
Accounts
Appropriation
$72,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$1,452,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached
between the University of Washington and the service employees
Washington federation of state employees under the provisions of
chapter 41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding
is provided for a three percent general wage increase effective
July 1, 2015, and a two percent general wage increase effective
July 1, 2016. The agreement also includes and funding is provided
for salary and market adjustments for targeted job classifications,
and an adjustment to the minimum pay rate. Appropriations for
state agencies are increased by the amounts specified in LEAP
omnibus document 713-2015 to fund the provisions of this
agreement.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 928.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT—WASHINGTON STATE
UNIVERSITY—WFSE
An agreement has been reached between the Washington
State University and the Washington federation of state
employees under the provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW for the
2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding is provided for a three
percent general wage increase effective July 1, 2015, and a one
and eight-tenths percent general wage increase effective July 1,
2016.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 929.
COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT—WASHINGTON STATE
UNIVERSITY—PSE
An agreement has been reached between the Washington
State University and the public schools employees under the
provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 932. INITIATIVE 732 COSTbiennium. Funding is provided for a three percent general wage
increase effective July 1, 2015, and a one and eight-tenths percent
OF-LIVING INCREASES
general wage increase or a one percent general wage increase plus
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
($4,631,000)
twenty dollars per month, whichever is greater, effective July 1,
2016.
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
($8,034,000)
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 930.
COLLECTIVE
Education Legacy Trust Account—State Appropriation
BARGAINING AGREEMENT—WASHINGTON STATE
($93,000)
UNIVERSITY—WSU POLICE GUILD
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
($12,758,000)
Part 9 of this act authorizes general wage increases for state
$13,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
employees covered by Initiative Measure No. 732. The general
$23,000
wage increases are inclusive of the annual cost-of-living
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$36,000
adjustments required under Initiative Measure No. 732.
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
Appropriations for state agencies are adjusted by the amounts
conditions and limitations: An agreement has been reached between
specified in LEAP omnibus document 713-2015 to reflect the
inclusion of these amounts in other authorized salary increases.
the Washington State University and the WSU Police Guild under
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 933.
TARGETED
the provisions of chapter 41.80 RCW for the 2015-2017 fiscal
biennium. Funding is provided for a three percent general wage
COMPENSATION INCREASES
increase effective July 1, 2015, and a one and eight-tenths percent
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
general wage increase effective July 1, 2016. Appropriations for
$889,000
state agencies are increased by the amounts specified in LEAP
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
omnibus document 713-2015 to fund the provisions of this
$893,000
agreement.
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$600,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 931.
GENERAL WAGE
General Fund—Private/Local Appropriation $34,000
Dedicated
Funds
and
Accounts
Appropriation
INCREASES
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
$2,459,000
$14,051,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$4,875,000
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
$22,702,000
conditions and limitations: Funding is also provided for salary
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$9,034,000
adjustments for targeted job classifications as specified by the
General Fund—Private/Local Appropriation $866,000
office of financial management of classified state employees,
Dedicated
Funds
and
Accounts
Appropriation
except those represented by a collective bargaining unit under
$24,757,000
chapters 41.80 and 47.64 RCW and RCW 41.56.473 and
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$71,410,000
41.56.475. Appropriations for state agencies are increased by the
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
amounts specified in LEAP omnibus document 713-2015 to fund
conditions and limitations:
the provisions of this agreement.
(1) Funding provided for state agency employee
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 934.
GENERAL WAGE
compensation for employees who are not represented or who
INCREASES - HIGHER EDUCATION
bargain under statutory authority other than chapter 41.80 or
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
47.64 RCW, or RCW 41.56.473 or 41.56.475 is sufficient for
$21,223,000
general wage increases.
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
(2) Funding is provided for a three percent general wage
$34,330,000
increase effective July 1, 2015, for all classified employees, as
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$80,000
specified in subsection (1) of this section, employees in the
Dedicated
Funds
and
Accounts
Appropriation
Washington management service, and exempt employees under
$896,000
the jurisdiction of the office of financial management. The
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$56,529,000
appropriations are also sufficient to fund a three percent salary
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
increase effective July 1, 2015, for executive, legislative, and
conditions and limitations: Funding provided is sufficient for state
judicial branch employees exempt from merit system rules,
employee compensation increases for employees of higher
whose maximum salaries are not set by the commission on
education institutions who are not represented or who bargain
salaries for elected officials.
under statutory authority other than chapter 41.80 or 47.64 RCW
(3) Funding is provided for a general wage increase of one
or RCW 41.56.473 or 41.56.475. Funding is sufficient for general
and eight-tenths percent or a one percent general wage increase
wage increases of three percent effective July 1, 2015, and for a
plus twenty dollars per month, whichever is greater, effective July
one and eight-tenths percent or a one percent general wage
1, 2016, for all classified employees, as specified in subsection
increase plus twenty dollars per month, whichever is greater,
(1) of this section, employees in the Washington management
effective July 1, 2016. Appropriations for state agencies are
service, and exempt employees under the jurisdiction of the office
increased by the amounts specified in LEAP omnibus document
of financial management. The appropriations are also sufficient
713-2015 for the adjustments in this section.
to fund a one and eight-tenths percent salary increase effective
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 935.
TARGETED
July 1, 2016, for executive, legislative, and judicial branch
COMPENSATION INCREASES - HIGHER EDUCATION
employees exempt from merit system rules whose maximum
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2016)
salaries are not set by the commission on salaries for elected
$21,000
officials. Appropriations for state agencies are increased by the
General
Fund—State
Appropriation
(FY
2017)
amounts specified in LEAP omnibus document 713-2015 to fund
$21,000
the provisions of this agreement.
General Fund—Federal Appropriation
$8,000
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TOTAL APPROPRIATION
$50,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: Funding is also provided for salary
adjustments for targeted job classifications as specified by the
office of financial management of classified state employees
employed by higher education institutions, except those
represented by a collective bargaining unit under chapters 41.80
and 47.64 RCW and RCW 41.56.473 and 41.56.475.
Appropriations for state agencies are increased by the amounts
specified in LEAP omnibus document 713-2015 for the
adjustments in this section."
On page 231, after line 8, strike all material through
"services." on line 23 and insert:
"An agreement has been reached between the governor and
the service employees international union healthcare 775nw
under the provisions of chapter 74.39A and 41.56 RCW for the
2015-2017 fiscal biennium. Funding is provided for increases to
wages and pay differentials, contributions to a retirement benefit,
and contributions to health care. Funding is also provided for
increased contributions for training related obligations."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly
Senators Hargrove, Ranker, Chase, Fraser and Habib spoke
in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Fraser demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Hargrove and others
on page 215, after line 21 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Hargrove and others on page 215, after
line 21 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was
not adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 29; Nays, 20; Absent,
0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Benton, Billig, Chase, Cleveland,
Conway, Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain, Hewitt, Hill,
Honeyford, King, Litzow, Padden, Parlette, Schoesler, Sheldon
and Warnick
MOTION
Senator Liias moved that the following amendment by
Senator Liias and others be adopted:
On page 220, line 10, strike "$26,000,000" and insert
"16,000,000".
On page 220, line 15, strike "25,400,000" and insert
"15,400,000".
On page 220, line 16, strike everything from "Life Science
Discovery Fund" through "$15,900,000".
On page 220, line 16, insert the following:
"Tobacco Settlement Account: For transfer to the life sciences
discovery fund, from the amounts deposited in the account that are
attributable to the annual strategic payment received in fiscal year
2016…………. $10,000,000.

Tobacco Settlement Account: For transfer to the life sciences
discovery fund, from the amounts deposited in the account that are
attributable to the annual strategic payment received in fiscal year
2017…………. $10,000,000"
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Liias, the amendment by Senator Liias
and others on page 220, line 10 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077
was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Mullet moved that the following amendment by
Senator Mullet and others be adopted:
On page 221, starting on line 2, strike all material through line 4
on page 221.
On page 255, starting on line 10, strike all material through line
12 on page 256.
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly
Senator Mullet spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Mullet and others on
page 221, line 2 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator Mullet failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Rolfes moved that the following amendment by
Senator Rolfes be adopted:
On page 221, beginning on line 14, strike everything beginning
with "Flood" through "$2,000,000" on line 16.
On page 278, line 17, strike all of Section 961.
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senator Rolfes spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Rolfes on page 221,
line 14 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
The motion by Senator Rolfes failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Hasegawa moved that the following amendment by
Senators Hasegawa and Benton be adopted:
On page 251, after line 33, insert the following:
"Sec. 943. RCW 43.86A.060 and 2009 c 385 s 3 and 2009 c
384 s 1 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1) The state treasurer shall establish a linked deposit program
for investment of deposits in qualified public depositaries. As a
condition of participating in the program, qualified public
depositaries must make qualifying loans as provided in this
section. The state treasurer may purchase a certificate of deposit
that is equal to the amount of the qualifying loan made by the
qualified public depositary or may purchase a certificate of
deposit that is equal to the aggregate amount of two or more
qualifying loans made by one or more qualified public
depositaries.
(2) Qualifying loans made under this section are those:
(a) Having terms that do not exceed ten years;
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where the total cost of the improvements is greater than an amount
(b) Where an individual loan does not exceed one million
dollars;
set by the director are given first priority; and
(h) Develop reporting requirements for businesses receiving
(c)(i) That are made to a minority or women's business
linked deposit loans, except that the reporting must not require
enterprise that has received state certification under chapter 39.19
RCW;
personnel resources exceeding those allocated to the office of
minority and women's business enterprises on the effective date
(ii) That are made to a veteran-owned business that has
of this section.
received state certification under RCW 43.60A.190; or
(6) The director of the office of minority and women's
(iii) That are made to a community development financial
institution that is: (A) Certified by the United States department
business enterprises shall adopt rules prioritizing loans to
minority or women's business enterprises or veteran-owned
of the treasury pursuant to 12 U.S.C. Sec. 4701 et seq.; and (B)
businesses for applicants that:
using that loan to make qualifying loans under (c)(i) of this
subsection;
(a) Are located in an underserved area of the state;
(d) Where the interest rate on the loan to the minority or
(b) Demonstrate an ability to create or maintain at least one
job opportunity; and
women's business enterprise or veteran-owned business does not
(c) Do not currently have loans with other small business
exceed an interest rate that is two hundred basis points below the
interest rate the qualified public depositary would charge for a
lending agencies.
loan for a similar purpose and a similar term, except that, if the
(7) The director of the office of minority and women's
business enterprises shall report to the legislature on December 1,
preference given by the state treasurer to the qualified public
depositary under subsection (3) of this section is less than two
2016, and annually by December 1st thereafter on the linked
hundred basis points, the qualified public depositary may reduce
deposit program and may provide recommendations on additional
the preference given on the loan by an amount that corresponds
rule-making authority for the linked deposit program."
to the reduction in preference below two hundred basis points
Senator Hasegawa spoke in favor of adoption of the
given to the qualified public depositary; ((and))
amendment.
(e) Where the points or fees charged at loan closing do not
exceed one percent of the loan amount; and
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(f) Where funds are used for active business pursuits and not
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Hasegawa and
for passive investment activities.
Benton on page 251, after line 33 to Substitute Senate Bill No.
(3) In setting interest rates of time certificate of deposits, the
5077.
state treasurer shall offer rates so that a two hundred basis point
The motion by Senator Hasegawa carried and the amendment
preference will be given to the qualified public depositary, except
was adopted by voice vote.
that the treasurer may lower the amount of the preference to
MOTION
ensure that the effective interest rate on the deposit is not less than
zero percent.
Senator Mullet moved that the following amendment by
(4) Upon notification by the state treasurer that a minority or
Senator Mullet be adopted:
women's business enterprise is no longer certified under chapter
On page 277, after line 17, strike all material down through page
39.19 RCW or that a veteran-owned business is no longer
278, line 16.
certified under RCW 43.60A.190, the qualified public depositary
Senator Mullet spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
shall reduce the amount of qualifying loans by the outstanding
balance of the loan made under this section to the minority or
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
women's business enterprise or the veteran-owned business, as
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Mullet on page 277,
applicable.
after line 17 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
(5) The director of the office of minority and women's
The motion by Senator Mullet failed and the amendment was
business enterprises has the authority to adopt rules to:
not adopted by voice vote.
(a) Ensure that when making a qualified loan under the linked
deposit program, businesses that have never received a loan under
MOTION
the linked deposit program are given first priority;
(b) Limit the total principal loan amount that any one business
Senator Baumgartner moved that the following amendment
receives in qualified loans under the linked deposit program over
by Senator Baumgartner be adopted:
the lifetime of the businesses;
On page 279, after line 21, insert the following:
(c) Limit the total principal loan amount that an owner of one
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 963.
UNRESTRICTED
or more businesses receives in qualified loans under the linked
RESERVES.
The state treasurer shall place in unrestricted
deposit program during the owner's lifetime;
reserve in the state general fund an amount equivalent to the $296
(d) Limit the total amount of any one qualified loan made
million in marijuana-related state revenues under Substitute Senate
under the linked deposit program; ((and))
Bill No. 6062 (concerning marijuana regulation). This unrestricted
(e) Ensure that loans made by community development
reserve shall be placed in unallotted status and remain unexpended
financial institutions are qualifying loans under subsection
during the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium."
(2)(c)(i) of this section;
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of adoption of the
(f) Ensure that, when making a qualified loan under the linked
amendment.
deposit program, businesses not requesting loans for the purchase
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke against adoption of the
or refinancing of real property appraised at a value greater than
amendment.
an amount set by the director are given first priority;
(g) Ensure that, when making a qualified loan under the linked
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
deposit program, businesses not requesting loans for
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Baumgartner on page
improvements to real property, other than tenant improvements,
279, after line 21 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
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The motion by Senator Baumgartner carried and the
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Cleveland moved that the following amendment by
Senator Cleveland and others be adopted.
On page 279, after line 21 insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 963. During the 2015-2017 fiscal
biennium, state agencies, their officers, and agents expending funds
from the appropriations in this act for contracts with persons must
include a provision that the person is prohibited from paying its
employees less compensation or providing less favorable
employment opportunities based on gender unless there is a bona
fide job-related basis. For purposes of this section, person has the
same meaning as RCW 82.04.030. This section shall be liberally
construed to effectuate its purposes.
Senator Cleveland spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.

third and the bill be advanced to final passage. That is the
motion.”
Senator Hill spoke in favor of the motion.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Rolfes: “What is he speaking to? Are we not voting
on the motion to move this from second to third reading?”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “The President believes that he is speaking
to, I believe, his reasons why he thinks we should be doing that.
Senator Hill, would you please make sure that’s what you’re
doing so I don’t look like a fool?”
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Rolfes: “Is this motion debatable?”

Senator Cleveland demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Cleveland and others
on page 279, after line 21 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
amendment by Senator Cleveland and others on page 279, after
line 21 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the amendment was
not adopted by the following vote: Yeas, 29; Nays, 20; Absent,
0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Benton, Billig, Chase, Cleveland,
Conway, Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Roach and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Braun, Brown, Dansel, Ericksen, Hewitt, Honeyford, King,
Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Senator Hill moved that the rules be suspended, Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 be advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill be placed on final
passage.
Senator Rolfes objected to the motion to advance.
Senator Nelson demanded a roll call.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen:
continue?”

Senators Hill, Schoesler and Ericksen spoke in favor of the
motion.
Senators Hargrove and Nelson spoke against the motion.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Pedersen: “Mr. President. I believe the speaker is
impugning the motives of the minority party.”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “The President believes he is correct
Senator Erickson. Please make your remarks to the motion to
advance the bill to third reading.”
Senators Rolfes, Fraser, Chase and Kohl-Welles spoke
against the motion.
Senators Fain, Baumgartner, Sheldon and Hill spoke in favor
of the motion.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Hatfield: “The current speaker is speaking to close,
wrap up debate? Because he has already spoke once on this
motion.”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “He has that option. He may close, Senator
Hatfield, he may close debate. If, in fact, you don’t feel that it’s
the last debate that doesn’t mean you can’t speak just because he
thought he closed debate.”

Senator Hasegawa: “Would you please clarify what the
question is that we’re voting on?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “The motion before the Senate is the
motion by Senator Hill that the Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077
be advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the

“It is. Senator Hill would you like to

POINT OF ORDER
Senator Hatfield:
then? After this?”

“Mr. President. Does mean he’s done

RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
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President Owen: “That would be correct. He can only
The motion by Senator Fain carried and further consideration
speak…”
of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 was deferred and
the bill held its place on the third reading calendar by voice vote.
Senators Ranker and Habib spoke against the motion.
SECOND READING
MOTION
SENATE BILL NO. 6045, by Senators Becker and Frockt
Senator Habib demanded that the previous question be put.
The President declared that at least two additional senators
Extending the hospital safety net assessment.
joined the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be,
MOTION
“Shall the main question be now put?”
The motion by Senator Habib carried by voice vote and the
On motion of Senator Becker, Substitute Senate Bill No. 6045
previous question was put.
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 6045 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the motion by Senator Hill that the rules be suspended and that
MOTION
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 be advanced to third
reading and final passage.
Senator Keiser moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Keiser and Frockt be adopted:
The Secretary called the roll on the motion by Senator Hill to
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
advance Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 to third
following:
reading and final passage and, having failed to receive the
"Sec. 1. RCW 74.60.005 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 17 s 1 are
required two-thirds majority necessary to suspend the rules, the
each amended to read as follows:
motion did not carry by the following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 23;
(1) The purpose of this chapter is to provide for a safety net
Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
assessment on certain Washington hospitals, which will be used
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
solely to augment funding from all other sources and thereby
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
support additional payments to hospitals for medicaid services as
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
specified in this chapter.
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
(2) The legislature finds that federal health care reform will
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
result in an expansion of medicaid enrollment in this state and an
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
increase in federal financial participation. ((As a result, the
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
hospital safety net assessment and hospital safety net assessment
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
fund created in this chapter will begin phasing down over a fouryear period beginning in fiscal year 2016 as federal medicaid
MOTION
expansion is fully implemented. The state will end its reliance on
the assessment and the fund by the end of fiscal year 2019.))
Senator Fain moved that further consideration of Engrossed
(3) In adopting this chapter, it is the intent of the legislature:
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 be deferred and the bill hold its
(a) To impose a hospital safety net assessment to be used
place on the day’s calendar.
solely for the purposes specified in this chapter;
(b) To generate approximately four hundred ((forty-six
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
million three hundred thirty-eight thousand)) eighty-nine million
dollars per state fiscal year ((in fiscal years 2014 and 2015, and
Senator Fraser: “I have the impression that when, if a bill
then phasing down in equal increments to zero by the end of fiscal
doesn’t bump it automatically goes back to the Rules Committee.
year 2019,)) in new state and federal funds by disbursing all of
Could you tell me if that is correct or incorrect?”
that amount to pay for medicaid hospital services and grants to
certified public expenditure and critical access hospitals, except
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
costs of administration as specified in this chapter, in the form of
additional payments to hospitals and managed care plans, which
President Owen: “That would be correct. Unless Senator
may not be a substitute for payments from other sources;
Fain’s motion succeeds, then it would stay on the calendar.”
(c) To generate ((one hundred ninety-nine million eight
hundred thousand)) two hundred eighty-three million dollars ((in
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
the 2013-2015 biennium, phasing down to zero by the end of the
2017-2019 biennium,)) per biennium during the 2015-2017 and
Senator Fraser: “So, what status does that put in it on the
2017-2019 biennia in new funds to be used in lieu of state general
next day? It’s still on second reading. So the next day I guess
fund payments for medicaid hospital services;
would be Saturday. What would its status be?”
(d) That the total amount assessed not exceed the amount
needed, in combination with all other available funds, to support
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
the payments authorized by this chapter; and
(e) To condition the assessment on receiving federal approval
President Owen: “Senator Fraser, it would stay on the
for receipt of additional federal financial participation and on
calendar and by our rules it would automatically go to third
continuation of other funding sufficient to maintain aggregate
reading. That would be on Saturday.”
payment levels to hospitals for inpatient and outpatient services
covered by medicaid, including fee-for-service and managed
care, at least at the levels the state paid for those services on July
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1, ((2009)) 2015, as adjusted for current enrollment and
utilization((, but without regard to payment increases resulting
from chapter 30, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess)).
Sec. 2. RCW 74.60.020 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 17 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) A dedicated fund is hereby established within the state
treasury to be known as the hospital safety net assessment fund.
The purpose and use of the fund shall be to receive and disburse
funds, together with accrued interest, in accordance with this
chapter. Moneys in the fund, including interest earned, shall not
be used or disbursed for any purposes other than those specified
in this chapter. Any amounts expended from the fund that are later
recouped by the authority on audit or otherwise shall be returned
to the fund.
(a) Any unexpended balance in the fund at the end of a fiscal
((biennium)) year shall carry over into the following ((biennium))
fiscal year or that fiscal year and the following fiscal year and
shall be applied to reduce the amount of the assessment under
RCW 74.60.050(1)(c).
(b) Any amounts remaining in the fund after July 1, 2019,
shall be refunded to hospitals, pro rata according to the amount
paid by the hospital since July 1, 2013, subject to the limitations
of federal law.
(2) All assessments, interest, and penalties collected by the
authority under RCW 74.60.030 and 74.60.050 shall be deposited
into the fund.
(3) Disbursements from the fund are conditioned upon
appropriation and the continued availability of other funds
sufficient to maintain aggregate payment levels to hospitals for
inpatient and outpatient services covered by medicaid, including
fee-for-service and managed care, at least at the levels the state
paid for those services on July 1, ((2009)) 2015, as adjusted for
current enrollment and utilization((, but without regard to
payment increases resulting from chapter 30, Laws of 2010 1st
sp. sess)).
(4) Disbursements from the fund may be made only:
(a) To make payments to hospitals and managed care plans as
specified in this chapter;
(b) To refund erroneous or excessive payments made by
hospitals pursuant to this chapter;
(c) For one million dollars per biennium for payment of
administrative expenses incurred by the authority in performing
the activities authorized by this chapter;
(d) For ((one hundred ninety-nine million eight hundred
thousand)) two hundred eighty-three million dollars ((in the 20132015)) per biennium, ((phasing down to zero by the end of the
2017-2019 biennium)) to be used in lieu of state general fund
payments for medicaid hospital services, provided that if the full
amount of the payments required under RCW 74.60.120 and
74.60.130 cannot be distributed in a given fiscal year, this amount
must be reduced proportionately;
(e) To repay the federal government for any excess payments
made to hospitals from the fund if the assessments or payment
increases set forth in this chapter are deemed out of compliance
with federal statutes and regulations in a final determination by a
court of competent jurisdiction with all appeals exhausted. In such
a case, the authority may require hospitals receiving excess
payments to refund the payments in question to the fund. The state
in turn shall return funds to the federal government in the same
proportion as the original financing. If a hospital is unable to
refund payments, the state shall develop either a payment plan, or
deduct moneys from future medicaid payments, or both;
(f) Beginning in state fiscal year 2015, to pay an amount
sufficient, when combined with the maximum available amount
of federal funds necessary to provide a one percent increase in

medicaid hospital inpatient rates to hospitals eligible for quality
improvement incentives under RCW 74.09.611.
Sec. 3. RCW 74.60.030 and 2014 c 143 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) Upon satisfaction of the conditions in RCW
74.60.150(1), and so long as the conditions in RCW 74.60.150(2)
have not occurred, an assessment is imposed as set forth in this
subsection((, effective October 1, 2013)). ((Initial assessment
notices must be sent to each hospital not earlier than thirty days
after satisfaction of the conditions in RCW 74.60.150(1).
Payment is due not sooner than thirty days thereafter. Except for
the initial)) Assessment((,)) notices must be sent on or about thirty
days prior to the end of each quarter and payment is due thirty
days thereafter.
(b) Effective ((October 1, 2013)) July 1, 2015, and except as
provided in RCW 74.60.050:
(i) ((For fiscal year 2014, an annual assessment for amounts
determined as described in (b)(ii) through (iv) of this subsection
is imposed for the time period of October 1, 2013, through June
30, 2014. The initial assessment notice must cover amounts due
from October 1, 2013, through either: (A) The end of the calendar
quarter prior to the satisfaction of the conditions in RCW
74.60.150(1) if federal approval is received more than forty-five
days prior to the end of a quarter; or (B) the end of the calendar
quarter after the satisfaction of the conditions in RCW
74.60.150(1) if federal approval is received within forty-five days
of the end of a quarter. For subsequent assessments during fiscal
year 2014, the authority shall calculate the amount due annually
and shall issue assessments for the appropriate proportion of the
annual amount due from each hospital;
(ii) After the assessments described in (b)(i) of this
subsection,)) Each prospective payment system hospital, except
psychiatric and rehabilitation hospitals, shall pay a quarterly
assessment. Each quarterly assessment shall be no more than one
quarter of three hundred ((forty-four)) forty-five dollars for each
annual nonmedicare hospital inpatient day, up to a maximum of
fifty-four thousand days per year. For each nonmedicare hospital
inpatient day in excess of fifty-four thousand days, each
prospective payment system hospital shall pay an assessment of
one quarter of seven dollars for each such day;
(((iii) After the assessments described in (b)(i) of this
subsection,)) (ii) Each critical access hospital shall pay a quarterly
assessment of one quarter of ten dollars for each annual
nonmedicare hospital inpatient day;
(((iv) After the assessments described in (b)(i) of this
subsection,)) (iii) Each psychiatric hospital shall pay a quarterly
assessment of one quarter of ((sixty-seven)) sixty-eight dollars for
each annual nonmedicare hospital inpatient day; and
(((v) After the assessments described in (b)(i) of this
subsection,)) (iv) Each rehabilitation hospital shall pay a quarterly
assessment of one quarter of ((sixty-seven)) sixty-eight dollars for
each annual nonmedicare hospital inpatient day.
(2) The authority shall determine each hospital's annual
nonmedicare hospital inpatient days by summing the total
reported nonmedicare hospital inpatient days for each hospital
that is not exempt from the assessment under RCW 74.60.040((,
taken)). The authority shall obtain inpatient data from the
hospital's 2552 cost report data file or successor data file available
through the centers for medicare and medicaid services, as of a
date to be determined by the authority. For state fiscal year
((2014)) 2016, the authority shall use cost report data for
hospitals' fiscal years ending in ((2010)) 2012. For subsequent
years, the hospitals' next succeeding fiscal year cost report data
must be used.
(a) With the exception of a prospective payment system
hospital commencing operations after January 1, 2009, for any
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(f) Any actual or estimated surplus remaining in the fund at
hospital without a cost report for the relevant fiscal year, the
the end of the fiscal year must be applied to reduce the assessment
authority shall work with the affected hospital to identify
amount for the subsequent fiscal year or that fiscal year and the
appropriate supplemental information that may be used to
following year.
determine annual nonmedicare hospital inpatient days.
(b) A prospective payment system hospital commencing
(3) ((For each fiscal year after June 30, 2015, the assessment
amounts established under RCW 74.60.030 must be adjusted as
operations after January 1, 2009, must be assessed in accordance
follows:
with this section after becoming an eligible new prospective
(a) In order to support the payments required in this chapter,
payment system hospital as defined in RCW 74.60.010.
Sec. 4. RCW 74.60.050 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 17 s 5 are each
the assessment amounts must be reduced in approximately equal
yearly increments each fiscal year by category of hospital until
amended to read as follows:
the assessment amount is zero by July 1, 2019;
(1) The authority, in cooperation with the office of financial
management, shall develop rules for determining the amount to
(b) If sufficient other funds, including federal funds, are
be assessed to individual hospitals, notifying individual hospitals
available to make the payments required under this chapter and
fund the state portion of the quality incentive payments under
of the assessed amount, and collecting the amounts due. Such rule
RCW 74.09.611 and 74.60.020(4)(f) without utilizing the full
making shall specifically include provision for:
(a) Transmittal of notices of assessment by the authority to
assessment under RCW 74.60.030, the authority shall reduce the
each hospital informing the hospital of its nonmedicare hospital
amount of the assessment to the minimum levels necessary to
support those payments;
inpatient days and the assessment amount due and payable;
(b) Interest on delinquent assessments at the rate specified in
(c) If in any fiscal year the total amount of inpatient or
RCW 82.32.050; and
outpatient supplemental payments under RCW 74.60.120 is in
(c) Adjustment of the assessment amounts in accordance with
excess of the upper payment limit and the entire excess amount
subsection((s)) (2) ((and (3))) of this section.
cannot be disbursed by additional payments to managed care
(2) For state fiscal year ((2015)) 2016 and each subsequent
organizations under RCW 74.60.130, the authority shall
state fiscal year, the assessment amounts established under RCW
proportionately reduce future assessments on prospective
74.60.030 must be adjusted as follows:
payment hospitals to the level necessary to generate additional
(a) If sufficient other funds, including federal funds, are
payments to hospitals that are consistent with the upper payment
available to make the payments required under this chapter and
limit plus the maximum permissible amount of additional
fund the state portion of the quality incentive payments under
payments to managed care organizations under RCW 74.60.130;
RCW 74.09.611 and 74.60.020(4)(f) without utilizing the full
(d) If the amount of payments to managed care organizations
assessment under RCW 74.60.030, the authority shall reduce the
under RCW 74.60.130 cannot be distributed because of failure to
amount of the assessment to the minimum levels necessary to
meet federal actuarial soundness or utilization requirements or
support those payments;
other federal requirements, the authority shall apply the amount
(b) If the total amount of inpatient or outpatient supplemental
that cannot be distributed to reduce future assessments to the level
payments under RCW 74.60.120 is in excess of the upper
necessary to generate additional payments to managed care
payment limit and the entire excess amount cannot be disbursed
organizations that are consistent with federal actuarial soundness
by additional payments to managed care organizations under
or utilization requirements or other federal requirements;
RCW 74.60.130, the authority shall proportionately reduce future
(e) If required in order to obtain federal matching funds, the
assessments on prospective payment hospitals to the level
maximum number of nonmedicare inpatient days at the higher
necessary to generate additional payments to hospitals that are
rate provided under RCW 74.60.030(1)(b)(i) may be adjusted in
consistent with the upper payment limit plus the maximum
order to comply with federal requirements;
permissible amount of additional payments to managed care
(f) If the number of nonmedicare inpatient days applied to the
organizations under RCW 74.60.130;
rates provided in RCW 74.60.030 will not produce sufficient
(c) If the amount of payments to managed care organizations
funds to support the payments required under this chapter and the
under RCW 74.60.130 cannot be distributed because of failure to
state portion of the quality incentive payments under RCW
meet federal actuarial soundness or utilization requirements or
74.09.611 and 74.60.020(4)(f), the assessment rates provided in
other federal requirements, the authority shall apply the amount
RCW 74.60.030 may be increased proportionately by category of
that cannot be distributed to reduce future assessments to the level
hospital to amounts no greater than necessary in order to produce
necessary to generate additional payments to managed care
the required level of funds needed to make the payments specified
organizations that are consistent with federal actuarial soundness
in this chapter and the state portion of the quality incentive
or utilization requirements or other federal requirements;
payments under RCW 74.09.611 and 74.60.020(4)(f); and
(d) If required in order to obtain federal matching funds, the
(g) Any actual or estimated surplus remaining in the fund at
maximum number of nonmedicare inpatient days at the higher
the end of the fiscal year must be applied to reduce the assessment
rate provided under RCW 74.60.030(1)(b)(i) may be adjusted in
amount for the subsequent fiscal year.
order to comply with federal requirements;
(4)))(a) Any adjustment to the assessment amounts pursuant
(e) If the number of nonmedicare inpatient days applied to the
to this section, and the data supporting such adjustment,
rates provided in RCW 74.60.030 will not produce sufficient
including, but not limited to, relevant data listed in (b) of this
funds to support the payments required under this chapter and the
subsection, must be submitted to the Washington state hospital
state portion of the quality incentive payments under RCW
association for review and comment at least sixty calendar days
74.09.611 and 74.60.020(4)(f), the assessment rates provided in
prior to implementation of such adjusted assessment amounts.
RCW 74.60.030 may be increased proportionately by category of
Any review and comment provided by the Washington state
hospital to amounts no greater than necessary in order to produce
hospital association does not limit the ability of the Washington
the required level of funds needed to make the payments specified
state hospital association or its members to challenge an
in this chapter and the state portion of the quality incentive
adjustment or other action by the authority that is not made in
payments under RCW 74.09.611 and 74.60.020(4)(f); and
accordance with this chapter.
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(b) The authority shall provide the following data to the
Washington state hospital association sixty days before
implementing any revised assessment levels, detailed by fiscal
year, beginning with fiscal year 2011 and extending to the most
recent fiscal year, except in connection with the initial assessment
under this chapter:
(i) The fund balance;
(ii) The amount of assessment paid by each hospital;
(iii) The state share, federal share, and total annual medicaid
fee-for-service payments for inpatient hospital services made to
each hospital under RCW 74.60.120, and the data used to
calculate the payments to individual hospitals under that section;
(iv) The state share, federal share, and total annual medicaid
fee-for-service payments for outpatient hospital services made to
each hospital under RCW 74.60.120, and the data used to
calculate annual payments to individual hospitals under that
section;
(v) The annual state share, federal share, and total payments
made to each hospital under each of the following programs:
Grants to certified public expenditure hospitals under RCW
74.60.090, for critical access hospital payments under RCW
74.60.100; and disproportionate share programs under RCW
74.60.110;
(vi) The data used to calculate annual payments to individual
hospitals under (b)(v) of this subsection; and
(vii) The amount of payments made to managed care plans
under RCW 74.60.130, including the amount representing
additional premium tax, and the data used to calculate those
payments.
(c) On a monthly basis, the authority shall provide the
Washington state hospital association the amount of payments
made to managed care plans under RCW 74.60.130, including the
amount representing additional premium tax, and the data used to
calculate those payments.
Sec. 5. RCW 74.60.090 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 17 s 8 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) In each fiscal year commencing upon satisfaction of the
applicable conditions in RCW 74.60.150(1), funds must be
disbursed from the fund and the authority shall make grants to
certified public expenditure hospitals, which shall not be
considered payments for hospital services, as follows:
(a) University of Washington medical center: ((Three million
three hundred thousand dollars per state fiscal year in fiscal years
2014 and 2015, and then reduced in approximately equal
increments per fiscal year until the grant amount is zero by July
1,)) Four million four hundred fifty-five thousand dollars in each
state fiscal year 2016 through 2019;
(b) Harborview medical center: ((Seven million six hundred
thousand dollars per state fiscal year in fiscal years 2014 and
2015, and then reduced in approximately equal increments per
fiscal year until the grant amount is zero by July 1,)) Ten million
two hundred sixty thousand dollars in each state fiscal year 2016
through 2019;
(c) All other certified public expenditure hospitals: ((Four
million seven hundred thousand dollars per state fiscal year in
fiscal years 2014 and 2015, and then reduced in approximately
equal increments per fiscal year until the grant amount is zero by
July 1,)) Six million three hundred forty-five thousand dollars in
each state fiscal year 2016 through 2019. The amount of
payments to individual hospitals under this subsection must be
determined using a methodology that provides each hospital with
a proportional allocation of the group's total amount of medicaid
and state children's health insurance program payments
determined from claims and encounter data using the same
general methodology set forth in RCW 74.60.120 (3) and (4).

(2) Payments must be made quarterly, before the end of each
quarter, taking the total disbursement amount and dividing by
four to calculate the quarterly amount. ((The initial payment,
which must include all amounts due from and after July 1, 2013,
to the date of the initial payment, must be made within thirty days
after satisfaction of the conditions in RCW 74.60.150(1).)) The
authority shall provide a quarterly report of such payments to the
Washington state hospital association.
Sec. 6. RCW 74.60.100 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 17 s 9 are each
amended to read as follows:
In each fiscal year commencing upon satisfaction of the
conditions in RCW 74.60.150(1), the authority shall make access
payments to critical access hospitals that do not qualify for or
receive a small rural disproportionate share hospital payment in a
given fiscal year in the total amount of ((five hundred twenty))
seven hundred two thousand dollars from the fund and to critical
access hospitals that receive disproportionate share payments in
the total amount of one million three hundred thirty-six thousand
dollars. The amount of payments to individual hospitals under this
section must be determined using a methodology that provides
each hospital with a proportional allocation of the group's total
amount of medicaid and state children's health insurance program
payments determined from claims and encounter data using the
same general methodology set forth in RCW 74.60.120 (3) and
(4). Payments must be made after the authority determines a
hospital's payments under RCW 74.60.110. These payments shall
be in addition to any other amount payable with respect to
services provided by critical access hospitals and shall not reduce
any other payments to critical access hospitals. The authority shall
provide a report of such payments to the Washington state
hospital association within thirty days after payments are made.
Sec. 7. RCW 74.60.120 and 2014 c 143 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) ((Beginning)) In each state fiscal year ((2014)),
commencing ((thirty days after)) upon satisfaction of the
applicable conditions in RCW 74.60.150(1), ((and for the period
of state fiscal years 2014 through 2019,)) the authority shall make
supplemental payments directly to Washington hospitals,
separately for inpatient and outpatient fee-for-service medicaid
services, as follows:
(a) For inpatient fee-for-service payments for prospective
payment hospitals other than psychiatric or rehabilitation
hospitals, twenty-nine million ((two hundred twenty-five
thousand)) one hundred sixty-two thousand five hundred dollars
per state fiscal year ((in fiscal years 2014 and 2015, and then
amounts reduced in equal increments per fiscal year until the
supplemental payment amount is zero by July 1, 2019, from the
fund,)) plus federal matching funds;
(b) For outpatient fee-for-service payments for prospective
payment hospitals other than psychiatric or rehabilitation
hospitals, thirty million dollars per state fiscal year ((in fiscal
years 2014 and 2015, and then amounts reduced in equal
increments per fiscal year until the supplemental payment amount
is zero by July 1, 2019, from the fund,)) plus federal matching
funds;
(c) For inpatient fee-for-service payments for psychiatric
hospitals, ((six hundred twenty-five thousand)) eight hundred
seventy-five thousand dollars per state fiscal year ((in fiscal years
2014 and 2015, and then amounts reduced in equal increments per
fiscal year until the supplemental payment amount is zero by July
1, 2019, from the fund,)) plus federal matching funds;
(d) For inpatient fee-for-service payments for rehabilitation
hospitals, ((one hundred fifty thousand)) two hundred twenty-five
thousand dollars per state fiscal year ((in fiscal years 2014 and
2015, and then amounts reduced in equal increments per fiscal
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1, 2013, to either: (a) The end of the calendar quarter prior to
year until the supplemental payment amount is zero by July 1,
2019, from the fund,)) plus federal matching funds;
when
the
conditions
in
RCW
70.60.150(1)
(e) For inpatient fee-for-service payments for border
M:\Documents\SenateJournal\2015
hospitals, two hundred fifty thousand dollars per state fiscal year
Journal\Journal2015\LegDay081\74.60.150(1).docM:\Document
((in fiscal years 2014 and 2015, and then amounts reduced in
s\SenateJournal\2015
equal increments per fiscal year until the supplemental payment
Journal\Journal2015\LegDay081\74.60.150(1).doc was not
amount is zero by July 1, 2019, from the fund,)) plus federal
foundM:\Documents\SenateJournal\2015
matching funds; and
Journal\Journal2015\LegDay081\74.60.150(1).doc was not
(f) For outpatient fee-for-service payments for border
found are satisfied if approval is received more than forty-five
hospitals, two hundred fifty thousand dollars per state fiscal year
days prior to the end of a quarter; or (b) the end of the calendar
quarter after the satisfaction of the conditions in RCW
((in fiscal years 2014 and 2015, and then amounts reduced in
equal increments per fiscal year until the supplemental payment
74.60.150(1) if approval is received within forty-five days of the
amount is zero by July 1, 2019, from the fund,)) plus federal
end of a quarter.))
matching funds.
(7) A prospective payment system hospital commencing
(2) If the amount of inpatient or outpatient payments under
operations after January 1, 2009, is eligible to receive payments
subsection (1) of this section, when combined with federal
in accordance with this section after becoming an eligible new
matching funds, exceeds the upper payment limit, payments to
prospective payment system hospital as defined in RCW
each category of hospital must be reduced proportionately to a
74.60.010.
level where the total payment amount is consistent with the upper
(8) Payments under this section are supplemental to all other
payment limit. Funds under this chapter unable to be paid to
payments and do not reduce any other payments to hospitals.
hospitals under this section because of the upper payment limit
Sec. 8. RCW 74.60.130 and 2014 c 143 s 3 are each
must be paid to managed care organizations under RCW
amended to read as follows:
74.60.130, subject to the limitations in this chapter.
(1) For state fiscal year ((2014)) 2016 and for each subsequent
(3) The amount of such fee-for-service inpatient payments to
fiscal year, commencing within thirty days after satisfaction of
individual hospitals within each of the categories identified in
the conditions in RCW 74.60.150(1) and subsection (((6))) (5) of
subsection (1)(a), (c), (d), and (e) of this section must be
this section, ((and for the period of state fiscal years 2014 through
determined by:
2019,)) the authority shall increase capitation payments in a
(a) Applying the medicaid fee-for-service rates in effect on
manner consistent with federal contracting requirements to
July 1, 2009, without regard to the increases required by chapter
managed care organizations by an amount at least equal to the
30, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess. to each hospital's inpatient fee-foramount available from the fund after deducting disbursements
services claims and medicaid managed care encounter data for the
authorized by RCW 74.60.020(4) (c) through (f) and payments
base year;
required by RCW 74.60.080 through 74.60.120. The capitation
(b) Applying the medicaid fee-for-service rates in effect on
payment under this subsection must be no less than one hundred
July 1, 2009, without regard to the increases required by chapter
((fifty-three)) million ((one hundred thirty-one thousand six
30, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess. to all hospitals' inpatient fee-forhundred)) dollars per state fiscal year ((in fiscal years 2014 and
services claims and medicaid managed care encounter data for the
2015, and then the increased capitation payment amounts are
base year; and
reduced in equal increments per fiscal year until the increased
(c) Using the amounts calculated under (a) and (b) of this
capitation payment amount is zero by July 1, 2019,)) plus the
subsection to determine an individual hospital's percentage of the
maximum available amount of federal matching funds. The initial
total amount to be distributed to each category of hospital.
payment following satisfaction of the conditions in RCW
(4) The amount of such fee-for-service outpatient payments
74.60.150(1) must include all amounts due from July 1, ((2013))
to individual hospitals within each of the categories identified in
2015, to the end of the calendar month during which the
subsection (1)(b) and (f) of this section must be determined by:
conditions in RCW 74.60.150(1) are satisfied. Subsequent
(a) Applying the medicaid fee-for-service rates in effect on
payments shall be made monthly.
July 1, 2009, without regard to the increases required by chapter
(2) ((In fiscal years 2015, 2016, and 2017, the authority shall
30, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess. to each hospital's outpatient feeuse any additional federal matching funds for the increased
for-services claims and medicaid managed care encounter data for
managed care capitation payments under subsection (1) of this
the base year;
section available from medicaid expansion under the federal
(b) Applying the medicaid fee-for-service rates in effect on
patient protection and affordable care act to substitute for
July 1, 2009, without regard to the increases required by chapter
assessment funds which otherwise would have been used to pay
30, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess. to all hospitals' outpatient fee-formanaged care plans under this section.
services claims and medicaid managed care encounter data for the
(3))) Payments to individual managed care organizations shall
base year; and
be determined by the authority based on each organization's or
(c) Using the amounts calculated under (a) and (b) of this
network's enrollment relative to the anticipated total enrollment
subsection to determine an individual hospital's percentage of the
in each program for the fiscal year in question, the anticipated
total amount to be distributed to each category of hospital.
utilization of hospital services by an organization's or network's
(5) ((Thirty days before the initial payments and)) Sixty days
medicaid enrollees, and such other factors as are reasonable and
before the first payment in each subsequent fiscal year, the
appropriate to ensure that purposes of this chapter are met.
authority shall provide each hospital and the Washington state
(((4))) (3) If the federal government determines that total
hospital association with an explanation of how the amounts due
payments to managed care organizations under this section
to each hospital under this section were calculated.
exceed what is permitted under applicable medicaid laws and
(6) Payments must be made in quarterly installments on or
regulations, payments must be reduced to levels that meet such
about the last day of every quarter. ((The initial payment must be
requirements, and the balance remaining must be applied as
made within thirty days after satisfaction of the conditions in
provided in RCW 74.60.050. Further, in the event a managed care
RCW 74.60.150(1) and must include all amounts due from July
organization is legally obligated to repay amounts distributed to
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hospitals under this section to the state or federal government, a
managed care organization may recoup the amount it is obligated
to repay under the medicaid program from individual hospitals by
not more than the amount of overpayment each hospital received
from that managed care organization.
(((5))) (4) Payments under this section do not reduce the
amounts that otherwise would be paid to managed care
organizations: PROVIDED, That such payments are consistent
with actuarial soundness certification and enrollment.
(((6))) (5) Before making such payments, the authority shall
require medicaid managed care organizations to comply with the
following requirements:
(a) All payments to managed care organizations under this
chapter must be expended for hospital services provided by
Washington hospitals, which for purposes of this section includes
psychiatric and rehabilitation hospitals, in a manner consistent
with the purposes and provisions of this chapter, and must be
equal to all increased capitation payments under this section
received by the organization or network, consistent with actuarial
certification and enrollment, less an allowance for any estimated
premium taxes the organization is required to pay under Title 48
RCW associated with the payments under this chapter;
(b) Managed care organizations shall expend the increased
capitation payments under this section in a manner consistent
with the purposes of this chapter, with the initial expenditures to
hospitals to be made within thirty days of receipt of payment from
the authority. Subsequent expenditures by the managed care plans
are to be made before the end of the quarter in which funds are
received from the authority;
(c) Providing that any delegation or attempted delegation of
an organization's or network's obligations under agreements with
the authority do not relieve the organization or network of its
obligations under this section and related contract provisions.
(((7))) (6) No hospital or managed care organizations may use
the payments under this section to gain advantage in negotiations.
(((8))) (7) No hospital has a claim or cause of action against a
managed care organization for monetary compensation based on
the amount of payments under subsection (((6))) (5) of this
section.
(((9))) (8) If funds cannot be used to pay for services in
accordance with this chapter the managed care organization or
network must return the funds to the authority which shall return
them to the hospital safety net assessment fund.
Sec. 9. RCW 74.60.150 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 17 s 15 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1) The assessment, collection, and disbursement of funds
under this chapter shall be conditional upon:
(a) Final approval by the centers for medicare and medicaid
services of any state plan amendments or waiver requests that are
necessary in order to implement the applicable sections of this
chapter including, if necessary, waiver of the broad-based or
uniformity requirements as specified under section
1903(w)(3)(E) of the federal social security act and 42 C.F.R.
433.68(e);
(b) To the extent necessary, amendment of contracts between
the authority and managed care organizations in order to
implement this chapter; and
(c) Certification by the office of financial management that
appropriations have been adopted that fully support the rates
established in this chapter for the upcoming fiscal year.
(2) This chapter does not take effect or ceases to be imposed,
and any moneys remaining in the fund shall be refunded to
hospitals in proportion to the amounts paid by such hospitals, if
and to the extent that any of the following conditions occur:
(a) The federal department of health and human services and
a court of competent jurisdiction makes a final determination,

with all appeals exhausted, that any element of this chapter, other
than RCW 74.60.100, cannot be validly implemented;
(b) Funds generated by the assessment for payments to
prospective payment hospitals or managed care organizations are
determined to be not eligible for federal match;
(c) Other funding sufficient to maintain aggregate payment
levels to hospitals for inpatient and outpatient services covered by
medicaid, including fee-for-service and managed care, at least at
the levels the state paid for those services on July 1, ((2009))
2015, as adjusted for current enrollment and utilization((, but
without regard to payment increases resulting from chapter 30,
Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess.,)) is not appropriated or available;
(d) Payments required by this chapter are reduced, except as
specifically authorized in this chapter, or payments are not made
in substantial compliance with the time frames set forth in this
chapter; or
(e) The fund is used as a substitute for or to supplant other
funds, except as authorized by RCW 74.60.020.
Sec. 10. RCW 74.60.160 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 17 s 17 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1) The legislature intends to provide the hospitals with an
opportunity to contract with the authority each fiscal biennium to
protect the hospitals from future legislative action during the
biennium that could result in hospitals receiving less from
supplemental payments, increased managed care payments,
disproportionate share hospital payments, or access payments
than the hospitals expected to receive in return for the assessment
based on the biennial appropriations and assessment legislation.
(2) Each odd-numbered year after enactment of the biennial
omnibus operating appropriations act, the authority shall offer to
enter into a contract or to extend an existing contract for the
period of the fiscal biennium beginning July 1st with a hospital
that is required to pay the assessment under this chapter. The
contract must include the following terms:
(a) The authority must agree not to do any of the following:
(i) Increase the assessment from the level set by the authority
pursuant to this chapter on the first day of the contract period for
reasons other than those allowed under RCW 74.60.050(((3)))
(2)(e);
(ii) Reduce aggregate payment levels to hospitals for inpatient
and outpatient services covered by medicaid, including fee-forservice and managed care, ((allowing for variations due to
budget-neutral rebasing and)) adjusting for changes in enrollment
and utilization, from the levels the state paid for those services on
the first day of the contract period;
(iii) For critical access hospitals only, reduce the levels of
disproportionate share hospital payments under RCW 74.60.110
or access payments under RCW 74.60.100 for all critical access
hospitals below the levels specified in those sections on the first
day of the contract period;
(iv) For prospective payment system, psychiatric, and
rehabilitation hospitals only, reduce the levels of supplemental
payments under RCW 74.60.120 for all prospective payment
system hospitals below the levels specified in that section on the
first day of the contract period unless the supplemental payments
are reduced under RCW 74.60.120(2);
(v) For prospective payment system, psychiatric, and
rehabilitation hospitals only, reduce the increased capitation
payments to managed care organizations under RCW 74.60.130
below the levels specified in that section on the first day of the
contract period unless the managed care payments are reduced
under RCW 74.60.130(((4))) (3); or
(vi) Except as specified in this chapter, use assessment
revenues for any other purpose than to secure federal medicaid
matching funds to support payments to hospitals for medicaid
services; and
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(b) As long as payment levels are maintained as required
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
under this chapter, the hospital must agree not to challenge the
Senate Bill No. 6045 and the bill passed the Senate by the
authority's reduction of hospital reimbursement rates to July 1,
following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 23; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
2009, levels, which results from the elimination of assessment
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
supported rate restorations and increases, under 42 U.S.C. Sec.
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
1396a(a)(30)(a) either through administrative appeals or in court
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
during the period of the contract.
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
(3) If a court finds that the authority has breached an
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
agreement with a hospital under subsection (2)(a) of this section,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
the authority:
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
(a) Must immediately refund any assessment payments made
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
subsequent to the breach by that hospital upon receipt; and
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 6045, having received
(b) May discontinue supplemental payments, increased
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
managed care payments, disproportionate share hospital
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
payments, and access payments made subsequent to the breach
the act.
for the hospital that are required under this chapter.
(4) The remedies provided in this section are not exclusive of
SECOND READING
any other remedies and rights that may be available to the hospital
whether provided in this chapter or otherwise in law, equity, or
SENATE BILL NO. 5681, by Senators Hill and Angel
statute.
Sec. 11. RCW 74.60.901 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 17 s 19 are
Concerning state lottery accounts.
each amended to read as follows:
This chapter expires July 1, ((2017)) 2019.
MOTIONS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. This act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
On motion of Senator Fain, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5681
support of the state government and its existing public
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5681 and the substitute bill
institutions, and takes effect immediately."
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
Senators Keiser, Hargrove and Frockt spoke in favor of
On motion of Senator Hill, the rules were suspended,
adoption of the striking amendment.
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5681 was advanced to third reading,
Senator Becker spoke against adoption of the striking
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
amendment.
final passage.
Senators Hill and Hargrove spoke in favor of passage of the
Senator Frockt demanded a roll call.
bill.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5681.
The President declared the question before the Senate the
adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Keiser and
ROLL CALL
Frockt to Substitute Senate Bill No. 6045.
The Secretary called the roll on the striking amendment by
Senators Keiser and Frockt to Substitute Senate Bill No. 6045 and
the striking amendment was not adopted by the following vote:
Yeas, 23; Nays, 26; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 6045 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 6045.
ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5681 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5681, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5315, by Senators Roach, Liias, McCoy,
Pearson and Benton
Aligning functions of the consolidated technology services
agency, office of the chief information officer, and department of
enterprise services. Revised for 2nd Substitute: Aligning
functions of the consolidated technology services agency, office
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of the chief information officer, office of financial management,
and department of enterprise services.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Hill, Second Substitute Senate Bill No.
5315 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5315 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator Hill, the rules were suspended, Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5315 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Hill, Hargrove and Roach spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5315.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5315 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5315, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 6088, by Senator Braun
Making K-12 education enhancements.

(d) Extended warranties to consumers; and
(e) Anything else, the sale of which is included within the
RCW 82.04.050 definition of retail sale.
(2) There is levied and collected an additional tax on each
retail car rental, regardless of whether the vehicle is licensed in
this state, equal to five and nine-tenths percent of the selling price.
The revenue collected under this subsection must be deposited in
the multimodal transportation account created in RCW
47.66.070.
(3) Beginning July 1, 2003, there is levied and collected an
additional tax of three-tenths of one percent of the selling price
on each retail sale of a motor vehicle in this state, other than retail
car rentals taxed under subsection (2) of this section. The revenue
collected under this subsection must be deposited in the
multimodal transportation account created in RCW 47.66.070.
(4) For purposes of subsection (3) of this section, "motor
vehicle" has the meaning provided in RCW 46.04.320, but does
not include:
(a) Farm tractors or farm vehicles as defined in RCW
46.04.180 and 46.04.181, unless the farm tractor or farm vehicle
is for use in the production of marijuana;
(b) Off-road vehicles as defined in RCW 46.04.365;
(c) Nonhighway vehicles as defined in RCW 46.09.310; and
(d) Snowmobiles as defined in RCW 46.04.546.
(5) Beginning on December 8, 2005, 0.16 percent of the
taxes collected under subsection (1) of this section must be
dedicated to funding comprehensive performance audits required
under RCW 43.09.470. The revenue identified in this subsection
must be deposited in the performance audits of government
account created in RCW 43.09.475.
(6) The taxes imposed under this chapter apply to successive
retail sales of the same property.
(7) The rates provided in this section apply to taxes imposed
under chapter 82.12 RCW as provided in RCW 82.12.020."
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "28A.150.261" insert "and
82.08.020"
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

On motion of Senator Braun, Substitute Senate Bill No. 6088
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 6088 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.

Senator Frockt: “Mr. President, if the point of inquiry is not
timely at this time I would renew it when becomes timely. The
question is, Mr. President, the provisions of the bill are repealing
the majority of Initiative 1351 that reduced class size initiative
passed by the voters last November. The point of inquiry is, how
many votes are necessary to pass the bill once the amendment
process has taken place?”

MOTION

REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT

Senator Hobbs moved that the following amendment by
Senators Hobbs and Hargrove be adopted:
On page 11, after line 31, insert the following:
"Sec. 4. RCW 82.08.020 and 2014 c 140 s 12 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) There is levied and collected a tax equal to ((six and fivetenths)) seven percent of the selling price on each retail sale in
this state of:
(a) Tangible personal property, unless the sale is specifically
excluded from the RCW 82.04.050 definition of retail sale;
(b) Digital goods, digital codes, and digital automated
services, if the sale is included within the RCW 82.04.050
definition of retail sale;
(c) Services, other than digital automated services, included
within the RCW 82.04.050 definition of retail sale;

President Owen: “Senator Frockt, your point of order is a
little premature. It would be taken up on final passage if you’re
asking for the number of votes necessary to pass the bill.”

MOTION

Senator Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senators Braun and Hargrove spoke against adoption of the
amendment.
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Hobbs, the amendment by Senators
Hobbs and Hargrove on page 11, line 31 to Substitute Senate Bill
No. 6088 was withdrawn.
POINT OF ORDER
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Senator Liias: “Mr. President. Under Concurrent Resolution
8400 which establishes cut-off dates, the last day to consider
Senate Bills was March 11. There’s specific lists of exemptions
to this rule for budgets, matters to implement a budget, initiatives
to the Legislature, alternatives to initiatives to the Legislature or
bills related to revenue. Senate Bill No. 6088 has nothing to do
with revenue and it is not an initiative to the Legislature or an
alternative to an initiative to the Legislature. Senate Bill No. 6088
would effectively repeal imitative 1351 which established lower
class sizes and a basic ed funding requirement for this biennium.
However, in order to avoid a two-thirds vote requirement, the bill
contains a referendum clause so the legislature is not actually
repealing this initiative under the bill the legislature would be
asking the people to repeal the class size initiative …”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Liias, you’re making a point ...
You’re actually making an argument. Your point of order is
what?”
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Liias: “My point of order is, I’m sorry Mr.
President, it’s late so I’m relying on my notes. My point of order
is that it does not comply with our senate cut-off resolution and
the bill is not properly before us because it is not one of those
listed exceptions.”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Liias, in order to try to keep
things moving, the President is going to do a ruling without taking
the time to write this out so bear with me.”
“The President believes that without this bill there would be
a major hole in the budget therefore it is necessary in order to
implement this budget albeit delayed but it is necessary. Should
it not pass then you would be back here to write a different budget.
Therefore it is necessary to implement the budget [and Substitute
Senate Bill No. 6088 is properly before the senate].”
MOTION
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Making a fourth driving under the influence offense a felony.
MOTIONS

On motion of Senator Padden, Second Substitute Senate Bill
No. 5105 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5105 and the second
substitute bill was placed on the second reading and read the
second time.
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5105 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Padden, Frockt, Roach and Hargrove spoke in favor
of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5105.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5105 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5105, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
Senator McAuliffe: “Thank you Mr. President. It is 3:15 in
the morning. For what purpose do I rise? I rise because I object to
the process before us of bringing bills out at 3:15 in the morning
and I will tell you the people’s business should not be done at 3:15
in the morning. That’s the first reason.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT

Senator Braun moved that the rules be suspended that
Substitute Senate Bill No. 6088 be advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill be placed on final
passage.

President Owen: “Senator McAuliffe, for what purpose do
you rise?”

The motion by Senator Braun, that the rules be suspended and
that Substitute Senate Bill No. 6088 be advanced to third reading
and be placed on final passage, having failed to receive the
necessary two-thirds vote to suspend the rules, did not carry by a
rising vote.

Senator McAuliffe: “What do I have to say? … Point of
Personal Privilege. Thank you. Point of personal privilege is it’s
3:15 in the morning and we are doing the people’s business in the
dark and that’s not appropriate and secondly we have staff here
that need to go home. This is not respectful to this institution and
it’s not respectful for the people that are waiting to go home this
evening. So I ask and request that you save this very important
bills for the next day.”

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, further consideration of
Substitute Senate Bill No. 6088 was deferred and the bill held its
place on the day’s calendar.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5105, by Senators Padden, Frockt,
O'Ban, Fain, Fraser, Pearson, Roach and Darneille

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Ranker: “I appreciate the sentiments of the previous
speaker. I would say that both sides of this chamber have
contributed to us being here this evening and we have definitely
helped on our side to the hour at which we are working and I think
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it’s important that we continue the body’s business at the time we
are.”
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1652, by Representatives Cody and
Harris
Concerning medicaid managed health care system payments
for health care services provided by nonparticipating providers.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that the following committee
striking amendment by the Committee on Health Care be
adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 74.09.522 and 2014 c 225 s 55 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Managed health care system" means any health care
organization, including health care providers, insurers, health care
service contractors, health maintenance organizations, health
insuring organizations, or any combination thereof, that provides
directly or by contract health care services covered under this
chapter and rendered by licensed providers, on a prepaid capitated
basis and that meets the requirements of section 1903(m)(1)(A)
of Title XIX of the federal social security act or federal
demonstration waivers granted under section 1115(a) of Title XI
of the federal social security act;
(b) "Nonparticipating provider" means a person, health care
provider, practitioner, facility, or entity, acting within their scope
of practice, that does not have a written contract to participate in
a managed health care system's provider network, but provides
health care services to enrollees of programs authorized under this
chapter whose health care services are provided by the managed
health care system.
(2) The authority shall enter into agreements with managed
health care systems to provide health care services to recipients
of temporary assistance for needy families under the following
conditions:
(a) Agreements shall be made for at least thirty thousand
recipients statewide;
(b) Agreements in at least one county shall include
enrollment of all recipients of temporary assistance for needy
families;
(c) To the extent that this provision is consistent with section
1903(m) of Title XIX of the federal social security act or federal
demonstration waivers granted under section 1115(a) of Title XI
of the federal social security act, recipients shall have a choice of
systems in which to enroll and shall have the right to terminate
their enrollment in a system: PROVIDED, That the authority may
limit recipient termination of enrollment without cause to the first
month of a period of enrollment, which period shall not exceed
twelve months: AND PROVIDED FURTHER, That the authority
shall not restrict a recipient's right to terminate enrollment in a
system for good cause as established by the authority by rule;
(d) To the extent that this provision is consistent with section
1903(m) of Title XIX of the federal social security act,
participating managed health care systems shall not enroll a
disproportionate number of medical assistance recipients within
the total numbers of persons served by the managed health care
systems, except as authorized by the authority under federal

demonstration waivers granted under section 1115(a) of Title XI
of the federal social security act;
(e)(i) In negotiating with managed health care systems the
authority shall adopt a uniform procedure to enter into contractual
arrangements, to be included in contracts issued or renewed on or
after January 1, 2015, including:
(A) Standards regarding the quality of services to be
provided;
(B) The financial integrity of the responding system;
(C) Provider reimbursement methods that incentivize
chronic care management within health homes, including
comprehensive medication management services for patients
with multiple chronic conditions consistent with the findings and
goals established in RCW 74.09.5223;
(D) Provider reimbursement methods that reward health
homes that, by using chronic care management, reduce
emergency department and inpatient use;
(E) Promoting provider participation in the program of
training and technical assistance regarding care of people with
chronic conditions described in RCW 43.70.533, including
allocation of funds to support provider participation in the
training, unless the managed care system is an integrated health
delivery system that has programs in place for chronic care
management;
(F) Provider reimbursement methods within the medical
billing processes that incentivize pharmacists or other qualified
providers licensed in Washington state to provide comprehensive
medication management services consistent with the findings and
goals established in RCW 74.09.5223;
(G) Evaluation and reporting on the impact of
comprehensive medication management services on patient
clinical outcomes and total health care costs, including reductions
in emergency department utilization, hospitalization, and drug
costs; and
(H) Established consistent processes to incentivize
integration of behavioral health services in the primary care
setting, promoting care that is integrated, collaborative,
colocated, and preventive.
(ii)(A) Health home services contracted for under this
subsection may be prioritized to enrollees with complex, high
cost, or multiple chronic conditions.
(B) Contracts that include the items in (e)(i)(C) through (G)
of this subsection must not exceed the rates that would be paid in
the absence of these provisions;
(f) The authority shall seek waivers from federal
requirements as necessary to implement this chapter;
(g) The authority shall, wherever possible, enter into prepaid
capitation contracts that include inpatient care. However, if this is
not possible or feasible, the authority may enter into prepaid
capitation contracts that do not include inpatient care;
(h) The authority shall define those circumstances under
which a managed health care system is responsible for out-of-plan
services and assure that recipients shall not be charged for such
services;
(i) Nothing in this section prevents the authority from
entering into similar agreements for other groups of people
eligible to receive services under this chapter; and
(j) The authority must consult with the federal center for
medicare and medicaid innovation and seek funding opportunities
to support health homes.
(3) The authority shall ensure that publicly supported
community health centers and providers in rural areas, who show
serious intent and apparent capability to participate as managed
health care systems are seriously considered as contractors. The
authority shall coordinate its managed care activities with
activities under chapter 70.47 RCW.
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(4) The authority shall work jointly with the state of Oregon
settings, for individuals with behavioral health and medical
and other states in this geographical region in order to develop
comorbidities.
recommendations to be presented to the appropriate federal
(8) Managed health care system contracts effective on or
agencies and the United States congress for improving health care
after April 1, 2016, shall serve geographic areas that correspond
of the poor, while controlling related costs.
to the regional service areas established in RCW 43.20A.893.
(5) The legislature finds that competition in the managed
(9) A managed health care system shall pay a
health care marketplace is enhanced, in the long term, by the
nonparticipating provider that provides a service covered under
existence of a large number of managed health care system
this chapter to the system's enrollee no more than the lowest
options for medicaid clients. In a managed care delivery system,
amount paid for that service under the managed health care
whose goal is to focus on prevention, primary care, and improved
system's contracts with similar providers in the state if the
managed health care system has made good faith efforts to
enrollee health status, continuity in care relationships is of
substantial importance, and disruption to clients and health care
contract with the nonparticipating provider.
providers should be minimized. To help ensure these goals are
(10) For services covered under this chapter to medical
met, the following principles shall guide the authority in its
assistance or medical care services enrollees and provided on or
healthy options managed health care purchasing efforts:
after August 24, 2011, nonparticipating providers must accept as
(a) All managed health care systems should have an
payment in full the amount paid by the managed health care
opportunity to contract with the authority to the extent that
system under subsection (((7))) (9) of this section in addition to
any deductible, coinsurance, or copayment that is due from the
minimum contracting requirements defined by the authority are
met, at payment rates that enable the authority to operate as far
enrollee for the service provided. An enrollee is not liable to any
nonparticipating provider for covered services, except for
below appropriated spending levels as possible, consistent with
the principles established in this section.
amounts due for any deductible, coinsurance, or copayment under
the terms and conditions set forth in the managed health care
(b) Managed health care systems should compete for the
award of contracts and assignment of medicaid beneficiaries who
system contract to provide services under this section.
(11) Pursuant to federal managed care access standards, 42
do not voluntarily select a contracting system, based upon:
C.F.R. Sec. 438, managed health care systems must maintain a
(i) Demonstrated commitment to or experience in serving
network of appropriate providers that is supported by written
low-income populations;
agreements sufficient to provide adequate access to all services
(ii) Quality of services provided to enrollees;
covered under the contract with the authority, including hospital(iii) Accessibility, including appropriate utilization, of
based physician services. The authority will monitor and
services offered to enrollees;
periodically report on the proportion of services provided by
(iv) Demonstrated capability to perform contracted services,
contracted providers and nonparticipating providers, by county,
including ability to supply an adequate provider network;
for each managed health care system to ensure that managed
(v) Payment rates; and
health care systems are meeting network adequacy requirements.
(vi) The ability to meet other specifically defined contract
No later than January 1st of each year, the authority will review
requirements established by the authority, including
and report its findings to the appropriate policy and fiscal
consideration of past and current performance and participation
committees of the legislature for the preceding state fiscal year.
in other state or federal health programs as a contractor.
(12) Payments under RCW 74.60.130 are exempt from this
(c) Consideration should be given to using multiple year
section.
contracting periods.
(13) Subsections (9) through (11) of this section expire July
(d) Quality, accessibility, and demonstrated commitment to
1, ((2016)) 2021."
serving low-income populations shall be given significant weight
in the contracting, evaluation, and assignment process.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(e) All contractors that are regulated health carriers must
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
meet state minimum net worth requirements as defined in
Committee on Health Care to House Bill No. 1652.
applicable state laws. The authority shall adopt rules establishing
The motion by Senator Dammeier carried and the committee
the minimum net worth requirements for contractors that are not
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
regulated health carriers. This subsection does not limit the
MOTION
authority of the Washington state health care authority to take
action under a contract upon finding that a contractor's financial
There being no objection, the following title amendment
status seriously jeopardizes the contractor's ability to meet its
was adopted:
contract obligations.
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "providers;" strike the
(f) Procedures for resolution of disputes between the
remainder of the title and insert "and amending RCW 74.09.522."
authority and contract bidders or the authority and contracting
carriers related to the award of, or failure to award, a managed
MOTION
care contract must be clearly set out in the procurement
document.
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
(6) The authority may apply the principles set forth in
House Bill No. 1652 as amended by the Senate was advanced to
subsection (5) of this section to its managed health care
third reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill
purchasing efforts on behalf of clients receiving supplemental
was placed on final passage.
security income benefits to the extent appropriate.
(7) By April 1, 2016, any contract with a managed health
MOTION
care system to provide services to medical assistance enrollees
shall require that managed health care systems offer contracts to
On motion of Senator Nelson, Senator McAuliffe was
behavioral health organizations, mental health providers, or
excused.
chemical dependency treatment providers to provide access to
primary care services integrated into behavioral health clinical
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Senators Dammeier and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of
the bill as amended by the Senate.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1652 as amended by the
Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1652 as amended by the Senate and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Chase
HOUSE BILL NO. 1652 as amended by the Senate, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 6062, by Senator Hill
Relating to marijuana. Revised for 1st Substitute:
Concerning marijuana regulations.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hill, Substitute Senate Bill No. 6062
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 6062 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Nelson, Senator Chase was excused.
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment
by Senator Kohl-Welles be adopted:
Beginning on page 2, line 20, after "distributed" strike all
material through "action" on page 3, line 4 and insert "to the
dedicated marijuana fund"
Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and
correct any internal references accordingly.
Beginning on page 6, line 21, strike all of sections 3 and 4
and insert the following:
"Sec. 3. RCW 69.50.540 and 2013 c 3 s 28 are each
amended to read as follows:
All marijuana excise taxes collected from sales of marijuana,
useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products under RCW
69.50.535, and the license fees, penalties, and forfeitures derived
under chapter 3, Laws of 2013 from marijuana producer,
marijuana processor, and marijuana retailer licenses ((shall)) must
every three months be disbursed by the state liquor control board
as follows:
(1) One hundred twenty-five thousand dollars to the
department of social and health services to design and administer

the Washington state healthy youth survey, analyze the collected
data, and produce reports, in collaboration with the office of the
superintendent of public instruction, department of health,
department of commerce, family policy council, and state liquor
control board. The survey ((shall)) must be conducted at least
every two years and include questions regarding, but not
necessarily limited to, academic achievement, age at time of
substance use initiation, antisocial behavior of friends, attitudes
toward antisocial behavior, attitudes toward substance use, laws
and community norms regarding antisocial behavior, family
conflict, family management, parental attitudes toward substance
use, peer rewarding of antisocial behavior, perceived risk of
substance use, and rebelliousness. Funds disbursed under this
subsection may be used to expand administration of the healthy
youth survey to student populations attending institutions of
higher education in Washington;
(2) Fifty thousand dollars to the department of social and
health services for the purpose of contracting with the
Washington state institute for public policy to conduct the costbenefit evaluation and produce the reports described in RCW
69.50.550. This appropriation ((shall)) ends after production of
the final report required by RCW 69.50.550;
(3) Five thousand dollars to the University of Washington
alcohol and drug abuse institute for the creation, maintenance,
and timely updating of web-based public education materials
providing medically and scientifically accurate information about
the health and safety risks posed by marijuana use;
(4) An amount not exceeding one million two hundred fifty
thousand dollars to the state liquor control board as is necessary
for administration of chapter 3, Laws of 2013;
(5) One million seven hundred fifty thousand dollars to the
department of social and health services for mental health
programs;
(6) Of the funds remaining after the disbursements identified
in subsections (1) through (((4))) (5) of this section:
(a) Fifteen percent to the department of social and health
services division of behavioral health and recovery for
implementation and maintenance of programs and practices
aimed at the prevention or reduction of maladaptive substance
use, substance-use disorder, substance abuse or substance
dependence, as these terms are defined in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, among middle school and
high school age students, whether as an explicit goal of a given
program or practice or as a consistently corresponding effect of
its implementation; PROVIDED, That:
(i) Of the funds disbursed under (a) of this subsection, at
least eighty-five percent must be directed to evidence-based and
cost-beneficial programs and practices that produce objectively
measurable results; and
(ii) Up to fifteen percent of the funds disbursed under (a) of
this subsection may be directed to research-based and emerging
best practices or promising practices.
In deciding which programs and practices to fund, the
secretary of the department of social and health services shall
consult, at least annually, with the University of Washington's
social development research group and the University of
Washington's alcohol and drug abuse institute;
(b) Ten percent to the department of health for the creation,
implementation, operation, and management of a marijuana
education and public health program that contains the following:
(i) A marijuana use public health hotline that provides
referrals to substance abuse treatment providers, utilizes
evidence-based or research-based public health approaches to
minimizing the harms associated with marijuana use, and does not
solely advocate an abstinence-only approach;
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(ii) A grants program for local health departments or other
Senator Conway moved that the following amendment by
local community agencies that supports development and
Senator Conway and others be adopted:
implementation of coordinated intervention strategies for the
On page 2, line 21, strike "Eleven" and insert "Five"
On page 2, line 22, after "fund" insert "for the liquor and
prevention and reduction of marijuana use by youth; and
(iii) Media-based education campaigns across television,
cannabis board;
(b) Ten percent to the general fund for counties, cities, and
internet, radio, print, and out-of-home advertising, separately
targeting youth and adults, that provide medically and
towns"
On page 2, line 24, strike "six million dollars of"
scientifically accurate information about the health and safety
risks posed by marijuana use;
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
(c) Six-tenths of one percent to the University of Washington
internal references accordingly.
and four-tenths of one percent to Washington State University for
Senators Conway, Mullet and Fraser spoke in favor of adoption
research on the short and long-term effects of marijuana use, to
of the amendment.
include but not be limited to formal and informal methods for
Senator Hill spoke against adoption of the amendment.
estimating and measuring intoxication and impairment, and for
the dissemination of such research;
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(d) Fifty percent to the state basic health plan trust account
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Conway and others on
to be administered by the Washington basic health plan
page 2, line 21 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 6062.
administrator and used as provided under chapter 70.47 RCW;
The motion by Senator Conway failed and the amendment
(e) Five percent to the Washington state health care authority
was not adopted by voice vote.
to be expended exclusively through contracts with community
MOTION
health centers to provide primary health and dental care services,
migrant health services, and maternity health care services as
Senator Keiser moved that the following amendment by
provided under RCW 41.05.220;
Senators Keiser and Jayapal be adopted:
(f) Three-tenths of one percent to the office of the
On page 2, line 22, after "fund;" insert "(b) Five percent of the
superintendent of public instruction to fund grants to building
remaining funds after (2)(a) to the Washington state health care
bridges programs under chapter 28A.175 RCW; and
authority to be expended exclusively through contracts with the
(g) The remainder to the general fund."
community health centers to provide primary health and dental care
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
services, migrant health services, and maternity health care services
any internal references accordingly.
as provided under RCW 41.05.220;"
On page 9, beginning on line 24, strike all of section 7
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
Renumber the remaining section consecutively and correct
internal references accordingly
any internal references accordingly.
Senator Keiser spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "69.50.535," strike the
Senator Hill spoke against adoption of the amendment.
remainder of the title and insert "69.50.540, and 66.08.012;
adding new sections to chapter 69.50 RCW; providing an
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
effective date; and declaring an emergency."
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Keiser and Jayapal on
page 2, line 22 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 6062.
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
The motion by Senator Keiser failed and the amendment was
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the amendment by
not adopted by voice vote.
Senator Kohl-Welles on page 2, line 20 to Substitute Senate Bill
No. 6062 was withdrawn.
MOTION
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senator McCoy be adopted:
On page 2, after line 20, insert the following:
"(a) Three million six hundred eighty-four thousand dollars to
the department of social and health services for community mental
health treatment;"
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly.
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment.
Senator Hill spoke against adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator McCoy on page 2,
after line 20 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 6062.
The motion by Senator McCoy failed and the amendment was
not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

Senator Ericksen moved that the following amendment by
Senators Ericksen and Padden be adopted:
On page 2, line 38, after "counties;" insert "and"
Beginning on page 2, line 39, after "cities" strike all material
through "action" on page 3, line 4
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Ericksen and Padden
on page 2, line 38 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 6062.
The motion by Senator Ericksen carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator O'Ban moved that the following amendment by
Senator O'Ban be adopted:
On page 9, after line 32, insert:
"Sec. 8. RCW 69.50.331 and 2013 c 3 s 6 are each amended
to read as follows:
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(1) For the purpose of considering any application for a
license to produce, process, or sell marijuana, or for the renewal
of a license to produce, process, or sell marijuana, the state liquor
control board may cause an inspection of the premises to be made,
and may inquire into all matters in connection with the
construction and operation of the premises. For the purpose of
reviewing any application for a license and for considering the
denial, suspension, revocation, or renewal or denial thereof, of
any license, the state liquor control board may consider any prior
criminal conduct of the applicant including an administrative
violation history record with the state liquor control board and a
criminal history record information check. The state liquor
control board may submit the criminal history record information
check to the Washington state patrol and to the identification
division of the federal bureau of investigation in order that these
agencies may search their records for prior arrests and convictions
of the individual or individuals who filled out the forms. The state
liquor control board shall require fingerprinting of any applicant
whose criminal history record information check is submitted to
the federal bureau of investigation. The provisions of RCW
9.95.240 and of chapter 9.96A RCW shall not apply to these
cases. Subject to the provisions of this section, the state liquor
control board may, in its discretion, grant or deny the renewal or
license applied for. Denial may be based on, without limitation,
the existence of chronic illegal activity documented in objections
submitted pursuant to subsections (7)(c) and (9) of this section.
Authority to approve an uncontested or unopposed license may
be granted by the state liquor control board to any staff member
the board designates in writing. Conditions for granting this
authority shall be adopted by rule. No license of any kind may be
issued to:
(a) A person under the age of twenty-one years;
(b) A person doing business as a sole proprietor who has not
lawfully resided in the state for at least three months prior to
applying to receive a license;
(c) A partnership, employee cooperative, association,
nonprofit corporation, or corporation unless formed under the
laws of this state, and unless all of the members thereof are
qualified to obtain a license as provided in this section; or
(d) A person whose place of business is conducted by a
manager or agent, unless the manager or agent possesses the same
qualifications required of the licensee.
(2)(a) The state liquor control board may, in its discretion,
subject to the provisions of RCW 69.50.334, suspend or cancel
any license; and all protections of the licensee from criminal or
civil sanctions under state law for producing, processing, or
selling marijuana, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused
products thereunder shall be suspended or terminated, as the case
may be.
(b) The state liquor control board shall immediately suspend
the license of a person who has been certified pursuant to RCW
74.20A.320 by the department of social and health services as a
person who is not in compliance with a support order. If the
person has continued to meet all other requirements for
reinstatement during the suspension, reissuance of the license
shall be automatic upon the state liquor control board's receipt of
a release issued by the department of social and health services
stating that the licensee is in compliance with the order.
(c) The state liquor control board may request the
appointment of administrative law judges under chapter 34.12
RCW who shall have power to administer oaths, issue subpoenas
for the attendance of witnesses and the production of papers,
books, accounts, documents, and testimony, examine witnesses,
and to receive testimony in any inquiry, investigation, hearing, or
proceeding in any part of the state, under rules and regulations the
state liquor control board may adopt.

(d) Witnesses shall be allowed fees and mileage each way to
and from any inquiry, investigation, hearing, or proceeding at the
rate authorized by RCW 34.05.446. Fees need not be paid in
advance of appearance of witnesses to testify or to produce books,
records, or other legal evidence.
(e) In case of disobedience of any person to comply with the
order of the state liquor control board or a subpoena issued by the
state liquor control board, or any of its members, or administrative
law judges, or on the refusal of a witness to testify to any matter
regarding which he or she may be lawfully interrogated, the judge
of the superior court of the county in which the person resides, on
application of any member of the board or administrative law
judge, shall compel obedience by contempt proceedings, as in the
case of disobedience of the requirements of a subpoena issued
from said court or a refusal to testify therein.
(3) Upon receipt of notice of the suspension or cancellation of
a license, the licensee shall forthwith deliver up the license to the
state liquor control board. Where the license has been suspended
only, the state liquor control board shall return the license to the
licensee at the expiration or termination of the period of
suspension. The state liquor control board shall notify all other
licensees in the county where the subject licensee has its premises
of the suspension or cancellation of the license; and no other
licensee or employee of another licensee may allow or cause any
marijuana, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused products to
be delivered to or for any person at the premises of the subject
licensee.
(4) Every license issued under chapter 3, Laws of 2013 shall
be subject to all conditions and restrictions imposed by chapter 3,
Laws of 2013 or by rules adopted by the state liquor control board
to implement and enforce chapter 3, Laws of 2013. All conditions
and restrictions imposed by the state liquor control board in the
issuance of an individual license shall be listed on the face of the
individual license along with the trade name, address, and
expiration date.
(5) Every licensee shall post and keep posted its license, or
licenses, in a conspicuous place on the premises.
(6) No licensee shall employ any person under the age of
twenty-one years.
(7)(a) Before the state liquor control board issues a new or
renewed license to an applicant it shall give notice of the
application to the chief executive officer of the incorporated city
or town, if the application is for a license within an incorporated
city or town, or to the county legislative authority, if the
application is for a license outside the boundaries of incorporated
cities or towns.
(b) The incorporated city or town through the official or
employee selected by it, or the county legislative authority or the
official or employee selected by it, shall have the right to file with
the state liquor control board within twenty days after the date of
transmittal of the notice for applications, or at least thirty days
prior to the expiration date for renewals, written objections
against the applicant or against the premises for which the new or
renewed license is asked. The state liquor control board may
extend the time period for submitting written objections.
(c) The written objections shall include a statement of all facts
upon which the objections are based, and in case written
objections are filed, the city or town or county legislative
authority may request, and the state liquor control board may in
its discretion hold, a hearing subject to the applicable provisions
of Title 34 RCW. If the state liquor control board makes an initial
decision to deny a license or renewal based on the written
objections of an incorporated city or town or county legislative
authority, the applicant may request a hearing subject to the
applicable provisions of Title 34 RCW. If a hearing is held at the
request of the applicant, state liquor control board representatives
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On motion of Senator Hill, the rules were suspended,
shall present and defend the state liquor control board's initial
decision to deny a license or renewal.
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 6062 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
(d) Upon the granting of a license under this title the state
placed on final passage.
liquor control board shall send written notification to the chief
Senator Hill spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
executive officer of the incorporated city or town in which the
Senators Hargrove, Kohl-Welles Hatfield spoke against
license is granted, or to the county legislative authority if the
passage of the bill.
license is granted outside the boundaries of incorporated cities or
towns.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(8) The state liquor control board shall not issue a license for
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 6062.
any premises within one thousand feet of the perimeter of the
grounds of any elementary or secondary school, playground,
ROLL CALL
recreation center or facility, child care center, licensed chemical
dependency program, church, public park, public transit center,
((or)) library, or other location where children regularly
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
congregate, or any game arcade admission to which is not
Substitute Senate Bill No. 6062 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: .Yeas, 26; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
restricted to persons aged twenty-one years or older. For the
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
purpose of this subsection, "church" means a building erected for
and used exclusively for religious worship and schooling or other
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
activity in connection therewith.
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
(9) In determining whether to grant or deny a license or
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Cleveland, Conway, Darneille,
renewal of any license, the state liquor control board shall give
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hobbs,
substantial weight to objections from an incorporated city or town
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
or county legislative authority based upon chronic illegal activity
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
associated with the applicant's operations of the premises
Excused: Senator Chase
proposed to be licensed or the applicant's operation of any other
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 6062,
licensed premises, or the conduct of the applicant's patrons inside
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
or outside the licensed premises. "Chronic illegal activity" means
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
(a) a pervasive pattern of activity that threatens the public health,
as the title of the act.
safety, and welfare of the city, town, or county including, but not
limited to, open container violations, assaults, disturbances,
SECOND READING
disorderly conduct, or other criminal law violations, or as
documented in crime statistics, police reports, emergency medical
SENATE BILL NO. 6089, by Senator Hill
response data, calls for service, field data, or similar records of a
law enforcement agency for the city, town, county, or any other
Concerning health benefit exchange sustainability.
municipal corporation or any state agency; or (b) an unreasonably
high number of citations for violations of RCW 46.61.502
The measure was read the second time.
associated with the applicant's or licensee's operation of any
licensed premises as indicated by the reported statements given to
MOTION
law enforcement upon arrest.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. Section 8 of this act applies
Senator Becker moved that the following striking amendment
prospectively to new licenses issued on or after the effective date
by Senators Becker and Hill be adopted:
of this section. Section 8 of this act is also intended to be applied
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
to the renewal of existing licenses issued under this chapter and
following:
no existing license may be renewed for locations that are in
"Sec. 1. RCW 43.71.010 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 6 s 1 are
violation of the provisions of this act.
each amended to read as follows:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. If any provision of this act or its
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
unless the context clearly requires otherwise. Terms and phrases
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
used in this chapter that are not defined in this section must be
persons or circumstances is not affected."
defined as consistent with implementation of a state health benefit
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
exchange pursuant to the affordable care act.
internal references accordingly.
(1) "Affordable care act" means the federal patient
On page 9, line 33, strike "This act is" and insert "Sections one
protection and affordable care act, P.L. 111-148, as amended by
through 7 of this act are"
the federal health care and education reconciliation act of 2010,
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after “69.50.339,” insert
P.L. 111-152, or federal regulations or guidance issued under the
“69.50.331,”
affordable care act.
(2) "Authority" means the Washington state health care
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
authority, established under chapter 41.05 RCW.
(3) "Board" means the governing board established in RCW
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the amendment by Senator
43.71.020.
O'Ban on page 9, line 32 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 6062 was
(4) "Commissioner" means the insurance commissioner,
withdrawn.
established in Title 48 RCW.
(5) "Exchange" means the Washington health benefit
MOTION
exchange established in RCW 43.71.020.
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(6) "Self-sustaining" means capable of operating with
revenue attributable to the operations of the exchange. Selfsustaining sources include, but are not limited to, federal grants,
federal premium tax subsidies and credits, charges to health
carriers, and premiums paid by enrollees((, and premium taxes
under RCW 48.14.0201(5)(b) and 48.14.020(2))).
Sec. 2. RCW 43.71.030 and 2012 c 87 s 4 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The exchange may, consistent with the purposes of this
chapter: (a) Sue and be sued in its own name; (b) make and
execute agreements, contracts, and other instruments, with any
public or private person or entity; (c) employ, contract with, or
engage personnel; (d) pay administrative costs; (e) accept grants,
donations, loans of funds, and contributions in money, services,
materials or otherwise, from the United States or any of its
agencies, from the state of Washington and its agencies or from
any other source, and use or expend those moneys, services,
materials, or other contributions; and (f) ((aggregate or delegate
the aggregation of funds that comprise the premium for a health
plan; and (g))) complete other duties necessary to begin open
enrollment in qualified health plans through the exchange
beginning October 1, 2013.
(2) The board shall develop a methodology to ensure the
exchange is self-sustaining after December 31, 2014. The board
shall seek input from health carriers to develop funding
mechanisms that fairly and equitably apportion among carriers
the reasonable administrative costs and expenses incurred to
implement the provisions of this chapter. The board shall submit
its recommendations to the legislature by December 1, 2012. If
the legislature does not enact legislation during the 2013 regular
session to modify or reject the board's recommendations, the
board may proceed with implementation of the recommendations.
(3) The board shall establish policies that permit city and
county governments, Indian tribes, tribal organizations, urban
Indian organizations, private foundations, and other entities to
pay premiums on behalf of qualified individuals.
(4) The employees of the exchange may participate in the
public employees' retirement system under chapter 41.40 RCW
and the public employees' benefits board under chapter 41.05
RCW.
(5) Qualified employers may access coverage for their
employees through the exchange for small groups under section
1311 of P.L. 111-148 of 2010, as amended. The exchange shall
enable any qualified employer to specify a level of coverage so
that any of its employees may enroll in any qualified health plan
offered through the small group exchange at the specified level of
coverage.
(6) The exchange shall report its activities and status to the
governor and the legislature as requested, and no less often than
annually.
(7) The exchange shall not aggregate or delegate the
aggregation of funds that comprise the premium for any enrollee
for any plan offering except as required by federal law.
Sec. 3. RCW 43.71.060 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 6 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The health benefit exchange account is created in the
state treasury. Moneys in the account may be spent only after
appropriation. Expenditures from the account may only be used
to fund the operation of the exchange and identification,
collection, and distribution of premium taxes collected under
RCW 48.14.0201(5)(b) and 48.14.020(2) prior to January 1,
2016.
(2)(a) The following funds must be deposited in the account:
(((a))) (i) Premium taxes collected under RCW
48.14.0201(5)(b) and 48.14.020(2) prior to January 1, 2016;

(((b))) (ii) Assessments authorized under RCW 43.71.080;
((and
(c))) (iii) Amounts transferred by the pool administrator as
specified in the state omnibus appropriations act or pursuant to
RCW 48.41.090((.)); and
(((3))) (iv) All receipts from federal grants ((received under
the affordable care act may be deposited into the account)).
(b) Expenditures from the account may be used only for
purposes consistent with the grants.
(((4))) (3) During the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, the
legislature may transfer from the health benefit exchange account
to the state general fund such amounts as reflect the excess fund
balance of the account.
Sec. 4. RCW 43.71.080 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 6 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) Beginning January 1, 2015, the exchange may require
each issuer writing premiums for qualified health benefit plans or
stand-alone dental plans offered through the exchange to pay an
assessment in an amount necessary to fund the operations of the
exchange, applicable to operational costs incurred beginning
January 1, 2015. For calendar year 2015 the assessment in effect
on March 1, 2015, may not be increased to fund the operations of
the exchange.
(b) The assessment is an exchange user fee as that term is
used in 45 C.F.R. 156.80. ((Assessments of issuers may be made
only if the amount of expected premium taxes, as provided under
RCW 48.14.0201(5)(b) and 48.14.020(2), and other funds
deposited in the health benefit exchange account in the current
calendar year are insufficient to fund exchange operations in the
following calendar year at the level)) Beginning in calendar year
2016 the assessment may not exceed three and one-half percent
of plan premium and may not generate greater income than
authorized by the legislature ((for that purpose)) in the omnibus
appropriations act.
(c) If the exchange is charging an assessment, the exchange
shall display the amount of the assessment per member per month
for enrollees. A health benefit plan or stand-alone dental plan may
identify the amount of the assessment to enrollees, but must not
bill the enrollee for the amount of the assessment separately from
the premium.
(2) The board, in collaboration with the issuers, the health
care authority, and the commissioner, must establish a fair and
transparent process for calculating the assessment amount. The
process must meet the following requirements:
(a) The assessment only applies to issuers that offer coverage
in the exchange and only for those market segments offered and
must be based on the number of enrollees in qualified health plans
and stand-alone dental plans in the exchange for a calendar year;
(b) The assessment must be established on a flat dollar and
cents amount per member per month, and the assessment for
dental plans must be proportional to the premiums paid for standalone dental plans in the exchange;
(c) Issuers must be notified of the assessment amount by the
exchange on a timely basis;
(d) An appropriate assessment reconciliation process must
be established by the exchange that is administratively efficient;
(e) Issuers must remit the assessment due to the exchange in
quarterly installments after receiving notification from the
exchange of the due dates of the quarterly installments;
(f) A procedure must be established to allow issuers subject
to assessments under this section to have grievances reviewed by
an impartial body and reported to the board; and
(g) A procedure for enforcement must be established if an
issuer fails to remit its assessment amount to the exchange within
ten business days of the quarterly installment due date.
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(b) On or before September 15, twenty-five percent;
(3) The exchange shall deposit proceeds from the
(c) On or before December 15, twenty-five percent.
assessments in the health benefit exchange account under RCW
(4) For good cause demonstrated in writing, the
43.71.060.
commissioner may approve an amount smaller than the preceding
(4) The assessment described in this section shall be
calendar year's tax obligation as recomputed for calculating the
considered a special purpose obligation or assessment in
health maintenance organization's, health care service
connection with coverage described in this section for the purpose
contractor's,
self-funded
multiple
employer
welfare
of funding the operations of the exchange, and may not be applied
arrangement's, or certified health plan's prepayment obligations
by issuers to vary premium rates at the plan level.
for the current tax year.
(5) The exchange shall monitor enrollment and provide
(5)(a) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, moneys
periodic reports which must be available on its web site.
collected under this section are deposited in the general fund.
(6) The board shall offer all qualified health plans through
(b) Beginning January 1, 2014, and ending December 31,
the exchange, and the exchange shall not add criteria for
certification of qualified health plans beyond those set out in
2015, moneys collected from taxpayers for premiums written on
qualified health benefit plans and stand-alone dental plans offered
RCW 43.71.065 without specific statutory direction. Nothing
shall be construed to limit duties, obligations, and authority
through the health benefit exchange under chapter 43.71 RCW
must be deposited in the health benefit exchange account under
otherwise legislatively delegated or granted to the exchange.
(7) The exchange shall report to the joint select committee
RCW 43.71.060.
(6) The taxes imposed in this section do not apply to:
on health care oversight on a quarterly basis with an update on
budget expenses and operations.
(a) Amounts received by any taxpayer from the United
States or any instrumentality thereof as prepayments for health
(8) By July 1, 2016, the state auditor shall conduct a
performance review of the cost of exchange operations and shall
care services provided under Title XVIII (medicare) of the federal
social security act.
make recommendations to the board and the health care
committees of the legislature addressing improvements in cost
(b) Amounts received by any taxpayer from the state of
Washington as prepayments for health care services provided
performance and adoption of best practices. The auditor shall
under:
further evaluate the potential cost and customer service benefits
(i) The medical care services program as provided in RCW
through regionalization with other states of some exchange
74.09.035; or
operation functions or through a partnership with the federal
(ii) The Washington basic health plan on behalf of
government. The cost of the state auditor review must be borne
subsidized enrollees as provided in chapter 70.47 RCW.
by the exchange.
(c) Amounts received by any health care service contractor
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to
as defined in chapter 48.44 RCW, or any health maintenance
chapter 43.71 RCW to read as follows:
organization as defined in chapter 48.46 RCW, as prepayments
As part of eligibility verification responsibilities, the
for health care services included within the definition of practice
exchange shall verify that a person seeking to enroll in a qualified
of dentistry under RCW 18.32.020, except amounts received for
health plan or qualified dental plan during a special enrollment
pediatric oral services that qualify as coverage for the minimum
period has experienced a qualifying event as established by the
essential coverage requirement under P.L. 111-148 (2010), as
office of the insurance commissioner and shall require reasonable
amended.
proof or documentation of the qualifying event.
(d) Participant contributions to self-funded multiple
Sec. 6. RCW 48.14.0201 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 6 s 5 are
employer welfare arrangements that are not taxable in this state.
each amended to read as follows:
(7) Beginning January 1, 2000, the state preempts the field
(1) As used in this section, "taxpayer" means a health
of imposing excise or privilege taxes upon taxpayers and no
maintenance organization as defined in RCW 48.46.020, a health
county, city, town, or other municipal subdivision has the right to
care service contractor as defined in chapter 48.44 RCW, or a selfimpose any such taxes upon such taxpayers. This subsection is
funded multiple employer welfare arrangement as defined in
limited to premiums and payments for health benefit plans offered
RCW 48.125.010.
(2) Each taxpayer must pay a tax on or before the first day
by health care service contractors under chapter 48.44 RCW,
health maintenance organizations under chapter 48.46 RCW, and
of March of each year to the state treasurer through the insurance
self-funded multiple employer welfare arrangements as defined
commissioner's office. The tax must be equal to the total amount
of all premiums and prepayments for health care services
in RCW 48.125.010. The preemption authorized by this
subsection must not impair the ability of a county, city, town, or
collected or received by the taxpayer under RCW 48.14.090
other municipal subdivision to impose excise or privilege taxes
during the preceding calendar year multiplied by the rate of two
percent. For tax purposes, the reporting of premiums and
upon the health care services directly delivered by the employees
of a health maintenance organization under chapter 48.46 RCW.
prepayments must be on a written basis or on a paid-for basis
(8)(a) The taxes imposed by this section apply to a selfconsistent with the basis required by the annual statement.
funded multiple employer welfare arrangement only in the event
(3) Taxpayers must prepay their tax obligations under this
that they are not preempted by the employee retirement income
section. The minimum amount of the prepayments is the
security act of 1974, as amended, 29 U.S.C. Sec. 1001 et seq. The
percentages of the taxpayer's tax obligation for the preceding
arrangements and the commissioner must initially request an
calendar year recomputed using the rate in effect for the current
advisory opinion from the United States department of labor or
year. For the prepayment of taxes due during the first calendar
obtain a declaratory ruling from a federal court on the legality of
year, the minimum amount of the prepayments is the percentages
imposing state premium taxes on these arrangements. Once the
of the taxpayer's tax obligation that would have been due had the
legality of the taxes has been determined, the multiple employer
tax been in effect during the previous calendar year. The tax
welfare arrangement certified by the insurance commissioner
prepayments must be paid to the state treasurer through the
must begin payment of these taxes.
commissioner's office by the due dates and in the following
(b) If there has not been a final determination of the legality
amounts:
(a) On or before June 15, forty-five percent;
of these taxes, then beginning on the earlier of (i) the date the
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fourth multiple employer welfare arrangement has been certified
by the insurance commissioner, or (ii) April 1, 2006, the
arrangement must deposit the taxes imposed by this section into
an interest bearing escrow account maintained by the
arrangement. Upon a final determination that the taxes are not
preempted by the employee retirement income security act of
1974, as amended, 29 U.S.C. Sec. 1001 et seq., all funds in the
interest bearing escrow account must be transferred to the state
treasurer.
(9) The effect of transferring contracts for health care
services from one taxpayer to another taxpayer is to transfer the
tax prepayment obligation with respect to the contracts.
(10) On or before June 1st of each year, the commissioner
must notify each taxpayer required to make prepayments in that
year of the amount of each prepayment and must provide
remittance forms to be used by the taxpayer. However, a
taxpayer's responsibility to make prepayments is not affected by
failure of the commissioner to send, or the taxpayer to receive, the
notice or forms.
Sec. 7. RCW 48.14.020 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 6 s 6 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Subject to other provisions of this chapter, each
authorized insurer except title insurers shall on or before the first
day of March of each year pay to the state treasurer through the
commissioner's office a tax on premiums. Except as provided in
subsection (3) of this section, such tax shall be in the amount of
two percent of all premiums, excluding amounts returned to or the
amount of reductions in premiums allowed to holders of industrial
life policies for payment of premiums directly to an office of the
insurer, collected or received by the insurer under RCW
48.14.090 during the preceding calendar year other than ocean
marine and foreign trade insurances, after deducting premiums
paid to policyholders as returned premiums, upon risks or
property resident, situated, or to be performed in this state. For
tax purposes, the reporting of premiums shall be on a written basis
or on a paid-for basis consistent with the basis required by the
annual statement. For the purposes of this section the
consideration received by an insurer for the granting of an annuity
shall not be deemed to be a premium.
(2)(a) The taxes imposed in this section do not apply to
amounts received by any life and disability insurer for health care
services included within the definition of practice of dentistry
under RCW 18.32.020 except amounts received for pediatric oral
services that qualify as coverage for the minimum essential
coverage requirement under P.L. 111-148 (2010), as amended.
(b) Beginning January 1, 2014, and ending December 31,
2015, moneys collected for premiums written on qualified health
benefit plans and stand-alone dental plans offered through the
health benefit exchange under chapter 43.71 RCW must be
deposited in the health benefit exchange account under RCW
43.71.060.
(3) In the case of insurers which require the payment by their
policyholders at the inception of their policies of the entire
premium thereon in the form of premiums or premium deposits
which are the same in amount, based on the character of the risks,
regardless of the length of term for which such policies are
written, such tax shall be in the amount of two percent of the gross
amount of such premiums and premium deposits upon policies on
risks resident, located, or to be performed in this state, in force as
of the thirty-first day of December next preceding, less the unused
or unabsorbed portion of such premiums and premium deposits
computed at the average rate thereof actually paid or credited to
policyholders or applied in part payment of any renewal
premiums or premium deposits on one-year policies expiring
during such year.

(4) Each authorized insurer shall with respect to all ocean
marine and foreign trade insurance contracts written within this
state during the preceding calendar year, on or before the first day
of March of each year pay to the state treasurer through the
commissioner's office a tax of ninety-five one-hundredths of one
percent on its gross underwriting profit. Such gross underwriting
profit shall be ascertained by deducting from the net premiums
(i.e., gross premiums less all return premiums and premiums for
reinsurance) on such ocean marine and foreign trade insurance
contracts the net losses paid (i.e., gross losses paid less salvage
and recoveries on reinsurance ceded) during such calendar year
under such contracts. In the case of insurers issuing participating
contracts, such gross underwriting profit shall not include, for
computation of the tax prescribed by this subsection, the amounts
refunded, or paid as participation dividends, by such insurers to
the holders of such contracts.
(5) The state does hereby preempt the field of imposing
excise or privilege taxes upon insurers or their appointed
insurance producers, other than title insurers, and no county, city,
town or other municipal subdivision shall have the right to impose
any such taxes upon such insurers or these insurance producers.
(6) If an authorized insurer collects or receives any such
premiums on account of policies in force in this state which were
originally issued by another insurer and which other insurer is not
authorized to transact insurance in this state on its own account,
such collecting insurer shall be liable for and shall pay the tax on
such premiums.
Sec. 8. RCW 48.41.090 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 6 s 7 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Following the close of each accounting year, the pool
administrator shall determine the total net cost of pool operation
which shall include:
(a) Net premium (premiums less administrative expense
allowances), the pool expenses of administration, and incurred
losses for the year, taking into account investment income and
other appropriate gains and losses; and
(b) The amount of pool contributions specified in the state
omnibus appropriations act for deposit into the health benefit
exchange account under RCW 43.71.060, to assist with the
transition of enrollees from the pool into the health benefit
exchange created by chapter 43.71 RCW. For the period from
July 1, 2015, through December 31, 2015, the pool administrator
shall deposit seven million five hundred thousand dollars of pool
contributions into the health benefit exchange account.
(2)(a) Each member's proportion of participation in the pool
shall be determined annually by the board based on annual
statements and other reports deemed necessary by the board and
filed by the member with the commissioner; and shall be
determined by multiplying the total cost of pool operation by a
fraction. The numerator of the fraction equals that member's total
number of resident insured persons, including spouse and
dependents, covered under all health plans in the state by that
member during the preceding calendar year. The denominator of
the fraction equals the total number of resident insured persons,
including spouses and dependents, covered under all health plans
in the state by all pool members during the preceding calendar
year.
(b) For purposes of calculating the numerator and the
denominator under (a) of this subsection:
(i) All health plans in the state by the state health care
authority include only the uniform medical plan;
(ii) Each ten resident insured persons, including spouse and
dependents, under a stop loss plan or the uniform medical plan
shall count as one resident insured person;
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calendar year are insufficient to fund exchange operations in the
(iii) Health plans serving medical care services program
following calendar year".
clients under RCW 74.09.035 are exempted from the calculation;
On page 6, line 29, strike "2015", and replace with "2017".
and
On page 9, line 3, strike "2015", and replace with "2017".
(iv) Health plans established to serve elderly clients or
medicaid clients with disabilities under chapter 74.09 RCW when
On page 12, line 4 strike all of the section.
the plan has been implemented on a demonstration or pilot project
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
basis are exempted from the calculation until July 1, 2009.
(c) Except as provided in RCW 48.41.037, any deficit
On motion of Senator Frockt, the amendment by Senators
incurred by the pool, including pool contributions for deposit into
Frockt and Keiser on page 1, line 27 to the striking amendment to
the health benefit exchange account, shall be recouped by
Senate Bill No. 6089 was withdrawn.
assessments among members apportioned under this subsection
pursuant to the formula set forth by the board among members.
MOTION
The monthly per member assessment may not exceed the 2013
assessment level. If the maximum assessment is insufficient to
Senator Keiser moved that the following amendment by
cover a pool deficit the assessment shall be used first to pay all
Senators Frockt and Keiser to the striking amendment be adopted:
incurred losses and pool administrative expenses, with the
On page 10, line 22, strike "For the period from July 1, 2015,
remainder being available for deposit in the health benefit
through December 31, 2015, the pool administrator shall deposit
exchange account.
seven million five hundred thousand of pool contributions into the
(3) The board may abate or defer, in whole or in part, the
health benefit exchange account."
assessment of a member if, in the opinion of the board, payment
Senator Keiser spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
of the assessment would endanger the ability of the member to
to the striking amendment.
fulfill its contractual obligations. If an assessment against a
Senator Becker spoke against adoption of the amendment to
member is abated or deferred in whole or in part, the amount by
the striking amendment.
which such assessment is abated or deferred may be assessed
against the other members in a manner consistent with the basis
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
for assessments set forth in subsection (2) of this section. The
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Frockt and Keiser on
member receiving such abatement or deferment shall remain
page 10, line 22 to the striking amendment to Senate Bill No.
liable to the pool for the deficiency.
6089.
(4) Subject to the limitation imposed in subsection (2)(c) of
The motion by Senator Keiser failed and the amendment to
this section, the pool administrator shall transfer the assessments
the striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
for pool contributions for the operation of the health benefit
exchange to the treasurer for deposit into the health benefit
Senator Becker spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
exchange account with the quarterly assessments for ((2014))
amendment.
2015 and 2016 as specified in this section or in the state omnibus
Senator Hargrove against adoption of the striking
appropriations act. If assessments exceed actual losses and
amendment.
administrative expenses of the pool and pool contributions for
Senator Ericksen noted that the amendment numbered 354
deposit into the health benefit exchange account, the excess shall
was considered at exactly 3:54 a.m.
be held at interest and used by the board to offset future losses or
to reduce pool premiums. As used in this subsection, "future
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
losses" includes reserves for incurred but not reported claims.
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Becker and
NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. This act is necessary for the
Hill to Senate Bill No. 6089.
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
The motion by Senator Becker carried and the striking
support of the state government and its existing public
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
institutions, and takes effect immediately."
MOTION

MOTION

Senator Frockt moved that the following amendment by
Senators Frockt and Keiser to the striking amendment be adopted:
On page 1, line 27, strike "((, and premium taxes under RCW
48.14.0201(5)(b) and 48.14.020(2)))" and insert the following:
", and premium taxes under RCW 48.14.0201(5)(b) and
48.14.020(2) prior to July 1, 2017".
On page 3, line 8, strike "2016", and replace with "2017".
On page 3, line 11, strike "2016", and replace with "2017".
On page 3, line 34, strike "((Assessments of issuers may be
made only if the amount of expected premium taxes, as provided
under RCW 48.14.0201(5)(b) and 48.14.020(2), and other funds
deposited in the health benefit exchange account in the current
calendar year are insufficient to fund exchange operations in the
following calendar year))", and replace with "Assessments of issuers
may be made only if the amount of expected premium taxes, as
provided under RCW 48.14.0201(5)(b) and 48.14.020(2), and other
funds deposited in the health benefit exchange account in the current

There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "sustainability;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 43.71.010,
43.71.030, 43.71.060, 43.71.080, 48.14.0201, 48.14.020, and
48.41.090; adding a new section to chapter 43.71 RCW; and
declaring an emergency."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 6089 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Frockt spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 6089.
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ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Senate Bill No. 6089 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 26; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Cleveland, Conway, Darneille,
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hobbs,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy, Mullet,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Chase
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 6089, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Fain: “Senator Rolfes offered me five dollars to run
an order of gubers. So, is everybody up for that? I appreciate
everyone’s very active, exciting day, night and then almost day
again. I apologize that I am not going to be adjourning at this time.
We are going to go at ease so we can make some scheduling
decisions. You do not need to stick around. We are not going to

be coming back to the floor anytime soon in the next few hours
but I will be contacting your offices and sending out what the
schedule’s going to look like for the next couple of days. I’d also
ask that members of the Majority Coalition be in caucus for one
minute immediately following our going at ease.”
Senator Fraser announced the Democratic Caucus would not
meet.
MOTION
At 4:09 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 4:11 a.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
At 4:12 a.m., Friday, April 3, on motion of Senator Fain, the
Senate adjourned until 1:00 o’clock p.m. Monday, April 6, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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AFTERNOON SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Monday, April 6, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 1:00 o’clock p.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages
Kianna Newcomb and Logan Riley, presented the Colors.
Senate Page Peter Kosierowski, a sophomore at Northwest
Christian High School and guest of Senator Fraser, led the Senate
in the Pledge of Allegiance.
The prayer was offered by Reverend Robert Brzezinski,
Senior Minister and Spiritual Director at Center for Spiritual
Living in Olympia.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
April 2, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1106,
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1115,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1166
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
MOTION
At 1:07 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
The Senate was called to order at 1:41 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION TO LIMIT DEBATE
On motion of Senator Fain and without objection, pursuant to
Rule 29, debate was limited through the remainder of the day.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

Senator Hargrove: “Well I noticed Mr. President that I
showed up with my TVW Cammy Award on my desk. I think that
we received it together again this time. It seems to me like the last
time I got one of these was when we had a stellar performance on
the floor – I’m giving you time to think of a response here by the
way. We all know who George is and who Gracie is in this
particular arrangement. Anyway, so, I appreciate your input so I
can get this award.”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “You’re always so good at feeding me
great lines to follow through on.”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
THIRD READING
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 6088, by Senate
Committee on Ways & Means (originally sponsored by Senator
Braun).
Making K-12 education enhancements.
The bill was read on Third Reading.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Liias: “In our previous debate, Senate Frockt raised
the question about whether Substitute Senate Bill No. 6088 is
effectively repealing or suspending Initiative 1351 by delaying its
implementation pending a vote of the people and I would like a
ruling on whether this is indeed the case.”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Well, Senator Liias, it just so happens
that I’m prepared to respond to you. I could do it simply but let’s
do it this way.”
“In ruling upon the point of order raised by Senator Liias
asking the number of votes required to pass Substitute Senate Bill
No. 6088 – that is the basis of your question, the President finds
and rules as follows:”
“Initiative 1351 passed in November of 2014 and generally
directs that lower class sizes be funded in all grades. Substitute
Senate Bill No. 6088 amends the initiative in a number of ways,
subject to approval by the voters. The President believes that there
is no dispute as to this point. The question is the number of votes
required to amend an initiative within two years of its enactment.
Article II, Section 41 and Article II, Section 1, subsection c of the
state constitution provides two options for amending a recently
enacted initiative:
1.The Legislature may amend an initiative ‘by a vote of twothirds of all the members elected to each house. . . .’ or
2. The initiative ‘may be amended or repealed at any general
regular or special election by direct vote of the people
thereon.’”
“The President believes that the term ‘direct vote’
encompasses both the scenario where the people file an initiative
and where the Legislature refers a proposal to the voters in the
form of a referendum. As there is no requirement for a
supermajority vote to refer a bill to the people, the President finds
that this action requires only a majority vote.”
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Senators Braun and Benton spoke in favor of passage of the

bill.
Senators Hargrove, Liias, Habib spoke against passage of the
bill.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “The President is going to make one
caution that I think is necessary and possibly should have done
the other night and that is please refrain from referencing the
motives of another member of the body. That is not allowed in
your rules.”
“Secondly, the other thing that I wanted to mention was, the
actions of the House also are not to be, or the intent of the House
are not to be referenced in debate. That rule is again one of your
rules. The purpose of that is that the decisions that are to be made
in this body are to be made by this body and not be influenced by
the actions in the other body. So, the President just felt that it
necessary, after listening to the debate the other and a little bit
today, that maybe I should clarify those rules.”
Senators Dansel and Baumgartner spoke in favor of passage
of the bill
Senators McAuliffe and Hobbs spoke against passage of the
bill.
POINT OF ORDER
Senator McAuliffe: “Mr. President, I believe the Senator is
talking about, impugning the motives of the initiative, people that
brought this initiative to us.”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator McAuliffe, the rules of the Senate
and the House of Representatives and the joint rules protect you,
and the Senate and the House but not those people out as far as
what is said in debate. So if he wishes to say whatever he wants
about the initiative process etc., he may do that. Senator
Baumgartner.”
Senators Roach and Angel spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
Senators Pedersen, McCoy and Rolfes spoke against passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 6088.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 6088 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 27; Nays, 22; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 6088, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no

objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
THIRD READING
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5077, by
Senate Committee on Ways & Means (originally sponsored by
Senators Hill and Hargrove).
Making 2015-2017 operating appropriations. Revised for 1st
Substitute: Making 2015 fiscal year and 2015-2017 fiscal
biennium operating appropriations.
The bill was read on Third Reading.
Senators Hill, Hargrove, Baumgartner, Miloscia, Sheldon,
Ericksen, Padden, Bailey, Dansel, Roach, Benton, Becker,
Parlette, O'Ban and Schoesler spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
Senators Keiser, Pedersen, Chase, Frockt, Fraser, Darneille,
Jayapal, Habib, Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe and Nelson spoke
against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5077 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: .Yeas, 26; Nays, 23; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5077,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
ESHB 1106
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representatives Hunter, Ormsby,
Sullivan, Gregerson and Reykdal)
AN ACT Relating to fiscal matters; amending RCW
15.76.115, 28B.15.069, 28B.50.140, 28C.04.535, 38.52.540,
41.26.802, 41.60.050, 43.08.190, 43.09.475, 43.79.480,
43.101.200, 43.101.220, 43.155.050, 43.325.040, 46.66.080,
66.08.170, 67.70.190, 67.70.260, 70.96A.350, 74.12.037,
74.13.621, 77.12.203, 79.64.040, 79.105.150, and 86.26.007;
amending 2014 c 221 ss 101, 102, 105, 107, 108, 109, 110,
111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 122, 125,
126, 127, 129, 130, 134, 135, 136, 140, 141, 143, 146, 148,
201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212,
213, 214, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 301, 302, 303,
304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 401, 402, 501, 502,
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AN ACT Relating to state general obligation bonds and
503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515,
related accounts; amending RCW 43.99Y.010 and
604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 614, 615, 616,
43.99Y.020; adding a new chapter to Title 43 RCW; and
617, 619, 701, 704, 706, 709, 710, 711, 801, 802, 803, 805,
declaring an emergency.
924, and 925 (uncodified); amending 2013 2nd sp.s. c 4 ss
712 and 718 (uncodified); creating new sections; repealing
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
2014 c 221 s 707 (uncodified); making appropriations;
providing an effective date; providing expiration dates; and
MOTION
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
EHB 1115
by Representatives Dunshee, DeBolt,
Gregerson, Morris and Reykdal
AN ACT Relating to the capital budget; amending RCW
27.34.330,
28B.20.725,
28B.15.310,
28B.15.210,
28B.30.750, 28B.35.370, 28B.50.360, and 43.155.050;
reenacting and amending RCW 70.105D.070; creating new
sections; making appropriations; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SHB 1166
by House Committee on Capital Budget
(originally sponsored by Representatives Dunshee, Gregerson
and DeBolt)

On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
At 3:35 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 12:00 o’clock noon Tuesday, April 7, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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The Senate was called to order at 12:00 o’clock noon by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll call was taken.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Committee on Rules
immediately upon going at ease.
MOTION
At 12:03 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
EVENING SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 8:34 p.m. by the acting
President Pro Tempore, Senator Hill presiding.
MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
April 7, 2015
SB 6092 Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Providing funding for
certain commissioned court marshals of county sheriff's offices to
be added to the definition of uniformed personnel for the purposes
of public employees' collective bargaining.
Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair;
Hewitt; Padden and Parlette.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
SB 6096 Prime Sponsor, Senator Becker: Concerning cancer
research. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 6096 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital

Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Billig; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles; Padden and
Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
HB 1047
Prime Sponsor, Representative Goodman:
Concerning state agencies continuity of operations planning
requirements. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Fraser;
Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; Padden; Parlette;
Rolfes and Schoesler.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
SHB 1068
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Public Safety:
Concerning sexual assault examination kits. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: Do pass as amended by
Committee on Law & Justice. Signed by Senators Hill,
Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford,
Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa;
Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette;
Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
ESHB 1078
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Technology &
Economic Development: Enhancing the protection of consumer
financial information. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; Padden;
Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
HB 1090
Prime Sponsor, Representative Kirby:
Concerning the financial fraud and identity theft crimes
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Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
investigation and prosecution program. Reported by Committee
on Ways & Means
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
April 7, 2015
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
SHB 1194
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor:
Addressing the death benefits of a surviving spouse of a member
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
of the law enforcement officers' and firefighters' retirement
system or the state patrol retirement system. Reported by
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Committee on Ways & Means
April 7, 2015
ESHB 1126
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Early
Learning & Human Services: Concerning department of early
learning fatality reviews. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: Do pass as amended by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Becker; Padden and
Schoesler.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
SHB 1127
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor:
Creating the agricultural labor skills and safety program.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Braun, Vice Chair.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
SHB 1138
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Higher
Education: Creating a task force on mental health and suicide
prevention in higher education. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
HB 1268
Prime Sponsor, Representative Buys:
Regarding hemp as a component of commercial animal feed.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
E2SHB 1276
Prime Sponsor, Committee on General
Government & Information Technology: Concerning impaired
driving. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Conway; Hewitt;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senator Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
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SHB 1337
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Finance:
Increasing the flexibility for industrial development district levies
for public port districts. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
HB 1389
Prime Sponsor, Representative Goodman:
Addressing the scope of state fire service mobilization and
ensuring compliance with existing state and federal disaster
response policies. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Billig; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles
and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
E2SHB 1450
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Concerning involuntary outpatient mental health
treatment. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: Do pass as amended by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation:
Senator Hasegawa.

Do not pass.

Signed by

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
E2SHB 1472
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Concerning using chemical action plans to
require safer chemicals in Washington. Reported by Committee
on Ways & Means

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
E2SHB 1390
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Concerning legal financial obligations.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Rolfes and Schoesler.

MAJORITY recommendation: Do pass as amended by
Committee on Energy, Environment & Telecommunications.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Bailey; Becker;
Brown; Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Schoesler
and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Billig; Conway; Fraser;
Hasegawa; Kohl-Welles and Rolfes.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Parlette and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
ESHB 1449
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Environment:
Concerning oil transportation safety. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Bailey; Becker; Brown; Hewitt; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Schoesler and Warnick.

April 7, 2015
E2SHB 1491
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Improving quality in the early care and education
system. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Parlette;
Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
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Ranking Minority Member Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hasegawa; Hatfield
Member; Cleveland; Ericksen; Habib; Litzow; Miloscia;
and Padden.
Pedersen and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
E2SHB 1546
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Concerning dual credit opportunities provided by
Washington state's public institutions of higher education.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Bailey;
Becker; Brown; Fraser; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Rolfes and Schoesler.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senators Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hatfield; Parlette and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Billig; Conway and Hasegawa.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
HB 1550
Prime Sponsor, Representative Carlyle:
Simplifying the taxation of amusement, recreation, and physical
fitness services. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
HB 1585
Prime Sponsor, Representative Young:
Providing a right of first repurchase for surplus transportation
property. Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs,
Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
Minority Member; Cleveland; Ericksen; Habib; Litzow;
Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
SHB 1586
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Transportation: Transferring a railroad right-of-way to the Port of
Royal Slope. Reported by Committee on Transportation

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
HB 1620
Prime Sponsor, Representative Tharinger:
Increasing the surcharge to fund biotoxin testing and monitoring.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove,
Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the
Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member,
Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser;
Hasegawa; Hatfield; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Rolfes and
Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hewitt; Padden and
Schoesler.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
SHB 1667
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Establishing the bleeding disorder collaborative
for care. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
SHB 1676
Prime Sponsor, Committee on General
Government & Information Technology: Understanding the
effects of predation on wild ungulate populations. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Rolfes and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Schoesler.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs,
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ESHB 1695
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Environment:
Establishing a priority for the use, reuse, and recycling of
construction aggregate and recycled concrete materials in
Washington. Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority
Member; Cleveland; Ericksen; Habib; Litzow; Miloscia;
Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
ESHB 1713
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary:
Integrating the treatment systems for mental health and chemical
dependency. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
EHB 1729
Prime Sponsor, Representative Pettigrew:
Concerning the administration of a statewide network of
community-based domestic violence victim services by the
department of social and health services.
Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation: Do pass as amended by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
2SHB 1735
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Concerning extended foster care services.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;

Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
ESHB 1844
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Transportation: Concerning work performed by state forces on
ferry vessels and terminals. Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs,
Ranking Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking
Minority Member; Cleveland; Ericksen; Habib; Litzow;
Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
SHB 1851
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Environment:
Creating an expedited permitting and contracting process for
bridges owned by local governments that are deemed structurally
deficient. Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority
Member; Cleveland; Ericksen; Litzow; Miloscia; Pedersen
and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
EHB 1868
Prime Sponsor, Representative Lytton:
Expanding county road fund purposes for certain counties.
Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs,
Ranking Minority Member; Liias; Cleveland; Habib; Litzow;
Miloscia; Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Ericksen.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
SHB 1879
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health Care &
Wellness: Directing the health care authority to issue a request for
proposals for integrated managed health and behavioral health
services for foster children. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: Do pass as amended by
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
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Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
April 7, 2015
2SHB 2041
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Appropriations: Creating a pilot project on performance-based
scholarships in the state need grant program. Reported by
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
Committee on Ways & Means
April 7, 2015
2SHB 1916
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Integrating administrative provisions for
chemical dependency and mental health.
Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Hatfield; O'Ban; Rolfes and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by
Senator Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hewitt; Padden and Schoesler.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
EHB 1943
Prime Sponsor, Representative Shea:
Concerning home detention. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation: Do pass as amended by
Committee on Law & Justice. Signed by Senators Hill,
Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford,
Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking
Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital
Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating;
Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa;
Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette;
Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
HB 2000
Prime Sponsor, Representative Hurst:
Authorizing the governor to enter into agreements with federally
recognized Indian tribes in the state of Washington concerning
marijuana. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove,
Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the
Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member,
Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser;
Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden;
Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Braun, Vice Chair.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice
Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member;
Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the Capital Budget;
Ranker, Ranking Minority Member, Operating; Bailey;
Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield;
Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Braun, Vice Chair.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
2SHB 2063
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Creating a work group to design a qualified
achieving a better life experience program. Reported by
Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
ESHB 2093
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Agriculture &
Natural Resources: Concerning wildland fire suppression.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair;
Dammeier, Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital
Budget Chair; Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant
Ranking Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking
Minority Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown;
Conway; Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles;
O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
SHB 2107
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Requiring the department of fish and wildlife to
update the 2011 wolf conservation and management plan to
ensure the establishment of a self-sustaining population of gray
wolves while also ensuring social tolerance of wolf recovery.
Reported by Committee on Ways & Means
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MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators Hill, Chair; Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban;
Padden; Parlette; Rolfes and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Schoesler.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

April 7, 2015
SHB 2109
Prime
Sponsor,
Committee
on
Appropriations: Creating the Washington small business
retirement marketplace. Reported by Committee on Ways &
Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Hill, Chair; Dammeier, Vice Chair;
Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair; Hargrove,
Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking Member on the
Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority Member,
Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway; Fraser;
Hasegawa; Hatfield; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Parlette;
Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.

commercial transportation services. Reported by Committee on
Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs,
Ranking Minority Member; Liias; Cleveland; Ericksen;
Habib; Litzow; Miloscia; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
EHB 2190
Prime Sponsor, Representative Harmsworth:
Authorizing the electronic submission of vessel reports of sale.
Reported by Committee on Transportation
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass.
Signed by
Senators King, Chair; Fain, Vice Chair; Hobbs, Ranking
Minority Member; Liias, Assistant Ranking Minority
Member; Cleveland; Ericksen; Habib; Litzow; Miloscia;
Pedersen; Rivers and Sheldon.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.
MOTION

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair and
Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 7, 2015
ESHB 2131
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Business &
Financial Services: Regulating insurance for providers of

At 8:35 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 9:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, April 8, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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EIGHTY SEVENTH DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Wednesday, April 8, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 9:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Liesl
Bogaard and Kiana Chinn, presented the Colors. The prayer was
offered by Pastor Marcus Allen Read, Senior Minister, Chehalis
First Christian Church, guest of Senator Braun, who was
accompanied by his daughter, Meagan.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8660.
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Mr. Roberto
González, his wife, Araceli, and members of the González family
and friends who were present in the gallery and recognized by the
senate.
Senator Frasier announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Majority Coalition
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
MOTION
At 9:11 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.

MOTION

The Senate was called to order at 10:29 a.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.

Senator Fain moved adoption of the following resolution:

MOTION

SENATE RESOLUTION
8660

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the seventh
order of business.

By Senators Fain and Bailey
WHEREAS, At 17 years old, Roberto González left El Grullo
in Central-Western Mexico to move to the Northwest in order to
raise a family and start his own restaurant; and
WHEREAS, Mexico Lindo Restaurant, established in 1975, is
Kent's oldest Mexican restaurant, continuing to attract flocks of
loyal customers every day; and
WHEREAS, The now 71-year-old Roberto González thanks
the community for his business's success in Kent, Washington;
and
WHEREAS, The restaurant is celebrating its 40th anniversary
next year, the same year as the González’s wedding anniversary;
and
WHEREAS, The Mexico Lindo Restaurant now stands as a
popular, longtime part of the downtown Kent business district;
and
WHEREAS, Roberto González continues to remain at the
helm of the restaurant in its continued success; and
WHEREAS, Roberto enthusiastically volunteers in the Kent
community working on multiple committees and for countless
organizations; and
WHEREAS, Roberto acts as a driving force behind the vision
and advancement to establish the Lucy Lopez Community Center;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Senate
recognize Roberto González and his family for their forty years
of hard work and determination, developing a wonderful
restaurant, and providing an irrefutable quality to the City of
Kent.
Senators Fain and Keiser spoke in favor of adoption of the
resolution.

THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Miloscia moved that Katrina Asay, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9006, be confirmed as a member of the Public
Disclosure Commission.
Senators Miloscia, Liias, Dammeier and Warnick spoke in
favor of passage of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF KATRINA ASAY
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Katrina Asay, Gubernatorial Appointment
No. 9006, as a member of the Public Disclosure Commission.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Katrina
Asay, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9006, as a member of the
Public Disclosure Commission and the appointment was
confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
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Katrina Asay, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9006, having
received the constitutional majority was declared confirmed as a
member of the Public Disclosure Commission.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Parlette moved that John E. Bridges, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9017, be confirmed as a member of the Public
Disclosure Commission.
Senators Parlette and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the
motion.
APPOINTMENT OF JOHN E. BRIDGES
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of John E. Bridges, Gubernatorial Appointment
No. 9017, as a member of the Public Disclosure Commission.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of John E.
Bridges, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9017, as a member of
the Public Disclosure Commission and the appointment was
confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
John E. Bridges, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9017,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Public Disclosure Commission.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1382, by House
Committee on Local Government (originally sponsored by
Representatives Griffey, Blake, Lytton and G. Hunt)
Addressing the delivery of basic firefighter training and
testing.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1382 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Roach and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1382.
ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1382 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1382, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1527, by House
Committee on Agriculture & Natural Resources (originally
sponsored by Representatives Dent, Blake, Buys and Van De
Wege)
Requiring the Washington state department of agriculture to
approve the comparable recertification standards of private
entities for the purposes of waiving the recertification
requirements under the Washington pesticide control act.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Warnick moved that the following committee
striking amendment by the Committee on Agriculture, Water &
Rural Economic Development be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 15.58.233 and 2003 c 212 s 7 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The director may renew any license issued under this
chapter subject to the recertification standards identified in
subsection (2) of this section or an examination requiring new
knowledge that may be required to perform in those areas
licensed.
(2) Except as provided in subsection (3) of this section, all
individuals licensed under this chapter shall meet the
recertification standards identified in (a) or (b) of this subsection,
every five years, in order to qualify for continuing licensure.
(a) Individuals licensed under this chapter may qualify for
continued licensure through accumulation of recertification
credits. Individuals licensed under this chapter shall accumulate a
minimum of forty department-approved credits every five years
with no more than fifteen credits allowed per year.
(b) Individuals licensed under this chapter may qualify for
continued licensure through meeting the examination
requirements necessary to become licensed in those areas in
which the licensee operates.
(3) At the termination of a licensee's five-year recertification
period, the director ((may)) shall waive the recertification
requirements if the licensee can demonstrate that he or she is
meeting comparable recertification standards through:
(a) Another state or jurisdiction ((or through a federal
environmental protection agency-approved government agency
plan));
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SECOND READING
(b) A government agency plan that has been approved by the
federal environmental protection agency; or
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1316, by House
(c) A private entity that has been approved by the
Committee on Judiciary (originally sponsored by Representatives
department. The department shall confer with private entities
Stambaugh, Jinkins, Nealey, Hurst, Kilduff, Reykdal, Wilson and
offering continuing education programs that include pest
Sawyer)
management credit accreditation and accumulation to develop an
effective and efficient system to coordinate pest management
Allowing for an arrest without a warrant when a police officer
credit accounting. The pest management credit accounting system
has probable cause to believe a person has violated certain
must accord with the goals and other requirements of the
temporary protection orders.
department's pesticide license recertification program and this
chapter. If the department and the private entity or entities agree
The measure was read the second time.
on the substantive provisions of the system, the department shall
develop an implementation strategy for private entities pursuing
MOTION
pesticide credit reciprocity. The department shall submit a report
to the legislature on its collaborative efforts, pest management
Senator Padden moved that the following committee striking
credit accounting system, and implementation strategy by
amendment by the Committee on Law & Justice be adopted:
December 31, 2015."
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
Senator Warnick spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
following:
striking amendment.
"Sec. 1. RCW 26.50.110 and 2013 c 84 s 31 are each
amended to read as follows:
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(1)(a) Whenever an order is granted under this chapter,
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
chapter 7.92, 7.90, 9A.46, 9.94A, 10.99, 26.09, 26.10, 26.26, or
Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
74.34 RCW, any temporary order for protection granted under
Development to Substitute House Bill No. 1527.
chapter 7.40 RCW pursuant to chapter 74.34 RCW, or there is a
The motion by Senator Warnick carried and the committee
valid foreign protection order as defined in RCW 26.52.020, and
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
the respondent or person to be restrained knows of the order, a
violation of any of the following provisions of the order is a gross
MOTION
misdemeanor, except as provided in subsections (4) and (5) of this
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
section:
adopted:
(i) The restraint provisions prohibiting acts or threats of
On page 1, line 4 of the title, after "act;" strike the remainder
violence against, or stalking of, a protected party, or restraint
of the title and insert "and amending RCW 15.58.233."
provisions prohibiting contact with a protected party;
(ii) A provision excluding the person from a residence,
MOTION
workplace, school, or day care;
(iii) A provision prohibiting a person from knowingly
On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
coming within, or knowingly remaining within, a specified
Substitute House Bill No. 1527 as amended by the Senate was
distance of a location;
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
(iv) A provision prohibiting interfering with the protected
and the bill was placed on final passage.
party's efforts to remove a pet owned, possessed, leased, kept, or
Senator Warnick spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
held by the petitioner, respondent, or a minor child residing with
either the petitioner or the respondent; or
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(v) A provision of a foreign protection order specifically
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1527 as amended
indicating that a violation will be a crime.
by the Senate.
(b) Upon conviction, and in addition to any other penalties
provided by law, the court may require that the respondent submit
ROLL CALL
to electronic monitoring. The court shall specify who shall
provide the electronic monitoring services, and the terms under
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
which the monitoring shall be performed. The order also may
House Bill No. 1527 as amended by the Senate and the bill
include a requirement that the respondent pay the costs of the
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 5;
monitoring. The court shall consider the ability of the convicted
Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
person to pay for electronic monitoring.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
(2) A peace officer shall arrest without a warrant and take
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Dammeier, Dansel,
into custody a person whom the peace officer has probable cause
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
to believe has violated an order issued under this chapter, chapter
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
7.92, 7.90, 9A.46, 9.94A, 10.99, 26.09, 26.10, 26.26, or 74.34
Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
RCW, any temporary order for protection granted under chapter
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
7.40 RCW pursuant to chapter 74.34 RCW, or a valid foreign
Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
protection order as defined in RCW 26.52.020, that restrains the
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Conway, Hasegawa, Liias and
person or excludes the person from a residence, workplace,
Rolfes
school, or day care, or prohibits the person from knowingly
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1527 as amended by the
coming within, or knowingly remaining within, a specified
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
distance of a location, if the person restrained knows of the order.
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
Presence of the order in the law enforcement computer-based
to stand as the title of the act.
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criminal intelligence information system is not the only means of
establishing knowledge of the order.
(3) A violation of an order issued under this chapter, chapter
7.92, 7.90, 9A.46, 9.94A, 10.99, 26.09, 26.10, 26.26, or 74.34
RCW, or of a valid foreign protection order as defined in RCW
26.52.020, shall also constitute contempt of court, and is subject
to the penalties prescribed by law.
(4) Any assault that is a violation of an order issued under
this chapter, chapter 7.92, 7.90, 9A.46, 9.94A, 10.99, 26.09,
26.10, 26.26, or 74.34 RCW, or of a valid foreign protection order
as defined in RCW 26.52.020, and that does not amount to assault
in the first or second degree under RCW 9A.36.011 or 9A.36.021
is a class C felony, and any conduct in violation of such an order
that is reckless and creates a substantial risk of death or serious
physical injury to another person is a class C felony.
(5) A violation of a court order issued under this chapter,
chapter 7.92, 7.90, 9A.46, 9.94A, 10.99, 26.09, 26.10, 26.26, or
74.34 RCW, or of a valid foreign protection order as defined in
RCW 26.52.020, is a class C felony if the offender has at least
two previous convictions for violating the provisions of an order
issued under this chapter, chapter 7.90, 9A.46, 9.94A, 10.99,
26.09, 26.10, 26.26, or 74.34 RCW, or a valid foreign protection
order as defined in RCW 26.52.020. The previous convictions
may involve the same victim or other victims specifically
protected by the orders the offender violated.
(6) Upon the filing of an affidavit by the petitioner or any
peace officer alleging that the respondent has violated an order
granted under this chapter, chapter 7.92, 7.90, 9A.46, 9.94A,
10.99, 26.09, 26.10, 26.26, or 74.34 RCW, or a valid foreign
protection order as defined in RCW 26.52.020, the court may
issue an order to the respondent, requiring the respondent to
appear and show cause within fourteen days why the respondent
should not be found in contempt of court and punished
accordingly. The hearing may be held in the court of any county
or municipality in which the petitioner or respondent temporarily
or permanently resides at the time of the alleged violation."
Senator Padden spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Law & Justice to Substitute House Bill No. 1316.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "order" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "for vulnerable adults; and
amending RCW 26.50.110."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1316 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1316 as amended
by the Senate.
ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1316 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0;
Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1316 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1010, by House
Committee on Health Care & Wellness (originally sponsored by
Representatives Johnson, Cody, Harris, Moeller, Manweller,
Walsh, Clibborn, Robinson, Tharinger, Riccelli, Rodne, Short,
Gregerson and Buys)
Concerning referral of medical cases to occupational
therapists.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1010 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Becker and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1010.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1010 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1010, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1043, by House
Committee on Business & Financial Services (originally
sponsored by Representatives Ryu and Parker)
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Concerning self-service storage facilities.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Baumgartner, the rules were
suspended, Substitute House Bill No. 1043 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1043.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1043 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Liias
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1043, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1091, by Representatives
Van De Wege, Klippert, Carlyle, Fey, Goodman, Tarleton, Holy,
Gregerson, Jinkins, Lytton, Stanford, Orwall, Kirby, Fitzgibbon,
Sawyer, Ryu, Riccelli and Morris
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Senators Hasegawa, Kohl-Welles and Braun spoke in favor
of passage of the bill.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed House Bill No. 1091 as amended
by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
House Bill No. 1091 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0;
Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1091 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
to stand as the title of the act.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Mullet, Senator Nelson was excused.
On motion of Senator Ranker, Senator Billig was excused.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1069, by House
Committee on Public Safety (originally sponsored by
Representatives Orwall, Appleton, Kagi, Gregerson, Reykdal,
Carlyle, Stanford, Sawyer, Fitzgibbon, Jinkins, Hudgins,
Goodman, Clibborn, Moeller, Moscoso, Farrell and Fey)
Concerning preservation of DNA work product.
The measure was read the second time.

Concerning the unauthorized interference of ticket sales over
the internet.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Hasegawa moved that the following committee
amendment by the Committee on Commerce & Labor be adopted:
On page 3, line 9, after "knows" insert "or should know"
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee amendment by the Committee on
Commerce & Labor to Engrossed House Bill No. 1091.
The motion by Senator Hasegawa carried and the committee
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hasegawa, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed House Bill No. 1091 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.

MOTION
Senator Padden moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Law & Justice be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) In any felony case initially
charged as a violent or sex offense, as defined in RCW 9.94A.030,
a governmental entity shall preserve any DNA work product that
has been secured in connection with the criminal case according
to the following guidelines:
(a) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, where a
defendant has been charged and convicted in connection with the
case, the DNA work product must be maintained throughout the
length of the sentence, including any period of community
custody extending through final discharge;
(b) Where a defendant has been convicted and sentenced
under RCW 9.94A.507 in connection with the case, the DNA
work product must be maintained for ninety-nine years or until
the death of the defendant, whichever is sooner; and
(c) Where no conviction has been made in connection with
the case, the DNA work product must be maintained for ninety-
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nine years or throughout the period of the statute of limitations
pursuant to RCW 9A.04.080, whichever is sooner.
(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1) of this section, in any
felony case regardless of whether the identity of the offender is
known and law enforcement has probable cause sufficient to
believe the elements of a violent or sex offense as defined in RCW
9.94A.030 have been committed, a governmental entity shall
preserve any DNA work product, including a sexual assault
examination kit, secured in connection with the criminal case for
ninety-nine years or throughout the period of the statute of
limitations pursuant to RCW 9A.04.080, whichever is sooner.
(3) For purposes of this section:
(a) "Amplified DNA" means DNA generated during scientific
analysis using a polymerase chain reaction.
(b) "DNA work product" means (i) product generated during
the process of scientific analysis of such material, except
amplified DNA, material that had been subjected to DNA
extraction, and DNA extracts from reference samples; or (ii) any
material contained on a microscope slide, swab, in a sample tube,
cutting, DNA extract, or some other similar retention method
used to isolate potential biological evidence that has been
collected by law enforcement as part of its investigation and
prepared for scientific analysis, whether or not it is submitted for
scientific analysis and derived from:
(A) The contents of a sexual assault examination kit;
(B) Blood;
(C) Semen;
(D) Hair;
(E) Saliva;
(F) Skin tissue;
(G) Fingerprints;
(H) Bones;
(I) Teeth; or
(J) Any other identifiable human biological material or
physical evidence.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, "DNA work product" does
not include a reference sample collected unless it has been shown
through DNA comparison to associate the source of the sample
with the criminal case for which it was collected.
(c) "Governmental entity" means any general law
enforcement agency or any person or organization officially
acting on behalf of the state or any political subdivision of the
state involved in the collection, examination, tracking, packaging,
storing, or disposition of biological material collected in
connection with a criminal investigation relating to a felony
offense.
(d) "Reference sample" means a known sample collected from
an individual by a governmental entity for the purpose of
comparison to DNA profiles developed in a criminal case.
(4) The failure of a law enforcement agency to preserve DNA
work product does not constitute grounds in any criminal
proceeding for challenging the admissibility of other DNA work
product that was preserved in a case, and any evidence offered
may not be excluded by a court on those grounds. The court may
not set aside the conviction or sentence or order the reversal of a
conviction under this section on the grounds that the DNA work
product is no longer available. Unless the court finds that DNA
work product was destroyed with malicious intent to violate this
section, a person accused of committing a crime against a person
has no cause of action against a law enforcement agency for
failure to comply with the requirements of this section. If the court
finds that DNA work product was destroyed with malicious intent
to violate this section, the court may impose appropriate
sanctions. Nothing in this section may be construed to create a
private right of action on the part of any individual or entity

against any law enforcement agency or any contractor of a law
enforcement agency.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. (1) Nothing in this chapter
precludes the trial court from ordering the destruction of DNA
reference samples contributed by a defendant who was charged
and acquitted or whose conviction was overturned in connection
with a violent or sex offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030.
(2)(a) A person may submit an application to the Washington
state patrol to have his or her DNA reference sample data
expunged from the Washington state patrol's DNA identification
system in cases where: (i) The person's DNA reference sample
was collected and entered into the system and (ii) the charges
against the person were dismissed with prejudice or the person
was found not guilty.
(b) The Washington state patrol must expunge the person's
DNA reference sample data if he or she meets the criteria
established in law or by rule.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. If any provision of this act or its
application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. Sections 1 and 2 of this act
constitute a new chapter in Title 5 RCW."
Senator Padden spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
striking amendment.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senatator Darneille? It might be helpful
for the members, I can’t always see you or hear you or notice you.
If you do want my attention, sometimes I’m not looking. Just say
‘Mr. President’ and I’ll be glad to recognize you. Now Senator
Darnielle, did you want…? So I misread that one. Sorry about
that. Senator Rolfes.”
POINT OF ORDER
Senator Rolfes: “Mr. President, could you ask people to take
their conversations into the wings?”
RULING BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Could the members be a little quieter and
if you do have … [Gavel sounds] We just had a request that
members take their conversations into the wings or at least keep
them down, considerably. Thank you.”
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Law & Justice to Substitute House Bill No. 1069.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "product;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and adding a new chapter to Title
5 RCW."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1069 as amended by the Senate was
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(b) Are approved as part of the ambulance or aid service
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
prehospital patient care protocols for use by emergency medical
personnel in the county in which the ambulance or aid service is
Senators Padden and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of
located; and
the bill.
(3) The provision of the drugs by the pharmacy is not
contingent upon arrangements for the transport of patients to the
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
hospital that operates the pharmacy for reasons other than the
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1069 as amended
consideration of patients' medical needs and any patient care
by the Senate.
procedures.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
ROLL CALL
chapter 70.168 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The emergency medical services and trauma care steering
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
committee established in RCW 70.168.020 shall consider the use
House Bill No. 1069 as amended by the Senate and the bill
of the following medications by emergency medical technicians
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 1;
certified under chapter 18.73 RCW:
Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
(a) Hydrocortisone sodium succinate or similar medications
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
for the treatment of adrenal insufficiency; and
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
(b) Glucagon emergency kits.
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
(2) The review shall consider:
Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
(a) The adequacy of current training for emergency medical
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
technicians to administer the medications in subsection (1) of this
section;
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
(b) The feasibility of supplementing the training of emergency
Warnick
medical technicians on either a statewide basis or a local basis to
Voting nay: Senator Hasegawa
administer the medications in subsection (1) of this section;
Excused: Senator Nelson
(c) The costs and the likely utilization of stocking ambulances
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1069 as amended by the
with the medications in subsection (1) of this section; and
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
(d) Options for localized solutions to specific community
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
needs for the medications in subsection (1) of this section where
to stand as the title of the act.
only basic life support services are available, including needs that
may arise in a school setting.
MOTION
(3) The steering committee may appoint a work group to
develop a draft report to present to the full steering committee,
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Billig was excused.
prior to the full steering committee adopting its report.
SECOND READING
(4) By December 15, 2015, the steering committee shall
report to the governor and the appropriate committees of the
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1625, by House
legislature. The report shall summarize the review of the topics in
Committee on Health Care & Wellness (originally sponsored by
subsection (2) of this section and any policy recommendations
Representatives Schmick and Wylie)
related to the review. The report shall include any available data
related to the frequency of incidents requiring the administration
Concerning provision of drugs to ambulance or aid services.
of medications in subsection (1) of this section.
(5) This section expires June 30, 2016."
The measure was read the second time.
Senator Becker spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
striking amendment.
MOTION
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Senator Becker moved that the following committee striking
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
amendment by the Committee on Health Care be adopted:
Committee on Health Care to Substitute House Bill No. 1625.
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
The motion by Senator Becker carried and the committee
following:
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 18.64 RCW to read as follows:
MOTION
A pharmacy that is licensed under this chapter and operated
by a hospital that is licensed under chapter 70.41 RCW may
There being no objection, the following title amendment
was adopted:
provide drugs to ambulance or aid services that are licensed under
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "services;" strike the
RCW 18.73.130 for use associated with providing emergency
remainder of the title and insert "adding a new section to chapter
medical services to patients if the following conditions are met:
18.64 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 70.168 RCW; and
(1) The hospital is located in the same or an adjacent county
providing an expiration date."
to the county in which the ambulance or aid service operates;
(2) A medical program director of an ambulance or aid service
MOTION
has requested drugs from the hospital per agreed protocol. A
medical program director may only request drugs that:
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
(a) Are relevant to the level of service provided by the
Substitute House Bill No. 1625 as amended by the Senate was
ambulance or aid service and the training of its emergency
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
medical personnel; and
and the bill was placed on final passage.
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Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1625 as amended
by the Senate.
ROLL CALL

HOUSE BILL NO. 1637, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1961, by Representatives Zeiger, Reykdal
and Sells

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1625 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0;
Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Billig and Nelson
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1625 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
to stand as the title of the act.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1961.

SECOND READING

ROLL CALL

HOUSE BILL NO. 1637, by Representatives Stokesbary,
Hurst, Gregory, Zeiger, Rodne, Stambaugh, Magendanz, Kretz,
Kochmar, Santos, Appleton, Sells, Van De Wege, Robinson,
Ormsby, Fey, Dent and Jinkins

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1961 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Billig and Nelson
HOUSE BILL NO. 1961, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

Authorizing law enforcement and prosecutorial officials of
federally recognized Indian tribes access to prescription
monitoring data.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1637 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1637.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1637 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Billig and Nelson

Decodifying, expiring, and making nonsubstantive changes to
community and technical college provisions.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1961 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Bailey and Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.

SECOND READING
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1671, by
House Committee on Health Care & Wellness (originally
sponsored by Representatives Walkinshaw, Griffey, Cody,
Smith, Peterson, Magendanz, Riccelli, Stanford, Appleton,
Robinson, Tharinger and Jinkins)
Increasing access to opioid antagonists to prevent opioidrelated overdose deaths. Revised for 1st Substitute: Concerning
access to opioid overdose medications.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Becker moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Health Care be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) The legislature intends to
reduce the number of lives lost to drug overdoses by encouraging
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(a) A practitioner who prescribes, dispenses, distributes, or
the prescription, dispensing, and administration of opioid
delivers an opioid overdose medication pursuant to subsection (1)
overdose medications.
of this section;
(2) Overdoses of opioids, such as heroin and prescription
(b) A pharmacist who dispenses an opioid overdose
painkillers, cause brain injury and death by slowing and
medication pursuant to subsection (2) of this section;
eventually stopping a person's breathing. Since 2012, drug
(c) A person who possesses, stores, distributes, or administers
poisoning deaths in the United States have risen six percent, and
an opioid overdose medication pursuant to subsection (3) of this
deaths involving heroin have increased a staggering thirty-nine
section.
percent. In Washington state, the annual number of deaths
(5) For purposes of this section, the following terms have the
involving heroin or prescription opiates increased from two
following meanings unless the context clearly requires otherwise:
hundred fifty-eight in 1995 to six hundred fifty-one in 2013. Over
(a) "First responder" means: (i) A career or volunteer
this period, a total of nine thousand four hundred thirty-nine
firefighter, law enforcement officer, paramedic as defined in
people died from opioid-related drug overdoses. Opioid-related
RCW 18.71.200, or first responder or emergency medical
drug overdoses are a statewide phenomenon.
technician as defined in RCW 18.73.030; and (ii) an entity that
(3) When administered to a person experiencing an opioidemploys or supervises an individual listed in (a)(i) of this
related drug overdose, an opioid overdose medication can save
subsection, including a volunteer fire department.
the person's life by restoring respiration. Increased access to
(b) "Opioid overdose medication" means any drug used to
opioid overdose medications reduced the time between when a
reverse an opioid overdose that binds to opioid receptors and
victim is discovered and when he or she receives lifesaving
blocks or inhibits the effects of opioids acting on those receptors.
assistance. Between 1996 and 2010, lay people across the country
It does not include intentional administration via the intravenous
reversed over ten thousand overdoses.
route.
(4) The legislature intends to increase access to opioid
(c) "Opioid-related overdose" means a condition including,
overdose medications by permitting health care practitioners to
but not limited to, extreme physical illness, decreased level of
administer, prescribe, and dispense, directly or by collaborative
consciousness, respiratory depression, coma, or death that: (i)
drug therapy agreement or standing order, opioid overdose
Results from the consumption or use of an opioid or another
medication to any person who may be present at an
substance with which an opioid was combined; or (ii) a lay person
overdose - law enforcement, emergency medical technicians,
would reasonably believe to be an opioid-related overdose
family members, or service providers - and to permit those
requiring medical assistance.
individuals to possess and administer opioid overdose
(d) "Practitioner" means a health care practitioner who is
medications prescribed by an authorized health care provider.
authorized under RCW 69.41.030 to prescribe legend drugs.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
(e) "Standing order" or "protocol" means written or
chapter 69.41 RCW to read as follows:
electronically recorded instructions, prepared by a prescriber, for
(1)(a) A practitioner may prescribe, dispense, distribute, and
distribution and administration of a drug by designated and
deliver an opioid overdose medication: (i) Directly to a person at
trained staff or volunteers of an organization or entity, as well as
risk of experiencing an opioid-related overdose; or (ii) by
other actions and interventions to be used upon the occurrence of
collaborative drug therapy agreement, standing order, or protocol
clearly defined clinical events in order to improve patients' timely
to a first responder, family member, or other person or entity in a
access to treatment.
position to assist a person at risk of experiencing an opioid-related
Sec. 3. RCW 69.41.040 and 2003 c 53 s 324 are each
overdose. Any such prescription or protocol order is issued for a
amended to read as follows:
legitimate medical purpose in the usual course of professional
(1) A prescription, in order to be effective in legalizing the
practice.
possession of legend drugs, must be issued for a legitimate
(b) At the time of prescribing, dispensing, distributing, or
medical purpose by one authorized to prescribe the use of such
delivering the opioid overdose medication, the practitioner shall
legend drugs. Except as provided in section 2 of this act, an order
inform the recipient that as soon as possible after administration
of the opioid overdose medication, the person at risk of
purporting to be a prescription issued to a drug abuser or habitual
experiencing an opioid-related overdose should be transported to
user of legend drugs, not in the course of professional treatment,
a hospital or a first responder should be summoned.
is not a prescription within the meaning and intent of this section;
(2) A pharmacist may dispense an opioid overdose medication
and the person who knows or should know that he or she is filling
pursuant to a prescription issued in accordance with this section
such an order, as well as the person issuing it, may be charged
and may administer an opioid overdose medication to a person at
with violation of this chapter. A legitimate medical purpose shall
risk of experiencing an opioid-related overdose. At the time of
include use in the course of a bona fide research program in
dispensing an opioid overdose medication, a pharmacist shall
conjunction with a hospital or university.
provide written instructions on the proper response to an opioid(2) A violation of this section is a class B felony punishable
related overdose, including instructions for seeking immediate
according to chapter 9A.20 RCW.
medical attention.
Sec. 4. RCW 69.50.315 and 2010 c 9 s 2 are each amended
(3) Any person or entity may lawfully possess, store, deliver,
to read as follows:
distribute, or administer an opioid overdose medication pursuant
(1)(((a))) A person acting in good faith who seeks medical
to a prescription or order issued by a practitioner in accordance
assistance for someone experiencing a drug-related overdose
with this section.
shall not be charged or prosecuted for possession of a controlled
(4) The following individuals, if acting in good faith and with
substance pursuant to RCW 69.50.4013, or penalized under RCW
reasonable care, are not subject to criminal or civil liability or
69.50.4014, if the evidence for the charge of possession of a
disciplinary action under chapter 18.130 RCW for any actions
controlled substance was obtained as a result of the person
authorized by this section or the outcomes of any actions
seeking medical assistance.
authorized by this section:
(((b) A person acting in good faith may receive a naloxone
prescription, possess naloxone, and administer naloxone to an
individual suffering from an apparent opiate-related overdose.))
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(2) A person who experiences a drug-related overdose and is
in need of medical assistance shall not be charged or prosecuted
for possession of a controlled substance pursuant to RCW
69.50.4013, or penalized under RCW 69.50.4014, if the evidence
for the charge of possession of a controlled substance was
obtained as a result of the overdose and the need for medical
assistance.
(3) The protection in this section from prosecution for
possession crimes under RCW 69.50.4013 shall not be grounds
for suppression of evidence in other criminal charges.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. (1)(a) A legislative task force on
opioid addiction is established, with members as provided in this
subsection.
(i) The secretary of the senate shall appoint two members
from each of the two largest caucuses of the senate;
(ii) The speaker of the house of representatives shall appoint
two members from each of the two largest caucuses of the house
of representatives;
(iii) The secretary of the senate and the speaker of the house
of representatives shall appoint two members of the public who
have experience or training relating to opioid addiction issues,
this may include a person or persons with personal or family
experience relating to opioid addiction;
(iv) The governor shall appoint one member from the
department of social and health services' behavioral health
services integration administration;
(v) The governor shall appoint one member from the
University of Washington's alcohol and drug abuse institute; and
(vi) The governor shall appoint one member from the division
of secondary education within the office of the superintendent of
public instruction.
(b) The task force shall choose its chair or cochairs from
among its legislative membership. The person appointed to
represent the department of social and health services' behavioral
health services integration administration shall convene the initial
meeting of the task force.
(2) The task force shall review the following:
(a) Ways to increase access to opioid antagonists to prevent
opioid-related overdose deaths throughout the state;
(b) Issues related to addiction, including causes of addiction,
stigma related to addiction, and access to treatment for addiction;
(c) Educational efforts to reduce and to ultimately end minor
use of opioids; and
(d) Other addiction issues deemed appropriate by the task
force.
(3) Staff support for the task force must be provided by the
senate committee services and the house of representatives office
of program research.
(4) Legislative members of the task force must be reimbursed
for travel expenses in accordance with RCW 44.04.120.
Nonlegislative members, except those representing an employer
or organization, are entitled to be reimbursed for travel expenses
in accordance with RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060.
(5) The expenses of the task force must be paid jointly by the
senate and the house of representatives. Task force expenditures
are subject to approval by the senate facilities and operations
committee and the house of representatives executive rules
committee, or their successor committees.
(6) This section expires August 1, 2017.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. RCW 18.130.345 (Naloxone—
Administering, dispensing, prescribing, purchasing, acquisition,
possession, or use—Opiate-related overdose) and 2010 c 9 s 3 are
each repealed."
Senator Becker spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
striking amendment.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Health Care to Engrossed Substitute House Bill
No. 1671.
The motion by Senator Becker carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "deaths;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 69.41.040 and
69.50.315; adding a new section to chapter 69.41 RCW; creating
new sections; repealing RCW 18.130.345; and providing an
expiration date."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1671 as amended by the
Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Becker and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1671 as
amended by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 1671 as amended by the Senate and
the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays,
0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Billig and Nelson
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1671 as
amended by the Senate, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1962, by Representatives Griffey,
Peterson, Harmsworth, Wilson, Scott, Van Werven, Stokesbary,
Condotta and Hayes
Regulating disclosure of process server social security
numbers.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1962 was advanced to third reading, the second
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reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
passage.
as the title of the act.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Fain announced that the hearing by the Committee on
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Ways & Means would begin at 12:15 p.m. and requested the
the final passage of House Bill No. 1962.
senators be ready to resume business on the floor at 2:00 o’clock
p.m.
ROLL CALL
MOTION
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1962 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
At 11:50 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
AFTERNOON SESSION
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
The Senate was called to order at 2:09 p.m. by the President
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
SECOND READING
Warnick
Excused: Senators Billig and Nelson
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2040, by House
HOUSE BILL NO. 1962, having received the constitutional
Committee on Appropriations (originally sponsored by
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
Representatives McCabe, Caldier, Senn, Harris, McBride, Dent,
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
Johnson, Sells, Kagi, Kilduff and Wilson)
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1060, by
House Committee on Environment (originally sponsored by
Representatives Fitzgibbon, Short, Farrell, Pike, Gregerson,
Jinkins and Fey)
Directing state investments of existing litter tax revenues
under chapter 82.19 RCW in material waste management efforts
without increasing the tax rate.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Ericksen, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1060 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1060.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 1060 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Billig and Nelson
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1060,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.

Initiating a campaign to increase veteran employment.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended, Second
Substitute House Bill No. 2040 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Second Substitute House Bill No. 2040.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute House Bill No. 2040 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 2; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Absent: Senators Chase and Hatfield
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2040, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1720, by Representatives Robinson,
Peterson, Stanford, Riccelli, Gregerson, Senn, Appleton, OrtizSelf, Tarleton, Jinkins and Santos
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Concerning healthy housing.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1720 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Mullet, Senator Hatfield was excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1720.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1720 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Padden
HOUSE BILL NO. 1720, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
Senator Roach assumed the chair.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1599, by Representatives Rodne, Jinkins
and Wylie
Concerning secure facilities for the criminally insane.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator O'Ban moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Human Services, Mental Health
& Housing be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 10.77.091 and 2010 c 263 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) If the secretary determines in writing that a person
committed to the custody of the secretary for treatment as
criminally insane presents an unreasonable safety risk which,
based on behavior, clinical history, and facility security is not
manageable in a state hospital setting, and the secretary has given
consideration to reasonable alternatives that would be effective to
manage the behavior, the secretary may place the person in any
secure facility operated by the secretary or the secretary of the
department of corrections. The secretary's written decision and

reasoning must be documented in the patient's medical file. Any
person affected by this provision shall receive appropriate mental
health treatment governed by a formalized treatment plan targeted
at mental health rehabilitation needs and shall be afforded his or
her rights under RCW 10.77.140, 10.77.150, and 10.77.200. The
secretary of the department of social and health services shall
retain legal custody of any person placed under this section and
review any placement outside of a department mental health
hospital every three months, or sooner if warranted by the
person's mental health status, to determine if the placement
remains appropriate.
(2) Beginning December 1, 2010, and every six months
thereafter, the secretary shall report to the governor and the
appropriate committees of the legislature regarding the use of the
authority under this section to transfer persons to a secure facility.
The report shall include information related to the number of
persons who have been placed in a secure facility operated by the
secretary or the secretary of the department of corrections, and the
length of time that each such person has been in the secure
facility.
(((3) This section expires June 30, 2015.))"
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the committee striking amendment
by the Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing
to House Bill No. 1599.
The motion by Senator O'Ban carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "insane;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and amending RCW 10.77.091."
MOTION
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1599 as amended by the Senate was advanced to
third reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill
was placed on final passage.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1599 as amended
by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1599 as amended by the Senate and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1599 as amended by the Senate, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
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HOUSE BILL NO. 1595, by Representatives Senn, Clibborn,
Walsh and Ormsby
Changing the definition of labor hours for the purposes of the
apprenticeship utilization statute.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Baumgartner, the rules were
suspended, House Bill No. 1595 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Baumgartner and Conway spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1595.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1595 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1595, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1554, by Representatives Stambaugh, S.
Hunt, Holy, Zeiger, Scott, G. Hunt, Bergquist, Condotta, Ormsby
and Young
Exempting information of guardians or family members of
children enrolled in child care, early learning, parks and
recreation, after-school, and youth development programs.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1554 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Benton and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1554.
ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1554 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1554, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1447, by House
Committee on State Government (originally sponsored by
Representatives Holy, S. Hunt and Appleton)
Granting the director of the department of enterprise services
the authority to fine contractors as a penalty for certain behaviors.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1447 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Benton and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1447.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1447 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1447, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1283, by House
Committee on Business & Financial Services (originally
sponsored by Representatives Parker, Kirby and Vick)
Concerning nonprofit organizations engaged in debt
adjusting.
The measure was read the second time.
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MOTION

Senator Benton moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Financial Institutions &
Insurance be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 18.28.010 and 2012 c 56 s 1 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
Unless a different meaning is plainly required by the context,
the following words and phrases as hereinafter used in this
chapter shall have the following meanings:
(1) "Debt adjuster," which includes any person known as a
debt pooler, debt manager, debt consolidator, debt prorater, or
credit counselor, is any person engaging in or holding himself or
herself out as engaging in the business of debt adjusting for
compensation. The term shall not include:
(a) Attorneys-at-law, escrow agents, accountants, brokerdealers in securities, or investment advisors in securities, while
performing services solely incidental to the practice of their
professions;
(b) Any person, partnership, association, or corporation doing
business under and as permitted by any law of this state or of the
United States relating to banks, consumer finance businesses,
consumer loan companies, trust companies, mutual savings
banks, savings and loan associations, building and loan
associations, credit unions, crop credit associations, development
credit corporations, industrial development corporations, title
insurance companies, insurance companies, or third-party
account administrators;
(c) Persons who, as employees on a regular salary or wage of
an employer not engaged in the business of debt adjusting,
perform credit services for their employer;
(d) Public officers while acting in their official capacities and
persons acting under court order;
(e) Any person while performing services incidental to the
dissolution, winding up or liquidation of a partnership,
corporation, or other business enterprise;
(f) Nonprofit organizations dealing exclusively with debts
owing from commercial enterprises to business creditors;
(g) Nonprofit organizations engaged in debt adjusting and
which do not assess against the debtor a service charge in excess
of fifteen dollars per month.
(2) "Debt adjusting" means the managing, counseling,
settling, adjusting, prorating, or liquidating of the indebtedness of
a debtor, or receiving funds for the purpose of distributing said
funds among creditors in payment or partial payment of
obligations of a debtor.
(3) "Debt adjusting agency" is any partnership, corporation,
or association engaging in or holding itself out as engaging in the
business of debt adjusting.
(4) "Financial institution" means any person doing business
under the laws of any state or the United States relating to
commercial banks, bank holding companies, savings banks,
savings and loan associations, trust companies, or credit unions.
(5) "Third-party account administrator" means an
independent entity that holds or administers a dedicated bank
account for fees and payments to creditors, debt collectors, debt
adjusters, or debt adjusting agencies in connection with the
renegotiation, settlement, reduction, or other alteration of the
terms of payment or other terms of a debt.
(6) "Fair share" means the creditor contributions paid to debt
adjusters by the creditors whose consumers receive debt adjusting
services from the debt adjusters and pay down their debt

accordingly. "Fair share" does not include grants received by debt
adjusters for services unrelated to debt adjusting.
Sec. 2. RCW 18.28.080 and 2012 c 56 s 2 are each amended
to read as follows:
(1) By contract a debt adjuster may charge a reasonable fee
for debt adjusting services. The total fee for debt adjusting
services, including, but not limited to, any fee charged by a
financial institution or a third-party account administrator, may
not exceed fifteen percent of the total debt listed by the debtor on
the contract. The fee retained by the debt adjuster from any one
payment made by or on behalf of the debtor may not exceed
fifteen percent of the payment not including fair share. The debt
adjuster may make an initial charge of up to twenty-five dollars
which shall be considered part of the total fee. If an initial charge
is made, no additional fee may be retained which will bring the
total fee retained to date to more than fifteen percent of the total
payments made to date. No fee whatsoever shall be applied
against rent and utility payments for housing.
In the event of cancellation or default on performance of the
contract by the debtor prior to its successful completion, the debt
adjuster may collect in addition to fees previously received, six
percent of that portion of the remaining indebtedness listed on
said contract which was due when the contract was entered into,
but not to exceed twenty-five dollars.
(2) A debt adjuster who receives fair share must disclose this
in writing, along with an explanation of fair share, to the debtor
prior to accepting any fair share.
(3) A debt adjuster shall not be entitled to retain any fee until
notifying all creditors listed by the debtor that the debtor has
engaged the debt adjuster in a program of debt adjusting.
(((3))) (4) The department of financial institutions has
authority to enforce compliance with this section.
Sec. 3. RCW 18.28.120 and 1999 c 151 s 106 are each
amended to read as follows:
A debt adjuster shall not:
(1) Take any contract, or other instrument which has any
blank spaces when signed by the debtor;
(2) Receive or charge any fee in the form of a promissory note
or other promise to pay or receive or accept any mortgage or other
security for any fee, whether as to real or personal property;
(3) Lend money or credit;
(4) Take any confession of judgment or power of attorney to
confess judgment against the debtor or appear as the debtor in any
judicial proceedings;
(5) Take, concurrent with the signing of the contract or as a
part of the contract or as part of the application for the contract, a
release of any obligation to be performed on the part of the debt
adjuster;
(6) Advertise services, display, distribute, broadcast or
televise, or permit services to be displayed, advertised,
distributed, broadcasted or televised in any manner whatsoever
wherein any false, misleading or deceptive statement or
representation with regard to the services to be performed by the
debt adjuster, or the charges to be made therefor, is made;
(7) Offer, pay, or give any cash, fee, gift, bonus, premiums,
reward, or other compensation to any person for referring any
prospective customer to the debt adjuster;
(8) Receive any cash, fee, gift, bonus, premium, reward, or
other compensation, other than fair share, from any person other
than the debtor or a person in the debtor's behalf in connection
with his or her activities as a debt adjuster; or
(9) Disclose to anyone the debtors who have contracted with
the debt adjuster; nor shall the debt adjuster disclose the creditors
of a debtor to anyone other than: (a) The debtor; or (b) another
creditor of the debtor and then only to the extent necessary to
secure the cooperation of such a creditor in a debt adjusting plan."
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On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended, House
Bill No. 1222 was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the committee striking amendment
by the Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance to
Substitute House Bill No. 1283.
The motion by Senator Benton carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.

The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1222.

MOTION

ROLL CALL

There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "Relating to" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "debt adjusters; amending RCW
18.28.080 and 18.28.120; and reenacting and amending RCW
18.28.010."

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1222 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hasegawa
HOUSE BILL NO. 1222, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1283 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Benton spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1283
as amended by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1283 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0;
Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1283 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
to stand as the title of the act.
MOTION

MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Hargrove was
excused.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITTUE HOUSE BILL NO. 1806, by Representatives
Van Werven, Bergquist, Holy, Appleton, Gregory and S. Hunt
Correcting references to elections statutes.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1806 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Benton spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1806.

On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Hasegawa was excused.
ROLL CALL
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1222, by Representatives McBride,
Griffey, Clibborn, Orcutt, Van De Wege, Fey, Takko, Young,
Sawyer and Bergquist
Modifying certain firefighting apparatus length and weight
limits.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1806 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser,
King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Hargrove and Hasegawa
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ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1806, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

Senators Becker and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1285.

SECOND READING
ROLL CALL
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1730, by House
Committee on Business & Financial Services (originally
sponsored by Representatives Kirby and Vick)
Concerning the handling of earnest money.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1730 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Benton spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1730.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1285 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hargrove
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1285, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1730 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hargrove
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1730, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

HOUSE BILL NO. 1172, by Representatives Stanford, Vick
and Ryu
Creating the risk management and solvency assessment act.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1172 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Benton and Mullet spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1172.

SECOND READING
ROLL CALL
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1285, by House
Committee on Health Care & Wellness (originally sponsored by
Representatives Riccelli, G. Hunt, Van De Wege, Harris, Cody,
Holy, Jinkins, Clibborn, Robinson, Walkinshaw, Peterson,
Fitzgibbon, Ormsby, Bergquist, Tarleton, Farrell, Moeller, S.
Hunt, Tharinger, Stanford and Gregerson)
Requiring critical congenital heart disease screening for
newborns.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1285 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1172 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hargrove
HOUSE BILL NO. 1172, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
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HOUSE BILL NO. 1307, by Representatives Harris,
Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Tharinger, Walkinshaw and Kagi
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
Concerning enforcement standards for residential services
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
and support providers.
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Becker, Dammeier, Darneille, Liias,
The measure was read the second time.
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson and Roach
Excused: Senator Hargrove
MOTION
HOUSE BILL NO. 1342, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
House Bill No. 1307 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
SECOND READING
passage.
Senators Becker and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
HOUSE BILL NO. 1317, by Representatives Zeiger, Kilduff,
bill.
Kirby, Wylie and Sawyer
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1307.

Revising the lien for collection of sewer charges by counties.
The measure was read the second time.

ROLL CALL
MOTION
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1307 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hargrove
HOUSE BILL NO. 1307, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1342, by Representatives Bergquist,
Condotta, Takko, S. Hunt, Wylie, Magendanz and Moscoso
Permitting the sale of cider in microbrewery tasting rooms.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended, House
Bill No. 1342 was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Darneille spoke against passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1342.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1342 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 39; Nays, 9; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Benton,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dansel,

On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1317 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Benton and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1317.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1317 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Hargrove
HOUSE BILL NO. 1317, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1088, by House
Committee on Local Government (originally sponsored by
Representative Takko)
Modifying per diem compensation for flood control zone
district supervisors.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
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Senator Benton moved that the following amendment by
Senator Benton be adopted:
On page 1, beginning on line 7, after "may" strike all material
through "section," on line 8
On page 2, at the beginning of line 15, strike all material
through "effect." on line 30
Senators Benton and Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Benton
on page 1, line 7 to Substitute House Bill No. 1088.
The motion by Senator Benton carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1088 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Benton and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1088
as amended by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1088 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 1;
Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Padden
Excused: Senator Hargrove
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1088 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
to stand as the title of the act.

SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 2181, by Representatives Schmick,
Clibborn, Orcutt and Scott
Modifying the maximum speed limit on highways.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended, House
Bill No. 2181 was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators King, Hobbs, Dansel and Baumgartner spoke in
favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Liias spoke against passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 2181.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 2181 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 41; Nays, 7; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Litzow,
McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Frockt, Jayapal, Kohl-Welles,
Liias, McCoy and Nelson
Excused: Senator Hargrove
HOUSE BILL NO. 2181, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
Senator Fain announced the hearing by the Committee on
Rules would begin at 3:55 p.m. in the Senate Rules Room.
MOTION
At 3:43 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 11:00 o’clock a.m. Thursday, April 9, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate

MOTION
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
On motion of Senator Mullet, Senator Billig was excused.
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EIGHTY EIGHTH DAY

MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Thursday, April 9, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 11:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exceptions of Senators
Baumgartner, Hargrove, Hill and Hobbs.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages
Yasmine Naini and Ashley Tash-Kari, presented the Colors. The
prayer was offered by Pastor James Maultsby of Oakridge
Ministries in Rainier.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Senate Rule 20 limits consideration of floor
resolutions not essential to the operation of the Senate to one per
day during regular daily sessions.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
April 8, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5023,
SENATE BILL NO. 5031,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5083,
SENATE BILL NO. 5088,
SENATE BILL NO. 5144,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5165,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5175,
SENATE BILL NO. 5176,
SENATE BILL NO. 5238,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5294,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5296,
SENATE BILL NO. 5337,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5346,
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5424,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5438,
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5504,
SENATE BILL NO. 5532,
SENATE BILL NO. 5556
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
April 8, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 2212.
and the same is herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MOTION

On motion of Senator Fain, Senate Rule 20 was suspended
for the remainder of the day to allow consideration of additional
floor resolutions.

The President welcomed students and educators from the
American School Foundation (ASF) in Mexico City and others
who were present in the gallery and recognized by the senate.
Established in 1888, the ASF is a preeminent Englishspeaking college preparatory school. The group was accompanied
by Mr. Eduardo Baca, Consul General of Mexico in Seattle, Mr.
John Gokcen, a representative of the Turkish community, and
their Washington State peers as they engaged in a cross-cultural
educational exchange program.
MOTION
Senator Habib moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8662
By Senators Habib and Roach
WHEREAS, The spring equinox is celebrated as Nowruz, the
Persian New Year, a celebration which originated in ancient
Persia more than 3,000 years ago, and which was celebrated this
year on March 21st; and
WHEREAS, Nowruz is celebrated by nearly 300 million
people of different faiths and diverse communities across the
globe, and by more than 1,000,000 Iranian-Americans, including
tens of thousands in Washington State and including those with
Bahá'í, Christian, Jewish, Muslim, Zoroastrian, and nonreligious
backgrounds; and
WHEREAS, The United States is a melting pot of ethnicities
and religions, and Nowruz contributes to the richness of
American culture and is consistent with our founding principles
of peace and prosperity for all; and
WHEREAS, Iranian-Americans have made and continue to
make noteworthy and lasting contributions to the social and
economic fabric of society in the United States, and Nowruz
presents a time to recognize those contributions; and
WHEREAS, Iranian-Americans continue to make
contributions in all sectors of public life in the United States,
including as government, military, and law enforcement officials
working to uphold the Constitution of the United States and to
protect all people in the United States; and
WHEREAS, Nowruz means "New Day," and represents an
opportunity for renewal and reaffirmation of our commitment to
each other and to our shared health, success, and happiness; and
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WHEREAS, Nowruz is a time for all of us to come together
and celebrate the values of virtuous behavior and compassion for
our fellow human beings regardless of religion or ethnicity;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate celebrate the honored holiday of
Nowruz, recognize the historical and cultural significance
thereof, and wish a happy and prosperous new year to all.
Senators Habib, Jayapal, Roach, Fraser, Baumgartner and
McAuliffe spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8662.
The motion by Senator Habib carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Senator Habib’s
parents: The Honorable Susan Amini, King County Superior
Court Judge and Mr. Mo Habib; and members of the Persian
community in Washington who were present in the gallery.
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Majority Coalition
Caucus immediately upon going at ease and requested those
members to bring their new regular calendars.
Senator Cleveland announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
MOTION
At 11:22 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 3:22 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
Senator Roach moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8661
By Senators Roach, Parlette, Mullet, Baumgartner, Frockt,
Benton, Chase, Ericksen, Pedersen, Angel, Habib, Litzow,
Ranker, Honeyford, Hargrove, Hill, Hasegawa, Becker, Conway,
O'Ban, Kohl-Welles, Darneille, Billig, Jayapal, and Fraser
WHEREAS, The citizens of Washington state value economic
and cultural exchange; and
WHEREAS, The people of Azerbaijan observe Azerbaijan
Republic Day on May 28th; and
WHEREAS, On this same day in 1918, the people of
Azerbaijan declared independence and formed the Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic; and
WHEREAS, The Azerbaijan Democratic Republic was the
first secular democracy in the Islamic world and its citizens have
committed to protecting their freedom and democracy; and
WHEREAS, The Republic of Azerbaijan is today a staunch
ally and partner of the United States in the strategically important
South Caucasus region bordering Iran, Russia, and Central Asia;
and

WHEREAS, The Republic of Azerbaijan and the United States
share a strong commitment to diversifying energy supplies,
fighting terrorism, and promoting regional security; and
WHEREAS, Possessing vast oil and gas resources, Azerbaijan
contributes to the energy security of the United States and its
European allies, and is a critical element of the "Southern
Corridor," which will further enhance diversification of energy
supplies to our European allies; and
WHEREAS, The Republic of Azerbaijan has consolidated its
sovereignty and independence, and has become one of the most
rapidly developing countries in the world and the biggest United
States trade partner in the South Caucasus; and
WHEREAS, Azerbaijan has become a major regional partner
of such Washington-based companies as Boeing and Microsoft,
and has signed multibillion dollar contracts that have created
thousands of new American jobs in Washington; and
WHEREAS, Azerbaijan, represented by its consulate general,
attaches great importance to expanding its relations in all spheres,
including trade, cultural, and educational exchange with the State
of Washington; and
WHEREAS, It is critical for the United States of America to
further strengthen relations with its allies, such as Azerbaijan, to
advance our common interests, presently and in the future;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate recognize and support the strategic
partnership and friendship between the United States of America
and the Republic of Azerbaijan, and trust that our relations will
be further enhanced through mutual efforts over the years to
come.
Senators Roach, Jayapal, Angel, Habib, Benton, Chase and
Rivers spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8661.
The motion by Senator Roach carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Mr. Nasimi
Aghayev, Consul General, and Mr. Nahib Omarov, Consular
Officer, Consulate General of the Republic of Azerbaijan in Los
Angeles who were seated in the gallery and recognized by the
senate.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
MOTION
At 3:37 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
EVENING SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 6:10 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the fourth
order of business.
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MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
April 9, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SENATE BILL NO. 5300,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5591,
SENATE BILL NO. 5606,
SENATE BILL NO. 5638,
SENATE BILL NO. 5662,
SENATE BILL NO. 5757,
SENATE BILL NO. 5760,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5803,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5824,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5887,
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8012
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT
Pursuant to Article 2, Section 32 of the State Constitution
and Senate Rule 1(5), the President announced the signing of and
thereupon did sign in open session:
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5023,
SENATE BILL NO. 5031,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5083,
SENATE BILL NO. 5088,
SENATE BILL NO. 5144,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5165,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5175,
SENATE BILL NO. 5176,
SENATE BILL NO. 5238,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5294,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5296,
SENATE BILL NO. 5337,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5346,
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5424,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5438,
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5504,
SENATE BILL NO. 5532, and
SENATE BILL NO. 5556.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, Senators Baumgartner and Hill
were excused.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senators Hargrove and Hobbs
were excused.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
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Senator Keiser moved that Daniel J. Altmayer, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9002, be confirmed as a member of the Board
of Trustees, Highline Community College District No. 9.
Senators Keiser and Miloscia spoke in favor of passage of the
motion.
APPOINTMENT OF DANIEL J. ALTMAYER

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Daniel J. Altmayer, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9002, as a member of the Board of Trustees,
Highline Community College District No. 9.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Daniel J.
Altmayer, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9002, as a member of
the Board of Trustees, Highline Community College District No.
9 and the appointment was confirmed by the following vote:
Yeas, 45; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 4.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles,
Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers,
Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hargrove, Hill and Hobbs
Daniel J. Altmayer, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9002,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Trustees, Highline
Community College District No. 9.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator King moved that Lee Newgent, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9127, be confirmed as a member of the Work
Force Training and Education Coordination Board.
Senators King, Keiser, Conway, Chase and Jayapal spoke in
favor of passage of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF LEE NEWGENT
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Lee Newgent, Gubernatorial Appointment
No. 9127, as a member of the Work Force Training and Education
Coordination Board.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Lee
Newgent, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9127, as a member of
the Work Force Training and Education Coordination Board and
the appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 45;
Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 4.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles,
Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers,
Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hargrove, Hill and Hobbs
Lee Newgent, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9127, having
received the constitutional majority was declared confirmed as a
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member of the Work Force Training and Education Coordination
Board.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1011.

MOTION

ROLL CALL

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1011 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill and Hobbs
HOUSE BILL NO. 1011, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1277, by Representatives Klippert,
Appleton, MacEwen, Muri, Orwall, Goodman, Shea, Haler,
Moscoso, Young, Scott, Zeiger and McCaslin
Concerning transient lodging for military service members in
armories.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

SECOND READING
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1277 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1277.

HOUSE BILL NO. 1547, by Representatives S. Hunt, Holy
and Condotta
Authorizing funding and expenditures for the hosting of the
annual conference of the national association of state treasurers.
The measure was read the second time.

ROLL CALL

MOTION

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1277 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 45; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 4.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles,
Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers,
Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hargrove, Hill and Hobbs
HOUSE BILL NO. 1277, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1547 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Roach and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1011, by Representatives Short, Takko,
Springer, Buys, Kretz, Shea, Gregerson and Condotta
Assigning counties to two climate zones for purposes of the
state building code.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1011 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Roach and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1547.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1547 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 44; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles,
Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Ericksen and Padden
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill and Hobbs
HOUSE BILL NO. 1547, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1252, by House
Committee on Public Safety (originally sponsored by
Representatives Wylie, Harris, Moeller, Jinkins, Vick and S.
Hunt)
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Prescribing penalties for allowing or permitting unlicensed
On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
practice of massage therapy or reflexology.
Substitute House Bill No. 1749 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
The measure was read the second time.
final passage.
Senators Braun and Angel spoke in favor of passage of the
MOTION
bill.
On motion of Senator Cleveland, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1252 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Cleveland spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1252.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1252 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill and Hobbs
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1252, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Becker: “Thank you Mr. President. Well, I’d like to
wish my mother Happy Birthday. She’s ninety-seven years old
today and still going strong. She lives in Yakima at an assisted
living home. And last year just before her birthday she fell and
broke her hip and had to have a rod put in place. She got out of
the hospital in three days. She ran through rehab and is back in
assisted living and is going like mad with her walker everywhere.
Ninety-seven years. I’m tickled with that. I hope longevity runs
in the entire family. But she’s probably four foot, eight now and
white, white hair. Everybody loves her and her family goes crazy
because she’s always getting us to run to shop, go shopping. ‘I
want to go shopping.’ But, at ninety-seven, I can tell you, I’d be
tickled if I could go shopping at ninety-seven and keep up with it.
Happy Birthday mom.”
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1749, by House
Committee on Labor (originally sponsored by Representatives
MacEwen, Manweller and Condotta)
Concerning contractor registration requirements for owners
of property.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1749.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1749 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill and Hobbs
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1749, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1800, by House
Committee on Early Learning & Human Services (originally
sponsored by Representatives Hargrove, Kagi and Walsh)
Concerning filing a petition seeking termination of parental
rights.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator O'Ban moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Human Services, Mental Health
& Housing be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 13.34.138 and 2009 c 520 s 29, 2009 c 491
s 3, 2009 c 397 s 4, and 2009 c 152 s 1 are each reenacted and
amended to read as follows:
(1) The status of all children found to be dependent shall be
reviewed by the court at least every six months from the
beginning date of the placement episode or the date dependency
is established, whichever is first. The purpose of the hearing shall
be to review the progress of the parties and determine whether
court supervision should continue.
(a) The initial review hearing shall be an in-court review and
shall be set six months from the beginning date of the placement
episode or no more than ninety days from the entry of the
disposition order, whichever comes first. The requirements for the
initial review hearing, including the in-court review requirement,
shall be accomplished within existing resources.
(b) The initial review hearing may be a permanency planning
hearing when necessary to meet the time frames set forth in RCW
13.34.145(1)(a) or 13.34.134.
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(2)(a) A child shall not be returned home at the review
hearing unless the court finds that a reason for removal as set forth
in RCW 13.34.130 no longer exists. The parents, guardian, or
legal custodian shall report to the court the efforts they have made
to correct the conditions which led to removal. If a child is
returned, casework supervision by the supervising agency or
department shall continue for a period of six months, at which
time there shall be a hearing on the need for continued
intervention.
(b) Prior to the child returning home, the department or
supervising agency must complete the following:
(i) Identify all adults residing in the home and conduct
background checks on those persons;
(ii) Identify any persons who may act as a caregiver for the
child in addition to the parent with whom the child is being placed
and determine whether such persons are in need of any services
in order to ensure the safety of the child, regardless of whether
such persons are a party to the dependency. The department or
supervising agency may recommend to the court and the court
may order that placement of the child in the parent's home be
contingent on or delayed based on the need for such persons to
engage in or complete services to ensure the safety of the child
prior to placement. If services are recommended for the caregiver,
and the caregiver fails to engage in or follow through with the
recommended services, the department or supervising agency
must promptly notify the court; and
(iii) Notify the parent with whom the child is being placed
that he or she has an ongoing duty to notify the department or
supervising agency of all persons who reside in the home or who
may act as a caregiver for the child both prior to the placement of
the child in the home and subsequent to the placement of the child
in the home as long as the court retains jurisdiction of the
dependency proceeding or the department is providing or
monitoring either remedial services to the parent or services to
ensure the safety of the child to any caregivers.
Caregivers may be required to engage in services under this
subsection solely for the purpose of ensuring the present and
future safety of a child who is a ward of the court. This subsection
does not grant party status to any individual not already a party to
the dependency proceeding, create an entitlement to services or a
duty on the part of the department or supervising agency to
provide services, or create judicial authority to order the provision
of services to any person other than for the express purposes of
this section or RCW 13.34.025 or if the services are unavailable
or unsuitable or the person is not eligible for such services.
(c) If the child is not returned home, the court shall establish
in writing:
(i) Whether the supervising agency or the department is
making reasonable efforts to provide services to the family and
eliminate the need for placement of the child. If additional
services, including housing assistance, are needed to facilitate the
return of the child to the child's parents, the court shall order that
reasonable services be offered specifying such services;
(ii) Whether there has been compliance with the case plan by
the child, the child's parents, and the agency supervising the
placement;
(iii) Whether progress has been made toward correcting the
problems that necessitated the child's placement in out-of-home
care;
(iv) Whether the services set forth in the case plan and the
responsibilities of the parties need to be clarified or modified due
to the availability of additional information or changed
circumstances;
(v) Whether there is a continuing need for placement;
(vi) Whether a parent's homelessness or lack of suitable
housing is a significant factor delaying permanency for the child

by preventing the return of the child to the home of the child's
parent and whether housing assistance should be provided by the
department or supervising agency;
(vii) Whether the child is in an appropriate placement which
adequately meets all physical, emotional, and educational needs;
(viii) Whether preference has been given to placement with
the child's relatives if such placement is in the child's best
interests;
(ix) Whether both in-state and, where appropriate, out-ofstate placements have been considered;
(x) Whether the parents have visited the child and any
reasons why visitation has not occurred or has been infrequent;
(xi) Whether terms of visitation need to be modified;
(xii) Whether the court-approved long-term permanent plan
for the child remains the best plan for the child;
(xiii) Whether any additional court orders need to be made
to move the case toward permanency; and
(xiv) The projected date by which the child will be returned
home or other permanent plan of care will be implemented.
(d) The court at the review hearing may order that a petition
seeking termination of the parent and child relationship be filed.
If the court determines that the child has been in out-of-home care
for at least twelve consecutive months following the filing of a
dependency petition and the parent has had no contact with the
department or any service providers identified in the department's
case plan, the court shall order that a petition seeking termination
of parent and child relationship be filed unless the court makes a
good cause exception based on the factors described in RCW
13.34.145.
(3)(a) In any case in which the court orders that a dependent
child may be returned to or remain in the child's home, the inhome placement shall be contingent upon the following:
(i) The compliance of the parents with court orders related
to the care and supervision of the child, including compliance
with the supervising agency's case plan; and
(ii) The continued participation of the parents, if applicable,
in available substance abuse or mental health treatment if
substance abuse or mental illness was a contributing factor to the
removal of the child.
(b) The following may be grounds for removal of the child
from the home, subject to review by the court:
(i) Noncompliance by the parents with the department's or
supervising agency's case plan or court order;
(ii) The parent's inability, unwillingness, or failure to
participate in available services or treatment for themselves or the
child, including substance abuse treatment if a parent's substance
abuse was a contributing factor to the abuse or neglect; or
(iii) The failure of the parents to successfully and
substantially complete available services or treatment for
themselves or the child, including substance abuse treatment if a
parent's substance abuse was a contributing factor to the abuse or
neglect.
(c) In a pending dependency case in which the court orders
that a dependent child may be returned home and that child is later
removed from the home, the court shall hold a review hearing
within thirty days from the date of removal to determine whether
the permanency plan should be changed, a termination petition
should be filed, or other action is warranted. The best interests of
the child shall be the court's primary consideration in the review
hearing.
(4) The court's authority to order housing assistance under
this chapter is: (a) Limited to cases in which a parent's
homelessness or lack of suitable housing is a significant factor
delaying permanency for the child and housing assistance would
aid the parent in providing an appropriate home for the child; and
(b) subject to the availability of funds appropriated for this
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specific purpose. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to
create an entitlement to housing assistance nor to create judicial
PURSUANT TO RCW 13.34.070.
authority to order the provision of such assistance to any person
or family if the assistance or funding are unavailable or the child
(((8))) (9) If a party to be served with a summons can be
or family are not eligible for such assistance.
found within the state, the summons shall be served upon the
(5) The court shall consider the child's relationship with
party personally as soon as possible following the filing of the
siblings in accordance with RCW 13.34.130(((3))) (6).
petition, but in no case later than fifteen court days before the factSec. 2. RCW 13.34.070 and 2011 c 309 s 25 are each
finding hearing, or such time as set by the court. If the party is
amended to read as follows:
within the state and cannot be personally served, but the party's
(1) Upon the filing of the petition, the clerk of the court shall
address is known or can with reasonable diligence be ascertained,
issue a summons, one directed to the child, if the child is twelve
the summons may be served upon the party by mailing a copy by
or more years of age, and another to the parents, guardian, or
certified mail as soon as possible following the filing of the
custodian, and such other persons as appear to the court to be
petition, but in no case later than fifteen court days before the
proper or necessary parties to the proceedings, requiring them to
hearing, or such time as set by the court. If a party other than the
appear personally before the court at the time fixed to hear the
child is without the state but can be found or the address is known,
petition. If the child is developmentally disabled and not living at
or can with reasonable diligence be ascertained, service of the
home, the notice shall be given to the child's custodian as well as
summons may be made either by delivering a copy to the party
to the child's parent. The developmentally disabled child shall not
personally or by mailing a copy thereof to the party by certified
be required to appear unless requested by the court. When the
mail at least ten court days before the fact-finding hearing, or such
custodian is summoned, the parent or guardian or both shall also
time as set by the court.
be served with a summons. The fact-finding hearing on the
(((9))) (10) Service of summons may be made under the
petition shall be held no later than seventy-five days after the
direction of the court by any person eighteen years of age or older
filing of the petition, unless exceptional reasons for a continuance
who is not a party to the proceedings or by any law enforcement
are found. The party requesting the continuance shall have the
officer, probation counselor, or department employee.
burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that
(((10))) (11) Whenever the court or the petitioning party in a
exceptional circumstances exist. To ensure that the hearing on the
proceeding under this chapter knows or has reason to know that
petition occurs within the seventy-five day time limit, the court
an Indian child as defined in RCW 13.38.040 is involved, the
shall schedule and hear the matter on an expedited basis.
petitioning party shall promptly provide notice to the child's
(2) A copy of the petition shall be attached to each summons.
parent or Indian custodian and to the agent designated by the
(3) The summons shall advise the parties of the right to
child's Indian tribe to receive such notices. Notice shall comply
counsel. The summons shall also inform the child's parent,
with RCW 13.38.070."
guardian, or legal custodian of his or her right to appointed
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "rights;" strike the
counsel, if indigent, and of the procedure to use to secure
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 13.34.070; and
appointed counsel.
reenacting and amending RCW 13.34.138."
(4) The summons shall advise the parents that they may be
held responsible for the support of the child if the child is placed
POINT OF INQUIRY
in out-of-home care.
(5) The summons shall advise the parents that if the court
Senator Roach: “Would Senator O’Ban yield to a question?
finds the child to be a dependent and the parents have no contact
So, this is a very important subject area for the people of the State
of Washington and for children. It deals with terminating parental
with the department or any service providers identified in the
department's case plan, the court shall order that a petition seeking
rights and placing a child in another environment and often times
that is necessary. It has been my experience that sometimes it’s
termination of parent and child relationship be filed if the child
not necessary to send a child out of the home to a stranger’s house.
has been in out-of-home care for at least twelve consecutive
That there are grandparents and extended family that are perfectly
months following the filing of a dependency petition, unless the
court makes a good cause exception based on the factors
capable of taking care of a blood relative, if you will, or an
adoptive relative, for that matter. So in the amendment that you’re
described in RCW 13.34.145.
(6) The judge may endorse upon the summons an order
about to adopt, I’d like to know if there are some safeguards here
for nonparents who are members of the family of the child?”
directing any parent, guardian, or custodian having the custody or
control of the child to bring the child to the hearing.
Senator O'Ban: “So, what this bill does Senator Roach is it,
(((6))) (7) If it appears from affidavit or sworn statement
the only change it makes is that after a dependency proceeding
presented to the judge that there is probable cause for the issuance
has already been commenced and the notices have been sent out
of a warrant of arrest or that the child needs to be taken into
custody pursuant to RCW 13.34.050, the judge may endorse upon
that, if there’s been no contact by the parent or non-custodial
parent within a twelve month period, the termination process can
the summons an order that an officer serving the summons shall
begin. But there is an additional provision, as I mentioned, that
at once take the child into custody and take him or her to the place
of shelter designated by the court.
the non-custodial parent would receive notice. Otherwise the
notification provisions that are already in law are not changed in
(((7))) (8) If the person summoned as provided in this section
the bill.”
is subject to an order of the court pursuant to subsection (((5) or))
(6) or (7) of this section, and if the person fails to abide by the
Senator Roach: “If I may continue to see if I can get an
order, he or she may be proceeded against as for contempt of
answer? I know what the bill does and that’s what concerns me.
court. The order endorsed upon the summons shall conspicuously
We’re not mentioning people that are not ‘the parents.’ The bill
display the following legend:
notes this also provides notice to everyone else involved –
NOTICE:
including the parents. So that, to me, means: the judge; the CASA
VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER
[court-appointed special advocate]; the attorneys involved; the
IS SUBJECT TO PROCEEDING
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parents. But nothing is said about grandparents or extended
family. Then it says, ‘The rug is not yanked from under the family
as the petition takes time, it’s not an automatic thing’. My
experience has been in court rooms that in fact the grandparents
sit in the back of the court even though state law says that they
should be the first receivers of a child, extended immediate
family. That is not what happens. Children are taken. And as we
move the process from twenty four months, eighteen months,
now, one year. It makes it very difficult for grandparents that lack
standing in the court room or other relatives, blood relatives:
sisters, brothers, aunts, uncles. It gives them less time to try to
affect the life of the child, really. So unless this bill has any
safeguards that would guarantee that grandparents also be notified
and be involved in this process I’m not persuaded that this striking
amendment is something that’s going to protect the rights of the
child. I think they have a right to be with extended family and
that’s what the law states but that’s not in practice what is
happening.”
Senator O’Ban: “I’m not sure if that was a question. It sounds
like a good argument for final passage.”
Senator Roach: “No. I’m trying to find out if in fact this
striking amendment does affect the rights of grandparents?”
Senator O’Ban: “It does not change existing laws with respect
to grandparents one way or the other.”
Senator Roach: “So we’re going to make it less time to affect
these changes and leave the grandparents and regular family out
of the circle? Instead of two years they or year and half they have.
Now they only get twelve months.”
Senator O’Ban: “Changes by two months. Right now it’s
fourteen. This changes to twelve. Excuse me. Fifteen to twelve.”
Senator Roach: “I think that we should be … I think … Thank
you Mr. President.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Roach. Senator Roach, if you
have a question, please ask a question. Otherwise, direct your
remarks this way.”
MOTION
Senator Roach moved that her remarks regarding the
committee striking amendment be spread upon the journal.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Senator Roach, we’re going to check and
see what the procedure is. I’m sure that can be done but we’re
going to continue on while we’re checking that out. Did you have
any other comments?”
Senator Roach: “Just that when I vote no on this bill I want
the people of the state of Washington know that I am standing up
for those grandparents who do not have the rights that they should
have in this state.”
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the motion by Senator Roach that her remarks regarding the
committee striking amendment by the Committee on Human
Services, Mental Health & Housing to Substitute House Bill No.

1800 be spread upon the journal and the motion carried by a rising
vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, further consideration of
Substitute House Bill No. 1800 was deferred and the bill held its
place on the second reading calendar.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1002, by House
Committee on Health Care & Wellness (originally sponsored by
Representative DeBolt)
Prohibiting unfair and deceptive dental insurance practices.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1002 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Jayapal was excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1002.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1002 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 4.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill, Hobbs and Jayapal
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1002, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1052, by House
Committee on Higher Education (originally sponsored by
Representatives Hayes, Fey, Klippert, Orwall, Appleton, Muri,
MacEwen, Gregerson, Haler, Bergquist, Moeller, Riccelli and
Magendanz)
Requiring institutions of higher education to make an early
registration process available to spouses and domestic partners of
active members of the military.
The measure was read the second time.
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MOTION
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1052 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Bailey and Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1052.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1052 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 4.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill, Hobbs and Jayapal
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1052, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1819, by Representatives Wilson,
Griffey, Dent, Van Werven, Caldier, Pike, Shea, Vick,
Harmsworth and Condotta
Concerning appointments to inspect the books of account of
a political committee or a candidate committee.
The measure was read the second time.
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make an appointment or provide the required identification. So,
today if someone were to come, you know, just making a story up
here, at five in the morning and maybe somebody’s not even
dressed yet, they go away and saying ‘They wouldn’t let me see
the books.’ So that’s the way far end of it. Will that happen? No
but what this does then is allows that the person makes their
appointment, a time and place is arrived upon and then the person
has to show identification so you know that is in fact the inspector
of the books.”

Senator Chase: “So … May I. Mr. President? So, when you
file your paperwork with PDC, they require you to say where
you’re going to have the books and what hours you’re going to
have them open for inspection. Does your bill then require an
appointment for that?”
Senator Roach: “Yes, Senator Chase it does. You need to let
somebody know that you’re coming and you need to come with
your identification. And, I think I had one other comment about
it but it’s the safety of the campaign.”
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1819.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1819 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 44; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 4.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Absent: Senator Ericksen
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill, Hobbs and Jayapal
HOUSE BILL NO. 1819, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

MOTION
SECOND READING
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1819 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Roach and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
POINT OF INQUIRY
Senator Chase: “Would the gentlelady yield to a question?
Senator Roach, would you tell me what the bill and how the bill
addresses the fact that you still have the ability to show the books
at a place other than your home?”
Senator Roach: “What the bill does, you can show the books
to whoever you want to, that is true. Someone has to know where
to go. They have to know where the books are. What this bill does,
it prescribes that the person wanting to see the books
communicate and then that time and place is arrived at. If you
look at this, the inspector, the person coming to the door, or to the
residence or a school yard or wherever it might be, must show
identification so we know who they are. The treasurer, they may
refuse to show the books of account to a person who does not

ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1170, by
House Committee on Local Government (originally sponsored by
Representatives Clibborn, Zeiger, Tarleton, Wilcox, Springer,
Jinkins, Fey, Kilduff, Fitzgibbon, Gregerson and Tharinger)
Granting port districts certain administrative powers.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Brown, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1170 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Brown, Chase, Conway and Darneille spoke in favor
of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1170.
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ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 1170 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 4.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill, Hobbs and Jayapal
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1170,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1302, by Representatives Haler, Tarleton
and Jinkins
Clarifying the applicability of child abduction statutes to
residential provisions ordered by a court.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1302 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1302.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1302 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 45; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 4.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill, Hobbs and Jayapal
HOUSE BILL NO. 1302, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “The President is always pleased and
thrilled to be able to recognize the members when they have a
Point of Personal Privilege recognizing new members,
anniversaries, birthday, etc. The President would like to take a
moment to have his own Point of Personal Privilege and welcome
his second great grandchild Nova Devon Swihart to the world,
eight pounds, fifteen ounces, born to Elizabeth and Jonathan.
[Applause.] I appreciate your enthusiasm. Around Christmas time

next year, with twenty-two grandchildren, I’ll be contacting all of
you.”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, Rule 15 was suspended for the
remainder of the day for the purpose of allowing continued floor
action.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Senate Rule 15 establishes the floor
schedule and calls for a lunch and dinner break of 90 minutes each
per day during regular daily sessions.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1013, by Representatives Appleton,
Johnson, Hansen, Takko, Gregerson and Fey
Authorizing regular meetings of county legislative authorities
to be held at alternate locations within the county.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Roach moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Government Operations &
Security be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 36.32.080 and 1989 c 16 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Except as provided otherwise by this section, the county
legislative authority of each county shall hold regular meetings at
the county seat to transact any business required or permitted by
law.
(2) As an alternative option that may be exercised no more
than once per calendar quarter, regular meetings may be held at a
location outside of the county seat but within the county if the
county legislative authority determines that holding a meeting at
an alternate location would be in the interest of supporting greater
citizen engagement in local government.
(3) The county legislative authority must give notice of any
regular meeting held outside of the county seat. Notice must be
given at least thirty days before the time of the meeting specified
in the notice. At a minimum, notice must be:
(a) Posted on the county's web site;
(b) Published in a newspaper of general circulation in the
county; and
(c) Sent via electronic transmission to any resident of the
county who has chosen to receive the notice required under this
section at an electronic mail address."
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Government Operations & Security to House Bill
No. 1013.
The motion by Senator Roach carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 3 of the title, after "county;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and amending RCW 36.32.080."
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MOTION
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1013 as amended by the Senate was advanced to
third reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill
was placed on final passage.
Senators Roach, Liias, Dansel and Benton spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
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Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill, Hobbs and Jayapal
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1313, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1013 as amended by the
Senate.

ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1980, by
House Committee on State Government (originally sponsored by
Representative Springer)

ROLL CALL
Implementing recommendations of the sunshine committee.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1013 as amended by the Senate and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 0; Absent, 0;
Excused, 4.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill, Hobbs and Jayapal
HOUSE BILL NO. 1013 as amended by the Senate, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1313, by House
Committee on Local Government (originally sponsored by
Representatives Zeiger, Fey, Stambaugh, Takko, Van De Wege,
Stokesbary, Griffey and Reykdal)
Granting fire protection districts and regional fire protection
service authorities biennial budget authority.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1313 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Roach spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1313.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1313 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 4.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Kohl-

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Roach moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Government Operations &
Security be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 13.34.100 and 2014 c 108 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The court shall appoint a guardian ad litem for a child who
is the subject of an action under this chapter, unless a court for
good cause finds the appointment unnecessary. The requirement
of a guardian ad litem may be deemed satisfied if the child is
represented by an independent attorney in the proceedings. The
court shall attempt to match a child with special needs with a
guardian ad litem who has specific training or education related
to the child's individual needs.
(2) If the court does not have available to it a guardian ad litem
program with a sufficient number of volunteers, the court may
appoint a suitable person to act as guardian ad litem for the child
under this chapter. Another party to the proceeding or the party's
employee or representative shall not be so appointed.
(3) Each guardian ad litem program shall maintain a
background information record for each guardian ad litem in the
program. The background information record shall include, but is
not limited to, the following information:
(a) Level of formal education;
(b) General training related to the guardian ad litem's duties;
(c) Specific training related to issues potentially faced by
children in the dependency system;
(d) Specific training or education related to child disability or
developmental issues;
(e) Number of years' experience as a guardian ad litem;
(f) Number of appointments as a guardian ad litem and the
county or counties of appointment;
(g) The names of any counties in which the person was
removed from a guardian ad litem registry pursuant to a grievance
action, and the name of the court and the cause number of any
case in which the court has removed the person for cause;
(h) Founded allegations of abuse or neglect as defined in RCW
26.44.020;
(i) The results of an examination of state and national criminal
identification data. The examination shall consist of a background
check as allowed through the Washington state criminal records
privacy act under RCW 10.97.050, the Washington state patrol
criminal identification system under RCW 43.43.832 through
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43.43.834, and the federal bureau of investigation. The
background check shall be done through the Washington state
patrol criminal identification section and must include a national
check from the federal bureau of investigation based on the
submission of fingerprints; and
(j) Criminal history, as defined in RCW 9.94A.030, for the
period covering ten years prior to the appointment.
The background information record shall be updated annually.
As a condition of appointment, the guardian ad litem's
background information record shall be made available to the
court. If the appointed guardian ad litem is not a member of a
guardian ad litem program a suitable person appointed by the
court to act as guardian ad litem shall provide the background
information record to the court.
Upon appointment, the guardian ad litem, or guardian ad litem
program, shall provide the parties or their attorneys with a copy
of the background information record containing the results of the
background check conducted through the Washington state patrol
criminal identification system under RCW 43.43.832 through
43.43.834. The portion of the background information record
containing the results of the criminal background check and the
criminal history from the federal bureau of investigation shall not
be disclosed to the parties or their attorneys. The background
information record shall not include identifying information that
may be used to harm a guardian ad litem, such as home addresses
and home telephone numbers, and for volunteer guardians ad
litem the court may allow the use of maiden names or
pseudonyms as necessary for their safety.
(4) The appointment of the guardian ad litem shall remain in
effect until the court discharges the appointment or no longer has
jurisdiction, whichever comes first. The guardian ad litem may
also be discharged upon entry of an order of guardianship.
(5) A guardian ad litem through an attorney, or as otherwise
authorized by the court, shall have the right to present evidence,
examine and cross-examine witnesses, and to be present at all
hearings. A guardian ad litem shall receive copies of all pleadings
and other documents filed or submitted to the court, and notice of
all hearings according to court rules. The guardian ad litem shall
receive all notice contemplated for a parent or other party in all
proceedings under this chapter.
(6)(a) The court must appoint an attorney for a child in a
dependency proceeding six months after granting a petition to
terminate the parent and child relationship pursuant to RCW
13.34.180 and when there is no remaining parent with parental
rights.
The court must appoint an attorney for a child when there is no
remaining parent with parental rights for six months or longer
prior to July 1, 2014, if the child is not already represented.
The court may appoint one attorney to a group of siblings,
unless there is a conflict of interest, or such representation is
otherwise inconsistent with the rules of professional conduct.
(b) Legal services provided by an attorney appointed pursuant
to (a) of this subsection do not include representation of the child
in any appellate proceedings relative to the termination of the
parent and child relationship.
(c)(i) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for
this specific purpose, the state shall pay the costs of legal services
provided by an attorney appointed pursuant to (a) of this
subsection, if the legal services are provided in accordance with
the standards of practice, voluntary training, and caseload limits
developed and recommended by the statewide children's
representation work group pursuant to section 5, chapter 180,
Laws of 2010. Caseload limits must be calculated pursuant to
(c)(ii) of this subsection.
(ii) Counties are encouraged to set caseloads as low as possible
and to account for the individual needs of the children in care.

Notwithstanding the caseload limits developed and recommended
by the statewide children's representation work group pursuant to
section 5, chapter 180, Laws of 2010, when one attorney
represents a sibling group, the first child is counted as one case,
and each child thereafter is counted as one-half case to determine
compliance with the caseload standards pursuant to (c)(i) of this
subsection and RCW 2.53.045.
(iii) The office of civil legal aid is responsible for
implementation of (c)(i) and (ii) of this subsection as provided in
RCW 2.53.045.
(7)(a) The court may appoint an attorney to represent the
child's position in any dependency action on its own initiative, or
upon the request of a parent, the child, a guardian ad litem, a
caregiver, or the department.
(b)(i) If the court has not already appointed an attorney for a
child, or the child is not represented by a privately retained
attorney:
(A) The child's caregiver, or any individual, may refer the child
to an attorney for the purposes of filing a motion to request
appointment of an attorney at public expense; or
(B) The child or any individual may retain an attorney for the
child for the purposes of filing a motion to request appointment
of an attorney at public expense.
(ii) Nothing in this subsection (7)(b) shall be construed to
change or alter the confidentiality provisions of RCW 13.50.100.
(c) Pursuant to this subsection, the department or supervising
agency and the child's guardian ad litem shall each notify a child
of his or her right to request an attorney and shall ask the child
whether he or she wishes to have an attorney. The department or
supervising agency and the child's guardian ad litem shall notify
the child and make this inquiry immediately after:
(i) The date of the child's twelfth birthday;
(ii) Assignment of a case involving a child age twelve or older;
or
(iii) July 1, 2010, for a child who turned twelve years old
before July 1, 2010.
(d) The department or supervising agency and the child's
guardian ad litem shall repeat the notification and inquiry at least
annually and upon the filing of any motion or petition affecting
the child's placement, services, or familial relationships.
(e) The notification and inquiry is not required if the child has
already been appointed an attorney.
(f) The department or supervising agency shall note in the
child's individual service and safety plan, and the guardian ad
litem shall note in his or her report to the court, that the child was
notified of the right to request an attorney and indicate the child's
position regarding appointment of an attorney.
(g) At the first regularly scheduled hearing after:
(i) The date of the child's twelfth birthday;
(ii) The date that a dependency petition is filed pursuant to this
chapter on a child age twelve or older; or
(iii) July 1, 2010, for a child who turned twelve years old
before July 1, 2010;
the court shall inquire whether the child has received notice of
his or her right to request an attorney from the department or
supervising agency and the child's guardian ad litem. The court
shall make an additional inquiry at the first regularly scheduled
hearing after the child's fifteenth birthday. No inquiry is necessary
if the child has already been appointed an attorney.
(8) For the purposes of child abuse prevention and treatment
act (42 U.S.C. Secs. 5101 et seq.) grants to this state under P.L.
93-247, or any related state or federal legislation, a person
appointed pursuant to this section shall be deemed a guardian ad
litem.
(9) When a court-appointed special advocate or volunteer
guardian ad litem is requested on a case, the program shall give
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identicards that, under RCW 46.08.066, an agency or department
the court the name of the person it recommends. The program
has applied for, been issued, denied, returned, destroyed, lost, and
shall attempt to match a child with special needs with a guardian
reported for misuse.
ad litem who has specific training or education related to the
(d) Any record pertaining to a vessel registration issued under
child's individual needs. The court shall immediately appoint the
RCW 88.02.330 that, alone or in combination with any other
person recommended by the program.
records, may reveal the identity of an individual, or reveal that an
(10) If a party in a case reasonably believes the courtindividual is or was, performing an undercover or covert law
appointed special advocate or volunteer guardian ad litem is
enforcement activity. This exemption does not prevent the release
inappropriate or unqualified, the party may request a review of
of the total number of vessel registrations that, under RCW
the appointment by the program. The program must complete the
88.02.330, an agency or department has applied for, been issued,
review within five judicial days and remove any appointee for
denied, returned, destroyed, lost, and reported for misuse; and
good cause. If the party seeking the review is not satisfied with
(8) All information related to individual claims resolution
the outcome of the review, the party may file a motion with the
structured settlement agreements submitted to the board of
court for the removal of the court-appointed special advocate or
industrial insurance appeals under RCW 51.04.063, other than
volunteer guardian ad litem on the grounds the advocate or
final orders from the board of industrial insurance appeals.
volunteer is inappropriate or unqualified.
Upon request by the legislature, the department of licensing
Sec. 2. RCW 42.56.230 and 2014 c 142 s 1 are each amended
shall provide a report to the legislature containing all of the
to read as follows:
information in subsection (7)(c) and (d) of this section that is
The following personal information is exempt from public
subject to public disclosure.
inspection and copying under this chapter:
(9) Voluntarily submitted information contained in a database
(1) Personal information in any files maintained for students
in public schools, patients or clients of public institutions or
that is part of or associated with enhanced 911 emergency
public health agencies, or welfare recipients;
communications systems, or information contained or used in
(2)(a) Personal information:
emergency notification systems as provided under sections 6 and
7 of this act.
(i) For a child enrolled in licensed child care in any files
Sec. 3. RCW 42.56.240 and 2013 c 315 s 2, 2013 c 190 s 7,
maintained by the department of early learning; or
and 2013 c 183 s 1 are each reenacted and amended to read as
(ii) For a child enrolled in a public or nonprofit program
follows:
serving or pertaining to children, adolescents, or students,
The following investigative, law enforcement, and crime
including but not limited to early learning or child care services,
victim information is exempt from public inspection and copying
parks and recreation programs, youth development programs, and
after-school programs.
under this chapter:
(1) Specific intelligence information and specific investigative
(b) Emergency contact information under this subsection (2)
may be provided to appropriate authorities and medical personnel
records compiled by investigative, law enforcement, and
penology agencies, and state agencies vested with the
for the purpose of treating the individual during an emergency
situation;
responsibility to discipline members of any profession, the
nondisclosure of which is essential to effective law enforcement
(3) Personal information in files maintained for employees,
appointees, or elected officials of any public agency to the extent
or for the protection of any person's right to privacy;
(2) Information revealing the identity of persons who are
that disclosure would violate their right to privacy;
(4) Information required of any taxpayer in connection with
witnesses to or victims of crime or who file complaints with
investigative, law enforcement, or penology agencies, other than
the assessment or collection of any tax if the disclosure of the
information to other persons would: (a) Be prohibited to such
the commission, if disclosure would endanger any person's life,
physical safety, or property. If at the time a complaint is filed the
persons by RCW 84.08.210, 82.32.330, 84.40.020, 84.40.340, or
any ordinance authorized under RCW 35.102.145; or (b) violate
complainant, victim, or witness indicates a desire for disclosure
or nondisclosure, such desire shall govern. However, all
the taxpayer's right to privacy or result in unfair competitive
disadvantage to the taxpayer;
complaints filed with the commission about any elected official
(5) Credit card numbers, debit card numbers, electronic check
or candidate for public office must be made in writing and signed
numbers, card expiration dates, or bank or other financial
by the complainant under oath;
(3) Any records of investigative reports prepared by any state,
((account numbers)) information as defined in RCW 9.35.005
county, municipal, or other law enforcement agency pertaining to
including social security numbers, except when disclosure is
sex offenses contained in chapter 9A.44 RCW or sexually violent
expressly required by or governed by other law;
offenses as defined in RCW 71.09.020, which have been
(6) Personal and financial information related to a small loan
transferred to the Washington association of sheriffs and police
or any system of authorizing a small loan in RCW 31.45.093;
chiefs for permanent electronic retention and retrieval pursuant to
(7)(a) Any record used to prove identity, age, residential
RCW 40.14.070(2)(b);
address, social security number, or other personal information
(4) License applications under RCW 9.41.070; copies of
required to apply for a driver's license or identicard.
license applications or information on the applications may be
(b) Information provided under RCW 46.20.111 that indicates
released to law enforcement or corrections agencies;
that an applicant declined to register with the selective service
(5) Information revealing the identity of child victims of sexual
system.
assault who are under age eighteen. Identifying information
(c) Any record pertaining to a vehicle license plate, driver's
means the child victim's name, address, location, photograph, and
license, or identicard issued under RCW 46.08.066 that, alone or
in cases in which the child victim is a relative or stepchild of the
in combination with any other records, may reveal the identity of
alleged perpetrator, identification of the relationship between the
an individual, or reveal that an individual is or was, performing
child and the alleged perpetrator;
an undercover or covert law enforcement, confidential public
(6) Information contained in a local or regionally maintained
health work, public assistance fraud, or child support
investigative activity. This exemption does not prevent the release
gang database as well as the statewide gang database referenced
of the total number of vehicle license plates, drivers' licenses, or
in RCW 43.43.762;
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(7) Data from the electronic sales tracking system established
in RCW 69.43.165;
(8) Information submitted to the statewide unified sex offender
notification and registration program under RCW 36.28A.040(6)
by a person for the purpose of receiving notification regarding a
registered sex offender, including the person's name, residential
address, and email address;
(9) Personally identifying information collected by law
enforcement agencies pursuant to local security alarm system
programs and vacation crime watch programs. Nothing in this
subsection shall be interpreted so as to prohibit the legal owner of
a residence or business from accessing information regarding his
or her residence or business; ((and))
(10) The felony firearm offense conviction database of felony
firearm offenders established in RCW 43.43.822; ((and))
(11) The identity of a state employee or officer who has in
good faith filed a complaint with an ethics board, as provided in
RCW 42.52.410, or who has in good faith reported improper
governmental action, as defined in RCW 42.40.020, to the auditor
or other public official, as defined in RCW 42.40.020; and
(12) The following security threat group information collected
and maintained by the department of corrections pursuant to
RCW 72.09.745: (a) Information that could lead to the
identification of a person's security threat group status, affiliation,
or activities; (b) information that reveals specific security threats
associated with the operation and activities of security threat
groups; and (c) information that identifies the number of security
threat group members, affiliates, or associates.
Sec. 4. RCW 42.56.330 and 2014 c 170 s 2 and 2014 c 33 s
1 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The following information relating to public utilities and
transportation is exempt from disclosure under this chapter:
(1) Records filed with the utilities and transportation
commission or attorney general under RCW 80.04.095 or
81.77.210 that a court has determined are confidential under
RCW 80.04.095 or 81.77.210;
(2) The addresses, telephone numbers, electronic contact
information, and customer-specific utility usage and billing
information in increments less than a billing cycle of the
customers of a public utility contained in the records or lists held
by the public utility of which they are customers, except that this
information may be released to the division of child support or the
agency or firm providing child support enforcement for another
state under Title IV-D of the federal social security act, for the
establishment, enforcement, or modification of a support order;
(3) The names, residential addresses, residential telephone
numbers, and other individually identifiable records held by an
agency in relation to a vanpool, carpool, or other ride-sharing
program or service((; however, these records)). Participant's
names, general locations, and point of contact may be disclosed
to other persons who apply for ride-matching services and who
need that information in order to identify potential riders or
drivers with whom to share rides;
(4) The personally identifying information of current or former
participants or applicants in a paratransit or other transit service
operated for the benefit of persons with disabilities or elderly
persons;
(5) The personally identifying information of persons who
acquire and use transit passes or other fare payment media
including, but not limited to, stored value smart cards and
magnetic strip cards, except that an agency may disclose
personally identifying information to a person, employer,
educational institution, or other entity that is responsible, in whole
or in part, for payment of the cost of acquiring or using a transit
pass or other fare payment media for the purpose of preventing
fraud((, or to the news media when reporting on public

transportation or public safety)). As used in this subsection,
"personally identifying information" includes acquisition or use
information pertaining to a specific, individual transit pass or fare
payment media.
(a) Information regarding the acquisition or use of transit
passes or fare payment media may be disclosed in aggregate form
if the data does not contain any personally identifying
information.
(b) Personally identifying information may be released to law
enforcement agencies if the request is accompanied by a court
order;
(6) Any information obtained by governmental agencies that
is collected by the use of a motor carrier intelligent transportation
system or any comparable information equipment attached to a
truck, tractor, or trailer; however, the information may be given
to other governmental agencies or the owners of the truck, tractor,
or trailer from which the information is obtained. As used in this
subsection, "motor carrier" has the same definition as provided in
RCW 81.80.010;
(7) The personally identifying information of persons who
acquire and use transponders or other technology to facilitate
payment of tolls. This information may be disclosed in aggregate
form as long as the data does not contain any personally
identifying information. For these purposes aggregate data may
include the census tract of the account holder as long as any
individual personally identifying information is not released.
Personally identifying information may be released to law
enforcement agencies only for toll enforcement purposes.
Personally identifying information may be released to law
enforcement agencies for other purposes only if the request is
accompanied by a court order; and
(8) The personally identifying information of persons who
acquire and use a driver's license or identicard that includes a
radio frequency identification chip or similar technology to
facilitate border crossing. This information may be disclosed in
aggregate form as long as the data does not contain any personally
identifying information. Personally identifying information may
be released to law enforcement agencies only for United States
customs and border protection enforcement purposes. Personally
identifying information may be released to law enforcement
agencies for other purposes only if the request is accompanied by
a court order.
Sec. 5. RCW 70.148.060 and 2005 c 274 s 341 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) All ((examination and proprietary reports and))
information except for proprietary reports or information
obtained by the director and the director's staff in soliciting bids
from insurers and in monitoring the insurer selected by the
director shall ((not)) be made public or otherwise disclosed to any
person, firm, corporation, agency, association, governmental
body, or other entity.
(2) Subsection (1) of this section notwithstanding, the director
may furnish all or part of examination reports prepared by the
director or by any person, firm, corporation, association, or other
entity preparing the reports on behalf of the director to:
(a) The Washington state insurance commissioner;
(b) A person or organization officially connected with the
insurer as officer, director, attorney, auditor, or independent
attorney or independent auditor; and
(c) The attorney general in his or her role as legal advisor to
the director.
(3) Subsection (1) of this section notwithstanding, the director
may furnish all or part of the examination or proprietary reports
or information obtained by the director to:
(a) The Washington state insurance commissioner; and
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On page 12, line 13 of the amendment, after "is" strike
(b) A person, firm, corporation, association, governmental
"confidential and"
body, or other entity with whom the director has contracted for
On page 13, line 1 of the amendment, after "is" strike
services necessary to perform his or her official duties.
"confidential and"
(4) ((Examination reports and)) Proprietary information
Senators Liias and Roach spoke in favor of adoption of the
obtained by the director and the director's staff ((are)) is not
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
subject to public disclosure under chapter 42.56 RCW.
(5) A person who violates any provision of this section is guilty
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
of a gross misdemeanor.
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Liias and Roach on
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to chapter
page 12, line 7 to the committee striking amendment to Engrossed
38.52 RCW to read as follows:
Substitute House Bill No. 1980.
(1) Information contained in an automatic number
The motion by Senator Liias carried and the amendment to
identification or automatic location identification database that is
the committee striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
part of a county enhanced 911 emergency communications
system as defined in RCW 82.14B.020 and intended for display
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
at a public safety answering point with incoming 911 voice or
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
data is confidential and exempt from public inspection and
Committee on Government Operations & Security as amended to
copying under chapter 42.56 RCW.
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1980.
(2) Information voluntarily submitted to be contained in a
The motion by Senator Roach carried and the committee
database that is part of or associated with a county enhanced 911
striking amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.
emergency communications system as defined in RCW
82.14B.020 and intended for the purpose of display at a public
MOTION
safety answering point with incoming 911 voice or data is
confidential and exempt from public inspection and copying
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
under chapter 42.56 RCW.
adopted:
(3) This section shall not be interpreted to prohibit:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "committee;" strike the
(a) Display of information at a public safety answering point;
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 13.34.100,
(b) Dissemination of information by the public safety
42.56.230, and 70.148.060; reenacting and amending RCW
answering point to police, fire, or emergency medical responders
42.56.240 and 42.56.330; and adding new sections to chapter
for display on a device used by police, fire, or emergency medical
38.52 RCW."
responders for the purpose of handling or responding to
emergency calls or for training;
MOTION
(c) Maintenance of the database by a county;
(d) Dissemination of information by a county to local agency
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
personnel for inclusion in an emergency notification system that
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1980 as amended by the
makes outgoing calls to telephone numbers to provide notification
Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
of a community emergency event;
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
(e) Inspection or copying by the subject of the information or
Senators Roach and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
an authorized representative; or
(f) The public disclosure of information prepared, retained,
disseminated, transmitted, or recorded, for the purpose of
handling or responding to emergency calls, unless disclosure of
any such information is otherwise exempted under chapter 42.56
RCW or other law.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. A new section is added to chapter
38.52 RCW to read as follows:
Information obtained from an automatic number identification
or automatic location identification database or voluntarily
submitted to a local agency for inclusion in an emergency
notification system is confidential and exempt from public
inspection and copying under chapter 42.56 RCW. This section
shall not be interpreted to prohibit:
(1) Making outgoing calls to telephone numbers to provide
notification of a community emergency event;
(2) Maintenance of the database by a local agency; or
(3) Inspection or copying by the subject of the information or
an authorized representative."
MOTION
Senator Liias moved that the following amendment by
Senators Liias and Roach to the committee striking amendment
be adopted:
On page 12, line 7 of the amendment, after "is" strike
"confidential and"

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1980 as
amended by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 1980 as amended by the Senate and
the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays,
0; Absent, 1; Excused, 4.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Absent: Senator Ericksen
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill, Hobbs and Jayapal
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1980 as
amended by the Senate, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
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ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1491, by House Committee on Appropriations (originally
sponsored by Representatives Kagi, Walsh, Hunter, Johnson,
Ormsby, MacEwen, Senn, Magendanz, Farrell, Hayes, Ortiz-Self,
Hudgins, Appleton, Fitzgibbon, S. Hunt, Ryu, Jinkins, Bergquist,
Goodman, Tharinger and Riccelli)
Improving quality in the early care and education system.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Litzow moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Ways & Means be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. INTENT. (1) The legislature
finds that quality early care and education builds the foundation
for a child's success in school and in life. The legislature
acknowledges that a quality framework is necessary for the early
care and education system in Washington. The legislature
recognizes that empirical evidence supports the conclusion that
high quality programs consistently yield more positive outcomes
for children, with the strongest positive impacts on the most
vulnerable children. The legislature acknowledges that critical
developmental windows exist in early childhood, and low quality
child care has damaging effects for children. The legislature
further understands that the proper dosage, duration of
programming, and stability of care are critical to enhancing
program quality and improving child outcomes. The legislature
acknowledges that the early care and education system should
strive to address the needs of Washington's culturally and
linguistically diverse populations. The legislature understands
that parental choice and provider diversity are guiding principles
for early learning programs.
(2) The legislature intends to prioritize the integration of child
care and preschool in an effort to promote full day programming.
The legislature further intends to reward quality and create
incentives for providers to participate in a quality rating and
improvement system that will also provide valuable information
to parents regarding the quality of care available in their
communities.
Sec. 2. RCW 43.215.100 and 2013 c 323 s 6 are each
amended to read as follows:
EARLY ACHIEVERS, QUALITY RATING, AND
IMPROVEMENT SYSTEM.
(1) ((Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for
this specific purpose,)) The department, in collaboration with
tribal governments and community and statewide partners, shall
implement a ((voluntary)) quality rating and improvement
system, called the early achievers program((, that)). The early
achievers program provides a foundation of quality for the early
care and education system. The early achievers program is
applicable to licensed or certified child care centers and homes
and early ((education)) learning programs such as working
connections child care and early childhood education and
assistance programs.
(2) The ((purpose)) objectives of the early achievers program
((is)) are to:
(a) ((To)) Improve short-term and long-term educational
outcomes for children as measured by assessments including, but
not limited to, the Washington kindergarten inventory of
developing skills in RCW 28A.655.080;
(b) Give parents clear and easily accessible information about
the quality of child care and early education programs((,));

(c) Support improvement in early learning and child care
programs throughout the state((,));
(d) Increase the readiness of children for school((, and));
(e) Close the ((disparity)) disparities in access to quality care;
(f) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
specific purpose, provide professional development and coaching
opportunities to early child care and education providers; and
(((b) to))
(g) Establish a common set of expectations and standards that
define, measure, and improve the quality of early learning and
child care settings.
(3)(a) Licensed or certified child care centers and homes
serving nonschool age children and receiving state subsidy
payments must participate in the early achievers program by the
required deadlines established in RCW 43.215.135.
(b) Approved early childhood education and assistance
program providers receiving state-funded support must
participate in the early achievers program by the required
deadlines established in RCW 43.215.415.
(c) Participation in the early achievers program is voluntary
for:
(i) Licensed or certified child care centers and homes not
receiving state subsidy payments; and
(ii) Early learning programs not receiving state funds.
(d) School age child care providers are exempt from
participating in the early achievers program. By July 1, 2017, the
department and the office of the superintendent of public
instruction shall jointly design a plan to incorporate school age
child care providers into the early achievers program or other
appropriate quality improvement system. Subject to the
availability of amounts appropriated for this specific purpose, to
test implementation of the early achievers system for school age
child care providers the department and the office of the
superintendent of public instruction shall implement a pilot
program.
(4) ((By fiscal year 2015, Washington state preschool
programs receiving state funds must enroll in the early achievers
program and maintain a minimum score level.
(5) Before final implementation of the early achievers
program, the department shall report on program progress, as
defined within the race to the top federal grant award, and
expenditures to the appropriate policy and fiscal committees of
the legislature.)) There are five levels in the early achievers
program. Participants are expected to actively engage and
continually advance within the program.
(5) The department has the authority to determine the rating
cycle for the early achievers program. The department shall
streamline and eliminate duplication between early achievers
standards and state child care rules in order to reduce costs
associated with the early achievers rating cycle and child care
licensing.
(a) Early achievers program participants may request to be
rated at any time after the completion of all level 2 activities.
(b) The department shall provide an early achievers program
participant an update on the participant's progress toward
completing level 2 activities after the participant has been
enrolled in the early achievers program for fifteen months.
(c) The first rating is free for early achievers program
participants.
(d) Each subsequent rating within the established rating cycle
is free for early achievers program participants.
(6)(a) Early achievers program participants may request to be
rerated outside the established rating cycle.
(b) The department may charge a fee for optional rerating
requests made by program participants that are outside the
established rating cycle.
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(11)(a) The department shall accept national accreditation that
(c) Fees charged are based on, but may not exceed, the cost to
the department for activities associated with the early achievers
meets the requirements of this subsection (11) as a qualification
program.
for the early achievers program ratings.
(7)(a) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for
(b) Each national accreditation agency will be allowed to
this specific purpose, the department must create a single source
submit its most current standards of accreditation to establish
of information for parents and caregivers to access details on a
potential credit earned in the early achievers program. The
provider's early achievers program rating level, licensing history,
department shall grant credit to accreditation bodies that can
and other indicators of quality and safety that will help parents
demonstrate that their standards meet or exceed the current early
and caregivers make informed choices.
achievers program standards.
(b) The department shall publish to the department's web site,
(c) Licensed child care centers and child care home providers
or offer a link on its web site to, the following information:
must meet national accreditation standards approved by the
(i) By August 1, 2015, early achievers program rating levels 1
department for the early achievers program in order to be granted
through 5 for all child care programs that receive state subsidy,
credit for the early achievers program standards. Eligibility for
early childhood education and assistance programs, and federal
the early achievers program is not subject to bargaining,
head start programs in Washington; and
mediation, or interest arbitration under RCW 41.56.028,
(ii) New early achievers program ratings within thirty days
consistent with the legislative reservation of rights under RCW
after a program becomes licensed or certified, or receives a rating.
41.56.028(4)(d).
(c) The early achievers program rating levels shall be
(12) A child care or early learning program that is operated by
published in a manner that is easily accessible to parents and
a federally recognized tribe and receives state funds shall
caregivers and takes into account the linguistic needs of parents
participate in the early achievers program. The tribe may choose
and caregivers.
to participate through an interlocal agreement between the tribe
(d) The department must publish early achievers program
and the department. The interlocal agreement must reflect the
rating levels for child care programs that do not receive state
government-to-government relationship between the state and the
subsidy but have voluntarily joined the early achievers program.
tribe, including recognition of tribal sovereignty. The interlocal
(e) Early achievers program participants who have published
agreement must provide that:
rating levels on the department's web site or on a link on the
(a) Tribal child care facilities and early learning programs may
department's web site may include a brief description of their
volunteer, but are not required, to be licensed by the department;
program, contingent upon the review and approval by the
(b) Tribal child care facilities and early learning programs are
department, as determined by established marketing standards.
not required to have their early achievers program rating level
(8)(a) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for
published to the department's web site or through a link on the
this specific purpose, the department shall create a professional
department's web site; and
development pathway for early achievers program participants to
(c) Tribal child care facilities and early learning programs must
obtain a high school diploma or equivalency or higher education
provide notification to parents or guardians who apply for or have
credential in early childhood education, early childhood studies,
been admitted into their program that early achievers program
child development, or an academic field related to early care and
rating level information is available and provide the parents or
education.
guardians with the program's early achievers program rating level
(b) The professional development pathway must include
upon request.
opportunities for scholarships and grants to assist early achievers
(13) The department shall consult with the early achievers
program participants with the costs associated with obtaining an
review subcommittee on all substantial policy changes to the
educational degree.
early achievers program.
(c) The department shall address cultural and linguistic
(14) Nothing in this section changes the department's
diversity when developing the professional development
responsibility to collectively bargain over mandatory subjects or
pathway.
limits the legislature's authority to make programmatic
(9) The early achievers quality improvement awards shall be
modifications to licensed child care and early learning programs
reserved for participants offering programs to an enrollment
under RCW 41.56.028(4)(d).
population consisting of at least five percent of children receiving
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter
a state subsidy.
43.215 RCW to read as follows:
(10) In collaboration with tribal governments, community and
SINGLE SET OF LICENSING STANDARDS.
statewide partners, and the early achievers review subcommittee
(1) No later than July 1, 2016, the department shall implement
created in RCW 43.215.090, the department shall develop a
a single set of licensing standards for child care and the early
protocol for granting early achievers program participants an
childhood education and assistance program. The department
extension in meeting rating level requirement timelines outlined
shall produce the single set of licensing standards within the
for the working connections child care program and the early
department's available appropriations. The new licensing
standards must:
childhood education and assistance program.
(a) The department may grant extensions only under
(a) Provide minimum health and safety standards for child care
exceptional circumstances, such as when early achievers program
and preschool programs;
participants experience an unexpected life circumstance.
(b) Rely on the standards established in the early achievers
(b) Extensions shall not exceed six months, and early achievers
program to address quality issues in participating early childhood
program participants are only eligible for one extension in
programs;
meeting rating level requirement timelines.
(c) Take into account the separate needs of family care
(c) Extensions may only be granted to early achievers program
providers and child care centers; and
participants who have demonstrated engagement in the early
(d) Promote the continued safety of child care settings.
(2) Private schools that operate early learning programs and do
achievers program.
not receive state subsidy payments shall be subject only to the
minimum health and safety standards in subsection (1)(a) of this
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section. The state, and any agency thereof, shall not restrict or
dictate any specific educational or other programs for early
learning programs operated by private schools except for
programs that receive state subsidy payments.
Sec. 4. RCW 43.215.200 and 2011 c 359 s 2 and 2011 c 253
s 3 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
DIRECTOR'S LICENSING DUTIES.
It shall be the director's duty with regard to licensing:
(1) In consultation and with the advice and assistance of
persons representative of the various type agencies to be licensed,
to designate categories of child care facilities for which separate
or different requirements shall be developed as may be
appropriate whether because of variations in the ages and other
characteristics of the children served, variations in the purposes
and services offered or size or structure of the agencies to be
licensed, or because of any other factor relevant thereto;
(2) In consultation with the state fire marshal's office, the
director shall use an interagency process to address health and
safety requirements for child care programs that serve school-age
children and are operated in buildings that contain public or
private schools that safely serve children during times in which
school is in session. For child care programs serving only schoolage children and operating in the same facilities used by public or
private schools, the director shall not impose additional health and
safety licensing requirements related to the physical facility
beyond the health and safety standards established by the state
board of health for primary and secondary schools pursuant to its
authority in RCW 43.20.050;
(3) In consultation and with the advice and assistance of
parents or guardians, and persons representative of the various
type agencies to be licensed, to adopt and publish minimum
requirements for licensing applicable to each of the various
categories of agencies to be licensed under this chapter;
(4) In consultation with law enforcement personnel, the
director shall investigate the conviction record or pending charges
of each agency and its staff seeking licensure or relicensure, and
other persons having unsupervised access to children in care;
(5) To satisfy the shared background check requirements
provided for in RCW 43.215.215 and 43.20A.710, the department
of early learning and the department of social and health services
shall share federal fingerprint-based background check results as
permitted under the law. The purpose of this provision is to allow
both departments to fulfill their joint background check
responsibility of checking any individual who may have
unsupervised access to vulnerable adults, children, or juveniles.
Neither department may share the federal background check
results with any other state agency or person;
(6) To issue, revoke, or deny licenses to agencies pursuant to
this chapter. Licenses shall specify the category of care that an
agency is authorized to render and the ages and number of
children to be served;
(7) To prescribe the procedures and the form and contents of
reports necessary for the administration of this chapter and to
require regular reports from each licensee;
(8) To inspect agencies periodically to determine whether or
not there is compliance with this chapter and the requirements
adopted under this chapter;
(9) To review requirements adopted under this chapter at least
every two years and to adopt appropriate changes after
consultation with affected groups for child day care requirements;
and
(10) To consult with public and private agencies in order to
help them improve their methods and facilities for the care and
early learning of children.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to chapter
43.215 RCW to read as follows:

REDUCTION
OF
BARRIERS—LOW-INCOME
PROVIDERS AND PROGRAMS—EARLY ACHIEVERS.
(1)(a) The department shall, in collaboration with tribal
governments and community and statewide partners, implement
a protocol to maximize and encourage participation in the early
achievers program for culturally diverse and low-income center
and family home child care providers. Amounts appropriated for
the encouragement of culturally diverse and low-income center
and family home child care provider participation shall be
appropriated separately from the other funds appropriated for the
department, are the only funds that may be used for the protocol,
and may not be used for any other purposes. Funds appropriated
for the protocol shall be considered an ongoing program for
purposes of future departmental budget requests.
(b) During the first thirty months of implementation of the
early achievers program the department shall prioritize the
resources authorized in this section to assist providers rating at a
level 2 in the early achievers program to help them reach a level
3 rating wherever access to subsidized care is at risk.
(2) The protocol should address barriers to early achievers
program participation and include at a minimum the following:
(a) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
specific purpose, the creation of a substitute pool;
(b) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
specific purpose, the development of needs-based grants for
providers at level 2 in the early achievers program to assist with
purchasing curriculum development, instructional materials,
supplies, and equipment to improve program quality. Priority for
the needs-based grants shall be given to culturally diverse and
low-income providers;
(c) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
specific purpose, the development of materials and assessments
in a timely manner, and to the extent feasible, in the provider and
family home languages; and
(d) The development of flexibility in technical assistance and
coaching structures to provide differentiated types and amounts
of support to providers based on individual need and cultural
context.
Sec. 6. RCW 43.215.135 and 2013 c 323 s 9 are each
amended to read as follows:
WORKING CONNECTIONS CHILD CARE.
(1) The department shall establish and implement policies in
the working connections child care program to promote stability
and quality of care for children from low-income households.
These policies shall focus on supporting school readiness for
young learners. Policies for the expenditure of funds constituting
the working connections child care program must be consistent
with the outcome measures defined in RCW 74.08A.410 and the
standards established in this section intended to promote
((continuity of care for children)) stability, quality, and continuity
of early care and education programming.
(2) ((Beginning in fiscal year 2013,)) As recommended by
Public Law 113-186, authorizations for the working connections
child care subsidy shall be effective for twelve months unless a
change in circumstances necessitates reauthorization sooner than
twelve months. The twelve-month certification applies only if the
enrollments in the child care subsidy or working connections
child care program are capped.
(3) ((Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for
this specific purpose, beginning September 1, 2013, working
connections child care providers shall receive a five percent
increase in the subsidy rate for enrolling in level 2 in the early
achievers programs. Providers must complete level 2 and advance
to level 3 within thirty months in order to maintain this increase))
The department shall adopt rules that provide working
connections child care authorizations for up to ninety days, which
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND ASSISTANCE
do not need to be consecutive, when a recipient experiences a gap
in his or her employment or approved activity during a twelvePROGRAM.
month period. In order for the recipient to continue to be
(1) The department shall adopt rules under chapter 34.05 RCW
authorized for child care during the ninety days, the recipient
for the administration of the early childhood education and
must be looking for another job or have verbal or written
assistance program. Approved early childhood education and
assurance from the recipient's employer or approved activity that
assistance programs shall conduct needs assessments of their
the employment or approved activity will resume within the
service area((,)) and identify any targeted groups of children, to
ninety days.
include but not be limited to children of seasonal and migrant
(4) Existing child care providers serving nonschool age
farmworkers and native American populations living either on or
children and receiving state subsidy payments must complete the
off reservation((, and)). Approved early childhood education and
following requirements to be eligible for a state subsidy under this
assistance programs shall provide to the department a service
section:
delivery plan, to the extent practicable, that addresses these
(a) Enroll in the early achievers program by August 1, 2016;
targeted populations.
(b) Complete level 2 activities in the early achievers program
(2) The department, in developing rules for the early childhood
by August 1, 2017; and
education and assistance program, shall consult with the early
(c) Rate at a level 3 or higher in the early achievers program
learning advisory ((committee)) council, and shall consider such
by December 31, 2019. If a child care provider rates below a level
factors as coordination with existing head start and other early
3 by December 31, 2019, the provider must complete remedial
childhood programs, the preparation necessary for instructors,
activities with the department, and rate at a level 3 or higher no
qualifications of instructors, adequate space and equipment, and
later than June 30, 2020.
special transportation needs. The rules shall specifically require
(5) Effective July 1, 2016, a new child care provider serving
the early childhood programs to provide for parental involvement
nonschool age children and receiving state subsidy payments
in participation with their child's program, in local program policy
decisions, in development and revision of service delivery
must complete the following activities to be eligible to receive a
state subsidy under this section:
systems, and in parent education and training.
(a) Enroll in the early achievers program within thirty days of
(3)(a) The department shall adopt rules pertaining to the early
receiving the initial state subsidy payment;
childhood education and assistance program that outline
(b) Complete level 2 activities in the early achievers program
allowable periods of child absences, required contact with parents
within twelve months of enrollment; and
or caregivers to discuss child absences and encourage regular
(c) Rate at a level 3 or higher in the early achievers program
attendance, and a de-enrollment procedure when allowable child
within thirty months of enrollment. If a child care provider rates
absences are exceeded. The department shall adopt rules on child
below a level 3 within thirty months from enrollment into the
absences and attendance within the department's appropriations.
early achievers program, the provider must complete remedial
(b) Rules pertaining to child absences and de-enrollment
activities with the department, and rate at a level 3 or higher
procedures shall be adopted no later than July 31, 2016. The
within six months of beginning remedial activities.
department shall adopt rules on child absences and attendance
(6) If a child care provider does not rate at a level 3 or higher
within the department's appropriations.
following the remedial period, the provider is no longer eligible
(4) The department shall adopt rules requiring early childhood
to receive state subsidy under this section.
education and assistance program employees who have access to
(7) If a child care provider serving nonschool age children and
children to submit to a fingerprint background check. Fingerprint
receiving state subsidy payments has successfully completed all
background check procedures for the early childhood education
level 2 activities and is waiting to be rated by the deadline
and assistance program shall be the same as the background check
provided in this section, the provider may continue to receive a
procedures in RCW 43.215.215.
state subsidy pending the successful completion of the level 3
Sec. 9. RCW 43.215.415 and 1994 c 166 s 5 are each
rating activity.
amended to read as follows:
(8) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND ASSISTANCE
specific purpose, the department shall implement tiered
PROGRAM.
reimbursement for early achievers program participants in the
(1) Approved early childhood education and assistance
working connections child care program rating at level 3, 4, or 5.
programs shall receive state-funded support through the
(9) The department shall account for a child care copayment
department. Public or private ((nonsectarian)) organizations((,))
collected by the provider from the family for each contracted slot
including, but not limited to, school districts, educational service
and establish the copayment fee by rule.
districts, community and technical colleges, local governments,
Sec. 7. RCW 43.215.1352 and 2012 c 251 s 2 are each
or nonprofit organizations, are eligible to participate as providers
amended to read as follows:
of the state early childhood education and assistance program.
WORKING CONNECTIONS CHILD CARE.
((Funds appropriated for the state program shall be used to
When an applicant or recipient applies for or receives working
continue to operate existing programs or to establish new or
connections child care benefits, ((he or she)) the applicant or
expanded early childhood programs, and shall not be used to
recipient is required to:
supplant federally supported head start programs.))
(1) Notify the department of social and health services, within
(2) Funds obtained by providers through voluntary grants or
five days, of any change in providers; and
contributions from individuals, agencies, corporations, or
(2) Notify, in writing or verbally, the department of social and
organizations may be used to expand or enhance preschool
health services, within ten days, about any significant change
programs so long as program standards established by the
related to the number of child care hours the applicant or recipient
department are maintained((, but shall not be used to supplant
needs, cost sharing, or eligibility.
federally supported head start programs or state-supported early
Sec. 8. RCW 43.215.425 and 1994 c 166 s 6 are each
childhood programs)).
amended to read as follows:
(3) Persons applying to conduct the early childhood education
and assistance program shall identify targeted groups and the
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number of children to be served, program components, the
qualifications of instructional and special staff, the source and
amount of grants or contributions from sources other than state
funds, facilities and equipment support, and transportation and
personal care arrangements.
(4) Existing early childhood education and assistance program
providers must complete the following requirements to be eligible
to receive state-funded support under the early childhood
education and assistance program:
(a) Enroll in the early achievers program by August 1, 2015;
(b) Rate at a level 4 or 5 in the early achievers program by
January 1, 2016. If an early childhood education and assistance
program provider rates below a level 4 by January 1, 2016, the
provider must complete remedial activities with the department,
and rate at a level 4 or 5 within six months of beginning remedial
activities.
(5) Effective August 1, 2015, a new early childhood education
and assistance program provider must complete the requirements
in this subsection (5) to be eligible to receive state-funded support
under the early childhood education and assistance program:
(a) Enroll in the early achievers program within thirty days of
the start date of the early childhood education and assistance
program contract;
(b)(i) Except as provided in (b)(ii) of this subsection, rate at a
level 4 or 5 in the early achievers program within twelve months
of enrollment. If an early childhood education and assistance
program provider rates below a level 4 within twelve months of
enrollment, the provider must complete remedial activities with
the department, and rate at a level 4 or 5 within six months of
beginning remedial activities.
(ii) Licensed or certified child care centers and homes that
administer an early childhood education and assistance program
shall rate at a level 4 or 5 in the early achievers program within
eighteen months of the start date of the early childhood education
and assistance program contract. If an early childhood education
and assistance program provider rates below a level 4 within
eighteen months, the provider must complete remedial activities
with the department, and rate at a level 4 or 5 within six months
of beginning remedial activities.
(6)(a) If an early childhood education and assistance program
provider has successfully completed all of the required early
achievers program activities and is waiting to be rated by the
deadline provided in this section, the provider may continue to
participate in the early achievers program as an approved early
childhood education and assistance program provider and receive
state subsidy pending the successful completion of a level 4 or 5
rating.
(b) To avoid disruption, the department may allow for early
childhood education and assistance program providers who have
rated below a level 4 after completion of the six-month remedial
period to continue to provide services until the current school year
is finished.
(7) The department shall collect data periodically to determine
the demand for full-day programming for early childhood
education and assistance program providers. The department shall
analyze this demand by geographic region and shall include the
findings in the annual report required under section 17(5) of this
act.
(8) By December 1, 2015, the department shall develop a
pathway for licensed or certified child care centers and homes to
administer an early childhood education and assistance program.
The pathway shall include an accommodation for these providers
to rate at a level 4 or 5 in the early achievers program according
to the timelines and standards established in subsection (5)(b)(ii)
of this section.

Sec. 10. RCW 43.215.430 and 2013 c 323 s 7 are each
amended to read as follows:
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM.
The department shall review applications from public or
private ((nonsectarian)) organizations for state funding of early
childhood education and assistance programs. The department
shall consider local community needs, demonstrated capacity,
and the need to support a mixed delivery system of early learning
that includes alternative models for delivery including licensed
centers and licensed family child care providers when reviewing
applications.
Sec. 11. RCW 43.215.455 and 2010 c 231 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM.
(1) Beginning September 1, 2011, an early learning program
to provide voluntary preschool opportunities for children three
and four years of age shall be implemented according to the
funding and implementation plan in RCW ((43.215.142))
43.215.456. The program must ((be)) offer a comprehensive
program ((providing)) of early childhood education and family
support, ((options for)) including parental involvement((,)) and
health information, screening, and referral services, ((as)) based
on family need ((is determined)). Participation in the program is
voluntary. On a space available basis, the program may allow
enrollment of children who are not otherwise eligible by assessing
a fee.
(2) The ((first phase of the)) program shall be implemented by
utilizing the program standards and eligibility criteria in the early
childhood education and assistance program in RCW 43.215.400
through 43.215.450.
(3)(a) Beginning in the 2015-16 school year, the program
implementation in this section shall prioritize early childhood
education and assistance programs located in low-income
neighborhoods within high-need geographical areas.
(b) Following the priority in (a) of this subsection, preference
shall be given to programs meeting at least one of the following
characteristics:
(i) Programs offering an extended day program for early care
and education;
(ii) Programs offering services to children diagnosed with a
special need; or
(iii) Programs offering services to children involved in the
child welfare system.
(4) The director shall adopt rules for the following program
components, as appropriate and necessary during the phased
implementation of the program, consistent with early achievers
program standards established in RCW 43.215.100:
(a) Minimum program standards((, including lead teacher,
assistant teacher, and staff qualifications));
(b) Approval of program providers; and
(c) Accountability and adherence to performance standards.
(((4))) (5) The department has administrative responsibility
for:
(a) Approving and contracting with providers according to
rules developed by the director under this section;
(b) In partnership with school districts, monitoring program
quality and assuring the program is responsive to the needs of
eligible children;
(c) Assuring that program providers work cooperatively with
school districts to coordinate the transition from preschool to
kindergarten so that children and their families are well-prepared
and supported; and
(d) Providing technical assistance to contracted providers.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. A new section is added to
(ii) An examination of the regional distribution of new
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
preschool programming by zip code;
PROGRAM DATA COLLECTION AND EVALUATION.
(iii) An analysis of the impact of preschool expansion on low(1) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
income neighborhoods and communities;
specific purpose, the education data center established in RCW
(iv) Recommendations to address any identified barriers to
43.41.400 must collect longitudinal, student-level data on all
access to quality preschool for children living in low-income
children attending an early childhood education and assistance
neighborhoods;
program. Upon completion of an electronic time and attendance
(v) An analysis of any impact from quality strengthening
record system, the education data center must collect longitudinal,
efforts on the availability and quality of infant and toddler care;
student-level data on all children attending a working connections
(vi) An analysis of any impact of extended day early care and
child care program. Data collected should capture at a minimum
education opportunities directives;
the following characteristics:
(vii) An examination of any identified barriers for providers to
(a) Daily program attendance;
offer extended day early care and education opportunities;
(b) Identification of classroom and teacher;
(viii) The number of contracted slots that use both early
(c) Early achievers program quality level rating;
childhood education and assistance program funding and working
(d) Program hours;
connections child care program funding;
(e) Program duration;
(ix) An analysis of the demand for full-day programming for
(f) Developmental results from the Washington kindergarten
early childhood education and assistance program providers
inventory of developing skills in RCW 28A.655.080; and
required under RCW 43.215.415; and
(g) To the extent data is available, the distinct ethnic categories
(x) To the extent data is available, an analysis of the cultural
within racial subgroups of children and providers that align with
diversity of early childhood education and assistance program
categories recognized by the education data center.
providers and participants.
(2) The department shall provide early learning providers
(6) The first annual report due under subsection (5) of this
student-level data collected pursuant to this section that are
section also shall include a description of the early achievers
specific to the early learning provider's program. Upon
program extension protocol required under RCW 43.215.100.
completion of an electronic time and attendance record system
NEW SECTION. Sec. 13. A new section is added to
identified in subsection (1) of this section, the department shall
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
provide child care providers student-level data that are specific to
CONTRACTED CHILD CARE SLOTS AND VOUCHERS.
the child care provider's program.
(1) The department may employ a combination of vouchers
(3)(a) The department shall review available research and best
and contracted slots for the subsidized child care programs in
practices literature on cultural competency in early learning
RCW 43.215.135. Child care vouchers preserve parental choice.
settings. The department shall review the K-12 components for
Child care contracted slots promote access to continuous quality
cultural competency developed by the professional educator
care for children, provide parents and caregivers stable child care
standards board and identify components appropriate for early
that supports employment, and allow providers to have
learning professional development.
predictable funding. Subject to the availability of amounts
(b) By July 31, 2016, the department shall provide
appropriated for this specific purpose, any contracted slots under
recommendations to the appropriate committees of the legislature
this section must meet the requirements in subsections (2) through
and the early learning advisory council on research-based cultural
(7) of this section.
competency standards for early learning professional training.
(2) Only child care providers who participate in the early
(4)(a) The Washington state institute for public policy shall
achievers program and rate at a level 3, 4, or 5 are eligible to be
conduct a longitudinal analysis examining relationships between
awarded a contracted slot.
the early achievers program quality ratings levels and outcomes
(3)(a) The department is required to use data to calculate a set
for children participating in subsidized early care and education
number of targeted contracted slots. In calculating the number,
programs.
the department must take into account a balance of family home
(b) The institute shall submit the first report to the appropriate
and center child care programs and the overall geographic
committees of the legislature and the early learning advisory
distribution of child care programs in the state and the distribution
council by December 31, 2019. The institute shall submit
of slots between ages zero and five.
subsequent reports annually to the appropriate committees of the
(b) The targeted contracted slots are reserved for programs
legislature and the early learning advisory council by December
meeting both of the following conditions:
31st, with the final report due December 31, 2022. The final
(i) Programs in low-income neighborhoods; and
report shall include a cost-benefit analysis.
(ii) Programs that consist of at least fifty percent of children
(5)(a) The department shall complete an annual early learning
receiving subsidy pursuant to RCW 43.215.135.
program implementation report on the early childhood education
(c) Until August 1, 2017, the department shall assure an even
and assistance program and the working connections child care
distribution of contracted slots for children birth to age five.
(4) The department shall award the remaining contracted slots
program.
via a competitive process and prioritize child care programs with
(b) The early learning program implementation report must be
at least one of the following characteristics:
posted annually on the department's web site and delivered to the
(a) Programs located in a high-need geographic area;
appropriate committees of the legislature. The first report is due
(b) Programs partnering with elementary schools to offer
by December 31, 2015, and the final report is due by December
transitional planning and support to children as they advance to
31, 2019.
kindergarten;
(c) The early learning program implementation report must
(c) Programs serving children involved in the child welfare
address the following:
system; or
(i) Progress on early childhood education and assistance
(d) Programs serving children diagnosed with a special need.
program implementation as required pursuant to RCW
43.215.415, 43.215.425, and 43.215.455;
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(5)(a) The department shall adopt rules pertaining to the
working connections child care program for both contracted slots
and child care vouchers that outline the following:
(i) Allowable periods of child absences;
(ii) Required contact with parents or caregivers to discuss child
absences and encourage regular program attendance; and
(iii) A de-enrollment procedure when allowable child absences
are exceeded.
(b) Rules pertaining to child absences and de-enrollment
procedures shall be adopted no later than July 31, 2016. The
department shall adopt rules on child absences and attendance
within the department's appropriations.
(6) The department shall pay a provider for each contracted
slot, unless a contracted slot is not used for thirty days.
(7) The department shall include the number of contracted
slots that use both early childhood education and assistance
program funding and working connections child care program
funding in the annual report to the legislature required under
section 17 of this act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 14. A new section is added to
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
INTEGRATION
WITH
LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
EFFORTS.
(1) The foundation of quality in the early care and education
system in Washington is the quality rating and improvement
system entitled the early achievers program. In an effort to build
on the existing quality framework, enhance access to quality care
for children, and strengthen the entire early care and education
systems in the state, it is important to integrate the efforts of state
and local governments.
(2) Local governments are encouraged to collaborate with the
department when establishing early learning programs for
residents.
(3) Local governments may contribute funds to the department
for the following purposes:
(a) Initial investments to build capacity and quality in local
early care and education programming; and
(b) Reductions in copayments charged to parents or caregivers.
(4) Funds contributed to the department by local governments
must be deposited in the early start account established in section
16 of this act.
Sec. 15. RCW 43.215.090 and 2012 c 229 s 589 are each
amended to read as follows:
EARLY LEARNING ADVISORY COUNCIL.
(1) The early learning advisory council is established to advise
the department on statewide early learning issues that would build
a comprehensive system of quality early learning programs and
services for Washington's children and families by assessing
needs and the availability of services, aligning resources,
developing plans for data collection and professional
development of early childhood educators, and establishing key
performance measures.
(2) The council shall work in conjunction with the department
to develop a statewide early learning plan that guides the
department in promoting alignment of private and public sector
actions, objectives, and resources, and ensuring school readiness.
(3) The council shall include diverse, statewide representation
from public, nonprofit, and for-profit entities. Its membership
shall reflect regional, racial, and cultural diversity to adequately
represent the needs of all children and families in the state.
(4) Councilmembers shall serve two-year terms. However, to
stagger the terms of the council, the initial appointments for
twelve of the members shall be for one year. Once the initial oneyear to two-year terms expire, all subsequent terms shall be for
two years, with the terms expiring on June 30th of the applicable
year. The terms shall be staggered in such a way that, where

possible, the terms of members representing a specific group do
not expire simultaneously.
(5) The council shall consist of not more than twenty-three
members, as follows:
(a) The governor shall appoint at least one representative from
each of the following: The department, the office of financial
management, the department of social and health services, the
department of health, the student achievement council, and the
state board for community and technical colleges;
(b) One representative from the office of the superintendent of
public instruction, to be appointed by the superintendent of public
instruction;
(c) The governor shall appoint seven leaders in early childhood
education, with at least one representative with experience or
expertise in one or more of the areas such as the following: The
K-12 system, family day care providers, and child care centers
with four of the seven governor's appointees made as follows:
(i) The head start state collaboration office director or the
director's designee;
(ii) A representative of a head start, early head start,
migrant/seasonal head start, or tribal head start program;
(iii) A representative of a local education agency; and
(iv) A representative of the state agency responsible for
programs under section 619 or part C of the federal individuals
with disabilities education act;
(d) Two members of the house of representatives, one from
each caucus, and two members of the senate, one from each
caucus, to be appointed by the speaker of the house of
representatives and the president of the senate, respectively;
(e) Two parents, one of whom serves on the department's
parent advisory group, to be appointed by the governor;
(f) One representative of the private-public partnership created
in RCW 43.215.070, to be appointed by the partnership board;
(g) One representative designated by sovereign tribal
governments; and
(h) One representative from the Washington federation of
independent schools.
(6) The council shall be cochaired by one representative of a
state agency and one nongovernmental member, to be elected by
the council for two-year terms.
(7) The council shall appoint two members and stakeholders
with expertise in early learning to sit on the technical working
group created in section 2, chapter 234, Laws of 2010.
(8) Each member of the board shall be compensated in
accordance with RCW 43.03.240 and reimbursed for travel
expenses incurred in carrying out the duties of the board in
accordance with RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060.
(9)(a) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for
this specific purpose, the council shall convene an early achievers
review subcommittee to provide feedback and guidance on
strategies to improve the quality of instruction and environment
for early learning and provide input and recommendations on the
implementation and refinement of the early achievers program.
The review conducted by the subcommittee shall be a part of the
annual progress report required in section 17 of this act. At a
minimum the review shall address the following:
(i) Adequacy of data collection procedures;
(ii) Coaching and technical assistance standards;
(iii) Progress in reducing barriers to participation for lowincome providers and providers from diverse cultural
backgrounds, including a review of the early achievers program's
rating tools, quality standard areas, and components, and how
they are applied;
(iv) Strategies in response to data on the effectiveness of early
achievers program standards in relation to providers and children
from diverse cultural backgrounds;
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(6) To the extent data is available, an analysis of the
(v) Status of the life circumstance exemption protocols; and
distribution of early achievers program rated facilities in relation
(vi) Analysis of early achievers program data trends.
to child and provider demographics, including but not limited to
(b) The subcommittee must include consideration of cultural
race and ethnicity, home language, and geographical location;
linguistic responsiveness when analyzing the areas for review
(7) Recommendations for improving access for children from
required by (a) of this subsection.
diverse cultural backgrounds to providers rated at a level 3 or
(c) The subcommittee shall include representatives from child
higher in the early achievers program; and
care centers, family child care, the early childhood education and
(8) Recommendations for improving the early achievers
assistance program, contractors for early achievers program
program standards.
technical assistance and coaching, the organization responsible
Sec. 18. RCW 43.215.010 and 2013 c 323 s 3 and 2013 c 130
for conducting early achiever program ratings, and parents of
s 1 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
children participating in early learning programs including
DEFINITIONS.
working connections child care and early childhood education
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
and assistance programs. The subcommittee shall include
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
representatives from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds.
(1) "Agency" means any person, firm, partnership, association,
(10) The department shall provide staff support to the council.
corporation, or facility that provides child care and early learning
NEW SECTION. Sec. 16. A new section is added to
services outside a child's own home and includes the following
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
irrespective of whether there is compensation to the agency:
EARLY START ACCOUNT.
(a) "Child day care center" means an agency that regularly
The early start account is created in the state treasury.
provides early childhood education and early learning services for
Revenues in the account shall consist of appropriations by the
a group of children for periods of less than twenty-four hours;
legislature and all other sources deposited into the account.
(b) "Early learning" includes but is not limited to programs and
Moneys in the account may only be used after appropriation.
services for child care; state, federal, private, and nonprofit
Expenditures from the account may be used only to improve the
preschool; child care subsidies; child care resource and referral;
quality of early care and education programming. The department
parental education and support; and training and professional
oversees the account.
development for early learning professionals;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 17. A new section is added to
(c) "Family day care provider" means a child care provider
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
who regularly provides early childhood education and early
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT.
learning services for not more than twelve children in the
Beginning December 1, 2015, and each December 1st
provider's home in the family living quarters;
thereafter, the department, in collaboration with the early
(d) "Nongovernmental private-public partnership" means an
achievers review subcommittee of the early learning advisory
entity registered as a nonprofit corporation in Washington state
council, shall submit, in compliance with RCW 43.01.036, a
with a primary focus on early learning, school readiness, and
progress report to the governor and the legislature regarding
parental support, and an ability to raise a minimum of five million
providers' progress in the early achievers program. Each progress
dollars in contributions;
report must include the following elements:
(e) "Service provider" means the entity that operates a
(1) The number, and relative percentage, of providers by
community facility.
region who have enrolled in early achievers and who have:
(2) "Agency" does not include the following:
(a) Completed the level 2 activities;
(a) Persons related to the child in the following ways:
(b) Achieved the required rating level to remain eligible for
(i) Any blood relative, including those of half-blood, and
state-funded support under the early childhood education and
including first cousins, nephews or nieces, and persons of
assistance program or a subsidy under the working connections
preceding generations as denoted by prefixes of grand, great, or
child care program;
great-great;
(c) Failed to achieve the required rating level and engaged in
(ii) Stepfather, stepmother, stepbrother, and stepsister;
remedial activities before successfully achieving the required
(iii) A person who legally adopts a child or the child's parent
rating level;
as well as the natural and other legally adopted children of such
(d) Failed to achieve the required rating level after completing
persons, and other relatives of the adoptive parents in accordance
remedial activities; or
with state law; or
(e) Received an extension from the department based on
(iv) Spouses of any persons named in (a)(i), (ii), or (iii) of this
exceptional circumstances pursuant to RCW 43.215.100;
subsection, even after the marriage is terminated;
(2) A review of the services available to providers and children
(b) Persons who are legal guardians of the child;
from diverse cultural backgrounds;
(c) Persons who care for a neighbor's or friend's child or
(3) An examination of the effectiveness of efforts to increase
children, with or without compensation, where the person
successful participation by providers serving children and
providing care for periods of less than twenty-four hours does not
families from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds and
conduct such activity on an ongoing, regularly scheduled basis for
providers who serve children from low-income households;
the purpose of engaging in business, which includes, but is not
(4) A description of the primary obstacles and challenges faced
limited to, advertising such care;
by providers who have not achieved the required rating level to
(d) Parents on a mutually cooperative basis exchange care of
remain eligible to receive:
one another's children;
(a) A subsidy under the working connections child care
(e) Nursery schools that are engaged primarily in early
program; or
childhood education with preschool children and in which no
(b) State-funded support under the early childhood education
child is enrolled on a regular basis for more than four hours per
and assistance program;
day;
(5) A summary of the types of exceptional circumstances for
(f) Schools, including boarding schools, that are engaged
which the department has granted an extension pursuant to RCW
primarily in education, operate on a definite school year schedule,
43.215.100;
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follow a stated academic curriculum, accept only school((-))age
children, and do not accept custody of children;
(g) Seasonal camps of three months' or less duration engaged
primarily in recreational or educational activities;
(h) Facilities providing child care for periods of less than
twenty-four hours when a parent or legal guardian of the child
remains on the premises of the facility for the purpose of
participating in:
(i) Activities other than employment; or
(ii) Employment of up to two hours per day when the facility
is operated by a nonprofit entity that also operates a licensed child
care program at the same facility in another location or at another
facility;
(i) Any entity that provides recreational or educational
programming for school((-))age((d)) children only and the entity
meets all of the following requirements:
(i) The entity utilizes a drop-in model for programming, where
children are able to attend during any or all program hours without
a formal reservation;
(ii) The entity does not assume responsibility in lieu of the
parent, unless for coordinated transportation;
(iii) The entity is a local affiliate of a national nonprofit; and
(iv) The entity is in compliance with all safety and quality
standards set by the associated national agency;
(j) A program operated by any unit of local, state, or federal
government or an agency, located within the boundaries of a
federally recognized Indian reservation, licensed by the Indian
tribe;
(k) A program located on a federal military reservation, except
where the military authorities request that such agency be subject
to the licensing requirements of this chapter;
(l) A program that offers early learning and support services,
such as parent education, and does not provide child care services
on a regular basis.
(3) "Applicant" means a person who requests or seeks
employment in an agency.
(4) "Conviction information" means criminal history record
information relating to an incident which has led to a conviction
or other disposition adverse to the applicant.
(5) "Department" means the department of early learning.
(6) "Director" means the director of the department.
(7) "Early achievers" means a program that improves the
quality of early learning programs and supports and rewards
providers for their participation.
(8) "Early childhood education and assistance program
contractor" means an organization that provides early childhood
education and assistance program services under a signed contract
with the department.
(9) "Early childhood education and assistance program
provider" means an organization that provides site level, direct,
and high quality early childhood education and assistance
program services under the direction of an early childhood
education and assistance program contractor.
(10) "Early start" means an integrated high quality continuum
of early learning programs for children birth-to-five years of age.
Components of early start include, but are not limited to, the
following:
(a) Home visiting and parent education and support programs;
(b) The early achievers program described in RCW
43.215.100;
(c) Integrated full-day and part-day high quality early learning
programs; and
(d) High quality preschool for children whose family income
is at or below one hundred ten percent of the federal poverty level.

(((9))) (11) "Education data center" means the education data
center established in RCW 43.41.400, commonly referred to as
the education research and data center.
(12) "Employer" means a person or business that engages the
services of one or more people, especially for wages or salary to
work in an agency.
(((10))) (13) "Enforcement action" means denial, suspension,
revocation, modification, or nonrenewal of a license pursuant to
RCW 43.215.300(1) or assessment of civil monetary penalties
pursuant to RCW 43.215.300(3).
(((11))) (14) "Extended day program" means an early
childhood education and assistance program that offers early
learning education for at least ten hours per day, a minimum of
two thousand hours per year, at least four days per week, and
operates year round.
(15) "Full day program" means an early childhood education
and assistance program that offers early learning education for a
minimum of one thousand hours per year.
(16) "Low-income child care provider" means a person who
administers a child care program that consists of at least eighty
percent of children receiving working connections child care
subsidy.
(17) "Low-income neighborhood" means a district or
community where more than twenty percent of households are
below the federal poverty level.
(18) "Negative action" means a court order, court judgment, or
an adverse action taken by an agency, in any state, federal, tribal,
or foreign jurisdiction, which results in a finding against the
applicant reasonably related to the individual's character,
suitability, and competence to care for or have unsupervised
access to children in child care. This may include, but is not
limited to:
(a) A decision issued by an administrative law judge;
(b) A final determination, decision, or finding made by an
agency following an investigation;
(c) An adverse agency action, including termination,
revocation, or denial of a license or certification, or if pending
adverse agency action, the voluntary surrender of a license,
certification, or contract in lieu of the adverse action;
(d) A revocation, denial, or restriction placed on any
professional license; or
(e) A final decision of a disciplinary board.
(((12))) (19) "Nonconviction information" means arrest,
founded allegations of child abuse, or neglect pursuant to chapter
26.44 RCW, or other negative action adverse to the applicant.
(((13))) (20) "Nonschool age child" means a child who is age
six years or younger and who is not enrolled in a public or private
school.
(21) "Part day program" means an early childhood education
and assistance program that offers early learning education for at
least two and one-half hours per class session, at least three
hundred twenty hours per year, for a minimum of thirty weeks per
year.
(22) "Private school" means a private school approved by the
state under chapter 28A.195 RCW.
(23) "Probationary license" means a license issued as a
disciplinary measure to an agency that has previously been issued
a full license but is out of compliance with licensing standards.
(((14))) (24) "Requirement" means any rule, regulation, or
standard of care to be maintained by an agency.
(((15))) (25) "School age child" means a child who is between
the ages of five years and twelve years and is attending a public
or private school or is receiving home-based instruction under
chapter 28A.200 RCW.
(26) "Washington state preschool program" means an
education program for children three-to-five years of age who
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Chapter . . ., Laws of 2015 (this act) may be known and cited
have not yet entered kindergarten, such as the early childhood
education and assistance program.
as the early start act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 19. A new section is added to
NEW SECTION. Sec. 22. EFFECTIVE DATE. Section 4
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
of this act takes effect July 1, 2016.
JOINT SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE EARLY
NEW SECTION. Sec. 23. EFFECTIVE DATE. Section 7
ACHIEVERS PROGRAM.
of this act takes effect January 1, 2016.
(1)(a) A joint select committee on the early achievers program
NEW SECTION. Sec. 24. NULL AND VOID. If specific
is established with members as provided in this subsection.
funding for the purposes of this act, referencing this act by bill or
(i) Chair and ranking minority member of the house of
chapter number, is not provided by June 30, 2015, in the omnibus
representatives appropriations committee, or his or her designee;
appropriations act, this act is null and void."
(ii) Chair and ranking minority member of the senate ways and
means committee, or his or her designee;
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(iii) Chair and ranking minority member of the house of
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
representatives early learning and human services committee, or
Committee on Ways & Means to Engrossed Second Substitute
his or her designee; and
House Bill No. 1491.
(iv) Chair and ranking minority member of the senate early
The motion by Senator Litzow carried and the committee
learning and K-12 education committee, or his or her designee.
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
(b) The committee shall choose its chair or cochairs from
MOTION
among its legislative membership. The chair of the house of
representatives appropriations committee, or his or her designee,
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
and the chair of the senate ways and means committee, or his or
adopted:
her designee, shall convene the initial meeting of the committee.
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "system; strike the
(2) Between July 1, 2017, and December 1, 2017, the early
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 43.215.100,
achievers joint select committee shall review the demand and
43.215.135, 43.215.1352, 43.215.425, 43.215.415, 43.215.430,
availability of licensed or certified child care family homes and
43.215.455, and 43.215.090; reenacting and amending RCW
centers, approved early childhood education and assistance
43.215.200 and 43.215.010; adding new sections to chapter
programs, head start programs, and family, friend, and neighbor
43.215 RCW; creating new sections; repealing 2013 2nd sp.s. c
caregivers by geographic region, including rural and low-income
16 s 2 (uncodified); providing effective dates; and providing an
areas. This review shall specifically look at the following:
expiration date."
(a) The geographic distribution of these child care programs
by type of program, programs that accept state subsidy,
MOTION
enrollment in the early achievers program, and early achievers
rating levels; and
On motion of Senator Litzow, the rules were suspended,
(b) The demand and availability of these child care programs
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1491 as amended by
for major ethnic populations.
the Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
(3) By December 1, 2017, the early achievers joint select
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
committee shall make recommendations to the legislature on the
Senators Litzow and Billig spoke in favor of passage of the
following:
bill.
(a) The sufficiency of funding provided for the early achievers
Senators Hasegawa and Padden spoke against passage of the
program;
bill.
(b) The need for targeted funding for specific geographic
regions or major ethnic populations; and
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(c) Whether to modify the deadlines established in RCW
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No.
43.215.135 for purposes of the early achievers program mandate
1491 as amended by the Senate.
established in RCW 43.215.100.
(4) Staff support for the committee must be provided by the
ROLL CALL
senate committee services and the house of representatives office
of program research.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
(5) Legislative members of the committee must be reimbursed
Second
Substitute House Bill No. 1491 as amended by the Senate
for travel expenses in accordance with RCW 44.04.120.
and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 33;
(6) The expenses of the committee must be paid jointly by the
Nays, 11; Absent, 1; Excused, 4.
senate and the house of representatives. Committee expenditures
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Benton, Billig, Braun,
are subject to approval by the senate facilities and operations
Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser,
committee and the house of representatives executive rules
Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hewitt, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles,
committee, or their successor committees.
Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, Mullet, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson,
(7) The committee shall report its findings and
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
recommendations to the appropriate committees of the legislature
Warnick
by December 1, 2017.
Voting nay: Senators Becker, Chase, Dansel, Hasegawa,
(8) This section expires December 1, 2018.
Hatfield,
Honeyford, McCoy, Miloscia, Nelson, Padden and
NEW SECTION. Sec. 20. REPEALER. 2013 2nd sp.s. c
Roach
16 s 2 (uncodified) is repealed.
Absent: Senator Ericksen
NEW SECTION. Sec. 21. A new section is added to
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill, Hobbs and Jayapal
chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
SHORT TITLE.
1491 as amended by the Senate, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
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objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 5112, by Senators Brown, Parlette and
Benton
Creating a pilot program that provides incentives for
investments in Washington state job creation and economic
development.
MOTIONS
On motion of Senator Brown, Substitute Senate Bill No. 5112
was substituted for Senate Bill No. 5112 and the substitute bill
was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
On motion of Senator Brown, the rules were suspended,
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5112 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Brown and Chase spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Senate Bill No. 5112 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: . Yeas, 38; Nays, 6; Absent, 1; Excused, 4.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt,
Honeyford, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Frockt, Hasegawa, Keiser, McCoy,
Pedersen and Rolfes
Absent: Senator Ericksen
Excused: Senators Baumgartner, Hill, Hobbs and Jayapal
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5112, having received
the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
MOTION
At 8:10 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Friday, April 10, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5112.
ROLL CALL

HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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EIGHTY NINTH DAY
MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Friday, April 10, 2015

SHB 1166
Prime Sponsor, Committee on Capital
Budget: Concerning state general obligation bonds and related
accounts. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means

The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. No
roll was taken.

MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hewitt; Kohl-Welles; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette;
Rolfes; Schoesler and Warnick.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senator Hasegawa.

MOTION
There being no objection, the Senate advanced to the first
order of business.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES

MOTION

April 9, 2015
SB 6080 Prime Sponsor, Senator Dammeier: Financing public
school facilities necessary to support state-funded all-day
kindergarten and class size reduction in kindergarten through
third grade. Reported by Committee on Ways & Means

On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Standing Committee report were referred to the committees as
designated.

MAJORITY recommendation: That Substitute Senate Bill
No. 6080 be substituted therefor, and the substitute bill do
pass. Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier,
Vice Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hewitt; O'Ban; Parlette; Rolfes; Schoesler and
Warnick.

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.

MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hasegawa; KohlWelles and Padden.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 9, 2015
EHB 1115
Prime Sponsor, Representative Dunshee:
Concerning the capital budget. Reported by Committee on
Ways & Means
MAJORITY recommendation:
Do pass as amended.
Signed by Senators Braun, Vice Chair; Dammeier, Vice
Chair; Honeyford, Vice Chair, Capital Budget Chair;
Hargrove, Ranking Member; Keiser, Assistant Ranking
Member on the Capital Budget; Ranker, Ranking Minority
Member, Operating; Bailey; Becker; Billig; Brown; Conway;
Fraser; Hatfield; Hewitt; O'Ban; Padden; Parlette; Rolfes;
Schoesler and Warnick.
MINORITY recommendation: That it be referred without
recommendation. Signed by Senators Hasegawa and KohlWelles.
Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.
April 9, 2015

MOTION

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
EHB 2212
by Representatives Cody, Schmick and
Fagan
AN ACT Relating to exempting hospitals licensed under
chapter 70.41 RCW that receive capital funds to operate new
psychiatric services from certain certificate of need
requirements; adding a new section to chapter 70.38 RCW;
creating a new section; providing an expiration date; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the measure listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report was referred to the
committee as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Padden moved adoption of the following resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8657
By Senators Padden, Miloscia, Hargrove, Rolfes, Billig, Parlette,
Bailey, King, Chase, Hewitt, Becker, Brown, Warnick, O'Ban,
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Conway, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Fraser, Kohl-Welles, Dammeier,
Darneille, Angel, Roach, Schoesler, Keiser, Sheldon, and Nelson
WHEREAS, Down syndrome occurs when there are three,
rather than two, copies of the 21st chromosome in an individual;
and
WHEREAS, There are over 400,000 people living with Down
syndrome in the United States, making it the most commonly
occurring chromosomal condition and a significant cause of
intellectual and developmental delay, with one in every 691
babies born with Down syndrome; and
WHEREAS, Down syndrome occurs in people across all
economic levels and races, with 80 percent of children born with
Down syndrome born to women under age 35; and
WHEREAS, The life expectancy for people with Down
syndrome has increased to age 60, when in 1983 people with
Down syndrome were expected only to live to be 25; and
WHEREAS, We should encourage citizens to work together
to promote respect towards, and to celebrate the accomplishments
and contributions of, individuals with Down syndrome, so these
individuals can achieve their goals, take pride in their
achievements, and reach their fullest potential; and
WHEREAS, Tremendous work is being done by organizations
such as the Down Syndrome Community and The Arc of
Washington State to protect the right to equality, inclusion,
education, and support for people with Down syndrome across
the state; and
WHEREAS, Eric Matthes is a self-advocate with Down
syndrome who works for The Arc of King County, where he is a
powerful voice on behalf of people with Down syndrome as the
president of People First of Washington, where his
professionalism and interpersonal skills have served the local
community and increased awareness in the greater Seattle area
and around the state; and
WHEREAS, Individuals with Down syndrome have proudly
represented Washington State in the Special Olympics, where
Heather Comer of Spokane Valley was a Gold Medalist in alpine
downhill skiing at the 2013 Special Olympics World Games in
South Korea, she was the 2013 Washington State Athlete of the
Year, and she is a board member on the Special Olympics and the
Arc of Spokane, Mallory Smith of Tacoma competed in
basketball, cycling, golf, and bowling, and Angela Martin of
Seattle served with the board of directors with the Special
Olympics for nine years and competed in alpine skiing and
aquatics; and

WHEREAS, The work of human and civil rights activists
around the United States and the world have paved the avenues
whereby people with Down syndrome can attend local schools,
get married, maintain jobs, live at home, receive appropriate
health care, and lead fulfilling, integrated lives;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate recognize and honor these exemplary
individuals with Down syndrome and the dedicated communities
that wholeheartedly support them; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution
be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to Eric
Matthes, president of People First of Washington; Sean King,
president of the Down Syndrome Community; and Sue Elliott,
executive director of The Arc of Washington State.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8657.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Mr. Eric Matthes,
Outreach and Advocacy Coordinator, ARC of King County; Ms.
Heather Comer, 2013 Special Olympics, South Korea, Alpine
downhill skiing gold medalist, of Spokane Valley; and Mas.
Angela Martin, nine-year Member of the Board, Special
Olympics and Clerk, Grange Insurance Association for twentythree years and other representatives of the Down syndrome
community who were present in the gallery and recognized by the
senate.
MOTION
At 10:09 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Monday, April 13, 2015.
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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NINETY SECOND DAY

MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Monday, April 13, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exception of Senator Warnick.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Josh
Yeates and Anna Conley, presented the Colors.
Mr. Samuel Abraham, a fifth grade student and Student
Council President at Point Defiance Elementary School, Tacoma,
guest of Senator Becker, led the Senate in the Pledge of
Allegiance.
The prayer was offered by Dr. William Adam, Detective and
Chaplain, Mason County Sheriff's Office.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the third
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM GOVERNOR
GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
April 7, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
JUDY KUSCHEL, reappointed February 20, 2015, for the
term ending December 31, 2017, as Member of the State
Investment Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
CHARLES S. MCFADDEN, reappointed January 17, 2014,
for the term ending September 30, 2018, as Member of the Big
Bend Community College Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Higher Education.

April 7, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following appointment, subject
to your confirmation.
LORI M. RAMSDELL, appointed March 17, 2015, for the
term ending April 15, 2020, as Member of the Indeterminate
Sentence Review Board.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all appointees listed on the
Gubernatorial Appointments report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
April 9, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1299
and the same is herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk

April 7, 2015
TO THE HONORABLE, THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have the honor to submit the following reappointment,
subject to your confirmation.
MARK J. MAXWELL, reappointed February 18, 2015, for
the term ending February 28, 2021, as Member of the Board of
Tax Appeals.
Sincerely,
JAY INSLEE, Governor
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.

April 7, 2015

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
April 10, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The Speaker has signed:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1002,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1011,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1052,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1170,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1252,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1277,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1302,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1313,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1547,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1749,
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HOUSE BILL NO. 1819
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
April 10, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SENATE BILL NO. 5119,
SENATE BILL NO. 5121,
SENATE BILL NO. 5249,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5404,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5448,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5518,
SENATE BILL NO. 5768.
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
April 10, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The Speaker has signed:
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5023,
SENATE BILL NO. 5031,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5083,
SENATE BILL NO. 5088,
SENATE BILL NO. 5144,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5165,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5175,
SENATE BILL NO. 5176,
SENATE BILL NO. 5238,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5294,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5296,
SENATE BILL NO. 5337,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5346,
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5424,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5438,
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5504,
SENATE BILL NO. 5532,
SENATE BILL NO. 5556
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
April 10, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The Speaker has signed:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1010,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1043,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1060,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1172,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1222,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1285,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1307,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1317,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1342,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1382,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1447,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1554,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1595,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1637,

HOUSE BILL NO. 1720,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1730,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1806,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1961,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1962,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2040,
HOUSE BILL NO. 2181
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6097 by Senators Ranker, Dammeier, Rolfes, Litzow,
Billig, Hargrove, Nelson, McAuliffe and Conway
AN ACT Relating to modifying the future teachers
conditional scholarship and loan repayment program to
increase the number of early elementary teachers; and
amending RCW 28B.102.010, 28B.102.030, 28B.102.040,
28B.102.050, 28B.102.055, 28B.102.060, and 28B.102.080.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
SB 6098 by Senator Braun
AN ACT Relating to defining financial feasibility for
collective bargaining agreements; amending RCW 41.80.005
and 74.39A.240; and adding a new section to chapter 41.56
RCW.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
ESHB 1299
by House Committee on Transportation
(originally sponsored by Representatives Clibborn and Fey)
AN ACT Relating to transportation funding and
appropriations; amending RCW 43.19.642, 46.20.385,
46.63.170, 46.68.113, 47.28.030, 47.29.170, 47.56.403, and
47.56.876; amending 2012 c 74 s 11 (uncodified); amending
2015 c ... s 11 (uncodified); amending 2014 c 222 ss 101, 103,
104, 105, 201-205, 207-223, 301, 303-311, 401, 402, 404407, and 601 (uncodified); amending 2013 c 306 s 206
(uncodified); reenacting and amending RCW 46.18.060;
adding a new section to 2013 c 306 (uncodified); creating new
sections; making appropriations and authorizing expenditures
for capital improvements; providing an effective date;
providing contingent effective dates; and declaring an
emergency.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
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MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved adoption of the following
resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8663
By Senators Dammeier, Conway, Becker, Sheldon, Brown,
Dansel, O'Ban, Angel, Cleveland, Bailey, Hasegawa, Parlette,
Padden, Litzow, Pearson, Chase, Roach, Rivers, Miloscia, Braun,
Fain, Benton, Frockt, Mullet, Nelson, Schoesler, Rolfes, Billig,
Fraser, McAuliffe, Darneille, Liias, and Hatfield
WHEREAS, In 1989, the Legislature passed a bill establishing
five new university campuses, allowing UW Bothell, UW
Tacoma, WSU Spokane, WSU Tri-Cities, and WSU Vancouver
to open their doors to students 25 years ago; and
WHEREAS, These new campuses were established with the
mission of expanding access to higher education in Washington
State's urban centers, making bachelor's and graduate degree
programs more widely available, particularly for place-bound and
low-income students who cannot travel to another city to earn a
degree; and
WHEREAS, These university campuses were established with
an accompanying mission to drive economic development in their
regions, which they have accomplished through the expansion of
their physical campuses, through the strengthening of their
regional workforces, and by applying university research to
critical problems and challenges facing the communities they
serve; and
WHEREAS, In 2005, the Legislature passed a bill allowing
these campuses to become full four-year campuses, enrolling
first- and second-year students in addition to continuing to serve
transfer students from the state's community and technical college
system; and
WHEREAS, In 2011, the Legislature recognized the continued
growth and expansion of these newer UW and WSU campuses by
authorizing them to provide doctorate-level degrees; and
WHEREAS, These UW and WSU campuses continue to grow,
together enrolling more than 15,000 students annually—a number
which grows each year—and with tens of thousands of graduates,
most of whom stay in the regions where they earned their degrees,
contributing to the economic, cultural, and civic life of their
communities; and
WHEREAS, These campuses have established and continue to
develop academic and research expertise in areas that are
nationally relevant and important, which benefits the entire state
by extending the reach of our world-renowned research
universities; and
WHEREAS, This academic year, each of these 25 year old
university campuses are celebrating the 25th anniversary of the
day the State of Washington made it possible for them to enroll
their first students;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate honor the 25th anniversary of the
founding of the UW Bothell, UW Tacoma, WSU Spokane, WSU
Tri-Cities, and WSU Vancouver campuses during this celebratory
year, reaffirming our shared dedication to educational excellence
and access to education for the citizens of Washington; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution
be immediately transmitted by the Secretary of the Senate to the
chancellors of these distinguished institutions.
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Senators Dammeier, Conway, Billig, Bailey, McAuliffe,
Fraser, Kohl-Welles, Cleveland, Darneille and Becker spoke in
favor of adoption of the resolution.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8663.
The motion by Senator Dammeier carried and the resolution
was adopted by voice vote.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced students from
Highland Middle School in Bellevue led by Mr. Matthew
Perlman.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced representatives of the
various UW/WSU branch campuses: Mr. Herb Simon, Regent,
University of Washington; Dr. Ana Mari Cauce, Interim
President, University of Washington; The Honorable Brian
Ebersole, former Speaker of the House; Chancellor Lisa Brown,
WSU-Spokane, former Senator; Dr. Mark A. Pagano, Chancellor,
UW-Tacoma; Dr. Bjong Wolfe Yeigh, Chancellor, UWBothell; Dr. Mel Netzhammer, Chancellor, WSU-Vancouver;
Dr. H. Keith Moo-Young, Chancellor, WSU-Tri-Cities; and Miss
Jocelyn Patterson, President, Associated Students of the
University of Washington-Tacoma and other student government
leaders and students who were present in the gallery and
recognized by the senate.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Hewitt: “Thank you Mr. President. I think this
might be the most expensive group of people we’ve ever had in
the gallery since I’ve been here. Thank you Mr. President.”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “And you meant to say well worth it, of
course.”
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Committee on Rules
in the Majority Leader’s office immediately upon going at ease.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus fifteen minutes after going at ease.
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus immediately after the Rules hearing, about ten
minutes after going at ease.
MOTION
At 10:41 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 1:47 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
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On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
April 10, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1822,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1892,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1995,
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
2136,
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4401
and the same are herewith transmitted.

SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1806,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1819,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1961,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1962,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2040, and
HOUSE BILL NO. 2181.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION

BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT
Pursuant to Article 2, Section 32 of the State Constitution
and Senate Rule 1(5), the President announced the signing of and
thereupon did sign in open session:
SENATE BILL NO. 5300,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5591,
SENATE BILL NO. 5606,
SENATE BILL NO. 5638,
SENATE BILL NO. 5662,
SENATE BILL NO. 5757,
SENATE BILL NO. 5760,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5803,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5824,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5887, and
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8012.
SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT
Pursuant to Article 2, Section 32 of the State Constitution
and Senate Rule 1(5), the President announced the signing of and
thereupon did sign in open session:
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1002,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1010,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1011,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1043,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1052,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1060,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1170,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1172,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1222,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1252,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1277,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1285,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1302,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1307,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1313,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1317,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1342,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1382,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1447,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1547,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1554,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1595,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1637,
HOUSE BILL NO. 1720,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1730,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1749,

Senator Hewitt moved that Darcey Fugman-Small,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9054, be confirmed as a member
of the Walla Walla Community College Board of Trustees.
Senator Hewitt spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF DARCEY FUGMAN-SMALL
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Darcey Fugman-Small, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9054, as a member of the Walla Walla
Community College Board of Trustees.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Darcey
Fugman-Small, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9054, as a
member of the Walla Walla Community College Board of
Trustees and the appointment was confirmed by the following
vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 3; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Absent: Senators Hargrove, O'Ban and Warnick
Darcey Fugman-Small, Gubernatorial Appointment No.
9054, having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Walla Walla Community College
Board of Trustees.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Rivers, Senator Warnick was excused.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Litzow moved that Stassney J. Obregon,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9129, be confirmed as a member
of the Bellevue College Board of Trustees.
Senator Litzow spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF STASSNEY J. OBREGON
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Stassney J. Obregon, Gubernatorial
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Appointment No. 9129, as a member of the Bellevue College
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Board of Trustees.
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and
Sheldon
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Stassney
Excused: Senators Chase and Warnick
J. Obregon, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9129, as a member
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1078,
of the Bellevue College Board of Trustees and the appointment
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent,
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
0; Excused, 1.
as the title of the act.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
SECOND READING
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1727, by House
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Committee on Health Care & Wellness (originally sponsored by
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
Representatives Schmick, Cody and Short)
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Permitting nursing assistants to perform simple care tasks
Schoesler and Sheldon
under indirect supervision. Revised for 1st Substitute: Modifying
Excused: Senator Warnick
the definition of health care facility relating to nursing assistants'
Stassney J. Obregon, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9129,
practice settings.
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Bellevue College Board of
The measure was read the second time.
Trustees.
MOTION

MOTION

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.

On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1727 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

SECOND READING
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1078, by
House Committee on Technology & Economic Development
(originally sponsored by Representatives Hudgins, Morris,
Robinson, Kirby, Gregerson, Stanford, Ryu, Magendanz and
Pollet)
Enhancing the protection of consumer financial information.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1078 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Chase was excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1078.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 1078 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1727.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1727 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and
Sheldon
Excused: Senators Chase and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1727, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1319, by House
Committee on Public Safety (originally sponsored by
Representatives Goodman and Moscoso)
Making technical corrections to processes for persons
sentenced for offenses committed prior to reaching eighteen years
of age.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
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On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1319 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1319.

Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and
Sheldon
Excused: Senators Chase and Warnick
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1890, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

ROLL CALL
SECOND READING
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1319 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Absent: Senator Ranker
Excused: Senators Chase and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1319, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Mullet, Senator Ranker was excused.

SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1721, by House
Committee on Health Care & Wellness (originally sponsored by
Representatives Robinson, Schmick, Cody, Harris, Riccelli and
Van De Wege)
Concerning the transport of patients by ambulance to
facilities other than hospitals.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1721 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1721.

Senator Roach assumed the chair.
ROLL CALL
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1890, by Representatives
Schmick and Cody
Concerning a second-party payment process for paying
insurers. (REVISED FOR ENGROSSED: Concerning a secondparty payment process for paying issuer. )
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed House Bill No. 1890 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Becker and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed House Bill No. 1890.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1721 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and
Sheldon
Excused: Senators Chase and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1721, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1308, by Representatives Vick, Kirby,
Parker and Stanford

ROLL CALL

Addressing surplus lines of insurance.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
House Bill No. 1890 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1308 was advanced to third reading, the second
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reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1695, by
passage.
House Committee on Environment (originally sponsored by
Senator Benton spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Representatives Clibborn, Hayes, Ryu, Kochmar, Senn, Zeiger,
Tarleton, Fey, Farrell, Harmsworth, Van Werven, Stanford,
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Fitzgibbon, Stokesbary, Wylie, Tharinger, Moscoso, Riccelli and
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1308.
Santos)
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1308 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and
Sheldon
Excused: Senators Chase and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1308, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1309, by Representatives Vick and Kirby
Concerning the sale of floating homes or floating on-water
residences by brokers.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Baumgartner, the rules were
suspended, House Bill No. 1309 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1309.

Establishing a priority for the use, reuse, and recycling of
construction aggregate and recycled concrete materials in
Washington.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1695 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House Bill
No. 1695.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 1695 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and
Sheldon
Excused: Senators Chase and Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1695,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.
SECOND READING

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1309 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and
Sheldon
Excused: Senators Chase and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1309, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING

HOUSE BILL NO. 1090, by Representatives Kirby, Jinkins
and Rodne
Concerning the financial fraud and identity theft crimes
investigation and prosecution program.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1090 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1090.
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1090 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senator Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1090, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2021, by House
Committee on Health Care & Wellness (originally sponsored by
Representatives Riccelli, Parker, Cody, Holy, Ormsby and Muri)
Concerning the prescription drug assistance foundation.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 2021 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Dammeier and Keiser spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 2021.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 2021 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senator Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2021, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1627, by Representative Schmick
Expanding the existing prohibition on unlawfully entering the
land of another to hunt or to retrieve hunted wildlife under Title

77 RCW to include entering the land of another to collect wildlife
parts.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1627 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Pearson spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1627.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1627 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senator Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1627, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1586, by House
Committee on Transportation (originally sponsored by
Representatives Manweller, Dent, Orcutt and Wylie)
Transferring a railroad right-of-way to the Port of Royal
Slope.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator King moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Transportation be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 47.76 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The department must transfer, at no cost, to the Port of
Royal Slope the Royal Slope railroad right-of-way, and any
materials, equipment, and supplies purchased as a part of the
Royal Slope rehabilitation project (L1000053).
(2) The Port of Royal Slope must maintain the Royal Slope
railroad right-of-way and contract with an operator to provide
service.
(3)(a) If the Port of Royal Slope is unable to secure an
operator for any continuous five-year period, the right-of-way and
any materials, equipment, and remaining supplies revert to the
department.
(b) If ownership of the right-of-way reverts to the department
under this subsection, the property must be in at least substantially
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(6) All moneys received under this section shall be deposited
the same condition as when the right-of-way was initially
in the essential rail assistance account created in RCW 47.76.250.
transferred under this section.
Any moneys deposited under this subsection from sales or leases
(4) Any operator agreement entered into under this section
of property that are related, in any way, to the Palouse River and
must not limit the state's ability to enter into a franchise agreement
Coulee City rail lines must be used and, in the case of moneys
on the rail line. If the state enters into such a franchise agreement,
received from sales, expended within two years of receipt, only
the agreement must allow any person operating on that rail line
for the refurbishment or improvement of the Palouse River and
pursuant to a valid contract to continue to operate under the terms
Coulee City rail lines.
of the contract.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. This act is necessary for the
Sec. 2. RCW 47.76.290 and 2011 c 161 s 2 are each
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
amended to read as follows:
(1) If real property acquired by the department under this
support of the state government and its existing public
institutions, and takes effect immediately."
chapter that is essential for the operation of the rail service
contemplated in RCW 47.76.280 is not sold or leased to a public
Senator King spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
striking amendment.
or private entity authorized to operate rail service within six years
of its acquisition by the department, the department may sell or
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
lease the property at fair market value, except as provided in
section 1 of this act, to any of the following governmental entities
Senate to be the adoption of the committee striking amendment
or persons:
by the Committee on Transportation to Substitute House Bill No.
(a) Any other state agency;
1586.
(b) The city or county in which the property is situated;
The motion by Senator King carried and the committee
(c) Any other municipal corporation;
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
(d) The former owner, heir, or successor of the property from
MOTION
whom the property was acquired; or
(e) Any abutting private owner or owners.
There being no objection, the following title amendment
(2)(a) Real property acquired by the department under this
was adopted:
chapter that is not essential for the operation of the rail service
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "railroad;" strike the
contemplated in RCW 47.76.280 may be leased or sold at fair
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 47.76.290;
market value, at any time following acquisition, to any entity or
adding a new section to chapter 47.76 RCW; and declaring an
person in the following priority order:
emergency."
(i) The current tenant or lessee of the real property or real
property abutting the property being sold;
MOTION
(ii) An abutting private owner, but only after each other
abutting private owner, if any, as shown in the records of the
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
county assessor, is notified in writing of the proposed sale. If
Substitute House Bill No. 1586 as amended by the Senate was
more than one abutting private owner requests in writing the right
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
to purchase the real property within fifteen days after receiving
and the bill was placed on final passage.
notice of the proposed sale, the real property must be sold at
Senator King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
public auction in the manner provided in RCW 47.76.320 (2)
through (4);
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
(iii) Any other state agency;
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1586
(iv) The city or county in which the real property is situated;
as amended by the Senate.
(v) Any other municipal corporation; or
(vi) The former owner, heir, or successor of the real property
ROLL CALL
from whom the real property was acquired.
(b) If the department intends to sell or lease property under
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
this subsection to an entity or person that is not the entity or
House Bill No. 1586 as amended by the Senate and the bill
person with the highest priority status under this subsection, the
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0;
department must give written notice to each entity or person with
Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
higher priority status under this subsection that is reasonably
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
considered to have an interest in the property. The entity with the
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
highest priority status, willing to enter into a sale or lease at fair
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
market value, must be given right of first refusal to buy or lease
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
the property.
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
(3) Notice of intention to sell under this section shall be given
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
by publication in one or more newspapers of general circulation
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
in the area in which the property is situated not less than thirty
Schoesler and Sheldon
days prior to the intended date of sale.
Excused: Senator Warnick
(4) Sales to purchasers under this section may, at the
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1586 as amended by the
department's option, be for cash or by real estate contract, except
Senate,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared
that any such property of the Palouse River and Coulee City rail
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
lines that was purchased with bond proceeds in November 2004
to stand as the title of the act.
may be sold only for cash at fair market value.
(5) Conveyances made under this section shall be by deed
SECOND READING
executed by the secretary of transportation and shall be duly
acknowledged.
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SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1636, by House
Committee on State Government (originally sponsored by
Representatives MacEwen and Griffey)
Requiring disability employment reporting by state agencies.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Benton moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Government Operations &
Security be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. This act may be known and
cited as the state disability employment parity act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. The legislature finds that eleven
percent of working age adults and thirteen percent of the state's
total population consists of persons with disabilities, that persons
with disabilities suffer significantly higher rates of
unemployment and underemployment than in the general
population, and that representation of disabled persons in the state
workforce has declined in recent years, but has increased during
the last year. The legislature further finds that there is no policy
similar to Schedule A in the federal civil service system for
priority hiring of persons with disabilities. Therefore, the
legislature intends to increase the hiring of persons with
disabilities in the state workforce.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 43.41 RCW to read as follows:
(1) By January 31st of each year, state agencies employing
one hundred or more people must submit the report described in
subsection (2) of this section to the human resources director,
with copies to the director of the department of social and health
services' division of vocational rehabilitation and the governor's
disability employment task force.
(2) The report must include the following information:
(a) The number of employees from the previous calendar
year;
(b) The number of employees classified as individuals with
disabilities;
(c) The number of employees that separated from the state
agency the previous year;
(d) The number of employees that were hired by the state
agency the previous year;
(e) The number of employees hired from the division of
vocational rehabilitation services and from the department of the
services for the blind the previous year;
(f) The number of planned hires for the current year; and
(g) Opportunities for internships for the department of social
and health services' division of vocational rehabilitation and
developmental disabilities administration, and the department of
the services for the blind client placement, leading to an entrylevel position placement upon successful completion for the
current year."
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the committee striking amendment
by the Committee on Government Operations & Security to
Substitute House Bill No. 1636.
The motion by Senator Benton carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

There being no objection, the following title amendment
was adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "agencies;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "adding a new section to chapter
43.41 RCW; and creating new sections."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1636 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Benton and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1636
as amended by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1636 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0;
Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senator Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1636 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1179, by Representatives Lytton, Buys,
S. Hunt, Wilcox, Blake, Appleton, Morris, G. Hunt, Short,
Walkinshaw, Tarleton, Fitzgibbon, Gregerson, Van Werven,
Tharinger, Sells, Muri and MacEwen
Exempting cider makers from the wine commission
assessment.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Baumgartner, the rules were
suspended, House Bill No. 1179 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Darneille spoke on final passage.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1179.
ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Carlyle, Fey, Ortiz-Self, Senn, Walkinshaw, Moeller, Kilduff,
Bill No. 1179 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Robinson, Van De Wege, Stanford, Ryu, Lytton, Sells, Riccelli,
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Kagi, Bergquist, Clibborn, Santos, Buys and Gregerson)
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Concerning the sexual exploitation of minors.
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
The measure was read the second time.
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
MOTION
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Senator Padden moved that the following committee striking
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
amendment by the Committee on Law & Justice be adopted:
Schoesler and Sheldon
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
Excused: Senator Warnick
following:
HOUSE BILL NO. 1179, having received the constitutional
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that sexual
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
abuse and exploitation of children robs victims of their childhood
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
and irrevocably interferes with their emotional and psychological
development. Victims of child pornography often experience
SECOND READING
severe and lasting harm from the permanent memorialization of
the crimes committed against them. Child victims endure
HOUSE BILL NO. 1232, by Representatives Chandler, Blake
and McCabe
depression, withdrawal, anger, and other psychological
disorders. Victims also experience feelings of guilt and
Concerning employer-purchased fishing guide licenses.
responsibility for the sexual abuse as well as feelings of betrayal,
powerlessness, worthlessness, and low self-esteem. Each and
The measure was read the second time.
every time such an image is viewed, traded, printed, or
downloaded, the child in that image is victimized again.
MOTION
The legislature finds that the expansion of the internet and
computer-related technologies have led to a dramatic increase in
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
the availability of child pornography by simplifying how it can be
House Bill No. 1232 was advanced to third reading, the second
created, distributed, and collected. Investigators and prosecutors
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
report dramatic increases in the number and violent character of
passage.
the sexually abusive images of children being trafficked through
Senator Pearson spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
the internet. Between 2005 and 2009, the national center for
missing and exploited children's child victim identification
MOTION
program has seen a four hundred thirty-two percent increase in
child pornography films and files submitted for identification of
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Rolfes was excused.
the children depicted. The United States department of justice
estimates that pornographers have recorded the abuse of more
than one million children in the United States alone. Furthermore,
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
a well-known study conducted by crimes against children
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1232.
research center for the national center for missing and exploited
children concluded that an estimated forty percent of those who
ROLL CALL
possess child pornography have also directly victimized a child
and fifteen percent have attempted to entice a child over the
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
internet.
Bill No. 1232 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
The legislature finds that due to a lack of dedicated resources,
Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
only two percent of known child exploitation offenders are being
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
investigated. The legislature finds that additional funding sources
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
are needed to ensure that law enforcement agencies can
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
adequately investigate and prosecute offenders and victims can
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
receive necessary services, including mental health treatment.
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
Finally, the legislature finds that offenders convicted of crimes
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
relating to child pornography should bear the high cost of
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
investigations and prosecutions of these crimes and also the cost
Schoesler and Sheldon
of providing services to victims.
Excused: Senator Warnick
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
HOUSE BILL NO. 1232, having received the constitutional
chapter 9.68A RCW to read as follows:
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
(1) In addition to penalties set forth in RCW 9.68A.070, a
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
person who is convicted of violating RCW 9.68A.070 shall be
assessed a fee of one thousand dollars for each depiction or image
SECOND READING
of visual or printed matter that constitutes a separate conviction.
(2) Fees assessed under this section shall be collected by the
SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1281, by House
clerk of the court and remitted to the state treasurer for deposit
Committee on Appropriations (originally sponsored by
into the child rescue fund created in section 3 of this act.
Representatives Sawyer, Orwall, Hurst, Blake, Stokesbary,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
Tarleton, Walsh, Kirby, Appleton, G. Hunt, Pettigrew, Jinkins,
chapter 9.68A RCW to read as follows:
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(1) The child rescue fund is created in the custody of the state
treasurer. All receipts from fees collected under section 2 of this
act must be deposited into the fund.
(2) Only the attorney general for the state of Washington or
the attorney general's designee may authorize expenditures from
the fund.
(3) The attorney general or his or her designee must make any
expenditures from the fund according to the following schedule:
(a) Twenty-five percent of receipts for grants to child
advocacy centers, as defined in RCW 26.44.020; and
(b) Seventy-five percent of receipts for grants to the
Washington internet crimes against children task force for use in
investigations and prosecutions of crimes against children.
(4) The fund is subject to the allotment procedures under
chapter 43.88 RCW, but an appropriation is not required for
expenditures."
Senator Padden spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
striking amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the committee striking amendment
by the Committee on Law & Justice to Second Substitute House
Bill No. 1281.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "minors;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "adding new sections to chapter
9.68A RCW; creating a new section; and prescribing penalties."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Second Substitute House Bill No. 1281 as amended by the Senate
was advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the
third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1281 as
amended by the Senate, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1601, by Representative Rodne
Concerning venue of actions by or against counties.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1601 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1601.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1601 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 42; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 5.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hewitt,
Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles,
Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Sheldon
Voting nay: Senators Hasegawa and Hatfield
Excused: Senators Billig, Hargrove, Nelson, Ranker and
Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1601, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

MOTION
SECOND READING
On motion of Senator Habib, Senators Billig, Hargrove,
Nelson and Ranker were excused.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Second Substitute House Bill No.
1281 as amended by the Senate.

HOUSE BILL NO. 1004, by Representatives Springer,
Manweller, Moeller, Walsh, Blake, Buys, Reykdal, Wilcox,
Condotta, Fey, Gregerson and Sawyer
Clarifying provisions that allow for the tasting of alcohol by
students under twenty-one years of age.

ROLL CALL
The measure was read the second time.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
Substitute House Bill No. 1281 as amended by the Senate and
the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays,
0; Absent, 0; Excused, 5.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senators Billig, Hargrove, Nelson, Ranker and
Warnick

MOTION
On motion of Senator Baumgartner, the rules were
suspended, House Bill No. 1004 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Darneille spoke against passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1004.
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ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1004 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 38; Nays, 6; Absent, 0; Excused, 5.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban,
Parlette, Pedersen, Rivers, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Voting nay: Senators Darneille, Liias, McCoy, Padden,
Pearson and Roach
Excused: Senators Billig, Hargrove, Nelson, Ranker and
Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1004, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1485, by House Committee on Appropriations (originally
sponsored by Representatives Haler, Cody, Schmick, Shea,
Zeiger, Tarleton, Tharinger and Riccelli)
Concerning family medicine
professional shortage areas.

residencies

in

health

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Becker moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Health Care be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. It is the intent of the legislature
to increase the number of family medicine physicians in shortage
areas in the state by providing a fiscal incentive for hospitals and
clinics to develop or expand residency programs in these areas.
The legislature also intends to encourage family medicine
residents to work in shortage areas by funding the health
professional loan repayment and scholarship program.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
chapter 70.112 RCW to read as follows:
(1) Each family medicine residency program shall annually
report the following information to the department of health:
(a) The location of the residency program and whether the
program, or any portion of the program, is located in a health
professional shortage area as defined in RCW 70.112.010;
(b) The number of residents in the program and the number
who attended an in-state versus an out-of-state medical school;
and
(c) The number of graduates of the residency program who
work within health professional shortage areas.
(2) The department of health shall aggregate the information
received under subsection (1) of this section and report it to the
appropriate legislative committees of the house of representatives
and the senate by November 1, 2016, and November 1st every
even year thereafter. The report must also include information on
how the geographic distribution of family residency programs
changes over time and, if information on the number of residents
in specialty areas is readily available, a comparison of the number
of residents in family medicine versus specialty areas.
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Sec. 3. RCW 70.112.010 and 2010 1st sp.s. c 7 s 41 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Advisory board" means the family medicine education
advisory board created in section 6 of this act.
(2) "Affiliated" means established or developed in
cooperation with the schools of medicine.
(((2) "Family practice unit" means the community facility or
classroom used for training of ambulatory health skills within a
residency training program.))
(3) "Health professional shortage areas" has the same
definition as in RCW 28B.115.020.
(4) "Residency programs" ((means community-based
((family practice)) residency educational programs in family
medicine, either in existence or established under this chapter and
that are certified by the accreditation council for graduate medical
education or by the American osteopathic association.
(((4))) (5) "Schools of medicine" means the University of
Washington school of medicine located in Seattle, Washington;
the Pacific Northwest University of Health Sciences located in
Yakima, Washington; and any other such medical schools that are
accredited by the liaison committee on medical education or the
American osteopathic association's commission on osteopathic
college accreditation, and that locate their entire four-year
medical program in Washington.
Sec. 4. RCW 70.112.020 and 2012 c 117 s 426 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) There is established a statewide medical education system
for the purpose of training resident physicians in family
((practice)) medicine.
(2) The deans of the schools of medicine shall be responsible
for implementing the development and expansion of residency
programs in cooperation with the medical profession, hospitals,
and clinics located throughout the state. The ((chair of the
department of family medicine in the)) schools of medicine shall
((determine where affiliated residency programs shall exist;))
support development of high quality, accredited, affiliated
residency programs, giving consideration to communities in the
state where the population, hospital facilities, number of
physicians, and interest in medical education indicate the
potential success of the residency program and prioritizing
support for health professional shortage areas in the state.
(3) The medical education system shall provide financial
support for residents in training for those programs which are
affiliated with the schools of medicine and shall establish
positions for appropriate faculty to staff these programs.
(4) The schools of medicine shall coordinate with the office
of student financial assistance to notify prospective family
medicine students and residents of their eligibility for the health
professional loan repayment and scholarship program under
chapter 28B.115 RCW.
(5) The number of programs shall be determined by the board
and be in keeping with the needs of the state.
Sec. 5. RCW 70.112.060 and 1975 1st ex.s. c 108 s 6 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1) The moneys appropriated for these statewide family
medicine residency programs shall be in addition to all the income
of the ((University of Washington and its)) schools of medicine
and shall not be used to supplant funds for other programs under
the administration of the schools of medicine.
(2) The allocation of state funds for the residency programs
shall not exceed fifty percent of the total cost of the program.
(3) No more than twenty-five percent of the appropriation for
each fiscal year for the affiliated programs shall be authorized for
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expenditures made in support of the faculty and staff of the
schools of medicine who are associated with the affiliated
residency programs and are located at the schools of medicine.
(4) No funds for the purposes of this chapter shall be used to
subsidize the cost of care incurred by patients.
(5) No more than ten percent of the state funds appropriated
for the purposes of this chapter may be used for administrative or
overhead costs to administer the statewide family medicine
residency programs.
(6) The family medicine residency network at the University
of Washington shall, in collaboration with the schools of
medicine, administer the state funds appropriated for the purposes
of this chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to
chapter 70.112 RCW to read as follows:
(1) There is created a family medicine education advisory
board, which must consist of the following eleven members:
(a) One member appointed by the dean of the school of
medicine at the University of Washington school of medicine;
(b) One member appointed by the dean of the school of
medicine at the Pacific Northwest University of Health Sciences;
(c) Two citizen members, one from west of the crest of the
Cascade mountains and one from east of the crest of the Cascade
mountains, to be appointed by the governor;
(d) One member appointed by the Washington state medical
association;
(e) One member appointed by the Washington osteopathic
medical association;
(f) One member appointed by the Washington state academy
of family physicians;
(g) One hospital administrator representing those Washington
hospitals with family medicine residency programs, appointed by
the Washington state hospital association;
(h) One director representing the directors of communitybased family medicine residency programs, appointed by the
family medicine residency network;
(i) One member of the house of representatives appointed by
the speaker of the house; and
(j) One member of the senate appointed by the president of
the senate.
(2) The two members of the advisory board appointed by the
deans of the schools of medicine shall serve as chairs of the
advisory board.
(3) The cochairs of the advisory board, appointed by the deans
of the schools of medicine, shall serve as permanent members of
the advisory board without specified term limits. The deans of the
schools of medicine have the authority to replace the chair
representing their school. The deans of the schools of medicine
shall appoint a new member in the event that the member
representing their school vacates his or her position.
(4) Other members must be initially appointed as follows:
Terms of the two public members must be two years; terms of the
members appointed by the medical association and the hospital
association must be three years; and the remaining members must
be four years. Thereafter, terms for the nonpermanent members
must be four years. Members may serve two consecutive terms.
New appointments must be filled in the same manner as for
original appointments. Vacancies must be filled for an unexpired
term in the manner of the original appointment.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. A new section is added to
chapter 70.112 RCW to read as follows:
The advisory board shall consider and provide
recommendations on the selection of the areas within the state
where affiliate residency programs could exist, the allocation of
funds appropriated under this chapter, and the procedures for
review and evaluation of the residency programs.

Sec. 8. RCW 18.71.080 and 2011 c 178 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) Every person licensed to practice medicine in this state
shall pay licensing fees and renew his or her license in accordance
with administrative procedures and administrative requirements
adopted as provided in RCW 43.70.250 and 43.70.280.
(b) The commission shall request licensees to submit
information about their current professional practice at the time
of license renewal and licensees must provide the information
requested. This information may include practice setting, medical
specialty, board certification, or other relevant data determined by
the commission.
(c) A physician who resides and practices in Washington and
obtains or renews a retired active license shall be exempt from
licensing fees imposed under this section. The commission may
establish rules governing mandatory continuing education
requirements which shall be met by physicians applying for
renewal of licenses. The rules shall provide that mandatory
continuing education requirements may be met in part by
physicians showing evidence of the completion of approved
activities relating to professional liability risk management. The
number of hours of continuing education for a physician holding
a retired active license shall not exceed fifty hours per year.
(2) The office of crime victims advocacy shall supply the
commission with information on methods of recognizing victims
of human trafficking, what services are available for these
victims, and where to report potential trafficking situations. The
information supplied must be culturally sensitive and must
include information relating to minor victims. The commission
shall disseminate this information to licensees by: Providing the
information on the commission's web site; including the
information in newsletters; holding trainings at meetings attended
by organization members; or another distribution method
determined by the commission. The commission shall report to
the office of crime victims advocacy on the method or methods it
uses to distribute information under this subsection.
(3) The commission, in its sole discretion, may permit an
applicant who has not renewed his or her license to be licensed
without examination if it is satisfied that such applicant meets all
the requirements for licensure in this state, and is competent to
engage in the practice of medicine.
Sec. 9. RCW 18.71A.020 and 2011 c 178 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The commission shall adopt rules fixing the qualifications
and the educational and training requirements for licensure as a
physician assistant or for those enrolled in any physician assistant
training program. The requirements shall include completion of
an accredited physician assistant training program approved by
the commission and within one year successfully take and pass an
examination approved by the commission, if the examination
tests subjects substantially equivalent to the curriculum of an
accredited physician assistant training program. An interim
permit may be granted by the department of health for one year
provided the applicant meets all other requirements. Physician
assistants licensed by the board of medical examiners, or the
medical quality assurance commission as of July 1, 1999, shall
continue to be licensed.
(2)(a) The commission shall adopt rules governing the extent
to which:
(i) Physician assistant students may practice medicine during
training; and
(ii) Physician assistants may practice after successful
completion of a physician assistant training course.
(b) Such rules shall provide:
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physician assistant training program. The requirements shall
(i) That the practice of a physician assistant shall be limited to
the performance of those services for which he or she is trained;
include completion of an accredited physician assistant training
and
program approved by the board and within one year successfully
(ii) That each physician assistant shall practice medicine only
take and pass an examination approved by the board, providing
under the supervision and control of a physician licensed in this
such examination tests subjects substantially equivalent to the
state, but such supervision and control shall not be construed to
curriculum of an accredited physician assistant training program.
necessarily require the personal presence of the supervising
An interim permit may be granted by the department of health for
physician or physicians at the place where services are rendered.
one year provided the applicant meets all other requirements.
(3) Applicants for licensure shall file an application with the
Physician assistants licensed by the board of osteopathic medicine
commission on a form prepared by the secretary with the approval
as of July 1, 1999, shall continue to be licensed.
of the commission, detailing the education, training, and
(2)(a) The board shall adopt rules governing the extent to
experience of the physician assistant and such other information
which:
as the commission may require. The application shall be
(i) Physician assistant students may practice medicine during
accompanied by a fee determined by the secretary as provided in
training; and
RCW 43.70.250 and 43.70.280. A surcharge of fifty dollars per
(ii) Physician assistants may practice after successful
year shall be charged on each license renewal or issuance of a new
completion of a training course.
license to be collected by the department and deposited into the
(b) Such rules shall provide:
impaired physician account for physician assistant participation
(i) That the practice of an osteopathic physician assistant shall
in the impaired physician program. Each applicant shall furnish
be limited to the performance of those services for which he or
proof satisfactory to the commission of the following:
she is trained; and
(a) That the applicant has completed an accredited physician
(ii) That each osteopathic physician assistant shall practice
assistant program approved by the commission and is eligible to
osteopathic medicine only under the supervision and control of an
take the examination approved by the commission;
osteopathic physician licensed in this state, but such supervision
(b) That the applicant is of good moral character; and
and control shall not be construed to necessarily require the
(c) That the applicant is physically and mentally capable of
personal presence of the supervising physicians at the place where
practicing medicine as a physician assistant with reasonable skill
services are rendered. The board may authorize the use of
and safety. The commission may require an applicant to submit
alternative supervisors who are licensed either under chapter
to such examination or examinations as it deems necessary to
18.57 or 18.71 RCW.
determine an applicant's physical or mental capability, or both, to
(3) Applicants for licensure shall file an application with the
safely practice as a physician assistant.
board on a form prepared by the secretary with the approval of
(4)(a) The commission may approve, deny, or take other
the board, detailing the education, training, and experience of the
disciplinary action upon the application for license as provided in
physician assistant and such other information as the board may
the Uniform Disciplinary Act, chapter 18.130 RCW.
require. The application shall be accompanied by a fee
(b) The license shall be renewed as determined under RCW
determined by the secretary as provided in RCW 43.70.250 and
43.70.250 and 43.70.280. The commission shall request licensees
43.70.280. A surcharge of twenty-five dollars per year may be
to submit information about their current professional practice at
charged on each license renewal or issuance of a new license to
the time of license renewal and licensees must provide the
be collected by the department of health for physician assistant
information requested. This information may include practice
participation in an impaired practitioner program. Each applicant
setting, medical specialty, or other relevant data determined by
shall furnish proof satisfactory to the board of the following:
the commission.
(a) That the applicant has completed an accredited physician
(c) The commission may authorize the use of alternative
assistant program approved by the board and is eligible to take the
supervisors who are licensed either under chapter 18.57 or 18.71
examination approved by the board;
RCW.
(b) That the applicant is of good moral character; and
(5) All funds in the impaired physician account shall be paid
(c) That the applicant is physically and mentally capable of
to the contract entity within sixty days of deposit.
practicing osteopathic medicine as an osteopathic physician
Sec. 10. RCW 18.57.050 and 1996 c 191 s 36 are each
assistant with reasonable skill and safety. The board may require
amended to read as follows:
any applicant to submit to such examination or examinations as it
(1) The board may establish rules and regulations governing
deems necessary to determine an applicant's physical and/or
mandatory continuing education requirements which shall be met
mental capability to safely practice as an osteopathic physician
by physicians applying for renewal of licenses. Administrative
assistant.
procedures, administrative requirements, and fees for
(4) The board may approve, deny, or take other disciplinary
applications and renewals shall be established as provided in
action upon the application for a license as provided in the
RCW 43.70.250 and 43.70.280. The board shall determine
uniform disciplinary act, chapter 18.130 RCW. The license shall
prerequisites for relicensing.
be renewed as determined under RCW 43.70.250 and 43.70.280.
(2) The board must request licensees to submit information
(5) The board must request licensees to submit information
about their current professional practice at the time of license
about their current professional practice at the time of license
renewal and licensees must provide the information
renewal and licensees must provide the information
requested. This information may include practice setting, medical
requested. This information may include practice setting, medical
specialty, board certification, or other relevant data determined by
specialty, board certification, or other relevant data determined by
the board.
the board."
Sec. 11. RCW 18.57A.020 and 1999 c 127 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
(1) The board shall adopt rules fixing the qualifications and
Senate to be the adoption of the committee striking amendment
the educational and training requirements for licensure as an
by the Committee on Health Care to Engrossed Second Substitute
osteopathic physician assistant or for those enrolled in any
House Bill No. 1485.
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The motion by Senator Becker carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment
was adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "areas;" strike the remainder
of the title and insert "amending RCW 70.112.020, 70.112.060,
18.71.080, 18.71A.020, 18.57.050, and 18.57A.020; reenacting
and amending RCW 70.112.010; adding new sections to chapter
70.112 RCW; and creating a new section."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1485 as amended by
the Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Becker and Conway spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute
House Bill No. 1485 as amended by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute House Bill No. 1485 as amended by the Senate
and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 44;
Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 5.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senators Billig, Hargrove, Nelson, Ranker and
Warnick
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1485 as amended by the Senate, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1898, by House
Committee on Judiciary (originally sponsored by Representatives
Ortiz-Self, Johnson, Walkinshaw, Muri, Robinson, Pettigrew,
Lytton and Kilduff)
Concerning awareness of the possibility of children testifying
remotely in certain cases.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Padden moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Law & Justice be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:

"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) The legislature finds that
RCW 9A.44.150, which allows testimony of child victims by
closed-circuit television in certain cases, helps protect certain
child witnesses. During the prosecution of many child abuse
cases, child victims may suffer serious emotional and mental
trauma from exposure to the abuser. Some of these child victims
are unable to testify at all in the presence of the abuser. For these
reasons, the legislature found it a compelling state interest to
allow for remote testimony in certain cases to enhance the truthseeking process and to shield child victims from trauma.
(2) The legislature further finds that while there is a possibility
for certain child victims to testify remotely in some cases, this
procedure is rarely used. The legislature intends to raise
awareness regarding this procedure by including it in training
materials for investigating and prosecuting sexual assault cases.
Sec. 2. RCW 43.101.270 and 1991 c 267 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Each year the criminal justice training commission shall
offer an intensive, integrated training session on investigating and
prosecuting sexual assault cases. The training shall place
particular emphasis on the development of professionalism and
sensitivity towards the victim and the victim's family.
(2) The commission shall seek advice from the Washington
association of prosecuting attorneys, the Washington defender
association, the Washington association of sheriffs and police
chiefs, and the Washington coalition of sexual assault programs.
(3) The training shall be an integrated approach to sexual
assault cases so that prosecutors, law enforcement, defenders, and
victim advocates can all benefit from the training.
(4) The training shall be self-supporting through fees charged
to the participants of the training.
(5) The training shall include a reference to the possibility that
a court may allow children under the age of fourteen to testify in
a room outside the presence of the defendant and the jury pursuant
to RCW 9A.44.150.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 43.101 RCW to read as follows:
The criminal justice training commission shall annually
survey law enforcement and prosecuting agencies regarding, with
respect to the preceding year: (1) The frequency of cases where
children under the age of fourteen have elected not to testify,
including the reasons for the election not to testify; (2) the number
of cases where remote testimony pursuant to RCW 9A.44.150
was used and whether those cases resulted in conviction; and (3)
the total number of child sexual abuse cases referred for
prosecution and the number of those cases that were prosecuted.
The results of the survey described in this section must be
reported every other year to the appropriate committees of the
legislature with an initial reporting date of December 1, 2015."
Senator Padden spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
striking amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the committee striking amendment
by the Committee on Law & Justice to Substitute House Bill No.
1898.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "victims;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 43.101.270;
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adding a new section to chapter 43.101 RCW; and creating a new
Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill,
section."
Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden,
MOTION
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Rolfes, Schoesler
and Sheldon
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Benton, Dansel, Ericksen
Substitute House Bill No. 1898 as amended by the Senate was
and Roach
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
Excused: Senators Billig, Nelson and Warnick
and the bill was placed on final passage.
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1410,
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
as the title of the act.
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1898
as amended by the Senate.
SECOND READING
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1898 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 0;
Absent, 0; Excused, 4.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senators Billig, Hargrove, Nelson and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1898 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1410, by
House Committee on Local Government (originally sponsored by
Representatives Takko, Muri, Kilduff, Zeiger, Manweller, Pike,
Stanford and Condotta)
Modifying provisions governing the competitive bidding
process of water-sewer districts.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1410 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Benton spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House Bill
No. 1410.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 1410 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 41; Nays, 5; Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Braun, Brown,
Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser,

HOUSE BILL NO. 1282, by Representatives Zeiger,
Goodman, Klippert, Orwall, Appleton, Sawyer and Gregerson
Addressing the crime of driving while license suspended
where the suspension is based on noncompliance with a child
support order.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1282 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Habib spoke against passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1282.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1282 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 29; Nays, 18; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, King, Liias, Litzow, Miloscia,
Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers,
Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, McAuliffe, McCoy, Ranker and
Roach
Excused: Senators Nelson and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1282, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1896, by House
Committee on Technology & Economic Development (originally
sponsored by Representatives Smith, Hudgins, Tarleton and
Young)
Providing a statewide minimum privacy policy for disclosure
of customer energy use information.
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The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

Senator Ericksen moved that the following committee
striking amendment by the Committee on Energy, Environment
& Telecommunications be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 19.29A.010 and 2000 c 213 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Biomass generation" means electricity derived from
burning solid organic fuels from wood, forest, or field residue, or
dedicated energy crops that do not include wood pieces that have
been treated with chemical preservatives such as creosote,
pentachlorophenol, or copper-chrome-arsenic.
(2) "Bonneville power administration system mix" means a
generation mix sold by the Bonneville power administration that
is net of any resource specific sales and that is net of any
electricity sold to direct service industrial customers, as defined
in section 3(8) of the Pacific Northwest electric power planning
and conservation act (16 U.S.C. Sec. 839(a)(8)).
(3) "Coal generation" means the electricity produced by a
generating facility that burns coal as the primary fuel source.
(4) "Commission" means the utilities and transportation
commission.
(5) "Conservation" means an increase in efficiency in the use
of energy use that yields a decrease in energy consumption while
providing the same or higher levels of service. Conservation
includes low-income weatherization programs.
(6) "Consumer-owned utility" means a municipal electric
utility formed under Title 35 RCW, a public utility district formed
under Title 54 RCW, an irrigation district formed under chapter
87.03 RCW, a cooperative formed under chapter 23.86 RCW, or
a mutual corporation or association formed under chapter 24.06
RCW, that is engaged in the business of distributing electricity to
more than one retail electric customer in the state.
(7) "Declared resource" means an electricity source
specifically identified by a retail supplier to serve retail electric
customers. A declared resource includes a stated quantity of
electricity tied directly to a specified generation facility or set of
facilities either through ownership or contract purchase, or a
contractual right to a stated quantity of electricity from a specified
generation facility or set of facilities.
(8) "Department" means the department of ((community,
trade, and economic development)) commerce.
(9) "Electricity information coordinator" means the
organization selected by the department under RCW 19.29A.080
to: (a) Compile generation data in the Northwest power pool by
generating project and by resource category; (b) compare the
quantity of electricity from declared resources reported by retail
suppliers with available generation from such resources; (c)
calculate the net system power mix; and (d) coordinate with other
comparable organizations in the western interconnection.
(10) "Electric meters in service" means those meters that
record in at least nine of twelve calendar months in any calendar
year not less than two hundred fifty kilowatt-hours per month.
(11) "Electricity product" means the electrical energy
produced by a generating facility or facilities that a retail supplier
sells or offers to sell to retail electric customers in the state of
Washington, provided that nothing in this title shall be construed
to mean that electricity is a good or product for the purposes of
Title 62A RCW, or any other purpose. It does not include

electrical energy generated on-site at a retail electric customer's
premises.
(12) "Electric utility" means a consumer-owned or investorowned utility as defined in this section.
(13) "Electricity" means electric energy measured in kilowatthours, or electric capacity measured in kilowatts, or both.
(14) "Fuel mix" means the actual or imputed sources of
electricity sold to retail electric customers, expressed in terms of
percentage contribution by resource category. The total fuel mix
included in each disclosure shall total one hundred percent.
(15) "Geothermal generation" means electricity derived from
thermal energy naturally produced within the earth.
(16) "Governing body" means the council of a city or town,
the commissioners of an irrigation district, municipal electric
utility, or public utility district, or the board of directors of an
electric cooperative or mutual association that has the authority to
set and approve rates.
(17) "High efficiency cogeneration" means electricity
produced by equipment, such as heat or steam used for industrial,
commercial, heating, or cooling purposes, that meets the federal
energy regulatory commission standards for qualifying facilities
under the public utility regulatory policies act of 1978.
(18) "Hydroelectric generation" means a power source
created when water flows from a higher elevation to a lower
elevation and the flow is converted to electricity in one or more
generators at a single facility.
(19) "Investor-owned utility" means a company owned by
investors that meets the definition of RCW 80.04.010 and is
engaged in distributing electricity to more than one retail electric
customer in the state.
(20) "Landfill gas generation" means electricity produced by
a generating facility that uses waste gases produced by the
decomposition of organic materials in landfills.
(21) "Natural gas generation" means electricity produced by a
generating facility that burns natural gas as the primary fuel
source.
(22) "Northwest power pool" means the generating resources
included in the United States portion of the Northwest power pool
area as defined by the western systems coordinating council.
(23) "Net system power mix" means the fuel mix in the
Northwest power pool, net of: (a) Any declared resources in the
Northwest power pool identified by in-state retail suppliers or
out-of-state entities that offer electricity for sale to retail electric
customers; (b) any electricity sold by the Bonneville power
administration to direct service industrial customers; and (c) any
resource specific sales made by the Bonneville power
administration.
(24) "Oil generation" means electricity produced by a
generating facility that burns oil as the primary fuel source.
(25) "Proprietary customer information" means: (a)
Information that relates to the source, technical configuration,
destination, and amount of electricity used by a retail electric
customer, a retail electric customer's payment history, and
household data that is made available by the customer solely by
virtue of the utility-customer relationship; and (b) information
contained in a retail electric customer's bill.
(26) "Renewable resources" means electricity generation
facilities fueled by: (a) Water; (b) wind; (c) solar energy; (d)
geothermal energy; (e) landfill gas; or (f) biomass energy based
on solid organic fuels from wood, forest, or field residues, or
dedicated energy crops that do not include wood pieces that have
been treated with chemical preservatives such as creosote,
pentachlorophenol, or copper-chrome-arsenic.
(27) "Resale" means the purchase and subsequent sale of
electricity for profit, but does not include the purchase and the
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by a consumer-owned utility to the governing body of the
subsequent sale of electricity at the same rate at which the
electricity was purchased.
consumer-owned utility.
(28) "Retail electric customer" means a person or entity that
(9) An annual report containing the following information for
purchases electricity for ultimate consumption and not for resale.
the previous calendar year:
(29) "Retail supplier" means an electric utility that offers an
(a) A general description of the electric utility's customers,
electricity product for sale to retail electric customers in the state.
including the number of residential, commercial, and industrial
(30) "Small utility" means any consumer-owned utility with
customers served by the electric utility, and the amount of
twenty-five thousand or fewer electric meters in service, or that
electricity consumed by each customer class in which there are at
has an average of seven or fewer customers per mile of
least three customers, stated as a percentage of the total utility
distribution line.
load;
(31) "Solar generation" means electricity derived from
(b) A summary of the average electricity rates for each
radiation from the sun that is directly or indirectly converted to
customer class in which there are at least three customers, stated
electrical energy.
in cents per kilowatt-hour, the date of the electric utility's last
(32) "State" means the state of Washington.
general rate increase or decrease, the identity of the entity
(33) "Waste incineration generation" means electricity
responsible for setting rates, and an explanation of how to receive
derived from burning solid or liquid wastes from businesses,
notice of public hearings where changes in rates will be
households, municipalities, or waste treatment operations.
considered or approved;
(34) "Wind generation" means electricity created by
(c) An explanation of the amount invested by the electric
movement of air that is converted to electrical energy.
utility in conservation, nonhydrorenewable resources, and low(35) "Private customer information" includes a retail electric
income energy assistance programs, and the source of funding for
customer's name, address, telephone number, and other
the investments; and
personally identifying information.
(d) An explanation of the amount of federal, state, and local
Sec. 2. RCW 19.29A.020 and 1998 c 300 s 3 are each
taxes collected and paid by the electric utility, including the
amended to read as follows:
amounts collected by the electric utility but paid directly by retail
Except as otherwise provided in RCW 19.29A.040, each
electric customers.
electric utility must provide its retail electric customers with the
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
following disclosures in accordance with RCW 19.29A.030:
chapter 19.29A RCW to read as follows:
(1) An explanation of any applicable credit and deposit
(1) An electric utility may not sell private or proprietary
customer information.
requirements, including the means by which credit may be
(2) An electric utility may not disclose private or proprietary
established, the conditions under which a deposit may be
customer information with or to its affiliates, subsidiaries, or any
required, the amount of any deposit, interest paid on the deposit,
other third party for the purposes of marketing services or product
and the circumstances under which the deposit will be returned or
forfeited.
offerings to a retail electric customer who does not already
(2) A complete, itemized listing of all rates and charges for
subscribe to that service or product, unless the utility has first
which the customer is responsible, including charges, if any, to
obtained the customer's written or electronic permission to do so.
terminate service, the identity of the entity responsible for setting
(3) The utility must:
rates, and an explanation of how to receive notice of public
(a) Obtain a retail electric customer's prior permission for
hearings where changes in rates will be considered or approved.
each instance of disclosure of his or her private or proprietary
(3) An explanation of the metering or measurement policies
customer information to an affiliate, subsidiary, or other third
and procedures, including the process for verifying the reliability
party for purposes of marketing services or products that the
of the meters or measurements and adjusting bills upon discovery
customer does not already subscribe to; and
of errors in the meters or measurements.
(b) Maintain a record for each instance of permission for
(4) An explanation of bill payment policies and procedures,
disclosing a retail electric customer's private or proprietary
including due dates, applicable late fees, and the interest rate
customer information.
charged, if any, on unpaid balances.
(4) An electric utility must retain the following information
(5) An explanation of the payment arrangement options
for each instance of a retail electric customer's consent for
available to customers, including budget payment plans and the
disclosure of his or her private or proprietary customer
availability of home heating assistance from government and
information if provided electronically:
private sector organizations.
(a) The confirmation of consent for the disclosure of private
(6) An explanation of the method by which customers must
customer information;
give notice of their intent to discontinue service, the
(b) A list of the date of the consent and the affiliates,
circumstances under which service may be discontinued by the
subsidiaries, or third parties to which the customer has authorized
utility, the conditions that must be met by the utility prior to
disclosure of his or her private or proprietary customer
discontinuing service, and how to avoid disconnection.
information; and
(7) An explanation of the utility's policies governing the
(c) A confirmation that the name, service address, and account
confidentiality of private and proprietary customer information,
number exactly matches the utility record for such account.
(5) This section does not require customer permission for or
including the circumstances under which the information may be
prevent disclosure of private or proprietary customer information
disclosed and ways in which customers can control access to the
by an electric utility to a third party with which the utility has a
information.
contract where such contract is directly related to conduct of the
(8) An explanation of the methods by which customers may
utility's business, provided that the contract prohibits the third
make inquiries to and file complaints with the utility, and the
party from further disclosing any private or proprietary customer
utility's procedures for responding to and resolving complaints
information obtained from the utility to a party that is not the
and disputes, including a customer's right to complain about an
utility and not a party to the contract with the utility.
investor-owned utility to the commission and appeal a decision
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(6) This section does not prevent disclosure of the essential
terms and conditions of special contracts.
(7) This section does not prevent the electric utility from
inserting any marketing information into the retail electric
customer's billing package.
(8) An electric utility may collect and release retail electric
customer information in aggregate form if the aggregated
information does not allow any specific customer to be identified.
(9) The legislature finds that the practices covered by this
section are matters vitally affecting the public interest for the
purpose of applying the consumer protection act, chapter 19.86
RCW. A violation of this section is not reasonable in relation to
the development and preservation of business and is an unfair or
deceptive act in trade or commerce and an unfair method of
competition for the purpose of applying the consumer protection
act, chapter 19.86 RCW.
(10) The statewide minimum privacy policy established in
subsections (1) through (8) of this section must, in the case of an
investor-owned utility, be enforced by the commission by rule or
order.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
chapter 19.29A RCW to read as follows:
(1) A person may not capture or obtain private or proprietary
customer information for a commercial purpose unless the
person:
(a) Informs the retail electric customer before capturing or
obtaining private or proprietary customer information; and
(b) Receives the retail electric customer's written or electronic
permission to capture private or proprietary customer
information.
(2) A person who legally possesses private or proprietary
customer information that is captured for a commercial purpose
may not sell, lease, or otherwise disclose the private or proprietary
customer information to another person unless:
(a) The retail electric customer consents to the disclosure;
(b) The private or proprietary customer information is
disclosed to an electric utility or other third party as necessary to
effect, administer, enforce, or complete a financial transaction
that the retail electric customer requested, initiated, or authorized,
provided that the electric utility or third party maintains
confidentiality of the private or proprietary customer information
and does not further disclose the information except as permitted
under this subsection (2); or
(c) The disclosure is required or expressly permitted by a
federal statute or by a state statute.
(3) For the purposes of this section, "person" means any
individual, partnership, corporation, limited liability company, or
other organization or commercial entity, except that "person"
does not include an electric utility.
(4) Except as provided in section 5 of this act, the legislature
finds that the practices covered by this section are matters vitally
affecting the public interest for the purpose of applying the
consumer protection act, chapter 19.86 RCW. A violation of this
section is not reasonable in relation to the development and
preservation of business and is an unfair or deceptive act in trade
or commerce and an unfair method of competition for the purpose
of applying the consumer protection act, chapter 19.86 RCW.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to
chapter 19.29A RCW to read as follows:
This chapter does not apply to energy benchmarking
programs authorized by: (1) Federal law; (2) state law; or (3) local
laws that are consistent with the personally identifying
information requirements of RCW 19.27A.170."
MOTION

Senator Ericksen moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ericksen to the committee striking amendment be
adopted:
On page 8, line 4 of the amendment, after "capture" insert "or
obtain"
On page 8, line 6 of the amendment, after "captured" insert
"or obtained"
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ericksen
on page 8, line 4 to the committee striking amendment to
Substitute House Bill No. 1896.
The motion by Senator Ericksen carried and the amendment
to the committee striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment as amended.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the committee striking amendment
by
the
Committee
on
Energy,
Environment
&
Telecommunications as amended to Substitute House Bill No.
1896.
The motion by Senator Ericksen carried and the committee
striking amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "information;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 19.29A.010 and
19.29A.020; and adding new sections to chapter 19.29A RCW."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Ericksen, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1896 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1896
as amended by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1896 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0;
Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senator Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1896 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
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being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
title of the act.
to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING

SECOND READING

HOUSE BILL NO. 2055, by Representatives Johnson, S.
Hunt, Walsh, Van De Wege, Haler, Appleton, Hawkins,
Robinson, Zeiger, Sawyer, Wilson, Clibborn, Scott, Kagi, Buys,
Fagan and Tharinger

HOUSE BILL NO. 1059, by Representatives Fagan,
Goodman, Hayes, Moscoso, Takko, Tarleton, Orwall, Nealey,
Klippert, Pettigrew, Gregerson, Haler, Fitzgibbon, Stanford and
Farrell

Concerning statements on ballot measures in voters'
pamphlets.

Concerning sexually violent predators.
The measure was read the second time.

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
MOTION
Senator Liias moved that the following amendment by
Senator Liias be adopted:
On page 4, line 12, after "arguments" insert "including
arguments from persons advocating and opposing the measure"
Senators Liias and Benton spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Liias on
page 4, line 12 to House Bill No. 2055.
The motion by Senator Liias carried and the amendment was
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 2055 as amended by the Senate was advanced to
third reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill
was placed on final passage.
Senators Benton and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senators Hargrove and Ranker
were excused.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of House Bill No. 2055 as amended
by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 2055 as amended by the Senate and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 1; Absent, 0;
Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Voting nay: Senator Dansel
Excused: Senators Hargrove, Ranker and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 2055 as amended by the Senate, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There

Senator O'Ban moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators O'Ban and Darneille be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 71.09.070 and 2011 2nd sp.s. c 7 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Each person committed under this chapter shall have a
current examination of his or her mental condition made by the
department ((of social and health services)) at least once every
year. ((The annual report shall include))
(2) The evaluator must prepare a report that includes
consideration of whether:
(a) The committed person currently meets the definition of a
sexually violent predator ((and whether));
(b) Conditional release to a less restrictive alternative is in the
best interest of the person; and
(c) Conditions can be imposed that would adequately protect
the community.
(3) The department, on request of the committed person, shall
allow a record of the annual review interview to be preserved by
audio recording and made available to the committed person.
(4) The evaluator must indicate in the report whether the
committed person participated in the interview and examination.
(5) The department ((of social and health services)) shall file
((this periodic)) the report with the court that committed the
person under this chapter. The report shall be in the form of a
declaration or certification in compliance with the requirements
of RCW 9A.72.085 and shall be prepared by a professionally
qualified person as defined by rules adopted by the secretary. A
copy of the report shall be served on the prosecuting agency
involved in the initial commitment and upon the committed
person and his or her counsel.
(6)(a) The committed person may retain, or if he or she is
indigent and so requests, the court may appoint a qualified expert
or a professional person to examine him or her, and such expert
or professional person shall have access to all records concerning
the person.
(((2))) (b) Any report prepared by the expert or professional
person and any expert testimony on the committed person's behalf
is not admissible in a proceeding pursuant to RCW 71.09.090,
unless the committed person participated in the most recent
interview and evaluation completed by the department.
(7) If an unconditional release trial is ordered pursuant to
RCW 71.09.090, this section is suspended until the completion of
that trial. If the individual is found either by jury or the court to
continue to meet the definition of a sexually violent predator, the
department must conduct an examination pursuant to this section
no later than one year after the date of the order finding that the
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individual continues to be a sexually violent predator. The
examination must comply with the requirements of this section.
(8) During any period of confinement pursuant to a criminal
conviction, or for any period of detention awaiting trial on
criminal charges, this section is suspended. Upon the return of the
person committed under this chapter to the custody of the
department, the department shall initiate an examination of the
person's mental condition. The examination must comply with the
requirements of subsection (1) of this section.
Sec. 2. RCW 71.09.020 and 2009 c 409 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions
in this section apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Department" means the department of social and health
services.
(2) "Health care facility" means any hospital, hospice care
center, licensed or certified health care facility, health
maintenance organization regulated under chapter 48.46 RCW,
federally qualified health maintenance organization, federally
approved renal dialysis center or facility, or federally approved
blood bank.
(3) "Health care practitioner" means an individual or firm
licensed or certified to engage actively in a regulated health
profession.
(4) "Health care services" means those services provided by
health professionals licensed pursuant to RCW 18.120.020(4).
(5) "Health profession" means those licensed or regulated
professions set forth in RCW 18.120.020(4).
(6) "Less restrictive alternative" means court-ordered
treatment in a setting less restrictive than total confinement which
satisfies the conditions set forth in RCW 71.09.092. A less
restrictive alternative may not include placement in the
community protection program as pursuant to RCW 71A.12.230.
(7) "Likely to engage in predatory acts of sexual violence if
not confined in a secure facility" means that the person more
probably than not will engage in such acts if released
unconditionally from detention on the sexually violent predator
petition. Such likelihood must be evidenced by a recent overt act
if the person is not totally confined at the time the petition is filed
under RCW 71.09.030.
(8) "Mental abnormality" means a congenital or acquired
condition affecting the emotional or volitional capacity which
predisposes the person to the commission of criminal sexual acts
in a degree constituting such person a menace to the health and
safety of others.
(9) "Personality disorder" means an enduring pattern of inner
experience and behavior that deviates markedly from the
expectations of the individual's culture, is pervasive and
inflexible, has onset in adolescence or early adulthood, is stable
over time and leads to distress or impairment. Purported evidence
of a personality disorder must be supported by testimony of a
licensed forensic psychologist or psychiatrist.
(10) "Predatory" means acts directed towards: (a) Strangers;
(b) individuals with whom a relationship has been established or
promoted for the primary purpose of victimization; or (c) persons
of casual acquaintance with whom no substantial personal
relationship exists.
(11) "Prosecuting agency" means the prosecuting attorney of
the county where the person was convicted or charged or the
attorney general if requested by the prosecuting attorney, as
provided in RCW 71.09.030.
(12) "Recent overt act" means any act, threat, or combination
thereof that has either caused harm of a sexually violent nature or
creates a reasonable apprehension of such harm in the mind of an
objective person who knows of the history and mental condition
of the person engaging in the act or behaviors.

(13) "Risk potential activity" or "risk potential facility" means
an activity or facility that provides a higher incidence of risk to
the public from persons conditionally released from the special
commitment center. Risk potential activities and facilities
include: Public and private schools, school bus stops, licensed day
care and licensed preschool facilities, public parks, publicly
dedicated trails, sports fields, playgrounds, recreational and
community centers, churches, synagogues, temples, mosques,
public libraries, public and private youth camps, and others
identified by the department following the hearings on a potential
site required in RCW 71.09.315. For purposes of this chapter,
"school bus stops" does not include bus stops established
primarily for public transit.
(14) "Secretary" means the secretary of social and health
services or the secretary's designee.
(15) "Secure facility" means a residential facility for persons
civilly confined under the provisions of this chapter that includes
security measures sufficient to protect the community. Such
facilities include total confinement facilities, secure community
transition facilities, and any residence used as a court-ordered
placement under RCW 71.09.096.
(16) "Secure community transition facility" means a
residential facility for persons civilly committed and
conditionally released to a less restrictive alternative under this
chapter. A secure community transition facility has supervision
and security, and either provides or ensures the provision of sex
offender treatment services. Secure community transition
facilities include but are not limited to the facility established
pursuant to RCW 71.09.250(1)(a)(i) and any community-based
facilities established under this chapter and operated by the
secretary or under contract with the secretary.
(17) "Sexually violent offense" means an act committed on,
before, or after July 1, 1990, that is: (a) An act defined in Title 9A
RCW as rape in the first degree, rape in the second degree by
forcible compulsion, rape of a child in the first or second degree,
statutory rape in the first or second degree, indecent liberties by
forcible compulsion, indecent liberties against a child under age
fourteen, incest against a child under age fourteen, or child
molestation in the first or second degree; (b) a felony offense in
effect at any time prior to July 1, 1990, that is comparable to a
sexually violent offense as defined in (a) of this subsection, or any
federal or out-of-state conviction for a felony offense that under
the laws of this state would be a sexually violent offense as
defined in this subsection; (c) an act of murder in the first or
second degree, assault in the first or second degree, assault of a
child in the first or second degree, kidnapping in the first or
second degree, burglary in the first degree, residential burglary,
or unlawful imprisonment, which act, either at the time of
sentencing for the offense or subsequently during civil
commitment proceedings pursuant to this chapter, has been
determined beyond a reasonable doubt to have been sexually
motivated, as that term is defined in RCW 9.94A.030; or (d) an
act as described in chapter 9A.28 RCW, that is an attempt,
criminal solicitation, or criminal conspiracy to commit one of the
felonies designated in (a), (b), or (c) of this subsection.
(18) "Sexually violent predator" means any person who has
been convicted of or charged with a crime of sexual violence and
who suffers from a mental abnormality or personality disorder
which makes the person likely to engage in predatory acts of
sexual violence if not confined in a secure facility.
(19) "Total confinement facility" means a secure facility that
provides supervision and sex offender treatment services in a total
confinement setting. Total confinement facilities include the
special commitment center and any similar facility designated as
a total confinement facility by the secretary.
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are two or more options for placement, it shall endeavor to
(20) "Treatment" means the sex offender specific treatment
program at the special commitment center or a specific course of
develop the placement in a manner that does not have a
sex offender treatment pursuant to RCW 71.09.092 (1) and (2).
disproportionate effect on a single county.
Sec. 3. RCW 71.09.096 and 2009 c 409 s 10 are each
(b) If the committed person is not conditionally released to his
amended to read as follows:
or her county of commitment, the department shall provide the
(1) If the court or jury determines that conditional release to a
law and justice council of the county in which the person is
conditionally released with notice and a written explanation.
less restrictive alternative is in the best interest of the person and
includes conditions that would adequately protect the community,
(c) For purposes of this section, the person's county of
and the court determines that the minimum conditions set forth in
commitment means the county of the court which ordered the
RCW 71.09.092 and in this section are met, the court shall enter
person's commitment.
(d) This subsection (5) does not apply to releases to a secure
judgment and direct a conditional release.
(2) The court shall impose any additional conditions
community transition facility under RCW 71.09.250.
necessary to ensure compliance with treatment and to protect the
(6) Any service provider designated to provide inpatient or
community. If the court finds that conditions do not exist that will
outpatient treatment shall monthly, or as otherwise directed by the
both ensure the person's compliance with treatment and protect
court, submit to the court, to the department of social and health
the community, then the person shall be remanded to the custody
services facility from which the person was released, to the
of the department of social and health services for control, care,
prosecuting agency, and to the supervising community
and treatment in a secure facility as designated in RCW
corrections officer, a report stating whether the person is
71.09.060(1).
complying with the terms and conditions of the conditional
(3) If the service provider designated by the court to provide
release to a less restrictive alternative.
inpatient or outpatient treatment or to monitor or supervise any
(((6))) (7) Each person released to a less restrictive alternative
other terms and conditions of a person's placement in a less
shall have his or her case reviewed by the court that released him
restrictive alternative is other than the department of social and
or her no later than one year after such release and annually
health services or the department of corrections, then the service
thereafter until the person is unconditionally discharged. Review
provider so designated must agree in writing to provide such
may occur in a shorter time or more frequently, if the court, in its
treatment, monitoring, or supervision in accord with this section.
discretion on its own motion, or on motion of the person, the
Any person providing or agreeing to provide treatment,
secretary, or the prosecuting agency so determines. The sole
monitoring, or supervision services pursuant to this chapter may
question to be determined by the court is whether the person shall
be compelled to testify and any privilege with regard to such
continue to be conditionally released to a less restrictive
person's testimony is deemed waived.
alternative. The court in making its determination shall be aided
(4) Prior to authorizing any release to a less restrictive
by the periodic reports filed pursuant to subsection (((5))) (6) of
alternative, the court shall impose such conditions upon the
this section and the opinions of the secretary and other experts or
person as are necessary to ensure the safety of the community.
professional persons.
The court shall order the department of corrections to investigate
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. Sections 1 and 2 of this act are
the less restrictive alternative and recommend any additional
necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace,
conditions to the court. These conditions shall include, but are not
health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
limited to the following: Specification of residence, prohibition
existing public institutions, and take effect July 1, 2015."
of contact with potential or past victims, prohibition of alcohol
Senators O'Ban and Darneille spoke in favor of adoption of
and other drug use, participation in a specific course of inpatient
the striking amendment.
or outpatient treatment that may include monitoring by the use of
polygraph and plethysmograph, monitoring through the use of
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
global positioning satellite technology, supervision by a
Senate to be the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators
department of corrections community corrections officer, a
O'Ban and Darneille to House Bill No. 1059.
requirement that the person remain within the state unless the
The motion by Senator O'Ban carried and the striking
person receives prior authorization by the court, and any other
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
conditions that the court determines are in the best interest of the
MOTION
person or others. A copy of the conditions of release shall be given
to the person and to any designated service providers.
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
(5)(a) Prior to authorizing release to a less restrictive
adopted:
alternative, the court shall consider whether it is appropriate to
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "predators;" strike the
release the person to the person's county of commitment. To
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 71.09.070,
ensure equitable distribution of releases, and prevent the
71.09.020, and 71.09.096; providing an effective date; and
disproportionate grouping of persons subject to less restrictive
declaring an emergency."
orders in any one county, or in any one jurisdiction or community
within a county, the legislature finds it is appropriate for releases
MOTION
to a less restrictive alternative to occur in the person's county of
commitment, unless the court determines that the person's return
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
to his or her county of commitment would be inappropriate
House Bill No. 1059 as amended by the Senate was advanced to
considering any court-issued protection orders, victim safety
third reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill
concerns, the availability of appropriate treatment or facilities that
was placed on final passage.
would adequately protect the community, negative influences on
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
the person, or the location of family or other persons or
organizations offering support to the person. When the
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
department or court assists in developing a placement under this
Senate
to be the final passage of House Bill No. 1059 as amended
section which is outside of the county of commitment, and there
by the Senate.
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ROLL CALL

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1059 as amended by the Senate and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 0;
Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senators Hargrove, Ranker and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1059 as amended by the Senate, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1496, by House
Committee on Labor (originally sponsored by Representatives
Sells, Gregerson and Ormsby)
Addressing vocational rehabilitation by making certain
recommendations
from
the
vocational
rehabilitation
subcommittee permanent and creating certain incentives for
employers to employ injured workers with permanent disabilities.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1496 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Braun and Conway spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1496.

SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1604, by House
Committee on Labor (originally sponsored by Representatives
Reykdal, Hayes, Sawyer, Van De Wege, Holy, Griffey, Riccelli,
Fitzgibbon, Ormsby and Pollet)
Studying an occupational disease exposure reporting
requirement for firefighters. Revised for 1st Substitute: Creating
a work group on occupational disease exposure for firefighters.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Braun, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1604 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Braun spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1604.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1604 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senators Hargrove, Ranker and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1604, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2131, by
House Committee on Business & Financial Services (originally
sponsored by Representative Kirby)

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1496 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senators Hargrove, Ranker and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1496, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING

Relating to insurance for providers of commercial
transportation services. Revised for 1st Substitute: Regulating
insurance for providers of commercial transportation services.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator King moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Transportation be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The definitions in this section
apply throughout this chapter unless the context clearly requires
otherwise.
(1) "Personal vehicle" means a vehicle that is used by a
transportation network company driver in connection with
providing services for a transportation network company and that
is authorized by the transportation network company.
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network company's digital network or software application and at
(2) "Prearranged ride" means a route of travel between points
all times a passenger is in the vehicle as part of a prearranged ride.
chosen by the passenger and arranged with a driver through the
(i) The primary automobile insurance policy required under
use of a transportation network company's digital network or
this subsection must provide the following coverage during
software application. The ride begins when a driver accepts a
transportation network company services applicable during the
requested ride through a digital network or software application,
period before a driver accepts a requested ride through a digital
continues while the driver transports the passenger in a personal
network or software application:
vehicle, and ends when the passenger departs from the personal
(A) Liability coverage in an amount no less than fifty
vehicle.
thousand dollars per person for bodily injury, one hundred
(3) "Transportation network company" means a corporation,
thousand dollars per accident for bodily injury of all persons, and
partnership, sole proprietorship, or other entity, operating in
thirty thousand dollars for damage to property;
Washington, that uses a digital network or software application to
(B) Underinsured motorist coverage to the extent required
connect passengers to drivers for the purpose of providing a
under RCW 48.22.030; and
prearranged ride. However, a transportation network company is
(C) Personal injury protection coverage to the extent required
not a taxicab company under chapter 81.72 RCW, a charter party
under RCW 48.22.085 and 48.22.095.
or excursion service carrier under chapter 81.70 RCW, an auto
(ii) The primary automobile insurance policy required under
transportation company under chapter 81.68 RCW, a private,
this subsection must provide the following coverage, applicable
nonprofit transportation provider under chapter 81.66 RCW, or a
during the period of a prearranged ride:
limousine carrier under chapter 46.72A RCW. A transportation
(A) Combined single limit liability coverage in the amount of
network company is not deemed to own, control, operate, or
one million dollars for death, personal injury, and property
manage the personal vehicles used by transportation network
damage;
company drivers. A transportation network company does not
(B) Underinsured motorist coverage in the amount of one
include a political subdivision or other entity exempt from federal
million dollars; and
income tax under 26 U.S.C. Sec. 115 of the federal internal
(C) Personal injury protection coverage to the extent required
revenue code.
under RCW 48.22.085 and 48.22.095.
(4) "Transportation network company driver" or "driver"
(2)(a) As an alternative to the provisions of subsection (1) of
means an individual who uses a personal vehicle to provide
this section, if the office of the insurance commissioner approves
services for passengers matched through a transportation network
the offering of an insurance policy that recognizes that a person
company's digital network or software application.
is acting as a transportation network company driver and using a
(5) "Transportation network company passenger" or
personal vehicle to provide transportation network company
"passenger" means a passenger in a personal vehicle for whom
services, a driver may secure a primary automobile insurance
transport is provided, including:
policy covering a personal vehicle and providing the same
(a) An individual who uses a transportation network
coverage as required in subsection (1) of this section. The policy
company's digital network or software application to connect with
coverage may be in the form of a rider to, or endorsement of, the
a driver to obtain services in the driver's vehicle for the individual
driver's private passenger automobile insurance policy only if
and anyone in the individual's party; or
approved as such by the office of the insurance commissioner.
(b) Anyone for whom another individual uses a transportation
(b) If the primary automobile insurance policy maintained by
network company's digital network or software application to
a driver to meet the obligation of this section does not provide
connect with a driver to obtain services in the driver's vehicle.
coverage for any reason, including that the policy lapsed or did
(6) "Transportation network company services" or "services"
not exist, the transportation network company must provide the
means all times the driver is logged in to a transportation network
coverage required under this section beginning with the first
company's digital network or software application or until the
dollar of a claim.
passenger has left the personal vehicle, whichever is later. The
(c) The primary automobile insurance policy required under
term does not include services provided either directly or under
this subsection and subsection (1) of this section may be secured
contract with a political subdivision or other entity exempt from
by any of the following:
federal income tax under 26 U.S.C. Sec. 115 of the federal
(i) The transportation network company as provided under
internal revenue code.
subsection (1) of this section;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. (1)(a) Before being used to
(ii) The driver as provided under (a) of this subsection; or
provide transportation network company services, every personal
(iii) A combination of both the transportation network
vehicle must be covered by a primary automobile insurance
company and the driver.
policy that specifically covers transportation network company
(3) The insurer or insurers providing coverage under
services. However, the insurance coverage requirements of this
subsections (1) and (2) of this section are the only insurers having
section are alternatively satisfied by securing coverage pursuant
the duty to defend any liability claim from an accident occurring
to chapter 46.72 or 46.72A RCW that covers the personal vehicle
while transportation network company services are being
being used to provide transportation network company services
provided.
and that is in effect twenty-four hours per day, seven days per
(4) In addition to the requirements in subsections (1) and (2)
week. Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, a
of this section, before allowing a person to provide transportation
transportation network company must secure this policy for every
network company services as a driver, a transportation network
personal vehicle used to provide transportation network company
company must provide written proof to the driver that the
services. For purposes of this section, a "primary automobile
transportation network company driver is covered by a primary
insurance policy" is not a private passenger automobile insurance
automobile insurance policy that meets the requirements of this
policy.
section. Alternatively, if a driver purchases a primary automobile
(b) The primary automobile insurance policy required under
insurance policy as allowed under subsection (2) of this section,
this section must provide coverage, as specified in this subsection
the transportation network company must verify that the driver
(1)(b), at all times the driver is logged in to a transportation
has done so.
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(5) A primary automobile insurance policy required under
subsection (1) or (2) of this section may be placed with an insurer
licensed under this title to provide insurance in the state of
Washington or as an eligible surplus line insurance policy as
described in RCW 48.15.040.
(6) Insurers that write automobile insurance in Washington
may exclude any and all coverage afforded under a private
passenger automobile insurance policy issued to an owner or
operator of a personal vehicle for any loss or injury that occurs
while a transportation network company driver is logged into a
transportation network company's digital network or while a
driver provides a prearranged ride. This right to exclude all
coverage may apply to any coverage included in a private
passenger automobile insurance policy including, but not limited
to:
(a) Liability coverage for bodily injury and property damage;
(b) Personal injury protection coverage;
(c) Underinsured motorist coverage;
(d) Medical payments coverage;
(e) Comprehensive physical damage coverage; and
(f) Collision physical damage coverage.
(7) Nothing in this section shall be construed to require a
private passenger automobile insurance policy to provide primary
or excess coverage or a duty to defend for the period of time in
which a driver is logged in to a transportation network company's
digital network or software application or while the driver is
engaged in a prearranged ride or the driver otherwise uses a
vehicle to transport passengers for compensation.
(8) Insurers that exclude coverage under subsection (6) of this
section have no duty to defend or indemnify any claim expressly
excluded under subsection (6) of this section. Nothing in this
section shall be deemed to invalidate or limit an exclusion
contained in a policy, including any policy in use or approved for
use in Washington state before the effective date of this section
that excludes coverage for vehicles used to carry persons or
property for a charge or available for hire by the public.
(9) An exclusion exercised by an insurer in subsection (6) of
this section applies to any coverage selected or rejected by a
named insured under RCW 48.22.030 and 48.22.085. The
purchase of a rider or endorsement by a driver under subsection
(2)(a) of this section does not require a separate coverage
rejection under RCW 48.22.030 or 48.22.085.
(10) If more than one insurance policy provides valid and
collectible coverage for a loss arising out of an occurrence
involving a motor vehicle operated by a driver, the responsibility
for the claim must be divided as follows:
(a) Except as provided otherwise under subsection (2)(c) of
this section, if the driver has been matched with a passenger and
is traveling to pick up the passenger, or the driver is providing
services to a passenger, the transportation network company that
matched the driver and passenger must provide insurance
coverage; or
(b) If the driver is logged in to more than one transportation
network company digital network or software application but has
not been matched with a passenger, the liability must be divided
equally among all of the applicable insurance policies that
specifically provide coverage for transportation network
company services.
(11) In an accident or claims coverage investigation, a
transportation network company or its insurer must cooperate
with a private passenger automobile insurance policy insurer and
other insurers that are involved in the claims coverage
investigation to facilitate the exchange of information, including
the provision of (a) dates and times at which an accident occurred
that involved a participating driver and (b) within ten business
days after receiving a request, a copy of the company's electronic

record showing the precise times that the participating driver
logged on and off the transportation network company's digital
network or software application on the day the accident or other
loss occurred. The transportation network company or its insurer
must retain all data, communications, or documents related to
insurance coverage or accident details for a period of not less than
the applicable statutes of limitation, plus two years from the date
of an accident to which those records pertain.
(12) This section does not modify or abrogate any otherwise
applicable insurance requirement set forth in this title.
(13) After July 1, 2016, an insurance company regulated
under this title may not deny an otherwise covered claim arising
exclusively out of the personal use of the private passenger
automobile solely on the basis that the insured, at other times,
used the private passenger automobile covered by the policy to
provide transportation network company services.
(14) If a transportation network company's insurer makes a
payment for a claim covered under comprehensive coverage or
collision coverage, the transportation network company must
cause its insurer to issue the payment directly to the business
repairing the vehicle or jointly to the owner of the vehicle and the
primary lienholder on the covered vehicle.
(15)(a) To be eligible for securing a primary automobile
insurance policy under this section, a transportation network
company must make the following disclosures to a prospective
driver in the prospective driver's terms of service:
WHILE OPERATING ON THE TRANSPORTATION
NETWORK COMPANY'S DIGITAL NETWORK OR
SOFTWARE APPLICATION, YOUR PRIVATE PASSENGER
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE POLICY MIGHT NOT
AFFORD LIABILITY, UNDERINSURED MOTORIST,
PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION, COMPREHENSIVE, OR
COLLISION COVERAGE, DEPENDING ON THE TERMS OF
THE POLICY.
IF THE VEHICLE THAT YOU PLAN TO USE TO
PROVIDE TRANSPORTATION NETWORK COMPANY
SERVICES FOR OUR TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
COMPANY HAS A LIEN AGAINST IT, YOU MUST NOTIFY
THE LIENHOLDER THAT YOU WILL BE USING THE
VEHICLE FOR TRANSPORTATION NETWORK COMPANY
SERVICES THAT MAY VIOLATE THE TERMS OF YOUR
CONTRACT WITH THE LIENHOLDER.
(b) The prospective driver must acknowledge the terms of
service electronically or by signature.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 46.72 RCW to read as follows:
RCW 46.72.040 and 46.72.050 do not apply to personal
vehicles under chapter 48.--- RCW (the new chapter created in
section 11 of this act).
Sec. 4. RCW 51.12.020 and 2013 c 141 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
The following are the only employments which shall not be
included within the mandatory coverage of this title:
(1) Any person employed as a domestic servant in a private
home by an employer who has less than two employees regularly
employed forty or more hours a week in such employment.
(2) Any person employed to do gardening, maintenance, or
repair, in or about the private home of the employer. For the
purposes of this subsection, "maintenance" means the work of
keeping in proper condition, "repair" means to restore to sound
condition after damage, and "private home" means a person's
place of residence.
(3) A person whose employment is not in the course of the
trade, business, or profession of his or her employer and is not in
or about the private home of the employer.
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(4) Any person performing services in return for aid or
exemption under subsection (5) of this section were the company
sustenance only, received from any religious or charitable
a sole proprietorship or partnership; or
organization.
(b) Management of the company is vested in one or more
(5) Sole proprietors or partners.
managers, and the members for whom the exemption is sought
(6) Any child under eighteen years of age employed by his or
are managers who would qualify for exemption under subsection
her parent or parents in agricultural activities on the family farm.
(8) of this section were the company a corporation.
(7) Jockeys while participating in or preparing horses for race
(14) A driver providing transportation network company
services as defined in section 1 of this act. The driver may elect
meets licensed by the Washington horse racing commission
pursuant to chapter 67.16 RCW.
coverage in the manner provided by RCW 51.32.030.
(15) For hire vehicle operators under chapter 46.72 RCW who
(8)(a) Except as otherwise provided in (b) of this subsection,
own or lease the for hire vehicle, chauffeurs under chapter 46.72A
any bona fide officer of a corporation voluntarily elected or
voluntarily appointed in accordance with the articles of
RCW who own or lease the limousine, and operators of taxicabs
incorporation or bylaws of the corporation, who at all times
under chapter 81.72 RCW who own or lease the taxicab. An
owner or lessee may elect coverage in the manner provided by
during the period involved is also a bona fide director, and who is
RCW 51.32.030.
also a shareholder of the corporation. Only such officers who
exercise substantial control in the daily management of the
Sec. 5. RCW 51.12.185 and 2011 c 190 s 4 are each
corporation and whose primary responsibilities do not include the
amended to read as follows:
performance of manual labor are included within this subsection.
(1) ((In order to assist the department with controlling costs
(b) Alternatively, a corporation that is not a "public company"
related to the self-monitoring of industrial insurance claims by
as defined in RCW 23B.01.400 may exempt eight or fewer bona
independent owner-operated for hire vehicle, limousine, and
fide officers, who are voluntarily elected or voluntarily appointed
taxicab businesses,)) The department may appoint a panel of
in accordance with the articles of incorporation or bylaws of the
individuals with for hire vehicle, limousine, or taxicab
corporation and who exercise substantial control in the daily
transportation industry experience and expertise to advise the
management of the corporation, from coverage under this title
department.
without regard to the officers' performance of manual labor if the
(2) The owner or lessee of any for hire, limousine, or taxicab
exempted officer is a shareholder of the corporation, or may
vehicle ((subject to mandatory industrial insurance pursuant to
exempt any number of officers if all the exempted officers are
RCW 51.12.183)) is eligible for inclusion in a retrospective rating
related by blood within the third degree or marriage. If a
program authorized and established pursuant to chapter 51.18
corporation that is not a "public company" elects to be covered
RCW.
under subsection (8)(a) of this section, the corporation's election
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to
must be made on a form prescribed by the department and under
chapter 46.29 RCW to read as follows:
such reasonable rules as the department may adopt.
This chapter does not apply to the coverage exclusions under
(c) Determinations respecting the status of persons
section 2(6) of this act.
performing services for a corporation shall be made, in part, by
Sec. 7. RCW 48.22.030 and 2009 c 549 s 7106 are each
reference to Title 23B RCW and to compliance by the corporation
amended to read as follows:
with its own articles of incorporation and bylaws. For the purpose
(1) "Underinsured motor vehicle" means a motor vehicle with
of determining coverage under this title, substance shall control
respect to the ownership, maintenance, or use of which either no
over form, and mandatory coverage under this title shall extend
bodily injury or property damage liability bond or insurance
to all workers of this state, regardless of honorary titles conferred
policy applies at the time of an accident, or with respect to which
upon those actually serving as workers.
the sum of the limits of liability under all bodily injury or property
(d) A corporation may elect to cover officers who are
damage liability bonds and insurance policies applicable to a
exempted by this subsection in the manner provided by RCW
covered person after an accident is less than the applicable
51.12.110.
damages which the covered person is legally entitled to recover.
(9) Services rendered by a musician or entertainer under a
(2) No new policy or renewal of an existing policy insuring
contract with a purchaser of the services, for a specific
against loss resulting from liability imposed by law for bodily
engagement or engagements when such musician or entertainer
injury, death, or property damage, suffered by any person arising
performs no other duties for the purchaser and is not regularly and
out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle shall
continuously employed by the purchaser. A purchaser does not
be issued with respect to any motor vehicle registered or
include the leader of a group or recognized entity who employs
principally garaged in this state unless coverage is provided
other than on a casual basis musicians or entertainers.
therein or supplemental thereto for the protection of persons
insured thereunder who are legally entitled to recover damages
(10) Services performed by a newspaper vendor, carrier, or
from owners or operators of underinsured motor vehicles, hitdelivery person selling or distributing newspapers on the street,
and-run motor vehicles, and phantom vehicles because of bodily
to offices, to businesses, or from house to house and any freelance
injury, death, or property damage, resulting therefrom, except
news correspondent or "stringer" who, using his or her own
while operating or occupying a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle,
equipment, chooses to submit material for publication for free or
and except while operating or occupying a motor vehicle owned
a fee when such material is published.
or available for the regular use by the named insured or any family
(11) Services performed by an insurance producer, as defined
member, and which is not insured under the liability coverage of
in RCW 48.17.010, or a surplus line broker licensed under chapter
the policy. The coverage required to be offered under this chapter
48.15 RCW.
is not applicable to general liability policies, commonly known as
(12) Services performed by a booth renter. However, a person
umbrella policies, or other policies which apply only as excess to
exempted under this subsection may elect coverage under RCW
the insurance directly applicable to the vehicle insured.
51.32.030.
(3) Except as to property damage, coverage required under
(13) Members of a limited liability company, if either:
subsection (2) of this section shall be in the same amount as the
(a) Management of the company is vested in its members, and
insured's third party liability coverage unless the insured rejects
the members for whom exemption is sought would qualify for
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all or part of the coverage as provided in subsection (4) of this
section. Coverage for property damage need only be issued in
conjunction with coverage for bodily injury or death. Property
damage coverage required under subsection (2) of this section
shall mean physical damage to the insured motor vehicle unless
the policy specifically provides coverage for the contents thereof
or other forms of property damage.
(4) A named insured or spouse may reject, in writing,
underinsured coverage for bodily injury or death, or property
damage, and the requirements of subsections (2) and (3) of this
section shall not apply. If a named insured or spouse has rejected
underinsured coverage, such coverage shall not be included in any
supplemental or renewal policy unless a named insured or spouse
subsequently requests such coverage in writing. The requirement
of a written rejection under this subsection shall apply only to the
original issuance of policies issued after July 24, 1983, and not to
any renewal or replacement policy. When a named insured or
spouse chooses a property damage coverage that is less than the
insured's third party liability coverage for property damage, a
written rejection is not required.
(5) The limit of liability under the policy coverage may be
defined as the maximum limits of liability for all damages
resulting from any one accident regardless of the number of
covered persons, claims made, or vehicles or premiums shown on
the policy, or premiums paid, or vehicles involved in an accident.
(6) The policy may provide that if an injured person has other
similar insurance available to him or her under other policies, the
total limits of liability of all coverages shall not exceed the higher
of the applicable limits of the respective coverages.
(7)(a) The policy may provide for a deductible of not more
than three hundred dollars for payment for property damage when
the damage is caused by a hit-and-run driver or a phantom
vehicle.
(b) In all other cases of underinsured property damage
coverage, the policy may provide for a deductible of not more
than one hundred dollars.
(8) For the purposes of this chapter, a "phantom vehicle" shall
mean a motor vehicle which causes bodily injury, death, or
property damage to an insured and has no physical contact with
the insured or the vehicle which the insured is occupying at the
time of the accident if:
(a) The facts of the accident can be corroborated by competent
evidence other than the testimony of the insured or any person
having an underinsured motorist claim resulting from the
accident; and
(b) The accident has been reported to the appropriate law
enforcement agency within seventy-two hours of the accident.
(9) An insurer who elects to write motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle insurance in this state must provide information to
prospective insureds about the coverage.
(10) An insurer who elects to write motorcycle or motordriven cycle insurance in this state must provide an opportunity
for named insureds, who have purchased liability coverage for a
motorcycle or motor-driven cycle, to reject underinsured
coverage for that motorcycle or motor-driven cycle in writing.
(11) If the covered person seeking underinsured motorist
coverage under this section was the intended victim of the tort
feasor, the incident must be reported to the appropriate law
enforcement agency and the covered person must cooperate with
any related law enforcement investigation.
(12) The purpose of this section is to protect innocent victims
of motorists of underinsured motor vehicles. Covered persons are
entitled to coverage without regard to whether an incident was
intentionally caused. However, a person is not entitled to
coverage if the insurer can demonstrate that the covered person
intended to cause the event for which a claim is made under the

coverage described in this section. As used in this section, and in
the section of policies providing the underinsured motorist
coverage described in this section, "accident" means an
occurrence that is unexpected and unintended from the standpoint
of the covered person.
(13) "Underinsured coverage," for the purposes of this
section, means coverage for "underinsured motor vehicles," as
defined in subsection (1) of this section.
(14) The coverage under this section may be excluded as
provided for under section 2(6) of this act.
Sec. 8. RCW 48.22.085 and 2003 c 115 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) No new automobile liability insurance policy or renewal
of such an existing policy may be issued unless personal injury
protection coverage is offered as an optional coverage.
(2) A named insured may reject, in writing, personal injury
protection coverage and the requirements of subsection (1) of this
section shall not apply. If a named insured rejects personal injury
protection coverage:
(a) That rejection is valid and binding as to all levels of
coverage and on all persons who might have otherwise been
insured under such coverage; and
(b) The insurer is not required to include personal injury
protection coverage in any supplemental, renewal, or replacement
policy unless a named insured subsequently requests such
coverage in writing.
(3) The coverage under this section may be excluded as
provided for under section 2(6) of this act.
Sec. 9. RCW 48.22.095 and 2003 c 115 s 4 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Insurers providing automobile insurance policies must
offer minimum personal injury protection coverage for each
insured with benefit limits as follows:
(((1))) (a) Medical and hospital benefits of ten thousand
dollars;
(((2))) (b) A funeral expense benefit of two thousand dollars;
(((3))) (c) Income continuation benefits of ten thousand
dollars, subject to a limit of two hundred dollars per week; and
(((4))) (d) Loss of services benefits of five thousand dollars,
subject to a limit of two hundred dollars per week.
(2) The coverage under this section may be excluded as
provided for under section 2(6) of this act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. The following acts or parts of
acts are each repealed:
(1) RCW 46.72.073 (Certificate suspension or revocation—
Failure to pay industrial insurance premiums—Rules—
Cooperative agreements) and 2011 c 190 s 5;
(2) RCW 46.72A.053 (Certificate suspension or revocation—
Failure to pay industrial insurance premiums—Rules—
Cooperative agreements) and 2011 c 190 s 6;
(3) RCW 51.12.180 (For hire vehicle businesses and
operators—Findings—Declaration) and 2011 c 190 s 1;
(4) RCW 51.12.183 (For hire vehicle businesses and
operators—Mandatory coverage—Definitions) and 2011 c 190 s
2;
(5) RCW 51.16.240 (For hire vehicle businesses and
operators—Basis for premiums—Rules) and 2011 c 190 s 3; and
(6) RCW 81.72.230 (License suspension or revocation—
Failure to pay industrial insurance premiums—Rules—
Cooperative agreements) and 2011 c 190 s 7.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. Sections 1 and 2 of this act
constitute a new chapter in Title 48 RCW."
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the committee striking amendment
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by the Committee on Transportation to Engrossed Substitute
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
House Bill No. 2131.
following:
The motion by Senator King carried and the committee
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 70.125 RCW to read as follows:
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
(1) When a law enforcement agency receives a sexual assault
MOTION
examination kit, the law enforcement agency must, within thirty
days of its receipt, submit a request for laboratory examination to
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
the Washington state patrol crime laboratory for prioritization for
adopted:
testing by it or another accredited laboratory that holds an
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "services;" strike the
outsourcing agreement with the Washington state patrol if:
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 51.12.020,
(a) Consent has been given by the victim; or
51.12.185, 48.22.030, 48.22.085, and 48.22.095; adding a new
(b) The victim is a person under the age of eighteen who is
section to chapter 46.72 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
not emancipated pursuant to chapter 13.64 RCW.
46.29 RCW; adding a new chapter to Title 48 RCW; and
(2) Subject to available funding, the Washington state patrol
repealing RCW 46.72.073, 46.72A.053, 51.12.180, 51.12.183,
crime laboratory must give priority to the laboratory examination
51.16.240, and 81.72.230."
of sexual assault examination kits at the request of a local law
enforcement agency for:
MOTION
(a) Active investigations and cases with impending court
dates;
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
(b) Active investigations where public safety is an immediate
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2131 as amended by the
concern;
Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
(c) Violent crimes investigations, including active sexual
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
assault investigations;
Senators King and Habib spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
(d) Postconviction cases; and
(e) Other crimes' investigations and nonactive investigations,
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
such as previously unsubmitted older sexual assault kits or
Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House Bill
recently collected sexual assault kits that the submitting agency
No. 2131 as amended by the Senate.
has determined to be lower priority based on their initial
investigation.
ROLL CALL
(3) The failure of a law enforcement agency to submit a
request for laboratory examination within the time prescribed
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
under this section does not constitute grounds in any criminal
Substitute House Bill No. 2131 as amended by the Senate and
proceeding for challenging the validity of a DNA evidence
the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 39; Nays,
association, and any evidence obtained from the sexual assault
7; Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
examination kit may not be excluded by a court on those grounds.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
(4) A person accused or convicted of committing a crime
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
against a victim has no standing to object to any failure to comply
Dammeier, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hasegawa,
with the requirements of this section, and the failure to comply
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Keiser, King, Liias,
with the requirements of this section is not grounds for setting
Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Parlette,
aside the conviction or sentence.
Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
(5) Nothing in this section may be construed to create a private
Voting nay: Senators Dansel, Frockt, Jayapal, Kohl-Welles,
right of action or claim on the part of any individual, entity, or
Nelson, Padden and Pedersen
agency against any law enforcement agency or any contractor of
Excused: Senators Hargrove, Ranker and Warnick
any law enforcement agency.
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2131 as
(6) This section applies prospectively only and not
amended by the Senate, having received the constitutional
retroactively. It only applies to sexual assault examinations
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
performed on or after the effective date of this section.
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
(7)(a) Until June 30, 2018, the Washington state patrol shall
compile the following information related to the sexual assault
SECOND READING
examination kits identified in this section:
(i) The number of requests for laboratory examination made
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1068, by House
for sexual assault examination kits and the law enforcement
Committee on Public Safety (originally sponsored by
agencies that submitted the requests; and
Representatives Orwall, Kagi, Appleton, Gregerson, Reykdal,
(ii) The progress made towards testing the sexual assault
Carlyle, Stanford, Sawyer, Fitzgibbon, Jinkins, Cody, Hudgins,
examination kits, including the status of requests for laboratory
Senn, Clibborn, Moeller, Riccelli, Moscoso, Farrell and Fey)
examination made by each law enforcement agency.
(b) The Washington state patrol shall make recommendations
Concerning sexual assault examination kits.
for increasing the progress on testing any untested sexual assault
examination kits.
The measure was read the second time.
(c) Beginning in 2015, the Washington state patrol shall report
its findings and recommendations annually to the appropriate
MOTION
committees of the legislature and the governor by December 1st
of each year.
Senator Padden moved that the following committee striking
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. (1)(a) A legislative task force is
amendment by the Committee on Law & Justice be adopted:
established to review best practice models for managing all
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aspects of sexual assault examinations and for reducing the
number of untested sexual assault examination kits in Washington
state that were collected prior to the effective date of this section.
(i) The caucus leaders from the senate shall appoint one
member from each of the two largest caucuses of the senate.
(ii) The caucus leaders from the house of representatives shall
appoint one member from each of the two largest caucuses of the
house of representatives.
(iii) The president of the senate and the speaker of the house
of representatives shall jointly appoint:
(A) One member representing each of the following:
(I) The Washington state patrol;
(II) The Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs;
(III) The Washington association of prosecuting attorneys;
(IV) The Washington defender association or the Washington
association of criminal defense lawyers;
(V) The Washington association of cities;
(VI) The Washington association of county officials;
(VII) The Washington coalition of sexual assault programs;
(VIII) The office of crime victims advocacy;
(IX) The Washington state hospital association;
(X) The Washington state forensic investigations council;
(XI) A public institution of higher education as defined in
RCW 28B.10.016; and
(XII) A private higher education institution as defined in
RCW 28B.07.020; and
(B) Two members representing survivors of sexual assault.
(b) The task force shall choose two cochairs from among its
legislative membership. The legislative membership shall
convene the initial meeting of the task force.
(2) The duties of the task force include, but are not limited to:
(a) Researching and determining the number of untested
sexual assault examination kits in Washington state;
(b) Researching the locations where the untested sexual
assault examination kits are stored;
(c) Researching, reviewing, and making recommendations
regarding legislative policy options for reducing the number of
untested sexual assault examination kits;
(d) Researching the best practice models both in state and
from other states for collaborative responses to victims of sexual
assault from the point the sexual assault examination kit is
collected to the conclusion of the investigation and providing
recommendations regarding any existing gaps in Washington and
resources that may be necessary to address those gaps; and
(e) Researching, identifying, and making recommendations
for securing nonstate funding for testing the sexual assault
examination kits, and reporting on progress made toward securing
such funding.
(3) Staff support for the task force must be provided by the
senate committee services and the house of representatives office
of program research.
(4) Legislative members of the task force must be reimbursed
for travel expenses in accordance with RCW 44.04.120.
Nonlegislative members, except those representing an employer
or organization, are entitled to be reimbursed for travel expenses
in accordance with RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060.
(5) The expenses of the task force must be paid jointly by the
senate and the house of representatives. Task force expenditures
are subject to approval by the senate facilities and operations
committee and the house of representatives executive rules
committee, or their successor committees.
(6) The first meeting of the task force must occur prior to
October 1, 2015. The task force shall submit a preliminary report
regarding its initial findings and recommendations to the
appropriate committees of the legislature and the governor no
later than December 1, 2015.

(7) The task force must meet no less than twice annually.
(8) The task force shall report its findings and
recommendations to the appropriate committees of the legislature
and the governor by September 30, 2016, and by September 30th
of each subsequent year.
(9) This section expires June 30, 2018."
Senator Padden spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
striking amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the committee striking amendment
by the Committee on Law & Justice to Substitute House Bill No.
1068.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "kits;" strike the remainder
of the title and insert "adding a new section to chapter 70.125
RCW; creating a new section; and providing an expiration date."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1068 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Padden and Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1068
as amended by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1068 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 46; Nays, 0;
Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senators Hargrove, Ranker and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1068 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1240, by House
Committee on Education (originally sponsored by
Representatives Pollet, Santos, S. Hunt, Orwall, Senn, Lytton,
Robinson, Walsh, Griffey, Goodman, Buys and Tarleton)
Concerning restraint or isolation of students, including
students with disabilities, in public schools.
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The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator McAuliffe moved that the following amendment by
Senator McAuliffe and others be adopted:
On page 1, line 8, after "programs" insert "when not necessary
for immediate safety"
On page 3, line 11, after "self-calming" insert ", or temporary
removal of a student from his or her regular instructional area to
an unlocked area for purposes of carrying out an appropriate
positive behavior intervention plan"
On page 3, line 14, after "movement." insert "It does not
include appropriate use of a prescribed medical, orthopedic, or
therapeutic device when used as intended, such as to achieve
proper body position, balance, or alignment, or to permit a student
to safely participate in activities."
On page 3, beginning on line 38, after "intervention" strike ",
but" and insert "unless a student's individual needs require more
specific advance educational planning and the student's parent or
guardian agrees. All other plans"
Senators McAuliffe and Litzow spoke in favor of adoption
of the amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator McAuliffe
and others on page 1, line 8 to Substitute House Bill No. 1240.
The motion by Senator McAuliffe carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1240 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 43; Nays, 3;
Absent, 0; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers,
Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Voting nay: Senators Dansel, Ericksen and Padden
Excused: Senators Hargrove, Ranker and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1240 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
to stand as the title of the act.
Senator Fraser announced that the Democratic Caucus,
having completed its review of the day’s new regular calendar,
will not be meeting.
Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition immediately upon going at ease.
MOTION
At 4:51 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.

MOTION
Senator Benton moved that the following amendment by
Senator Benton and others be adopted:
On page 5, after line 26, insert the following:
"(8) Each school district shall provide at least one support
staff member when providing pupil transportation for students
who have individualized education programs or plans developed
under section 504 of the rehabilitation act of 1973 if at least one
of the students poses a likelihood of serious harm as defined in
RCW 70.96B.010."
Senators Benton and McAuliffe spoke in favor of adoption
of the amendment.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the adoption of the amendment by Senator Benton
and others on page 5, after line 26 to Substitute House Bill No.
1240.
The motion by Senator Benton carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Litzow, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1240 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Litzow and McAuliffe spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President Pro Tempore declared the question before the
Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1240
as amended by the Senate.
ROLL CALL

EVENING SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 7:02 p.m. by the Vice
President Pro Tempore, Senator Brown presiding.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1337, by House
Committee on Finance (originally sponsored by Representatives
Takko, Nealey, Springer, Zeiger, Tarleton and Chandler)
Increasing the flexibility for industrial development district
levies for public port districts.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Angel, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1337 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Angel and Chase spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The Vice President Pro Tempore declared the question before
the Senate to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No.
1337.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1337 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
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Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senator Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1337, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1633, by Representatives
Zeiger, Jinkins, Young, Fey, Appleton, Hargrove, Sawyer,
Walsh, Stanford, Johnson, Riccelli, Kochmar, Muri, Pollet, Kagi
and Wylie
Giving preferences to housing trust fund projects that involve
collaboration between local school districts and housing
authorities or nonprofit housing providers to help children of lowincome families succeed in school.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed House Bill No. 1633 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators O'Ban and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The Vice President Pro Tempore declared the question before
the Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed House Bill No.
1633.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
House Bill No. 1633 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and
Sheldon
Voting nay: Senator Padden
Excused: Senator Warnick
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1633, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2093, by
House Committee on Agriculture & Natural Resources

(originally sponsored by Representatives Kretz, Short, Blake,
Buys and Condotta)
Concerning wildland fire suppression.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Dansel moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Ways & Means be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 43.30 RCW under the subchapter heading "organization"
to read as follows:
(1) The commissioner must appoint a local wildland fire
liaison that reports directly to the commissioner or the supervisor
and generally represents the interests and concerns of landowners
and the general public during any fire suppression activities of the
department.
(2) The role of the local wildland fire liaison is to provide
advice to the commissioner on issues such as access to land
during fire suppression activities, the availability of local fire
suppression assets, environmental concerns, and landowner
interests.
(3) In appointing the local wildland fire liaison, the
commissioner must consult with county legislative authorities
either directly or through an organization that represents the
interests of county legislative authorities.
(4) All requirements in this section are subject to the
availability of amounts appropriated for the specific purposes
described.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. (1) The local wildland fire
liaison created in section 1 of this act must prepare a report to the
commissioner of public lands by December 31, 2015, that
provides recommendations regarding:
(a) Opportunities for the department of natural resources to
increase training with local fire protection districts;
(b) The ability to quickly evaluate the availability of local fire
district resources in a manner that allows the local resources to be
more efficiently and effectively dispatched to wildland fires; and
(c) Opportunities to increase and maintain the viability of
local fire suppression assets.
(2) The department of natural resources must issue a report to
the legislature consistent with RCW 43.01.036 by October 31,
2016, that summarizes the recommendations of the local wildland
fire liaison, details steps taken to implement the
recommendations, and offers an analyses of the results on the
ground.
(3) All requirements in this section are subject to the
availability of amounts appropriated for the specific purposes
described.
(4) This section expires July 1, 2017.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 76.04 RCW under the subchapter heading
"administration" to read as follows:
(1) The commissioner must appoint and maintain a wildland
fire advisory committee to generally advise the commissioner on
all matters related to wildland firefighting in the state. This
includes, but is not limited to, developing recommendations
regarding department capital budget requests related to wildland
firefighting and developing strategies to enhance the safe and
effective use of private and public wildland firefighting resources.
(2) The commissioner may appoint members to the wildland
fire advisory committee as the commissioner determines is the
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(iv) The individual has a reasonable belief that he or she is
most helpful in the discharge of the commissioner's duties.
However, at a minimum, the commissioner must invite the
capable of taking preventive measures;
(v) The individual only undertakes measures that are
following:
reasonable and necessary until professional wildfire suppression
(a) Two county commissioners, one from east of the crest of
personnel arrives;
the Cascade mountains and one from west of the crest of the
(vi) The individual does not continue to take suppression
Cascade mountains;
actions after specific direction to cease from the landowner;
(b) Two owners of industrial land, one an owner of timberland
(vii) The individual takes preventive measures only for the
and one an owner of rangeland;
period of time until efforts to control the wildfire have been
(c) The state fire marshal or a representative of the state fire
assumed by professional wildfire suppression personnel, unless
marshal's office;
explicitly authorized by professional wildland firefighting
(d) Two individuals with the title of fire chief, one from a
personnel to remain engaged in suppressing the fire;
community located east of the crest of the Cascade mountains and
(viii) The individual follows the instructions of professional
one from a community located west of the crest of the Cascade
wildland firefighting personnel, including ceasing to engage in
mountains;
firefighting activities, when directed to do so by professional
(e) An individual with the title of fire commissioner whose
wildland firefighting personnel; and
authority is pursuant to chapter 52.14 RCW;
(ix) The individual promptly notifies emergency personnel
(f) A representative of a federal wildland firefighting agency;
and the landowner, lessee, or occupant prior to entering the land
(g) A representative of a tribal nation;
or within a reasonable time after the individual attempts to
(h) A representative of a statewide environmental
extinguish or control the wildland fire.
organization;
(d) Nothing in this section authorizes any person to materially
(i) A representative of a state land trust beneficiary; and
benefit from accessing land or retain any valuable materials that
(j) A small forest landowner.
may be collected or harvested during the time the individual
(3) The local wildland fire liaison serves as the administrative
attempts to extinguish or control the wildland fire.
chair for the wildland fire advisory committee.
(e)(i) The authority to enter privately owned or publicly
(4) The department must provide staff support for all
owned land under this subsection (1) is limited to the minimum
committee meetings.
necessary activities reasonably required to extinguish or control
(5) The wildland fire advisory committee must meet at the call
the wildland fire.
of the administrative chair for any purpose that directly relates to
(ii) Activities that may be reasonable under this subsection (1)
the duties set forth in subsection (1) of this section or as is
include, but are not limited to: Using hand tools to clear the
otherwise requested by the commissioner or the administrative
ground of debris, operating readily available water hoses, clearing
chair.
flammable materials from the vicinity of structures, unlocking or
(6) Each member of the wildland fire advisory committee
opening gates to assist firefighter access, and safely scouting and
serves without compensation but may be reimbursed for travel
reporting fire behavior.
expenses as authorized in RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060.
(iii) Activities that do not fall within the scope of this
(7) The members of the wildland fire advisory committee, or
subsection (1)(e), due to the high potential for adverse
individuals acting on their behalf, are immune from civil liability
consequences, include, but are not limited to: Lighting a fire in an
for official acts performed in the course of their duties.
attempt to stop the spread of another fire; using explosives as a
(8) All requirements in this section are subject to the
firefighting technique; using aircraft for fire suppression; and
availability of amounts appropriated for the specific purposes
directing other individuals to engage in firefighting.
described.
(f) Nothing in this subsection (1) confers a legal or civil duty
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
or obligation on a person to attempt to extinguish or control a
chapter 76.04 RCW to read as follows:
wildfire.
(1)(a) An individual may, consistent with this section, enter
(2)(a) No civil or criminal liability may be imposed by any
privately owned or publicly owned land for the purposes of
court on the owner, lessee, or occupant of any land accessed as
attempting to extinguish or control a wildland fire, regardless of
permitted under subsection (1) of this section for any direct or
whether the individual owns the land, when fighting the wildland
proximate adverse impacts resulting from the access to privately
fire in that particular time and location can be reasonably
owned or publicly owned land allowed under subsection (1) of
considered a public necessity due to an imminent danger.
this section, except upon proof of willful or wanton misconduct
(b) No civil or criminal liability may be imposed by any court
by the owner, lessee, or occupant. The barriers to civil and
on an individual acting pursuant to this section for any direct or
criminal liability imposed by this subsection include, but are not
proximate adverse impacts resulting from an individual's access
limited to, impacts on:
to land for the purposes of attempting to extinguish or control a
(i) The individual accessing the privately owned or publicly
wildland fire when fighting the wildland fire in that particular
owned land and the individual's personal property, including loss
time and location can be reasonably considered a public necessity,
of life;
except upon proof of gross negligence or willful or wanton
(ii) Any structures or land alterations constructed by
misconduct by the individual.
individuals entering the privately owned or publicly owned land;
(c) An individual may enter land under this subsection (1)
(iii) Other landholdings; and
only if:
(iv) Overall environmental resources.
(i) There is an active fire on or in near proximity to the land;
(b) This subsection (2) does not apply in any case where
(ii) The individual has a reasonable belief that the local fire
liability for damages is provided under RCW 4.24.040.
conditions are creating an emergency situation and that there is
(3) Nothing in this section limits or otherwise effects any
an imminent danger of a fire growing or spreading to or from the
other statutory or common law provisions relating to land access
parcel of land being entered;
or the control of a conflagration.
(iii) The individual has a reasonable belief that preventive
measures will extinguish or control the wildfire;
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Sec. 5. RCW 76.04.015 and 2012 c 38 s 1 are each amended
to read as follows:
(1) The department may, at its discretion, appoint trained
personnel possessing the necessary qualifications to carry out the
duties and supporting functions of the department and may
determine their respective salaries.
(2) The department shall have direct charge of and
supervision of all matters pertaining to the forest fire service of
the state.
(3) The department shall:
(a) Enforce all laws within this chapter;
(b) Be empowered to take charge of and direct the work of
suppressing forest fires;
(c)(i) Investigate the origin and cause of all forest fires to
determine whether either a criminal act or negligence by any
person, firm, or corporation caused the starting, spreading, or
existence of the fire. In conducting investigations, the department
shall work cooperatively, to the extent possible, with utilities,
property owners, and other interested parties to identify and
preserve evidence. Except as provided otherwise in this
subsection, the department in conducting investigations is
authorized, without court order, to take possession or control of
relevant evidence found in plain view and belonging to any
person, firm, or corporation. To the extent possible, the
department shall notify the person, firm, or corporation of its
intent to take possession or control of the evidence. The person,
firm, or corporation shall be afforded reasonable opportunity to
view the evidence and, before the department takes possession or
control of the evidence, also shall be afforded reasonable
opportunity to examine, document, and photograph it. If the
person, firm, or corporation objects in writing to the department's
taking possession or control of the evidence, the department must
either return the evidence within seven days after the day on
which the department is provided with the written objections or
obtain a court order authorizing the continued possession or
control.
(ii) Absent a court order authorizing otherwise, the
department may not take possession or control of evidence over
the objection of the owner of the evidence if the evidence is used
by the owner in conducting a business or in providing an electric
utility service and the department's taking possession or control
of the evidence would substantially and materially interfere with
the operation of the business or provision of electric utility
service.
(iii) Absent a court order authorizing otherwise, the
department may not take possession or control of evidence over
the objection of an electric utility when the evidence is not owned
by the utility but has caused damage to property owned by the
utility. However, this subsection (3)(c)(iii) does not apply if the
department has notified the utility of its intent to take possession
or control of the evidence and provided the utility with reasonable
time to examine, document, and photograph the evidence.
(iv) Only personnel qualified to work on electrical equipment
may take possession or control of evidence owned or controlled
by an electric utility;
(d) Furnish notices or information to the public calling
attention to forest fire dangers and the penalties for violation of
this chapter;
(e) Be familiar with all timbered and cut-over areas of the
state; ((and))
(f) Maximize the effective utilization of local fire suppression
assets consistent with section 6 of this act; and
(g) Regulate and control the official actions of its employees,
the wardens, and the rangers.
(4) The department may:

(a) Authorize all needful and proper expenditures for forest
protection;
(b) Adopt rules consistent with this section for the prevention,
control, and suppression of forest fires as it considers necessary
including but not limited to: Fire equipment and materials; use of
personnel; and fire prevention standards and operating conditions
including a provision for reducing these conditions where
justified by local factors such as location and weather;
(c) Remove at will the commission of any ranger or suspend
the authority of any warden;
(d) Inquire into:
(i) The extent, kind, value, and condition of all timber lands
within the state;
(ii) The extent to which timber lands are being destroyed by
fire and the damage thereon;
(e) Provide fire detection, prevention, presuppression, or
suppression services on nonforested public lands managed by the
department or another state agency, but only to the extent that
providing these services does not interfere with or detract from
the obligations set forth in subsection (3) of this section. If the
department provides fire detection, prevention, presuppression, or
suppression services on nonforested public lands managed by
another state agency, the department must be fully reimbursed for
the work through a cooperative agreement as provided for in
RCW 76.04.135(1).
(5) Any rules adopted under this section for the suppression
of forest fires must include a mechanism by which a local fire
mobilization radio frequency, consistent with RCW 43.43.963, is
identified and made available during the initial response to any
forest fire that crosses jurisdictional lines so that all responders
have access to communications during the response. Different
initial response frequencies may be identified and used as
appropriate in different geographic response areas. If the fire
radio communication needs escalate beyond the capability of the
identified local radio frequency, the use of other available
designated interoperability radio frequencies may be used.
(6) When the department considers it to be in the best interest
of the state, it may cooperate with any agency of another state, the
United States or any agency thereof, the Dominion of Canada or
any agency or province thereof, and any county, town,
corporation, individual, or Indian tribe within the state of
Washington in forest firefighting and patrol.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to
chapter 76.04 RCW to read as follows:
(1) To maximize the effective utilization of local fire
suppression assets, the department is required to:
(a) Compile and annually update master lists of qualified
wildland fire suppression contractors who have valid incident
qualifications for the kind of contracted work to be performed. In
order to be included on a master list of qualified wildland fire
suppression contractors:
(i) Contractors providing fire engines, tenders, crews, or
similar resources must have training and qualifications sufficient
for federal wildland fire contractor eligibility, including
possessing a valid incident qualification card, commonly called a
red card; and
(ii) Contractors other than those identified in (a)(i) of this
subsection must have training and qualifications evidenced by
possession of a valid department qualification and safety
document, commonly called a blue card, issued to people
cooperating with the department pursuant to an agreement;
(b) Provide timely advance notification of the dates and
locations of department blue card training to all potential wildland
fire suppression contractors known to the department and make
the training available in several locations that are reasonably
convenient for contractors;
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(c) Make the lists of qualified wildland fire suppression
(5) "Disturbance agent" means those forces that damage or
contractors available to county legislative authorities, emergency
kill significant numbers of forest trees, such as insects, diseases,
management departments, and local fire districts;
wind storms, ice storms, and fires.
(d) Cooperate with federal wildland firefighting agencies to
(6) "Emergency fire costs" means those costs incurred or
maximize, based on predicted need, the efficient use of local
approved by the department for emergency forest fire
resources in close proximity to wildland fire incidents;
suppression, including the employment of personnel, rental of
(e) Enter into preemptive agreements with landowners in
equipment, and purchase of supplies over and above costs
possession of firefighting capability that may be utilized in
regularly budgeted and provided for nonemergency fire expenses
wildland fire suppression efforts, including the use of bulldozers,
for the biennium in which the costs occur.
fallers, fuel tenders, potable water tenders, water sprayers, wash
(7) "Exploding target" means a device that is designed or
trailers, refrigeration units, and buses; and
marketed to ignite or explode when struck by firearm ammunition
(f) Conduct outreach to provide basic incident command
or other projectiles.
system and wildland fire safety training to landowners in
(8) "Forest debris" includes forest slash, chips, and any other
possession of firefighting capability to help ensure that any
vegetative residue resulting from activities on forest land.
wildland fire suppression actions taken by private landowners on
(9) "Forest fire service" includes all wardens, rangers, and
their own land are accomplished safely and in coordination with
other persons employed especially for preventing or fighting
any related incident command structure.
forest fires.
(2) Nothing in subsection (1) of this section prohibits the
(10) "Forest land" means any unimproved lands which have
department from conducting condensed safety training on the site
enough trees, standing or down, or flammable material, to
of a wildland fire in order to utilize available contractors not
constitute in the judgment of the department, a fire menace to life
included on a master list of qualified wildland fire suppression
or property. Sagebrush and grass areas east of the summit of the
contractors.
Cascade mountains may be considered forest lands when such
(3) When entering into preemptive agreements with
areas are adjacent to or intermingled with areas supporting tree
landowners under this section, the department must ensure that:
growth. Forest land, for protection purposes, does not include
(a) All equipment and personnel satisfy department standards;
structures.
and
(11) "Forest landowner," "owner of forest land," "landowner,"
(b) All contractors are, when engaged in fire suppression
or "owner" means the owner or the person in possession of any
activities, under the supervision of recognized wildland fire
public or private forest land.
personnel.
(12) "Forest material" means forest slash, chips, timber,
(4) No civil liability may be imposed by any court on the state
standing or down, or other vegetation.
or its officers and employees for any adverse impacts resulting
(13) "Incendiary ammunition" means ammunition that is
from training provided by the department or preemptive
designed to ignite or explode upon impact with or penetration of
agreements entered into by the department under the provisions
a target or designed to trace its course in the air with a trail of
of this section except upon proof of gross negligence or willful or
smoke, chemical incandescence, or fire.
wanton misconduct.
(14) "Landowner operation" means every activity, and
(5) All requirements in this section are subject to the
supporting activities, of a forest landowner and the landowner's
availability of amounts appropriated for the specific purposes
agents, employees, or independent contractors or permittees in the
described.
management and use of forest land subject to the forest protection
Sec. 7. RCW 76.04.005 and 2014 c 90 s 1 are each reenacted
assessment under RCW 76.04.610 for the primary benefit of the
and amended to read as follows:
owner. The term includes, but is not limited to, the growing and
As used in this chapter, the following terms have the
harvesting of forest products, the development of transportation
meanings indicated unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
systems, the utilization of minerals or other natural resources, and
(1) "Additional fire hazard" means a condition existing on any
the clearing of land. The term does not include recreational and/or
land in the state:
residential activities not associated with these enumerated
(a) Covered wholly or in part by forest debris which is likely
activities.
to further the spread of fire and thereby endanger life or property;
(15) "Participating landowner" means an owner of forest land
or
whose land is subject to the forest protection assessment under
(b) When, due to the effects of disturbance agents, broken,
RCW 76.04.610.
down, dead, or dying trees exist on forest land in sufficient
(16) "Sky lantern" means an unmanned self-contained
quantity to be likely to further the spread of fire within areas
luminary device that uses heated air produced by an open flame
covered by a forest health hazard warning or order issued by the
or produced by another source to become or remain airborne.
commissioner of public lands under RCW 76.06.180. The term
(17) "Slash" means organic forest debris such as tree tops,
"additional fire hazard" does not include green trees or snags left
limbs, brush, and other dead flammable material remaining on
standing in upland or riparian areas under the provisions of RCW
forest land as a result of a landowner operation.
76.04.465 or chapter 76.09 RCW.
(18) "Slash burning" means the planned and controlled
(2) "Closed season" means the period between April 15th and
burning of forest debris on forest lands by broadcast burning,
October 15th, unless the department designates different dates
underburning, pile burning, or other means, for the purposes of
because of prevailing fire weather conditions.
silviculture, hazard abatement, or reduction and prevention or
(3) "Department" means the department of natural resources,
elimination of a fire hazard.
or its authorized representatives, as defined in chapter 43.30
(19) "Suppression" means all activities involved in the
RCW.
containment and control of forest fires, including the patrolling
(4) "Department protected lands" means all lands subject to
thereof until such fires are extinguished or considered by the
the forest protection assessment under RCW 76.04.610 or
department to pose no further threat to life or property.
covered under contract or agreement pursuant to RCW 76.04.135
(20) "Unimproved lands" means those lands that will support
by the department.
grass, brush and tree growth, or other flammable material when
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such lands are not cleared or cultivated and, in the opinion of the
department, are a fire menace to life and property.
(21) "Commissioner" means the commissioner of public
lands.
(22) "Local fire suppression assets" means firefighting
equipment that is located in close proximity to the wildland fire
and that meets department standards and requirements.
(23) "Local wildland fire liaison" means the person appointed
by the commissioner to serve as the local wildland fire liaison as
provided in section 1 of this act."
Senator Dansel spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
striking amendment.
The Vice President Pro Tempore declared the question before
the Senate to be the adoption of the committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Ways & Means to Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 2093.
The motion by Senator Dansel carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.

ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 2190, by Representatives
Harmsworth, Moscoso, Orcutt, Clibborn, Wilson, Condotta,
Kretz, Rodne, Dunshee and Pike
Authorizing the electronic submission of vessel reports of
sale.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed House Bill No. 2190 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed House Bill No. 2190.

MOTION
ROLL CALL
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "suppression;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 76.04.015;
reenacting and amending RCW 76.04.005; adding a new section
to chapter 43.30 RCW; adding new sections to chapter 76.04
RCW; creating a new section; and providing an expiration date."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dansel, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2093 as amended by the
Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Dansel, Hatfield and Parlette spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
House Bill No. 2190 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senator Warnick
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 2190, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

The Vice President Pro Tempore declared the question before
the Senate to be the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House
Bill No. 2093 as amended by the Senate.

SECOND READING

ROLL CALL

SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1617, by House
Committee on Judiciary (originally sponsored by Representatives
Rodne, Goodman and Jinkins)

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 2093 as amended by the Senate and
the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays,
0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senator Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2093 as
amended by the Senate, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

Concerning the use of the judicial information system by
courts before granting certain orders.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1617 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1617.
ROLL CALL

The President of the Senate resumed the chair.
SECOND READING
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
(g) Any abutting private owner but only after each other
House Bill No. 1617 and the bill passed the Senate by the
abutting private owner (if any), as shown in the records of the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
county assessor, is notified in writing of the proposed sale. If
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
more than one abutting private owner requests in writing the right
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
to purchase the property within fifteen days after receiving notice
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
of the proposed sale, the property shall be sold at public auction
Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
in the manner provided in RCW 47.12.283;
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
(h) To any other owner of real property required for
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
transportation purposes;
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and
(i) In the case of property suitable for residential use, any
Sheldon
nonprofit organization dedicated to providing affordable housing
Voting nay: Senator Hasegawa
to very low-income, low-income, and moderate-income
Excused: Senator Warnick
households as defined in RCW 43.63A.510 and is eligible to
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1617, having received the
receive assistance through the Washington housing trust fund
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
created in chapter 43.185 RCW; or
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
(j) A federally recognized Indian tribe within whose
the act.
reservation boundary the property is located.
(4) If the department determines that all or a portion of real
SECOND READING
property or an interest in real property that was acquired through
condemnation by judgment or decree within the previous ten
HOUSE BILL NO. 1585, by Representatives Young, Shea,
years is no longer necessary for a transportation purpose, the
Scott, G. Hunt, Taylor and Santos
former owner has a right of repurchase, at current market value,
as described in this subsection. For the purposes of this
Providing a right of first repurchase for surplus transportation
subsection, "former owner" means the person or entity from
property.
whom the department acquired title. At least ninety days prior to
the date on which the property is intended to be sold by the
The measure was read the second time.
department, the department must mail notice of the planned sale
to the former owner of the property at the former owner's last
MOTION
known address or to a forwarding address if that owner has
provided the department with a forwarding address. If the former
Senator King moved that the following committee striking
owner of the property's last known address, or forwarding address
amendment by the Committee on Transportation be adopted:
if a forwarding address has been provided, is no longer the former
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
owner of the property's address, the right of repurchase is
following:
extinguished. If the former owner notifies the department within
"Sec. 1. RCW 47.12.063 and 2011 c 376 s 2 are each
thirty days of the date of the notice that the former owner intends
amended to read as follows:
to repurchase the property, the department shall proceed with the
(1) It is the intent of the legislature to continue the
sale of the property to the former owner for fair market value and
department's policy giving priority consideration to abutting
shall not list the property for sale to other owners. If the former
property owners in agricultural areas when disposing of property
owner does not provide timely written notice to the department of
through its surplus property program under this section, unless the
the intent to exercise a repurchase right, or if the sale to the former
property is eligible to be sold under subsection (4) of this section.
owner is not completed within ninety days of the date of notice
(2) Whenever the department determines that any real
that the former owner intends to repurchase the property, the right
property owned by the state of Washington and under the
of repurchase is extinguished.
jurisdiction of the department is no longer required for
(5) When selling real property pursuant to RCW 47.12.283,
transportation purposes and that it is in the public interest to do
the department may withhold or withdraw the property from an
so, the department may sell the property or exchange it in full or
auction when requested by one of the entities or persons listed in
part consideration for land or improvements or for construction
subsection (3) of this section and only after the receipt of a
of improvements at fair market value to any person through the
nonrefundable deposit equal to ten percent of the fair market
solicitation of written bids through public advertising in the
value of the real property or five thousand dollars, whichever is
manner prescribed under RCW 47.28.050 or in the manner
less. This subsection does not prohibit the department from
prescribed under RCW 47.12.283.
exercising its discretion to withhold or withdraw the real property
(3) The department may forego the processes prescribed by
from an auction if the department determines that the property is
RCW 47.28.050 and 47.12.283 and sell the real property to any
no longer surplus or chooses to sell the property through one of
of the following entities or persons at fair market value, unless the
the other means listed in subsection (2) of this section. If a
property is eligible to be sold under subsection (4) of this section:
transaction under this subsection is not completed within sixty
(a) Any other state agency;
days, the real property must be put back up for sale.
(b) The city or county in which the property is situated;
(((5))) (6) Sales to purchasers may at the department's option
(c) Any other municipal corporation;
be for cash, by real estate contract, or exchange of land or
(d) Regional transit authorities created under chapter 81.112
improvements. Transactions involving the construction of
RCW;
improvements must be conducted pursuant to chapter 47.28 RCW
(e) The former owner of the property from whom the state
and Title 39 RCW, as applicable, and must comply with all other
acquired title;
applicable laws and rules.
(f) In the case of residentially improved property, a tenant of
(((6))) (7) Conveyances made pursuant to this section shall be
the department who has resided thereon for not less than six
by deed executed by the secretary of transportation and shall be
months and who is not delinquent in paying rent to the state;
duly acknowledged.
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(((7))) (8) Unless otherwise provided, all moneys received
pursuant to the provisions of this section less any real estate
broker commissions paid pursuant to RCW 47.12.320 shall be
deposited in the motor vehicle fund."
Senator King spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Transportation to House Bill No. 1585.
The motion by Senator King carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "property;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and amending RCW 47.12.063."
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended, House
Bill No. 1585 as amended by the Senate was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators King, Roach and Angel spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1585 as amended by the
Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1585 as amended by the Senate and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0;
Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senator Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1585 as amended by the Senate, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1424, by
House Committee on Health Care & Wellness (originally
sponsored by Representatives Orwall, Kagi, Jinkins, Gregerson,
Goodman, Santos, Fey and Sawyer)
Concerning suicide prevention.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION

Senator Becker moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Health Care be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 43.70.442 and 2014 c 71 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) Each of the following professionals certified or licensed
under Title 18 RCW shall, at least once every six years, complete
training in suicide assessment, treatment, and management that is
approved, in rule, by the relevant disciplining authority:
(i) An adviser or counselor certified under chapter 18.19
RCW;
(ii) A chemical dependency professional licensed under
chapter 18.205 RCW;
(iii) A marriage and family therapist licensed under chapter
18.225 RCW;
(iv) A mental health counselor licensed under chapter 18.225
RCW;
(v) An occupational therapy practitioner licensed under
chapter 18.59 RCW;
(vi) A psychologist licensed under chapter 18.83 RCW;
(vii) An advanced social worker or independent clinical social
worker licensed under chapter 18.225 RCW; and
(viii) A social worker associate—advanced or social worker
associate—independent clinical licensed under chapter 18.225
RCW.
(b) The requirements in (a) of this subsection apply to a person
holding a retired active license for one of the professions in (a) of
this subsection.
(c) The training required by this subsection must be at least
six hours in length, unless a disciplining authority has determined,
under subsection (9)(b) of this section, that training that includes
only screening and referral elements is appropriate for the
profession in question, in which case the training must be at least
three hours in length.
(d) Beginning July 1, 2017, the training required by this
subsection must be on the model list developed under subsection
(6) of this section. Nothing in this subsection (1)(d) affects the
validity of training completed prior to July 1, 2017.
(2)(a) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, a
professional listed in subsection (1)(a) of this section must
complete the first training required by this section ((during)) by
the end of the first full continuing education reporting period after
January 1, 2014, or during the first full continuing education
reporting period after initial licensure or certification, whichever
occurs later.
(b) A professional listed in subsection (1)(a) of this section
applying for initial licensure may delay completion of the first
training required by this section for six years after initial licensure
if he or she can demonstrate successful completion of the training
required in subsection (1) of this section no more than six years
prior to the application for initial licensure.
(3) The hours spent completing training in suicide assessment,
treatment, and management under this section count toward
meeting any applicable continuing education or continuing
competency requirements for each profession.
(4)(a) A disciplining authority may, by rule, specify minimum
training and experience that is sufficient to exempt ((a)) an
individual professional from the training requirements in
subsections (1) and (5) of this section. Nothing in this subsection
(4)(a) allows a disciplining authority to provide blanket
exemptions to broad categories or specialties within a profession.
(b) A disciplining authority may exempt a professional from
the training requirements of subsections (1) and (5) of this section
if the professional has only brief or limited patient contact.
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veteran-specific content under this subsection, the secretary and
(5)(a) Beginning January 1, 2016, each of the following
professionals credentialed under Title 18 RCW shall complete a
the disciplining authorities shall consult with the Washington
department of veterans affairs.))
one-time training in suicide assessment, treatment, and
management that is approved by the relevant disciplining
(c) By June 30, 2016, the department shall adopt rules
authority:
establishing minimum standards for the training programs
(i) A chiropractor licensed under chapter 18.25 RCW;
included on the model list. The minimum standards must require
that six-hour trainings include content specific to veterans and the
(ii) A naturopath licensed under chapter 18.36A RCW;
(iii) A licensed practical nurse, registered nurse, or advanced
assessment of issues related to imminent harm via lethal means or
registered nurse practitioner, other than a certified registered
self-injurious behaviors. When adopting the rules required under
nurse anesthetist, licensed under chapter 18.79 RCW;
this subsection (6)(c), the department shall:
(iv) An osteopathic physician and surgeon licensed under
(i) Consult with the affected disciplining authorities, public
chapter 18.57 RCW, other than a holder of a postgraduate
and private institutions of higher education, educators, experts in
osteopathic medicine and surgery license issued under RCW
suicide assessment, treatment, and management, the Washington
18.57.035;
department of veterans affairs, and affected professional
(v) An osteopathic physician assistant licensed under chapter
associations; and
18.57A RCW;
(ii) Consider standards related to the best practices registry of
(vi) A physical therapist or physical therapist assistant
the American foundation for suicide prevention and the suicide
licensed under chapter 18.74 RCW;
prevention resource center.
(vii) A physician licensed under chapter 18.71 RCW, other
(d) Beginning January 1, 2017:
than a resident holding a limited license issued under RCW
(i) The model list must include only trainings that meet the
18.71.095(3);
minimum standards established in the rules adopted under (c) of
(viii) A physician assistant licensed under chapter 18.71A
this subsection and any three-hour trainings that met the
RCW; and
requirements of this section on or before the effective date of this
section;
(ix) A person holding a retired active license for one of the
(ii) The model list must include six-hour trainings in suicide
professions listed in (a)(i) through (viii) of this subsection.
(b) A professional listed in (a) of this subsection must
assessment, treatment, and management, and three-hour trainings
complete the one-time training ((during)) by the end of the first
that include only screening and referral elements; and
full continuing education reporting period after ((June 12, 2014))
(iii) A person or entity providing the training required in this
January 1, 2016, or during the first full continuing education
section may petition the department for inclusion on the model
reporting period after initial licensure, whichever is later.
list. The department shall add the training to the list only if the
Training completed between June 12, 2014, and January 1, 2016,
department determines that the training meets the minimum
that meets the requirements of this section, other than the timing
standards established in the rules adopted under (c) of this
requirements of this subsection (5)(b), must be accepted by the
subsection.
disciplining authority as meeting the one-time training
(7) The department shall provide the health profession
requirement of this subsection (5).
training standards created in this section to the professional
(c) The training required by this subsection must be at least
education standards board as a model in meeting the requirements
of RCW 28A.410.226 and provide technical assistance, as
six hours in length, unless a disciplining authority has determined,
under subsection (9)(b) of this section, that training that includes
requested, in the review and evaluation of educator training
only screening and referral elements is appropriate for the
programs. The educator training programs approved by the
profession in question, in which case the training must be at least
professional educator standards board may be included in the
three hours in length.
department's model list.
(d) Beginning July 1, 2017, the training required by this
(8) Nothing in this section may be interpreted to expand or
subsection must be on the model list developed under subsection
limit the scope of practice of any profession regulated under
(6) of this section. Nothing in this subsection (5)(d) affects the
chapter 18.130 RCW.
validity of training completed prior to July 1, 2017.
(((8))) (9) The secretary and the disciplining authorities
(6)(a) The secretary and the disciplining authorities shall work
affected by this section shall adopt any rules necessary to
collaboratively to develop a model list of training programs in
implement this section.
suicide assessment, treatment, and management.
(((9))) (10) For purposes of this section:
(b) ((When developing the model list, the secretary and the
(a) "Disciplining authority" has the same meaning as in RCW
disciplining authorities shall:
18.130.020.
(i) Consider suicide assessment, treatment, and management
(b) "Training in suicide assessment, treatment, and
training programs of at least six hours in length listed on the best
management" means empirically supported training approved by
practices registry of the American foundation for suicide
the appropriate disciplining authority that contains the following
prevention and the suicide prevention resource center; and
elements: Suicide assessment, including screening and referral,
(ii) Consult with public and private institutions of higher
suicide treatment, and suicide management. However, the
education, experts in suicide assessment, treatment, and
disciplining authority may approve training that includes only
management, and affected professional associations.
screening and referral elements if appropriate for the profession
(c) The secretary and the disciplining authorities shall report
in question based on the profession's scope of practice. The board
the model list of training programs to the appropriate committees
of occupational therapy may also approve training that includes
of the legislature no later than December 15, 2013.
only screening and referral elements if appropriate for
(d))) The secretary and the disciplining authorities shall
occupational therapy practitioners based on practice setting.
update the list at least once every two years. ((When updating the
(((10))) (11) A state or local government employee is exempt
list, the secretary and the disciplining authorities shall, to the
from the requirements of this section if he or she receives a total
extent practicable, endeavor to include training on the model list
of at least six hours of training in suicide assessment, treatment,
that includes content specific to veterans. When identifying
and management from his or her employer every six years. For
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purposes of this subsection, the training may be provided in one
six-hour block or may be spread among shorter training sessions
at the employer's discretion.
(((11))) (12) An employee of a community mental health
agency licensed under chapter 71.24 RCW or a chemical
dependency program certified under chapter 70.96A RCW is
exempt from the requirements of this section if he or she receives
a total of at least six hours of training in suicide assessment,
treatment, and management from his or her employer every six
years. For purposes of this subsection, the training may be
provided in one six-hour block or may be spread among shorter
training sessions at the employer's discretion."
Senator Becker spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Health Care to Engrossed Substitute House Bill
No. 1424.
The motion by Senator Becker carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "prevention;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and amending RCW 43.70.442."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1424 as amended by the
Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Becker and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

Providing funding for certain commissioned court marshals
of county sheriff's offices to be added to the definition of
uniformed personnel for the purposes of public employees'
collective bargaining.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Senate Bill No. 6092 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Roach spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Senate Bill No. 6092.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Senate
Bill No. 6092 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 38; Nays, 10; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain,
Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes and Schoesler
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Braun, Brown, Ericksen,
Hewitt, Honeyford, King, O'Ban, Padden and Sheldon
Excused: Senator Warnick
SENATE BILL NO. 6092, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1424 as
amended by the Senate.

SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1184, by House
Committee on Health Care & Wellness (originally sponsored by
Representatives Cody and Harris)

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 1424 as amended by the Senate and
the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays,
1; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and
Sheldon
Voting nay: Senator Benton
Excused: Senator Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1424 as
amended by the Senate, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

Allowing licensed marriage and family therapist associates
access to the University of Washington health sciences library.
Revised for 1st Substitute: Increasing the health professions
participating in online access to the University of Washington
health sciences library.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1184 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1184.
ROLL CALL

SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 6092, by Senator Roach
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(4) To renew a registration under this section, a radiology
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1184 and the bill passed the Senate by the
benefit manager must pay a renewal fee established in rule by the
department of revenue.
following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 2; Absent, 1; Excused, 1.
(5) All receipts from registrations and renewals collected by
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
the department of revenue must be deposited into the business
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
license account created in RCW 19.02.210.
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. Section 1 of this act constitutes a
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
new chapter in Title 19 RCW."
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson,
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "managers;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and adding a new chapter to Title
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes and Sheldon
Voting nay: Senators Padden and Schoesler
19 RCW."
Senators Dammeier and Frockt spoke in favor of the motion
Absent: Senator Ericksen
Excused: Senator Warnick
that the committee striking amendment be not adopted.
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1184, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the motion by Senator Dammieier that the committee striking
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
amendment by the Committee on Health Care to Substitute House
Bill No. 1183 be not adopted.
SECOND READING
The motion by Senator Dammeier carried and the committee
striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1183, by House
Committee on Health Care & Wellness (originally sponsored by
MOTION
Representatives Harris and Cody)
Senator Dammeier moved that the following striking
Concerning radiology benefit managers.
amendment by Senator Becker be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
The measure was read the second time.
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) Any radiology benefit
MOTION
manager that is owned by a carrier as defined in RCW 48.43.005
or acts as a subcontractor for a carrier must be registered with the
Senator Dammeier moved that the following committee
department of revenue's business licensing service and annually
striking amendment by the Committee on Health Care be not
renew the registration.
adopted:
(2)(a) For purposes of this section, a "radiology benefit
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
manager" means a person that contracts with, or is owned by, a
following:
carrier or a third-party payor to:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) Any radiology benefit
(i) Process claims for services and procedures performed by a
manager that is owned by a carrier as defined in RCW 48.43.005
licensed radiologist or advanced diagnostic imaging service
or acts as a subcontractor for a carrier must be registered with the
provider; or
department of revenue's business licensing service and annually
(ii) Pay or authorize payment to radiology clinics,
renew the registration.
radiologists, or advanced diagnostic imaging service providers for
(2)(a) For purposes of this section, a "radiology benefit
services or procedures;
manager" means a person that contracts with, or is owned by, a
(b) "Radiology benefit manager" does not include a health
carrier or a third-party payor to:
care service contractor as defined in RCW 48.44.010, a health
(i) Process claims for services and procedures performed by a
maintenance organization as defined in RCW 48.46.020, or an
licensed radiologist or advanced diagnostic imaging service
issuer as defined in RCW 48.01.053.
provider; or
(3) To register under this section, a radiology benefit manager
(ii) Pay or authorize payment to radiology clinics,
must:
radiologists, or advanced diagnostic imaging service providers for
(a) Submit an application requiring the following information:
services or procedures;
(i) The identity of the radiology benefit manager;
(b) "Radiology benefit manager" does not include a health
(ii) The name, business address, phone number, and medical
care service contractor as defined in RCW 48.44.010, a health
director for the radiology benefit manager; and
maintenance organization as defined in RCW 48.46.020, or an
(iii) Where applicable, the federal tax employer identification
issuer as defined in RCW 48.01.053.
number for the entity; and
(3) To register under this section, a radiology benefit manager
(b) Pay a registration fee of two hundred dollars.
must:
(4) To renew a registration under this section, a radiology
(a) Submit an application requiring the following information:
benefit manager must pay a renewal fee of two hundred dollars.
(i) The identity of the radiology benefit manager;
(5) All receipts from registrations and renewals collected by
(ii) The name, business address, phone number, and medical
the department of revenue must be deposited into the business
director for the radiology benefit manager; and
license account created in RCW 19.02.210.
(iii) Where applicable, the federal tax employer identification
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. Section 1 of this act constitutes a
number for the entity; and
new chapter in Title 19 RCW."
(b) Pay a registration fee established in rule by the department
Senators Dammeier and Frockt spoke in favor of adoption of
of revenue.
the striking amendment.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
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Senator Benton: “Thank you. Has the striking amendment,
number three eighty-nine, been distributed because I don’t find a
copy on my desk?”

Addressing the death benefits of a surviving spouse of a
member of the law enforcement officers' and firefighters'
retirement system or the state patrol retirement system.
The measure was read the second time.

REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
MOTION
President Owen:
yes.”

[Senators waving copies.] “Apparently,

Senator Benton: “I got skipped! Thank you Mr. President.”
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator Becker to
Substitute House Bill No. 1183.
The motion by Senator Dammeier carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.

On motion of Senator Baumgartner, the rules were
suspended, Substitute House Bill No. 1194 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1194.
ROLL CALL

MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "managers;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and adding a new chapter to Title
19 RCW."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1183 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1183 as amended
by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1183 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 4;
Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Sheldon
Voting nay: Senators Benton, Dansel, Ericksen and Padden
Excused: Senator Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1183 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1194, by House
Committee on Labor (originally sponsored by Representatives
Kirby, Holy, Van De Wege, Hayes, Stokesbary, Fitzgibbon and
Bergquist)

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1194 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Sheldon
Excused: Senator Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1194, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1480, by House
Committee on Transportation (originally sponsored by
Representatives Holy, Riccelli, Orcutt, Haler, Shea, Johnson,
Clibborn, Ormsby, Condotta, Tharinger and McCaslin)
Creating intermittent-use trailer license plates.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator King moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators King and Hobbs be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 46.16A RCW to read as follows:
(1) A trailer in good working order that has a scale weight of
two thousand pounds or less and is used only for participation in
club activities, exhibitions, tours, and parades, and for occasional
pleasure use, is considered an intermittent-use trailer and may be
issued a permanent registration. To be eligible to receive a
permanent registration, the registered owner of the intermittentuse trailer must:
(a) Apply for a permanent registration with the department,
county auditor or other agent, or subagent appointed by the
director; and
(b) Pay the fee required under section 2 of this act.
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section upon application to the department, county auditor or
(2) A trailer with a permanent registration under this section
is exempt from annual registration renewal under RCW
other agent, or subagent appointed by the director.
(6) Any person who knowingly provides a false or facsimile
46.16A.110.
license plate under subsection (2)(b) of this section is subject to a
(3) The permanent registration under this section expires
traffic infraction and fine in an amount equal to the monetary
when the trailer changes ownership, is permanently removed
penalty for a violation of RCW 46.16A.200(7)(b). Additionally,
from the state, or is otherwise disposed of.
the person must pay for the cost of a collector vehicle license plate
(4) A person in violation of this section is subject to a traffic
as listed in RCW 46.17.220(1)(((d))) (f), unless already paid.
infraction with a maximum fine of one hundred fifty dollars
including all other applicable assessments and fees.
Sec. 4. RCW 46.04.126 and 2009 c 142 s 2 are each
(5) An intermittent-use trailer:
amended to read as follows:
(a) Must display a standard license plate;
"Collector vehicle" means any motor vehicle or travel trailer
(b) Is not eligible for personalization; and
that is ((more than)) at least thirty years old.
(c) May not display a special license plate.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. This act takes effect January 1,
2017."
(6) In lieu of displaying a standard issue license plate required
in subsection (5)(a) of this section, a person applying for a
Senator King spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
permanent registration under this section may apply to the
department to display a license plate that was issued by the
amendment.
department the year that the intermittent-use trailer was
manufactured.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators King and
(7) For purposes of this section, "occasional pleasure use"
means use that is not general or daily, but seasonal or sporadic
Hobbs to Substitute House Bill No. 1480.
The motion by Senator King carried and the striking
and not more than once per week on average. "Occasional
pleasure use" does not mean (a) being held for rent to the public
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
or (b) use for commercial or business purposes.
MOTION
(8) The department may adopt rules to implement this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
chapter 46.17 RCW to read as follows:
adopted:
Before accepting an application for a permanent registration
On page 1, line 1 of the title after "Relating to" strike the
authorized under section 1 of this act, the department, county
remainder of the title and insert "intermittent-use trailers;
auditor or other agent, or subagent appointed by the director must
amending RCW 46.04.126; reenacting and amending RCW
require an applicant to pay a one hundred eighty-seven dollar and
46.18.220; adding a new section to chapter 46.16A RCW; adding
fifty cent fee, which must be deposited and distributed under
a new section to chapter 46.17 RCW; prescribing penalties; and
RCW 46.68.030.
providing an effective date."
Sec. 3. RCW 46.18.220 and 2011 c 243 s 1 and 2011 c 171
s 70 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
MOTION
(1) A registered owner may apply to the department, county
auditor or other agent, or subagent appointed by the director for a
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
collector vehicle license plate for a motor vehicle or travel trailer
Substitute House Bill No. 1480 as amended by the Senate was
that is at least thirty years old. The motor vehicle must be operated
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
primarily as a collector vehicle and be in good running order. The
and the bill was placed on final passage.
applicant for the collector vehicle license plate shall:
Senator King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
(a) Purchase a registration for the motor vehicle or travel
trailer as required under chapters 46.16A and 46.17 RCW; and
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(b) Pay the special license plate fee established under RCW
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1480 as amended
46.17.220(1)(((d))) (f), in addition to any other fees or taxes
by the Senate.
required by law.
(2) A person applying for a collector vehicle license plate
ROLL CALL
may:
(a) Receive a collector vehicle license plate assigned by the
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
department; or
House Bill No. 1480 as amended by the Senate and the bill
(b) Provide an actual Washington state issued license plate
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0;
designated for general use in the year of the vehicle's
Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
manufacture.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
(3) Collector vehicle license plates:
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
(a) Are valid for the life of the motor vehicle or travel trailer;
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
(b) Are not required to be renewed; and
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
(c) Must be displayed on the rear of the motor vehicle or travel
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
trailer.
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
(4) A collector vehicle registered under this section may only
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
be used for participation in club activities, exhibitions, tours,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
parades, and occasional pleasure driving.
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1480 as amended by the
(5) Collector vehicle license plates under subsection (2)(b) of
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
this section may be transferred from one ((motor)) vehicle to
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
another ((motor)) vehicle described in subsection (1) of this
to stand as the title of the act.
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SECOND READING

SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1145, by House
Committee on Local Government (originally sponsored by
Representatives Haler and Fey)
Allowing joint meetings of county legislative authorities
under certain circumstances.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1145 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Roach and Dansel spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1145.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1127 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1127, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1063, by House
Committee on Business & Financial Services (originally
sponsored by Representatives Kirby, Blake and Ryu)
Concerning cosmetology, hair design, barbering, esthetics,
and manicuring.

ROLL CALL
The measure was read the second time.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1145 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1145, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1127, by House
Committee on Labor (originally sponsored by Representatives
Chandler and Sells)
Creating the agricultural labor skills and safety program.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1127 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Warnick spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1127.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1063 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Benton and Angel spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1063.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1063 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1063, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1471, by House Committee on Appropriations (originally
sponsored by Representatives Cody, Schmick, Harris, Van De
Wege, DeBolt, Hurst, Kretz, Moeller, Jinkins and Tharinger)

ROLL CALL
Mitigating barriers to patient access to care resulting from
health insurance contracting practices.
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The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that the following committee
striking amendment by the Committee on Health Care be not
adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 41.05 RCW to read as follows:
(1) A health plan offered to public employees and their
covered dependents under this chapter that imposes different prior
authorization standards and criteria for a covered service among
tiers of contracting providers of the same licensed profession in
the same health plan shall inform an enrollee which tier an
individual provider or group of providers is in by posting the
information on its web site in a manner accessible to both
enrollees and providers.
(2) The health plan may not require prior authorization for
an evaluation and management visit or an initial treatment visit
with a contracting provider in a new episode of habilitative,
rehabilitative, East Asian medicine, or chiropractic care.
(3) The health care authority shall post on its web site and
provide upon the request of a covered person or contracting
provider any prior authorization standards, criteria, or
information the health plan uses for medical necessity decisions.
(4) A health care provider with whom the administrator of
the health plan consults regarding a decision to deny, limit, or
terminate a person's covered health care services must hold a
license, certification, or registration, in good standing and must
be in the same or related health field as the health care provider
being reviewed or of a specialty whose practice entails the same
or similar covered health care service.
(5) The health plan may not require a provider to provide a
discount from usual and customary rates for health care services
not covered under the health plan, policy, or other agreement, to
which the provider is a party.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
chapter 48.43 RCW to read as follows:
(1) A health carrier that imposes different prior authorization
standards and criteria for a covered service among tiers of
contracting providers of the same licensed profession in the same
health plan shall inform an enrollee which tier an individual
provider or group of providers is in by posting the information on
its web site in a manner accessible to both enrollees and providers.
(2) A health carrier may not require prior authorization for
an evaluation and management visit or an initial treatment visit
with a contracting provider in a new episode of habilitative,
rehabilitative, East Asian medicine, or chiropractic care.
(3) A health carrier shall post on its web site and provide
upon the request of a covered person or contracting provider any
prior authorization standards, criteria, or information the carrier
uses for medical necessity decisions.
(4) A health care provider with whom a health carrier
consults regarding a decision to deny, limit, or terminate a
person's covered health care services must hold a license,
certification, or registration, in good standing and must be in the
same or related health field as the health care provider being
reviewed or of a specialty whose practice entails the same or
similar covered health care service.
(5) A health carrier may not require a provider to provide a
discount from usual and customary rates for health care services
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not covered under a health plan, policy, or other agreement, to
which the provider is a party.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. This act takes effect January 1,
2017."
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "practices;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "adding a new section to chapter
41.05 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 48.43 RCW; and
providing an effective date."
Senator Frockt spoke in favor of the motion.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the motion by Senator Dammeier that the committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Health Care to Engrossed
Second Substitute House Bill No. 1471 be not adopted.
The motion by Senator Dammeier carried and the committee
striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

Senator Dammeier moved that the following striking
amendment by Senators Dammeier and Frockt be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 41.05 RCW to read as follows:
(1) A health plan offered to public employees and their
covered dependents under this chapter that imposes different prior
authorization standards and criteria for a covered service among
tiers of contracting providers of the same licensed profession in
the same health plan shall inform an enrollee which tier an
individual provider or group of providers is in by posting the
information on its web site in a manner accessible to both
enrollees and providers.
(2) The health plan may not require prior authorization for an
evaluation and management visit or an initial treatment visit with
a contracting provider in a new episode of chiropractic, physical
therapy, occupational therapy, East Asian medicine, massage
therapy, or speech and hearing therapies. Notwithstanding RCW
48.43.515(5) this section may not be interpreted to limit the
ability of a health plan to require a referral or prescription for the
therapies listed in this section.
(3) The health care authority shall post on its web site and
provide upon the request of a covered person or contracting
provider any prior authorization standards, criteria, or
information the health plan uses for medical necessity decisions.
(4) A health care provider with whom the administrator of the
health plan consults regarding a decision to deny, limit, or
terminate a person's covered health care services must hold a
license, certification, or registration, in good standing and must
be in the same or related health field as the health care provider
being reviewed or of a specialty whose practice entails the same
or similar covered health care service.
(5) The health plan may not require a provider to provide a
discount from usual and customary rates for health care services
not covered under the health plan, policy, or other agreement, to
which the provider is a party.
(6) For purposes of this section:
(a) "New episode of care" means treatment for a new or
recurrent condition for which the enrollee has not been treated by
the provider within the previous ninety days and is not currently
undergoing any active treatment.
(b) "Contracting provider" does not include providers
employed within an integrated delivery system operated by a
carrier licensed under chapter 48.44 or 48.46 RCW.
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
chapter 48.43 RCW to read as follows:
(1) A health carrier that imposes different prior authorization
standards and criteria for a covered service among tiers of
contracting providers of the same licensed profession in the same
health plan shall inform an enrollee which tier an individual
provider or group of providers is in by posting the information on
its web site in a manner accessible to both enrollees and providers.
(2) A health carrier may not require prior authorization for an
evaluation and management visit or an initial treatment visit with
a contracting provider in a new episode of chiropractic, physical
therapy, occupational therapy, East Asian medicine, massage
therapy, or speech and hearing therapies. Notwithstanding RCW
48.43.515(5) this section may not be interpreted to limit the
ability of a health plan to require a referral or prescription for the
therapies listed in this section.
(3) A health carrier shall post on its web site and provide upon
the request of a covered person or contracting provider any prior
authorization standards, criteria, or information the carrier uses
for medical necessity decisions.
(4) A health care provider with whom a health carrier consults
regarding a decision to deny, limit, or terminate a person's
covered health care services must hold a license, certification, or
registration, in good standing and must be in the same or related
health field as the health care provider being reviewed or of a
specialty whose practice entails the same or similar covered
health care service.
(5) A health carrier may not require a provider to provide a
discount from usual and customary rates for health care services
not covered under a health plan, policy, or other agreement, to
which the provider is a party.
(6) For purposes of this section:
(a) "New episode of care" means treatment for a new or
recurrent condition for which the enrollee has not been treated by
the provider within the previous ninety days and is not currently
undergoing any active treatment.
(b) "Contracting provider" does not include providers
employed within an integrated delivery system operated by a
carrier licensed under chapter 48.44 or 48.46 RCW.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. This act takes effect January 1,
2017."
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Dammeier
and Frockt to Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1471.
The motion by Senator Dammeier carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.

Senators Dammeier and Frockt spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No.
1471 as amended by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute House Bill No. 1471 as amended by the Senate
and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 47;
Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Dansel and Padden
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1471 as amended by the Senate, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1575, by House
Committee on Capital Budget (originally sponsored by
Representatives Buys, Dunshee, DeBolt and Stanford)
Regulating retainage bonds on public contracts.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Benton, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1575 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Benton spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1575.
ROLL CALL

MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "practices;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "adding a new section to chapter
41.05 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 48.43 RCW; and
providing an effective date."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1471 as amended by
the Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1575 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1575, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
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SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1641, by Representatives Blake, Lytton
and Tharinger
Adding shellfish to the list of species types listed in RCW
77.15.260(1)(a).
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1641 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Pearson spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1641.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1641 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1641, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1674, by Representatives Pettigrew,
Walsh, Goodman, Walkinshaw, Kagi, Appleton, Reykdal,
Moscoso, Ormsby, McBride and Jinkins
Allowing youthful offenders who complete their confinement
terms prior to age twenty-one equal access to a full continuum of
rehabilitative and reentry services.
The measure was read the second time.
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1674 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1674, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1272, by House Committee on General Government &
Information
Technology
(originally
sponsored
by
Representatives Buys, Orwall and Pollet)

Creating the crime of wrongfully distributing intimate
images. Revised for 2nd Substitute: Concerning the crime of
disclosing intimate images.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Hargrove moved that the following amendment by
Senator Hargrove be adopted:
On page 1, line 6, after "another person", insert "aged sixteen
years or older"
Senators Hargrove and Pedersen spoke in favor of adoption
of the amendment.
Senators Padden and O’Ban spoke against adoption of the
amendment.
POINT OF INQUIRY
Senator Kohl-Welles: “Would the maker of the amendment
yield to a question? Thank you Senator Hargrove. I’m just
wondering about the situation in which a fifteen year old for
example would have an image taken and communicated where it
was clear by a reasonable person using reasonable standards that
this was totally inappropriate. And we know a lot more as we go
on about issues relating to human trafficking and pornography
and even those situations in which minors are posed as being
older than they are. I’m wondering, what your thought are on
that?”

MOTION
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1674 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1674.

Senator Hargrove:
“So, that was in my debate on this
amendment, was that our current child pornography laws covers
that. It says, ‘If you possess with the intent to develop, duplicate,
publish, print, disseminate or sell depictions of a minor engaged
in an act of sexually explicit conduct which includes the
depictions of genitals of any minors, then you would violate our
child pornography statutes.’ So, I think already have a law for that
and I think with these younger children that if we expand this law
to this extent we could potentially bring in some of those
unattended consequences.”

ROLL CALL
MOTION
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On motion of Senator Fain, further consideration of
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1272 was deferred
and the bill held its place on the second reading calendar.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1259.

SECOND READING

ROLL CALL

SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1138, by House
Committee on Higher Education (originally sponsored by
Representatives Orwall, Haler, Blake, Carlyle, Kochmar,
Reykdal, Appleton, S. Hunt, Pollet, Tarleton, Ortiz-Self,
Gregerson, Bergquist, Ormsby, Senn, Riccelli, Ryu, Tharinger,
Walkinshaw and Fey)

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1259 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1259, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

Creating a task force on mental health and suicide prevention
in higher education.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1138 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Bailey, Kohl-Welles and Roach spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.

SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1268, by Representatives Buys, Lytton,
Shea, Wilcox, Young, Holy and McCaslin
Regarding hemp as a component of commercial animal feed.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1138.

The measure was read the second time.

ROLL CALL

MOTION

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1138 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1138, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.

On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1268 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Warnick spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1259, by Representatives Cody, Schmick,
Clibborn, Harris, Jinkins, Robinson and Buys
Allowing advanced registered nurse practitioners to sign and
attest to certain documentation.
The measure was read the second time.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1268.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1268 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1268, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

MOTION

SECOND READING

On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1259 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Becker and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.

HOUSE BILL NO. 1124, by Representatives Takko, Morris,
Springer and Fey
Permitting the sampling of beer and wine at locations licensed
to serve beer and wine for on-premises consumption.
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The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Baumgartner moved that the following committee
amendment by the Committee on Commerce & Labor be adopted:
On page 1, line 13, after "maximum of" strike "six" and insert
"four"
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee amendment by the Committee on
Commerce & Labor to House Bill No. 1124.
The motion by Senator Baumgartner carried and the
committee amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Baumgartner, the rules were
suspended, House Bill No. 1124 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1124 as amended by the
Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1124 as amended by the Senate and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 5; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Hargrove, Padden, Parlette, Pearson and
Roach
HOUSE BILL NO. 1124 as amended by the Senate, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1132, by House
Committee on Health Care & Wellness (originally sponsored by
Representatives Tharinger, Harris, Wylie, Van De Wege,
Johnson, Lytton, Fey, Riccelli, Jinkins, Buys, Cody, Appleton,
Ortiz-Self, Hayes, Gregerson and Short)
Concerning the regulation of adult family homes.
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Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1132.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1132 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1132, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator King: “Well, we had a tragic accident on Highway
410 where a jersey barrier fell off. Some construction fell on a
pickup this morning. We just discovered, we thought it was the
driver who was killed. It turned out that it’s a young family, a
husband and wife and a baby that were killed. I would like to
request a moment of silence.”
MOMENT OF SILENCE
The Senate rose and observed a moment of silence in
remembrance of Pastor & Mrs. Josh and Vanessa Ellis and their
infant son, Hudson, who passed away Monday, April 13, 2015.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1706, by Representatives Stanford,
Zeiger, Reykdal, Haler, Tarleton, Hayes, Sells, Stambaugh,
Klippert, Smith and Gregerson
Authorizing waivers of building fees and services and
activities fees for certain military service members.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Bailey, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1706 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senators Bailey and Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of passage
of the bill.

The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1132 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1706.
ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1706 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1706, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1622, by Representatives Young, Blake,
Caldier, Scott, Shea and Takko
Expanding the products considered to be potentially
nonhazardous as they apply to cottage food operations.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Warnick moved that the following committee
striking amendment by the Committee on Agriculture, Water &
Rural Economic Development be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 69.22.010 and 2011 c 281 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Cottage food operation" means a person who produces
cottage food products only in the home kitchen of that person's
primary domestic residence in Washington and only for sale
directly to the consumer.
(2) "Cottage food products" means nonpotentially hazardous
baked goods; baked candies and candies made on a stovetop;
jams, jellies, preserves, and fruit butters as defined in 21 C.F.R.
Sec. 150 as it existed on July 22, 2011; and other nonpotentially
hazardous foods identified by the director in rule. No ingredient
containing a tetrahydrocannabinol concentration of 0.3 percent or
greater may be included as an ingredient in any cottage food
product.
(3) "Department" means the department of agriculture.
(4) "Director" means the director of the department.
(5) "Domestic residence" means a single-family dwelling or
an area within a rental unit where a single person or family
actually resides. Domestic residence does not include:
(a) A group or communal residential setting within any type
of structure; or
(b) An outbuilding, shed, barn, or other similar structure.
(6) "Home kitchen" means a kitchen primarily intended for
use by the residents of a home. It may contain one or more stoves
or ovens, which may be a double oven, designed for residential
use.
(7) "Permitted area" means the portion of a domestic
residence housing a home kitchen where the preparation,
packaging, storage, or handling of cottage food products occurs.
(8) "Potentially hazardous food" means foods requiring
temperature control for safety because they are capable of
supporting the rapid growth of pathogenic or toxigenic

microorganisms, or the growth and toxin production of
Clostridium botulinum."
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic
Development to House Bill No. 1622.
The motion by Senator Warnick carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "operations;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and amending RCW 69.22.010."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Warnick, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1622 as amended by the Senate was advanced to
third reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill
was placed on final passage.
Senator Warnick spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1622 as amended by the
Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1622 as amended by the Senate and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays, 0; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
HOUSE BILL NO. 1622 as amended by the Senate, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Fain: “Thank you Mr. President. I was wondering if
Senator Baumgartner might yield for a question? Senator
Baumgartner, my question is: Anything happen this weekend?”
Senator Baumgartner: “Thank you Senator Fain, my
wonderful Eleanor gave birth to our fourth child, baby Gaston, on
Friday. Thanks to the many of you for all the prayers, love and
support and picking up the slack for me. Definitely need it. I truly,
truly have an amazing wife and, as all of you that have amazing
spouses and families support know, you can’t do this job on your
own. Thank you for the nice questions. Thank you Senator.”
REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “Always trying to one-up the President [who
had recently announced the birth of a grandchild].”
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Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
Caucus at 9:30 a.m. on the following day.
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HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
MOTION
At 9:31 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate adjourned
until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Tuesday, April 14, 2015.
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The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present.
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Cora
Andersen Bicknell and Dominic Gjurasic, presented the Colors.
The prayer was offered by Pastor Kyle Rasmussen of Bethel
Church in Chehalis.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
April 13, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5156,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5268,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5311,
SENATE BILL NO. 5464,
SENATE BILL NO. 5482,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5486,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5488,
SENATE BILL NO. 5881,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5897,
SENATE BILL NO. 5974,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5999
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
April 13, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SENATE BILL NO. 5032,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5059,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5215,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5293,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5322,
SENATE BILL NO. 5793
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING

SB 6099 by Senators Padden, O'Ban and Conway
AN ACT Relating to appointing a representative for a crime
victim in certain circumstances; amending RCW 9.94A.500;
creating a new section; and providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Law & Justice.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS
SHB 1822
by House Committee on Transportation
(originally sponsored by Representatives Farrell, Orcutt, Fey,
Fitzgibbon and Moscoso)
AN ACT Relating to extending and modifying the commute
trip reduction tax credit; amending RCW 82.70.900,
82.70.050, 82.70.020, 82.70.025, 82.70.040, and 82.70.060;
creating a new section; providing an effective date; providing
expiration dates; and declaring and emergency.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
SHB 1892
by House Committee on Transportation
(originally sponsored by Representatives Fey, Clibborn, Farrell,
Moscoso, Tarleton, Ormsby and Bergquist)
AN ACT Relating to repealing the deduction for handling
losses of motor vehicle fuel; repealing RCW 82.38.083 and
82.36.029; providing an effective date; and providing a
contingent effective date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
HB 1995 by Representative Ryu
AN ACT Relating to a new studded tire fee; adding a new
section to chapter 46.37 RCW; prescribing penalties; and
providing an effective date.
Referred to Committee on Transportation.
E2SHB 2136
by House Committee on Appropriations
(originally sponsored by Representative Carlyle)
AN ACT Relating to comprehensive marijuana market
reforms to ensure a well-regulated and taxed marijuana
market in Washington state; amending RCW 69.50.334,
69.50.357, 69.50.369, 69.50.535, 69.50.540, 69.50.331,
69.50.445, 69.50.4013, 18.170.020, 69.50.4014, 66.08.050,
69.50.101, 28B.20.502, 43.350.030, 69.50.530, 69.50.342,
and 66.08.012; adding new sections to chapter 69.50 RCW;
adding a new section to chapter 82.08 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 82.12 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 42.56 RCW; creating new sections; providing
contingent effective dates; making appropriations; and
declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Ways & Means.
HCR 4401

by Representatives S. Hunt and Reykdal

Renaming "Office Building 2" as the "Human Services
Building."
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Referred to Committee on Government Operations &
Security.
Senator Mullet: “Would the good Senator yield to a
question? .How much do we have to put together to go three
MOTION
rounds with one of these gentlemen?”
On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the eighth
order of business.
MOTION
Senator Baumgartner moved adoption of the following
resolution:
SENATE RESOLUTION
8664
By Senator Baumgartner
WHEREAS, Washington State has a long established, rich,
and celebrated sporting history; and
WHEREAS, Washington's sporting history spans all forms of
athletic competition, both professional and amateur; and
WHEREAS, Spokane based boxers Chauncy "The Hillyard
Hammer" Welliver and Patrick Ferguson continue to provide a
reason for Washington to celebrate its sporting history; and
WHEREAS, Chauncy has distinguished himself from his
peers by earning a record of 55 wins - 22 by knockout, 11 losses
- 3 by knockout, and 5 draws; and
WHEREAS, Chauncy's peers saw fit to award him the title of
WBC Continental Americas "Champion of the Year"; and
WHEREAS, Patrick has shown true pride and dedication to his
craft, earning the 2015 USA Boxing Heavyweight Elite National
Champion title in Spokane earlier this year; and
WHEREAS, Patrick's ambitions reach further than Spokane
city limits and Washington State Border, he aspires to represent
the United States of America at the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio;
and
WHEREAS, Both Chauncy and Patrick's dedication to
excellence isn't simply limited to the boxing ring; and
WHEREAS, Both fighters make the best of their reach,
lightning fast hands, and fancy footwork to provide mentorship
opportunities for disadvantaged and at-risk youth; and
WHEREAS, Living by the motto, "If you believe it, you
achieve it," best defines the way they live their lives; and
WHEREAS, In their words, it is important to remember where
you come from and always choose to inspire others, especially the
less fortunate;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Washington State Senate celebrate the sporting triumphs and
community compassion of Chauncy Welliver and Patrick
Ferguson; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution
be immediately transmitted to Chauncy Welliver, Patrick
Ferguson, the Hillyard Neighborhood council, Spokane City
Council, Spokane County Commissioners, Team USA Boxing,
and the World Boxing Council.
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of adoption of the
resolution.
POINT OF INQUIRY

Senator Baumgartner: “Well, I do have to admit I thought
about using these two guys to work over Hargrove a little bit in
budget negotiations. But I have actually worked out last summer
at Chauncy’s gym. Chauncy’s not just a great boxer, he’s a small
business owner in Spokane, the Box Fit Gym in Spokane. Would
encourage any of you when you come out. It’s in Senator Billig’s
great Third District but I’m sure we could all go a few round with
him and he’ll take it easy on us. If we could see Hargrove get
worked over, I’d be all for that.”
REMARKS BY SENATOR HARGROVE
Senator Hargrove: “Well, at least Senator Baumgartner
recognizes that he would need some help.”
Senator Sheldon spoke in favor of adoption of the resolution.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of Senate Resolution No. 8664.
The motion by Senator Baumgartner carried and the
resolution was adopted by voice vote.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced Mr. Chauncy
Welliver, his wife Sarah and 16-month old daughter Lymon, and
Mr. Patrick Ferguson who were present in the gallery and
recognized by the senate.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the seventh
order of business.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that Maud Daudon, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9033, be confirmed as a member of the
Washington State Student Achievement Council.
Senators Dammeier, Kohl-Welles and Frockt spoke in favor
of passage of the motion.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Ranker was excused.
APPOINTMENT OF MAUD DAUDON
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Maud Daudon, Gubernatorial Appointment
No. 9033, as a member of the Washington State Student
Achievement Council.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Maud
Daudon, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9033, as a member of
the Washington State Student Achievement Council and the
appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 49;
Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
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Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Maud Daudon, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9033, having
received the constitutional majority was declared confirmed as a
member of the Washington State Student Achievement Council.

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

Senator Bailey moved that Shaunta Hyde, Gubernatorial
Appointment No. 9072, be confirmed as a member of the State
Board for Community and Technical Colleges.
Senator Bailey spoke in favor of the motion.

Senator Chase: “Thank you Mr. President. Today is
Women’s Equality Day, National Equal payday, National Equal
payday. This is the day that President Barak Obama that we will
all take a look at how much money women are making in
relationship to men. You will all be happy to know that in our
state women make seventy eight cents for every dollar that men
make. When I first started on this campaign women were making
seventy two cents. This was back in the 1970s. We are making
great progress. Five cents in the last thirty years, five cents. Now
lest any of you think that your district is perfect and that women
are being paid equally in your district, I would like to call your
attention to a document that I circulated to this body. Everybody
has it. Showing the legislative district and the elected official that
represents that district and it also shows a number of government
workers that you have, the number of manufacturer workers and
the number of agriculture workers are extractive industry but it
also shows how much women are making in your district relative
to men. I urge you to take a look at this. Additionally, recently in
the last month we have the new economic report on the status of
women. How we have achieved these great gains across our state.
And I will be sending it to you just so you can take a look and be
prepared because I’m also as my colleague Senator Roach asked
for her remarks to be spread on the record I will be spreading these
numbers across the state. So, I urge you to be prepared for when
you talk to the women in your district to celebrate with them the
fact that not in all districts but in most districts we have achieved
five cents of pay equity in the last thirty years. This is a great
victory. We need to celebrate it. Thank you Mr. President.”

MOTION

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Frockt was excused.

Senator Cleveland: “Thank you Mr. President. I too rise
today in recognition of equal pay day and while I know this is an
issue that cuts across many boundaries I also know that according
to a January 2015 Institute for Women’s policy report, if we take
no further action to advance pay equity women in Washington
won’t gain pay equity until 2071. Let me say that again, 2071.
Now given that our state passed our original pay act seventy two
years ago in 1943 this means we will not achieve pay equity for
another fifty six years. Mr. President, one hundred twenty eight
years to achieve equal pay is too long and it does not honor our
long history as a state of being a champion for women. As I look
around this body and I see the tremendous women here today as
well as those who have served us in the past we’re leading our
state and lighting the way forward. I urge us to on this day of
recognition of the equal pay act that we commit to addressing this
issue together. Thank you.”

SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT
Pursuant to Article 2, Section 32 of the State Constitution
and Senate Rule 1(5), the President announced the signing of and
thereupon did sign in open session:
SENATE BILL NO. 5119,
SENATE BILL NO. 5121,
SENATE BILL NO. 5249,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5404,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5448,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5518, and
SENATE BILL NO. 5768.
THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION

APPOINTMENT OF SHAUNTA HYDE
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Shaunta Hyde, Gubernatorial Appointment
No. 9072, as a member of the State Board for Community and
Technical Colleges.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Shaunta
Hyde, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9072, as a member of the
State Board for Community and Technical Colleges and the
appointment was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 48;
Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Excused: Senator Frockt
Shaunta Hyde, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9072, having
received the constitutional majority was declared confirmed as a
member of the State Board for Community and Technical
Colleges.
MOTION

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Jayapal: “Thank you Mr. President. I too rise in
support of equal pay day. I was just remembering that last year
during my campaign I had the great honor to be endorsed by Lilly
Ledbetter an incredible, incredible champion for equal pay and
for women’s pay equity across the country. As I listen to her story
and the decades she spent not knowing what was actually with her
salary, not knowing that she was being paid less and then the trials
and tribulations she went through as she brought the case forward
and the hate mail she got along the way. But the champion she
emerged as I rise today in support of women like Lilly Ledbetter
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across the country who are striving for equal pay. Mr. President,
work would not exceed eighty thousand dollars and effective July
we already know that Washington’s women make about seventy
1, 2005, one hundred thousand dollars.
seven cents on the dollar but I also wanted to point out that women
(2) The rules adopted under this section:
of color in particular are hit the hardest. Latino women, Latinas
(a) Shall provide for competitive bids to the extent that
for example make just fifty four cents on the dollar and Africancompetitive sources are available except when delay of
American women just make sixty four cents of what a white man
performance would jeopardize life or property or inconvenience
makes. Mr. President, equal pay is not just a women’s issue. If we
the traveling public; and
pay women more we know it’s going to generate more for
(b) Need not require the furnishing of a bid deposit nor a
families. This is a family issue because women take care of their
performance bond, but if a performance bond is not required then
families, they’re the first ones to spend on their kids’ education
progress payments to the contractor may be required to be made
and if we were to increase the pay and make it equal pay for
based on submittal of paid invoices to substantiate proof that
women studies estimate that it would pour about two hundred
disbursements have been made to laborers, material suppliers,
billion dollars into the U.S. economy because we know that
mechanics, and subcontractors from the previous partial payment;
women aren’t putting the money into Swiss bank accounts or
and
investing in stocks and bonds. We know they are spending on
(c) May establish prequalification standards and procedures
what their kids and families need. So, Mr. President, Washington
as an alternative to those set forth in RCW 47.28.070, but the
State has twenty four states doing better than us on the equal pay
prequalification standards and procedures under RCW 47.28.070
issue and we need to put ourselves at the top of the list. We need
shall always be sufficient.
to make sure that we are doing everything we can. Thank you Mr.
(3) The department of transportation shall comply with such
President.”
goals and rules as may be adopted by the office of minority and
women's business enterprises to implement chapter 39.19 RCW
SECOND READING
with respect to contracts entered into under this chapter. The
department may adopt such rules as may be necessary to comply
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1844, by
with the rules adopted by the office of minority and women's
House Committee on Transportation (originally sponsored by
business enterprises under chapter 39.19 RCW.
Representatives Moscoso, Kochmar, Clibborn, Fey, Appleton,
(4)(a) ((For the period of March 15, 2014, through June 30,
Ortiz-Self and Tarleton)
2015,)) Work for less than one hundred ((twenty)) thousand
dollars may be performed on ferry vessels and terminals by state
Concerning work performed by state forces on ferry vessels
forces.
and terminals.
(b) When the estimated cost of work to be performed on ferry
vessels and terminals is between one hundred thousand dollars
The measure was read the second time.
and two hundred thousand dollars, the department shall contact,
by mail or electronic mail, contractors that appear on the
MOTION
department's small works roster as created pursuant to procedures
in chapter 39.04 RCW to do specific work the contractors are
Senator King moved that the following committee striking
qualified to do to determine if any contractor is interested and
amendment by the Committee on Transportation be adopted:
capable of doing the work. If there is a response of interest within
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
seventy-two hours, the small works roster procedures commence.
following:
If no qualified contractors respond with interest and availability
"Sec. 1. RCW 47.28.030 and 2014 c 222 s 701 are each
to do the work, the department may use its regular contracting
amended to read as follows:
procedures. If the secretary determines that the work to be
(1)(a) A state highway shall be constructed, altered, repaired,
completed is an emergency, procedures governing emergencies
or improved, and improvements located on property acquired for
apply.
right-of-way purposes may be repaired or renovated pending the
(c) The department shall hire a disinterested, third party to
use of such right-of-way for highway purposes, by contract or
conduct an independent analysis to identify methods of reducing
state forces. The work or portions thereof may be done by state
out-of-service times for vessel maintenance, preservation, and
forces when the estimated costs thereof are less than fifty
improvement projects. The analysis must include options that
thousand dollars and effective July 1, 2005, sixty thousand
consider consolidating work while vessels are at shipyards by
dollars.
having state forces perform services traditionally performed at
(b) When delay of performance of such work would
Eagle Harbor at the shipyard and decreasing the allowable time at
jeopardize a state highway or constitute a danger to the traveling
shipyards. The analysis must also compare the out-of-service
public, the work may be done by state forces when the estimated
vessel times of performing services by state forces versus
cost thereof is less than eighty thousand dollars and effective July
contracting out those services which in turn must be used to form
1, 2005, one hundred thousand dollars.
a recommendation as to what the threshold of work performed on
(c) When the department of transportation determines to do
ferry vessels and terminals by state forces should be. This analysis
the work by state forces, it shall enter a statement upon its records
must be presented to the transportation committees of the senate
to that effect, stating the reasons therefor.
and house of representatives by December 1, 2010.
(d) To enable a larger number of small businesses and veteran,
(((c))) (d) The department shall develop a proposed ferry
minority, and women contractors to effectively compete for
vessel maintenance, preservation, and improvement program and
department of transportation contracts, the department may adopt
present it to the transportation committees of the senate and house
rules providing for bids and award of contracts for the
of representatives by December 1, 2010. The proposed program
performance of work, or furnishing equipment, materials,
must:
supplies, or operating services whenever any work is to be
(i) Improve the basis for budgeting vessel maintenance,
performed and the engineer's estimate indicates the cost of the
preservation, and improvement costs and for projecting those
costs into a sixteen-year financial plan;
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(ii) Limit the amount of planned out-of-service time to the
greatest extent possible, including options associated with
department staff as well as commercial shipyards; and
(iii) Be based on the service plan in the capital plan,
recognizing that vessel preservation and improvement needs may
vary by route.
(((d))) (e) In developing the proposed ferry vessel
maintenance, preservation, and improvement program, the
department shall consider the following, related to reducing
vessel out-of-service time:
(i) The costs compared to benefits of Eagle Harbor repair and
maintenance facility operations options to include staffing costs
and benefits in terms of reduced out-of-service time;
(ii) The maintenance requirements for on-vessel staff,
including the benefits of a systemwide standard;
(iii) The costs compared to benefits of staff performing
preservation or maintenance work, or both, while the vessel is
underway, tied up between sailings, or not deployed;
(iv) A review of the department's vessel maintenance,
preservation, and improvement program contracting process and
contractual requirements;
(v) The costs compared to benefits of allowing for increased
costs associated with expedited delivery;
(vi) A method for comparing the anticipated out-of-service
time of proposed projects and other projects planned during the
same construction period;
(vii) Coordination with required United States coast guard dry
dockings;
(viii) A method for comparing how proposed projects relate
to the service requirements of the route on which the vessel
normally operates; and
(ix) A method for evaluating the ongoing maintenance and
preservation costs associated with proposed improvement
projects.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. This act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
support of the state government and its existing public
institutions, and takes effect July 1, 2015."
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Transportation to Engrossed Substitute House Bill
No. 1844.
The motion by Senator King carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.

ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute House Bill No. 1844 as amended by the Senate and
the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 49; Nays,
0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1844 as
amended by the Senate, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Mullet, Senators Billig and Nelson
were excused.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1531, by Representatives Tharinger,
Harris, Jinkins, Cody, Caldier, Kagi, Wylie and Senn
Removing expiration dates for training and certification
exemptions for certain long-term care workers.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1531 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1531.
ROLL CALL

MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment
was adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "terminals;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 47.28.030;
providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency."
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1844 as amended by the
Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1844 as
amended by the Senate.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1531 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Dansel
Excused: Senators Billig and Nelson
HOUSE BILL NO. 1531, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
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number of an instrument or device from which a wire or electronic
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1440, by
communication was transmitted.
House Committee on Public Safety (originally sponsored by
(f) "Cell site simulator device" means a device that transmits
Representatives Taylor, Goodman, Pollet, Scott, Condotta, Shea,
or receives radio waves for the purpose of conducting one or more
G. Hunt, Young, Moscoso, Smith, Ryu, Jinkins, Magendanz,
Farrell and McCaslin)
of the following operations: (i) Identifying, locating, or tracking
the movements of a communications device; (ii) intercepting,
Prohibiting the use of a cell site simulator device without a
obtaining, accessing, or forwarding the communications, stored
warrant.
data, or metadata of a communications device; (iii) affecting the
hardware or software operations or functions of a
The measure was read the second time.
communications device; (iv) forcing transmissions from or
connections to a communications device; (v) denying a
MOTION
communications device access to other communications devices,
communications protocols, or services; or (vi) spoofing or
Senator Padden moved that the following committee striking
simulating a communications device, cell tower, cell site, or
amendment by the Committee on Law & Justice be adopted:
service, including, but not limited to, an international mobile
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
subscriber identity catcher or other invasive cell phone or
following:
telephone surveillance or eavesdropping device that mimics a cell
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
phone tower and sends out signals to cause cell phones in the area
chapter 9.73 RCW to read as follows:
to transmit their locations, identifying information, and
The state and its political subdivisions shall not, by means of
communications content, or a passive interception device or
a cell site simulator device, collect or use a person's electronic
digital analyzer that does not send signals to a communications
data or metadata without (1) that person's informed consent, (2) a
device under surveillance. A cell site simulator device does not
warrant, based upon probable cause, that describes with
include any device used or installed by an electric utility, as
particularity the person, place, or thing to be searched or seized,
defined in RCW 19.280.020, solely to the extent such device is
or (3) acting in accordance with a legally recognized exception to
used by that utility to measure electrical usage, to provide services
the warrant requirements.
to customers, or to operate the electric grid.
Sec. 2. RCW 9.73.260 and 1998 c 217 s 1 are each amended
(2) No person may install or use a pen register ((or)), trap and
to read as follows:
trace device, or cell site simulator device without a prior court
(1) As used in this section:
order issued under this section except as provided under
(a) "Wire communication" means any aural transfer made in
subsection (6) of this section or RCW 9.73.070.
whole or in part through the use of facilities for the transmission
(3) A law enforcement officer may apply for and the superior
of communications by the aid of wire, cable, or other like
court may issue orders and extensions of orders authorizing the
connection between the point of origin and the point of reception,
installation and use of pen registers ((and)), trap and trace devices,
including the use of such connection in a switching station,
and cell site simulator devices as provided in this section. The
furnished or operated by any person engaged in providing or
application shall be under oath and shall include the identity of
operating such facilities for the transmission of intrastate,
the officer making the application and the identity of the law
interstate, or foreign communications, and such term includes any
enforcement agency conducting the investigation. The applicant
electronic storage of such communication.
must certify that the information likely to be obtained is relevant
(b) "Electronic communication" means any transfer of signs,
to an ongoing criminal investigation being conducted by that
signals, writing, images, sounds, data, or intelligence of any
agency.
nature transmitted in whole or in part by a wire, radio,
(4) If the court finds that the information likely to be obtained
electromagnetic, photoelectronic, or photo-optical system, but
by such installation and use is relevant to an ongoing criminal
does not include:
investigation and finds that there is probable cause to believe that
(i) Any wire or oral communication;
the pen register ((or)), trap and trace device, or cell site simulator
(ii) Any communication made through a tone-only paging
device will lead to obtaining evidence of a crime, contraband,
device; or
fruits of crime, things criminally possessed, weapons, or other
(iii) Any communication from a tracking device, but solely to
things by means of which a crime has been committed or
the extent the tracking device is owned by the applicable law
reasonably appears about to be committed, or will lead to learning
enforcement agency.
the location of a person who is unlawfully restrained or
(c) "Electronic communication service" means any service
reasonably believed to be a witness in a criminal investigation or
that provides to users thereof the ability to send or receive wire or
for whose arrest there is probable cause, the court shall enter an
electronic communications.
ex parte order authorizing the installation and use of a pen register
(d) "Pen register" means a device that records or decodes
((or a)), trap and trace device, or cell site simulator device. The
electronic or other impulses that identify the numbers dialed or
order shall specify:
otherwise transmitted on the telephone line to which such device
(a)(i) In the case of a pen register or trap and trace device, the
is attached, but such term does not include any device used by a
identity, if known, of the person to whom is leased or in whose
provider or customer of a wire or electronic communication
name is listed the telephone line to which the pen register or trap
service for billing, or recording as an incident to billing, for
and trace device is to be attached; or
communications services provided by such provider or any device
(ii) In the case of a cell site simulator device, the identity, if
used by a provider or customer of a wire communication service
known, of (A) the person to whom is subscribed or in whose name
for cost accounting or other like purposes in the ordinary course
is subscribed the electronic communications service utilized by
of its business.
the device to which the cell site simulator device is to be used and
(e) "Trap and trace device" means a device that captures the
(B) the person who possesses the device to which the cell site
incoming electronic or other impulses that identify the originating
simulator device is to be used;
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(b) The identity, if known, of the person who is the subject of
the criminal investigation;
(c)(i) In the case of a pen register or trap and trace device, the
number and, if known, physical location of the telephone line to
which the pen register or trap and trace device is to be attached
and, in the case of a trap and trace device, the geographic limits
of the trap and trace order; or
(ii) In the case of a cell site simulator device: (A) The
telephone number or other unique subscriber account number
identifying the wire or electronic communications service
account used by the device to which the cell site simulator device
is to be attached or used; (B) if known, the physical location of
the device to which the cell site simulator device is to be attached
or used; (C) the type of device, and the communications protocols
being used by the device, to which the cell site simulator device
is to be attached or used; (D) the geographic area that will be
covered by the cell site simulator device; (E) all categories of
metadata, data, or information to be collected by the cell site
simulator device from the targeted device including, but not
limited to, call records and geolocation information; (F) whether
or not the cell site simulator device will incidentally collect
metadata, data, or information from any parties or devices not
specified in the court order, and if so, what categories of
information or metadata will be collected; and (G) any disruptions
to access or use of a communications or internet access network
that may be created by use of the device; and
(d) A statement of the offense to which the information likely
to be obtained by the pen register ((or)), trap and trace device, or
cell site simulator device relates.
The order shall direct, if the applicant has requested, the
furnishing of information, facilities, and technical assistance
necessary to accomplish the installation of the pen register ((or)),
trap and trace device, or cell site simulator device. An order issued
under this section shall authorize the installation and use of a: (i)
Pen register or a trap and trace device for a period not to exceed
sixty days; and (ii) a cell site simulator device for sixty days. An
extension of the original order may only be granted upon: A new
application for an order under subsection (3) of this section; and
a showing that there is a probability that the information or items
sought under this subsection are more likely to be obtained under
the extension than under the original order. No extension beyond
the first extension shall be granted unless: There is a showing that
there is a high probability that the information or items sought
under this subsection are much more likely to be obtained under
the second or subsequent extension than under the original order;
and there are extraordinary circumstances such as a direct and
immediate danger of death or serious bodily injury to a law
enforcement officer. The period of extension shall be for a period
not to exceed sixty days.
An order authorizing or approving the installation and use of
a pen register ((or a)), trap and trace device, or cell site simulator
device shall direct that the order be sealed until otherwise ordered
by the court and that the person owning or leasing the line to
which the pen register ((or)), trap and trace device, and cell site
simulator devices is attached or used, or who has been ordered by
the court to provide assistance to the applicant, not disclose the
existence of the pen register ((or)), trap and trace device, or cell
site simulator device or the existence of the investigation to the
listed subscriber or to any other person, unless or until otherwise
ordered by the court.
(5) Upon the presentation of an order, entered under
subsection (4) of this section, by an officer of a law enforcement
agency authorized to install and use a pen register under this
chapter, a provider of wire or electronic communication service,
landlord, custodian, or other person shall furnish such law
enforcement officer forthwith all information, facilities, and

technical assistance necessary to accomplish the installation of
the pen register unobtrusively and with a minimum of
interference with the services that the person so ordered by the
court accords the party with respect to whom the installation and
use is to take place, if such assistance is directed by a court order
as provided in subsection (4) of this section.
Upon the request of an officer of a law enforcement agency
authorized to receive the results of a trap and trace device under
this chapter, a provider of a wire or electronic communication
service, landlord, custodian, or other person shall install such
device forthwith on the appropriate line and shall furnish such law
enforcement officer all additional information, facilities, and
technical assistance including installation and operation of the
device unobtrusively and with a minimum of interference with the
services that the person so ordered by the court accords the party
with respect to whom the installation and use is to take place, if
such installation and assistance is directed by a court order as
provided in subsection (4) of this section. Unless otherwise
ordered by the court, the results of the trap and trace device shall
be furnished to the officer of a law enforcement agency,
designated in the court order, at reasonable intervals during
regular business hours for the duration of the order.
A provider of a wire or electronic communication service,
landlord, custodian, or other person who furnishes facilities or
technical assistance pursuant to this subsection shall be
reasonably compensated by the law enforcement agency that
requests the facilities or assistance for such reasonable expenses
incurred in providing such facilities and assistance.
No cause of action shall lie in any court against any provider
of a wire or electronic communication service, its officers,
employees, agents, or other specified persons for providing
information, facilities, or assistance in accordance with the terms
of a court order under this section. A good faith reliance on a court
order under this section, a request pursuant to this section, a
legislative authorization, or a statutory authorization is a complete
defense against any civil or criminal action brought under this
chapter or any other law.
(6)(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, a
law enforcement officer and a prosecuting attorney or deputy
prosecuting attorney who jointly and reasonably determine that
there is probable cause to believe that an emergency situation
exists that involves immediate danger of death or serious bodily
injury to any person that requires the installation and use of a pen
register ((or a)), trap and trace device, or cell site simulator device
before an order authorizing such installation and use can, with due
diligence, be obtained, and there are grounds upon which an order
could be entered under this chapter to authorize such installation
and use, may have installed and use a pen register ((or)), trap and
trace device, or cell site simulator device if, within forty-eight
hours after the installation has occurred, or begins to occur, an
order approving the installation or use is issued in accordance
with subsection (4) of this section. In the absence of an
authorizing order, such use shall immediately terminate when the
information sought is obtained, when the application for the order
is denied or when forty-eight hours have lapsed since the
installation of the pen register ((or)), trap and trace device, or cell
site simulator device, whichever is earlier. If an order approving
the installation or use is not obtained within forty-eight hours, any
information obtained is not admissible as evidence in any legal
proceeding. The knowing installation or use by any law
enforcement officer of a pen register ((or)), trap and trace device,
or cell site simulator device pursuant to this subsection without
application for the authorizing order within forty-eight hours of
the installation shall constitute a violation of this chapter and be
punishable as a gross misdemeanor. A provider of a wire or
electronic service, landlord, custodian, or other person who
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ROLL CALL
furnished facilities or technical assistance pursuant to this
subsection shall be reasonably compensated by the law
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
enforcement agency that requests the facilities or assistance for
Substitute House Bill No. 1440 as amended by the Senate and
such reasonable expenses incurred in providing such facilities and
the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays,
assistance.
0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
(b) A law enforcement agency that authorizes the installation
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
of a pen register ((or)), trap and trace device, or cell site simulator
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
device under this subsection (6) shall file a monthly report with
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
the administrator for the courts. The report shall indicate the
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
number of authorizations made, the date and time of each
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
authorization, whether a court authorization was sought within
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
forty-eight hours, and whether a subsequent court authorization
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
was granted.
Warnick
(c) A law enforcement agency authorized to use a cell site
Excused: Senators Billig and Nelson
simulator device in accordance with this section must: (i) Take all
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1440 as
steps necessary to limit the collection of any information or
amended by the Senate, having received the constitutional
metadata to the target specified in the applicable court order; (ii)
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
take all steps necessary to permanently delete any information or
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
metadata collected from any party not specified in the applicable
court order immediately following such collection and must not
SECOND READING
transmit, use, or retain such information or metadata for any
purpose whatsoever; and (iii) must delete any information or
HOUSE BILL NO. 1884, by Representatives Vick,
metadata collected from the target specified in the court order
Bergquist, Hayes, Riccelli, Orcutt, Wilson and Pike
within thirty days if there is no longer probable cause to support
the belief that such information or metadata is evidence of a
Expanding the definition of an electric personal assistive
crime.
mobility device to include a one-wheeled self-balancing device.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. If any provision of this act or its
application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
The measure was read the second time.
remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other
persons or circumstances is not affected.
MOTION
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. This act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended, House
support of the state government and its existing public
Bill No. 1884 was advanced to third reading, the second reading
institutions, and takes effect immediately."
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
Senator King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Law & Justice to Engrossed Substitute House Bill
No. 1440.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

POINT OF INQUIRY
Senator Keiser: “Would the good Senator, Senator King,
respond to a question? I am wondering, this is really quite
intriguing. When the Segway was first introduced we all got to
try it out to see if we could manage. I’m wondering, did you get
to try out a personal assisted mobility device to include a onewheeled self-balancing device?”

There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "warrant;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 9.73.260;
adding a new section to chapter 9.73 RCW; and declaring an
emergency."

Senator King: “Anything that is that hard to describe I have
stayed away from but I have seen it in a short little clip of how it
works. It’s quite intriguing but I don’t think you’re going to find
me on one of them. Thank you.”

MOTION

Senator Hargrove: “Would Senator King yield to another
question? So, I’m just reading the bill right now and these
vehicles are limited to sidewalks, is that correct?”

On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1440 as amended by the
Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1440 as
amended by the Senate

POINT OF INQUIRY

Senator King: “I believe that is true.”
Senator Hargrove: “And they are going to be going twenty
miles an hour on a sidewalk?”
Senator King: “No, that’s the maximum they can go. It’s
limited to ten miles an hour when they are on a sidewalk.”
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1884.

Exempting certified public accountants from private
investigator regulations.

ROLL CALL
The measure was read the second time.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1884 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Ranker
Excused: Senators Billig and Nelson
HOUSE BILL NO. 1884, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 2007, by Representatives Zeiger,
Sullivan, Stambaugh, Van De Wege, Riccelli and Ormsby
Concerning reimbursement to eligible providers for medicaid
ground emergency medical transportation services.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 2007 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 2007.

MOTION
On motion of Senator Baumgartner, the rules were
suspended, House Bill No. 1263 was advanced to third reading,
the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1263.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1263 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Excused: Senators Billig and Nelson
HOUSE BILL NO. 1263, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1940, by Representatives Stokesbary,
Fitzgibbon, Ryu, Magendanz, Kochmar, Hargrove, Rodne,
Bergquist, Hurst, Gregerson, Orwall and Jinkins
Exempting levies imposed by qualifying flood control zone
districts from certain limitations upon regular property tax levies.

ROLL CALL
The measure was read the second time.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 2007 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 39; Nays, 7; Absent, 1; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Braun, Chase,
Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Brown, Dansel, Ericksen,
Hewitt, Padden and Parlette
Absent: Senator Benton
Excused: Senators Billig and Nelson
HOUSE BILL NO. 2007, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1263, by Representatives Stokesbary,
Kirby, Vick, Hurst and Buys

MOTION
Senator Fain moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Ways & Means be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that
flooding is a critical problem in Washington. The legislature
further finds that flooding can result in loss of human life, damage
to property, destruction of infrastructure, and bring economic
activity to a standstill. The legislature further finds that flood
control zone districts offer critical services that protect our state
by mitigating the devastating impacts of flooding. It is the
legislature's public policy objective to maximize available
financing tools to flood control zone districts to continue their
important work. Therefore, it is the legislature's intent to exempt
levies imposed by a qualifying flood control zone district from
certain limitations upon regular property tax levies.
Sec. 2. RCW 84.52.010 and 2009 c 551 s 7 are each amended
to read as follows:
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(1) Except as is permitted under RCW 84.55.050, all taxes
the levy by a metropolitan park district that is protected under
((shall)) must be levied or voted in specific amounts.
RCW 84.52.120 ((shall)) must be reduced until the combined rate
(2) The rate percent of all taxes for state and county purposes,
no longer exceeds one percent of the true and fair value of any
and purposes of taxing districts coextensive with the county,
property or ((shall)) must be eliminated;
((shall)) must be determined, calculated and fixed by the county
(((f))) (vii) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies
assessors of the respective counties, within the limitations
that are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one
provided by law, upon the assessed valuation of the property of
percent of the true and fair value of any property, then the levies
the county, as shown by the completed tax rolls of the county, and
imposed under RCW 84.34.230, 84.52.105, and any portion of the
the rate percent of all taxes levied for purposes of taxing districts
levy imposed under RCW 84.52.069 that is in excess of thirty
within any county ((shall)) must be determined, calculated and
cents per thousand dollars of assessed value, ((shall)) must be
fixed by the county assessors of the respective counties, within
reduced on a pro rata basis until the combined rate no longer
the limitations provided by law, upon the assessed valuation of
exceeds one percent of the true and fair value of any property or
the property of the taxing districts respectively.
((shall)) must be eliminated; and
(3) When a county assessor finds that the aggregate rate of tax
(((g))) (viii) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies
levy on any property, that is subject to the limitations set forth in
that are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one
RCW 84.52.043 or 84.52.050, exceeds the limitations provided in
percent of the true and fair value of any property, then the thirty
either of these sections, the assessor ((shall)) must recompute and
cents per thousand dollars of assessed value of tax levy imposed
establish a consolidated levy in the following manner:
under RCW 84.52.069 ((shall)) must be reduced until the
(((1))) (a) The full certified rates of tax levy for state, county,
combined rate no longer exceeds one percent of the true and fair
county road district, and city or town purposes ((shall)) must be
value of any property or eliminated.
extended on the tax rolls in amounts not exceeding the limitations
(((2))) (b) The certified rates of tax levy subject to these
established by law; however any state levy ((shall)) takes
limitations by all junior taxing districts imposing taxes on such
precedence over all other levies and ((shall)) may not be reduced
property ((shall)) must be reduced or eliminated as follows to
for any purpose other than that required by RCW 84.55.010. If,
bring the consolidated levy of taxes on such property within the
as a result of the levies imposed under RCW 36.54.130,
provisions of these limitations:
84.34.230, 84.52.069, 84.52.105, the portion of the levy by a
(((a))) (i) First, the certified property tax levy rates of those
metropolitan park district that was protected under RCW
junior taxing districts authorized under RCW 36.68.525,
84.52.120, 84.52.125, 84.52.135, and 84.52.140, and the portion
36.69.145, 35.95A.100, and 67.38.130 ((shall)) must be reduced
of the levy by a flood control zone district that was protected
on a pro rata basis or eliminated;
under section 3 of this act, the combined rate of regular property
(((b))) (ii) Second, if the consolidated tax levy rate still exceeds
tax levies that are subject to the one percent limitation exceeds
these limitations, the certified property tax levy rates of flood
one percent of the true and fair value of any property, then these
control zone districts ((shall)) other than the portion of a levy
levies ((shall)) must be reduced as follows:
protected under section 3 of this act must be reduced on a pro rata
(((a))) (i) The portion of the levy by a flood control zone
basis or eliminated;
district that was protected under section 3 of this act must be
(((c))) (iii) Third, if the consolidated tax levy rate still exceeds
reduced until the combined rate no longer exceeds one percent of
these limitations, the certified property tax levy rates of all other
the true and fair value of any property or must be eliminated;
junior taxing districts, other than fire protection districts, regional
(ii) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies that are
fire protection service authorities, library districts, the first fifty
subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one percent of
cent per thousand dollars of assessed valuation levies for
the true and fair value of any property, the levy imposed by a
metropolitan park districts, and the first fifty cent per thousand
county under RCW 84.52.140 ((shall)) must be reduced until the
dollars of assessed valuation levies for public hospital districts,
combined rate no longer exceeds one percent of the true and fair
((shall)) must be reduced on a pro rata basis or eliminated;
value of any property or ((shall)) must be eliminated;
(((d))) (iv) Fourth, if the consolidated tax levy rate still exceeds
(((b))) (iii) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies
these limitations, the first fifty cent per thousand dollars of
that are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one
assessed valuation levies for metropolitan park districts created
percent of the true and fair value of any property, the portion of
on or after January 1, 2002, ((shall)) must be reduced on a pro rata
the levy by a fire protection district that is protected under RCW
basis or eliminated;
84.52.125 ((shall)) must be reduced until the combined rate no
(((e))) (v) Fifth, if the consolidated tax levy rate still exceeds
longer exceeds one percent of the true and fair value of any
these limitations, the certified property tax levy rates authorized
property or ((shall)) must be eliminated;
to fire protection districts under RCW 52.16.140 and 52.16.160
(((c))) (iv) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies
and regional fire protection service authorities under RCW
that are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one
52.26.140(1) (b) and (c) ((shall)) must be reduced on a pro rata
percent of the true and fair value of any property, the levy
basis or eliminated; and
imposed by a county under RCW 84.52.135 must be reduced until
(((f))) (vi) Sixth, if the consolidated tax levy rate still exceeds
the combined rate no longer exceeds one percent of the true and
these limitations, the certified property tax levy rates authorized
fair value of any property or must be eliminated;
for fire protection districts under RCW 52.16.130, regional fire
(((d))) (v) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies
protection service authorities under RCW 52.26.140(1)(a), library
that are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one
districts, metropolitan park districts created before January 1,
percent of the true and fair value of any property, the levy
2002, under their first fifty cent per thousand dollars of assessed
imposed by a ferry district under RCW 36.54.130 must be
valuation levy, and public hospital districts under their first fifty
reduced until the combined rate no longer exceeds one percent of
cent per thousand dollars of assessed valuation levy, ((shall))
the true and fair value of any property or must be eliminated;
must be reduced on a pro rata basis or eliminated.
(((e))) (vi) If the combined rate of regular property tax levies
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to chapter
that are subject to the one percent limitation still exceeds one
84.52 RCW to read as follows:
percent of the true and fair value of any property, the portion of
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A flood control zone district in a county with a population of
seven hundred seventy-five thousand or more, or a county within
the Chehalis river basin, that is coextensive with a county may
protect the levy under RCW 86.15.160 from prorationing under
RCW 84.52.010(3)(b)(ii) by imposing up to a total of twenty-five
cents per thousand dollars of assessed value of the tax levy
authorized under RCW 86.15.160 outside of the five dollars and
ninety cents per thousand dollars of assessed value limitation
under RCW 84.52.043(2), if those taxes otherwise would be
prorated under RCW 84.52.010(3)(b)(ii).
Sec. 4. RCW 84.52.043 and 2009 c 551 s 6 are each amended
to read as follows:
Within and subject to the limitations imposed by RCW
84.52.050 as amended, the regular ad valorem tax levies upon real
and personal property by the taxing districts hereafter named
((shall be)) are as follows:
(1) Levies of the senior taxing districts ((shall be)) are as
follows: (a) The levy by the state ((shall)) may not exceed three
dollars and sixty cents per thousand dollars of assessed value
adjusted to the state equalized value in accordance with the
indicated ratio fixed by the state department of revenue to be used
exclusively for the support of the common schools; (b) the levy
by any county ((shall)) may not exceed one dollar and eighty cents
per thousand dollars of assessed value; (c) the levy by any road
district ((shall)) may not exceed two dollars and twenty-five cents
per thousand dollars of assessed value; and (d) the levy by any
city or town ((shall)) may not exceed three dollars and thirtyseven and one-half cents per thousand dollars of assessed value.
However any county is hereby authorized to increase its levy from
one dollar and eighty cents to a rate not to exceed two dollars and
forty-seven and one-half cents per thousand dollars of assessed
value for general county purposes if the total levies for both the
county and any road district within the county do not exceed four
dollars and five cents per thousand dollars of assessed value, and
no other taxing district has its levy reduced as a result of the
increased county levy.
(2) The aggregate levies of junior taxing districts and senior
taxing districts, other than the state, ((shall)) may not exceed five
dollars and ninety cents per thousand dollars of assessed
valuation. The term "junior taxing districts" includes all taxing
districts other than the state, counties, road districts, cities, towns,
port districts, and public utility districts. The limitations provided
in this subsection ((shall)) do not apply to: (a) Levies at the rates
provided by existing law by or for any port or public utility
district; (b) excess property tax levies authorized in Article VII,
section 2 of the state Constitution; (c) levies for acquiring
conservation futures as authorized under RCW 84.34.230; (d)
levies for emergency medical care or emergency medical services
imposed under RCW 84.52.069; (e) levies to finance affordable
housing for very low-income housing imposed under RCW
84.52.105; (f) the portions of levies by metropolitan park districts
that are protected under RCW 84.52.120; (g) levies imposed by
ferry districts under RCW 36.54.130; (h) levies for criminal
justice purposes under RCW 84.52.135; (i) the portions of levies
by fire protection districts that are protected under RCW
84.52.125; ((and)) (j) levies by counties for transit-related
purposes under RCW 84.52.140; and (k) the portion of the levy
by flood control zone districts that are protected under section 3
of this act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5. This act applies to taxes levied for
collection in 2018 and thereafter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. This act takes effect January 1,
2018.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7. This act expires January 1, 2023."

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Ways & Means to House Bill No. 1940.
The motion by Senator Fain carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 3 of the title, after "levies;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 84.52.010 and
84.52.043; adding a new section to chapter 84.52 RCW; creating
new sections; providing an effective date; and providing an
expiration date."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the rules were suspended, House
Bill No. 1940 as amended by the Senate was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Fain spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1940 as amended by the
Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1940 as amended by the Senate and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 43; Nays, 4; Absent, 0;
Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Parlette, Pedersen, Ranker, Roach,
Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Dansel, Padden, Pearson and Rivers
Excused: Senators Billig and Nelson
HOUSE BILL NO. 1940 as amended by the Senate, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1422, by Representatives
Scott, Griffey and Condotta
Concerning misrepresentation of a floral product business's
geographic location. (REVISED FOR ENGROSSED:
Concerning misrepresentation of a floral product business's
geographic location and advertising requirements for floral
product businesses.)
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Baumgartner moved that the following committee
striking amendment by the Committee on Commerce & Labor be
adopted:
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(a) A publisher of a telephone directory or other publication
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
or a provider of a directory assistance service publishing or
providing information about another business.
"Sec. 1. RCW 19.160.010 and 1999 c 156 s 1 are each
(b) An internet web site that aggregates and provides
amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
information about other businesses.
(c) An owner or publisher of a print advertising medium
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
providing information about other businesses.
(1) "Local telephone directory" means a publication listing
(d) An internet service provider.
telephone numbers for various businesses in a certain geographic
area and distributed free of charge to some or all telephone
(e) An internet service that displays or distributes
advertisements for other businesses."
subscribers in that area.
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of adoption of the
(2) "Local telephone number" means a ((telephone number
committee striking amendment.
that can be dialed without incurring long distance charges from
telephones located within the area covered by the local telephone
directory in which the number is listed. The term does not include
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
long distance numbers, toll-free numbers, or 900 exchange
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Commerce & Labor to Engrossed House Bill No.
numbers listed in a local telephone directory)) specific telephone
1422.
number, area code and prefix, assigned for the purpose of
completing local calls between a calling party or station and any
The motion by Senator Baumgartner carried and the
committee striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
other party or station within a designated exchange or all of its
designated local calling areas. The term "local telephone number"
MOTION
does not include long distance telephone numbers or any toll-free
telephone numbers listed in a local telephone directory.
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
(3) "Person" means an individual, partnership, limited
adopted:
liability partnership, corporation, or limited liability corporation.
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "businesses;" strike the
Sec. 2. RCW 19.160.030 and 1999 c 156 s 2 are each
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 19.160.010 and
amended to read as follows:
19.160.030; and prescribing penalties."
((No person engaged in the selling, delivery, or solicitation of
cut flowers, flower arrangements, or floral products may
MOTION
misrepresent his, her, or its geographic location by:
(1) Listing a local telephone number in a local telephone
On motion of Senator Baumgartner, the rules were
directory if:
suspended, Engrossed House Bill No. 1422 as amended by the
(a) Calls to the telephone number are routinely forwarded or
Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
otherwise transferred to a business location that is outside the
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
calling area covered by the local telephone directory; and
Senators Baumgartner, McAuliffe and Kohl-Welles spoke in
(b) The listing fails to conspicuously disclose the locality and
favor
of passage of the bill.
state in which the business is located; or
(2) Listing a business name in a local telephone directory if:
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(a) The name misrepresents the business's geographic
the final passage of Engrossed House Bill No. 1422 as amended
location; and
by the Senate.
(b) The listing fails to disclose the locality and state in which
the business is located.)) (1) For purposes of this section, "floral
ROLL CALL
or ornamental products or services" means floral arrangements,
cut flowers, floral bouquets, potted plants, balloons, floral
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
designs, and related products and services.
House Bill No. 1422 as amended by the Senate and the bill
(2) It is a violation for a provider or vendor of floral or
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 5;
ornamental products or services to misrepresent the geographic
Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
location of its business by doing either of the following:
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
(a) Listing a local telephone number in any advertisement or
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
listing, unless the advertisement or listing identifies the true
Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
physical address, including the city, of the provider's or vendor's
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
business; or
Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
(b) Listing a fictitious business name or an assumed business
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
name in any advertisement or listing if both of the following
Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
criteria are met:
Voting nay: Senators Dansel, Ericksen, Frockt, Liias and
(i) The name of the business misrepresents the provider's or
Pedersen
vendor's geographic location; and
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1422 as amended by the
(ii) The advertisement or listing does not identify the true
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
physical address, including the city and state, of the provider's or
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
vendor's business.
to stand as the title of the act.
(3) A violation of this section is punishable, exclusively, by a
fine not to exceed two hundred fifty dollars.
Senator Fain announced that the senate would resume
(4) This section does not create or impose any duty or
business at 1:30 p.m.
obligation on a person other than a vendor or provider of floral or
ornamental products or services.
Senator Nelson announced a brief meeting of the Democratic
(5) This section does not apply to any of the following:
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
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Senator Parlette announced a meeting of the Majority
Coalition Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
MOTION
At 11:23 a.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 1:52 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1879, by House
Committee on Health Care & Wellness (originally sponsored by
Representatives Kagi, Walsh, Cody, Harris, Orwall, Tarleton and
Ormsby)
Directing the health care authority to issue a request for
proposals for integrated managed health and behavioral health
services for foster children.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator O'Ban moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Human Services, Mental Health
& Housing be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 74.09 RCW to read as follows:
The authority shall issue a request for proposals to provide
integrated managed health and behavioral health care for foster
children receiving care through the medical assistance program.
Behavioral health services provided under chapters 71.24, 71.34,
and 70.96A RCW must be integrated into the managed health care
plan for foster children beginning October 1, 2018. The request
for proposals must address the program elements described in
section 110, chapter 225, Laws of 2014, including development
of a service delivery system, benefit design, reimbursement
mechanisms, incorporation or coordination of services currently
provided by the regional support networks, and standards for
contracting with health plans. The request for proposals must be
issued and completed in time for services under the integrated
managed care plan to begin on October 1, 2016.
Sec. 2. RCW 74.09.490 and 2011 1st sp.s. c 15 s 23 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The authority, in consultation with the evidence-based
practice institute established in RCW 71.24.061, shall develop
and implement policies to improve prescribing practices for
treatment of emotional or behavioral disturbances in children,
improve the quality of children's mental health therapy through
increased use of evidence-based and research-based practices and
reduced variation in practice, improve communication and care
coordination between primary care and mental health providers,
and prioritize care in the family home or care which integrates the
family where out-of-home placement is required.
(2) The authority shall identify those children with emotional
or behavioral disturbances who may be at high risk due to
off-label use of prescription medication, use of multiple

medications, high medication dosage, or lack of coordination
among multiple prescribing providers, and establish one or more
mechanisms to evaluate the appropriateness of the medication
these children are using, including but not limited to obtaining
second opinions from experts in child psychiatry.
(3) The authority shall review the psychotropic medications
of all children under five and establish one or more mechanisms
to evaluate the appropriateness of the medication these children
are using, including but not limited to obtaining second opinions
from experts in child psychiatry.
(4) Within existing funds, the authority shall require a second
opinion review from an expert in psychiatry for all prescriptions
of one or more antipsychotic medications of all children under
eighteen years of age in the foster care system. Thirty days of a
prescription medication may be dispensed pending the second
opinion review. The second opinion feedback must include
discussion of the psychosocial interventions that have been or will
be offered to the child and caretaker if appropriate in order to
address the behavioral issues brought to the attention of the
prescribing physician.
(5) The authority shall track prescriptive practices with
respect to psychotropic medications with the goal of reducing the
use of medication.
(((5))) (6) The authority shall ((encourage the)) promote the
appropriate use of cognitive behavioral therapies and other
treatments which are empirically supported or evidence-based, in
addition to or in the place of prescription medication where
appropriate and such interventions are available."
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of adoption of the committee
striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing to
Substitute House Bill No. 1879.
The motion by Senator O'Ban carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 3 of the title, after "children;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 74.09.490; and
adding a new section to chapter 74.09 RCW."
MOTION
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1879 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator O'Ban spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senator Hasegawa was
excused.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Roach, Senator Benton was excused.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1879 as amended
by the Senate.
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1879 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 3;
Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield,
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers,
Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Dansel, Ericksen and Padden
Excused: Senators Benton and Hasegawa
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1879 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
to stand as the title of the act.
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Pursuant to Article 2, Section 32 of the State Constitution
and Senate Rule 1(5), the President announced the signing of and
thereupon did sign in open session:
SENATE BILL NO. 5032,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5059,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5156,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5215,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5268,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5293,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5311,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5322,
SENATE BILL NO. 5464,
SENATE BILL NO. 5482,
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5486,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5488,
SENATE BILL NO. 5793,
SENATE BILL NO. 5881,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5897,
SENATE BILL NO. 5974, and
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5999.

SECOND READING

SECOND READING

HOUSE BILL NO. 1817, by Representatives Shea, Taylor,
Holy, Scott, Griffey, Reykdal and Condotta

SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1516, by House
Committee on Finance (originally sponsored by Representatives
Pettigrew, Santos, Magendanz, Condotta, Fitzgibbon and
Ormsby)

NINETY THIRD DAY, APRIL 14, 2015
ROLL CALL

Providing liability immunity for local jurisdictions when
wheeled all-terrain vehicles are operated on public roadways.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1817 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1817.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1817 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Absent: Senator Ericksen
Excused: Senator Benton
HOUSE BILL NO. 1817, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT

Providing an exemption for certain lodging services from the
convention and trade center tax.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Litzow, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1516 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Litzow and Jayapal spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1516.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1516 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 47; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Dammeier and Schoesler
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1516, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
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ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1450, by House Committee on Appropriations (originally
sponsored by Representatives Jinkins, Rodne, Walkinshaw,
Harris, Cody, Goodman, Senn, Walsh, Riccelli, Robinson,
Orwall, Moeller, Gregerson, Van De Wege, Ormsby, Clibborn,
McBride, Tharinger, Kagi and Stanford)
Concerning involuntary outpatient mental health treatment.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator O'Ban moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Human Services, Mental Health
& Housing be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 71.05.020 and 2011 c 148 s 1 and 2011 c 89
s 14 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Admission" or "admit" means a decision by a physician or
psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner that a person
should be examined or treated as a patient in a hospital;
(2) "Antipsychotic medications" means that class of drugs
primarily used to treat serious manifestations of mental illness
associated with thought disorders, which includes, but is not
limited to atypical antipsychotic medications;
(3) "Attending staff" means any person on the staff of a public
or private agency having responsibility for the care and treatment
of a patient;
(4) "Commitment" means the determination by a court that a
person should be detained for a period of either evaluation or
treatment, or both, in an inpatient or a less restrictive setting;
(5) "Conditional release" means a revocable modification of a
commitment, which may be revoked upon violation of any of its
terms;
(6) "Crisis stabilization unit" means a short-term facility or a
portion of a facility licensed by the department of health and
certified by the department of social and health services under
RCW 71.24.035, such as an evaluation and treatment facility or a
hospital, which has been designed to assess, diagnose, and treat
individuals experiencing an acute crisis without the use of longterm hospitalization;
(7) "Custody" means involuntary detention under the
provisions of this chapter or chapter 10.77 RCW, uninterrupted
by any period of unconditional release from commitment from a
facility providing involuntary care and treatment;
(8) "Department" means the department of social and health
services;
(9) "Designated chemical dependency specialist" means a
person designated by the county alcoholism and other drug
addiction program coordinator designated under RCW
70.96A.310 to perform the commitment duties described in
chapters 70.96A and 70.96B RCW;
(10) "Designated crisis responder" means a mental health
professional appointed by the county or the regional support
network to perform the duties specified in this chapter;
(11) "Designated mental health professional" means a mental
health professional designated by the county or other authority
authorized in rule to perform the duties specified in this chapter;
(12) "Detention" or "detain" means the lawful confinement of
a person, under the provisions of this chapter;

(13) "Developmental disabilities professional" means a person
who has specialized training and three years of experience in
directly treating or working with persons with developmental
disabilities and is a psychiatrist, psychologist, psychiatric
advanced registered nurse practitioner, or social worker, and such
other developmental disabilities professionals as may be defined
by rules adopted by the secretary;
(14) "Developmental disability" means that condition defined
in RCW 71A.10.020(((3))) (5);
(15) "Discharge" means the termination of hospital medical
authority. The commitment may remain in place, be terminated,
or be amended by court order;
(16) "Evaluation and treatment facility" means any facility
which can provide directly, or by direct arrangement with other
public or private agencies, emergency evaluation and treatment,
outpatient care, and timely and appropriate inpatient care to
persons suffering from a mental disorder, and which is certified
as such by the department. A physically separate and separately
operated portion of a state hospital may be designated as an
evaluation and treatment facility. A facility which is part of, or
operated by, the department or any federal agency will not require
certification. No correctional institution or facility, or jail, shall
be an evaluation and treatment facility within the meaning of this
chapter;
(17) "Gravely disabled" means a condition in which a person,
as a result of a mental disorder: (a) Is in danger of serious physical
harm resulting from a failure to provide for his or her essential
human needs of health or safety; or (b) manifests severe
deterioration in routine functioning evidenced by repeated and
escalating loss of cognitive or volitional control over his or her
actions and is not receiving such care as is essential for his or her
health or safety;
(18) "Habilitative services" means those services provided by
program personnel to assist persons in acquiring and maintaining
life skills and in raising their levels of physical, mental, social,
and vocational functioning. Habilitative services include
education, training for employment, and therapy. The habilitative
process shall be undertaken with recognition of the risk to the
public safety presented by the person being assisted as manifested
by prior charged criminal conduct;
(19) "History of one or more violent acts" refers to the period
of time ten years prior to the filing of a petition under this chapter,
excluding any time spent, but not any violent acts committed, in
a mental health facility or in confinement as a result of a criminal
conviction;
(20) "Imminent" means the state or condition of being likely
to occur at any moment or near at hand, rather than distant or
remote;
(21) "Individualized service plan" means a plan prepared by a
developmental disabilities professional with other professionals
as a team, for a person with developmental disabilities, which
shall state:
(a) The nature of the person's specific problems, prior charged
criminal behavior, and habilitation needs;
(b) The conditions and strategies necessary to achieve the
purposes of habilitation;
(c) The intermediate and long-range goals of the habilitation
program, with a projected timetable for the attainment;
(d) The rationale for using this plan of habilitation to achieve
those intermediate and long-range goals;
(e) The staff responsible for carrying out the plan;
(f) Where relevant in light of past criminal behavior and due
consideration for public safety, the criteria for proposed
movement to less-restrictive settings, criteria for proposed
eventual discharge or release, and a projected possible date for
discharge or release; and
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(g) The type of residence immediately anticipated for the
certified in advanced practice psychiatric and mental health
person and possible future types of residences;
nursing;
(22) "Information related to mental health services" means all
(33) "Psychiatrist" means a person having a license as a
information and records compiled, obtained, or maintained in the
physician and surgeon in this state who has in addition completed
course of providing services to either voluntary or involuntary
three years of graduate training in psychiatry in a program
recipients of services by a mental health service provider. This
approved by the American medical association or the American
may include documents of legal proceedings under this chapter or
osteopathic association and is certified or eligible to be certified
chapter 71.34 or 10.77 RCW, or somatic health care information;
by the American board of psychiatry and neurology;
(23) "Judicial commitment" means a commitment by a court
(34) "Psychologist" means a person who has been licensed as
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter;
a psychologist pursuant to chapter 18.83 RCW;
(24) "Legal counsel" means attorneys and staff employed by
(35) "Public agency" means any evaluation and treatment
county prosecutor offices or the state attorney general acting in
facility or institution, or hospital which is conducted for, or
their capacity as legal representatives of public mental health
includes a department or ward conducted for, the care and
service providers under RCW 71.05.130;
treatment of persons with mental illness, if the agency is operated
(25) "Likelihood of serious harm" means:
directly by, federal, state, county, or municipal government, or a
(a) A substantial risk that: (i) Physical harm will be inflicted
combination of such governments;
by a person upon his or her own person, as evidenced by threats
(36) "Registration records" include all the records of the
or attempts to commit suicide or inflict physical harm on oneself;
department, regional support networks, treatment facilities, and
(ii) physical harm will be inflicted by a person upon another, as
other persons providing services to the department, county
evidenced by behavior which has caused such harm or which
departments, or facilities which identify persons who are
places another person or persons in reasonable fear of sustaining
receiving or who at any time have received services for mental
such harm; or (iii) physical harm will be inflicted by a person
illness;
upon the property of others, as evidenced by behavior which has
(37) "Release" means legal termination of the commitment
caused substantial loss or damage to the property of others; or
under the provisions of this chapter;
(b) The person has threatened the physical safety of another
(38) "Resource management services" has the meaning given
and has a history of one or more violent acts;
in chapter 71.24 RCW;
(26) "Mental disorder" means any organic, mental, or
(39) "Secretary" means the secretary of the department of
emotional impairment which has substantial adverse effects on a
social and health services, or his or her designee;
person's cognitive or volitional functions;
(40) "Serious violent offense" has the same meaning as
(27) "Mental health professional" means a psychiatrist,
provided in RCW 9.94A.030;
psychologist, psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner,
(41) "Social worker" means a person with a master's or further
psychiatric nurse, or social worker, and such other mental health
advanced degree from a social work educational program
professionals as may be defined by rules adopted by the secretary
accredited and approved as provided in RCW 18.320.010;
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter;
(42) "Therapeutic court personnel" means the staff of a mental
(28) "Mental health service provider" means a public or private
health court or other therapeutic court which has jurisdiction over
agency that provides mental health services to persons with
defendants who are dually diagnosed with mental disorders,
mental disorders as defined under this section and receives
including court personnel, probation officers, a court monitor,
funding from public sources. This includes, but is not limited to,
prosecuting attorney, or defense counsel acting within the scope
hospitals licensed under chapter 70.41 RCW, evaluation and
of therapeutic court duties;
treatment facilities as defined in this section, community mental
(43) "Triage facility" means a short-term facility or a portion
health service delivery systems or community mental health
of a facility licensed by the department of health and certified by
programs as defined in RCW 71.24.025, facilities conducting
the department of social and health services under RCW
competency evaluations and restoration under chapter 10.77
71.24.035, which is designed as a facility to assess and stabilize
RCW, and correctional facilities operated by state and local
an individual or determine the need for involuntary commitment
governments;
of an individual, and must meet department of health residential
(29) "Peace officer" means a law enforcement official of a
treatment facility standards. A triage facility may be structured as
public agency or governmental unit, and includes persons
a voluntary or involuntary placement facility;
specifically given peace officer powers by any state law, local
(44) "Treatment records" include registration and all other
ordinance, or judicial order of appointment;
records concerning persons who are receiving or who at any time
(30) "Private agency" means any person, partnership,
have received services for mental illness, which are maintained
corporation, or association that is not a public agency, whether or
by the department, by regional support networks and their staffs,
not financed in whole or in part by public funds, which constitutes
and by treatment facilities. Treatment records include mental
an evaluation and treatment facility or private institution, or
health information contained in a medical bill including but not
hospital, which is conducted for, or includes a department or ward
limited to mental health drugs, a mental health diagnosis, provider
conducted for, the care and treatment of persons who are mentally
name, and dates of service stemming from a medical service.
ill;
Treatment records do not include notes or records maintained for
(31) "Professional person" means a mental health professional
personal use by a person providing treatment services for the
and shall also mean a physician, psychiatric advanced registered
department, regional support networks, or a treatment facility if
nurse practitioner, registered nurse, and such others as may be
the notes or records are not available to others;
defined by rules adopted by the secretary pursuant to the
(45) "Violent act" means behavior that resulted in homicide,
provisions of this chapter;
attempted suicide, nonfatal injuries, or substantial damage to
(32) "Psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner"
property.
means a person who is licensed as an advanced registered nurse
(46) "In need of assisted outpatient mental health treatment"
means that a person, as a result of a mental disorder: (a) Has been
practitioner pursuant to chapter 18.79 RCW; and who is board
committed by a court to detention for involuntary mental health
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treatment at least twice during the preceding thirty-six months, or,
if the person is currently committed for involuntary mental health
treatment, the person has been committed to detention for
involuntary mental health treatment at least once during the
thirty-six months preceding the date of initial detention of the
current commitment cycle; (b) is unlikely to voluntarily
participate in outpatient treatment without an order for less
restrictive alternative treatment, in view of the person's treatment
history or current behavior; (c) is unlikely to survive safely in the
community without supervision; (d) is likely to benefit from less
restrictive alternative treatment; and (e) requires less restrictive
alternative treatment to prevent a relapse, decompensation, or
deterioration that is likely to result in the person presenting a
likelihood of serious harm or the person becoming gravely
disabled within a reasonably short period of time. For purposes of
(a) of this subsection, time spent in a mental health facility or in
confinement as a result of a criminal conviction is excluded from
the thirty-six month calculation.
(47) "Less restrictive alternative treatment" means a program
of individualized treatment in a less restrictive setting that
includes the services described in section 16 of this act.
Sec. 2. RCW 71.05.020 and 2014 c 225 s 79 are each
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Admission" or "admit" means a decision by a physician or
psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner that a person
should be examined or treated as a patient in a hospital;
(2) "Antipsychotic medications" means that class of drugs
primarily used to treat serious manifestations of mental illness
associated with thought disorders, which includes, but is not
limited to atypical antipsychotic medications;
(3) "Attending staff" means any person on the staff of a public
or private agency having responsibility for the care and treatment
of a patient;
(4) "Commitment" means the determination by a court that a
person should be detained for a period of either evaluation or
treatment, or both, in an inpatient or a less restrictive setting;
(5) "Conditional release" means a revocable modification of a
commitment, which may be revoked upon violation of any of its
terms;
(6) "Crisis stabilization unit" means a short-term facility or a
portion of a facility licensed by the department of health and
certified by the department of social and health services under
RCW 71.24.035, such as an evaluation and treatment facility or a
hospital, which has been designed to assess, diagnose, and treat
individuals experiencing an acute crisis without the use of longterm hospitalization;
(7) "Custody" means involuntary detention under the
provisions of this chapter or chapter 10.77 RCW, uninterrupted
by any period of unconditional release from commitment from a
facility providing involuntary care and treatment;
(8) "Department" means the department of social and health
services;
(9) "Designated chemical dependency specialist" means a
person designated by the county alcoholism and other drug
addiction program coordinator designated under RCW
70.96A.310 to perform the commitment duties described in
chapters 70.96A and 70.96B RCW;
(10) "Designated crisis responder" means a mental health
professional appointed by the county or the behavioral health
organization to perform the duties specified in this chapter;
(11) "Designated mental health professional" means a mental
health professional designated by the county or other authority
authorized in rule to perform the duties specified in this chapter;

(12) "Detention" or "detain" means the lawful confinement of
a person, under the provisions of this chapter;
(13) "Developmental disabilities professional" means a person
who has specialized training and three years of experience in
directly treating or working with persons with developmental
disabilities and is a psychiatrist, psychologist, psychiatric
advanced registered nurse practitioner, or social worker, and such
other developmental disabilities professionals as may be defined
by rules adopted by the secretary;
(14) "Developmental disability" means that condition defined
in RCW 71A.10.020(((4))) (5);
(15) "Discharge" means the termination of hospital medical
authority. The commitment may remain in place, be terminated,
or be amended by court order;
(16) "Evaluation and treatment facility" means any facility
which can provide directly, or by direct arrangement with other
public or private agencies, emergency evaluation and treatment,
outpatient care, and timely and appropriate inpatient care to
persons suffering from a mental disorder, and which is certified
as such by the department. A physically separate and separately
operated portion of a state hospital may be designated as an
evaluation and treatment facility. A facility which is part of, or
operated by, the department or any federal agency will not require
certification. No correctional institution or facility, or jail, shall
be an evaluation and treatment facility within the meaning of this
chapter;
(17) "Gravely disabled" means a condition in which a person,
as a result of a mental disorder: (a) Is in danger of serious physical
harm resulting from a failure to provide for his or her essential
human needs of health or safety; or (b) manifests severe
deterioration in routine functioning evidenced by repeated and
escalating loss of cognitive or volitional control over his or her
actions and is not receiving such care as is essential for his or her
health or safety;
(18) "Habilitative services" means those services provided by
program personnel to assist persons in acquiring and maintaining
life skills and in raising their levels of physical, mental, social,
and vocational functioning. Habilitative services include
education, training for employment, and therapy. The habilitative
process shall be undertaken with recognition of the risk to the
public safety presented by the person being assisted as manifested
by prior charged criminal conduct;
(19) "History of one or more violent acts" refers to the period
of time ten years prior to the filing of a petition under this chapter,
excluding any time spent, but not any violent acts committed, in
a mental health facility or in confinement as a result of a criminal
conviction;
(20) "Imminent" means the state or condition of being likely
to occur at any moment or near at hand, rather than distant or
remote;
(21) "Individualized service plan" means a plan prepared by a
developmental disabilities professional with other professionals
as a team, for a person with developmental disabilities, which
shall state:
(a) The nature of the person's specific problems, prior charged
criminal behavior, and habilitation needs;
(b) The conditions and strategies necessary to achieve the
purposes of habilitation;
(c) The intermediate and long-range goals of the habilitation
program, with a projected timetable for the attainment;
(d) The rationale for using this plan of habilitation to achieve
those intermediate and long-range goals;
(e) The staff responsible for carrying out the plan;
(f) Where relevant in light of past criminal behavior and due
consideration for public safety, the criteria for proposed
movement to less-restrictive settings, criteria for proposed
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eventual discharge or release, and a projected possible date for
practitioner pursuant to chapter 18.79 RCW; and who is board
discharge or release; and
certified in advanced practice psychiatric and mental health
(g) The type of residence immediately anticipated for the
nursing;
person and possible future types of residences;
(33) "Psychiatrist" means a person having a license as a
(22) "Information related to mental health services" means all
physician and surgeon in this state who has in addition completed
information and records compiled, obtained, or maintained in the
three years of graduate training in psychiatry in a program
course of providing services to either voluntary or involuntary
approved by the American medical association or the American
recipients of services by a mental health service provider. This
osteopathic association and is certified or eligible to be certified
may include documents of legal proceedings under this chapter or
by the American board of psychiatry and neurology;
chapter 71.34 or 10.77 RCW, or somatic health care information;
(34) "Psychologist" means a person who has been licensed as
(23) "Judicial commitment" means a commitment by a court
a psychologist pursuant to chapter 18.83 RCW;
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter;
(35) "Public agency" means any evaluation and treatment
(24) "Legal counsel" means attorneys and staff employed by
facility or institution, or hospital which is conducted for, or
county prosecutor offices or the state attorney general acting in
includes a department or ward conducted for, the care and
their capacity as legal representatives of public mental health
treatment of persons with mental illness, if the agency is operated
service providers under RCW 71.05.130;
directly by, federal, state, county, or municipal government, or a
(25) "Likelihood of serious harm" means:
combination of such governments;
(a) A substantial risk that: (i) Physical harm will be inflicted
(36) "Registration records" include all the records of the
by a person upon his or her own person, as evidenced by threats
department, behavioral health organizations, treatment facilities,
or attempts to commit suicide or inflict physical harm on oneself;
and other persons providing services to the department, county
(ii) physical harm will be inflicted by a person upon another, as
departments, or facilities which identify persons who are
evidenced by behavior which has caused such harm or which
receiving or who at any time have received services for mental
places another person or persons in reasonable fear of sustaining
illness;
such harm; or (iii) physical harm will be inflicted by a person
(37) "Release" means legal termination of the commitment
upon the property of others, as evidenced by behavior which has
under the provisions of this chapter;
caused substantial loss or damage to the property of others; or
(38) "Resource management services" has the meaning given
(b) The person has threatened the physical safety of another
in chapter 71.24 RCW;
and has a history of one or more violent acts;
(39) "Secretary" means the secretary of the department of
(26) "Mental disorder" means any organic, mental, or
social and health services, or his or her designee;
emotional impairment which has substantial adverse effects on a
(40) "Serious violent offense" has the same meaning as
person's cognitive or volitional functions;
provided in RCW 9.94A.030;
(27) "Mental health professional" means a psychiatrist,
(41) "Social worker" means a person with a master's or further
psychologist, psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner,
advanced degree from a social work educational program
psychiatric nurse, or social worker, and such other mental health
accredited and approved as provided in RCW 18.320.010;
professionals as may be defined by rules adopted by the secretary
(42) "Therapeutic court personnel" means the staff of a mental
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter;
health court or other therapeutic court which has jurisdiction over
(28) "Mental health service provider" means a public or private
defendants who are dually diagnosed with mental disorders,
agency that provides mental health services to persons with
including court personnel, probation officers, a court monitor,
mental disorders as defined under this section and receives
prosecuting attorney, or defense counsel acting within the scope
funding from public sources. This includes, but is not limited to,
of therapeutic court duties;
hospitals licensed under chapter 70.41 RCW, evaluation and
(43) "Treatment records" include registration and all other
treatment facilities as defined in this section, community mental
records concerning persons who are receiving or who at any time
health service delivery systems or community mental health
have received services for mental illness, which are maintained
programs as defined in RCW 71.24.025, facilities conducting
by the department, by behavioral health organizations and their
competency evaluations and restoration under chapter 10.77
staffs, and by treatment facilities. Treatment records include
RCW, and correctional facilities operated by state and local
mental health information contained in a medical bill including
governments;
but not limited to mental health drugs, a mental health diagnosis,
(29) "Peace officer" means a law enforcement official of a
provider name, and dates of service stemming from a medical
public agency or governmental unit, and includes persons
service. Treatment records do not include notes or records
specifically given peace officer powers by any state law, local
maintained for personal use by a person providing treatment
ordinance, or judicial order of appointment;
services for the department, behavioral health organizations, or a
(30) "Private agency" means any person, partnership,
treatment facility if the notes or records are not available to others;
corporation, or association that is not a public agency, whether or
(44) "Triage facility" means a short-term facility or a portion
not financed in whole or in part by public funds, which constitutes
of a facility licensed by the department of health and certified by
an evaluation and treatment facility or private institution, or
the department of social and health services under RCW
hospital, which is conducted for, or includes a department or ward
71.24.035, which is designed as a facility to assess and stabilize
conducted for, the care and treatment of persons who are mentally
an individual or determine the need for involuntary commitment
ill;
of an individual, and must meet department of health residential
(31) "Professional person" means a mental health professional
treatment facility standards. A triage facility may be structured as
and shall also mean a physician, psychiatric advanced registered
a voluntary or involuntary placement facility;
nurse practitioner, registered nurse, and such others as may be
(45) "Violent act" means behavior that resulted in homicide,
defined by rules adopted by the secretary pursuant to the
attempted suicide, nonfatal injuries, or substantial damage to
provisions of this chapter;
property.
(32) "Psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner"
(46) "In need of assisted outpatient mental health treatment"
means that a person, as a result of a mental disorder: (a) Has been
means a person who is licensed as an advanced registered nurse
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committed by a court to detention for involuntary mental health
treatment at least twice during the preceding thirty-six months, or,
if the person is currently committed for involuntary mental health
treatment, the person has been committed to detention for
involuntary mental health treatment at least once during the
thirty-six months preceding the date of initial detention of the
current commitment cycle; (b) is unlikely to voluntarily
participate in outpatient treatment without an order for less
restrictive alternative treatment, in view of the person's treatment
history or current behavior; (c) is unlikely to survive safely in the
community without supervision; (d) is likely to benefit from less
restrictive alternative treatment; and (e) requires less restrictive
alternative treatment to prevent a relapse, decompensation, or
deterioration that is likely to result in the person presenting a
likelihood of serious harm or the person becoming gravely
disabled within a reasonably short period of time. For purposes of
(a) of this subsection, time spent in a mental health facility or in
confinement as a result of a criminal conviction is excluded from
the thirty-six month calculation.
(47) "Less restrictive alternative treatment" means a program
of individualized treatment in a less restrictive setting than
inpatient treatment that includes the services described in section
16 of this act.
Sec. 3. RCW 71.05.150 and 2011 c 148 s 5 are each amended
to read as follows:
(1)(a) When a designated mental health professional receives
information alleging that a person, as a result of a mental disorder:
(i) Presents a likelihood of serious harm; ((or)) (ii) is gravely
disabled; or (iii) is in need of assisted outpatient mental health
treatment; the designated mental health professional may, after
investigation and evaluation of the specific facts alleged and of
the reliability and credibility of any person providing information
to initiate detention or involuntary outpatient evaluation, if
satisfied that the allegations are true and that the person will not
voluntarily seek appropriate treatment, file a petition for initial
detention or involuntary outpatient evaluation. If the petition is
filed solely on the grounds that the person is in need of assisted
outpatient mental health treatment, the petition may only be for
an involuntary outpatient evaluation. An involuntary outpatient
evaluation may be conducted by any combination of licensed
professionals authorized to petition for involuntary commitment
under RCW 71.05.230 and must include involvement or
consultation with the agency or facility which will provide
monitoring or services under the proposed less restrictive
alternative treatment order. If the petition is for an involuntary
outpatient evaluation and the person is being held in a hospital
emergency department, the person may be released once the
hospital has satisfied federal and state legal requirements for
appropriate screening and stabilization of patients.
(b) Before filing the petition, the designated mental health
professional must personally interview the person, unless the
person refuses an interview, and determine whether the person
will voluntarily receive appropriate evaluation and treatment at an
evaluation and treatment facility, crisis stabilization unit, or triage
facility.
(2)(a) An order to detain to a designated evaluation and
treatment facility for not more than a seventy-two-hour evaluation
and treatment period, or an order for an involuntary outpatient
evaluation, may be issued by a judge of the superior court upon
request of a designated mental health professional, whenever it
appears to the satisfaction of a judge of the superior court:
(i) That there is probable cause to support the petition; and
(ii) That the person has refused or failed to accept appropriate
evaluation and treatment voluntarily.
(b) The petition for initial detention or involuntary outpatient
evaluation, signed under penalty of perjury, or sworn telephonic

testimony may be considered by the court in determining whether
there are sufficient grounds for issuing the order.
(c) The order shall designate retained counsel or, if counsel is
appointed from a list provided by the court, the name, business
address, and telephone number of the attorney appointed to
represent the person.
(3) The designated mental health professional shall then serve
or cause to be served on such person, his or her guardian, and
conservator, if any, a copy of the order together with a notice of
rights, and a petition for initial detention or involuntary outpatient
evaluation. After service on such person the designated mental
health professional shall file the return of service in court and
provide copies of all papers in the court file to the evaluation and
treatment facility and the designated attorney. The designated
mental health professional shall notify the court and the
prosecuting attorney that a probable cause hearing will be held
within seventy-two hours of the date and time of outpatient
evaluation or admission to the evaluation and treatment facility.
The person shall be permitted to be accompanied by one or more
of his or her relatives, friends, an attorney, a personal physician,
or other professional or religious advisor to the place of
evaluation. An attorney accompanying the person to the place of
evaluation shall be permitted to be present during the admission
evaluation. Any other individual accompanying the person may
be present during the admission evaluation. The facility may
exclude the individual if his or her presence would present a
safety risk, delay the proceedings, or otherwise interfere with the
evaluation.
(4) The designated mental health professional may notify a
peace officer to take such person or cause such person to be taken
into custody and placed in an evaluation and treatment facility. At
the time such person is taken into custody there shall commence
to be served on such person, his or her guardian, and conservator,
if any, a copy of the original order together with a notice of rights
and a petition for initial detention.
Sec. 4. RCW 71.05.156 and 2013 c 334 s 2 are each amended
to read as follows:
A designated mental health professional who conducts an
evaluation for imminent likelihood of serious harm or imminent
danger because of being gravely disabled under RCW 71.05.153
must also evaluate the person under RCW 71.05.150 for
likelihood of serious harm or grave disability that does not meet
the imminent standard for emergency detention, and to determine
whether the person is in need of assisted outpatient mental health
treatment.
Sec. 5. RCW 71.05.212 and 2010 c 280 s 2 are each amended
to read as follows:
(1) Whenever a designated mental health professional or
professional person is conducting an evaluation under this
chapter, consideration shall include all reasonably available
information from credible witnesses and records regarding:
(a) Prior recommendations for evaluation of the need for civil
commitments when the recommendation is made pursuant to an
evaluation conducted under chapter 10.77 RCW;
(b) Historical behavior, including history of one or more
violent acts;
(c) Prior determinations of incompetency or insanity under
chapter 10.77 RCW; and
(d) Prior commitments under this chapter.
(2) Credible witnesses may include family members,
landlords, neighbors, or others with significant contact and
history of involvement with the person. If the designated mental
health professional relies upon information from a credible
witness in reaching his or her decision to detain the individual,
then he or she must provide contact information for any such
witness to the prosecutor. The designated mental health
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disorder, presents a likelihood of serious harm, ((or)) is gravely
professional or prosecutor shall provide notice of the date, time,
and location of the probable cause hearing to such a witness.
disabled, or is in need of assisted outpatient mental health
treatment, and shall set forth a plan for the less restrictive
(3) Symptoms and behavior of the respondent which standing
alternative treatment proposed by the facility in accordance with
alone would not justify civil commitment may support a finding
of grave disability or likelihood of serious harm, or a finding that
section 16 of this act; and
the person is in need of assisted outpatient mental health
(5) A copy of the petition has been served on the detained or
treatment, when:
committed person, his or her attorney and his or her guardian or
(a) Such symptoms or behavior are closely associated with
conservator, if any, prior to the probable cause hearing; and
symptoms or behavior which preceded and led to a past incident
(6) The court at the time the petition was filed and before the
of involuntary hospitalization, severe deterioration, or one or
probable cause hearing has appointed counsel to represent such
more violent acts;
person if no other counsel has appeared; and
(b) These symptoms or behavior represent a marked and
(7) The petition reflects that the person was informed of the
concerning change in the baseline behavior of the respondent; and
loss of firearm rights if involuntarily committed; and
(c) Without treatment, the continued deterioration of the
(8) At the conclusion of the initial commitment period, the
respondent is probable.
professional staff of the agency or facility or the designated
(4) When conducting an evaluation for offenders identified
mental health professional may petition for an additional period
under RCW 72.09.370, the designated mental health professional
of either ninety days of less restrictive alternative treatment or
or professional person shall consider an offender's history of
ninety days of involuntary intensive treatment as provided in
judicially required or administratively ordered antipsychotic
RCW 71.05.290; and
medication while in confinement.
(9) If the hospital or facility designated to provide
Sec. 6. RCW 71.05.230 and 2011 c 343 s 9 are each amended
((outpatient)) less restrictive alternative treatment is other than the
to read as follows:
facility providing involuntary treatment, the outpatient facility so
A person detained or committed for seventy-two hour
designated to provide less restrictive alternative treatment has
evaluation and treatment or for an outpatient evaluation for the
agreed to assume such responsibility.
purpose of filing a petition for a less restrictive alternative
Sec. 7. RCW 71.05.240 and 2009 c 293 s 4 are each amended
to read as follows:
treatment order may be ((detained)) committed for not more than
(1) If a petition is filed for fourteen day involuntary treatment
fourteen additional days of involuntary intensive treatment or
or ninety days of less restrictive alternative treatment, the court
ninety additional days of a less restrictive alternative to
shall hold a probable cause hearing within seventy-two hours of
involuntary intensive treatment. A petition may only be filed if
the following conditions are met:
the initial detention or involuntary outpatient evaluation of such
(1) The professional staff of the agency or facility providing
person as determined in RCW 71.05.180. If requested by the
evaluation services has analyzed the person's condition and finds
((detained)) person or his or her attorney, the hearing may be
postponed for a period not to exceed forty-eight hours. The
that the condition is caused by mental disorder and ((either))
hearing may also be continued subject to the conditions set forth
results in a likelihood of serious harm, ((or)) results in the
in RCW 71.05.210 or subject to the petitioner's showing of good
((detained)) person being gravely disabled, or results in the person
cause for a period not to exceed twenty-four hours.
being in need of assisted outpatient mental health treatment, and
are prepared to testify those conditions are met; and
(2) The court at the time of the probable cause hearing and
(2) The person has been advised of the need for voluntary
before an order of commitment is entered shall inform the person
treatment and the professional staff of the facility has evidence
both orally and in writing that the failure to make a good faith
that he or she has not in good faith volunteered; and
effort to seek voluntary treatment as provided in RCW 71.05.230
(3) The agency or facility providing intensive treatment or
will result in the loss of his or her firearm rights if the person is
subsequently detained for involuntary treatment under this
which proposes to supervise the less restrictive alternative is
section.
certified to provide such treatment by the department; and
(3) At the conclusion of the probable cause hearing((, if the
(4) The professional staff of the agency or facility or the
court finds by a preponderance of the evidence that)):
designated mental health professional has filed a petition with the
court for a fourteen day involuntary detention or a ninety day less
(a) If the court finds by a preponderance of the evidence that
restrictive alternative ((with the court)). The petition must be
such person, as the result of mental disorder, presents a likelihood
signed either by:
of serious harm, or is gravely disabled, and, after considering less
(a) Two physicians;
restrictive alternatives to involuntary detention and treatment,
(b) One physician and a mental health professional;
finds that no such alternatives are in the best interests of such
(c) Two psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioners;
person or others, the court shall order that such person be detained
(d) One psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner and
for involuntary treatment not to exceed fourteen days in a facility
a mental health professional; or
certified to provide treatment by the department. If the court finds
that such person, as the result of a mental disorder, presents a
(e) A physician and a psychiatric advanced registered nurse
practitioner. The persons signing the petition must have examined
likelihood of serious harm, or is gravely disabled, but that
treatment in a less restrictive setting than detention is in the best
the person. If involuntary detention is sought the petition shall
state facts that support the finding that such person, as a result of
interest of such person or others, the court shall order an
mental disorder, presents a likelihood of serious harm, or is
appropriate less restrictive alternative course of treatment for not
gravely disabled and that there are no less restrictive alternatives
to exceed ninety days;
to detention in the best interest of such person or others. The
(b) If the court finds by a preponderance of the evidence that
petition shall state specifically that less restrictive alternative
such person, as the result of a mental disorder, is in need of
treatment was considered and specify why treatment less
assisted outpatient mental health treatment, and that the person
restrictive than detention is not appropriate. If an involuntary less
does not present a likelihood of serious harm or grave disability,
restrictive alternative is sought, the petition shall state facts that
the court shall order an appropriate less restrictive alternative
support the finding that such person, as a result of mental
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course of treatment not to exceed ninety days, and may not order
inpatient treatment.
(c) An order for less restrictive alternative treatment must
identify the services the person will receive, in accordance with
section 16 of this act. The court may order additional evaluation
of the person if necessary to identify appropriate services.
(4) The court shall specifically state to such person and give
such person notice in writing that if involuntary treatment beyond
the fourteen day period or beyond the ninety days of less
restrictive treatment is to be sought, such person will have the
right to a full hearing or jury trial as required by RCW 71.05.310.
The court shall also state to the person and provide written notice
that the person is barred from the possession of firearms and that
the prohibition remains in effect until a court restores his or her
right to possess a firearm under RCW 9.41.047.
Sec. 8. RCW 71.05.245 and 2010 c 280 s 3 are each amended
to read as follows:
(1) In making a determination of whether a person is gravely
disabled ((or)), presents a likelihood of serious harm, or is in need
of assisted outpatient mental health treatment in a hearing
conducted under RCW 71.05.240 or 71.05.320, the court must
consider the symptoms and behavior of the respondent in light of
all available evidence concerning the respondent's historical
behavior.
(2) Symptoms or behavior which standing alone would not
justify civil commitment may support a finding of grave disability
or likelihood of serious harm, or a finding that the person is in
need of assisted outpatient mental health treatment, when: (a)
Such symptoms or behavior are closely associated with symptoms
or behavior which preceded and led to a past incident of
involuntary hospitalization, severe deterioration, or one or more
violent acts; (b) these symptoms or behavior represent a marked
and concerning change in the baseline behavior of the respondent;
and (c) without treatment, the continued deterioration of the
respondent is probable.
(3) In making a determination of whether there is a likelihood
of serious harm in a hearing conducted under RCW 71.05.240 or
71.05.320, the court shall give great weight to any evidence
before the court regarding whether the person has: (a) A recent
history of one or more violent acts; or (b) a recent history of one
or more commitments under this chapter or its equivalent
provisions under the laws of another state which were based on a
likelihood of serious harm. The existence of prior violent acts or
commitments under this chapter or its equivalent shall not be the
sole basis for determining whether a person presents a likelihood
of serious harm.
For the purposes of this subsection "recent" refers to the period
of time not exceeding three years prior to the current hearing.
Sec. 9. RCW 71.05.280 and 2013 c 289 s 4 are each amended
to read as follows:
At the expiration of the fourteen-day period of intensive
treatment, a person may be ((confined)) committed for further
treatment pursuant to RCW 71.05.320 if:
(1) Such person after having been taken into custody for
evaluation and treatment has threatened, attempted, or inflicted:
(a) Physical harm upon the person of another or himself or herself,
or substantial damage upon the property of another, and (b) as a
result of mental disorder presents a likelihood of serious harm; or
(2) Such person was taken into custody as a result of conduct
in which he or she attempted or inflicted physical harm upon the
person of another or himself or herself, or substantial damage
upon the property of others, and continues to present, as a result
of mental disorder, a likelihood of serious harm; or
(3) Such person has been determined to be incompetent and
criminal charges have been dismissed pursuant to RCW
10.77.086(4), and has committed acts constituting a felony, and

as a result of a mental disorder, presents a substantial likelihood
of repeating similar acts.
(a) In any proceeding pursuant to this subsection it shall not be
necessary to show intent, willfulness, or state of mind as an
element of the crime;
(b) For any person subject to commitment under this
subsection where the charge underlying the finding of
incompetence is for a felony classified as violent under RCW
9.94A.030, the court shall determine whether the acts the person
committed constitute a violent offense under RCW 9.94A.030; or
(4) Such person is gravely disabled; or
(5) Such person is in need of assisted outpatient mental health
treatment.
Sec. 10. RCW 71.05.290 and 2009 c 217 s 3 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) At any time during a person's fourteen day intensive
treatment period, the professional person in charge of a treatment
facility or his or her professional designee or the designated
mental health professional may petition the superior court for an
order requiring such person to undergo an additional period of
treatment. Such petition must be based on one or more of the
grounds set forth in RCW 71.05.280.
(2) The petition shall summarize the facts which support the
need for further ((confinement)) commitment and shall be
supported by affidavits signed by:
(a) Two examining physicians;
(b) One examining physician and examining mental health
professional;
(c) Two psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioners;
(d) One psychiatric advanced registered nurse practitioner and
a mental health professional; or
(e) An examining physician and an examining psychiatric
advanced registered nurse practitioner. The affidavits shall
describe in detail the behavior of the detained person which
supports the petition and shall explain what, if any, less restrictive
treatments which are alternatives to detention are available to
such person, and shall state the willingness of the affiant to testify
to such facts in subsequent judicial proceedings under this
chapter. If less restrictive alternative treatment is sought, the
petition shall set forth a proposed plan for less restrictive
alternative treatment in accordance with section 16 of this act.
(3) If a person has been determined to be incompetent pursuant
to RCW 10.77.086(4), then the professional person in charge of
the treatment facility or his or her professional designee or the
designated mental health professional may directly file a petition
for one hundred eighty day treatment under RCW 71.05.280(3).
No petition for initial detention or fourteen day detention is
required before such a petition may be filed.
Sec. 11. RCW 71.05.320 and 2013 c 289 s 5 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) If the court or jury finds that grounds set forth in RCW
71.05.280 have been proven and that the best interests of the
person or others will not be served by a less restrictive treatment
which is an alternative to detention, the court shall remand him or
her to the custody of the department or to a facility certified for
ninety day treatment by the department for a further period of
intensive treatment not to exceed ninety days from the date of
judgment. If the grounds set forth in RCW 71.05.280(3) are the
basis of commitment, then the period of treatment may be up to
but not exceed one hundred eighty days from the date of judgment
in a facility certified for one hundred eighty day treatment by the
department.
(2) If the court or jury finds that grounds set forth in RCW
71.05.280 have been proven, but finds that treatment less
restrictive than detention will be in the best interest of the person
or others, then the court shall remand him or her to the custody of
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thirty-six months that preceded the person's initial detention date
the department or to a facility certified for ninety day treatment
by the department or to a less restrictive alternative for a further
during the current involuntary commitment cycle, excluding any
time spent in a mental health facility or in confinement as a result
period of less restrictive treatment not to exceed ninety days from
of a criminal conviction;
the date of judgment. If the grounds set forth in RCW
71.05.280(3) are the basis of commitment, then the period of
(b) In view of the person's treatment history or current
behavior, the person is unlikely to voluntarily participate in
treatment may be up to but not exceed one hundred eighty days
outpatient treatment without an order for less restrictive
from the date of judgment. If the court or jury finds that the
grounds set forth in RCW 71.05.280(5) have been proven, and
treatment; and
provide the only basis for commitment, the court must enter an
(c) Outpatient treatment that would be provided under a less
order for less restrictive alternative treatment for up to ninety days
restrictive treatment order is necessary to prevent a relapse,
from the date of judgment and may not order inpatient treatment.
decompensation, or deterioration that is likely to result in the
(3) An order for less restrictive alternative treatment entered
person presenting a likelihood of serious harm or the person
under subsection (2) of this section must identify the services the
becoming gravely disabled within a reasonably short period of
person will receive, in accordance with section 16 of this act. The
time.)) If less restrictive alternative treatment is sought, the
court may order additional evaluation of the person if necessary
petition shall set forth a proposed plan for less restrictive
to identify appropriate services.
alternative services in accordance with section 16 of this act.
(4) The person shall be released from involuntary treatment at
(5) A new petition for involuntary treatment filed under
the expiration of the period of commitment imposed under
subsection (((3) or)) (4) of this section shall be filed and heard in
subsection (1) or (2) of this section unless the superintendent or
the superior court of the county of the facility which is filing the
professional person in charge of the facility in which he or she is
new petition for involuntary treatment unless good cause is shown
confined, or in the event of a less restrictive alternative, the
for a change of venue. The cost of the proceedings shall be borne
designated mental health professional, files a new petition for
by the state.
involuntary treatment on the grounds that the committed person:
(6)(a) The hearing shall be held as provided in RCW
(a) During the current period of court ordered treatment: (i)
71.05.310, and if the court or jury finds that the grounds for
Has threatened, attempted, or inflicted physical harm upon the
additional confinement as set forth in this section are present, the
person of another, or substantial damage upon the property of
court may order the committed person returned for an additional
another, and (ii) as a result of mental disorder or developmental
period of treatment not to exceed one hundred eighty days from
disability presents a likelihood of serious harm; or
the date of judgment, except as provided in subsection (7) of this
(b) Was taken into custody as a result of conduct in which he
section. If the court's order is based solely on the grounds
or she attempted or inflicted serious physical harm upon the
identified in subsection (4)(e) of this section, the court may enter
person of another, and continues to present, as a result of mental
an order for less restrictive alternative treatment not to exceed one
disorder or developmental disability a likelihood of serious harm;
hundred eighty days from the date of judgment, and may not enter
or
an order for inpatient treatment. An order for less restrictive
(c)(i) Is in custody pursuant to RCW 71.05.280(3) and as a
alternative treatment must identify the services the person will
result of mental disorder or developmental disability continues to
receive, in accordance with section 16 of this act. The court may
present a substantial likelihood of repeating acts similar to the
order additional evaluation of the person if necessary to identify
charged criminal behavior, when considering the person's life
appropriate services.
history, progress in treatment, and the public safety.
(b) At the end of the one hundred eighty day period of
(ii) In cases under this subsection where the court has made an
commitment, or one-year period of commitment if subsection (7)
affirmative special finding under RCW 71.05.280(3)(b), the
of this section applies, the committed person shall be released
commitment shall continue for up to an additional one hundred
unless a petition for ((another)) an additional one hundred eighty
eighty day period whenever the petition presents prima facie
day period of continued treatment is filed and heard in the same
evidence that the person continues to suffer from a mental
manner as provided in this section. Successive one hundred eighty
disorder or developmental disability that results in a substantial
day commitments are permissible on the same grounds and
likelihood of committing acts similar to the charged criminal
pursuant to the same procedures as the original one hundred
behavior, unless the person presents proof through an admissible
eighty day commitment. ((However, a commitment is not
expert opinion that the person's condition has so changed such
permissible under subsection (4) of this section if thirty-six
that the mental disorder or developmental disability no longer
months have passed since the last date of discharge from
presents a substantial likelihood of the person committing acts
detention for inpatient treatment that preceded the current less
similar to the charged criminal behavior. The initial or additional
restrictive alternative order, nor shall a commitment under
commitment period may include transfer to a specialized program
subsection (4) of this section be permissible if the likelihood of
of intensive support and treatment, which may be initiated prior
serious harm in subsection (4)(c) of this section is based solely on
to or after discharge from the state hospital; or
harm to the property of others.))
(d) Continues to be gravely disabled; or
(7) An order for less restrictive treatment entered under
(e) Is in need of assisted outpatient mental health treatment.
subsection (6) of this section may be for up to one year when the
If the conduct required to be proven in (b) and (c) of this
person's previous commitment term was for intensive inpatient
subsection was found by a judge or jury in a prior trial under this
treatment in a state hospital.
chapter, it shall not be necessary to prove such conduct again.
(8) No person committed as provided in this section may be
(((4) For a person committed under subsection (2) of this
detained unless a valid order of commitment is in effect. No order
section who has been remanded to a period of less restrictive
of commitment can exceed one hundred eighty days in length
treatment, in addition to the grounds specified in subsection (3)
except as provided in subsection (7) of this section.
of this section, the designated mental health professional may file
Sec. 12. RCW 71.05.340 and 2009 c 322 s 1 are each
a new petition for continued less restrictive treatment if:
amended to read as follows:
(a) The person was previously committed by a court to
(1)(a) When, in the opinion of the superintendent or the
detention for involuntary mental health treatment during the
professional person in charge of the hospital or facility providing
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involuntary treatment, the committed person can be appropriately
served by outpatient treatment prior to or at the expiration of the
period of commitment, then such outpatient care may be required
as a term of conditional release for a period which, when added
to the inpatient treatment period, shall not exceed the period of
commitment. If the ((hospital or)) facility or agency designated to
provide outpatient treatment is other than the facility providing
involuntary treatment, the outpatient facility so designated must
agree in writing to assume such responsibility. A copy of the
terms of conditional release shall be given to the patient, the
designated mental health professional in the county in which the
patient is to receive outpatient treatment, and to the court of
original commitment.
(b) Before a person committed under grounds set forth in RCW
71.05.280(3) or 71.05.320(((3))) (4)(c) is conditionally released
under (a) of this subsection, the superintendent or professional
person in charge of the hospital or facility providing involuntary
treatment shall in writing notify the prosecuting attorney of the
county in which the criminal charges against the committed
person were dismissed, of the decision to conditionally release the
person. Notice and a copy of the terms of conditional release shall
be provided at least thirty days before the person is released from
inpatient care. Within twenty days after receiving notice, the
prosecuting attorney may petition the court in the county that
issued the commitment order to hold a hearing to determine
whether the person may be conditionally released and the terms
of the conditional release. The prosecuting attorney shall provide
a copy of the petition to the superintendent or professional person
in charge of the hospital or facility providing involuntary
treatment, the attorney, if any, and guardian or conservator of the
committed person, and the court of original commitment. If the
county in which the committed person is to receive outpatient
treatment is the same county in which the criminal charges against
the committed person were dismissed, then the court shall, upon
the motion of the prosecuting attorney, transfer the proceeding to
the court in that county. The court shall conduct a hearing on the
petition within ten days of the filing of the petition. The
committed person shall have the same rights with respect to
notice, hearing, and counsel as for an involuntary treatment
proceeding, except as set forth in this subsection and except that
there shall be no right to jury trial. The issue to be determined at
the hearing is whether or not the person may be conditionally
released without substantial danger to other persons, or
substantial likelihood of committing criminal acts jeopardizing
public safety or security. If the court disapproves of the
conditional release, it may do so only on the basis of substantial
evidence. Pursuant to the determination of the court upon the
hearing, the conditional release of the person shall be approved
by the court on the same or modified conditions or the person
shall be returned for involuntary treatment on an inpatient basis
subject to release at the end of the period for which he or she was
committed, or otherwise in accordance with the provisions of this
chapter.
(2) The ((hospital or)) facility or agency designated to provide
outpatient care or the secretary may modify the conditions for
continued release when such modification is in the best interest of
the person. Notification of such changes shall be sent to all
persons receiving a copy of the original conditions. Enforcement
or revocation proceedings related to a conditional release order
may occur as provided under section 13 of this act.
(((3)(a) If the hospital or facility designated to provide
outpatient care, the designated mental health professional, or the
secretary determines that:
(i) A conditionally released person is failing to adhere to the
terms and conditions of his or her release;

(ii) Substantial deterioration in a conditionally released
person's functioning has occurred;
(iii) There is evidence of substantial decompensation with a
reasonable probability that the decompensation can be reversed
by further inpatient treatment; or
(iv) The person poses a likelihood of serious harm.
Upon notification by the hospital or facility designated to
provide outpatient care, or on his or her own motion, the
designated mental health professional or the secretary may order
that the conditionally released person be apprehended and taken
into custody and temporarily detained in an evaluation and
treatment facility in or near the county in which he or she is
receiving outpatient treatment.
(b) The hospital or facility designated to provide outpatient
treatment shall notify the secretary or designated mental health
professional when a conditionally released person fails to adhere
to terms and conditions of his or her conditional release or
experiences substantial deterioration in his or her condition and,
as a result, presents an increased likelihood of serious harm. The
designated mental health professional or secretary shall order the
person apprehended and temporarily detained in an evaluation
and treatment facility in or near the county in which he or she is
receiving outpatient treatment.
(c) A person detained under this subsection (3) shall be held
until such time, not exceeding five days, as a hearing can be
scheduled to determine whether or not the person should be
returned to the hospital or facility from which he or she had been
conditionally released. The designated mental health professional
or the secretary may modify or rescind such order at any time
prior to commencement of the court hearing.
(d) The court that originally ordered commitment shall be
notified within two judicial days of a person's detention under the
provisions of this section, and the designated mental health
professional or the secretary shall file his or her petition and order
of apprehension and detention with the court that originally
ordered commitment or with the court in the county in which the
person is detained and serve them upon the person detained. His
or her attorney, if any, and his or her guardian or conservator, if
any, shall receive a copy of such papers as soon as possible. Such
person shall have the same rights with respect to notice, hearing,
and counsel as for an involuntary treatment proceeding, except as
specifically set forth in this section and except that there shall be
no right to jury trial. The venue for proceedings regarding a
petition for modification or revocation of an order for conditional
release shall be in the county in which the petition was filed. The
issues to be determined shall be: (i) Whether the conditionally
released person did or did not adhere to the terms and conditions
of his or her conditional release; (ii) that substantial deterioration
in the person's functioning has occurred; (iii) there is evidence of
substantial decompensation with a reasonable probability that the
decompensation can be reversed by further inpatient treatment; or
(iv) there is a likelihood of serious harm; and, if any of the
conditions listed in this subsection (3)(d) have occurred, whether
the terms of conditional release should be modified or the person
should be returned to the facility.
(e) Pursuant to the determination of the court upon such
hearing, the conditionally released person shall either continue to
be conditionally released on the same or modified conditions or
shall be returned for involuntary treatment on an inpatient basis
subject to release at the end of the period for which he or she was
committed for involuntary treatment, or otherwise in accordance
with the provisions of this chapter. Such hearing may be waived
by the person and his or her counsel and his or her guardian or
conservator, if any, but shall not be waivable unless all such
persons agree to waive, and upon such waiver the person may be
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(d) To cause the person to be transported by a peace officer,
returned for involuntary treatment or continued on conditional
designated mental health professional, or other means to the
release on the same or modified conditions.
agency or facility monitoring or providing services under the
(4) The proceedings set forth in subsection (3) of this section
court order, or to a triage facility, crisis stabilization unit,
may be initiated by the designated mental health professional or
emergency department, or evaluation and treatment facility for up
the secretary on the same basis set forth therein without requiring
to twelve hours for the purpose of an evaluation to determine
or ordering the apprehension and detention of the conditionally
whether modification, revocation, or commitment proceedings
released person, in which case the court hearing shall take place
are necessary and appropriate to stabilize the person and prevent
in not less than five days from the date of service of the petition
decompensation, deterioration, or physical harm. Temporary
upon the conditionally released person. The petition may be filed
detention for evaluation under this subsection is intended to occur
in the court that originally ordered commitment or with the court
only following a pattern of noncompliance or the failure of
in the county in which the person is present. The venue for the
reasonable attempts at outreach and engagement. This subsection
proceedings regarding the petition for modification or revocation
does not limit the ability or obligation to pursue revocation
of an order for conditional release shall be in the county in which
procedures under subsection (4) of this section in appropriate
the petition was filed.
circumstances; and
Upon expiration of the period of commitment, or when the
(e) To initiate revocation procedures under subsection (4) of
person is released from outpatient care, notice in writing to the
this section.
court which committed the person for treatment shall be provided.
(3) The facility or agency designated to provide outpatient
(5) The grounds and procedures for revocation of less
treatment shall notify the secretary or designated mental health
restrictive alternative treatment shall be the same as those set forth
professional when a person fails to adhere to terms and conditions
in this section for conditional releases.
of court ordered treatment or experiences substantial deterioration
(6) In the event of a revocation of a conditional release, the
in his or her condition and, as a result, presents an increased
subsequent treatment period may be for no longer than the actual
likelihood of serious harm.
period authorized in the original court order.))
(4)(a) A designated mental health professional or the secretary
NEW SECTION. Sec. 13. A new section is added to
may upon their own motion or notification by the facility or
chapter 71.05 RCW to read as follows:
agency designated to provide outpatient care order a person
(1) An agency or facility designated to monitor or provide
subject to a court order under this section to be apprehended and
services under a less restrictive alternative or conditional release
taken into custody and temporary detention in an evaluation and
order or a designated mental health professional may take action
treatment facility in or near the county in which he or she is
to enforce, modify, or revoke a less restrictive alternative or
receiving outpatient treatment, or initiate proceedings under this
conditional release order if the agency, facility, or designated
subsection (4) without ordering the apprehension and detention of
mental health professional determines that:
the person.
(a) The person is failing to adhere to the terms and conditions
(b) A person detained under this subsection (4) must be held
of the court order;
until such time, not exceeding five days, as a hearing can be
(b) Substantial deterioration in the person's functioning has
scheduled to determine whether or not the person should be
occurred;
returned to the hospital or facility from which he or she had been
(c) There is evidence of substantial decompensation with a
released. If the person is not detained, the hearing must be
reasonable probability that the decompensation can be reversed
scheduled within five days of service on the person. The
by further evaluation, intervention, or treatment; or
designated mental health professional or the secretary may
(d) The person poses a likelihood of serious harm.
modify or rescind the order at any time prior to commencement
(2) Actions taken under this section must include a flexible
of the court hearing.
range of responses of varying levels of intensity appropriate to the
(c) The designated mental health professional or secretary
circumstances and consistent with the interests of the individual
shall notify the court that originally ordered commitment within
and the public in personal autonomy, safety, recovery, and
two judicial days of a person's detention and file a revocation
compliance. Available actions may include, but are not limited to,
petition and order of apprehension and detention with the court
any of the following:
and serve the person and their attorney, guardian, and
(a) To counsel, advise, or admonish the person as to their rights
conservator, if any. The person has the same rights with respect
and responsibilities under the court order, and to offer appropriate
to notice, hearing, and counsel as in any involuntary treatment
incentives to motivate compliance;
proceeding, except as specifically set forth in this section. There
(b) To increase the intensity of outpatient services provided to
is no right to jury trial. The venue for proceedings regarding a
the person by increasing the frequency of contacts with the
petition for modification or revocation must be in the county in
provider, referring the person for an assessment for monitored
which the petition was filed.
medication administration, assertive community services, or
(d) The issues for the court to determine are whether: (i) The
injectable medication, or by other means;
person adhered to the terms and conditions of the court order; (ii)
(c) To request a court hearing for review and modification of
substantial deterioration in the person's functioning has occurred;
the court order. The request must be made to the court with
(iii) there is evidence of substantial decompensation with a
jurisdiction over the order and specify the circumstances that give
reasonable probability that the decompensation can be reversed
rise to the request and what modification is being sought. The
by further inpatient treatment; or (iv) there is a likelihood of
county prosecutor shall assist the agency or facility in requesting
serious harm; and, if any of the above conditions apply, whether
this hearing and issuing an appropriate summons to the
the court should reinstate or modify the person's less restrictive
person. This subsection does not limit the inherent authority of a
alternative or conditional release order or order the person's
treatment provider to alter conditions of treatment for clinical
detention for inpatient treatment. The person may waive the court
reasons, and is intended to be used only when court intervention
hearing and allow the court to enter a stipulated order upon the
is necessary or advisable to secure the person's compliance and
agreement of all parties. If the court orders detention for inpatient
prevent decompensation or deterioration;
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treatment, the treatment period may be for no longer than the
period authorized in the original court order.
(e) Revocation proceedings under this subsection (4) are not
allowable if the current commitment is solely based on the person
being in need of assisted outpatient mental health treatment. In
order to obtain a court order for detention for inpatient treatment
under this circumstance, a petition must be filed under RCW
71.05.150 or 71.05.153.
(5) In determining whether or not to take action under this
section the designated mental health professional, agency, or
facility must consider the factors specified under RCW 71.05.212
and the court must consider the factors specified under RCW
71.05.245 as they apply to the question of whether to enforce,
modify, or revoke a court order for involuntary treatment.
Sec. 14. RCW 71.05.730 and 2011 c 343 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) A county may apply to its regional support network on a
quarterly basis for reimbursement of its direct costs in providing
judicial services for civil commitment cases under this chapter
and chapter 71.34 RCW. The regional support network shall in
turn be entitled to reimbursement from the regional support
network that serves the county of residence of the individual who
is the subject of the civil commitment case. Reimbursements
under this section shall be paid out of the regional support
network's nonmedicaid appropriation.
(2) Reimbursement for judicial services shall be provided per
civil commitment case at a rate to be determined based on an
independent assessment of the county's actual direct costs. This
assessment must be based on an average of the expenditures for
judicial services within the county over the past three years. In the
event that a baseline cannot be established because there is no
significant history of similar cases within the county, the
reimbursement rate shall be equal to eighty percent of the median
reimbursement rate of counties included in the independent
assessment.
(3) For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Civil commitment case" includes all judicial hearings
related to a single episode of hospitalization((,)) or less restrictive
alternative ((detention in lieu of hospitalization)) treatment,
except that the filing of a petition for a one hundred eighty-day
commitment under this chapter or a petition for a successive one
hundred eighty-day commitment under chapter 71.34 RCW shall
be considered to be a new case regardless of whether there has
been a break in detention. "Civil commitment case" does not
include the filing of a petition for a one hundred eighty-day
commitment under this chapter on behalf of a patient at a state
psychiatric hospital.
(b) "Judicial services" means a county's reasonable direct costs
in providing prosecutor services, assigned counsel and defense
services, court services, and court clerk services for civil
commitment cases under this chapter and chapter 71.34 RCW.
(4) To the extent that resources have shared purpose, the
regional support network may only reimburse counties to the
extent such resources are necessary for and devoted to judicial
services as described in this section.
(5) No filing fee may be charged or collected for any civil
commitment case subject to reimbursement under this section.
Sec. 15. RCW 71.05.730 and 2014 c 225 s 87 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) A county may apply to its behavioral health organization
on a quarterly basis for reimbursement of its direct costs in
providing judicial services for civil commitment cases under this
chapter and chapter 71.34 RCW. The behavioral health
organization shall in turn be entitled to reimbursement from the
behavioral health organization that serves the county of residence
of the individual who is the subject of the civil commitment case.

Reimbursements under this section shall be paid out of the
behavioral health organization's nonmedicaid appropriation.
(2) Reimbursement for judicial services shall be provided per
civil commitment case at a rate to be determined based on an
independent assessment of the county's actual direct costs. This
assessment must be based on an average of the expenditures for
judicial services within the county over the past three years. In the
event that a baseline cannot be established because there is no
significant history of similar cases within the county, the
reimbursement rate shall be equal to eighty percent of the median
reimbursement rate of counties included in the independent
assessment.
(3) For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Civil commitment case" includes all judicial hearings
related to a single episode of hospitalization((,)) or less restrictive
alternative ((detention in lieu of hospitalization)) treatment,
except that the filing of a petition for a one hundred eighty-day
commitment under this chapter or a petition for a successive one
hundred eighty-day commitment under chapter 71.34 RCW shall
be considered to be a new case regardless of whether there has
been a break in detention. "Civil commitment case" does not
include the filing of a petition for a one hundred eighty-day
commitment under this chapter on behalf of a patient at a state
psychiatric hospital.
(b) "Judicial services" means a county's reasonable direct costs
in providing prosecutor services, assigned counsel and defense
services, court services, and court clerk services for civil
commitment cases under this chapter and chapter 71.34 RCW.
(4) To the extent that resources have shared purpose, the
behavioral health organization may only reimburse counties to the
extent such resources are necessary for and devoted to judicial
services as described in this section.
(5) No filing fee may be charged or collected for any civil
commitment case subject to reimbursement under this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 16. A new section is added to
chapter 71.05 RCW to read as follows:
(1) Less restrictive alternative treatment, at a minimum,
includes the following services:
(a) Assignment of a care coordinator;
(b) An intake evaluation with the provider of the less
restrictive alternative treatment;
(c) A psychiatric evaluation;
(d) Medication management;
(e) A schedule of regular contacts with the provider of the less
restrictive alternative treatment services for the duration of the
order;
(f) A transition plan addressing access to continued services at
the expiration of the order; and
(g) An individual crisis plan.
(2) Less restrictive alternative treatment may additionally
include requirements to participate in the following services:
(a) Psychotherapy;
(b) Nursing;
(c) Substance abuse counseling;
(d) Residential treatment; and
(e) Support for housing, benefits, education, and employment.
(3) Less restrictive alternative treatment must be administered
by a provider that is certified or licensed to provide or coordinate
the full scope of services required under the less restrictive
alternative order and that has agreed to assume this responsibility.
(4) For the purpose of this section, "care coordinator" means a
clinical practitioner who coordinates the activities of less
restrictive alternative treatment. The care coordinator coordinates
activities with the designated mental health professionals
necessary for enforcement and continuation of less restrictive
alternative orders. The care coordinator is responsible for
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state for the costs associated with individuals who are being
coordinating service activities with other agencies and
served on the grounds of the state hospitals and who are not
establishing and maintaining a therapeutic relationship with the
receiving long-term inpatient care as defined in RCW 71.24.025;
individual on a continuing basis, including providing individual
(f) Include a negotiated alternative dispute resolution clause;
supportive therapy and providing primary support and education
((and))
to the individual's family and support system. The care
(g) Include a provision requiring either party to provide one
coordinator retains these responsibilities when the individual is in
the hospital, in the community, or involved with other agencies,
hundred eighty days' notice of any issue that may cause either
party to voluntarily terminate, refuse to renew, or refuse to sign a
and must collaborate with the individual to write treatment,
transition, and care plans that offer options and choices to the
mandatory amendment to the contract to act as a regional support
network. If either party decides to voluntarily terminate, refuse to
individual. The care coordinator ensures that immediate changes
are made to these plans in response to changes to the individual's
renew, or refuse to sign a mandatory amendment to the contract
to serve as a regional support network they shall provide ninety
needs.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 17. A new section is added to
days' advance notice in writing to the other party;
chapter 71.05 RCW to read as follows:
(h) Require regional support networks to provide services as
identified in section 16 of this act to individuals committed for
A court order for less restrictive alternative treatment for a
person found to be in need of assisted outpatient mental health
involuntary commitment under less restrictive alternative court
treatment must be terminated prior to the expiration of the order
orders when:
when, in the opinion of the professional person in charge of the
(i) The individual is enrolled in the medicaid program and
less restrictive alternative treatment provider, (1) the person is
meets regional support network access to care standards; or
prepared to accept voluntary treatment, or (2) the outpatient
(ii) The individual is not enrolled in medicaid, does not have
treatment ordered is no longer necessary to prevent a relapse,
other insurance which can pay for the services, and the regional
decompensation, or deterioration that is likely to result in the
support network has adequate available resources to provide the
person presenting a likelihood of serious harm or the person
services; and
becoming gravely disabled within a reasonably short period of
(i) Establish caseload guidelines for care coordinators who
time.
supervise less restrictive alternative orders and guidelines for
Sec. 18. RCW 71.24.330 and 2013 c 320 s 9 are each
response times during and immediately following periods of
amended to read as follows:
hospitalization or incarceration.
(1)(a) Contracts between a regional support network and the
Sec. 19. RCW 71.24.330 and 2014 c 225 s 51 are each
department shall include mechanisms for monitoring
amended to read as follows:
performance under the contract and remedies for failure to
(1)(a) Contracts between a behavioral health organization and
substantially comply with the requirements of the contract
the department shall include mechanisms for monitoring
including, but not limited to, financial penalties, termination of
performance under the contract and remedies for failure to
the contract, and reprocurement of the contract.
substantially comply with the requirements of the contract
(b) The department shall incorporate the criteria to measure the
including, but not limited to, financial penalties, termination of
performance of service coordination organizations into contracts
the contract, and reprocurement of the contract.
with regional support networks as provided in chapter 70.320
(b) The department shall incorporate the criteria to measure the
RCW.
performance of service coordination organizations into contracts
(2) The regional support network procurement processes shall
with behavioral health organizations as provided in chapter
encourage the preservation of infrastructure previously purchased
70.320 RCW.
by the community mental health service delivery system, the
(2) The behavioral health organization procurement processes
maintenance of linkages between other services and delivery
shall encourage the preservation of infrastructure previously
systems, and maximization of the use of available funds for
purchased by the community mental health service delivery
services versus profits. However, a regional support network
system, the maintenance of linkages between other services and
selected through the procurement process is not required to
delivery systems, and maximization of the use of available funds
contract for services with any county-owned or operated facility.
for services versus profits. However, a behavioral health
The regional support network procurement process shall provide
organization selected through the procurement process is not
that public funds appropriated by the legislature shall not be used
required to contract for services with any county-owned or
to promote or deter, encourage, or discourage employees from
operated facility. The behavioral health organization procurement
exercising their rights under Title 29, chapter 7, subchapter II,
process shall provide that public funds appropriated by the
United States Code or chapter 41.56 RCW.
legislature shall not be used to promote or deter, encourage, or
(3) In addition to the requirements of RCW 71.24.035,
discourage employees from exercising their rights under Title 29,
contracts shall:
chapter 7, subchapter II, United States Code or chapter 41.56
(a) Define administrative costs and ensure that the regional
RCW.
support network does not exceed an administrative cost of ten
(3) In addition to the requirements of RCW 71.24.035,
percent of available funds;
contracts shall:
(b) Require effective collaboration with law enforcement,
(a) Define administrative costs and ensure that the behavioral
criminal justice agencies, and the chemical dependency treatment
health organization does not exceed an administrative cost of ten
system;
percent of available funds;
(c) Require substantial implementation of department adopted
(b) Require effective collaboration with law enforcement,
integrated screening and assessment process and matrix of best
criminal justice agencies, and the chemical dependency treatment
practices;
system;
(d) Maintain the decision-making independence of designated
(c) Require substantial implementation of department adopted
mental health professionals;
integrated screening and assessment process and matrix of best
(e) Except at the discretion of the secretary or as specified in
practices;
the biennial budget, require regional support networks to pay the
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(d) Maintain the decision-making independence of designated
mental health professionals;
(e) Except at the discretion of the secretary or as specified in
the biennial budget, require behavioral health organizations to
pay the state for the costs associated with individuals who are
being served on the grounds of the state hospitals and who are not
receiving long-term inpatient care as defined in RCW 71.24.025;
(f) Include a negotiated alternative dispute resolution clause;
((and))
(g) Include a provision requiring either party to provide one
hundred eighty days' notice of any issue that may cause either
party to voluntarily terminate, refuse to renew, or refuse to sign a
mandatory amendment to the contract to act as a behavioral health
organization. If either party decides to voluntarily terminate,
refuse to renew, or refuse to sign a mandatory amendment to the
contract to serve as a behavioral health organization they shall
provide ninety days' advance notice in writing to the other party;
(h) Require behavioral health organizations to provide services
as identified in section 16 of this act to individuals committed for
involuntary commitment under less restrictive alternative court
orders when:
(i) The individual is enrolled in the medicaid program and
meets behavioral health organization access to care standards; or
(ii) The individual is not enrolled in medicaid, does not have
other insurance which can pay for the services, and the behavioral
health organization has adequate available resources to provide
the services; and
(i) Establish caseload guidelines for care coordinators who
supervise less restrictive alternative orders and guidelines for
response times during and immediately following periods of
hospitalization or incarceration.
Sec. 20. RCW 71.05.210 and 2009 c 217 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
Each person involuntarily detained and accepted or admitted
at an evaluation and treatment facility (1) shall, within twentyfour hours of his or her admission or acceptance at the facility, be
examined and evaluated by (a) a licensed physician who may be
assisted by a physician assistant according to chapter 18.71A
RCW and a mental health professional, (b) an advanced registered
nurse practitioner according to chapter 18.79 RCW and a mental
health professional, or (c) a licensed physician and a psychiatric
advanced registered nurse practitioner and (2) shall receive such
treatment and care as his or her condition requires including
treatment on an outpatient basis for the period that he or she is
detained, except that, beginning twenty-four hours prior to a trial
or hearing pursuant to RCW 71.05.215, 71.05.240, 71.05.310,
71.05.320, ((71.05.340)) section 13 of this act, or 71.05.217, the
individual may refuse psychiatric medications, but may not
refuse: (a) Any other medication previously prescribed by a
person licensed under Title 18 RCW; or (b) emergency lifesaving
treatment, and the individual shall be informed at an appropriate
time of his or her right of such refusal. The person shall be
detained up to seventy-two hours, if, in the opinion of the
professional person in charge of the facility, or his or her
professional designee, the person presents a likelihood of serious
harm, or is gravely disabled. A person who has been detained for
seventy-two hours shall no later than the end of such period be
released, unless referred for further care on a voluntary basis, or
detained pursuant to court order for further treatment as provided
in this chapter.
If, after examination and evaluation, the mental health
professional and licensed physician or psychiatric advanced
registered nurse practitioner determine that the initial needs of the
person would be better served by placement in a chemical
dependency treatment facility, then the person shall be referred to
an approved treatment program defined under RCW 70.96A.020.

An evaluation and treatment center admitting or accepting any
person pursuant to this chapter whose physical condition reveals
the need for hospitalization shall assure that such person is
transferred to an appropriate hospital for evaluation or admission
for treatment. Notice of such fact shall be given to the court, the
designated attorney, and the designated mental health
professional and the court shall order such continuance in
proceedings under this chapter as may be necessary, but in no
event may this continuance be more than fourteen days.
Sec. 21. 2009 c 323 s 1 (uncodified) is amended to read as
follows:
(1) The legislature finds that many persons who are released
from involuntary mental health treatment in an inpatient setting
would benefit from an order for less restrictive treatment in order
to provide the structure and support necessary to facilitate longterm stability and success in the community.
(2) The legislature intends to make it easier to renew orders for
less restrictive treatment following a period of inpatient
commitment in cases in which a person has been involuntarily
committed more than once and is likely to benefit from a renewed
order for less restrictive treatment.
(3) The legislature finds that public safety is enhanced when a
designated mental health professional is able to file a petition to
revoke an order for less restrictive treatment under ((RCW
71.05.340)) section 13 of this act before a person who is the
subject of the petition becomes ill enough to present a likelihood
of serious harm.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 22. Sections 1, 14, and 18 of this act
expire April 1, 2016.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 23. Sections 2, 15, and 19 of this act
take effect April 1, 2016.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 24. If specific funding for the
purposes of this act, referencing this act by bill or chapter number,
is not provided by June 30, 2015, in the omnibus appropriations
act, this act is null and void."
MOTION
Senator O'Ban moved that the following amendment by
Senator O'Ban to the committee striking amendment be adopted:
On page 31, beginning on line 6 of the amendment, after
"assessment for" strike "monitored medication administration,"
On page 31, line 7 of the amendment, after "services," strike
"or injectable medication,"
On page 31, line 30 of the amendment, after "engagement"
insert ", and may occur only when in the clinical judgment of a
designated mental health professional or the professional person
in charge of an agency or facility designated to monitor less
restrictive alternative services temporary detention is
appropriate"
On page 36, line 15 of the amendment, after "orders" strike ".
The care coordinator" and insert "and"
On page 36, beginning on line 17 of the amendment, after
"basis" strike all material through "needs" on line 26
Senators O'Ban and Darneille spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment to the committee striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator O'Ban on page 31, line
6 to the committee striking amendment to Engrossed Second
Substitute House Bill No. 1450.
The motion by Senator O'Ban carried and the amendment to
the committee striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
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Committee on Human Services, Mental Health & Housing as
state as well as the Laser Program, helping teachers teach science
amended to Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1450.
and the daily work and fun at the Science Center. If we have
The motion by Senator O'Ban carried and the committee
another break, if you can, I urge you to go out and take a look at
striking amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.
it, look at them, they are really enjoyable and very educational.
Thank you.”
MOTION
Senator Fain announced a meeting of the Majority Coalition
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "treatment;" strike the
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Democratic
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 71.05.150,
Caucus immediately upon going at ease.
71.05.156, 71.05.212, 71.05.230, 71.05.240, 71.05.245,
71.05.280, 71.05.290, 71.05.320, 71.05.340, 71.05.730,
MOTION
71.05.730, 71.24.330, 71.24.330, and 71.05.210; amending 2009
c 323 s 1 (uncodified); reenacting and amending RCW 71.05.020
At 2:23 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate was
and 71.05.020; adding new sections to chapter 71.05 RCW;
declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
creating a new section; providing an effective date; and providing
an expiration date."
The Senate was called to order at 3:58 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
MOTION
MOTION
On motion of Senator O'Ban, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1450 as amended by
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the fourth
the Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
order of business.
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators O'Ban and Darneille spoke in favor of passage of the
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
bill.
April 10, 2015
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
MR. PRESIDENT:
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No.
The House passed SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO.
1450 as amended by the Senate.
5052 with the following amendment(s): 5052-S2 AMH ENGR
H2596.E
ROLL CALL
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. This act may be known and cited
Second Substitute House Bill No. 1450 as amended by the Senate
as the cannabis patient protection act.
and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 48;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. The legislature finds that since
Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
voters approved Initiative Measure No. 692 in 1998, it has been
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
the public policy of the state to permit the medical use of
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
marijuana. Between 1998 and the present day, there have been
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
multiple legislative attempts to clarify what is meant by the
Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
medical use of marijuana and to ensure qualifying patients have a
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
safe, consistent, and adequate source of marijuana for their
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
medical needs.
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
The legislature further finds that qualifying patients are people
Sheldon and Warnick
with serious medical conditions and have been responsible for
Voting nay: Senator Hasegawa
finding their own source of marijuana for their own personal
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
medical use. Either by growing it themselves, designating
1450 as amended by the Senate, having received the
someone to grow for them, or participating in collective gardens,
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
patients have developed methods of access in spite of continued
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
federal opposition to the medical use of marijuana. In a time when
access itself was an issue and no safe, consistent source of
the act.
marijuana was available, this unregulated system was permitted
by the state to ensure some, albeit limited, access to marijuana for
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
medical use. Also permitted were personal possession limits of
fifteen plants and twenty-four ounces of useable marijuana, which
Senator Kohl-Welles: “Thank you Mr. President and ladies
was deemed to be the amount of marijuana needed for a sixty-day
and gentlemen of the Senate. You may have noticed some of the
supply. In a time when supply was not consistent, this amount of
exhibits that look like they have to do with science that are out
marijuana was necessary to ensure patients would be able to
among the rotunda and around in the halls. These have been
address their immediate medical needs.
provided today by the Pacific Science Center which is in its fiftyThe legislature further finds that while possession amounts are
third year. Following the 1962 World’s Fair, for the last thirty
provided in statute, these do not amount to protection from arrest
years, the Pacific Science Center has brought exhibits to the
and prosecution for patients. In fact, patients in compliance with
Legislature for our education and amusement. There are over
state law are not provided arrest protection. They may be arrested
fifteen exhibits out there today. They’re very, very interesting and
and their only remedy is to assert an affirmative defense at trial
are examples of work that is done by the ‘Science on Wheels’
that they are in compliance with the law and have a medical need.
program which started fifteen years ago and travels around the
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Too many patients using marijuana for medical purposes today
do not know this; many falsely believe they cannot be arrested so
long as their health care provider has authorized them for the
medical use of marijuana.
The legislature further finds that in 2012 voters passed
Initiative Measure No. 502 which permitted the recreational use
of marijuana. For the first time in our nation's history, marijuana
would be regulated, taxed, and sold for recreational consumption.
Initiative Measure No. 502 provides for strict regulation on the
production, processing, and distribution of marijuana. Under
Initiative Measure No. 502, marijuana is trackable from seed to
sale and may only be sold or grown under license. Marijuana must
be tested for impurities and purchasers of marijuana must be
informed of the THC level in the marijuana. Since its passage,
two hundred fifty producer/processor licenses and sixty-three
retail licenses have been issued, covering the majority of the state.
With the current product canopy exceeding 2.9 million square
feet, and retailers in place, the state now has a system of safe,
consistent, and adequate access to marijuana; the marketplace is
not the same marketplace envisioned by the voters in 1998. While
medical needs remain, the state is in the untenable position of
having a recreational product that is tested and subject to
production standards that ensure safe access for recreational
users. No such standards exist for medical users and,
consequently, the very people originally meant to be helped
through the medical use of marijuana do not know if their product
has been tested for molds, do not know where their marijuana has
been grown, have no certainty in the level of THC or CBD in their
products, and have no assurances that their products have been
handled through quality assurance measures. It is not the public
policy of the state to allow qualifying patients to only have access
to products that may be endangering their health.
The legislature, therefore, intends to adopt a comprehensive
act that uses the regulations in place for the recreational market to
provide regulation for the medical use of marijuana. It intends to
ensure that patients retain their ability to grow their own
marijuana for their own medical use and it intends to ensure that
patients have the ability to possess more marijuana-infused
products, useable marijuana, and marijuana concentrates than
what is available to a nonmedical user. It further intends that
medical specific regulations be adopted as needed and under
consultation of the departments of health and agriculture so that
safe handling practices will be adopted and so that testing
standards for medical products meet or exceed those standards in
use in the recreational market.
The legislature further intends that the costs associated with
implementing and administering the medical marijuana
authorization database shall be financed from the health
professions account and that these funds shall be restored to the
health professions account through future appropriations using
funds derived from the dedicated marijuana account.
Sec. 3. RCW 66.08.012 and 2012 c 117 s 265 are each
amended to read as follows:
There shall be a board, known as the "Washington state liquor
((control)) and cannabis board," consisting of three members, to
be appointed by the governor, with the consent of the senate, who
shall each be paid an annual salary to be fixed by the governor in
accordance with the provisions of RCW 43.03.040. The governor
may, in his or her discretion, appoint one of the members as chair
of the board, and a majority of the members shall constitute a
quorum of the board.
Sec. 4. RCW 69.50.101 and 2014 c 192 s 1 are each amended
to read as follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, definitions of
terms shall be as indicated where used in this chapter:

(a) "Administer" means to apply a controlled substance,
whether by injection, inhalation, ingestion, or any other means,
directly to the body of a patient or research subject by:
(1) a practitioner authorized to prescribe (or, by the
practitioner's authorized agent); or
(2) the patient or research subject at the direction and in the
presence of the practitioner.
(b) "Agent" means an authorized person who acts on behalf of
or at the direction of a manufacturer, distributor, or dispenser. It
does not include a common or contract carrier, public
warehouseperson, or employee of the carrier or warehouseperson.
(c) "Commission" means the pharmacy quality assurance
commission.
(d) "Controlled substance" means a drug, substance, or
immediate precursor included in Schedules I through V as set
forth in federal or state laws, or federal or commission rules.
(e)(1) "Controlled substance analog" means a substance the
chemical structure of which is substantially similar to the
chemical structure of a controlled substance in Schedule I or II
and:
(i) that has a stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogenic effect on
the central nervous system substantially similar to the stimulant,
depressant, or hallucinogenic effect on the central nervous system
of a controlled substance included in Schedule I or II; or
(ii) with respect to a particular individual, that the individual
represents or intends to have a stimulant, depressant, or
hallucinogenic effect on the central nervous system substantially
similar to the stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogenic effect on
the central nervous system of a controlled substance included in
Schedule I or II.
(2) The term does not include:
(i) a controlled substance;
(ii) a substance for which there is an approved new drug
application;
(iii) a substance with respect to which an exemption is in effect
for investigational use by a particular person under Section 505
of the federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. Sec. 355,
to the extent conduct with respect to the substance is pursuant to
the exemption; or
(iv) any substance to the extent not intended for human
consumption before an exemption takes effect with respect to the
substance.
(f) "Deliver" or "delivery," means the actual or constructive
transfer from one person to another of a substance, whether or not
there is an agency relationship.
(g) "Department" means the department of health.
(h) "Dispense" means the interpretation of a prescription or
order for a controlled substance and, pursuant to that prescription
or order, the proper selection, measuring, compounding, labeling,
or packaging necessary to prepare that prescription or order for
delivery.
(i) "Dispenser" means a practitioner who dispenses.
(j) "Distribute" means to deliver other than by administering
or dispensing a controlled substance.
(k) "Distributor" means a person who distributes.
(l) "Drug" means (1) a controlled substance recognized as a
drug in the official United States pharmacopoeia/national
formulary or the official homeopathic pharmacopoeia of the
United States, or any supplement to them; (2) controlled
substances intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation,
treatment, or prevention of disease in individuals or animals; (3)
controlled substances (other than food) intended to affect the
structure or any function of the body of individuals or animals;
and (4) controlled substances intended for use as a component of
any article specified in (1), (2), or (3) of this subsection. The term
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(u) "Marijuana concentrates" means products consisting
does not include devices or their components, parts, or
wholly or in part of the resin extracted from any part of the plant
accessories.
Cannabis and having a THC concentration greater than sixty
(m) "Drug enforcement administration" means the drug
percent.
enforcement administration in the United States Department of
(v) "Marijuana processor" means a person licensed by the state
Justice, or its successor agency.
liquor ((control)) and cannabis board to process marijuana into
(n) "Electronic communication of prescription information"
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuanameans the transmission of a prescription or refill authorization for
infused products, package and label marijuana concentrates,
a drug of a practitioner using computer systems. The term does
not include a prescription or refill authorization verbally
useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products for sale in
retail outlets, and sell marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana,
transmitted by telephone nor a facsimile manually signed by the
and marijuana-infused products at wholesale to marijuana
practitioner.
retailers.
(o) "Immediate precursor" means a substance:
(w) "Marijuana producer" means a person licensed by the state
(1) that the commission has found to be and by rule designates
liquor ((control)) and cannabis board to produce and sell
as being the principal compound commonly used, or produced
marijuana at wholesale to marijuana processors and other
primarily for use, in the manufacture of a controlled substance;
marijuana producers.
(2) that is an immediate chemical intermediary used or likely
(x) "Marijuana-infused products" means products that contain
to be used in the manufacture of a controlled substance; and
marijuana or marijuana extracts, are intended for human use, and
(3) the control of which is necessary to prevent, curtail, or limit
have a THC concentration greater than 0.3 percent and no greater
the manufacture of the controlled substance.
than sixty percent. The term "marijuana-infused products" does
(p) "Isomer" means an optical isomer, but in subsection (z)(5)
not include either useable marijuana or marijuana concentrates.
of this section, RCW 69.50.204(a) (12) and (34), and
(y) "Marijuana retailer" means a person licensed by the state
69.50.206(b)(4), the term includes any geometrical isomer; in
liquor ((control)) and cannabis board to sell marijuana
RCW 69.50.204(a) (8) and (42), and 69.50.210(c) the term
concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products
includes any positional isomer; and in RCW 69.50.204(a)(35),
in a retail outlet.
69.50.204(c), and 69.50.208(a) the term includes any positional
(z) "Narcotic drug" means any of the following, whether
or geometric isomer.
produced directly or indirectly by extraction from substances of
(q) "Lot" means a definite quantity of marijuana, marijuana
vegetable origin, or independently by means of chemical
concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused product
synthesis, or by a combination of extraction and chemical
identified by a lot number, every portion or package of which is
uniform within recognized tolerances for the factors that appear
synthesis:
(1) Opium, opium derivative, and any derivative of opium or
in the labeling.
(r) "Lot number" shall identify the licensee by business or trade
opium derivative, including their salts, isomers, and salts of
isomers, whenever the existence of the salts, isomers, and salts of
name and Washington state unified business identifier number,
and the date of harvest or processing for each lot of marijuana,
isomers is possible within the specific chemical designation. The
term does not include the isoquinoline alkaloids of opium.
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused
(2) Synthetic opiate and any derivative of synthetic opiate,
product.
including their isomers, esters, ethers, salts, and salts of isomers,
(s) "Manufacture" means the production, preparation,
esters, and ethers, whenever the existence of the isomers, esters,
propagation, compounding, conversion, or processing of a
ethers, and salts is possible within the specific chemical
controlled substance, either directly or indirectly or by extraction
designation.
from substances of natural origin, or independently by means of
(3) Poppy straw and concentrate of poppy straw.
chemical synthesis, or by a combination of extraction and
(4) Coca leaves, except coca leaves and extracts of coca leaves
chemical synthesis, and includes any packaging or repackaging
from which cocaine, ecgonine, and derivatives or ecgonine or
of the substance or labeling or relabeling of its container. The
their salts have been removed.
term does not include the preparation, compounding, packaging,
(5) Cocaine, or any salt, isomer, or salt of isomer thereof.
repackaging, labeling, or relabeling of a controlled substance:
(6) Cocaine base.
(1) by a practitioner as an incident to the practitioner's
(7) Ecgonine, or any derivative, salt, isomer, or salt of isomer
administering or dispensing of a controlled substance in the
thereof.
course of the practitioner's professional practice; or
(8) Any compound, mixture, or preparation containing any
(2) by a practitioner, or by the practitioner's authorized agent
quantity of any substance referred to in subparagraphs (1) through
under the practitioner's supervision, for the purpose of, or as an
(7).
incident to, research, teaching, or chemical analysis and not for
(aa) "Opiate" means any substance having an addictionsale.
forming or addiction-sustaining liability similar to morphine or
(t) "Marijuana" or "marihuana" means all parts of the plant
Cannabis, whether growing or not, with a THC concentration
being capable of conversion into a drug having addiction-forming
or addiction-sustaining liability. The term includes opium,
greater than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis; the seeds thereof;
substances derived from opium (opium derivatives), and
the resin extracted from any part of the plant; and every
synthetic opiates. The term does not include, unless specifically
compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation
designated as controlled under RCW 69.50.201, the
of the plant, its seeds or resin. The term does not include the
dextrorotatory isomer of 3-methoxy-n-methylmorphinan and its
mature stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oil or
salts (dextromethorphan). The term includes the racemic and
cake made from the seeds of the plant, any other compound,
levorotatory forms of dextromethorphan.
manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the
(bb) "Opium poppy" means the plant of the species Papaver
mature stalks (except the resin extracted therefrom), fiber, oil, or
somniferum L., except its seeds.
cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant which is incapable of
(cc) "Person" means individual, corporation, business trust,
germination.
estate, trust, partnership, association, joint venture, government,
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governmental subdivision or agency, or any other legal or
commercial entity.
(dd) "Poppy straw" means all parts, except the seeds, of the
opium poppy, after mowing.
(ee) "Practitioner" means:
(1) A physician under chapter 18.71 RCW; a physician
assistant under chapter 18.71A RCW; an osteopathic physician
and surgeon under chapter 18.57 RCW; an osteopathic physician
assistant under chapter 18.57A RCW who is licensed under RCW
18.57A.020 subject to any limitations in RCW 18.57A.040; an
optometrist licensed under chapter 18.53 RCW who is certified
by the optometry board under RCW 18.53.010 subject to any
limitations in RCW 18.53.010; a dentist under chapter 18.32
RCW; a podiatric physician and surgeon under chapter 18.22
RCW; a veterinarian under chapter 18.92 RCW; a registered
nurse, advanced registered nurse practitioner, or licensed
practical nurse under chapter 18.79 RCW; a naturopathic
physician under chapter 18.36A RCW who is licensed under
RCW 18.36A.030 subject to any limitations in RCW 18.36A.040;
a pharmacist under chapter 18.64 RCW or a scientific investigator
under this chapter, licensed, registered or otherwise permitted
insofar as is consistent with those licensing laws to distribute,
dispense, conduct research with respect to or administer a
controlled substance in the course of their professional practice or
research in this state.
(2) A pharmacy, hospital or other institution licensed,
registered, or otherwise permitted to distribute, dispense, conduct
research with respect to or to administer a controlled substance in
the course of professional practice or research in this state.
(3) A physician licensed to practice medicine and surgery, a
physician licensed to practice osteopathic medicine and surgery,
a dentist licensed to practice dentistry, a podiatric physician and
surgeon licensed to practice podiatric medicine and surgery, a
licensed physician assistant or a licensed osteopathic physician
assistant specifically approved to prescribe controlled substances
by his or her state's medical quality assurance commission or
equivalent and his or her supervising physician, an advanced
registered nurse practitioner licensed to prescribe controlled
substances, or a veterinarian licensed to practice veterinary
medicine in any state of the United States.
(ff) "Prescription" means an order for controlled substances
issued by a practitioner duly authorized by law or rule in the state
of Washington to prescribe controlled substances within the scope
of his or her professional practice for a legitimate medical
purpose.
(gg) "Production" includes the manufacturing, planting,
cultivating, growing, or harvesting of a controlled substance.
(hh) "Retail outlet" means a location licensed by the state
liquor ((control)) and cannabis board for the retail sale of
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuanainfused products.
(ii) "Secretary" means the secretary of health or the secretary's
designee.
(jj) "State," unless the context otherwise requires, means a
state of the United States, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or a territory or insular
possession subject to the jurisdiction of the United States.
(kk) "THC concentration" means percent of delta-9
tetrahydrocannabinol content per dry weight of any part of the
plant Cannabis, or per volume or weight of marijuana product, or
the combined percent of delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol and
tetrahydrocannabinolic acid in any part of the plant Cannabis
regardless of moisture content.
(ll) "Ultimate user" means an individual who lawfully
possesses a controlled substance for the individual's own use or
for the use of a member of the individual's household or for

administering to an animal owned by the individual or by a
member of the individual's household.
(mm) "Useable marijuana" means dried marijuana flowers.
The term "useable marijuana" does not include either marijuanainfused products or marijuana concentrates.
(nn) "Designated provider" has the meaning provided in RCW
69.51A.010.
(oo) "Qualifying patient" has the meaning provided in RCW
69.51A.010.
(pp) "CBD concentration" has the meaning provided in RCW
69.51A.010.
(qq) "Plant" has the meaning provided in RCW 69.51A.010.
(rr) "Recognition card" has the meaning provided in RCW
69.51A.010.
Sec. 5. RCW 69.50.325 and 2014 c 192 s 2 are each amended
to read as follows:
(1) There shall be a marijuana producer's license to produce
marijuana for sale at wholesale to marijuana processors and other
marijuana producers, regulated by the state liquor ((control)) and
cannabis board and subject to annual renewal. The production,
possession, delivery, distribution, and sale of marijuana in
accordance with the provisions of this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013))
and the rules adopted to implement and enforce it, by a validly
licensed marijuana producer, shall not be a criminal or civil
offense under Washington state law. Every marijuana producer's
license shall be issued in the name of the applicant, shall specify
the location at which the marijuana producer intends to operate,
which must be within the state of Washington, and the holder
thereof shall not allow any other person to use the license. The
application fee for a marijuana producer's license shall be two
hundred fifty dollars. The annual fee for issuance and renewal of
a marijuana producer's license shall be one thousand dollars. A
separate license shall be required for each location at which a
marijuana producer intends to produce marijuana.
(2) There shall be a marijuana processor's license to process,
package, and label marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana,
and marijuana-infused products for sale at wholesale to marijuana
processors and marijuana retailers, regulated by the state liquor
((control)) and cannabis board and subject to annual renewal. The
processing, packaging, possession, delivery, distribution, and sale
of marijuana, useable marijuana, marijuana-infused products, and
marijuana concentrates in accordance with the provisions of this
chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)) and chapter 69.51A RCW and the
rules adopted to implement and enforce ((it)) these chapters, by a
validly licensed marijuana processor, shall not be a criminal or
civil offense under Washington state law. Every marijuana
processor's license shall be issued in the name of the applicant,
shall specify the location at which the licensee intends to operate,
which must be within the state of Washington, and the holder
thereof shall not allow any other person to use the license. The
application fee for a marijuana processor's license shall be two
hundred fifty dollars. The annual fee for issuance and renewal of
a marijuana processor's license shall be one thousand dollars. A
separate license shall be required for each location at which a
marijuana processor intends to process marijuana.
(3) There shall be a marijuana retailer's license to sell
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuanainfused products at retail in retail outlets, regulated by the state
liquor ((control)) and cannabis board and subject to annual
renewal. The possession, delivery, distribution, and sale of
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuanainfused products in accordance with the provisions of this chapter
((3, Laws of 2013)) and the rules adopted to implement and
enforce it, by a validly licensed marijuana retailer, shall not be a
criminal or civil offense under Washington state law. Every
marijuana retailer's license shall be issued in the name of the
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applied for. Denial may be based on, without limitation, the
applicant, shall specify the location of the retail outlet the licensee
intends to operate, which must be within the state of Washington,
existence of chronic illegal activity documented in objections
and the holder thereof shall not allow any other person to use the
submitted pursuant to subsections (7)(c) and (9) of this section.
license. The application fee for a marijuana retailer's license shall
Authority to approve an uncontested or unopposed license may
be two hundred fifty dollars. The annual fee for issuance and
be granted by the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board to
any staff member the board designates in writing. Conditions for
renewal of a marijuana retailer's license shall be one thousand
dollars. A separate license shall be required for each location at
granting this authority shall be adopted by rule.
(c) No license of any kind may be issued to:
which a marijuana retailer intends to sell marijuana concentrates,
useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products.
(((a))) (i) A person under the age of twenty-one years;
(((b))) (ii) A person doing business as a sole proprietor who
Sec. 6. RCW 69.50.331 and 2013 c 3 s 6 are each amended
has not lawfully resided in the state for at least three months prior
to read as follows:
to applying to receive a license;
(1) For the purpose of considering any application for a license
(((c))) (iii) A partnership, employee cooperative, association,
to produce, process, or sell marijuana, or for the renewal of a
nonprofit corporation, or corporation unless formed under the
license to produce, process, or sell marijuana, the state liquor
((control)) and cannabis board must conduct a comprehensive,
laws of this state, and unless all of the members thereof are
qualified to obtain a license as provided in this section; or
fair, and impartial evaluation of the applications timely received.
(a) The state liquor and cannabis board must develop a
(((d))) (iv) A person whose place of business is conducted by
competitive, merit-based application process that includes, at a
a manager or agent, unless the manager or agent possesses the
minimum, the opportunity for an applicant to demonstrate
same qualifications required of the licensee.
(2)(a) The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board may, in
experience and qualifications in the marijuana industry. The state
liquor and cannabis board shall give preference between
its discretion, subject to the provisions of RCW 69.50.334,
suspend or cancel any license; and all protections of the licensee
competing applications in the licensing process to applicants that
from criminal or civil sanctions under state law for producing,
have the following experience and qualifications, in the following
order of priority:
processing, or selling marijuana, useable marijuana, or marijuana(i) First priority is given to applicants who:
infused products thereunder shall be suspended or terminated, as
(A) Applied to the state liquor and cannabis board for a
the case may be.
(b) The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board shall
marijuana retailer license prior to July 1, 2014;
(B) Operated or were employed by a collective garden before
immediately suspend the license of a person who has been
January 1, 2013;
certified pursuant to RCW 74.20A.320 by the department of
(C) Have maintained a state business license and a municipal
social and health services as a person who is not in compliance
business license, as applicable in the relevant jurisdiction; and
with a support order. If the person has continued to meet all other
(D) Have had a history of paying all applicable state taxes and
requirements for reinstatement during the suspension, reissuance
fees;
of the license shall be automatic upon the state liquor ((control))
(ii) Second priority shall be given to applicants who:
and cannabis board's receipt of a release issued by the department
(A) Operated or were employed by a collective garden before
of social and health services stating that the licensee is in
January 1, 2013;
compliance with the order.
(B) Have maintained a state business license and a municipal
(c) The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board may request
business license, as applicable in the relevant jurisdiction; and
the appointment of administrative law judges under chapter 34.12
(C) Have had a history of paying all applicable state taxes and
RCW who shall have power to administer oaths, issue subpoenas
fees; and
for the attendance of witnesses and the production of papers,
(iii) Third priority shall be given to all other applicants who do
books, accounts, documents, and testimony, examine witnesses,
and to receive testimony in any inquiry, investigation, hearing, or
not have the experience and qualifications identified in (a)(i) and
proceeding in any part of the state, under rules and regulations the
(ii) of this subsection.
(b) The state liquor and cannabis board may cause an
state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board may adopt.
inspection of the premises to be made, and may inquire into all
(d) Witnesses shall be allowed fees and mileage each way to
matters in connection with the construction and operation of the
and from any inquiry, investigation, hearing, or proceeding at the
premises. For the purpose of reviewing any application for a
rate authorized by RCW 34.05.446. Fees need not be paid in
license and for considering the denial, suspension, revocation, or
advance of appearance of witnesses to testify or to produce books,
renewal or denial thereof, of any license, the state liquor
records, or other legal evidence.
((control)) and cannabis board may consider any prior criminal
(e) In case of disobedience of any person to comply with the
conduct of the applicant including an administrative violation
order of the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board or a
history record with the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board
subpoena issued by the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis
and a criminal history record information check. The state liquor
board, or any of its members, or administrative law judges, or on
((control)) and cannabis board may submit the criminal history
the refusal of a witness to testify to any matter regarding which
record information check to the Washington state patrol and to
he or she may be lawfully interrogated, the judge of the superior
the identification division of the federal bureau of investigation in
court of the county in which the person resides, on application of
order that these agencies may search their records for prior arrests
any member of the board or administrative law judge, shall
and convictions of the individual or individuals who filled out the
compel obedience by contempt proceedings, as in the case of
forms. The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board shall
disobedience of the requirements of a subpoena issued from said
require fingerprinting of any applicant whose criminal history
court or a refusal to testify therein.
record information check is submitted to the federal bureau of
(3) Upon receipt of notice of the suspension or cancellation of
investigation. The provisions of RCW 9.95.240 and of chapter
a license, the licensee shall forthwith deliver up the license to the
9.96A RCW shall not apply to these cases. Subject to the
state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board. Where the license has
provisions of this section, the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis
been suspended only, the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis
board may, in its discretion, grant or deny the renewal or license
board shall return the license to the licensee at the expiration or
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termination of the period of suspension. The state liquor
((control)) and cannabis board shall notify all other licensees in
the county where the subject licensee has its premises of the
suspension or cancellation of the license; and no other licensee or
employee of another licensee may allow or cause any marijuana,
useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused products to be delivered
to or for any person at the premises of the subject licensee.
(4) Every license issued under chapter 3, Laws of 2013 shall
be subject to all conditions and restrictions imposed by chapter 3,
Laws of 2013 or by rules adopted by the state liquor ((control))
and cannabis board to implement and enforce chapter 3, Laws of
2013. All conditions and restrictions imposed by the state liquor
((control)) and cannabis board in the issuance of an individual
license shall be listed on the face of the individual license along
with the trade name, address, and expiration date.
(5) Every licensee shall post and keep posted its license, or
licenses, in a conspicuous place on the premises.
(6) No licensee shall employ any person under the age of
twenty-one years.
(7)(a) Before the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board
issues a new or renewed license to an applicant it shall give notice
of the application to the chief executive officer of the incorporated
city or town, if the application is for a license within an
incorporated city or town, or to the county legislative authority, if
the application is for a license outside the boundaries of
incorporated cities or towns.
(b) The incorporated city or town through the official or
employee selected by it, or the county legislative authority or the
official or employee selected by it, shall have the right to file with
the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board within twenty days
after the date of transmittal of the notice for applications, or at
least thirty days prior to the expiration date for renewals, written
objections against the applicant or against the premises for which
the new or renewed license is asked. The state liquor ((control))
and cannabis board may extend the time period for submitting
written objections.
(c) The written objections shall include a statement of all facts
upon which the objections are based, and in case written
objections are filed, the city or town or county legislative
authority may request, and the state liquor ((control)) and
cannabis board may in its discretion hold, a hearing subject to the
applicable provisions of Title 34 RCW. If the state liquor
((control)) and cannabis board makes an initial decision to deny a
license or renewal based on the written objections of an
incorporated city or town or county legislative authority, the
applicant may request a hearing subject to the applicable
provisions of Title 34 RCW. If a hearing is held at the request of
the applicant, state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board
representatives shall present and defend the state liquor
((control)) and cannabis board's initial decision to deny a license
or renewal.
(d) Upon the granting of a license under this title the state
liquor ((control)) and cannabis board shall send written
notification to the chief executive officer of the incorporated city
or town in which the license is granted, or to the county legislative
authority if the license is granted outside the boundaries of
incorporated cities or towns.
(8) The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board shall not
issue a license for any premises within one thousand feet of the
perimeter of the grounds of any elementary or secondary school,
playground, recreation center or facility, child care center, public
park, public transit center, or library, or any game arcade
admission to which is not restricted to persons aged twenty-one
years or older.
(9) In determining whether to grant or deny a license or
renewal of any license, the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis

board shall give substantial weight to objections from an
incorporated city or town or county legislative authority based
upon chronic illegal activity associated with the applicant's
operations of the premises proposed to be licensed or the
applicant's operation of any other licensed premises, or the
conduct of the applicant's patrons inside or outside the licensed
premises. "Chronic illegal activity" means (a) a pervasive pattern
of activity that threatens the public health, safety, and welfare of
the city, town, or county including, but not limited to, open
container violations, assaults, disturbances, disorderly conduct, or
other criminal law violations, or as documented in crime
statistics, police reports, emergency medical response data, calls
for service, field data, or similar records of a law enforcement
agency for the city, town, county, or any other municipal
corporation or any state agency; or (b) an unreasonably high
number of citations for violations of RCW 46.61.502 associated
with the applicant's or licensee's operation of any licensed
premises as indicated by the reported statements given to law
enforcement upon arrest.
Sec. 7. RCW 69.50.342 and 2013 c 3 s 9 are each amended
to read as follows:
(1) For the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of
chapter 3, Laws of 2013 according to their true intent or of
supplying any deficiency therein, the state liquor ((control)) and
cannabis board may adopt rules not inconsistent with the spirit of
chapter 3, Laws of 2013 as are deemed necessary or advisable.
Without limiting the generality of the preceding sentence, the
state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board is empowered to adopt
rules regarding the following:
(((1))) (a) The equipment and management of retail outlets and
premises where marijuana is produced or processed, and
inspection of the retail outlets and premises where marijuana is
produced or processed;
(((2))) (b) The books and records to be created and maintained
by licensees, the reports to be made thereon to the state liquor
((control)) and cannabis board, and inspection of the books and
records;
(((3))) (c) Methods of producing, processing, and packaging
marijuana, useable marijuana, marijuana concentrates, and
marijuana-infused products; conditions of sanitation; safe
handling requirements; approved pesticides and pesticide testing
requirements; and standards of ingredients, quality, and identity
of marijuana, useable marijuana, marijuana concentrates, and
marijuana-infused products produced, processed, packaged, or
sold by licensees;
(((4))) (d) Security requirements for retail outlets and premises
where marijuana is produced or processed, and safety protocols
for licensees and their employees;
(((5))) (e) Screening, hiring, training, and supervising
employees of licensees;
(((6))) (f) Retail outlet locations and hours of operation;
(((7))) (g) Labeling requirements and restrictions on
advertisement of marijuana, useable marijuana, marijuana
concentrates, and marijuana-infused products for sale in retail
outlets;
(((8))) (h) Forms to be used for purposes of this chapter ((3,
Laws of 2013)) and chapter 69.51A RCW or the rules adopted to
implement and enforce ((it)) these chapters, the terms and
conditions to be contained in licenses issued under this chapter
((3, Laws of 2013)) and chapter 69.51A RCW, and the
qualifications for receiving a license issued under this chapter ((3,
Laws of 2013)) and chapter 69.51A RCW, including a criminal
history record information check. The state liquor ((control)) and
cannabis board may submit any criminal history record
information check to the Washington state patrol and to the
identification division of the federal bureau of investigation in
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production space, the state liquor and cannabis board may reopen
order that these agencies may search their records for prior arrests
and convictions of the individual or individuals who filled out the
the license period for new marijuana producer license applicants
but only to those marijuana producers who agree to grow plants
forms. The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board shall
require fingerprinting of any applicant whose criminal history
for marijuana retailers holding medical marijuana endorsements.
record information check is submitted to the federal bureau of
Priority in licensing must be given to marijuana producer license
investigation;
applicants who have an application pending on the effective date
of this section but who are not yet licensed and then to new
(((9))) (i) Application, reinstatement, and renewal fees for
licenses issued under this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)) and chapter
marijuana producer license applicants. After January 1, 2017, any
69.51A RCW, and fees for anything done or permitted to be done
reconsideration of the limits on the amount of square feet
under the rules adopted to implement and enforce this chapter ((3,
permitted to be in production to meet the medical needs of
Laws of 2013)) and chapter 69.51A RCW;
qualifying patients must consider information contained in the
(((10))) (j) The manner of giving and serving notices required
medical marijuana authorization database established in section
by this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)) and chapter 69.51A RCW or
21 of this act;
rules adopted to implement or enforce ((it)) these chapters;
(2) Determining, in consultation with the office of financial
(((11))) (k) Times and periods when, and the manner, methods,
management, the maximum number of retail outlets that may be
licensed in each county, taking into consideration:
and means by which, licensees shall transport and deliver
(a) Population distribution;
marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and
marijuana-infused products within the state;
(b) Security and safety issues; ((and))
(((12))) (l) Identification, seizure, confiscation, destruction, or
(c) The provision of adequate access to licensed sources of
donation to law enforcement for training purposes of all
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuanainfused products to discourage purchases from the illegal market;
marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and
and
marijuana-infused products produced, processed, sold, or offered
for sale within this state which do not conform in all respects to
(d) The number of retail outlets holding medical marijuana
endorsements necessary to meet the medical needs of qualifying
the standards prescribed by this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)) or
chapter 69.51A RCW or the rules adopted to implement and
patients. The state liquor and cannabis board must reconsider and
enforce ((it: PROVIDED, That nothing in chapter 3, Laws of
increase the maximum number of retail outlets it established
2013 shall be construed as authorizing the state liquor control
before the effective date of this section and allow for a new
board to seize, confiscate, destroy, or donate to law enforcement
license application period and a greater number of retail outlets to
marijuana, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused products
be permitted in order to accommodate the medical needs of
produced, processed, sold, offered for sale, or possessed in
qualifying patients and designated providers. After January 1,
compliance with the Washington state medical use of cannabis
2017, any reconsideration of the maximum number of retail
act, chapter 69.51A RCW)) these chapters.
outlets needed to meet the medical needs of qualifying patients
(2) Rules adopted on retail outlets holding medical marijuana
must consider information contained in the medical marijuana
endorsements must be adopted in coordination and consultation
authorization database established in section 21 of this act;
with the department.
(3) Determining the maximum quantity of marijuana a
Sec. 8. RCW 69.50.345 and 2013 c 3 s 10 are each amended
marijuana producer may have on the premises of a licensed
to read as follows:
location at any time without violating Washington state law;
The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board, subject to the
(4) Determining the maximum quantities of marijuana,
provisions of this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)), must adopt rules
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuana((by December 1, 2013,)) that establish the procedures and
infused products a marijuana processor may have on the premises
criteria necessary to implement the following:
of a licensed location at any time without violating Washington
(1) Licensing of marijuana producers, marijuana processors,
state law;
and marijuana retailers, including prescribing forms and
(5) Determining the maximum quantities of marijuana
establishing application, reinstatement, and renewal fees.
concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products
(a) Application forms for marijuana producers must request
a marijuana retailer may have on the premises of a retail outlet at
any time without violating Washington state law;
the applicant to state whether the applicant intends to produce
marijuana for sale by marijuana retailers holding medical
(6) In making the determinations required by ((subsections (3)
marijuana endorsements and the amount of or percentage of
through (5) of)) this section, the state liquor ((control)) and
canopy the applicant intends to commit to growing plants
cannabis board shall take into consideration:
determined by the department under section 10 of this act to be of
(a) Security and safety issues;
a THC concentration, CBD concentration, or THC to CBD ratio
(b) The provision of adequate access to licensed sources of
appropriate for marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or
marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and
marijuana-infused products sold to qualifying patients.
marijuana-infused products to discourage purchases from the
(b) The state liquor and cannabis board must reconsider and
illegal market; and
increase limits on the amount of square feet permitted to be in
(c) Economies of scale, and their impact on licensees' ability
production on the effective date of this section and increase the
to both comply with regulatory requirements and undercut illegal
percentage of production space for those marijuana producers
market prices;
who intend to grow plants for marijuana retailers holding medical
(7) Determining the nature, form, and capacity of all containers
marijuana endorsements if the marijuana producer designates the
to be used by licensees to contain marijuana, marijuana
increased production space to plants determined by the
concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products,
department under section 10 of this act to be of a THC
and their labeling requirements, to include but not be limited to:
concentration, CBD concentration, or THC to CBD ratio
(a) The business or trade name and Washington state unified
appropriate for marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or
business identifier number of the licensees that ((grew,))
marijuana-infused products to be sold to qualifying patients. If
processed((,)) and sold the marijuana, marijuana concentrates,
current marijuana producers do not use all the increased
useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused product;
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(b) Lot numbers of the marijuana, marijuana concentrates,
useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused product;
(c) THC concentration and CBD concentration of the
marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or
marijuana-infused product;
(d) Medically and scientifically accurate information about the
health and safety risks posed by marijuana use; and
(e) Language required by RCW 69.04.480;
(8) In consultation with the department of agriculture and the
department, establishing classes of marijuana, marijuana
concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products
according to grade, condition, cannabinoid profile, THC
concentration, CBD concentration, or other qualitative
measurements deemed appropriate by the state liquor ((control))
and cannabis board;
(9) Establishing reasonable time, place, and manner
restrictions and requirements regarding advertising of marijuana,
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuanainfused products that are not inconsistent with the provisions of
this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013)), taking into consideration:
(a) Federal laws relating to marijuana that are applicable
within Washington state;
(b) Minimizing exposure of people under twenty-one years of
age to the advertising; ((and))
(c) The inclusion of medically and scientifically accurate
information about the health and safety risks posed by marijuana
use in the advertising; and
(d) Ensuring that retail outlets with medical marijuana
endorsements may advertise themselves as medical retail outlets;
(10) Specifying and regulating the time and periods when, and
the manner, methods, and means by which, licensees shall
transport and deliver marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable
marijuana, and marijuana-infused products within the state;
(11) In consultation with the department and the department of
agriculture, establishing accreditation requirements for testing
laboratories used by licensees to demonstrate compliance with
standards adopted by the state liquor ((control)) and cannabis
board, and prescribing methods of producing, processing, and
packaging marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana,
and marijuana-infused products; conditions of sanitation; and
standards of ingredients, quality, and identity of marijuana,
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuanainfused products produced, processed, packaged, or sold by
licensees;
(12) Specifying procedures for identifying, seizing,
confiscating, destroying, and donating to law enforcement for
training purposes all marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable
marijuana, and marijuana-infused products produced, processed,
packaged, labeled, or offered for sale in this state that do not
conform in all respects to the standards prescribed by this chapter
((3, Laws of 2013)) or the rules of the state liquor ((control)) and
cannabis board.
Sec. 9. RCW 69.50.354 and 2014 c 192 s 3 are each amended
to read as follows:
There may be licensed, in no greater number in each of the
counties of the state than as the state liquor ((control)) and
cannabis board shall deem advisable, retail outlets established for
the purpose of making marijuana concentrates, useable
marijuana, and marijuana-infused products available for sale to
adults aged twenty-one and over. Retail sale of marijuana
concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products
in accordance with the provisions of this chapter ((3, Laws of
2013)) and the rules adopted to implement and enforce it, by a
validly licensed marijuana retailer or retail outlet employee, shall
not be a criminal or civil offense under Washington state law.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. A new section is added to
chapter 69.50 RCW to read as follows:
(1) A medical marijuana endorsement to a marijuana retail
license is hereby established to permit a marijuana retailer to sell
marijuana for medical use to qualifying patients and designated
providers. This endorsement also permits such retailers to provide
marijuana at no charge, at their discretion, to qualifying patients
and designated providers.
(2) An applicant may apply for a medical marijuana
endorsement concurrently with an application for a marijuana
retail license.
(3) To be issued an endorsement, a marijuana retailer must:
(a) Not authorize the medical use of marijuana for qualifying
patients at the retail outlet or permit health care professionals to
authorize the medical use of marijuana for qualifying patients at
the retail outlet;
(b) Carry marijuana concentrates and marijuana-infused
products identified by the department under subsection (4) of this
section;
(c) Not use labels or market marijuana concentrates, useable
marijuana, or marijuana-infused products in a way that make
them intentionally attractive to minors;
(d) Demonstrate the ability to enter qualifying patients and
designated providers in the medical marijuana authorization
database established in section 21 of this act and issue recognition
cards and agree to enter qualifying patients and designated
providers into the database and issue recognition cards in
compliance with department standards;
(e) Keep copies of the qualifying patient's or designated
provider's recognition card, or keep equivalent records as required
by rule of the state liquor and cannabis board or the department
of revenue to document the validity of tax exempt sales; and
(f) Meet other requirements as adopted by rule of the
department or the state liquor and cannabis board.
(4) The department, in conjunction with the state liquor and
cannabis board, must adopt rules on requirements for marijuana
concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products
that may be sold, or provided at no charge, to qualifying patients
or designated providers at a retail outlet holding a medical
marijuana endorsement. These rules must include:
(a) THC concentration, CBD concentration, or low THC, high
CBD ratios appropriate for marijuana concentrates, useable
marijuana, or marijuana-infused products sold to qualifying
patients or designated providers;
(b) Labeling requirements including that the labels attached to
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused
products contain THC concentration, CBD concentration, and
THC to CBD ratios;
(c) Other product requirements, including any additional mold,
fungus, or pesticide testing requirements, or limitations to the
types of solvents that may be used in marijuana processing that
the department deems necessary to address the medical needs of
qualifying patients;
(d) Safe handling requirements for marijuana concentrates,
useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused products; and
(e) Training requirements for employees.
(5) A marijuana retailer holding an endorsement to sell
marijuana to qualifying patients or designated providers must
train its employees on:
(a) Procedures regarding the recognition of valid
authorizations and the use of equipment to enter qualifying
patients and designated providers into the medical marijuana
authorization database;
(b) Recognition of valid recognition cards; and
(c) Recognition of strains, varieties, THC concentration, CBD
concentration, and THC to CBD ratios of marijuana concentrates,
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useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products, available for
Sec. 13. RCW 69.50.360 and 2014 c 192 s 5 are each
sale when assisting qualifying patients and designated providers
amended to read as follows:
at the retail outlet.
The following acts, when performed by a validly licensed
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. A new section is added to
marijuana retailer or employee of a validly licensed retail outlet
chapter 69.50 RCW to read as follows:
in compliance with rules adopted by the state liquor ((control))
and cannabis board to implement and enforce chapter 3, Laws of
A marijuana retailer or a marijuana retailer holding a medical
2013, shall not constitute criminal or civil offenses under
marijuana endorsement may sell products with a THC
Washington state law:
concentration of 0.3 percent or less. Marijuana retailers holding a
(1) Purchase and receipt of marijuana concentrates, useable
medical marijuana endorsement may also provide these products
marijuana, or marijuana-infused products that have been properly
at no charge to qualifying patients or designated providers.
packaged and labeled from a marijuana processor validly licensed
Sec. 12. RCW 69.50.357 and 2014 c 192 s 4 are each
under this chapter ((3, Laws of 2013));
amended to read as follows:
(1) Retail outlets shall sell no products or services other than
(2) Possession of quantities of marijuana concentrates, useable
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, marijuana-infused
marijuana, or marijuana-infused products that do not exceed the
products, or paraphernalia intended for the storage or use of
maximum amounts established by the state liquor ((control)) and
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused
cannabis board under RCW 69.50.345(5); and
products.
(3) Delivery, distribution, and sale, on the premises of the retail
(2) Licensed marijuana retailers shall not employ persons
outlet, of any combination of the following amounts of marijuana
under twenty-one years of age or allow persons under twenty-one
concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused product to
years of age to enter or remain on the premises of a retail outlet.
any person twenty-one years of age or older:
However, qualifying patients between eighteen and twenty-one
(a) One ounce of useable marijuana;
years of age with a recognition card may enter and remain on the
(b) Sixteen ounces of marijuana-infused product in solid form;
(c) Seventy-two ounces of marijuana-infused product in liquid
premises of a retail outlet holding a medical marijuana
endorsement and may purchase products for their personal
form; or
medical use. Qualifying patients who are under the age of
(d) Seven grams of marijuana concentrate.
eighteen with a recognition card and who accompany their
Sec. 14. RCW 69.50.4013 and 2013 c 3 s 20 are each
amended to read as follows:
designated providers may enter and remain on the premises of a
retail outlet holding a medical marijuana endorsement, but may
(1) It is unlawful for any person to possess a controlled
substance unless the substance was obtained directly from, or
not purchase products for their personal medical use.
(3)(a) Licensed marijuana retailers must ensure that all
pursuant to, a valid prescription or order of a practitioner while
acting in the course of his or her professional practice, or except
employees are trained on the rules adopted to implement this
chapter, identification of persons under the age of twenty-one,
as otherwise authorized by this chapter.
(2) Except as provided in RCW 69.50.4014, any person who
and other requirements adopted by the state liquor and cannabis
violates this section is guilty of a class C felony punishable under
board to ensure that persons under the age of twenty-one are not
chapter 9A.20 RCW.
permitted to enter or remain on the premises of a retail outlet.
(3) The possession, by a person twenty-one years of age or
(b) Licensed marijuana retailers with a medical marijuana
older, of useable marijuana or marijuana-infused products in
endorsement must ensure that all employees are trained on the
amounts that do not exceed those set forth in RCW 69.50.360(3)
subjects required by (a) of this subsection as well as identification
is not a violation of this section, this chapter, or any other
of authorizations and recognition cards. Employees must also be
provision of Washington state law.
trained to permit qualifying patients who hold recognition cards
(4) No person under twenty-one years of age may possess,
and are between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one to enter the
premises and purchase marijuana for their personal medical use
manufacture, sell, or distribute marijuana, marijuana-infused
and to permit qualifying patients who are under the age of
products, or marijuana concentrates, regardless of THC
eighteen with a recognition card to enter the premises if
concentration. This does not include qualifying patients with a
accompanied by their designated providers.
valid authorization.
(4) Licensed marijuana retailers shall not display any signage
(5) The possession by a qualifying patient or designated
in a window, on a door, or on the outside of the premises of a
provider of marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana,
retail outlet that is visible to the general public from a public rightmarijuana-infused products, or plants in accordance with chapter
of-way, other than a single sign no larger than one thousand six
69.51A RCW is not a violation of this section, this chapter, or any
hundred square inches identifying the retail outlet by the
other provision of Washington state law.
licensee's business or trade name. Retail outlets that hold medical
NEW SECTION. Sec. 15. A new section is added to
marijuana endorsements may include this information on signage.
chapter 69.50 RCW to read as follows:
(((4))) (5) Licensed marijuana retailers shall not display
(1) Nothing in this chapter permits anyone other than a validly
licensed marijuana processor to use butane or other explosive
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused
products in a manner that is visible to the general public from a
gases to extract or separate resin from marijuana or to produce or
public right-of-way.
process any form of marijuana concentrates or marijuana-infused
(((5))) (6) No licensed marijuana retailer or employee of a
products that include marijuana concentrates not purchased from
retail outlet shall open or consume, or allow to be opened or
a validly licensed marijuana retailer as an ingredient. The
consumed, any marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or
extraction or separation of resin from marijuana, the processing
marijuana-infused product on the outlet premises.
of marijuana concentrates, and the processing of marijuana(((6))) (7) The state liquor ((control)) and cannabis board shall
infused products that include marijuana concentrates not
fine a licensee one thousand dollars for each violation of any
purchased from a validly licensed marijuana retailer as an
subsection of this section. Fines collected under this section must
ingredient by any person other than a validly licensed marijuana
be deposited into the dedicated marijuana fund created under
processor each constitute manufacture of marijuana in violation
of RCW 69.50.401. Cooking oil, butter, and other nonexplosive
RCW 69.50.530.
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home cooking substances may be used to make marijuana extracts
for noncommercial personal use.
(2) Except for the use of butane, the state liquor and cannabis
board may not enforce this section until it has adopted the rules
required by section 28 of this act.
Sec. 16. RCW 69.51A.005 and 2011 c 181 s 102 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The legislature finds that:
(a) There is medical evidence that some patients with terminal
or debilitating medical conditions may, under their health care
professional's care, benefit from the medical use of ((cannabis))
marijuana. Some of the conditions for which ((cannabis))
marijuana appears to be beneficial include, but are not limited to:
(i) Nausea, vomiting, and cachexia associated with cancer,
HIV-positive status, AIDS, hepatitis C, anorexia, and their
treatments;
(ii) Severe muscle spasms associated with multiple sclerosis,
epilepsy, and other seizure and spasticity disorders;
(iii) Acute or chronic glaucoma;
(iv) Crohn's disease; and
(v) Some forms of intractable pain.
(b) Humanitarian compassion necessitates that the decision to
use ((cannabis)) marijuana by patients with terminal or
debilitating medical conditions is a personal, individual decision,
based upon their health care professional's professional medical
judgment and discretion.
(2) Therefore, the legislature intends that, so long as such
activities are in strict compliance with this chapter:
(a) Qualifying patients with terminal or debilitating medical
conditions who, in the judgment of their health care professionals,
may benefit from the medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana, shall
not be arrested, prosecuted, or subject to other criminal sanctions
or civil consequences under state law based solely on their
medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana, notwithstanding any other
provision of law;
(b) Persons who act as designated providers to such patients
shall also not be arrested, prosecuted, or subject to other criminal
sanctions or civil consequences under state law, notwithstanding
any other provision of law, based solely on their assisting with the
medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana; and
(c) Health care professionals shall also not be arrested,
prosecuted, or subject to other criminal sanctions or civil
consequences under state law for the proper authorization of
medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana by qualifying patients for
whom, in the health care professional's professional judgment, the
medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana may prove beneficial.
(3) Nothing in this chapter establishes the medical necessity or
medical appropriateness of ((cannabis)) marijuana for treating
terminal or debilitating medical conditions as defined in RCW
69.51A.010.
(4) Nothing in this chapter diminishes the authority of
correctional agencies and departments, including local
governments or jails, to establish a procedure for determining
when the use of ((cannabis)) marijuana would impact community
safety or the effective supervision of those on active supervision
for a criminal conviction, nor does it create the right to any
accommodation of any medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana in
any correctional facility or jail.
Sec. 17. RCW 69.51A.010 and 2010 c 284 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Designated provider" means a person who((:
(a))) is ((eighteen)) twenty-one years of age or older((;
(b))) and:

(a)(i) Is the parent or guardian of a qualifying patient who is
under the age of eighteen and beginning July 1, 2016, holds a
recognition card; or
(ii) Has been designated in writing by a qualifying patient to
serve as ((a)) the designated provider ((under this chapter)) for
that patient;
(b)(i) Has an authorization from the qualifying patient's health
care professional; or
(ii) Beginning July 1, 2016:
(A) Has been entered into the medical marijuana authorization
database as being the designated provider to a qualifying patient;
and
(B) Has been provided a recognition card;
(c) Is prohibited from consuming marijuana obtained for the
personal, medical use of the qualifying patient for whom the
individual is acting as designated provider; ((and))
(d) Provides marijuana to only the qualifying patient that has
designated him or her;
(e) Is in compliance with the terms and conditions of this
chapter; and
(f) Is the designated provider to only one patient at any one
time.
(2) "Health care professional," for purposes of this chapter
only, means a physician licensed under chapter 18.71 RCW, a
physician assistant licensed under chapter 18.71A RCW, an
osteopathic physician licensed under chapter 18.57 RCW, an
osteopathic physicians' assistant licensed under chapter 18.57A
RCW, a naturopath licensed under chapter 18.36A RCW, or an
advanced registered nurse practitioner licensed under chapter
18.79 RCW.
(3) "Medical use of marijuana" means the manufacture,
production, possession, transportation, delivery, ingestion,
application, or administration of marijuana((, as defined in RCW
69.50.101(q),)) for the exclusive benefit of a qualifying patient in
the treatment of his or her terminal or debilitating ((illness))
medical condition.
(4) "Qualifying patient" means a person who:
(a)(i) Is a patient of a health care professional;
(((b))) (ii) Has been diagnosed by that health care professional
as having a terminal or debilitating medical condition;
(((c))) (iii) Is a resident of the state of Washington at the time
of such diagnosis;
(((d))) (iv) Has been advised by that health care professional
about the risks and benefits of the medical use of marijuana; ((and
(e))) (v) Has been advised by that health care professional that
they may benefit from the medical use of marijuana;
(vi)(A) Has an authorization from his or her health care
professional; or
(B) Beginning July 1, 2016, has been entered into the medical
marijuana authorization database and has been provided a
recognition card; and
(vii) Is otherwise in compliance with the terms and conditions
established in this chapter.
(b) "Qualifying patient" does not include a person who is
actively being supervised for a criminal conviction by a
corrections agency or department that has determined that the
terms of this chapter are inconsistent with and contrary to his or
her supervision and all related processes and procedures related
to that supervision.
(5) "Tamper-resistant paper" means paper that meets one or
more of the following industry-recognized features:
(a) One or more features designed to prevent copying of the
paper;
(b) One or more features designed to prevent the erasure or
modification of information on the paper; or
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medical marijuana endorsement by the state liquor and cannabis
(c) One or more features designed to prevent the use of
counterfeit ((valid documentation)) authorization.
board pursuant to section 10 of this act.
(6) "Terminal or debilitating medical condition" means a
(17) "Marijuana-infused products" has the meaning provided
condition severe enough to significantly interfere with the
in RCW 69.50.101.
patient's activities of daily living and ability to function, which
(18) "Medical marijuana authorization database" means the
can be objectively assessed and evaluated and limited to the
secure and confidential database established in section 21 of this
following:
act.
(a) Cancer, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), multiple
(19) "Plant" means a marijuana plant having at least three
sclerosis, epilepsy or other seizure disorder, or spasticity
distinguishable and distinct leaves, each leaf being at least three
disorders; ((or))
centimeters in diameter, and a readily observable root formation
(b) Intractable pain, limited for the purpose of this chapter to
consisting of at least two separate and distinct roots, each being
mean pain unrelieved by standard medical treatments and
at least two centimeters in length. Multiple stalks emanating from
medications; ((or))
the same root ball or root system is considered part of the same
(c) Glaucoma, either acute or chronic, limited for the purpose
single plant.
(20) "Retail outlet" has the meaning provided in RCW
of this chapter to mean increased intraocular pressure unrelieved
by standard treatments and medications; ((or))
69.50.101.
(d) Crohn's disease with debilitating symptoms unrelieved by
(21) "Secretary" means the secretary of the department of
health.
standard treatments or medications; ((or))
(e) Hepatitis C with debilitating nausea or intractable pain
(22) "THC concentration" has the meaning provided in RCW
unrelieved by standard treatments or medications; ((or))
69.50.101.
(f) Diseases, including anorexia, which result in nausea,
(23) "Useable marijuana" has the meaning provided in RCW
vomiting, wasting, appetite loss, cramping, seizures, muscle
69.50.101.
spasms, or spasticity, when these symptoms are unrelieved by
(24) "Low THC, high CBD" means products determined by
standard treatments or medications; ((or))
the department to have a low THC, high CBD ratio under section
(g) ((Any other medical condition duly approved by the
10 of this act. Low THC, high CBD products must be inhalable,
Washington state medical quality assurance commission in
ingestible, or absorbable.
consultation with the board of osteopathic medicine and surgery
(25) "Public place" has the meaning provided in RCW
as directed in this chapter)) Posttraumatic stress disorder; or
70.160.020.
(h) Traumatic brain injury.
(26) "Housing unit" means a house, an apartment, a mobile
(7) (("Valid documentation")) (a) Until July 1, 2016,
home, a group of rooms, or a single room that is occupied as
"authorization" means:
separate living quarters, in which the occupants live and eat
(((a))) (i) A statement signed and dated by a qualifying
separately from any other persons in the building, and which have
patient's health care professional written on tamper-resistant
direct access from the outside of the building or through a
paper, which states that, in the health care professional's
common hall.
professional opinion, the patient may benefit from the medical use
Sec. 18. RCW 69.51A.030 and 2011 c 181 s 301 are each
of marijuana; and
amended to read as follows:
(((b))) (ii) Proof of identity such as a Washington state driver's
(1) The following acts do not constitute crimes under state law
license or identicard, as defined in RCW 46.20.035.
or unprofessional conduct under chapter 18.130 RCW, and a
(b) Beginning July 1, 2016, "authorization" means a form
health care professional may not be arrested, searched,
developed by the department that is completed and signed by a
prosecuted, disciplined, or subject to other criminal sanctions or
qualifying patient's health care professional and printed on
civil consequences or liability under state law, or have real or
tamper-resistant paper.
personal property searched, seized, or forfeited pursuant to state
(c) An authorization is not a prescription as defined in RCW
law, notwithstanding any other provision of law as long as the
69.50.101.
health care professional complies with subsection (2) of this
(8) "Recognition card" means a card issued to qualifying
section:
patients and designated providers by a marijuana retailer with a
(a) Advising a patient about the risks and benefits of medical
medical marijuana endorsement that has entered them into the
use of ((cannabis)) marijuana or that the patient may benefit from
medical marijuana authorization database.
the medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana; or
(9) "CBD concentration" means the percent of cannabidiol
(b) Providing a patient or designated provider meeting the
content per dry weight of any part of the plant Cannabis, or per
criteria established under RCW 69.51A.010(((26))) with ((valid
volume or weight of marijuana product.
documentation)) an authorization, based upon the health care
(10) "Department" means the department of health.
professional's assessment of the patient's medical history and
(11) "Marijuana" has the meaning provided in RCW
current medical condition, ((where such use is)) if the health care
69.50.101.
professional has complied with this chapter and he or she
(12) "Marijuana concentrates" has the meaning provided in
determines within a professional standard of care or in the
RCW 69.50.101.
individual health care professional's medical judgment the
(13) "Marijuana processor" has the meaning provided in RCW
qualifying patient may benefit from the medical use of marijuana.
69.50.101.
(2)(a) A health care professional may ((only)) provide a
(14) "Marijuana producer" has the meaning provided in RCW
qualifying patient or that patient's designated provider with
69.50.101.
((valid documentation authorizing)) an authorization for the
(15) "Marijuana retailer" has the meaning provided in RCW
medical use of ((cannabis or register the patient with the registry
69.50.101.
established in section 901 of this act if he or she has a newly
(16) "Marijuana retailer with a medical marijuana
initiated or existing documented relationship with the patient, as
endorsement" means a marijuana retailer that has been issued a
a primary care provider or a specialist, relating to the diagnosis
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and ongoing treatment or monitoring of the patient's terminal or
debilitating medical condition, and only after:
(i) Completing a)) marijuana in accordance with this section.
(b) In order to authorize for the medical use of marijuana under
(a) of this subsection, the health care professional must:
(i) Have a documented relationship with the patient, as a
principal care provider or a specialist, relating to the diagnosis
and ongoing treatment or monitoring of the patient's terminal or
debilitating medical condition;
(ii) Complete an in-person physical examination of the patient
((as appropriate, based on the patient's condition and age));
(((ii) Documenting)) (iii) Document the terminal or
debilitating medical condition of the patient in the patient's
medical record and that the patient may benefit from treatment of
this condition or its symptoms with medical use of ((cannabis))
marijuana;
(((iii) Informing)) (iv) Inform the patient of other options for
treating the terminal or debilitating medical condition and
documenting in the patient's medical record that the patient has
received this information; ((and
(iv) Documenting)) (v) Document in the patient's medical
record other measures attempted to treat the terminal or
debilitating medical condition that do not involve the medical use
of ((cannabis)) marijuana; and
(vi) Complete an authorization on forms developed by the
department, in accordance with subsection (3) of this section.
(((b))) (c) For a qualifying patient eighteen years of age or
older, an authorization expires one year after its issuance. For a
qualifying patient less than eighteen years of age, an authorization
expires six months after its issuance. An authorization may be
renewed upon completion of an in-person physical examination
and compliance with the other requirements of (b) of this
subsection.
(d) A health care professional shall not:
(i) Accept, solicit, or offer any form of pecuniary remuneration
from or to a ((licensed dispenser, licensed producer, or licensed
processor of cannabis products)) marijuana retailer, marijuana
processor, or marijuana producer;
(ii) Offer a discount or any other thing of value to a qualifying
patient who is a customer of, or agrees to be a customer of, a
particular ((licensed dispenser, licensed producer, or licensed
processor of cannabis products)) marijuana retailer;
(iii) Examine or offer to examine a patient for purposes of
diagnosing a terminal or debilitating medical condition at a
location where ((cannabis)) marijuana is produced, processed, or
((dispensed)) sold;
(iv) Have a business or practice which consists ((solely))
primarily of authorizing the medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana
or authorize the medical use of marijuana at any location other
than his or her practice's permanent physical location;
(v) ((Include any statement or reference, visual or otherwise,
on the medical use of cannabis in any advertisement for his or her
business or practice)) Except as provided in section 35 of this act,
sell, or provide at no charge, marijuana concentrates, marijuanainfused products, or useable marijuana to a qualifying patient or
designated provider; or
(vi) Hold an economic interest in an enterprise that produces,
processes, or ((dispenses cannabis)) sells marijuana if the health
care professional authorizes the medical use of ((cannabis))
marijuana.
(3) ((A violation of any provision of subsection (2) of this
section constitutes unprofessional conduct under chapter 18.130
RCW.)) The department shall develop the form for the health care
professional to use as an authorization for qualifying patients and
designated providers. The form shall include the qualifying
patient's or designated provider's name, address, and date of birth;

the health care professional's name, address, and license number;
the amount of marijuana recommended for the qualifying patient;
a telephone number where the authorization can be verified
during normal business hours; the dates of issuance and
expiration; and a statement that an authorization does not provide
protection from arrest unless the qualifying patient or designated
provider is also entered in the medical marijuana authorization
database and holds a recognition card.
(4) Until July 1, 2016, a health care professional who, within
a single calendar month, authorizes the medical use of marijuana
to more than thirty patients must report the number of
authorizations issued.
(5) The appropriate health professions disciplining authority
may inspect or request patient records to confirm compliance with
this section. The health care professional must provide access to
or produce documents, records, or other items that are within his
or her possession or control within twenty-one calendar days of
service of a request by the health professions disciplining
authority. If the twenty-one calendar day limit results in a
hardship upon the health care professional, he or she may request,
for good cause, an extension not to exceed thirty additional
calendar days. Failure to produce the documents, records, or other
items shall result in citations and fines issued consistent with
RCW 18.130.230. Failure to otherwise comply with the
requirements of this section shall be considered unprofessional
conduct and subject to sanctions under chapter 18.130 RCW.
(6) After a health care professional authorizes a qualifying
patient for the medical use of marijuana, he or she may discuss
with the qualifying patient how to use marijuana and the types of
products the qualifying patient should seek from a retail outlet.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 19. A new section is added to
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
As part of authorizing a qualifying patient or designated
provider, the health care professional may include
recommendations on the amount of marijuana that is likely
needed by the qualifying patient for his or her medical needs and
in accordance with this section.
(1) If the health care professional does not include
recommendations on the qualifying patient's or designated
provider's authorization, the marijuana retailer with a medical
marijuana endorsement, when adding the qualifying patient or
designated provider to the medical marijuana authorization
database, shall enter into the database that the qualifying patient
or designated provider may purchase or obtain at a retail outlet
holding a medical marijuana endorsement a combination of the
following: Forty-eight ounces of marijuana-infused product in
solid form; three ounces of useable marijuana; two hundred
sixteen ounces of marijuana-infused product in liquid form; or
twenty-one grams of marijuana concentrates. The qualifying
patient or designated provider may also grow, in his or her
domicile, up to six plants for the personal medical use of the
qualifying patient and possess up to eight ounces of useable
marijuana produced from his or her plants. These amounts shall
be specified on the recognition card that is issued to the qualifying
patient or designated provider.
(2) If the health care professional determines that the medical
needs of a qualifying patient exceed the amounts provided for in
subsection (1) of this section, the health care professional must
specify on the authorization that it is recommended that the
patient be allowed to grow, in his or her domicile, up to fifteen
plants for the personal medical use of the patient. A patient so
authorized may possess up to sixteen ounces of useable marijuana
in his or her domicile. The number of plants must be entered into
the medical marijuana authorization database by the marijuana
retailer with a medical marijuana endorsement and specified on
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illegal under Washington state law to confirm the validity of the
the recognition card that is issued to the qualifying patient or
designated provider.
recognition card of a qualifying patient or designated provider;
(e) A marijuana retailer holding a medical marijuana
(3) If a qualifying patient or designated provider with an
endorsement to confirm the validity of the recognition card of a
authorization from a health care professional has not been entered
qualifying patient or designated provider;
into the medical marijuana authorization database, he or she may
(f) The department of revenue to verify tax exemptions under
not receive a recognition card and may only purchase at a retail
chapters 82.08 and 82.12 RCW;
outlet, whether it holds a medical marijuana endorsement or not,
(g) The department and the health care professional's
the amounts established in RCW 69.50.360. In addition the
disciplining authorities to monitor authorizations and ensure
qualifying patient or the designated provider may grow, in his or
compliance with this chapter and chapter 18.130 RCW by their
her domicile, up to four plants for the personal medical use of the
licensees; and
qualifying patient and possess up to six ounces of useable
(h) Authorizations to expire six months or one year after entry
marijuana in his or her domicile.
into the medical marijuana authorization database, depending on
NEW SECTION. Sec. 20. A new section is added to
whether the authorization is for a minor or an adult.
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
(2) A qualifying patient and his or her designated provider, if
(1) Health care professionals may authorize the medical use of
marijuana for qualifying patients who are under the age of
any, may be placed in the medical marijuana authorization
database at a marijuana retailer with a medical marijuana
eighteen if:
(a) The minor's parent or guardian participates in the minor's
endorsement. After a qualifying patient or designated provider is
placed in the medical marijuana authorization database, he or she
treatment and agrees to the medical use of marijuana by the
must be provided with a recognition card that contains identifiers
minor; and
required in subsection (3) of this section.
(b) The parent or guardian acts as the designated provider for
(3) The recognition card requirements must be developed by
the minor and has sole control over the minor's marijuana.
the department in rule and include:
(2) The minor may not grow plants or purchase marijuana(a) A randomly generated and unique identifying number;
infused products, useable marijuana, or marijuana concentrates
(b) For designated providers, the unique identifying number of
from a marijuana retailer with a medical marijuana endorsement.
the qualifying patient whom the provider is assisting;
(3) Both the minor and the minor's parent or guardian who is
(c) A photograph of the qualifying patient's or designated
acting as the designated provider must be entered in the medical
provider's face taken by an employee of the marijuana retailer
marijuana authorization database and hold a recognition card.
with a medical marijuana endorsement at the same time that the
(4) A health care professional who authorizes the medical use
qualifying patient or designated provider is being placed in the
of marijuana by a minor must do so as part of the course of
medical marijuana authorization database in accordance with
treatment of the minor's terminal or debilitating medical
rules adopted by the department;
condition. If authorizing a minor for the medical use of marijuana,
(d) The amount of marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana,
the health care professional must:
marijuana-infused products, or plants for which the qualifying
(a) Consult with other health care providers involved in the
patient is authorized under section 19 of this act;
minor's treatment, as medically indicated, before authorization or
(e) The effective date and expiration date of the recognition
reauthorization of the medical use of marijuana; and
card;
(b) Reexamine the minor at least once every six months or
(f) The name of the health care professional who authorized
more frequently as medically indicated. The reexamination must:
the qualifying patient or designated provider; and
(i) Determine that the minor continues to have a terminal or
(g) For the recognition card, additional security features as
debilitating medical condition and that the condition benefits
necessary to ensure its validity.
from the medical use of marijuana; and
(4) For qualifying patients who are eighteen years of age or
(ii) Include a follow-up discussion with the minor's parent or
older and their designated providers, recognition cards are valid
guardian to ensure the parent or guardian continues to participate
for one year from the date the health care professional issued the
in the treatment of the minor.
authorization. For qualifying patients who are under the age of
NEW SECTION. Sec. 21. A new section is added to
eighteen and their designated providers, recognition cards are
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
valid for six months from the date the health care professional
(1) The department must contract with an entity to create,
issued the authorization. Qualifying patients may not be reentered
administer, and maintain a secure and confidential medical
into the medical marijuana authorization database until they have
marijuana authorization database that, beginning July 1, 2016,
been reexamined by a health care professional and determined to
allows:
meet the definition of qualifying patient. After reexamination, a
(a) A marijuana retailer with a medical marijuana endorsement
marijuana retailer with a medical marijuana endorsement must
to add a qualifying patient or designated provider and include the
reenter the qualifying patient or designated provider into the
amount of marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, marijuanamedical marijuana authorization database and a new recognition
infused products, or plants for which the qualifying patient is
card will then be issued in accordance with department rules.
authorized under section 19 of this act;
(5) If a recognition card is lost or stolen, a marijuana retailer
(b) Persons authorized to prescribe or dispense controlled
with a medical marijuana endorsement, in conjunction with the
substances to access health care information on their patients for
database administrator, may issue a new card that will be valid for
the purpose of providing medical or pharmaceutical care for their
six months to one year if the patient is reexamined by a health
patients;
care professional and determined to meet the definition of
(c) A qualifying patient or designated provider to request and
qualifying patient and depending on whether the patient is under
receive his or her own health care information or information on
the age of eighteen or eighteen years of age or older as provided
any person or entity that has queried their name or information;
in subsection (4) of this section. If a reexamination is not
(d) Appropriate local, state, tribal, and federal law enforcement
performed, the expiration date of the replacement recognition
or prosecutorial officials who are engaged in a bona fide specific
card must be the same as the lost or stolen recognition card.
investigation of suspected marijuana-related activity that may be
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(6) The database administrator must remove qualifying
patients and designated providers from the medical marijuana
authorization database upon expiration of the recognition card.
Qualifying patients and designated providers may request to
remove themselves from the medical marijuana authorization
database before expiration of a recognition card and health care
professionals may request to remove qualifying patients and
designated providers from the medical marijuana authorization
database if the patient or provider no longer qualifies for the
medical use of marijuana. The database administrator must retain
database records for at least five calendar years to permit the state
liquor and cannabis board and the department of revenue to verify
eligibility for tax exemptions.
(7) During development of the medical marijuana
authorization database, the database administrator must consult
with the department, stakeholders, and persons with relevant
expertise to include, but not be limited to, qualifying patients,
designated providers, health care professionals, state and local
law enforcement agencies, and the University of Washington
computer science and engineering security and privacy research
lab or a certified cyber security firm, vendor, or service.
(8) The medical marijuana authorization database must meet
the following requirements:
(a) Any personally identifiable information included in the
database must be nonreversible, pursuant to definitions and
standards set forth by the national institute of standards and
technology;
(b) Any personally identifiable information included in the
database must not be susceptible to linkage by use of data external
to the database;
(c) The database must incorporate current best differential
privacy practices, allowing for maximum accuracy of database
queries while minimizing the chances of identifying the
personally identifiable information included therein; and
(d) The database must be upgradable and updated in a timely
fashion to keep current with state of the art privacy and security
standards and practices.
(9)(a) Personally identifiable information of qualifying
patients and designated providers included in the medical
marijuana authorization database is confidential and exempt from
public disclosure, inspection, or copying under chapter 42.56
RCW.
(b) Information contained in the medical marijuana
authorization database may be released in aggregate form, with
all personally identifying information redacted, for the purpose of
statistical analysis and oversight of agency performance and
actions.
(c) Information contained in the medical marijuana
authorization database shall not be shared with the federal
government or its agents unless the particular patient or
designated provider is convicted in state court for violating this
chapter or chapter 69.50 RCW.
(10)(a) The department must charge a one dollar fee for each
initial and renewal recognition card issued by a marijuana retailer
with a medical marijuana endorsement. The marijuana retailer
with a medical marijuana endorsement shall collect the fee from
the qualifying patient or designated provider at the time that he or
she is entered into the database and issued a recognition card. The
department shall establish a schedule for marijuana retailers with
a medical marijuana endorsement to remit the fees collected. Fees
collected under this subsection shall be deposited into the health
professions account created under RCW 43.70.320.
(b) By November 1, 2016, the department shall report to the
governor and the fiscal committees of both the house of
representatives and the senate regarding the cost of
implementation and administration of the medical marijuana

authorization database. The report must specify amounts from the
health professions account used to finance the establishment and
administration of the medical marijuana authorization database as
well as estimates of the continuing costs associated with operating
the medical marijuana database. The report must also provide
initial enrollment figures in the medical marijuana authorization
database and estimates of expected future enrollment.
(11) If the database administrator fails to comply with this
section, the department may cancel any contracts with the
database administrator and contract with another database
administrator to continue administration of the database. A
database administrator who fails to comply with this section is
subject to a fine of up to five thousand dollars in addition to any
penalties established in the contract. Fines collected under this
section must be deposited into the health professions account
created under RCW 43.70.320.
(12) The department may adopt rules to implement this
section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 22. A new section is added to
chapter 42.56 RCW to read as follows:
Records in the medical marijuana authorization database
established in section 21 of this act containing names and other
personally identifiable information of qualifying patients and
designated providers are exempt from disclosure under this
chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 23. A new section is added to
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
(1) It is unlawful for a person to knowingly or intentionally:
(a) Access the medical marijuana authorization database for
any reason not authorized under section 21 of this act;
(b) Disclose any information received from the medical
marijuana authorization database in violation of section 21 of this
act including, but not limited to, qualifying patient or designated
provider names, addresses, or amount of marijuana for which they
are authorized;
(c) Produce a recognition card or to tamper with a recognition
card for the purpose of having it accepted by a marijuana retailer
holding a medical marijuana endorsement in order to purchase
marijuana as a qualifying patient or designated provider or to
grow marijuana plants in accordance with this chapter;
(d) If a person is a designated provider to a qualifying patient,
sell, donate, or supply marijuana produced or obtained for the
qualifying patient to another person, or use the marijuana
produced or obtained for the qualifying patient for the designated
provider's own personal use or benefit; or
(e) If the person is a qualifying patient, sell, donate, or
otherwise supply marijuana produced or obtained by the
qualifying patient to another person.
(2) A person who violates this section is guilty of a class C
felony.
Sec. 24. RCW 69.51A.040 and 2011 c 181 s 401 are each
amended to read as follows:
The medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana in accordance with
the terms and conditions of this chapter does not constitute a
crime and a qualifying patient or designated provider in
compliance with the terms and conditions of this chapter may not
be arrested, prosecuted, or subject to other criminal sanctions or
civil consequences((,)) for possession, manufacture, or delivery
of, or for possession with intent to manufacture or deliver,
((cannabis)) marijuana under state law, or have real or personal
property seized or forfeited for possession, manufacture, or
delivery of, or for possession with intent to manufacture or
deliver, ((cannabis)) marijuana under state law, and investigating
((peace)) law enforcement officers and ((law enforcement))
agencies may not be held civilly liable for failure to seize
((cannabis)) marijuana in this circumstance, if:
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(b) The qualifying patient or designated provider possesses no
(1)(a) The qualifying patient or designated provider has been
entered into the medical marijuana authorization database and
more ((cannabis)) marijuana than the limits set forth in ((RCW
holds a valid recognition card and possesses no more than
69.51A.040(1))) section 19(3) of this act;
((fifteen cannabis plants and:
(c) The qualifying patient or designated provider is in
(i) No more than twenty-four ounces of useable cannabis;
compliance with all other terms and conditions of this chapter;
(ii) No more cannabis product than what could reasonably be
(d) The investigating ((peace)) law enforcement officer does
produced with no more than twenty-four ounces of useable
not have probable cause to believe that the qualifying patient or
cannabis; or
designated provider has committed a felony, or is committing a
misdemeanor in the officer's presence, that does not relate to the
(iii) A combination of useable cannabis and cannabis product
that does not exceed a combined total representing possession and
medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana; and
processing of no more than twenty-four ounces of useable
(e) No outstanding warrant for arrest exists for the qualifying
patient or designated provider((; and
cannabis)) the amount of marijuana concentrates, useable
marijuana, plants, or marijuana-infused products authorized
(f) The investigating peace officer has not observed evidence
under section 19 of this act.
of any of the circumstances identified in section 901(4) of this
(((b))) If a person is both a qualifying patient and a designated
act)).
provider for another qualifying patient, the person may possess
(2) A qualifying patient or designated provider who is not
no more than twice the amounts described in (((a) of this
((registered with the registry established in section 901 of this
subsection)) section 19 of this act for the qualifying patient and
act)) entered in the medical marijuana authorization database and
designated provider, whether the plants, ((useable cannabis, and
does not have a recognition card, but who presents his or her
cannabis product)) marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or
((valid documentation)) authorization to any ((peace)) law
marijuana-infused products are possessed individually or in
enforcement officer who questions the patient or provider
combination between the qualifying patient and his or her
regarding his or her medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana, may
designated provider;
assert an affirmative defense to charges of violations of state law
(((2))) (b) The qualifying patient or designated provider
relating to ((cannabis)) marijuana through proof at trial, by a
presents his or her ((proof of registration with the department of
preponderance of the evidence, that he or she otherwise meets the
requirements of RCW 69.51A.040. A qualifying patient or
health,)) recognition card to any ((peace)) law enforcement
designated provider meeting the conditions of this subsection but
officer who questions the patient or provider regarding his or her
possessing more ((cannabis)) marijuana than the limits set forth
medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana;
(((3))) (c) The qualifying patient or designated provider keeps
in ((RCW 69.51A.040(1))) section 19(3) of this act may, in the
a copy of his or her ((proof of registration with the registry
investigating ((peace)) law enforcement officer's discretion, be
established in section 901 of this act)) recognition card and the
taken into custody and booked into jail in connection with the
qualifying patient or designated provider's contact information
investigation of the incident.
posted prominently next to any ((cannabis)) plants, ((cannabis))
NEW SECTION. Sec. 26. A new section is added to
marijuana concentrates, marijuana-infused products, or useable
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
((cannabis)) marijuana located at his or her residence;
(1) Qualifying patients or designated providers may form a
(((4))) (d) The investigating ((peace)) law enforcement officer
cooperative and share responsibility for acquiring and supplying
does not possess evidence that:
the resources needed to produce and process marijuana only for
(((a))) (i) The designated provider has converted ((cannabis))
the medical use of members of the cooperative. No more than four
marijuana produced or obtained for the qualifying patient for his
qualifying patients or designated providers may become members
or her own personal use or benefit; or
of a cooperative under this section and all members must hold
(((b))) (ii) The qualifying patient ((has converted cannabis
valid recognition cards. All members of the cooperative must be
produced or obtained for his or her own medical use to the
at least twenty-one years old. The designated provider of a
qualifying patient who is under twenty-one years old may be a
qualifying patient's personal, nonmedical use or benefit)) sold,
donated, or supplied marijuana to another person; and
member of a cooperative on the qualifying patient's behalf.
(((5))) (e) The ((investigating peace officer does not possess
(2) Cooperatives may not be located within one mile of a
evidence that the)) designated provider has not served as a
marijuana retailer. People who wish to form a cooperative must
designated provider to more than one qualifying patient within a
register the location with the state liquor and cannabis board and
fifteen-day period; ((and
this is the only location where cooperative members may grow or
process marijuana. This registration must include the names of all
(6))) or
(2) The ((investigating peace officer has not observed evidence
participating members and copies of each participant's
of any of the circumstances identified in section 901(4)))
recognition card. Only qualifying patients or designated providers
registered with the state liquor and cannabis board in association
qualifying patient or designated provider participates in a
cooperative as provided in section 26 of this act.
with the location may participate in growing or receive useable
marijuana or marijuana-infused products grown at that location.
Sec. 25. RCW 69.51A.043 and 2011 c 181 s 402 are each
amended to read as follows:
The state liquor and cannabis board must deny the registration of
(1) A qualifying patient or designated provider who has a valid
any cooperative if the location is within one mile of a marijuana
retailer.
authorization from his or her health care professional, but is not
(3) If a qualifying patient or designated provider no longer
((registered with the registry established in section 901 of this
act)) entered in the medical marijuana authorization database and
participates in growing at the location, he or she must notify the
does not have a recognition card may raise the affirmative defense
state liquor and cannabis board within fifteen days of the date the
qualifying patient or designated provider ceases participation.
set forth in subsection (2) of this section, if:
(a) The qualifying patient or designated provider presents his
The state liquor and cannabis board must remove his or her name
from connection to the cooperative. Additional qualifying
or her ((valid documentation to any peace)) authorization to any
patients or designated providers may not join the cooperative until
law enforcement officer who questions the patient or provider
sixty days have passed since the date on which the last qualifying
regarding his or her medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana;
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patient or designated provider notifies the state liquor and
cannabis board that he or she no longer participates in that
cooperative.
(4) Qualifying patients or designated providers who participate
in a cooperative under this section:
(a) May grow up to the total amount of plants for which each
participating member is authorized on their recognition cards, up
to a maximum of sixty plants. At the location, the qualifying
patients or designated providers may possess the amount of
useable marijuana that can be produced with the number of plants
permitted under this subsection, but no more than seventy-two
ounces;
(b) May only participate in one cooperative;
(c) May only grow plants in the cooperative and if he or she
grows plants in the cooperative may not grow plants elsewhere;
(d) Must provide assistance in growing plants. A monetary
contribution or donation is not to be considered assistance under
this section. Participants must provide nonmonetary resources
and labor in order to participate; and
(e) May not sell, donate, or otherwise provide marijuana,
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused
products to a person who is not participating under this section.
(5) The location of the cooperative must be the domicile of one
of the participants. Only one cooperative may be located per
property tax parcel. A copy of each participant's recognition card
must be kept at the location at all times.
(6) The state liquor and cannabis board may adopt rules to
implement this section including:
(a) Any security requirements necessary to ensure the safety of
the cooperative and to reduce the risk of diversion from the
cooperative;
(b) A seed to sale traceability model that is similar to the seed
to sale traceability model used by licensees that will allow the
state liquor and cannabis board to track all marijuana grown in a
cooperative.
(7) The state liquor and cannabis board or law enforcement
may inspect a cooperative registered under this section to ensure
members are in compliance with this section. The state liquor and
cannabis board must adopt rules on reasonable inspection hours
and reasons for inspections.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 27. A new section is added to
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter and
even if multiple qualifying patients or designated providers reside
in the same housing unit, no more than fifteen plants may be
grown or located in any one housing unit other than a cooperative
established pursuant to section 26 of this act.
(2) Neither the production nor processing of marijuana or
marijuana-infused products pursuant to this section nor the
storage or growing of plants may occur if any portion of such
activity can be readily seen by normal unaided vision or readily
smelled from a public place or the private property of another
housing unit.
(3) Cities, towns, counties, and other municipalities may create
and enforce civil penalties, including abatement procedures, for
the growing or processing of marijuana and for keeping marijuana
plants beyond or otherwise not in compliance with this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 28. A new section is added to
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
(1) Once the state liquor and cannabis board adopts rules under
subsection (2) of this section, qualifying patients or designated
providers may only extract or separate the resin from marijuana
or produce or process any form of marijuana concentrates or
marijuana-infused products in accordance with those standards.
(2) The state liquor and cannabis board must adopt rules
permitting qualifying patients and designated providers to extract

or separate the resin from marijuana using noncombustable
methods. The rules must provide the noncombustible methods
permitted and any restrictions on this practice.
Sec. 29. RCW 69.51A.045 and 2011 c 181 s 405 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) A qualifying patient or designated provider in possession
of ((cannabis)) plants, marijuana concentrates, useable
((cannabis)) marijuana, or ((cannabis)) marijuana-infused
products exceeding the limits set forth in ((RCW 69.51A.040(1)))
this chapter but otherwise in compliance with all other terms and
conditions of this chapter may establish an affirmative defense to
charges of violations of state law relating to ((cannabis))
marijuana through proof at trial, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that the qualifying patient's necessary medical use
exceeds the amounts set forth in RCW 69.51A.040(((1))).
(2) An investigating ((peace)) law enforcement officer may
seize ((cannabis)) plants, marijuana concentrates, useable
((cannabis)) marijuana, or ((cannabis)) marijuana-infused
products exceeding the amounts set forth in ((RCW
69.51A.040(1): PROVIDED, That)) this chapter. In the case of
((cannabis)) plants, the qualifying patient or designated provider
shall be allowed to select the plants that will remain at the
location. The officer and his or her law enforcement agency may
not be held civilly liable for failure to seize ((cannabis)) marijuana
in this circumstance.
Sec. 30. RCW 69.51A.055 and 2011 c 181 s 1105 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) The arrest and prosecution protections established in
RCW 69.51A.040 may not be asserted in a supervision revocation
or violation hearing by a person who is supervised by a
corrections agency or department, including local governments or
jails, that has determined that the terms of this section are
inconsistent with and contrary to his or her supervision.
(b) The affirmative defenses established in RCW
69.51A.043((,)) and 69.51A.045((, 69.51A.047, and section 407
of this act)) may not be asserted in a supervision revocation or
violation hearing by a person who is supervised by a corrections
agency or department, including local governments or jails, that
has determined that the terms of this section are inconsistent with
and contrary to his or her supervision.
(2) ((The provisions of)) RCW 69.51A.040((, 69.51A.085, and
69.51A.025 do)) does not apply to a person who is supervised for
a criminal conviction by a corrections agency or department,
including local governments or jails, that has determined that the
terms of this chapter are inconsistent with and contrary to his or
her supervision.
(((3) A person may not be licensed as a licensed producer,
licensed processor of cannabis products, or a licensed dispenser
under section 601, 602, or 701 of this act if he or she is supervised
for a criminal conviction by a corrections agency or department,
including local governments or jails, that has determined that
licensure is inconsistent with and contrary to his or her
supervision.))
Sec. 31. RCW 69.51A.060 and 2011 c 181 s 501 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) It shall be a class 3 civil infraction to use or display medical
((cannabis)) marijuana in a manner or place which is open to the
view of the general public.
(2) Nothing in this chapter establishes a right of care as a
covered benefit or requires any state purchased health care as
defined in RCW 41.05.011 or other health carrier or health plan
as defined in Title 48 RCW to be liable for any claim for
reimbursement for the medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana.
Such entities may enact coverage or noncoverage criteria or
related policies for payment or nonpayment of medical
((cannabis)) marijuana in their sole discretion.
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process cannabis for medical use such as, for example, a location
(3) Nothing in this chapter requires any health care
professional to authorize the medical use of ((cannabis))
for a collective garden; equipment, supplies, and labor necessary
marijuana for a patient.
to plant, grow, and harvest ((cannabis; cannabis)) marijuana
(4) Nothing in this chapter requires any accommodation of any
plants, seeds, and cuttings; and equipment, supplies, and labor
on-site medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana in any place of
necessary for proper construction, plumbing, wiring, and
employment, in any school bus or on any school grounds, in any
ventilation of a garden of ((cannabis)) marijuana plants.
(3) A person who knowingly violates a provision of subsection
youth center, in any correctional facility, or smoking ((cannabis))
marijuana in any public place or hotel or motel. However, a
(1) of this section is not entitled to the protections of this chapter.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 33. A new section is added to
school may permit a minor who meets the requirements of section
20 of this act to consume marijuana on school grounds. Such use
chapter 69.50 RCW to read as follows:
must be in accordance with school policy relating to medication
(1) The state liquor and cannabis board may conduct controlled
purchase programs to determine whether:
use on school grounds.
(5) Nothing in this chapter authorizes the possession or use of
(a) A marijuana retailer is unlawfully selling marijuana to
marijuana, marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or
persons under the age of twenty-one;
marijuana-infused products on federal property.
(b) A marijuana retailer holding a medical marijuana
endorsement is selling to persons under the age of eighteen or
(((5))) (6) Nothing in this chapter authorizes the use of medical
((cannabis)) marijuana by any person who is subject to the
selling to persons between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one
Washington code of military justice in chapter 38.38 RCW.
who do not hold valid recognition cards;
(((6))) (7) Employers may establish drug-free work policies.
(c) Until July 1, 2016, collective gardens under RCW
Nothing in this chapter requires an accommodation for the
69.51A.085 are providing marijuana to persons under the age of
twenty-one; or
medical use of ((cannabis)) marijuana if an employer has a drug(d) A cooperative organized under section 26 of this act is
free workplace.
permitting a person under the age of twenty-one to participate.
(((7) It is a class C felony to fraudulently produce any record
purporting to be, or tamper with the content of any record for the
(2) Every person under the age of twenty-one years who
purpose of having it accepted as, valid documentation under
purchases or attempts to purchase marijuana is guilty of a
violation of this section. This section does not apply to:
RCW 69.51A.010(32)(a), or to backdate such documentation to a
(a) Persons between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one who
time earlier than its actual date of execution.))
hold valid recognition cards and purchase marijuana at a
(8) No person shall be entitled to claim the protection from
marijuana retail outlet holding a medical marijuana endorsement;
arrest and prosecution under RCW 69.51A.040 or the affirmative
(b) Persons between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one years
defense under RCW 69.51A.043 for engaging in the medical use
who are participating in a controlled purchase program authorized
of ((cannabis)) marijuana in a way that endangers the health or
by the state liquor and cannabis board under rules adopted by the
well-being of any person through the use of a motorized vehicle
board. Violations occurring under a private, controlled purchase
on a street, road, or highway, including violations of RCW
program authorized by the state liquor and cannabis board may
46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or equivalent local ordinances.
not be used for criminal or administrative prosecution.
Sec. 32. RCW 69.51A.085 and 2011 c 181 s 403 are each
(3) A marijuana retailer who conducts an in-house controlled
amended to read as follows:
purchase program authorized under this section shall provide his
(1) Qualifying patients may create and participate in collective
or her employees a written description of the employer's in-house
gardens for the purpose of producing, processing, transporting,
controlled purchase program. The written description must
and delivering ((cannabis)) marijuana for medical use subject to
include notice of actions an employer may take as a consequence
the following conditions:
of an employee's failure to comply with company policies
(a) No more than ten qualifying patients may participate in a
regarding the sale of marijuana during an in-house controlled
single collective garden at any time;
purchase program.
(b) No person under the age of twenty-one may participate in
(4) An in-house controlled purchase program authorized under
a collective garden or receive marijuana that was produced,
processed, transported, or delivered through a collective garden.
this section shall be for the purposes of employee training and
employer self-compliance checks. A marijuana retailer may not
A designated provider for a person who is under the age of
terminate an employee solely for a first-time failure to comply
twenty-one may participate in a collective garden on behalf of the
with company policies regarding the sale of marijuana during an
person under the age of twenty-one;
in-house controlled purchase program authorized under this
(c) A collective garden may contain no more than fifteen plants
section.
per patient up to a total of forty-five plants;
(5) Every person between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one
(((c))) (d) A collective garden may contain no more than
who is convicted of a violation of this section is guilty of a
twenty-four ounces of useable ((cannabis)) marijuana per patient
misdemeanor punishable as provided by RCW 9A.20.021.
up to a total of seventy-two ounces of useable ((cannabis))
Sec. 34. RCW 69.51A.100 and 2011 c 181 s 404 are each
marijuana;
amended to read as follows:
(((d))) (e) A copy of each qualifying patient's ((valid
(1) A qualifying patient may revoke his or her designation of
documentation or proof of registration with the registry
a specific designated provider and designate a different
established in section 901 of this act)) authorization, including a
copy of the patient's proof of identity, must be available at all
designated provider at any time. A revocation of designation must
times on the premises of the collective garden; and
be in writing, signed and dated, and provided to the designated
(((e))) (f) No useable ((cannabis)) marijuana from the
provider and, if applicable, the medical marijuana authorization
collective garden is delivered to anyone other than one of the
database administrator. The protections of this chapter cease to
qualifying patients participating in the collective garden.
apply to a person who has served as a designated provider to a
(2) For purposes of this section, the creation of a "collective
qualifying patient seventy-two hours after receipt of that patient's
garden" means qualifying patients sharing responsibility for
revocation of his or her designation.
acquiring and supplying the resources required to produce and
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(2) A person may stop serving as a designated provider to a
given qualifying patient at any time by revoking that designation
in writing, signed and dated, and provided to the qualifying
patient and, if applicable, the medical marijuana authorization
database administrator. However, that person may not begin
serving as a designated provider to a different qualifying patient
until fifteen days have elapsed from the date the last qualifying
patient designated him or her to serve as a provider.
(3) The department may adopt rules to implement this section,
including a procedure to remove the name of the designated
provider from the medical marijuana authorization database upon
receipt of a revocation under this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 35. A new section is added to
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
Neither this chapter nor chapter 69.50 RCW prohibits a health
care professional from selling or donating topical, noningestible
products that have a THC concentration of less than .3 percent to
qualifying patients.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 36. A new section is added to
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
Employers of a health care professional may not prohibit or
limit the authority of any health care professional to:
(1) Advise a patient about the risks and benefits of the medical
use of marijuana or that the patient may benefit from the medical
use of marijuana; or
(2) Provide a patient or designated provider meeting the
criteria established under RCW 69.51A.010 with an
authorization, based upon the health care professional's
assessment of the patient's medical history and current medical
condition, if the health care professional has complied with this
chapter and he or she determines within a professional standard
of care or in the individual health care professional's medical
judgment the qualifying patient may benefit from the medical use
of marijuana.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 37. A new section is added to
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
A medical marijuana consultant certificate is hereby
established.
(1) In addition to any other authority provided by law, the
secretary of the department may:
(a) Adopt rules, in accordance with chapter 34.05 RCW,
necessary to implement this chapter;
(b) Establish forms and procedures necessary to administer
this chapter;
(c) Approve training or education programs that meet the
requirements of this section and any rules adopted to implement
it;
(d) Receive criminal history record information that includes
nonconviction information data for any purpose associated with
initial certification or renewal of certification. The secretary shall
require each applicant for initial certification to obtain a state or
federal criminal history record information background check
through the state patrol or the state patrol and the identification
division of the federal bureau of investigation prior to the issuance
of any certificate. The secretary shall specify those situations
where a state background check is inadequate and an applicant
must obtain an electronic fingerprint-based national background
check through the state patrol and federal bureau of investigation.
Situations where a background check is inadequate may include
instances where an applicant has recently lived out-of-state or
where the applicant has a criminal record in Washington;
(e) Establish administrative procedures, administrative
requirements, and fees in accordance with RCW 43.70.110 and
43.70.250; and
(f) Maintain the official department record of all applicants and
certificate holders.

(2) A training or education program approved by the secretary
must include the following topics:
(a) The medical conditions that constitute terminal or
debilitating conditions, and the symptoms of those conditions;
(b) Short and long-term effects of cannabinoids;
(c) Products that may benefit qualifying patients based on the
patient's terminal or debilitating medical condition;
(d) Risks and benefits of various routes of administration;
(e) Safe handling and storage of useable marijuana, marijuanainfused products, and marijuana concentrates, including
strategies to reduce access by minors;
(f) Demonstrated knowledge of this chapter and the rules
adopted to implement it; and
(g) Other subjects deemed necessary and appropriate by the
secretary to ensure medical marijuana consultant certificate
holders are able to provide evidence-based and medically
accurate advice on the medical use of marijuana.
(3) Medical marijuana consultant certificates are subject to
annual renewals and continuing education requirements
established by the secretary.
(4) The secretary shall have the power to refuse, suspend, or
revoke the certificate of any medical marijuana consultant upon
proof that:
(a) The certificate was procured through fraud,
misrepresentation, or deceit;
(b) The certificate holder has committed acts in violation of
subsection (6) of this section; or
(c) The certificate holder has violated or has permitted any
employee or volunteer to violate any of the laws of this state
relating to drugs or controlled substances or has been convicted
of a felony.
In any case of the refusal, suspension, or revocation of a
certificate by the secretary under the provisions of this chapter,
appeal may be taken in accordance with chapter 34.05 RCW, the
administrative procedure act.
(5) A medical marijuana consultant may provide the following
services when acting as an owner, employee, or volunteer of a
retail outlet licensed under RCW 69.50.354 and holding a medical
marijuana endorsement under section 10 of this act:
(a) Assisting a customer with the selection of products sold at
the retail outlet that may benefit the qualifying patient's terminal
or debilitating medical condition;
(b) Describing the risks and benefits of products sold at the
retail outlet;
(c) Describing the risks and benefits of methods of
administration of products sold at the retail outlet;
(d) Advising a customer about the safe handling and storage of
useable marijuana, marijuana-infused products, and marijuana
concentrates, including strategies to reduce access by minors; and
(e) Providing instruction and demonstrations to customers
about proper use and application of useable marijuana, marijuanainfused products, and marijuana concentrates.
(6) Nothing in this section authorizes a medical marijuana
consultant to:
(a) Offer or undertake to diagnose or cure any human disease,
ailment, injury, infirmity, deformity, pain, or other condition,
physical or mental, real or imaginary, by use of marijuana or any
other means or instrumentality; or
(b) Recommend or suggest modification or elimination of any
course of treatment that does not involve the medical use of
marijuana.
(7) Nothing in this section requires an owner, employee, or
volunteer of a retail outlet licensed under RCW 69.50.354 and
holding a medical marijuana endorsement under section 10 of this
act to obtain a medical marijuana consultant certification.
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(8) Nothing in this section applies to the practice of a health
(1) has high potential for abuse;
care profession by individuals who are licensed, certified, or
(2) has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the
registered in a profession listed in RCW 18.130.040(2) and who
United States; and
are performing services within their authorized scope of practice.
(3) lacks accepted safety for use in treatment under medical
NEW SECTION. Sec. 38. A new section is added to
supervision.
chapter 69.51A RCW to read as follows:
(b) The commission may place a substance in Schedule I
The board of naturopathy, the board of osteopathic medicine
without making the findings required by subsection (a) of this
and surgery, the medical quality assurance commission, and the
section if the substance is controlled under Schedule I of the
nursing care quality assurance commission shall develop and
federal Controlled Substances Act by a federal agency as the
approve continuing education programs related to the use of
result of an international treaty, convention, or protocol.
marijuana for medical purposes for the health care providers that
(c) No marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or
they each regulate that are based upon practice guidelines that
marijuana-infused product that the department has identified in
have been adopted by each entity.
rules adopted pursuant to section 10(4) of this act as appropriate
Sec. 39. RCW 43.70.320 and 2008 c 134 s 16 are each
for sale to qualifying patients and designated providers in a retail
outlet that holds a medical marijuana endorsement shall be
amended to read as follows:
(1) There is created in the state treasury an account to be
deemed to have met the criteria established in subsection (a) of
known as the health professions account. All fees received by the
this section and may not be placed in Schedule I.
department for health professions licenses, registration,
Sec. 43. RCW 69.50.204 and 2010 c 177 s 2 are each
certifications, renewals, or examinations and the civil penalties
amended to read as follows:
Unless specifically excepted by state or federal law or
assessed and collected by the department under RCW 18.130.190
shall be forwarded to the state treasurer who shall credit such
regulation or more specifically included in another schedule, the
following controlled substances are listed in Schedule I:
moneys to the health professions account.
(2) All expenses incurred in carrying out the health professions
(a) Any of the following opiates, including their isomers,
licensing activities of the department and implementing and
esters, ethers, salts, and salts of isomers, esters, and ethers
administering the medical marijuana authorization database
whenever the existence of these isomers, esters, ethers, and salts
is possible within the specific chemical designation:
established in section 21 of this act shall be paid from the account
(1)
Acetyl-alpha-methylfentanyl
(N-F:\Journal\2015
as authorized by legislative appropriation, except as provided in
Journal\Journal2015\LegDay093\1-(1-methyl-2-phenethyl)-4subsection (4) of this section. Any residue in the account shall be
piperidinyl.doc-N-phenylacetamide);
accumulated and shall not revert to the general fund at the end of
(2) Acetylmethadol;
the biennium.
(3) Allylprodine;
(3) The secretary shall biennially prepare a budget request
(4) Alphacetylmethadol, except levo-alphacetylmethadol, also
based on the anticipated costs of administering the health
known as levo-alpha-acetylmethadol, levomethadyl acetate, or
professions licensing activities of the department which shall
LAAM;
include the estimated income from health professions fees.
(5) Alphameprodine;
(4) The secretary shall, at the request of a board or commission
(6) Alphamethadol;
as applicable, spend unappropriated funds in the health
(7) Alpha-methylfentanyl (N-[1-(alpha-methyl-beta-phenyl)
professions account that are allocated to the requesting board or
ethyl-4-piperidyl] propionanilide); (1-(1-methyl-2-phenylethyl)commission to meet unanticipated costs of that board or
4-(N-propanilido) piperidine);
commission when revenues exceed more than fifteen percent over
(8)
Alpha-methylthiofentanyl
(N-[1-methyl-2-(2the department's estimated six-year spending projections for the
thienyl)ethyl-4-piperidinyl]-N-phenylpropanamide);
requesting board or commission. Unanticipated costs shall be
(9) Benzethidine;
limited to spending as authorized in subsection (3) of this section
(10) Betacetylmethadol;
for anticipated costs.
(11) Beta-hydroxyfentanyl (N-[1-(2-hydroxy-2-phenethyl)-4NEW SECTION. Sec. 40. A new section is added to
chapter 82.04 RCW to read as follows:
piperidinyl]-N-phenylpropanamide);
(12) Beta-hydroxy-3-methylfentanyl, some trade or other
(1) This chapter does not apply to any cooperative in respect
names: N-[1-(2-hydrox-2-phenethyl)-3-methyl-4-piperidinyl]-Nto growing marijuana, or manufacturing marijuana concentrates,
useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused products, as those terms
phenylpropanamide;
(13) Betameprodine;
are defined in RCW 69.50.101.
(14) Betamethadol;
(2) The tax preference authorized in this section is not subject
(15) Betaprodine;
to the provisions of RCW 82.32.805 and 82.32.808.
(16) Clonitazene;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 41. (1) The department of health
(17) Dextromoramide;
must develop recommendations on establishing medical
(18) Diampromide;
marijuana specialty clinics that would allow for the authorization
(19) Diethylthiambutene;
and dispensing of marijuana to patients of health care
(20) Difenoxin;
professionals who work on-site of the clinic and who are certified
(21) Dimenoxadol;
by the department of health in the medical use of marijuana.
(22) Dimepheptanol;
(2) Recommendations must be reported to the chairs of the
(23) Dimethylthiambutene;
health care committees of both the senate and house of
(24) Dioxaphetyl butyrate;
representatives by December 1, 2015.
(25) Dipipanone;
Sec. 42. RCW 69.50.203 and 2013 c 19 s 88 are each
(26) Ethylmethylthiambutene;
amended to read as follows:
(27) Etonitazene;
(a) Except as provided in subsection (c) of this section, the
(28) Etoxeridine;
commission shall place a substance in Schedule I upon finding
(29) Furethidine;
that the substance:
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(30) Hydroxypethidine;
(31) Ketobemidone;
(32) Levomoramide;
(33) Levophenacylmorphan;
(34) 3-Methylfentanyl (N-[3-methyl-1-(2-phenylethyl)-4piperidyl]-N-phenylprop anamide);
(35) 3-Methylthiofentanyl (N-[(3-methyl-1-(2-thienyl)ethyl4-piperidinyl]-N-phenylpropanamide);
(36) Morpheridine;
(37) MPPP (1-methyl-4-phenyl-4-propionoxypiperidine);
(38) Noracymethadol;
(39) Norlevorphanol;
(40) Normethadone;
(41) Norpipanone;
(42)
Para-fluorofentanyl
(N-(4-fluorophenyl)-N-[1-(2phenethyl)-4-piperidinyl] propanamide);
(43) PEPAP(1-(-2-phenethyl)-4-phenyl-4-acetoxypiperidine);
(44) Phenadoxone;
(45) Phenampromide;
(46) Phenomorphan;
(47) Phenoperidine;
(48) Piritramide;
(49) Proheptazine;
(50) Properidine;
(51) Propiram;
(52) Racemoramide;
(53)
Thiofentanyl
(N-phenyl-N-[1-(2-thienyl)ethyl-4piperidinyl]-propanaminde);
(54) Tilidine;
(55) Trimeperidine.
(b) Opium derivatives. Unless specifically excepted or unless
listed in another schedule, any of the following opium derivatives,
including their salts, isomers, and salts of isomers whenever the
existence of those salts, isomers, and salts of isomers is possible
within the specific chemical designation:
(1) Acetorphine;
(2) Acetyldihydrocodeine;
(3) Benzylmorphine;
(4) Codeine methylbromide;
(5) Codeine-N-Oxide;
(6) Cyprenorphine;
(7) Desomorphine;
(8) Dihydromorphine;
(9) Drotebanol;
(10) Etorphine, except hydrochloride salt;
(11) Heroin;
(12) Hydromorphinol;
(13) Methyldesorphine;
(14) Methyldihydromorphine;
(15) Morphine methylbromide;
(16) Morphine methylsulfonate;
(17) Morphine-N-Oxide;
(18) Myrophine;
(19) Nicocodeine;
(20) Nicomorphine;
(21) Normorphine;
(22) Pholcodine;
(23) Thebacon.
(c) Hallucinogenic substances. Unless specifically excepted or
unless listed in another schedule, any material, compound,
mixture, or preparation which contains any quantity of the
following hallucinogenic substances, including their salts,
isomers, and salts of isomers whenever the existence of those
salts, isomers, and salts of isomers is possible within the specific
chemical designation. For the purposes of this subsection only,

the term "isomer" includes the optical, position, and geometric
isomers:
(1) Alpha-ethyltryptamine: Some trade or other names:
Etryptamine;
monase;
a-ethyl-1H-indole-3-ethanamine;
3-(2-aminobutyl) indole; a-ET; and AET;
(2) 4-bromo-2,5-dimethoxy-amphetamine: Some trade or
other names: 4-bromo-2,5-dimethoxy-a-methylphenethylamine;
4-bromo-2,5-DMA;
(3) 4-bromo-2,5-dimethoxyphenethylamine: Some trade or
other names: 2-(4-bromo-2,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-1-aminoethane;
alpha-desmethyl DOB; 2C-B, nexus;
(4) 2,5-dimethoxyamphetamine: Some trade or other names:
2,5-dimethoxy-a-methylphenethylamine; 2,5-DMA;
(5) 2,5-dimethoxy-4-ethylamphetamine (DOET);
(6) 2,5-dimethoxy-4-(n)-propylthiophenethylamine: Other
name: 2C-T-7;
(7) 4-methoxyamphetamine: Some trade or other names: 4methoxy-a-methylphenethylamine; paramethoxyamphetamine,
PMA;
(8) 5-methoxy-3,4-methylenedioxy-amphetamine;
(9) 4-methyl-2,5-dimethoxy-amphetamine: Some trade and
other names: 4-methyl-2,5-dimethoxy-a-methylphenethylamine;
"DOM"; and "STP";
(10) 3,4-methylenedioxy amphetamine;
(11) 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA);
(12) 3,4-methylenedioxy-N-ethylamphetamine, also known as
N-ethyl-alpha-methyl-3,4(methylenedioxy)phenethylamine, Nethyl MDA, MDE, MDEA;
(13) N-hydroxy-3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine also known
as
N-hydroxy-alpha-methyl-3,4(methylenedioxy)phenethylamine,
N-hydroxy MDA;
(14) 3,4,5-trimethoxy amphetamine;
(15) Alpha-methyltryptamine: Other name: AMT;
(16) Bufotenine: Some trade or other names: 3-(betaDimethylaminoethyl)-5-hydroxindole;
3-(2dimethylaminoethyl)-5-indolol; N, N-dimethylserotonin; 5hydroxy-N,N-dimethyltryptamine; mappine;
(17) Diethyltryptamine: Some trade or other names: N,NDiethyltryptamine; DET;
(18) Dimethyltryptamine: Some trade or other names: DMT;
(19) 5-methoxy-N,N-diisopropyltryptamine: Other name:
5-MeO-DIPT;
(20) Ibogaine: Some trade or other names: 7-Ethyl-6,6
beta,7,8,9,10,12,13,-octahydro-2-methoxy-6,9-methano-5Hpyndo (1',2' 1,2) azepino (5,4-b) indole; Tabernanthe iboga;
(21) Lysergic acid diethylamide;
(22) Marihuana or marijuana, except for any marijuana
concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused products
identified by the department in rules adopted pursuant to section
10(4) of this act as appropriate for sale to qualifying patients and
designated providers in a retail outlet that holds a medical
marijuana endorsement;
(23) Mescaline;
(24) Parahexyl-7374: Some trade or other names: 3-Hexyl-1hydroxy-7, 8, 9, 10-tetrahydro-6, 6, 9-trimethyl-6Hdibenzo[b,d]pyran; synhexyl;
(25) Peyote, meaning all parts of the plant presently classified
botanically as Lophophora Williamsii Lemaire, whether growing
or not, the seeds thereof, any extract from any part of such plant,
and every compound, manufacture, salts, derivative, mixture, or
preparation of such plant, its seeds, or extracts; (interprets 21
U.S.C. Sec. 812 (c), Schedule I (c)(12));
(26) N-ethyl-3-piperidyl benzilate;
(27) N-methyl-3-piperidyl benzilate;
(28) Psilocybin;
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N-methylcathinone; methylcathinone; AL-464; AL-422; AL-463
(29) Psilocyn;
and UR1432, its salts, optical isomers, and salts of optical
(30)(i)
Tetrahydrocannabinols,
meaning
isomers;
tetrahydrocannabinols naturally contained in a plant of the genus
(6) (+-)cis-4-methylaminorex ((+-)cis-4,5-dihydro-4-methylCannabis (cannabis plant), as well as synthetic equivalents of the
5-phenyl-2-oxazolamine);
substances contained in the plant, or in the resinous extractives of
(7) N-ethylamphetamine;
Cannabis, species, and/or synthetic substances, derivatives, and
(8) N,N-dimethylamphetamine: Some trade or other names:
their isomers with similar chemical structure and
N,N-alpha-trimethyl-benzeneethanamine;
N,N-alphapharmacological activity such as the following:
trimethylphenoethylene.
(((i))) (A) 1 - cis - or trans tetrahydrocannabinol, and their
The controlled substances in this section may be added,
optical isomers, excluding tetrahydrocannabinol in sesame oil and
rescheduled, or deleted as provided for in RCW 69.50.201.
encapsulated in a soft gelatin capsule in a drug product approved
NEW SECTION. Sec. 44. A new section is added to
by the United States Food and Drug Administration;
(((ii))) (B) 6 - cis - or trans tetrahydrocannabinol, and their
chapter 69.50 RCW to read as follows:
optical isomers;
(1) It is unlawful for any person to manufacture, deliver, or
(((iii))) (C) 3,4 - cis - or trans tetrahydrocannabinol, and its
possess with intent to manufacture or deliver, marijuana
optical isomers;
concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products
identified by the department in rules adopted pursuant to section
(Since nomenclature of these substances is not internationally
standardized, compounds of these structures, regardless of
10(4) of this act as appropriate for sale to qualifying patients and
designated providers in a retail outlet that holds a medical
numerical designation of atomic positions covered.)
(ii) The term "tetrahydrocannabinols" does not include any
marijuana endorsement, except:
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused
(a) As those activities are associated with the lawful operation
products identified by the department in rules adopted pursuant to
as a licensed marijuana producer, processor, retailer, or retailer
with a medical marijuana endorsement in compliance with this
section 10(4) of this act as appropriate for sale to qualifying
patients and designated providers in a retail outlet that holds a
chapter and chapter 69.51A RCW;
medical marijuana endorsement;
(b) In association with the lawful operation of a cooperative
(31) Ethylamine analog of phencyclidine: Some trade or other
established pursuant to, and operating in compliance with, section
26 of this act;
names: N-ethyl-1phenylcyclohexalymine, (1-phenylcyclohexl)
ethylamine; N-(1-phenylcyclohexyl)ethylamine; cyclohexamine;
(c) Until July 1, 2016, in association with the lawful operation
of a collection garden established pursuant to, and operating in
PCE;
(32) Pyrrolidine analog of phencyclidine: Some trade or other
compliance with RCW 69.51A.085; or
(d) As the activities of a designated provider or qualifying
names: 1-(1-phencyclohexyl)pyrrolidine; PCPy; PHP;
(33) Thiophene analog of phencyclidine: Some trade or other
patient support the personal, medical use of a qualifying patient
in compliance with section 27 of this act.
names: 1-(1-[2-thenyl]-cyclohexly)-pipendine; 2-thienylanalog
of phencyclidine; TPCP; TCP;
(2) Any person who violates this section is guilty of a class B
felony.
(34) 1-[1-(2-thienyl)cyclohexyl]pyrrolidine: A trade or other
name is TCPy.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 45. A new section is added to
chapter 69.50 RCW to read as follows:
(d) Depressants. Unless specifically excepted or unless listed
in another schedule, any material, compound, mixture, or
(1) It is unlawful for any person to possess marijuana
concentrates, useable marijuana, and marijuana-infused products
preparation which contains any quantity of the following
substances having a depressant effect on the central nervous
identified by the department in rules adopted pursuant to section
10(4) of this act as appropriate for sale to qualifying patients and
system, including its salts, isomers, and salts of isomers whenever
the existence of such salts, isomers, and salts of isomers is
designated providers in a retail outlet that holds a medical
possible within the specific chemical designation.
marijuana endorsement, unless:
(1) Gamma-hydroxybutyric acid: Some other names include
(a) It is obtained and possessed by a designated provider or
GHB;
gamma-hydroxybutyrate;
4-hydroxybutyrate;
qualifying patient in an amount that does not exceed those
4-hydroxybutanoic acid; sodium oxybate; sodium oxybutyrate;
authorized in section 19 of this act and the substance is obtained
(2) Mecloqualone;
from:
(3) Methaqualone.
(i) A licensed marijuana retailer or retailer with a medical
(e) Stimulants. Unless specifically excepted or unless listed in
marijuana endorsement operating in compliance with this chapter
another schedule, any material, compound, mixture, or
and chapter 69.51A RCW;
preparation which contains any quantity of the following
(ii) A cooperative established pursuant to, and operating in
substances having a stimulant effect on the central nervous
compliance with, section 26 of this act;
(iii) Until July 1, 2016, a collective garden established
system, including its salts, isomers, and salts of isomers:
(1) Aminorex: Some other names: aminoxaphen; 2-amino-5pursuant to, and operating in compliance with RCW 69.51A.085;
phenyl-2-oxazoline; or 4, 5-dihydro-5-phenly-2-oxazolamine;
or
(2)
N-Benzylpiperazine:
Some
other
names:
(iv) The designated provider or qualifying patient in
BZP,1-benzylpiperazine;
compliance with section 27 of this act; or
(b) It is obtained and possessed by a person in an amount that
(3) Cathinone, also known as 2-amino-1-phenyl-1-propanone,
alpha-aminopropiophenone,
2-aminopropiophenone
and
does not exceed those authorized in RCW 69.50.360 and was
norephedrone;
obtained from a licensed marijuana retailer or retailer with a
medical marijuana endorsement operating in compliance with this
(4) Fenethylline;
(5) Methcathinone: Some other names: 2-(methylamino)chapter.
propiophenone;
alpha-(methylamino)propiophenone;
2(2) Any person who violates this section is guilty of a class C
(methylamino)-1-phenylpropan-1-one;
alpha-Nfelony.
methylaminopropiophenone; monomethylpropion; ephedrone;
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Sec. 46. RCW 9.94A.518 and 2003 c 53 s 57 are each
amended to read as follows:
TABLE 4
DRUG OFFENSES INCLUDED WITHIN EACH
SERIOUSNESS LEVEL
III Any felony offense under chapter 69.50 RCW with
a deadly weapon special verdict under RCW
9.94A.602
Controlled Substance Homicide (RCW 69.50.415)
Delivery of imitation controlled substance by person
eighteen or over to person under eighteen (RCW
69.52.030(2))
Involving a minor in drug dealing (RCW
69.50.4015)
Manufacture
of
methamphetamine
(RCW
69.50.401(2)(b))
Over 18 and deliver heroin, methamphetamine, a
narcotic from Schedule I or II, or flunitrazepam
from Schedule IV to someone under 18 (RCW
69.50.406)
Over 18 and deliver narcotic from Schedule III, IV,
or V or a nonnarcotic, except flunitrazepam or
methamphetamine, from Schedule I-V to someone
under 18 and 3 years junior (RCW 69.50.406)
Possession of Ephedrine, Pseudoephedrine, or
Anhydrous Ammonia with intent to manufacture
methamphetamine (RCW 69.50.440)
Selling for profit (controlled or counterfeit) any
controlled substance (RCW 69.50.410)
II Create, deliver, or possess a counterfeit controlled
substance (RCW 69.50.4011)
Deliver or possess with intent to deliver
methamphetamine (RCW 69.50.401(2)(b))
Delivery of a material in lieu of a controlled
substance (RCW 69.50.4012)
Maintaining a Dwelling or Place for Controlled
Substances (RCW 69.50.402(1)(f))
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver amphetamine (RCW 69.50.401(2)(b))
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver narcotics from Schedule I or II or
flunitrazepam from Schedule IV (RCW
69.50.401(2)(a))
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver narcotics from Schedule III, IV, or V or
nonnarcotics from Schedule I-V (except marijuana,
amphetamine,
methamphetamines,
or
flunitrazepam) (RCW 69.50.401(2) (c) through (e))
Manufacture, distribute, or possess with intent to
distribute an imitation controlled substance (RCW
69.52.030(1))
I Forged Prescription (RCW 69.41.020)
Forged Prescription for a Controlled Substance
(RCW 69.50.403)
Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver marijuana (RCW 69.50.401(2)(c))

Manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to
deliver marijuana pursuant to section 44 of this act
Possesses marijuana pursuant to section 45 of this
act
Possess Controlled Substance that is a Narcotic from
Schedule III, IV, or V or Nonnarcotic from
Schedule I-V (RCW 69.50.4013)
Possession of Controlled Substance that is either
heroin or narcotics from Schedule I or II (RCW
69.50.4013)
Unlawful Use of Building for Drug Purposes (RCW
69.53.010)
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 47.
All references to the
Washington state liquor control board must be construed as
referring to the Washington state liquor and cannabis board. The
code reviser must prepare legislation for the 2016 legislative
session changing all references in the Revised Code of
Washington from the Washington state liquor control board to the
Washington state liquor and cannabis board.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 48. The following acts or parts of
acts are each repealed:
(1)RCW 69.51A.020 (Construction of chapter) and 2011 c 181
s 103 & 1999 c 2 s 3;
(2)RCW 69.51A.025 (Construction of chapter—Compliance
with RCW 69.51A.040) and 2011 c 181 s 413;
(3)RCW 69.51A.047 (Failure to register or present valid
documentation—Affirmative defense) and 2011 c 181 s 406;
(4)RCW 69.51A.070 (Addition of medical conditions) and
2007 c 371 s 7 & 1999 c 2 s 9;
(5)RCW 69.51A.090 (Applicability of valid documentation
definition) and 2010 c 284 s 5;
(6)RCW 69.51A.140 (Counties, cities, towns—Authority to
adopt and enforce requirements) and 2011 c 181 s 1102; and
(7)RCW 69.51A.200 (Evaluation) and 2011 c 181 s 1001.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 49. RCW 69.51A.085 (Collective
gardens) and 2015 c ... s 32 (section 32 of this act) and 2011 c 181
s 403 are each repealed.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 50. Sections 12, 19, 20, 23 through
26, 31, 35, 40, and 49 of this act take effect July 1, 2016.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 51. Sections 21, 22, 32, and 33 of
this act are necessary for the immediate preservation of the public
health, or safety, or support of the state government and its
existing public institutions, and take effect immediately.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 52. This act takes effect on the dates
provided in sections 50 and 51 of this act if House Bill No. 2136,
or any subsequent version of House Bill No. 2136, is enacted into
law by October 1, 2015."
Correct the title
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk
MOTION
Senator Rivers moved that the Senate concur in the House
amendment(s) to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5052.
Senators Rivers, Keiser, Darneille and Hobbs spoke in favor
of the motion.
Senators Dansel and Kohl-Welles spoke against the motion.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the motion by Senator Rivers that the Senate concur in the House
amendment(s) to Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5052.
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(d) "Provided solely" means the specified amount may be
The motion by Senator Rivers carried and the Senate
spent only for the specified purpose.
concurred in the House amendment(s) to Second Substitute
(3) Unless otherwise specifically authorized in this act, any
Senate Bill No. 5052 by voice vote.
portion of an amount provided solely for a specified purpose that
is not expended subject to the specified conditions and limitations
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
to fulfill the specified purpose shall lapse.
the final passage of Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5052, as
(4) The amounts shown under the headings "Prior Biennia,"
amended by the House.
"Future Biennia," and "Total" in this act are for informational
purposes only and do not constitute legislative approval of these
ROLL CALL
amounts. "Prior biennia" typically refers to the immediate prior
biennium for reappropriations, but may refer to multiple biennia
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Second
in the case of specific projects. A "future biennia" amount is an
Substitute Senate Bill No. 5052, as amended by the House, and
estimate of what may be appropriated for the project or program
the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 41;
in the 2017-2019 biennium and the following three biennia; an
Nays, 8; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
amount of zero does not necessarily constitute legislative intent
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
to not provide funding for the project or program in the future.
Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille,
(5) "Reappropriations" in this act are appropriations and,
Fain, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
unless the context clearly provides otherwise, are subject to the
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
relevant conditions and limitations applicable to appropriations.
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Reappropriations shall be limited to the unexpended balances
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and
remaining on June 30, 2015, from the 2013-2015 biennial
Sheldon
appropriations for each project.
Voting nay: Senators Benton, Chase, Dansel, Ericksen,
Fraser, Hasegawa, Kohl-Welles and Warnick
SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5052, as
PART 1
amended by the House, having received the constitutional
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1001. FOR THE SECRETARY
title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
OF STATE
MOTION
Predesign for Archive/Library Construction of Lease
(30000033)
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the sixth
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
order of business.
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
for a predesign or modified predesign to determine construction
SECOND READING
or lease options for necessary archives and state library space.
The predesign must consider projected efficiencies of electronic
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1115, by Representatives
document storage in determining necessary space.
Dunshee, DeBolt, Gregerson, Morris and Reykdal
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$100,000
Concerning the capital budget.
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
The measure was read the second time.
TOTAL
$100,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1002. FOR THE SECRETARY
MOTION
OF STATE
Minor Works (91000007)
Senator Honeyford moved that the following committee
Appropriation:
striking amendment by the Committee on Ways & Means be
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,700,000
adopted:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
following:
TOTAL
$1,700,000
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. (1) A capital budget is hereby
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1003. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
adopted and, subject to the provisions set forth in this act, the
OF COMMERCE
several dollar amounts hereinafter specified, or so much thereof
Local and Community Projects (20064008)
as shall be sufficient to accomplish the purposes designated, are
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
hereby appropriated and authorized to be incurred for capital
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
projects during the period beginning with the effective date of this
provisions in section 131, chapter 488, Laws of 2005.
act and ending June 30, 2017, out of the several funds specified
Reappropriation:
in this act.
State Building Construction Account—State
$434,000
(2) The definitions in this subsection apply throughout this act
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$45,458,000
unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
(a) "Fiscal year 2016" or "FY 2016" means the period
TOTAL
$45,892,000
beginning July 1, 2015, and ending June 30, 2016.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1004. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
(b) "Fiscal year 2017" or "FY 2017" means the period
OF COMMERCE
beginning July 1, 2016, and ending June 30, 2017.
Rural Washington Loan Fund (20064010)
(c) "Lapse" or "revert" means the amount shall return to an
Reappropriation:
unappropriated status.
Rural Washington Loan Account—State
$2,383,000
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Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,744,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,127,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1005. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Rural Washington Loan Fund (20074008)
Reappropriation:
Rural Washington Loan Account—State
$1,822,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$205,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,027,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1006. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Housing Assistance, Weatherization, and Affordable Housing
(20074009)
Reappropriation:
State Taxable Building Construction Account—
State
$1,405,000
Washington Housing Trust Account—State
$86,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$1,491,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$198,509,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$200,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1007. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Job Development Fund Grants (20074010)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 1032, chapter 520, Laws of 2007 and section
1005, chapter 36, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,987,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$44,943,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$48,930,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1008. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Community Development Fund (20084850)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,213,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$19,703,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$20,916,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1009. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Building for the Arts (30000006)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,594,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$8,481,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,075,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1010. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Housing Assistance, Weatherization, and Affordable Housing
(30000013)
Reappropriation:
Washington Housing Trust Account—State
$276,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$129,724,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$130,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1011. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
2010 Local and Community Projects (30000082)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The projects must comply with RCW

43.63A.125 and other requirements for community projects
administered by the department.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,991,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$11,431,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$13,422,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1012. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Loan Program
(30000095)
Reappropriation:
Drinking Water Assistance Account—State
$6,451,000
Drinking Water Assistance Repayment Account—State
$90,368,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$96,819,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$10,863,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$107,682,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1013. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Community Economic Revitalization Board (30000097)
Reappropriation:
Public Facility Construction Loan Revolving Account—
State
$2,104,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,896,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1014. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Housing Assistance, Weatherization, Affordable Housing
Trust Fund (30000098)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 1026, chapter 49, Laws of 2011 1st sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Taxable Building Construction Acco
unt—State
$5,506,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$44,494,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$50,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1015. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Public Works Assistance Account Program (30000103)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 1021, chapter 48, Laws of 2011 1st sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
Public Works Assistance Account—State
$90,734,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$233,851,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$324,585,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1016. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Local and Community Projects (30000166)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 1002, chapter 2, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,887,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$14,930,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$16,817,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1017. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Clean Energy Partnership (30000175)
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State Building Construction Account—State
$3,301,000
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$6,903,000
(1) The reappropriation is provided solely for implementation
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
of the recommendations of the clean energy leadership council by
TOTAL
$10,204,000
providing state matching funds for projects that:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1022. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
(a) Integrate energy efficiency and renewable energy in
OF COMMERCE
buildings;
Building Communities Fund Grants (30000188)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
(b) Integrate renewable energy into the regional electrical grid;
(c) Advance bioenergy in the state.
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 1072, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
(2) State funding must not exceed fifty percent of the total
program or project funds.
provided that the "New Life CDA" project may be combined with
the "New Life Community Development Agency" project in
(3) Eligible projects must:
(a) Involve a majority of companies that are located in
project number 30000185.
Washington state;
Reappropriation:
(b) Represent a substantially new solution that is not widely
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,692,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,587,000
available today; and
(c) Be designed to generate solutions that are applicable both
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,279,000
inside and outside of the state.
Reappropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1023. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Public Facility Construction Loan Revolving Account—
OF COMMERCE
State
$4,538,000
Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Loan Program
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$962,000
(30000189)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
TOTAL
$5,500,000
conditions and limitations: For projects involving repair,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1018. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
replacement, or improvement of a clean water infrastructure
facility or other public works facility for which an investment
OF COMMERCE
Financing Energy/Water Efficiency (30000180)
grade efficiency audit is obtainable, the public works board must
Reappropriation:
require as a contract condition that the project sponsor undertake
Public Works Assistance Account—State
$4,886,000
an investment grade efficiency audit. The project sponsor may
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$114,000
finance the costs of the audit as part of its drinking water state
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
revolving fund program loan.
TOTAL
$5,000,000
Reappropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1019. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Drinking Water Assistance Account—State
$4,400,000
Drinking Water Assistance Repayment Account—
OF COMMERCE
Public Works Assistance Account Program 2013 Loan List
State
$200,000,000
(30000184)
Subtotal Reappropriation
$204,400,000
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$8,800,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 1016, chapter 2, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
TOTAL
$213,200,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1024. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Reappropriation:
Public Works Assistance Account—State
$82,786,000
OF COMMERCE
Community Economic Revitalization Board (30000190)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
TOTAL
$82,786,000
provisions of section 1070, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1020. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Reappropriation:
OF COMMERCE
Youth Recreational Facilities Grants (30000185)
Public Facility Construction Loan Revolving Account—
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
State
$5,052,000
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,948,000
provisions of section 1062, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
provided that the "New Life Community Development Agency"
TOTAL
$9,000,000
project may be combined with the "New Life CDA" project in
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1025. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
project number 30000188.
OF COMMERCE
Reappropriation:
Weatherization (30000192)
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,568,000
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,563,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
provisions of section 1076, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
TOTAL
$4,131,000
Reappropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1021. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,291,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$15,709,000
OF COMMERCE
Building for the Arts Grants (30000186)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
TOTAL
$20,000,000
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1026. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
provisions of section 1063, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
OF COMMERCE
Reappropriation:
2013-2015 Energy Efficiency Grants (30000193)
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The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 1075, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$21,714,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,286,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$25,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1027. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Local and Community Projects (20084001)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$113,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$127,577,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$127,690,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1028. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Renton Aerospace Training Center (30000724)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$10,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1029. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Weatherization (91000247)
Reappropriation:
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
$5,313,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$19,687,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$25,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1030. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
ARRA SEP Revolving Loans (30000725)
Appropriation:
Energy Recovery Act Account—State
$2,500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$10,000,000
TOTAL
$12,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1031. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Building for the Arts Program (30000731)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The appropriation is subject to the provisions of RCW
43.63A.750.
(2) The appropriation is provided solely for the following list
of projects:
Spokane children's theatre
$18,000
New music facilities at Seattle center
$1,000,000
Admiral theatre renovation 2.0
$100,000
Kirkland arts center - capital improvements project
$48,000
Uniontown creativity center addition and site
improvements
$123,000
San Juan islands museum of art
$650,000
KidsQuest children's museum - good to grow capital
campaign
$2,000,000
Cornish playhouse
$232,000
ACT theatre eagles auditorium restoration and renovation
$303,000
Music works northwest park 118 building renovation
$64,000
TOTAL
$4,538,000

Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,538,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$21,600,000
TOTAL
$26,138,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1032. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Youth Recreational Facilities Program (30000792)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The appropriation is subject to the provisions of RCW
43.63A.135.
(2) The appropriation is provided solely for the following list
of projects:
Youth activity wing at the Tom Taylor family YMCA
$515,000
BGCB main club project
$1,200,000
BGCB hidden valley fieldhouse project
$1,200,000
Sultan boys & girls club
$340,000
Stanwood-Camano family YMCA
$1,200,000
YMCA camp Terry environmental recreation center
$500,000
Mukilteo boys & girls club
$1,200,000
Lummi youth wellness center renovation project
$1,200,000
TOTAL
$7,355,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$7,355,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$13,600,000
TOTAL
$20,955,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1033. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Building Communities Fund Program (30000803)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The appropriation is subject to the provisions of RCW
43.63A.125.
(2) The appropriation is provided solely for the following list
of projects:
Rainier Beach urban farm and wetlands
$307,000
Whatcom county emergency food hub
$575,000
Hopelink Redmond integrated services center
$2,400,000
Riverside drive building purchase
$138,000
Centerforce
$98,000
Eritrean association community kitchen
$58,000
Tonasket food bank building acquisition
$22,000
Building for the future
$300,000
Entiat Valley community services resource center
$100,000
Pike market neighborhood center
$500,000
Opportunity council renovation project
$170,000
FareStart facility expansion to the Pacific tower
$438,000
Walla Walla community teen center
$475,000
El Centro de la Raza community access & parking
improvements
$600,000
Good ground capital campaign
$300,000
Renewed hope capital campaign
$66,000
Casa latina: A home for opportunity
$150,000
Centerstone building renovation
$1,500,000
PSRS office building conversion
$212,000
Prairie oaks
$200,000
Leschi center renovation
$1,000,000
TOTAL
$9,609,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$9,609,000
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projects at state-owned facilities that repair or replace existing
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$40,000,000
building systems including but not limited to HVAC, lighting,
TOTAL
$49,609,000
insulation, windows, and other mechanical systems. Eligibility
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1034. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
for this funding is dependent on an analysis using the office of
financial management's life cycle cost tool that compares project
OF COMMERCE
Housing Trust Fund Appropriation (30000833)
design alternatives for initial and long-term cost-effectiveness.
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
Assuming a reasonable return on investment, the cost to improve
conditions and limitations:
the project's energy efficiency compared to the original project
(1) The appropriation in this section is provided solely for the
request will be added to the project appropriation after
department to award loans and grants on a competitive basis to
construction bids are received. The department of commerce shall
affordable housing projects statewide that will produce, at a
coordinate with the office of financial management to develop a
minimum, a total of 1,640 homes and 100 seasonal beds, in the
process for project submittal, review, approval criteria, tracking
following categories and amounts:
project budget adjustments, and performance measures.
(a) For people with chronic mental illness, 275 homes;
(b) At least ten percent of each competitive grant round must
(b) For homeless families with children or families with
be awarded to small cities or towns with a population of five
children at risk of homelessness, 500 homes;
thousand or fewer residents.
(c) For people with disabilities, developmental disabilities,
(c) In each competitive round, the higher the leverage ratio of
veterans, and others, 275 homes; of that number, a minimum of
nonstate funding sources to state grant and the higher the energy
100 must be for veterans;
savings, the higher the project ranking.
(d) For homeless youth, 100 homes;
(2) $500,000 is provided solely for resource conservation
(e) For farmworkers, 100 homes and 100 seasonal beds;
managers in the department of enterprise services to coordinate
(f) For seniors, 240 homes;
with state agencies to assess and adjust existing building systems
(g) For homes provided through home ownership programs,
and operations to optimize the efficiency in use of energy and
150 homes.
other resources in state-owned facilities. The department of
(2) If upon review of completed applications, the department
commerce will oversee an interagency agreement with the
determines there are not adequate suitable projects in a category,
department of enterprise services to fund the resource
the department may allocate funds to projects serving other lowconservation managers.
income and special needs populations; however, those projects
Appropriation:
are located in an area with an identified need for the type of
State Building Construction Account—State
$25,000,000
housing proposed.
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
(3) Grants for homes for families with children specified in
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
subsection (1)(b) of this section must be for projects for which the
TOTAL
$25,000,000
affordable housing organization has developed agreements with
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1037. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
the local school district to support school district recommended
OF COMMERCE
activities to improve educational outcomes for students living in
Weatherization Matchmaker Program (30000838)
the affordable housing facility. The agreements must include
Appropriation:
specific expectations of the parent or guardian to support the
State Building Construction Account—State
$20,000,000
child's education.
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Appropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$60,000,000
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
TOTAL
$80,000,000
$65,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1038. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
OF COMMERCE
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$300,000,000
2015-2017 Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Loan
TOTAL
$365,000,000
Program (30000840)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1035. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
OF COMMERCE
2015-2017 Community Economic Revitalization Board
(1) $4,400,000 of the drinking water assistance account for
Program (30000834)
fiscal year 2016 and $4,400,000 of the drinking water assistance
Appropriation:
account for fiscal year 2017 is provided as state match for federal
Public Facility Construction Loan Revolving Account—
safe drinking water funds.
State
$10,600,000
(2) For projects involving repair, replacement, or improvement
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
of a clean water infrastructure facility or other public works
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$28,000,000
facility for which an investment grade efficiency audit is
obtainable, the public works board must require as a contract
TOTAL
$38,600,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1036. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
condition that the project sponsor undertake an investment grade
efficiency audit. The project sponsor may finance the costs of the
OF COMMERCE
Energy Efficiency Grants (92000244)
audit as part of its drinking water state revolving fund program
loan.
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(3) The agency must encourage local government use of
(1)(a) $24,500,000 for fiscal year 2016 is provided solely for
federally-funded drinking water infrastructure programs operated
by the United States department of agriculture - rural
grants to be awarded in competitive rounds to local agencies,
public higher education institutions, and state agencies for
development.
Appropriation:
operational cost savings improvements to facilities and related
Drinking Water Assistance Account—State $135,000,000
projects that result in energy and operational cost savings, and for
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
energy efficiency improvements to minor works and stand-alone
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Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$480,000,000
TOTAL
$615,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1039. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Energy Efficiency Grants for Local Governments (91000241)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 301, chapter 1, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,732,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$16,268,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$18,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1040. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Energy Efficiency Grants for Higher Education (91000242)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 307, chapter 1, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,077,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$14,923,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$20,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1041. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Public Works Pre-Construction Loan Program (91000319)
Reappropriation:
Public Works Assistance Account—State
$767,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,233,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1042. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Housing for Families with Children (91000409)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 310, chapter 1, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
$2,472,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,778,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$8,250,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1043. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Housing for Seniors and People with Physical Disabilities
(91000411)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 311, chapter 1, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
$4,350,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,316,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$9,666,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1044. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Housing for People with Chronic Mental Illness (91000412)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 1010, chapter 2, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
$190,000

Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$935,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,125,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1045. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Housing for the Homeless (91000413)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 1011, chapter 2, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
$5,996,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$22,948,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$28,944,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1046. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Housing for Farmworkers (91000414)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 1012, chapter 2, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
$5,160,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,055,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$6,215,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1047. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Housing for People At Risk of Homelessness (91000415)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 312, chapter 1, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
$959,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,541,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1048. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Housing for Low-Income Households (91000416)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 1013, chapter 2, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
$2,689,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$293,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,982,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1049. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
2012 Local and Community Projects (91000417)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 302, chapter 1, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,889,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$7,734,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$9,623,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1050. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Local and Community Projects 2012 (91000437)
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Reappropriation:
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
provisions of section 1003, chapter 2, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
$19,723,000
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$7,327,000
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
$1,800,000
TOTAL
$27,050,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,035,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1056. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
OF COMMERCE
TOTAL
$2,835,000
Housing for People with Developmental Disabilities
(91000458)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1051. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
OF COMMERCE
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
Pacific Medical Center (91000445)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
provisions of section 1067, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
conditions and limitations: The appropriation in this section is
provided solely for window repair, replacement, and
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
$6,392,000
weatherization.
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,627,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
TOTAL
$9,019,000
$2,405,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$9,818,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1057. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Subtotal Reappropriation
$12,223,000
OF COMMERCE
Housing for People with Chronic Mental Illness (91000459)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$7,777,000
Reappropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
TOTAL
$20,000,000
$5,735,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1052. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$329,000
OF COMMERCE
Sand Point Building 9 (91000446)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
TOTAL
$6,064,000
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1058. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
provisions of section 1068, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
OF COMMERCE
Public Works Assistance Account Project Backfill (91000581)
Reappropriation:
Reappropriation:
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,263,000
$9,802,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$154,737,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$4,198,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$14,000,000
TOTAL
$158,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1053. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1059. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
OF COMMERCE
Mental Health Beds (91000447)
Clean Energy and Energy Freedom Program (91000582)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 1071, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
provisions of section 1074, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,644,000
Energy Recovery Act Account—State
$4,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,356,000
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
$8,924,000
TOTAL
$5,000,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$19,069,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1054. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Subtotal Reappropriation
$31,993,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$8,007,000
OF COMMERCE
Housing for Homeless Veterans (91000455)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
TOTAL
$40,000,000
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1060. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
provisions of section 1065, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
OF COMMERCE
Reappropriation:
Innovation Partnership Zones - Facilities and Infrastructure
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
(92000089)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
$9,001,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$366,000
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
provisions of section 309, chapter 1, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
TOTAL
$9,367,000
Reappropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1055. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,725,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$9,795,000
OF COMMERCE
Housing for Farmworkers (91000457)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
TOTAL
$13,520,000
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1061. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
provisions of section 1066, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
OF COMMERCE
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Community Economic Revitalization Board Administered
Economic Development, Innovation, and Export Grants
(92000096)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 304, chapter 1, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,267,000
Public Works Assistance Account—State
$14,595,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$18,862,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$13,736,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$32,598,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1062. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Main Street Improvement Grants (92000098)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 305, chapter 1, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
Public Works Assistance Account—State
$355,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,115,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$3,470,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$11,380,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$14,850,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1063. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Brownfield Redevelopment Grants (92000100)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation in this section is
provided solely for redevelopment of the Bellingham waterfront.
Reappropriation:
Local Toxics Control Account—State
$1,194,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$306,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1064. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Port and Export Related Infrastructure (92000102)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 306, chapter 1, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$13,603,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$19,547,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$33,150,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1065. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Projects for Jobs and Economic Development (92000151)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 1077, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
Public Facility Construction Loan Revolving
Account—State
$7,100,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$22,256,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$29,356,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$7,753,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$37,109,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1066. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Projects that Strengthen Youth and Families (92000227)

The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 1079, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$12,695,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$6,982,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$19,677,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1067. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Projects that Strengthen Communities and Quality of Life
(92000230)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 1078, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
Environmental Legacy Stewardship Account—State
$395,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$23,372,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$23,767,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$9,361,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$33,128,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1068. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Building Communities Fund Grants (30000102)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,534,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$12,830,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$14,364,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1069. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Grants to Improve Safety and Access at Fairs (92000245)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1070. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Local Government Infrastructure Grants (92000246)
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The department may not expend the appropriations in this
section unless and until the nonstate share of project costs have
been either expended, or firmly committed, or both, in an amount
sufficient to complete the project or a distinct phase of the project
that is useable to the public for the purpose intended by the
legislature. This requirement does not apply to projects where a
share of the appropriation is released for design costs only.
(2) Prior to receiving funds, project recipients must
demonstrate that the project site is under control for a minimum
of ten years, either through ownership or a long-term lease. This
requirement does not apply to appropriations for preconstruction
activities or appropriations whose sole purpose is to purchase real
property that does not include a construction or renovation
component.
(3) Projects funded in this section may be required to comply
with Washington's high performance building standards as
required by chapter 39.35D RCW.
(4) Project funds are available on a reimbursement basis only,
and shall not be advanced under any circumstances.
(5) Projects funded in this section must be held by the recipient
for a minimum of ten years and used for the same purpose or
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been either expended, or firmly committed, or both, in an amount
purposes intended by the legislature as required in RCW
43.63A.125(6).
sufficient to complete the project or a distinct phase of the project
(6) Projects funded in this section, including those that are
that is useable to the public for the purpose intended by the
owned and operated by nonprofit organizations, are generally
legislature. This requirement does not apply to projects where a
required to pay state prevailing wages.
share of the appropriation is released for design costs only.
(7) The appropriation is provided solely for the following list
(2) Prior to receiving funds, project recipients must
of projects:
demonstrate that the project site is under control for a minimum
Basin 3 sewer rehabilitation
$1,500,000
of ten years, either through ownership or a long-term lease. This
Bonney Lake SR 410 - 214th Ave E intersection
requirement does not apply to appropriations for preconstruction
improvements
$5,200,000
activities or appropriations whose sole purpose is to purchase real
Brewster reservoir replacement
$1,500,000
property that does not include a construction or renovation
Camas NW 6th Ave rehabilitation
$1,900,000
component.
City of Olympia - Percival landing renovation $1,000,000
(3) Projects funded in this section may be required to comply
City of Pateros water system
$2,175,000
with Washington's high performance building standards as
Cross Kirkland corridor trail connection 52nd St
required by chapter 39.35D RCW.
$1,069,000
(4) Project funds are available on a reimbursement basis only,
Duvall SR 203 safety improvements & road reconstruction
and shall not be advanced under any circumstances.
Coe
(5) Projects funded in this section must be held by the recipient
Clemens creek
$1,500,000
for a minimum of ten years and used for the same purpose or
Grays Harbor navigation improvement project $4,500,000
purposes intended by the legislature as required in RCW
Kahlotus highway sewer force main
$2,500,000
43.63A.125(6).
Kelso Yew street reconstruction
$1,410,000
(6) Projects funded in this section, including those that are
Kennewick southridge area infrastructure development
owned and operated by nonprofit organizations, are generally
$4,000,000
required to pay state prevailing wages.
Longview Washington way bridge replacement
(7) The appropriations for the Lake Chelan land use plan is
$1,380,000
provided for costs relating to conducting a facilitated community
Main street revitalization project
$1,800,000
process regarding future land uses for agriculture, tourism,
Marine terminal rail investments
$1,000,000
recreation, residential, commercial, and other uses around Lake
Mason county Belfair wastewater system rate relief
Chelan. This appropriation requires that at least $75,000 in
$1,500,000
additional funds be secured as matching funds for this purpose.
Oak Harbor clean water facility
$2,500,000
The facilitated community process must include broad public and
Okanogan emergency communications
$400,000
stakeholder participation.
Othello SR 24 industrial area sewer system improvements
(8) $1,500,000 of the appropriation in this section is provided
$3,000,000
solely for the Fairchild air force base protection and community
Port of Sunnyside demolish the Carnation building
empowerment project. Of that amount, $200,000 is provided for
$450,000
the purchase of twenty acres of land for development of
Quincy water reuse
$2,000,000
affordable housing. The remaining $1,300,000 is provided for the
Redmond downtown park
$3,000,000
county's purchase of mobile home parks in order to reduce the use
Redondo boardwalk repairs
$2,000,000
of the accident potential zone for residential purposes. If the
Rockford wastewater treatment
$1,200,000
county subsequently rezones, develops, and leases the mobile
Snoqualmie riverfront project, phase 1
$1,520,000
home park property for commercial or industrial uses contrary to
South 228th street inter-urban trail connector
$500,000
the allowed uses in the accident potential zone, the county must
Steilacoom sentinel way repairs
$450,000
repay to the state the $1,300,000 appropriation in its entirety
Sunland water district water metering
$325,000
within ten years.
Tulalip water pipeline, (final of 8 segments)
$1,000,000
(9) The appropriation is provided solely for the following list
Vancouver, Columbia waterfront project
$2,500,000
of projects:
Waitsburg main street bridge replacement
$1,700,000
All-accessible destination playground
$500,000
Walla Walla AMI water meter replacement
$3,000,000
Bellevue downtown park inspiration playground and Sensory
Water reservoir and transmission main
$500,000
Garden Project
$1,000,000
White River restoration project
$850,000
Brookville gardens
$1,200,000
WSU LID frontage - local and economic benefits
Carnegie library improvements for the rapid recidivism
$500,000
reduction program
$500,000
Total
$61,329,000
Cavelero park - regional park facility/skateboard park
Appropriation:
$500,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$61,329,000
CDM caregiving services: Clark county aging resource
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
center
$1,200,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Chambers creek regional park pier extension and moorage
$1,000,000
TOTAL
$61,329,000
City of La Center parks & rec community center
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1071. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
$1,500,000
OF COMMERCE
Grant for Communities (92000283)
Classroom door barricade-nightlock
$45,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
Corbin senior center elevator
$50,000
conditions and limitations:
Dekalb street pier
$500,000
(1) The department may not expend the appropriations in this
Dr. Sun Yat Sen memorial statue
$10,000
section unless and until the nonstate share of project costs have
Drug abuse and prevention center - Castle Rock
$96,000
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Mukilteo tank farm clean-up
$250,000
Edmonds senior & community center
$1,000,000
Fairchild air force base protection and community
empowerment project
$1,500,000
Federal Way PAC center
$750,000
Algona senior center
$500,000
Pacific community center
$250,000
Filipino community of Seattle village (innovative learning
center)
$1,200,000
Gilda club repairs
$800,000
Gordon family YMCA
$2,000,000
Granite Falls boys & girls
$1,000,000
Historic renovation Maryhill museum
$1,047,000
Kent east hill YMCA
$500,000
Lake Chelan land use plan
$75,000
LeMay car museum ADA access improvements $500,000
Lyman city park renovation
$167,000
McAllister museum
$660,000
Mercy housing and health center at Sand Point $1,250,000
Meridian center for health
$2,500,000
Mountains to Sound Greenway Tiger mountain state forest
access improvements
$300,000
Mukilteo boys & girls club
$800,000
New Shoreline medical-dental clinic
$1,500,000
Nordic heritage museum
$2,000,000
North Kitsap fishline food bank
$500,000
Northwest native canoe center project
$250,000
Opera house ADA elevator
$357,000
Orcas Island library expansion
$1,400,000
Perry technical school
$1,000,000
Port of Centralia - Centralia station phase 2
$500,000
Renovate senior center
$400,000
Support, advocacy & resource center for victims of
violence
$750,000
SE Seattle financial & economic opportunity center
$2,000,000
SeaTac international marketplace & transit-oriented
community
$750,000
Spokane women's club
$300,000
Stan & Joan Cross park
$1,000,000
Stilly Valley youth project Arlington B&G club
$2,242,000
Sunset neighborhood park
$1,500,000
The salvation army Clark county: Corps community center
$1,200,000
Twin bridges museum rehab Lyle Wa
$65,000
Thurston county food bank phase 2
$500,000
Tri-tech skills center core growth
$325,000
Vantage point senior apartments
$2,000,000
Veteran shelter at surplus western state hospital
building
$600,000
Washougal roof repair
$350,000
Yakima SunDome
$2,500,000
Yelm community center
$500,000
Yelm senior center
$80,000
Youth wellness campus gymnasium renovation
$1,000,000
Total
$50,719,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$50,719,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$50,719,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1072. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE

Community Behavioral Health Bed - Acute & Residential
(92000344)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The appropriation in this section is provided solely for the
department of commerce, in collaboration with the department of
social and health services, to issue grants to hospitals or other
entities to establish new community hospital inpatient psychiatric
beds, free-standing evaluation and treatment facilities, enhanced
services facilities, triage facilities, or crisis stabilization facilities
with sixteen or fewer beds for the purpose of providing short-term
detention services through the publicly funded mental health
system. Funds may be used for construction and equipment costs
associated with establishment of the community hospital inpatient
psychiatric beds, free-standing evaluation and treatment facilities,
enhanced services facilities, triage facilities, or crisis stabilization
facilities. These funds may not be used for operating costs
associated with the treatment of patients using these services. The
department shall establish criteria and requirements for the
issuance of grants and priority must be given to those proposals
to establish new community hospital inpatient psychiatric beds or
free-standing evaluation and treatment facilities in areas of the
state with the greatest unmet need for acute mental health
treatment services. The criteria must include:
(a) Evidence that the application was developed in
collaboration with one or more regional support networks, as
defined in RCW 71.24.025;
(b) Evidence that the applicant has assessed and would meet
gaps in geographical access to short-term detention services under
chapter 71.05 RCW in their region;
(c) A commitment by applicants to serve persons who are
publicly funded and persons detained under the involuntary
treatment act under chapter 71.05 RCW;
(d) A commitment by the applicant to maintain the beds or
facility for at least a ten-year period;
(e) The date upon which structural modifications or
construction would begin and the anticipated date of completion
of the project;
(f) A detailed estimate of the costs associated with opening the
beds; and
(g) The applicant's commitment to work with local courts and
prosecutors to ensure that prosecutors and courts in the area
served by the hospital or facility will be available to conduct
involuntary commitment hearings and proceedings under chapter
71.05 RCW.
(2) To accommodate the emergent need for inpatient
psychiatric services, the department of health and the department
of commerce, in collaboration with the department of social and
health services shall establish a concurrent and expedited process
for the purpose of grant applicants meeting any applicable
regulatory requirements necessary to operate inpatient psychiatric
beds, free-standing evaluation and treatment facilities, enhanced
services facilities, triage facilities, or crisis stabilization facilities.
(3) $18,000,000 is provided for the following list of projects:
Cascade mental health
$3,000,000
Woodmont recovery center
$5,000,000
Parkside conversion to behavioral health beds
$4,000,000
Navos behavioral health center for children, youth &
families
$2,000,000
Central Washington comprehensive mental health
$2,000,000
Multicare-Fransciscan joint venture
$2,000,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$30,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
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statewide master plan for museums and research centers: (a) The
TOTAL
$30,000,000
Washington state historical society; (b) state parks and recreation;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1073. FOR THE OFFICE OF
(c) the burke museum; (d) the eastern Washington state historical
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
society; and (e) other entities as necessary.
Cowlitz River Dredging (20082856)
(4) The office of financial management must present the
Reappropriation:
statewide museum master plan to the house of representatives
State Building Construction Account—State
$246,000
capital budget committee and the senate ways and means
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,254,000
committee by December 31, 2015.
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$1,500,000
Enterprise Services Account—State
$250,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1074. FOR THE OFFICE OF
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Catastrophic Flood Relief (20084850)
TOTAL
$250,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1076. FOR THE OFFICE OF
conditions and limitations:
(1) Up to $26,800,000 of the appropriation is for advancing the
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
long-term strategy for the Chehalis basin projects to reduce flood
Office of Financial Management Capital Budget Staff
damage and restore aquatic species including a programmatic
(30000045)
environmental impact statement, data collection, engineering
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,000,000
design of future construction projects, feasibility analysis, and
engagement of state agencies, tribes, and other parties.
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
(2) Up to $23,200,000 of the appropriation is for construction
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$4,000,000
of local priority flood protection and habitat restoration projects.
TOTAL
$5,000,000
(3) Up to one percent of the appropriation provided in this
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1077. FOR THE OFFICE OF
section may be used by the recreation and conservation office to
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
administer contracts associated with the subprojects funded
Oversight of State Facilities (30000046)
through this section. Contract administration includes, but is not
Appropriation:
limited to: Drafting and amending contracts, reviewing and
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,080,000
approving invoices, tracking expenditures, and performing field
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
inspections to assess project status when conducting similar
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$8,320,000
assessments related to other agency contracts in the same
TOTAL
$10,400,000
geographic area.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1078. FOR THE OFFICE OF
Reappropriation:
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
State Building Construction Account—State
$12,484,000
Construction Contingency Pool (90000300)
Appropriation:
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
State Building Construction Account—State
$50,000,000
conditions and limitations: The appropriation in this section is
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$25,203,000
provided solely for construction projects that confront emergent
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$120,000,000
and unavoidable costs in excess of the construction contingency
TOTAL
$207,687,000
included in the project appropriation. For requests occurring
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1075. FOR THE OFFICE OF
during a legislative session, an agency must notify the legislative
fiscal committees before requesting contingency funds from the
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Statewide Master Plan for Museums and Historical Societies
office of financial management. Eligible agencies that may apply
(30000044)
to the pool include higher education institutions, the department
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
of corrections, the department of social and health services, the
department of enterprise services, the criminal justice training
conditions and limitations:
commission, the department of veterans affairs, and the
(1) The appropriation is provided solely for developing a
department of fish and wildlife. Eligible construction projects are
master plan for museums and research facilities to address the
statewide need for providing storage, research, and display space
only projects that had cost reductions as kept on file with the
office of financial management. The office of financial
for collections of art and artifacts, archaeological research
management must notify the legislative evaluation and
materials, DNA tissue samples, tribal artifacts, and other related
items of an historical nature.
accountability program committee, the house capital budget
committee, and senate ways and means committee as projects are
(2) The office of financial management will identify the
approved for funding.
following: (a) Types of space needed to store, research, and
display items and collections depending on types of items; (b) an
Appropriation:
inventory of existing spaces that the state may utilize to fill
State Building Construction Account—State
$8,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
storage, research, and display needs; (c) recommendations
regarding the highest and best use of the capital museum in
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$8,000,000
Olympia; (d) collections and other state assets that may be
divested or transferred to more appropriate entities for storage,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1079. FOR THE OFFICE OF
research, and display; (e) database systems used or needed to
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
inventory collections of items of an historical nature and the
Emergency Repairs (90000301)
ability to display those collections on the internet; and (f) other
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
items related to the storage, research, and display of collections
conditions and limitations: Emergency repair funding is provided
of an historical nature.
solely to address unexpected building or grounds failures that will
(3) The office of the financial management or its contractor
impact public health and safety and the day-to-day operations of
must consult with the following agencies in developing the
the facility. To be eligible for funds from the emergency repair
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pool, an emergency declaration signed by the affected agency
director must be submitted to the office of financial management
and the appropriate legislative fiscal committees. The emergency
declaration must include a description of the health and safety
hazard, the possible cause, the proposed scope of emergency
repair work and related cost estimate, and identification of other
funding that may be applied to the project. For emergencies
occurring during a legislative session, an agency must notify the
legislative fiscal committees before requesting emergency funds
from the office of financial management. The office of financial
management must notify the legislative evaluation and
accountability program committee, the house capital budget
committee, and senate ways and means committee as emergency
projects are approved for funding.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1080. FOR THE OFFICE OF
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Emergency Repair Pool for K-12 Public Schools (90000302)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: Emergency repair funding is provided
solely to address unexpected and imminent health and safety
hazards at K-12 public schools, including skill centers, that will
impact the day-to-day operations of the school facility. To be
eligible for funds from the emergency repair pool, an emergency
declaration must be signed by the school district board of
directors and the superintendent of public instruction, and
submitted to the office of financial management for
consideration. The emergency declaration must include a
description of the imminent health and safety hazard, the possible
cause, the proposed scope of emergency repair work and related
cost estimate, and identification of local funding to be applied to
the project. Grants of emergency repair moneys must be
conditioned upon the written commitment and plan of the school
district board of directors to repay the grant with any insurance
payments or other judgments that may be awarded, if applicable.
The office of financial management must notify the legislative
evaluation and accountability program committee, the house
capital budget committee, and the senate ways and means
committee as emergency projects are approved for funding.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1081. FOR THE OFFICE OF
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Chehalis River Basin Flood Relief Projects (91000398)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$206,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$4,794,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1082. FOR THE OFFICE OF
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Construction Contingency Pool (91000428)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 1091, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,875,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0

TOTAL
$1,875,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1083. FOR THE OFFICE OF
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Culverts in Three State Agencies (92000004)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,516,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,484,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$7,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1084. FOR THE OFFICE OF
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Two Capital Studies - Equipment Benchmarks & School
Space Survey (92000010)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
The appropriation is for the following capital budget studies:
(1) The office of financial management shall submit a higher
education capital project equipment cost study to the governor
and the appropriate legislative fiscal committees by December 1,
2015. The study must include benchmarks for standard ranges of
fixed and nonfixed equipment expenditures in different types of
facilities, an examination of alternatives for financing equipment
costs where the equipment has a life expectancy that is less than
the length of bond financing. The alternative analysis must
include a life-cycle cost analysis of the competing alternatives to
determine the most cost-effective options to the state bond and
general fund budget.
(2)(a) The office of financial management must submit a report
to the governor, the office of the superintendent of public
instruction and the appropriate committees of the legislature by
September 1, 2016, regarding the space allocations in public
schools. The report must show the results of a survey of actual
square footage in a significant stratified sample of public schools.
(b) The survey must determine actual square footage devoted
to:
(i) Classrooms including, but not limited to, labs, shops,
computer rooms, art, and music classrooms. For this purpose, a
music classroom is not a room designed to seat an audience;
(ii) Libraries;
(iii) Cafeteria and kitchen space;
(iv) Gymnasiums, locker rooms, and other indoor athletic
facilities;
(v) Auditoriums and other performing arts space;
(vi) Administrative offices, and space used primarily by staff;
and
(vii) Bathrooms, general circulation, mechanical rooms, and
the balance of the total facility square footage;
(b) The survey must sample a valid sample of:
(i) Elementary, middle, and high schools;
(ii) In urban, suburban, and rural communities;
(iii) In districts with low, average, and high property values;
and
(iv) Schools of various ages.
(3) The survey may access school mapping data if square
footage can accurately be determined.
(4) The survey results must be compared to data in the
inventory and condition of schools system maintained by the
office of the superintendent of public instruction. A report of
significant variance between the two sets of data must be included
in the report and the inventory and condition of schools must be
corrected.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$750,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$750,000
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Minor Works Preservation (30000722)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1085. FOR THE OFFICE OF
Appropriation:
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Appropriations to Public Works Account for Previously
Thurston County Capital Facilities Account—State
Authorized Loans (92000011)
$379,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
State Building Construction Account—State
$6,979,000
conditions and limitations: The appropriation in this section is
Subtotal Appropriation
$7,358,000
provided solely for expenditure into the public works assistance
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
account—state. The office of financial management will consult
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$19,000,000
with the state treasurer's office to determine the timing of the
TOTAL
$26,358,000
expenditures into the public works assistance account to return it
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1092. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
to a positive balance and accommodate authorized expenditures
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
and transfers from the account.
Old Capitol - Exterior and Interior Repairs (30000724)
Appropriation:
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State $140,000,000
Thurston County Capital Facilities Account—State
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
$1,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,000,000
TOTAL
$140,000,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$3,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1086. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
East Plaza - Water Infiltration and Elevator Repairs
TOTAL
$3,000,000
(30000548)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1093. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Reappropriation:
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
State Building Construction Account—State
$500,000
Modular Building - Critical Repairs and Upgrades (30000725)
The appropriation in this section is provided solely for
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,603,000
development of a plan that identifies the existing building
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,103,000
deficiencies and recommended project specific improvements
with cost estimates to be completed as funding becomes available.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1087. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Urgent repairs to this building will be prioritized against the other
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
NRB Garage Fire Suppression System Repairs (30000578)
projects in the department of enterprise services' minor works
Reappropriation:
project list.
State Building Construction Account—State
$500,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,738,000
Thurston County Capital Facilities Account—State
$100,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$2,238,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1088. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$100,000
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1094. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Minor Works Preservation (30000635)
Reappropriation:
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,477,000
Dolliver - Critical Building Repairs (30000726)
The appropriation in this section is provided solely for
Thurston County Capital Facilities Account—State
development of a plan that identifies the existing building
$501,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$1,978,000
deficiencies and recommended project specific improvements
with cost estimates to be completed as funding becomes available.
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,050,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Urgent repairs to this building will be prioritized against the other
TOTAL
$4,028,000
projects in the department of enterprise services' minor works
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1089. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
project list.
Appropriation:
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
NRB Garage Fire Suppression Systems and Critical Repairs
Enterprise Services Account—State
$50,000
(30000719)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Appropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$8,077,000
TOTAL
$50,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1095. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$1,516,000
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
TOTAL
$9,593,000
West Campus Historic Buildings Exterior Preservation
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1090. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
(30000727)
Appropriation:
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
Highway License Building - Carpet Replacement (30000720)
Thurston County Capital Facilities Account—State
Appropriation:
$100,000
Thurston County Capital Facilities Account—State
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,860,000
$1,774,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$3,960,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,774,000
TOTAL
$3,960,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1091. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1096. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
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Temple of Justice Building Systems Renewal and Upgrades
(30000729)
Appropriation:
Thurston County Capital Facilities Account—State
$1,500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1097. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
Capitol Campus Heating Systems Repairs - Phase 1
(30000730)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,727,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,727,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1098. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
East Campus Chilled Water Loop (30000735)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$750,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$7,085,000
TOTAL
$7,835,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1099. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
Capitol Court Major Exterior and Building Systems Renewal
(30000738)
The appropriation in this section is provided solely for
development of a plan that identifies the existing building
deficiencies and recommended project specific improvements
with cost estimates to be completed as funding becomes available.
Urgent repairs to this building will be prioritized against the other
projects in the department of enterprise services' minor works
project list.
Appropriation:
Enterprise Services Account—State
$150,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$1,220,000
TOTAL
$1,370,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1100. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
Capitol Lake Longterm Management Planning (30000740)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The appropriation is provided solely for the development
of a conceptual plan for the future of Capitol Lake and the
Deschutes Estuary that is designed to meet multiple objectives,
including achieving broad community support and preliminary
commitments from state and local funding sources to share costs.
The appropriation must be used to develop a financially feasible
conceptual plan, including general cost estimates, which
incorporate, and achieve compromise between key features of the
most widely discussed concepts.
(2) The plan must address these multiple objectives:
(a) Some improvement of estuary functions and fish habitat;
(b) Retention of portions of the northern portion of the lake, in
accordance with the historic features of the Capitol campus
design;
(c) Improvement of water quality of the lake sufficient to
expand water-related recreation opportunities, which
improvement strategies shall take into account information
gathered to date through the department of ecology's Deschutes
river TMDL study, storm water runoff from Interstate 5 and State

Route No. 101, and from Olympia and Tumwater and Thurston
county sources;
(d) A conceptual plan for shared financing of the plan between
state and local agencies, based on both benefits received and
liabilities contributed, potentially using the state's lake
management district legislation as a model, together with an
assessment of whether federal funds might be available; and
(e) A conceptual plan for shared governance.
(3) Public input must be sought as the plan is developed.
(4) The plan must be submitted to the state capitol committee
and appropriate committees of the legislature by November 1,
2017.
Appropriation:
Enterprise Services Account—State
$250,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$250,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1101. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
Engineering and Architectural Services: Staffing (30000762)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The appropriation in this section is provided solely for
architectural and engineering services to manage public works
contracting for all state facilities pursuant to RCW 43.19.450.
(2) The service charge is increased from 2.15 percent to 2.27
percent of total project costs to reduce the number of projects
assigned to each manager. The intended results of the increased
fee are improved accountability, reduced project delays, and
reduced the number and cost of change orders. At the end of each
fiscal year, the department must report to the office of financial
management and the fiscal committees of the legislature on
performance improvements resulting from the increased
management fee, including the following:
(a) The number of projects managed by each manager
compared to previous biennia;
(b) Projects that were not completed on schedule and the
reasons for delays; and
(c) The number and cost of the change orders and the reason
for each change order.
(3) If the director of the department of enterprise services, in
consultation with the office of financial management, determines
that it is in the best interest of the state for the former northern
state hospital property to be annexed by the city of SedroWoolley, the architect and engineering staff must prepare the
appropriate documents to support such an annexation. The
legislature confirms that the director has such authority under
chapter 35A.14 RCW.
(4) From within the amount provided in the appropriation, the
department must consult with one or more architectural firms
with extensive experience with projects involving the renovation
and reuse of historic buildings to develop conceptual options for
the reuse and renovation of the general administration building.
The department must submit a brief report on those conceptual
options by December 1, 2015.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$16,200,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$62,052,000
TOTAL
$78,252,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1102. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
Campus Steam System and Chiller Upgrades (91000014)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 1106, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
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Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Reappropriation:
Thurston County Capital Facilities Account—State
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
$1,074,000
TOTAL
$650,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,802,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1107. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Subtotal Reappropriation
$2,876,000
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
Capital Furnishings Preservation Committee Projects
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,121,000
(92000013)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$3,997,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$68,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1103. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Archives Building and Capitol Court HVAC Upgrades
(91000015)
TOTAL
$68,000
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1108. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
provisions of section 1107, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Expansion of Legislative Gift Center (92000014)
Reappropriation:
The appropriation in this section is provided solely for building
State Building Construction Account—State
$70,000
modifications and space improvements required for the purpose
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$930,000
of expanding the retail space allocated to the legislative gift center
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
created in chapter 44.73 RCW in the legislative building. The
TOTAL
$1,000,000
department of enterprise services, the office of legislative support
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1104. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
services and the senate shall cooperate to accomplish this
expansion within the existing space allocations, up to and
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
Update Predesign for Newhouse Replacement (92000009)
including the use of all or part of room 112, on the first floor of
Appropriation:
the legislative building no later than October 30, 2015.
State Building Construction Account—State
$75,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$150,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$75,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1105. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$150,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1109. FOR THE MILITARY
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
Feasibility Study for Restoring Skylights in Legislative
DEPARTMENT
Building (92000010)
Pierce County Readiness Center (30000593)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
Reappropriation:
conditions and limitations: The appropriation in this section is
Military Department Capital Account—State
$2,758,000
provided solely for a study to determine the feasibility and
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,269,000
requirements of replacing the materials covering the original
General Fund—Federal
$24,876,000
skylight openings that are located above the house of
Subtotal Reappropriation
$30,903,000
representatives and senate chambers in the legislative building
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,698,000
with safety glass to allow as much natural light as possible into
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
the chambers as originally intended. The study must determine
TOTAL
$33,601,000
the cost, including the relocation of existing equipment; the
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1110. FOR THE MILITARY
impact upon the sound, HVAC system(s) and light levels within
DEPARTMENT
each chamber; any other requirements needed to replace the
Thurston County Readiness Center (30000594)
materials with safety glass; and an estimated schedule needed for
Reappropriation:
the work. The replacement glass must be of a quality that will
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,750,000
provide for a reasonable assurance of safety in the event of an
Appropriation:
earthquake.
State Building Construction Account—State
$7,883,000
Appropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$34,207,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$125,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$42,090,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$50,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$125,000
TOTAL
$44,890,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1106. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1111. FOR THE MILITARY
OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
DEPARTMENT
Capitol Campus Utility Renewal Plan (92000012)
Washington Youth Academy Platoon Dormitory (30000599)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
Appropriation:
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,000,000
for assessing the current condition of underground utilities on the
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Capitol campus and developing a plan of renewal that stages the
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
work so that the systems and segments at highest risk of failure
TOTAL
$3,000,000
are replaced or repaired in a sequence of work that is the most
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1112. FOR THE MILITARY
cost effective. The plan must be submitted to the appropriate
DEPARTMENT
committees of the legislature by October 1, 2016.
Minor Works Preservation - 2013-2015 Biennium (30000602)
Appropriation:
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$650,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$307,000
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General Fund—Federal
$1,082,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$1,389,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,837,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$2,500,000
TOTAL
$7,726,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1113. FOR THE MILITARY
DEPARTMENT
Minor Works Program - 2013-2015 Biennium (30000605)
Reappropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$8,893,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$4,032,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$12,925,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1114. FOR THE MILITARY
DEPARTMENT
Minor Works Preservation - 2015-2017 Biennium (30000702)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,110,000
General Fund—Federal
$7,488,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$12,598,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$12,598,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1115. FOR THE MILITARY
DEPARTMENT
Minor Works Program - 2015-2017 Biennium (30000744)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,663,000
General Fund—Federal
$15,953,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$21,616,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$21,616,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1116. FOR THE MILITARY
DEPARTMENT
Montesano Readiness Center Roof Replacement and Tenant
Improvements (30000805)
Appropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$1,500,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,750,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$5,250,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,250,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1117. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Historic Courthouse Preservation Grants (92000001)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,696,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$304,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1118. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Heritage Barn Preservation Program (92000002)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$256,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$244,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1119. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Heritage Barn Preservation Program (30000009)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$450,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0

Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$2,000,000
TOTAL
$2,450,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1120. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Historic County Courthouse Grants Program (30000010)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,597,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,597,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 1121. FOR THE CRIMINAL
JUSTICE TRAINING COMMISSION
Omnibus Minor Works (30000017)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$456,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$456,000
PART 2
HUMAN SERVICES
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2001. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Naselle Youth Camp-Three Cottages: Renovation (20081222)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,703,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$197,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,900,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2002. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Western State Hospital New Kitchen and Commissary
Building (20081319)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
for construction of the new kitchen, pharmacy, medical supply
and commissary building at western state hospital, and for
necessary modification at the special commitment center to
achieve efficiencies in the cost of preparing and providing meals
to state hospital patients and residents of the special commitment
center. Cost savings must reach at least two million per year once
the new facility if functional.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$29,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$828,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$29,828,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2003. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Medical Lake Campus-Laundry Building: New Construction
(20082371)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$150,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$10,100,000
TOTAL
$10,250,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2004. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Fircrest School Backup Power and Electrical Feeders
(30000415)
The appropriation in this section is provided solely for
electrical service rehabilitation and improvements on campus.
The department of social and health services will also coordinate
with the department of health to install a new and separate
electrical service for the public health laboratory.
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Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,200,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$1,200,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2012. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$5,200,000
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Rainier School: Campus Master Plan and Forest Management
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2005. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Plan (30002740)
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Appropriation:
Minor Works Program Projects: Statewide (30001859)
Charitable, Educational, Penal, and Reformatory
Appropriation:
Institutions Account—State
$200,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$905,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$20,000,000
TOTAL
$20,905,000
TOTAL
$200,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2013. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2006. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Minor Works Preservation Projects: Statewide (30002235)
Yakima Valley School-Main Building: Roofing Replacement
Reappropriation:
(30002742)
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,000,000
Appropriation:
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,500,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$10,645,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$10,155,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$120,030,000
TOTAL
$1,500,000
TOTAL
$144,830,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2014. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2007. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Juvenile Rehab: New Acute Mental Health Beds (92000013)
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Lakeland Village: Code Required Campus Infrastructure
Appropriation:
Upgrades (30002238)
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,000,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,300,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$5,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$20,250,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2015. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$21,550,000
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2008. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Western State Hospital-Forensic Services: Two Wards
Addition (30002765)
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Appropriation:
Child Study and Treatment Center-Orcas: Acute Treatment
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,800,000
Addition (30002733)
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$20,700,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,100,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$22,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2016. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,100,000
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Western State Hospital-East Campus: Psychiatric Intensive
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2009. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Care Unit and Competency Restoration (30002773)
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Western State Hospital-South Hall: Building Systems
Appropriation:
Replacement (30002735)
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,200,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,450,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$2,200,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2017. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$4,450,000
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2010. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Eastern State Hospital-Water System: Improvements
(30003215)
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Fircrest School: Campus Master Plan (30002738)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,115,000
Appropriation:
Charitable, Educational, Penal, and Reformatory
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Institutions Account—State
$100,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$2,115,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2018. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$100,000
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2011. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Yakima Valley School: Center for Excellence (30003236)
Appropriation:
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Eastern State Hospital-Westlake: Nurse Call System
Charitable, Educational, Penal, and Reformatory
(30002739)
Institutions Account—State
$200,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,200,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
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TOTAL
$200,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2019. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Western State Hospital-South Hall: Wards Preservation and
Renewal (30003240)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,350,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,350,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2020. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Western State Hospital-East Campus: Wards Preservation and
Renewal (30003241)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,600,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,600,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2021. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Western State Hospital-East Campus: Building Systems
Replacement (30003244)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,400,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,400,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2022. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Eastern State Hospital and Western State Hospital-All Wards:
Patient Safety Improvements (91000019)
Reappropriation:
Charitable, Educational, Penal, and Reformatory
Institutions Account—State
$2,000,000
Appropriation:
Charitable, Educational, Penal, and Reformatory
Institutions Account—State
$2,569,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,800,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$3,180,000
TOTAL
$10,549,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2023. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
ESH-15 Bed Addition for SB 5889 (92000016)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,400,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,400,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2024. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH
Newborn Screening Wing Addition (30000301)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,049,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,049,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2025. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH
Newborn Screening Lab Conversion (30000302)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,141,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,141,000

NEW SECTION. Sec. 2026. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH
Minor Works - Program (30000315)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$322,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$322,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2027. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH
Drinking Water Assistance Program (30000323)
Reappropriation:
Drinking Water Assistance Account—Federal $23,225,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,575,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$28,800,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2028. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH
Minor Works - Facility Preservation (30000328)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$277,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$277,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2029. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH
Drinking Water Preconstruction Loans (30000334)
Appropriation:
Drinking Water Assistance Repayment Account—State
$6,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$24,000,000
TOTAL
$30,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2030. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH
Drinking Water Assistance Program (30000336)
Appropriation:
Drinking Water Assistance Account—Federal
$32,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$128,000,000
TOTAL
$160,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2031. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH
Safe Reliable Drinking Water Grants (92000002)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,428,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$10,210,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$11,638,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2032. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Walla Walla Nursing Facility (20082008)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$14,357,000
General Fund—Federal
$24,000,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$38,357,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,568,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$40,925,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2033. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Minor Works Facilities Preservation (30000094)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$675,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$638,000
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TOTAL
$1,391,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,313,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2041. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2034. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Washington Corrections Center: Transformers and Switches
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
(30000143)
Washington Veterans Home: Buildings 6 and 7 Demolition
and Grounds Improvement (30000002)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$150,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,600,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$12,699,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$12,849,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2042. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$2,600,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2035. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Washington Corrections Center: Roof and Equipment
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Replacement (30000195)
Feasibility Study/Predesign for Western State Hospital Skilled
Nursing Replacement (30000090)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,300,000
Appropriation:
Charitable, Educational, Penal, and Reformatory
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Institutions Account—State
$125,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$5,300,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2043. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$125,000
OF CORRECTIONS
Clallam Bay Corrections Center: MSC and Rec Building
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2036. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Roofs (30000548)
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Minor Works Facilities Preservation (30000174)
Appropriation:
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,808,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,095,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$9,690,000
TOTAL
$1,808,000
TOTAL
$12,785,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2044. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2037. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Monroe Correctional Complex: WSR Replace Fire Alarm
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Minor Works Program (30000131)
System (30000724)
Appropriation:
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$945,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,001,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$615,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$4,864,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,809,000
TOTAL
$2,616,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2038. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2045. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
OF CORRECTIONS
South Central Washington State Veterans Cemetery
Airway Heights Corrections Center: Replace Fire Alarm
Feasibility (30000151)
System (30000725)
Appropriation:
Reappropriation:
Charitable, Educational, Penal, and Reformatory
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,950,000
Institutions Account—State
$100,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,449,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,399,000
TOTAL
$100,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2046. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2039. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Airway Heights Corrections Center: Security Electronics
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Eastern Washington Cemetery Upgrade (30000152)
Renovations (30000726)
Appropriation:
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$270,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,830,000
General Fund—Federal
$2,422,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,217,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Subtotal Appropriation
$2,692,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$5,047,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2047. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,692,000
OF CORRECTIONS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2040. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Washington Corrections Center for Women: Replace Fire
Alarm System (30000727)
OF CORRECTIONS
Monroe Correctional Complex: Close Sewer Lagoon
Reappropriation:
(20082022)
State Building Construction Account—State
$950,000
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,619,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$214,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,177,000
TOTAL
$2,649,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 2048. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Monroe Correctional Complex: TRU Support Building Repair
Fire Detection System (30000733)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$250,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$808,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,058,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2049. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Washington Corrections Center: Security Video System
(30000791)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,363,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,609,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$6,972,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2050. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Monroe Correctional Complex: WSR Security Video System
(30000795)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,843,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,390,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,233,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2051. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Statewide Minor Works - Preservation Projects (30000734)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$8,600,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,100,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2052. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Clallam Bay Corrections Center: Security Video System
(30000800)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,700,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,700,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2053. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Monroe Correctional Complex: TRU Security Video System
(30000801)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,908,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$968,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,876,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2054. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Washington Corrections Center for Women: Security Video
System (30000802)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,150,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,271,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,421,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2055. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Monroe Correctional Complex: SOU IMU Security Video
(30000803)

Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,806,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$834,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,640,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2056. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Washington State Penitentiary: Education Building Roof
(30000820)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,525,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,525,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2057. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Airway Heights Corrections Center: Security Video System
(30000838)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$8,300,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$8,300,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2058. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Monroe Correctional Complex: MSU Bathroom Renovation
(30000975)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,720,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,720,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2059. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Statewide: Minor Works - Programmatic Projects (30001004)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$640,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)©
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$18,816,000
TOTAL
$19,456,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2060. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Statewide: Minor Works - Preservation Projects (30001013)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$11,396,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$65,095,000
TOTAL
$76,491,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2061. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Monroe Correctional Complex: MSU Heat Exchanger
Replacement (30001074)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,342,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,342,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2062. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Clallam Bay Corrections Center: Access Road Culvert
Replacement and Road Resurfacing (30001078)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,500,000
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Reappropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2063. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
State Building Construction Account—State
$317,000
OF CORRECTIONS
Washington State Penitentiary: Program and Support Building
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$12,483,000
(30001101)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$12,800,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,900,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3007. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
OF ECOLOGY
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$15,014,000
Columbia River Basin Water Supply Development Program
TOTAL
$16,914,000
(20062950)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
PART 3
provisions of section 3008, chapter 49, Laws of 2011 1st sp. sess.
NATURAL RESOURCES
Reappropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3001. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Columbia River Basin Taxable Bond Water Supply
Development Account—State
$1,770,000
OF ECOLOGY
Water Supply Facilities (19742006)
Columbia River Basin Water Supply Development Account—
Reappropriation:
State
$6,075,000
State and Local Improvements Revolving Account (Water
Subtotal Reappropriation
$7,845,000
Supply Facilities)—State
$345,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$83,655,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$20,205,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$91,500,000
TOTAL
$20,550,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3008. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3002. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Transfer of Water Rights for Cabin Owners (20081951)
OF ECOLOGY
Reappropriation:
Low-Level Nuclear Waste Disposal Trench Closure
(19972012)
State Building Construction Account—State
$161,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$289,000
Reappropriation:
Site Closure Account—State
$10,917,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$450,000
Appropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3009. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Site Closure Account—State
$3,675,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$4,516,000
OF ECOLOGY
Remedial Action Grants (20084008)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Reappropriation:
TOTAL
$19,108,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$11,754,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3003. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$81,121,000
OF ECOLOGY
Twin Lake Aquifer Recharge Project (20042951)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Reappropriation:
TOTAL
$92,875,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$156,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3010. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$594,000
OF ECOLOGY
Centennial Clean Water Program (20084010)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Reappropriation:
TOTAL
$750,000
Water Quality Capital Account—State
$43,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3004. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
State Toxics Control Account—State
$570,000
OF ECOLOGY
Water Supply Facilities (20044006)
Subtotal Reappropriation
$613,000
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$66,036,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
State and Local Improvements Revolving Account (Water
Supply Facilities)—State
$50,000
TOTAL
$66,649,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3011. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$13,468,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
OF ECOLOGY
TOTAL
$13,518,000
Water Pollution Control Loan Program (20084011)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3005. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Reappropriation:
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account—State
OF ECOLOGY
Quad Cities Water Right Mitigation (20052852)
$14,581,000
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$125,419,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$421,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,179,000
TOTAL
$140,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3012. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$1,600,000
OF ECOLOGY
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3006. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Yakima River Basin Water Storage Feasibility Study
(20084026)
OF ECOLOGY
Watershed Plan Implementation and Flow Achievement
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
(20062003)
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
provisions in section 3035, chapter 497, Laws of 2009.
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$82,000
provisions in section 136, chapter 371, Laws of 2006.
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Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,168,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,250,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3013. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Watershed Plan Implementation and Flow Achievement
(20084029)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions in section 3054, chapter 520, Laws of 2007.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,456,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$12,544,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$14,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3014. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund Program (30000007)
Reappropriation:
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account—Federal
Stimulus
$766,000
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account—State
$3,970,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$4,736,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$173,964,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$178,700,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3015. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Centennial Clean Water Program (30000008)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,838,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$26,162,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$30,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3016. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Watershed Plan Implementation and Flow Achievement
(30000028)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$715,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,285,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$6,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3017. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Kittitas Groundwater Study (30000029)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions in section 3001, chapter 36, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State and Local Improvements Revolving Account (Water
Supply Facilities)—State
$76,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$624,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$700,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3018. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Remedial Action Grant Program (30000039)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 3006, chapter 36, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,327,000
Local Toxics Control Account—State
$9,165,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$10,492,000

Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$65,419,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$75,911,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3019. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund Program (30000142)
Reappropriation:
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account—Federal
$1,792,000
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account—State
$21,050,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$22,842,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$14,158,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$37,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3020. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Clean Up Toxics Sites - Puget Sound (30000144)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 3021, chapter 48, Laws of 2011 1st sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
Cleanup Settlement Account—State
$1,959,000
State Toxics Control Account—State
$3,666,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$5,625,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$35,573,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$41,198,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3021. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Settlement Funding to Clean Up Toxic Sites (30000145)
Reappropriation:
Cleanup Settlement Account—State
$185,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$8,315,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$8,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3022. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Centennial Clean Water Program (30000208)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 3024, chapter 48, Laws of 2011 1st sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Toxics Control Account—State
$12,341,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$21,759,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$34,100,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3023. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund Program (30000209)
Reappropriation:
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account—Federal
$51,095,000
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account—State
$85,631,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$136,726,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$55,418,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$192,144,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3024. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Watershed Plan Implementation and Flow Achievement
(30000213)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 3030, chapter 49, Laws of 2011 1st sp. sess.
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Padilla Bay Federal Capital Projects (30000282)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,254,000
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,746,000
General Fund—Federal
$791,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$9,000
TOTAL
$8,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3025. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$800,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3033. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Remedial Action Grant Program (30000216)
OF ECOLOGY
Reappropriation:
Coastal Wetlands Federal Funds Administration (30000283)
Reappropriation:
Local Toxics Control Account—State
$32,216,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$31,618,000
General Fund—Federal
$10,695,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$12,505,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$63,834,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$23,200,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3026. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3034. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Eastern Washington Clean Sites Initiative (30000217)
OF ECOLOGY
Reappropriation:
Statewide Storm Water Projects (30000294)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
State Toxics Control Account—State
$2,117,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,883,000
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 3041, chapter 4, Laws of 2011 1st sp. sess.
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$6,000,000
Reappropriation:
Local Toxics Control Account—State
$14,411,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3027. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$15,589,000
OF ECOLOGY
Safe Soils Remediation Program - Central Washington
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
(30000263)
TOTAL
$30,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3035. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Reappropriation:
State Toxics Control Account—State
$682,000
OF ECOLOGY
Waste Tire Pile Cleanup and Prevention (30000322)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,029,000
Reappropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,711,000
Waste Tire Removal Account—State
$388,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$612,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3028. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
OF ECOLOGY
Clean Up Toxics Sites - Puget Sound (30000265)
TOTAL
$1,000,000
Reappropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3036. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
State Toxics Control Account—State
$1,896,000
OF ECOLOGY
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$14,504,000
Mercury Switch Removal (30000323)
Reappropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
State Toxics Control Account—State
$365,000
TOTAL
$16,400,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3029. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$135,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
OF ECOLOGY
Local Toxics Grants for Cleanup and Prevention (20064008)
TOTAL
$500,000
Reappropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3037. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
State Building Construction Account—State
$8,296,000
OF ECOLOGY
Reducing Toxic Diesel Emissions (30000324)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$90,604,000
Reappropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$98,900,000
State Toxics Control Account—State
$2,380,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3030. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,120,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
OF ECOLOGY
Yakima Basin Integrated Water Management Plan
TOTAL
$4,500,000
Implementation (30000278)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3038. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Reappropriation:
OF ECOLOGY
State Building Construction Account—State
$208,000
Reducing Toxic Wood Stove Emissions (30000325)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,792,000
Reappropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
State Toxics Control Account—State
$2,180,000
TOTAL
$2,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,820,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3031. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,000,000
OF ECOLOGY
ASARCO - Tacoma Smelter Plume and Mines (30000280)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3039. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Reappropriation:
OF ECOLOGY
Cleanup Settlement Account—State
$6,841,000
Centennial Clean Water Program (30000326)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$13,806,000
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
TOTAL
$20,647,000
provisions of section 3066, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3032. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Reappropriation:
Environmental Legacy Stewardship Account—State
OF ECOLOGY
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$36,634,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$13,366,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$50,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3040. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Water Pollution Control Revolving Program (30000327)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 3067, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account—Federal
$50,000,000
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account—State
$184,110,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$234,110,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$15,890,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$250,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3041. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Coastal Wetlands Federal Funds (30000328)
Reappropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$9,800,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$9,800,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3042. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Watershed Plan Implementation and Flow Achievement
(30000331)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$8,695,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,305,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3043. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Sunnyside Valley Irrigation District Water Conservation
(30000332)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,048,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$7,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,055,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3044. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Dungeness Water Supply and Mitigation (30000333)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions in section 3082, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,003,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$47,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,050,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3045. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
ASARCO Cleanup (30000334)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 3072, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$717,000
Cleanup Settlement Account—State
$26,672,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$27,389,000

Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$7,271,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$34,660,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3046. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Padilla Bay Federal Capital Projects - Programmatic
(30000335)
Reappropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3047. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Clean Up Toxics Sites - Puget Sound (30000337)
Reappropriation:
Environmental Legacy Stewardship Account—State
$19,100,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$12,400,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$31,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3048. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Eastern Washington Clean Sites Initiative (30000351)
Reappropriation:
Environmental Legacy Stewardship Account—State
$6,735,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,565,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,300,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3049. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Columbia River Water Supply Development Program
(30000372)
Reappropriation:
Columbia River Basin Water Supply Development Account—
State
$16,052,000
Columbia River Basin Taxable Bond Water Supply
Development Account—State
$28,113,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$44,165,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$30,335,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$74,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3050. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Yakima River Basin Water Supply (30000373)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$12,162,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$19,938,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$32,100,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3051. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Remedial Action Grants (30000374)
Reappropriation:
Local Toxics Control Account—State
$45,779,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$16,758,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$62,537,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3052. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Water Irrigation Efficiencies Program (30000389)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 3080, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 3059. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,804,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$196,000
OF ECOLOGY
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Remedial Action Grants (30000458)
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$4,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3053. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Local Toxics Control Account—State
$79,900,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
OF ECOLOGY
Coordinated Prevention Grants (CPG) (30000426)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$300,000,000
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$379,900,000
Local Toxics Control Account—State
$15,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3060. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
OF ECOLOGY
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$120,000,000
Leaking Tank Model Remedies (30000490)
TOTAL
$135,000,000
Appropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3054. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
State Toxics Control Account—State
$2,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
OF ECOLOGY
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$8,000,000
Centennial Clean Water Program (30000427)
TOTAL
$10,000,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3061. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
conditions and limitations:
(1) For projects involving repair, replacement, or improvement
OF ECOLOGY
of a wastewater treatment plant or other public works facility for
Water Pollution Control Revolving Program (30000534)
which an investment grade efficiency audit is obtainable, the
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
department of ecology must require as a contract condition that
conditions and limitations:
the project sponsor undertake an investment grade efficiency
(1) $12,000,000 of the state building construction account is
audit. The project sponsor may finance the costs of the audit as
provided solely as state match for federal clean water funds.
part of its centennial clean water program grant.
(2) For projects involving repair, replacement, or improvement
(2) The agency must encourage local government use of
of a wastewater treatment plant or other public works facility for
federally funded water pollution control infrastructure programs
which an investment grade efficiency audit is obtainable, the
operated by the United States Department of Agriculture - Rural
department of ecology must require as a contract condition that
Development.
the project sponsor undertake an investment grade efficiency
Appropriation:
audit. The project sponsor may finance the costs of the audit as
Local Toxics Control Account—State
$20,000,000
part of its water pollution control program loan.
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
(3) The agency must encourage local government use of
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$160,000,000
federally funded water pollution control infrastructure programs
TOTAL
$180,000,000
operated by the United States Department of Agriculture - Rural
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3055. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Development.
Appropriation:
OF ECOLOGY
Reducing Toxic Diesel Emissions (30000428)
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account—Federal
Appropriation:
$50,000,000
State Toxics Control Account—State
$1,000,000
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account—State
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
$153,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$8,000,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$203,000,000
TOTAL
$9,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3056. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$800,000,000
TOTAL
$1,003,000,000
OF ECOLOGY
Reducing Toxic Woodstove Emissions (30000429)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3062. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Appropriation:
OF ECOLOGY
Storm water Financial Assistance Program (30000535)
State Toxics Control Account—State
$2,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$8,000,000
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
for the storm water financial assistance program. $981,000 of the
TOTAL
$10,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3057. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
appropriation is provided solely for the WSU LID frontage water quality project.
OF ECOLOGY
Waste Tire Pile Cleanup and Prevention (30000431)
Appropriation:
Appropriation:
Environmental Legacy Stewardship Account—State
$29,600,000
Waste Tire Removal Account—State
$1,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$4,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$280,000,000
TOTAL
$5,000,000
TOTAL
$309,600,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3063. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3058. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
OF ECOLOGY
Eastern Washington Clean Sites Initiative (30000432)
Coastal Wetlands Federal Funds (30000536)
Appropriation:
Appropriation:
State Toxics Control Account—State
$11,000,000
General Fund—Federal
$10,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$13,772,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$40,000,000
TOTAL
$24,772,000
TOTAL
$50,000,000
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 3064. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
ASARCO Cleanup (30000538)
Appropriation:
Cleanup Settlement Account—State
$12,146,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$67,900,000
TOTAL
$80,046,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3065. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Cleanup Toxics Sites – Puget Sound (30000542)
Appropriation:
Environmental Legacy Stewardship Account—State
$35,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$72,763,000
TOTAL
$107,763,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3066. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Minor Works - Programmatic (30000578)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$30,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$30,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3067. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Water Irrigation Efficiencies Program (30000587)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The appropriation is provided solely for technical
assistance and grants to conservation districts for the purpose of
implementing water conservation measures and irrigation
efficiencies. The department of ecology and the state
conservation commission shall give preference in order of priority
to projects located in the 16 fish critical basins, other water short
basins, and basins with significant water resource and instream
flow problems. Projects that are not within basins as described in
this subsection are also eligible to receive funding.
(2) Conservation districts statewide are eligible for grants
listed in subsection (1) of this section. A conservation district
receiving funds shall manage each grant to ensure that a portion
of the water saved by the water conservation measure or irrigation
efficiency will be placed as a purchase or a lease in the trust water
rights program to enhance instream flows. The proportion of
saved water placed in the trust water rights program must be equal
to the percentage of the public investment in the conservation
measure or irrigation efficiency. The percentage of the public
investment may not exceed eighty-five percent of the total cost of
the conservation measure or irrigation efficiency.
(3) Up to $300,000 of the appropriation in this section may be
allocated for the purchase and installation of flow meters that are
implemented in cooperation with the Washington State
Department of Fish and Wildlife fish screening program
authorized under RCW 77.57.070.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$16,000,000
TOTAL
$20,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3068. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Columbia River Water Supply Development Program
(30000588)
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: $2,000,000 of the Columbia River

basin water supply development account—state is provided
solely for the Sullivan Lake water supply project to replace funds
that were diverted to fund repairs to the Moses Lake irrigation and
reclamation district dam.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$7,600,000
Columbia River Basin Water Supply Revenue Recovery
Account—State
$2,200,000
Columbia River Basin Water Supply Development Account—
State
$9,200,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$19,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$19,761,000
TOTAL
$38,761,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3069. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Sunnyside Valley Irrigation District Water Conservation
(30000589)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,055,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$15,600,000
TOTAL
$18,655,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3070. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Yakima River Basin Water Supply (30000590)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$30,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$120,000,000
TOTAL
$150,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3071. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Watershed Plan Implementation and Flow Achievement
(30000591)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$20,000,000
TOTAL
$25,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3072. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
HQ - Preservation Projects (30000596)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$610,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$610,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3073. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Habitat Mitigation (91000007)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,051,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,349,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,400,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3074. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Clean Up Toxics Sites - Puget Sound (91000032)
Reappropriation:
State Toxics Control Account—State
$6,637,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,633,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$9,270,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3075. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
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Storm Water Improvements (92000076)
FY 2012 Statewide Stormwater Grant Program (91000053)
Reappropriation:
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
Local Toxics Control Account—State
$14,789,000
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$9,284,000
provisions of section 3081, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Reappropriation:
TOTAL
$24,073,000
Environmental Legacy Stewardship Account—State
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3076. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
$91,456,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$8,544,000
OF ECOLOGY
Stormwater Retrofit and LID Competitive Grants (91000054)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Reappropriation:
TOTAL
$100,000,000
Local Toxics Control Account—State
$6,952,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3083. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$7,511,000
OF ECOLOGY
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Floodplain Management and Control Grants (92000078)
TOTAL
$14,463,000
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3077. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 3069, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
OF ECOLOGY
Skagit Mitigation (91000181)
Reappropriation:
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$40,389,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,423,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$9,611,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$802,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$50,000,000
TOTAL
$2,225,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3084. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3078. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Lower Yakima GWMA Program Development (92000085)
OF ECOLOGY
Reappropriation:
Protect Communities from Flood and Drought (92000002)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,614,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$228,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$14,747,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,614,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3085. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$14,975,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3079. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF ECOLOGY
Drought Response (92000142)
OF ECOLOGY
Wastewater Treatment and Water Reclamation (92000041)
Appropriation:
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
State Building Construction Account—State
$18,000,000
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
provisions of section 3016, chapter 36, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess.
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Reappropriation:
TOTAL
$18,000,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$151,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3086. FOR THE STATE PARKS
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,279,000
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Peace Arch - Restoration (30000095)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$3,430,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$164,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3080. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
OF ECOLOGY
Flood Levee Improvements (92000057)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
TOTAL
$164,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3087. FOR THE STATE PARKS
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 503, chapter 1, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Reappropriation:
Fort Flagler - WWI Historic Facilities Preservation
State Building Construction Account—State
$301,000
(30000100)
Local Toxics Control Account—State
$2,510,000
Appropriation:
Subtotal Reappropriation
$2,811,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$430,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,689,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$5,540,000
TOTAL
$8,500,000
TOTAL
$5,970,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3081. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3088. FOR THE STATE PARKS
OF ECOLOGY
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Ground Water Management Yakima Basin (92000061)
Spencer Spit Water System Replacement (30000140)
Reappropriation:
Reappropriation:
Columbia River Basin Water Supply Development Account—
State Building Construction Account—State
$695,000
State
$189,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$288,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$261,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$983,000
TOTAL
$450,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3089. FOR THE STATE PARKS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3082. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
OF ECOLOGY
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Fort Worden - Housing Areas Exterior Improvements
(30000287)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$921,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$2,858,000
TOTAL
$3,779,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3090. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Sun Lakes State Park: Dry Falls Campground Renovation
(30000305)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$402,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$3,951,000
TOTAL
$4,353,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3091. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Lake Chelan State Park Moorage Dock Pile Replacement
(30000416)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$248,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$1,448,000
TOTAL
$1,696,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3092. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Willapa Hills Trail Develop Safe Multi-Use Trail Crossing at
SR 6 (30000519)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,633,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$3,082,000
TOTAL
$4,715,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3093. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Cape Disappointment North Head Parking (30000522)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,365,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$925,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,290,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3094. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Dosewallips Wastewater Treatment System (30000523)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$27,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$4,505,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,532,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3095. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Lewis and Clark Replace Wastewater System (30000544)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$695,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$382,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,077,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3096. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Mount Spokane Road Improvements, Stage 2D (30000693)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,400,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,400,000

NEW SECTION. Sec. 3097. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Goldendale Observatory - Phase 3 Expansion (30000709)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,649,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$2,650,000
TOTAL
$5,299,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3098. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Steamboat Rock Build Dunes Campground (30000729)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,499,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,499,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3099. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Deception Pass - Kukutali Access and Interpretation
(30000774)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$161,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$64,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$225,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3100. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Camano Island Day Use Access and Facility Renovation
(30000782)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$107,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,347,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$194,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,648,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3101. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Flaming Geyser State Park Infrastructure (30000810)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$848,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$477,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,325,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3102. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Minor Works - Facility and Infrastructure Preservation
(30000845)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,797,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$8,203,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3103. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Wallace Falls Footbridge (91000047)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$150,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$336,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$486,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3104. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Belfair Replace Failing Electrical Supply to Main Camp Loop
(30000813)
Appropriation:
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State Building Construction Account—State
$1,311,000
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$160,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$194,000
TOTAL
$1,311,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3105. FOR THE STATE PARKS
TOTAL
$354,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3113. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Dosewallips Replace Failing Electrical Supply (30000814)
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Appropriation:
Rocky Reach - Trail Development (30000853)
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,040,000
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$535,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,220,000
TOTAL
$1,040,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3106. FOR THE STATE PARKS
TOTAL
$3,755,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3114. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Fort Flagler - Replace Failing Electrical Power Historic
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
District (30000815)
Fish Barrier Removal (30000854)
Reappropriation:
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,303,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$767,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$281,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,048,000
TOTAL
$1,303,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3115. FOR THE STATE PARKS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3107. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Blake Island Dredge Marina (30000818)
Clean Vessel Boating Pump-Out Grants (30000856)
Appropriation:
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$583,000
General Fund—Federal
$2,600,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,600,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$5,846,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$10,400,000
TOTAL
$6,429,000
TOTAL
$15,600,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3108. FOR THE STATE PARKS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3116. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Kopachuck Day Use Development (30000820)
Local Grant Authority (30000857)
Reappropriation:
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$10,000
Parks Renewal and Stewardship Account—Private/Local
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$309,000
$1,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,200,000
TOTAL
$319,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$4,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3109. FOR THE STATE PARKS
TOTAL
$6,200,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3117. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Millersylvania Replace Environmental Learning Center
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Cabins (30000821)
Federal Grant Authority (30000858)
Reappropriation:
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$481,000
General Fund—Federal
$750,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$608,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,750,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$3,000,000
TOTAL
$1,089,000
TOTAL
$5,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3110. FOR THE STATE PARKS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3118. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Flaming Geyser Day Use Renovation (30000832)
Fort Worden - Replace Failing Sewer Lines (30000860)
Reappropriation:
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$642,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$234,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$360,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$2,406,000
TOTAL
$1,002,000
TOTAL
$2,640,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3111. FOR THE STATE PARKS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3119. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Minor Works - Health and Safety (30000839)
Sequim Bay Address Failing Retaining Wall (30000861)
Appropriation:
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,662,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,247,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,662,000
TOTAL
$1,247,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3112. FOR THE STATE PARKS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3120. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Twanoh State Park Stormwater Improvements (30000851)
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Willapa Hills Swinging Bridge Assessment and Remedial
Work or Removal (30000868)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$198,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$1,198,000
TOTAL
$1,396,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3121. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Iron Horse - Tunnel 46 and 47 Repairs (30000870)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,481,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$1,600,000
TOTAL
$3,081,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3122. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Lake Sammamish Dock Grant Match (30000872)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,100,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,100,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3123. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Birch Bay - Replace Failing Bridge (30000876)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$213,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$913,000
TOTAL
$1,126,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3124. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Fort Worden-Roof Replacement on NCO Housing and Other
Structures (30000879)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,713,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,713,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3125. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Statewide - Cabins, Yurts, and Associated Park Improvement
(30000883)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,153,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,153,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3126. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Fish Barrier Removal (Lawsuit) (30000944)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,034,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,034,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3127. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Statewide - Facility and Infrastructure Backlog Reduction
(30000946)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$6,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$20,000,000
TOTAL
$26,000,000

NEW SECTION. Sec. 3128. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Minor Works - Facilities and Infrastructures (30000947)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$9,368,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$250,000
TOTAL
$9,618,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3129. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Steamboat Rock - Replace Failing Sewage Lift Stations
(30000948)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,365,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,365,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3130. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Field Spring Replace Failed Sewage System and Non-ADA
Comfort Station (30000951)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$101,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$959,000
TOTAL
$1,060,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3131. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Larrabee-Clayton Beach Rail Road Crossing and Trail
Improvements (30000952)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$237,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$2,700,000
TOTAL
$2,937,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3132. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Sun Lakes - Dry Falls - Upgrade Failing Water Supply
Systems (30000962)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$750,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$881,000
TOTAL
$1,631,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3133. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Statewide - Depression Era Structures Restoration Assessment
(30000966)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$121,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$4,963,000
TOTAL
$5,084,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3134. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Cape Disappointment - Replace Non-Compliant Comfort
Stations (30000969)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,486,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$1,487,000
TOTAL
$2,973,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3135. FOR THE STATE PARKS
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Ocean City - Replace Noncompliant Comfort Stations
(30000970)
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Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$152,000
TOTAL
$900,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3142. FOR THE RECREATION
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$1,291,000
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
TOTAL
$1,443,000
Washington Wildlife Recreation Grants (20084011)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3136. FOR THE STATE PARKS
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
provisions of section 3146, chapter 520, Laws of 2007.
Riverside Fisk Property Lake Spokane (Long Lake) Initial
Park Access (30000971)
Reappropriation:
Outdoor Recreation Account—State
$291,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,072,000
Habitat Conservation Account—State
$2,523,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Subtotal Reappropriation
$2,814,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$95,678,000
TOTAL
$1,072,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3137. FOR THE STATE PARKS
TOTAL
$98,492,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3143. FOR THE RECREATION
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Dash Point - Replace Bridge (Pedestrian) (30000972)
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Appropriation:
Salmon Recovery Funding Board Programs (20084851)
State Building Construction Account—State
$165,000
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$639,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$1,443,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$59,361,000
TOTAL
$1,608,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3138. FOR THE STATE PARKS
TOTAL
$60,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3144. FOR THE RECREATION
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Minor Works - Program (30000975)
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Washington Wildlife Recreation Grants (30000002)
Appropriation:
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,262,000
Farmlands Preservation Account—State
$257,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Outdoor Recreation Account—State
$307,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Riparian Protection Account—State
$911,000
TOTAL
$1,262,000
Habitat Conservation Account—State
$3,672,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3139. FOR THE STATE PARKS
Subtotal Reappropriation
$5,147,000
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Parkland Acquisition (30000976)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$64,298,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is to acquire land
TOTAL
$69,445,000
that is adjacent or within existing state parks. For this purpose,
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3145. FOR THE RECREATION
adjacent means a parcel of real property that shares a border with
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
a state park. The state parks and recreation commission must
Puget Sound Acquisition and Restoration (30000080)
dispose of property that is surplus to the needs of the state parks
Reappropriation:
and recreation commission by June 30, 2017. Disposal may
State Building Construction Account—State
$366,000
include sale of the surplus property or long-term lease of the
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$32,634,000
property if such a lease is negotiated and managed by the
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
commercial lands portfolio management unit of the department of
TOTAL
$33,000,000
natural resources. The commission and the department must agree
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3146. FOR THE RECREATION
on an appropriate management fee for the department's land
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
management services.
Boating Facilities Program (30000138)
Appropriation:
Reappropriation:
Parkland Acquisition Account—State
$2,000,000
Recreation Resources Account—State
$1,589,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$6,411,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$8,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,000,000
TOTAL
$8,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3140. FOR THE STATE PARKS
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3147. FOR THE RECREATION
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Backlog Repairs and Enhanced Amenities (92000007)
Washington Wildlife Recreation Grants (30000139)
Reappropriation:
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
State Building Construction Account—State
$794,000
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$8,610,000
provisions of section 3074, chapter 49, Laws of 2011 1st sp. sess.
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Reappropriation:
TOTAL
$9,404,000
Farmlands Preservation Account—State
$195,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3141. FOR THE STATE PARKS
Outdoor Recreation Account—State
$3,694,000
Habitat Conservation Account—State
$3,985,000
AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Westport Park Connection (92000010)
Subtotal Reappropriation
$7,874,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$34,126,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$900,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$42,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 3148. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Salmon Recovery Funding Board Programs (30000140)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,497,000
General Fund—Federal
$23,169,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$26,666,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$43,396,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$70,062,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3149. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Land and Water Conservation Fund (30000142)
Reappropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$1,313,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,687,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3150. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account (30000143)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 3070, chapter 48, Laws of 2011 1st sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account—State
$845,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,616,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$6,461,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3151. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Recreational Trails Program (30000146)
Reappropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$1,328,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,672,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3152. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Puget Sound Restoration (30000147)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 3072, chapter 49, Laws of 2011 1st sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,975,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$12,025,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$15,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3153. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Puget Sound Estuary and Salmon Restoration Program
(30000148)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 3070, chapter 49, Laws of 2011 1st sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$560,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$4,440,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3154. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Washington Wildlife Recreation Grants (30000205)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 3161, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.

Reappropriation:
Farmlands Preservation Account—State
$3,218,000
Riparian Protection Account—State
$4,973,000
Habitat Conservation Account—State
$14,918,000
Outdoor Recreation Account—State
$14,918,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$38,027,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$26,973,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$65,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3155. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Salmon Recovery Funding Board Programs (30000206)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 3162, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$7,886,000
General Fund—Federal
$37,278,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$45,164,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$29,836,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$75,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3156. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Boating Facilities Program (30000207)
Reappropriation:
Recreation Resources Account—State
$3,309,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,054,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$6,363,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3157. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Nonhighway Off-Road Vehicle Activities (30000208)
Reappropriation:
NOVA Program Account—State
$5,100,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,400,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$8,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3158. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account (30000210)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriations are subject to the
provisions of section 3165, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account—State
$3,900,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,100,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$6,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3159. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Puget Sound Acquisition and Restoration (30000211)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$44,058,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$25,942,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$70,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3160. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Puget Sound Estuary and Salmon Restoration Program
(30000212)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$4,500,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,000,000
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Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3161. FOR THE RECREATION
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$400,000,000
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Firearms and Archery Range Recreation (30000213)
TOTAL
$466,500,000
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3168. FOR THE RECREATION
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
provisions of section 3168, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Boating Facilities Program (30000222)
Appropriation:
Reappropriation:
Firearms Range Account—State
$315,000
Recreation Resources Account—State
$9,360,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$485,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$37,800,000
TOTAL
$47,160,000
TOTAL
$800,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3169. FOR THE RECREATION
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3162. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Recreational Trails Program (30000214)
Nonhighway Off-Road Vehicle Activities (30000223)
Reappropriation:
Appropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$1,500,000
NOVA Program Account—State
$8,670,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$34,770,000
TOTAL
$5,000,000
TOTAL
$43,440,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3163. FOR THE RECREATION
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3170. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Boating Infrastructure Grants (30000215)
Youth Athletic Facilities (30000224)
Reappropriation:
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
General Fund—Federal
$880,000
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,320,000
for grants for acquisition, development or renovation of youth
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
athletic fields. The recreation conservation office must require
TOTAL
$2,200,000
grant recipients of youth recreation field grants to have a fee
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3164. FOR THE RECREATION
waiver policy for youth athletic clubs who use the fields acquired,
developed or renovation with funds from this appropriation. The
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Land and Water Conservation (30000216)
fee waiver policy must discount or waive fees based on the youth
Reappropriation:
athletic club's rates charged and scholarships provided to lowGeneral Fund—Federal
$3,400,000
income athletes compared to other clubs using the fields.
$7,000,000 of the appropriation is provided for grants awarded
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$600,000
through the recreation conservation office's competitive grant
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
program. $3,000,000 of the appropriation is provided for the
TOTAL
$4,000,000
following projects:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3165. FOR THE RECREATION
Marymoor park/Lake Washington youth soccer association
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
$1,000,000
Family Forest Fish Passage Program (30000218)
Northwest soccer park turf project
$2,000,000
Reappropriation:
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$990,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$10,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,010,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$12,000,000
TOTAL
$2,000,000
TOTAL
$22,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3166. FOR THE RECREATION
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3171. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Washington Wildlife Recreation Grants (30000220)
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account (30000225)
conditions and limitations: The appropriations in this section are
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
provided solely for the list of projects in LEAP capital document
conditions and limitations: The appropriation in this section is
No. 2015-22B, developed April 9, 2015.
provided solely for the list of projects in LEAP capital document
Appropriation:
No. 2016-20, developed April 7, 2015.
Farmlands Preservation Account—State
$2,804,000
Appropriation:
Riparian Protection Account—State
$4,959,000
Aquatics Lands Enhancement Account—State $5,269,000
Outdoor Recreation Account—State
$45,667,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Subtotal Appropriation
$53,430,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$14,400,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$19,669,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$280,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3172. FOR THE RECREATION
TOTAL
$333,430,000
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3167. FOR THE RECREATION
Puget Sound Acquisition and Restoration (30000226)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Salmon Recovery Funding Board Programs (30000221)
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
Appropriation:
for restoration projects that benefit the health of Puget Sound.
State Building Construction Account—State
$16,500,000
Appropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$50,000,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$25,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Subtotal Appropriation
$66,500,000
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Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$200,000,000
TOTAL
$225,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3173. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Puget Sound Estuary and Salmon Restoration Program
(30000227)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
for the Puget Sound estuary and salmon restoration program.
$2,500,000 of the appropriation is provided for the Vashon Island
conservation initiative of the Vashon-Maury Island land trust
project.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$40,000,000
TOTAL
$45,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3174. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Firearms and Archery Range Recreation (30000228)
Appropriation:
Firearms Range Account—State
$580,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$2,320,000
TOTAL
$2,900,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3175. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Recreational Trails Program (30000229)
Appropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$5,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$20,000,000
TOTAL
$25,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3176. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Boating Infrastructure Grants (30000230)
Appropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$2,200,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$8,800,000
TOTAL
$11,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3177. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Land and Water Conservation (30000231)
Appropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$4,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$16,000,000
TOTAL
$20,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3178. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Family Forest Fish Passage Program (30000233)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$40,000,000
TOTAL
$45,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3179. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Family Forest Fish Passage Program (91000097)
Reappropriation:
State Toxics Control Account—State
$1,118,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$8,882,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,000,000

NEW SECTION. Sec. 3180. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Youth Recreation Grants (92000055)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,942,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,688,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,630,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3181. FOR THE RECREATION
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BOARD
Coastal Restoration Grants (91000448)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,180,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,180,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
for the following list of coastal restoration projects:
Quinault River Restoration
$1,900,000
Sullivan Ponds Restoration
$43,000
Rue Creek Salmon Restoration
$982,000
Moses Prairie Restoration
$64,000
West Fork Satsop Culvert Correction
$96,000
Scammon Creek Barrier Removal
$188,000
Restoration of Elochoman and Grays River Basins
$535,000
Middle Fork Satsop Culvert Correction
$97,000
Middle Fork Hoquiam Culvert Correction
$76,000
Makah Tribe Salmon Restoration
$174,000
Greenhead Slough Barrier Removal
$75,000
Ellsworth Creek Watershed Restoration
$950,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 3182.
FOR THE STATE
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
CREP Riparian Cost Share - State Match (30000009)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$800,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,600,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,790,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$11,400,000
TOTAL
$16,590,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 3183.
FOR THE STATE
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Natural Resources Investment for the Economy and
Environment (30000010)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
for grants to complete natural resource enhancement projects
necessary to improve water quality in non-shellfish growing
areas.
Reappropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$1,000,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,250,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$2,250,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$7,750,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$14,000,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 3184.
FOR THE STATE
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
CREP PIP Loan Program (30000011)
Reappropriation:
Conservation Assistance Revolving Account—State
$150,000
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Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
Conservation Assistance Revolving Account—State
TOTAL
$8,848,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 3189.
FOR THE STATE
$100,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$30,000
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$400,000
R&D Grant - Deep Furrow Conservation Drill to Conserve
Soil/Water (92000008)
TOTAL
$680,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 3185.
FOR THE STATE
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
CREP Riparian Contract Funding (30000012)
for a grant to support the continued development of a deep furrow
Reappropriation:
conservation drill to conserve soil and water in areas of wheat
State Building Construction Account—State
$500,000
farming susceptible to soil erosion.
Appropriation:
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,231,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$350,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,731,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$8,924,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$13,386,000
TOTAL
$350,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 3186.
FOR THE STATE
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3190. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Match for Federal RCPP Program (30000017)
Deschutes Watershed Center (20062008)
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
for the state's match of a United States department of agriculture
provisions of section 3205, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
grant of up to $20,000,000 for the regional conservation
Reappropriation:
partnership program. The state match is for implementation of
State Building Construction Account—State
$7,004,000
projects that include United States department of agriculture
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,491,000
approved activities. The regional conservation partnership
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$31,454,000
program encourages coordination between the natural resource
TOTAL
$41,949,000
conservation service and local partners or to deliver conservation
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3191. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
assistance to agricultural producers and landowners. If none of
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Voights Creek Hatchery (20081003)
the eight proposals from entities in Washington state are approved
Reappropriation:
by the United States department of agriculture by July 1, 2015,
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,398,000
this section is null and void.
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$11,899,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
General Fund—Federal
$20,000,000
TOTAL
$15,297,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$24,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3192. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Migratory Waterfowl Habitat (20082045)
TOTAL
$24,000,000
Appropriation:
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 3187.
FOR THE STATE
State Wildlife Account—State
$600,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,080,000
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Improve Shellfish Growing Areas (30000018)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$2,400,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
TOTAL
$4,080,000
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3193. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
for grants to complete natural resource enhancement projects
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Mitigation Projects and Dedicated Funding (20082048)
necessary to improve water quality in shellfish growing areas.
Appropriation:
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,000,000
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 3191, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$16,000,000
Reappropriation:
TOTAL
$20,000,000
State Wildlife Account—State
$500,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 3188.
FOR THE STATE
Special Wildlife Account—Private/Local
$1,077,000
General Fund—Private/Local
$1,866,000
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
General Fund—Federal
$27,008,000
Conservation Commission Ranchland Preservation Projects
(92000004)
Subtotal Reappropriation
$30,451,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
Appropriation:
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
State Wildlife Account—State
$500,000
General Fund—Private/Local
$1,000,000
for the following list of ranch land preservation projects:
Lust Family Farm and Ranch Preservation
$1,619,000
Special Wildlife Account—Federal
$1,000,000
Imrie Ranches Rock Creek Agricultural Easement
Special Wildlife Account—Private/Local
$1,000,000
General Fund—Federal
$9,000,000
$4,913,000
Kelley Ranches Agricultural Easement
$2,316,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$12,500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$104,524,000
Appropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$54,000,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$8,848,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$201,475,000
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 3194. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Lake Rufus Woods Fishing Access (30000241)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$2,000,000
TOTAL
$3,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3195. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Minor Works Preservation (30000727)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$9,230,000
State Wildlife Account—State
$300,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$9,530,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$80,000,000
TOTAL
$89,530,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3196. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Kalama Falls Hatchery Renovate Adult Handling Facilities
(30000480)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3197. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Wooten Wildlife Area Improve Flood Plain (30000481)
The reappropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 3207, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$106,000
General Fund—Federal
$1,000,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$1,106,000
Appropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$2,600,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,000,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$6,600,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,994,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$12,722,000
TOTAL
$22,422,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3198. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Clarks Creek Hatchery Rebuild (92000038)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
to substantially rebuild the Clarks creek (Puyallup) hatchery and
fulfill Washington department of transportation (WSDOT)
mitigation requirements as agreed to with the Puyallup Indian
nation for the widening of Interstate 5. The new hatchery must be
devoted to salmon production. The department must relocate trout
production to other hatcheries.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$10,500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3199. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Replace Fire Damaged Fencing (30000655)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 3208, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.

Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,225,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$387,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,612,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3200. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Soos Creek Hatchery Renovation (30000661)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$15,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$15,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3201. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Edmonds Pier Renovation (30000664)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,465,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,465,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3202. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Marblemount Hatchery - Renovating Jordan Creek Intake
(30000666)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,293,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,293,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3203. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Fir Island Farm Estuary Restoration Project (30000673)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$500,000
General Fund—Federal
$15,500,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$16,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$16,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3204. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Minor Works - Programmatic (30000682)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$300,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$300,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3205. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Eells Springs Production Shift (30000723)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,620,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,620,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3206. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Mitchell Act Federal Grant (91000021)
Reappropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$1,014,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,986,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3207. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
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Fishway Improvements/Diversions (91000033)
State Land Development, Restoration, and Enhancement
Reappropriation:
(92000039)
State Building Construction Account—State
$7,003,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$997,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,801,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$8,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3208. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$1,801,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3216. FOR THE PUGET SOUND
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Hatchery Improvements (91000036)
PARTNERSHIP
Reappropriation:
Community Partnership Restoration Grants (30000007)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$16,109,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$18,666,000
General Fund—Federal
$1,170,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$430,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$34,775,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,600,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3209. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3217. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Minor Works - Access Sites (91000044)
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Reappropriation:
Land Acquisition Grants (20052021)
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,518,000
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$4,888,000
General Fund—Federal
$2,360,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$7,406,000
General Fund—Federal
$5,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3210. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$82,158,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$20,000,000
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Minor Works - Fish Passage Barriers (Culverts) (91000045)
TOTAL
$109,518,000
Reappropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3218. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
State Building Construction Account—State
$515,000
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Forest Legacy (30000060)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$980,000
Reappropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
General Fund—Federal
$4,020,000
TOTAL
$1,495,000
Appropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3211. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
General Fund—Federal
$14,000,000
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Leque Island Highway 532 Road Protection (92000019)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$16,980,000
Reappropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$56,000,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$390,000
TOTAL
$91,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$290,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3219. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
TOTAL
$680,000
Forest Riparian Easement Program (30000198)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3212. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,500,000
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Beebe Springs Development (92000026)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,999,000
Reappropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$14,000,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$640,000
TOTAL
$20,499,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,251,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3220. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Trust Land Transfer (30000200)
TOTAL
$1,891,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3213. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
for the list of projects in LEAP capital document No. 2015-22,
Beebe Springs (92000034)
Reappropriation:
developed April 7, 2015.
State Building Construction Account—State
$497,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$9,784,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$115,735,000
TOTAL
$500,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$240,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3214. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$365,519,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3221. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Minor Works Preservation (30000479)
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Reappropriation:
Sustainable Recreation (30000207)
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,500,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$7,475,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,500,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,500,000
TOTAL
$9,975,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$6,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3215. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL
$10,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3222. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
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Trust Land Replacement (30000222)
Appropriation:
Comm/Tech College Forest Reserve Account—State
$500,000
Nat Res Real Property Replacement—State
$30,000,000
Resources Management Cost Account—State $30,000,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$60,500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$50,500,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$242,000,000
TOTAL
$353,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3223. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
State Forest Land Replacement (30000223)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$6,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,500,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$6,000,000
TOTAL
$13,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3224. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Forest Hazard Reduction (30000224)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1)(a) $9,000,000 is provided solely for forest health hazard
reduction treatments on state, federal, and small nonindustrial
private timber lands. The appropriation may be used for
mechanical treatments, project planning, site preparation,
permitting, or prescribed burning. Forest treatments to reduce
insect, disease and wildfire hazards on private lands shall require
a contract with the department of natural resources to provide at
least a one-to-one nonstate or in-kind fund match, and to provide
a fifteen-year landowner maintenance agreement. Satisfaction of
the maintenance requirement at fifteen years is defined, at
minimum, as returning the property's forest conditions to the
original contract specifications for tree spacing and fuel loading.
A landowner failing to meet the maintenance requirement is
responsible for recompensing the full amount of state funding
received.
(b)(i) A minimum of $800,000 of this appropriation must be
spent on restoration activities on department of fish and wildlife
managed lands. The department of natural resources must work
with the department of fish and wildlife to prioritize and conduct
these forest hazard reduction treatments.
(ii) Not more than $4,000,000 of this amount may be expended
until the department of natural resources submits a report and
draft legislation that recommends a feasible funding mechanism
to equitably share the costs of forest health hazard reduction
treatments between the general public and landowners. The goal
of this plan must be to generate an additional $5,000,000 each
fiscal year. The department shall submit the report and draft
legislation to the governor and fiscal committees of the legislature
by October 15, 2015. If this report is not submitted the amount
provided in this subsection lapses.
(2) $1,000,000 is provided solely for grants to local
communities, counties, fire districts, and conservation districts to
establish new firewise communities and complete near-term
actions to increase public safety. The department must implement
policies and procedures to follow by local communities, counties,
fire districts, and conservation districts that seek to enroll in the
firewise program.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$10,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$4,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$40,000,000
TOTAL
$54,000,000

NEW SECTION. Sec. 3225. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DNR Olympic Region Shop Fire Recovery (30000225)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,471,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,471,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3226. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Blanchard Working Forest (30000231)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$5,500,000
TOTAL
$7,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3227. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
2015-2017 Minor Works Programmatic (30000237)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$250,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$250,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3228. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
2015-2017 Minor Works Preservation (30000238)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,836,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,836,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3229. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Contaminated Sites Cleanup and Settlement (30000240)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) $261,000 is provided solely for the state's share of liability
under the model toxics control act for the cleanup of lead
contamination at a rock pit now owned by plum creek timber
company.
(2) $95,000 is provided solely for the contaminated soils
cleanup at the Cedar creek correction center.
(3) $125,000 is provided solely for the webster nursery
pesticides and groundwater cleanup.
(4) $375,000 is provided solely for the underground storage
tank cleanup of contaminated soils of an old fueling station at the
department of natural resources, SE region headquarters' parking
lot that is within the city of Ellensburg new drinking water supply
wellhead protection area.
Appropriation:
Environmental Legacy Stewardship Account—State
$856,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$856,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3230. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Natural Areas Facilities Preservation and Access (30000241)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$8,000,000
TOTAL
$9,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3231. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
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Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$632,000
Road Maintenance and Abandonment Plan (RMAP)
(91000040)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$881,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$6,834,000
PART 4
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$4,024,000
TRANSPORTATION
TOTAL
$13,858,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3232. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4001. FOR THE WASHINGTON
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
STATE PATROL
Puget Sound Corps (91000046)
FTA Access Road Reconstruction (30000059)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
Appropriation:
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
Fire Service Training Account—State
$900,000
for the Puget Sound corps projects. Portions of the appropriation
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
may be used by the Puget Sound corps to install fishing line
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$950,000
collection and recycling devices, provided that the department of
TOTAL
$1,850,000
fish and wildlife design and supply the devices, and specify where
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4002. FOR THE WASHINGTON
they should be installed.
STATE PATROL
Reappropriation:
Fire Training Academy Burn Building Replacement
Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account—State
$200,000
(30000071)
Appropriation:
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$8,000,000
Fire Service Training Account—State
$200,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$12,800,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,300,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$32,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$53,000,000
TOTAL
$1,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3233. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4003. FOR THE WASHINGTON
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
STATE PATROL
Barbeque Flats Road Access (91000081)
Fire Training Academy Emergency Preservation and Repair
Reappropriation:
(30000100)
State Building Construction Account—State
$480,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$20,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$50,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Fire Service Training Account—State
$200,000
TOTAL
$500,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$250,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3234. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Quinault Coastal Forest and Watershed Restoration Grant
TOTAL
$250,000
(92000019)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4004. FOR THE WASHINGTON
Reappropriation:
STATE PATROL
FTA Campus Communication Infrastructure Improvement
State Building Construction Account—State
$500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,300,000
(30000101)
Appropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Fire Service Training Account—State
$400,000
TOTAL
$1,800,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3235. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Road Maintenance and Abandonment Plans (RMAP)
TOTAL
$400,000
(30000211)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4005. FOR THE WASHINGTON
Reappropriation:
STATE PATROL
State Building Construction Account—State
$138,000
FTA Master Plan Phase I Projects Design and Construction
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,862,000
(30000103)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$2,000,000
Fire Service Training Account—State
$40,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3236. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
State Building Construction Account—State
$60,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$100,000
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
State Land Development, Restoration, and Enhancement
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
(92000022)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$4,900,000
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$5,000,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$636,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
PART 5
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
EDUCATION
TOTAL
$636,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3237. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5001.
FOR THE
OF AGRICULTURE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Animal Disease Traceability (91000004)
Pierce County Skills Center (20084856)
Reappropriation:
Reappropriation:
Public Facility Construction Loan Revolving
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,432,000
Account—State
$249,000
School Construction and Skills Center Building
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Account—State
$30,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$5,462,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$30,083,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$35,545,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5002.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
2009-11 School Construction Asst. Grant Program
(30000031)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 5004, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
Common School Construction Account—State $7,968,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$508,627,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$516,595,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5003.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
2011-13 School Construction Assistance Program (30000071)
Reappropriation:
Common School Construction Account—State
$60,935,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$496,257,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$557,192,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5004.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Yakima Valley Technical Skills Center (30000076)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,161,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$23,282,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$25,443,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5005.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
SEA-Tech Branch Campus of Tri-Tech Skills Center
(30000078)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$338,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$11,181,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$11,519,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5006.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Grant County Branch Campus of Wenatchee Valley Skills
Center (30000091)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,183,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$18,225,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$19,408,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5007.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Clark County Skills Center (30000093)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,100,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$6,801,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$7,901,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5008.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
2013-15 School Construction Assistance Program Maintenance (30000145)

The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 5020, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State $154,741,000
Common School Construction Account—State
$100,456,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$255,197,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$132,250,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$387,447,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5009.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Tri-Tech Skills Center East (30000159)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,800,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,800,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5010.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Clark County Building 100 Modernization (30000160)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,146,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$9,054,000
TOTAL
$10,200,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5011.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
West Sound Technical Skills Center (30000162)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,259,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$25,989,000
TOTAL
$29,248,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5012.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Capital Program Administration (30000165)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The superintendent of public instruction will publish to its
web site and report to the office of financial management, the
appropriate committees of the legislature, and the legislative
evaluation and accountability program a list of local school
district projects submitted for school construction assistance
within seven business days of the grant program deadline. The
report must be updated within seven days following the
superintendent of public instruction's final grant award decisions.
Prior versions of the report must be maintained on the web site in
order to monitor changes in estimates as the grant process
progresses. The report must include, but not be limited to:
(a) School district;
(b) Project name;
(c) Estimated square footage by proposed project type;
(d) Estimated total of all project costs and estimated total
construction contract cost;
(e) Funding sources and election dates, if applicable; and
(f) Intent to front-fund the project.
(2) The superintendent of public instruction will provide to the
office of financial management and the legislative evaluation and
accountability program committee in electronic database form the
following:
(a) Study and survey information beginning with grants
awarded July 1, 2015; and
(b) All available inventory and condition of schools data.
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(3) The superintendent of public instruction must consult with
Reappropriation:
the appropriate committees of the legislature, the office of
State Building Construction Account—State
$415,000
financial management, and the community and technical colleges
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$39,585,000
to develop an evaluation process and criteria that will provide
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
information necessary to prioritize skills center requests. The
TOTAL
$40,000,000
process and criteria must be developed by December 1, 2015, and
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5015.
FOR THE
include at least the following criteria with regard to new skills
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
center development or major renovation:
Distressed Schools (91000024)
(a) Location;
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
(b) Programs;
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
(c) Reasonableness of construction costs;
provisions of section 5021, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
(d) Life cycle costs;
Reappropriation:
(e) Demand; and
State Building Construction Account—State
$10,000,000
(f) Other relevant factors.
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Appropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Common School Construction Account—State $2,924,000
TOTAL
$10,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5016.
FOR THE
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$12,244,000
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
TOTAL
$15,168,000
Energy Efficiency Grants for K-12 Schools (91000025)
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5013.
FOR THE
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,186,000
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
2015-17 School Construction Assistance Program (30000169)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,814,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
conditions and limitations:
TOTAL
$7,000,000
(1) $1,355,000 of the common school construction account—
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5017.
FOR THE
state appropriation is provided solely for study and survey grants
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
and for completing inventory and building condition assessments
San Juan Island School District STEM Vocational Bldg
for all public school districts once every six years. The office of
Renovation (91000027)
the superintendent of public instruction will update data in the
Reappropriation:
inventory and condition of school system database to reflect the
State Building Construction Account—State
$278,000
studies and surveys submitted by school districts receiving grants
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$722,000
in the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium.
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
(2) $771,000 of the common school construction account—
TOTAL
$1,000,000
state appropriation is provided solely for mapping the design of
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5018.
FOR THE
new facilities and remapping the design of facilities to be
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
remodeled, for school construction projects funded through the
Wenatchee Valley Skills Center (92000004)
school construction assistance program.
Reappropriation:
(3) The office of the superintendent of public instruction, in
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,124,000
consultation with the technical advisory committee, must develop
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,376,000
a formula-based method of allocating energy incentives that
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
would be administered through the school construction assistance
TOTAL
$9,500,000
program to increase energy efficiency and the use of renewable
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5019.
FOR THE
resources. The recommended formula-based method must be
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
submitted to the office of financial management, the senate ways
NEWTECH Skill Center (Spokane Area Professionaland means committee, and the house capital budget committee by
Technical) (92000005)
December 31, 2015.
Reappropriation:
(4) The superintendent of public instruction must weight and
State Building Construction Account—State
$7,786,000
prioritize grant requests on the following criteria and in the
Appropriation:
following order: (a) Will provide facility capacity needs to reduce
State Building Construction Account—State
$7,493,000
kindergarten through third grade class sizes at high poverty
School Construction and Skill Centers Building
schools; (b) will provide facility capacity needs to reduce
Account—State
$657,000
kindergarten through third grade class sizes in remaining schools.
Subtotal Appropriation
$8,150,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,901,000
State Building Construction Account—State $389,028,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Common School Construction Account—State
TOTAL
$21,837,000
$218,935,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5020.
FOR THE
Common School Construction Account—Federal
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
$4,650,000
Puget Sound Skills Center (92000007)
Subtotal Appropriation
$612,613,000
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$59,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$3,638,207,000
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$4,250,820,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$19,433,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5014.
FOR THE
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,441,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Energy Efficiency Grants for K-12 Schools (91000017)
TOTAL
$20,933,000
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NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5021.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Distressed Schools (92000009)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 602, chapter 1, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$531,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$26,869,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$27,400,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5022.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Yakima Valley Technical Skills Center Sunnyside Satellite
(92000013)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$374,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,851,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$6,225,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5023.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
2007-09 School Construction Assistance Grant Program
(20084200)
Reappropriation:
Common School Construction Account—State
$283,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$791,476,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$791,759,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5024.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Northeast King County Skills Center (20084855)
Reappropriation:
School Construction and Skill Centers Building Account
(Bonds)—State
$41,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$8,561,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$8,602,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5025.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
School Security Improvement Grants (92000015)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation is subject to the
provisions of section 5025, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$9,231,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$769,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,000,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5026.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Delta High School (92000017)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,228,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,172,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,400,000
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5027.
FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
STEM Facility Improvements (92000036)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
for grants to public school districts for the modernization and
upgrade of specialized science, technology, engineering and math
(STEM) facilities in high schools.

(1) The specialized STEM facility grant program must be
administered by the superintendent of public instruction in
consultation with the STEM education innovation alliance
specified in RCW 28A.188.030 and the statewide STEM
organization specified in RCW 28A.188.050. The superintendent
of public instruction must develop grant application materials in
consultation with the statewide STEM organization, must review
applications for accuracy and financial reasonableness, and must
administer awarded grants. With funds specifically appropriated
for this purpose, the superintendent of public instruction must
contract with the statewide STEM organization specified in RCW
28A.188.050 to evaluate applications against the criteria specified
in subsection (3) of this section and recommend a single rankordered list of grant applications. The superintendent of public
instruction may modify the rank-ordered list received by the
statewide STEM organization to prepare a preliminary grant
award list for submission to the office of financial management
as part of the required allotment request. The preliminary award
list must also be submitted to the appropriate committees of the
legislature with the original ranking by the statewide STEM
organization with explanations for any changes made to the
ranking. The office of financial management must not approve
requested allotments for the proposed grant awards for thirty days
following the allotment request to allow review of the proposed
grant award list by interested parties.
(2) One hundred percent of project costs are eligible for grants
under this program for:
(a) Facilities owned by public school districts or public charter
schools used for grades nine through twelve;
(b) Facilities built or modernized more than ten years prior to
the grant application; and
(c) Project costs for design, construction, project management,
capitalized and noncapitalized equipment and fixtures, and
necessary utility and information technology systems upgrades to
support the specialized STEM facilities.
(3) The criteria listed in this subsection must be used to rank
grant requests. In applying these criteria, the statewide STEM
organization should seek to recommend funding for projects that
modernize the most inadequate facilities, to be used by the most
qualified STEM teachers, expected to result in the greatest gains
in STEM literacy for the greatest number of students for the
aggregate amount of proposed grant funding, while improving
specialized STEM facilities in rural, suburban, and urban districts
in all parts of the state. The criteria are:
(a) The extent that existing STEM facilities are inadequate
including the lack of adequate STEM facilities to meet graduation
requirements in RCW 28A.150.220;
(b) A demonstration that existing STEM faculty are in place
and are qualified to deliver an interactive, project-based STEM
curriculum in the proposed specialized STEM facilities, or a plan
and budget are in place to recruit or train such STEM faculty;
(c) The expected gains in STEM literacy that are expected
from the proposed specialized STEM facilities in comparison to
the proposed project costs; and
(d) A broad distribution of grants across the state benefiting
rural, suburban, and urban districts.
(4) Modernized spaces funded with this grant program in the
prior ten years are not eligible to receive state funding for
modernization through this grant program or the school
construction assistance program for the space that has been
modernized with this grant program. The office of the
superintendent of public instruction shall write rules to ensure
new space added with funding provided by this grant is included
in the eligible inventory for the school construction assistance
program.
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and hearing loss shall update the predesign for a new education
(5) The office of the superintendent of public instruction, in
consultation with the STEM education innovation alliance, must
and physical education building; (2) upon completion of the
prepare a plan for evaluating the student performance outcomes
predesign study, the center for childhood deafness and hearing
resulting from the STEM facility grant program. The evaluation
loss shall enter into an interagency agreement with the office of
plan and estimated cost must be submitted to the appropriate
financial management to provide funding for a budget evaluation
committees of the legislature by January 1, 2017. The evaluation
study. The office of financial management shall use a budget
plan must provide an initial evaluation report on student outcomes
evaluation study team approach using value engineering
by January 1, 2021. The report must also consider options for
techniques and life cycle cost analysis in conducting the study.
expanding the grant program to improve specialized STEM
The office of financial management shall select the budget
facilities for middle and elementary schools.
evaluation team members, contract for the study, and report the
Appropriation:
results to the legislature and the center for childhood deafness and
State Building Construction Account—State
$10,000,000
hearing loss in a timely manner following completion of the
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
study. The study must also include a review of specific facility
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
needs that provide support in educating students with deafness or
TOTAL
$10,000,000
hearing loss.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5028.
FOR THE
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$230,000
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Spokane Valley Tech Skills Center Addition (92000038)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Appropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$22,850,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,100,000
TOTAL
$23,080,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5034. FOR THE WASHINGTON
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
STATE CENTER FOR CHILDHOOD DEAFNESS AND
TOTAL
$1,100,000
HEARING LOSS
Minor Public Works (30000023)
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5029.
FOR THE STATE
Reappropriation:
SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND
General Campus Preservation (30000033)
State Building Construction Account—State
$924,000
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$23,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$100,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$400,000
TOTAL
$947,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5035. FOR THE WASHINGTON
TOTAL
$500,000
STATE CENTER FOR CHILDHOOD DEAFNESS AND
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5030.
FOR THE
HEARING LOSS
Minor Works - Preservation (30000025)
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Distressed Schools (91000404)
Appropriation:
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
State Building Construction Account—State
$500,000
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
for the replacement of the Marysville Pilchuck high school
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$2,000,000
cafeteria.
TOTAL
$2,500,000
Appropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5036. FOR THE WASHINGTON
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,000,000
STATE CENTER FOR CHILDHOOD DEAFNESS AND
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
HEARING LOSS
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Cottage HVAC Replacement (30000028)
TOTAL
$5,000,000
Appropriation:
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5031.
FOR THE STATE
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,160,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND
Independent Living Cottage (30000001)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$2,160,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$506,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5037. FOR THE UNIVERSITY
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
OF WASHINGTON
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$3,651,000
Denny Hall Renovation (20081002)
TOTAL
$4,157,000
Reappropriation:
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 5032.
FOR THE STATE
State Building Construction Account—State
$27,300,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,590,000
SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND
General Campus Preservation (30000088)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$32,890,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$640,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5038. FOR THE UNIVERSITY
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
OF WASHINGTON
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$1,920,000
Lewis Hall Renovation (20081003)
TOTAL
$2,560,000
Reappropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5033. FOR THE WASHINGTON
State Building Construction Account—State
$150,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,915,000
STATE CENTER FOR CHILDHOOD DEAFNESS AND
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
HEARING LOSS
New Education and Physical Education Building (30000022)
TOTAL
$4,065,000
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5039. FOR THE UNIVERSITY
conditions and limitations: (1) The center for childhood deafness
OF WASHINGTON
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Burke Museum (20082850)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$650,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$46,200,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,150,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$50,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5040. FOR THE UNIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON
Health Sciences Education Phase I - T-Wing
Renovation/Addition (30000486)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$623,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$93,377,000
TOTAL
$94,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5041. FOR THE UNIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON
School of Nursing Simulation Learning Lab (30000600)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5042. FOR THE UNIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON
Health Sciences Interprofessional Education Classroom Phase
I (30000602)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,710,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,710,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5043. FOR THE UNIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON
Computer Science and Engineering Expansion (30000603)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
condition and limitation: The appropriation is provided solely for
the construction of a new computer science and engineering
building built in a location consistent with the preferred site as
recommended by the CSE II feasibility study produced by LMN
architects and analyzed in the 2015 environmental impact study.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$32,500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$32,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5044. FOR THE UNIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON
University of Washington Minor Capital Repairs Preservation (30000604)
Appropriation:
University of Washington Building Account—State
$43,175,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$172,700,000
TOTAL
$215,875,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5045. FOR THE UNIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON
Minor Capital Repairs - Preservation (30000494)
Reappropriation:
University of Washington Building Account—State
$4,200,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$42,554,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0

TOTAL
$46,754,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5046. FOR THE UNIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON
Preventive Facility Maintenance and Building System Repairs
(30000714)
Appropriation:
University of Washington Building Account—State
$25,825,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$103,300,000
TOTAL
$129,125,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5047. FOR THE UNIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON
University of Washington Tacoma Urban/Science Education
Facility (91000014)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,400,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,900,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5048. FOR THE UNIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON
University of Washington Tacoma Campus Soil Remediation
(92000002)
Appropriation:
State Toxics Control Account—State
$1,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$4,000,000
TOTAL
$10,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5049. FOR THE UNIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON
University of Washington Tacoma Classroom Building
Renovation - Urban Solutions Center (30000490)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$16,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$16,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5050. FOR THE WASHINGTON
STATE UNIVERSITY
Washington State University Pullman - Troy Hall Renovation
(20061030)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$850,000
Washington State University Building Account—State
$400,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$1,250,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$30,282,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$771,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$32,303,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5051. FOR THE WASHINGTON
STATE UNIVERSITY
Clean Technology Laboratory (30000069)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$8,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$24,835,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$32,835,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5052. FOR THE WASHINGTON
STATE UNIVERSITY
2015-17 Minor Works - Preservation (30001188)
Appropriation:
Washington State University Building Account—
State
$25,936,000
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University Science Center - Science I (30000001)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$134,340,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
TOTAL
$160,276,000
conditions and limitations: By September 1, 2016, the university
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5053. FOR THE WASHINGTON
shall provide to the governor and the legislative fiscal
committees, enrollment and utilization projections for each of the
STATE UNIVERSITY
Washington State University Tri-Cities - Academic Building
proposed science I, science II, and science building renovation
(30001190)
projects. The projections must include current enrollment and
Appropriation:
utilization of the major courses that will be offered in each
State Building Construction Account—State
$400,000
building. The projections must be for twenty five years from the
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
start of the buildings' occupancy.
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$68,600,000
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$69,000,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,791,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5054. FOR THE WASHINGTON
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$400,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$55,444,000
STATE UNIVERSITY
Preventive Facility Maintenance and Building System Repairs
TOTAL
$60,635,000
(30001324)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5060. FOR THE EASTERN
Appropriation:
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Washington State University Building Account—
Upgrade/Repair Campus Water System (30000422)
Reappropriation:
State
$10,115,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,683,000
Eastern Washington University Capital Projects Account—
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
State
$1,770,000
TOTAL
$10,115,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$5,453,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5055. FOR THE WASHINGTON
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,825,000
STATE UNIVERSITY
Everett University Center (91000026)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Reappropriation:
TOTAL
$7,278,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5061. FOR THE EASTERN
Appropriation:
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Infrastructure Renewal I (30000506)
State Building Construction Account—State
$50,317,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$6,000,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$9,949,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$60,317,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5056. FOR THE WASHINGTON
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$9,949,000
STATE UNIVERSITY
Washington State University Pullman - Plant Sciences
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5062. FOR THE EASTERN
Building (REC#5) (30000519)
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Appropriation:
Renovate Science (30000507)
Appropriation:
Washington State University Building Account—State
$6,600,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$350,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$58,900,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$52,000,000
TOTAL
$66,000,000
TOTAL
$52,350,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5057. FOR THE WASHINGTON
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5063. FOR THE EASTERN
STATE UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
2013-15 Minor Works - Preservation, Safety, Infrastructure
Minor Works - Facility Preservation (30000513)
(30000849)
Appropriation:
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,000,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$650,000
Eastern Washington University Capital Projects
Washington State University Building Account—State
Account—State
$7,667,000
$1,720,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$11,667,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$2,370,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$26,194,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$56,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$67,667,000
TOTAL
$28,564,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5064. FOR THE EASTERN
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5058. FOR THE WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Minor Works - Program (30000516)
STATE UNIVERSITY
Dairy Research and Teaching Facility (30001168)
Appropriation:
Appropriation:
Eastern Washington University Capital Projects Account—
Washington State University Building Account—State
State
$1,500,000
$8,300,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$16,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$17,500,000
TOTAL
$8,300,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5065. FOR THE EASTERN
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5059. FOR THE EASTERN
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
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Preventive Maintenance and Building System Repairs
(30000547)
Appropriation:
Eastern Washington University Capital Projects Account—
State
$2,217,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$8,868,000
TOTAL
$11,085,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5066. FOR THE EASTERN
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Eastern Washington University Minor Works Preservation
(30000468)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$23,000
Eastern Washington University Capital Projects
Account—State
$2,673,000
Subtotal Reappropriation
$2,696,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,804,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$8,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5067. FOR THE CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Science Building (30000045)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$42,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$21,771,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$63,771,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5068. FOR THE CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Samuelson Communication and Technology Center (SCTC)
(30000451)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,600,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$52,451,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$3,400,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$57,451,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5069. FOR THE CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Nutrition Science (30000456)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,300,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$281,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$44,400,000
TOTAL
$48,981,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5070. FOR THE CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Minor Works Preservation (30000684)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,000,000
Central Washington University Capital Projects Account—
State
$1,935,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$5,935,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$18,640,000
TOTAL
$24,575,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5071. FOR THE CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Bouillon Hall Renovation (30000711)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,977,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,977,000

NEW SECTION. Sec. 5072. FOR THE CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Minor Works Program (30000723)
Appropriation:
Central Washington University Capital Projects Account—
State
$3,777,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$4,768,000
TOTAL
$8,545,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5073. FOR THE CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Lind Hall Renovation (30000738)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,900,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,900,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5074. FOR THE CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Combined Utilities (30000740)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$8,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$32,000,000
TOTAL
$40,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5075. FOR THE CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Old Heat - Plant Annex (30000767)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,590,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,590,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5076. FOR THE CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Preventive Maintenance and Building System Repairs
(30000770)
Appropriation:
Central Washington University Capital Projects Account—
State
$2,422,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,422,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5077. FOR THE CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Combined Utilities (30000448)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$430,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$9,780,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,210,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5078. FOR THE CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Minor Works Preservation (30000615)
Reappropriation:
Central Washington University Capital Projects Account—
State
$1,500,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,500,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$7,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5079. FOR THE EVERGREEN
STATE COLLEGE
Science Center - Lab II, 2nd Floor Renovation (30000117)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$575,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$4,119,000
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Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
State
$100,000
TOTAL
$4,694,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$6,600,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5080. FOR THE EVERGREEN
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$6,700,000
STATE COLLEGE
Science Center - Lab I Basement Renovation (30000118)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5087. FOR THE WESTERN
Reappropriation:
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,525,000
Carver Academic Renovation (20081060)
Appropriation:
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,240,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$323,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$280,000
Appropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$58,600,000
Western Washington University Capital Projects
TOTAL
$5,045,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5081. FOR THE EVERGREEN
Account—State
$5,400,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$64,000,000
STATE COLLEGE
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$7,051,000
Seminar I Renovation (30000125)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$71,374,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$400,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5088. FOR THE WESTERN
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$23,318,000
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
TOTAL
$23,718,000
North Campus Utility Upgrade (30000426)
Reappropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5082. FOR THE EVERGREEN
State Building Construction Account—State
$600,000
STATE COLLEGE
Facilities Preservation (30000457)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,982,000
Appropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,770,000
TOTAL
$3,582,000
The Evergreen State College Capital Projects Account—
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5089. FOR THE WESTERN
State
$7,275,000
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Performing Arts Exterior Renewal (30000428)
Subtotal Appropriation
$10,045,000
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$39,955,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$387,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,560,000
TOTAL
$50,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5083. FOR THE EVERGREEN
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,947,000
STATE COLLEGE
Minor Works Program (30000487)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5090. FOR THE WESTERN
Appropriation:
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
The Evergreen State College Capital Projects
Classroom and Lab Upgrades Phase 2 (30000518)
Reappropriation:
Account—State
$1,164,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,800,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$9,140,000
Western Washington University Capital Projects Account—
TOTAL
$10,304,000
State
$400,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5084. FOR THE EVERGREEN
Subtotal Reappropriation
$2,200,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,546,000
STATE COLLEGE
Lecture Hall Remodel (30000493)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Reappropriation:
TOTAL
$4,746,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$300,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5091. FOR THE WESTERN
Appropriation:
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
State Building Construction Account—State
$16,310,000
Minor Works - Preservation (30000615)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,251,000
Appropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,572,000
TOTAL
$17,861,000
Western Washington University Capital Projects
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5085. FOR THE EVERGREEN
Account—State
$4,886,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$8,458,000
STATE COLLEGE
Preventive Facility Maintenance and Building System Repairs
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
(30000612)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$64,422,000
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$72,880,000
The Evergreen State College Capital Projects Account—
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5092. FOR THE WESTERN
State
$783,000
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Preventive Facility Maintenance and Building System Repairs
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$3,132,000
(30000757)
TOTAL
$3,915,000
Appropriation:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5086. FOR THE EVERGREEN
Western Washington University Capital Projects Account—
State
$3,614,000
STATE COLLEGE
Facilities Preservation (30000084)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Reappropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$14,456,000
The Evergreen State College Capital Projects Account—
TOTAL
$18,070,000
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NEW SECTION. Sec. 5093. FOR THE WESTERN
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Minor Works - Preservation (30000524)
Reappropriation:
Western Washington University Capital Projects Account—
State
$750,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$6,750,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$7,500,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5094. FOR THE WASHINGTON
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Washington Heritage Grants (20074004)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The reappropriation in this section is subject to the
provisions of RCW 27.34.330.
(2) The reappropriation in this section is subject to the project
list in section 5137, chapter 520, Laws of 2007.
(3) The reappropriation in this section is subject to the
provisions of section 5044, chapter 36, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$340,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$9,565,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$9,905,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5095. FOR THE WASHINGTON
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Washington Heritage Project Capital Grants (30000011)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The reappropriation in this section is subject to the
provisions of section 5120, chapter 497, Laws of 2009.
(2) The reappropriation in this section is subject to the
provisions of section 5045, chapter 36, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$200,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$9,225,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$9,425,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5096. FOR THE WASHINGTON
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Washington Heritage Grants (30000117)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The reappropriation in this section is subject to the
provisions of RCW 27.34.330.
(2) The reappropriation in this section is subject to the
provisions of section 622, chapter 1, Laws of 2012 2nd sp. sess.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$300,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$6,782,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$7,082,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5097. FOR THE WASHINGTON
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Heritage Capital Grants Projects (30000170)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The reappropriation in this section is subject to the
provisions of RCW 27.34.330.
(2) The reappropriation in this section is subject to the project
list in section 5093, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess;
however, the reappropriation for the Highline heritage museum
may be used to renovate an existing building.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$4,700,000

Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$5,131,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$9,831,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5098. FOR THE WASHINGTON
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Facilities Preservation - Minor Works Projects (30000164)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$830,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,653,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,483,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5099. FOR THE WASHINGTON
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
History Museum Membrane System Replacement (30000220)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,805,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,805,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5100. FOR THE WASHINGTON
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Facilities Preservation – Minor Works Projects (30000222)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,515,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$10,000,000
TOTAL
$12,515,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5101. FOR THE WASHINGTON
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Washington Heritage Grants (30000237)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The appropriation is subject to the provisions of RCW
27.34.330.
(2) The appropriation is provided solely for the following list
of projects:
Project
Authorized Amount
Pantages centennial: Façade restoration
$685,000
Chong Wa parapet preservation
$66,000
Rehabilitation of historic structures
$750,000
Renovation heating of interior space of Balfour dock
$1,000,000
Town hall historic restoration: Phase one of construction
$1,000,000
Washington hall restoration
$452,000
Rehabilitation of Ritzville library for ADA compliance
$138,000
Quartermaster and dental surgery renovation project
$309,000
Skagit city school restoration
$91,000
Yamasaki courtyard restoration project
$129,000
Prairie line trail historic interpretation project
$400,000
Ancich netshed restoration
$662,000
Chimney, gutter, and kitchen restoration
$11,000
Federal building rehabilitation
$920,000
Preservation of the Colville Indian agency cabin in Chewelah
$33,000
Arthur Foss preservation and restoration
$166,000
Seaport landing development - renovation of building #8
$1,000,000
Si View community center rehabilitation project $130,000
Revitalization to historic Wells house for community use
$26,000
Chiyo's garden
$108,000
Historic community center, library & city hall restoration
$185,000
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Sea Mar latino history and cultural center
$654,000
South Puget Sound Community College: Learning Resource
Olympia Waldorf school - the next 100 years
$20,000
Center (20062698)
Chinook school restoration
$79,000
Reappropriation:
Worthington park - Quilcene
$244,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$953,000
El Centro de la Raza community access & security project
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$32,708,000
$100,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Steam locomotives changed everything
$199,000
TOTAL
$33,661,000
The artifact/exhibit environmental conservation project
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5107. FOR THE COMMUNITY
$8,000
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Clover Park Technical College: Allied Health Care Facility
F/V Shenandoah restoration project
$41,000
(20062699)
Henderson house & Tumwater historic district interpretive
Reappropriation:
$50,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$944,000
Carnegie library renovation
$344,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$21,389,000
Total
$10,000,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$22,333,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$10,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5108. FOR THE COMMUNITY
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
TOTAL
$10,000,000
Spokane Community College: Technical Education Building
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5102. FOR THE WASHINGTON
(20081220)
Reappropriation:
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Research Center HVAC Replacement (30000238)
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,294,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$23,136,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,925,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$26,430,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5109. FOR THE COMMUNITY
TOTAL
$1,925,000
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Everett Community College: Index Hall Replacement
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5103. FOR THE EASTERN
(20081221)
WASHINGTON STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Exhibit Hall/Cowles Center Renovation (30000036)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,194,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$200,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$35,120,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$36,314,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5110. FOR THE COMMUNITY
TOTAL
$200,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
conditions and limitations: The eastern Washington state
Green River Community College: Trades and Industry
historical society shall conduct a predesign study for a renovation
Building (20081222)
to the exhibit hall and the Cheney Cowles center that will include
Reappropriation:
strategies to increase nonstate revenues for the operation of the
State Building Construction Account—State
$11,606,000
museum and estimate the minimum amount of state funding
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$17,013,000
necessary to preserve, maintain, and protect state-owned facilities
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
and assets. The predesign study shall be submitted to the office of
TOTAL
$28,619,000
financial management and the fiscal committees of the legislature
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5111. FOR THE COMMUNITY
by October 1, 2016.
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5104. FOR THE EASTERN
Grays Harbor College: Science and Math Building (20081226)
Reappropriation:
WASHINGTON STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Minor Works - Preservation (30000038)
State Building Construction Account—State
$14,700,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$29,444,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$467,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
TOTAL
$44,144,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5112. FOR THE COMMUNITY
TOTAL
$467,000
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5105. FOR THE COMMUNITY
Tacoma Community College: Health Careers Center
(20082701)
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Reappropriation:
Spokane Falls Community College: Campus Classrooms
(20062696)
State Building Construction Account—State
$7,639,000
Reappropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$33,534,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$417,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$19,199,000
TOTAL
$41,173,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5113. FOR THE COMMUNITY
TOTAL
$19,616,000
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5106. FOR THE COMMUNITY
Bellevue Community College: Health Science Building
(20082702)
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Reappropriation:
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State Building Construction Account—State
$9,636,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$22,090,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$31,726,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5114. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Bates Technical College: Mohler Communications
Technology Center (20082703)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$15,428,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$11,019,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$26,447,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5115. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Columbia Basin College: Social Science Center (20082704)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$595,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$14,505,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$481,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$15,581,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5116. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Clark College: Health and Advanced Technologies Building
(20082705)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$29,979,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$7,073,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$37,052,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5117. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Peninsula College: Fort Worden Building 202 (30000114)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,876,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$501,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,377,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5118. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Seattle Central Community College: Seattle Maritime
Academy (30000120)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$14,590,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,238,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$16,828,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5119. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Yakima Valley Community College: Palmer Martin Building
(30000121)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$5,947,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$14,293,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$20,240,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5120. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Olympic College: College Instruction Center (30000122)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,152,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$42,209,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,472,000

Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$45,833,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5121. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Centralia Community College: Student Services (30000123)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$631,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$32,089,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,886,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$34,606,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5122. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Peninsula College: Allied Health and Early Childhood
Development Center (30000126)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$903,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$23,790,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$907,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$25,600,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5123. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
South Seattle Community College: Cascade Court (30000128)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$983,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$28,231,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,104,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$30,318,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5124. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
North Seattle Community College: Technology Building
Renewal (30000129)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,922,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$23,497,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$25,419,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5125. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Renton Technical College: Automotive Complex Renovation
(30000134)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$449,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$15,250,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$928,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$16,627,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5126. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Edmonds Community College: Science, Engineering,
Technology Building (30000137)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$6,581,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,239,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$7,820,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5127. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Whatcom Community College: Learning Commons
(30000138)
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Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,029,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$793,000
TOTAL
$12,534,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5135. FOR THE COMMUNITY
TOTAL
$1,822,000
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Facility Repairs (30001182)
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5128. FOR THE COMMUNITY
Appropriation:
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Community/Technical College Capital Projects Account—
Big Bend: Professional-Technical Education Center
State
$20,733,000
(30000981)
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Appropriation:
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,040,000
TOTAL
$20,733,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$34,490,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5136. FOR THE COMMUNITY
TOTAL
$36,530,000
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5129. FOR THE COMMUNITY
Site Repairs (30001216)
Appropriation:
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Spokane: Main Building South Wing Renovation (30000982)
Community/Technical College Capital Projects Account—
Appropriation:
State
$2,829,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,823,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$24,742,000
TOTAL
$2,829,000
TOTAL
$27,565,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5137. FOR THE COMMUNITY
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5130. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Preventive Maintenance and Building System Repairs
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
(30001286)
Highline: Health and Life Sciences (30000983)
Appropriation:
Appropriation:
Community/Technical College Capital Projects Account—
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,932,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
State
$22,800,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$23,850,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$91,200,000
TOTAL
$26,782,000
TOTAL
$114,000,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5131. FOR THE COMMUNITY
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5138. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Clover Park: Center for Advanced Manufacturing
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Technologies (30000984)
Minor Works - Program (30000723)
Appropriation:
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,144,000
Community/Technical College Capital Projects Account—
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
State
$1,765,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$33,497,000
Community/Technical College Forest Reserve Account—
TOTAL
$36,641,000
State
$60,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5132. FOR THE COMMUNITY
Gardener-Evans Higher Education Construction
Account—State
$115,000
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Minor Works - Program (30001038)
Subtotal Reappropriation
$1,940,000
Appropriation:
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$16,852,000
State Building Construction Account—State
$22,456,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Community/Technical College Capital Projects Account—
TOTAL
$18,792,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5139. FOR THE COMMUNITY
State
$1,744,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$24,200,000
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Minor Works - Preservation (30000779)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Reappropriation:
TOTAL
$24,200,000
Community/Technical College Capital Projects Account—
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5133. FOR THE COMMUNITY
State
$965,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$16,635,000
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Minor Works - Preservation (30001106)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$17,600,000
Community/Technical College Capital Projects Account—
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5140. FOR THE COMMUNITY
State
$19,360,000
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Roof Repairs (30000844)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Reappropriation:
TOTAL
$19,360,000
Community/Technical College Capital Projects Account—
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5134. FOR THE COMMUNITY
State
$554,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$7,231,000
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Roof Repairs (30001155)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Appropriation:
TOTAL
$7,785,000
Community/Technical College Capital Projects Account—
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5141. FOR THE COMMUNITY
State
$12,534,000
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
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Facility Repairs (30000897)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,905,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$19,229,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$22,134,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5142. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Site Repairs (30000941)
Reappropriation:
Community/Technical College Capital Projects Account—
State
$71,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$2,503,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,574,000
NEW SECTION. Sec. 5143. FOR THE COMMUNITY
AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Edmonds Community College: WATR Center (30000979)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$840,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$660,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,500,000
PART 6
2015 SUPPLEMENTAL CAPITAL BUDGET
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6001. A new section is added to
2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 (uncodified) to read as follows:FOR THE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Building for the Arts Grants (30000006)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) The reappropriation in this section is subject to the
provisions of section 1011, chapter 36, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess.
(2) The reappropriation in this section is provided solely for
the Federal Way performing arts center.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$218,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$8,481,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$8,699,000
Sec. 6002. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 1073 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Loan Program
(30000189)
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) (($4,400,000 for fiscal year 2014 and)) $4,400,000 from
the drinking water assistance account—state for fiscal year 2015
is provided solely as state match for federal safe drinking water
funds.
(2) For projects involving repair, replacement, or improvement
of a clean water infrastructure facility or other public works
facility for which an investment grade efficiency audit is
obtainable, the public works board must require as a contract
condition that the project sponsor undertake an investment grade
efficiency audit. The project sponsor may finance the costs of the
audit as part of its drinking water state revolving fund program
loan.
Appropriation:
((State Building Construction Account—State $8,800,000))
Drinking Water Assistance Account—State
$4,400,000
Drinking Water Assistance Repayment Account—
State
$200,000,000

Subtotal Appropriation

(($208,800,000))
$204,400,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$680,000,000
TOTAL
(($888,800,000))
$884,400,000
Sec. 6003. 2013 3rd sp.s. c 1 s 3 (uncodified) is amended to
read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Renton
Aerospace
Training
Center
Construction
(((92000151))) (30000724)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation in this section is
provided solely for construction of the Renton aerospace training
center.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State (($5,000,000))
$10,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
(($5,000,000))
$10,000,000
Sec. 6004. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 1074 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Clean Energy and Energy Freedom Program (91000582)
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) All expenditures from the state taxable building
construction account—state appropriation in this section must be
used for projects that provide a benefit to the public through
development, demonstration, and deployment of clean energy
technologies that save energy and reduce energy costs, reduce
harmful air emissions or otherwise increase energy independence
for the state. All expenditures must be used for projects that
develop and acquire assets that have a useful life of at least
thirteen years. These requirements must be specified in funding
agreements issued by the department.
(2) For any project funded from the state taxable building
construction account—state appropriation in this section, state
funds must not exceed fifty percent of the estimated cost of a
project, and funding preference must be provided to projects that
offer a higher percentage of nonstate match funds.
(3)(a) $15,000,000 of the state taxable building construction
account—state appropriation in this section is provided solely to
create a revolving loan fund to support the widespread use of
proven building energy efficiency and renewable energy
technologies now inhibited by lack of access to capital.
(b) To create the loan fund, the department shall provide grant
funds to a competitively selected nonprofit lender that will
provide matching private capital and will administer the loan
fund. The department must select the loan fund administrator
through a competitive process, with scoring conducted by a group
of qualified experts, applying criteria specified by the department.
(c) The department must establish guidelines for the lender
related to applicant eligibility, the screening process, and
evaluation and selection criteria. The criteria must include
requiring evidence of support for the proposed project from the
impacted community and consistency with economic growth
strategies and plans of the affected local governments.
Applications for loans from the revolving fund must disclose all
sources of public funding to be provided for a project. The
nonprofit lender must use the revolving loan fund to make
affordable loans for projects including, but not limited to:
Residential and commercial energy retrofits, residential and
community-scale solar installations, anaerobic digesters to treat
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dairy and organic waste, and combined heat and power projects
this section unless and until the nonstate share of project costs
using woody biomass as a fuel source.
have been either expended, or firmly committed, or both, in an
(d) The department must conduct due diligence activities
amount sufficient to complete the project or a distinct phase of the
associated with the use of public funds, including oversight of the
project that is useable to the public for the purpose intended by
project selection process and project monitoring.
the legislature. This requirement does not apply to projects where
(e) Projects seeking financing of solar installations under this
a share of the appropriations are released for design costs only.
section must agree in contract to not participate in the cost(2) Prior to receiving funds, project recipients must
recovery program under RCW 82.16.120.
demonstrate that the project site is under control for a minimum
(4) $15,000,000 of the state taxable building construction
of ten years, either through ownership or a long-term lease. This
account—state appropriation in this section is provided solely for
requirement does not apply to appropriations for preconstruction
grants to advance renewable energy technologies by public and
activities or appropriations whose sole purpose is to purchase real
private electrical utilities that serve retail customers in the state.
property that does not include a construction or renovation
The department shall work with utilities to offer matching grants
component.
for projects that demonstrate new smart grid technologies. The
(3) Projects funded in this section may be required to comply
department shall develop a grant application process to
with Washington's high performance building standards as
competitively select projects for grant awards, to include scoring
required by chapter 39.35D RCW.
conducted by a group of qualified experts with application of
(4) Project funds are available on a reimbursement basis only,
criteria specified by the department. Applications for grants must
and shall not be advanced under any circumstances.
disclose all sources of public funding to be provided for a project.
(5) Projects funded in this section must be held by the recipient
The grant funds must be used to fund projects that demonstrate
for a minimum of ten years and used for the same purpose or
how to: Integrate intermittent renewables through energy storage
purposes intended by the legislature as required in RCW
and information technology, dispatch energy storage resources
43.63A.125(6).
from utility control rooms, use the thermal properties and electric
(6) Projects funded in this section, including those that are
load of commercial buildings and district energy systems to store
owned and operated by nonprofit organizations, are generally
energy, or otherwise improve the reliability and reduce the costs
required to pay state prevailing wages.
of intermittent or distributed renewable energy.
(7) The appropriations are provided solely for the following
(5) $6,000,000 of the state taxable building construction
list of projects:
account—state appropriation in this section is provided solely for
grants to match federal funds used to develop and demonstrate
Projects for Jobs & Economic
Authorized
clean energy technologies. The department shall work with the
Development
Amount
University of Washington, Washington State University, and the
City of Bremerton Puget Sound Naval
$1,300,000
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory to offer matching funds
Safety Project
for projects including, but not limited to: Advancing energy
Fairchild Airforce Base
$2,700,000
storage and solar technologies, and federal manufacturing
City
of
Lynnwood
Main
Street
innovation centers related to use of light-weight carbon fiber
$250,000
Improvements
components to advance energy efficiency in the aeronautical,
automotive, and marine sectors.
Port of Everett: Roll-On/Roll-Off Cargo
$1,500,000
(6) The department must report on number and results of
Berth
projects funded through the clean energy fund, including the
Kittitas County Infrastructure and
$5,000,000
number of job hours created and the number of jobs maintained
Facilities
and created, to the governor and the legislature, by November 1,
City of Kennewick Industrial Land
$1,000,000
2014.
Perry
Tech
Institute
Building
$1,000,000
(7) The energy recovery act account—federal appropriation in
City of Buckley Drinking Water
this section is provided solely for loans, loan guarantees, and
$350,000
grants that encourage the establishment of innovative and
Improvements
sustainable industries for renewable energy and energy efficiency
((Coronado))
Carbonado
Reservoir
$525,000
technology, consistent with provisions of RCW 43.325.040
Replacement
(energy freedom account).
Hopelink Cleveland Street Project
$1,000,000
Appropriation:
Redmond
Connector
$1,300,000
State Taxable Building Construction Account—
Washougal ((Storm Water Decant
State
$36,000,000
$1,000,000
Energy Recovery Act Account—((Federal)) State
Facility)) Wastewater Treatment Plant
$4,000,000
Roslyn
Renaissance
Northwest
$500,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$40,000,000
Improvement Company Building
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Everett/Tulalip
Water
Pipeline
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
$1,000,000
Construction
TOTAL
$40,000,000
((Renton Aerospace Training Center
Sec. 6005. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 1077 (uncodified) is
$5,000,000))
Construction
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Renton Riverview Bridge Replacement
$1,100,000
Projects for Jobs and Economic Development (92000151)
Omak City Sewer, Collection System,
$2,000,000
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
and Treatment Plant
conditions and limitations:
Harper Pier Replacement
$800,000
(1) Except as directed otherwise prior to the effective date of
this section, the department shall not expend the appropriations in
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University
Place
Main
Street
Redevelopment
Sultan Alder Avenue Water/Sewer Line
Replacement
Quincy Industrial Water Reclamation &
Reuse
NW Medical School
Ione - 8th St Lift Station Replacement
Stevens PUD Projects
Port Orchard Bay St. Pedestrian Path Phase 2
Dekalb Pier - Phase 2
Kenmore Village
South Kirkland TOD/Cross Kirkland
Corridor
Washington
Agriculture
Discovery
Center
Mountlake Terrace Mainstreet Grant
Issaquah - North Roadway Network
Improvement
TRIDEC Development of Small Modular
Reactor Proposal
City of Shelton Wastewater
Port of Moses Lake Firefighting System
Seattle Chinatown/ID Development
TOTAL
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$975,000
$185,000
$700,000
$136,000
$165,000
$532,000
$336,000
$255,000
$300,000
$1,300,000
$100,000
$2,000,000
$5,000,000
$500,000
$1,500,000
$300,000
$500,000
(($42,109,000))
$37,109,000

Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($35,009,000))
$30,009,000
Public Facility Construction Loan Revolving
Account—State
$7,100,000
Subtotal Appropriation
(($42,109,000))
$37,109,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
(($42,109,000))
$37,109,000
Sec. 6006. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 1078 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Projects That Strengthen Communities and Quality of Life
(92000230)
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) Except as directed otherwise prior to the effective date of
this section, the department shall not expend the appropriation in
this section unless and until the nonstate share of project costs
have been either expended, or firmly committed, or both, in an
amount sufficient to complete the project or a distinct phase of the
project that is useable to the public for the purpose intended by
the legislature. This requirement does not apply to projects where
a share of the appropriation is released for design costs only.
(2) Prior to receiving funds, project recipients must
demonstrate that the project site is under control for a minimum
of ten years, either through ownership or a long-term lease. This
requirement does not apply to appropriations for preconstruction
activities or appropriations whose sole purpose is to purchase real

property that does not include a construction or renovation
component.
(3) Projects funded in this section may be required to comply
with Washington's high performance building standards as
required by chapter 39.35D RCW.
(4) Project funds are available on a reimbursement basis only,
and shall not be advanced under any circumstances.
(5) Projects funded in this section must be held by the recipient
for a minimum of ten years and used for the same purpose or
purposes intended by the legislature as required in RCW
43.63A.125(6).
(6) Projects funded in this section, including those that are
owned and operated by nonprofit organizations, are generally
required to pay state prevailing wages.
(7) $1,500,000 of the appropriation in this section from the
state building construction account—state is provided solely for
design development to align ongoing planning for the
replacement of the Seattle multimodal terminal at Colman dock
with the creation of a public park. The scope of work must provide
a design plan that includes an elevated park and corresponding
amenities above the terminal. Design development shall be
delivered through the city of Seattle. The scope of this project
does not preclude any current plans for Colman dock to replace
or seismically upgrade the facility, nor does it reduce the amount
of general and commercial traffic, high occupancy vehicles,
transit, bicyclist and pedestrian movement.
(8) $500,000 of the appropriation from the environmental
legacy stewardship account—state is provided solely for an
investigation of possible contaminated soils around the Colman
dock.
(9) The appropriation is provided solely for the following list
of projects:
Projects that Strengthen Communities
Authorized
& Quality of Life
Amount
Ft. Vancouver - Mother Joseph Academy &
$1,000,000
Infantry Barracks
LaConner Boardwalk
$1,600,000
Kent Interurban Trail Connector
$750,000
Town of Concrete Public Safety Building
$785,000
Complete Development of Ashford Park
$1,000,000
Facilities
Jackson Park Renovation
$1,000,000
South Whatcom Library Construction
$90,000
Guemes Channel Trail Project
$700,000
Seabrook Trail
$437,000
Vashon Island Allied Arts
$2,000,000
Federal Way Performing Arts
$2,000,000
Japanese Gulch Land Acquisition
$1,000,000
Milton - Triangle Park ADA Upgrades
$225,000
Langston Hughes Performing Arts Center $150,000
Storage
Wood Pellet Heat in Schools Pilot
$500,000
Snohomish County Sheriff's Office South
$1,000,000
Precinct
Ravensdale Park
$650,000
Worthington Park
$210,000
Eastside Tacoma Community Center
$400,000
((228th Street Trail
$500,000))
Institute for Community Leadership
$275,000
FISH of Vancouver/Nonprofit Community
$1,000,000
Service Center
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Yelm Community Center
Ellensburg Depot
Roslyn City Hall
Northwest Carriage Museum
People's Community Center and Pool
((Town of Concrete Fire and Life Safety
Facility
Chehalis Pool
Mount Rainier Park Ranger Memorial
McAllister Air Museum
Repairs to Stevenson Grange
Meydenbauer Park Improvements
Sixty Acres Park Enhancements
Covington Community Park Phase 2
Johnson Farm Museum - Anderson Island
Nikolai Project
Ft. Steilacoom Building Preservation
Plaza Roberto Maestas - Building the
Beloved Community
Seattle Multimodal Terminal at Colman
Dock/Public Park
Confluence Project
Castle Rock Citywide Residential Street
Project
UWAVE
Transit-Community Center
Mt. Spokane Lodge
TOTAL

$1,000,000
$500,000
$400,000
$375,000
$500,000
$500,000))
$250,000
$60,000
$500,000
$50,000
$3,000,000
$750,000
$2,100,000
$250,000
$40,000
$250,000
$1,000,000
$2,000,000
$747,000
$504,000
$30,000
$800,000
$250,000
(($33,128,000))
$32,128,000

Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($32,628,000))
$31,628,000
Environmental Legacy Stewardship Account—
State
$500,000
Subtotal Appropriation
(($33,128,000))
$32,128,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
(($33,128,000))
$32,128,000
Sec. 6007. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 1090 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Higher Education Preservation Information (91000427)
((The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriations are provided solely
to refresh preservation information that resides in the state's
comparable framework for higher education buildings including
any necessary revisions or adjustments that will enable more
direct translation of information, updates for last renewal or
replacement of major systems, and quality assurance field
sampling. In executing this continued capital study, the office of
financial management shall consult the legislative fiscal
committees about its workplan to ensure field sampling of
facilities prioritized for renovation or replacement, and timely
delivery of assembled facilities information and related capital
models in an easy to understand format.)) The appropriations in
this section are subject to the following conditions and
limitations: Funding is provided solely to further develop a
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comparable framework methodology to equalize the facility
condition assessments by higher education institutions. The
methodology will improve upon the existing state facility
inventory and condition assessment systems to collect and convey
the information. The inventory system may include facility
system replacement or renewals including costs, quality
assurance field sampling data, and tracking of condition rating
adjustments. As a general condition, upon appropriations
provided to higher education agencies in this act, the state board
for community and technical colleges and each state
baccalaureate institution shall provide requested facilities
information in a timely manner to enable the office of financial
management to complete the tasks and oversight assigned in this
section.
Appropriation:
University of Washington Building Account—State
(($130,000))
$116,000
Washington State University Building
Account—State
(($94,000))
$85,000
Eastern Washington University Capital Projects
Account—State
(($23,000))
$21,000
Central Washington University Capital Projects
Account—State
(($19,000))
$17,000
The Evergreen State College Capital Projects
Account—State
(($13,000))
$12,000
Western Washington University Capital Projects
Account—State
(($21,000))
$19,000
Subtotal Appropriation
(($300,000))
$270,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$300,000
$270,000
Sec. 6008. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 1091 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Construction Contingency Pool (91000428)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation in this section is
provided solely for construction projects that confront emergent
and unavoidable costs in excess of the construction contingency
and management reserves included in the project appropriation.
For requests occurring during a legislative session, an agency
must notify the legislative fiscal committees before requesting
contingency funds from the office of financial management.
Eligible agencies that may apply to the pool include higher
education institutions, the state parks and recreation commission,
the department of corrections, the department of enterprise
services, and the department of health. Eligible construction
projects are only projects that had project cost reductions. The
office of financial management must notify the legislative
evaluation and accountability program committee, the house
capital budget committee, and senate ways and means committee
as projects are approved for funding.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($4,000,000))
$1,875,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
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$0
$4,000,000
$1,875,000
Sec. 6009. 2013 2nd sp. s. c 19 s 1093 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ENTERPRISE
SERVICES
Natural Resource Building Roof Replacement/Exterior Foam
Insulation Repairs (30000546)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($510,000))
$33,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
(($3,972,000))
$4,409,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,482,000
$4,442,000
Sec. 6010. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 1099 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ENTERPRISE
SERVICES
Legislative Building Critical Hydronic Loop Repairs
(30000584)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($1,075,000))
$1,013,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($851,000))
$410,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
(($104,000))
$166,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,030,000
$1,589,000
Sec. 6011. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 1108 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ENTERPRISE
SERVICES
Legislative Building Exterior Repairs (30000604)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($1,000,000))
$1,075,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,000,000
$1,075,000
Sec. 6012. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 1104 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ENTERPRISE
SERVICES
Capitol Campus Underground Utility Repairs (30000687)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($1,983,000))
$2,613,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$8,827,000
TOTAL
$10,810,000
$11,440,000
Sec. 6013. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 1105 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ENTERPRISE
SERVICES
Natural Resource Building Repairs Phase 1 (91000009)

The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The natural resource building repairs
phase 1 project must include at a minimum the multipurpose room
water infiltration project and the roof project. After this work is
completed, the department may include work that was in the
department's 2013-2015 capital budget request for other repairs
to the building.
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($4,161,000))
$4,041,000
Thurston County Capital Facilities Construction
Account—State
$940,000
Subtotal Appropriation
(($5,101,000))
$4,981,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$5,101,000
$4,981,000
Sec. 6014. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 2024 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
Monroe Corrections Center: WSR Living Units Roofs
(30000542)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($1,785,000))
$1,868,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,785,000
$1,868,000
Sec. 6015. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 2028 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
Washington Corrections Center for Women: Replace Fire
Alarm System (30000727)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State (($2,569,000))
$2,649,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,569,000
$2,649,000
Sec. 6016. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 3067 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
Water Pollution Control Revolving Program (30000327)
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) (($7,750,000 for fiscal year 2014 and $7,750,000))
$15,500,000 for fiscal year 2015 of the ((state building
construction)) water pollution control revolving account—state is
provided solely as state match for federal clean water funds.
(2) For projects involving repair, replacement, or improvement
of a wastewater treatment plant or other public works facility for
which an investment grade efficiency audit is obtainable, the
department of ecology must require as a contract condition that
the project sponsor undertake an investment grade efficiency
audit. The project sponsor may finance the costs of the audit as
part of its water pollution control loan program ((loan)).
Appropriation:
((State Building Construction Account—State
$15,500,000))
Water Pollution Control Revolving Account—
State
(($184,500,000))
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$200,000,000
Water Pollution Control Revolving
Account—Federal
$50,000,000
Subtotal Appropriation
$250,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$510,000,000
TOTAL
$760,000,000
Sec. 6017. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 3058 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
Skagit Mitigation (91000181)
The reappropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The reappropriation in this section is
provided solely for the department to develop mitigation options
and alternative water sources or tools to make water available for
stream flows and for rural domestic permit-exempt uses within
the ((Carpenter/Fisher, East Nookachamps, and Upper
Nookachamps subbasins)) Skagit River watershed. Up to
$500,000 of the amount specified shall be used to develop a rural
domestic demonstration project to determine if surface or
groundwater infiltration can mitigate for ground water use during
low flow periods to meet the mitigation requirements of chapter
173-503 WAC.
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$2,156,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$69,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$2,225,000
Sec. 6018. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 3101 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE PARKS AND RECREATION
COMMISSION
Dosewallips: Wastewater Treatment System (30000523)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($4,079,000))
$4,532,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$4,079,000
$4,532,000
Sec. 6019. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 3190 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
Mitchell Act Federal Grant (91000021)
Reappropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$2,328,000
Appropriation:
General Fund—Federal
$4,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$672,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,000,000
$7,000,000
Sec. 6020. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 3212 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE PUGET SOUND PARTNERSHIP
Community Partnership Restoration Grants (30000007)
Reappropriation:
General Fund—Federal
(($1,155,000))
$1,575,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
(($445,000))
$50,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,600,000
$1,625,000
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Sec. 6021. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 5007 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION
Yakima Valley Technical Skills Center (30000076)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($12,962,000))
$11,082,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$12,481,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$25,443,000
$23,563,000
Sec. 6022. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 5020 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION
2013-2015 School Construction Assistance Program Maintenance (30000145)
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
conditions and limitations:
(1) $1,340,000 of the common school construction account—
state appropriation is provided solely for study and survey grants
and for completing inventory and building condition assessments
for all public school districts once every six years.
(2) $933,000 of the common school construction account—
state appropriation is provided solely for mapping the design of
new facilities and remapping the design of facilities to be
remodeled, for school construction projects funded through the
school construction assistance program.
(3) The office of the superintendent of public instruction must
improve web-based access by taxpayers to school capacity and
actual enrollment in order to understand possible opportunities to
increase efficiency through consolidation. The office of the
superintendent of public instruction must post this capacity and
enrollment information on its web site.
(4) Funds from this appropriation may be used to match federal
dollars provided by the office of economic adjustment for school
replacement facilities located on military bases.
(5) The office of the superintendent of public instruction must
expedite allocation and distribution of any eligible funds under
the school construction assistance grant program to the Evergreen
(Clark County) School District to address the school construction
emergency resulting from the fire that destroyed the Crestline
School.
(6) The space allocations for state funding assistance purposes
for districts with senior or four-year high schools with fewer than
four hundred students, as outlined in WAC 392-343-035, must be
computed in accordance with the following formula:
Number of Headcount
Maximum
Space
Student-Grades 9-12
Allocation Per Facility
0-200
42,000 square feet
201-300
48,000 square feet
301-or more
52,000 square feet
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$285,355,000
Common School Construction Account—State
(($208,232,000))
$100,593,000
Common School Construction Account—Federal
$1,500,000
Subtotal Appropriation
(($495,087,000))
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$387,448,000
$0
(($3,099,310,000))
$3,099,270,000
TOTAL
(($3,594,397,000))
$3,486,718,000
Sec. 6023. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 5015 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION
WA-NIC (Washington Network for Innovative Careers) Skills
Center - Snoqualmie Valley School District/Bellevue Community
College (92000006)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($1,715,000))
$31,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,715,000
$31,000
Sec. 6024. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 5025 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION
School Security Improvement Grants (92000015)
The appropriation in this section is subject to the following
conditions and limitations: The appropriation is provided solely
for nonrecurring costs associated with school facility safety
projects consistent with chapter 233, Laws of 2013 (Second
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 5197).
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($10,000,000))
$6,656,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,000,000
$6,656,000
Sec. 6025. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 5055 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
Washington State University Pullman Pedestrian Bridge
(91000028)
Appropriation:
Washington State University Building
Account—State
(($1,500,000))
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$1,500,000
$0
Sec. 6026. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 5108 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL
COLLEGE SYSTEM
Bates Technical College: Mohler Communications
Technology Center (20082703)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$219,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($23,808,000))
$24,519,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,709,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)

TOTAL

$25,736,000
$26,447,000
Sec. 6027. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 5110 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL
COLLEGE SYSTEM
Clark College: Health and Advanced Technologies Building
(20082705)
Reappropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$1,335,000
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
(($33,784,000))
$34,478,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$1,239,000
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$36,358,000
$37,052,000
Sec. 6028. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 7043 (uncodified) is
amended to read as follows:
FOR THE STATE TREASURER—TRANSFERS
State Toxic Control Account: For transfer to the
Local Toxic Control Account
$4,000,000
Environmental Legacy Stewardship Account: For transfer to
the Local Toxic Control Account
$12,000,000
State Taxable Building Construction Account: For transfer to
the drinking water assistance account, $4,400,000 for fiscal year
2015
$4,400,000
State Taxable Building Construction Account: For transfer to
the water pollution control revolving account, $15,500,000 for
fiscal year 2015
$15,500,000
Sec. 6029. RCW 43.160.080 and 2010 1st sp.s. c 36 s 6011
are each amended to read as follows:
There shall be a fund in the state treasury known as the public
facilities construction loan revolving account, which shall consist
of all moneys collected under this chapter and any moneys
appropriated to it by law. Disbursements from the revolving
account shall be on authorization of the board. In order to
maintain an effective expenditure and revenue control, the public
facilities construction loan revolving account shall be subject in
all respects to chapter 43.88 RCW. ((During the 2009-2011
biennium, sums in the public facilities construction loan
revolving account may be used for community economic
revitalization board export assistance grants and loans in section
1018, chapter 36, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess. and for matching
funds for the federal energy regional innovation cluster in section
1017, chapter 36, Laws of 2010 1st sp. sess.)) During the 20132015 biennium, amounts in the public facilities construction loan
revolving account may be used for the animal disease traceability
project in section 3247, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.,
administered by the department of agriculture. During the 20132015 biennium, sums in the public facilities construction loan
revolving account may be used for the clean energy partnership
project in section 1038, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6030. A new section is added to
2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 (uncodified) to read as follows:
To the extent that any appropriation authorizes expenditures of
state funds from the state building construction account, or from
any other capital project account in the state treasury, for a capital
project or program that is specified to be funded with proceeds
from the sale of bonds, the legislature declares that any such
expenditures for that project or program made prior to the issue
date of the applicable bonds are intended to be reimbursed from
proceeds of those bonds in a maximum amount equal to the
amount of such appropriation.
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support means at least sixty percent of local agencies which have
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6031. 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 7013
used the facility within the prior ten years support the fee increase.
(uncodified) is repealed.
(8) Community and technical colleges:
(a) Enter into a financing contract on behalf of Centralia
PART 7
Community College for up to $5,000,000 plus financing expenses
MISCELLANEOUS
and required reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW to renovate
the student services building.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7001. RCW 43.88.031 requires the
(b) Enter into a financing contract on behalf of Centralia
disclosure of the estimated debt service costs associated with new
Community College for up to $3,000,000 plus financing expenses
capital bond appropriations. The estimated debt service costs for
and required reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW to purchase
the appropriations contained in this act are thirty-eight million
or construct student housing.
dollars for the 2015-2017 biennium, two hundred thirty million
(c) Enter into a financing contract on behalf of Clark College
dollars for the 2017-2019 biennium, and three hundred twentyfor up to $8,500,000 plus financing expenses and required
eight million dollars for the 2019-2021 biennium.
reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW to renovate the culinary
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 7002.
ACQUISITION OF
arts facility.
PROPERTIES AND FACILITIES THROUGH FINANCIAL
(d) Enter into a financing contract on behalf of Clark College
CONTRACTS. (1) The following agencies may enter into
for up to $35,000,000 plus financing expenses and required
financial contracts, paid from any funds of an agency,
reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW to design and construct
appropriated or nonappropriated, for the purposes indicated and
a student recreation center.
in not more than the principal amounts indicated, plus financing
(e) Enter into a financing contract on behalf of Columbia Basin
expenses and required reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW.
College for up to $7,000,000 plus financing expenses and
When securing properties under this section, agencies shall use
required reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW to design and
the most economical financial contract option available, including
construct a health science center.
long-term leases, lease-purchase agreements, lease-development
(f) Enter into a financing contract on behalf of Green River
with option to purchase agreements or financial contracts using
College for up to $15,000,000 plus financing expenses and
certificates of participation. Expenditures made by an agency for
required reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW to construct the
one of the indicated purposes before the issue date of the
new Auburn center.
authorized financial contract and any certificates of participation
(g) Enter into a financing contract on behalf of Highline
therein are intended to be reimbursed from proceeds of the
College for up to $1,500,000 plus financing expenses and
financial contract and any certificates of participation therein to
required reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW to renovate the
the extent provided in the agency's financing plan approved by
maintenance and grounds building.
the state finance committee.
(h) Enter into a financing contract on behalf of Lower
State agencies may enter into agreements with the department
Columbia College for up to $3,000,000 plus financing expenses
of enterprise services and the state treasurer's office to develop
and required reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW to renovate
requests to the legislature for acquisition of properties and
the main building.
facilities through financial contracts. The agreements may include
(i) Enter into a financing contract on behalf of Lower
charges for services rendered.
Columbia College for up to $3,000,000 plus financing expenses
(2) Those noninstructional facilities of higher education
and required reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW to renovate
institutions authorized in this section to enter into financial
and expand the Myklebust gymnasium.
contracts are not eligible for state funded maintenance and
(j) Enter into a financing contract on behalf of Tacoma
operations. Instructional space that is available for regularly
Community College for up to $12,000,000 plus financing
scheduled classes for academic transfer, basic skills, and
expenses and required reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW
workforce training programs may be eligible for state funded
to expand a health and wellness center.
maintenance and operations.
(k) Enter into a financing contract on behalf of Walla Walla
(3) Central Washington University: Enter into a financing
Community College for up to $1,500,000 plus financing expenses
contract for up to $8,414,000 plus financing expenses and
and required reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW to construct
required reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW to construct a
a workforce and business development center.
welcome center.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 7003.
(1) Allotments for
(4) The Evergreen State College: Enter into a financing
contract for up to $12,500,000 plus financing expenses and
appropriations in this act shall be provided in accordance with the
required reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW to purchase a
capital project review requirements adopted by the office of
permanent location for the Tacoma program.
financial management and in compliance with RCW 43.88.110.
(5) Western Washington University: Enter into a financing
Projects that will be employing alternative public works
contract for up to $6,000,000 plus financing expenses and
construction procedures under chapter 39.10 RCW are subject to
required reserves pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW for the carver
the allotment procedures defined in this section and RCW
building renovation.
43.88.110.
(6) Department of corrections: Enter into a financing contract
(2) Each project is defined as proposed in the legislative
for up to $2,163,000 plus financing expenses and required
budget notes or in the governor's budget document.
reserves for the remodel of the correctional industry's food
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7004. (1) The office of financial
factory.
management may authorize a transfer of appropriation authority
(7) Washington State Patrol: Enter into a financing contract for
provided for a capital project that is in excess of the amount
up to $13,700,000 plus financing expenses and required reserves
required for the completion of such project to another capital
pursuant to chapter 39.94 RCW to replace the fire training
project for which the appropriation is insufficient. No such
academy burn building, however, local agencies that use the burn
transfer may be used to expand the capacity of any facility beyond
building must have indicated support for required fee increases to
that intended in making the appropriation. Such transfers may be
pay for the debt service for the financing contract. Indication of
effected only between capital appropriations to a specific
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department, commission, agency, or institution of higher
education and only between capital projects that are funded from
the same fund or account. No transfers may occur between
projects to local government agencies except where the grants are
provided within a single omnibus appropriation and where such
transfers are specifically authorized by the implementing statutes
that govern the grants.
(2) The office of financial management may find that an
amount is in excess of the amount required for the completion of
a project only if: (a) The project as defined in the notes to the
budget document is substantially complete and there are funds
remaining; or (b) bids have been let on a project and it appears to
a substantial certainty that the project as defined in the notes to
the budget document can be completed within the biennium for
less than the amount appropriated in this act.
(3) For the purposes of this section, the intent is that each
project be defined as proposed to the legislature in the governor's
budget document, unless it clearly appears from the legislative
history that the legislature intended to define the scope of a project
in a different way.
(4) A report of any transfer effected under this section, except
emergency projects or any transfer under $250,000, shall be filed
with the legislative fiscal committees of the senate and house of
representatives by the office of financial management at least
thirty days before the date the transfer is effected. The office of
financial management shall report all emergency or smaller
transfers within thirty days from the date of transfer.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7005. (1) It is expected that projects
be ready to proceed in a timely manner depending on the type or
phase of the project or program that is the subject of the
appropriation in this act. Except for major projects that
customarily may take more than two biennia to complete from
predesign to the end of construction, or large infrastructure grant
or loan programs supporting projects that often take more than
two biennia to complete, the legislature generally does not intend
to reappropriate funds more than once, particularly for smaller
grant programs, local/community projects, and minor works.
(2) Agencies shall expedite the expenditure of
reappropriations and appropriations in this act in order to: (a)
Rehabilitate
infrastructure
resources;
(b)
accelerate
environmental rehabilitation and restoration projects for the
improvement of the state's natural environment; (c) reduce
additional costs associated with acquisition and construction
inflationary pressures; and (d) provide additional employment
opportunities associated with capital expenditures.
(3) To the extent feasible, agencies are directed to accelerate
expenditure rates at their current level of permanent employees
and shall use contracted design and construction services
wherever necessary to meet the goals of this section.
(4) The office of financial management, in fulfilling its duties
under RCW 43.88.030(5)(h) to estimate total costs, shall require
higher education agencies to submit supplemental information
where the square footage costs of any project exceed the square
footage cost range, adjusted for inflation, as established in the
section 3, chapter 205, Laws of 2008 cost study. The
supplemental information shall include reasons for exceeding the
cost range, alternatives to reduce the project cost to be within the
acceptable square footage range, or other revenue sources in lieu
of state bonds to finance those costs in excess of the cost study
range. All two and four year colleges and universities shall
provide this data as part of their budget request.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7006. State agencies, including
institutions of higher education, shall allot and report full-time
equivalent staff for capital projects in a manner comparable to
staff reporting for operating expenditures.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 7007. Executive Order No. 05-05,
archaeological and cultural resources, was issued effective
November 10, 2005. Agencies and higher education institutions
shall comply with the requirements set forth in this executive
order.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 7008.
PUGET SOUND
PROTECTION AND RESTORATION. Consistent with RCW
90.71.340, when expending appropriations under this act that
contribute to Puget Sound protection and recovery, agencies shall
consult with the Puget Sound partnership to ensure that projects
and expenditures are either in, or consistent with the 2020 action
agenda. These consultations shall include the exchange of
information on specific actions, projects, associated funding,
performance measures, and other information necessary to track
project implementation and ensure alignment with the action
agenda. In situations where the Puget Sound partnership finds that
a project is not in, or is not consistent with the action agenda,
Puget Sound partnership shall document this finding and report
back to the governor and legislative fiscal committees.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 7009.
FOR THE ARTS
COMMISSION—ART WORK ALLOWANCE. (1) One-half
of one percent of moneys appropriated in this act for original
construction of school plant facilities is provided solely for the
purposes of RCW 28A.335.210.
(2) One-half of one percent of moneys appropriated in this act
for original construction or any major renovation or remodel work
exceeding $200,000 by colleges or universities is provided solely
for the purposes of RCW 28B.10.027.
(3) One-half of one percent of moneys appropriated in this act
for original construction of any public building by a state agency
identified in RCW 43.17.020 is provided solely for the purposes
of RCW 43.17.200.
(4) At least eighty-five percent of the moneys spent by the
Washington state arts commission during the 2015-2017
biennium for the purposes of RCW 28A.335.210, 28B.10.027,
and 43.17.200 must be expended solely for direct acquisition of
works of art. Art allocations not expended within the ensuing two
biennia will lapse. The commission may use up to $100,000 of
this amount to conserve or maintain existing pieces in the state art
collection pursuant to RCW 28A.335.210.
(5) The executive director of the arts commission shall appoint
a study group to review the operations of the one-half of one
percent for works of art purchased or commissioned as required
by RCW 28A.335.210, 28B.10.027, and 43.17.200. The findings
of the review must be reported annually to the office of financial
management and the fiscal committees of the legislature by
August 15th. The review must include, but is not limited to, the
following: (a) Projects purchased or commissioned per biennium;
(b) partner agencies; (c) funding sources by fiscal year; (d)
artwork costs; (e) administrative costs; (f) collection care costs;
and (g) project status.
Sec. 7010. RCW 27.34.330 and 2006 c 371 s 232 are each
amended to read as follows:
The Washington state historical society shall establish a
competitive process to solicit proposals for and prioritize heritage
capital projects for potential funding in the state capital budget.
The society shall adopt rules governing project eligibility and
evaluation criteria. Application for funding of specific projects
may be made to the society by local governments, public
development authorities, nonprofit corporations, tribal
governments, and other entities, as determined by the society. The
society, with the advice of leaders in the heritage field, including
but not limited to representatives from the office of the secretary
of state, the eastern Washington state historical society, and the
department of archaeology and historic preservation, shall
establish and submit a prioritized list of heritage capital projects
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any amounts over fifty million dollars must be allocated as
to the governor and the legislature in the society's biennial capital
follows: (A) Thirty percent to the habitat conservation account;
budget request. The list shall include a description of each project,
(B) thirty percent to the outdoor recreation account; (C) thirty
the amount of recommended state funding, and documentation of
percent to the riparian protection account; and (D) ten percent to
nonstate funds to be used for the project. The total amount of
the farmlands preservation account.
recommended state funding for projects on a biennial project list
(c) During the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, notwithstanding (a)
shall not exceed ten million dollars. The prioritized list shall be
and (b) of this subsection, moneys appropriated for this chapter
developed through open and public meetings and the amount of
must be allocated as follows:
state funding shall not exceed thirty-three and thirty-three one
hundredths percent of the total cost of the project. The nonstate
(i) Two million six hundred ninety-five thousand dollars to the
portion of the total project cost may include cash, the value of real
farmland preservation account;
(ii) Four million seven hundred sixty-six thousand dollars to
property when acquired solely for the purpose of the project, and
in-kind contributions. The department shall not sign contracts or
the riparian easement account;
otherwise financially obligate funds under this section until the
(iii) The balance of the appropriation to the outdoor recreation
legislature has approved a specific list of projects. In contracts for
account.
(2) Except as otherwise provided in chapter 303, Laws of
grants authorized under this section, the society shall include
provisions requiring that capital improvements be held by the
2005, moneys deposited in these accounts shall be invested as
authorized for other state funds, and any earnings on them shall
grantee for a specified period of time appropriate to the amount
of the grant and that facilities be used for the express purpose of
be credited to the respective account.
(3) All moneys deposited in the habitat conservation, outdoor
the grant. If the grantee is found to be out of compliance with
recreation, riparian protection, and farmlands preservation
provisions of the contract, the grantee shall repay to the state
accounts shall be allocated as provided under RCW 79A.15.040,
general fund the principal amount of the grant plus interest
79A.15.050, 79A.15.120, and 79A.15.130 as grants to state or
calculated at the rate of interest on state of Washington general
local agencies or nonprofit nature conservancy organizations or
obligation bonds issued most closely to the date of authorization
associations for acquisition, development, and renovation within
of the grant.
the jurisdiction of those agencies, subject to legislative
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7011. To carry out the provisions of
appropriation. The board may use or permit the use of any funds
this act, the governor may assign responsibility for predesign,
appropriated for this chapter as matching funds where federal,
design, construction, and other related activities to any
local, or other funds are made available for projects within the
appropriate agency.
purposes of this chapter. Moneys appropriated to these accounts
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7012. If any federal moneys
that are not obligated to a specific project may be used to fund
appropriated by this act for capital projects are not received by the
projects from lists of alternate projects from the same account in
state, the department or agency to which the moneys were
biennia succeeding the biennium in which the moneys were
appropriated may replace the federal moneys with funds available
originally appropriated.
from private or local sources. No replacement may occur under
(4) Projects receiving grants under this chapter that are
this section without the prior approval of the director of financial
developed or otherwise accessible for public recreational uses
management in consultation with the senate ways and means
shall be available to the public.
committee and the house of representatives capital budget
(5) The board may make grants to an eligible project from the
committee.
habitat conservation, outdoor recreation, riparian protection, and
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7013. (1) Unless otherwise stated,
farmlands preservation accounts and any one or more of the
for all appropriations under this act that require a match of
applicable categories under such accounts described in RCW
nonstate money or in-kind contributions, the following
79A.15.040, 79A.15.050, 79A.15.120, and 79A.15.130.
requirement, consistent with RCW 43.88.150, shall apply:
(6) The board may accept private donations to the habitat
Expenditures of state money shall be timed so that the state share
conservation account, the outdoor recreation account, the riparian
of project expenditures never exceeds the intended state share of
protection account, and the farmlands preservation account for
total project costs.
the purposes specified in this chapter.
(2) Provision of the full amount of required matching funds is
(7) The board may apply up to three percent of the funds
not required to permit the expenditure of capital budget
appropriated for this chapter for its office for the administration
appropriations for phased projects if a proportional amount of the
of the programs and purposes specified in this chapter.
required matching funds is provided for each distinct, identifiable
(8) Habitat and recreation land and facilities acquired or
phase of the project.
developed with moneys appropriated for this chapter may not,
Sec. 7014. RCW 79A.15.030 and 2009 c 341 s 2 are each
without prior approval of the board, be converted to a use other
amended to read as follows:
than that for which funds were originally approved. The board
(1) Moneys appropriated for this chapter shall be divided as
shall adopt rules and procedures governing the approval of such
follows:
a conversion.
(a) Appropriations for a biennium of forty million dollars or
Sec. 7015. RCW 79A.15.050 and 2007 c 241 s 30 are each
less must be allocated equally between the habitat conservation
amended to read as follows:
account and the outdoor recreation account.
(1) Moneys appropriated for this chapter to the outdoor
(b) If appropriations for a biennium total more than forty
recreation account shall be distributed in the following way:
million dollars, the money must be allocated as follows: (i)
(a) Not less than thirty percent to the state parks and recreation
Twenty million dollars to the habitat conservation account and
commission for the acquisition and development of state parks,
twenty million dollars to the outdoor recreation account; (ii) any
with at least fifty percent of the money for acquisition costs;
amount over forty million dollars up to fifty million dollars shall
be allocated as follows: (A) Ten percent to the habitat
however, during the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, the amount
conservation account; (B) ten percent to the outdoor recreation
allocated to the state parks and recreation commission must be
account; (C) forty percent to the riparian protection account; and
zero. The legislature intends to appropriate money for state park
(D) forty percent to the farmlands preservation account; and (iii)
development projects through the state parks and recreation
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commission capital budget to ensure transparency and
coordination with other capital budget appropriations for state
parks;
(b) Not less than thirty percent for the acquisition,
development, and renovation of local parks, with at least fifty
percent of this money for acquisition costs; however, during the
2015-2017 fiscal biennium, the allocation to local parks must be
that balance of the outdoor recreation account after deducting the
amounts specified in subsections (c) and (d) of this section, and
provided further one hundred percent of the money for local parks
must be for the prioritized list of projects prepared by the board
without regard to whether they are development or acquisition;
(c) Not less than twenty percent for the acquisition, renovation,
or development of trails; however, during the 2015-2017 fiscal
biennium, the allocation for the acquisition, renovation and
development of trails must be twelve million one hundred eighty
thousand dollars;
(d) Not less than fifteen percent for the acquisition, renovation,
or development of water access sites, with at least seventy-five
percent of this money for acquisition costs; however, during the
2015-2017 fiscal biennium, the allocation for the acquisition,
renovation and development of water access sites must be seven
million two hundred eighty thousand dollars; and
(e) Not less than five percent for development and renovation
projects on state recreation lands. Only the department of natural
resources and the department of fish and wildlife may apply for
these funds to be used on their existing recreation lands; however,
during the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, the allocation for the
development and renovation projects on state recreation lands
must be zero. The legislature intends to appropriate money for
development and renovation of state recreation lands through the
respective state agency capital budgets to ensure transparency and
coordination with other capital budget appropriations for state
recreation lands.
(2)(a) In distributing these funds, the board retains discretion
to meet the most pressing needs for state and local parks, trails,
and water access sites, and is not required to meet the percentages
described in subsection (1) of this section in any one biennium;
however, during the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, the allocations
specified in subsection (1) of this section must be used to
distribute these funds.
(b) If not enough project applications are submitted in a
category within the outdoor recreation account to meet the
percentages described in subsection (1) of this section in any
biennium, the board retains discretion to distribute any remaining
funds to the other categories within the account.
(3) Only local agencies may apply for acquisition,
development, or renovation funds for local parks under
subsection (1)(b) of this section.
(4) Only state and local agencies may apply for funds for trails
under subsection (1)(c) of this section.
(5) Only state and local agencies may apply for funds for water
access sites under subsection (1)(d) of this section.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7016. NONTAXABLE AND
TAXABLE BOND PROCEEDS. Portions of the appropriation
authority granted by this act from the state building construction
account, or any other account receiving bond proceeds, may be
transferred to the state taxable building construction account as
deemed necessary by the state finance committee to comply with
the federal internal revenue service rules and regulations
pertaining to the use of nontaxable bond proceeds. Portions of the
general obligation bond proceeds authorized by chapter . . ., Laws
of 2015 (Senate Bill No. 5095, the general obligation bond bill)
for deposit into the state taxable building construction account
that are in excess of amounts required to comply with the federal
internal revenue service rules and regulations shall be deposited

into the state building construction account. The state treasurer
shall submit written notification to the director of financial
management if it is determined that a shift of appropriation
authority between the state building construction account, or any
other account receiving bond proceeds, and the state taxable
building construction account is necessary, or that a shift of
appropriation authority from the state taxable building
construction account to the state building construction account
may be made.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7017. COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN
NONTAXABLE AND TAXABLE BOND PROCEEDS.
Portions of the appropriation authority granted by this act from
the Columbia river basin water supply development account may
be transferred to the Columbia river basin taxable bond water
supply development account as deemed necessary by the state
finance committee to comply with the federal internal revenue
service rules and regulations pertaining to the use of nontaxable
bond proceeds. The state treasurer shall submit written
notification to the director of financial management if it is
determined that a shift of appropriation authority between the
Columbia river basin water supply development account and the
Columbia river basin taxable bond water supply development
account is necessary, or that a shift of appropriation authority
from the Columbia river basin taxable bond water supply
development account to the Columbia river basin water supply
development account may be made.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7018. The office of financial
management, in consultation with the fiscal committees of the
legislature, may select capital projects that have completed
predesign to undergo a budget evaluation study. The budget
evaluation study team approach using value engineering
techniques and life cycle cost analysis must be utilized by the
office of financial management in conducting the studies. The
office of financial management shall select the budget evaluation
team members, contract for the study, and report the results to the
legislature and agencies in a timely manner following the study.
Funds from the project appropriation must be used by the office
of financial management through an interagency agreement with
the affected agencies to cover the cost of the study.
Sec. 7019. RCW 28B.20.725 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 7027
are each amended to read as follows:
The board is hereby empowered:
(1) To reserve the right to issue bonds later on a parity with
any bonds being issued;
(2) To authorize the investing of moneys in the bond
retirement fund and any reserve account therein;
(3) To authorize the transfer of money from the University of
Washington building account to the bond retirement fund when
necessary to prevent a default in the payments required to be made
out of such fund;
(4) To create a reserve account or accounts in the bond
retirement fund to secure the payment of the principal of and
interest on any bonds;
(5) To authorize the transfer to the University of Washington
building account of any money on deposit in the bond retirement
fund in excess of debt service for a period of three years from the
date of such transfer on all outstanding bonds payable out of such
fund. However, during the 2011-2013 fiscal biennium, the
legislature may transfer to the University of Washington building
account moneys that are in excess of the debt service due within
one year of the date of transfer on all outstanding bonds payable
out of the bond retirement fund. However, during the 2013-2015
fiscal biennium, the legislature may transfer to the University of
Washington building account moneys that are in excess of the
debt service due within the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium from the
date of such transfer on all outstanding bonds payable out of the
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facility maintenance, utility costs, and facility condition
bond retirement fund. However, during the 2015-2017 fiscal
biennium, the legislature may transfer to the University of
assessments.
Washington building account moneys that are in excess of the
Sec. 7022. RCW 28B.30.750 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 7029
debt service due within the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium from the
are each amended to read as follows:
The board is hereby empowered:
date of such transfer on all outstanding bonds payable out of the
bond retirement fund.
(1) To reserve the right to issue bonds later on a parity with
Sec. 7020. RCW 28B.15.310 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 7028
any bonds being issued;
are each amended to read as follows:
(2) To authorize the investing of moneys in the bond
Within thirty-five days from the date of collection thereof, all
retirement fund and any reserve account therein;
building fees shall be paid and credited as follows: To the
(3) To authorize the transfer of money from the Washington
Washington State University bond retirement fund, one-half or
State University building account to the bond retirement fund
such larger portion as may be necessary to prevent a default in the
when necessary to prevent a default in the payments required to
payments required to be made out of such bond retirement fund;
be made out of such fund;
and the remainder thereof to the Washington State University
(4) To create a reserve account or accounts in the bond
building account.
retirement fund to secure the payment of the principal of and
The sum so credited to the Washington State University
interest on any bonds;
building account shall be expended by the board of regents for
(5) To authorize the transfer to the Washington State
buildings, equipment, or maintenance on the campus of
University building account of any money on deposit in the bond
Washington State University as may be deemed most advisable
retirement fund in excess of debt service for a period of three
and for the best interests of the university, and for certificates of
years from the date of such transfer on all outstanding bonds
participation under chapter 39.94 RCW, except for any sums
payable out of such fund. However, during the 2011-2013 fiscal
transferred as authorized by law. During the 2011-2013 biennium,
biennium, the legislature may transfer to the Washington State
sums credited to the Washington State University building
University building account moneys that are in excess of the debt
account shall also be used for routine facility maintenance and
service due within one year of the date of transfer on all
utility costs. During the 2013-2015 biennium, sums credited to
outstanding bonds payable out of the bond retirement fund.
the Washington State University building account shall also be
However, during the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, the legislature
used for routine facility maintenance, utility costs, and facility
may transfer to the Washington State University building account
condition assessments. During the 2015-2017 biennium, sums
moneys that are in excess of the debt service due within the 20132015 fiscal biennium from the date of such transfer on all
credited to the Washington State University building account
outstanding bonds payable out of the bond retirement fund.
shall also be used for routine facility maintenance, utility costs,
During the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, the legislature may
and facility condition assessments. Expenditures so made shall be
accounted for in accordance with existing law and shall not be
transfer to the Washington State University building account
expended until appropriated by the legislature.
moneys that are in excess of the debt service due within the 2015The sum so credited to the Washington State University bond
2017 fiscal biennium from the date of such transfer on all
retirement fund shall be used to pay and secure the payment of
outstanding bonds payable out of the bond retirement fund.
the principal of and interest on building bonds issued by the
Sec. 7023. RCW 28B.35.370 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 7030
university, except for any sums which may be transferred out of
are each amended to read as follows:
such fund as authorized by law.
Within thirty-five days from the date of collection thereof all
Sec. 7021. RCW 28B.15.210 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 7026
building fees of each regional university and The Evergreen State
are each amended to read as follows:
College shall be paid into the state treasury and these together
Within thirty-five days from the date of collection thereof, all
with such normal school fund revenues as provided in RCW
building fees at the University of Washington, including building
28B.35.751 as are received by the state treasury shall be credited
fees to be charged students registering in the schools of medicine
as follows:
and dentistry, shall be paid into the state treasury and credited as
(1) On or before June 30th of each year the board of trustees
follows:
of each regional university and The Evergreen State College, if
One-half or such larger portion as may be necessary to prevent
issuing bonds payable out of its building fees and above described
a default in the payments required to be made out of the bond
normal school fund revenues, shall certify to the state treasurer
retirement fund to the "University of Washington bond retirement
the amounts required in the ensuing twelve months to pay and
fund" and the remainder thereof to the "University of Washington
secure the payment of the principal of and interest on such bonds.
building account." The sum so credited to the University of
The amounts so certified by each regional university and The
Washington building account shall be used exclusively for the
Evergreen State College shall be a prior lien and charge against
purpose of erecting, altering, maintaining, equipping, or
all building fees and above described normal school fund
furnishing buildings, and for certificates of participation under
revenues of such institution. The state treasurer shall thereupon
chapter 39.94 RCW, except for any sums transferred as
deposit the amounts so certified in the Eastern Washington
authorized in RCW 28B.20.725(3). The sum so credited to the
University capital projects account, the Central Washington
University of Washington bond retirement fund shall be used for
University capital projects account, the Western Washington
the payment of principal of and interest on bonds outstanding as
University capital projects account, or The Evergreen State
provided by chapter 28B.20 RCW except for any sums transferred
College capital projects account respectively, which accounts are
as authorized in RCW 28B.20.725(5). During the 2013-2015
hereby created in the state treasury. The amounts deposited in the
biennium, sums credited to the University of Washington
respective capital projects accounts shall be used to pay and
building account shall also be used for routine facility
secure the payment of the principal of and interest on the building
maintenance, utility costs, and facility condition assessments.
bonds issued by such regional universities and The Evergreen
During the 2015-2017 biennium, sums credited to the University
State College as authorized by law. If in any twelve month period
it shall appear that the amount certified by any such board of
of Washington building account shall also be used for routine
trustees is insufficient to pay and secure the payment of the
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principal of and interest on the outstanding building and above
described normal school fund revenue bonds of its institution, the
state treasurer shall notify the board of trustees and such board
shall adjust its certificate so that all requirements of moneys to
pay and secure the payment of the principal of and interest on all
such bonds then outstanding shall be fully met at all times.
(2) All normal school fund revenue pursuant to RCW
28B.35.751 shall be deposited in the Eastern Washington
University capital projects account, the Central Washington
University capital projects account, the Western Washington
University capital projects account, or The Evergreen State
College capital projects account respectively, which accounts are
hereby created in the state treasury. The sums deposited in the
respective capital projects accounts shall be appropriated and
expended to pay and secure the payment of the principal of and
interest on bonds payable out of the building fees and normal
school revenue and for the construction, reconstruction, erection,
equipping, maintenance, demolition and major alteration of
buildings and other capital assets, and the acquisition of sites,
rights-of-way, easements, improvements or appurtenances in
relation thereto except for any sums transferred therefrom as
authorized by law. During the 2011-2013 biennium, sums in the
respective capital accounts shall also be used for routine facility
maintenance and utility costs. During the 2013-2015 biennium,
sums in the respective capital accounts shall also be used for
routine facility maintenance, utility costs, and facility condition
assessments. During the 2015-2017 biennium, sums in the
respective capital accounts shall also be used for routine facility
maintenance, utility costs, and facility condition assessments.
(3) Funds available in the respective capital projects accounts
may also be used for certificates of participation under chapter
39.94 RCW.
Sec. 7024. RCW 28B.50.360 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 7031
are each amended to read as follows:
Within thirty-five days from the date of start of each quarter
all collected building fees of each such community and technical
college shall be paid into the state treasury, and shall be credited
as follows:
(1) On or before June 30th of each year the college board if
issuing bonds payable out of building fees shall certify to the state
treasurer the amounts required in the ensuing twelve-month
period to pay and secure the payment of the principal of and
interest on such bonds. The state treasurer shall thereupon deposit
the amounts so certified in the community and technical college
capital projects account. Such amounts of the funds deposited in
the community and technical college capital projects account as
are necessary to pay and secure the payment of the principal of
and interest on the building bonds issued by the college board as
authorized by this chapter shall be devoted to that purpose. If in
any twelve-month period it shall appear that the amount certified
by the college board is insufficient to pay and secure the payment
of the principal of and interest on the outstanding building bonds,
the state treasurer shall notify the college board and such board
shall adjust its certificate so that all requirements of moneys to
pay and secure the payment of the principal and interest on all
such bonds then outstanding shall be fully met at all times.
(2) The community and technical college capital projects
account is hereby created in the state treasury. The sums
deposited in the capital projects account shall be appropriated and
expended to pay and secure the payment of the principal of and
interest on bonds payable out of the building fees and for the
construction, reconstruction, erection, equipping, maintenance,
demolition and major alteration of buildings and other capital
assets owned by the state board for community and technical
colleges in the name of the state of Washington, and the
acquisition of sites, rights-of-way, easements, improvements or

appurtenances in relation thereto, engineering and architectural
services provided by the department of enterprise services, and
for the payment of principal of and interest on any bonds issued
for such purposes. During the 2011-2013 biennium, sums in the
capital projects account shall also be used for routine facility
maintenance and utility costs. During the 2013-2015 biennium,
sums in the capital projects account shall also be used for routine
facility maintenance and utility costs. During the 2015-2017
biennium, sums in the capital projects account shall also be used
for routine facility maintenance and utility costs.
(3) Funds available in the community and technical college
capital projects account may also be used for certificates of
participation under chapter 39.94 RCW.
Sec. 7025. RCW 43.155.050 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 4 s 983 are
each amended to read as follows:
The public works assistance account is hereby established in
the state treasury. Money may be placed in the public works
assistance account from the proceeds of bonds when authorized
by the legislature or from any other lawful source. Money in the
public works assistance account shall be used to make loans and
to give financial guarantees to local governments for public works
projects. Moneys in the account may also be appropriated to
provide for state match requirements under federal law for
projects and activities conducted and financed by the board under
the drinking water assistance account. Not more than fifteen
percent of the biennial capital budget appropriation to the public
works board from this account may be expended or obligated for
preconstruction loans, emergency loans, or loans for capital
facility planning under this chapter; of this amount, not more than
ten percent of the biennial capital budget appropriation may be
expended for emergency loans and not more than one percent of
the biennial capital budget appropriation may be expended for
capital facility planning loans. During the ((2011-2013 and 20132015)) 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, the legislature may transfer
from the public works assistance account to the general fund, the
water pollution control revolving account, and the drinking water
assistance account such amounts as reflect the excess fund
balance of the account. During the ((2011-2013)) 2015-2017
fiscal biennium, the legislature may appropriate moneys from the
account ((for economic development, innovation, and export
grants, including brownfields; main street improvement grants;
and the loan program consolidation board)) to fund the 2016 local
and community projects administered by the department of
commerce. During the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, the legislature
may transfer from the public works assistance account to the
education legacy trust account such amounts as specified by the
legislature.
Sec. 7026. RCW 70.105D.070 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s
7033 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 4 s 992 are each reenacted and amended
to read as follows:
(1) The state toxics control account and the local toxics control
account are hereby created in the state treasury.
(2)(a) Moneys collected under RCW 82.21.030 must be
deposited as follows: Fifty-six percent to the state toxics control
account under subsection (3) of this section and forty-four percent
to the local toxics control account under subsection (4) of this
section. When the cumulative amount of deposits made to the
state and local toxics control accounts under this section reaches
the limit during a fiscal year as established in (b) of this
subsection, the remainder of the moneys collected under RCW
82.21.030 during that fiscal year must be deposited into the
environmental legacy stewardship account created in RCW
70.105D.170.
(b) The limit on distributions of moneys collected under RCW
82.21.030 to the state and local toxics control accounts for the
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fiscal year beginning July 1, 2013, is one hundred forty million
otherwise occur, and will provide a public benefit in addition to
dollars.
cleanup commensurate with the scope of the public funding;
(c) In addition to the funds required under (a) of this
(r) Petroleum-based plastic or expanded polystyrene foam
subsection, the following moneys must be deposited into the state
debris cleanup activities in fresh or marine waters;
toxics control account: (i) The costs of remedial actions recovered
(s) Appropriations to the local toxics control account or the
under this chapter or chapter 70.105A RCW; (ii) penalties
environmental legacy stewardship account created in RCW
collected or recovered under this chapter; and (iii) any other
70.105D.170, if the legislature determines that priorities for
money appropriated or transferred to the account by the
spending exceed available funds in those accounts;
legislature.
(t) During the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, the department of
(3) Moneys in the state toxics control account must be used
ecology's water quality, shorelands, environmental assessment,
only to carry out the purposes of this chapter, including but not
administration, and air quality programs;
limited to the following activities:
(u) During the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, actions at the state
(a) The state's responsibility for hazardous waste planning,
conservation commission to improve water quality for shellfish;
management, regulation, enforcement, technical assistance, and
((and))
(v) During the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, actions at the
public education required under chapter 70.105 RCW;
University of Washington for reducing ocean acidification;
(b) The state's responsibility for solid waste planning,
(w) For the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, moneys in the state
management, regulation, enforcement, technical assistance, and
toxics control account may be spent on projects in section 3159,
public education required under chapter 70.95 RCW;
chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess. and for transfer to the local
(c) The hazardous waste clean-up program required under this
toxics control account; ((and))
chapter;
(d) State matching funds required under federal cleanup law;
(x) For the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, moneys in the state
toxics control account may be transferred to the radioactive mixed
(e) Financial assistance for local programs in accordance with
chapters 70.95, 70.95C, 70.95I, and 70.105 RCW;
waste account; and
(y) For the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium, moneys in the state
(f) State government programs for the safe reduction,
toxics control account may be used for the University of
recycling, or disposal of paint and hazardous wastes from
households, small businesses, and agriculture;
Washington Tacoma soil remediation.
(g) Oil and hazardous materials spill prevention, preparedness,
(4)(a) The department shall use moneys deposited in the local
training, and response activities;
toxics control account for grants or loans to local governments for
(h) Water and environmental health protection and monitoring
the following purposes in descending order of priority:
programs;
(i) Extended grant agreements entered into under (((c)[(e)]))
(i) Programs authorized under chapter 70.146 RCW;
(e)(i) of this subsection;
(j) A public participation program;
(ii) Remedial actions, including planning for adaptive reuse of
(k) Public funding to assist potentially liable persons to pay for
properties as provided for under (((c)[(e)])) (e)(iv) of this
the costs of remedial action in compliance with clean-up
subsection. The department must prioritize funding of remedial
standards under RCW 70.105D.030(2)(e) but only when the
actions at:
amount and terms of such funding are established under a
(A) Facilities on the department's hazardous sites list with a
settlement agreement under RCW 70.105D.040(4) and when the
high hazard ranking for which there is an approved remedial
director has found that the funding will achieve both: (i) A
action work plan or an equivalent document under federal cleanup
substantially more expeditious or enhanced cleanup than would
law;
otherwise occur; and (ii) the prevention or mitigation of unfair
(B) Brownfield properties within a redevelopment opportunity
economic hardship;
zone if the local government is a prospective purchaser of the
(l) Development and demonstration of alternative management
property and there is a department-approved remedial action work
technologies designed to carry out the hazardous waste
plan or equivalent document under the federal cleanup law;
management priorities of RCW 70.105.150;
(iii) Storm water pollution source projects that: (A) Work in
(m) State agriculture and health programs for the safe use,
conjunction with a remedial action; (B) protect completed
reduction, recycling, or disposal of pesticides;
remedial actions against recontamination; or (C) prevent
(n) Storm water pollution control projects and activities that
hazardous clean-up sites;
protect or preserve existing remedial actions or prevent hazardous
(iv) Hazardous waste plans and programs under chapter 70.105
clean-up sites;
RCW;
(o) Funding requirements to maintain receipt of federal funds
(v) Solid waste plans and programs under chapters 70.95,
70.95C, 70.95I, and 70.105 RCW;
under the federal solid waste disposal act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 6901 et
(vi) Petroleum-based plastic or expanded polystyrene foam
seq.);
debris cleanup activities in fresh or marine waters; and
(p) Air quality programs and actions for reducing public
(vii) Appropriations to the state toxics control account or the
exposure to toxic air pollution;
environmental legacy stewardship account created in RCW
(q) Public funding to assist prospective purchasers to pay for
70.105D.170, if the legislature determines that priorities for
the costs of remedial action in compliance with clean-up
spending exceed available funds in those accounts.
standards under RCW 70.105D.030(2)(e) if:
(b) Funds for plans and programs must be allocated consistent
(i) The facility is located within a redevelopment opportunity
with the priorities and matching requirements established in
zone designated under RCW 70.105D.150;
chapters 70.105, 70.95C, 70.95I, and 70.95 RCW.
(ii) The amount and terms of the funding are established under
(c) During the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, the local toxics
a settlement agreement under RCW 70.105D.040(5); and
control account may also be used for local government storm
(iii) The director has found the funding meets any additional
water planning and implementation activities.
criteria established in rule by the department, will achieve a
(d) During the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, the legislature may
substantially more expeditious or enhanced cleanup than would
transfer from the local toxics control account to the state general
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fund, such amounts as reflect the excess fund balance in the
account.
(e) To expedite cleanups throughout the state, the department
may use the following strategies when providing grants to local
governments under this subsection:
(i) Enter into an extended grant agreement with a local
government conducting remedial actions at a facility where those
actions extend over multiple biennia and the total eligible cost of
those actions exceeds twenty million dollars. The agreement is
subject to the following limitations:
(A) The initial duration of such an agreement may not exceed
ten years. The department may extend the duration of such an
agreement upon finding substantial progress has been made on
remedial actions at the facility;
(B) Extended grant agreements may not exceed fifty percent
of the total eligible remedial action costs at the facility; and
(C) The department may not allocate future funding to an
extended grant agreement unless the local government has
demonstrated to the department that funds awarded under the
agreement during the previous biennium have been substantially
expended or contracts have been entered into to substantially
expend the funds;
(ii) Enter into a grant agreement with a local government
conducting a remedial action that provides for periodic
reimbursement of remedial action costs as they are incurred as
established in the agreement;
(iii) Enter into a grant agreement with a local government prior
to it acquiring a property or obtaining necessary access to conduct
remedial actions, provided the agreement is conditioned upon the
local government acquiring the property or obtaining the access
in accordance with a schedule specified in the agreement;
(iv) Provide integrated planning grants to local governments to
fund studies necessary to facilitate remedial actions at brownfield
properties and adaptive reuse of properties following remediation.
Eligible activities include, but are not limited to: Environmental
site assessments; remedial investigations; health assessments;
feasibility studies; site planning; community involvement; land
use and regulatory analyses; building and infrastructure
assessments; economic and fiscal analyses; and any
environmental analyses under chapter 43.21C RCW;
(v) Provide grants to local governments for remedial actions
related to area-wide groundwater contamination. To receive the
funding, the local government does not need to be a potentially
liable person or be required to seek reimbursement of grant funds
from a potentially liable person;
(vi) The director may alter grant matching requirements to
create incentives for local governments to expedite cleanups
when one of the following conditions exists:
(A) Funding would prevent or mitigate unfair economic
hardship imposed by the clean-up liability;
(B) Funding would create new substantial economic
development, public recreational opportunities, or habitat
restoration opportunities that would not otherwise occur; or
(C) Funding would create an opportunity for acquisition and
redevelopment of brownfield property under RCW
70.105D.040(5) that would not otherwise occur;
(vii) When pending grant applications under (((c)[(e)])) (e)(iv)
and (v) of this subsection (4) exceed the amount of funds
available, designated redevelopment opportunity zones must
receive priority for distribution of available funds.
(((d) [(f)])) (f) To expedite multiparty clean-up efforts, the
department may purchase remedial action cost-cap insurance. For
the 2013-2015 fiscal biennium, moneys in the local toxics control
account may be spent on projects in sections 3024, 3035, 3036,
and 3059, chapter 19, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess.

(5) Except for unanticipated receipts under RCW 43.79.260
through 43.79.282, moneys in the state and local toxics control
accounts may be spent only after appropriation by statute.
(6) No moneys deposited into either the state or local toxics
control account may be used for: Natural disasters where there is
no hazardous substance contamination; high performance
buildings; solid waste incinerator facility feasibility studies,
construction, maintenance, or operation; or after January 1, 2010,
for projects designed to address the restoration of Puget Sound,
funded in a competitive grant process, that are in conflict with the
action agenda developed by the Puget Sound partnership under
RCW 90.71.310. However, this subsection does not prevent an
appropriation from the state toxics control account to the
department of revenue to enforce compliance with the hazardous
substance tax imposed in chapter 82.21 RCW.
(7) Except during the 2011-2013 fiscal biennium, one percent
of the moneys collected under RCW 82.21.030 shall be allocated
only for public participation grants to persons who may be
adversely affected by a release or threatened release of a
hazardous substance and to not-for-profit public interest
organizations. The primary purpose of these grants is to facilitate
the participation by persons and organizations in the investigation
and remedying of releases or threatened releases of hazardous
substances and to implement the state's solid and hazardous waste
management priorities. No grant may exceed sixty thousand
dollars. Grants may be renewed annually. Moneys appropriated
for public participation that are not expended at the close of any
biennium revert to the state toxics control account.
(8) The department shall adopt rules for grant or loan issuance
and performance. To accelerate both remedial action and
economic recovery, the department may expedite the adoption of
rules necessary to implement chapter 1, Laws of 2013 2nd sp.
sess. using the expedited procedures in RCW 34.05.353. The
department shall initiate the award of financial assistance by
August 1, 2013. To ensure the adoption of rules will not delay
financial assistance, the department may administer the award of
financial assistance through interpretive guidance pending the
adoption of rules through July 1, 2014.
(9) Except as provided under subsection (3)(k) and (q) of this
section, nothing in chapter 1, Laws of 2013 2nd sp. sess. ((effects
[affects])) affects the ability of a potentially liable person to
receive public funding.
(10) During the ((2013-2015)) 2015-2017 fiscal biennium the
local toxics control account may also be used for the centennial
clean water program ((and for storm water grants)) administered
by the department of ecology.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7027. (1) Funds appropriated in this
act for minor works may not be allotted until final project lists are
submitted to the office of financial management. Revisions to the
project lists are allowed for projects not anticipated at the time of
budget development but must be submitted to the office of
financial management, the house of representatives capital budget
committee, and the senate ways and means committee for review
and comment and must include an explanation of variances from
the prior lists before funds may be expended on the revisions. Any
project list revisions must be approved by the office of financial
management before funds may be expended from the minor
works appropriation.
(2)(a) Minor works project lists are single line appropriations
that include multiple projects of a similar nature and that are
valued between $25,000 and $1,000,000 each, with the exception
of higher education minor works projects that may be valued up
to $2,000,000. All projects must meet the criteria included in this
subsection (2)(a). These projects should be completed within two
years of the appropriation with the funding provided. Agencies
are prohibited from including projects on their minor works lists
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potential costs, revenues, and policy impacts of transferring
that are a phase of a larger project, and that if combined over a
continuous period of time, would exceed $1,000,000, or
federal lands to state ownership. The research must include:
$2,000,000 for higher education minor works projects.
(1) Costs to the state of: (a) Land management related to
Improvements for accessibility in compliance with the Americans
wildfires, forest health, invasive species management, and public
with disabilities act may be included in any of the minor works
access; (b) addressing deferred forest health issues and ongoing
categories.
maintenance; (c) payments in lieu of taxes; (d) state program
(b) Minor works appropriations may not be used for the
development; and (e) other potential costs.
following: Studies, except for technical or engineering reviews or
(2) Revenues to the state from: (a) Current and increased
designs that lead directly to and support a project on the same
timber cut-rates; (b) mineral lease revenues; (c) recreation fees;
minor works list; planning; design outside the scope of work on a
(d) grazing fees; (e) permanent common school account
minor works list; moveable, temporary, and traditionally funded
investment income; and (f) other potential revenues.
operating equipment not in compliance with the equipment
(3) Policy research related to the endangered species act, the
criteria established by the office of financial management;
mining law of 1872, and other federal-state impacts.
software not dedicated to control of a specialized system; moving
(4) The research may not include consideration of revenues or
expenses; land or facility acquisition; rolling stock; computers; or
costs of transferring public lands into private ownership status.
to supplement funding for projects with funding shortfalls unless
(5) A report on this research must be provided to appropriate
expressly authorized. The office of financial management may
legislative committees by December 1, 2015.
make an exception to the limitations described in this subsection
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7030. (1) The legislature recognizes
(2)(b) for exigent circumstances after notifying the legislative
that school districts are responsible for siting, building, and
fiscal committees and waiting ten days for comments by the
maintaining school facilities that provide a learning environment
legislature regarding the proposed exception.
supportive of student achievement, and that schools are integral
to the communities they serve. The legislature intends to create
(c) Minor works preservation projects may include program
improvements of no more than twenty-five percent of the
the legislative task force on school siting, as provided in
individual minor works preservation project cost.
subsection (2) of this section, to review school facility challenges
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 7028.
FOR THE STATE
created by enrollment increases and recent education reforms,
including expansion of full-day kindergarten and smaller class
TREASURER—TRANSFERS
Public works assistance account—state: For transfer
sizes.
to the water pollution control revolving account,
(2) A legislative task force on school siting is established, with
$6,000,000 for fiscal year 2016 and $6,000,000 for
members as provided in this subsection. All member
fiscal year 2017
$12,000,000
appointments or selections must be made by July 1, 2015.
(a) The president of the senate shall appoint two members from
Public works assistance account—state: For transfer
each of the two largest caucuses of the senate.
to the drinking water assistance account, $4,400,000
(b) The speaker of the house of representatives shall appoint
for fiscal year 2016 and $4,400,000 for fiscal
two members from each of the two largest caucuses of the house
year 2017
$8,800,000
of representatives.
State toxics control account: For transfer to the
(c) The governor shall appoint one member who represents
environmental legacy trust account
$24,000,000
environmental concerns related to school siting and one member
Local toxics control account: For transfer to the
who represents the building industry.
environmental legacy trust account
$30,000,000
(d) The task force must also include:
The state treasurer is authorized to modify these transfer
(i) A representative of the association of Washington cities;
amounts throughout the 2015-2017 fiscal biennium in order to
(ii) A representative of the Washington state association of
maintain positive account balances in the three accounts. The
counties;
state treasurer, in consultation with the department of ecology and
(iii) Two representatives of school districts, who represent
the office of financial management is further authorized to
school districts that serve students in urban areas and currently
transfer amounts from the cleanup settlement account established
in RCW 70.105D.130 to the state toxics control account, the local
are experiencing difficulty finding suitable siting locations,
selected by the Washington association of school administrators;
toxics control account or the environmental legacy trust account
to maintain positive account balances. Any transfers from the
(iv) Two representatives of school districts, who represent
cleanup settlement account must be considered an inter fund loan
school districts that serve students in rural areas and currently are
experiencing difficulty finding suitable siting locations, selected
and must be repaid to the cleanup settlement account. The
by the Washington association of school administrators; and
department of ecology is further authorized to delay the start of
various clean-up projects funded in this act with the state toxics
(v) A representative of the Washington state association of
county and regional planning directors.
control account, the local toxics control account, and the
(3) The task force shall choose its chair from among its
environmental legacy trust account, if necessary to maintain
positive account balances after maximizing the inter-fund transfer
legislative membership. The chair shall convene at least three
authority provided in this section. The department of ecology is
meetings of the task force.
(4) The task force shall review the issue of siting schools inside
further authorized to delay the start of various clean-up projects
funded in this act with the state toxics control account, the local
and outside of urban growth areas. In reviewing this issue, the
task force must balance the planning goals and requirements set
toxics control account, and the environmental legacy trust
account, if necessary to maintain positive account balances after
forth in chapter 36.70A RCW with the needs of school districts
maximizing the inter-fund transfer authority provided in this
facing capacity issues and the infrastructure needs of local
governments.
section.
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 7029.
RESEARCH ON
(5) Staff from the office of superintendent of public instruction
and from affected school districts, counties, and cities must
TRANSFER OF FEDERAL LANDS TO WASHINGTON
support the task force by providing local information as needed.
STATE. Staff from the appropriate legislative committees shall
use existing studies and available literature to research the
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Support provided by staff from the office of superintendent of
public instruction must be provided within existing resources.
(6) Staff support for the task force must be provided by senate
committee services and the house of representatives office of
program research.
(7) Legislative members of the task force must be reimbursed
for travel expenses in accordance with RCW 44.04.120.
Nonlegislative members, except those representing an employer
or organization, are entitled to be reimbursed for travel expenses
in accordance with RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060.
(8) The expenses of the task force must be paid jointly by the
senate and the house of representatives. Task force expenditures
are subject to approval by the senate facilities and operations
committee and the house of representatives executive rules
committee, or their successor committees.
(9) The task force shall provide a summary of the task force's
discussions and any recommendations to the appropriate
committees of the legislature by December 1, 2015.
(10) This section expires January 1, 2016.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7031. A legislative task force is
established to work with the department of enterprise services and
the state building code council, within existing funding, to study
all aspects of the council's administration and operations for
managing and conducting updates to the codes specified in
chapters 19.27 and 19.27A RCW.
(a) The membership of the task force must be comprised of the
four ex officio legislative members assigned to the council, two
members of the department of enterprise services, four members
of the council, of which two represent local government, with one
local government member representing building code
enforcement officials, and a variety of stakeholders who work
with the council on a regular basis. The task force, at a minimum,
must:
(i) Consult with other directors and representatives of state
agencies who interact with the council;
(ii) Gather input from current councilmembers and former
members who recently served on the council;
(iii) Review past legislation and other documents regarding the
function of the council; and
(iv) Study the workforce level needed for rule making,
conducting stakeholder processes, holding open meetings,
processing code amendments, and addressing policy issues for the
codes the legislature has charged the council to maintain.
(b) Staff support for the task force must be provided by the
capital budget staff of senate committee services and the office of
program research.
(c) By December 18, 2015, and in compliance with RCW
43.01.036, any findings and recommendations made by the task
force must be reported to the governor and the appropriate
committees of the legislature. If work cannot be completed by
December 18, 2015, a report on the status of the task force work
must be provided with any recommended actions followed by a
second report that must be submitted to the governor and the
appropriate committees of the legislature by December 16, 2016.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 7032. This act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety, or
support of the state government and its existing public
institutions, and takes effect immediately."
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment
by Senator Kohl-Welles and others to the committee striking
amendment be adopted:
On page 11, on line 15, strike all material through and including
line 5 on page 12, and insert the following:

"Spokane children's theatre
$18,000
KEXP's new home at Seattle center
$1,866,000
Admiral theatre renovation 2.0
$100,000
Kirkland arts center - capital improvements project $48,000
Uniontown creativity center addition and site improvements
$123,000
San Juan islands museum of art
$650,000
KidsQuest children's museum - good to grow capital campaign
$2,000,000
Cornish playhouse
$232,000
ACT theatre eagles auditorium restoration and renovation
$303,000
Music works northwest park 118 building renovation$64,000
New hands on children's museum
$393,000
Seattle Theatre Group
$131,000
Cornish Centennial Lab
$2,000,000
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly.
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
Senator Honeyford spoke against the amendment to the
committee striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles and
others on page 11, line 15 to the committee striking amendment
to Engrossed House Bill No. 1115.
The motion by Senator Kohl-Welles failed and the
amendment to the committee striking amendment was not
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment
by Senators Kohl-Welles and Pedersen to the committee striking
amendment be adopted:
On page 11, on line 24, increase the amount by $866,000"
Adjust the totals and increase the appropriation accordingly
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly.

Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
Senator Honeyford spoke against adoption of the amendment
to the committee striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles and
Pedersen on page 11, line 24 to the committee striking
amendment to Engrossed House Bill No. 1115.
The motion by Senator Kohl-Welles failed and the
amendment to the committee striking amendment was not
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senators Keiser moved that the following amendment by
Senators Keiser and Conway to the committee striking
amendment be adopted.
On page 16, after line 4, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION.
Sec. 1037
FOR THE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Clean Energy and Energy Freedom Program (30000726)
The appropriations in this section are subject to the
following conditions and limitations:
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(1) The appropriations are provided solely for projects that
thermal properties and electric load of commercial buildings and
provide a benefit to the public through development,
district energy systems to store energy, reduce transmission
demonstration, and deployment of clean energy technologies that
congestion or otherwise improve system reliability and resiliency
save energy and reduce energy costs, reduce harmful air
and enable integration of distributed and renewable energy
emissions or otherwise increase energy independence for the
sources.
state. All expenditures must be used for projects that develop and
(4)(a) $15,000,000 of the state building construction account
acquire assets that have a useful life of at least thirteen years.
is provided solely for grants to match federal funds or other
These requirements must be specified in funding agreements
nonstate funding sources used to research, develop, and
issued by the department.
demonstrate clean energy technologies.
(2)(a) $10,000,000 of the state taxable building construction
(b) The department shall consult with the University of
account is provided solely to create a revolving loan fund to
Washington, Washington State University, the Pacific Northwest
support the widespread use of proven energy efficiency and
national laboratory and other clean energy organizations to design
renewable energy technologies now inhibited by lack of access to
the program. The program shall offer matching funds for clean
capital.
energy projects including, but not limited to: Advancing energy
(b) The department shall provide grant funds to one or more
storage and solar technologies, advancing bioenergy, developing
competitively selected nonprofit lenders that will provide
new lightweight materials, and advancing renewable energy and
matching private capital and will administer the loan fund. The
energy efficiency technologies.
department must select the loan fund administrator or
(5) The department must report on number and results of
administrators through a competitive process, with scoring
projects that receive grants or loans through the clean energy
conducted by a group of qualified experts, applying criteria
fund, including the number of job hours created and the number
specified by the department.
of jobs maintained and created, to the governor and the
(c) The department must establish guidelines that specify
legislature, by November 1, 2016.
applicant eligibility, the screening process, and evaluation and
Appropriation:
selection criteria. The guidelines must be used by the nonprofit
State Taxable Building Construction Account—State
lenders.
$10,000,000
(d) Loan applications must disclose all sources of public
State Building Construction Account—State
$30,000,000
funds invested in the project. The nonprofit lender must make
Subtotal Appropriation
$40,000,000
loans available to the following types of projects that include, but
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
are not limited to: Residential, commercial, industrial, and
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
agricultural energy retrofits, residential and community-scale
TOTAL
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $40,000,000"
solar installations, anaerobic digesters to treat dairy and organic
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
waste, and combined heat and power projects using woody
internal references accordingly.
biomass as a fuel source.
Senators Keiser, Conway and Chase spoke in favor of
(e) State funds may not exceed fifty percent of the estimated
adoption of the amendment to the committee striking amendment.
cost of a project, and funding preference must be provided to
Senators Honeyford and Ericksen spoke against adoption of
projects that offer a higher percentage of nonstate match funds.
the amendment to the committee striking amendment.
(f) The department must conduct due diligence activities
associated with the use of public funds, including oversight of the
Senator Keiser demanded a roll call.
project selection process and project monitoring.
The President declared that one-sixth of the members
(3)(a) $15,000,000 of the state building construction
supported the demand and the demand was sustained.
account is provided solely for grants to advance clean and
renewable energy technologies and advance transmission and
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
distribution control system improvements for increased
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Keiser and Conway on
reliability, resiliency, and enabling integration of distributed and
page 16, after line 4 to the committee striking amendment to
renewable resources and technology by public and private
Engrossed House Bill No. 1115.
electrical utilities that serve retail customers in the state. Eligible
utilities may partner with other public and private sector research
ROLL CALL
organizations and businesses in applying for funding.
(b) The department shall develop a grant application process
The Secretary called the roll on the adoption of the
to competitively select projects for grant awards, to include
amendment by Senator Keiser and others to the committee
scoring conducted by a group of qualified experts with
striking amendment and the amendment was not adopted by the
application of criteria specified by the department. In
following vote: Yeas, 24; Nays, 25; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
development of the application criteria, the department shall, to
Voting yea: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
the extent possible, allow smaller utilities or consortia of small
Darneille, Ericksen, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa,
utilities to apply for funding.
Hatfield, Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe,
(c) The department shall convene an advisory panel of
McCoy, Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
electric utility representatives to identify program objectives, near
Voting nay: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
term priorities and long term goals.
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Fain, Hewitt, Hill,
(d) Applications for grants must disclose all sources of
Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
public funds invested in a project.
Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
(e) Grant funds must be used for research, development, or
demonstration projects that integrate intermittent renewables
MOTION
through energy storage, information technology or other smart
grid technologies, dispatch energy storage resources from utility
Senator Liias moved that the following amendment by
control rooms, use demand response, transactive control, or the
Senator Liias to the committee striking amendment be adopted:
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On page 16, after line 4, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Community Energy Efficiency Program (30000845)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State$10,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$40,000,000
TOTAL
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $50,000,000"
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly.
Senator Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
to the committee striking amendment.
Senator Honeyford spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Liias on page 16, after
line 4 to the committee striking amendment to Engrossed House
Bill No. 1115.
The motion by Senator Liias failed and the amendment to the
committee striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Frockt moved that the following amendment by
Senator Frockt to the committee striking amendment be adopted:
On page27, after line 28, insert the following:
"Lyons Creek Flood Control Project . . . . . . . . . $400,000"
And adjust the totals and appropriation accordingly
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly.
Senator Frockt spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
to the committee striking amendment.
Senators Keiser and Honeyford spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Frockt on page 27,
after line 28 to the committee striking amendment to Engrossed
House Bill No. 1115.
The motion by Senator Frockt failed and the amendment to
the committee striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator McAuliffe moved that the following amendment by
Senator McAuliffe to the committee striking amendment be
adopted:
On page 27, on line 29, reduce the amount by $300,000
On page 28, after line 9, insert the following:
"Wayne golf course land preservation . . . . . . $300,000
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senators McAuliffe and Honeyford spoke in favor of
adoption of the amendment to the committee striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator McAuliffe on page 27,
line 29 to the committee striking amendment to Engrossed House
Bill No. 1115.
The motion by Senator McAuliffe carried and the amendment
to the committee striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION

Senator Padden moved that the following amendment by
Senator Padden to the committee striking amendment be adopted:
On page 29, beginning on line 19, after "project." strike all
material through "years." on line 27 and insert "Of that amount,
$1,300,000 is provided for the county's purchase of mobile home
parks within accident potential zone II in order to reduce the
density of residential uses within the accident potential zone. The
county and city of jurisdiction over the property shall rezone the
property and place additional limitations on the property so that
future uses of the property are compatible with the United States'
department of defense "joint land use study" of 2009. Any
proceeds from the sale of land using this appropriation must be
reapplied to Fairchild air force base encroachment protection.
Additionally, the city of jurisdiction shall extend sewer and water
service to the properties at its own expense. The remaining
$200,000 is provided for the purchase of land for the development
of affordable housing. This land must be in relative close
proximity to Fairchild air force base and outside of any accident
potential zones."
Senators Padden and Honeyford spoke in favor of adoption
of the amendment to the committee striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Padden on page 29,
line 19 to the committee striking amendment to Engrossed House
Bill No. 1115.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the amendment to
the committee striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Habib moved that the following amendment by
Senator Habib to the committee striking amendment be adopted:
On page 29, after line 39, Insert the following:
"Cancer immunotherapy facility-Seattle children's research
program . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,000,000"
Adjust the totals and appropriations accordingly
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly.
Senators Habib and Frockt spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
Senators Keiser and Honeyford spoke against adoption of
the amendment to the committee striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Habib on page 29, after
line 39 to the committee striking amendment to Engrossed House
Bill No. 1115.
The motion by Senator Habib failed and the amendment to
the committee striking amendment was not adopted by a rising
vote.
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senator McCoy to the committee striking amendment be adopted:
On page 30, after line 8, insert the following:
"Everett YMCA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,000,000"
Increase the totals and appropriation accordingly
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
internal references accordingly.
Senators McCoy and Hobbs spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment to the committee striking amendment.
Senator Honeyford spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
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The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Senator Ericksen spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
the adoption of the amendment by Senator McCoy on page 30,
to the committee striking amendment.
after line 8 to the committee striking amendment to Engrossed
House Bill No. 1115.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
The motion by Senator McCoy failed and the amendment to
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Ericksen on page 86,
the committee striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
after line 14 to the committee striking amendment to Engrossed
House Bill No. 1115.
MOTION
The motion by Senator Ericksen carried and the amendment
to the committee striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment
by Senator Kohl-Welles to the committee striking amendment be
MOTION
adopted:
On page 30, after line 36, insert the following:
Senator Keiser moved that the following amendment by
"Pike Place Market Front . . . . . . . . . . $800,000"
Senator Keiser to the committee striking amendment be adopted:
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
On page 87, after line 25, insert the following:
any internal references accordingly.
"State Building Construction Account—State $24,400,000"
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of adoption of the
Correct the totals accordingly
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
Senator Honeyford spoke against adoption of the
internal references accordingly.
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
Senator Keiser spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment to
the committee striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Kohl-Welles on page
30, after line 36 to the committee striking amendment to
On motion of Senator Keiser, the amendment by Senator
Engrossed House Bill No. 1115.
Keiser on page 87, line 25 to the committee striking amendment
The motion by Senator Kohl-Welles failed and the
to Engrossed House Bill No. 1115 was withdrawn.
amendment to the committee striking amendment was not
adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
MOTION
Senator Conway moved that the following amendment by
Senators Conway and Rolfes to the committee striking
Senator Kohl-Welles moved that the following amendment
amendment be adopted:
by Senator Kohl-Welles to the committee striking amendment be
On page 94, after line 11, insert the following:
adopted:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 3086. FOR THE
On page 32, on line 39, increase the amount by $3,000,000
DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
On page 33, after line 7, insert the following:
Floodplains by Design (30000537)
"Swedish Ballard psychiatric unit . . . . . . . $3,000,000
Appropriation:
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
State Building Construction Account—State $30,000,000
any internal references accordingly.
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Senator Kohl-Welles spoke in favor of adoption of the
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$92,000,000
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
TOTAL
$122,000,000"
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
any internal references accordingly.
On motion of Senator Kohl-Welles, the amendment by
Senator Conway spoke in favor of adoption of the
Senator Kohl-Welles on page 32, line 39 to the committee striking
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
amendment to Engrossed House Bill No. 1115 was withdrawn.
Senator Honeyford spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
MOTION
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Senator Ericksen moved that the following amendment by
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Conway and Rolfes
Senator Ericksen to the committee striking amendment be
on page 94, line 11 to the committee striking amendment to
adopted:
Engrossed House Bill No. 1115.
On page 86, after line 14, insert the following:
The motion by Senator Conway failed and the amendment to
"The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
the committee striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
conditions and limitations:
MOTION
(1) $6,000,000 of the appropriation is provided solely for the
Harris Avenue Dock Project.
Senator Baumgartner moved that the following amendment
(2) $900,000 of the appropriation is provided solely for the
by Senators Baumgartner and Padden to the committee striking
Blaine Marina cleanup project."
amendment be adopted:
On page 86 on line 16 increase the amount by $6,300,000 and
On page 96, on line 30, strike "Mount Spokane Road
adjust the totals accordingly
Improvements, Stage 2D (30000693)" and insert "Mount
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any
Spokane Guest Services Building (92000011)
internal references accordingly.
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Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.

The motion by Senator McCoy failed and the amendment to
the committee striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Baumgartner and
Padden on page 96, line 30 to the committee striking amendment
to Engrossed House Bill No. 1115.
The motion by Senator Baumgartner carried and the
amendment to the committee striking amendment was adopted by
voice vote.

Senator Rolfes moved that the following amendment by
Senator Rolfes to the committee striking amendment be adopted:
On page 137, after line 28, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. FOR THE DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Community Forest Trust (30000217)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State
$3,442,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$3,442,000"
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senator Rolfes spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment to
the committee striking amendment.

MOTION
Senator Ericksen moved that the following amendment by
Senator Ericksen to the committee striking amendment be
adopted:
On page 117, on line 26, increase the amount by $1,200,000
Adjust the totals and increase the appropriation accordingly
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Ericksen, the amendment by Senator
Ericksen on page 117, line 26 to the committee striking
amendment to Engrossed House Bill No. 1115 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Nelson moved that the following amendment by
Senator Nelson to the committee striking amendment be adopted:
On page 118, on line 13, strike all material through and
including line 15.
On page 118, on line 17, increase the amount by $15,000,00
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly
Senator Nelson spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
Senator Honeyford spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Nelson on page 118,
line 13 to the committee striking amendment to Engrossed House
Bill No. 1115.
The motion by Senator Nelson failed and the amendment to
the committee striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator McCoy moved that the following amendment by
Senator McCoy to the committee striking amendment be adopted:
On page 118, on line 30, increase the amount by $5 million
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senator McCoy spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment
to the committee striking amendment.
Senator Honeyford spoke against adoption of the amendment
to the committee striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator McCoy on page 118,
line 30 to the committee striking amendment to Engrossed House
Bill No. 1115.

MOTION

WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Rolfes, the amendment by Senator
Rolfes on page 137, line 28 to the committee striking amendment
to Engrossed House Bill No. 1115 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Habib moved that the following amendment by
Senator Habib to the committee striking amendment be adopted:
On page 158, after line 12, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF
WASHINGTON
Clean Energy Research Test Beds (30000717)
Appropriation:
State Building Construction Account—State $10,000,000
Prior Biennia (Expenditures)
$0
Future Biennia (Projected Costs)
$0
TOTAL
$10,000,000"
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
Senators Habib and Chase spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
Senator Honeyford spoke against adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Habib on page 158,
after line 12 to the committee striking amendment to Engrossed
House Bill No. 1115.
The motion by Senator Habib failed and the amendment to
the committee striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
Senator Honeyford moved that the following amendment by
Senators Honeyford and Keiser to the committee striking
amendment be adopted:
On page 163, line 13, strike "$52,451,000" and insert
"$56,041,000"
On page 163, line 16, strike "$57,451,000" and insert
"$61,041,000"
On page 163, after line 16, insert the following:
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MOTION
"The appropriations in this section are subject to the
following conditions and limitations: The reappropriation
Senator Liias moved that the following amendment by
amounts may be used for the construction phase of the project."
Senator Liias and others to the committee striking amendment be
On page 164, strike section 5075
adopted:
Renumber sections accordingly
On page 236, on line 5, after "school siting" insert: ", one
Senator Honeyford spoke in favor of adoption of the
member who represents active transportation concerns
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Senator Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the amendment to
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Honeyford and Keiser
the committee striking amendment.
on page 163, line 13 to the committee striking amendment to
Senator Honeyford spoke against adoption of the
Engrossed House Bill No. 1115.
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
The motion by Senator Honeyford carried and the amendment
to the committee striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
MOTION
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Liias and others on
page 236, line 5 to the committee striking amendment to
Senator Rolfes moved that the following amendment by
Engrossed House Bill No. 1115.
Senators Rolfes and Angel to the committee striking amendment
The motion by Senator Liias failed and the amendment to the
be adopted:
committee striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
On page 178, line 23, strike "$42,209,000" and insert
MOTION
"$48,516,000"
On page 178, line 26, strike "$45,833,000" and insert
Senator Ranker moved that the following amendment by
"$52,140,000"
Senator Ranker and others o the committee striking amendment
Senators Rolfes and Angel spoke in favor of adoption of the
be adopted:
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
On page 238, after line 6, insert the following:
Senator Honeyford spoke against adoption of the amendment
"NEW SECTION. Section 7032. The appropriations
to the committee striking amendment.
contained in the various sections of this act to the various state
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
agencies and local recipients of grants shall not be expended in
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Rolfes and Angel on
furtherance of a contract with an entity that is not in compliance
page 178, line 13 to the committee striking amendment to
with federal and state laws prohibiting discrimination, including
Engrossed House Bill No. 1115.
but not limited to Title VII of the civil rights act, the Americans
The motion by Senator Rolfes failed and the amendment to
with disabilities act, and chapter 49.60 RCW."
the committee striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
any internal references accordingly.
MOTION
Senators Ranker and O’Ban spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
Senator Mullet moved that the following amendment by
Senator Mullet and others to the committee striking amendment
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
be adopted:
On motion of Senator Ranker, the amendment by Senator
On page 235, after line 3, insert the following:
Ranker on page 238, line 6 to the committee striking amendment
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 7029. FOR THE STATE
to Engrossed House Bill No. 1115 was withdrawn.
TREASURER—TRANSFERS
General Fund—state: For transfer to the public works
MOTION
assistance account--state, $100,000,000 for fiscal year 2016 and
$100,000,000 for fiscal year 2017. . . . . . . $200,000,000
Senator Cleveland moved that the following amendment by
The state treasurer must transfer from the general fund
Senator Cleveland to the committee striking amendment be
amounts, up to the amount authorized in this section, to equal any
adopted:
amounts transferred out of the public works assistance account-On page 238, after line 6, insert the following:
state to any account not dedicated to public infrastructure.
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 7032. During the 2015-2017 fiscal
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
biennium, state agencies, their officers, and agents expending
any internal references accordingly.
funds from the appropriations in this act for contracts with
Senators Mullet and Hasegawa spoke in favor of adoption of
persons must include a provision that the person is prohibited
the amendment to the committee striking amendment.
from paying its employees less compensation or providing less
Senators Hill and Baumgartner spoke against adoption of the
favorable employment opportunities based on gender unless there
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
is a bona fide job-related basis. For purposes of this section,
person has the same meaning as RCW 82.04.030. This section
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
shall be liberally construed to effectuate its purposes."
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Mullet and others on
Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct
page 235, after line 3 to the committee striking amendment to
any internal references accordingly.
Engrossed House Bill No. 1115.
Senators Cleveland and Nelson spoke in favor of adoption of
The motion by Senator Mullet failed and the amendment to
the amendment to the committee striking amendment.
the committee striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
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Senators Parlette, Angel and Schoesler spoke on adoption of
the amendment to the committee striking amendment.
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Cleveland, the amendment by Senator
Cleveland on page 238, line 6 to Engrossed House Bill No. 1115
was withdrawn.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Ways & Means as amended to Engrossed House
Bill No. 1115.
The motion by Senator Honeyford carried and the committee
striking amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "improvements;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 43.160.080,
27.34.330, 79A.15.030, 79A.15.050, 28B.20.725, 28B.15.310,
28B.15.210, 28B.30.750, 28B.35.370, 28B.50.360, and
43.155.050; amending 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 ss 1073, 1074, 1077,
1078, 1090, 1091, 1093, 1099, 1108, 1104, 1105, 2024, 2028,
3067, 3058, 3101, 3190, 3212, 5007, 5020, 5015, 5025, 5055,
5108, 5110, and 7043 (uncodified); amending 2013 3rd sp.s. c 1
s 3 (uncodified); reenacting and amending RCW 70.105D.070;
adding new sections to 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 (uncodified); creating
a new section; repealing 2013 2nd sp.s. c 19 s 7013 (uncodified);
providing an expiration date; and declaring an emergency."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Honeyford, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed House Bill No. 1115 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Honeyford, Keiser, Benton, Conway, Hobbs,
Warnick and Parlette spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Senator Dansel, Baumgartner, Mullet Chase spoke against
passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed House Bill No. 1115 as amended
by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
House Bill No. 1115 as amended by the Senate and the bill
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 39; Nays, 10;
Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille,
Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill,
Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Ranker,
Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Chase, Dansel, Habib,
Hasegawa, Kohl-Welles, McCoy, Mullet, Nelson and Pedersen
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1115 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
to stand as the title of the act.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Senator Honeyford: “Thank you Mr. President. I wanted to
give thanks to the caucus staff, both Republican and Democrat
and to our non-partisan. I believe they are in the wings, Lorrell,
Sherry, Michael and Brian were invaluable for doing this and I
would ask if you would ask them to take a bow.”
SECOND READING
SENATE BILL NO. 6080, by Senators Dammeier, Keiser,
Honeyford, Conway and Pedersen
Financing public school facilities necessary to support statefunded all-day kindergarten and class size reduction in
kindergarten through third grade.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dammeier, Substitute Senate Bill No.
6080 was substituted for Senate Bill No. 6080 and the substitute
bill was placed on the second reading and read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Frockt moved that the following amendment by
Senator Frockt and others be adopted:
On page 7, after line 27, insert the following:
"(2)(a) The office of the superintendent of public instruction
shall provide block grants of sixteen million five hundred
thousand dollars in the 2015-17 biennium and sixteen million five
hundred thousand dollars in the 2017-19 biennium in lieu of the
grants provided in subsection (1) of this section to school districts
meeting the following criteria:
(i) Headcount enrollment of more than forty-nine thousand
students;
(ii) Higher than average enrollment growth in the primary
grades within the past three years; and
(iii) Limited school site capacity that prohibits schools
containing kindergarten through third grade classrooms from
either adding additional constructed classrooms, modular
classrooms, or portable classrooms.
(b) School districts meeting the criteria to receive the block
grant provided in subsection (2)(a) of this section that would have
received additional state funds in excess of the block grant
provided through the grant calculated in subsection (1) of this
section may receive the amount provided by the calculated grant
in subsection (1) of this section in excess of the block grants."
Senators Frockt and Dammeier spoke in favor of adoption of
the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senator Frockt and others on
page 7, after line 27 to Substitute Senate Bill No. 6080.
The motion by Senator Frockt carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Dammeier, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 6080 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senators Dammeier and Keiser spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
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Senators Roach and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1431.

ROLL CALL
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Substitute Senate Bill No. 6080 and the bill passed the Senate by
the following vote: Yeas, 42; Nays, 7; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Dansel,
Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill,
Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Darneille, Ericksen,
Hasegawa, Liias, Nelson and Padden
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 6080,
having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.
There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand
as the title of the act.

The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1431 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 47; Nays, 1; Absent, 1; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler, Sheldon and
Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Dansel
Absent: Senator Ericksen
HOUSE BILL NO. 1431, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.

SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1431, by Representatives Bergquist, Holy
and S. Hunt

Senator Schoesler announced a meeting of the Committee on
Rules in the Majority Leader’s office immediately upon
adjournment of the day’s session.

Modifying exemptions relating to real estate appraisals.

MOTION

The measure was read the second time.

At 6:28 p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
adjourned until 10:00 o’clock a.m. Wednesday, April 15, 2015.

MOTION
BRAD OWEN, President of the Senate
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1431 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.

HUNTER G. GOODMAN, Secretary of the Senate
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MORNING SESSION
Senate Chamber, Olympia
Wednesday, April 15, 2015
The Senate was called to order at 10:00 o’clock a.m. by the
President of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding. The
Secretary called the roll and announced to the President that all
senators were present with the exceptions of Senators Hasegawa,
Liias, McAuliffe and Sheldon
The Sergeant at Arms Color Guard consisting of Pages Maia
Whitehorn and Samuel Whitehorn, presented the Colors. The
prayer was offered by Pastor Frank Jevicky, Daniels' Prayer
House in Olympia.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the reading of the Journal of the
previous day was dispensed with and it was approved.

Referred to Committee on Trade & Economic Development.
SB 6101 by Senators Habib, Miloscia and Frockt
AN ACT Relating to health care; amending RCW
43.350.005, 43.350.010, 43.350.020, and 43.350.040;
reenacting and amending RCW 43.79A.040; adding new
sections to chapter 43.350 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 43.79 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.24
RCW; adding new sections to chapter 82.26 RCW; adding a
new section to chapter 28B.20 RCW; adding a new section to
chapter 28B.30 RCW; creating new sections; providing an
effective date; and declaring an emergency.
Referred to Committee on Health Care.
MOTION

MOTION

On motion of Senator Fain, all measures listed on the
Introduction and First Reading report were referred to the
committees as designated.

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fourth
order of business.

MOTION

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the
seventh order of business.

April 14, 2015
MR. PRESIDENT:
The House has passed:
SENATE BILL NO. 5075,
SENATE BILL NO. 5101,
SENATE BILL NO. 5104,
SENATE BILL NO. 5120,
SENATE BILL NO. 5122,
SENATE BILL NO. 5210,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5275,
SENATE BILL NO. 5302,
SENATE BILL NO. 5466,
SENATE BILL NO. 5468,
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5577,
SENATE BILL NO. 5717,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5743,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5795,
SENATE BILL NO. 5805,
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5810,
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5933
and the same are herewith transmitted.
BERNARD DEAN, Deputy Chief Clerk
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate advanced to the fifth
order of business.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
SB 6100 by Senators Chase, Brown, Angel, Hatfield, Ericksen
and McCoy
AN ACT Relating to establishing an economic gardening
pilot program; adding a new section to chapter 43.31 RCW;
creating a new section; and providing an expiration date.

THIRD READING
CONFIRMATION OF GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS
MOTION
Senator Dammeier moved that Michelle Farrell,
Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9048, be confirmed as a member
of the Board of Trustees, State School for the Blind.
Senator Dammeier spoke in favor of the motion.
APPOINTMENT OF MICHELLE FARRELL
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the confirmation of Michelle Farrell, Gubernatorial Appointment
No. 9048, as a member of the Board of Trustees, State School for
the Blind.
The Secretary called the roll on the confirmation of Michelle
Farrell, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9048, as a member of the
Board of Trustees, State School for the Blind and the appointment
was confirmed by the following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 0; Absent,
4; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Warnick
Absent: Senators Hasegawa, Liias, McAuliffe and Sheldon
Michelle Farrell, Gubernatorial Appointment No. 9048,
having received the constitutional majority was declared
confirmed as a member of the Board of Trustees, State School for
the Blind.
MOTION
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On motion of Senator Fain, Senator Sheldon was excused.
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1919, by House
Committee on State Government (originally sponsored by
MOTION
Representative S. Hunt)
On motion of Senator Fain, the Senate reverted to the sixth
order of business.

Clarifying the timing of special elections.
The measure was read the second time.

MOTION
MOTION
On motion of Senator Habib, Senators Hasegawa, Liias and
McAuliffe were excused.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1168, by Representatives Ormsby,
Chandler, Sullivan and Tarleton
Correcting restrictions on collecting a pension in the public
employees' retirement system for retirees returning to work in an
ineligible position or a position covered by a different state
retirement system.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Hill, the rules were suspended, House
Bill No. 1168 was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Hill and Conway spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1168.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1168 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 45; Nays, 0; Absent, 1; Excused, 3.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia,
Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Warnick
Absent: Senator Benton
Excused: Senators Liias, McAuliffe and Sheldon
HOUSE BILL NO. 1168, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
The President welcomed and introduced members and
representatives of the Puyallup Tribal Youth Council, led by Ms.
Lisa Rideout-Earl, Coordinator, and The Honorable Tim
Reynon, Puyallup Tribal Council member who were present in
the gallery and recognized by the senate. The President was
joined at the rostrum by Youth Council members: Miss Sieona
Squally and Miss Maya Luke.
SECOND READING

On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1919 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators Roach and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1919.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1919 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 44; Nays, 3; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Becker, Benton, Billig,
Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille,
Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, KohlWelles, Liias, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban,
Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
Rolfes, Schoesler and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Dansel and Ericksen
Excused: Senators McAuliffe and Sheldon
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1919, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1550, by Representatives Carlyle,
Nealey, Reykdal and Wylie
Simplifying the taxation of amusement, recreation, and
physical fitness services.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Hill moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Ways & Means be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 82.04.050 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 13 s 802 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) "Sale at retail" or "retail sale" means every sale of
tangible personal property (including articles produced,
fabricated, or imprinted) to all persons irrespective of the nature
of their business and including, among others, without limiting
the scope hereof, persons who install, repair, clean, alter,
improve, construct, or decorate real or personal property of or for
consumers other than a sale to a person who:
(i) Purchases for the purpose of resale as tangible personal
property in the regular course of business without intervening use
by such person, but a purchase for the purpose of resale by a
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regional transit authority under RCW 81.112.300 is not a sale for
resale; or
(ii) Installs, repairs, cleans, alters, imprints, improves,
constructs, or decorates real or personal property of or for
consumers, if such tangible personal property becomes an
ingredient or component of such real or personal property without
intervening use by such person; or
(iii) Purchases for the purpose of consuming the property
purchased in producing for sale as a new article of tangible
personal property or substance, of which such property becomes
an ingredient or component or is a chemical used in processing,
when the primary purpose of such chemical is to create a chemical
reaction directly through contact with an ingredient of a new
article being produced for sale; or
(iv) Purchases for the purpose of consuming the property
purchased in producing ferrosilicon which is subsequently used
in producing magnesium for sale, if the primary purpose of such
property is to create a chemical reaction directly through contact
with an ingredient of ferrosilicon; or
(v) Purchases for the purpose of providing the property to
consumers as part of competitive telephone service, as defined in
RCW 82.04.065; or
(vi) Purchases for the purpose of satisfying the person's
obligations under an extended warranty as defined in subsection
(7) of this section, if such tangible personal property replaces or
becomes an ingredient or component of property covered by the
extended warranty without intervening use by such person.
(b) The term includes every sale of tangible personal property
that is used or consumed or to be used or consumed in the
performance of any activity defined as a "sale at retail" or "retail
sale" even though such property is resold or used as provided in
(a)(i) through (vi) of this subsection following such use.
(c) The term also means every sale of tangible personal
property to persons engaged in any business that is taxable under
RCW 82.04.280(1) (a), (b), and (g), 82.04.290, and 82.04.2908.
(2) The term "sale at retail" or "retail sale" includes the sale of
or charge made for tangible personal property consumed and/or
for labor and services rendered in respect to the following:
(a) The installing, repairing, cleaning, altering, imprinting, or
improving of tangible personal property of or for consumers,
including charges made for the mere use of facilities in respect
thereto, but excluding charges made for the use of self-service
laundry facilities, and also excluding sales of laundry service to
nonprofit health care facilities, and excluding services rendered
in respect to live animals, birds and insects;
(b) The constructing, repairing, decorating, or improving of
new or existing buildings or other structures under, upon, or
above real property of or for consumers, including the installing
or attaching of any article of tangible personal property therein or
thereto, whether or not such personal property becomes a part of
the realty by virtue of installation, and also includes the sale of
services or charges made for the clearing of land and the moving
of earth excepting the mere leveling of land used in commercial
farming or agriculture;
(c) The constructing, repairing, or improving of any structure
upon, above, or under any real property owned by an owner who
conveys the property by title, possession, or any other means to
the person performing such construction, repair, or improvement
for the purpose of performing such construction, repair, or
improvement and the property is then reconveyed by title,
possession, or any other means to the original owner;
(d) The cleaning, fumigating, razing, or moving of existing
buildings or structures, but does not include the charge made for
janitorial services; and for purposes of this section the term
"janitorial services" means those cleaning and caretaking services
ordinarily performed by commercial janitor service businesses

including, but not limited to, wall and window washing, floor
cleaning and waxing, and the cleaning in place of rugs, drapes and
upholstery. The term "janitorial services" does not include
painting, papering, repairing, furnace or septic tank cleaning,
snow removal or sandblasting;
(e) Automobile towing and similar automotive transportation
services, but not in respect to those required to report and pay
taxes under chapter 82.16 RCW;
(f) The furnishing of lodging and all other services by a hotel,
rooming house, tourist court, motel, trailer camp, and the granting
of any similar license to use real property, as distinguished from
the renting or leasing of real property, and it is presumed that the
occupancy of real property for a continuous period of one month
or more constitutes a rental or lease of real property and not a
mere license to use or enjoy the same. For the purposes of this
subsection, it is presumed that the sale of and charge made for the
furnishing of lodging for a continuous period of one month or
more to a person is a rental or lease of real property and not a
mere license to enjoy the same;
(g) The installing, repairing, altering, or improving of digital
goods for consumers;
(h) Persons taxable under (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), and (g) of
this subsection when such sales or charges are for property, labor
and services which are used or consumed in whole or in part by
such persons in the performance of any activity defined as a "sale
at retail" or "retail sale" even though such property, labor and
services may be resold after such use or consumption. Nothing
contained in this subsection may be construed to modify
subsection (1) of this section and nothing contained in subsection
(1) of this section may be construed to modify this subsection.
(3) The term "sale at retail" or "retail sale" includes the sale of
or charge made for personal, business, or professional services
including amounts designated as interest, rents, fees, admission,
and other service emoluments however designated, received by
persons engaging in the following business activities:
(a)(((i) Amusement and recreation services including but not
limited to golf, pool, billiards, skating, bowling, ski lifts and tows,
day trips for sightseeing purposes, and others, when provided to
consumers.
(ii) Until July 1, 2017, amusement and recreation services do
not include the opportunity to dance provided by an establishment
in exchange for a cover charge.
(iii) For purposes of this subsection (3)(a):
(A) "Cover charge" means a charge, regardless of its label, to
enter an establishment or added to the purchaser's bill by an
establishment or otherwise collected after entrance to the
establishment, and the purchaser is provided the opportunity to
dance in exchange for payment of the charge.
(B) "Opportunity to dance" means that an establishment
provides a designated physical space, on either a temporary or
permanent basis, where customers are allowed to dance and the
establishment either advertises or otherwise makes customers
aware that it has an area for dancing;
(b))) Abstract, title insurance, and escrow services;
(((c))) (b) Credit bureau services;
(((d))) (c) Automobile parking and storage garage services;
(((e))) (d) Landscape maintenance and horticultural services
but excluding (i) horticultural services provided to farmers and
(ii) pruning, trimming, repairing, removing, and clearing of trees
and brush near electric transmission or distribution lines or
equipment, if performed by or at the direction of an electric
utility;
(((f))) (e) Service charges associated with tickets to
professional sporting events; ((and
(g))) (f) The following personal services: ((Physical fitness
services,)) Tanning salon services, tattoo parlor services, steam
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martial arts training; or other activities requiring the use of
bath services, turkish bath services, escort services, and dating
services; and
exercise or strength training equipment, such as treadmills,
(g)(i) Operating an athletic or fitness facility, including all
elliptical machines, stair climbers, stationary cycles, rowing
charges for the use of such a facility or for any associated services
machines, pilates equipment, balls, climbing ropes, jump ropes,
and amenities, except as provided in (g)(ii) of this subsection.
and weightlifting equipment.
(ii) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in (g)(i) of this
(B) "Physical fitness activities" means activities that involve
subsection (3), the term "sale at retail" and "retail sale" under this
physical exertion for the purpose of improving or maintaining the
subsection does not include:
general fitness, strength, flexibility, conditioning, or health of the
(A) Separately stated charges for the use of an athletic or
participant.
fitness facility where such use is primarily for a purpose other
(4)(a) The term also includes the renting or leasing of tangible
than engaging in or receiving instruction in a physical fitness
personal property to consumers.
(b) The term does not include the renting or leasing of tangible
activity;
(B) Separately stated charges for the use of a discrete portion
personal property where the lease or rental is for the purpose of
of an athletic or fitness facility, other than a pool, where such
sublease or subrent.
discrete portion of the facility does not by itself meet the
(5) The term also includes the providing of "competitive
telephone service," "telecommunications service," or "ancillary
definition of "athletic or fitness facility" in this subsection;
(C) Separately stated charges for services, such as advertising,
services," as those terms are defined in RCW 82.04.065, to
massage, nutritional consulting, and body composition testing,
consumers.
that do not require the customer to engage in physical fitness
(6)(a) The term also includes the sale of prewritten computer
activities to receive the service. The exclusion in this subsection
software to a consumer, regardless of the method of delivery to
(3)(g)(ii)(C) does not apply to personal training services and
the end user. For purposes of this subsection (6)(a), the sale of
prewritten computer software includes the sale of or charge made
instruction in a physical fitness activity;
for a key or an enabling or activation code, where the key or code
(D) Separately stated charges for physical therapy provided by
a physical therapist, as those terms are defined in RCW
is required to activate prewritten computer software and put the
18.74.010, or occupational therapy provided by an occupational
software into use. There is no separate sale of the key or code
from the prewritten computer software, regardless of how the sale
therapy practitioner, as those terms are defined in RCW
may be characterized by the vendor or by the purchaser.
18.59.020, when performed pursuant to a referral from an
The term "retail sale" does not include the sale of or charge
authorized health care practitioner or in consultation with an
made for:
authorized health care practitioner. For the purposes of this
(i) Custom software; or
subsection (3)(g)(ii)(D), an authorized health care practitioner
(ii) The customization of prewritten computer software.
means a health care practitioner licensed under chapter 18.83,
(b)(i) The term also includes the charge made to consumers for
18.25, 18.36A, 18.57, 18.57A, 18.71, or 18.71A RCW;
the right to access and use prewritten computer software, where
(E) Rent or association fees charged by a landlord or
possession of the software is maintained by the seller or a third
residential association to a tenant or residential owner with access
party, regardless of whether the charge for the service is on a per
to an athletic or fitness facility maintained by the landlord or
use, per user, per license, subscription, or some other basis.
residential association, unless the rent or fee varies depending on
(ii)(A) The service described in (b)(i) of this subsection (6)
whether the tenant or owner has access to the facility;
includes the right to access and use prewritten computer software
(F) Services provided in the regular course of employment by
to perform data processing.
an employee with access to an athletic or fitness facility
(B) For purposes of this subsection (6)(b)(ii), "data
maintained by the employer for use without charge by its
processing" means the systematic performance of operations on
employees or their family members;
data to extract the required information in an appropriate form or
(G) The provision of access to an athletic or fitness facility by
to convert the data to usable information. Data processing
an educational institution to its students and staff. However,
includes check processing, image processing, form processing,
charges made by an educational institution to its alumni or other
members of the public for the use of any of the educational
survey processing, payroll processing, claim processing, and
similar activities.
institution's athletic or fitness facilities are a retail sale under this
(7) The term also includes the sale of or charge made for an
subsection (3)(g). For purposes of this subsection (3)(g)(ii)(G),
extended warranty to a consumer. For purposes of this subsection,
"educational institution" has the same meaning as in RCW
"extended warranty" means an agreement for a specified duration
82.04.170; and
to perform the replacement or repair of tangible personal property
(H) Yoga, tai chi, or chi gong classes held at a community
at no additional charge or a reduced charge for tangible personal
center, park, gymnasium, college or university, hospital or other
property, labor, or both, or to provide indemnification for the
medical facility, private residence, or any facility that is not
replacement or repair of tangible personal property, based on the
primarily used for physical fitness activities other than yoga, tai
occurrence of specified events. The term "extended warranty"
chi, or chi gong classes.
does not include an agreement, otherwise meeting the definition
(iii) Nothing in (g)(ii) of this subsection (3) may be construed
of extended warranty in this subsection, if no separate charge is
to affect the taxation of sales made by the operator of an athletic
made for the agreement and the value of the agreement is included
or fitness facility, where such sales are defined as a retail sale
in the sales price of the tangible personal property covered by the
under any provision of this section other than this subsection (3).
agreement. For purposes of this subsection, "sales price" has the
(iv) For the purposes of this subsection (3)(g), the following
same meaning as in RCW 82.08.010.
definitions apply:
(8)(a) The term also includes the following sales to consumers
(A) "Athletic or fitness facility" means an indoor or outdoor
facility or portion of a facility that is primarily used for: Exercise
of digital goods, digital codes, and digital automated services:
classes; strength and conditioning programs; personal training
(i) Sales in which the seller has granted the purchaser the right
services; tennis, racquetball, handball, squash, or pickleball;
of permanent use;
yoga; boxing, kickboxing, wrestling, martial arts, or mixed
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(ii) Sales in which the seller has granted the purchaser a right
of use that is less than permanent;
(iii) Sales in which the purchaser is not obligated to make
continued payment as a condition of the sale; and
(iv) Sales in which the purchaser is obligated to make
continued payment as a condition of the sale.
(b) A retail sale of digital goods, digital codes, or digital
automated services under this subsection (8) includes any services
provided by the seller exclusively in connection with the digital
goods, digital codes, or digital automated services, whether or not
a separate charge is made for such services.
(c) For purposes of this subsection, "permanent" means
perpetual or for an indefinite or unspecified length of time. A right
of permanent use is presumed to have been granted unless the
agreement between the seller and the purchaser specifies or the
circumstances surrounding the transaction suggest or indicate that
the right to use terminates on the occurrence of a condition
subsequent.
(9) The term also includes the charge made for providing
tangible personal property along with an operator for a fixed or
indeterminate period of time. A consideration of this is that the
operator is necessary for the tangible personal property to perform
as designed. For the purpose of this subsection (9), an operator
must do more than maintain, inspect, or set up the tangible
personal property.
(10) The term does not include the sale of or charge made for
labor and services rendered in respect to the building, repairing,
or improving of any street, place, road, highway, easement, rightof-way, mass public transportation terminal or parking facility,
bridge, tunnel, or trestle which is owned by a municipal
corporation or political subdivision of the state or by the United
States and which is used or to be used primarily for foot or
vehicular traffic including mass transportation vehicles of any
kind.
(11) The term also does not include sales of chemical sprays
or washes to persons for the purpose of postharvest treatment of
fruit for the prevention of scald, fungus, mold, or decay, nor does
it include sales of feed, seed, seedlings, fertilizer, agents for
enhanced pollination including insects such as bees, and spray
materials to: (a) Persons who participate in the federal
conservation reserve program, the environmental quality
incentives program, the wetlands reserve program, and the
wildlife habitat incentives program, or their successors
administered by the United States department of agriculture; (b)
farmers for the purpose of producing for sale any agricultural
product; and (c) farmers acting under cooperative habitat
development or access contracts with an organization exempt
from federal income tax under 26 U.S.C. Sec. 501(c)(3) of the
federal internal revenue code or the Washington state department
of fish and wildlife to produce or improve wildlife habitat on land
that the farmer owns or leases.
(12) The term does not include the sale of or charge made for
labor and services rendered in respect to the constructing,
repairing, decorating, or improving of new or existing buildings
or other structures under, upon, or above real property of or for
the United States, any instrumentality thereof, or a county or city
housing authority created pursuant to chapter 35.82 RCW,
including the installing, or attaching of any article of tangible
personal property therein or thereto, whether or not such personal
property becomes a part of the realty by virtue of installation. Nor
does the term include the sale of services or charges made for the
clearing of land and the moving of earth of or for the United
States, any instrumentality thereof, or a county or city housing
authority. Nor does the term include the sale of services or
charges made for cleaning up for the United States, or its

instrumentalities, radioactive waste and other by-products of
weapons production and nuclear research and development.
(13) The term does not include the sale of or charge made for
labor, services, or tangible personal property pursuant to
agreements providing maintenance services for bus, rail, or rail
fixed guideway equipment when a regional transit authority is the
recipient of the labor, services, or tangible personal property, and
a transit agency, as defined in RCW 81.104.015, performs the
labor or services.
(14) The term does not include the sale for resale of any service
described in this section if the sale would otherwise constitute a
"sale at retail" and "retail sale" under this section.
(15)(a) The term "sale at retail" or "retail sale" includes
amounts charged, however labeled, to consumers to engage in any
of the activities listed in this subsection (15)(a), including the
furnishing of any associated equipment or, except as otherwise
provided in this subsection, providing instruction in such
activities, where such charges are not otherwise defined as a "sale
at retail" or "retail sale" in this section:
(i)(A) Golf, including any variant in which either golf balls or
golf clubs are used, such as miniature golf, hitting golf balls at a
driving range, and golf simulators, and including fees charged by
a golf course to a player for using his or her own cart. However,
charges for golf instruction are not a retail sale, provided that if
the instruction involves the use of a golfing facility that would
otherwise require the payment of a fee, such as green fees or
driving range fees, such fees, including the applicable retail sales
tax, must be separately identified and charged by the golfing
facility operator to the instructor or the person receiving the
instruction.
(B) Notwithstanding (a)(i)(A) of this subsection (15) and
except as otherwise provided in this subsection (15)(a)(i)(B), the
term "sale at retail" or "retail sale" does not include amounts
charged to participate in, or conduct, a golf tournament or other
competitive event. However, amounts paid by event participants
to the golf facility operator are retail sales under this subsection
(15)(a)(i). Likewise, amounts paid by the event organizer to the
golf facility are retail sales under this subsection (15)(a)(i), if such
amounts vary based on the number of event participants;
(ii) Air hockey, billiards, pool, foosball, darts, shuffleboard,
ping pong, and similar games;
(iii) Access to amusement park, theme park, and water park
facilities, including but not limited to charges for admission and
locker or cabana rentals. Discrete charges for rides or other
attractions or entertainment that are in addition to the charge for
admission are not a retail sale under this subsection (15)(a)(iii).
For the purposes of this subsection, an amusement park or theme
park is a location that provides permanently affixed amusement
rides, games, and other entertainment, but does not include parks
or zoos for which the primary purpose is the exhibition of
wildlife, or fairs, carnivals, and festivals as defined in (b)(i) of
this subsection;
(iv) Batting cage activities;
(v) Bowling, but not including competitive events, except that
amounts paid by the event participants to the bowling alley
operator are retail sales under this subsection (15)(a)(v).
Likewise, amounts paid by the event organizer to the operator of
the bowling alley are retail sales under this subsection (15)(a)(v),
if such amounts vary based on the number of event participants;
(vi) Climbing on artificial climbing structures, whether
indoors or outdoors;
(vii) Day trips for sightseeing purposes;
(viii) Bungee jumping, zip lining, and riding inside a ball,
whether inflatable or otherwise;
(ix) Horseback riding offered to the public, where the seller
furnishes the horse to the buyer and providing instruction is not
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(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this subsection
the primary focus of the activity, including guided rides, but not
including therapeutic horseback riding provided by an instructor
(15), the term "sale at retail" or "retail sale" does not include
certified by a nonprofit organization that offers national or
charges:
international certification for therapeutic riding instructors;
(i) Made for ballooning, hang gliding, indoor or outdoor sky
(x) Fishing, including providing access to private fishing areas
diving, paragliding, parasailing, and similar activities;
and charter or guided fishing, except that fishing contests and
(ii) Made for admission to, and rides or attractions at, fairs,
license fees imposed by a government entity are not a retail sale
carnivals, and festivals. For the purposes of this subsection, fairs,
under this subsection;
carnivals, and festivals are events that do not exceed twenty-one
(xi) Guided hunting and hunting at game farms and shooting
days and a majority of the amusement rides, if any, are not affixed
preserves, except that hunting contests and license fees imposed
to real property;
by a government entity are not a retail sale under this subsection;
(iii) Made by an educational institution to its students and staff
(xii) Swimming, but only in respect to (A) recreational or
for activities defined as retail sales by (a)(i) through (xix) of this
fitness swimming that is open to the public, such as open swim,
subsection. However, charges made by an educational institution
lap swimming, and special events like kids night out and pool
to its alumni or other members of the general public for these
parties during open swim time, and (B) pool parties for private
activities are a retail sale under this subsection (15). For purposes
events, such as birthdays, family gatherings, and employee
of this subsection (15)(b)(iii), "educational institution" has the
outings. Fees for swimming lessons, to participate in swim meets
same meaning as in RCW 82.04.170;
and other competitions, or to join a swim team, club, or aquatic
(iv) Made by a vocational school for commercial diver training
facility are not retail sales under this subsection (15)(a)(xii);
that is licensed by the workforce training and education
(xiii) Go-karting, bumper cars, and other motorized activities
coordinating board under chapter 28C.10 RCW; or
where the seller provides the vehicle and the premises where the
(v) Made for day camps offered by a nonprofit organization or
buyer will operate the vehicle;
state or local governmental entity that provide youth not older
(xiv) Indoor or outdoor playground activities, such as
than age eighteen, or that are focused on providing individuals
inflatable bounce structures and other inflatables; mazes;
with disabilities or mental illness, the opportunity to participate
trampolines; slides; ball pits; games of tag, including laser tag and
in a variety of supervised activities.
soft-dart tag; and human gyroscope rides, regardless of whether
Sec. 2. RCW 82.04.060 and 2010 c 106 s 203 are each
such activities occur at the seller's place of business, but not
amended to read as follows:
including playground activities provided for children by a
"Sale at wholesale" or "wholesale sale" means:
licensed child day care center or licensed family day care provider
(1) Any sale, which is not a sale at retail, of:
as those terms are defined in RCW 43.215.010;
(a) Tangible personal property;
(xv) Shooting sports and activities, such as target shooting,
(b) Services defined as a retail sale in RCW 82.04.050(2) (a)
skeet, trap, sporting clays, "5" stand, and archery, but only in
or (g);
respect to discrete charges to members of the public to engage in
(c) ((Amusement or recreation services as defined)) Activities
these activities, but not including fees to enter a competitive
defined as a retail sale in RCW 82.04.050(((3)(a))) (15);
event, instruction that is entirely or predominately classroom
(d) Prewritten computer software;
based, or to join or renew a membership at a club, range, or other
(e) Services described in RCW 82.04.050(6)(b);
facility;
(f) Extended warranties as defined in RCW 82.04.050(7);
(xvi) Paintball and airsoft activities;
(g) Competitive telephone service, ancillary services, or
(xvii) Skating, including ice skating, roller skating, and inline
telecommunications service as those terms are defined in RCW
skating, but only in respect to discrete charges to members of the
82.04.065; or
public to engage in skating activities, but not including skating
(h) Digital goods, digital codes, or digital automated services;
lessons, competitive events, team activities, or fees to join or
(2) Any charge made for labor and services rendered for
renew a membership at a skating facility, club, or other
persons who are not consumers, in respect to real or personal
organization;
property, if such charge is expressly defined as a retail sale by
(xviii) Nonmotorized snow sports and activities, such as
RCW 82.04.050 when rendered to or for consumers. For the
downhill and cross-country skiing, snowboarding, ski jumping,
purposes of this subsection (2), "real or personal property" does
sledding, snow tubing, snowshoeing, and similar snow sports and
not include any natural products named in RCW 82.04.100; and
activities, whether engaged in outdoors or in an indoor facility
(3) The sale of any service for resale, if the sale is excluded
with or without snow, but only in respect to discrete charges to
from the definition of "sale at retail" and "retail sale" in RCW
the public for the use of land or facilities to engage in
82.04.050(14).
nonmotorized snow sports and activities, such as fees, however
Sec. 3. RCW 82.04.190 and 2014 c 97 s 302 are each
labeled, for the use of ski lifts and tows and daily or season passes
amended to read as follows:
for access to trails or other areas where nonmotorized snow sports
"Consumer" means the following:
(1) Any person who purchases, acquires, owns, holds, or uses
and activities are conducted. However, fees for the following are
not retail sales under this subsection (15)(a)(xviii): (A)
any article of tangible personal property irrespective of the nature
Instructional lessons; (B) permits issued by a governmental entity
of the person's business and including, among others, without
to park a vehicle on or access public lands; and (C) permits or
limiting the scope hereof, persons who install, repair, clean, alter,
improve, construct, or decorate real or personal property of or for
leases granted by an owner of private timberland for recreational
access to areas used primarily for growing and harvesting timber;
consumers other than for the purpose of:
and
(a) Resale as tangible personal property in the regular course
of business;
(xix) Scuba diving; snorkeling; river rafting; surfing;
kiteboarding; flyboarding; water slides; inflatables, such as water
(b) Incorporating such property as an ingredient or component
of real or personal property when installing, repairing, cleaning,
pillows, water trampolines, and water rollers; and similar water
altering, imprinting, improving, constructing, or decorating such
sports and activities.
real or personal property of or for consumers;
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(c) Consuming such property in producing for sale as a new
article of tangible personal property or a new substance, of which
such property becomes an ingredient or component or as a
chemical used in processing, when the primary purpose of such
chemical is to create a chemical reaction directly through contact
with an ingredient of a new article being produced for sale;
(d) Consuming the property purchased in producing
ferrosilicon which is subsequently used in producing magnesium
for sale, if the primary purpose of such property is to create a
chemical reaction directly through contact with an ingredient of
ferrosilicon; or
(e) Satisfying the person's obligations under an extended
warranty as defined in RCW 82.04.050(7), if such tangible
personal property replaces or becomes an ingredient or
component of property covered by the extended warranty without
intervening use by such person;
(2)(a) Any person engaged in any business activity taxable
under RCW 82.04.290 or 82.04.2908; (b) any person who
purchases, acquires, or uses any competitive telephone service,
ancillary services, or telecommunications service as those terms
are defined in RCW 82.04.065, other than for resale in the regular
course of business; (c) any person who purchases, acquires, or
uses any service defined in RCW 82.04.050(2) (a) or (g), other
than for resale in the regular course of business or for the purpose
of satisfying the person's obligations under an extended warranty
as defined in RCW 82.04.050(7); (d) any person who ((purchases,
acquires, or uses any amusement and recreation service defined
in RCW 82.04.050(3)(a))) makes a purchase meeting the
definition of "sale at retail" and "retail sale" under RCW
82.04.050(15), other than for resale in the regular course of
business; (e) any person who purchases or acquires an extended
warranty as defined in RCW 82.04.050(7) other than for resale in
the regular course of business; and (f) any person who is an end
user of software. For purposes of this subsection (2)(f) and RCW
82.04.050(6), a person who purchases or otherwise acquires
prewritten computer software, who provides services described in
RCW 82.04.050(6)(b) and who will charge consumers for the
right to access and use the prewritten computer software, is not
an end user of the prewritten computer software;
(3) Any person engaged in the business of contracting for the
building, repairing or improving of any street, place, road,
highway, easement, right-of-way, mass public transportation
terminal or parking facility, bridge, tunnel, or trestle which is
owned by a municipal corporation or political subdivision of the
state of Washington or by the United States and which is used or
to be used primarily for foot or vehicular traffic including mass
transportation vehicles of any kind as defined in RCW 82.04.280,
in respect to tangible personal property when such person
incorporates such property as an ingredient or component of such
publicly owned street, place, road, highway, easement,
right-of-way, mass public transportation terminal or parking
facility, bridge, tunnel, or trestle by installing, placing or
spreading the property in or upon the right-of-way of such street,
place, road, highway, easement, bridge, tunnel, or trestle or in or
upon the site of such mass public transportation terminal or
parking facility;
(4) Any person who is an owner, lessee or has the right of
possession to or an easement in real property which is being
constructed, repaired, decorated, improved, or otherwise altered
by a person engaged in business, excluding only (a) municipal
corporations or political subdivisions of the state in respect to
labor and services rendered to their real property which is used or
held for public road purposes, and (b) the United States,
instrumentalities thereof, and county and city housing authorities
created pursuant to chapter 35.82 RCW in respect to labor and
services rendered to their real property. Nothing contained in this

or any other subsection of this definition ((shall)) may be
construed to modify any other definition of "consumer";
(5) Any person who is an owner, lessee, or has the right of
possession to personal property which is being constructed,
repaired, improved, cleaned, imprinted, or otherwise altered by a
person engaged in business;
(6) Any person engaged in the business of constructing,
repairing, decorating, or improving new or existing buildings or
other structures under, upon, or above real property of or for the
United States, any instrumentality thereof, or a county or city
housing authority created pursuant to chapter 35.82 RCW,
including the installing or attaching of any article of tangible
personal property therein or thereto, whether or not such personal
property becomes a part of the realty by virtue of installation;
also, any person engaged in the business of clearing land and
moving earth of or for the United States, any instrumentality
thereof, or a county or city housing authority created pursuant to
chapter 35.82 RCW. Any such person is a consumer within the
meaning of this subsection in respect to tangible personal
property incorporated into, installed in, or attached to such
building or other structure by such person, except that consumer
does not include any person engaged in the business of
constructing, repairing, decorating, or improving new or existing
buildings or other structures under, upon, or above real property
of or for the United States, or any instrumentality thereof, if the
investment project would qualify for sales and use tax deferral
under chapter 82.63 RCW if undertaken by a private entity;
(7) Any person who is a lessor of machinery and equipment,
the rental of which is exempt from the tax imposed by RCW
82.08.020 under RCW 82.08.02565, with respect to the sale of or
charge made for tangible personal property consumed in respect
to repairing the machinery and equipment, if the tangible personal
property has a useful life of less than one year. Nothing contained
in this or any other subsection of this section may be construed to
modify any other definition of "consumer";
(8) Any person engaged in the business of cleaning up for the
United States, or its instrumentalities, radioactive waste and other
by-products of weapons production and nuclear research and
development;
(9) Any person who is an owner, lessee, or has the right of
possession of tangible personal property that, under the terms of
an extended warranty as defined in RCW 82.04.050(7), has been
repaired or is replacement property, but only with respect to the
sale of or charge made for the repairing of the tangible personal
property or the replacement property;
(10) Any person who purchases, acquires, or uses services
described in RCW 82.04.050(6)(b) other than:
(a) For resale in the regular course of business; or
(b) For purposes of consuming the service described in RCW
82.04.050(6)(b) in producing for sale a new product, but only if
such service becomes a component of the new product. For
purposes of this subsection (10), "product" means a digital
product, an article of tangible personal property, or the service
described in RCW 82.04.050(6)(b);
(11)(a) Any end user of a digital product or digital code.
"Consumer" does not include any person who is not an end user
of a digital product or a digital code and purchases, acquires,
owns, holds, or uses any digital product or digital code for
purposes of consuming the digital product or digital code in
producing for sale a new product, but only if the digital product
or digital code becomes a component of the new product. A
digital code becomes a component of a new product if the digital
good or digital automated service acquired through the use of the
digital code becomes incorporated into a new product. For
purposes of this subsection, "product" has the same meaning as in
subsection (10) of this section.
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Sec. 5. RCW 82.12.010 and 2010 c 127 s 4 are each
(b)(i) For purposes of this subsection, "end user" means any
taxpayer as defined in RCW 82.12.010 other than a taxpayer who
reenacted and amended to read as follows:
receives by contract a digital product for further commercial
For the purposes of this chapter:
broadcast, rebroadcast, transmission, retransmission, licensing,
(1) The meaning ascribed to words and phrases in chapters
relicensing, distribution, redistribution or exhibition of the
82.04 and 82.08 RCW, insofar as applicable, has full force and
product, in whole or in part, to others. A person that purchases
effect with respect to taxes imposed under the provisions of this
digital products or digital codes for the purpose of giving away
chapter. "Consumer," in addition to the meaning ascribed to it in
such products or codes will not be considered to have engaged in
chapters 82.04 and 82.08 RCW insofar as applicable, also means
the distribution or redistribution of such products or codes and
any person who distributes or displays, or causes to be distributed
will be treated as an end user;
or displayed, any article of tangible personal property, except
(ii) If a purchaser of a digital code does not receive the
newspapers, the primary purpose of which is to promote the sale
contractual right to further redistribute, after the digital code is
of products or services. With respect to property distributed to
redeemed, the underlying digital product to which the digital code
persons within this state by a consumer as defined in this
relates, then the purchaser of the digital code is an end user. If the
subsection (1), the use of the property is deemed to be by such
purchaser of the digital code receives the contractual right to
consumer.
further redistribute, after the digital code is redeemed, the
(2) "Extended warranty" has the same meaning as in RCW
underlying digital product to which the digital code relates, then
82.04.050(7).
the purchaser of the digital code is not an end user. A purchaser
(3) "Purchase price" means the same as sales price as defined
of a digital code who has the contractual right to further
in RCW 82.08.010.
redistribute the digital code is an end user if that purchaser does
(4)(a)(i) Except as provided in (a)(ii) of this subsection (4),
not have the right to further redistribute, after the digital code is
"retailer" means every seller as defined in RCW 82.08.010 and
redeemed, the underlying digital product to which the digital code
every person engaged in the business of selling tangible personal
relates;
property at retail and every person required to collect from
(12) Any person who provides services described in RCW
purchasers the tax imposed under this chapter.
82.04.050(9). Any such person is a consumer with respect to the
(ii) "Retailer" does not include a professional employer
purchase, acquisition, or use of the tangible personal property that
organization when a covered employee coemployed with the
the person provides along with an operator in rendering services
client under the terms of a professional employer agreement
defined as a retail sale in RCW 82.04.050(9). Any such person
engages in activities that constitute a sale of tangible personal
may also be a consumer under other provisions of this section;
property, extended warranty, digital good, digital code, or a sale
(13) Any person who purchases, acquires, owns, holds, or uses
of any digital automated service or service defined as a retail sale
chemical sprays or washes for the purpose of postharvest
in RCW 82.04.050 (2) (a) or (g)((, (3)(a),)) or (6)(b) that is subject
treatment of fruit for the prevention of scald, fungus, mold, or
to the tax imposed by this chapter. In such cases, the client, and
decay, or who purchases feed, seed, seedlings, fertilizer, agents
not the professional employer organization, is deemed to be the
for enhanced pollination including insects such as bees, and spray
retailer and is responsible for collecting and remitting the tax
materials, is not a consumer of such items, but only to the extent
imposed by this chapter.
that the items:
(b) For the purposes of (a) of this subsection, the terms
(a) Are used in relation to the person's participation in the
"client," "covered employee," "professional employer
federal conservation reserve program, the environmental quality
agreement," and "professional employer organization" have the
incentives program, the wetlands reserve program, the wildlife
same meanings as in RCW 82.04.540.
habitat incentives program, or their successors administered by
(5) "Taxpayer" and "purchaser" include all persons included
the United States department of agriculture;
within the meaning of the word "buyer" and the word "consumer"
(b) Are for use by a farmer for the purpose of producing for
as defined in chapters 82.04 and 82.08 RCW.
sale any agricultural product; or
(6) "Use," "used," "using," or "put to use" have their ordinary
(c) Are for use by a farmer to produce or improve wildlife
meaning, and mean:
habitat on land the farmer owns or leases while acting under
(a) With respect to tangible personal property, except for
cooperative habitat development or access contracts with an
natural gas and manufactured gas, the first act within this state by
organization exempt from federal income tax under 26 U.S.C.
which the taxpayer takes or assumes dominion or control over the
Sec. 501(c)(3) of the federal internal revenue code or the
article of tangible personal property (as a consumer), and include
Washington state department of fish and wildlife; and
installation, storage, withdrawal from storage, distribution, or any
(14) A regional transit authority is not a consumer with respect
other act preparatory to subsequent actual use or consumption
within this state;
to labor, services, or tangible personal property purchased
(b) With respect to a service defined in RCW 82.04.050(2)(a),
pursuant to agreements providing maintenance services for bus,
the first act within this state after the service has been performed
rail, or rail fixed guideway equipment when a transit agency, as
by which the taxpayer takes or assumes dominion or control over
defined in RCW 81.104.015, performs the labor or services.
the article of tangible personal property upon which the service
Sec. 4. RCW 82.08.0291 and 2000 c 103 s 8 are each
was performed (as a consumer), and includes installation, storage,
amended to read as follows:
withdrawal from storage, distribution, or any other act
The tax imposed by RCW 82.08.020 ((shall)) does not apply
preparatory to subsequent actual use or consumption of the article
to ((the sale of amusement and recreation services, or personal
within this state;
services specified in RCW 82.04.050(3)(g))) sales defined as a
(c) With respect to an extended warranty, the first act within
sale at retail and retail sale under RCW 82.04.050 (3)(g) or (15),
this state after the extended warranty has been acquired by which
by a nonprofit youth organization, as defined in RCW
the taxpayer takes or assumes dominion or control over the article
82.04.4271, to members of the organization; ((nor shall)) and the
of tangible personal property to which the extended warranty
tax does not apply to physical fitness classes provided by a local
applies, and includes installation, storage, withdrawal from
government.
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storage, distribution, or any other act preparatory to subsequent
actual use or consumption of the article within this state;
(d) With respect to a digital good or digital code, the first act
within this state by which the taxpayer, as a consumer, views,
accesses, downloads, possesses, stores, opens, manipulates, or
otherwise uses or enjoys the digital good or digital code;
(e) With respect to a digital automated service, the first act
within this state by which the taxpayer, as a consumer, uses,
enjoys, or otherwise receives the benefit of the service;
(f) With respect to a service defined as a retail sale in RCW
82.04.050(6)(b), the first act within this state by which the
taxpayer, as a consumer, accesses the prewritten computer
software;
(g) With respect to a service defined as a retail sale in RCW
82.04.050(2)(g), the first act within this state after the service has
been performed by which the taxpayer, as a consumer, views,
accesses, downloads, possesses, stores, opens, manipulates, or
otherwise uses or enjoys the digital good upon which the service
was performed; and
(h) With respect to natural gas or manufactured gas, the use of
which is taxable under RCW 82.12.022, including gas that is also
taxable under the authority of RCW 82.14.230, the first act within
this state by which the taxpayer consumes the gas by burning the
gas or storing the gas in the taxpayer's own facilities for later
consumption by the taxpayer.
(7)(a) "Value of the article used" is the purchase price for the
article of tangible personal property, the use of which is taxable
under this chapter. The term also includes, in addition to the
purchase price, the amount of any tariff or duty paid with respect
to the importation of the article used. In case the article used is
acquired by lease or by gift or is extracted, produced, or
manufactured by the person using the same or is sold under
conditions wherein the purchase price does not represent the true
value thereof, the value of the article used is determined as nearly
as possible according to the retail selling price at place of use of
similar products of like quality and character under such rules as
the department may prescribe.
(b) In case the articles used are acquired by bailment, the value
of the use of the articles so used must be in an amount
representing a reasonable rental for the use of the articles so
bailed, determined as nearly as possible according to the value of
such use at the places of use of similar products of like quality
and character under such rules as the department of revenue may
prescribe. In case any such articles of tangible personal property
are used in respect to the construction, repairing, decorating, or
improving of, and which become or are to become an ingredient
or component of, new or existing buildings or other structures
under, upon, or above real property of or for the United States,
any instrumentality thereof, or a county or city housing authority
created pursuant to chapter 35.82 RCW, including the installing
or attaching of any such articles therein or thereto, whether or not
such personal property becomes a part of the realty by virtue of
installation, then the value of the use of such articles so used is
determined according to the retail selling price of such articles, or
in the absence of such a selling price, as nearly as possible
according to the retail selling price at place of use of similar
products of like quality and character or, in the absence of either
of these selling price measures, such value may be determined
upon a cost basis, in any event under such rules as the department
of revenue may prescribe.
(c) In the case of articles owned by a user engaged in business
outside the state which are brought into the state for no more than
one hundred eighty days in any period of three hundred sixty-five
consecutive days and which are temporarily used for business
purposes by the person in this state, the value of the article used
must be an amount representing a reasonable rental for the use of

the articles, unless the person has paid tax under this chapter or
chapter 82.08 RCW upon the full value of the article used, as
defined in (a) of this subsection.
(d) In the case of articles manufactured or produced by the user
and used in the manufacture or production of products sold or to
be sold to the department of defense of the United States, the
value of the articles used is determined according to the value of
the ingredients of such articles.
(e) In the case of an article manufactured or produced for
purposes of serving as a prototype for the development of a new
or improved product, the value of the article used is determined
by: (i) The retail selling price of such new or improved product
when first offered for sale; or (ii) the value of materials
incorporated into the prototype in cases in which the new or
improved product is not offered for sale.
(f) In the case of an article purchased with a direct pay permit
under RCW 82.32.087, the value of the article used is determined
by the purchase price of such article if, but for the use of the direct
pay permit, the transaction would have been subject to sales tax.
(8) "Value of the digital good or digital code used" means the
purchase price for the digital good or digital code, the use of
which is taxable under this chapter. If the digital good or digital
code is acquired other than by purchase, the value of the digital
good or digital code must be determined as nearly as possible
according to the retail selling price at place of use of similar
digital goods or digital codes of like quality and character under
rules the department may prescribe.
(9) "Value of the extended warranty used" means the purchase
price for the extended warranty, the use of which is taxable under
this chapter. If the extended warranty is received by gift or under
conditions wherein the purchase price does not represent the true
value of the extended warranty, the value of the extended
warranty used is determined as nearly as possible according to the
retail selling price at place of use of similar extended warranties
of like quality and character under rules the department may
prescribe.
(10) "Value of the service used" means the purchase price for
the digital automated service or other service, the use of which is
taxable under this chapter. If the service is received by gift or
under conditions wherein the purchase price does not represent
the true value thereof, the value of the service used is determined
as nearly as possible according to the retail selling price at place
of use of similar services of like quality and character under rules
the department may prescribe.
Sec. 6. RCW 82.12.020 and 2010 1st sp.s. c 23 s 206 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) There is levied and collected from every person in this state
a tax or excise for the privilege of using within this state as a
consumer any:
(a) Article of tangible personal property acquired by the user
in any manner, including tangible personal property acquired at a
casual or isolated sale, and including by-products used by the
manufacturer thereof, except as otherwise provided in this
chapter, irrespective of whether the article or similar articles are
manufactured or are available for purchase within this state;
(b) Prewritten computer software, regardless of the method of
delivery, but excluding prewritten computer software that is
either provided free of charge or is provided for temporary use in
viewing information, or both;
(c) Services defined as a retail sale in RCW 82.04.050 (2) (a)
or (g)((, (3)(a),)) or (6)(b), excluding services defined as a retail
sale in RCW 82.04.050(6)(b) that are provided free of charge;
(d) Extended warranty; or
(e)(i) Digital good, digital code, or digital automated service,
including the use of any services provided by a seller exclusively
in connection with digital goods, digital codes, or digital
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purchase price multiplied by the applicable rate in effect for the
automated services, whether or not a separate charge is made for
retail sales tax under RCW 82.08.020.
such services.
(5) For purposes of the tax imposed in this section, "person"
(ii) With respect to the use of digital goods, digital automated
includes anyone within the definition of "buyer," "purchaser," and
services, and digital codes acquired by purchase, the tax imposed
"consumer" in RCW 82.08.010.
in this subsection (1)(e) applies in respect to:
Sec. 7. RCW 82.12.02595 and 2009 c 535 s 615 are each
(A) Sales in which the seller has granted the purchaser the right
amended to read as follows:
of permanent use;
(1) This chapter does not apply to the use by a nonprofit
(B) Sales in which the seller has granted the purchaser a right
charitable organization or state or local governmental entity of
of use that is less than permanent;
personal property that has been donated to the nonprofit
(C) Sales in which the purchaser is not obligated to make
charitable organization or state or local governmental entity, or to
continued payment as a condition of the sale; and
the subsequent use of the property by a person to whom the
(D) Sales in which the purchaser is obligated to make
property is donated or bailed in furtherance of the purpose for
continued payment as a condition of the sale.
which the property was originally donated.
(iii) With respect to digital goods, digital automated services,
(2) This chapter does not apply to the donation of personal
and digital codes acquired other than by purchase, the tax
property without intervening use to a nonprofit charitable
imposed in this subsection (1)(e) applies regardless of whether or
organization, or to the incorporation of tangible personal property
not the consumer has a right of permanent use or is obligated to
without intervening use into real or personal property of or for a
make continued payment as a condition of use.
nonprofit charitable organization in the course of installing,
(2) The provisions of this chapter do not apply in respect to the
repairing, cleaning, altering, imprinting, improving, constructing,
use of any article of tangible personal property, extended
or decorating the real or personal property for no charge.
warranty, digital good, digital code, digital automated service, or
(3) This chapter does not apply to the use by a nonprofit
service taxable under RCW 82.04.050 (2) (a) or (g)((, (3)(a),)) or
charitable organization of labor and services rendered in respect
(6)(b), if the sale to, or the use by, the present user or the present
to installing, repairing, cleaning, altering, imprinting, or
user's bailor or donor has already been subjected to the tax under
improving personal property provided to the charitable
chapter 82.08 RCW or this chapter and the tax has been paid by
organization at no charge, or to the donation of such services.
the present user or by the present user's bailor or donor.
(((4) This chapter does not apply to the donation of amusement
(3)(a) Except as provided in this section, payment of the tax
imposed by this chapter or chapter 82.08 RCW by one purchaser
and recreation services without intervening use to a nonprofit
organization or state or local governmental entity, to the use by a
or user of tangible personal property, extended warranty, digital
nonprofit organization or state or local governmental entity of
good, digital code, digital automated service, or other service does
amusement and recreation services, or to the subsequent use of
not have the effect of exempting any other purchaser or user of
the services by a person to whom the services are donated or
the same property, extended warranty, digital good, digital code,
bailed in furtherance of the purpose for which the services were
digital automated service, or other service from the taxes imposed
by such chapters.
originally donated. As used in this subsection, "amusement and
(b) The tax imposed by this chapter does not apply:
recreation services" has the meaning in RCW 82.04.050(3)(a).))
(i) If the sale to, or the use by, the present user or his or her
Sec. 8. RCW 82.12.035 and 2009 c 535 s 1107 are each
bailor or donor has already been subjected to the tax under chapter
amended to read as follows:
82.08 RCW or this chapter and the tax has been paid by the
A credit is allowed against the taxes imposed by this chapter
present user or by his or her bailor or donor;
upon the use in this state of tangible personal property, extended
(ii) In respect to the use of any article of tangible personal
warranty, digital good, digital code, digital automated service, or
property acquired by bailment and the tax has once been paid
services defined as a retail sale in RCW 82.04.050 (2) (a) or (g)((,
based on reasonable rental as determined by RCW 82.12.060
(3)(a),)) or (6)(b), in the amount that the present user thereof or
measured by the value of the article at time of first use multiplied
his or her bailor or donor has paid a legally imposed retail sales
by the tax rate imposed by chapter 82.08 RCW or this chapter as
or use tax with respect to such property, extended warranty,
of the time of first use;
digital good, digital code, digital automated service, or service
(iii) In respect to the use of any article of tangible personal
defined as a retail sale in RCW 82.04.050 (2) (a) or (g)((, (3)(a),))
property acquired by bailment, if the property was acquired by a
or (6)(b) to any other state, possession, territory, or
previous bailee from the same bailor for use in the same general
commonwealth of the United States, any political subdivision
activity and the original bailment was prior to June 9, 1961; or
thereof, the District of Columbia, and any foreign country or
(iv) To the use of digital goods or digital automated services,
political subdivision thereof.
which were obtained through the use of a digital code, if the sale
Sec. 9. RCW 82.12.040 and 2015 c 1 s 11 (Initiative
of the digital code to, or the use of the digital code by, the present
Measure No. 594) are each amended to read as follows:
user or the present user's bailor or donor has already been
(1) Every person who maintains in this state a place of business
subjected to the tax under chapter 82.08 RCW or this chapter and
or a stock of goods, or engages in business activities within this
the tax has been paid by the present user or by the present user's
state, ((shall)) must obtain from the department a certificate of
bailor or donor.
registration, and ((shall)) must, at the time of making sales of
(4)(a) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection (4), the tax
tangible personal property, digital goods, digital codes, digital
is levied and must be collected in an amount equal to the value of
automated services, extended warranties, or sales of any service
the article used, value of the digital good or digital code used,
defined as a retail sale in RCW 82.04.050 (2) (a) or (g)((, (3)(a),))
value of the extended warranty used, or value of the service used
or (6)(b), or making transfers of either possession or title, or both,
by the taxpayer, multiplied by the applicable rates in effect for the
of tangible personal property for use in this state, collect from the
retail sales tax under RCW 82.08.020.
purchasers or transferees the tax imposed under this chapter. The
(b) In the case of a seller required to collect use tax from the
tax to be collected under this section must be in an amount equal
purchaser, the tax must be collected in an amount equal to the
to the purchase price multiplied by the rate in effect for the retail
sales tax under RCW 82.08.020. For the purposes of this chapter,
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the phrase "maintains in this state a place of business" ((shall))
includes the solicitation of sales and/or taking of orders by sales
agents or traveling representatives. For the purposes of this
chapter, "engages in business activity within this state" includes
every activity which is sufficient under the Constitution of the
United States for this state to require collection of tax under this
chapter. The department must in rules specify activities which
constitute engaging in business activity within this state, and must
keep the rules current with future court interpretations of the
Constitution of the United States.
(2) Every person who engages in this state in the business of
acting as an independent selling agent for persons who do not
hold a valid certificate of registration, and who receives
compensation by reason of sales of tangible personal property,
digital goods, digital codes, digital automated services, extended
warranties, or sales of any service defined as a retail sale in RCW
82.04.050 (2) (a) or (g)((, (3)(a),)) or (6)(b), of his or her
principals for use in this state, must, at the time such sales are
made, collect from the purchasers the tax imposed on the
purchase price under this chapter, and for that purpose is deemed
a retailer as defined in this chapter.
(3) The tax required to be collected by this chapter is deemed
to be held in trust by the retailer until paid to the department, and
any retailer who appropriates or converts the tax collected to the
retailer's own use or to any use other than the payment of the tax
provided herein to the extent that the money required to be
collected is not available for payment on the due date as
prescribed is guilty of a misdemeanor. In case any seller fails to
collect the tax herein imposed or having collected the tax, fails to
pay the same to the department in the manner prescribed, whether
such failure is the result of the seller's own acts or the result of
acts or conditions beyond the seller's control, the seller is
nevertheless personally liable to the state for the amount of such
tax, unless the seller has taken from the buyer a copy of a direct
pay permit issued under RCW 82.32.087.
(4) Any retailer who refunds, remits, or rebates to a purchaser,
or transferee, either directly or indirectly, and by whatever means,
all or any part of the tax levied by this chapter is guilty of a
misdemeanor.
(5) Notwithstanding subsections (1) through (4) of this section,
any person making sales is not obligated to collect the tax
imposed by this chapter if:
(a) The person's activities in this state, whether conducted
directly or through another person, are limited to:
(i) The storage, dissemination, or display of advertising;
(ii) The taking of orders; or
(iii) The processing of payments; and
(b) The activities are conducted electronically via a web site
on a server or other computer equipment located in Washington
that is not owned or operated by the person making sales into this
state nor owned or operated by an affiliated person. "Affiliated
persons" has the same meaning as provided in RCW 82.04.424.
(6) Subsection (5) of this section expires when: (a) The United
States congress grants individual states the authority to impose
sales and use tax collection duties on remote sellers; or (b) it is
determined by a court of competent jurisdiction, in a judgment
not subject to review, that a state can impose sales and use tax
collection duties on remote sellers.
(7) Notwithstanding subsections (1) through (4) of this section,
any person making sales is not obligated to collect the tax
imposed by this chapter if the person would have been obligated
to collect retail sales tax on the sale absent a specific exemption
provided in chapter 82.08 RCW, and there is no corresponding
use tax exemption in this chapter. Nothing in this subsection (7)
may be construed as relieving purchasers from liability for

reporting and remitting the tax due under this chapter directly to
the department.
(8) Notwithstanding subsections (1) through (4) of this section,
any person making sales is not obligated to collect the tax
imposed by this chapter if the state is prohibited under the
Constitution or laws of the United States from requiring the
person to collect the tax imposed by this chapter.
(9) Notwithstanding subsections (1) through (4) of this section,
any licensed dealer facilitating a firearm sale or transfer between
two unlicensed persons by conducting background checks under
chapter 9.41 RCW is not obligated to collect the tax imposed by
this chapter.
Sec. 10. RCW 82.12.860 and 2009 c 535 s 621 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) This chapter does not apply to state credit unions with
respect to the use of any article of tangible personal property,
digital good, digital code, digital automated service, service
defined as a retail sale in RCW 82.04.050 (2) (a) or (g)((, (3)(a),))
or (6)(b), or extended warranty, acquired from a federal credit
union, foreign credit union, or out-of-state credit union as a result
of a merger or conversion.
(2) For purposes of this section, the following definitions
apply:
(a) "Federal credit union" means a credit union organized and
operating under the laws of the United States.
(b) "Foreign credit union" means a credit union organized and
operating under the laws of another country or other foreign
jurisdiction.
(c) "Out-of-state credit union" means a credit union organized
and operating under the laws of another state or United States
territory or possession.
(d) "State credit union" means a credit union organized and
operating under the laws of this state.
Sec. 11. RCW 82.32.087 and 2010 c 112 s 10 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The director may grant a direct pay permit to a taxpayer
who demonstrates, to the satisfaction of the director, that the
taxpayer meets the requirements of this section. The direct pay
permit allows the taxpayer to accrue and remit directly to the
department use tax on the acquisition of tangible personal
property or sales tax on the sale of or charges made for labor
and/or services, in accordance with all of the applicable
provisions of this title. Any taxpayer that uses a direct pay permit
((shall)) must remit state and local sales or use tax directly to the
department. The agreement by the purchaser to remit tax directly
to the department, rather than pay sales or use tax to the seller,
relieves the seller of the obligation to collect sales or use tax and
requires the buyer to pay use tax on the tangible personal property
and sales tax on the sale of or charges made for labor and/or
services.
(2)(a) A taxpayer may apply for a permit under this section if:
(i) The taxpayer's cumulative tax liability is reasonably expected
to be two hundred forty thousand dollars or more in the current
calendar year; or (ii) the taxpayer makes purchases subject to the
taxes imposed under chapter 82.08 or 82.12 RCW in excess of ten
million dollars per calendar year. For the purposes of this section,
"tax liability" means the amount required to be remitted to the
department for taxes administered under this chapter, except for
the taxes imposed or authorized by chapters 82.14A, 82.14B,
82.24, 82.27, 82.29A, and 84.33 RCW.
(b) Application for a permit must be made in writing to the
director in a form and manner prescribed by the department. A
taxpayer who transacts business in two or more locations may
submit one application to cover the multiple locations.
(c) The director must review a direct pay permit application in
a timely manner and ((shall)) must notify the applicant, in writing,
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of the approval or denial of the application. The department must
NEW SECTION.
Sec. 12.
RCW 82.12.02917
approve or deny an application based on the applicant's ability to
(Exemptions--Use of amusement and recreation services by
comply with local government use tax coding capabilities and
nonprofit youth organization) and 1999 c 358 s 7 are each
repealed.
responsibilities; requirements for vendor notification;
recordkeeping obligations; electronic data capabilities; and tax
NEW SECTION. Sec. 13. The repeal in section 12 of this
act does not affect any existing right acquired or liability or
reporting procedures. Additionally, an application may be denied
if the director determines that denial would be in the best interest
obligation incurred under the statute repealed or under any rule or
order adopted under that statute nor does it affect any proceedings
of collecting taxes due under this title. The department must
provide a direct pay permit to an approved applicant with the
instituted under the statute repealed.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 14. This act takes effect January 1,
notice of approval. The direct pay permit ((shall)) must clearly
state that the holder is solely responsible for the accrual and
2016."
payment of the tax imposed under chapters 82.08 and 82.12 RCW
and that the seller is relieved of liability to collect tax imposed
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
under chapters 82.08 and 82.12 RCW on all sales to the direct pay
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
permit holder. The taxpayer may petition the director for
Committee on Ways & Means to House Bill No. 1550.
reconsideration of a denial.
The motion by Senator Hill carried and the committee
(d) A taxpayer who uses a direct pay permit must continue to
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
maintain records that are necessary to a determination of the tax
MOTION
liability in accordance with this title. A direct pay permit is not
transferable and the use of a direct pay permit may not be assigned
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
to a third party.
adopted:
(3) Taxes for which the direct pay permit is used are due and
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "services;" strike the
payable on the tax return for the reporting period in which the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 82.04.050,
taxpayer (a) receives the tangible personal property purchased or
82.04.060, 82.04.190, 82.08.0291, 82.12.020, 82.12.02595,
in which the labor and/or services are performed or (b) receives
82.12.035, 82.12.040, 82.12.860, and 82.32.087; reenacting and
an invoice for such property or such labor and/or services,
amending RCW 82.12.010; creating a new section; repealing
whichever period is earlier.
RCW 82.12.02917; and providing an effective date."
(4) The holder of a direct pay permit must furnish a copy of
the direct pay permit to each vendor with whom the taxpayer has
MOTION
opted to use a direct pay permit. Sellers who make sales upon
which the sales or use tax is not collected by reason of the
On motion of Senator Hill, the rules were suspended, House
provisions of this section, in addition to existing requirements
Bill
No. 1550 as amended by the Senate was advanced to third
under this title, must maintain a copy of the direct pay permit and
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
any such records or information as the department may specify.
placed on final passage.
(5) A direct pay permit is subject to revocation by the director
Senator Hill spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
at any time the department determines that the taxpayer has
violated any provision of this section or that revocation would be
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
in the best interests of collecting the taxes due under this title. The
the final passage of House Bill No. 1550 as amended by the
notice of revocation must be in writing and is effective either as
Senate.
of the end of the taxpayer's next normal reporting period or a date
deemed appropriate by the director and identified in the
ROLL CALL
revocation notice. The taxpayer may petition the director for
reconsideration of a revocation and reinstatement of the permit.
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
(6) Any taxpayer who chooses to no longer use a direct pay
Bill
No. 1550 as amended by the Senate and the bill passed the
permit or whose permit is revoked by the department, must return
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 43; Nays, 4; Absent, 0;
the permit to the department and immediately make a good faith
Excused, 2.
effort to notify all vendors to whom the permit was given,
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
advising them that the permit is no longer valid.
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
(7) Except as provided in this subsection, the direct pay permit
Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
may be used for any purchase of tangible personal property and
Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King,
any retail sale under RCW 82.04.050. The direct pay permit may
Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
not be used for:
O'Ban, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach,
(a) Purchases of meals or beverages;
Rolfes, Schoesler and Warnick
(b) Purchases of motor vehicles, trailers, boats, airplanes, and
Voting nay: Senators Dansel, Ericksen, Hasegawa and
Padden
other property subject to requirements for title transactions by the
Excused: Senators McAuliffe and Sheldon
department of licensing;
HOUSE BILL NO. 1550 as amended by the Senate, having
(c) Purchases for which a reseller permit or other
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
documentation authorized under RCW 82.04.470 may be used;
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
(d) Purchases that meet the definitions of RCW 82.04.050 (2)
title of the act.
(e) and (f), (3) (a) through (((d))) (c), (e), (f), and (g), ((and)) (5),
and (15); or
SECOND READING
(e) Other activities subject to tax under chapter 82.08 or 82.12
RCW that the department by rule designates, consistent with the
purposes of this section, as activities for which a direct pay permit
is not appropriate and may not be used.
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SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1564, by House
Committee on Commerce & Gaming (originally sponsored by
Representatives Kilduff and Muri)
Concerning the local option prohibition on the sale of liquor.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Baumgartner, the rules were
suspended, Substitute House Bill No. 1564 was advanced to third
reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill was
placed on final passage.
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1564.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1564 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: Yeas, 45; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Dansel and Pearson
Excused: Senators McAuliffe and Sheldon
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1564, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1779, by Representatives Van De Wege,
Johnson, Harris, Jinkins and Tharinger
Requiring specialized training for persons conducting victim
interviews as part of the disciplinary process for a health
professional alleged to have committed sexual misconduct.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Becker, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1779 was advanced to third reading, the second
reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final
passage.
Senator Becker spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1779.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1779 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 46; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,

Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove,
Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal,
Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson,
Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Dansel and Ericksen
Excused: Senator Sheldon
HOUSE BILL NO. 1779, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
The Senate resumed consideration of Engrossed Second
Substitute House Bill No. 1272 which had been deferred on
second reading on a previous day, April 13, 2015.
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Hargrove, the amendment by Senator
Hargrove on page 1, line 6 to Engrossed Second Substitute House
Bill No. 1272 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Hargrove moved that the following amendment by
Senators Hargrove and Padden be adopted:
On page 1, line 8, after "private;" strike "and"
On page 1, line 10, after "disclosure" insert "; and
(c) Knows or reasonably should know that the other person is
afraid, intimidated, or harassed even if the person did not intend
to place the other person in fear or intimidate or harass the other
person"
On page 1, line 16, after "private;" strike "and"
On page 1, line 18 after "disclosure" insert "; and
(d) Knows or reasonably should know that the other person is
afraid, intimidated, or harassed even if the person did not intend
to place the other person in fear or intimidate or harass the other
person"
Senators Hargrove, Padden and Kohl-Welles spoke in favor
of adoption of the amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Hargrove and Padden
on page 1, line 8 to Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No.
1272.
The motion by Senator Hargrove carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1272 as amended by
the Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No.
1272 as amended by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute House Bill No. 1272 as amended by the Senate
and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 48;
Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
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Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
transmission of another person who is identifiable from the image
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
itself or from information displayed with or otherwise connected
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
to the image, and that was taken in a private setting, is not a matter
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
of public concern, and depicts:
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
(i) Sexual activity, including sexual intercourse as defined in
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
RCW 9A.44.010 and masturbation; or
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
(ii) A person's intimate body parts, whether nude or visible
Schoesler and Warnick
through less than opaque clothing, including the genitals, pubic
Excused: Senator Sheldon
area, anus, or postpubescent female nipple.
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
(5) In an action brought under this section, the court shall:
1272 as amended by the Senate, having received the
(a) Make it known to the plaintiff as early as possible in the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
proceedings of the action that the plaintiff may use a confidential
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
identity in relation to the action;
the act.
(b) Allow a plaintiff to use a confidential identity in all
petitions, filings, and other documents presented to the court;
SECOND READING
(c) Use the confidential identity in all of the court's
proceedings and records relating to the action, including any
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2160, by House
appellate proceedings; and
Committee on Judiciary (originally sponsored by Representatives
(d) Maintain the records relating to the action in a manner that
Wylie, Orwall, Klippert and Buys)
protects the confidentiality of the plaintiff.
(6) Nothing in this act shall be construed to impose liability
Concerning the distribution of intimate images.
on an interactive computer service, as defined in 47 U.S.C.
230(f)(2) as it exists on the effective date of this section, for
The measure was read the second time.
content provided by another person."
MOTION
Senator Padden moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Law & Justice be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 4.24 RCW to read as follows:
(1) A person distributes an intimate image of another person
when that person intentionally and without consent distributes,
transmits, or otherwise makes available an intimate image or
images of that other person that was:
(a) Entrusted to that person by the other person, and that
person's distribution, transmission, or otherwise making available
of the intimate image intentionally or recklessly causes emotional
distress to the other person; or
(b) Knowingly obtained by that person without authorization
or by exceeding authorized access from the other person's
property, accounts, messages, files, or resources.
(2) Any person who distributes an intimate image of another
person as described in subsection (1) of this section shall be liable
to that other person for up to ten thousand dollars or actual
damages including, but not limited to, pain and suffering,
emotional distress, economic damages, and lost earnings,
whichever is greater, reasonable attorneys' fees, and costs. The
court may also, in its discretion, award injunctive relief as it
deems necessary.
(3) Factors that may be used to determine whether an intimate
image was entrusted to a person include:
(a) The nature of the relationship between the parties;
(b) The circumstances under which the intimate image was
taken;
(c) The circumstances under which the intimate image was
distributed; and
(d) Any other relevant factors.
(4) As used in this section:
(a) "Entrusted" means the image was obtained under
circumstances where both parties should reasonably understand
that the image was to remain private.
(b) "Intimate image" means any photograph, motion picture
film, videotape, digital image, or any other recording or

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Senator Padden: “Was there another amendment by Senator
Hargrove on this legislation?”
REPLY BY THE PRESIDENT
President Owen: “On the last one, not on this one.”
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, further consideration of
Substitute House Bill No. 2160 was deferred and the bill held its
place on the second reading calendar.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1858, by Representatives Shea, S. Hunt,
Taylor, G. Hunt, Reykdal, Condotta, Tharinger and McCaslin
Prohibiting the names of county auditors and the secretary of
state from being included on ballot envelopes and in voters'
pamphlets when running for reelection.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Pearson moved that the following amendment by
Senators Pearson and Liias be adopted:
On page 4, after line 25, insert the following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. This act takes effect January 1,
2016
Senators Pearson and Liias spoke in favor of adoption of the
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Pearson and Liias on
page 4, after line 25 to House Bill No. 1858.
The motion by Senator Pearson carried and the amendment
was adopted by voice vote.
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There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 4 of the title, after "29A.40.091", insert "; and
providing an effective date
MOTION
On motion of Senator Roach, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1858 as amended by the Senate was advanced to
third reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill
was placed on final passage.
Senators Roach and Liias spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1858 as amended by the
Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1858 as amended by the Senate and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0; Absent, 0;
Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
Schoesler and Warnick
Excused: Senator Sheldon
HOUSE BILL NO. 1858 as amended by the Senate, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1850, by House Committee on Transportation (originally
sponsored by Representatives Hayes, Clibborn, Orcutt, Takko,
Harmsworth, Riccelli, Rodne, Bergquist, Wilson, Robinson,
Smith, Muri and Magendanz)
Exempting certain department of transportation actions from
local review or permit processes under the shoreline management
act.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator King moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator King be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION.
Sec. 1.
To ensure that vital
maintenance and minor safety upgrades to state transportation
facilities are efficiently achieved, the legislature finds that
regulatory reviews under chapter 90.58 RCW should be reformed.
The activities of the department of transportation are guided by
manuals and standards of practice designed to effectively avoid
and minimize impacts to the environment. These activities are

also subject to periodically renewed programmatic permits from
federal agencies, the department of fish and wildlife, and the
department of ecology water quality program. Adding local
permits or letters of exemption under the shoreline management
act does not substantively improve the environmental outcomes
of this work. Adding these local reviews creates time delays, the
imposition of inconsistent standards and manuals, and uncertainty
in the permitting process. Therefore, the legislature finds that it is
in the public interest to exclude state highway maintenance and
minor safety upgrade activities from local review and approval
processes under the shoreline management act.
Sec. 2. RCW 90.58.355 and 2012 c 169 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
Requirements to obtain a substantial development permit,
conditional use permit, ((or)) variance ((shall)), letter of
exemption, or other review conducted by a local government to
implement this chapter do not apply to ((any person)):
(1) Any person conducting a remedial action at a facility
pursuant to a consent decree, order, or agreed order issued
pursuant to chapter 70.105D RCW, or to the department of
ecology when it conducts a remedial action under chapter
70.105D RCW. The department must ensure compliance with the
substantive requirements of this chapter through the consent
decree, order, or agreed order issued pursuant to chapter 70.105D
RCW, or during the department-conducted remedial action,
through the procedures developed by the department pursuant to
RCW 70.105D.090; ((or))
(2) Any person installing site improvements for storm water
treatment in an existing boatyard facility to meet requirements of
a national pollutant discharge elimination system storm water
general permit. The department must ensure compliance with the
substantive requirements of this chapter through the review of
engineering reports, site plans, and other documents related to the
installation of boatyard storm water treatment facilities; or
(3)(a) The following department of transportation projects
and activities if they meet the conditions of (b) of this subsection:
(i) Maintenance, repair, reconstruction, restoration,
retrofitting, or replacement of any road, highway, bridge, tunnel,
or transit facility such as a ferry dock or bus transfer station,
including ancillary transportation facilities such as
pedestrian/bicycle paths and bike lanes;
(ii) Construction or installation of safety structures and
equipment, including pavement marking, freeway surveillance
and control systems, railroad protective devices not including
grade-separated crossings, grooving, glare screen, safety barriers,
energy attenuators, and hazard/danger tree removal.
(b) Activities exempted under this subsection must occur
within the right-of-way of state highway facilities or the lease or
ownership area for ferry terminals. For purposes of this section,
the replacement of structures and construction or installation of
safety structures and equipment does not include new travel lanes
or the expansion of transportation facilities. The replacement of
structures must be comparable to the original structure, including
size, shape, configuration, and location, except to meet current
engineering standards or environmental permit requirements."
Senator King spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
Senators Hobbs, McCoy and Liias spoke against adoption of
the striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senator King to
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1850.
The motion by Senator King carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
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MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 4 of the title, after "act;" strike the remainder
of the title and insert "amending RCW 90.58.355; and creating a
new section."
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1850 as amended by
the Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators King and Ericksen spoke in favor of passage of the
bill.
Senators Hobbs, Liias, Fraser, McCoy and Ranker spoke
against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No.
1850 as amended by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute House Bill No. 1850 as amended by the Senate
and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 25;
Nays, 23; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Braun, Brown, Dammeier, Dansel, Ericksen, Fain,
Hewitt, Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, Miloscia, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Billig, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Darneille, Fraser, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McAuliffe, McCoy,
Mullet, Nelson, Pedersen, Ranker and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Sheldon
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1850 as amended by the Senate, having received the
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
the act.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1620, by Representatives Tharinger, Fey,
Lytton, Van De Wege, Stanford, Fitzgibbon, Walkinshaw, Cody,
Pollet and Jinkins
Increasing the surcharge to fund biotoxin testing and
monitoring.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator Pearson moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Ways & Means be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 77.32.555 and 2009 c 577 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) In addition to the fees authorized in this chapter, the
department shall include a surcharge to fund biotoxin testing and
monitoring by the department of health of beaches used for
recreational shellfishing, and to fund monitoring by the Olympic
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region harmful algal bloom program of the Olympic natural
resources center at the University of Washington. The surcharge
on recreational shellfish licenses cannot be increased more than
one dollar and can only be increased when the surcharge for
commercial shellfish licenses is increased. A surcharge of
((three)) four dollars applies to resident and nonresident shellfish
and seaweed licenses as authorized by RCW 77.32.520(3) (a) and
(b); a surcharge of ((two)) three dollars applies to resident and
nonresident adult combination licenses as authorized by RCW
77.32.470(2)(a); a surcharge of ((two)) three dollars applies to
annual resident and nonresident razor clam licenses as authorized
by RCW 77.32.520(4); and a surcharge of ((one)) two dollars
applies to the three-day razor clam license authorized by RCW
77.32.520(5). Amounts collected from these surcharges must be
deposited in the biotoxin account created in subsection (3) of this
section. The department may not use any amounts collected from
these surcharges to pay for its administrative costs.
(2) Any moneys from surcharges remaining in the general
fund—local account after the 2007-2009 biennium must be
transferred to the biotoxin account created in subsection (3) of this
section and be credited to the appropriate institution. The
department of health and the University of Washington shall, by
December 1st of each year, provide a letter to the relevant
legislative policy and fiscal committees on the status of
expenditures. This letter shall include, but is not limited to, the
annual appropriation amount, the amount not expended, account
fund balance, and reasons for not spending the full annual
appropriation.
(3) The biotoxin account is created in the state treasury to be
administered by the department of health. All moneys received
under subsection (1) of this section must be deposited in the
account and used by the department of health and the University
of Washington as required by subsection (1) of this section. Of
the moneys deposited into the account, one hundred fifty
thousand dollars per year must be made available to the
University of Washington to implement subsection (1) of this
section. Moneys in the account may be spent only after
appropriation."

The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Ways & Means to House Bill No. 1620.
The motion by Senator Pearson carried and the committee
striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 2 of the title, after "monitoring;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "and amending RCW 77.32.555."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Pearson, the rules were suspended,
House Bill No. 1620 as amended by the Senate was advanced to
third reading, the second reading considered the third and the bill
was placed on final passage.
Senators Pearson and Hargrove spoke in favor of passage of
the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1620 as amended by the
Senate.
ROLL CALL
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The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1620 as amended by the Senate and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 38; Nays, 10; Absent, 0;
Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Benton, Billig, Chase,
Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier, Darneille, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen,
Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes and Schoesler
Voting nay: Senators Baumgartner, Becker, Braun, Brown,
Dansel, Ericksen, Hewitt, O'Ban, Padden and Warnick
Excused: Senator Sheldon
HOUSE BILL NO. 1620 as amended by the Senate, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1851, by House
Committee on Environment (originally sponsored by
Representatives Hayes, Bergquist, Zeiger, Takko, Harmsworth,
Wilson, Griffey, Hargrove, Smith and Magendanz)
Creating an expedited permitting and contracting process for
bridges owned by local governments that are deemed structurally
deficient.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
Senator King moved that the following striking amendment
by Senator King be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
chapter 43.21C RCW to read as follows:
(1) The repair or replacement of a city, town, or county bridge
deemed structurally deficient is exempt from compliance with
this chapter as long as the action occurs within the existing rightof-way, except that the repair or replacement may occur outside
the existing right-of-way as needed to meet current engineering
standards or state or local environmental permit requirements for
highway construction as long as the repair or replacement does
not result in additional lanes for automobiles. The issuance of
applicable state and local agency permits or approvals associated
with the repair or replacement of such bridges is also included in
this exemption from compliance with this chapter.
(2) For purposes of this section, "structurally deficient" means
a bridge that is classified as in poor condition under the state
bridge condition rating system and is reported by the state to the
national bridge inventory as having a deck, superstructure, or
substructure rating of four or below. Structurally deficient bridges
are characterized by deteriorated conditions of significant bridge
elements and potentially reduced load-carrying capacity. Bridges
deemed structurally deficient typically require significant
maintenance and repair to remain in service, and require major
rehabilitation or replacement to address the underlying
deficiency.
Sec. 2. RCW 47.28.170 and 2006 c 334 s 23 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Whenever the department finds that as a consequence of
accident, natural disaster, or other emergency, an existing state

highway is in jeopardy or is rendered impassible in one or both
directions and the department further finds that prompt
reconstruction, repair, or other work is needed to preserve or
restore the highway for public travel, the department may obtain
at least three written bids for the work without publishing a call
for bids, and the secretary of transportation may award a contract
forthwith to the lowest responsible bidder.
The department shall notify any association or organization of
contractors filing a request to regularly receive notification.
Notification to an association or organization of contractors shall
include: (a) The location of the work to be done; (b) the general
anticipated nature of the work to be done; and (c) the date
determined by the department as reasonable in view of the nature
of the work and emergent nature of the problem after which the
department will not receive bids.
(2) Whenever the department finds it necessary to protect a
highway facility from imminent damage or to perform emergency
work to reopen a highway facility, the department may contract
for such work on a negotiated basis not to exceed force account
rates for a period not to exceed thirty working days.
(3) The secretary shall review any contract exceeding seven
hundred thousand dollars awarded under subsection (1) or (2) of
this section with the office of financial management within thirty
days of the contract award.
(4) Any person, firm, or corporation awarded a contract for
work must be prequalified pursuant to RCW 47.28.070 and may
be required to furnish a bid deposit or performance bond.
(5) A city, town, or county may use the contracting process
available to the department under subsection (1) of this section
for the repair or replacement of a bridge deemed structurally
deficient, as defined in section 1 of this act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 39.04 RCW to read as follows:
The repair or replacement of a city, town, or county bridge
deemed structurally deficient, as defined in section 1 of this act,
may use the contracting process available under RCW
47.28.170."
On page 1, line 3 of the title, after "deficient;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 47.28.170;
adding a new section to chapter 43.21C RCW; and adding a new
section to chapter 39.04 RCW."
Senator King spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator King, the striking amendment by
Senator King to Substitute House Bill No. 1851 was withdrawn.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 1851 was advanced to third reading, the
second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on
final passage.
Senators King and Hobbs spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1851.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
House Bill No. 1851 and the bill passed the Senate by the
following vote: .Yeas, 43; Nays, 5; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
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Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Senator Padden spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Frockt, Habib,
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 2160 as amended
Keiser, King, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson,
by the Senate.
O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach,
Rolfes, Schoesler and Warnick
ROLL CALL
Voting nay: Senators Fraser, Jayapal, Kohl-Welles, McCoy
and Ranker
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Substitute
Excused: Senator Sheldon
House Bill No. 2160 as amended by the Senate and the bill
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1851, having received the
passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 48; Nays, 0;
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
the act.
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway,
Dammeier, Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt,
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
Habib, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs,
Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow,
The President welcomed and introduced fifth grade students
McAuliffe, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden,
Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes,
from Crescent Heights Elementary School, Tacoma, led by Ms.
Schoesler and Warnick
Caroline Bleckert, guests of Senator Darneille, who were present
Excused: Senator Sheldon
in the gallery and recognized by the senate.
SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 2160 as amended by the
Senate, having received the constitutional majority, was declared
The Senate resumed consideration of Substitute House Bill
passed. There being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered
No. 2160 which had been deferred earlier in the day.
to stand as the title of the act.
MOTION
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
Senator Hargrove moved that the following amendment by
The President welcomed and introduced fifth grade students
Senators Hargrove and Padden to the committee striking
from Crescent Heights Elementary School, Tacoma, led by Mrs.
amendment be adopted:
Megan Qualls, guests of Senator Darneille, who were present in
On page 1, line 17 of the amendment, after "section" insert
the gallery and recognized by the senate.
"and knowingly or reasonably should have known that the other
person is afraid, intimidated, or harassed even if the person did
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
not intend to place the other person in fear or intimidate or harass
the other person"
The President welcomed and introduced students from
Senator Hargrove spoke in favor of adoption of the
Odyssey Elementary School, Everett, led by Ms. Sandy Bajczuk,
amendment to the committee striking amendment.
guests of Senator Liias, who were present in the gallery and
recognized by the senate.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the amendment by Senators Hargrove and Padden
SECOND READING
on page 1, line 17 to the committee striking amendment to
Substitute House Bill No. 2160.
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
The motion by Senator Hargrove carried and the amendment
1276, by House Committee on General Government &
to the committee striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
Information
Technology
(originally
sponsored
by
Representatives Klippert, Goodman, Hayes, Orwall, Moscoso,
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
Pettigrew, Zeiger, Kilduff and Fey)
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Law & Justice as amended to Substitute House Bill
Concerning impaired driving.
No. 2160.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the committee
The measure was read the second time.
striking amendment as amended was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "images;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "adding a new section to chapter
4.24 RCW; and prescribing penalties."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Substitute House Bill No. 2160 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.

MOTION
Senator Padden moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Ways & Means be not adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that
impaired driving continues to be a significant cause of motor
vehicle crashes and that additional measures need to be taken to
identify people who are driving under the influence, provide
appropriate sanctions, and ensure compliance with court-ordered
restrictions. The legislature intends to increase the availability of
forensic phlebotomists so that offenders can be appropriately and
efficiently identified. The legislature further intends to keep
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impaired drivers off the public roads by making the fourth, rather
than the fifth, offense a felony and require consecutive sentencing
in certain cases to increase punishment and supervision of
offenders. The legislature intends to clarify ignition interlock
processes and requirements to ensure that those offenders ordered
to have ignition interlock devices do not drive vehicles without
the required devices.
Conditions of release—Requirements—Ignition interlock
device—24/7 sobriety program monitoring
Sec. 2. RCW 10.21.055 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) When any person charged with ((or arrested for)) a
violation of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504, 46.61.520, or 46.61.522,
in which the person has a prior offense as defined in RCW
46.61.5055 and the current offense involves alcohol, is released
from custody ((before)) at arraignment or trial on bail or personal
recognizance, the court authorizing the release shall require, as a
condition of release((,)) that person ((to (a))):
(i) Have a functioning ignition interlock device installed on
all motor vehicles operated by the person, with proof of
installation filed with the court by the person or the certified
interlock provider within five business days of the date of release
from custody or as soon thereafter as determined by the court
based on availability within the jurisdiction; ((or (b)))
(ii) Comply with 24/7 sobriety program monitoring, as
defined in RCW 36.28A.330; ((or both))
(iii) Have an ignition interlock device pursuant to (a)(i) of this
subsection and comply with 24/7 sobriety program monitoring
pursuant to (a)(ii) of this subsection; or
(iv) Have an ignition interlock pursuant to (a)(i) of this
subsection, file a sworn statement with the court upon release at
arraignment that states the person agrees not to operate any motor
vehicle while the ignition interlock restriction is imposed by the
court, and submit to alcohol monitoring as outlined in RCW
46.61.5055(5)(b).
(b) The court shall immediately notify the department of
licensing when an ignition interlock restriction is imposed: (i) As
a condition of release pursuant to (a) of this subsection; or (ii) in
instances where a person is charged with or convicted of a
violation of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504, 46.61.520, or 46.61.522,
and the offense involves alcohol. If the court imposes an ignition
interlock restriction, the department of licensing shall attach or
imprint a notation on the driving record of any person restricted
under this section stating that the person may operate only a motor
vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock device.
(c) Pursuant to (a)(iv) of this subsection, the person ordered
to install the ignition interlock pursuant to (a) of this subsection
satisfies the requirement to install an ignition interlock by filing a
sworn statement with the court at arraignment, that states that the
person agrees not to operate any motor vehicle while the ignition
interlock restriction is imposed by the court; provided, that the
ignition interlock requirement will still be reported to the
department pursuant to subsection (1)(b) of this section and it will
remain unlawful for the person to operate any motor vehicle
unless it is equipped with a fully functioning ignition interlock
device.
(2)(a) Upon acquittal or dismissal of all pending or current
charges relating to a violation of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504,
46.61.520, or 46.61.522, or equivalent local ordinance, the court
shall authorize removal of the ignition interlock device and lift
any requirement to comply with electronic alcohol/drug
monitoring imposed under subsection (1) of this section. Nothing
in this section limits the authority of the court or department under
RCW 46.20.720.
(b) If the court authorizes removal of an ignition interlock
device imposed under (a) of this subsection the court shall

immediately notify the department of licensing regarding the
lifting of the ignition interlock restriction and the department of
licensing shall release any attachment, imprint, or notation on
such person's driving record relating to the ignition interlock
requirement imposed under this section.
(3) When an ignition interlock restriction imposed as a
condition of release is canceled, the court shall provide a
defendant with a written order confirming release of the
restriction. The written order shall serve as proof of release of the
restriction until which time the department of licensing updates
the driving record.
Ignition interlock driver's license—Application—
Eligibility—Cancellation—Costs—Rules
Sec. 3. RCW 46.20.385 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 20 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) ((Beginning January 1, 2009,)) Any person licensed
under this chapter or who has a valid driver's license from another
state, who is convicted of: (i) A violation of RCW 46.61.502 or
46.61.504 or an equivalent local or out-of-state statute or
ordinance, or (ii) a violation of RCW 46.61.520(1)(a) or an
equivalent local or out-of-state statute or ordinance, or (iii) a
conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.520(1) (b) or (c) if the
conviction is the result of a charge that was originally filed as a
violation of RCW 46.61.520(1)(a), or (iv) RCW 46.61.522(1)(b)
or an equivalent local or out-of-state statute or ordinance, or (v)
RCW 46.61.522(1) (a) or (c) if the conviction is the result of a
charge that was originally filed as a violation of RCW
46.61.522(1)(b) committed while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or any drug, or (vi) who has had or will have
his or her license suspended, revoked, or denied under RCW
46.20.3101, or who is otherwise permitted under subsection (8)
of this section, may submit to the department an application for
an ignition interlock driver's license. The department, upon
receipt of the prescribed fee and upon determining that the
petitioner is eligible to receive the license, may issue an ignition
interlock driver's license.
(b) A person may apply for an ignition interlock driver's
license anytime, including immediately after receiving the notices
under RCW 46.20.308 or after his or her license is suspended,
revoked, or denied. ((A person receiving an ignition interlock
driver's license waives his or her right to a hearing or appeal under
RCW 46.20.308.))
(c) An applicant under this subsection shall provide proof to
the satisfaction of the department that a functioning ignition
interlock device has been installed on all vehicles operated by the
person.
(i) The department shall require the person to maintain the
device on all vehicles operated by the person and shall restrict the
person to operating only vehicles equipped with the device, for
the remainder of the period of suspension, revocation, or denial.
Subject to the provisions of RCW 46.20.720(3)(b)(ii), the
installation of an ignition interlock device is not necessary on
vehicles owned, leased, or rented by a person's employer and on
those vehicles whose care and/or maintenance is the temporary
responsibility of the employer, and driven at the direction of a
person's employer as a requirement of employment during
working hours. The person must provide the department with a
declaration pursuant to RCW 9A.72.085 from his or her employer
stating that the person's employment requires the person to
operate a vehicle owned by the employer or other persons during
working hours.
(ii) Subject to any periodic renewal requirements established
by the department under this section and subject to any applicable
compliance requirements under this chapter or other law, an
ignition interlock driver's license granted upon a suspension or
revocation under RCW 46.61.5055 or 46.20.3101 extends
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through the remaining portion of any concurrent or consecutive
(7) The department shall adopt rules to implement ignition
suspension or revocation that may be imposed as the result of
interlock licensing. The department shall consult with the
administrative action and criminal conviction arising out of the
administrative office of the courts, the state patrol, the
same incident.
Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs, ignition
(iii) The time period during which the person is licensed under
interlock companies, and any other organization or entity the
this section shall apply on a day-for-day basis toward satisfying
department deems appropriate.
the period of time the ignition interlock device restriction is
(8)(a) Any person licensed under this chapter who is
required under RCW 46.20.720 ((and)), 46.61.5055, 10.05.140,
convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.500 when the charge was
46.61.500(3), and 46.61.5249(4). Beginning with incidents
originally filed as a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or
occurring on or after September 1, 2011, when calculating the
an equivalent local ordinance, may submit to the department an
period of time for the restriction under RCW 46.20.720 (2) or (3),
application for an ignition interlock driver's license under this
the department must also give the person a day-for-day credit for
section.
(b) A person who does not have any driver's license under this
the time period, beginning from the date of the incident, during
which the person kept an ignition interlock device installed on all
chapter, but who would otherwise be eligible under this section to
apply for an ignition interlock license, may submit to the
vehicles the person operates. For the purposes of this subsection
(1)(c)(iii), the term "all vehicles" does not include vehicles that
department an application for an ignition interlock license. The
would be subject to the employer exception under RCW
department may require the person to take any driver's licensing
46.20.720(3).
examination under this chapter and may require the person to also
(2) An applicant for an ignition interlock driver's license who
apply and qualify for a temporary restricted driver's license under
qualifies under subsection (1) of this section is eligible to receive
RCW 46.20.391.
a license only if the applicant files satisfactory proof of financial
Notation on driving record—Verification of interlock—
responsibility under chapter 46.29 RCW.
Penalty
(3) Upon receipt of evidence that a holder of an ignition
Sec. 4. RCW 46.20.740 and 2010 c 269 s 8 are each
interlock driver's license granted under this subsection no longer
amended to read as follows:
has a functioning ignition interlock device installed on all
(1) The department shall attach or imprint a notation on the
vehicles operated by the driver, the director shall give written
driving record of any person restricted under RCW 46.20.720,
notice by first-class mail to the driver that the ignition interlock
46.61.5055, or 10.05.140 stating that the person may operate only
driver's license shall be canceled. If at any time before the
a motor vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock
cancellation goes into effect the driver submits evidence that a
device. The department shall determine the person's eligibility for
functioning ignition interlock device has been installed on all
licensing based upon written verification by a company doing
vehicles operated by the driver, the cancellation shall be stayed.
business in the state that it has installed the required device on a
If the cancellation becomes effective, the driver may obtain, at no
vehicle owned or operated by the person seeking reinstatement.
additional charge, a new ignition interlock driver's license upon
If, based upon notification from the interlock provider or
submittal of evidence that a functioning ignition interlock device
otherwise, the department determines that an ignition interlock
has been installed on all vehicles operated by the driver.
required under this section is no longer installed or functioning as
(4) A person aggrieved by the decision of the department on
required, the department shall suspend the person's license or
the application for an ignition interlock driver's license may
privilege to drive. Whenever the license or driving privilege of
request a hearing as provided by rule of the department.
any person is suspended or revoked as a result of noncompliance
(5) The director shall cancel an ignition interlock driver's
with an ignition interlock requirement, the suspension shall
license after receiving notice that the holder thereof has been
remain in effect until the person provides notice issued by a
convicted of operating a motor vehicle in violation of its
company doing business in the state that a vehicle owned or
restrictions, no longer meets the eligibility requirements, or has
operated by the person is equipped with a functioning ignition
been convicted of or found to have committed a separate offense
interlock device.
or any other act or omission that under this chapter would warrant
(2) It is a gross misdemeanor for a person with such a notation
suspension or revocation of a regular driver's license. The
on his or her driving record to operate a motor vehicle that is not
department must give notice of the cancellation as provided under
so equipped, unless the notation resulted from a restriction
RCW 46.20.245. A person whose ignition interlock driver's
imposed as a condition of release and the restriction has been
license has been canceled under this section may reapply for a
released by the court prior to driving.
new ignition interlock driver's license if he or she is otherwise
(3) Any sentence imposed for a violation of subsection (2) of
qualified under this section and pays the fee required under RCW
this section shall be served consecutively with any sentence
46.20.380.
imposed under RCW 46.20.750, 46.61.502, 46.61.504, or
(6)(a) Unless costs are waived by the ignition interlock
46.61.5055.
company or the person is indigent under RCW 10.101.010, the
Implied consent—Test refusal—Procedures
applicant shall pay the cost of installing, removing, and leasing
Sec. 5. RCW 46.20.308 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 36 are
the ignition interlock device and shall pay an additional fee of
each amended to read as follows:
twenty dollars per month. Payments shall be made directly to the
(1) Any person who operates a motor vehicle within this state
ignition interlock company. The company shall remit the
is deemed to have given consent, subject to the provisions of
additional twenty dollar fee to the department.
RCW 46.61.506, to a test or tests of his or her breath for the
(b) The department shall deposit the proceeds of the twenty
purpose of determining the alcohol concentration((, THC
dollar fee into the ignition interlock device revolving account.
concentration,)) or presence of any drug in his or her breath if
Expenditures from the account may be used only to administer
arrested for any offense where, at the time of the arrest, the
and operate the ignition interlock device revolving account
arresting officer has reasonable grounds to believe the person had
program. The department shall adopt rules to provide monetary
been driving or was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle
assistance according to greatest need and when funds are
while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug or
available.
was in violation of RCW 46.61.503. ((Neither consent nor this
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section precludes a police officer from obtaining a search warrant
for a person's breath or blood.))
(2) The test or tests of breath shall be administered at the
direction of a law enforcement officer having reasonable grounds
to believe the person to have been driving or in actual physical
control of a motor vehicle within this state while under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug or the person to have
been driving or in actual physical control of a motor vehicle while
having alcohol or THC in a concentration in violation of RCW
46.61.503 in his or her system and being under the age of twentyone. Prior to administering a breath test pursuant to this section,
the officer shall inform the person of his or her right under this
section to refuse the breath test, and of his or her right to have
additional tests administered by any qualified person of his or her
choosing as provided in RCW 46.61.506. The officer shall warn
the driver, in substantially the following language, that:
(a) If the driver refuses to take the test, the driver's license,
permit, or privilege to drive will be revoked or denied for at least
one year; and
(b) If the driver refuses to take the test, the driver's refusal to
take the test may be used in a criminal trial; and
(c) If the driver submits to the test and the test is administered,
the driver's license, permit, or privilege to drive will be
suspended, revoked, or denied for at least ninety days if:
(i) The driver is age twenty-one or over and the test indicates
either that the alcohol concentration of the driver's breath is 0.08
or more or that the THC concentration of the driver's blood is 5.00
or more; or
(ii) The driver is under age twenty-one and the test indicates
either that the alcohol concentration of the driver's breath is 0.02
or more ((or that the THC concentration of the driver's blood is
above 0.00)); or
(iii) The driver is under age twenty-one and the driver is in
violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504; and
(d) If the driver's license, permit, or privilege to drive is
suspended, revoked, or denied the driver may be eligible to
immediately apply for an ignition interlock driver's license.
(3) ((Except as provided in this section, the test administered
shall be of the breath only. If an individual is unconscious or is
under arrest for the crime of felony driving under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or drugs under RCW 46.61.502(6), felony
physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or any drug under RCW 46.61.504(6),
vehicular homicide as provided in RCW 46.61.520, or vehicular
assault as provided in RCW 46.61.522, or if an individual is under
arrest for the crime of driving while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or drugs as provided in RCW 46.61.502,
which arrest results from an accident in which there has been
serious bodily injury to another person, a breath or blood test may
be administered without the consent of the individual so arrested
pursuant to a search warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant
requirement, or when exigent circumstances exist.
(4))) If, following his or her arrest and receipt of warnings
under subsection (2) of this section, the person arrested ((refuses))
exercises the right, granted herein, by refusing upon the request
of a law enforcement officer to submit to a test or tests of his or
her breath, no test shall be given except as otherwise authorized
by ((a search warrant)) law.
(4) Nothing in subsection (1), (2), or (3) of this section
precludes a law enforcement officer from obtaining a person's
blood to test for alcohol, marijuana, or any drug, pursuant to a
search warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant requirement, when
exigent circumstances exist, or under any other authority of law.
Any blood drawn for the purpose of determining the person's
alcohol or marijuana levels, or any drug, is drawn pursuant to this
section when the officer has reasonable grounds to believe that

the person is in physical control or driving a vehicle under the
influence or in violation of RCW 46.61.503.
(5) If, after arrest and after ((the)) any other applicable
conditions and requirements of this section have been satisfied, a
test or tests of the person's blood or breath is administered and the
test results indicate that the alcohol concentration of the person's
breath or blood is 0.08 or more, or the THC concentration of the
person's blood is 5.00 or more, if the person is age twenty-one or
over, or that the alcohol concentration of the person's breath or
blood is 0.02 or more, or the THC concentration of the person's
blood is above 0.00, if the person is under the age of twenty-one,
or the person refuses to submit to a test, the arresting officer or
other law enforcement officer at whose direction any test has been
given, or the department, where applicable, if the arrest results in
a test of the person's blood, shall:
(a) Serve notice in writing on the person on behalf of the
department of its intention to suspend, revoke, or deny the
person's license, permit, or privilege to drive as required by
subsection (6) of this section;
(b) Serve notice in writing on the person on behalf of the
department of his or her right to a hearing, specifying the steps he
or she must take to obtain a hearing as provided by subsection (7)
of this section ((and that the person waives the right to a hearing
if he or she receives an ignition interlock driver's license));
(c) Serve notice in writing that the license or permit, if any, is
a temporary license that is valid for sixty days from the date of
arrest or from the date notice has been given in the event notice is
given by the department following a blood test, or until the
suspension, revocation, or denial of the person's license, permit,
or privilege to drive is sustained at a hearing pursuant to
subsection (7) of this section, whichever occurs first. No
temporary license is valid to any greater degree than the license
or permit that it replaces; and
(d) Immediately notify the department of the arrest and
transmit to the department within seventy-two hours, except as
delayed as the result of a blood test, a sworn report or report under
a declaration authorized by RCW 9A.72.085 that states:
(i) That the officer had reasonable grounds to believe the
arrested person had been driving or was in actual physical control
of a motor vehicle within this state while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or drugs, or both, or was under the age of
twenty-one years and had been driving or was in actual physical
control of a motor vehicle while having an alcohol or THC
concentration in violation of RCW 46.61.503;
(ii) That after receipt of ((the)) any applicable warnings
required by subsection (2) of this section the person refused to
submit to a test of his or her breath, or a test was administered and
the results indicated that the alcohol concentration of the person's
breath or blood was 0.08 or more, or the THC concentration of
the person's blood was 5.00 or more, if the person is age twentyone or over, or that the alcohol concentration of the person's
breath or blood was 0.02 or more, or the THC concentration of
the person's blood was above 0.00, if the person is under the age
of twenty-one; and
(iii) Any other information that the director may require by
rule.
(6) The department of licensing, upon the receipt of a sworn
report or report under a declaration authorized by RCW
9A.72.085 under subsection (5)(d) of this section, shall suspend,
revoke, or deny the person's license, permit, or privilege to drive
or any nonresident operating privilege, as provided in RCW
46.20.3101, such suspension, revocation, or denial to be effective
beginning sixty days from the date of arrest or from the date
notice has been given in the event notice is given by the
department following a blood test, or when sustained at a hearing
pursuant to subsection (7) of this section, whichever occurs first.
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intoxicating liquor or drugs, or both, or the person had been
(7) A person receiving notification under subsection (5)(b) of
this section may, within twenty days after the notice has been
driving or was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle within
given, request in writing a formal hearing before the department.
this state while having alcohol in his or her system in a
The person shall pay a fee of three hundred seventy-five dollars
concentration of 0.02 or more, or THC in his or her system in a
as part of the request. If the request is mailed, it must be
concentration above 0.00, and was under the age of twenty-one
postmarked within twenty days after receipt of the notification.
and that the officer complied with the requirements of this
Upon timely receipt of such a request for a formal hearing,
section.
including receipt of the required three hundred seventy-five dollar
A hearing officer shall conduct the hearing, may issue
fee, the department shall afford the person an opportunity for a
subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses and the production of
hearing. The department may waive the required three hundred
documents, and shall administer oaths to witnesses. The hearing
seventy-five dollar fee if the person is an indigent as defined in
officer shall not issue a subpoena for the attendance of a witness
RCW 10.101.010. Except as otherwise provided in this section,
at the request of the person unless the request is accompanied by
the hearing is subject to and shall be scheduled and conducted in
the fee required by RCW 5.56.010 for a witness in district court.
accordance with RCW 46.20.329 and 46.20.332. The hearing
The sworn report or report under a declaration authorized by
shall be conducted in the county of the arrest, except that all or
RCW 9A.72.085 of the law enforcement officer and any other
part of the hearing may, at the discretion of the department, be
evidence accompanying the report shall be admissible without
conducted by telephone or other electronic means. The hearing
further evidentiary foundation and the certifications authorized by
shall be held within sixty days following the arrest or following
the criminal rules for courts of limited jurisdiction shall be
the date notice has been given in the event notice is given by the
admissible without further evidentiary foundation. The person
department following a blood test, unless otherwise agreed to by
may be represented by counsel, may question witnesses, may
the department and the person, in which case the action by the
present evidence, and may testify. The department shall order that
department shall be stayed, and any valid temporary license
the suspension, revocation, or denial either be rescinded or
((marked)) under subsection (5) of this section extended, if the
sustained.
person is otherwise eligible for licensing. For the purposes of this
(8) If the suspension, revocation, or denial is sustained after
section, the scope of the hearing shall cover the issues of whether
such a hearing, the person whose license, privilege, or permit is
a law enforcement officer had reasonable grounds to believe the
suspended, revoked, or denied has the right to file a petition in the
person had been driving or was in actual physical control of a
superior court of the county of arrest to review the final order of
motor vehicle within this state while under the influence of
revocation by the department in the same manner as an appeal
intoxicating liquor or any drug or had been driving or was in
from a decision of a court of limited jurisdiction. Notice of appeal
actual physical control of a motor vehicle within this state while
must be filed within thirty days after the date the final order is
having alcohol in his or her system in a concentration of 0.02 or
served or the right to appeal is waived. Notwithstanding RCW
more, or THC in his or her system in a concentration above 0.00,
46.20.334, RALJ 1.1, or other statutes or rules referencing de
if the person was under the age of twenty-one, whether the person
novo review, the appeal shall be limited to a review of the record
was placed under arrest, and (a) whether the person refused to
of the administrative hearing. The appellant must pay the costs
submit to the test or tests upon request of the officer after having
associated with obtaining the record of the hearing before the
been informed that such refusal would result in the revocation of
hearing officer. The filing of the appeal does not stay the effective
the person's license, permit, or privilege to drive, or (b) if a test or
date of the suspension, revocation, or denial. A petition filed
tests were administered, whether the applicable requirements of
under this subsection must include the petitioner's grounds for
this section were satisfied before the administration of the test or
requesting review. Upon granting petitioner's request for review,
tests, whether the person submitted to the test or tests, or whether
the court shall review the department's final order of suspension,
a test was administered ((without express consent)) pursuant to a
revocation, or denial as expeditiously as possible. The review
search warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant requirement, when
must be limited to a determination of whether the department has
exigent circumstances exist, or under any other authority of law
committed any errors of law. The superior court shall accept those
as permitted under this section, and whether the test or tests
factual determinations supported by substantial evidence in the
indicated that the alcohol concentration of the person's breath or
record: (a) That were expressly made by the department; or (b)
blood was 0.08 or more, or the THC concentration of the person's
that may reasonably be inferred from the final order of the
blood was 5.00 or more, if the person was age twenty-one or over
department. The superior court may reverse, affirm, or modify the
at the time of the arrest, or that the alcohol concentration of the
decision of the department or remand the case back to the
person's breath or blood was 0.02 or more, or the THC
department for further proceedings. The decision of the superior
concentration of the person's blood was above 0.00, if the person
court must be in writing and filed in the clerk's office with the
was under the age of twenty-one at the time of the arrest. Where
other papers in the case. The court shall state the reasons for the
a person is found to be in actual physical control of a motor
decision. If judicial relief is sought for a stay or other temporary
vehicle while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
remedy from the department's action, the court shall not grant
drug or was under the age of twenty-one at the time of the arrest
such relief unless the court finds that the appellant is likely to
and was in physical control of a motor vehicle while having
prevail in the appeal and that without a stay the appellant will
alcohol in his or her system in a concentration of 0.02 or THC
suffer irreparable injury. If the court stays the suspension,
concentration above 0.00, the person may petition the hearing
revocation, or denial it may impose conditions on such stay.
officer to apply the affirmative defense found in RCW
(9)(a) If a person whose driver's license, permit, or privilege
46.61.504(3) and 46.61.503(2). The driver has the burden to
to drive has been or will be suspended, revoked, or denied under
prove the affirmative defense by a preponderance of the evidence.
subsection (6) of this section, other than as a result of a breath test
The sworn report or report under a declaration authorized by
refusal, and who has not committed an offense for which he or
RCW 9A.72.085 submitted by a law enforcement officer is prima
she was granted a deferred prosecution under chapter 10.05
facie evidence that the officer had reasonable grounds to believe
RCW, petitions a court for a deferred prosecution on criminal
the person had been driving or was in actual physical control of a
charges arising out of the arrest for which action has been or will
motor vehicle within this state while under the influence of
be taken under subsection (6) of this section, or notifies the
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department of licensing of the intent to seek such a deferred
prosecution, then the license suspension or revocation shall be
stayed pending entry of the deferred prosecution. The stay shall
not be longer than one hundred fifty days after the date charges
are filed, or two years after the date of the arrest, whichever time
period is shorter. If the court stays the suspension, revocation, or
denial, it may impose conditions on such stay. If the person is
otherwise eligible for licensing, the department shall issue a
temporary license, or extend any valid temporary license under
subsection (5) of this section, for the period of the stay. If a
deferred prosecution treatment plan is not recommended in the
report made under RCW 10.05.050, or if treatment is rejected by
the court, or if the person declines to accept an offered treatment
plan, or if the person violates any condition imposed by the court,
then the court shall immediately direct the department to cancel
the stay and any temporary ((marked)) license or extension of a
temporary license issued under this subsection.
(b) A suspension, revocation, or denial imposed under this
section, other than as a result of a breath test refusal, shall be
stayed if the person is accepted for deferred prosecution as
provided in chapter 10.05 RCW for the incident upon which the
suspension, revocation, or denial is based. If the deferred
prosecution is terminated, the stay shall be lifted and the
suspension, revocation, or denial reinstated. If the deferred
prosecution is completed, the stay shall be lifted and the
suspension, revocation, or denial canceled.
(c) The provisions of (b) of this subsection relating to a stay
of a suspension, revocation, or denial and the cancellation of any
suspension, revocation, or denial do not apply to the suspension,
revocation, denial, or disqualification of a person's commercial
driver's license or privilege to operate a commercial motor
vehicle.
(10) When it has been finally determined under the
procedures of this section that a nonresident's privilege to operate
a motor vehicle in this state has been suspended, revoked, or
denied, the department shall give information in writing of the
action taken to the motor vehicle administrator of the state of the
person's residence and of any state in which he or she has a
license.
Circumventing ignition interlock—Penalty
Sec. 6. RCW 46.20.750 and 2005 c 200 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) A person who is restricted to the use of a vehicle equipped
with an ignition interlock device ((and who tampers with the
device or directs, authorizes, or requests another to tamper with
the device, in order to circumvent the device by modifying,
detaching, disconnecting, or otherwise disabling it,)) is guilty of
a gross misdemeanor if the restricted driver:
(a) Tampers with the device by modifying, detaching,
disconnecting, or otherwise disabling it to allow the restricted
driver to operate the vehicle;
(b) Uses or requests another person to use a filter or other
device to circumvent the ignition interlock or to start or operate
the vehicle to allow the restricted driver to operate the vehicle;
(c) Has, directs, authorizes, or requests another person to
tamper with the device by modifying, detaching, disconnecting,
or otherwise disabling it to allow the restricted driver to operate
the vehicle; or
(d) Has, allows, directs, authorizes, or requests another person
to blow or otherwise exhale into the device in order to circumvent
the device to allow the restricted driver to operate the vehicle.
(2) A person who knowingly assists another person who is
restricted to the use of a vehicle equipped with an ignition
interlock device to circumvent the device or to start and operate
that vehicle ((in violation of a court order)) is guilty of a gross
misdemeanor. The provisions of this subsection do not apply if

the starting of a motor vehicle, or the request to start a motor
vehicle, equipped with an ignition interlock device is done for the
purpose of safety or mechanical repair of the device or the vehicle
and the person subject to the court order does not operate the
vehicle.
(3) Any sentence imposed for a violation of subsection (1) of
this section shall be served consecutively with any sentence
imposed under RCW 46.20.740, 46.61.502, 46.61.504,
46.61.5055, 46.61.520(1)(a), or 46.61.522(1)(b).
Commercial vehicles—Test for alcohol or drugs—
Disqualification for refusal of test or positive test—
Procedures
Sec. 7. RCW 46.25.120 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 12 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1) A person who drives a commercial motor vehicle within
this state is deemed to have given consent, subject to RCW
46.61.506, to take a test or tests of that person's ((blood or)) breath
for the purpose of determining that person's alcohol concentration
or the presence of other drugs.
(2) A test or tests may be administered at the direction of a
law enforcement officer, who after stopping or detaining the
commercial motor vehicle driver, has ((probable cause))
reasonable grounds to believe that driver was driving a
commercial motor vehicle while having alcohol in his or her
system or while under the influence of any drug.
(3) The law enforcement officer requesting the test under
subsection (1) of this section shall warn the person requested to
submit to the test that a refusal to submit will result in that person
being disqualified from operating a commercial motor vehicle
under RCW 46.25.090.
(4) A law enforcement officer who at the time of stopping or
detaining a commercial motor vehicle driver has reasonable
grounds to believe that driver was driving a commercial motor
vehicle while having alcohol, marijuana, or any drug in his or her
system or while under the influence of alcohol, marijuana, or any
drug may obtain a blood test pursuant to a search warrant, a valid
waiver of the warrant requirement, when exigent circumstances
exist, or under any other authority of law.
(5) If the person refuses testing, or ((submits to)) a test is
administered that discloses an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or
more or any measurable amount of THC concentration, the law
enforcement officer shall submit a sworn report to the department
certifying that the test was requested pursuant to subsection (1) of
this section or a blood test was administered pursuant to
subsection (4) of this section and that the person refused to submit
to testing, or ((submitted to)) a test was administered that
disclosed an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or more or any
measurable amount of THC concentration.
(((5))) (6) Upon receipt of the sworn report of a law
enforcement officer under subsection (((4))) (5) of this section,
the department shall disqualify the driver from driving a
commercial motor vehicle under RCW 46.25.090, subject to the
hearing provisions of RCW 46.20.329 and 46.20.332. The
hearing shall be conducted in the county of the arrest. For the
purposes of this section, the hearing shall cover the issues of
whether a law enforcement officer had reasonable grounds to
believe the person had been driving or was in actual physical
control of a commercial motor vehicle within this state while
having alcohol in the person's system or while under the influence
of any drug, whether the person refused to submit to the test or
tests upon request of the officer after having been informed that
the refusal would result in the disqualification of the person from
driving a commercial motor vehicle, if applicable, and, if the test
was administered, whether the results indicated an alcohol
concentration of 0.04 percent or more or any measurable amount
of THC concentration. The department shall order that the
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(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. In the
disqualification of the person either be rescinded or sustained.
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was less than 0.15,
Any decision by the department disqualifying a person from
or for whom for reasons other than the person's refusal to take a
driving a commercial motor vehicle is stayed and does not take
test offered pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result
effect while a formal hearing is pending under this section or
indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
during the pendency of a subsequent appeal to superior court so
(i) By imprisonment for not less than one day nor more than
long as there is no conviction for a moving violation or no finding
three hundred sixty-four days. Twenty-four consecutive hours of
that the person has committed a traffic infraction that is a moving
the imprisonment may not be suspended unless the court finds
violation during the pendency of the hearing and appeal. If the
that the imposition of this mandatory minimum sentence would
disqualification of the person is sustained after the hearing, the
impose a substantial risk to the offender's physical or mental wellperson who is disqualified may file a petition in the superior court
being. Whenever the mandatory minimum sentence is suspended,
of the county of arrest to review the final order of disqualification
the court shall state in writing the reason for granting the
by the department in the manner provided in RCW 46.20.334.
suspension and the facts upon which the suspension is based. In
(((6))) (7) If a motor carrier or employer who is required to
lieu of the mandatory minimum term of imprisonment required
have a testing program under 49 C.F.R. 382 knows that a
under this subsection (1)(a)(i), the court may order not less than
commercial driver in his or her employ has refused to submit to
fifteen days of electronic home monitoring. The offender shall
testing under this section and has not been disqualified from
pay the cost of electronic home monitoring. The county or
driving a commercial motor vehicle, the employer may notify law
municipality in which the penalty is being imposed shall
enforcement or his or her medical review officer or breath alcohol
determine the cost. The court may also require the offender's
technician that the driver has refused to submit to the required
electronic home monitoring device or other separate alcohol
testing.
monitoring device to include an alcohol detection breathalyzer,
(((7))) (8) The hearing provisions of this section do not apply
and the court may restrict the amount of alcohol the offender may
to those persons disqualified from driving a commercial motor
consume during the time the offender is on electronic home
vehicle under RCW 46.25.090(7).
monitoring; and
Open container law for marijuana
(ii) By a fine of not less than three hundred fifty dollars nor
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A new section is added to
more than five thousand dollars. Three hundred fifty dollars of the
chapter 46.61 RCW to read as follows:
fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to
(1)(a) It is a traffic infraction:
be indigent; or
(i) For the registered owner of a motor vehicle, or the driver
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. In the
if the registered owner is not then present, or passengers in the
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was at least 0.15, or
vehicle, to keep marijuana in a motor vehicle when the vehicle is
for whom by reason of the person's refusal to take a test offered
upon a highway, unless it is (A) in the trunk of the vehicle, (B) in
pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the
some other area of the vehicle not normally occupied or directly
person's alcohol concentration:
accessible by the driver or passengers if the vehicle does not have
(i) By imprisonment for not less than two days nor more than
a trunk, or (C) in a package, container, or receptacle that has not
three hundred sixty-four days. Forty-eight consecutive hours of
been opened or the seal broken or contents partially removed. A
the imprisonment may not be suspended unless the court finds
utility compartment or glove compartment is deemed to be within
that the imposition of this mandatory minimum sentence would
the area occupied by the driver and passengers;
impose a substantial risk to the offender's physical or mental well(ii) To consume marijuana in any manner including, but not
being. Whenever the mandatory minimum sentence is suspended,
limited to, smoking or ingesting in a motor vehicle when the
the court shall state in writing the reason for granting the
vehicle is upon the public highway; or
suspension and the facts upon which the suspension is based. In
(iii) To place marijuana in a container specifically labeled by
lieu of the mandatory minimum term of imprisonment required
the manufacturer of the container as containing a nonmarijuana
under this subsection (1)(b)(i), the court may order not less than
substance and to then violate (a)(i) of this subsection.
thirty days of electronic home monitoring. The offender shall pay
(b) There is a rebuttable presumption that it is a traffic
the cost of electronic home monitoring. The county or
infraction if the original container of marijuana is incorrectly
municipality in which the penalty is being imposed shall
labeled and there is a subsequent violation of (a)(i) of this
determine the cost. The court may also require the offender's
subsection.
electronic home monitoring device to include an alcohol detection
(2) As used in this section, "marijuana" or "marihuana" means
breathalyzer or other separate alcohol monitoring device, and the
all parts of the plant Cannabis, whether growing or not; the seeds
court may restrict the amount of alcohol the offender may
thereof; the resin extracted from any part of the plant; and every
consume during the time the offender is on electronic home
compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation
monitoring; and
of the plant, its seeds, or resin. The term does not include the
(ii) By a fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more
mature stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oil or
than five thousand dollars. Five hundred dollars of the fine may
cake made from the seeds of the plant, any other compound,
not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be
manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the
indigent.
mature stalks, except the resin extracted therefrom, fiber, oil, or
(2) One prior offense in seven years. Except as provided in
cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant which is incapable of
RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), a person who is convicted of
germination.
a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and who has one prior
Alcohol and drug violators—Penalty schedule
offense within seven years shall be punished as follows:
Sec. 9. RCW 46.61.5055 and 2014 c 100 s 1 are each
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. In the
amended to read as follows:
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was less than 0.15,
(1) No prior offenses in seven years. Except as provided in
or for whom for reasons other than the person's refusal to take a
RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), a person who is convicted of
test offered pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result
a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and who has no prior
indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
offense within seven years shall be punished as follows:
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(i) By imprisonment for not less than thirty days nor more
than three hundred sixty-four days and sixty days of electronic
home monitoring. In lieu of the mandatory minimum term of sixty
days electronic home monitoring, the court may order at least an
additional four days in jail or, if available in that county or city, a
six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program monitoring pursuant
to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390, and the court shall
order an expanded alcohol assessment and treatment, if deemed
appropriate by the assessment. The offender shall pay for the cost
of the electronic monitoring. The county or municipality where
the penalty is being imposed shall determine the cost. The court
may also require the offender's electronic home monitoring
device include an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate
alcohol monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol
the offender may consume during the time the offender is on
electronic home monitoring. Thirty days of imprisonment and
sixty days of electronic home monitoring may not be suspended
unless the court finds that the imposition of this mandatory
minimum sentence would impose a substantial risk to the
offender's physical or mental well-being. Whenever the
mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the court shall state
in writing the reason for granting the suspension and the facts
upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more
than five thousand dollars. Five hundred dollars of the fine may
not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be
indigent; or
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. In the
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was at least 0.15, or
for whom by reason of the person's refusal to take a test offered
pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the
person's alcohol concentration:
(i) By imprisonment for not less than forty-five days nor more
than three hundred sixty-four days and ninety days of electronic
home monitoring. In lieu of the mandatory minimum term of
ninety days electronic home monitoring, the court may order at
least an additional six days in jail or, if available in that county or
city, a six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program monitoring
pursuant to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390, and the court
shall order an expanded alcohol assessment and treatment, if
deemed appropriate by the assessment. The offender shall pay for
the cost of the electronic monitoring. The county or municipality
where the penalty is being imposed shall determine the cost. The
court may also require the offender's electronic home monitoring
device include an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate
alcohol monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol
the offender may consume during the time the offender is on
electronic home monitoring. Forty-five days of imprisonment and
ninety days of electronic home monitoring may not be suspended
unless the court finds that the imposition of this mandatory
minimum sentence would impose a substantial risk to the
offender's physical or mental well-being. Whenever the
mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the court shall state
in writing the reason for granting the suspension and the facts
upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than seven hundred fifty dollars nor
more than five thousand dollars. Seven hundred fifty dollars of
the fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender
to be indigent.
(3) Two or three prior offenses in seven years. Except as
provided in RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), a person who is
convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and who
has two or three prior offenses within seven years shall be
punished as follows:
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. In the
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was less than 0.15,

or for whom for reasons other than the person's refusal to take a
test offered pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result
indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
(i) By imprisonment for not less than ninety days nor more
than three hundred sixty-four days, if available in that county or
city, a six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program monitoring
pursuant to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390, and one
hundred twenty days of electronic home monitoring. In lieu of the
mandatory minimum term of one hundred twenty days of
electronic home monitoring, the court may order at least an
additional eight days in jail. The court shall order an expanded
alcohol assessment and treatment, if deemed appropriate by the
assessment. The offender shall pay for the cost of the electronic
monitoring. The county or municipality where the penalty is
being imposed shall determine the cost. The court may also
require the offender's electronic home monitoring device include
an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate alcohol
monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol the
offender may consume during the time the offender is on
electronic home monitoring. Ninety days of imprisonment and
one hundred twenty days of electronic home monitoring may not
be suspended unless the court finds that the imposition of this
mandatory minimum sentence would impose a substantial risk to
the offender's physical or mental well-being. Whenever the
mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the court shall state
in writing the reason for granting the suspension and the facts
upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than one thousand dollars nor more
than five thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of the fine may
not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be
indigent; or
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. In the
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was at least 0.15, or
for whom by reason of the person's refusal to take a test offered
pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the
person's alcohol concentration:
(i) By imprisonment for not less than one hundred twenty days
nor more than three hundred sixty-four days, if available in that
county or city, a six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program
monitoring pursuant to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390,
and one hundred fifty days of electronic home monitoring. In lieu
of the mandatory minimum term of one hundred fifty days of
electronic home monitoring, the court may order at least an
additional ten days in jail. The offender shall pay for the cost of
the electronic monitoring. The court shall order an expanded
alcohol assessment and treatment, if deemed appropriate by the
assessment. The county or municipality where the penalty is
being imposed shall determine the cost. The court may also
require the offender's electronic home monitoring device include
an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate alcohol
monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol the
offender may consume during the time the offender is on
electronic home monitoring. One hundred twenty days of
imprisonment and one hundred fifty days of electronic home
monitoring may not be suspended unless the court finds that the
imposition of this mandatory minimum sentence would impose a
substantial risk to the offender's physical or mental well-being.
Whenever the mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the
court shall state in writing the reason for granting the suspension
and the facts upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than one thousand five hundred
dollars nor more than five thousand dollars. One thousand five
hundred dollars of the fine may not be suspended unless the court
finds the offender to be indigent.
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(4) Four or more prior offenses in ten years. A person who
46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), order an additional ten days of
is convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 shall
imprisonment and a fine of not less than three thousand dollars
be punished under chapter 9.94A RCW if:
and not more than ten thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of
(a) The person has four or more prior offenses within ten
the fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender
years; or
to be indigent.
(b) The person has ever previously been convicted of:
(7) Other items courts must consider while setting
(i) A violation of RCW 46.61.520 committed while under the
penalties. In exercising its discretion in setting penalties within
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
the limits allowed by this section, the court shall particularly
(ii) A violation of RCW 46.61.522 committed while under the
consider the following:
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(a) Whether the person's driving at the time of the offense was
(iii) An out-of-state offense comparable to the offense
responsible for injury or damage to another or another's property;
specified in (b)(i) or (ii) of this subsection; or
(b) Whether at the time of the offense the person was driving
(iv) A violation of RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6).
or in physical control of a vehicle with one or more passengers;
(5) Monitoring.
(c) Whether the driver was driving in the opposite direction of
(a) Ignition interlock device. The court shall require any
the normal flow of traffic on a multiple lane highway, as defined
person convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504
by RCW 46.04.350, with a posted speed limit of forty-five miles
or an equivalent local ordinance to comply with the rules and
per hour or greater; and
requirements of the department regarding the installation and use
(d) Whether a child passenger under the age of sixteen was an
of a functioning ignition interlock device installed on all motor
occupant in the driver's vehicle.
vehicles operated by the person.
(8) Treatment and information school. An offender
(b) Monitoring devices. If the court orders that a person
punishable under this section is subject to the alcohol assessment
refrain from consuming any alcohol, the court may order the
and treatment provisions of RCW 46.61.5056.
person to submit to alcohol monitoring through an alcohol
(9) Driver's license privileges of the defendant. The license,
detection breathalyzer device, transdermal sensor device, or other
permit, or nonresident privilege of a person convicted of driving
technology designed to detect alcohol in a person's system. The
or being in physical control of a motor vehicle while under the
person shall pay for the cost of the monitoring, unless the court
influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs must:
specifies that the cost of monitoring will be paid with funds that
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. If the
are available from an alternative source identified by the court.
person's alcohol concentration was less than 0.15, or if for reasons
The county or municipality where the penalty is being imposed
other than the person's refusal to take a test offered under RCW
shall determine the cost.
46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the person's alcohol
(c) Ignition interlock device substituted for 24/7 sobriety
concentration:
program monitoring. In any county or city where a 24/7 sobriety
(i) Where there has been no prior offense within seven years,
program is available and verified by the Washington association
be suspended or denied by the department for ninety days;
of sheriffs and police chiefs, the court shall:
(ii) Where there has been one prior offense within seven
(i) Order the person to install and use a functioning ignition
years, be revoked or denied by the department for two years; or
interlock or other device in lieu of such period of 24/7 sobriety
(iii) Where there have been two or more prior offenses within
program monitoring;
seven years, be revoked or denied by the department for three
(ii) Order the person to a period of 24/7 sobriety program
years;
monitoring pursuant to subsections (1) through (3) of this section;
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. If the
or
person's alcohol concentration was at least 0.15:
(iii) Order the person to install and use a functioning ignition
(i) Where there has been no prior offense within seven years,
interlock or other device in addition to a period of 24/7 sobriety
be revoked or denied by the department for one year;
program monitoring pursuant to subsections (1) through (3) of
(ii) Where there has been one prior offense within seven
this section.
years, be revoked or denied by the department for nine hundred
(6) Penalty for having a minor passenger in vehicle. If a
days; or
person who is convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or
(iii) Where there have been two or more prior offenses within
46.61.504 committed the offense while a passenger under the age
seven years, be revoked or denied by the department for four
of sixteen was in the vehicle, the court shall:
years; or
(a) Order the use of an ignition interlock or other device for
(c) Penalty for refusing to take test. If by reason of the
an additional six months;
person's refusal to take a test offered under RCW 46.20.308, there
(b) In any case in which the person has no prior offenses
is no test result indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
within seven years, and except as provided in RCW 46.61.502(6)
(i) Where there have been no prior offenses within seven
or 46.61.504(6), order an additional twenty-four hours of
years, be revoked or denied by the department for two years;
imprisonment and a fine of not less than one thousand dollars and
(ii) Where there has been one prior offense within seven
not more than five thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of the
years, be revoked or denied by the department for three years; or
fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to
(iii) Where there have been two or more previous offenses
be indigent;
within seven years, be revoked or denied by the department for
(c) In any case in which the person has one prior offense
four years.
within seven years, and except as provided in RCW 46.61.502(6)
The department shall grant credit on a day-for-day basis for
or 46.61.504(6), order an additional five days of imprisonment
any portion of a suspension, revocation, or denial already served
and a fine of not less than two thousand dollars and not more than
under this subsection for a suspension, revocation, or denial
five thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of the fine may not
imposed under RCW 46.20.3101 arising out of the same incident.
be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be indigent;
Upon its own motion or upon motion by a person, a court may
(d) In any case in which the person has two or three prior
find, on the record, that notice to the department under RCW
offenses within seven years, and except as provided in RCW
46.20.270 has been delayed for three years or more as a result of
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a clerical or court error. If so, the court may order that the person's
license, permit, or nonresident privilege shall not be revoked,
suspended, or denied for that offense. The court shall send notice
of the finding and order to the department and to the person. Upon
receipt of the notice from the court, the department shall not
revoke, suspend, or deny the license, permit, or nonresident
privilege of the person for that offense.
For purposes of this subsection (9), the department shall refer
to the driver's record maintained under RCW 46.52.120 when
determining the existence of prior offenses.
(10) Probation of driving privilege. After expiration of any
period of suspension, revocation, or denial of the offender's
license, permit, or privilege to drive required by this section, the
department shall place the offender's driving privilege in
probationary status pursuant to RCW 46.20.355.
(11) Conditions of probation. (a) In addition to any
nonsuspendable and nondeferrable jail sentence required by this
section, whenever the court imposes up to three hundred sixtyfour days in jail, the court shall also suspend but shall not defer a
period of confinement for a period not exceeding five years. The
court shall impose conditions of probation that include: (i) Not
driving a motor vehicle within this state without a valid license to
drive ((and)); (ii) not driving a motor vehicle within this state
without proof of liability insurance or other financial
responsibility for the future pursuant to RCW 46.30.020; (((ii)))
(iii) not driving or being in physical control of a motor vehicle
within this state while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or
more or a THC concentration of 5.00 nanograms per milliliter of
whole blood or higher, within two hours after driving; ((and (iii)))
(iv) not refusing to submit to a test of his or her breath or blood to
determine alcohol or drug concentration upon request of a law
enforcement officer who has reasonable grounds to believe the
person was driving or was in actual physical control of a motor
vehicle within this state while under the influence of intoxicating
liquor or drug; and (v) not driving a motor vehicle in this state
without a functioning ignition interlock device as required by the
department under RCW 46.20.720(3). The court may impose
conditions of probation that include nonrepetition, installation of
an ignition interlock device on the probationer's motor vehicle,
alcohol or drug treatment, supervised probation, or other
conditions that may be appropriate. The sentence may be imposed
in whole or in part upon violation of a condition of probation
during the suspension period.
(b) For each violation of mandatory conditions of probation
under (a)(i), (ii), ((or)) (iii), (iv), or (v) of this subsection, the court
shall order the convicted person to be confined for thirty days,
which shall not be suspended or deferred.
(c) For each incident involving a violation of a mandatory
condition of probation imposed under this subsection, the license,
permit, or privilege to drive of the person shall be suspended by
the court for thirty days or, if such license, permit, or privilege to
drive already is suspended, revoked, or denied at the time the
finding of probation violation is made, the suspension,
revocation, or denial then in effect shall be extended by thirty
days. The court shall notify the department of any suspension,
revocation, or denial or any extension of a suspension, revocation,
or denial imposed under this subsection.
(12) Waiver of electronic home monitoring. A court may
waive the electronic home monitoring requirements of this
chapter when:
(a) The offender does not have a dwelling, telephone service,
or any other necessity to operate an electronic home monitoring
system. However, if a court determines that an alcohol monitoring
device utilizing wireless reporting technology is reasonably
available, the court may require the person to obtain such a device
during the period of required electronic home monitoring;

(b) The offender does not reside in the state of Washington;
or
(c) The court determines that there is reason to believe that the
offender would violate the conditions of the electronic home
monitoring penalty.
Whenever the mandatory minimum term of electronic home
monitoring is waived, the court shall state in writing the reason
for granting the waiver and the facts upon which the waiver is
based, and shall impose an alternative sentence with similar
punitive consequences. The alternative sentence may include, but
is not limited to, use of an ignition interlock device, the 24/7
sobriety program monitoring, additional jail time, work crew, or
work camp.
Whenever the combination of jail time and electronic home
monitoring or alternative sentence would exceed three hundred
sixty-four days, the offender shall serve the jail portion of the
sentence first, and the electronic home monitoring or alternative
portion of the sentence shall be reduced so that the combination
does not exceed three hundred sixty-four days.
(13) Extraordinary medical placement. An offender
serving a sentence under this section, whether or not a mandatory
minimum term has expired, may be granted an extraordinary
medical placement by the jail administrator subject to the
standards and limitations set forth in RCW 9.94A.728(3).
(14) Definitions. For purposes of this section and RCW
46.61.502 and 46.61.504:
(a) A "prior offense" means any of the following:
(i) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(ii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.504 or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(iii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.25.110 or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(iv) A conviction for a violation of RCW 79A.60.040(2) or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(v) A conviction for a violation of RCW 79A.60.040(1) or an
equivalent local ordinance committed in a reckless manner if the
conviction is the result of a charge that was originally filed as a
violation of RCW 79A.60.040(2) or an equivalent local
ordinance;
(vi) A conviction for a violation of RCW 47.68.220 or an
equivalent local ordinance committed while under the influence
of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(((vi))) (vii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 47.68.220
or an equivalent local ordinance committed in a careless or
reckless manner if the conviction is the result of a charge that was
originally filed as a violation of RCW 47.68.220 or an equivalent
local ordinance while under the influence of intoxicating liquor
or any drug;
(viii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.09.470(2) or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(((vii))) (ix) A conviction for a violation of RCW
46.10.490(2) or an equivalent local ordinance;
(((viii))) (x) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.520
committed while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug, or a conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.520
committed in a reckless manner or with the disregard for the
safety of others if the conviction is the result of a charge that was
originally filed as a violation of RCW 46.61.520 committed while
under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(((ix))) (xi) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.522
committed while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug, or a conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.522
committed in a reckless manner or with the disregard for the
safety of others if the conviction is the result of a charge that was
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offenses: RCW 46.61.500 or 46.61.5249 or any other violation
originally filed as a violation of RCW 46.61.522 committed while
under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
that was originally charged as one of the offenses designated in
(((x))) (xii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.5249,
(a) of this subsection.
46.61.500, or 9A.36.050 or an equivalent local ordinance, if the
(c) For purposes of RCW 46.52.101 and 46.52.130, offenses
conviction is the result of a charge that was originally filed as a
subject to this subsection shall be considered "alcohol-related"
violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or an equivalent local
offenses.
ordinance, or of RCW 46.61.520 or 46.61.522;
Ignition interlock devices—Standards—Compliance
(((xi))) (xiii) An out-of-state conviction for a violation that
Sec. 11. RCW 43.43.395 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 9 are
would have been a violation of (a)(i), (ii), (((viii))) (x), (((ix)))
each amended to read as follows:
(xi), or (((x))) (xii) of this subsection if committed in this state;
(1) The state patrol shall by rule provide standards for the
(((xii))) (xiv) A deferred prosecution under chapter 10.05
certification, installation, repair, maintenance, monitoring,
RCW granted in a prosecution for a violation of RCW 46.61.502,
inspection, and removal of ignition interlock devices, as defined
46.61.504, or an equivalent local ordinance;
under RCW 46.04.215, and equipment as outlined under this
(((xiii))) (xv) A deferred prosecution under chapter 10.05
section, and may inspect the records and equipment of
RCW granted in a prosecution for a violation of RCW
manufacturers and vendors during regular business hours for
46.61.5249, or an equivalent local ordinance, if the charge under
compliance with statutes and rules and may suspend or revoke
which the deferred prosecution was granted was originally filed
certification for any noncompliance.
as a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or an equivalent
(2)(a) When a certified service provider or individual installer
local ordinance, or of RCW 46.61.520 or 46.61.522;
of ignition interlock devices is found to be out of compliance, the
(((xiv))) (xvi) A deferred prosecution granted in another state
installation privileges of that certified service provider or
for a violation of driving or having physical control of a vehicle
individual installer may be suspended or revoked until the
while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug if the
certified service provider or individual installer comes into
out-of-state deferred prosecution is equivalent to the deferred
compliance. During any suspension or revocation period, the
prosecution under chapter 10.05 RCW, including a requirement
certified service provider or individual installer is responsible for
that the defendant participate in a chemical dependency treatment
notifying affected customers of any changes in their service
program; or
agreement.
(((xv))) (xvii) A deferred sentence imposed in a prosecution
(b) A certified service provider or individual installer whose
for a violation of RCW 46.61.5249, 46.61.500, or 9A.36.050, or
certification is suspended or revoked for noncompliance has a
an equivalent local ordinance, if the charge under which the
right to an administrative hearing under chapter 34.05 RCW to
deferred sentence was imposed was originally filed as a violation
contest the suspension or revocation, or both. For the
of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or an equivalent local ordinance,
administrative hearing, the procedure and rules of evidence are as
or a violation of RCW 46.61.520 or 46.61.522;
specified in chapter 34.05 RCW, except as otherwise provided in
If a deferred prosecution is revoked based on a subsequent
this chapter. Any request for an administrative hearing must be
conviction for an offense listed in this subsection (14)(a), the
made in writing and must be received by the state patrol within
subsequent conviction shall not be treated as a prior offense of the
twenty days after the receipt of the notice of suspension or
revoked deferred prosecution for the purposes of sentencing;
revocation.
(b) "Treatment" means alcohol or drug treatment approved by
(3)(a) An ignition interlock device must employ:
the department of social and health services;
(i) Fuel cell technology. For the purposes of this subsection,
(c) "Within seven years" means that the arrest for a prior
"fuel cell technology" consists of the following electrochemical
offense occurred within seven years before or after the arrest for
method: An electrolyte designed to oxidize the alcohol and
the current offense; and
release electrons to be collected by an active electrode; a current
(d) "Within ten years" means that the arrest for a prior offense
flow is generated within the electrode proportional to the amount
occurred within ten years before or after the arrest for the current
of alcohol oxidized on the fuel cell surface; and the electrical
offense.
current is measured and reported as breath alcohol concentration.
Sec. 10. RCW 46.01.260 and 2010 c 161 s 208 are each
Fuel cell technology is highly specific for alcohols((.
amended to read as follows:
(b) When reasonably available in the area, as determined by
(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, the
the state patrol, an ignition interlock device must employ));
director may destroy applications for vehicle registrations, copies
(ii) Technology capable of taking a photo identification of the
of vehicle registrations issued, applications for drivers' licenses,
user giving the breath sample and recording on the photo the time
copies of issued drivers' licenses, certificates of title and
the breath sample was given; and
registration or other documents, and records or supporting papers
(iii) Technology capable of providing the global positioning
on file in the department that have been microfilmed or
coordinates at the time of each test sequence. Such coordinates
photographed or are more than five years old. The director may
must be displayed within the data log that is downloaded by the
destroy applications for vehicle registrations that are renewal
manufacturer and must be made available to the state patrol to be
applications when the computer record of the applications has
used for circumvention and tampering investigations.
been updated.
(((c))) (b) To be certified, an ignition interlock device must:
(2)(a) The director shall not destroy records of convictions or
(i) Meet or exceed the minimum test standards according to
adjudications of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.503, 46.61.504,
rules adopted by the state patrol. Only a notarized statement from
46.61.520, and 46.61.522, or records of deferred prosecutions
a laboratory that is accredited and certified ((by)) under the
granted under RCW 10.05.120 and shall maintain such records
current edition of ISO (the international organization of
permanently on file.
standardization) 17025 standard for testing and calibration
(b) The director shall not, within fifteen years from the date
laboratories and is capable of performing the tests specified will
of conviction or adjudication, destroy records if the offense was
be accepted as proof of meeting or exceeding the standards. The
originally charged as one of the offenses designated in (a) of this
notarized statement must include the name and signature of the
subsection, convictions or adjudications of the following
person in charge of the tests under the certification statement. The
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state patrol must adopt by rule the required language of the
certification statement that must, at a minimum, outline that the
testing meets or exceeds all specifications listed in the federal
register adopted in rule by the state patrol; and
(ii) Be maintained in accordance with the rules and standards
adopted by the state patrol.
Abstract of driving record—Access—Fee—Violations
Sec. 12. RCW 46.52.130 and 2012 c 74 s 6 and 2012 c 73 s
1 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
Upon a proper request, the department may furnish an abstract
of a person's driving record as permitted under this section.
(1) Contents of abstract of driving record. An abstract of a
person's driving record, whenever possible, must include:
(a) An enumeration of motor vehicle accidents in which the
person was driving, including:
(i) The total number of vehicles involved;
(ii) Whether the vehicles were legally parked or moving;
(iii) Whether the vehicles were occupied at the time of the
accident; and
(iv) Whether the accident resulted in a fatality;
(b) Any reported convictions, forfeitures of bail, or findings
that an infraction was committed based upon a violation of any
motor vehicle law;
(c) The status of the person's driving privilege in this state;
and
(d) Any reports of failure to appear in response to a traffic
citation or failure to respond to a notice of infraction served upon
the named individual by an arresting officer.
(2) Release of abstract of driving record. An abstract of a
person's driving record may be furnished to the following persons
or entities:
(a) Named individuals. (i) An abstract of the full driving
record maintained by the department may be furnished to the
individual named in the abstract.
(ii) Nothing in this section prevents a court from providing a
copy of the driver's abstract to the individual named in the abstract
or that named individual's attorney, provided that the named
individual has a pending or open infraction or criminal case in
that court. A pending case includes criminal cases that have not
reached a disposition by plea, stipulation, trial, or amended
charge. An open infraction or criminal case includes cases on
probation, payment agreement or subject to, or in collections.
Courts may charge a reasonable fee for the production and
copying of the abstract for the individual.
(b) Employers or prospective employers. (i)(A) An abstract
of the full driving record maintained by the department may be
furnished to an employer or prospective employer or an agent
acting on behalf of an employer or prospective employer of the
named individual for purposes related to driving by the individual
as a condition of employment or otherwise at the direction of the
employer.
(B) Release of an abstract of the driving record of an
employee or prospective employee requires a statement signed
by: (I) The employee or prospective employee that authorizes the
release of the record; and (II) the employer attesting that the
information is necessary for employment purposes related to
driving by the individual as a condition of employment or
otherwise at the direction of the employer. If the employer or
prospective employer authorizes an agent to obtain this
information on their behalf, this must be noted in the statement.
(C) Upon request of the person named in the abstract provided
under this subsection, and upon that same person furnishing
copies of court records ruling that the person was not at fault in a
motor vehicle accident, the department must indicate on any
abstract provided under this subsection that the person was not at
fault in the motor vehicle accident.

(ii) In addition to the methods described in (b)(i) of this
subsection, the director may enter into a contractual agreement
with an employer or its agent for the purpose of reviewing the
driving records of existing employees for changes to the record
during specified periods of time. The department shall establish a
fee for this service, which must be deposited in the highway safety
fund. The fee for this service must be set at a level that will not
result in a net revenue loss to the state. Any information provided
under this subsection must be treated in the same manner and is
subject to the same restrictions as driving record abstracts.
(c) Volunteer organizations. (i) An abstract of the full
driving record maintained by the department may be furnished to
a volunteer organization or an agent for a volunteer organization
for which the named individual has submitted an application for
a position that would require driving by the individual at the
direction of the volunteer organization.
(ii) Release of an abstract of the driving record of a
prospective volunteer requires a statement signed by: (A) The
prospective volunteer that authorizes the release of the record;
and (B) the volunteer organization attesting that the information
is necessary for purposes related to driving by the individual at
the direction of the volunteer organization. If the volunteer
organization authorizes an agent to obtain this information on
their behalf, this must be noted in the statement.
(d) Transit authorities. An abstract of the full driving record
maintained by the department may be furnished to an employee
or agent of a transit authority checking prospective volunteer
vanpool drivers for insurance and risk management needs.
(e) Insurance carriers. (i) An abstract of the driving record
maintained by the department covering the period of not more
than the last three years may be furnished to an insurance
company or its agent:
(A) That has motor vehicle or life insurance in effect covering
the named individual;
(B) To which the named individual has applied; or
(C) That has insurance in effect covering the employer or a
prospective employer of the named individual.
(ii) The abstract provided to the insurance company must:
(A) Not contain any information related to actions committed
by law enforcement officers or firefighters, as both terms are
defined in RCW 41.26.030, or by Washington state patrol
officers, while driving official vehicles in the performance of their
occupational duty. This does not apply to any situation where the
vehicle was used in the commission of a misdemeanor or felony;
(B) Include convictions under RCW 46.61.5249 and
46.61.525, except that the abstract must report the convictions
only as negligent driving without reference to whether they are
for first or second degree negligent driving; and
(C) Exclude any deferred prosecution under RCW 10.05.060,
except that if a person is removed from a deferred prosecution
under RCW 10.05.090, the abstract must show the deferred
prosecution as well as the removal.
(iii) Any policy of insurance may not be canceled,
nonrenewed, denied, or have the rate increased on the basis of
information regarding an accident included in the abstract of a
driving record, unless the policyholder was determined to be at
fault.
(iv) Any insurance company or its agent, for underwriting
purposes relating to the operation of commercial motor vehicles,
may not use any information contained in the abstract relative to
any person's operation of motor vehicles while not engaged in
such employment. Any insurance company or its agent, for
underwriting purposes relating to the operation of noncommercial
motor vehicles, may not use any information contained in the
abstract relative to any person's operation of commercial motor
vehicles.
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Sec. 13. RCW 9.94A.589 and 2002 c 175 s 7 are each
(v) The director may enter into a contractual agreement with
amended to read as follows:
an insurance company or its agent for the limited purpose of
(1)(a) Except as provided in (b) ((or)), (c), or (d) of this
reviewing the driving records of existing policyholders for
subsection, whenever a person is to be sentenced for two or more
changes to the record during specified periods of time. The
department shall establish a fee for this service, which must be
current offenses, the sentence range for each current offense shall
be determined by using all other current and prior convictions as
deposited in the highway safety fund. The fee for this service must
be set at a level that will not result in a net revenue loss to the
if they were prior convictions for the purpose of the offender
score: PROVIDED, That if the court enters a finding that some or
state. Any information provided under this subsection must be
treated in the same manner and is subject to the same restrictions
all of the current offenses encompass the same criminal conduct
then those current offenses shall be counted as one crime.
as driving record abstracts.
(f) Alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agencies. An
Sentences imposed under this subsection shall be served
concurrently. Consecutive sentences may only be imposed under
abstract of the driving record maintained by the department
covering the period of not more than the last five years may be
the exceptional sentence provisions of RCW 9.94A.535. "Same
criminal conduct," as used in this subsection, means two or more
furnished to an alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agency
approved by the department of social and health services to which
crimes that require the same criminal intent, are committed at the
same time and place, and involve the same victim. This definition
the named individual has applied or been assigned for evaluation
or treatment, for purposes of assisting employees in making a
applies in cases involving vehicular assault or vehicular homicide
even if the victims occupied the same vehicle.
determination as to what level of treatment, if any, is appropriate,
except that the abstract must:
(b) Whenever a person is convicted of two or more serious
violent offenses arising from separate and distinct criminal
(i) Also include records of alcohol-related offenses, as defined
in RCW 46.01.260(2), covering a period of not more than the last
conduct, the standard sentence range for the offense with the
highest seriousness level under RCW 9.94A.515 shall be
ten years; and
(ii) Indicate whether an alcohol-related offense was originally
determined using the offender's prior convictions and other
current convictions that are not serious violent offenses in the
charged as a violation of either RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504.
offender score and the standard sentence range for other serious
(g) Attorneys—City attorneys ((and)), county prosecuting
violent offenses shall be determined by using an offender score of
attorneys, and named individual's attorney of record. An
zero. The standard sentence range for any offenses that are not
abstract of the full driving record maintained by the department,
serious violent offenses shall be determined according to (a) of
including whether a recorded violation is an alcohol-related
this subsection. All sentences imposed under (((b) of)) this
offense, as defined in RCW 46.01.260(2), that was originally
charged as a violation of either RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504,
subsection (1)(b) shall be served consecutively to each other and
may be furnished to city attorneys ((or)), county prosecuting
concurrently with sentences imposed under (a) of this subsection.
attorneys, or the named individual's attorney of record. City
(c) If an offender is convicted under RCW 9.41.040 for
attorneys ((and)), county prosecuting attorneys, or the named
unlawful possession of a firearm in the first or second degree and
for the felony crimes of theft of a firearm or possession of a stolen
individual's attorney of record may provide the driving record to
firearm, or both, the standard sentence range for each of these
alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agencies approved by the
current offenses shall be determined by using all other current and
department of social and health services to which the named
individual has applied or been assigned for evaluation or
prior convictions, except other current convictions for the felony
treatment.
crimes listed in this subsection (1)(c), as if they were prior
(h) State colleges, universities, or agencies, or units of local
convictions. The offender shall serve consecutive sentences for
each conviction of the felony crimes listed in this subsection
government. An abstract of the full driving record maintained by
(1)(c), and for each firearm unlawfully possessed.
the department may be furnished to (i) state colleges, universities,
(d) All sentences imposed under RCW 46.61.502(6),
or agencies for employment and risk management purposes or (ii)
units of local government authorized to self-insure under RCW
46.61.504(6), or 46.61.5055(4) shall be served consecutively to
any sentences imposed under RCW 46.20.740 and 46.20.750.
48.62.031 for employment and risk management purposes.
(2)(a) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, whenever
(i) Superintendent of public instruction. An abstract of the
a person while under sentence for conviction of a felony commits
full driving record maintained by the department may be
furnished to the superintendent of public instruction for review of
another felony and is sentenced to another term of confinement,
the latter term shall not begin until expiration of all prior terms.
public school bus driver records. The superintendent or
(b) Whenever a second or later felony conviction results in
superintendent's designee may discuss information on the driving
record with an authorized representative of the employing school
community supervision with conditions not currently in effect,
district for employment and risk management purposes.
under the prior sentence or sentences of community supervision
the court may require that the conditions of community
(3) Release to third parties prohibited. Any person or entity
receiving an abstract of a person's driving record under subsection
supervision contained in the second or later sentence begin during
(2)(b) through (i) of this section shall use the abstract exclusively
the immediate term of community supervision and continue
for his, her, or its own purposes or as otherwise expressly
throughout the duration of the consecutive term of community
permitted under this section, and shall not divulge any
supervision.
(3) Subject to subsections (1) and (2) of this section, whenever
information contained in the abstract to a third party.
(4) Fee. The director shall collect a thirteen dollar fee for each
a person is sentenced for a felony that was committed while the
abstract of a person's driving record furnished by the department.
person was not under sentence for conviction of a felony, the
sentence shall run concurrently with any felony sentence which
Fifty percent of the fee must be deposited in the highway safety
fund, and fifty percent of the fee must be deposited according to
has been imposed by any court in this or another state or by a
RCW 46.68.038.
federal court subsequent to the commission of the crime being
(5) Violation. (a) Any negligent violation of this section is a
sentenced unless the court pronouncing the current sentence
gross misdemeanor.
expressly orders that they be served consecutively.
(b) Any intentional violation of this section is a class C felony.
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(4) Whenever any person granted probation under RCW
9.95.210 or 9.92.060, or both, has the probationary sentence
revoked and a prison sentence imposed, that sentence shall run
consecutively to any sentence imposed pursuant to this chapter,
unless the court pronouncing the subsequent sentence expressly
orders that they be served concurrently.
(5) In the case of consecutive sentences, all periods of total
confinement shall be served before any partial confinement,
community restitution, community supervision, or any other
requirement or conditions of any of the sentences. Except for
exceptional sentences as authorized under RCW 9.94A.535, if
two or more sentences that run consecutively include periods of
community supervision, the aggregate of the community
supervision period shall not exceed twenty-four months.
Sec. 14. RCW 46.61.503 and 2013 c 3 s 34 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, a person
is guilty of driving or being in physical control of a motor vehicle
after consuming alcohol or marijuana if the person operates or is
in physical control of a motor vehicle within this state and the
person:
(a) Is under the age of twenty-one; and
(b) Has, within two hours after operating or being in physical
control of the motor vehicle, either:
(i) An alcohol concentration of at least 0.02 but less than the
concentration specified in RCW 46.61.502, as shown by analysis
of the person's breath or blood made under RCW 46.61.506; or
(ii) A THC concentration above 0.00 but less than the
concentration specified in RCW 46.61.502, as shown by analysis
of the person's blood made under RCW 46.61.506.
(2) It is an affirmative defense to a violation of subsection (1)
of this section, which the defendant must prove by a
preponderance of the evidence, that the defendant consumed a
sufficient quantity of alcohol or marijuana after the time of
driving or being in physical control and before the administration
of an analysis of the person's breath or blood to cause the
defendant's alcohol or THC concentration to be in violation of
subsection (1) of this section within two hours after driving or
being in physical control. The court shall not admit evidence of
this defense unless the defendant notifies the prosecution prior to
the earlier of: (a) Seven days prior to trial; or (b) the omnibus or
pretrial hearing in the case of the defendant's intent to assert the
affirmative defense.
(3) No person may be convicted under this section for being
in physical control of a motor vehicle and it is an affirmative
defense to any action pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 to suspend,
revoke, or deny the privilege to drive, if, prior to being pursued
by a law enforcement officer, the person has moved the vehicle
safely off the roadway.
(4) Analyses of blood or breath samples obtained more than
two hours after the alleged driving or being in physical control
may be used as evidence that within two hours of the alleged
driving or being in physical control, a person had an alcohol or
THC concentration in violation of subsection (1) of this section.
(((4))) (5) A violation of this section is a misdemeanor.
Sec. 15. RCW 46.20.755 and 2010 c 269 s 5 are each
amended to read as follows:
If a person is required, as part of the person's judgment and
sentence or as a condition of release, to install an ignition
interlock device on all motor vehicles operated by the person and
the person is under the jurisdiction of the municipality or county
probation or supervision department, the probation or supervision
department must verify the installation of the ignition interlock
device or devices. The municipality or county probation or
supervision department satisfies the requirement to verify the
installation or installations if the municipality or county probation

or supervision department receives written verification by one or
more companies doing business in the state that it has installed
the required device on a vehicle owned or operated by the person.
The municipality or county shall have no further obligation to
supervise the use of the ignition interlock device or devices by the
person and shall not be civilly liable for any injuries or damages
caused by the person for failing to use an ignition interlock device
or for driving under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug or being in actual physical control of a motor vehicle under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug.
Sec. 16. RCW 36.28A.320 and 2014 c 221 s 913 are each
amended to read as follows:
There is hereby established in the state treasury the 24/7
sobriety account. The account shall be maintained and
administered by the criminal justice training commission to
reimburse the state for costs associated with establishing and
operating the 24/7 sobriety program and the Washington
association of sheriffs and police chiefs for ongoing 24/7 sobriety
program
administration
costs.
((M:\Documents\SenateJournal\2015
Journal\Journal2015\LegDay094\The.docM:\Documents\Senate
Journal\2015 Journal\Journal2015\LegDay094\The.doc was not
found)) An appropriation is not required for expenditures and the
account is not subject to allotment procedures under chapter 43.88
RCW. Funds in the account may not lapse and must carry forward
from biennium to biennium. Interest earned by the account must
be retained in the account. The criminal justice training
commission may accept for deposit in the account money from
donations, gifts, grants, participation fees, and user fees or
payments. ((Expenditures from the account shall be budgeted
through the normal budget process.))
Sec. 17. RCW 36.28A.330 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 26 are
each amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout RCW
36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390 unless the context clearly
requires otherwise.
(1) "24/7 ((electronic alcohol/drug monitoring)) sobriety
program" means ((the monitoring by the use of any electronic
instrument that is capable of determining and monitoring the
presence of alcohol or drugs in a person's body and includes any
associated equipment a participant needs in order for the device
to properly perform. Monitoring may also include mandatory
urine analysis tests as ordered by the court)) a program in which
a participant submits to testing of the participant's blood, breath,
urine, or other bodily substance to determine the presence of
alcohol or any drug as defined in RCW 46.61.540. Testing must
take place at a location or locations designated by the
participating agency, or, with the concurrence of the Washington
association of sheriffs and police chiefs, by an alternate method.
(2) "Participant" means a person who has one or more prior
convictions for a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and
who has been ordered by a court to participate in the 24/7 sobriety
program.
(3) "Participating agency" means ((a sheriff's office or a
designated entity named by a sheriff that has agreed to participate
in the 24/7 sobriety program by enrolling participants,
administering one or more of the tests, and submitting reports to
the Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs)) any
entity located in the state of Washington that has a written
agreement with the Washington association of sheriffs and police
chiefs to participate in the 24/7 sobriety program, and includes,
but is not limited to, a sheriff, a police chief, any other local,
regional, or state corrections or probation entity, and any other
entity designated by a sheriff, police chief, or any other local,
regional, or state corrections or probation entity to perform testing
in the 24/7 sobriety program.
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(e) For a fifth or subsequent violation pretrial, the participant
(4) "Participation agreement" means a written document
executed by a participant agreeing to participate in the 24/7
shall abide by the order of the court. For posttrial participants, the
participant shall serve the entire remaining sentence imposed by
sobriety program in a form approved by the Washington
the court.
association of sheriffs and police chiefs that contains the
following information:
(((2) A sheriff or chief, or the designee of a sheriff or chief,
who has probable cause to believe that a participant has violated
(a) The type, frequency, and time period of testing;
the terms of participation in the 24/7 sobriety program or has not
(b) The location of testing;
paid the required fees or associated costs shall immediately take
(c) The fees and payment procedures required for testing; and
(d) The responsibilities and obligations of the participant
the participant into custody and cause him or her to be held until
an appearance before a judge on the next judicial day.)) (3) The
under the 24/7 sobriety program.
court may remove a participant from the 24/7 sobriety program at
(((5) "24/7 sobriety program" means a twenty-four hour and
seven day a week sobriety program in which a participant submits
any time for noncompliance with the terms of participation.
to the testing of the participant's blood, breath, urine, or other
Sec. 20. RCW 10.21.015 and 2014 c 24 s 1 are each
bodily substances in order to determine the presence of alcohol,
amended to read as follows:
marijuana, or any controlled substance in the participant's body.))
(1) Under this chapter, "pretrial release program" is any
Sec. 18. RCW 36.28A.370 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 30 are
program, either run directly by a county or city, or by a private or
public entity through contract with a county or city, into whose
each amended to read as follows:
(1) ((Funds in the 24/7 sobriety account shall be distributed as
custody an offender is released prior to trial and which agrees to
follows:
supervise the offender. As used in this section, "supervision"
(a))) Any daily user fee, installation fee, deactivation fee,
includes, but is not limited to, work release, day monitoring, ((or))
enrollment fee, or monitoring fee ((collected under the 24/7
electronic monitoring, or participation in a 24/7 sobriety program.
sobriety program shall)) must be collected by the ((sheriff or
(2) A pretrial release program may not agree to supervise, or
chief, or an entity designated by the sheriff or chief, and deposited
accept into its custody, an offender who is currently awaiting trial
with the county or city treasurer of the proper county or city, the
for a violent offense or sex offense, as defined in RCW
proceeds of which shall be applied)) participating agency and
9.94A.030, who has been convicted of one or more violent
used ((only)) to defray the ((recurring)) participating agency's
offenses or sex offenses in the ten years before the date of the
costs of the 24/7 sobriety program ((including maintaining
current offense, unless the offender's release before trial was
equipment, funding support services, and ensuring compliance;
secured with a payment of bail.
and)).
NEW SECTION. Sec. 21. A new section is added to
(((b))) (2) Any participation fee must be collected ((in the
chapter 18.130 RCW to read as follows:
administration of testing under)) by the participating agency and
It is not professional misconduct for a physician, registered
deposited in the state 24/7 sobriety ((program)) account to cover
nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant as defined in
24/7 sobriety program administration costs incurred by the
chapter 18.88A RCW, physician assistant as defined in chapter
18.71A RCW, first responder as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs ((shall be
emergency medical technician as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
collected by the sheriff or chief, or an entity designated by the
health care assistant as defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, or
sheriff or chief, and deposited in the 24/7 sobriety account)).
(((2))) (3) All applicable fees shall be paid by the participant
any technician trained in withdrawing blood, to collect a blood
sample without a person's consent when the physician, registered
contemporaneously or in advance of the time when the fee
becomes due; however, cities and counties may subsidize or pay
nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant as defined in
chapter 18.88A RCW, physician assistant as defined in chapter
any applicable fees.
(4) A city or county may accept donations, gifts, grants, and
18.71A RCW, first responder as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
emergency medical technician as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
other assistance to defray the participating agency's costs of the
health care assistant as defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, or any
24/7 sobriety program.
technician trained in withdrawing blood was directed by a law
Sec. 19. RCW 36.28A.390 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 32 are
each amended to read as follows:
enforcement officer to do so for the purpose of a blood test under
the provisions of a search warrant or exigent circumstances:
(1) A general authority Washington peace officer, as defined
in RCW 10.93.020, who has probable cause to believe that a
PROVIDED, That nothing in this section shall relieve a
physician, registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing
participant has violated the terms of participation in the 24/7
assistant as defined in chapter 18.88A RCW, physician assistant
sobriety program may immediately take the participant into
as defined in chapter 18.71A RCW, first responder as defined in
custody and cause him or her to be held until an appearance before
chapter 18.73 RCW, emergency medical technician as defined in
a judge on the next judicial day.
chapter 18.73 RCW, health care assistant as defined in chapter
(2) A participant who violates the terms of participation in the
18.135 RCW, a forensic phlebotomist under section 23 of this act,
24/7 sobriety program or does not pay the required fees or
or any technician trained in withdrawing blood from professional
associated costs pretrial or posttrial shall, at a minimum:
discipline arising from the use of improper procedures or from
(a) Receive a written warning notice for a first violation;
(b) Serve ((a term)) the lesser of two days imprisonment or if
failing to exercise the required standard of care.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 22. A new section is added to
posttrial, the entire remaining sentence imposed by the court for
a second violation;
chapter 43.70 RCW to read as follows:
(c) Serve ((a term of up to)) the lesser of five days
(1) The secretary, in consultation with health profession
imprisonment or if posttrial, the entire remaining sentence
boards and commissions, the Washington state criminal justice
imposed by the court for a third violation;
training commission, and the Washington state patrol, shall
(d) Serve ((a term of up to)) the lesser of ten days
establish by rule the administrative procedures and administrative
imprisonment or if posttrial, the entire remaining sentence
requirements for initial issue, renewal, and reissue of a credential
imposed by the court for a fourth violation; and
for forensic phlebotomists as defined in section 23 of this act.
Failure to renew invalidates the credential and all privileges
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granted by the credential. Administrative procedures and
administrative requirements do not include establishing,
monitoring, and enforcing qualifications for licensure, scope or
standards of practice, continuing competency mechanisms, and
discipline when such authority is authorized in statute to a health
profession board or commission or to the criminal justice training
commission. For the purposes of this section, "in consultation
with" means providing an opportunity for meaningful
participation in development of rules consistent with processes set
forth in RCW 34.05.310.
(2) Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary that
provides for a licensing period for any type of license subject to
this chapter including those under RCW 18.130.040, the secretary
may, from time to time, extend or otherwise modify the duration
of any licensing, certification, or registration period, whether an
initial or renewal period, if the secretary determines that it would
result in a more economical or efficient operation of state
government and that the public health, safety, or welfare would
not be substantially adversely affected thereby. However, no
license, certification, or registration may be issued or approved
for a period in excess of four years, without renewal. Such
extension, reduction, or other modification of a licensing,
certification, or registration period shall be by rule or regulation
of the department adopted in accordance with the provisions of
chapter 34.05 RCW. Such rules and regulations may provide a
method for imposing and collecting such additional proportional
fee as may be required for the extended or modified period.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 23. A new section is added to
chapter 46.04 RCW to read as follows:
"Forensic phlebotomist" means a police officer, law
enforcement officer, or employee of a correctional facility or
detention facility, who completed a venipuncture training
program required under section 22 of this act and who is
collecting a blood sample for forensic testing pursuant to a search
warrant, a waiver of the warrant requirement, or exigent
circumstances.
Sec. 24. RCW 46.61.506 and 2013 c 3 s 37 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Upon the trial of any civil or criminal action or proceeding
arising out of acts alleged to have been committed by any person
while driving or in actual physical control of a vehicle while under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, if the person's
alcohol concentration is less than 0.08 or the person's THC
concentration is less than 5.00, it is evidence that may be
considered with other competent evidence in determining
whether the person was under the influence of intoxicating liquor
or any drug.
(2)(a) The breath analysis of the person's alcohol
concentration shall be based upon grams of alcohol per two
hundred ten liters of breath.
(b) The blood analysis of the person's THC concentration
shall be based upon nanograms per milliliter of whole blood.
(c) The foregoing provisions of this section shall not be
construed as limiting the introduction of any other competent
evidence bearing upon the question whether the person was under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug.
(3) Analysis of the person's blood or breath to be considered
valid under the provisions of this section or RCW 46.61.502 or
46.61.504 shall have been performed according to methods
approved by the state toxicologist and by an individual possessing
a valid permit issued by the state toxicologist for this purpose.
The state toxicologist is directed to approve satisfactory
techniques or methods, to supervise the examination of
individuals to ascertain their qualifications and competence to
conduct such analyses, and to issue permits which shall be subject

to termination or revocation at the discretion of the state
toxicologist.
(4)(a) A breath test performed by any instrument approved by
the state toxicologist shall be admissible at trial or in an
administrative proceeding if the prosecution or department
produces prima facie evidence of the following:
(i) The person who performed the test was authorized to
perform such test by the state toxicologist;
(ii) The person being tested did not vomit or have anything to
eat, drink, or smoke for at least fifteen minutes prior to
administration of the test;
(iii) The person being tested did not have any foreign
substances, not to include dental work, fixed or removable, in his
or her mouth at the beginning of the fifteen-minute observation
period;
(iv) Prior to the start of the test, the temperature of any liquid
simulator solution utilized as an external standard, as measured
by a thermometer approved of by the state toxicologist was thirtyfour degrees centigrade plus or minus 0.3 degrees centigrade;
(v) The internal standard test resulted in the message
"verified";
(vi) The two breath samples agree to within plus or minus ten
percent of their mean to be determined by the method approved
by the state toxicologist;
(vii) The result of the test of the liquid simulator solution
external standard or dry gas external standard result did lie
between .072 to .088 inclusive; and
(viii) All blank tests gave results of .000.
(b) For purposes of this section, "prima facie evidence" is
evidence of sufficient circumstances that would support a logical
and reasonable inference of the facts sought to be proved. In
assessing whether there is sufficient evidence of the foundational
facts, the court or administrative tribunal is to assume the truth of
the prosecution's or department's evidence and all reasonable
inferences from it in a light most favorable to the prosecution or
department.
(c) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to prevent the
subject of the test from challenging the reliability or accuracy of
the test, the reliability or functioning of the instrument, or any
maintenance procedures. Such challenges, however, shall not
preclude the admissibility of the test once the prosecution or
department has made a prima facie showing of the requirements
contained in (a) of this subsection. Instead, such challenges may
be considered by the trier of fact in determining what weight to
give to the test result.
(5) When a blood test is administered under the provisions of
RCW 46.20.308, or pursuant to a search warrant, exigent
circumstances, or a waiver of the warrant requirement, the
withdrawal of blood for the purpose of determining its alcoholic
or drug content may be performed only by a physician, a
registered nurse, a licensed practical nurse, a nursing assistant as
defined in chapter 18.88A RCW, a physician assistant as defined
in chapter 18.71A RCW, a first responder as defined in chapter
18.73 RCW, an emergency medical technician as defined in
chapter 18.73 RCW, a health care assistant as defined in chapter
18.135 RCW, or any technician trained in withdrawing blood.
This limitation shall not apply to the taking of breath specimens.
(6) The person tested may have a physician, or a qualified
technician, chemist, registered nurse, or other qualified person of
his or her own choosing administer one or more tests in addition
to any administered at the direction of a law enforcement officer.
The test will be admissible if the person establishes the general
acceptability of the testing technique or method. The failure or
inability to obtain an additional test by a person shall not preclude
the admission of evidence relating to the test or tests taken at the
direction of a law enforcement officer.
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Senator Padden moved that the following committee striking
(7) Upon the request of the person who shall submit to a test
amendment by the Committee on Law & Justice be not adopted:
or tests at the request of a law enforcement officer, full
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
information concerning the test or tests shall be made available to
following:
him or her or his or her attorney.
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that
Sec. 25. RCW 46.61.508 and 1977 ex.s. c 143 s 1 are each
impaired driving continues to be a significant cause of motor
amended to read as follows:
No physician, registered nurse, ((qualified technician))
vehicle crashes and that additional measures need to be taken to
licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant as defined in chapter
identify people who are driving under the influence, provide
18.88A RCW, physician assistant as defined in chapter 18.71A
appropriate sanctions, and ensure compliance with court-ordered
RCW, first responder as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
restrictions. The legislature intends to increase the availability of
emergency medical technician as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
forensic phlebotomists so that offenders can be appropriately and
efficiently identified. The legislature further intends to keep
health care assistant as defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, forensic
phlebotomist under section 23 of this act, or any technician
impaired drivers off the public roads by making the fourth, rather
trained in withdrawing blood, or hospital, or duly licensed clinical
than the fifth, offense a felony and require consecutive sentencing
laboratory employing or utilizing services of such physician,
in certain cases to increase punishment and supervision of
registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant,
offenders. The legislature intends to clarify ignition interlock
physician assistant, first responder, emergency medical
processes and requirements to ensure that those offenders ordered
technician, health care assistant, or qualified technician, shall
to have ignition interlock devices do not drive vehicles without
incur any civil or criminal liability as a result of the act of
the required devices.
withdrawing blood from any person when directed by a law
Conditions of release—Requirements—Ignition interlock
enforcement officer to do so for the purpose of a blood test under
device—24/7 sobriety program monitoring
the provisions of a search warrant, a waiver of the search warrant
Sec. 2. RCW 10.21.055 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
requirement, exigent circumstances, or RCW 46.20.308, as now
or hereafter amended. Refusal by a physician, registered nurse,
(1)(a) When any person charged with ((or arrested for)) a
licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant as defined in chapter
violation of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504, 46.61.520, or 46.61.522,
in which the person has a prior offense as defined in RCW
18.88A RCW, physician assistant as defined in chapter 18.71A
46.61.5055 and the current offense involves alcohol, is released
RCW, first responder as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
from custody ((before)) at arraignment or trial on bail or personal
emergency medical technician as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
health care assistant as defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, or any
recognizance, the court authorizing the release shall require, as a
technician trained in withdrawing blood, or hospital, or duly
condition of release((,)) that person ((to (a))):
licensed clinical laboratory employing or utilizing services of
(i) Have a functioning ignition interlock device installed on
such physician, registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing
all motor vehicles operated by the person, with proof of
assistant, physician assistant, first responder, emergency medical
installation filed with the court by the person or the certified
interlock provider within five business days of the date of release
technician, health care assistant, or qualified technician, to
from custody or as soon thereafter as determined by the court
withdraw blood shall not constitute a refusal to obey a law
based on availability within the jurisdiction; ((or (b)))
enforcement officer, obstruction of a law enforcement
investigation, or otherwise subject said person to criminal or civil
(ii) Comply with 24/7 sobriety program monitoring, as
liability: PROVIDED, That nothing in this section shall relieve
defined in RCW 36.28A.330; ((or both))
any physician, registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing
(iii) Have an ignition interlock device pursuant to (a)(i) of this
assistant, physician assistant, first responder, emergency medical
subsection and comply with 24/7 sobriety program monitoring
technician, health care assistant, forensic phlebotomist, qualified
pursuant to (a)(ii) of this subsection; or
technician, or hospital or duly licensed clinical laboratory from
(iv) Have an ignition interlock pursuant to (a)(i) of this
civil liability arising from the use of improper procedures or
subsection, file a sworn statement with the court upon release at
arraignment that states the person agrees not to operate any motor
failing to exercise the required standard of care."
vehicle while the ignition interlock restriction is imposed by the
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "driving;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 10.21.055,
court, and submit to alcohol monitoring as outlined in RCW
46.61.5055(5)(b).
46.20.385, 46.20.740, 46.20.308, 46.20.750, 46.25.120,
46.61.5055, 46.01.260, 43.43.395, 9.94A.589, 46.61.503,
(b) The court shall immediately notify the department of
46.20.755, 36.28A.320, 36.28A.330, 36.28A.370, 36.28A.390,
licensing when an ignition interlock restriction is imposed: (i) As
10.21.015, 46.61.506, and 46.61.508; reenacting and amending
a condition of release pursuant to (a) of this subsection; or (ii) in
RCW 46.52.130; adding a new section to chapter 46.61 RCW;
instances where a person is charged with or convicted of a
adding a new section to chapter 18.130 RCW; adding a new
violation of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504, 46.61.520, or 46.61.522,
section to chapter 43.70 RCW; adding a new section to chapter
and the offense involves alcohol. If the court imposes an ignition
46.04 RCW; creating a new section; and prescribing penalties."
interlock restriction, the department of licensing shall attach or
imprint a notation on the driving record of any person restricted
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
under this section stating that the person may operate only a motor
the motion by Senator Padden that the committee striking
vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock device.
amendment by the Committee on Ways & Means to Engrossed
(c) Pursuant to (a)(iv) of this subsection, the person ordered
Second Substitute House Bill No. 1276 be not adopted.
to install the ignition interlock pursuant to (a) of this subsection
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the committee
satisfies the requirement to install an ignition interlock by filing a
striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
sworn statement with the court at arraignment, that states that the
person agrees not to operate any motor vehicle while the ignition
MOTION
interlock restriction is imposed by the court; provided, that the
ignition interlock requirement will still be reported to the
department pursuant to subsection (1)(b) of this section and it will
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remain unlawful for the person to operate any motor vehicle
unless it is equipped with a fully functioning ignition interlock
device.
(2)(a) Upon acquittal or dismissal of all pending or current
charges relating to a violation of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504,
46.61.520, or 46.61.522, or equivalent local ordinance, the court
shall authorize removal of the ignition interlock device and lift
any requirement to comply with electronic alcohol/drug
monitoring imposed under subsection (1) of this section. Nothing
in this section limits the authority of the court or department under
RCW 46.20.720.
(b) If the court authorizes removal of an ignition interlock
device imposed under (a) of this subsection the court shall
immediately notify the department of licensing regarding the
lifting of the ignition interlock restriction and the department of
licensing shall release any attachment, imprint, or notation on
such person's driving record relating to the ignition interlock
requirement imposed under this section.
(3) When an ignition interlock restriction imposed as a
condition of release is canceled, the court shall provide a
defendant with a written order confirming release of the
restriction. The written order shall serve as proof of release of the
restriction until which time the department of licensing updates
the driving record.
Ignition interlock driver's license—Application—
Eligibility—Cancellation—Costs—Rules
Sec. 3. RCW 46.20.385 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 20 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) ((Beginning January 1, 2009,)) Any person licensed
under this chapter or who has a valid driver's license from another
state, who is convicted of: (i) A violation of RCW 46.61.502 or
46.61.504 or an equivalent local or out-of-state statute or
ordinance, or (ii) a violation of RCW 46.61.520(1)(a) or an
equivalent local or out-of-state statute or ordinance, or (iii) a
conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.520(1) (b) or (c) if the
conviction is the result of a charge that was originally filed as a
violation of RCW 46.61.520(1)(a), or (iv) RCW 46.61.522(1)(b)
or an equivalent local or out-of-state statute or ordinance, or (v)
RCW 46.61.522(1) (a) or (c) if the conviction is the result of a
charge that was originally filed as a violation of RCW
46.61.522(1)(b) committed while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or any drug, or (vi) who has had or will have
his or her license suspended, revoked, or denied under RCW
46.20.3101, or who is otherwise permitted under subsection (8)
of this section, may submit to the department an application for
an ignition interlock driver's license. The department, upon
receipt of the prescribed fee and upon determining that the
petitioner is eligible to receive the license, may issue an ignition
interlock driver's license.
(b) A person may apply for an ignition interlock driver's
license anytime, including immediately after receiving the notices
under RCW 46.20.308 or after his or her license is suspended,
revoked, or denied. ((A person receiving an ignition interlock
driver's license waives his or her right to a hearing or appeal under
RCW 46.20.308.))
(c) An applicant under this subsection shall provide proof to
the satisfaction of the department that a functioning ignition
interlock device has been installed on all vehicles operated by the
person.
(i) The department shall require the person to maintain the
device on all vehicles operated by the person and shall restrict the
person to operating only vehicles equipped with the device, for
the remainder of the period of suspension, revocation, or denial.
Subject to the provisions of RCW 46.20.720(3)(b)(ii), the
installation of an ignition interlock device is not necessary on
vehicles owned, leased, or rented by a person's employer and on

those vehicles whose care and/or maintenance is the temporary
responsibility of the employer, and driven at the direction of a
person's employer as a requirement of employment during
working hours. The person must provide the department with a
declaration pursuant to RCW 9A.72.085 from his or her employer
stating that the person's employment requires the person to
operate a vehicle owned by the employer or other persons during
working hours.
(ii) Subject to any periodic renewal requirements established
by the department under this section and subject to any applicable
compliance requirements under this chapter or other law, an
ignition interlock driver's license granted upon a suspension or
revocation under RCW 46.61.5055 or 46.20.3101 extends
through the remaining portion of any concurrent or consecutive
suspension or revocation that may be imposed as the result of
administrative action and criminal conviction arising out of the
same incident.
(iii) The time period during which the person is licensed under
this section shall apply on a day-for-day basis toward satisfying
the period of time the ignition interlock device restriction is
required under RCW 46.20.720 ((and)), 46.61.5055, 10.05.140,
46.61.500(3), and 46.61.5249(4). Beginning with incidents
occurring on or after September 1, 2011, when calculating the
period of time for the restriction under RCW 46.20.720 (2) or (3),
the department must also give the person a day-for-day credit for
the time period, beginning from the date of the incident, during
which the person kept an ignition interlock device installed on all
vehicles the person operates. For the purposes of this subsection
(1)(c)(iii), the term "all vehicles" does not include vehicles that
would be subject to the employer exception under RCW
46.20.720(3).
(2) An applicant for an ignition interlock driver's license who
qualifies under subsection (1) of this section is eligible to receive
a license only if the applicant files satisfactory proof of financial
responsibility under chapter 46.29 RCW.
(3) Upon receipt of evidence that a holder of an ignition
interlock driver's license granted under this subsection no longer
has a functioning ignition interlock device installed on all
vehicles operated by the driver, the director shall give written
notice by first-class mail to the driver that the ignition interlock
driver's license shall be canceled. If at any time before the
cancellation goes into effect the driver submits evidence that a
functioning ignition interlock device has been installed on all
vehicles operated by the driver, the cancellation shall be stayed.
If the cancellation becomes effective, the driver may obtain, at no
additional charge, a new ignition interlock driver's license upon
submittal of evidence that a functioning ignition interlock device
has been installed on all vehicles operated by the driver.
(4) A person aggrieved by the decision of the department on
the application for an ignition interlock driver's license may
request a hearing as provided by rule of the department.
(5) The director shall cancel an ignition interlock driver's
license after receiving notice that the holder thereof has been
convicted of operating a motor vehicle in violation of its
restrictions, no longer meets the eligibility requirements, or has
been convicted of or found to have committed a separate offense
or any other act or omission that under this chapter would warrant
suspension or revocation of a regular driver's license. The
department must give notice of the cancellation as provided under
RCW 46.20.245. A person whose ignition interlock driver's
license has been canceled under this section may reapply for a
new ignition interlock driver's license if he or she is otherwise
qualified under this section and pays the fee required under RCW
46.20.380.
(6)(a) Unless costs are waived by the ignition interlock
company or the person is indigent under RCW 10.101.010, the
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Sec. 5. RCW 46.20.308 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 36 are
applicant shall pay the cost of installing, removing, and leasing
the ignition interlock device and shall pay an additional fee of
each amended to read as follows:
twenty dollars per month. Payments shall be made directly to the
(1) Any person who operates a motor vehicle within this state
ignition interlock company. The company shall remit the
is deemed to have given consent, subject to the provisions of
additional twenty dollar fee to the department.
RCW 46.61.506, to a test or tests of his or her breath for the
(b) The department shall deposit the proceeds of the twenty
purpose of determining the alcohol concentration((, THC
concentration,)) or presence of any drug in his or her breath if
dollar fee into the ignition interlock device revolving account.
arrested for any offense where, at the time of the arrest, the
Expenditures from the account may be used only to administer
and operate the ignition interlock device revolving account
arresting officer has reasonable grounds to believe the person had
been driving or was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle
program. The department shall adopt rules to provide monetary
assistance according to greatest need and when funds are
while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug or
was in violation of RCW 46.61.503. ((Neither consent nor this
available.
(7) The department shall adopt rules to implement ignition
section precludes a police officer from obtaining a search warrant
for a person's breath or blood.))
interlock licensing. The department shall consult with the
(2) The test or tests of breath shall be administered at the
administrative office of the courts, the state patrol, the
direction of a law enforcement officer having reasonable grounds
Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs, ignition
to believe the person to have been driving or in actual physical
interlock companies, and any other organization or entity the
control of a motor vehicle within this state while under the
department deems appropriate.
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug or the person to have
(8)(a) Any person licensed under this chapter who is
been driving or in actual physical control of a motor vehicle while
convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.500 when the charge was
having alcohol or THC in a concentration in violation of RCW
originally filed as a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or
46.61.503 in his or her system and being under the age of twentyan equivalent local ordinance, may submit to the department an
one. Prior to administering a breath test pursuant to this section,
application for an ignition interlock driver's license under this
the officer shall inform the person of his or her right under this
section.
section to refuse the breath test, and of his or her right to have
(b) A person who does not have any driver's license under this
chapter, but who would otherwise be eligible under this section to
additional tests administered by any qualified person of his or her
apply for an ignition interlock license, may submit to the
choosing as provided in RCW 46.61.506. The officer shall warn
department an application for an ignition interlock license. The
the driver, in substantially the following language, that:
department may require the person to take any driver's licensing
(a) If the driver refuses to take the test, the driver's license,
examination under this chapter and may require the person to also
permit, or privilege to drive will be revoked or denied for at least
apply and qualify for a temporary restricted driver's license under
one year; and
RCW 46.20.391.
(b) If the driver refuses to take the test, the driver's refusal to
take the test may be used in a criminal trial; and
Notation on driving record—Verification of interlock—
(c) If the driver submits to the test and the test is administered,
Penalty
Sec. 4. RCW 46.20.740 and 2010 c 269 s 8 are each
the driver's license, permit, or privilege to drive will be
amended to read as follows:
suspended, revoked, or denied for at least ninety days if:
(1) The department shall attach or imprint a notation on the
(i) The driver is age twenty-one or over and the test indicates
driving record of any person restricted under RCW 46.20.720,
either that the alcohol concentration of the driver's breath is 0.08
46.61.5055, or 10.05.140 stating that the person may operate only
or more or that the THC concentration of the driver's blood is 5.00
a motor vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock
or more; or
device. The department shall determine the person's eligibility for
(ii) The driver is under age twenty-one and the test indicates
licensing based upon written verification by a company doing
either that the alcohol concentration of the driver's breath is 0.02
business in the state that it has installed the required device on a
or more ((or that the THC concentration of the driver's blood is
vehicle owned or operated by the person seeking reinstatement.
above 0.00)); or
If, based upon notification from the interlock provider or
(iii) The driver is under age twenty-one and the driver is in
otherwise, the department determines that an ignition interlock
violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504; and
required under this section is no longer installed or functioning as
(d) If the driver's license, permit, or privilege to drive is
required, the department shall suspend the person's license or
suspended, revoked, or denied the driver may be eligible to
privilege to drive. Whenever the license or driving privilege of
immediately apply for an ignition interlock driver's license.
any person is suspended or revoked as a result of noncompliance
(3) ((Except as provided in this section, the test administered
shall be of the breath only. If an individual is unconscious or is
with an ignition interlock requirement, the suspension shall
remain in effect until the person provides notice issued by a
under arrest for the crime of felony driving under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or drugs under RCW 46.61.502(6), felony
company doing business in the state that a vehicle owned or
physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of
operated by the person is equipped with a functioning ignition
intoxicating liquor or any drug under RCW 46.61.504(6),
interlock device.
vehicular homicide as provided in RCW 46.61.520, or vehicular
(2) It is a gross misdemeanor for a person with such a notation
assault as provided in RCW 46.61.522, or if an individual is under
on his or her driving record to operate a motor vehicle that is not
arrest for the crime of driving while under the influence of
so equipped, unless the notation resulted from a restriction
imposed as a condition of release and the restriction has been
intoxicating liquor or drugs as provided in RCW 46.61.502,
released by the court prior to driving.
which arrest results from an accident in which there has been
(3) Any sentence imposed for a violation of subsection (2) of
serious bodily injury to another person, a breath or blood test may
this section shall be served consecutively with any sentence
be administered without the consent of the individual so arrested
imposed under RCW 46.20.750, 46.61.502, 46.61.504, or
pursuant to a search warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant
46.61.5055.
requirement, or when exigent circumstances exist.
Implied consent—Test refusal—Procedures
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(4))) If, following his or her arrest and receipt of warnings
under subsection (2) of this section, the person arrested ((refuses))
exercises the right, granted herein, by refusing upon the request
of a law enforcement officer to submit to a test or tests of his or
her breath, no test shall be given except as otherwise authorized
by ((a search warrant)) law.
(4) Nothing in subsection (1), (2), or (3) of this section
precludes a law enforcement officer from obtaining a person's
blood to test for alcohol, marijuana, or any drug, pursuant to a
search warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant requirement, when
exigent circumstances exist, or under any other authority of law.
Any blood drawn for the purpose of determining the person's
alcohol or marijuana levels, or any drug, is drawn pursuant to this
section when the officer has reasonable grounds to believe that
the person is in physical control or driving a vehicle under the
influence or in violation of RCW 46.61.503.
(5) If, after arrest and after ((the)) any other applicable
conditions and requirements of this section have been satisfied, a
test or tests of the person's blood or breath is administered and the
test results indicate that the alcohol concentration of the person's
breath or blood is 0.08 or more, or the THC concentration of the
person's blood is 5.00 or more, if the person is age twenty-one or
over, or that the alcohol concentration of the person's breath or
blood is 0.02 or more, or the THC concentration of the person's
blood is above 0.00, if the person is under the age of twenty-one,
or the person refuses to submit to a test, the arresting officer or
other law enforcement officer at whose direction any test has been
given, or the department, where applicable, if the arrest results in
a test of the person's blood, shall:
(a) Serve notice in writing on the person on behalf of the
department of its intention to suspend, revoke, or deny the
person's license, permit, or privilege to drive as required by
subsection (6) of this section;
(b) Serve notice in writing on the person on behalf of the
department of his or her right to a hearing, specifying the steps he
or she must take to obtain a hearing as provided by subsection (7)
of this section ((and that the person waives the right to a hearing
if he or she receives an ignition interlock driver's license));
(c) Serve notice in writing that the license or permit, if any, is
a temporary license that is valid for sixty days from the date of
arrest or from the date notice has been given in the event notice is
given by the department following a blood test, or until the
suspension, revocation, or denial of the person's license, permit,
or privilege to drive is sustained at a hearing pursuant to
subsection (7) of this section, whichever occurs first. No
temporary license is valid to any greater degree than the license
or permit that it replaces; and
(d) Immediately notify the department of the arrest and
transmit to the department within seventy-two hours, except as
delayed as the result of a blood test, a sworn report or report under
a declaration authorized by RCW 9A.72.085 that states:
(i) That the officer had reasonable grounds to believe the
arrested person had been driving or was in actual physical control
of a motor vehicle within this state while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or drugs, or both, or was under the age of
twenty-one years and had been driving or was in actual physical
control of a motor vehicle while having an alcohol or THC
concentration in violation of RCW 46.61.503;
(ii) That after receipt of ((the)) any applicable warnings
required by subsection (2) of this section the person refused to
submit to a test of his or her breath, or a test was administered and
the results indicated that the alcohol concentration of the person's
breath or blood was 0.08 or more, or the THC concentration of
the person's blood was 5.00 or more, if the person is age twentyone or over, or that the alcohol concentration of the person's
breath or blood was 0.02 or more, or the THC concentration of

the person's blood was above 0.00, if the person is under the age
of twenty-one; and
(iii) Any other information that the director may require by
rule.
(6) The department of licensing, upon the receipt of a sworn
report or report under a declaration authorized by RCW
9A.72.085 under subsection (5)(d) of this section, shall suspend,
revoke, or deny the person's license, permit, or privilege to drive
or any nonresident operating privilege, as provided in RCW
46.20.3101, such suspension, revocation, or denial to be effective
beginning sixty days from the date of arrest or from the date
notice has been given in the event notice is given by the
department following a blood test, or when sustained at a hearing
pursuant to subsection (7) of this section, whichever occurs first.
(7) A person receiving notification under subsection (5)(b) of
this section may, within twenty days after the notice has been
given, request in writing a formal hearing before the department.
The person shall pay a fee of three hundred seventy-five dollars
as part of the request. If the request is mailed, it must be
postmarked within twenty days after receipt of the notification.
Upon timely receipt of such a request for a formal hearing,
including receipt of the required three hundred seventy-five dollar
fee, the department shall afford the person an opportunity for a
hearing. The department may waive the required three hundred
seventy-five dollar fee if the person is an indigent as defined in
RCW 10.101.010. Except as otherwise provided in this section,
the hearing is subject to and shall be scheduled and conducted in
accordance with RCW 46.20.329 and 46.20.332. The hearing
shall be conducted in the county of the arrest, except that all or
part of the hearing may, at the discretion of the department, be
conducted by telephone or other electronic means. The hearing
shall be held within sixty days following the arrest or following
the date notice has been given in the event notice is given by the
department following a blood test, unless otherwise agreed to by
the department and the person, in which case the action by the
department shall be stayed, and any valid temporary license
((marked)) under subsection (5) of this section extended, if the
person is otherwise eligible for licensing. For the purposes of this
section, the scope of the hearing shall cover the issues of whether
a law enforcement officer had reasonable grounds to believe the
person had been driving or was in actual physical control of a
motor vehicle within this state while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or any drug or had been driving or was in
actual physical control of a motor vehicle within this state while
having alcohol in his or her system in a concentration of 0.02 or
more, or THC in his or her system in a concentration above 0.00,
if the person was under the age of twenty-one, whether the person
was placed under arrest, and (a) whether the person refused to
submit to the test or tests upon request of the officer after having
been informed that such refusal would result in the revocation of
the person's license, permit, or privilege to drive, or (b) if a test or
tests were administered, whether the applicable requirements of
this section were satisfied before the administration of the test or
tests, whether the person submitted to the test or tests, or whether
a test was administered ((without express consent)) pursuant to a
search warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant requirement, when
exigent circumstances exist, or under any other authority of law
as permitted under this section, and whether the test or tests
indicated that the alcohol concentration of the person's breath or
blood was 0.08 or more, or the THC concentration of the person's
blood was 5.00 or more, if the person was age twenty-one or over
at the time of the arrest, or that the alcohol concentration of the
person's breath or blood was 0.02 or more, or the THC
concentration of the person's blood was above 0.00, if the person
was under the age of twenty-one at the time of the arrest. Where
a person is found to be in actual physical control of a motor
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vehicle while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
remedy from the department's action, the court shall not grant
drug or was under the age of twenty-one at the time of the arrest
such relief unless the court finds that the appellant is likely to
and was in physical control of a motor vehicle while having
prevail in the appeal and that without a stay the appellant will
alcohol in his or her system in a concentration of 0.02 or THC
suffer irreparable injury. If the court stays the suspension,
concentration above 0.00, the person may petition the hearing
revocation, or denial it may impose conditions on such stay.
officer to apply the affirmative defense found in RCW
(9)(a) If a person whose driver's license, permit, or privilege
46.61.504(3) and 46.61.503(2). The driver has the burden to
to drive has been or will be suspended, revoked, or denied under
prove the affirmative defense by a preponderance of the evidence.
subsection (6) of this section, other than as a result of a breath test
The sworn report or report under a declaration authorized by
refusal, and who has not committed an offense for which he or
RCW 9A.72.085 submitted by a law enforcement officer is prima
she was granted a deferred prosecution under chapter 10.05
facie evidence that the officer had reasonable grounds to believe
RCW, petitions a court for a deferred prosecution on criminal
the person had been driving or was in actual physical control of a
charges arising out of the arrest for which action has been or will
motor vehicle within this state while under the influence of
be taken under subsection (6) of this section, or notifies the
intoxicating liquor or drugs, or both, or the person had been
department of licensing of the intent to seek such a deferred
driving or was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle within
prosecution, then the license suspension or revocation shall be
this state while having alcohol in his or her system in a
stayed pending entry of the deferred prosecution. The stay shall
concentration of 0.02 or more, or THC in his or her system in a
not be longer than one hundred fifty days after the date charges
concentration above 0.00, and was under the age of twenty-one
are filed, or two years after the date of the arrest, whichever time
and that the officer complied with the requirements of this
period is shorter. If the court stays the suspension, revocation, or
section.
denial, it may impose conditions on such stay. If the person is
A hearing officer shall conduct the hearing, may issue
otherwise eligible for licensing, the department shall issue a
subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses and the production of
temporary license, or extend any valid temporary license under
documents, and shall administer oaths to witnesses. The hearing
subsection (5) of this section, for the period of the stay. If a
officer shall not issue a subpoena for the attendance of a witness
deferred prosecution treatment plan is not recommended in the
at the request of the person unless the request is accompanied by
report made under RCW 10.05.050, or if treatment is rejected by
the fee required by RCW 5.56.010 for a witness in district court.
the court, or if the person declines to accept an offered treatment
The sworn report or report under a declaration authorized by
plan, or if the person violates any condition imposed by the court,
RCW 9A.72.085 of the law enforcement officer and any other
then the court shall immediately direct the department to cancel
evidence accompanying the report shall be admissible without
the stay and any temporary ((marked)) license or extension of a
further evidentiary foundation and the certifications authorized by
temporary license issued under this subsection.
the criminal rules for courts of limited jurisdiction shall be
(b) A suspension, revocation, or denial imposed under this
admissible without further evidentiary foundation. The person
section, other than as a result of a breath test refusal, shall be
may be represented by counsel, may question witnesses, may
stayed if the person is accepted for deferred prosecution as
present evidence, and may testify. The department shall order that
provided in chapter 10.05 RCW for the incident upon which the
the suspension, revocation, or denial either be rescinded or
suspension, revocation, or denial is based. If the deferred
sustained.
prosecution is terminated, the stay shall be lifted and the
(8) If the suspension, revocation, or denial is sustained after
suspension, revocation, or denial reinstated. If the deferred
such a hearing, the person whose license, privilege, or permit is
prosecution is completed, the stay shall be lifted and the
suspended, revoked, or denied has the right to file a petition in the
suspension, revocation, or denial canceled.
superior court of the county of arrest to review the final order of
(c) The provisions of (b) of this subsection relating to a stay
revocation by the department in the same manner as an appeal
of a suspension, revocation, or denial and the cancellation of any
from a decision of a court of limited jurisdiction. Notice of appeal
suspension, revocation, or denial do not apply to the suspension,
must be filed within thirty days after the date the final order is
revocation, denial, or disqualification of a person's commercial
served or the right to appeal is waived. Notwithstanding RCW
driver's license or privilege to operate a commercial motor
46.20.334, RALJ 1.1, or other statutes or rules referencing de
vehicle.
novo review, the appeal shall be limited to a review of the record
(10) When it has been finally determined under the
of the administrative hearing. The appellant must pay the costs
procedures of this section that a nonresident's privilege to operate
associated with obtaining the record of the hearing before the
a motor vehicle in this state has been suspended, revoked, or
hearing officer. The filing of the appeal does not stay the effective
denied, the department shall give information in writing of the
date of the suspension, revocation, or denial. A petition filed
action taken to the motor vehicle administrator of the state of the
under this subsection must include the petitioner's grounds for
person's residence and of any state in which he or she has a
requesting review. Upon granting petitioner's request for review,
license.
the court shall review the department's final order of suspension,
Circumventing ignition interlock—Penalty
revocation, or denial as expeditiously as possible. The review
Sec. 6. RCW 46.20.750 and 2005 c 200 s 2 are each
must be limited to a determination of whether the department has
amended to read as follows:
committed any errors of law. The superior court shall accept those
(1) A person who is restricted to the use of a vehicle equipped
factual determinations supported by substantial evidence in the
with an ignition interlock device ((and who tampers with the
record: (a) That were expressly made by the department; or (b)
device or directs, authorizes, or requests another to tamper with
that may reasonably be inferred from the final order of the
the device, in order to circumvent the device by modifying,
department. The superior court may reverse, affirm, or modify the
detaching, disconnecting, or otherwise disabling it,)) is guilty of
decision of the department or remand the case back to the
a gross misdemeanor if the restricted driver:
(a) Tampers with the device by modifying, detaching,
department for further proceedings. The decision of the superior
disconnecting, or otherwise disabling it to allow the restricted
court must be in writing and filed in the clerk's office with the
driver to operate the vehicle;
other papers in the case. The court shall state the reasons for the
decision. If judicial relief is sought for a stay or other temporary
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(b) Uses or requests another person to use a filter or other
device to circumvent the ignition interlock or to start or operate
the vehicle to allow the restricted driver to operate the vehicle;
(c) Has, directs, authorizes, or requests another person to
tamper with the device by modifying, detaching, disconnecting,
or otherwise disabling it to allow the restricted driver to operate
the vehicle; or
(d) Has, allows, directs, authorizes, or requests another person
to blow or otherwise exhale into the device in order to circumvent
the device to allow the restricted driver to operate the vehicle.
(2) A person who knowingly assists another person who is
restricted to the use of a vehicle equipped with an ignition
interlock device to circumvent the device or to start and operate
that vehicle ((in violation of a court order)) is guilty of a gross
misdemeanor. The provisions of this subsection do not apply if
the starting of a motor vehicle, or the request to start a motor
vehicle, equipped with an ignition interlock device is done for the
purpose of safety or mechanical repair of the device or the vehicle
and the person subject to the court order does not operate the
vehicle.
(3) Any sentence imposed for a violation of subsection (1) of
this section shall be served consecutively with any sentence
imposed under RCW 46.20.740, 46.61.502, 46.61.504,
46.61.5055, 46.61.520(1)(a), or 46.61.522(1)(b).
Commercial vehicles—Test for alcohol or drugs—
Disqualification for refusal of test or positive test—
Procedures
Sec. 7. RCW 46.25.120 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 12 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1) A person who drives a commercial motor vehicle within
this state is deemed to have given consent, subject to RCW
46.61.506, to take a test or tests of that person's ((blood or)) breath
for the purpose of determining that person's alcohol concentration
or the presence of other drugs.
(2) A test or tests may be administered at the direction of a
law enforcement officer, who after stopping or detaining the
commercial motor vehicle driver, has ((probable cause))
reasonable grounds to believe that driver was driving a
commercial motor vehicle while having alcohol in his or her
system or while under the influence of any drug.
(3) The law enforcement officer requesting the test under
subsection (1) of this section shall warn the person requested to
submit to the test that a refusal to submit will result in that person
being disqualified from operating a commercial motor vehicle
under RCW 46.25.090.
(4) A law enforcement officer who at the time of stopping or
detaining a commercial motor vehicle driver has reasonable
grounds to believe that driver was driving a commercial motor
vehicle while having alcohol, marijuana, or any drug in his or her
system or while under the influence of alcohol, marijuana, or any
drug may obtain a blood test pursuant to a search warrant, a valid
waiver of the warrant requirement, when exigent circumstances
exist, or under any other authority of law.
(5) If the person refuses testing, or ((submits to)) a test is
administered that discloses an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or
more or any measurable amount of THC concentration, the law
enforcement officer shall submit a sworn report to the department
certifying that the test was requested pursuant to subsection (1) of
this section or a blood test was administered pursuant to
subsection (4) of this section and that the person refused to submit
to testing, or ((submitted to)) a test was administered that
disclosed an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or more or any
measurable amount of THC concentration.
(((5))) (6) Upon receipt of the sworn report of a law
enforcement officer under subsection (((4))) (5) of this section,
the department shall disqualify the driver from driving a

commercial motor vehicle under RCW 46.25.090, subject to the
hearing provisions of RCW 46.20.329 and 46.20.332. The
hearing shall be conducted in the county of the arrest. For the
purposes of this section, the hearing shall cover the issues of
whether a law enforcement officer had reasonable grounds to
believe the person had been driving or was in actual physical
control of a commercial motor vehicle within this state while
having alcohol in the person's system or while under the influence
of any drug, whether the person refused to submit to the test or
tests upon request of the officer after having been informed that
the refusal would result in the disqualification of the person from
driving a commercial motor vehicle, if applicable, and, if the test
was administered, whether the results indicated an alcohol
concentration of 0.04 percent or more or any measurable amount
of THC concentration. The department shall order that the
disqualification of the person either be rescinded or sustained.
Any decision by the department disqualifying a person from
driving a commercial motor vehicle is stayed and does not take
effect while a formal hearing is pending under this section or
during the pendency of a subsequent appeal to superior court so
long as there is no conviction for a moving violation or no finding
that the person has committed a traffic infraction that is a moving
violation during the pendency of the hearing and appeal. If the
disqualification of the person is sustained after the hearing, the
person who is disqualified may file a petition in the superior court
of the county of arrest to review the final order of disqualification
by the department in the manner provided in RCW 46.20.334.
(((6))) (7) If a motor carrier or employer who is required to
have a testing program under 49 C.F.R. 382 knows that a
commercial driver in his or her employ has refused to submit to
testing under this section and has not been disqualified from
driving a commercial motor vehicle, the employer may notify law
enforcement or his or her medical review officer or breath alcohol
technician that the driver has refused to submit to the required
testing.
(((7))) (8) The hearing provisions of this section do not apply
to those persons disqualified from driving a commercial motor
vehicle under RCW 46.25.090(7).
Open container law for marijuana
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A new section is added to
chapter 46.61 RCW to read as follows:
(1)(a) It is a traffic infraction:
(i) For the registered owner of a motor vehicle, or the driver
if the registered owner is not then present, or passengers in the
vehicle, to keep marijuana in a motor vehicle when the vehicle is
upon a highway, unless it is (A) in the trunk of the vehicle, (B) in
some other area of the vehicle not normally occupied or directly
accessible by the driver or passengers if the vehicle does not have
a trunk, or (C) in a package, container, or receptacle that has not
been opened or the seal broken or contents partially removed. A
utility compartment or glove compartment is deemed to be within
the area occupied by the driver and passengers;
(ii) To consume marijuana in any manner including, but not
limited to, smoking or ingesting in a motor vehicle when the
vehicle is upon the public highway; or
(iii) To place marijuana in a container specifically labeled by
the manufacturer of the container as containing a nonmarijuana
substance and to then violate (a)(i) of this subsection.
(b) There is a rebuttable presumption that it is a traffic
infraction if the original container of marijuana is incorrectly
labeled and there is a subsequent violation of (a)(i) of this
subsection.
(2) As used in this section, "marijuana" or "marihuana" means
all parts of the plant Cannabis, whether growing or not; the seeds
thereof; the resin extracted from any part of the plant; and every
compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation
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of the plant, its seeds, or resin. The term does not include the
consume during the time the offender is on electronic home
mature stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oil or
monitoring; and
cake made from the seeds of the plant, any other compound,
(ii) By a fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more
manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the
than five thousand dollars. Five hundred dollars of the fine may
mature stalks, except the resin extracted therefrom, fiber, oil, or
not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be
cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant which is incapable of
indigent.
germination.
(2) One prior offense in seven years. Except as provided in
RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), a person who is convicted of
Alcohol and drug violators—Penalty schedule
Sec. 9. RCW 46.61.5055 and 2014 c 100 s 1 are each
a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and who has one prior
amended to read as follows:
offense within seven years shall be punished as follows:
(1) No prior offenses in seven years. Except as provided in
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. In the
RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), a person who is convicted of
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was less than 0.15,
a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and who has no prior
or for whom for reasons other than the person's refusal to take a
offense within seven years shall be punished as follows:
test offered pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. In the
indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was less than 0.15,
(i) By imprisonment for not less than thirty days nor more
or for whom for reasons other than the person's refusal to take a
than three hundred sixty-four days and sixty days of electronic
test offered pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result
home monitoring. In lieu of the mandatory minimum term of sixty
indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
days electronic home monitoring, the court may order at least an
(i) By imprisonment for not less than one day nor more than
additional four days in jail or, if available in that county or city, a
three hundred sixty-four days. Twenty-four consecutive hours of
six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program monitoring pursuant
the imprisonment may not be suspended unless the court finds
to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390, and the court shall
that the imposition of this mandatory minimum sentence would
order an expanded alcohol assessment and treatment, if deemed
impose a substantial risk to the offender's physical or mental wellappropriate by the assessment. The offender shall pay for the cost
being. Whenever the mandatory minimum sentence is suspended,
of the electronic monitoring. The county or municipality where
the court shall state in writing the reason for granting the
the penalty is being imposed shall determine the cost. The court
suspension and the facts upon which the suspension is based. In
may also require the offender's electronic home monitoring
lieu of the mandatory minimum term of imprisonment required
device include an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate
under this subsection (1)(a)(i), the court may order not less than
alcohol monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol
fifteen days of electronic home monitoring. The offender shall
the offender may consume during the time the offender is on
pay the cost of electronic home monitoring. The county or
electronic home monitoring. Thirty days of imprisonment and
municipality in which the penalty is being imposed shall
sixty days of electronic home monitoring may not be suspended
determine the cost. The court may also require the offender's
unless the court finds that the imposition of this mandatory
electronic home monitoring device or other separate alcohol
minimum sentence would impose a substantial risk to the
monitoring device to include an alcohol detection breathalyzer,
offender's physical or mental well-being. Whenever the
and the court may restrict the amount of alcohol the offender may
mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the court shall state
consume during the time the offender is on electronic home
in writing the reason for granting the suspension and the facts
monitoring; and
upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than three hundred fifty dollars nor
(ii) By a fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more
more than five thousand dollars. Three hundred fifty dollars of the
than five thousand dollars. Five hundred dollars of the fine may
fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to
not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be
be indigent; or
indigent; or
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. In the
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. In the
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was at least 0.15, or
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was at least 0.15, or
for whom by reason of the person's refusal to take a test offered
for whom by reason of the person's refusal to take a test offered
pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the
pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the
person's alcohol concentration:
person's alcohol concentration:
(i) By imprisonment for not less than two days nor more than
(i) By imprisonment for not less than forty-five days nor more
three hundred sixty-four days. Forty-eight consecutive hours of
than three hundred sixty-four days and ninety days of electronic
the imprisonment may not be suspended unless the court finds
home monitoring. In lieu of the mandatory minimum term of
that the imposition of this mandatory minimum sentence would
ninety days electronic home monitoring, the court may order at
impose a substantial risk to the offender's physical or mental wellleast an additional six days in jail or, if available in that county or
being. Whenever the mandatory minimum sentence is suspended,
city, a six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program monitoring
the court shall state in writing the reason for granting the
pursuant to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390, and the court
suspension and the facts upon which the suspension is based. In
shall order an expanded alcohol assessment and treatment, if
lieu of the mandatory minimum term of imprisonment required
deemed appropriate by the assessment. The offender shall pay for
under this subsection (1)(b)(i), the court may order not less than
the cost of the electronic monitoring. The county or municipality
thirty days of electronic home monitoring. The offender shall pay
where the penalty is being imposed shall determine the cost. The
the cost of electronic home monitoring. The county or
court may also require the offender's electronic home monitoring
municipality in which the penalty is being imposed shall
device include an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate
determine the cost. The court may also require the offender's
alcohol monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol
electronic home monitoring device to include an alcohol detection
the offender may consume during the time the offender is on
breathalyzer or other separate alcohol monitoring device, and the
electronic home monitoring. Forty-five days of imprisonment and
court may restrict the amount of alcohol the offender may
ninety days of electronic home monitoring may not be suspended
unless the court finds that the imposition of this mandatory
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minimum sentence would impose a substantial risk to the
offender's physical or mental well-being. Whenever the
mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the court shall state
in writing the reason for granting the suspension and the facts
upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than seven hundred fifty dollars nor
more than five thousand dollars. Seven hundred fifty dollars of
the fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender
to be indigent.
(3) Two ((or three prior)) offenses in seven years. Except
as provided in RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), a person who
is convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and
who has two ((or three)) prior offenses within seven years shall
be punished as follows:
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. In the
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was less than 0.15,
or for whom for reasons other than the person's refusal to take a
test offered pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result
indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
(i) By imprisonment for not less than ninety days nor more
than three hundred sixty-four days, if available in that county or
city, a six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program monitoring
pursuant to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390, and one
hundred twenty days of electronic home monitoring. In lieu of the
mandatory minimum term of one hundred twenty days of
electronic home monitoring, the court may order at least an
additional eight days in jail. The court shall order an expanded
alcohol assessment and treatment, if deemed appropriate by the
assessment. The offender shall pay for the cost of the electronic
monitoring. The county or municipality where the penalty is
being imposed shall determine the cost. The court may also
require the offender's electronic home monitoring device include
an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate alcohol
monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol the
offender may consume during the time the offender is on
electronic home monitoring. Ninety days of imprisonment and
one hundred twenty days of electronic home monitoring may not
be suspended unless the court finds that the imposition of this
mandatory minimum sentence would impose a substantial risk to
the offender's physical or mental well-being. Whenever the
mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the court shall state
in writing the reason for granting the suspension and the facts
upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than one thousand dollars nor more
than five thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of the fine may
not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be
indigent; or
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. In the
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was at least 0.15, or
for whom by reason of the person's refusal to take a test offered
pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the
person's alcohol concentration:
(i) By imprisonment for not less than one hundred twenty days
nor more than three hundred sixty-four days, if available in that
county or city, a six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program
monitoring pursuant to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390,
and one hundred fifty days of electronic home monitoring. In lieu
of the mandatory minimum term of one hundred fifty days of
electronic home monitoring, the court may order at least an
additional ten days in jail. The offender shall pay for the cost of
the electronic monitoring. The court shall order an expanded
alcohol assessment and treatment, if deemed appropriate by the
assessment. The county or municipality where the penalty is
being imposed shall determine the cost. The court may also
require the offender's electronic home monitoring device include
an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate alcohol

monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol the
offender may consume during the time the offender is on
electronic home monitoring. One hundred twenty days of
imprisonment and one hundred fifty days of electronic home
monitoring may not be suspended unless the court finds that the
imposition of this mandatory minimum sentence would impose a
substantial risk to the offender's physical or mental well-being.
Whenever the mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the
court shall state in writing the reason for granting the suspension
and the facts upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than one thousand five hundred
dollars nor more than five thousand dollars. One thousand five
hundred dollars of the fine may not be suspended unless the court
finds the offender to be indigent.
(4) ((Four)) Three or more prior offenses in ten years. A
person who is convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or
46.61.504 shall be punished under chapter 9.94A RCW if:
(a) The person has ((four)) three or more prior offenses within
ten years; or
(b) The person has ever previously been convicted of:
(i) A violation of RCW 46.61.520 committed while under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(ii) A violation of RCW 46.61.522 committed while under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(iii) An out-of-state offense comparable to the offense
specified in (b)(i) or (ii) of this subsection; or
(iv) A violation of RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6).
(5) Monitoring.
(a) Ignition interlock device. The court shall require any
person convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504
or an equivalent local ordinance to comply with the rules and
requirements of the department regarding the installation and use
of a functioning ignition interlock device installed on all motor
vehicles operated by the person.
(b) Monitoring devices. If the court orders that a person
refrain from consuming any alcohol, the court may order the
person to submit to alcohol monitoring through an alcohol
detection breathalyzer device, transdermal sensor device, or other
technology designed to detect alcohol in a person's system. The
person shall pay for the cost of the monitoring, unless the court
specifies that the cost of monitoring will be paid with funds that
are available from an alternative source identified by the court.
The county or municipality where the penalty is being imposed
shall determine the cost.
(c) Ignition interlock device substituted for 24/7 sobriety
program monitoring. In any county or city where a 24/7 sobriety
program is available and verified by the Washington association
of sheriffs and police chiefs, the court shall:
(i) Order the person to install and use a functioning ignition
interlock or other device in lieu of such period of 24/7 sobriety
program monitoring;
(ii) Order the person to a period of 24/7 sobriety program
monitoring pursuant to subsections (1) through (3) of this section;
or
(iii) Order the person to install and use a functioning ignition
interlock or other device in addition to a period of 24/7 sobriety
program monitoring pursuant to subsections (1) through (3) of
this section.
(6) Penalty for having a minor passenger in vehicle. If a
person who is convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or
46.61.504 committed the offense while a passenger under the age
of sixteen was in the vehicle, the court shall:
(a) Order the use of an ignition interlock or other device for
an additional six months;
(b) In any case in which the person has no prior offenses
within seven years, and except as provided in RCW 46.61.502(6)
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or 46.61.504(6), order an additional twenty-four hours of
(i) Where there have been no prior offenses within seven
imprisonment and a fine of not less than one thousand dollars and
years, be revoked or denied by the department for two years;
not more than five thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of the
(ii) Where there has been one prior offense within seven
fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to
years, be revoked or denied by the department for three years; or
be indigent;
(iii) Where there have been two or more previous offenses
(c) In any case in which the person has one prior offense
within seven years, be revoked or denied by the department for
within seven years, and except as provided in RCW 46.61.502(6)
four years.
or 46.61.504(6), order an additional five days of imprisonment
The department shall grant credit on a day-for-day basis for
and a fine of not less than two thousand dollars and not more than
any portion of a suspension, revocation, or denial already served
five thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of the fine may not
under this subsection for a suspension, revocation, or denial
be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be indigent;
imposed under RCW 46.20.3101 arising out of the same incident.
(d) In any case in which the person has two or three prior
Upon its own motion or upon motion by a person, a court may
offenses within seven years, and except as provided in RCW
find, on the record, that notice to the department under RCW
46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), order an additional ten days of
46.20.270 has been delayed for three years or more as a result of
imprisonment and a fine of not less than three thousand dollars
a clerical or court error. If so, the court may order that the person's
and not more than ten thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of
license, permit, or nonresident privilege shall not be revoked,
the fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender
suspended, or denied for that offense. The court shall send notice
to be indigent.
of the finding and order to the department and to the person. Upon
(7) Other items courts must consider while setting
receipt of the notice from the court, the department shall not
penalties. In exercising its discretion in setting penalties within
revoke, suspend, or deny the license, permit, or nonresident
the limits allowed by this section, the court shall particularly
privilege of the person for that offense.
consider the following:
For purposes of this subsection (9), the department shall refer
(a) Whether the person's driving at the time of the offense was
to the driver's record maintained under RCW 46.52.120 when
responsible for injury or damage to another or another's property;
determining the existence of prior offenses.
(b) Whether at the time of the offense the person was driving
(10) Probation of driving privilege. After expiration of any
or in physical control of a vehicle with one or more passengers;
period of suspension, revocation, or denial of the offender's
(c) Whether the driver was driving in the opposite direction of
license, permit, or privilege to drive required by this section, the
the normal flow of traffic on a multiple lane highway, as defined
department shall place the offender's driving privilege in
by RCW 46.04.350, with a posted speed limit of forty-five miles
probationary status pursuant to RCW 46.20.355.
per hour or greater; and
(11) Conditions of probation. (a) In addition to any
(d) Whether a child passenger under the age of sixteen was an
nonsuspendable and nondeferrable jail sentence required by this
occupant in the driver's vehicle.
section, whenever the court imposes up to three hundred sixty(8) Treatment and information school. An offender
four days in jail, the court shall also suspend but shall not defer a
punishable under this section is subject to the alcohol assessment
period of confinement for a period not exceeding five years. The
and treatment provisions of RCW 46.61.5056.
court shall impose conditions of probation that include: (i) Not
(9) Driver's license privileges of the defendant. The license,
driving a motor vehicle within this state without a valid license to
permit, or nonresident privilege of a person convicted of driving
drive ((and)); (ii) not driving a motor vehicle within this state
or being in physical control of a motor vehicle while under the
without proof of liability insurance or other financial
influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs must:
responsibility for the future pursuant to RCW 46.30.020; (((ii)))
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. If the
(iii) not driving or being in physical control of a motor vehicle
person's alcohol concentration was less than 0.15, or if for reasons
within this state while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or
other than the person's refusal to take a test offered under RCW
more or a THC concentration of 5.00 nanograms per milliliter of
46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the person's alcohol
whole blood or higher, within two hours after driving; ((and (iii)))
concentration:
(iv) not refusing to submit to a test of his or her breath or blood to
(i) Where there has been no prior offense within seven years,
determine alcohol or drug concentration upon request of a law
be suspended or denied by the department for ninety days;
enforcement officer who has reasonable grounds to believe the
(ii) Where there has been one prior offense within seven
person was driving or was in actual physical control of a motor
years, be revoked or denied by the department for two years; or
vehicle within this state while under the influence of intoxicating
(iii) Where there have been two or more prior offenses within
liquor or drug; and (v) not driving a motor vehicle in this state
seven years, be revoked or denied by the department for three
without a functioning ignition interlock device as required by the
department under RCW 46.20.720(3). The court may impose
years;
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. If the
conditions of probation that include nonrepetition, installation of
an ignition interlock device on the probationer's motor vehicle,
person's alcohol concentration was at least 0.15:
alcohol or drug treatment, supervised probation, or other
(i) Where there has been no prior offense within seven years,
conditions that may be appropriate. The sentence may be imposed
be revoked or denied by the department for one year;
in whole or in part upon violation of a condition of probation
(ii) Where there has been one prior offense within seven
during the suspension period.
years, be revoked or denied by the department for nine hundred
(b) For each violation of mandatory conditions of probation
days; or
under (a)(i), (ii), ((or)) (iii), (iv), or (v) of this subsection, the court
(iii) Where there have been two or more prior offenses within
shall order the convicted person to be confined for thirty days,
seven years, be revoked or denied by the department for four
which shall not be suspended or deferred.
years; or
(c) For each incident involving a violation of a mandatory
(c) Penalty for refusing to take test. If by reason of the
condition of probation imposed under this subsection, the license,
person's refusal to take a test offered under RCW 46.20.308, there
permit, or privilege to drive of the person shall be suspended by
is no test result indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
the court for thirty days or, if such license, permit, or privilege to
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drive already is suspended, revoked, or denied at the time the
finding of probation violation is made, the suspension,
revocation, or denial then in effect shall be extended by thirty
days. The court shall notify the department of any suspension,
revocation, or denial or any extension of a suspension, revocation,
or denial imposed under this subsection.
(12) Waiver of electronic home monitoring. A court may
waive the electronic home monitoring requirements of this
chapter when:
(a) The offender does not have a dwelling, telephone service,
or any other necessity to operate an electronic home monitoring
system. However, if a court determines that an alcohol monitoring
device utilizing wireless reporting technology is reasonably
available, the court may require the person to obtain such a device
during the period of required electronic home monitoring;
(b) The offender does not reside in the state of Washington;
or
(c) The court determines that there is reason to believe that the
offender would violate the conditions of the electronic home
monitoring penalty.
Whenever the mandatory minimum term of electronic home
monitoring is waived, the court shall state in writing the reason
for granting the waiver and the facts upon which the waiver is
based, and shall impose an alternative sentence with similar
punitive consequences. The alternative sentence may include, but
is not limited to, use of an ignition interlock device, the 24/7
sobriety program monitoring, additional jail time, work crew, or
work camp.
Whenever the combination of jail time and electronic home
monitoring or alternative sentence would exceed three hundred
sixty-four days, the offender shall serve the jail portion of the
sentence first, and the electronic home monitoring or alternative
portion of the sentence shall be reduced so that the combination
does not exceed three hundred sixty-four days.
(13) Extraordinary medical placement. An offender
serving a sentence under this section, whether or not a mandatory
minimum term has expired, may be granted an extraordinary
medical placement by the jail administrator subject to the
standards and limitations set forth in RCW 9.94A.728(3).
(14) Definitions. For purposes of this section and RCW
46.61.502 and 46.61.504:
(a) A "prior offense" means any of the following:
(i) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(ii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.504 or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(iii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.25.110 or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(iv) A conviction for a violation of RCW 79A.60.040(2) or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(v) A conviction for a violation of RCW 79A.60.040(1) or an
equivalent local ordinance committed in a reckless manner if the
conviction is the result of a charge that was originally filed as a
violation of RCW 79A.60.040(2) or an equivalent local
ordinance;
(vi) A conviction for a violation of RCW 47.68.220 or an
equivalent local ordinance committed while under the influence
of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(((vi))) (vii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 47.68.220
or an equivalent local ordinance committed in a careless or
reckless manner if the conviction is the result of a charge that was
originally filed as a violation of RCW 47.68.220 or an equivalent
local ordinance while under the influence of intoxicating liquor
or any drug;
(viii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.09.470(2) or an
equivalent local ordinance;

(((vii))) (ix) A conviction for a violation of RCW
46.10.490(2) or an equivalent local ordinance;
(((viii))) (x) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.520
committed while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug, or a conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.520
committed in a reckless manner or with the disregard for the
safety of others if the conviction is the result of a charge that was
originally filed as a violation of RCW 46.61.520 committed while
under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(((ix))) (xi) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.522
committed while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug, or a conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.522
committed in a reckless manner or with the disregard for the
safety of others if the conviction is the result of a charge that was
originally filed as a violation of RCW 46.61.522 committed while
under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(((x))) (xii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.5249,
46.61.500, or 9A.36.050 or an equivalent local ordinance, if the
conviction is the result of a charge that was originally filed as a
violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or an equivalent local
ordinance, or of RCW 46.61.520 or 46.61.522;
(((xi))) (xiii) An out-of-state conviction for a violation that
would have been a violation of (a)(i), (ii), (((viii))) (x), (((ix)))
(xi), or (((x))) (xii) of this subsection if committed in this state;
(((xii))) (xiv) A deferred prosecution under chapter 10.05
RCW granted in a prosecution for a violation of RCW 46.61.502,
46.61.504, or an equivalent local ordinance;
(((xiii))) (xv) A deferred prosecution under chapter 10.05
RCW granted in a prosecution for a violation of RCW
46.61.5249, or an equivalent local ordinance, if the charge under
which the deferred prosecution was granted was originally filed
as a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or an equivalent
local ordinance, or of RCW 46.61.520 or 46.61.522;
(((xiv))) (xvi) A deferred prosecution granted in another state
for a violation of driving or having physical control of a vehicle
while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug if the
out-of-state deferred prosecution is equivalent to the deferred
prosecution under chapter 10.05 RCW, including a requirement
that the defendant participate in a chemical dependency treatment
program; or
(((xv))) (xvii) A deferred sentence imposed in a prosecution
for a violation of RCW 46.61.5249, 46.61.500, or 9A.36.050, or
an equivalent local ordinance, if the charge under which the
deferred sentence was imposed was originally filed as a violation
of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or an equivalent local ordinance,
or a violation of RCW 46.61.520 or 46.61.522;
If a deferred prosecution is revoked based on a subsequent
conviction for an offense listed in this subsection (14)(a), the
subsequent conviction shall not be treated as a prior offense of the
revoked deferred prosecution for the purposes of sentencing;
(b) "Treatment" means alcohol or drug treatment approved by
the department of social and health services;
(c) "Within seven years" means that the arrest for a prior
offense occurred within seven years before or after the arrest for
the current offense; and
(d) "Within ten years" means that the arrest for a prior offense
occurred within ten years before or after the arrest for the current
offense.
Sec. 10. RCW 46.01.260 and 2010 c 161 s 208 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, the
director may destroy applications for vehicle registrations, copies
of vehicle registrations issued, applications for drivers' licenses,
copies of issued drivers' licenses, certificates of title and
registration or other documents, and records or supporting papers
on file in the department that have been microfilmed or
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must be displayed within the data log that is downloaded by the
photographed or are more than five years old. The director may
destroy applications for vehicle registrations that are renewal
manufacturer and must be made available to the state patrol to be
used for circumvention and tampering investigations.
applications when the computer record of the applications has
(((c))) (b) To be certified, an ignition interlock device must:
been updated.
(2)(a) The director shall not destroy records of convictions or
(i) Meet or exceed the minimum test standards according to
adjudications of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.503, 46.61.504,
rules adopted by the state patrol. Only a notarized statement from
46.61.520, and 46.61.522, or records of deferred prosecutions
a laboratory that is accredited and certified ((by)) under the
granted under RCW 10.05.120 and shall maintain such records
current edition of ISO (the international organization of
permanently on file.
standardization) 17025 standard for testing and calibration
(b) The director shall not, within fifteen years from the date
laboratories and is capable of performing the tests specified will
of conviction or adjudication, destroy records if the offense was
be accepted as proof of meeting or exceeding the standards. The
originally charged as one of the offenses designated in (a) of this
notarized statement must include the name and signature of the
subsection, convictions or adjudications of the following
person in charge of the tests under the certification statement. The
offenses: RCW 46.61.500 or 46.61.5249 or any other violation
state patrol must adopt by rule the required language of the
certification statement that must, at a minimum, outline that the
that was originally charged as one of the offenses designated in
(a) of this subsection.
testing meets or exceeds all specifications listed in the federal
(c) For purposes of RCW 46.52.101 and 46.52.130, offenses
register adopted in rule by the state patrol; and
subject to this subsection shall be considered "alcohol-related"
(ii) Be maintained in accordance with the rules and standards
offenses.
adopted by the state patrol.
Ignition interlock devices—Standards—Compliance
Abstract of driving record—Access—Fee—Violations
Sec. 11. RCW 43.43.395 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 9 are
Sec. 12. RCW 46.52.130 and 2012 c 74 s 6 and 2012 c 73 s
each amended to read as follows:
1 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1) The state patrol shall by rule provide standards for the
Upon a proper request, the department may furnish an abstract
certification, installation, repair, maintenance, monitoring,
of a person's driving record as permitted under this section.
inspection, and removal of ignition interlock devices, as defined
(1) Contents of abstract of driving record. An abstract of a
under RCW 46.04.215, and equipment as outlined under this
person's driving record, whenever possible, must include:
section, and may inspect the records and equipment of
(a) An enumeration of motor vehicle accidents in which the
manufacturers and vendors during regular business hours for
person was driving, including:
compliance with statutes and rules and may suspend or revoke
(i) The total number of vehicles involved;
certification for any noncompliance.
(ii) Whether the vehicles were legally parked or moving;
(2)(a) When a certified service provider or individual installer
(iii) Whether the vehicles were occupied at the time of the
accident; and
of ignition interlock devices is found to be out of compliance, the
installation privileges of that certified service provider or
(iv) Whether the accident resulted in a fatality;
(b) Any reported convictions, forfeitures of bail, or findings
individual installer may be suspended or revoked until the
certified service provider or individual installer comes into
that an infraction was committed based upon a violation of any
compliance. During any suspension or revocation period, the
motor vehicle law;
certified service provider or individual installer is responsible for
(c) The status of the person's driving privilege in this state;
notifying affected customers of any changes in their service
and
agreement.
(d) Any reports of failure to appear in response to a traffic
(b) A certified service provider or individual installer whose
citation or failure to respond to a notice of infraction served upon
certification is suspended or revoked for noncompliance has a
the named individual by an arresting officer.
right to an administrative hearing under chapter 34.05 RCW to
(2) Release of abstract of driving record. An abstract of a
contest the suspension or revocation, or both. For the
person's driving record may be furnished to the following persons
administrative hearing, the procedure and rules of evidence are as
or entities:
specified in chapter 34.05 RCW, except as otherwise provided in
(a) Named individuals. (i) An abstract of the full driving
this chapter. Any request for an administrative hearing must be
record maintained by the department may be furnished to the
made in writing and must be received by the state patrol within
individual named in the abstract.
twenty days after the receipt of the notice of suspension or
(ii) Nothing in this section prevents a court from providing a
revocation.
copy of the driver's abstract to the individual named in the abstract
(3)(a) An ignition interlock device must employ:
or that named individual's attorney, provided that the named
(i) Fuel cell technology. For the purposes of this subsection,
individual has a pending or open infraction or criminal case in
"fuel cell technology" consists of the following electrochemical
that court. A pending case includes criminal cases that have not
method: An electrolyte designed to oxidize the alcohol and
reached a disposition by plea, stipulation, trial, or amended
release electrons to be collected by an active electrode; a current
charge. An open infraction or criminal case includes cases on
flow is generated within the electrode proportional to the amount
probation, payment agreement or subject to, or in collections.
of alcohol oxidized on the fuel cell surface; and the electrical
Courts may charge a reasonable fee for the production and
current is measured and reported as breath alcohol concentration.
copying of the abstract for the individual.
Fuel cell technology is highly specific for alcohols((.
(b) Employers or prospective employers. (i)(A) An abstract
(b) When reasonably available in the area, as determined by
of the full driving record maintained by the department may be
the state patrol, an ignition interlock device must employ));
furnished to an employer or prospective employer or an agent
(ii) Technology capable of taking a photo identification of the
acting on behalf of an employer or prospective employer of the
user giving the breath sample and recording on the photo the time
named individual for purposes related to driving by the individual
the breath sample was given; and
as a condition of employment or otherwise at the direction of the
(iii) Technology capable of providing the global positioning
employer.
coordinates at the time of each test sequence. Such coordinates
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(B) Release of an abstract of the driving record of an
employee or prospective employee requires a statement signed
by: (I) The employee or prospective employee that authorizes the
release of the record; and (II) the employer attesting that the
information is necessary for employment purposes related to
driving by the individual as a condition of employment or
otherwise at the direction of the employer. If the employer or
prospective employer authorizes an agent to obtain this
information on their behalf, this must be noted in the statement.
(C) Upon request of the person named in the abstract provided
under this subsection, and upon that same person furnishing
copies of court records ruling that the person was not at fault in a
motor vehicle accident, the department must indicate on any
abstract provided under this subsection that the person was not at
fault in the motor vehicle accident.
(ii) In addition to the methods described in (b)(i) of this
subsection, the director may enter into a contractual agreement
with an employer or its agent for the purpose of reviewing the
driving records of existing employees for changes to the record
during specified periods of time. The department shall establish a
fee for this service, which must be deposited in the highway safety
fund. The fee for this service must be set at a level that will not
result in a net revenue loss to the state. Any information provided
under this subsection must be treated in the same manner and is
subject to the same restrictions as driving record abstracts.
(c) Volunteer organizations. (i) An abstract of the full
driving record maintained by the department may be furnished to
a volunteer organization or an agent for a volunteer organization
for which the named individual has submitted an application for
a position that would require driving by the individual at the
direction of the volunteer organization.
(ii) Release of an abstract of the driving record of a
prospective volunteer requires a statement signed by: (A) The
prospective volunteer that authorizes the release of the record;
and (B) the volunteer organization attesting that the information
is necessary for purposes related to driving by the individual at
the direction of the volunteer organization. If the volunteer
organization authorizes an agent to obtain this information on
their behalf, this must be noted in the statement.
(d) Transit authorities. An abstract of the full driving record
maintained by the department may be furnished to an employee
or agent of a transit authority checking prospective volunteer
vanpool drivers for insurance and risk management needs.
(e) Insurance carriers. (i) An abstract of the driving record
maintained by the department covering the period of not more
than the last three years may be furnished to an insurance
company or its agent:
(A) That has motor vehicle or life insurance in effect covering
the named individual;
(B) To which the named individual has applied; or
(C) That has insurance in effect covering the employer or a
prospective employer of the named individual.
(ii) The abstract provided to the insurance company must:
(A) Not contain any information related to actions committed
by law enforcement officers or firefighters, as both terms are
defined in RCW 41.26.030, or by Washington state patrol
officers, while driving official vehicles in the performance of their
occupational duty. This does not apply to any situation where the
vehicle was used in the commission of a misdemeanor or felony;
(B) Include convictions under RCW 46.61.5249 and
46.61.525, except that the abstract must report the convictions
only as negligent driving without reference to whether they are
for first or second degree negligent driving; and
(C) Exclude any deferred prosecution under RCW 10.05.060,
except that if a person is removed from a deferred prosecution

under RCW 10.05.090, the abstract must show the deferred
prosecution as well as the removal.
(iii) Any policy of insurance may not be canceled,
nonrenewed, denied, or have the rate increased on the basis of
information regarding an accident included in the abstract of a
driving record, unless the policyholder was determined to be at
fault.
(iv) Any insurance company or its agent, for underwriting
purposes relating to the operation of commercial motor vehicles,
may not use any information contained in the abstract relative to
any person's operation of motor vehicles while not engaged in
such employment. Any insurance company or its agent, for
underwriting purposes relating to the operation of noncommercial
motor vehicles, may not use any information contained in the
abstract relative to any person's operation of commercial motor
vehicles.
(v) The director may enter into a contractual agreement with
an insurance company or its agent for the limited purpose of
reviewing the driving records of existing policyholders for
changes to the record during specified periods of time. The
department shall establish a fee for this service, which must be
deposited in the highway safety fund. The fee for this service must
be set at a level that will not result in a net revenue loss to the
state. Any information provided under this subsection must be
treated in the same manner and is subject to the same restrictions
as driving record abstracts.
(f) Alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agencies. An
abstract of the driving record maintained by the department
covering the period of not more than the last five years may be
furnished to an alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agency
approved by the department of social and health services to which
the named individual has applied or been assigned for evaluation
or treatment, for purposes of assisting employees in making a
determination as to what level of treatment, if any, is appropriate,
except that the abstract must:
(i) Also include records of alcohol-related offenses, as defined
in RCW 46.01.260(2), covering a period of not more than the last
ten years; and
(ii) Indicate whether an alcohol-related offense was originally
charged as a violation of either RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504.
(g) Attorneys—City attorneys ((and)), county prosecuting
attorneys, and named individual's attorney of record. An
abstract of the full driving record maintained by the department,
including whether a recorded violation is an alcohol-related
offense, as defined in RCW 46.01.260(2), that was originally
charged as a violation of either RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504,
may be furnished to city attorneys ((or)), county prosecuting
attorneys, or the named individual's attorney of record. City
attorneys ((and)), county prosecuting attorneys, or the named
individual's attorney of record may provide the driving record to
alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agencies approved by the
department of social and health services to which the named
individual has applied or been assigned for evaluation or
treatment.
(h) State colleges, universities, or agencies, or units of local
government. An abstract of the full driving record maintained by
the department may be furnished to (i) state colleges, universities,
or agencies for employment and risk management purposes or (ii)
units of local government authorized to self-insure under RCW
48.62.031 for employment and risk management purposes.
(i) Superintendent of public instruction. An abstract of the
full driving record maintained by the department may be
furnished to the superintendent of public instruction for review of
public school bus driver records. The superintendent or
superintendent's designee may discuss information on the driving
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(b) Whenever a second or later felony conviction results in
record with an authorized representative of the employing school
district for employment and risk management purposes.
community supervision with conditions not currently in effect,
(3) Release to third parties prohibited. Any person or entity
under the prior sentence or sentences of community supervision
receiving an abstract of a person's driving record under subsection
the court may require that the conditions of community
(2)(b) through (i) of this section shall use the abstract exclusively
supervision contained in the second or later sentence begin during
for his, her, or its own purposes or as otherwise expressly
the immediate term of community supervision and continue
permitted under this section, and shall not divulge any
throughout the duration of the consecutive term of community
information contained in the abstract to a third party.
supervision.
(4) Fee. The director shall collect a thirteen dollar fee for each
(3) Subject to subsections (1) and (2) of this section, whenever
abstract of a person's driving record furnished by the department.
a person is sentenced for a felony that was committed while the
Fifty percent of the fee must be deposited in the highway safety
person was not under sentence for conviction of a felony, the
fund, and fifty percent of the fee must be deposited according to
sentence shall run concurrently with any felony sentence which
RCW 46.68.038.
has been imposed by any court in this or another state or by a
(5) Violation. (a) Any negligent violation of this section is a
federal court subsequent to the commission of the crime being
gross misdemeanor.
sentenced unless the court pronouncing the current sentence
(b) Any intentional violation of this section is a class C felony.
expressly orders that they be served consecutively.
Sec. 13. RCW 9.94A.589 and 2002 c 175 s 7 are each
(4) Whenever any person granted probation under RCW
amended to read as follows:
9.95.210 or 9.92.060, or both, has the probationary sentence
(1)(a) Except as provided in (b) ((or)), (c), or (d) of this
revoked and a prison sentence imposed, that sentence shall run
subsection, whenever a person is to be sentenced for two or more
consecutively to any sentence imposed pursuant to this chapter,
current offenses, the sentence range for each current offense shall
unless the court pronouncing the subsequent sentence expressly
be determined by using all other current and prior convictions as
orders that they be served concurrently.
if they were prior convictions for the purpose of the offender
(5) In the case of consecutive sentences, all periods of total
score: PROVIDED, That if the court enters a finding that some or
confinement shall be served before any partial confinement,
all of the current offenses encompass the same criminal conduct
community restitution, community supervision, or any other
then those current offenses shall be counted as one crime.
requirement or conditions of any of the sentences. Except for
Sentences imposed under this subsection shall be served
exceptional sentences as authorized under RCW 9.94A.535, if
concurrently. Consecutive sentences may only be imposed under
two or more sentences that run consecutively include periods of
the exceptional sentence provisions of RCW 9.94A.535. "Same
community supervision, the aggregate of the community
criminal conduct," as used in this subsection, means two or more
supervision period shall not exceed twenty-four months.
crimes that require the same criminal intent, are committed at the
Sec. 14. RCW 46.61.503 and 2013 c 3 s 34 are each
same time and place, and involve the same victim. This definition
amended to read as follows:
applies in cases involving vehicular assault or vehicular homicide
(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, a person
even if the victims occupied the same vehicle.
is guilty of driving or being in physical control of a motor vehicle
(b) Whenever a person is convicted of two or more serious
after consuming alcohol or marijuana if the person operates or is
violent offenses arising from separate and distinct criminal
in physical control of a motor vehicle within this state and the
conduct, the standard sentence range for the offense with the
person:
highest seriousness level under RCW 9.94A.515 shall be
(a) Is under the age of twenty-one; and
determined using the offender's prior convictions and other
(b) Has, within two hours after operating or being in physical
current convictions that are not serious violent offenses in the
control of the motor vehicle, either:
offender score and the standard sentence range for other serious
(i) An alcohol concentration of at least 0.02 but less than the
violent offenses shall be determined by using an offender score of
concentration specified in RCW 46.61.502, as shown by analysis
zero. The standard sentence range for any offenses that are not
of the person's breath or blood made under RCW 46.61.506; or
serious violent offenses shall be determined according to (a) of
(ii) A THC concentration above 0.00 but less than the
this subsection. All sentences imposed under (((b) of)) this
concentration specified in RCW 46.61.502, as shown by analysis
subsection (1)(b) shall be served consecutively to each other and
of the person's blood made under RCW 46.61.506.
concurrently with sentences imposed under (a) of this subsection.
(2) It is an affirmative defense to a violation of subsection (1)
(c) If an offender is convicted under RCW 9.41.040 for
of this section, which the defendant must prove by a
unlawful possession of a firearm in the first or second degree and
preponderance of the evidence, that the defendant consumed a
for the felony crimes of theft of a firearm or possession of a stolen
sufficient quantity of alcohol or marijuana after the time of
firearm, or both, the standard sentence range for each of these
driving or being in physical control and before the administration
current offenses shall be determined by using all other current and
of an analysis of the person's breath or blood to cause the
prior convictions, except other current convictions for the felony
defendant's alcohol or THC concentration to be in violation of
crimes listed in this subsection (1)(c), as if they were prior
subsection (1) of this section within two hours after driving or
convictions. The offender shall serve consecutive sentences for
being in physical control. The court shall not admit evidence of
each conviction of the felony crimes listed in this subsection
this defense unless the defendant notifies the prosecution prior to
(1)(c), and for each firearm unlawfully possessed.
the earlier of: (a) Seven days prior to trial; or (b) the omnibus or
(d) All sentences imposed under RCW 46.61.502(6),
pretrial hearing in the case of the defendant's intent to assert the
46.61.504(6), or 46.61.5055(4) shall be served consecutively to
affirmative defense.
any sentences imposed under RCW 46.20.740 and 46.20.750.
(3) No person may be convicted under this section for being
(2)(a) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, whenever
in physical control of a motor vehicle and it is an affirmative
a person while under sentence for conviction of a felony commits
defense to any action pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 to suspend,
another felony and is sentenced to another term of confinement,
revoke, or deny the privilege to drive, if, prior to being pursued
the latter term shall not begin until expiration of all prior terms.
by a law enforcement officer, the person has moved the vehicle
safely off the roadway.
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(4) Analyses of blood or breath samples obtained more than
two hours after the alleged driving or being in physical control
may be used as evidence that within two hours of the alleged
driving or being in physical control, a person had an alcohol or
THC concentration in violation of subsection (1) of this section.
(((4))) (5) A violation of this section is a misdemeanor.
Sec. 15. RCW 46.20.755 and 2010 c 269 s 5 are each
amended to read as follows:
If a person is required, as part of the person's judgment and
sentence or as a condition of release, to install an ignition
interlock device on all motor vehicles operated by the person and
the person is under the jurisdiction of the municipality or county
probation or supervision department, the probation or supervision
department must verify the installation of the ignition interlock
device or devices. The municipality or county probation or
supervision department satisfies the requirement to verify the
installation or installations if the municipality or county probation
or supervision department receives written verification by one or
more companies doing business in the state that it has installed
the required device on a vehicle owned or operated by the person.
The municipality or county shall have no further obligation to
supervise the use of the ignition interlock device or devices by the
person and shall not be civilly liable for any injuries or damages
caused by the person for failing to use an ignition interlock device
or for driving under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug or being in actual physical control of a motor vehicle under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug.
Sec. 16. RCW 36.28A.320 and 2014 c 221 s 913 are each
amended to read as follows:
There is hereby established in the state treasury the 24/7
sobriety account. The account shall be maintained and
administered by the criminal justice training commission to
reimburse the state for costs associated with establishing and
operating the 24/7 sobriety program and the Washington
association of sheriffs and police chiefs for ongoing 24/7 sobriety
program
administration
costs.
((M:\Documents\SenateJournal\2015
Journal\Journal2015\LegDay094\The.docM:\Documents\Senate
Journal\2015 Journal\Journal2015\LegDay094\The.doc was not
found)) An appropriation is not required for expenditures and the
account is not subject to allotment procedures under chapter 43.88
RCW. Funds in the account may not lapse and must carry forward
from biennium to biennium. Interest earned by the account must
be retained in the account. The criminal justice training
commission may accept for deposit in the account money from
donations, gifts, grants, participation fees, and user fees or
payments. ((Expenditures from the account shall be budgeted
through the normal budget process.))
Sec. 17. RCW 36.28A.330 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 26 are
each amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout RCW
36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390 unless the context clearly
requires otherwise.
(1) "24/7 ((electronic alcohol/drug monitoring)) sobriety
program" means ((the monitoring by the use of any electronic
instrument that is capable of determining and monitoring the
presence of alcohol or drugs in a person's body and includes any
associated equipment a participant needs in order for the device
to properly perform. Monitoring may also include mandatory
urine analysis tests as ordered by the court)) a program in which
a participant submits to testing of the participant's blood, breath,
urine, or other bodily substance to determine the presence of
alcohol or any drug as defined in RCW 46.61.540. Testing must
take place at a location or locations designated by the
participating agency, or, with the concurrence of the Washington
association of sheriffs and police chiefs, by an alternate method.

(2) "Participant" means a person who has one or more prior
convictions for a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and
who has been ordered by a court to participate in the 24/7 sobriety
program.
(3) "Participating agency" means ((a sheriff's office or a
designated entity named by a sheriff that has agreed to participate
in the 24/7 sobriety program by enrolling participants,
administering one or more of the tests, and submitting reports to
the Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs)) any
entity located in the state of Washington that has a written
agreement with the Washington association of sheriffs and police
chiefs to participate in the 24/7 sobriety program, and includes,
but is not limited to, a sheriff, a police chief, any other local,
regional, or state corrections or probation entity, and any other
entity designated by a sheriff, police chief, or any other local,
regional, or state corrections or probation entity to perform testing
in the 24/7 sobriety program.
(4) "Participation agreement" means a written document
executed by a participant agreeing to participate in the 24/7
sobriety program in a form approved by the Washington
association of sheriffs and police chiefs that contains the
following information:
(a) The type, frequency, and time period of testing;
(b) The location of testing;
(c) The fees and payment procedures required for testing; and
(d) The responsibilities and obligations of the participant
under the 24/7 sobriety program.
(((5) "24/7 sobriety program" means a twenty-four hour and
seven day a week sobriety program in which a participant submits
to the testing of the participant's blood, breath, urine, or other
bodily substances in order to determine the presence of alcohol,
marijuana, or any controlled substance in the participant's body.))
Sec. 18. RCW 36.28A.370 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 30 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1) ((Funds in the 24/7 sobriety account shall be distributed as
follows:
(a))) Any daily user fee, installation fee, deactivation fee,
enrollment fee, or monitoring fee ((collected under the 24/7
sobriety program shall)) must be collected by the ((sheriff or
chief, or an entity designated by the sheriff or chief, and deposited
with the county or city treasurer of the proper county or city, the
proceeds of which shall be applied)) participating agency and
used ((only)) to defray the ((recurring)) participating agency's
costs of the 24/7 sobriety program ((including maintaining
equipment, funding support services, and ensuring compliance;
and)).
(((b))) (2) Any participation fee must be collected ((in the
administration of testing under)) by the participating agency and
deposited in the state 24/7 sobriety ((program)) account to cover
24/7 sobriety program administration costs incurred by the
Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs ((shall be
collected by the sheriff or chief, or an entity designated by the
sheriff or chief, and deposited in the 24/7 sobriety account)).
(((2))) (3) All applicable fees shall be paid by the participant
contemporaneously or in advance of the time when the fee
becomes due; however, cities and counties may subsidize or pay
any applicable fees.
(4) A city or county may accept donations, gifts, grants, and
other assistance to defray the participating agency's costs of the
24/7 sobriety program.
Sec. 19. RCW 36.28A.390 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 32 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1) A general authority Washington peace officer, as defined
in RCW 10.93.020, who has probable cause to believe that a
participant has violated the terms of participation in the 24/7
sobriety program may immediately take the participant into
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sufficient quantity of alcohol after the time of driving and before
custody and cause him or her to be held until an appearance before
the administration of an analysis of the person's breath or blood
a judge on the next judicial day.
to cause the defendant's alcohol concentration to be 0.08 or more
(2) A participant who violates the terms of participation in the
within two hours after driving. The court shall not admit evidence
24/7 sobriety program or does not pay the required fees or
of this defense unless the defendant notifies the prosecution prior
associated costs pretrial or posttrial shall, at a minimum:
to the omnibus or pretrial hearing in the case of the defendant's
(a) Receive a written warning notice for a first violation;
intent to assert the affirmative defense.
(b) Serve ((a term)) the lesser of two days imprisonment or if
(b) It is an affirmative defense to a violation of subsection
posttrial, the entire remaining sentence imposed by the court for
(1)(b) of this section, which the defendant must prove by a
a second violation;
preponderance of the evidence, that the defendant consumed a
(c) Serve ((a term of up to)) the lesser of five days
sufficient quantity of marijuana after the time of driving and
imprisonment or if posttrial, the entire remaining sentence
before the administration of an analysis of the person's blood to
imposed by the court for a third violation;
cause the defendant's THC concentration to be 5.00 or more
(d) Serve ((a term of up to)) the lesser of ten days
within two hours after driving. The court shall not admit evidence
imprisonment or if posttrial, the entire remaining sentence
of this defense unless the defendant notifies the prosecution prior
imposed by the court for a fourth violation; and
to the omnibus or pretrial hearing in the case of the defendant's
(e) For a fifth or subsequent violation pretrial, the participant
intent to assert the affirmative defense.
shall abide by the order of the court. For posttrial participants, the
(4)(a) Analyses of blood or breath samples obtained more
participant shall serve the entire remaining sentence imposed by
than two hours after the alleged driving may be used as evidence
the court.
that within two hours of the alleged driving, a person had an
(((2) A sheriff or chief, or the designee of a sheriff or chief,
alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more in violation of subsection
who has probable cause to believe that a participant has violated
(1)(a) of this section, and in any case in which the analysis shows
the terms of participation in the 24/7 sobriety program or has not
an alcohol concentration above 0.00 may be used as evidence that
paid the required fees or associated costs shall immediately take
a person was under the influence of or affected by intoxicating
the participant into custody and cause him or her to be held until
liquor or any drug in violation of subsection (1)(c) or (d) of this
an appearance before a judge on the next judicial day.)) (3) The
section.
court may remove a participant from the 24/7 sobriety program at
(b) Analyses of blood samples obtained more than two hours
any time for noncompliance with the terms of participation.
after the alleged driving may be used as evidence that within two
Sec. 20. RCW 10.21.015 and 2014 c 24 s 1 are each
hours of the alleged driving, a person had a THC concentration of
amended to read as follows:
5.00 or more in violation of subsection (1)(b) of this section, and
(1) Under this chapter, "pretrial release program" is any
in any case in which the analysis shows a THC concentration
program, either run directly by a county or city, or by a private or
above 0.00 may be used as evidence that a person was under the
public entity through contract with a county or city, into whose
influence of or affected by marijuana in violation of subsection
custody an offender is released prior to trial and which agrees to
(1)(c) or (d) of this section.
supervise the offender. As used in this section, "supervision"
(5) Except as provided in subsection (6) of this section, a
includes, but is not limited to, work release, day monitoring, ((or))
violation of this section is a gross misdemeanor.
electronic monitoring, or participation in a 24/7 sobriety program.
(6) It is a class C felony punishable under chapter 9.94A
(2) A pretrial release program may not agree to supervise, or
RCW, or chapter 13.40 RCW if the person is a juvenile, if:
accept into its custody, an offender who is currently awaiting trial
(a) The person has ((four)) three or more prior offenses within
for a violent offense or sex offense, as defined in RCW
9.94A.030, who has been convicted of one or more violent
ten years as defined in RCW 46.61.5055; or
offenses or sex offenses in the ten years before the date of the
(b) The person has ever previously been convicted of:
current offense, unless the offender's release before trial was
(i) Vehicular homicide while under the influence of
secured with a payment of bail.
intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW 46.61.520(1)(a);
Sec. 21. RCW 46.61.502 and 2013 c 3 s 33 (Initiative
(ii) Vehicular assault while under the influence of intoxicating
Measure No. 502) are each amended to read as follows:
liquor or any drug, RCW 46.61.522(1)(b);
(1) A person is guilty of driving while under the influence of
(iii) An out-of-state offense comparable to the offense
intoxicating liquor, marijuana, or any drug if the person drives a
specified in (b)(i) or (ii) of this subsection; or
vehicle within this state:
(iv) A violation of this subsection (6) or RCW 46.61.504(6).
(a) And the person has, within two hours after driving, an
Sec. 22. RCW 46.61.504 and 2013 c 3 s 35 (Initiative
alcohol concentration of 0.08 or higher as shown by analysis of
Measure No. 502) are each amended to read as follows:
the person's breath or blood made under RCW 46.61.506; or
(1) A person is guilty of being in actual physical control of a
(b) The person has, within two hours after driving, a THC
motor vehicle while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or
concentration of 5.00 or higher as shown by analysis of the
any drug if the person has actual physical control of a vehicle
person's blood made under RCW 46.61.506; or
within this state:
(c) While the person is under the influence of or affected by
(a) And the person has, within two hours after being in actual
intoxicating liquor, marijuana, or any drug; or
physical control of the vehicle, an alcohol concentration of 0.08
(d) While the person is under the combined influence of or
or higher as shown by analysis of the person's breath or blood
affected by intoxicating liquor, marijuana, and any drug.
made under RCW 46.61.506; or
(2) The fact that a person charged with a violation of this
(b) The person has, within two hours after being in actual
section is or has been entitled to use a drug under the laws of this
physical control of a vehicle, a THC concentration of 5.00 or
state shall not constitute a defense against a charge of violating
higher as shown by analysis of the person's blood made under
this section.
RCW 46.61.506; or
(3)(a) It is an affirmative defense to a violation of subsection
(c) While the person is under the influence of or affected by
(1)(a) of this section, which the defendant must prove by a
intoxicating liquor or any drug; or
preponderance of the evidence, that the defendant consumed a
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(d) While the person is under the combined influence of or
affected by intoxicating liquor and any drug.
(2) The fact that a person charged with a violation of this
section is or has been entitled to use a drug under the laws of this
state does not constitute a defense against any charge of violating
this section. No person may be convicted under this section and it
is an affirmative defense to any action pursuant to RCW
46.20.308 to suspend, revoke, or deny the privilege to drive, if,
prior to being pursued by a law enforcement officer, the person
has moved the vehicle safely off the roadway.
(3)(a) It is an affirmative defense to a violation of subsection
(1)(a) of this section which the defendant must prove by a
preponderance of the evidence that the defendant consumed a
sufficient quantity of alcohol after the time of being in actual
physical control of the vehicle and before the administration of an
analysis of the person's breath or blood to cause the defendant's
alcohol concentration to be 0.08 or more within two hours after
being in such control. The court shall not admit evidence of this
defense unless the defendant notifies the prosecution prior to the
omnibus or pretrial hearing in the case of the defendant's intent to
assert the affirmative defense.
(b) It is an affirmative defense to a violation of subsection
(1)(b) of this section, which the defendant must prove by a
preponderance of the evidence, that the defendant consumed a
sufficient quantity of marijuana after the time of being in actual
physical control of the vehicle and before the administration of an
analysis of the person's blood to cause the defendant's THC
concentration to be 5.00 or more within two hours after being in
control of the vehicle. The court shall not admit evidence of this
defense unless the defendant notifies the prosecution prior to the
omnibus or pretrial hearing in the case of the defendant's intent to
assert the affirmative defense.
(4)(a) Analyses of blood or breath samples obtained more
than two hours after the alleged being in actual physical control
of a vehicle may be used as evidence that within two hours of the
alleged being in such control, a person had an alcohol
concentration of 0.08 or more in violation of subsection (1)(a) of
this section, and in any case in which the analysis shows an
alcohol concentration above 0.00 may be used as evidence that a
person was under the influence of or affected by intoxicating
liquor or any drug in violation of subsection (1)(c) or (d) of this
section.
(b) Analyses of blood samples obtained more than two hours
after the alleged being in actual physical control of a vehicle may
be used as evidence that within two hours of the alleged being in
control of the vehicle, a person had a THC concentration of 5.00
or more in violation of subsection (1)(b) of this section, and in
any case in which the analysis shows a THC concentration above
0.00 may be used as evidence that a person was under the
influence of or affected by marijuana in violation of subsection
(1)(c) or (d) of this section.
(5) Except as provided in subsection (6) of this section, a
violation of this section is a gross misdemeanor.
(6) It is a class C felony punishable under chapter 9.94A
RCW, or chapter 13.40 RCW if the person is a juvenile, if:
(a) The person has ((four)) three or more prior offenses within
ten years as defined in RCW 46.61.5055; or
(b) The person has ever previously been convicted of:
(i) Vehicular homicide while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW 46.61.520(1)(a);
(ii) Vehicular assault while under the influence of intoxicating
liquor or any drug, RCW 46.61.522(1)(b);
(iii) An out-of-state offense comparable to the offense
specified in (b)(i) or (ii) of this subsection; or
(iv) A violation of this subsection (6) or RCW 46.61.502(6).

Sec. 23. RCW 9.94A.515 and 2013 c 322 s 26, 2013 c 290
s 8, 2013 c 267 s 2, and 2013 c 153 s 2 are each reenacted and
amended to read as follows:
TABLE 2
CRIMES INCLUDED WITHIN EACH
SERIOUSNESS LEVEL
XVI Aggravated Murder 1 (RCW 10.95.020)
XV Homicide by abuse (RCW 9A.32.055)
Malicious explosion 1 (RCW 70.74.280(1))
Murder 1 (RCW 9A.32.030)
XIV Murder 2 (RCW 9A.32.050)
Trafficking 1 (RCW 9A.40.100(1))
XIII Malicious explosion 2 (RCW 70.74.280(2))
Malicious placement of an explosive 1 (RCW
70.74.270(1))
XII Assault 1 (RCW 9A.36.011)
Assault of a Child 1 (RCW 9A.36.120)
Malicious placement of an imitation device 1
(RCW 70.74.272(1)(a))
Promoting Commercial Sexual Abuse
of a
Minor (RCW 9.68A.101)
Rape 1 (RCW 9A.44.040)
Rape of a Child 1 (RCW 9A.44.073)
Trafficking 2 (RCW 9A.40.100(((2))) (3))
XI Manslaughter 1 (RCW 9A.32.060)
Rape 2 (RCW 9A.44.050)
Rape of a Child 2 (RCW 9A.44.076)
Vehicular Homicide, by being under
the
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug
(RCW 46.61.520)
X Child Molestation 1 (RCW 9A.44.083)
Criminal Mistreatment 1 (RCW 9A.42.020)
Indecent Liberties (with forcible compulsion)
(RCW 9A.44.100(1)(a))
Kidnapping 1 (RCW 9A.40.020)
Leading
Organized
Crime
(RCW
9A.82.060(1)(a))
Malicious explosion 3 (RCW 70.74.280(3))
Sexually Violent Predator Escape
(RCW
9A.76.115)
IX Abandonment of Dependent Person 1 (RCW
9A.42.060)
Assault of a Child 2 (RCW 9A.36.130)
Explosive
devices
prohibited
(RCW
70.74.180)
Hit and Run—Death (RCW 46.52.020(4)(a))
Homicide by Watercraft, by being under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug
(RCW 79A.60.050)
Inciting
Criminal
Profiteering
(RCW
9A.82.060(1)(b))
Malicious placement of an explosive 2 (RCW
70.74.270(2))
Robbery 1 (RCW 9A.56.200)
Sexual Exploitation (RCW 9.68A.040)
VIII Arson 1 (RCW 9A.48.020)
Commercial Sexual Abuse of a Minor (RCW
9.68A.100)
Homicide by Watercraft, by the operation of
any vessel in a
reckless manner (RCW
79A.60.050)
Manslaughter 2 (RCW 9A.32.070)
Promoting Prostitution 1 (RCW 9A.88.070)
Theft of Ammonia (RCW 69.55.010)
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Vehicular Homicide, by the operation of any
vehicle in a reckless manner
(RCW
46.61.520)
VII Burglary 1 (RCW 9A.52.020)
Child Molestation 2 (RCW 9A.44.086)
Civil Disorder Training (RCW 9A.48.120)
Dealing in depictions of minor engaged
in
sexually explicit conduct 1
(RCW
9.68A.050(1))
Drive-by Shooting (RCW 9A.36.045)
Homicide by Watercraft, by disregard for the
safety of others (RCW 79A.60.050)
Indecent
Liberties
(without
forcible
compulsion) (RCW 9A.44.100(1) (b) and (c))
Introducing Contraband 1 (RCW 9A.76.140)
Malicious placement of an explosive 3 (RCW
70.74.270(3))
Negligently Causing Death By Use of a
Signal Preemption Device (RCW 46.37.675)
Sending, bringing into state depictions
of
minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct 1
(RCW 9.68A.060(1))
Unlawful Possession of a Firearm in the first
degree (RCW 9.41.040(1))
Use of a Machine Gun in Commission of a
Felony (RCW 9.41.225)
IV
Vehicular Homicide, by disregard for
the
safety of others (RCW 46.61.520)
VI Bail Jumping with Murder 1 (RCW
9A.76.170(3)(a))
Bribery (RCW 9A.68.010)
Incest 1 (RCW 9A.64.020(1))
Intimidating a Judge (RCW 9A.72.160)
Intimidating
a
Juror/Witness
(RCW
9A.72.110, 9A.72.130)
Malicious placement of an imitation device 2
(RCW 70.74.272(1)(b))
Possession of Depictions of a Minor Engaged
in Sexually Explicit
Conduct 1 (RCW
9.68A.070(1))
Rape of a Child 3 (RCW 9A.44.079)
Theft of a Firearm (RCW 9A.56.300)
Unlawful Storage of Ammonia (RCW
69.55.020)
V Abandonment of Dependent Person 2 (RCW
9A.42.070)
Advancing money or property for extortionate
extension of credit (RCW 9A.82.030)
Bail Jumping with class A Felony
(RCW
9A.76.170(3)(b))
Child Molestation 3 (RCW 9A.44.089)
Criminal Mistreatment 2 (RCW 9A.42.030)
Custodial Sexual Misconduct 1 (RCW
9A.44.160)
Dealing in Depictions of Minor Engaged in
Sexually Explicit
Conduct 2 (RCW
9.68A.050(2))
Domestic Violence Court Order
Violation
(RCW 10.99.040,
10.99.050, 26.09.300,
26.10.220, 26.26.138, 26.50.110, 26.52.070,
or 74.34.145)
((Driving While Under the Influence (RCW
46.61.502(6))))
Extortion 1 (RCW 9A.56.120)
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Extension of Credit (RCW

Extortionate
9A.82.020)
Extortionate Means to Collect Extensions of
Credit (RCW 9A.82.040)
Incest 2 (RCW 9A.64.020(2))
Kidnapping 2 (RCW 9A.40.030)
Perjury 1 (RCW 9A.72.020)
Persistent prison misbehavior (RCW 9.94.070)
((Physical Control of a Vehicle While
Under
the Influence (RCW
46.61.504(6))))
Possession of a Stolen Firearm (RCW
9A.56.310)
Rape 3 (RCW 9A.44.060)
Rendering Criminal Assistance 1
(RCW
9A.76.070)
Sending, Bringing into State Depictions
of
Minor Engaged in Sexually Explicit Conduct
2 (RCW 9.68A.060(2))
Sexual Misconduct with a Minor 1
(RCW
9A.44.093)
Sexually Violating Human Remains
(RCW
9A.44.105)
Stalking (RCW 9A.46.110)
Taking Motor Vehicle Without
Permission 1
(RCW 9A.56.070)
Arson 2 (RCW 9A.48.030)
Assault 2 (RCW 9A.36.021)
Assault 3 (of a Peace Officer with a
Projectile
Stun
Gun)
(RCW
9A.36.031(1)(h))
Assault by Watercraft (RCW
79A.60.060)
Bribing a Witness/Bribe Received by
Witness (RCW 9A.72.090,
9A.72.100)
Cheating 1 (RCW 9.46.1961)
Commercial Bribery (RCW 9A.68.060)
Counterfeiting (RCW 9.16.035(4))
Driving While Under the Influence (RCW
46.61.502(6))
Endangerment with a Controlled
Substance
(RCW 9A.42.100)
Escape 1 (RCW 9A.76.110)
Hit
and
Run—Injury
(RCW
46.52.020(4)(b))
Hit and Run with Vessel—Injury
Accident
(RCW 79A.60.200(3))
Identity Theft 1 (RCW 9.35.020(2))
Indecent Exposure to Person Under
Age
Fourteen (subsequent sex
offense) (RCW
9A.88.010)
Influencing Outcome of Sporting Event
(RCW 9A.82.070)
Malicious Harassment (RCW
9A.36.080)
Physical Control of a Vehicle While Under the
Influence (RCW 46.61.504(6))
Possession of Depictions of a Minor Engaged
in Sexually Explicit
Conduct 2 (RCW
9.68A.070(2))
Residential Burglary (RCW
9A.52.025)
Robbery 2 (RCW 9A.56.210)
Theft of Livestock 1 (RCW 9A.56.080)
Threats to Bomb (RCW 9.61.160)
Trafficking in Stolen Property 1 (RCW
9A.82.050)
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Unlawful factoring of a credit card or
payment
card
transaction
(RCW
9A.56.290(4)(b))
Unlawful transaction of health
coverage as a
health care service
contractor (RCW
48.44.016(3))
Unlawful transaction of health coverage as a
health maintenance
organization (RCW
48.46.033(3))
Unlawful transaction of insurance
business
(RCW 48.15.023(3))
Unlicensed
practice
as
an
insurance
professional (RCW 48.17.063(2))
Use of Proceeds of Criminal
Profiteering
(RCW 9A.82.080 (1) and (2))
Vehicle Prowling 2 (third or
subsequent
offense) (RCW 9A.52.100(3))
Vehicular Assault, by being under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, or
by the operation or driving of a vehicle in a
reckless manner (RCW 46.61.522)
Viewing of Depictions of a Minor Engaged in
Sexually Explicit
Conduct 1 (RCW
9.68A.075(1))
Willful Failure to Return from Furlough (RCW
72.66.060)
III Animal Cruelty 1 (Sexual Conduct or Contact)
(RCW 16.52.205(3))
Assault 3 (Except Assault 3 of a Peace Officer
With a Projectile Stun Gun) (RCW 9A.36.031
except subsection (1)(h))
Assault of a Child 3 (RCW 9A.36.140)
Bail Jumping with class B or C Felony (RCW
9A.76.170(3)(c))
Burglary 2 (RCW 9A.52.030)
Communication with a Minor for
Immoral
Purposes (RCW 9.68A.090)
Criminal Gang Intimidation (RCW 9A.46.120)
Custodial Assault (RCW 9A.36.100)
Cyberstalking (subsequent conviction or threat
of death) (RCW 9.61.260(3))
Escape 2 (RCW 9A.76.120)
Extortion 2 (RCW 9A.56.130)
Harassment (RCW 9A.46.020)
Intimidating
a
Public
Servant
(RCW
9A.76.180)
Introducing Contraband 2 (RCW 9A.76.150)
Malicious Injury to Railroad Property (RCW
81.60.070)
Mortgage Fraud (RCW 19.144.080)
Negligently Causing Substantial Bodily Harm By
Use of a Signal Preemption Device (RCW
46.37.674)
Organized Retail Theft 1 (RCW 9A.56.350(2))
Perjury 2 (RCW 9A.72.030)
Possession of Incendiary Device (RCW
9.40.120)
Possession of Machine Gun or Short-Barreled
Shotgun or Rifle (RCW 9.41.190)
Promoting Prostitution 2 (RCW 9A.88.080)
Retail Theft with Special Circumstances 1 (RCW
9A.56.360(2))
Securities Act violation (RCW 21.20.400)
Tampering with a Witness (RCW 9A.72.120)
Telephone Harassment (subsequent conviction
or threat of death) (RCW 9.61.230(2))

Theft of Livestock 2 (RCW 9A.56.083)
Theft with the Intent to Resell 1 (RCW
9A.56.340(2))
Trafficking in Stolen Property 2 (RCW
9A.82.055)
Unlawful Hunting of Big Game 1
(RCW
77.15.410(3)(b))
Unlawful Imprisonment (RCW 9A.40.040)
Unlawful Misbranding of Food Fish or Shellfish
1 (RCW 69.04.938(3))
Unlawful possession of firearm in the second
degree (RCW 9.41.040(2))
Unlawful Taking of Endangered Fish
or
Wildlife 1 (RCW 77.15.120(3)(b))
Unlawful Trafficking in Fish, Shellfish,
or
Wildlife 1 (RCW 77.15.260(3)(b))
Unlawful Use of a Nondesignated
Vessel
(RCW 77.15.530(4))
Vehicular Assault, by the operation or driving
of a vehicle with disregard
for the safety of
others (RCW 46.61.522)
Willful Failure to Return from Work Release
(RCW 72.65.070)
II Commercial Fishing Without a License
1
(RCW 77.15.500(3)(b))
Computer Trespass 1 (RCW 9A.52.110)
Counterfeiting (RCW 9.16.035(3))
Engaging in Fish Dealing Activity Unlicensed 1
(RCW 77.15.620(3))
Escape from Community Custody
(RCW
72.09.310)
Failure to Register as a Sex Offender (second
or subsequent offense) (RCW 9A.44.132)
Health Care False Claims (RCW 48.80.030)
Identity Theft 2 (RCW 9.35.020(3))
Improperly Obtaining Financial
Information
(RCW 9.35.010)
Malicious Mischief 1 (RCW 9A.48.070)
Organized Retail Theft 2 (RCW 9A.56.350(3))
Possession of Stolen Property 1 (RCW
9A.56.150)
Possession of a Stolen Vehicle (RCW
9A.56.068)
Retail Theft with Special Circumstances 2 (RCW
9A.56.360(3))
Scrap Processing, Recycling, or Supplying
Without a License (second or subsequent
offense) (RCW 19.290.100)
Theft 1 (RCW 9A.56.030)
Theft of a Motor Vehicle (RCW
9A.56.065)
Theft of Rental, Leased, or Lease-purchased
Property (valued at one
thousand five
hundred dollars or
more) (RCW
9A.56.096(5)(a))
Theft with the Intent to Resell 2 (RCW
9A.56.340(3))
Trafficking in Insurance Claims (RCW
48.30A.015)
Unlawful factoring of a credit card or payment
card transaction (RCW 9A.56.290(4)(a))
Unlawful Participation of Non-Indians
in
Indian Fishery (RCW 77.15.570(2))
Unlawful Practice of Law (RCW 2.48.180)
Unlawful Purchase or Use of a License (RCW
77.15.650(3)(b))
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Unlawful Trafficking in Fish, Shellfish, or
46.61.5055 thereafter, a two hundred fifty dollar fee shall be
Wildlife 2 (RCW 77.15.260(3)(a))
assessed to a person who is either convicted, sentenced to a lesser
Unlicensed Practice of a Profession or
charge, or given deferred prosecution, as a result of an arrest for
Business (RCW 18.130.190(7))
violating RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504, 46.61.520, or 46.61.522.
Voyeurism (RCW 9A.44.115)
This fee is for the purpose of funding the Washington state
toxicology laboratory and the Washington state patrol for grants
I Attempting to Elude a Pursuing Police Vehicle
(RCW 46.61.024)
and activities to increase the conviction rate and decrease the
False Verification for Welfare (RCW
incidence of persons driving under the influence of alcohol or
74.08.055)
drugs.
Forgery (RCW 9A.60.020)
(b) Upon a verified petition by the person assessed the fee, the
Fraudulent Creation or Revocation of a
court may suspend payment of all or part of the fee if it finds that
Mental Health Advance Directive
(RCW
the person does not have the ability to pay.
(c) When a minor has been adjudicated a juvenile offender for
9A.60.060)
Malicious Mischief 2 (RCW 9A.48.080)
an offense which, if committed by an adult, would constitute a
Mineral Trespass (RCW 78.44.330)
violation of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504, 46.61.520, or 46.61.522,
the court shall assess the two hundred fifty dollar fee under (a) of
Possession of Stolen Property 2 (RCW
9A.56.160)
this subsection. Upon a verified petition by a minor assessed the
Reckless Burning 1 (RCW 9A.48.040)
fee, the court may suspend payment of all or part of the fee if it
Spotlighting
Big
Game
1
(RCW
finds that the minor does not have the ability to pay the fee.
77.15.450(3)(b))
(2) The fee assessed under subsection (1) of this section shall
Suspension of Department Privileges 1 (RCW
be collected by the clerk of the court and, subject to subsection
77.15.670(3)(b))
(((4))) (5) of this section, one hundred seventy-five dollars of the
Taking Motor Vehicle Without Permission 2
fee must be distributed as follows:
(RCW 9A.56.075)
(a) Forty percent shall be subject to distribution under RCW
Theft 2 (RCW 9A.56.040)
3.46.120, 3.50.100, 35.20.220, 3.62.020, 3.62.040, or 10.82.070.
Theft of Rental, Leased, or Lease-purchased
(b) The remainder of the fee shall be forwarded to the state
Property (valued at two hundred fifty dollars or
treasurer who shall, through June 30, 1997, deposit: Fifty percent
more but less than one thousand five hundred
in the death investigations' account to be used solely for funding
dollars) (RCW 9A.56.096(5)(b))
the state toxicology laboratory blood or breath testing programs;
Transaction of insurance business beyond the
and fifty percent in the state patrol highway account to be used
scope of licensure (RCW 48.17.063)
solely for funding activities to increase the conviction rate and
Unlawful Fish and Shellfish Catch Accounting
decrease the incidence of persons driving under the influence of
(RCW 77.15.630(3)(b))
alcohol or drugs. Effective July 1, 1997, the remainder of the fee
Unlawful Issuance of Checks or Drafts
(RCW
shall be forwarded to the state treasurer who shall deposit: Fifteen
9A.56.060)
percent in the death investigations' account to be used solely for
Unlawful
Possession
of
Fictitious
funding the state toxicology laboratory blood or breath testing
Identification (RCW 9A.56.320)
programs; and eighty-five percent in the state patrol highway
Unlawful Possession of Instruments of
account to be used solely for funding activities to increase the
Financial Fraud (RCW 9A.56.320)
conviction rate and decrease the incidence of persons driving
Unlawful Possession of Payment Instruments
under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
(RCW 9A.56.320)
(3) Twenty-five dollars of the fee assessed under subsection
(1) of this section must be distributed to the highway safety
Unlawful
Possession
of
a
Personal
((account
M:\Documents\SenateJournal\2015
Identification Device (RCW 9A.56.320)
Unlawful Production of Payment Instruments
Journal\Journal2015\LegDay094\fund.docM:\Documents\Senate
(RCW 9A.56.320)
Journal\2015 Journal\Journal2015\LegDay094\fund.doc was not
((Unlawful Release of Deleterious Exotic
found)) fund to be used solely for funding Washington traffic
Wildlife (RCW 77.15.250(2)(b))))
safety commission grants to reduce statewide collisions caused by
Unlawful Trafficking in Food Stamps (RCW
persons driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs. Grants
9.91.142)
awarded under this subsection may be for projects that encourage
Unlawful Use of Food Stamps (RCW
collaboration with other community, governmental, and private
9.91.144)
organizations, and that utilize innovative approaches based on
Unlawful Use of Net to Take Fish 1 (RCW
best practices or proven strategies supported by research or
77.15.580(3)(b))
rigorous evaluation. Grants recipients may include, for example:
(a) DUI courts; and
Unlawful Use of Prohibited Aquatic Animal
Species (RCW 77.15.253(3))
(b) Jurisdictions implementing the victim impact panel
Unlawfully Releasing, Planting, Possessing, or
registries under RCW 46.61.5152 and 10.01.230.
Placing Deleterious Exotic Wildlife (RCW
(4) Fifty dollars of the fee assessed under subsection (1) of
77.15.250(2)(b))
this section must be distributed to the highway safety fund to be
Vehicle Prowl 1 (RCW 9A.52.095)
used solely for funding Washington traffic safety commission
Violating Commercial Fishing Area or Time 1
grants to organizations within counties targeted for programs to
(RCW 77.15.550(3)(b))
reduce driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
Sec. 24. RCW 46.61.5054 and 2011 c 293 s 12 are each
(5) If the court has suspended payment of part of the fee
amended to read as follows:
pursuant to subsection (1)(b) or (c) of this section, amounts
(1)(a) In addition to penalties set forth in RCW 46.61.5051
collected shall be distributed proportionately.
through 46.61.5053 until September 1, 1995, and RCW
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(((5))) (6) This section applies to any offense committed on or
after July 1, 1993.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 25. A new section is added to
chapter 18.130 RCW to read as follows:
It is not professional misconduct for a physician, registered
nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant as defined in
chapter 18.88A RCW, physician assistant as defined in chapter
18.71A RCW, first responder as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
emergency medical technician as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
health care assistant as defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, or
any technician trained in withdrawing blood, to collect a blood
sample without a person's consent when the physician, registered
nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant as defined in
chapter 18.88A RCW, physician assistant as defined in chapter
18.71A RCW, first responder as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
emergency medical technician as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
health care assistant as defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, or any
technician trained in withdrawing blood was directed by a law
enforcement officer to do so for the purpose of a blood test under
the provisions of a search warrant or exigent circumstances:
PROVIDED, That nothing in this section shall relieve a
physician, registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing
assistant as defined in chapter 18.88A RCW, physician assistant
as defined in chapter 18.71A RCW, first responder as defined in
chapter 18.73 RCW, emergency medical technician as defined in
chapter 18.73 RCW, health care assistant as defined in chapter
18.135 RCW, a forensic phlebotomist under section 27 of this act,
or any technician trained in withdrawing blood from professional
discipline arising from the use of improper procedures or from
failing to exercise the required standard of care.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 26. A new section is added to
chapter 43.70 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The secretary, in consultation with health profession
boards and commissions, the Washington state criminal justice
training commission, and the Washington state patrol, shall
establish by rule the administrative procedures and administrative
requirements for initial issue, renewal, and reissue of a credential
for forensic phlebotomists as defined in section 27 of this act.
Failure to renew invalidates the credential and all privileges
granted by the credential. Administrative procedures and
administrative requirements do not include establishing,
monitoring, and enforcing qualifications for licensure, scope or
standards of practice, continuing competency mechanisms, and
discipline when such authority is authorized in statute to a health
profession board or commission or to the criminal justice training
commission. For the purposes of this section, "in consultation
with" means providing an opportunity for meaningful
participation in development of rules consistent with processes set
forth in RCW 34.05.310.
(2) Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary that
provides for a licensing period for any type of license subject to
this chapter including those under RCW 18.130.040, the secretary
may, from time to time, extend or otherwise modify the duration
of any licensing, certification, or registration period, whether an
initial or renewal period, if the secretary determines that it would
result in a more economical or efficient operation of state
government and that the public health, safety, or welfare would
not be substantially adversely affected thereby. However, no
license, certification, or registration may be issued or approved
for a period in excess of four years, without renewal. Such
extension, reduction, or other modification of a licensing,
certification, or registration period shall be by rule or regulation
of the department adopted in accordance with the provisions of
chapter 34.05 RCW. Such rules and regulations may provide a
method for imposing and collecting such additional proportional
fee as may be required for the extended or modified period.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 27. A new section is added to
chapter 46.04 RCW to read as follows:
"Forensic phlebotomist" means a police officer, law
enforcement officer, or employee of a correctional facility or
detention facility, who completed a venipuncture training
program required under section 26 of this act and who is
collecting a blood sample for forensic testing pursuant to a search
warrant, a waiver of the warrant requirement, or exigent
circumstances.
Sec. 28. RCW 46.61.506 and 2013 c 3 s 37 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Upon the trial of any civil or criminal action or proceeding
arising out of acts alleged to have been committed by any person
while driving or in actual physical control of a vehicle while under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, if the person's
alcohol concentration is less than 0.08 or the person's THC
concentration is less than 5.00, it is evidence that may be
considered with other competent evidence in determining
whether the person was under the influence of intoxicating liquor
or any drug.
(2)(a) The breath analysis of the person's alcohol
concentration shall be based upon grams of alcohol per two
hundred ten liters of breath.
(b) The blood analysis of the person's THC concentration
shall be based upon nanograms per milliliter of whole blood.
(c) The foregoing provisions of this section shall not be
construed as limiting the introduction of any other competent
evidence bearing upon the question whether the person was under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug.
(3) Analysis of the person's blood or breath to be considered
valid under the provisions of this section or RCW 46.61.502 or
46.61.504 shall have been performed according to methods
approved by the state toxicologist and by an individual possessing
a valid permit issued by the state toxicologist for this purpose.
The state toxicologist is directed to approve satisfactory
techniques or methods, to supervise the examination of
individuals to ascertain their qualifications and competence to
conduct such analyses, and to issue permits which shall be subject
to termination or revocation at the discretion of the state
toxicologist.
(4)(a) A breath test performed by any instrument approved by
the state toxicologist shall be admissible at trial or in an
administrative proceeding if the prosecution or department
produces prima facie evidence of the following:
(i) The person who performed the test was authorized to
perform such test by the state toxicologist;
(ii) The person being tested did not vomit or have anything to
eat, drink, or smoke for at least fifteen minutes prior to
administration of the test;
(iii) The person being tested did not have any foreign
substances, not to include dental work, fixed or removable, in his
or her mouth at the beginning of the fifteen-minute observation
period;
(iv) Prior to the start of the test, the temperature of any liquid
simulator solution utilized as an external standard, as measured
by a thermometer approved of by the state toxicologist was thirtyfour degrees centigrade plus or minus 0.3 degrees centigrade;
(v) The internal standard test resulted in the message
"verified";
(vi) The two breath samples agree to within plus or minus ten
percent of their mean to be determined by the method approved
by the state toxicologist;
(vii) The result of the test of the liquid simulator solution
external standard or dry gas external standard result did lie
between .072 to .088 inclusive; and
(viii) All blank tests gave results of .000.
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emergency medical technician as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
(b) For purposes of this section, "prima facie evidence" is
evidence of sufficient circumstances that would support a logical
health care assistant as defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, or any
technician trained in withdrawing blood, or hospital, or duly
and reasonable inference of the facts sought to be proved. In
licensed clinical laboratory employing or utilizing services of
assessing whether there is sufficient evidence of the foundational
facts, the court or administrative tribunal is to assume the truth of
such physician, registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing
assistant, physician assistant, first responder, emergency medical
the prosecution's or department's evidence and all reasonable
technician, health care assistant, or qualified technician, to
inferences from it in a light most favorable to the prosecution or
withdraw blood shall not constitute a refusal to obey a law
department.
(c) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to prevent the
enforcement officer, obstruction of a law enforcement
investigation, or otherwise subject said person to criminal or civil
subject of the test from challenging the reliability or accuracy of
liability: PROVIDED, That nothing in this section shall relieve
the test, the reliability or functioning of the instrument, or any
maintenance procedures. Such challenges, however, shall not
any physician, registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing
preclude the admissibility of the test once the prosecution or
assistant, physician assistant, first responder, emergency medical
technician, health care assistant, forensic phlebotomist, qualified
department has made a prima facie showing of the requirements
technician, or hospital or duly licensed clinical laboratory from
contained in (a) of this subsection. Instead, such challenges may
civil liability arising from the use of improper procedures or
be considered by the trier of fact in determining what weight to
failing to exercise the required standard of care."
give to the test result.
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "driving;" strike the
(5) When a blood test is administered under the provisions of
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 10.21.055,
RCW 46.20.308, or pursuant to a search warrant, exigent
46.20.385, 46.20.740, 46.20.308, 46.20.750, 46.25.120,
circumstances, or a waiver of the warrant requirement, the
46.61.5055, 46.01.260, 43.43.395, 9.94A.589, 46.61.503,
withdrawal of blood for the purpose of determining its alcoholic
46.20.755, 36.28A.320, 36.28A.330, 36.28A.370, 36.28A.390,
or drug content may be performed only by a physician, a
10.21.015, 46.61.502, 46.61.504, 46.61.5054, 46.61.506, and
registered nurse, a licensed practical nurse, a nursing assistant as
46.61.508; reenacting and amending RCW 46.52.130 and
defined in chapter 18.88A RCW, a physician assistant as defined
9.94A.515; adding a new section to chapter 46.61 RCW; adding
in chapter 18.71A RCW, a first responder as defined in chapter
a new section to chapter 18.130 RCW; adding a new section to
18.73 RCW, an emergency medical technician as defined in
chapter 43.70 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 46.04 RCW;
chapter 18.73 RCW, a health care assistant as defined in chapter
creating a new section; and prescribing penalties."
18.135 RCW, or any technician trained in withdrawing blood.
This limitation shall not apply to the taking of breath specimens.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
(6) The person tested may have a physician, or a qualified
the motion by Senator Padden that the committee striking
technician, chemist, registered nurse, or other qualified person of
amendment by the Committee on Law & Justice to Engrossed
his or her own choosing administer one or more tests in addition
Second Substitute House Bill No. 1276 be not adopted.
to any administered at the direction of a law enforcement officer.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the committee
The test will be admissible if the person establishes the general
striking amendment was not adopted by voice vote.
acceptability of the testing technique or method. The failure or
inability to obtain an additional test by a person shall not preclude
Senator Padden moved that the following striking amendment
the admission of evidence relating to the test or tests taken at the
by Senators Padden and Keiser be adopted.
direction of a law enforcement officer.
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
(7) Upon the request of the person who shall submit to a test
following:
or tests at the request of a law enforcement officer, full
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that
information concerning the test or tests shall be made available to
him or her or his or her attorney.
impaired driving continues to be a significant cause of motor
Sec. 29. RCW 46.61.508 and 1977 ex.s. c 143 s 1 are each
vehicle crashes and that additional measures need to be taken to
amended to read as follows:
identify people who are driving under the influence, provide
No physician, registered nurse, ((qualified technician))
appropriate sanctions, and ensure compliance with court-ordered
licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant as defined in chapter
restrictions. The legislature intends to increase the availability of
18.88A RCW, physician assistant as defined in chapter 18.71A
forensic phlebotomists so that offenders can be appropriately and
RCW, first responder as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
efficiently identified. The legislature further intends to require
emergency medical technician as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
consecutive sentencing in certain cases to increase punishment
health care assistant as defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, forensic
and supervision of offenders. The legislature intends to clarify
phlebotomist under section 27 of this act, or any technician
ignition interlock processes and requirements to ensure that those
trained in withdrawing blood, or hospital, or duly licensed clinical
offenders ordered to have ignition interlock devices do not drive
laboratory employing or utilizing services of such physician,
vehicles without the required devices.
registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant,
Conditions of release—Requirements—Ignition interlock
physician assistant, first responder, emergency medical
device—24/7 sobriety program monitoring
technician, health care assistant, or qualified technician, shall
Sec. 2. RCW 10.21.055 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 1 are each
incur any civil or criminal liability as a result of the act of
amended to read as follows:
withdrawing blood from any person when directed by a law
(1)(a) When any person charged with ((or arrested for)) a
enforcement officer to do so for the purpose of a blood test under
violation of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504, 46.61.520, or 46.61.522,
the provisions of a search warrant, a waiver of the search warrant
in which the person has a prior offense as defined in RCW
requirement, exigent circumstances, or RCW 46.20.308, as now
46.61.5055 and the current offense involves alcohol, is released
or hereafter amended. Refusal by a physician, registered nurse,
from custody ((before)) at arraignment or trial on bail or personal
licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant as defined in chapter
recognizance, the court authorizing the release shall require, as a
18.88A RCW, physician assistant as defined in chapter 18.71A
condition of release((,)) that person ((to (a))):
RCW, first responder as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
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(i) Have a functioning ignition interlock device installed on all
motor vehicles operated by the person, with proof of installation
filed with the court by the person or the certified interlock
provider within five business days of the date of release from
custody or as soon thereafter as determined by the court based on
availability within the jurisdiction; ((or (b)))
(ii) Comply with 24/7 sobriety program monitoring, as defined
in RCW 36.28A.330; ((or both))
(iii) Have an ignition interlock device pursuant to (a)(i) of this
subsection and comply with 24/7 sobriety program monitoring
pursuant to (a)(ii) of this subsection; or
(iv) Have an ignition interlock pursuant to (a)(i) of this
subsection, file a sworn statement with the court upon release at
arraignment that states the person agrees not to operate any motor
vehicle while the ignition interlock restriction is imposed by the
court, and submit to alcohol monitoring as outlined in RCW
46.61.5055(5)(b).
(b) The court shall immediately notify the department of
licensing when an ignition interlock restriction is imposed: (i) As
a condition of release pursuant to (a) of this subsection; or (ii) in
instances where a person is charged with or convicted of a
violation of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504, 46.61.520, or 46.61.522,
and the offense involves alcohol. If the court imposes an ignition
interlock restriction, the department of licensing shall attach or
imprint a notation on the driving record of any person restricted
under this section stating that the person may operate only a motor
vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock device.
(c) Pursuant to (a)(iv) of this subsection, the person ordered to
install the ignition interlock pursuant to (a) of this subsection
satisfies the requirement to install an ignition interlock by filing a
sworn statement with the court at arraignment, that states that the
person agrees not to operate any motor vehicle while the ignition
interlock restriction is imposed by the court; provided, that the
ignition interlock requirement will still be reported to the
department pursuant to subsection (1)(b) of this section and it will
remain unlawful for the person to operate any motor vehicle
unless it is equipped with a fully functioning ignition interlock
device.
(2)(a) Upon acquittal or dismissal of all pending or current
charges relating to a violation of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504,
46.61.520, or 46.61.522, or equivalent local ordinance, the court
shall authorize removal of the ignition interlock device and lift
any requirement to comply with electronic alcohol/drug
monitoring imposed under subsection (1) of this section. Nothing
in this section limits the authority of the court or department under
RCW 46.20.720.
(b) If the court authorizes removal of an ignition interlock
device imposed under (a) of this subsection the court shall
immediately notify the department of licensing regarding the
lifting of the ignition interlock restriction and the department of
licensing shall release any attachment, imprint, or notation on
such person's driving record relating to the ignition interlock
requirement imposed under this section.
(3) When an ignition interlock restriction imposed as a
condition of release is canceled, the court shall provide a
defendant with a written order confirming release of the
restriction. The written order shall serve as proof of release of the
restriction until which time the department of licensing updates
the driving record.
Ignition interlock driver's license—Application—
Eligibility—Cancellation—Costs—Rules
Sec. 3. RCW 46.20.385 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 20 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) ((Beginning January 1, 2009,)) Any person licensed
under this chapter or who has a valid driver's license from another
state, who is convicted of: (i) A violation of RCW 46.61.502 or

46.61.504 or an equivalent local or out-of-state statute or
ordinance, or (ii) a violation of RCW 46.61.520(1)(a) or an
equivalent local or out-of-state statute or ordinance, or (iii) a
conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.520(1) (b) or (c) if the
conviction is the result of a charge that was originally filed as a
violation of RCW 46.61.520(1)(a), or (iv) RCW 46.61.522(1)(b)
or an equivalent local or out-of-state statute or ordinance, or (v)
RCW 46.61.522(1) (a) or (c) if the conviction is the result of a
charge that was originally filed as a violation of RCW
46.61.522(1)(b) committed while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or any drug, or (vi) who has had or will have
his or her license suspended, revoked, or denied under RCW
46.20.3101, or who is otherwise permitted under subsection (8)
of this section, may submit to the department an application for
an ignition interlock driver's license. The department, upon
receipt of the prescribed fee and upon determining that the
petitioner is eligible to receive the license, may issue an ignition
interlock driver's license.
(b) A person may apply for an ignition interlock driver's
license anytime, including immediately after receiving the notices
under RCW 46.20.308 or after his or her license is suspended,
revoked, or denied. ((A person receiving an ignition interlock
driver's license waives his or her right to a hearing or appeal under
RCW 46.20.308.))
(c) An applicant under this subsection shall provide proof to
the satisfaction of the department that a functioning ignition
interlock device has been installed on all vehicles operated by the
person.
(i) The department shall require the person to maintain the
device on all vehicles operated by the person and shall restrict the
person to operating only vehicles equipped with the device, for
the remainder of the period of suspension, revocation, or denial.
Subject to the provisions of RCW 46.20.720(3)(b)(ii), the
installation of an ignition interlock device is not necessary on
vehicles owned, leased, or rented by a person's employer and on
those vehicles whose care and/or maintenance is the temporary
responsibility of the employer, and driven at the direction of a
person's employer as a requirement of employment during
working hours. The person must provide the department with a
declaration pursuant to RCW 9A.72.085 from his or her employer
stating that the person's employment requires the person to
operate a vehicle owned by the employer or other persons during
working hours.
(ii) Subject to any periodic renewal requirements established
by the department under this section and subject to any applicable
compliance requirements under this chapter or other law, an
ignition interlock driver's license granted upon a suspension or
revocation under RCW 46.61.5055 or 46.20.3101 extends
through the remaining portion of any concurrent or consecutive
suspension or revocation that may be imposed as the result of
administrative action and criminal conviction arising out of the
same incident.
(iii) The time period during which the person is licensed under
this section shall apply on a day-for-day basis toward satisfying
the period of time the ignition interlock device restriction is
required under RCW 46.20.720 ((and)), 46.61.5055, 10.05.140,
46.61.500(3), and 46.61.5249(4). Beginning with incidents
occurring on or after September 1, 2011, when calculating the
period of time for the restriction under RCW 46.20.720 (2) or (3),
the department must also give the person a day-for-day credit for
the time period, beginning from the date of the incident, during
which the person kept an ignition interlock device installed on all
vehicles the person operates. For the purposes of this subsection
(1)(c)(iii), the term "all vehicles" does not include vehicles that
would be subject to the employer exception under RCW
46.20.720(3).
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(2) An applicant for an ignition interlock driver's license who
apply and qualify for a temporary restricted driver's license under
qualifies under subsection (1) of this section is eligible to receive
RCW 46.20.391.
a license only if the applicant files satisfactory proof of financial
Notation on driving record—Verification of interlock—
responsibility under chapter 46.29 RCW.
Penalty
(3) Upon receipt of evidence that a holder of an ignition
Sec. 4. RCW 46.20.740 and 2010 c 269 s 8 are each amended
interlock driver's license granted under this subsection no longer
to read as follows:
has a functioning ignition interlock device installed on all
(1) The department shall attach or imprint a notation on the
vehicles operated by the driver, the director shall give written
driving record of any person restricted under RCW 46.20.720,
notice by first-class mail to the driver that the ignition interlock
46.61.5055, or 10.05.140 stating that the person may operate only
driver's license shall be canceled. If at any time before the
a motor vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock
cancellation goes into effect the driver submits evidence that a
device. The department shall determine the person's eligibility for
functioning ignition interlock device has been installed on all
licensing based upon written verification by a company doing
vehicles operated by the driver, the cancellation shall be stayed.
business in the state that it has installed the required device on a
If the cancellation becomes effective, the driver may obtain, at no
vehicle owned or operated by the person seeking reinstatement.
additional charge, a new ignition interlock driver's license upon
If, based upon notification from the interlock provider or
submittal of evidence that a functioning ignition interlock device
otherwise, the department determines that an ignition interlock
has been installed on all vehicles operated by the driver.
required under this section is no longer installed or functioning as
(4) A person aggrieved by the decision of the department on
required, the department shall suspend the person's license or
the application for an ignition interlock driver's license may
privilege to drive. Whenever the license or driving privilege of
request a hearing as provided by rule of the department.
any person is suspended or revoked as a result of noncompliance
(5) The director shall cancel an ignition interlock driver's
with an ignition interlock requirement, the suspension shall
license after receiving notice that the holder thereof has been
remain in effect until the person provides notice issued by a
convicted of operating a motor vehicle in violation of its
company doing business in the state that a vehicle owned or
restrictions, no longer meets the eligibility requirements, or has
operated by the person is equipped with a functioning ignition
been convicted of or found to have committed a separate offense
interlock device.
or any other act or omission that under this chapter would warrant
(2) It is a gross misdemeanor for a person with such a notation
suspension or revocation of a regular driver's license. The
on his or her driving record to operate a motor vehicle that is not
department must give notice of the cancellation as provided under
so equipped, unless the notation resulted from a restriction
RCW 46.20.245. A person whose ignition interlock driver's
imposed as a condition of release and the restriction has been
license has been canceled under this section may reapply for a
released by the court prior to driving.
new ignition interlock driver's license if he or she is otherwise
(3) Any sentence imposed for a violation of subsection (2) of
qualified under this section and pays the fee required under RCW
this section shall be served consecutively with any sentence
46.20.380.
imposed under RCW 46.20.750, 46.61.502, 46.61.504, or
(6)(a) Unless costs are waived by the ignition interlock
46.61.5055.
company or the person is indigent under RCW 10.101.010, the
Implied consent—Test refusal—Procedures
applicant shall pay the cost of installing, removing, and leasing
Sec. 5. RCW 46.20.308 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 36 are each
the ignition interlock device and shall pay an additional fee of
amended to read as follows:
twenty dollars per month. Payments shall be made directly to the
(1) Any person who operates a motor vehicle within this state
ignition interlock company. The company shall remit the
is deemed to have given consent, subject to the provisions of
additional twenty dollar fee to the department.
RCW 46.61.506, to a test or tests of his or her breath for the
(b) The department shall deposit the proceeds of the twenty
purpose of determining the alcohol concentration((, THC
dollar fee into the ignition interlock device revolving account.
concentration, or presence of any drug)) in his or her breath if
Expenditures from the account may be used only to administer
arrested for any offense where, at the time of the arrest, the
and operate the ignition interlock device revolving account
arresting officer has reasonable grounds to believe the person had
program. The department shall adopt rules to provide monetary
been driving or was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle
assistance according to greatest need and when funds are
while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug or
available.
was in violation of RCW 46.61.503. ((Neither consent nor this
(7) The department shall adopt rules to implement ignition
section precludes a police officer from obtaining a search warrant
interlock licensing. The department shall consult with the
for a person's breath or blood.))
administrative office of the courts, the state patrol, the
(2) The test or tests of breath shall be administered at the
direction of a law enforcement officer having reasonable grounds
Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs, ignition
interlock companies, and any other organization or entity the
to believe the person to have been driving or in actual physical
control of a motor vehicle within this state while under the
department deems appropriate.
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug or the person to have
(8)(a) Any person licensed under this chapter who is convicted
been driving or in actual physical control of a motor vehicle while
of a violation of RCW 46.61.500 when the charge was originally
having alcohol or THC in a concentration in violation of RCW
filed as a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or an
46.61.503 in his or her system and being under the age of twentyequivalent local ordinance, may submit to the department an
one. Prior to administering a breath test pursuant to this section,
application for an ignition interlock driver's license under this
the officer shall inform the person of his or her right under this
section.
section to refuse the breath test, and of his or her right to have
(b) A person who does not have any driver's license under this
additional tests administered by any qualified person of his or her
chapter, but who would otherwise be eligible under this section to
choosing as provided in RCW 46.61.506. The officer shall warn
apply for an ignition interlock license, may submit to the
the driver, in substantially the following language, that:
department an application for an ignition interlock license. The
department may require the person to take any driver's licensing
examination under this chapter and may require the person to also
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(a) If the driver refuses to take the test, the driver's license,
permit, or privilege to drive will be revoked or denied for at least
one year; and
(b) If the driver refuses to take the test, the driver's refusal to
take the test may be used in a criminal trial; and
(c) If the driver submits to the test and the test is administered,
the driver's license, permit, or privilege to drive will be
suspended, revoked, or denied for at least ninety days if:
(i) The driver is age twenty-one or over and the test indicates
either that the alcohol concentration of the driver's breath is 0.08
or more or that the THC concentration of the driver's blood is 5.00
or more; or
(ii) The driver is under age twenty-one and the test indicates
either that the alcohol concentration of the driver's breath is 0.02
or more ((or that the THC concentration of the driver's blood is
above 0.00)); or
(iii) The driver is under age twenty-one and the driver is in
violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504; and
(d) If the driver's license, permit, or privilege to drive is
suspended, revoked, or denied the driver may be eligible to
immediately apply for an ignition interlock driver's license.
(3) ((Except as provided in this section, the test administered
shall be of the breath only. If an individual is unconscious or is
under arrest for the crime of felony driving under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or drugs under RCW 46.61.502(6), felony
physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or any drug under RCW 46.61.504(6),
vehicular homicide as provided in RCW 46.61.520, or vehicular
assault as provided in RCW 46.61.522, or if an individual is under
arrest for the crime of driving while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or drugs as provided in RCW 46.61.502,
which arrest results from an accident in which there has been
serious bodily injury to another person, a breath or blood test may
be administered without the consent of the individual so arrested
pursuant to a search warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant
requirement, or when exigent circumstances exist.
(4))) If, following his or her arrest and receipt of warnings
under subsection (2) of this section, the person arrested ((refuses))
exercises the right, granted herein, by refusing upon the request
of a law enforcement officer to submit to a test or tests of his or
her breath, no test shall be given except as otherwise authorized
by ((a search warrant)) law.
(4) Nothing in subsection (1), (2), or (3) of this section
precludes a law enforcement officer from obtaining a person's
blood to test for alcohol, marijuana, or any drug, pursuant to a
search warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant requirement, when
exigent circumstances exist, or under any other authority of law.
Any blood drawn for the purpose of determining the person's
alcohol or marijuana levels, or any drug, is drawn pursuant to this
section when the officer has reasonable grounds to believe that
the person is in physical control or driving a vehicle under the
influence or in violation of RCW 46.61.503.
(5) If, after arrest and after ((the)) any other applicable
conditions and requirements of this section have been satisfied, a
test or tests of the person's blood or breath is administered and the
test results indicate that the alcohol concentration of the person's
breath or blood is 0.08 or more, or the THC concentration of the
person's blood is 5.00 or more, if the person is age twenty-one or
over, or that the alcohol concentration of the person's breath or
blood is 0.02 or more, or the THC concentration of the person's
blood is above 0.00, if the person is under the age of twenty-one,
or the person refuses to submit to a test, the arresting officer or
other law enforcement officer at whose direction any test has been
given, or the department, where applicable, if the arrest results in
a test of the person's blood, shall:

(a) Serve notice in writing on the person on behalf of the
department of its intention to suspend, revoke, or deny the
person's license, permit, or privilege to drive as required by
subsection (6) of this section;
(b) Serve notice in writing on the person on behalf of the
department of his or her right to a hearing, specifying the steps he
or she must take to obtain a hearing as provided by subsection (7)
of this section ((and that the person waives the right to a hearing
if he or she receives an ignition interlock driver's license));
(c) Serve notice in writing that the license or permit, if any, is
a temporary license that is valid for sixty days from the date of
arrest or from the date notice has been given in the event notice is
given by the department following a blood test, or until the
suspension, revocation, or denial of the person's license, permit,
or privilege to drive is sustained at a hearing pursuant to
subsection (7) of this section, whichever occurs first. No
temporary license is valid to any greater degree than the license
or permit that it replaces; and
(d) Immediately notify the department of the arrest and
transmit to the department within seventy-two hours, except as
delayed as the result of a blood test, a sworn report or report under
a declaration authorized by RCW 9A.72.085 that states:
(i) That the officer had reasonable grounds to believe the
arrested person had been driving or was in actual physical control
of a motor vehicle within this state while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or drugs, or both, or was under the age of
twenty-one years and had been driving or was in actual physical
control of a motor vehicle while having an alcohol or THC
concentration in violation of RCW 46.61.503;
(ii) That after receipt of ((the)) any applicable warnings
required by subsection (2) of this section the person refused to
submit to a test of his or her breath, or a test was administered and
the results indicated that the alcohol concentration of the person's
breath or blood was 0.08 or more, or the THC concentration of
the person's blood was 5.00 or more, if the person is age twentyone or over, or that the alcohol concentration of the person's
breath or blood was 0.02 or more, or the THC concentration of
the person's blood was above 0.00, if the person is under the age
of twenty-one; and
(iii) Any other information that the director may require by
rule.
(6) The department of licensing, upon the receipt of a sworn
report or report under a declaration authorized by RCW
9A.72.085 under subsection (5)(d) of this section, shall suspend,
revoke, or deny the person's license, permit, or privilege to drive
or any nonresident operating privilege, as provided in RCW
46.20.3101, such suspension, revocation, or denial to be effective
beginning sixty days from the date of arrest or from the date
notice has been given in the event notice is given by the
department following a blood test, or when sustained at a hearing
pursuant to subsection (7) of this section, whichever occurs first.
(7) A person receiving notification under subsection (5)(b) of
this section may, within twenty days after the notice has been
given, request in writing a formal hearing before the department.
The person shall pay a fee of three hundred seventy-five dollars
as part of the request. If the request is mailed, it must be
postmarked within twenty days after receipt of the notification.
Upon timely receipt of such a request for a formal hearing,
including receipt of the required three hundred seventy-five dollar
fee, the department shall afford the person an opportunity for a
hearing. The department may waive the required three hundred
seventy-five dollar fee if the person is an indigent as defined in
RCW 10.101.010. Except as otherwise provided in this section,
the hearing is subject to and shall be scheduled and conducted in
accordance with RCW 46.20.329 and 46.20.332. The hearing
shall be conducted in the county of the arrest, except that all or
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evidence accompanying the report shall be admissible without
part of the hearing may, at the discretion of the department, be
conducted by telephone or other electronic means. The hearing
further evidentiary foundation and the certifications authorized by
the criminal rules for courts of limited jurisdiction shall be
shall be held within sixty days following the arrest or following
admissible without further evidentiary foundation. The person
the date notice has been given in the event notice is given by the
may be represented by counsel, may question witnesses, may
department following a blood test, unless otherwise agreed to by
present evidence, and may testify. The department shall order that
the department and the person, in which case the action by the
the suspension, revocation, or denial either be rescinded or
department shall be stayed, and any valid temporary license
sustained.
((marked)) under subsection (5) of this section extended, if the
(8) If the suspension, revocation, or denial is sustained after
person is otherwise eligible for licensing. For the purposes of this
such a hearing, the person whose license, privilege, or permit is
section, the scope of the hearing shall cover the issues of whether
suspended, revoked, or denied has the right to file a petition in the
a law enforcement officer had reasonable grounds to believe the
superior court of the county of arrest to review the final order of
person had been driving or was in actual physical control of a
revocation by the department in the same manner as an appeal
motor vehicle within this state while under the influence of
from a decision of a court of limited jurisdiction. Notice of appeal
intoxicating liquor or any drug or had been driving or was in
must be filed within thirty days after the date the final order is
actual physical control of a motor vehicle within this state while
served or the right to appeal is waived. Notwithstanding RCW
having alcohol in his or her system in a concentration of 0.02 or
46.20.334, RALJ 1.1, or other statutes or rules referencing de
more, or THC in his or her system in a concentration above 0.00,
novo review, the appeal shall be limited to a review of the record
if the person was under the age of twenty-one, whether the person
of the administrative hearing. The appellant must pay the costs
was placed under arrest, and (a) whether the person refused to
associated with obtaining the record of the hearing before the
submit to the test or tests upon request of the officer after having
hearing officer. The filing of the appeal does not stay the effective
been informed that such refusal would result in the revocation of
date of the suspension, revocation, or denial. A petition filed
the person's license, permit, or privilege to drive, or (b) if a test or
under this subsection must include the petitioner's grounds for
tests were administered, whether the applicable requirements of
requesting review. Upon granting petitioner's request for review,
this section were satisfied before the administration of the test or
the court shall review the department's final order of suspension,
tests, whether the person submitted to the test or tests, or whether
revocation, or denial as expeditiously as possible. The review
a test was administered ((without express consent)) pursuant to a
must be limited to a determination of whether the department has
search warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant requirement, when
committed any errors of law. The superior court shall accept those
exigent circumstances exist, or under any other authority of law
factual determinations supported by substantial evidence in the
as permitted under this section, and whether the test or tests
record: (a) That were expressly made by the department; or (b)
indicated that the alcohol concentration of the person's breath or
that may reasonably be inferred from the final order of the
blood was 0.08 or more, or the THC concentration of the person's
department. The superior court may reverse, affirm, or modify the
blood was 5.00 or more, if the person was age twenty-one or over
decision of the department or remand the case back to the
at the time of the arrest, or that the alcohol concentration of the
department for further proceedings. The decision of the superior
person's breath or blood was 0.02 or more, or the THC
court must be in writing and filed in the clerk's office with the
concentration of the person's blood was above 0.00, if the person
other papers in the case. The court shall state the reasons for the
was under the age of twenty-one at the time of the arrest. Where
decision. If judicial relief is sought for a stay or other temporary
a person is found to be in actual physical control of a motor
remedy from the department's action, the court shall not grant
vehicle while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
such relief unless the court finds that the appellant is likely to
drug or was under the age of twenty-one at the time of the arrest
prevail in the appeal and that without a stay the appellant will
and was in physical control of a motor vehicle while having
suffer irreparable injury. If the court stays the suspension,
alcohol in his or her system in a concentration of 0.02 or THC
revocation, or denial it may impose conditions on such stay.
concentration above 0.00, the person may petition the hearing
(9)(a) If a person whose driver's license, permit, or privilege to
officer to apply the affirmative defense found in RCW
drive has been or will be suspended, revoked, or denied under
46.61.504(3) and 46.61.503(2). The driver has the burden to
subsection (6) of this section, other than as a result of a breath test
prove the affirmative defense by a preponderance of the evidence.
refusal, and who has not committed an offense for which he or
The sworn report or report under a declaration authorized by
she was granted a deferred prosecution under chapter 10.05
RCW 9A.72.085 submitted by a law enforcement officer is prima
RCW, petitions a court for a deferred prosecution on criminal
facie evidence that the officer had reasonable grounds to believe
charges arising out of the arrest for which action has been or will
the person had been driving or was in actual physical control of a
be taken under subsection (6) of this section, or notifies the
motor vehicle within this state while under the influence of
department of licensing of the intent to seek such a deferred
intoxicating liquor or drugs, or both, or the person had been
prosecution, then the license suspension or revocation shall be
driving or was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle within
stayed pending entry of the deferred prosecution. The stay shall
this state while having alcohol in his or her system in a
not be longer than one hundred fifty days after the date charges
concentration of 0.02 or more, or THC in his or her system in a
are filed, or two years after the date of the arrest, whichever time
concentration above 0.00, and was under the age of twenty-one
period is shorter. If the court stays the suspension, revocation, or
and that the officer complied with the requirements of this
denial, it may impose conditions on such stay. If the person is
section.
otherwise eligible for licensing, the department shall issue a
A hearing officer shall conduct the hearing, may issue
temporary license, or extend any valid temporary license under
subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses and the production of
subsection (5) of this section, for the period of the stay. If a
documents, and shall administer oaths to witnesses. The hearing
deferred prosecution treatment plan is not recommended in the
officer shall not issue a subpoena for the attendance of a witness
report made under RCW 10.05.050, or if treatment is rejected by
at the request of the person unless the request is accompanied by
the court, or if the person declines to accept an offered treatment
the fee required by RCW 5.56.010 for a witness in district court.
plan, or if the person violates any condition imposed by the court,
The sworn report or report under a declaration authorized by
then the court shall immediately direct the department to cancel
RCW 9A.72.085 of the law enforcement officer and any other
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the stay and any temporary ((marked)) license or extension of a
temporary license issued under this subsection.
(b) A suspension, revocation, or denial imposed under this
section, other than as a result of a breath test refusal, shall be
stayed if the person is accepted for deferred prosecution as
provided in chapter 10.05 RCW for the incident upon which the
suspension, revocation, or denial is based. If the deferred
prosecution is terminated, the stay shall be lifted and the
suspension, revocation, or denial reinstated. If the deferred
prosecution is completed, the stay shall be lifted and the
suspension, revocation, or denial canceled.
(c) The provisions of (b) of this subsection relating to a stay of
a suspension, revocation, or denial and the cancellation of any
suspension, revocation, or denial do not apply to the suspension,
revocation, denial, or disqualification of a person's commercial
driver's license or privilege to operate a commercial motor
vehicle.
(10) When it has been finally determined under the procedures
of this section that a nonresident's privilege to operate a motor
vehicle in this state has been suspended, revoked, or denied, the
department shall give information in writing of the action taken
to the motor vehicle administrator of the state of the person's
residence and of any state in which he or she has a license.
Circumventing ignition interlock—Penalty
Sec. 6. RCW 46.20.750 and 2005 c 200 s 2 are each amended
to read as follows:
(1) A person who is restricted to the use of a vehicle equipped
with an ignition interlock device ((and who tampers with the
device or directs, authorizes, or requests another to tamper with
the device, in order to circumvent the device by modifying,
detaching, disconnecting, or otherwise disabling it,)) is guilty of
a gross misdemeanor if the restricted driver:
(a) Tampers with the device by modifying, detaching,
disconnecting, or otherwise disabling it to allow the restricted
driver to operate the vehicle;
(b) Uses or requests another person to use a filter or other
device to circumvent the ignition interlock or to start or operate
the vehicle to allow the restricted driver to operate the vehicle;
(c) Has, directs, authorizes, or requests another person to
tamper with the device by modifying, detaching, disconnecting,
or otherwise disabling it to allow the restricted driver to operate
the vehicle; or
(d) Has, allows, directs, authorizes, or requests another person
to blow or otherwise exhale into the device in order to circumvent
the device to allow the restricted driver to operate the vehicle.
(2) A person who knowingly assists another person who is
restricted to the use of a vehicle equipped with an ignition
interlock device to circumvent the device or to start and operate
that vehicle ((in violation of a court order)) is guilty of a gross
misdemeanor. The provisions of this subsection do not apply if
the starting of a motor vehicle, or the request to start a motor
vehicle, equipped with an ignition interlock device is done for the
purpose of safety or mechanical repair of the device or the vehicle
and the person subject to the court order does not operate the
vehicle.
(3) Any sentence imposed for a violation of subsection (1) of
this section shall be served consecutively with any sentence
imposed under RCW 46.20.740, 46.61.502, 46.61.504,
46.61.5055, 46.61.520(1)(a), or 46.61.522(1)(b).
Commercial vehicles—Test for alcohol or drugs—
Disqualification for refusal of test or positive test—
Procedures
Sec. 7. RCW 46.25.120 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 12 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) A person who drives a commercial motor vehicle within
this state is deemed to have given consent, subject to RCW

46.61.506, to take a test or tests of that person's ((blood or)) breath
for the purpose of determining that person's alcohol concentration
or the presence of other drugs.
(2) A test or tests may be administered at the direction of a law
enforcement officer, who after stopping or detaining the
commercial motor vehicle driver, has ((probable cause))
reasonable grounds to believe that driver was driving a
commercial motor vehicle while having alcohol in his or her
system or while under the influence of any drug.
(3) The law enforcement officer requesting the test under
subsection (1) of this section shall warn the person requested to
submit to the test that a refusal to submit will result in that person
being disqualified from operating a commercial motor vehicle
under RCW 46.25.090.
(4) A law enforcement officer who at the time of stopping or
detaining a commercial motor vehicle driver has reasonable
grounds to believe that driver was driving a commercial motor
vehicle while having alcohol, marijuana, or any drug in his or her
system or while under the influence of alcohol, marijuana, or any
drug may obtain a blood test pursuant to a search warrant, a valid
waiver of the warrant requirement, when exigent circumstances
exist, or under any other authority of law.
(5) If the person refuses testing, or ((submits to)) a test is
administered that discloses an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or
more or any measurable amount of THC concentration, the law
enforcement officer shall submit a sworn report to the department
certifying that the test was requested pursuant to subsection (1) of
this section or a blood test was administered pursuant to
subsection (4) of this section and that the person refused to submit
to testing, or ((submitted to)) a test was administered that
disclosed an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or more or any
measurable amount of THC concentration.
(((5))) (6) Upon receipt of the sworn report of a law
enforcement officer under subsection (((4))) (5) of this section,
the department shall disqualify the driver from driving a
commercial motor vehicle under RCW 46.25.090, subject to the
hearing provisions of RCW 46.20.329 and 46.20.332. The
hearing shall be conducted in the county of the arrest. For the
purposes of this section, the hearing shall cover the issues of
whether a law enforcement officer had reasonable grounds to
believe the person had been driving or was in actual physical
control of a commercial motor vehicle within this state while
having alcohol in the person's system or while under the influence
of any drug, whether the person refused to submit to the test or
tests upon request of the officer after having been informed that
the refusal would result in the disqualification of the person from
driving a commercial motor vehicle, if applicable, and, if the test
was administered, whether the results indicated an alcohol
concentration of 0.04 percent or more or any measurable amount
of THC concentration. The department shall order that the
disqualification of the person either be rescinded or sustained.
Any decision by the department disqualifying a person from
driving a commercial motor vehicle is stayed and does not take
effect while a formal hearing is pending under this section or
during the pendency of a subsequent appeal to superior court so
long as there is no conviction for a moving violation or no finding
that the person has committed a traffic infraction that is a moving
violation during the pendency of the hearing and appeal. If the
disqualification of the person is sustained after the hearing, the
person who is disqualified may file a petition in the superior court
of the county of arrest to review the final order of disqualification
by the department in the manner provided in RCW 46.20.334.
(((6))) (7) If a motor carrier or employer who is required to
have a testing program under 49 C.F.R. 382 knows that a
commercial driver in his or her employ has refused to submit to
testing under this section and has not been disqualified from
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driving a commercial motor vehicle, the employer may notify law
pay the cost of electronic home monitoring. The county or
enforcement or his or her medical review officer or breath alcohol
municipality in which the penalty is being imposed shall
technician that the driver has refused to submit to the required
determine the cost. The court may also require the offender's
testing.
electronic home monitoring device or other separate alcohol
(((7))) (8) The hearing provisions of this section do not apply
monitoring device to include an alcohol detection breathalyzer,
to those persons disqualified from driving a commercial motor
and the court may restrict the amount of alcohol the offender may
vehicle under RCW 46.25.090(7).
consume during the time the offender is on electronic home
monitoring; and
Open container law for marijuana
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A new section is added to chapter
(ii) By a fine of not less than three hundred fifty dollars nor
46.61 RCW to read as follows:
more than five thousand dollars. Three hundred fifty dollars of the
(1)(a) It is a traffic infraction:
fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to
(i) For the registered owner of a motor vehicle, or the driver if
be indigent; or
the registered owner is not then present, or passengers in the
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. In the
vehicle, to keep marijuana in a motor vehicle when the vehicle is
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was at least 0.15, or
upon a highway, unless it is (A) in the trunk of the vehicle, (B) in
for whom by reason of the person's refusal to take a test offered
some other area of the vehicle not normally occupied or directly
pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the
accessible by the driver or passengers if the vehicle does not have
person's alcohol concentration:
a trunk, or (C) in a package, container, or receptacle that has not
(i) By imprisonment for not less than two days nor more than
been opened or the seal broken or contents partially removed. A
three hundred sixty-four days. Forty-eight consecutive hours of
utility compartment or glove compartment is deemed to be within
the imprisonment may not be suspended unless the court finds
the area occupied by the driver and passengers;
that the imposition of this mandatory minimum sentence would
(ii) To consume marijuana in any manner including, but not
impose a substantial risk to the offender's physical or mental welllimited to, smoking or ingesting in a motor vehicle when the
being. Whenever the mandatory minimum sentence is suspended,
vehicle is upon the public highway; or
the court shall state in writing the reason for granting the
(iii) To place marijuana in a container specifically labeled by
suspension and the facts upon which the suspension is based. In
the manufacturer of the container as containing a nonmarijuana
lieu of the mandatory minimum term of imprisonment required
substance and to then violate (a)(i) of this subsection.
under this subsection (1)(b)(i), the court may order not less than
(b) There is a rebuttable presumption that it is a traffic
thirty days of electronic home monitoring. The offender shall pay
infraction if the original container of marijuana is incorrectly
the cost of electronic home monitoring. The county or
labeled and there is a subsequent violation of (a)(i) of this
municipality in which the penalty is being imposed shall
subsection.
determine the cost. The court may also require the offender's
(2) As used in this section, "marijuana" or "marihuana" means
electronic home monitoring device to include an alcohol detection
all parts of the plant Cannabis, whether growing or not; the seeds
breathalyzer or other separate alcohol monitoring device, and the
thereof; the resin extracted from any part of the plant; and every
court may restrict the amount of alcohol the offender may
compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation
consume during the time the offender is on electronic home
of the plant, its seeds, or resin. The term does not include the
monitoring; and
mature stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oil or
(ii) By a fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more
cake made from the seeds of the plant, any other compound,
than five thousand dollars. Five hundred dollars of the fine may
manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the
not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be
mature stalks, except the resin extracted therefrom, fiber, oil, or
indigent.
cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant which is incapable of
(2) One prior offense in seven years. Except as provided in
germination.
RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), a person who is convicted of
a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and who has one prior
Alcohol and drug violators—Penalty schedule
Sec. 9. RCW 46.61.5055 and 2014 c 100 s 1 are each
offense within seven years shall be punished as follows:
amended to read as follows:
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. In the
(1) No prior offenses in seven years. Except as provided in
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was less than 0.15,
RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), a person who is convicted of
or for whom for reasons other than the person's refusal to take a
a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and who has no prior
test offered pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result
offense within seven years shall be punished as follows:
indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. In the
(i) By imprisonment for not less than thirty days nor more than
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was less than 0.15,
three hundred sixty-four days and sixty days of electronic home
or for whom for reasons other than the person's refusal to take a
monitoring. In lieu of the mandatory minimum term of sixty days
test offered pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result
electronic home monitoring, the court may order at least an
indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
additional four days in jail or, if available in that county or city, a
(i) By imprisonment for not less than one day nor more than
six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program monitoring pursuant
three hundred sixty-four days. Twenty-four consecutive hours of
to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390, and the court shall
the imprisonment may not be suspended unless the court finds
order an expanded alcohol assessment and treatment, if deemed
that the imposition of this mandatory minimum sentence would
appropriate by the assessment. The offender shall pay for the cost
impose a substantial risk to the offender's physical or mental wellof the electronic monitoring. The county or municipality where
being. Whenever the mandatory minimum sentence is suspended,
the penalty is being imposed shall determine the cost. The court
the court shall state in writing the reason for granting the
may also require the offender's electronic home monitoring
suspension and the facts upon which the suspension is based. In
device include an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate
lieu of the mandatory minimum term of imprisonment required
alcohol monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol
under this subsection (1)(a)(i), the court may order not less than
the offender may consume during the time the offender is on
fifteen days of electronic home monitoring. The offender shall
electronic home monitoring. Thirty days of imprisonment and
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sixty days of electronic home monitoring may not be suspended
unless the court finds that the imposition of this mandatory
minimum sentence would impose a substantial risk to the
offender's physical or mental well-being. Whenever the
mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the court shall state
in writing the reason for granting the suspension and the facts
upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more
than five thousand dollars. Five hundred dollars of the fine may
not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be
indigent; or
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. In the
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was at least 0.15, or
for whom by reason of the person's refusal to take a test offered
pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the
person's alcohol concentration:
(i) By imprisonment for not less than forty-five days nor more
than three hundred sixty-four days and ninety days of electronic
home monitoring. In lieu of the mandatory minimum term of
ninety days electronic home monitoring, the court may order at
least an additional six days in jail or, if available in that county or
city, a six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program monitoring
pursuant to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390, and the court
shall order an expanded alcohol assessment and treatment, if
deemed appropriate by the assessment. The offender shall pay for
the cost of the electronic monitoring. The county or municipality
where the penalty is being imposed shall determine the cost. The
court may also require the offender's electronic home monitoring
device include an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate
alcohol monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol
the offender may consume during the time the offender is on
electronic home monitoring. Forty-five days of imprisonment and
ninety days of electronic home monitoring may not be suspended
unless the court finds that the imposition of this mandatory
minimum sentence would impose a substantial risk to the
offender's physical or mental well-being. Whenever the
mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the court shall state
in writing the reason for granting the suspension and the facts
upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than seven hundred fifty dollars nor
more than five thousand dollars. Seven hundred fifty dollars of
the fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender
to be indigent.
(3) Two or three prior offenses in seven years. Except as
provided in RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), a person who is
convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and who
has two or three prior offenses within seven years shall be
punished as follows:
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. In the
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was less than 0.15,
or for whom for reasons other than the person's refusal to take a
test offered pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result
indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
(i) By imprisonment for not less than ninety days nor more
than three hundred sixty-four days, if available in that county or
city, a six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program monitoring
pursuant to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390, and one
hundred twenty days of electronic home monitoring. In lieu of the
mandatory minimum term of one hundred twenty days of
electronic home monitoring, the court may order at least an
additional eight days in jail. The court shall order an expanded
alcohol assessment and treatment, if deemed appropriate by the
assessment. The offender shall pay for the cost of the electronic
monitoring. The county or municipality where the penalty is
being imposed shall determine the cost. The court may also
require the offender's electronic home monitoring device include

an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate alcohol
monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol the
offender may consume during the time the offender is on
electronic home monitoring. Ninety days of imprisonment and
one hundred twenty days of electronic home monitoring may not
be suspended unless the court finds that the imposition of this
mandatory minimum sentence would impose a substantial risk to
the offender's physical or mental well-being. Whenever the
mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the court shall state
in writing the reason for granting the suspension and the facts
upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than one thousand dollars nor more
than five thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of the fine may
not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be
indigent; or
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. In the
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was at least 0.15, or
for whom by reason of the person's refusal to take a test offered
pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the
person's alcohol concentration:
(i) By imprisonment for not less than one hundred twenty days
nor more than three hundred sixty-four days, if available in that
county or city, a six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program
monitoring pursuant to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390,
and one hundred fifty days of electronic home monitoring. In lieu
of the mandatory minimum term of one hundred fifty days of
electronic home monitoring, the court may order at least an
additional ten days in jail. The offender shall pay for the cost of
the electronic monitoring. The court shall order an expanded
alcohol assessment and treatment, if deemed appropriate by the
assessment. The county or municipality where the penalty is
being imposed shall determine the cost. The court may also
require the offender's electronic home monitoring device include
an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate alcohol
monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol the
offender may consume during the time the offender is on
electronic home monitoring. One hundred twenty days of
imprisonment and one hundred fifty days of electronic home
monitoring may not be suspended unless the court finds that the
imposition of this mandatory minimum sentence would impose a
substantial risk to the offender's physical or mental well-being.
Whenever the mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the
court shall state in writing the reason for granting the suspension
and the facts upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than one thousand five hundred dollars
nor more than five thousand dollars. One thousand five hundred
dollars of the fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the
offender to be indigent.
(4) Four or more prior offenses in ten years. A person who
is convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 shall
be punished under chapter 9.94A RCW if:
(a) The person has four or more prior offenses within ten years;
or
(b) The person has ever previously been convicted of:
(i) A violation of RCW 46.61.520 committed while under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(ii) A violation of RCW 46.61.522 committed while under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(iii) An out-of-state offense comparable to the offense
specified in (b)(i) or (ii) of this subsection; or
(iv) A violation of RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6).
(5) Monitoring.
(a) Ignition interlock device. The court shall require any
person convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504
or an equivalent local ordinance to comply with the rules and
requirements of the department regarding the installation and use
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of a functioning ignition interlock device installed on all motor
(d) Whether a child passenger under the age of sixteen was an
vehicles operated by the person.
occupant in the driver's vehicle.
(b) Monitoring devices. If the court orders that a person
(8) Treatment and information school. An offender
refrain from consuming any alcohol, the court may order the
punishable under this section is subject to the alcohol assessment
person to submit to alcohol monitoring through an alcohol
and treatment provisions of RCW 46.61.5056.
detection breathalyzer device, transdermal sensor device, or other
(9) Driver's license privileges of the defendant. The license,
technology designed to detect alcohol in a person's system. The
permit, or nonresident privilege of a person convicted of driving
person shall pay for the cost of the monitoring, unless the court
or being in physical control of a motor vehicle while under the
specifies that the cost of monitoring will be paid with funds that
influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs must:
are available from an alternative source identified by the court.
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. If the
The county or municipality where the penalty is being imposed
person's alcohol concentration was less than 0.15, or if for reasons
shall determine the cost.
other than the person's refusal to take a test offered under RCW
(c) Ignition interlock device substituted for 24/7 sobriety
46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the person's alcohol
program monitoring. In any county or city where a 24/7 sobriety
concentration:
program is available and verified by the Washington association
(i) Where there has been no prior offense within seven years,
of sheriffs and police chiefs, the court shall:
be suspended or denied by the department for ninety days;
(i) Order the person to install and use a functioning ignition
(ii) Where there has been one prior offense within seven years,
interlock or other device in lieu of such period of 24/7 sobriety
be revoked or denied by the department for two years; or
program monitoring;
(iii) Where there have been two or more prior offenses within
(ii) Order the person to a period of 24/7 sobriety program
seven years, be revoked or denied by the department for three
monitoring pursuant to subsections (1) through (3) of this section;
years;
or
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. If the
(iii) Order the person to install and use a functioning ignition
person's alcohol concentration was at least 0.15:
interlock or other device in addition to a period of 24/7 sobriety
(i) Where there has been no prior offense within seven years,
program monitoring pursuant to subsections (1) through (3) of
be revoked or denied by the department for one year;
this section.
(ii) Where there has been one prior offense within seven years,
(6) Penalty for having a minor passenger in vehicle. If a
be revoked or denied by the department for nine hundred days; or
person who is convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or
(iii) Where there have been two or more prior offenses within
46.61.504 committed the offense while a passenger under the age
seven years, be revoked or denied by the department for four
of sixteen was in the vehicle, the court shall:
years; or
(a) Order the use of an ignition interlock or other device for an
(c) Penalty for refusing to take test. If by reason of the
additional six months;
person's refusal to take a test offered under RCW 46.20.308, there
(b) In any case in which the person has no prior offenses within
is no test result indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
seven years, and except as provided in RCW 46.61.502(6) or
(i) Where there have been no prior offenses within seven years,
46.61.504(6), order an additional twenty-four hours of
be revoked or denied by the department for two years;
imprisonment and a fine of not less than one thousand dollars and
(ii) Where there has been one prior offense within seven years,
not more than five thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of the
be revoked or denied by the department for three years; or
fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to
(iii) Where there have been two or more previous offenses
be indigent;
within seven years, be revoked or denied by the department for
(c) In any case in which the person has one prior offense within
four years.
seven years, and except as provided in RCW 46.61.502(6) or
The department shall grant credit on a day-for-day basis for
46.61.504(6), order an additional five days of imprisonment and
any portion of a suspension, revocation, or denial already served
a fine of not less than two thousand dollars and not more than five
under this subsection for a suspension, revocation, or denial
thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of the fine may not be
imposed under RCW 46.20.3101 arising out of the same incident.
suspended unless the court finds the offender to be indigent;
Upon its own motion or upon motion by a person, a court may
(d) In any case in which the person has two or three prior
find, on the record, that notice to the department under RCW
offenses within seven years, and except as provided in RCW
46.20.270 has been delayed for three years or more as a result of
46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), order an additional ten days of
a clerical or court error. If so, the court may order that the person's
imprisonment and a fine of not less than three thousand dollars
license, permit, or nonresident privilege shall not be revoked,
and not more than ten thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of
suspended, or denied for that offense. The court shall send notice
the fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender
of the finding and order to the department and to the person. Upon
to be indigent.
receipt of the notice from the court, the department shall not
(7) Other items courts must consider while setting
revoke, suspend, or deny the license, permit, or nonresident
penalties. In exercising its discretion in setting penalties within
privilege of the person for that offense.
the limits allowed by this section, the court shall particularly
For purposes of this subsection (9), the department shall refer
consider the following:
to the driver's record maintained under RCW 46.52.120 when
(a) Whether the person's driving at the time of the offense was
determining the existence of prior offenses.
responsible for injury or damage to another or another's property;
(10) Probation of driving privilege. After expiration of any
(b) Whether at the time of the offense the person was driving
period of suspension, revocation, or denial of the offender's
or in physical control of a vehicle with one or more passengers;
license, permit, or privilege to drive required by this section, the
(c) Whether the driver was driving in the opposite direction of
department shall place the offender's driving privilege in
the normal flow of traffic on a multiple lane highway, as defined
probationary status pursuant to RCW 46.20.355.
by RCW 46.04.350, with a posted speed limit of forty-five miles
(11) Conditions of probation. (a) In addition to any
per hour or greater; and
nonsuspendable and nondeferrable jail sentence required by this
section, whenever the court imposes up to three hundred sixty-
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four days in jail, the court shall also suspend but shall not defer a
period of confinement for a period not exceeding five years. The
court shall impose conditions of probation that include: (i) Not
driving a motor vehicle within this state without a valid license to
drive ((and)); (ii) not driving a motor vehicle within this state
without proof of liability insurance or other financial
responsibility for the future pursuant to RCW 46.30.020; (((ii)))
(iii) not driving or being in physical control of a motor vehicle
within this state while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or
more or a THC concentration of 5.00 nanograms per milliliter of
whole blood or higher, within two hours after driving; ((and (iii)))
(iv) not refusing to submit to a test of his or her breath or blood to
determine alcohol or drug concentration upon request of a law
enforcement officer who has reasonable grounds to believe the
person was driving or was in actual physical control of a motor
vehicle within this state while under the influence of intoxicating
liquor or drug; and (v) not driving a motor vehicle in this state
without a functioning ignition interlock device as required by the
department under RCW 46.20.720(3). The court may impose
conditions of probation that include nonrepetition, installation of
an ignition interlock device on the probationer's motor vehicle,
alcohol or drug treatment, supervised probation, or other
conditions that may be appropriate. The sentence may be imposed
in whole or in part upon violation of a condition of probation
during the suspension period.
(b) For each violation of mandatory conditions of probation
under (a)(i), (ii), ((or)) (iii), (iv), or (v) of this subsection, the court
shall order the convicted person to be confined for thirty days,
which shall not be suspended or deferred.
(c) For each incident involving a violation of a mandatory
condition of probation imposed under this subsection, the license,
permit, or privilege to drive of the person shall be suspended by
the court for thirty days or, if such license, permit, or privilege to
drive already is suspended, revoked, or denied at the time the
finding of probation violation is made, the suspension,
revocation, or denial then in effect shall be extended by thirty
days. The court shall notify the department of any suspension,
revocation, or denial or any extension of a suspension, revocation,
or denial imposed under this subsection.
(12) Waiver of electronic home monitoring. A court may
waive the electronic home monitoring requirements of this
chapter when:
(a) The offender does not have a dwelling, telephone service,
or any other necessity to operate an electronic home monitoring
system. However, if a court determines that an alcohol monitoring
device utilizing wireless reporting technology is reasonably
available, the court may require the person to obtain such a device
during the period of required electronic home monitoring;
(b) The offender does not reside in the state of Washington; or
(c) The court determines that there is reason to believe that the
offender would violate the conditions of the electronic home
monitoring penalty.
Whenever the mandatory minimum term of electronic home
monitoring is waived, the court shall state in writing the reason
for granting the waiver and the facts upon which the waiver is
based, and shall impose an alternative sentence with similar
punitive consequences. The alternative sentence may include, but
is not limited to, use of an ignition interlock device, the 24/7
sobriety program monitoring, additional jail time, work crew, or
work camp.
Whenever the combination of jail time and electronic home
monitoring or alternative sentence would exceed three hundred
sixty-four days, the offender shall serve the jail portion of the
sentence first, and the electronic home monitoring or alternative
portion of the sentence shall be reduced so that the combination
does not exceed three hundred sixty-four days.

(13) Extraordinary medical placement. An offender serving
a sentence under this section, whether or not a mandatory
minimum term has expired, may be granted an extraordinary
medical placement by the jail administrator subject to the
standards and limitations set forth in RCW 9.94A.728(3).
(14) Definitions. For purposes of this section and RCW
46.61.502 and 46.61.504:
(a) A "prior offense" means any of the following:
(i) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(ii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.504 or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(iii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.25.110 or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(iv) A conviction for a violation of RCW 79A.60.040(2) or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(v) A conviction for a violation of RCW 79A.60.040(1) or an
equivalent local ordinance committed in a reckless manner if the
conviction is the result of a charge that was originally filed as a
violation of RCW 79A.60.040(2) or an equivalent local
ordinance;
(vi) A conviction for a violation of RCW 47.68.220 or an
equivalent local ordinance committed while under the influence
of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(((vi))) (vii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 47.68.220 or
an equivalent local ordinance committed in a careless or reckless
manner if the conviction is the result of a charge that was
originally filed as a violation of RCW 47.68.220 or an equivalent
local ordinance while under the influence of intoxicating liquor
or any drug;
(viii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.09.470(2) or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(((vii))) (ix) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.10.490(2)
or an equivalent local ordinance;
(((viii))) (x) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.520
committed while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug, or a conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.520
committed in a reckless manner or with the disregard for the
safety of others if the conviction is the result of a charge that was
originally filed as a violation of RCW 46.61.520 committed while
under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(((ix))) (xi) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.522
committed while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug, or a conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.522
committed in a reckless manner or with the disregard for the
safety of others if the conviction is the result of a charge that was
originally filed as a violation of RCW 46.61.522 committed while
under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(((x))) (xii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.5249,
46.61.500, or 9A.36.050 or an equivalent local ordinance, if the
conviction is the result of a charge that was originally filed as a
violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or an equivalent local
ordinance, or of RCW 46.61.520 or 46.61.522;
(((xi))) (xiii) An out-of-state conviction for a violation that
would have been a violation of (a)(i), (ii), (((viii))) (x), (((ix)))
(xi), or (((x))) (xii) of this subsection if committed in this state;
(((xii))) (xiv) A deferred prosecution under chapter 10.05
RCW granted in a prosecution for a violation of RCW 46.61.502,
46.61.504, or an equivalent local ordinance;
(((xiii))) (xv) A deferred prosecution under chapter 10.05
RCW granted in a prosecution for a violation of RCW
46.61.5249, or an equivalent local ordinance, if the charge under
which the deferred prosecution was granted was originally filed
as a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or an equivalent
local ordinance, or of RCW 46.61.520 or 46.61.522;
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installation privileges of that certified service provider or
(((xiv))) (xvi) A deferred prosecution granted in another state
for a violation of driving or having physical control of a vehicle
individual installer may be suspended or revoked until the
certified service provider or individual installer comes into
while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug if the
compliance. During any suspension or revocation period, the
out-of-state deferred prosecution is equivalent to the deferred
certified service provider or individual installer is responsible for
prosecution under chapter 10.05 RCW, including a requirement
notifying affected customers of any changes in their service
that the defendant participate in a chemical dependency treatment
agreement.
program; or
(((xv))) (xvii) A deferred sentence imposed in a prosecution
(b) A certified service provider or individual installer whose
certification is suspended or revoked for noncompliance has a
for a violation of RCW 46.61.5249, 46.61.500, or 9A.36.050, or
right to an administrative hearing under chapter 34.05 RCW to
an equivalent local ordinance, if the charge under which the
contest the suspension or revocation, or both. For the
deferred sentence was imposed was originally filed as a violation
administrative hearing, the procedure and rules of evidence are as
of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or an equivalent local ordinance,
specified in chapter 34.05 RCW, except as otherwise provided in
or a violation of RCW 46.61.520 or 46.61.522;
this chapter. Any request for an administrative hearing must be
If a deferred prosecution is revoked based on a subsequent
made in writing and must be received by the state patrol within
conviction for an offense listed in this subsection (14)(a), the
twenty days after the receipt of the notice of suspension or
subsequent conviction shall not be treated as a prior offense of the
revocation.
revoked deferred prosecution for the purposes of sentencing;
(3)(a) An ignition interlock device must employ:
(b) "Treatment" means alcohol or drug treatment approved by
the department of social and health services;
(i) Fuel cell technology. For the purposes of this subsection,
(c) "Within seven years" means that the arrest for a prior
"fuel cell technology" consists of the following electrochemical
offense occurred within seven years before or after the arrest for
method: An electrolyte designed to oxidize the alcohol and
the current offense; and
release electrons to be collected by an active electrode; a current
(d) "Within ten years" means that the arrest for a prior offense
flow is generated within the electrode proportional to the amount
occurred within ten years before or after the arrest for the current
of alcohol oxidized on the fuel cell surface; and the electrical
offense.
current is measured and reported as breath alcohol concentration.
Sec. 10. RCW 46.01.260 and 2010 c 161 s 208 are each
Fuel cell technology is highly specific for alcohols((.
amended to read as follows:
(b) When reasonably available in the area, as determined by
(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, the
the state patrol, an ignition interlock device must employ));
director may destroy applications for vehicle registrations, copies
(ii) Technology capable of taking a photo identification of the
of vehicle registrations issued, applications for drivers' licenses,
user giving the breath sample and recording on the photo the time
copies of issued drivers' licenses, certificates of title and
the breath sample was given; and
registration or other documents, and records or supporting papers
(iii) Technology capable of providing the global positioning
on file in the department that have been microfilmed or
coordinates at the time of each test sequence. Such coordinates
photographed or are more than five years old. The director may
must be displayed within the data log that is downloaded by the
destroy applications for vehicle registrations that are renewal
manufacturer and must be made available to the state patrol to be
applications when the computer record of the applications has
used for circumvention and tampering investigations.
been updated.
(((c))) (b) To be certified, an ignition interlock device must:
(2)(a) The director shall not destroy records of convictions or
(i) Meet or exceed the minimum test standards according to
adjudications of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.503, 46.61.504,
rules adopted by the state patrol. Only a notarized statement from
46.61.520, and 46.61.522, or records of deferred prosecutions
a laboratory that is accredited and certified ((by)) under the
granted under RCW 10.05.120 and shall maintain such records
current edition of ISO (the international organization of
permanently on file.
standardization) 17025 standard for testing and calibration
(b) The director shall not, within fifteen years from the date of
laboratories and is capable of performing the tests specified will
conviction or adjudication, destroy records if the offense was
be accepted as proof of meeting or exceeding the standards. The
originally charged as one of the offenses designated in (a) of this
notarized statement must include the name and signature of the
person in charge of the tests under the certification statement. The
subsection, convictions or adjudications of the following
offenses: RCW 46.61.500 or 46.61.5249 or any other violation
state patrol must adopt by rule the required language of the
that was originally charged as one of the offenses designated in
certification statement that must, at a minimum, outline that the
testing meets or exceeds all specifications listed in the federal
(a) of this subsection.
(c) For purposes of RCW 46.52.101 and 46.52.130, offenses
register adopted in rule by the state patrol; and
subject to this subsection shall be considered "alcohol-related"
(ii) Be maintained in accordance with the rules and standards
offenses.
adopted by the state patrol.
Ignition interlock devices—Standards—Compliance
Abstract of driving record—Access—Fee—Violations
Sec. 12. RCW 46.52.130 and 2012 c 74 s 6 and 2012 c 73 s
Sec. 11. RCW 43.43.395 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 9 are each
amended to read as follows:
1 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
(1) The state patrol shall by rule provide standards for the
Upon a proper request, the department may furnish an abstract
certification, installation, repair, maintenance, monitoring,
of a person's driving record as permitted under this section.
inspection, and removal of ignition interlock devices, as defined
(1) Contents of abstract of driving record. An abstract of a
under RCW 46.04.215, and equipment as outlined under this
person's driving record, whenever possible, must include:
section, and may inspect the records and equipment of
(a) An enumeration of motor vehicle accidents in which the
manufacturers and vendors during regular business hours for
person was driving, including:
compliance with statutes and rules and may suspend or revoke
(i) The total number of vehicles involved;
certification for any noncompliance.
(ii) Whether the vehicles were legally parked or moving;
(2)(a) When a certified service provider or individual installer
(iii) Whether the vehicles were occupied at the time of the
of ignition interlock devices is found to be out of compliance, the
accident; and
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(iv) Whether the accident resulted in a fatality;
(b) Any reported convictions, forfeitures of bail, or findings
that an infraction was committed based upon a violation of any
motor vehicle law;
(c) The status of the person's driving privilege in this state; and
(d) Any reports of failure to appear in response to a traffic
citation or failure to respond to a notice of infraction served upon
the named individual by an arresting officer.
(2) Release of abstract of driving record. An abstract of a
person's driving record may be furnished to the following persons
or entities:
(a) Named individuals. (i) An abstract of the full driving
record maintained by the department may be furnished to the
individual named in the abstract.
(ii) Nothing in this section prevents a court from providing a
copy of the driver's abstract to the individual named in the abstract
or that named individual's attorney, provided that the named
individual has a pending or open infraction or criminal case in
that court. A pending case includes criminal cases that have not
reached a disposition by plea, stipulation, trial, or amended
charge. An open infraction or criminal case includes cases on
probation, payment agreement or subject to, or in collections.
Courts may charge a reasonable fee for the production and
copying of the abstract for the individual.
(b) Employers or prospective employers. (i)(A) An abstract
of the full driving record maintained by the department may be
furnished to an employer or prospective employer or an agent
acting on behalf of an employer or prospective employer of the
named individual for purposes related to driving by the individual
as a condition of employment or otherwise at the direction of the
employer.
(B) Release of an abstract of the driving record of an employee
or prospective employee requires a statement signed by: (I) The
employee or prospective employee that authorizes the release of
the record; and (II) the employer attesting that the information is
necessary for employment purposes related to driving by the
individual as a condition of employment or otherwise at the
direction of the employer. If the employer or prospective
employer authorizes an agent to obtain this information on their
behalf, this must be noted in the statement.
(C) Upon request of the person named in the abstract provided
under this subsection, and upon that same person furnishing
copies of court records ruling that the person was not at fault in a
motor vehicle accident, the department must indicate on any
abstract provided under this subsection that the person was not at
fault in the motor vehicle accident.
(ii) In addition to the methods described in (b)(i) of this
subsection, the director may enter into a contractual agreement
with an employer or its agent for the purpose of reviewing the
driving records of existing employees for changes to the record
during specified periods of time. The department shall establish a
fee for this service, which must be deposited in the highway safety
fund. The fee for this service must be set at a level that will not
result in a net revenue loss to the state. Any information provided
under this subsection must be treated in the same manner and is
subject to the same restrictions as driving record abstracts.
(c) Volunteer organizations. (i) An abstract of the full driving
record maintained by the department may be furnished to a
volunteer organization or an agent for a volunteer organization
for which the named individual has submitted an application for
a position that would require driving by the individual at the
direction of the volunteer organization.
(ii) Release of an abstract of the driving record of a prospective
volunteer requires a statement signed by: (A) The prospective
volunteer that authorizes the release of the record; and (B) the
volunteer organization attesting that the information is necessary

for purposes related to driving by the individual at the direction
of the volunteer organization. If the volunteer organization
authorizes an agent to obtain this information on their behalf, this
must be noted in the statement.
(d) Transit authorities. An abstract of the full driving record
maintained by the department may be furnished to an employee
or agent of a transit authority checking prospective volunteer
vanpool drivers for insurance and risk management needs.
(e) Insurance carriers. (i) An abstract of the driving record
maintained by the department covering the period of not more
than the last three years may be furnished to an insurance
company or its agent:
(A) That has motor vehicle or life insurance in effect covering
the named individual;
(B) To which the named individual has applied; or
(C) That has insurance in effect covering the employer or a
prospective employer of the named individual.
(ii) The abstract provided to the insurance company must:
(A) Not contain any information related to actions committed
by law enforcement officers or firefighters, as both terms are
defined in RCW 41.26.030, or by Washington state patrol
officers, while driving official vehicles in the performance of their
occupational duty. This does not apply to any situation where the
vehicle was used in the commission of a misdemeanor or felony;
(B) Include convictions under RCW 46.61.5249 and
46.61.525, except that the abstract must report the convictions
only as negligent driving without reference to whether they are
for first or second degree negligent driving; and
(C) Exclude any deferred prosecution under RCW 10.05.060,
except that if a person is removed from a deferred prosecution
under RCW 10.05.090, the abstract must show the deferred
prosecution as well as the removal.
(iii) Any policy of insurance may not be canceled,
nonrenewed, denied, or have the rate increased on the basis of
information regarding an accident included in the abstract of a
driving record, unless the policyholder was determined to be at
fault.
(iv) Any insurance company or its agent, for underwriting
purposes relating to the operation of commercial motor vehicles,
may not use any information contained in the abstract relative to
any person's operation of motor vehicles while not engaged in
such employment. Any insurance company or its agent, for
underwriting purposes relating to the operation of noncommercial
motor vehicles, may not use any information contained in the
abstract relative to any person's operation of commercial motor
vehicles.
(v) The director may enter into a contractual agreement with
an insurance company or its agent for the limited purpose of
reviewing the driving records of existing policyholders for
changes to the record during specified periods of time. The
department shall establish a fee for this service, which must be
deposited in the highway safety fund. The fee for this service must
be set at a level that will not result in a net revenue loss to the
state. Any information provided under this subsection must be
treated in the same manner and is subject to the same restrictions
as driving record abstracts.
(f) Alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agencies. An
abstract of the driving record maintained by the department
covering the period of not more than the last five years may be
furnished to an alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agency
approved by the department of social and health services to which
the named individual has applied or been assigned for evaluation
or treatment, for purposes of assisting employees in making a
determination as to what level of treatment, if any, is appropriate,
except that the abstract must:
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(b) Whenever a person is convicted of two or more serious
(i) Also include records of alcohol-related offenses, as defined
violent offenses arising from separate and distinct criminal
in RCW 46.01.260(2), covering a period of not more than the last
conduct, the standard sentence range for the offense with the
ten years; and
highest seriousness level under RCW 9.94A.515 shall be
(ii) Indicate whether an alcohol-related offense was originally
determined using the offender's prior convictions and other
charged as a violation of either RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504.
current convictions that are not serious violent offenses in the
(g) Attorneys—City attorneys ((and)), county prosecuting
offender score and the standard sentence range for other serious
attorneys, and named individual's attorney of record. An
violent offenses shall be determined by using an offender score of
abstract of the full driving record maintained by the department,
zero. The standard sentence range for any offenses that are not
including whether a recorded violation is an alcohol-related
serious violent offenses shall be determined according to (a) of
offense, as defined in RCW 46.01.260(2), that was originally
this subsection. All sentences imposed under (((b) of)) this
charged as a violation of either RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504,
may be furnished to city attorneys ((or)), county prosecuting
subsection (1)(b) shall be served consecutively to each other and
attorneys, or the named individual's attorney of record. City
concurrently with sentences imposed under (a) of this subsection.
attorneys ((and)), county prosecuting attorneys, or the named
(c) If an offender is convicted under RCW 9.41.040 for
individual's attorney of record may provide the driving record to
unlawful possession of a firearm in the first or second degree and
alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agencies approved by the
for the felony crimes of theft of a firearm or possession of a stolen
firearm, or both, the standard sentence range for each of these
department of social and health services to which the named
individual has applied or been assigned for evaluation or
current offenses shall be determined by using all other current and
prior convictions, except other current convictions for the felony
treatment.
(h) State colleges, universities, or agencies, or units of local
crimes listed in this subsection (1)(c), as if they were prior
convictions. The offender shall serve consecutive sentences for
government. An abstract of the full driving record maintained by
each conviction of the felony crimes listed in this subsection
the department may be furnished to (i) state colleges, universities,
(1)(c), and for each firearm unlawfully possessed.
or agencies for employment and risk management purposes or (ii)
(d) All sentences imposed under RCW 46.61.502(6),
units of local government authorized to self-insure under RCW
46.61.504(6), or 46.61.5055(4) shall be served consecutively to
48.62.031 for employment and risk management purposes.
any sentences imposed under RCW 46.20.740 and 46.20.750.
(i) Superintendent of public instruction. An abstract of the
(2)(a) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, whenever a
full driving record maintained by the department may be
person while under sentence for conviction of a felony commits
furnished to the superintendent of public instruction for review of
another felony and is sentenced to another term of confinement,
public school bus driver records. The superintendent or
the latter term shall not begin until expiration of all prior terms.
superintendent's designee may discuss information on the driving
(b) Whenever a second or later felony conviction results in
record with an authorized representative of the employing school
community supervision with conditions not currently in effect,
district for employment and risk management purposes.
(3) Release to third parties prohibited. Any person or entity
under the prior sentence or sentences of community supervision
receiving an abstract of a person's driving record under subsection
the court may require that the conditions of community
(2)(b) through (i) of this section shall use the abstract exclusively
supervision contained in the second or later sentence begin during
for his, her, or its own purposes or as otherwise expressly
the immediate term of community supervision and continue
permitted under this section, and shall not divulge any
throughout the duration of the consecutive term of community
information contained in the abstract to a third party.
supervision.
(4) Fee. The director shall collect a thirteen dollar fee for each
(3) Subject to subsections (1) and (2) of this section, whenever
abstract of a person's driving record furnished by the department.
a person is sentenced for a felony that was committed while the
Fifty percent of the fee must be deposited in the highway safety
person was not under sentence for conviction of a felony, the
fund, and fifty percent of the fee must be deposited according to
sentence shall run concurrently with any felony sentence which
RCW 46.68.038.
has been imposed by any court in this or another state or by a
(5) Violation. (a) Any negligent violation of this section is a
federal court subsequent to the commission of the crime being
gross misdemeanor.
sentenced unless the court pronouncing the current sentence
(b) Any intentional violation of this section is a class C felony.
expressly orders that they be served consecutively.
Sec. 13. RCW 9.94A.589 and 2002 c 175 s 7 are each
(4) Whenever any person granted probation under RCW
amended to read as follows:
9.95.210 or 9.92.060, or both, has the probationary sentence
(1)(a) Except as provided in (b) ((or)), (c), or (d) of this
revoked and a prison sentence imposed, that sentence shall run
subsection, whenever a person is to be sentenced for two or more
consecutively to any sentence imposed pursuant to this chapter,
unless the court pronouncing the subsequent sentence expressly
current offenses, the sentence range for each current offense shall
orders that they be served concurrently.
be determined by using all other current and prior convictions as
if they were prior convictions for the purpose of the offender
(5) In the case of consecutive sentences, all periods of total
confinement shall be served before any partial confinement,
score: PROVIDED, That if the court enters a finding that some or
community restitution, community supervision, or any other
all of the current offenses encompass the same criminal conduct
then those current offenses shall be counted as one crime.
requirement or conditions of any of the sentences. Except for
exceptional sentences as authorized under RCW 9.94A.535, if
Sentences imposed under this subsection shall be served
two or more sentences that run consecutively include periods of
concurrently. Consecutive sentences may only be imposed under
community supervision, the aggregate of the community
the exceptional sentence provisions of RCW 9.94A.535. "Same
supervision period shall not exceed twenty-four months.
criminal conduct," as used in this subsection, means two or more
Sec. 14. RCW 46.61.503 and 2013 c 3 s 34 are each amended
crimes that require the same criminal intent, are committed at the
to read as follows:
same time and place, and involve the same victim. This definition
applies in cases involving vehicular assault or vehicular homicide
(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, a person
is guilty of driving or being in physical control of a motor vehicle
even if the victims occupied the same vehicle.
after consuming alcohol or marijuana if the person operates or is
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in physical control of a motor vehicle within this state and the
person:
(a) Is under the age of twenty-one; and
(b) Has, within two hours after operating or being in physical
control of the motor vehicle, either:
(i) An alcohol concentration of at least 0.02 but less than the
concentration specified in RCW 46.61.502, as shown by analysis
of the person's breath or blood made under RCW 46.61.506; or
(ii) A THC concentration above 0.00 but less than the
concentration specified in RCW 46.61.502, as shown by analysis
of the person's blood made under RCW 46.61.506.
(2) It is an affirmative defense to a violation of subsection (1)
of this section, which the defendant must prove by a
preponderance of the evidence, that the defendant consumed a
sufficient quantity of alcohol or marijuana after the time of
driving or being in physical control and before the administration
of an analysis of the person's breath or blood to cause the
defendant's alcohol or THC concentration to be in violation of
subsection (1) of this section within two hours after driving or
being in physical control. The court shall not admit evidence of
this defense unless the defendant notifies the prosecution prior to
the earlier of: (a) Seven days prior to trial; or (b) the omnibus or
pretrial hearing in the case of the defendant's intent to assert the
affirmative defense.
(3) No person may be convicted under this section for being in
physical control of a motor vehicle and it is an affirmative defense
to any action pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 to suspend, revoke, or
deny the privilege to drive, if, prior to being pursued by a law
enforcement officer, the person has moved the vehicle safely off
the roadway.
(4) Analyses of blood or breath samples obtained more than
two hours after the alleged driving or being in physical control
may be used as evidence that within two hours of the alleged
driving or being in physical control, a person had an alcohol or
THC concentration in violation of subsection (1) of this section.
(((4))) (5) A violation of this section is a misdemeanor.
Sec. 15. RCW 46.20.755 and 2010 c 269 s 5 are each
amended to read as follows:
If a person is required, as part of the person's judgment and
sentence or as a condition of release, to install an ignition
interlock device on all motor vehicles operated by the person and
the person is under the jurisdiction of the municipality or county
probation or supervision department, the probation or supervision
department must verify the installation of the ignition interlock
device or devices. The municipality or county probation or
supervision department satisfies the requirement to verify the
installation or installations if the municipality or county probation
or supervision department receives written verification by one or
more companies doing business in the state that it has installed
the required device on a vehicle owned or operated by the person.
The municipality or county shall have no further obligation to
supervise the use of the ignition interlock device or devices by the
person and shall not be civilly liable for any injuries or damages
caused by the person for failing to use an ignition interlock device
or for driving under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug or being in actual physical control of a motor vehicle under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug.
Sec. 16. RCW 36.28A.320 and 2014 c 221 s 913 are each
amended to read as follows:
There is hereby established in the state treasury the 24/7
sobriety account. The account shall be maintained and
administered by the criminal justice training commission to
reimburse the state for costs associated with establishing and
operating the 24/7 sobriety program and the Washington
association of sheriffs and police chiefs for ongoing 24/7 sobriety
program administration costs. (([The])) An appropriation is not

required for expenditures and the account is not subject to
allotment procedures under chapter 43.88 RCW. Funds in the
account may not lapse and must carry forward from biennium to
biennium. Interest earned by the account must be retained in the
account. The criminal justice training commission may accept for
deposit in the account money from donations, gifts, grants,
participation fees, and user fees or payments. ((Expenditures from
the account shall be budgeted through the normal budget
process.))
Sec. 17. RCW 36.28A.330 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 26 are
each amended to read as follows:
The definitions in this section apply throughout RCW
36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390 unless the context clearly
requires otherwise.
(1) "24/7 ((electronic alcohol/drug monitoring)) sobriety
program" means ((the monitoring by the use of any electronic
instrument that is capable of determining and monitoring the
presence of alcohol or drugs in a person's body and includes any
associated equipment a participant needs in order for the device
to properly perform. Monitoring may also include mandatory
urine analysis tests as ordered by the court)) a program in which
a participant submits to testing of the participant's blood, breath,
urine, or other bodily substance to determine the presence of
alcohol or any drug as defined in RCW 46.61.540. Testing must
take place at a location or locations designated by the
participating agency, or, with the concurrence of the Washington
association of sheriffs and police chiefs, by an alternate method.
(2) "Participant" means a person who has one or more prior
convictions for a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and
who has been ordered by a court to participate in the 24/7 sobriety
program.
(3) "Participating agency" means ((a sheriff's office or a
designated entity named by a sheriff that has agreed to participate
in the 24/7 sobriety program by enrolling participants,
administering one or more of the tests, and submitting reports to
the Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs)) any
entity located in the state of Washington that has a written
agreement with the Washington association of sheriffs and police
chiefs to participate in the 24/7 sobriety program, and includes,
but is not limited to, a sheriff, a police chief, any other local,
regional, or state corrections or probation entity, and any other
entity designated by a sheriff, police chief, or any other local,
regional, or state corrections or probation entity to perform testing
in the 24/7 sobriety program.
(4) "Participation agreement" means a written document
executed by a participant agreeing to participate in the 24/7
sobriety program in a form approved by the Washington
association of sheriffs and police chiefs that contains the
following information:
(a) The type, frequency, and time period of testing;
(b) The location of testing;
(c) The fees and payment procedures required for testing; and
(d) The responsibilities and obligations of the participant under
the 24/7 sobriety program.
(((5) "24/7 sobriety program" means a twenty-four hour and
seven day a week sobriety program in which a participant submits
to the testing of the participant's blood, breath, urine, or other
bodily substances in order to determine the presence of alcohol,
marijuana, or any controlled substance in the participant's body.))
Sec. 18. RCW 36.28A.370 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 30 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1) ((Funds in the 24/7 sobriety account shall be distributed as
follows:
(a))) Any daily user fee, installation fee, deactivation fee,
enrollment fee, or monitoring fee ((collected under the 24/7
sobriety program shall)) must be collected by the ((sheriff or
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chief, or an entity designated by the sheriff or chief, and deposited
for a violent offense or sex offense, as defined in RCW
with the county or city treasurer of the proper county or city, the
9.94A.030, who has been convicted of one or more violent
proceeds of which shall be applied)) participating agency and
offenses or sex offenses in the ten years before the date of the
used ((only)) to defray the ((recurring)) participating agency's
current offense, unless the offender's release before trial was
costs of the 24/7 sobriety program ((including maintaining
secured with a payment of bail.
equipment, funding support services, and ensuring compliance;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 21. A new section is added to
and)).
chapter 18.130 RCW to read as follows:
(((b))) (2) Any participation fee must be collected ((in the
It is not professional misconduct for a physician, registered
nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant as defined in
administration of testing under)) by the participating agency and
deposited in the state 24/7 sobriety ((program)) account to cover
chapter 18.88A RCW, physician assistant as defined in chapter
24/7 sobriety program administration costs incurred by the
18.71A RCW, first responder as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
emergency medical technician as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs ((shall be
health care assistant as defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, or
collected by the sheriff or chief, or an entity designated by the
sheriff or chief, and deposited in the 24/7 sobriety account)).
any technician trained in withdrawing blood, to collect a blood
(((2))) (3) All applicable fees shall be paid by the participant
sample without a person's consent when the physician, registered
nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant as defined in
contemporaneously or in advance of the time when the fee
chapter 18.88A RCW, physician assistant as defined in chapter
becomes due; however, cities and counties may subsidize or pay
any applicable fees.
18.71A RCW, first responder as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
emergency medical technician as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
(4) A city or county may accept donations, gifts, grants, and
health care assistant as defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, or any
other assistance to defray the participating agency's costs of the
24/7 sobriety program.
technician trained in withdrawing blood was directed by a law
enforcement officer to do so for the purpose of a blood test under
Sec. 19. RCW 36.28A.390 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 32 are
the provisions of a search warrant or exigent circumstances:
each amended to read as follows:
PROVIDED, That nothing in this section shall relieve a
(1) A general authority Washington peace officer, as defined
physician, registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing
in RCW 10.93.020, who has probable cause to believe that a
assistant as defined in chapter 18.88A RCW, physician assistant
participant has violated the terms of participation in the 24/7
as defined in chapter 18.71A RCW, first responder as defined in
sobriety program may immediately take the participant into
chapter 18.73 RCW, emergency medical technician as defined in
custody and cause him or her to be held until an appearance before
chapter 18.73 RCW, health care assistant as defined in chapter
a judge on the next judicial day.
18.135 RCW, a forensic phlebotomist under section 23 of this act,
(2) A participant who violates the terms of participation in the
or any technician trained in withdrawing blood from professional
24/7 sobriety program or does not pay the required fees or
discipline arising from the use of improper procedures or from
associated costs pretrial or posttrial shall, at a minimum:
failing to exercise the required standard of care.
(a) Receive a written warning notice for a first violation;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 22. A new section is added to
(b) Serve ((a term)) the lesser of two days imprisonment or if
posttrial, the entire remaining sentence imposed by the court for
chapter 43.70 RCW to read as follows:
a second violation;
(1) The secretary, in consultation with health profession boards
(c) Serve ((a term of up to)) the lesser of five days
and commissions, the Washington state criminal justice training
imprisonment or if posttrial, the entire remaining sentence
commission, and the Washington state patrol, shall establish by
imposed by the court for a third violation;
rule the administrative procedures and administrative
(d) Serve ((a term of up to)) the lesser of ten days
requirements for initial issue, renewal, and reissue of a credential
imprisonment or if posttrial, the entire remaining sentence
for forensic phlebotomists as defined in section 23 of this act.
imposed by the court for a fourth violation; and
Failure to renew invalidates the credential and all privileges
(e) For a fifth or subsequent violation pretrial, the participant
granted by the credential. Administrative procedures and
shall abide by the order of the court. For posttrial participants, the
administrative requirements do not include establishing,
participant shall serve the entire remaining sentence imposed by
monitoring, and enforcing qualifications for licensure, scope or
the court.
standards of practice, continuing competency mechanisms, and
(((2) A sheriff or chief, or the designee of a sheriff or chief,
discipline when such authority is authorized in statute to a health
who has probable cause to believe that a participant has violated
profession board or commission or to the criminal justice training
the terms of participation in the 24/7 sobriety program or has not
commission. For the purposes of this section, "in consultation
paid the required fees or associated costs shall immediately take
with" means providing an opportunity for meaningful
the participant into custody and cause him or her to be held until
participation in development of rules consistent with processes set
an appearance before a judge on the next judicial day.)) (3) The
forth in RCW 34.05.310.
court may remove a participant from the 24/7 sobriety program at
(2) Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary that
provides for a licensing period for any type of license subject to
any time for noncompliance with the terms of participation.
Sec. 20. RCW 10.21.015 and 2014 c 24 s 1 are each amended
this chapter including those under RCW 18.130.040, the secretary
to read as follows:
may, from time to time, extend or otherwise modify the duration
(1) Under this chapter, "pretrial release program" is any
of any licensing, certification, or registration period, whether an
initial or renewal period, if the secretary determines that it would
program, either run directly by a county or city, or by a private or
public entity through contract with a county or city, into whose
result in a more economical or efficient operation of state
custody an offender is released prior to trial and which agrees to
government and that the public health, safety, or welfare would
not be substantially adversely affected thereby. However, no
supervise the offender. As used in this section, "supervision"
includes, but is not limited to, work release, day monitoring, ((or))
license, certification, or registration may be issued or approved
for a period in excess of four years, without renewal. Such
electronic monitoring, or participation in a 24/7 sobriety program.
extension, reduction, or other modification of a licensing,
(2) A pretrial release program may not agree to supervise, or
certification, or registration period shall be by rule or regulation
accept into its custody, an offender who is currently awaiting trial
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of the department adopted in accordance with the provisions of
chapter 34.05 RCW. Such rules and regulations may provide a
method for imposing and collecting such additional proportional
fee as may be required for the extended or modified period.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 23. A new section is added to
chapter 46.04 RCW to read as follows:
"Forensic phlebotomist" means a police officer, law
enforcement officer, or employee of a correctional facility or
detention facility, who completed a venipuncture training
program required under section 22 of this act and who is
collecting a blood sample for forensic testing pursuant to a search
warrant, a waiver of the warrant requirement, or exigent
circumstances.
Sec. 24. RCW 46.61.506 and 2013 c 3 s 37 are each amended
to read as follows:
(1) Upon the trial of any civil or criminal action or proceeding
arising out of acts alleged to have been committed by any person
while driving or in actual physical control of a vehicle while under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, if the person's
alcohol concentration is less than 0.08 or the person's THC
concentration is less than 5.00, it is evidence that may be
considered with other competent evidence in determining
whether the person was under the influence of intoxicating liquor
or any drug.
(2)(a) The breath analysis of the person's alcohol concentration
shall be based upon grams of alcohol per two hundred ten liters
of breath.
(b) The blood analysis of the person's THC concentration shall
be based upon nanograms per milliliter of whole blood.
(c) The foregoing provisions of this section shall not be
construed as limiting the introduction of any other competent
evidence bearing upon the question whether the person was under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug.
(3) Analysis of the person's blood or breath to be considered
valid under the provisions of this section or RCW 46.61.502 or
46.61.504 shall have been performed according to methods
approved by the state toxicologist and by an individual possessing
a valid permit issued by the state toxicologist for this purpose.
The state toxicologist is directed to approve satisfactory
techniques or methods, to supervise the examination of
individuals to ascertain their qualifications and competence to
conduct such analyses, and to issue permits which shall be subject
to termination or revocation at the discretion of the state
toxicologist.
(4)(a) A breath test performed by any instrument approved by
the state toxicologist shall be admissible at trial or in an
administrative proceeding if the prosecution or department
produces prima facie evidence of the following:
(i) The person who performed the test was authorized to
perform such test by the state toxicologist;
(ii) The person being tested did not vomit or have anything to
eat, drink, or smoke for at least fifteen minutes prior to
administration of the test;
(iii) The person being tested did not have any foreign
substances, not to include dental work, fixed or removable, in his
or her mouth at the beginning of the fifteen-minute observation
period;
(iv) Prior to the start of the test, the temperature of any liquid
simulator solution utilized as an external standard, as measured
by a thermometer approved of by the state toxicologist was thirtyfour degrees centigrade plus or minus 0.3 degrees centigrade;
(v) The internal standard test resulted in the message
"verified";
(vi) The two breath samples agree to within plus or minus ten
percent of their mean to be determined by the method approved
by the state toxicologist;

(vii) The result of the test of the liquid simulator solution
external standard or dry gas external standard result did lie
between .072 to .088 inclusive; and
(viii) All blank tests gave results of .000.
(b) For purposes of this section, "prima facie evidence" is
evidence of sufficient circumstances that would support a logical
and reasonable inference of the facts sought to be proved. In
assessing whether there is sufficient evidence of the foundational
facts, the court or administrative tribunal is to assume the truth of
the prosecution's or department's evidence and all reasonable
inferences from it in a light most favorable to the prosecution or
department.
(c) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to prevent the
subject of the test from challenging the reliability or accuracy of
the test, the reliability or functioning of the instrument, or any
maintenance procedures. Such challenges, however, shall not
preclude the admissibility of the test once the prosecution or
department has made a prima facie showing of the requirements
contained in (a) of this subsection. Instead, such challenges may
be considered by the trier of fact in determining what weight to
give to the test result.
(5) When a blood test is administered under the provisions of
RCW 46.20.308, the withdrawal of blood for the purpose of
determining its alcoholic or drug content may be performed only
by a physician((, a registered nurse, a licensed practical nurse, a
nursing assistant as defined in chapter 18.88A RCW, a physician
assistant as defined in chapter 18.71A RCW, a first responder as
defined in chapter 18.73 RCW, an emergency medical technician
as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW, a health care assistant as
defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, or any technician trained in
withdrawing blood)) licensed under chapter 18.71 RCW; an
osteopathic physician licensed under chapter 18.57 RCW; a
registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, or advanced registered
nurse practitioner licensed under chapter 18.79 RCW; a physician
assistant licensed under chapter 18.71A RCW; an osteopathic
physician assistant licensed under chapter 18.57A RCW; an
advanced emergency medical technician or paramedic licensed
under chapter 18.73 RCW; until July 1, 2016, a health care
assistant certified under chapter 18.135 RCW; or a medical
assistant-certified or medical assistant-phlebotomist certified
under chapter 18.360 RCW. This limitation shall not apply to the
taking of breath specimens.
(6) The person tested may have a ((physician)) licensed or
certified health care provider listed in subsection (5) of this
section, or a qualified technician, chemist, ((registered nurse,)) or
other qualified person of his or her own choosing administer one
or more tests in addition to any administered at the direction of a
law enforcement officer. The test will be admissible if the person
establishes the general acceptability of the testing technique or
method. The failure or inability to obtain an additional test by a
person shall not preclude the admission of evidence relating to the
test or tests taken at the direction of a law enforcement officer.
(7) Upon the request of the person who shall submit to a test
or tests at the request of a law enforcement officer, full
information concerning the test or tests shall be made available to
him or her or his or her attorney.
Sec. 25. RCW 46.61.508 and 1977 ex.s. c 143 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
No physician((, registered nurse, qualified technician))
licensed under chapter 18.71 RCW; osteopathic physician
licensed under chapter 18.57 RCW; registered nurse, licensed
practical nurse, or advanced registered nurse practitioner licensed
under chapter 18.79 RCW; physician assistant licensed under
chapter 18.71A RCW; osteopathic physician assistant licensed
under chapter 18.57A RCW; advanced emergency medical
technician or paramedic licensed under chapter 18.73 RCW; until
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(4)(a) Analyses of blood or breath samples obtained more than
July 1, 2016, health care assistant certified under chapter 18.135
RCW; or medical assistant-certified or medical assistanttwo hours after the alleged being in actual physical control of a
phlebotomist certified under chapter 18.360 RCW, or hospital, or
vehicle may be used as evidence that within two hours of the
alleged being in such control, a person had an alcohol
duly licensed clinical laboratory employing or utilizing services
concentration of 0.08 or more in violation of subsection (1)(a) of
of such ((physician, registered nurse, or qualified technician))
this section, and in any case in which the analysis shows an
licensed or certified health care provider, shall incur any civil or
criminal liability as a result of the act of withdrawing blood from
alcohol concentration above 0.00 may be used as evidence that a
any person when directed by a law enforcement officer to do so
person was under the influence of or affected by intoxicating
for the purpose of a blood test under the provisions of a search
liquor or any drug in violation of subsection (1)(c) or (d) of this
warrant, a waiver of the search warrant requirement, exigent
section.
circumstances, any other authority of law, or RCW 46.20.308, as
(b) Analyses of blood samples obtained more than two hours
after the alleged being in actual physical control of a vehicle may
now or hereafter amended: PROVIDED, That nothing in this
be used as evidence that within two hours of the alleged being in
section shall relieve ((any physician, registered nurse, qualified
control of the vehicle, a person had a THC concentration of 5.00
technician)) such licensed or certified health care provider, or
hospital or duly licensed clinical laboratory from civil liability
or more in violation of subsection (1)(b) of this section, and in
arising from the use of improper procedures or failing to exercise
any case in which the analysis shows a THC concentration above
the required standard of care.
0.00 may be used as evidence that a person was under the
Sec. 26. RCW 46.61.504 and 2013 c 3 s 35 are each amended
influence of or affected by marijuana in violation of subsection
to read as follows:
(1)(c) or (d) of this section.
(5) Except as provided in subsection (6) of this section, a
(1) A person is guilty of being in actual physical control of a
motor vehicle while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or
violation of this section is a gross misdemeanor.
(6) It is a class C felony punishable under chapter 9.94A RCW,
any drug if the person has actual physical control of a vehicle
or chapter 13.40 RCW if the person is a juvenile, if:
within this state:
(a) The person has four or more prior offenses within ten years
(a) And the person has, within two hours after being in actual
as defined in RCW 46.61.5055; or
physical control of the vehicle, an alcohol concentration of 0.08
(b) The person has ever previously been convicted of:
or higher as shown by analysis of the person's breath or blood
(i) Vehicular homicide while under the influence of
made under RCW 46.61.506; or
intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW 46.61.520(1)(a);
(b) The person has, within two hours after being in actual
(ii) Vehicular assault while under the influence of intoxicating
physical control of a vehicle, a THC concentration of 5.00 or
liquor or any drug, RCW 46.61.522(1)(b);
higher as shown by analysis of the person's blood made under
(iii) An out-of-state offense comparable to the offense
RCW 46.61.506; or
specified in (b)(i) or (ii) of this subsection; or
(c) While the person is under the influence of or affected by
(iv) A violation of this subsection (6) or RCW 46.61.502(6).
intoxicating liquor or any drug; or
Sec. 27. RCW 18.360.030 and 2012 c 153 s 4 are each
(d) While the person is under the combined influence of or
amended to read as follows:
affected by intoxicating liquor and any drug.
(1) The secretary shall adopt rules specifying the minimum
(2) The fact that a person charged with a violation of this
qualifications for a medical assistant-certified, medical assistantsection is or has been entitled to use a drug under the laws of this
hemodialysis technician, and medical assistant-phlebotomist. The
state does not constitute a defense against any charge of violating
qualifications for a medical assistant-hemodialysis technician
this section. No person may be convicted under this section and it
must be equivalent to the qualifications for hemodialysis
is an affirmative defense to any action pursuant to RCW
technicians regulated pursuant to chapter 18.135 RCW as of
46.20.308 to suspend, revoke, or deny the privilege to drive if,
January 1, 2012.
prior to being pursued by a law enforcement officer, the person
(2) The secretary shall adopt rules that establish the minimum
has moved the vehicle safely off the roadway.
requirements necessary for a health care practitioner, clinic, or
(3)(a) It is an affirmative defense to a violation of subsection
group practice to endorse a medical assistant as qualified to
(1)(a) of this section which the defendant must prove by a
perform the duties authorized by this chapter and be able to file
preponderance of the evidence that the defendant consumed a
an attestation of that endorsement with the department.
sufficient quantity of alcohol after the time of being in actual
(3) The medical quality assurance commission, the board of
physical control of the vehicle and before the administration of an
osteopathic medicine and surgery, the podiatric medical board,
analysis of the person's breath or blood to cause the defendant's
the nursing care quality assurance commission, the board of
alcohol concentration to be 0.08 or more within two hours after
naturopathy, and the optometry board shall each review and
being in such control. The court shall not admit evidence of this
identify other specialty assistive personnel not included in this
defense unless the defendant notifies the prosecution prior to the
chapter and the tasks they perform. The department of health shall
omnibus or pretrial hearing in the case of the defendant's intent to
compile the information from each disciplining authority listed in
assert the affirmative defense.
this subsection and submit the compiled information to the
(b) It is an affirmative defense to a violation of subsection
legislature no later than December 15, 2012.
(1)(b) of this section, which the defendant must prove by a
(4) The secretary shall adopt rules specifying requirements for
preponderance of the evidence, that the defendant consumed a
sufficient quantity of marijuana after the time of being in actual
delegation, training, and supervision for a medical assistantphysical control of the vehicle and before the administration of an
phlebotomist who is also a local, state, federal, or tribal law
analysis of the person's blood to cause the defendant's THC
enforcement employee or correctional employee, and whose
concentration to be 5.00 or more within two hours after being in
practice is limited to collecting blood samples for forensic testing
control of the vehicle. The court shall not admit evidence of this
under the provisions of RCW 46.20.308 or pursuant to a search
defense unless the defendant notifies the prosecution prior to the
warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant requirement, when exigent
omnibus or pretrial hearing in the case of the defendant's intent to
circumstances exist, or under any other authority of law."
assert the affirmative defense.
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On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "driving;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 10.21.055,
46.20.385, 46.20.740, 46.20.308, 46.20.750, 46.25.120,
46.61.5055, 46.01.260, 43.43.395, 9.94A.589, 46.61.503,
46.20.755, 36.28A.320, 36.28A.330, 36.28A.370, 36.28A.390,
10.21.015, 46.61.506, 46.61.508, 46.61.504, and 18.360.030;
reenacting and amending RCW 46.52.130; adding a new section
to chapter 46.61 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 18.130
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.70 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 46.04 RCW; creating a new section; and
prescribing penalties."
WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENT
On motion of Senator Padden, the striking amendment by
Senators Padden and Keiser to Engrossed Second Substitute
House Bill No. 1276 was withdrawn.
MOTION
Senator Padden moved that the following striking amendment
by Senators Padden and Keiser be adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. The legislature finds that
impaired driving continues to be a significant cause of motor
vehicle crashes and that additional measures need to be taken to
identify people who are driving under the influence, provide
appropriate sanctions, and ensure compliance with court-ordered
restrictions. The legislature intends to increase the availability of
forensic phlebotomists so that offenders can be appropriately and
efficiently identified. The legislature further intends to require
consecutive sentencing in certain cases to increase punishment
and supervision of offenders. The legislature intends to clarify
ignition interlock processes and requirements to ensure that those
offenders ordered to have ignition interlock devices do not drive
vehicles without the required devices.
Conditions of release—Requirements—Ignition interlock
device—24/7 sobriety program monitoring
Sec. 2. RCW 10.21.055 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) When any person charged with ((or arrested for)) a
violation of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504, 46.61.520, or 46.61.522,
in which the person has a prior offense as defined in RCW
46.61.5055 and the current offense involves alcohol, is released
from custody ((before)) at arraignment or trial on bail or personal
recognizance, the court authorizing the release shall require, as a
condition of release((,)) that person ((to (a))):
(i) Have a functioning ignition interlock device installed on
all motor vehicles operated by the person, with proof of
installation filed with the court by the person or the certified
interlock provider within five business days of the date of release
from custody or as soon thereafter as determined by the court
based on availability within the jurisdiction; ((or (b)))
(ii) Comply with 24/7 sobriety program monitoring, as
defined in RCW 36.28A.330; ((or both))
(iii) Have an ignition interlock device pursuant to (a)(i) of this
subsection and comply with 24/7 sobriety program monitoring
pursuant to (a)(ii) of this subsection; or
(iv) Have an ignition interlock pursuant to (a)(i) of this
subsection, file a sworn statement with the court upon release at
arraignment that states the person agrees not to operate any motor
vehicle while the ignition interlock restriction is imposed by the
court, and submit to alcohol monitoring as outlined in RCW
46.61.5055(5)(b).

(b) The court shall immediately notify the department of
licensing when an ignition interlock restriction is imposed: (i) As
a condition of release pursuant to (a) of this subsection; or (ii) in
instances where a person is charged with or convicted of a
violation of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504, 46.61.520, or 46.61.522,
and the offense involves alcohol. If the court imposes an ignition
interlock restriction, the department of licensing shall attach or
imprint a notation on the driving record of any person restricted
under this section stating that the person may operate only a motor
vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock device.
(c) Pursuant to (a)(iv) of this subsection, the person ordered
to install the ignition interlock pursuant to (a) of this subsection
satisfies the requirement to install an ignition interlock by filing a
sworn statement with the court at arraignment, that states that the
person agrees not to operate any motor vehicle while the ignition
interlock restriction is imposed by the court; provided, that the
ignition interlock requirement will still be reported to the
department pursuant to subsection (1)(b) of this section and it will
remain unlawful for the person to operate any motor vehicle
unless it is equipped with a fully functioning ignition interlock
device.
(2)(a) Upon acquittal or dismissal of all pending or current
charges relating to a violation of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.504,
46.61.520, or 46.61.522, or equivalent local ordinance, the court
shall authorize removal of the ignition interlock device and lift
any requirement to comply with electronic alcohol/drug
monitoring imposed under subsection (1) of this section. Nothing
in this section limits the authority of the court or department under
RCW 46.20.720.
(b) If the court authorizes removal of an ignition interlock
device imposed under (a) of this subsection the court shall
immediately notify the department of licensing regarding the
lifting of the ignition interlock restriction and the department of
licensing shall release any attachment, imprint, or notation on
such person's driving record relating to the ignition interlock
requirement imposed under this section.
(3) When an ignition interlock restriction imposed as a
condition of release is canceled, the court shall provide a
defendant with a written order confirming release of the
restriction. The written order shall serve as proof of release of the
restriction until which time the department of licensing updates
the driving record.
Ignition interlock driver's license—Application—
Eligibility—Cancellation—Costs—Rules
Sec. 3. RCW 46.20.385 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 20 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1)(a) ((Beginning January 1, 2009,)) Any person licensed
under this chapter or who has a valid driver's license from another
state, who is convicted of: (i) A violation of RCW 46.61.502 or
46.61.504 or an equivalent local or out-of-state statute or
ordinance, or (ii) a violation of RCW 46.61.520(1)(a) or an
equivalent local or out-of-state statute or ordinance, or (iii) a
conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.520(1) (b) or (c) if the
conviction is the result of a charge that was originally filed as a
violation of RCW 46.61.520(1)(a), or (iv) RCW 46.61.522(1)(b)
or an equivalent local or out-of-state statute or ordinance, or (v)
RCW 46.61.522(1) (a) or (c) if the conviction is the result of a
charge that was originally filed as a violation of RCW
46.61.522(1)(b) committed while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or any drug, or (vi) who has had or will have
his or her license suspended, revoked, or denied under RCW
46.20.3101, or who is otherwise permitted under subsection (8)
of this section, may submit to the department an application for
an ignition interlock driver's license. The department, upon
receipt of the prescribed fee and upon determining that the
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submittal of evidence that a functioning ignition interlock device
petitioner is eligible to receive the license, may issue an ignition
has been installed on all vehicles operated by the driver.
interlock driver's license.
(4) A person aggrieved by the decision of the department on
(b) A person may apply for an ignition interlock driver's
the application for an ignition interlock driver's license may
license anytime, including immediately after receiving the notices
request a hearing as provided by rule of the department.
under RCW 46.20.308 or after his or her license is suspended,
(5) The director shall cancel an ignition interlock driver's
revoked, or denied. ((A person receiving an ignition interlock
license after receiving notice that the holder thereof has been
driver's license waives his or her right to a hearing or appeal under
convicted of operating a motor vehicle in violation of its
RCW 46.20.308.))
restrictions, no longer meets the eligibility requirements, or has
(c) An applicant under this subsection shall provide proof to
been convicted of or found to have committed a separate offense
the satisfaction of the department that a functioning ignition
or any other act or omission that under this chapter would warrant
interlock device has been installed on all vehicles operated by the
suspension or revocation of a regular driver's license. The
person.
department must give notice of the cancellation as provided under
(i) The department shall require the person to maintain the
RCW 46.20.245. A person whose ignition interlock driver's
device on all vehicles operated by the person and shall restrict the
license has been canceled under this section may reapply for a
person to operating only vehicles equipped with the device, for
new ignition interlock driver's license if he or she is otherwise
the remainder of the period of suspension, revocation, or denial.
qualified under this section and pays the fee required under RCW
Subject to the provisions of RCW 46.20.720(3)(b)(ii), the
46.20.380.
installation of an ignition interlock device is not necessary on
(6)(a) Unless costs are waived by the ignition interlock
vehicles owned, leased, or rented by a person's employer and on
company or the person is indigent under RCW 10.101.010, the
those vehicles whose care and/or maintenance is the temporary
applicant shall pay the cost of installing, removing, and leasing
responsibility of the employer, and driven at the direction of a
the ignition interlock device and shall pay an additional fee of
person's employer as a requirement of employment during
twenty dollars per month. Payments shall be made directly to the
working hours. The person must provide the department with a
ignition interlock company. The company shall remit the
declaration pursuant to RCW 9A.72.085 from his or her employer
additional twenty dollar fee to the department.
stating that the person's employment requires the person to
(b) The department shall deposit the proceeds of the twenty
operate a vehicle owned by the employer or other persons during
dollar fee into the ignition interlock device revolving account.
working hours.
Expenditures from the account may be used only to administer
(ii) Subject to any periodic renewal requirements established
and operate the ignition interlock device revolving account
by the department under this section and subject to any applicable
program. The department shall adopt rules to provide monetary
compliance requirements under this chapter or other law, an
assistance according to greatest need and when funds are
ignition interlock driver's license granted upon a suspension or
available.
revocation under RCW 46.61.5055 or 46.20.3101 extends
(7) The department shall adopt rules to implement ignition
through the remaining portion of any concurrent or consecutive
interlock licensing. The department shall consult with the
suspension or revocation that may be imposed as the result of
administrative office of the courts, the state patrol, the
administrative action and criminal conviction arising out of the
Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs, ignition
same incident.
interlock companies, and any other organization or entity the
(iii) The time period during which the person is licensed under
department deems appropriate.
this section shall apply on a day-for-day basis toward satisfying
(8)(a) Any person licensed under this chapter who is
the period of time the ignition interlock device restriction is
convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.500 when the charge was
required under RCW 46.20.720 ((and)), 46.61.5055, 10.05.140,
originally filed as a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or
46.61.500(3), and 46.61.5249(4). Beginning with incidents
an equivalent local ordinance, may submit to the department an
occurring on or after September 1, 2011, when calculating the
application for an ignition interlock driver's license under this
period of time for the restriction under RCW 46.20.720 (2) or (3),
section.
the department must also give the person a day-for-day credit for
(b) A person who does not have any driver's license under this
the time period, beginning from the date of the incident, during
chapter, but who would otherwise be eligible under this section to
which the person kept an ignition interlock device installed on all
apply for an ignition interlock license, may submit to the
vehicles the person operates. For the purposes of this subsection
department an application for an ignition interlock license. The
(1)(c)(iii), the term "all vehicles" does not include vehicles that
department may require the person to take any driver's licensing
would be subject to the employer exception under RCW
examination under this chapter and may require the person to also
46.20.720(3).
apply and qualify for a temporary restricted driver's license under
(2) An applicant for an ignition interlock driver's license who
RCW 46.20.391.
qualifies under subsection (1) of this section is eligible to receive
a license only if the applicant files satisfactory proof of financial
Notation on driving record—Verification of interlock—
responsibility under chapter 46.29 RCW.
Penalty
Sec. 4. RCW 46.20.740 and 2010 c 269 s 8 are each
(3) Upon receipt of evidence that a holder of an ignition
amended to read as follows:
interlock driver's license granted under this subsection no longer
(1) The department shall attach or imprint a notation on the
has a functioning ignition interlock device installed on all
driving record of any person restricted under RCW 46.20.720,
vehicles operated by the driver, the director shall give written
46.61.5055, or 10.05.140 stating that the person may operate only
notice by first-class mail to the driver that the ignition interlock
a motor vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock
driver's license shall be canceled. If at any time before the
device. The department shall determine the person's eligibility for
cancellation goes into effect the driver submits evidence that a
licensing based upon written verification by a company doing
functioning ignition interlock device has been installed on all
business in the state that it has installed the required device on a
vehicles operated by the driver, the cancellation shall be stayed.
vehicle owned or operated by the person seeking reinstatement.
If the cancellation becomes effective, the driver may obtain, at no
If, based upon notification from the interlock provider or
additional charge, a new ignition interlock driver's license upon
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otherwise, the department determines that an ignition interlock
required under this section is no longer installed or functioning as
required, the department shall suspend the person's license or
privilege to drive. Whenever the license or driving privilege of
any person is suspended or revoked as a result of noncompliance
with an ignition interlock requirement, the suspension shall
remain in effect until the person provides notice issued by a
company doing business in the state that a vehicle owned or
operated by the person is equipped with a functioning ignition
interlock device.
(2) It is a gross misdemeanor for a person with such a notation
on his or her driving record to operate a motor vehicle that is not
so equipped, unless the notation resulted from a restriction
imposed as a condition of release and the restriction has been
released by the court prior to driving.
(3) Any sentence imposed for a violation of subsection (2) of
this section shall be served consecutively with any sentence
imposed under RCW 46.20.750, 46.61.502, 46.61.504, or
46.61.5055.
Implied consent—Test refusal—Procedures
Sec. 5. RCW 46.20.308 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 36 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1) Any person who operates a motor vehicle within this state
is deemed to have given consent, subject to the provisions of
RCW 46.61.506, to a test or tests of his or her breath for the
purpose of determining the alcohol concentration((, THC
concentration, or presence of any drug)) in his or her breath if
arrested for any offense where, at the time of the arrest, the
arresting officer has reasonable grounds to believe the person had
been driving or was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle
while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug or
was in violation of RCW 46.61.503. ((Neither consent nor this
section precludes a police officer from obtaining a search warrant
for a person's breath or blood.))
(2) The test or tests of breath shall be administered at the
direction of a law enforcement officer having reasonable grounds
to believe the person to have been driving or in actual physical
control of a motor vehicle within this state while under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug or the person to have
been driving or in actual physical control of a motor vehicle while
having alcohol or THC in a concentration in violation of RCW
46.61.503 in his or her system and being under the age of twentyone. Prior to administering a breath test pursuant to this section,
the officer shall inform the person of his or her right under this
section to refuse the breath test, and of his or her right to have
additional tests administered by any qualified person of his or her
choosing as provided in RCW 46.61.506. The officer shall warn
the driver, in substantially the following language, that:
(a) If the driver refuses to take the test, the driver's license,
permit, or privilege to drive will be revoked or denied for at least
one year; and
(b) If the driver refuses to take the test, the driver's refusal to
take the test may be used in a criminal trial; and
(c) If the driver submits to the test and the test is administered,
the driver's license, permit, or privilege to drive will be
suspended, revoked, or denied for at least ninety days if:
(i) The driver is age twenty-one or over and the test indicates
either that the alcohol concentration of the driver's breath is 0.08
or more or that the THC concentration of the driver's blood is 5.00
or more; or
(ii) The driver is under age twenty-one and the test indicates
either that the alcohol concentration of the driver's breath is 0.02
or more ((or that the THC concentration of the driver's blood is
above 0.00)); or
(iii) The driver is under age twenty-one and the driver is in
violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504; and

(d) If the driver's license, permit, or privilege to drive is
suspended, revoked, or denied the driver may be eligible to
immediately apply for an ignition interlock driver's license.
(3) ((Except as provided in this section, the test administered
shall be of the breath only. If an individual is unconscious or is
under arrest for the crime of felony driving under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or drugs under RCW 46.61.502(6), felony
physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or any drug under RCW 46.61.504(6),
vehicular homicide as provided in RCW 46.61.520, or vehicular
assault as provided in RCW 46.61.522, or if an individual is under
arrest for the crime of driving while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or drugs as provided in RCW 46.61.502,
which arrest results from an accident in which there has been
serious bodily injury to another person, a breath or blood test may
be administered without the consent of the individual so arrested
pursuant to a search warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant
requirement, or when exigent circumstances exist.
(4))) If, following his or her arrest and receipt of warnings
under subsection (2) of this section, the person arrested ((refuses))
exercises the right, granted herein, by refusing upon the request
of a law enforcement officer to submit to a test or tests of his or
her breath, no test shall be given except as otherwise authorized
by ((a search warrant)) law.
(4) Nothing in subsection (1), (2), or (3) of this section
precludes a law enforcement officer from obtaining a person's
blood to test for alcohol, marijuana, or any drug, pursuant to a
search warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant requirement, when
exigent circumstances exist, or under any other authority of law.
Any blood drawn for the purpose of determining the person's
alcohol or marijuana levels, or any drug, is drawn pursuant to this
section when the officer has reasonable grounds to believe that
the person is in physical control or driving a vehicle under the
influence or in violation of RCW 46.61.503.
(5) If, after arrest and after ((the)) any other applicable
conditions and requirements of this section have been satisfied, a
test or tests of the person's blood or breath is administered and the
test results indicate that the alcohol concentration of the person's
breath or blood is 0.08 or more, or the THC concentration of the
person's blood is 5.00 or more, if the person is age twenty-one or
over, or that the alcohol concentration of the person's breath or
blood is 0.02 or more, or the THC concentration of the person's
blood is above 0.00, if the person is under the age of twenty-one,
or the person refuses to submit to a test, the arresting officer or
other law enforcement officer at whose direction any test has been
given, or the department, where applicable, if the arrest results in
a test of the person's blood, shall:
(a) Serve notice in writing on the person on behalf of the
department of its intention to suspend, revoke, or deny the
person's license, permit, or privilege to drive as required by
subsection (6) of this section;
(b) Serve notice in writing on the person on behalf of the
department of his or her right to a hearing, specifying the steps he
or she must take to obtain a hearing as provided by subsection (7)
of this section ((and that the person waives the right to a hearing
if he or she receives an ignition interlock driver's license));
(c) Serve notice in writing that the license or permit, if any, is
a temporary license that is valid for sixty days from the date of
arrest or from the date notice has been given in the event notice is
given by the department following a blood test, or until the
suspension, revocation, or denial of the person's license, permit,
or privilege to drive is sustained at a hearing pursuant to
subsection (7) of this section, whichever occurs first. No
temporary license is valid to any greater degree than the license
or permit that it replaces; and
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(d) Immediately notify the department of the arrest and
if the person was under the age of twenty-one, whether the person
transmit to the department within seventy-two hours, except as
was placed under arrest, and (a) whether the person refused to
delayed as the result of a blood test, a sworn report or report under
submit to the test or tests upon request of the officer after having
a declaration authorized by RCW 9A.72.085 that states:
been informed that such refusal would result in the revocation of
(i) That the officer had reasonable grounds to believe the
the person's license, permit, or privilege to drive, or (b) if a test or
arrested person had been driving or was in actual physical control
tests were administered, whether the applicable requirements of
of a motor vehicle within this state while under the influence of
this section were satisfied before the administration of the test or
intoxicating liquor or drugs, or both, or was under the age of
tests, whether the person submitted to the test or tests, or whether
twenty-one years and had been driving or was in actual physical
a test was administered ((without express consent)) pursuant to a
search warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant requirement, when
control of a motor vehicle while having an alcohol or THC
exigent circumstances exist, or under any other authority of law
concentration in violation of RCW 46.61.503;
(ii) That after receipt of ((the)) any applicable warnings
as permitted under this section, and whether the test or tests
required by subsection (2) of this section the person refused to
indicated that the alcohol concentration of the person's breath or
submit to a test of his or her breath, or a test was administered and
blood was 0.08 or more, or the THC concentration of the person's
the results indicated that the alcohol concentration of the person's
blood was 5.00 or more, if the person was age twenty-one or over
breath or blood was 0.08 or more, or the THC concentration of
at the time of the arrest, or that the alcohol concentration of the
the person's blood was 5.00 or more, if the person is age twentyperson's breath or blood was 0.02 or more, or the THC
one or over, or that the alcohol concentration of the person's
concentration of the person's blood was above 0.00, if the person
breath or blood was 0.02 or more, or the THC concentration of
was under the age of twenty-one at the time of the arrest. Where
the person's blood was above 0.00, if the person is under the age
a person is found to be in actual physical control of a motor
of twenty-one; and
vehicle while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
(iii) Any other information that the director may require by
drug or was under the age of twenty-one at the time of the arrest
rule.
and was in physical control of a motor vehicle while having
alcohol in his or her system in a concentration of 0.02 or THC
(6) The department of licensing, upon the receipt of a sworn
report or report under a declaration authorized by RCW
concentration above 0.00, the person may petition the hearing
9A.72.085 under subsection (5)(d) of this section, shall suspend,
officer to apply the affirmative defense found in RCW
revoke, or deny the person's license, permit, or privilege to drive
46.61.504(3) and 46.61.503(2). The driver has the burden to
or any nonresident operating privilege, as provided in RCW
prove the affirmative defense by a preponderance of the evidence.
46.20.3101, such suspension, revocation, or denial to be effective
The sworn report or report under a declaration authorized by
beginning sixty days from the date of arrest or from the date
RCW 9A.72.085 submitted by a law enforcement officer is prima
notice has been given in the event notice is given by the
facie evidence that the officer had reasonable grounds to believe
department following a blood test, or when sustained at a hearing
the person had been driving or was in actual physical control of a
pursuant to subsection (7) of this section, whichever occurs first.
motor vehicle within this state while under the influence of
(7) A person receiving notification under subsection (5)(b) of
intoxicating liquor or drugs, or both, or the person had been
this section may, within twenty days after the notice has been
driving or was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle within
given, request in writing a formal hearing before the department.
this state while having alcohol in his or her system in a
The person shall pay a fee of three hundred seventy-five dollars
concentration of 0.02 or more, or THC in his or her system in a
as part of the request. If the request is mailed, it must be
concentration above 0.00, and was under the age of twenty-one
postmarked within twenty days after receipt of the notification.
and that the officer complied with the requirements of this
Upon timely receipt of such a request for a formal hearing,
section.
including receipt of the required three hundred seventy-five dollar
A hearing officer shall conduct the hearing, may issue
fee, the department shall afford the person an opportunity for a
subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses and the production of
hearing. The department may waive the required three hundred
documents, and shall administer oaths to witnesses. The hearing
seventy-five dollar fee if the person is an indigent as defined in
officer shall not issue a subpoena for the attendance of a witness
RCW 10.101.010. Except as otherwise provided in this section,
at the request of the person unless the request is accompanied by
the hearing is subject to and shall be scheduled and conducted in
the fee required by RCW 5.56.010 for a witness in district court.
accordance with RCW 46.20.329 and 46.20.332. The hearing
The sworn report or report under a declaration authorized by
shall be conducted in the county of the arrest, except that all or
RCW 9A.72.085 of the law enforcement officer and any other
part of the hearing may, at the discretion of the department, be
evidence accompanying the report shall be admissible without
conducted by telephone or other electronic means. The hearing
further evidentiary foundation and the certifications authorized by
shall be held within sixty days following the arrest or following
the criminal rules for courts of limited jurisdiction shall be
the date notice has been given in the event notice is given by the
admissible without further evidentiary foundation. The person
department following a blood test, unless otherwise agreed to by
may be represented by counsel, may question witnesses, may
the department and the person, in which case the action by the
present evidence, and may testify. The department shall order that
department shall be stayed, and any valid temporary license
the suspension, revocation, or denial either be rescinded or
((marked)) under subsection (5) of this section extended, if the
sustained.
(8) If the suspension, revocation, or denial is sustained after
person is otherwise eligible for licensing. For the purposes of this
such a hearing, the person whose license, privilege, or permit is
section, the scope of the hearing shall cover the issues of whether
suspended, revoked, or denied has the right to file a petition in the
a law enforcement officer had reasonable grounds to believe the
superior court of the county of arrest to review the final order of
person had been driving or was in actual physical control of a
revocation by the department in the same manner as an appeal
motor vehicle within this state while under the influence of
from a decision of a court of limited jurisdiction. Notice of appeal
intoxicating liquor or any drug or had been driving or was in
must be filed within thirty days after the date the final order is
actual physical control of a motor vehicle within this state while
served or the right to appeal is waived. Notwithstanding RCW
having alcohol in his or her system in a concentration of 0.02 or
46.20.334, RALJ 1.1, or other statutes or rules referencing de
more, or THC in his or her system in a concentration above 0.00,
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novo review, the appeal shall be limited to a review of the record
of the administrative hearing. The appellant must pay the costs
associated with obtaining the record of the hearing before the
hearing officer. The filing of the appeal does not stay the effective
date of the suspension, revocation, or denial. A petition filed
under this subsection must include the petitioner's grounds for
requesting review. Upon granting petitioner's request for review,
the court shall review the department's final order of suspension,
revocation, or denial as expeditiously as possible. The review
must be limited to a determination of whether the department has
committed any errors of law. The superior court shall accept those
factual determinations supported by substantial evidence in the
record: (a) That were expressly made by the department; or (b)
that may reasonably be inferred from the final order of the
department. The superior court may reverse, affirm, or modify the
decision of the department or remand the case back to the
department for further proceedings. The decision of the superior
court must be in writing and filed in the clerk's office with the
other papers in the case. The court shall state the reasons for the
decision. If judicial relief is sought for a stay or other temporary
remedy from the department's action, the court shall not grant
such relief unless the court finds that the appellant is likely to
prevail in the appeal and that without a stay the appellant will
suffer irreparable injury. If the court stays the suspension,
revocation, or denial it may impose conditions on such stay.
(9)(a) If a person whose driver's license, permit, or privilege
to drive has been or will be suspended, revoked, or denied under
subsection (6) of this section, other than as a result of a breath test
refusal, and who has not committed an offense for which he or
she was granted a deferred prosecution under chapter 10.05
RCW, petitions a court for a deferred prosecution on criminal
charges arising out of the arrest for which action has been or will
be taken under subsection (6) of this section, or notifies the
department of licensing of the intent to seek such a deferred
prosecution, then the license suspension or revocation shall be
stayed pending entry of the deferred prosecution. The stay shall
not be longer than one hundred fifty days after the date charges
are filed, or two years after the date of the arrest, whichever time
period is shorter. If the court stays the suspension, revocation, or
denial, it may impose conditions on such stay. If the person is
otherwise eligible for licensing, the department shall issue a
temporary license, or extend any valid temporary license under
subsection (5) of this section, for the period of the stay. If a
deferred prosecution treatment plan is not recommended in the
report made under RCW 10.05.050, or if treatment is rejected by
the court, or if the person declines to accept an offered treatment
plan, or if the person violates any condition imposed by the court,
then the court shall immediately direct the department to cancel
the stay and any temporary ((marked)) license or extension of a
temporary license issued under this subsection.
(b) A suspension, revocation, or denial imposed under this
section, other than as a result of a breath test refusal, shall be
stayed if the person is accepted for deferred prosecution as
provided in chapter 10.05 RCW for the incident upon which the
suspension, revocation, or denial is based. If the deferred
prosecution is terminated, the stay shall be lifted and the
suspension, revocation, or denial reinstated. If the deferred
prosecution is completed, the stay shall be lifted and the
suspension, revocation, or denial canceled.
(c) The provisions of (b) of this subsection relating to a stay
of a suspension, revocation, or denial and the cancellation of any
suspension, revocation, or denial do not apply to the suspension,
revocation, denial, or disqualification of a person's commercial
driver's license or privilege to operate a commercial motor
vehicle.

(10) When it has been finally determined under the
procedures of this section that a nonresident's privilege to operate
a motor vehicle in this state has been suspended, revoked, or
denied, the department shall give information in writing of the
action taken to the motor vehicle administrator of the state of the
person's residence and of any state in which he or she has a
license.
Circumventing ignition interlock—Penalty
Sec. 6. RCW 46.20.750 and 2005 c 200 s 2 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) A person who is restricted to the use of a vehicle equipped
with an ignition interlock device ((and who tampers with the
device or directs, authorizes, or requests another to tamper with
the device, in order to circumvent the device by modifying,
detaching, disconnecting, or otherwise disabling it,)) is guilty of
a gross misdemeanor if the restricted driver:
(a) Tampers with the device by modifying, detaching,
disconnecting, or otherwise disabling it to allow the restricted
driver to operate the vehicle;
(b) Uses or requests another person to use a filter or other
device to circumvent the ignition interlock or to start or operate
the vehicle to allow the restricted driver to operate the vehicle;
(c) Has, directs, authorizes, or requests another person to
tamper with the device by modifying, detaching, disconnecting,
or otherwise disabling it to allow the restricted driver to operate
the vehicle; or
(d) Has, allows, directs, authorizes, or requests another person
to blow or otherwise exhale into the device in order to circumvent
the device to allow the restricted driver to operate the vehicle.
(2) A person who knowingly assists another person who is
restricted to the use of a vehicle equipped with an ignition
interlock device to circumvent the device or to start and operate
that vehicle ((in violation of a court order)) is guilty of a gross
misdemeanor. The provisions of this subsection do not apply if
the starting of a motor vehicle, or the request to start a motor
vehicle, equipped with an ignition interlock device is done for the
purpose of safety or mechanical repair of the device or the vehicle
and the person subject to the court order does not operate the
vehicle.
(3) Any sentence imposed for a violation of subsection (1) of
this section shall be served consecutively with any sentence
imposed under RCW 46.20.740, 46.61.502, 46.61.504,
46.61.5055, 46.61.520(1)(a), or 46.61.522(1)(b).
Commercial vehicles—Test for alcohol or drugs—
Disqualification for refusal of test or positive test—
Procedures
Sec. 7. RCW 46.25.120 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 12 are
each amended to read as follows:
(1) A person who drives a commercial motor vehicle within
this state is deemed to have given consent, subject to RCW
46.61.506, to take a test or tests of that person's ((blood or)) breath
for the purpose of determining that person's alcohol concentration
or the presence of other drugs.
(2) A test or tests may be administered at the direction of a
law enforcement officer, who after stopping or detaining the
commercial motor vehicle driver, has ((probable cause))
reasonable grounds to believe that driver was driving a
commercial motor vehicle while having alcohol in his or her
system or while under the influence of any drug.
(3) The law enforcement officer requesting the test under
subsection (1) of this section shall warn the person requested to
submit to the test that a refusal to submit will result in that person
being disqualified from operating a commercial motor vehicle
under RCW 46.25.090.
(4) A law enforcement officer who at the time of stopping or
detaining a commercial motor vehicle driver has reasonable
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some other area of the vehicle not normally occupied or directly
grounds to believe that driver was driving a commercial motor
vehicle while having alcohol, marijuana, or any drug in his or her
accessible by the driver or passengers if the vehicle does not have
system or while under the influence of alcohol, marijuana, or any
a trunk, or (C) in a package, container, or receptacle that has not
drug may obtain a blood test pursuant to a search warrant, a valid
been opened or the seal broken or contents partially removed. A
waiver of the warrant requirement, when exigent circumstances
utility compartment or glove compartment is deemed to be within
exist, or under any other authority of law.
the area occupied by the driver and passengers;
(5) If the person refuses testing, or ((submits to)) a test is
(ii) To consume marijuana in any manner including, but not
administered that discloses an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or
limited to, smoking or ingesting in a motor vehicle when the
more or any measurable amount of THC concentration, the law
vehicle is upon the public highway; or
enforcement officer shall submit a sworn report to the department
(iii) To place marijuana in a container specifically labeled by
certifying that the test was requested pursuant to subsection (1) of
the manufacturer of the container as containing a nonmarijuana
this section or a blood test was administered pursuant to
substance and to then violate (a)(i) of this subsection.
subsection (4) of this section and that the person refused to submit
(b) There is a rebuttable presumption that it is a traffic
to testing, or ((submitted to)) a test was administered that
infraction if the original container of marijuana is incorrectly
disclosed an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or more or any
labeled and there is a subsequent violation of (a)(i) of this
measurable amount of THC concentration.
subsection.
(((5))) (6) Upon receipt of the sworn report of a law
(2) As used in this section, "marijuana" or "marihuana" means
enforcement officer under subsection (((4))) (5) of this section,
all parts of the plant Cannabis, whether growing or not; the seeds
the department shall disqualify the driver from driving a
thereof; the resin extracted from any part of the plant; and every
commercial motor vehicle under RCW 46.25.090, subject to the
compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation
hearing provisions of RCW 46.20.329 and 46.20.332. The
of the plant, its seeds, or resin. The term does not include the
hearing shall be conducted in the county of the arrest. For the
mature stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oil or
purposes of this section, the hearing shall cover the issues of
cake made from the seeds of the plant, any other compound,
whether a law enforcement officer had reasonable grounds to
manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the
believe the person had been driving or was in actual physical
mature stalks, except the resin extracted therefrom, fiber, oil, or
control of a commercial motor vehicle within this state while
cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant which is incapable of
having alcohol in the person's system or while under the influence
germination.
of any drug, whether the person refused to submit to the test or
Alcohol and drug violators—Penalty schedule
tests upon request of the officer after having been informed that
Sec. 9. RCW 46.61.5055 and 2014 c 100 s 1 are each
the refusal would result in the disqualification of the person from
amended to read as follows:
driving a commercial motor vehicle, if applicable, and, if the test
(1) No prior offenses in seven years. Except as provided in
was administered, whether the results indicated an alcohol
RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), a person who is convicted of
concentration of 0.04 percent or more or any measurable amount
a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and who has no prior
of THC concentration. The department shall order that the
offense within seven years shall be punished as follows:
disqualification of the person either be rescinded or sustained.
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. In the
Any decision by the department disqualifying a person from
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was less than 0.15,
driving a commercial motor vehicle is stayed and does not take
or for whom for reasons other than the person's refusal to take a
effect while a formal hearing is pending under this section or
test offered pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result
during the pendency of a subsequent appeal to superior court so
indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
long as there is no conviction for a moving violation or no finding
(i) By imprisonment for not less than one day nor more than
that the person has committed a traffic infraction that is a moving
three hundred sixty-four days. Twenty-four consecutive hours of
violation during the pendency of the hearing and appeal. If the
the imprisonment may not be suspended unless the court finds
disqualification of the person is sustained after the hearing, the
that the imposition of this mandatory minimum sentence would
person who is disqualified may file a petition in the superior court
impose a substantial risk to the offender's physical or mental wellof the county of arrest to review the final order of disqualification
being. Whenever the mandatory minimum sentence is suspended,
by the department in the manner provided in RCW 46.20.334.
the court shall state in writing the reason for granting the
(((6))) (7) If a motor carrier or employer who is required to
suspension and the facts upon which the suspension is based. In
have a testing program under 49 C.F.R. 382 knows that a
lieu of the mandatory minimum term of imprisonment required
commercial driver in his or her employ has refused to submit to
under this subsection (1)(a)(i), the court may order not less than
testing under this section and has not been disqualified from
fifteen days of electronic home monitoring. The offender shall
driving a commercial motor vehicle, the employer may notify law
pay the cost of electronic home monitoring. The county or
enforcement or his or her medical review officer or breath alcohol
municipality in which the penalty is being imposed shall
technician that the driver has refused to submit to the required
determine the cost. The court may also require the offender's
testing.
electronic home monitoring device or other separate alcohol
(((7))) (8) The hearing provisions of this section do not apply
monitoring device to include an alcohol detection breathalyzer,
to those persons disqualified from driving a commercial motor
and the court may restrict the amount of alcohol the offender may
vehicle under RCW 46.25.090(7).
consume during the time the offender is on electronic home
monitoring; and
Open container law for marijuana
NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. A new section is added to
(ii) By a fine of not less than three hundred fifty dollars nor
chapter 46.61 RCW to read as follows:
more than five thousand dollars. Three hundred fifty dollars of the
(1)(a) It is a traffic infraction:
fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to
(i) For the registered owner of a motor vehicle, or the driver
be indigent; or
if the registered owner is not then present, or passengers in the
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. In the
vehicle, to keep marijuana in a motor vehicle when the vehicle is
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was at least 0.15, or
upon a highway, unless it is (A) in the trunk of the vehicle, (B) in
for whom by reason of the person's refusal to take a test offered
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pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the
person's alcohol concentration:
(i) By imprisonment for not less than two days nor more than
three hundred sixty-four days. Forty-eight consecutive hours of
the imprisonment may not be suspended unless the court finds
that the imposition of this mandatory minimum sentence would
impose a substantial risk to the offender's physical or mental wellbeing. Whenever the mandatory minimum sentence is suspended,
the court shall state in writing the reason for granting the
suspension and the facts upon which the suspension is based. In
lieu of the mandatory minimum term of imprisonment required
under this subsection (1)(b)(i), the court may order not less than
thirty days of electronic home monitoring. The offender shall pay
the cost of electronic home monitoring. The county or
municipality in which the penalty is being imposed shall
determine the cost. The court may also require the offender's
electronic home monitoring device to include an alcohol detection
breathalyzer or other separate alcohol monitoring device, and the
court may restrict the amount of alcohol the offender may
consume during the time the offender is on electronic home
monitoring; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more
than five thousand dollars. Five hundred dollars of the fine may
not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be
indigent.
(2) One prior offense in seven years. Except as provided in
RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), a person who is convicted of
a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and who has one prior
offense within seven years shall be punished as follows:
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. In the
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was less than 0.15,
or for whom for reasons other than the person's refusal to take a
test offered pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result
indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
(i) By imprisonment for not less than thirty days nor more
than three hundred sixty-four days and sixty days of electronic
home monitoring. In lieu of the mandatory minimum term of sixty
days electronic home monitoring, the court may order at least an
additional four days in jail or, if available in that county or city, a
six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program monitoring pursuant
to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390, and the court shall
order an expanded alcohol assessment and treatment, if deemed
appropriate by the assessment. The offender shall pay for the cost
of the electronic monitoring. The county or municipality where
the penalty is being imposed shall determine the cost. The court
may also require the offender's electronic home monitoring
device include an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate
alcohol monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol
the offender may consume during the time the offender is on
electronic home monitoring. Thirty days of imprisonment and
sixty days of electronic home monitoring may not be suspended
unless the court finds that the imposition of this mandatory
minimum sentence would impose a substantial risk to the
offender's physical or mental well-being. Whenever the
mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the court shall state
in writing the reason for granting the suspension and the facts
upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more
than five thousand dollars. Five hundred dollars of the fine may
not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be
indigent; or
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. In the
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was at least 0.15, or
for whom by reason of the person's refusal to take a test offered
pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the
person's alcohol concentration:

(i) By imprisonment for not less than forty-five days nor more
than three hundred sixty-four days and ninety days of electronic
home monitoring. In lieu of the mandatory minimum term of
ninety days electronic home monitoring, the court may order at
least an additional six days in jail or, if available in that county or
city, a six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program monitoring
pursuant to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390, and the court
shall order an expanded alcohol assessment and treatment, if
deemed appropriate by the assessment. The offender shall pay for
the cost of the electronic monitoring. The county or municipality
where the penalty is being imposed shall determine the cost. The
court may also require the offender's electronic home monitoring
device include an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate
alcohol monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol
the offender may consume during the time the offender is on
electronic home monitoring. Forty-five days of imprisonment and
ninety days of electronic home monitoring may not be suspended
unless the court finds that the imposition of this mandatory
minimum sentence would impose a substantial risk to the
offender's physical or mental well-being. Whenever the
mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the court shall state
in writing the reason for granting the suspension and the facts
upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than seven hundred fifty dollars nor
more than five thousand dollars. Seven hundred fifty dollars of
the fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender
to be indigent.
(3) Two or three prior offenses in seven years. Except as
provided in RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), a person who is
convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and who
has two or three prior offenses within seven years shall be
punished as follows:
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. In the
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was less than 0.15,
or for whom for reasons other than the person's refusal to take a
test offered pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result
indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
(i) By imprisonment for not less than ninety days nor more
than three hundred sixty-four days, if available in that county or
city, a six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program monitoring
pursuant to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390, and one
hundred twenty days of electronic home monitoring. In lieu of the
mandatory minimum term of one hundred twenty days of
electronic home monitoring, the court may order at least an
additional eight days in jail. The court shall order an expanded
alcohol assessment and treatment, if deemed appropriate by the
assessment. The offender shall pay for the cost of the electronic
monitoring. The county or municipality where the penalty is
being imposed shall determine the cost. The court may also
require the offender's electronic home monitoring device include
an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate alcohol
monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol the
offender may consume during the time the offender is on
electronic home monitoring. Ninety days of imprisonment and
one hundred twenty days of electronic home monitoring may not
be suspended unless the court finds that the imposition of this
mandatory minimum sentence would impose a substantial risk to
the offender's physical or mental well-being. Whenever the
mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the court shall state
in writing the reason for granting the suspension and the facts
upon which the suspension is based; and
(ii) By a fine of not less than one thousand dollars nor more
than five thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of the fine may
not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be
indigent; or
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(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. In the
program is available and verified by the Washington association
case of a person whose alcohol concentration was at least 0.15, or
of sheriffs and police chiefs, the court shall:
for whom by reason of the person's refusal to take a test offered
(i) Order the person to install and use a functioning ignition
pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the
interlock or other device in lieu of such period of 24/7 sobriety
person's alcohol concentration:
program monitoring;
(i) By imprisonment for not less than one hundred twenty days
(ii) Order the person to a period of 24/7 sobriety program
nor more than three hundred sixty-four days, if available in that
monitoring pursuant to subsections (1) through (3) of this section;
county or city, a six-month period of 24/7 sobriety program
or
monitoring pursuant to RCW 36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390,
(iii) Order the person to install and use a functioning ignition
and one hundred fifty days of electronic home monitoring. In lieu
interlock or other device in addition to a period of 24/7 sobriety
of the mandatory minimum term of one hundred fifty days of
program monitoring pursuant to subsections (1) through (3) of
electronic home monitoring, the court may order at least an
this section.
additional ten days in jail. The offender shall pay for the cost of
(6) Penalty for having a minor passenger in vehicle. If a
the electronic monitoring. The court shall order an expanded
person who is convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or
alcohol assessment and treatment, if deemed appropriate by the
46.61.504 committed the offense while a passenger under the age
assessment. The county or municipality where the penalty is
of sixteen was in the vehicle, the court shall:
being imposed shall determine the cost. The court may also
(a) Order the use of an ignition interlock or other device for
require the offender's electronic home monitoring device include
an additional six months;
an alcohol detection breathalyzer or other separate alcohol
(b) In any case in which the person has no prior offenses
monitoring device, and may restrict the amount of alcohol the
within seven years, and except as provided in RCW 46.61.502(6)
offender may consume during the time the offender is on
or 46.61.504(6), order an additional twenty-four hours of
electronic home monitoring. One hundred twenty days of
imprisonment and a fine of not less than one thousand dollars and
imprisonment and one hundred fifty days of electronic home
not more than five thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of the
monitoring may not be suspended unless the court finds that the
fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender to
imposition of this mandatory minimum sentence would impose a
be indigent;
substantial risk to the offender's physical or mental well-being.
(c) In any case in which the person has one prior offense
Whenever the mandatory minimum sentence is suspended, the
within seven years, and except as provided in RCW 46.61.502(6)
court shall state in writing the reason for granting the suspension
or 46.61.504(6), order an additional five days of imprisonment
and the facts upon which the suspension is based; and
and a fine of not less than two thousand dollars and not more than
(ii) By a fine of not less than one thousand five hundred
five thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of the fine may not
dollars nor more than five thousand dollars. One thousand five
be suspended unless the court finds the offender to be indigent;
hundred dollars of the fine may not be suspended unless the court
(d) In any case in which the person has two or three prior
finds the offender to be indigent.
offenses within seven years, and except as provided in RCW
(4) Four or more prior offenses in ten years. A person who
46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6), order an additional ten days of
is convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 shall
imprisonment and a fine of not less than three thousand dollars
be punished under chapter 9.94A RCW if:
and not more than ten thousand dollars. One thousand dollars of
(a) The person has four or more prior offenses within ten
the fine may not be suspended unless the court finds the offender
years; or
to be indigent.
(b) The person has ever previously been convicted of:
(7) Other items courts must consider while setting
(i) A violation of RCW 46.61.520 committed while under the
penalties. In exercising its discretion in setting penalties within
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
the limits allowed by this section, the court shall particularly
(ii) A violation of RCW 46.61.522 committed while under the
consider the following:
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(a) Whether the person's driving at the time of the offense was
(iii) An out-of-state offense comparable to the offense
responsible for injury or damage to another or another's property;
specified in (b)(i) or (ii) of this subsection; or
(b) Whether at the time of the offense the person was driving
(iv) A violation of RCW 46.61.502(6) or 46.61.504(6).
or in physical control of a vehicle with one or more passengers;
(5) Monitoring.
(c) Whether the driver was driving in the opposite direction of
(a) Ignition interlock device. The court shall require any
the normal flow of traffic on a multiple lane highway, as defined
person convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504
by RCW 46.04.350, with a posted speed limit of forty-five miles
or an equivalent local ordinance to comply with the rules and
per hour or greater; and
requirements of the department regarding the installation and use
(d) Whether a child passenger under the age of sixteen was an
of a functioning ignition interlock device installed on all motor
occupant in the driver's vehicle.
vehicles operated by the person.
(8) Treatment and information school. An offender
(b) Monitoring devices. If the court orders that a person
punishable under this section is subject to the alcohol assessment
refrain from consuming any alcohol, the court may order the
and treatment provisions of RCW 46.61.5056.
person to submit to alcohol monitoring through an alcohol
(9) Driver's license privileges of the defendant. The license,
detection breathalyzer device, transdermal sensor device, or other
permit, or nonresident privilege of a person convicted of driving
technology designed to detect alcohol in a person's system. The
or being in physical control of a motor vehicle while under the
person shall pay for the cost of the monitoring, unless the court
influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs must:
specifies that the cost of monitoring will be paid with funds that
(a) Penalty for alcohol concentration less than 0.15. If the
are available from an alternative source identified by the court.
person's alcohol concentration was less than 0.15, or if for reasons
The county or municipality where the penalty is being imposed
other than the person's refusal to take a test offered under RCW
shall determine the cost.
46.20.308 there is no test result indicating the person's alcohol
(c) Ignition interlock device substituted for 24/7 sobriety
concentration:
program monitoring. In any county or city where a 24/7 sobriety
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(i) Where there has been no prior offense within seven years,
be suspended or denied by the department for ninety days;
(ii) Where there has been one prior offense within seven
years, be revoked or denied by the department for two years; or
(iii) Where there have been two or more prior offenses within
seven years, be revoked or denied by the department for three
years;
(b) Penalty for alcohol concentration at least 0.15. If the
person's alcohol concentration was at least 0.15:
(i) Where there has been no prior offense within seven years,
be revoked or denied by the department for one year;
(ii) Where there has been one prior offense within seven
years, be revoked or denied by the department for nine hundred
days; or
(iii) Where there have been two or more prior offenses within
seven years, be revoked or denied by the department for four
years; or
(c) Penalty for refusing to take test. If by reason of the
person's refusal to take a test offered under RCW 46.20.308, there
is no test result indicating the person's alcohol concentration:
(i) Where there have been no prior offenses within seven
years, be revoked or denied by the department for two years;
(ii) Where there has been one prior offense within seven
years, be revoked or denied by the department for three years; or
(iii) Where there have been two or more previous offenses
within seven years, be revoked or denied by the department for
four years.
The department shall grant credit on a day-for-day basis for
any portion of a suspension, revocation, or denial already served
under this subsection for a suspension, revocation, or denial
imposed under RCW 46.20.3101 arising out of the same incident.
Upon its own motion or upon motion by a person, a court may
find, on the record, that notice to the department under RCW
46.20.270 has been delayed for three years or more as a result of
a clerical or court error. If so, the court may order that the person's
license, permit, or nonresident privilege shall not be revoked,
suspended, or denied for that offense. The court shall send notice
of the finding and order to the department and to the person. Upon
receipt of the notice from the court, the department shall not
revoke, suspend, or deny the license, permit, or nonresident
privilege of the person for that offense.
For purposes of this subsection (9), the department shall refer
to the driver's record maintained under RCW 46.52.120 when
determining the existence of prior offenses.
(10) Probation of driving privilege. After expiration of any
period of suspension, revocation, or denial of the offender's
license, permit, or privilege to drive required by this section, the
department shall place the offender's driving privilege in
probationary status pursuant to RCW 46.20.355.
(11) Conditions of probation. (a) In addition to any
nonsuspendable and nondeferrable jail sentence required by this
section, whenever the court imposes up to three hundred sixtyfour days in jail, the court shall also suspend but shall not defer a
period of confinement for a period not exceeding five years. The
court shall impose conditions of probation that include: (i) Not
driving a motor vehicle within this state without a valid license to
drive ((and)); (ii) not driving a motor vehicle within this state
without proof of liability insurance or other financial
responsibility for the future pursuant to RCW 46.30.020; (((ii)))
(iii) not driving or being in physical control of a motor vehicle
within this state while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or
more or a THC concentration of 5.00 nanograms per milliliter of
whole blood or higher, within two hours after driving; ((and (iii)))
(iv) not refusing to submit to a test of his or her breath or blood to
determine alcohol or drug concentration upon request of a law
enforcement officer who has reasonable grounds to believe the

person was driving or was in actual physical control of a motor
vehicle within this state while under the influence of intoxicating
liquor or drug; and (v) not driving a motor vehicle in this state
without a functioning ignition interlock device as required by the
department under RCW 46.20.720(3). The court may impose
conditions of probation that include nonrepetition, installation of
an ignition interlock device on the probationer's motor vehicle,
alcohol or drug treatment, supervised probation, or other
conditions that may be appropriate. The sentence may be imposed
in whole or in part upon violation of a condition of probation
during the suspension period.
(b) For each violation of mandatory conditions of probation
under (a)(i), (ii), ((or)) (iii), (iv), or (v) of this subsection, the court
shall order the convicted person to be confined for thirty days,
which shall not be suspended or deferred.
(c) For each incident involving a violation of a mandatory
condition of probation imposed under this subsection, the license,
permit, or privilege to drive of the person shall be suspended by
the court for thirty days or, if such license, permit, or privilege to
drive already is suspended, revoked, or denied at the time the
finding of probation violation is made, the suspension,
revocation, or denial then in effect shall be extended by thirty
days. The court shall notify the department of any suspension,
revocation, or denial or any extension of a suspension, revocation,
or denial imposed under this subsection.
(12) Waiver of electronic home monitoring. A court may
waive the electronic home monitoring requirements of this
chapter when:
(a) The offender does not have a dwelling, telephone service,
or any other necessity to operate an electronic home monitoring
system. However, if a court determines that an alcohol monitoring
device utilizing wireless reporting technology is reasonably
available, the court may require the person to obtain such a device
during the period of required electronic home monitoring;
(b) The offender does not reside in the state of Washington;
or
(c) The court determines that there is reason to believe that the
offender would violate the conditions of the electronic home
monitoring penalty.
Whenever the mandatory minimum term of electronic home
monitoring is waived, the court shall state in writing the reason
for granting the waiver and the facts upon which the waiver is
based, and shall impose an alternative sentence with similar
punitive consequences. The alternative sentence may include, but
is not limited to, use of an ignition interlock device, the 24/7
sobriety program monitoring, additional jail time, work crew, or
work camp.
Whenever the combination of jail time and electronic home
monitoring or alternative sentence would exceed three hundred
sixty-four days, the offender shall serve the jail portion of the
sentence first, and the electronic home monitoring or alternative
portion of the sentence shall be reduced so that the combination
does not exceed three hundred sixty-four days.
(13) Extraordinary medical placement. An offender
serving a sentence under this section, whether or not a mandatory
minimum term has expired, may be granted an extraordinary
medical placement by the jail administrator subject to the
standards and limitations set forth in RCW 9.94A.728(3).
(14) Definitions. For purposes of this section and RCW
46.61.502 and 46.61.504:
(a) A "prior offense" means any of the following:
(i) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or an
equivalent local ordinance;
(ii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.504 or an
equivalent local ordinance;
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of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or an equivalent local ordinance,
(iii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.25.110 or an
equivalent local ordinance;
or a violation of RCW 46.61.520 or 46.61.522;
(iv) A conviction for a violation of RCW 79A.60.040(2) or an
If a deferred prosecution is revoked based on a subsequent
equivalent local ordinance;
conviction for an offense listed in this subsection (14)(a), the
(v) A conviction for a violation of RCW 79A.60.040(1) or an
subsequent conviction shall not be treated as a prior offense of the
equivalent local ordinance committed in a reckless manner if the
revoked deferred prosecution for the purposes of sentencing;
conviction is the result of a charge that was originally filed as a
(b) "Treatment" means alcohol or drug treatment approved by
violation of RCW 79A.60.040(2) or an equivalent local
the department of social and health services;
ordinance;
(c) "Within seven years" means that the arrest for a prior
(vi) A conviction for a violation of RCW 47.68.220 or an
offense occurred within seven years before or after the arrest for
equivalent local ordinance committed while under the influence
the current offense; and
of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
(d) "Within ten years" means that the arrest for a prior offense
(((vi))) (vii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 47.68.220
occurred within ten years before or after the arrest for the current
or an equivalent local ordinance committed in a careless or
offense.
reckless manner if the conviction is the result of a charge that was
Sec. 10. RCW 46.01.260 and 2010 c 161 s 208 are each
originally filed as a violation of RCW 47.68.220 or an equivalent
amended to read as follows:
local ordinance while under the influence of intoxicating liquor
(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, the
or any drug;
director may destroy applications for vehicle registrations, copies
(viii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.09.470(2) or an
of vehicle registrations issued, applications for drivers' licenses,
equivalent local ordinance;
copies of issued drivers' licenses, certificates of title and
(((vii))) (ix) A conviction for a violation of RCW
registration or other documents, and records or supporting papers
46.10.490(2) or an equivalent local ordinance;
on file in the department that have been microfilmed or
(((viii))) (x) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.520
photographed or are more than five years old. The director may
committed while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
destroy applications for vehicle registrations that are renewal
drug, or a conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.520
applications when the computer record of the applications has
committed in a reckless manner or with the disregard for the
been updated.
safety of others if the conviction is the result of a charge that was
(2)(a) The director shall not destroy records of convictions or
originally filed as a violation of RCW 46.61.520 committed while
adjudications of RCW 46.61.502, 46.61.503, 46.61.504,
under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
46.61.520, and 46.61.522, or records of deferred prosecutions
(((ix))) (xi) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.522
granted under RCW 10.05.120 and shall maintain such records
committed while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
permanently on file.
drug, or a conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.522
(b) The director shall not, within fifteen years from the date
committed in a reckless manner or with the disregard for the
of conviction or adjudication, destroy records if the offense was
safety of others if the conviction is the result of a charge that was
originally charged as one of the offenses designated in (a) of this
originally filed as a violation of RCW 46.61.522 committed while
subsection, convictions or adjudications of the following
under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug;
offenses: RCW 46.61.500 or 46.61.5249 or any other violation
(((x))) (xii) A conviction for a violation of RCW 46.61.5249,
that was originally charged as one of the offenses designated in
(a) of this subsection.
46.61.500, or 9A.36.050 or an equivalent local ordinance, if the
conviction is the result of a charge that was originally filed as a
(c) For purposes of RCW 46.52.101 and 46.52.130, offenses
subject to this subsection shall be considered "alcohol-related"
violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or an equivalent local
ordinance, or of RCW 46.61.520 or 46.61.522;
offenses.
(((xi))) (xiii) An out-of-state conviction for a violation that
Ignition interlock devices—Standards—Compliance
Sec. 11. RCW 43.43.395 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 9 are
would have been a violation of (a)(i), (ii), (((viii))) (x), (((ix)))
each amended to read as follows:
(xi), or (((x))) (xii) of this subsection if committed in this state;
(((xii))) (xiv) A deferred prosecution under chapter 10.05
(1) The state patrol shall by rule provide standards for the
certification, installation, repair, maintenance, monitoring,
RCW granted in a prosecution for a violation of RCW 46.61.502,
46.61.504, or an equivalent local ordinance;
inspection, and removal of ignition interlock devices, as defined
under RCW 46.04.215, and equipment as outlined under this
(((xiii))) (xv) A deferred prosecution under chapter 10.05
section, and may inspect the records and equipment of
RCW granted in a prosecution for a violation of RCW
manufacturers and vendors during regular business hours for
46.61.5249, or an equivalent local ordinance, if the charge under
compliance with statutes and rules and may suspend or revoke
which the deferred prosecution was granted was originally filed
certification for any noncompliance.
as a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or an equivalent
(2)(a) When a certified service provider or individual installer
local ordinance, or of RCW 46.61.520 or 46.61.522;
of ignition interlock devices is found to be out of compliance, the
(((xiv))) (xvi) A deferred prosecution granted in another state
installation privileges of that certified service provider or
for a violation of driving or having physical control of a vehicle
while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug if the
individual installer may be suspended or revoked until the
certified service provider or individual installer comes into
out-of-state deferred prosecution is equivalent to the deferred
compliance. During any suspension or revocation period, the
prosecution under chapter 10.05 RCW, including a requirement
certified service provider or individual installer is responsible for
that the defendant participate in a chemical dependency treatment
notifying affected customers of any changes in their service
program; or
agreement.
(((xv))) (xvii) A deferred sentence imposed in a prosecution
(b) A certified service provider or individual installer whose
for a violation of RCW 46.61.5249, 46.61.500, or 9A.36.050, or
certification is suspended or revoked for noncompliance has a
an equivalent local ordinance, if the charge under which the
right to an administrative hearing under chapter 34.05 RCW to
deferred sentence was imposed was originally filed as a violation
contest the suspension or revocation, or both. For the
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administrative hearing, the procedure and rules of evidence are as
specified in chapter 34.05 RCW, except as otherwise provided in
this chapter. Any request for an administrative hearing must be
made in writing and must be received by the state patrol within
twenty days after the receipt of the notice of suspension or
revocation.
(3)(a) An ignition interlock device must employ:
(i) Fuel cell technology. For the purposes of this subsection,
"fuel cell technology" consists of the following electrochemical
method: An electrolyte designed to oxidize the alcohol and
release electrons to be collected by an active electrode; a current
flow is generated within the electrode proportional to the amount
of alcohol oxidized on the fuel cell surface; and the electrical
current is measured and reported as breath alcohol concentration.
Fuel cell technology is highly specific for alcohols((.
(b) When reasonably available in the area, as determined by
the state patrol, an ignition interlock device must employ));
(ii) Technology capable of taking a photo identification of the
user giving the breath sample and recording on the photo the time
the breath sample was given; and
(iii) Technology capable of providing the global positioning
coordinates at the time of each test sequence. Such coordinates
must be displayed within the data log that is downloaded by the
manufacturer and must be made available to the state patrol to be
used for circumvention and tampering investigations.
(((c))) (b) To be certified, an ignition interlock device must:
(i) Meet or exceed the minimum test standards according to
rules adopted by the state patrol. Only a notarized statement from
a laboratory that is accredited and certified ((by)) under the
current edition of ISO (the international organization of
standardization) 17025 standard for testing and calibration
laboratories and is capable of performing the tests specified will
be accepted as proof of meeting or exceeding the standards. The
notarized statement must include the name and signature of the
person in charge of the tests under the certification statement. The
state patrol must adopt by rule the required language of the
certification statement that must, at a minimum, outline that the
testing meets or exceeds all specifications listed in the federal
register adopted in rule by the state patrol; and
(ii) Be maintained in accordance with the rules and standards
adopted by the state patrol.
Abstract of driving record—Access—Fee—Violations
Sec. 12. RCW 46.52.130 and 2012 c 74 s 6 and 2012 c 73 s
1 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:
Upon a proper request, the department may furnish an abstract
of a person's driving record as permitted under this section.
(1) Contents of abstract of driving record. An abstract of a
person's driving record, whenever possible, must include:
(a) An enumeration of motor vehicle accidents in which the
person was driving, including:
(i) The total number of vehicles involved;
(ii) Whether the vehicles were legally parked or moving;
(iii) Whether the vehicles were occupied at the time of the
accident; and
(iv) Whether the accident resulted in a fatality;
(b) Any reported convictions, forfeitures of bail, or findings
that an infraction was committed based upon a violation of any
motor vehicle law;
(c) The status of the person's driving privilege in this state;
and
(d) Any reports of failure to appear in response to a traffic
citation or failure to respond to a notice of infraction served upon
the named individual by an arresting officer.
(2) Release of abstract of driving record. An abstract of a
person's driving record may be furnished to the following persons
or entities:

(a) Named individuals. (i) An abstract of the full driving
record maintained by the department may be furnished to the
individual named in the abstract.
(ii) Nothing in this section prevents a court from providing a
copy of the driver's abstract to the individual named in the abstract
or that named individual's attorney, provided that the named
individual has a pending or open infraction or criminal case in
that court. A pending case includes criminal cases that have not
reached a disposition by plea, stipulation, trial, or amended
charge. An open infraction or criminal case includes cases on
probation, payment agreement or subject to, or in collections.
Courts may charge a reasonable fee for the production and
copying of the abstract for the individual.
(b) Employers or prospective employers. (i)(A) An abstract
of the full driving record maintained by the department may be
furnished to an employer or prospective employer or an agent
acting on behalf of an employer or prospective employer of the
named individual for purposes related to driving by the individual
as a condition of employment or otherwise at the direction of the
employer.
(B) Release of an abstract of the driving record of an
employee or prospective employee requires a statement signed
by: (I) The employee or prospective employee that authorizes the
release of the record; and (II) the employer attesting that the
information is necessary for employment purposes related to
driving by the individual as a condition of employment or
otherwise at the direction of the employer. If the employer or
prospective employer authorizes an agent to obtain this
information on their behalf, this must be noted in the statement.
(C) Upon request of the person named in the abstract provided
under this subsection, and upon that same person furnishing
copies of court records ruling that the person was not at fault in a
motor vehicle accident, the department must indicate on any
abstract provided under this subsection that the person was not at
fault in the motor vehicle accident.
(ii) In addition to the methods described in (b)(i) of this
subsection, the director may enter into a contractual agreement
with an employer or its agent for the purpose of reviewing the
driving records of existing employees for changes to the record
during specified periods of time. The department shall establish a
fee for this service, which must be deposited in the highway safety
fund. The fee for this service must be set at a level that will not
result in a net revenue loss to the state. Any information provided
under this subsection must be treated in the same manner and is
subject to the same restrictions as driving record abstracts.
(c) Volunteer organizations. (i) An abstract of the full
driving record maintained by the department may be furnished to
a volunteer organization or an agent for a volunteer organization
for which the named individual has submitted an application for
a position that would require driving by the individual at the
direction of the volunteer organization.
(ii) Release of an abstract of the driving record of a
prospective volunteer requires a statement signed by: (A) The
prospective volunteer that authorizes the release of the record;
and (B) the volunteer organization attesting that the information
is necessary for purposes related to driving by the individual at
the direction of the volunteer organization. If the volunteer
organization authorizes an agent to obtain this information on
their behalf, this must be noted in the statement.
(d) Transit authorities. An abstract of the full driving record
maintained by the department may be furnished to an employee
or agent of a transit authority checking prospective volunteer
vanpool drivers for insurance and risk management needs.
(e) Insurance carriers. (i) An abstract of the driving record
maintained by the department covering the period of not more
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charged as a violation of either RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504,
than the last three years may be furnished to an insurance
company or its agent:
may be furnished to city attorneys ((or)), county prosecuting
attorneys, or the named individual's attorney of record. City
(A) That has motor vehicle or life insurance in effect covering
attorneys ((and)), county prosecuting attorneys, or the named
the named individual;
(B) To which the named individual has applied; or
individual's attorney of record may provide the driving record to
alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agencies approved by the
(C) That has insurance in effect covering the employer or a
prospective employer of the named individual.
department of social and health services to which the named
individual has applied or been assigned for evaluation or
(ii) The abstract provided to the insurance company must:
(A) Not contain any information related to actions committed
treatment.
(h) State colleges, universities, or agencies, or units of local
by law enforcement officers or firefighters, as both terms are
defined in RCW 41.26.030, or by Washington state patrol
government. An abstract of the full driving record maintained by
the department may be furnished to (i) state colleges, universities,
officers, while driving official vehicles in the performance of their
occupational duty. This does not apply to any situation where the
or agencies for employment and risk management purposes or (ii)
units of local government authorized to self-insure under RCW
vehicle was used in the commission of a misdemeanor or felony;
(B) Include convictions under RCW 46.61.5249 and
48.62.031 for employment and risk management purposes.
(i) Superintendent of public instruction. An abstract of the
46.61.525, except that the abstract must report the convictions
only as negligent driving without reference to whether they are
full driving record maintained by the department may be
furnished to the superintendent of public instruction for review of
for first or second degree negligent driving; and
(C) Exclude any deferred prosecution under RCW 10.05.060,
public school bus driver records. The superintendent or
except that if a person is removed from a deferred prosecution
superintendent's designee may discuss information on the driving
under RCW 10.05.090, the abstract must show the deferred
record with an authorized representative of the employing school
district for employment and risk management purposes.
prosecution as well as the removal.
(iii) Any policy of insurance may not be canceled,
(3) Release to third parties prohibited. Any person or entity
receiving an abstract of a person's driving record under subsection
nonrenewed, denied, or have the rate increased on the basis of
(2)(b) through (i) of this section shall use the abstract exclusively
information regarding an accident included in the abstract of a
for his, her, or its own purposes or as otherwise expressly
driving record, unless the policyholder was determined to be at
permitted under this section, and shall not divulge any
fault.
information contained in the abstract to a third party.
(iv) Any insurance company or its agent, for underwriting
(4) Fee. The director shall collect a thirteen dollar fee for each
purposes relating to the operation of commercial motor vehicles,
abstract of a person's driving record furnished by the department.
may not use any information contained in the abstract relative to
Fifty percent of the fee must be deposited in the highway safety
any person's operation of motor vehicles while not engaged in
fund, and fifty percent of the fee must be deposited according to
such employment. Any insurance company or its agent, for
RCW 46.68.038.
underwriting purposes relating to the operation of noncommercial
(5) Violation. (a) Any negligent violation of this section is a
motor vehicles, may not use any information contained in the
gross misdemeanor.
abstract relative to any person's operation of commercial motor
(b) Any intentional violation of this section is a class C felony.
vehicles.
Sec. 13. RCW 9.94A.589 and 2002 c 175 s 7 are each
(v) The director may enter into a contractual agreement with
amended to read as follows:
an insurance company or its agent for the limited purpose of
(1)(a) Except as provided in (b) ((or)), (c), or (d) of this
reviewing the driving records of existing policyholders for
changes to the record during specified periods of time. The
subsection, whenever a person is to be sentenced for two or more
department shall establish a fee for this service, which must be
current offenses, the sentence range for each current offense shall
deposited in the highway safety fund. The fee for this service must
be determined by using all other current and prior convictions as
be set at a level that will not result in a net revenue loss to the
if they were prior convictions for the purpose of the offender
state. Any information provided under this subsection must be
score: PROVIDED, That if the court enters a finding that some or
treated in the same manner and is subject to the same restrictions
all of the current offenses encompass the same criminal conduct
as driving record abstracts.
then those current offenses shall be counted as one crime.
(f) Alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agencies. An
Sentences imposed under this subsection shall be served
abstract of the driving record maintained by the department
concurrently. Consecutive sentences may only be imposed under
covering the period of not more than the last five years may be
the exceptional sentence provisions of RCW 9.94A.535. "Same
furnished to an alcohol/drug assessment or treatment agency
criminal conduct," as used in this subsection, means two or more
crimes that require the same criminal intent, are committed at the
approved by the department of social and health services to which
the named individual has applied or been assigned for evaluation
same time and place, and involve the same victim. This definition
applies in cases involving vehicular assault or vehicular homicide
or treatment, for purposes of assisting employees in making a
even if the victims occupied the same vehicle.
determination as to what level of treatment, if any, is appropriate,
(b) Whenever a person is convicted of two or more serious
except that the abstract must:
violent offenses arising from separate and distinct criminal
(i) Also include records of alcohol-related offenses, as defined
conduct, the standard sentence range for the offense with the
in RCW 46.01.260(2), covering a period of not more than the last
highest seriousness level under RCW 9.94A.515 shall be
ten years; and
determined using the offender's prior convictions and other
(ii) Indicate whether an alcohol-related offense was originally
current convictions that are not serious violent offenses in the
charged as a violation of either RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504.
offender score and the standard sentence range for other serious
(g) Attorneys—City attorneys ((and)), county prosecuting
attorneys, and named individual's attorney of record. An
violent offenses shall be determined by using an offender score of
zero. The standard sentence range for any offenses that are not
abstract of the full driving record maintained by the department,
serious violent offenses shall be determined according to (a) of
including whether a recorded violation is an alcohol-related
this subsection. All sentences imposed under (((b) of)) this
offense, as defined in RCW 46.01.260(2), that was originally
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subsection (1)(b) shall be served consecutively to each other and
concurrently with sentences imposed under (a) of this subsection.
(c) If an offender is convicted under RCW 9.41.040 for
unlawful possession of a firearm in the first or second degree and
for the felony crimes of theft of a firearm or possession of a stolen
firearm, or both, the standard sentence range for each of these
current offenses shall be determined by using all other current and
prior convictions, except other current convictions for the felony
crimes listed in this subsection (1)(c), as if they were prior
convictions. The offender shall serve consecutive sentences for
each conviction of the felony crimes listed in this subsection
(1)(c), and for each firearm unlawfully possessed.
(d) All sentences imposed under RCW 46.61.502(6),
46.61.504(6), or 46.61.5055(4) shall be served consecutively to
any sentences imposed under RCW 46.20.740 and 46.20.750.
(2)(a) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, whenever
a person while under sentence for conviction of a felony commits
another felony and is sentenced to another term of confinement,
the latter term shall not begin until expiration of all prior terms.
(b) Whenever a second or later felony conviction results in
community supervision with conditions not currently in effect,
under the prior sentence or sentences of community supervision
the court may require that the conditions of community
supervision contained in the second or later sentence begin during
the immediate term of community supervision and continue
throughout the duration of the consecutive term of community
supervision.
(3) Subject to subsections (1) and (2) of this section, whenever
a person is sentenced for a felony that was committed while the
person was not under sentence for conviction of a felony, the
sentence shall run concurrently with any felony sentence which
has been imposed by any court in this or another state or by a
federal court subsequent to the commission of the crime being
sentenced unless the court pronouncing the current sentence
expressly orders that they be served consecutively.
(4) Whenever any person granted probation under RCW
9.95.210 or 9.92.060, or both, has the probationary sentence
revoked and a prison sentence imposed, that sentence shall run
consecutively to any sentence imposed pursuant to this chapter,
unless the court pronouncing the subsequent sentence expressly
orders that they be served concurrently.
(5) In the case of consecutive sentences, all periods of total
confinement shall be served before any partial confinement,
community restitution, community supervision, or any other
requirement or conditions of any of the sentences. Except for
exceptional sentences as authorized under RCW 9.94A.535, if
two or more sentences that run consecutively include periods of
community supervision, the aggregate of the community
supervision period shall not exceed twenty-four months.
Sec. 14. RCW 46.61.503 and 2013 c 3 s 34 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, a person
is guilty of driving or being in physical control of a motor vehicle
after consuming alcohol or marijuana if the person operates or is
in physical control of a motor vehicle within this state and the
person:
(a) Is under the age of twenty-one; and
(b) Has, within two hours after operating or being in physical
control of the motor vehicle, either:
(i) An alcohol concentration of at least 0.02 but less than the
concentration specified in RCW 46.61.502, as shown by analysis
of the person's breath or blood made under RCW 46.61.506; or
(ii) A THC concentration above 0.00 but less than the
concentration specified in RCW 46.61.502, as shown by analysis
of the person's blood made under RCW 46.61.506.

(2) It is an affirmative defense to a violation of subsection (1)
of this section, which the defendant must prove by a
preponderance of the evidence, that the defendant consumed a
sufficient quantity of alcohol or marijuana after the time of
driving or being in physical control and before the administration
of an analysis of the person's breath or blood to cause the
defendant's alcohol or THC concentration to be in violation of
subsection (1) of this section within two hours after driving or
being in physical control. The court shall not admit evidence of
this defense unless the defendant notifies the prosecution prior to
the earlier of: (a) Seven days prior to trial; or (b) the omnibus or
pretrial hearing in the case of the defendant's intent to assert the
affirmative defense.
(3) No person may be convicted under this section for being
in physical control of a motor vehicle and it is an affirmative
defense to any action pursuant to RCW 46.20.308 to suspend,
revoke, or deny the privilege to drive, if, prior to being pursued
by a law enforcement officer, the person has moved the vehicle
safely off the roadway.
(4) Analyses of blood or breath samples obtained more than
two hours after the alleged driving or being in physical control
may be used as evidence that within two hours of the alleged
driving or being in physical control, a person had an alcohol or
THC concentration in violation of subsection (1) of this section.
(((4))) (5) A violation of this section is a misdemeanor.
Sec. 15. RCW 46.20.755 and 2010 c 269 s 5 are each
amended to read as follows:
If a person is required, as part of the person's judgment and
sentence or as a condition of release, to install an ignition
interlock device on all motor vehicles operated by the person and
the person is under the jurisdiction of the municipality or county
probation or supervision department, the probation or supervision
department must verify the installation of the ignition interlock
device or devices. The municipality or county probation or
supervision department satisfies the requirement to verify the
installation or installations if the municipality or county probation
or supervision department receives written verification by one or
more companies doing business in the state that it has installed
the required device on a vehicle owned or operated by the person.
The municipality or county shall have no further obligation to
supervise the use of the ignition interlock device or devices by the
person and shall not be civilly liable for any injuries or damages
caused by the person for failing to use an ignition interlock device
or for driving under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug or being in actual physical control of a motor vehicle under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug.
Sec. 16. RCW 36.28A.320 and 2014 c 221 s 913 are each
amended to read as follows:
There is hereby established in the state treasury the 24/7
sobriety account. The account shall be maintained and
administered by the criminal justice training commission to
reimburse the state for costs associated with establishing and
operating the 24/7 sobriety program and the Washington
association of sheriffs and police chiefs for ongoing 24/7 sobriety
program administration costs. (([The])) An appropriation is not
required for expenditures and the account is not subject to
allotment procedures under chapter 43.88 RCW. Funds in the
account may not lapse and must carry forward from biennium to
biennium. Interest earned by the account must be retained in the
account. The criminal justice training commission may accept for
deposit in the account money from donations, gifts, grants,
participation fees, and user fees or payments. ((Expenditures from
the account shall be budgeted through the normal budget
process.))
Sec. 17. RCW 36.28A.330 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 26 are
each amended to read as follows:
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24/7 sobriety program administration costs incurred by the
The definitions in this section apply throughout RCW
36.28A.300 through 36.28A.390 unless the context clearly
Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs ((shall be
collected by the sheriff or chief, or an entity designated by the
requires otherwise.
sheriff or chief, and deposited in the 24/7 sobriety account)).
(1) "24/7 ((electronic alcohol/drug monitoring)) sobriety
program" means ((the monitoring by the use of any electronic
(((2))) (3) All applicable fees shall be paid by the participant
instrument that is capable of determining and monitoring the
contemporaneously or in advance of the time when the fee
presence of alcohol or drugs in a person's body and includes any
becomes due; however, cities and counties may subsidize or pay
associated equipment a participant needs in order for the device
any applicable fees.
to properly perform. Monitoring may also include mandatory
(4) A city or county may accept donations, gifts, grants, and
urine analysis tests as ordered by the court)) a program in which
other assistance to defray the participating agency's costs of the
a participant submits to testing of the participant's blood, breath,
24/7 sobriety program.
urine, or other bodily substance to determine the presence of
Sec. 19. RCW 36.28A.390 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 32 are
alcohol or any drug as defined in RCW 46.61.540. Testing must
each amended to read as follows:
take place at a location or locations designated by the
(1) A general authority Washington peace officer, as defined
participating agency, or, with the concurrence of the Washington
in RCW 10.93.020, who has probable cause to believe that a
association of sheriffs and police chiefs, by an alternate method.
participant has violated the terms of participation in the 24/7
(2) "Participant" means a person who has one or more prior
sobriety program may immediately take the participant into
custody and cause him or her to be held until an appearance before
convictions for a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504 and
who has been ordered by a court to participate in the 24/7 sobriety
a judge on the next judicial day.
program.
(2) A participant who violates the terms of participation in the
(3) "Participating agency" means ((a sheriff's office or a
24/7 sobriety program or does not pay the required fees or
associated costs pretrial or posttrial shall, at a minimum:
designated entity named by a sheriff that has agreed to participate
in the 24/7 sobriety program by enrolling participants,
(a) Receive a written warning notice for a first violation;
administering one or more of the tests, and submitting reports to
(b) Serve ((a term)) the lesser of two days imprisonment or if
the Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs)) any
posttrial, the entire remaining sentence imposed by the court for
entity located in the state of Washington that has a written
a second violation;
agreement with the Washington association of sheriffs and police
(c) Serve ((a term of up to)) the lesser of five days
chiefs to participate in the 24/7 sobriety program, and includes,
imprisonment or if posttrial, the entire remaining sentence
but is not limited to, a sheriff, a police chief, any other local,
imposed by the court for a third violation;
regional, or state corrections or probation entity, and any other
(d) Serve ((a term of up to)) the lesser of ten days
entity designated by a sheriff, police chief, or any other local,
imprisonment or if posttrial, the entire remaining sentence
regional, or state corrections or probation entity to perform testing
imposed by the court for a fourth violation; and
in the 24/7 sobriety program.
(e) For a fifth or subsequent violation pretrial, the participant
(4) "Participation agreement" means a written document
shall abide by the order of the court. For posttrial participants, the
executed by a participant agreeing to participate in the 24/7
participant shall serve the entire remaining sentence imposed by
sobriety program in a form approved by the Washington
the court.
association of sheriffs and police chiefs that contains the
(((2) A sheriff or chief, or the designee of a sheriff or chief,
following information:
who has probable cause to believe that a participant has violated
(a) The type, frequency, and time period of testing;
the terms of participation in the 24/7 sobriety program or has not
paid the required fees or associated costs shall immediately take
(b) The location of testing;
(c) The fees and payment procedures required for testing; and
the participant into custody and cause him or her to be held until
(d) The responsibilities and obligations of the participant
an appearance before a judge on the next judicial day.)) (3) The
under the 24/7 sobriety program.
court may remove a participant from the 24/7 sobriety program at
any time for noncompliance with the terms of participation.
(((5) "24/7 sobriety program" means a twenty-four hour and
seven day a week sobriety program in which a participant submits
Sec. 20. RCW 10.21.015 and 2014 c 24 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
to the testing of the participant's blood, breath, urine, or other
bodily substances in order to determine the presence of alcohol,
(1) Under this chapter, "pretrial release program" is any
program, either run directly by a county or city, or by a private or
marijuana, or any controlled substance in the participant's body.))
public entity through contract with a county or city, into whose
Sec. 18. RCW 36.28A.370 and 2013 2nd sp.s. c 35 s 30 are
each amended to read as follows:
custody an offender is released prior to trial and which agrees to
(1) ((Funds in the 24/7 sobriety account shall be distributed as
supervise the offender. As used in this section, "supervision"
includes, but is not limited to, work release, day monitoring, ((or))
follows:
(a))) Any daily user fee, installation fee, deactivation fee,
electronic monitoring, or participation in a 24/7 sobriety program.
enrollment fee, or monitoring fee ((collected under the 24/7
(2) A pretrial release program may not agree to supervise, or
sobriety program shall)) must be collected by the ((sheriff or
accept into its custody, an offender who is currently awaiting trial
chief, or an entity designated by the sheriff or chief, and deposited
for a violent offense or sex offense, as defined in RCW
with the county or city treasurer of the proper county or city, the
9.94A.030, who has been convicted of one or more violent
proceeds of which shall be applied)) participating agency and
offenses or sex offenses in the ten years before the date of the
used ((only)) to defray the ((recurring)) participating agency's
current offense, unless the offender's release before trial was
costs of the 24/7 sobriety program ((including maintaining
secured with a payment of bail.
equipment, funding support services, and ensuring compliance;
NEW SECTION. Sec. 21. A new section is added to
and)).
chapter 18.130 RCW to read as follows:
(((b))) (2) Any participation fee must be collected ((in the
It is not professional misconduct for a physician, registered
administration of testing under)) by the participating agency and
nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant as defined in
deposited in the state 24/7 sobriety ((program)) account to cover
chapter 18.88A RCW, physician assistant as defined in chapter
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18.71A RCW, first responder as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
emergency medical technician as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
health care assistant as defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, or
any technician trained in withdrawing blood, to collect a blood
sample without a person's consent when the physician, registered
nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing assistant as defined in
chapter 18.88A RCW, physician assistant as defined in chapter
18.71A RCW, first responder as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
emergency medical technician as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW,
health care assistant as defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, or any
technician trained in withdrawing blood was directed by a law
enforcement officer to do so for the purpose of a blood test under
the provisions of a search warrant or exigent circumstances:
PROVIDED, That nothing in this section shall relieve a
physician, registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, nursing
assistant as defined in chapter 18.88A RCW, physician assistant
as defined in chapter 18.71A RCW, first responder as defined in
chapter 18.73 RCW, emergency medical technician as defined in
chapter 18.73 RCW, health care assistant as defined in chapter
18.135 RCW, a forensic phlebotomist under section 23 of this act,
or any technician trained in withdrawing blood from professional
discipline arising from the use of improper procedures or from
failing to exercise the required standard of care.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 22. A new section is added to
chapter 43.70 RCW to read as follows:
(1) The secretary, in consultation with health profession
boards and commissions, the Washington state criminal justice
training commission, and the Washington state patrol, shall
establish by rule the administrative procedures and administrative
requirements for initial issue, renewal, and reissue of a credential
for forensic phlebotomists as defined in section 23 of this act.
Failure to renew invalidates the credential and all privileges
granted by the credential. Administrative procedures and
administrative requirements do not include establishing,
monitoring, and enforcing qualifications for licensure, scope or
standards of practice, continuing competency mechanisms, and
discipline when such authority is authorized in statute to a health
profession board or commission or to the criminal justice training
commission. For the purposes of this section, "in consultation
with" means providing an opportunity for meaningful
participation in development of rules consistent with processes set
forth in RCW 34.05.310.
(2) Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary that
provides for a licensing period for any type of license subject to
this chapter including those under RCW 18.130.040, the secretary
may, from time to time, extend or otherwise modify the duration
of any licensing, certification, or registration period, whether an
initial or renewal period, if the secretary determines that it would
result in a more economical or efficient operation of state
government and that the public health, safety, or welfare would
not be substantially adversely affected thereby. However, no
license, certification, or registration may be issued or approved
for a period in excess of four years, without renewal. Such
extension, reduction, or other modification of a licensing,
certification, or registration period shall be by rule or regulation
of the department adopted in accordance with the provisions of
chapter 34.05 RCW. Such rules and regulations may provide a
method for imposing and collecting such additional proportional
fee as may be required for the extended or modified period.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 23. A new section is added to
chapter 46.04 RCW to read as follows:
"Forensic phlebotomist" means a police officer, law
enforcement officer, or employee of a correctional facility or
detention facility, who completed a venipuncture training
program required under section 22 of this act and who is
collecting a blood sample for forensic testing pursuant to a search

warrant, a waiver of the warrant requirement, or exigent
circumstances.
Sec. 24. RCW 46.61.506 and 2013 c 3 s 37 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) Upon the trial of any civil or criminal action or proceeding
arising out of acts alleged to have been committed by any person
while driving or in actual physical control of a vehicle while under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, if the person's
alcohol concentration is less than 0.08 or the person's THC
concentration is less than 5.00, it is evidence that may be
considered with other competent evidence in determining
whether the person was under the influence of intoxicating liquor
or any drug.
(2)(a) The breath analysis of the person's alcohol
concentration shall be based upon grams of alcohol per two
hundred ten liters of breath.
(b) The blood analysis of the person's THC concentration
shall be based upon nanograms per milliliter of whole blood.
(c) The foregoing provisions of this section shall not be
construed as limiting the introduction of any other competent
evidence bearing upon the question whether the person was under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug.
(3) Analysis of the person's blood or breath to be considered
valid under the provisions of this section or RCW 46.61.502 or
46.61.504 shall have been performed according to methods
approved by the state toxicologist and by an individual possessing
a valid permit issued by the state toxicologist for this purpose.
The state toxicologist is directed to approve satisfactory
techniques or methods, to supervise the examination of
individuals to ascertain their qualifications and competence to
conduct such analyses, and to issue permits which shall be subject
to termination or revocation at the discretion of the state
toxicologist.
(4)(a) A breath test performed by any instrument approved by
the state toxicologist shall be admissible at trial or in an
administrative proceeding if the prosecution or department
produces prima facie evidence of the following:
(i) The person who performed the test was authorized to
perform such test by the state toxicologist;
(ii) The person being tested did not vomit or have anything to
eat, drink, or smoke for at least fifteen minutes prior to
administration of the test;
(iii) The person being tested did not have any foreign
substances, not to include dental work, fixed or removable, in his
or her mouth at the beginning of the fifteen-minute observation
period;
(iv) Prior to the start of the test, the temperature of any liquid
simulator solution utilized as an external standard, as measured
by a thermometer approved of by the state toxicologist was thirtyfour degrees centigrade plus or minus 0.3 degrees centigrade;
(v) The internal standard test resulted in the message
"verified";
(vi) The two breath samples agree to within plus or minus ten
percent of their mean to be determined by the method approved
by the state toxicologist;
(vii) The result of the test of the liquid simulator solution
external standard or dry gas external standard result did lie
between .072 to .088 inclusive; and
(viii) All blank tests gave results of .000.
(b) For purposes of this section, "prima facie evidence" is
evidence of sufficient circumstances that would support a logical
and reasonable inference of the facts sought to be proved. In
assessing whether there is sufficient evidence of the foundational
facts, the court or administrative tribunal is to assume the truth of
the prosecution's or department's evidence and all reasonable
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warrant, a waiver of the search warrant requirement, exigent
inferences from it in a light most favorable to the prosecution or
department.
circumstances, any other authority of law, or RCW 46.20.308, as
now or hereafter amended: PROVIDED, That nothing in this
(c) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to prevent the
section shall relieve ((any physician, registered nurse, qualified
subject of the test from challenging the reliability or accuracy of
the test, the reliability or functioning of the instrument, or any
technician)) such licensed or certified health care provider, or
hospital or duly licensed clinical laboratory from civil liability
maintenance procedures. Such challenges, however, shall not
preclude the admissibility of the test once the prosecution or
arising from the use of improper procedures or failing to exercise
the required standard of care.
department has made a prima facie showing of the requirements
contained in (a) of this subsection. Instead, such challenges may
Sec. 26. RCW 46.61.504 and 2013 c 3 s 35 are each
amended to read as follows:
be considered by the trier of fact in determining what weight to
give to the test result.
(1) A person is guilty of being in actual physical control of a
motor vehicle while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or
(5) When a blood test is administered under the provisions of
RCW 46.20.308, the withdrawal of blood for the purpose of
any drug if the person has actual physical control of a vehicle
within this state:
determining its alcoholic or drug content may be performed only
by a physician((, a registered nurse, a licensed practical nurse, a
(a) And the person has, within two hours after being in actual
physical control of the vehicle, an alcohol concentration of 0.08
nursing assistant as defined in chapter 18.88A RCW, a physician
assistant as defined in chapter 18.71A RCW, a first responder as
or higher as shown by analysis of the person's breath or blood
defined in chapter 18.73 RCW, an emergency medical technician
made under RCW 46.61.506; or
as defined in chapter 18.73 RCW, a health care assistant as
(b) The person has, within two hours after being in actual
defined in chapter 18.135 RCW, or any technician trained in
physical control of a vehicle, a THC concentration of 5.00 or
withdrawing blood)) licensed under chapter 18.71 RCW; an
higher as shown by analysis of the person's blood made under
RCW 46.61.506; or
osteopathic physician licensed under chapter 18.57 RCW; a
(c) While the person is under the influence of or affected by
registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, or advanced registered
nurse practitioner licensed under chapter 18.79 RCW; a physician
intoxicating liquor or any drug; or
assistant licensed under chapter 18.71A RCW; an osteopathic
(d) While the person is under the combined influence of or
affected by intoxicating liquor and any drug.
physician assistant licensed under chapter 18.57A RCW; an
(2) The fact that a person charged with a violation of this
advanced emergency medical technician or paramedic licensed
section is or has been entitled to use a drug under the laws of this
under chapter 18.73 RCW; until July 1, 2016, a health care
state does not constitute a defense against any charge of violating
assistant certified under chapter 18.135 RCW; or a medical
this section. No person may be convicted under this section and it
assistant-certified or medical assistant-phlebotomist certified
under chapter 18.360 RCW. This limitation shall not apply to the
is an affirmative defense to any action pursuant to RCW
taking of breath specimens.
46.20.308 to suspend, revoke, or deny the privilege to drive if,
(6) The person tested may have a ((physician)) licensed or
prior to being pursued by a law enforcement officer, the person
has moved the vehicle safely off the roadway.
certified health care provider listed in subsection (5) of this
(3)(a) It is an affirmative defense to a violation of subsection
section, or a qualified technician, chemist, ((registered nurse,)) or
(1)(a) of this section which the defendant must prove by a
other qualified person of his or her own choosing administer one
preponderance of the evidence that the defendant consumed a
or more tests in addition to any administered at the direction of a
sufficient quantity of alcohol after the time of being in actual
law enforcement officer. The test will be admissible if the person
establishes the general acceptability of the testing technique or
physical control of the vehicle and before the administration of an
analysis of the person's breath or blood to cause the defendant's
method. The failure or inability to obtain an additional test by a
person shall not preclude the admission of evidence relating to the
alcohol concentration to be 0.08 or more within two hours after
being in such control. The court shall not admit evidence of this
test or tests taken at the direction of a law enforcement officer.
defense unless the defendant notifies the prosecution prior to the
(7) Upon the request of the person who shall submit to a test
omnibus or pretrial hearing in the case of the defendant's intent to
or tests at the request of a law enforcement officer, full
assert the affirmative defense.
information concerning the test or tests shall be made available to
(b) It is an affirmative defense to a violation of subsection
him or her or his or her attorney.
Sec. 25. RCW 46.61.508 and 1977 ex.s. c 143 s 1 are each
(1)(b) of this section, which the defendant must prove by a
preponderance of the evidence, that the defendant consumed a
amended to read as follows:
sufficient quantity of marijuana after the time of being in actual
No physician((, registered nurse, qualified technician))
physical control of the vehicle and before the administration of an
licensed under chapter 18.71 RCW; osteopathic physician
analysis of the person's blood to cause the defendant's THC
licensed under chapter 18.57 RCW; registered nurse, licensed
concentration to be 5.00 or more within two hours after being in
practical nurse, or advanced registered nurse practitioner licensed
control of the vehicle. The court shall not admit evidence of this
under chapter 18.79 RCW; physician assistant licensed under
defense unless the defendant notifies the prosecution prior to the
chapter 18.71A RCW; osteopathic physician assistant licensed
omnibus or pretrial hearing in the case of the defendant's intent to
under chapter 18.57A RCW; advanced emergency medical
technician or paramedic licensed under chapter 18.73 RCW; until
assert the affirmative defense.
(4)(a) Analyses of blood or breath samples obtained more
July 1, 2016, health care assistant certified under chapter 18.135
than two hours after the alleged being in actual physical control
RCW; or medical assistant-certified or medical assistantof a vehicle may be used as evidence that within two hours of the
phlebotomist certified under chapter 18.360 RCW, or hospital, or
alleged being in such control, a person had an alcohol
duly licensed clinical laboratory employing or utilizing services
concentration of 0.08 or more in violation of subsection (1)(a) of
of such ((physician, registered nurse, or qualified technician))
this section, and in any case in which the analysis shows an
licensed or certified health care provider, shall incur any civil or
alcohol concentration above 0.00 may be used as evidence that a
criminal liability as a result of the act of withdrawing blood from
person was under the influence of or affected by intoxicating
any person when directed by a law enforcement officer to do so
for the purpose of a blood test under the provisions of a search
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liquor or any drug in violation of subsection (1)(c) or (d) of this
section.
(b) Analyses of blood samples obtained more than two hours
after the alleged being in actual physical control of a vehicle may
be used as evidence that within two hours of the alleged being in
control of the vehicle, a person had a THC concentration of 5.00
or more in violation of subsection (1)(b) of this section, and in
any case in which the analysis shows a THC concentration above
0.00 may be used as evidence that a person was under the
influence of or affected by marijuana in violation of subsection
(1)(c) or (d) of this section.
(5) Except as provided in subsection (6) of this section, a
violation of this section is a gross misdemeanor.
(6) It is a class C felony punishable under chapter 9.94A
RCW, or chapter 13.40 RCW if the person is a juvenile, if:
(a) The person has four or more prior offenses within ten years
as defined in RCW 46.61.5055; or
(b) The person has ever previously been convicted of:
(i) Vehicular homicide while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW 46.61.520(1)(a);
(ii) Vehicular assault while under the influence of intoxicating
liquor or any drug, RCW 46.61.522(1)(b);
(iii) An out-of-state offense comparable to the offense
specified in (b)(i) or (ii) of this subsection; or
(iv) A violation of this subsection (6) or RCW 46.61.502(6).
Sec. 27. RCW 18.360.030 and 2012 c 153 s 4 are each
amended to read as follows:
(1) The secretary shall adopt rules specifying the minimum
qualifications for a medical assistant-certified, medical assistanthemodialysis technician, and medical assistant-phlebotomist. The
qualifications for a medical assistant-hemodialysis technician
must be equivalent to the qualifications for hemodialysis
technicians regulated pursuant to chapter 18.135 RCW as of
January 1, 2012.
(2) The secretary shall adopt rules that establish the minimum
requirements necessary for a health care practitioner, clinic, or
group practice to endorse a medical assistant as qualified to
perform the duties authorized by this chapter and be able to file
an attestation of that endorsement with the department.
(3) The medical quality assurance commission, the board of
osteopathic medicine and surgery, the podiatric medical board,
the nursing care quality assurance commission, the board of
naturopathy, and the optometry board shall each review and
identify other specialty assistive personnel not included in this
chapter and the tasks they perform. The department of health shall
compile the information from each disciplining authority listed in
this subsection and submit the compiled information to the
legislature no later than December 15, 2012.
(4) The secretary shall adopt rules specifying requirements for
delegation, training, and supervision for a medical assistantphlebotomist who is also a local, state, federal, or tribal law
enforcement employee or correctional employee, and whose
practice is limited to collecting blood samples for forensic testing
under the provisions of RCW 46.20.308 or pursuant to a search
warrant, a valid waiver of the warrant requirement, when exigent
circumstances exist, or under any other authority of law."
Senator Padden spoke in favor of adoption of the striking
amendment.
POINT OF INQUIRY
Senator Hasegawa: “Would Senator Padden concede to a
question? I’m not going to blind-side you, don’t look so tentative.
The question is: In you explanation of the striking amendment
you said that it establishes the position of forensic phlebotomists.

My understanding that this striking amendment actually does not
do that. Is that correct?”
Senator Padden: “Well the language is at the back of the
striking amendment and it indicates that the Secretary of Health
shall adopt rules specifying requirements for delegation training
and it would be under their circumstances. I think they may call
that a medical assistant phlebotomists and I know Senator Keiser
is aware of that terminology. Yes.”
Senator Frockt spoke in favor of the adoption of the striking
amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the striking amendment by Senators Padden and
Keiser to Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1276.
The motion by Senator Padden carried and the striking
amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "driving;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 10.21.055,
46.20.385, 46.20.740, 46.20.308, 46.20.750, 46.25.120,
46.61.5055, 46.01.260, 43.43.395, 9.94A.589, 46.61.503,
46.20.755, 36.28A.320, 36.28A.330, 36.28A.370, 36.28A.390,
10.21.015, 46.61.506, 46.61.508, 46.61.504, and 18.360.030;
reenacting and amending RCW 46.52.130; adding a new section
to chapter 46.61 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 18.130
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 43.70 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 46.04 RCW; creating a new section; and
prescribing penalties."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Padden, the rules were suspended,
Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No. 1276 as amended by
the Senate was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Padden, Keiser and Darneille spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
Senators Hasegawa and Fraser spoke against passage of the
bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute House Bill No.
1276 as amended by the Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed
Second Substitute House Bill No. 1276 as amended by the Senate
and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 39;
Nays, 9; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Frockt, Habib, Hargrove, Hatfield, Hill,
Hobbs, Honeyford, Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias,
Litzow, McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers, Roach, Schoesler and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Dansel, Fraser, Hasegawa,
Hewitt, McAuliffe, Nelson, Ranker and Rolfes
Excused: Senator Sheldon
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percent of the state marijuana excise tax imposed under RCW
ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO.
1276 as amended by the Senate, having received the
69.50.535 and state and local sales and use taxes on sales of
marijuana. Marijuana agreements shall apply to sales in which
constitutional majority, was declared passed. There being no
Indian businesses make delivery and physical transfer of
objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of
possession of the marijuana from the seller to the buyer within
the act.
Indian country, and not to transactions by non-Indian businesses.
The tribe may allow an exemption for sales to tribal members.
SECOND READING
(3) Any marijuana agreement relating to the production,
HOUSE BILL NO. 2000, by Representatives Hurst, Condotta
processing, and sale of marijuana in Indian country, whether for
and Tarleton
recreational or medical purposes, must address the following
issues:
Authorizing the governor to enter into agreements with
(a) Preservation of public health and safety;
federally recognized Indian tribes in the state of Washington
(b) Ensuring the security of production, processing, retail, and
concerning marijuana.
research facilities; and
(c) Cross-border commerce in marijuana.
The measure was read the second time.
(4) The governor may delegate the power to negotiate
marijuana agreements to the state liquor control board. In
MOTION
conducting such negotiations, the state liquor control board must,
when necessary, consult with the governor and/or the department
Senator Baumgartner moved that the following committee
of revenue.
striking amendment by the Committee on Ways & Means be
(5) The definitions in this subsection apply throughout this
adopted:
section unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
(a) "Indian business" means (i) a business wholly owned and
following:
operated by an Indian tribe, or (ii) a business wholly owned and
"NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to
operated by a tribal member and licensed by the tribe.
chapter 43.06 RCW to read as follows:
(b) "Indian country" has the same meaning as in RCW
The legislature intends to further the government-to82.24.010.
government relationship between the state of Washington and
(c) "Indian tribe" or "tribe" means a federally recognized
federally recognized Indian tribes in the state of Washington by
Indian tribe located within the geographical boundaries of the
authorizing the governor to enter into agreements concerning the
state of Washington.
regulation of marijuana. Such agreements may include provisions
(d)
"Marijuana"
means
"marijuana,"
"marijuana
pertaining to: The lawful commercial production, processing,
concentrates," "marijuana-infused products," and "useable
sale, and possession of marijuana for both recreational and
marijuana," as those terms are defined in RCW 69.50.101.
medical purposes; marijuana-related research activities; law
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
enforcement, both criminal and civil; and taxation. The legislature
chapter 69.50 RCW to read as follows:
finds that these agreements will facilitate and promote a
The taxes, fees, assessments, and other charges imposed by
cooperative and mutually beneficial relationship between the
this chapter do not apply to commercial activities related to the
state and the tribes regarding matters relating to the legalization
production, processing, sale, and possession of marijuana,
of marijuana, particularly in light of the fact that federal Indian
useable marijuana, marijuana concentrates, and marijuanalaw precludes the state from enforcing its civil regulatory laws in
infused products covered by an agreement entered into under
Indian country. Such cooperative agreements will enhance public
section 2 of this act.
health and safety, ensure a lawful and well-regulated marijuana
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
market, encourage economic development, and provide fiscal
chapter 82.08 RCW to read as follows:
benefits to both the tribes and the state.
The taxes imposed by this chapter do not apply to the retail
NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to
sale of marijuana, useable marijuana, marijuana concentrates, and
chapter 43.06 RCW to read as follows:
marijuana-infused products covered by an agreement entered into
(1) The governor may enter into agreements with federally
under section 2 of this act. "Marijuana," "useable marijuana,"
recognized Indian tribes concerning marijuana. Marijuana
"marijuana concentrates," and "marijuana-infused products" have
agreements may address any marijuana-related issue that involves
the same meaning as defined in RCW 69.50.101.
both state and tribal interests or otherwise has an impact on tribalNEW SECTION. Sec. 5. A new section is added to
state relations. Such agreements may include, but are not limited
chapter 82.12 RCW to read as follows:
to, the following provisions and subject matter:
The taxes imposed by this chapter do not apply to the use of
(a) Criminal and civil law enforcement;
marijuana, useable marijuana, marijuana concentrates, and
(b) Regulatory issues related to the commercial production,
marijuana-infused products covered by an agreement entered into
processing, sale, and possession of marijuana, and processed
under section 2 of this act. "Marijuana," "useable marijuana,"
marijuana products, for both recreational and medical purposes;
"marijuana concentrates," and "marijuana-infused products" have
(c) Medical and pharmaceutical research involving
the same meaning as defined in RCW 69.50.101.
marijuana;
Sec. 6. RCW 69.50.360 and 2014 c 192 s 5 are each
(d) Taxation in accordance with subsection (2) of this section;
amended to read as follows:
(e) Any tribal immunities or preemption of state law regarding
The following acts, when performed by a validly licensed
the production, processing, or marketing of marijuana; and
marijuana retailer or employee of a validly licensed retail outlet
(f) Dispute resolution, including the use of mediation or other
in compliance with rules adopted by the state liquor control board
nonjudicial process.
to implement and enforce chapter 3, Laws of 2013, ((shall)) do
(2) Each marijuana agreement adopted under this section must
not constitute criminal or civil offenses under Washington state
provide for a tribal marijuana tax that is at least one hundred
law:
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(1) Purchase and receipt of marijuana concentrates, useable
marijuana, or marijuana-infused products that have been properly
packaged and labeled from a marijuana processor validly licensed
under chapter 3, Laws of 2013;
(2) Possession of quantities of marijuana concentrates,
useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused products that do not
exceed the maximum amounts established by the state liquor
control board under RCW 69.50.345(5); ((and))
(3) Delivery, distribution, and sale, on the premises of the
retail outlet, of any combination of the following amounts of
marijuana concentrates, useable marijuana, or marijuana-infused
product to any person twenty-one years of age or older:
(a) One ounce of useable marijuana;
(b) Sixteen ounces of marijuana-infused product in solid
form;
(c) Seventy-two ounces of marijuana-infused product in
liquid form; or
(d) Seven grams of marijuana concentrate; and
(4) Purchase and receipt of marijuana concentrates, useable
marijuana, or marijuana-infused products that have been properly
packaged and labeled from a federally recognized Indian tribe as
permitted under an agreement between the state and the tribe
entered into under section 2 of this act.
Sec. 7. RCW 69.50.363 and 2013 c 3 s 16 are each amended
to read as follows:
The following acts, when performed by a validly licensed
marijuana processor or employee of a validly licensed marijuana
processor in compliance with rules adopted by the state liquor
control board to implement and enforce chapter 3, Laws of 2013,
((shall)) do not constitute criminal or civil offenses under
Washington state law:
(1) Purchase and receipt of marijuana that has been properly
packaged and labeled from a marijuana producer validly licensed
under chapter 3, Laws of 2013;
(2) Possession, processing, packaging, and labeling of
quantities of marijuana, useable marijuana, and marijuanainfused products that do not exceed the maximum amounts
established by the state liquor control board under RCW
69.50.345(4); ((and))
(3) Delivery, distribution, and sale of useable marijuana or
marijuana-infused products to a marijuana retailer validly
licensed under chapter 3, Laws of 2013; and
(4) Delivery, distribution, and sale of useable marijuana,
marijuana concentrates, or marijuana-infused products to a
federally recognized Indian tribe as permitted under an agreement
between the state and the tribe entered into under section 2 of this
act.
Sec. 8. RCW 69.50.366 and 2013 c 3 s 17 are each amended
to read as follows:
The following acts, when performed by a validly licensed
marijuana producer or employee of a validly licensed marijuana
producer in compliance with rules adopted by the state liquor
control board to implement and enforce chapter 3, Laws of 2013,
((shall)) do not constitute criminal or civil offenses under
Washington state law:
(1) Production or possession of quantities of marijuana that
do not exceed the maximum amounts established by the state
liquor control board under RCW 69.50.345(3); ((and))
(2) Delivery, distribution, and sale of marijuana to a
marijuana processor or another marijuana producer validly
licensed under chapter 3, Laws of 2013; and
(3) Delivery, distribution, and sale of marijuana or useable
marijuana to a federally recognized Indian tribe as permitted
under an agreement between the state and the tribe entered into
under section 2 of this act."

Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of adoption of the
committee striking amendment.
Senator Hargrove spoke against adoption of the committee
striking amendment.
MOTION
On motion of Senator Fain, further consideration of House
Bill No. 2000 was deferred and the bill held its place on the day’s
second reading calendar.
Senator Fain announced a break for lunch and requested that
the Caucuses meet at 1:00 p.m. to review the measures added to
the floor calendar as a result of yesterday’s Committee on Rules
meeting.
Senator Fraser announced a meeting of the Senate
Democration Caucus at 1:00 p.m.
MOTION
At 12:00 o’clock p.m., on motion of Senator Fain, the Senate
was declared to be at ease subject to the call of the President.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Senate was called to order at 2:17 p.m. by the President
of the Senate, Lt. Governor Brad Owen presiding.
SECOND READING
HOUSE BILL NO. 1977, by Representatives Moscoso,
Orcutt, Clibborn, Bergquist, Zeiger, Pollet and Tarleton
Creating a tuition and fees exemption for children and
surviving spouses of certain highway workers.
The measure was read the second time.
MOTION
On motion of Senator King, the rules were suspended, House
Bill No. 1977 was advanced to third reading, the second reading
considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senator King spoke in favor of passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 1977.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 1977 and the bill passed the Senate by the following vote:
Yeas, 48; Nays, 1; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker, Benton,
Billig, Braun, Brown, Chase, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Ericksen, Fain, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt, Hill, Hobbs, Honeyford,
Jayapal, Keiser, King, Kohl-Welles, Liias, Litzow, McAuliffe,
McCoy, Miloscia, Mullet, Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette,
Pearson, Pedersen, Ranker, Rivers, Roach, Rolfes, Schoesler,
Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senator Angel
HOUSE BILL NO. 1977, having received the constitutional
majority, was declared passed. There being no objection, the title
of the bill was ordered to stand as the title of the act.
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The Senate resumed consideration of House Bill No. 2000
which was had been deferred earlier in the day.
Senator Baumgartner spoke in favor of the adoption of the
committee striking amendment.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the adoption of the committee striking amendment by the
Committee on Ways & Means to House Bill No. 2000.
The motion by Senator Baumgartner carried and the
committee striking amendment was adopted by voice vote.
MOTION
There being no objection, the following title amendment was
adopted:
On page 1, line 3 of the title, after "marijuana;" strike the
remainder of the title and insert "amending RCW 69.50.360,
69.50.363, and 69.50.366; adding new sections to chapter 43.06
RCW; adding a new section to chapter 69.50 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 82.08 RCW; and adding a new section to
chapter 82.12 RCW."
MOTION
On motion of Senator Baumgartner, the rules were
suspended, House Bill No. 2000 as amended by the Senate was
advanced to third reading, the second reading considered the third
and the bill was placed on final passage.
Senators Baumgartner, Hill and Nelson spoke in favor of
passage of the bill.
Senator McCoy spoke against passage of the bill.
The President declared the question before the Senate to be
the final passage of House Bill No. 2000 as amended by the
Senate.
ROLL CALL
The Secretary called the roll on the final passage of House
Bill No. 2000 as amended by the Senate and the bill passed the
Senate by the following vote: Yeas, 36; Nays, 13; Absent, 0;
Excused, 0.
Voting yea: Senators Angel, Bailey, Baumgartner, Becker,
Benton, Billig, Braun, Brown, Cleveland, Conway, Dammeier,
Dansel, Darneille, Fain, Hargrove, Hasegawa, Hatfield, Hewitt,
Hill, Honeyford, King, Litzow, McAuliffe, Miloscia, Mullet,
Nelson, O'Ban, Padden, Parlette, Pearson, Pedersen, Rivers,
Roach, Schoesler, Sheldon and Warnick
Voting nay: Senators Chase, Ericksen, Fraser, Frockt, Habib,
Hobbs, Jayapal, Keiser, Kohl-Welles, Liias, McCoy, Ranker and
Rolfes
HOUSE BILL NO. 2000 as amended by the Senate, having
received the constitutional majority, was declared passed. There
being no objection, the title of the bill was ordered to stand as the
title of the act.
SECOND READING
ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1943, by Representatives
Shea, Goodman, McCaslin and Scott
Concerning home detention.
The measure was read the second time.
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Senator Padden moved that the following committee striking
amendment by the Committee on Law & Justice be not adopted:
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the
following:
"Sec. 1. RCW 9.94A.030 and 2012 c 143 s 1 are each
amended to read as follows:
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions
in this section apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Board" means the indeterminate sentence review board
created under chapter 9.95 RCW.
(2) "Collect," or any derivative thereof, "collect and remit," or
"collect and deliver," when used with reference to the department,
means that the department, either directly or through a collection
agreement authorized by RCW 9.94A.760, is responsible for
monitoring and enforcing the offender's sentence with regard to
the legal financial obligation, receiving payment thereof from the
offender, and, consistent with current law, delivering daily the
entire payment to the superior court clerk without depositing it in
a departmental account.
(3) "Commission" means the sentencing guidelines
commission.
(4) "Community corrections officer" means an employee of
the department who is responsible for carrying out specific duties
in supervision of sentenced offenders and monitoring of sentence
conditions.
(5) "Community custody" means that portion of an offender's
sentence of confinement in lieu of earned release time or imposed
as part of a sentence under this chapter and served in the
community subject to controls placed on the offender's movement
and activities by the department.
(6) "Community protection zone" means the area within eight
hundred eighty feet of the facilities and grounds of a public or
private school.
(7) "Community restitution" means compulsory service,
without compensation, performed for the benefit of the
community by the offender.
(8) "Confinement" means total or partial confinement.
(9) "Conviction" means an adjudication of guilt pursuant to
Title 10 or 13 RCW and includes a verdict of guilty, a finding of
guilty, and acceptance of a plea of guilty.
(10) "Crime-related prohibition" means an order of a court
prohibiting conduct that directly relates to the circumstances of
the crime for which the offender has been convicted, and shall not
be construed to mean orders directing an offender affirmatively
to participate in rehabilitative programs or to otherwise perform
affirmative conduct. However, affirmative acts necessary to
monitor compliance with the order of a court may be required by
the department.
(11) "Criminal history" means the list of a defendant's prior
convictions and juvenile adjudications, whether in this state, in
federal court, or elsewhere.
(a) The history shall include, where known, for each
conviction (i) whether the defendant has been placed on probation
and the length and terms thereof; and (ii) whether the defendant
has been incarcerated and the length of incarceration.
(b) A conviction may be removed from a defendant's criminal
history only if it is vacated pursuant to RCW 9.96.060,
9.94A.640, 9.95.240, or a similar out-of-state statute, or if the
conviction has been vacated pursuant to a governor's pardon.
(c) The determination of a defendant's criminal history is
distinct from the determination of an offender score. A prior
conviction that was not included in an offender score calculated
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pursuant to a former version of the sentencing reform act remains
part of the defendant's criminal history.
(12) "Criminal street gang" means any ongoing organization,
association, or group of three or more persons, whether formal or
informal, having a common name or common identifying sign or
symbol, having as one of its primary activities the commission of
criminal acts, and whose members or associates individually or
collectively engage in or have engaged in a pattern of criminal
street gang activity. This definition does not apply to employees
engaged in concerted activities for their mutual aid and
protection, or to the activities of labor and bona fide nonprofit
organizations or their members or agents.
(13) "Criminal street gang associate or member" means any
person who actively participates in any criminal street gang and
who intentionally promotes, furthers, or assists in any criminal act
by the criminal street gang.
(14) "Criminal street gang-related offense" means any felony
or misdemeanor offense, whether in this state or elsewhere, that
is committed for the benefit of, at the direction of, or in
association with any criminal street gang, or is committed with
the intent to promote, further, or assist in any criminal conduct by
the gang, or is committed for one or more of the following
reasons:
(a) To gain admission, prestige, or promotion within the gang;
(b) To increase or maintain the gang's size, membership,
prestige, dominance, or control in any geographical area;
(c) To exact revenge or retribution for the gang or any member
of the gang;
(d) To obstruct justice, or intimidate or eliminate any witness
against the gang or any member of the gang;
(e) To directly or indirectly cause any benefit,
aggrandizement, gain, profit, or other advantage for the gang, its
reputation, influence, or membership; or
(f) To provide the gang with any advantage in, or any control
or dominance over any criminal market sector, including, but not
limited to, manufacturing, delivering, or selling any controlled
substance (chapter 69.50 RCW); arson (chapter 9A.48 RCW);
trafficking in stolen property (chapter 9A.82 RCW); promoting
prostitution (chapter 9A.88 RCW); human trafficking (RCW
9A.40.100); promoting commercial sexual abuse of a minor
(RCW 9.68A.101); or promoting pornography (chapter 9.68
RCW).
(15) "Day fine" means a fine imposed by the sentencing court
that equals the difference between the offender's net daily income
and the reasonable obligations that the offender has for the
support of the offender and any dependents.
(16) "Day reporting" means a program of enhanced
supervision designed to monitor the offender's daily activities and
compliance with sentence conditions, and in which the offender
is required to report daily to a specific location designated by the
department or the sentencing court.
(17) "Department" means the department of corrections.
(18) "Determinate sentence" means a sentence that states with
exactitude the number of actual years, months, or days of total
confinement, of partial confinement, of community custody, the
number of actual hours or days of community restitution work, or
dollars or terms of a legal financial obligation. The fact that an
offender through earned release can reduce the actual period of
confinement shall not affect the classification of the sentence as a
determinate sentence.
(19) "Disposable earnings" means that part of the earnings of
an offender remaining after the deduction from those earnings of
any amount required by law to be withheld. For the purposes of
this definition, "earnings" means compensation paid or payable
for personal services, whether denominated as wages, salary,
commission, bonuses, or otherwise, and, notwithstanding any

other provision of law making the payments exempt from
garnishment, attachment, or other process to satisfy a courtordered legal financial obligation, specifically includes periodic
payments pursuant to pension or retirement programs, or
insurance policies of any type, but does not include payments
made under Title 50 RCW, except as provided in RCW 50.40.020
and 50.40.050, or Title 74 RCW.
(20) "Domestic violence" has the same meaning as defined in
RCW 10.99.020 and 26.50.010.
(21) "Drug offender sentencing alternative" is a sentencing
option available to persons convicted of a felony offense other
than a violent offense or a sex offense and who are eligible for the
option under RCW 9.94A.660.
(22) "Drug offense" means:
(a) Any felony violation of chapter 69.50 RCW except
possession of a controlled substance (RCW 69.50.4013) or forged
prescription for a controlled substance (RCW 69.50.403);
(b) Any offense defined as a felony under federal law that
relates to the possession, manufacture, distribution, or
transportation of a controlled substance; or
(c) Any out-of-state conviction for an offense that under the
laws of this state would be a felony classified as a drug offense
under (a) of this subsection.
(23) "Earned release" means earned release from confinement
as provided in RCW 9.94A.728.
(24) "Escape" means:
(a) Sexually violent predator escape (RCW 9A.76.115),
escape in the first degree (RCW 9A.76.110), escape in the second
degree (RCW 9A.76.120), willful failure to return from furlough
(RCW 72.66.060), willful failure to return from work release
(RCW 72.65.070), or willful failure to be available for
supervision by the department while in community custody
(RCW 72.09.310); or
(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that
under the laws of this state would be a felony classified as an
escape under (a) of this subsection.
(25) "Electronic monitoring" means tracking the location of
an individual, whether pretrial or posttrial, through the use of
technology that is capable of determining or identifying the
monitored individual's presence or absence at a particular location
including, but not limited to:
(a) Radio frequency signaling technology, which detects if the
monitored individual is or is not at an approved location and
notifies the monitoring agency of the time that the monitored
individual either leaves the approved location or tampers with or
removes the monitoring device; or
(b) Active or passive global positioning system technology,
which detects the location of the monitored individual and
notifies the monitoring agency of the monitored individual's
location.
(26) "Felony traffic offense" means:
(a) Vehicular homicide (RCW 46.61.520), vehicular assault
(RCW 46.61.522), eluding a police officer (RCW 46.61.024),
felony hit-and-run injury-accident (RCW 46.52.020(4)), felony
driving while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any
drug (RCW 46.61.502(6)), or felony physical control of a vehicle
while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug
(RCW 46.61.504(6)); or
(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that
under the laws of this state would be a felony classified as a felony
traffic offense under (a) of this subsection.
(((26))) (27) "Fine" means a specific sum of money ordered
by the sentencing court to be paid by the offender to the court over
a specific period of time.
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(r) Vehicular homicide, when proximately caused by the
(((27))) (28) "First-time offender" means any person who has
driving of any vehicle by any person while under the influence of
no prior convictions for a felony and is eligible for the first-time
intoxicating liquor or any drug as defined by RCW 46.61.502, or
offender waiver under RCW 9.94A.650.
by the operation of any vehicle in a reckless manner;
(((28))) (29) "Home detention" is a subset of electronic
(s) Any other class B felony offense with a finding of sexual
monitoring and means a program of partial confinement available
motivation;
to offenders wherein the offender is confined in a private
(t) Any other felony with a deadly weapon verdict under RCW
residence twenty-four hours a day, unless an absence from the
9.94A.825;
residence is approved, authorized, or otherwise permitted in the
(u) Any felony offense in effect at any time prior to December
order by the court or other supervising agency that ordered home
2, 1993, that is comparable to a most serious offense under this
detention, and the offender is subject to electronic ((surveillance))
subsection, or any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense
monitoring.
that under the laws of this state would be a felony classified as a
(((29))) (30) "Homelessness" or "homeless" means a
most serious offense under this subsection;
condition where an individual lacks a fixed, regular, and adequate
(v)(i) A prior conviction for indecent liberties under RCW
nighttime residence and who has a primary nighttime residence
9A.44.100(1) (a), (b), and (c), chapter 260, Laws of 1975 1st ex.
that is:
sess. as it existed until July 1, 1979, RCW 9A.44.100(1) (a), (b),
(a) A supervised, publicly or privately operated shelter
and (c) as it existed from July 1, 1979, until June 11, 1986, and
designed to provide temporary living accommodations;
RCW 9A.44.100(1) (a), (b), and (d) as it existed from June 11,
(b) A public or private place not designed for, or ordinarily
1986, until July 1, 1988;
used as, a regular sleeping accommodation for human beings; or
(ii) A prior conviction for indecent liberties under RCW
(c) A private residence where the individual stays as a
9A.44.100(1)(c) as it existed from June 11, 1986, until July 1,
transient invitee.
1988, if: (A) The crime was committed against a child under the
(((30))) (31) "Legal financial obligation" means a sum of
age of fourteen; or (B) the relationship between the victim and
money that is ordered by a superior court of the state of
perpetrator is included in the definition of indecent liberties under
Washington for legal financial obligations which may include
RCW 9A.44.100(1)(c) as it existed from July 1, 1988, through
restitution to the victim, statutorily imposed crime victims'
July 27, 1997, or RCW 9A.44.100(1) (d) or (e) as it existed from
compensation fees as assessed pursuant to RCW 7.68.035, court
July 25, 1993, through July 27, 1997;
costs, county or interlocal drug funds, court-appointed attorneys'
(w) Any out-of-state conviction for a felony offense with a
fees, and costs of defense, fines, and any other financial
finding of sexual motivation if the minimum sentence imposed
obligation that is assessed to the offender as a result of a felony
was ten years or more; provided that the out-of-state felony
conviction. Upon conviction for vehicular assault while under the
offense must be comparable to a felony offense under this title
influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW
and Title 9A RCW and the out-of-state definition of sexual
46.61.522(1)(b), or vehicular homicide while under the influence
motivation must be comparable to the definition of sexual
of intoxicating liquor or any drug, RCW 46.61.520(1)(a), legal
motivation contained in this section.
financial obligations may also include payment to a public agency
(((33))) (34) "Nonviolent offense" means an offense which is
of the expense of an emergency response to the incident resulting
in the conviction, subject to RCW 38.52.430.
not a violent offense.
(((31))) (32) "Minor child" means a biological or adopted
(((34))) (35) "Offender" means a person who has committed
child of the offender who is under age eighteen at the time of the
a felony established by state law and is eighteen years of age or
offender's current offense.
older or is less than eighteen years of age but whose case is under
(((32))) (33) "Most serious offense" means any of the
superior court jurisdiction under RCW 13.04.030 or has been
following felonies or a felony attempt to commit any of the
transferred by the appropriate juvenile court to a criminal court
following felonies:
pursuant to RCW 13.40.110. In addition, for the purpose of
(a) Any felony defined under any law as a class A felony or
community custody requirements under this chapter, "offender"
criminal solicitation of or criminal conspiracy to commit a class
also means a misdemeanant or gross misdemeanant probationer
A felony;
ordered by a superior court to probation pursuant to RCW
(b) Assault in the second degree;
9.92.060, 9.95.204, or 9.95.210 and supervised by the department
(c) Assault of a child in the second degree;
pursuant to RCW 9.94A.501 and 9.94A.5011. Throughout this
(d) Child molestation in the second degree;
chapter, the terms "offender" and "defendant" are used
(e) Controlled substance homicide;
interchangeably.
(f) Extortion in the first degree;
(((35))) (36) "Partial confinement" means confinement for no
(g) Incest when committed against a child under age fourteen;
more than one year in a facility or institution operated or utilized
(h) Indecent liberties;
under contract by the state or any other unit of government, or, if
(i) Kidnapping in the second degree;
home detention, electronic monitoring, or work crew has been
(j) Leading organized crime;
ordered by the court or home detention has been ordered by the
(k) Manslaughter in the first degree;
department as part of the parenting program, in an approved
(l) Manslaughter in the second degree;
residence, for a substantial portion of each day with the balance
(m) Promoting prostitution in the first degree;
of the day spent in the community. Partial confinement includes
(n) Rape in the third degree;
work release, home detention, work crew, electronic monitoring,
(o) Robbery in the second degree;
and a combination of work crew, electronic monitoring, and home
(p) Sexual exploitation;
detention.
(q) Vehicular assault, when caused by the operation or driving
(((36))) (37) "Pattern of criminal street gang activity" means:
of a vehicle by a person while under the influence of intoxicating
(a) The commission, attempt, conspiracy, or solicitation of, or
liquor or any drug or by the operation or driving of a vehicle in a
any prior juvenile adjudication of or adult conviction of, two or
reckless manner;
more of the following criminal street gang-related offenses:
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(i) Any "serious violent" felony offense as defined in this
section, excluding Homicide by Abuse (RCW 9A.32.055) and
Assault of a Child 1 (RCW 9A.36.120);
(ii) Any "violent" offense as defined by this section, excluding
Assault of a Child 2 (RCW 9A.36.130);
(iii) Deliver or Possession with Intent to Deliver a Controlled
Substance (chapter 69.50 RCW);
(iv) Any violation of the firearms and dangerous weapon act
(chapter 9.41 RCW);
(v) Theft of a Firearm (RCW 9A.56.300);
(vi) Possession of a Stolen Firearm (RCW 9A.56.310);
(vii) Malicious Harassment (RCW 9A.36.080);
(viii) Harassment where a subsequent violation or deadly
threat is made (RCW 9A.46.020(2)(b));
(ix) Criminal Gang Intimidation (RCW 9A.46.120);
(x) Any felony conviction by a person eighteen years of age
or older with a special finding of involving a juvenile in a felony
offense under RCW 9.94A.833;
(xi) Residential Burglary (RCW 9A.52.025);
(xii) Burglary 2 (RCW 9A.52.030);
(xiii) Malicious Mischief 1 (RCW 9A.48.070);
(xiv) Malicious Mischief 2 (RCW 9A.48.080);
(xv) Theft of a Motor Vehicle (RCW 9A.56.065);
(xvi) Possession of a Stolen Motor Vehicle (RCW
9A.56.068);
(xvii) Taking a Motor Vehicle Without Permission 1 (RCW
9A.56.070);
(xviii) Taking a Motor Vehicle Without Permission 2 (RCW
9A.56.075);
(xix) Extortion 1 (RCW 9A.56.120);
(xx) Extortion 2 (RCW 9A.56.130);
(xxi) Intimidating a Witness (RCW 9A.72.110);
(xxii) Tampering with a Witness (RCW 9A.72.120);
(xxiii) Reckless Endangerment (RCW 9A.36.050);
(xxiv) Coercion (RCW 9A.36.070);
(xxv) Harassment (RCW 9A.46.020); or
(xxvi) Malicious Mischief 3 (RCW 9A.48.090);
(b) That at least one of the offenses listed in (a) of this
subsection shall have occurred after July 1, 2008;
(c) That the most recent committed offense listed in (a) of this
subsection occurred within three years of a prior offense listed in
(a) of this subsection; and
(d) Of the offenses that were committed in (a) of this
subsection, the offenses occurred on separate occasions or were
committed by two or more persons.
(((37))) (38) "Persistent offender" is an offender who:
(a)(i) Has been convicted in this state of any felony considered
a most serious offense; and
(ii) Has, before the commission of the offense under (a) of this
subsection, been convicted as an offender on at least two separate
occasions, whether in this state or elsewhere, of felonies that
under the laws of this state would be considered most serious
offenses and would be included in the offender score under RCW
9.94A.525; provided that of the two or more previous convictions,
at least one conviction must have occurred before the commission
of any of the other most serious offenses for which the offender
was previously convicted; or
(b)(i) Has been convicted of: (A) Rape in the first degree, rape
of a child in the first degree, child molestation in the first degree,
rape in the second degree, rape of a child in the second degree, or
indecent liberties by forcible compulsion; (B) any of the
following offenses with a finding of sexual motivation: Murder in
the first degree, murder in the second degree, homicide by abuse,
kidnapping in the first degree, kidnapping in the second degree,
assault in the first degree, assault in the second degree, assault of
a child in the first degree, assault of a child in the second degree,

or burglary in the first degree; or (C) an attempt to commit any
crime listed in this subsection (((37))) (38)(b)(i); and
(ii) Has, before the commission of the offense under (b)(i) of
this subsection, been convicted as an offender on at least one
occasion, whether in this state or elsewhere, of an offense listed
in (b)(i) of this subsection or any federal or out-of-state offense
or offense under prior Washington law that is comparable to the
offenses listed in (b)(i) of this subsection. A conviction for rape
of a child in the first degree constitutes a conviction under (b)(i)
of this subsection only when the offender was sixteen years of age
or older when the offender committed the offense. A conviction
for rape of a child in the second degree constitutes a conviction
under (b)(i) of this subsection only when the offender was
eighteen years of age or older when the offender committed the
offense.
(((38))) (39) "Predatory" means: (a) The perpetrator of the
crime was a stranger to the victim, as defined in this section; (b)
the perpetrator established or promoted a relationship with the
victim prior to the offense and the victimization of the victim was
a significant reason the perpetrator established or promoted the
relationship; or (c) the perpetrator was: (i) A teacher, counselor,
volunteer, or other person in authority in any public or private
school and the victim was a student of the school under his or her
authority or supervision. For purposes of this subsection, "school"
does not include home-based instruction as defined in RCW
28A.225.010; (ii) a coach, trainer, volunteer, or other person in
authority in any recreational activity and the victim was a
participant in the activity under his or her authority or
supervision; (iii) a pastor, elder, volunteer, or other person in
authority in any church or religious organization, and the victim
was a member or participant of the organization under his or her
authority; or (iv) a teacher, counselor, volunteer, or other person
in authority providing home-based instruction and the victim was
a student receiving home-based instruction while under his or her
authority or supervision. For purposes of this subsection: (A)
"Home-based instruction" has the same meaning as defined in
RCW 28A.225.010; and (B) "teacher, counselor, volunteer, or
other person in authority" does not include the parent or legal
guardian of the victim.
(((39))) (40) "Private school" means a school regulated under
chapter 28A.195 or 28A.205 RCW.
(((40))) (41) "Public school" has the same meaning as in RCW
28A.150.010.
(((41))) (42) "Repetitive domestic violence offense" means
any:
(a)(i) Domestic violence assault that is not a felony offense
under RCW 9A.36.041;
(ii) Domestic violence violation of a no-contact order under
chapter 10.99 RCW that is not a felony offense;
(iii) Domestic violence violation of a protection order under
chapter 26.09, 26.10, 26.26, or 26.50 RCW that is not a felony
offense;
(iv) Domestic violence harassment offense under RCW
9A.46.020 that is not a felony offense; or
(v) Domestic violence stalking offense under RCW
9A.46.110 that is not a felony offense; or
(b) Any federal, out-of-state, tribal court, military, county, or
municipal conviction for an offense that under the laws of this
state would be classified as a repetitive domestic violence offense
under (a) of this subsection.
(((42))) (43) "Restitution" means a specific sum of money
ordered by the sentencing court to be paid by the offender to the
court over a specified period of time as payment of damages. The
sum may include both public and private costs.
(((43))) (44) "Risk assessment" means the application of the
risk instrument recommended to the department by the
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Washington state institute for public policy as having the highest
(((52))) (53) "Transition training" means written and verbal
degree of predictive accuracy for assessing an offender's risk of
instructions and assistance provided by the department to the
reoffense.
offender during the two weeks prior to the offender's successful
completion of the work ethic camp program. The transition
(((44))) (45) "Serious traffic offense" means:
(a) Nonfelony driving while under the influence of
training shall include instructions in the offender's requirements
and obligations during the offender's period of community
intoxicating liquor or any drug (RCW 46.61.502), nonfelony
actual physical control while under the influence of intoxicating
custody.
(((53))) (54) "Victim" means any person who has sustained
liquor or any drug (RCW 46.61.504), reckless driving (RCW
46.61.500), or hit-and-run an attended vehicle (RCW
emotional, psychological, physical, or financial injury to person
46.52.020(5)); or
or property as a direct result of the crime charged.
(b) Any federal, out-of-state, county, or municipal conviction
(((54))) (55) "Violent offense" means:
for an offense that under the laws of this state would be classified
(a) Any of the following felonies:
as a serious traffic offense under (a) of this subsection.
(i) Any felony defined under any law as a class A felony or an
(((45))) (46) "Serious violent offense" is a subcategory of
attempt to commit a class A felony;
violent offense and means:
(ii) Criminal solicitation of or criminal conspiracy to commit
(a)(i) Murder in the first degree;
a class A felony;
(ii) Homicide by abuse;
(iii) Manslaughter in the first degree;
(iii) Murder in the second degree;
(iv) Manslaughter in the second degree;
(iv) Manslaughter in the first degree;
(v) Indecent liberties if committed by forcible compulsion;
(v) Assault in the first degree;
(vi) Kidnapping in the second degree;
(vi) Kidnapping in the first degree;
(vii) Arson in the second degree;
(vii) Rape in the first degree;
(viii) Assault in the second degree;
(viii) Assault of a child in the first degree; or
(ix) Assault of a child in the second degree;
(ix) An attempt, criminal solicitation, or criminal conspiracy
(x) Extortion in the first degree;
to commit one of these felonies; or
(xi) Robbery in the second degree;
(b) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that
(xii) Drive-by shooting;
under the laws of this state would be a felony classified as a
(xiii) Vehicular assault, when caused by the operation or
serious violent offense under (a) of this subsection.
driving of a vehicle by a person while under the influence of
(((46))) (47) "Sex offense" means:
intoxicating liquor or any drug or by the operation or driving of a
(a)(i) A felony that is a violation of chapter 9A.44 RCW other
vehicle in a reckless manner; and
than RCW 9A.44.132;
(xiv) Vehicular homicide, when proximately caused by the
(ii) A violation of RCW 9A.64.020;
driving of any vehicle by any person while under the influence of
(iii) A felony that is a violation of chapter 9.68A RCW other
intoxicating liquor or any drug as defined by RCW 46.61.502, or
than RCW 9.68A.080;
by the operation of any vehicle in a reckless manner;
(iv) A felony that is, under chapter 9A.28 RCW, a criminal
(b) Any conviction for a felony offense in effect at any time
attempt, criminal solicitation, or criminal conspiracy to commit
prior to July 1, 1976, that is comparable to a felony classified as
such crimes; or
a violent offense in (a) of this subsection; and
(v) A felony violation of RCW 9A.44.132(1) (failure to
(c) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that
register) if the person has been convicted of violating RCW
under the laws of this state would be a felony classified as a
9A.44.132(1) (failure to register) on at least one prior occasion;
violent offense under (a) or (b) of this subsection.
(b) Any conviction for a felony offense in effect at any time
(((55))) (56) "Work crew" means a program of partial
prior to July 1, 1976, that is comparable to a felony classified as
confinement consisting of civic improvement tasks for the benefit
a sex offense in (a) of this subsection;
of the community that complies with RCW 9.94A.725.
(c) A felony with a finding of sexual motivation under RCW
(((56))) (57) "Work ethic camp" means an alternative
9.94A.835 or 13.40.135; or
incarceration program as provided in RCW 9.94A.690 designed
(d) Any federal or out-of-state conviction for an offense that
to reduce recidivism and lower the cost of corrections by
under the laws of this state would be a felony classified as a sex
requiring offenders to complete a comprehensive array of realoffense under (a) of this subsection.
world job and vocational experiences, character-building work
(((47))) (48) "Sexual motivation" means that one of the
ethics training, life management skills development, substance
purposes for which the defendant committed the crime was for
abuse rehabilitation, counseling, literacy training, and basic adult
the purpose of his or her sexual gratification.
education.
(((57))) (58) "Work release" means a program of partial
(((48))) (49) "Standard sentence range" means the sentencing
court's discretionary range in imposing a nonappealable sentence.
confinement available to offenders who are employed or engaged
(((49))) (50) "Statutory maximum sentence" means the
as a student in a regular course of study at school.
maximum length of time for which an offender may be confined
Sec. 2. RCW 9.94A.734 and 2010 c 224 s 9 are each
as punishment for a crime as prescribed in chapter 9A.20 RCW,
amended to read as follows:
RCW 9.92.010, the statute defining the crime, or other statute
(1) Home detention may not be imposed for offenders
defining the maximum penalty for a crime.
convicted of the following offenses, unless imposed as partial
(((50))) (51) "Stranger" means that the victim did not know
confinement in the department's parenting program under RCW
the offender twenty-four hours before the offense.
9.94A.6551:
(((51))) (52) "Total confinement" means confinement inside
(a) A violent offense;
the physical boundaries of a facility or institution operated or
(b) Any sex offense;
utilized under contract by the state or any other unit of
(c) Any drug offense;
government for twenty-four hours a day, or pursuant to RCW
(d) Reckless burning in the first or second degree as defined
72.64.050 and 72.64.060.
in RCW 9A.48.040 or 9A.48.050;
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(e) Assault in the third degree as defined in RCW 9A.36.031;
(f) Assault of a child in the third degree;
(g) Unlawful imprisonment as defined in RCW 9A.40.040; or
(h) Harassment as defined in RCW 9A.46.020.
Home detention may be imposed for offenders convicted of
possession of a controlled substance under RCW 69.50.4013 or
forged prescription for a controlled substance under RCW
69.50.403 if the offender fulfills the participation conditions set
forth in this section and is monitored for drug use by a treatment
alternatives to street crime program or a comparable court or
agency-referred program.
(2) Home detention may be imposed for offenders convicted
of burglary in the second degree as defined in RCW 9A.52.030 or
residential burglary conditioned upon the offender:
(a) Successfully completing twenty-one days in a work
release program;
(b) Having no convictions for burglary in the second degree
or residential burglary during the preceding two years and not
more than two prior convictions for burglary or residential
burglary;
(c) Having no convictions for a violent felony offense during
the preceding two years and not more than two prior convictions
for a violent felony offense;
(d) Having no prior charges of escape; and
(e) Fulfilling the other conditions of the home detention
program.
(3) Home detention may be imposed for offenders convicted
of taking a motor vehicle without permission in the second degree
as defined in RCW 9A.56.075, theft of a motor vehicle as defined
under RCW 9A.56.065, or possession of a stolen motor vehicle
as defined under RCW 9A.56.068 conditioned upon the offender:
(a) Having no convictions for taking a motor vehicle without
permission, theft of a motor vehicle or possession of a stolen
motor vehicle during the preceding five years and not more than
two prior convictions for taking a motor vehicle without
permission, theft of a motor vehicle or possession of a stolen
motor vehicle;
(b) Having no convictions for a violent felony offense during
the preceding two years and not more than two prior convictions
for a violent felony offense;
(c) Having no prior charges of escape; and
(d) Fulfilling the other conditions of the home detention
program.
(4) Participation in a home detention program shall be
conditioned upon:
(a) The offender obtaining or maintaining current
employment or attending a regular course of school study at
regularly defined hours, or the offender performing parental
duties to offspring or minors normally in the custody of the
offender;
(b) Abiding by the rules of the home detention program; and
(c) Compliance with court-ordered legal financial obligations.
(5) The home detention program may also be made available
to offenders whose charges and convictions do not otherwise
disqualify them if medical or health-related conditions, concerns
or treatment would be better addressed under the home detention
program, or where the health and welfare of the offender, other
inmates, or staff would be jeopardized by the offender's
incarceration. Participation in the home detention program for
medical or health-related reasons is conditioned on the offender
abiding by the rules of the home detention program and
complying with court-ordered restitution.
(6)(a) A sentencing court shall deny the imposition of home
detention if the court finds that (i) the offender has previously and
knowingly violated the terms of a home detention program and

(ii) the previous violation is not a technical, minor, or
nonsubstantive violation.
(b) A sentencing court may deny the imposition of home
detention if the court finds that (i) the offender has previously and
knowingly violated the terms of a home detention program and
(ii) the previous violation or violations were technical, minor, or
nonsubstantive violations.
(7) A home detention program must be administered by a
monitoring agency that meets the conditions described in section
3 of this act.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. A new section is added to
chapter 9.94A RCW to read as follows:
(1) A supervising agency must establish terms and conditions
of electronic monitoring for each individual subject to electronic
monitoring under the agency's jurisdiction. The supervising
agency must communicate those terms and conditions to the
monitoring agency. A supervising agency must also establish
protocols for when and how a monitoring agency must notify the
supervising agency when a violation of the terms and conditions
occurs. A monitoring agency must comply with the terms and
conditions as established by the supervising agency.
(2) A monitoring agency shall:
(a) Provide notification within twenty-four hours to the court
or other supervising agency when the monitoring agency
discovers that the monitored individual is unaccounted for, or is
beyond an approved location, for twenty-four consecutive hours.
Notification shall also be provided to the probation department,
the prosecuting attorney, local law enforcement, the local
detention facility, or the department, as applicable;
(b) Verify and document the monitored individual's absence
at any court-ordered activities including, but not limited to,
employment, counseling, treatment, and school;
(c) Verify the location of the offender through in-person
contact on a random basis at least once per month; and
(d) Ensure compliance with any other condition ordered by
the court or supervising agency or otherwise required by law.
(3) In addition, a private monitoring agency shall:
(a) Have detailed contingency plans for the monitoring
agency's operation with provisions for power outage, loss of
telephone service, fire, flood, malfunction of equipment, death,
incapacitation or personal emergency of a monitor, and financial
insolvency of the monitoring agency;
(b) Prohibit certain relationships between a monitored
individual and a monitoring agency, including:
(i) Personal associations between a monitored individual and
a monitoring agency or agency employee;
(ii) A monitoring agency or employee entering into another
business relationship with a monitored individual or monitored
individual's family during the monitoring; and
(iii) A monitoring agency or employee employing a
monitored individual for at least one year after the termination of
the monitoring;
(c) Not employ or be owned by any person convicted of a
felony offense within the past four years; and
(d) Obtain a background check through the Washington state
patrol for every partner, director, officer, owner, employee, or
operator of the monitoring agency, at the monitoring agency's
expense.
(4) A private monitoring agency that fails to comply with any
of the requirements in this section may be subject to a civil
penalty, as determined by a court of competent jurisdiction or a
court administrator, in an amount of not more than one thousand
dollars for each violation, in addition to any penalties imposed by
contract. A court or court administrator may cancel a contract
with a monitoring agency for any violation by the monitoring
agency.
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Sec. 5. RCW 10.21.030 and 2014 c 24 s 2 are each amended
(5)(a) A court that receives notice of a violation by a
to read as follows:
monitored individual of the terms of electronic monitoring or
(1) The judicial officer may at any time amend the order to
home detention shall note and maintain a record of the violation
impose additional or different conditions of release. The
in the court file.
conditions imposed under this chapter supplement but do not
(b)(i) The presiding judge of a court must notify the
supplant provisions of law allowing the imposition of conditions
administrative office of the courts if:
to assure the appearance of the defendant at trial or to prevent
(A) The court or court administrator decides it will not allow
interference with the administration of justice.
use of a particular monitoring agency by persons ordered to
(2) Appropriate conditions of release under this chapter
comply with an electronic monitoring or home detention
include, but are not limited to, the following:
program; and
(a) The defendant may be placed in the custody of a pretrial
(B) The court or court administrator, after previously deciding
release program;
not to allow use of a particular monitoring agency, decides to
(b) The defendant may have restrictions placed upon travel,
resume allowing use of the monitoring agency by persons ordered
association, or place of abode during the period of release;
to comply with a home detention program.
(c) The defendant may be required to comply with a specified
(ii) In either case, the court or court administrator must
curfew;
include in its notice the reasons for the court's decision.
(d) The defendant may be required to return to custody during
(6) The administrative office of the courts shall, after
specified hours or to be placed on electronic monitoring, as
receiving notice pursuant to subsection (5) of this section,
transmit the notice to all superior courts and courts of limited
defined in RCW 9.94A.030, if available. The defendant, if
jurisdiction in the state, and any law enforcement or corrections
convicted, may not have the period of incarceration reduced by
agency that has requested such notification.
the number of days spent on electronic monitoring;
(7) The courts, the administrative office of the courts, and
(e) The defendant may be required to comply with a program
their employees and agents are not liable for acts or omissions
of home detention, as defined in RCW 9.94A.030;
(f) The defendant may be prohibited from approaching or
pursuant to subsections (5) and (6) of this section absent a
communicating in any manner with particular persons or classes
showing of gross negligence or bad faith.
of persons;
(8) For the purposes of this section:
(((f))) (g) The defendant may be prohibited from going to
(a) A "monitoring agency" means an entity, private or public,
which electronically monitors an individual, pursuant to an
certain geographical areas or premises;
electronic monitoring or home detention program, including the
(((g))) (h) The defendant may be prohibited from possessing
department of corrections, a sheriff's office, a police department,
any dangerous weapons or firearms;
a local detention facility, or a private entity; and
(((h))) (i) The defendant may be prohibited from possessing
(b) A "supervising agency" means the public entity that
or consuming any intoxicating liquors or drugs not prescribed to
authorized, approved, administers or manages, whether pretrial or
the defendant. The defendant may be required to submit to testing
posttrial, the home detention or electronic monitoring program of
to determine the defendant's compliance with this condition;
an individual and has jurisdiction and control over the monitored
(((i))) (j) The defendant may be prohibited from operating a
individual. A supervising agency may also be a monitoring
motor vehicle that is not equipped with an ignition interlock
agency.
device;
(9) All government contracts with a private monitoring
(((j))) (k) The defendant may be required to report regularly
agency to provide electronic monitoring or home detention must
to and remain under the supervision of an officer of the court or
be in writing and may provide contractual penalties in addition to
other person or agency; and
those provided under this act.
(((k))) (l) The defendant may be prohibited from committing
NEW SECTION. Sec. 4. A new section is added to
any violations of criminal law.
chapter 9.94A RCW to read as follows:
NEW SECTION. Sec. 6. A new section is added to
chapter 10.21 RCW to read as follows:
(1) By December 1, 2015, the administrative office of the
Under this chapter, "home detention" means any program
courts shall create a pattern form order for use by a court in cases
meeting the definition of home detention in RCW 9.94A.030, and
where a court orders a person to comply with a home detention
complying with the requirements of section 3 of this act.
program.
(2) The court shall provide a copy of the form order to the
Sec. 7. RCW 9.94A.704 and 2014 c 35 s 1 are each amended
to read as follows:
person ordered to comply with a home detention program. The
form order must include the following:
(1) Every person who is sentenced to a period of community
custody shall report to and be placed under the supervision of the
(a) In a conspicuous location, a notice of criminal penalties
resulting for a violation of the terms and conditions of a home
department, subject to RCW 9.94A.501.
detention program; and
(2)(a) The department shall assess the offender's risk of
reoffense and may establish and modify additional conditions of
(b) Language stating that a person may leave his or her
residence for specific purposes only as ordered by the court, with
community custody based upon the risk to community safety.
(b) Within the funds available for community custody, the
a list of common purposes, such as school, employment,
treatment, counseling, programming, or other activities from
which a court may select.
(3) When a court orders a person to comply with the terms of
a home detention program, the court must, in addition to its order,
complete the form order created pursuant to this section to notify
the person of criminal penalties associated with violation of the
terms and conditions of the program and of any express
permission granted for absence from the residence.

